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Colorado AD Bo11l11atest departure, ab, []resignationrJ inDI-A 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the Clips SundayShip. Hope you are well. 
It was just a few days ago that we ran a Clips eFlash reporting the rancorous and splenetic* 
departure of AD Steve Cobb from University of Alaska-Anchorage (UAA), a rather obscure 
D2 program (Dl hockey). 
However, UAA was not so obscure last week, when AD Cobb []accepted[j his 
rJresignation[1 by saying thatthe president was []mentally ill[J and that UAA was being 
Dgive/nJ away . .. by lobbyist Ashley Reed and afew local scoundrels. D To say the least, 
this was one of the more unconventional AD exits ever. (Presumably Mr. Cobb D s severance 
package allows for free and open commentary on the resignation). 

*Yeah, 1 looked it up. It means, D I-of the spleen; 2- bad-tempered D 
Which brings us to the announcement of the departure (nota Dfiling, D not a Dresignatioll, D 
but something in the middle?) of Mike Bohn from the University of Colorado just a couple 
days after Alaska. 

Full disclosure: By now Clips readers have figured out that Athletic Directors are 
the primary targets of our efforts. We mold content andfiJrmat e:xpressZv to satisfY 
our AD subscribers[] need\"jiJr both sides of quick news and issues in the business 
of college athletics. We now have over 300 AD subscribers (174 DI ADs) among 
our 1,800 subscribers. ADs are responsiblefor over 60% ofClipsD revenues, 
mostly because 80 of them have purchased group subscriptions. 

Here at the MotherShip we are unabashedfans of ADs. But we are also unabashed 
fans of Presidents, Chancellors, VPs, SrAssoc!Assoc/AsstADs, S/1I'As, SIDs, FARs, 
sports management faculty/students, sports joumalism faculty/students, media 
members, coaches, vendors, the NCAA, NAC/1I'AA, NACDA, BCA, CABMA, 
TIDES, ASPCA, etc. ItDs a balancing act to please everybody. 

Which all brings me to the departure of Colorado AD Mike Bohn, an 8-year veteran 
who is well-respected (so far as I can tell) by his peers, staff members and student-athletes. I 
have come to know dozens ofD 1 ADs very/pretty well, but unfortunately not Mike Bohn. In 
fact, I have never met him. I have asked around about Bohn to many ADs, and I have heard 
great things about him. 
Bohn D s departure marks the third D 1-A AD to have "resigned" after meeting with their 
Presidents in just the past month. The others were UNL V D s Jim Livengood and Rutgers D 
Tim Pernetti. 
Unlike the University of Alaska firestonn, the three departures above followed the usual 
pattern, which could simplistically be described as the following: 

• President and AD do not see eye-to-eye (sometimes the AD inherits a new President, 
and they do not see eye-to-eye from Day One). 

• President says [] Let [I s do things !!lY way. [I Those [j things [J might be firing a coach, 
raising more money, etc. 

• Sometimes the President might give the AD the chance to [jget with the program. [I 
• Sometimes the President might say, D Let D s move in another direction. D (with another 

AD, that is). 
• Ifthey go D in another direction, D then the AD resigns, keeps Iris/her head high, signs a 

severance package that specifies he/she cannot become splenetic (see definition above), 
and he/she rides off into the sunset. At least, thatD s what happens in 99.9% of the 
DresignationD cases. In the other .01 % of the cases (Alaska) there are fireworks. 

Note-I have no inside information on the three departures above. The bullets above are 
assumptions, (md the actual three departures cited above might have been different. 
A shelf full of interesting books could be written about the interplay between D 1 ADs and their 
presidents/chancellors LJ or, similarly, the interplay between the Provost and the Department 



Chair; or the Attorney General and the Assistant Attorney General; or the VP-Account 
Services and the Group Account Manager; or the EVP Finance and the Senior Director of 
Auditing; or the VP- Marketing and the Sr. Brand Manager, etc. []it could be anyone, 
anywhere. ButlJaside from the embarrassingly public firings (very rarely [jresignations[j) of 
coaches, Dl AD departures are among the more noticeable out there. 
Anyone want to collaborate with me on a book about AD departures? 
Have a good Sunday ... 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
'vV\V'vv.twitter.Gom!@CollegeAthC!ips 

Mike Bohn wasn't an ordinary athletic director at CU 

Transparency, every-lmm attitude endearedjomzer Buf/leader to many on campus 

By Kyle Ringo Blif.f:one. com, 6-1-13 
Long after Tad Boyle had finished talking at the Colorado basketball recmiting luncheon in 
2011 and the room had cleared of all but a handful of workers and media members, fonner 
University of Colorado athletic director Mike Bohn stayed behind helping the cleanup crew 
clear tables. 
It was not typical of an athletic director at a Bowl Championship Series-level school, maybe 
any athletic director for that matter. but it was nothing unusual for the fifth full- time AD in CU 
history. Bohn was not afraid to stray from the conservative well-worn path ti.)llowed by many 
of his peers. 
Bohn's eight-year tenure ended this week when he submitted his resignation atler Chancellor 
Phil DiStefano infonned him he planned to hire a new athletic director and offered Bohn 
reassignment within the university. 
Opinions vary on Bohn and his track record leading the Buffs, a program he grew up rooting 
for as he came of age here in Boulder. 
For some it begins and ends with the failures of the football program under his leadership. For 
others, Bohn will always be the AD whose tenure was scarred by football but also the man 
who led the school into the Pac-12 Conference, rejuvenated the basketball programs, brought 
women's lacrosse to Boulder and started the Pearl Street Stampede tradition on autumn Friday 
nights before home football games. 
Bohn has a booming voice to match his passion and energy. He has an unconventional and 
inclusive style. One of his first acts as AD back in 2005 was changing the doors to his ofIice 
from solid wood to glass so that everyone would feel welcome. Regardless of the opinions, 
Bohn is an original in the way he went about the job. 
"He never said 'no' to speaking to a class on campus, doing an interview for a student project, 
or offering advice on the profession of college sports," his longtime chief of staff Gail Pederson 
said in an email. "His calendar was booked solid day and night with the business commitments 
of mnning the department but he always made time for our student athletes and he worked 
tirelessly because his passion for young people is a priority." 
Bohn earned praise for taking risks such as deciding to reward 50 of the most consistent 
student supporters ofthe basketball programs with a trip to the 2012 Pac-12 Conference 
tournament in Los Angeles. Few know that after a disappointing loss at Oregon the week 
before, he told a reporter outside the locker room, 'Ryan, we're going to win the Pac-12 
tournament." 
v,'hen the BufIs won the tournament, he doubled down and took the students the fi.)llowing 
week to Albuquerque fi.)r the NCAA Tournament. 
But there were less public ways Bohn tried to build relationships and improve the experience 
for those who supported CU athletics. 
One cold night after a basketball game at the Coors Events Center traHic backed up as 
thousands of fans tried to leave several nearby lots and the parking garage at the same time and 
CU Police were short staffed. Few ofthose stuck in the logjam had any idea the man in the 
overcoat in the middle of the street directing traHic was the athletic director. 
Longtime sports infornlation director David Plati has served under four athletic directors in his 
time at CU. He believes each had their strengths and did the job the best they could in their 
own way. Plati credits Bohn for going the extra mile in being accessible and transparent. 
View full photo gallery 
Plati said Bohn held 22 roundtable meetings with the media in hi s eight years. By comparison, 
Plati said the previous three CU ADs held a combined total of five similar events. 
Plati also noted how Bohn did his best to find ways to connect with the average fan and didn't 
focus all his attention on those with the most expensive seats or biggest donations. 
Bohn would personally deliver season tickets to individuals who had a birthday, were dealing 



with a illness or in an eHort to reconnect with someone who had endured a bad experience 
with ticketing or at a CU event in the past. 
He also cared al:xmt the people who worked for him. Plati said Bohn was "oilen one of the 
first to visit an injured athlete in the hospital. Heck, he drove me down to Anschutz last summer 
for a minor procedure I had to have." 
Women's basketball coach Linda Lappe described Bohn this week as someone who "rarely 
took a day off" 
Lappe, who was hired by Bohn away from Division II Metro State in Denver in the spring of 
2010, enjoyed how Bohn took a genuine interest in the details of her program. 
"My Mike Bohnism is ailer we beat No.8 Louisville this season, he came over to the office to 
congratulate us but also to find out exactly what we were trying to do to break their late game 
press." Lappe said in an email. "Anybody who watched that game, knows we didn't execute 
like we wanted but found a way to hold onto our lead. We ended up drawing plays on the 
whiteboard for about a half hour." 
Candy Parkhurst worked for Bohn as his administrative a<;sistant helping to organize his 
schedule and to manage the mountains of paperwork in and out of the ofIice. Parkhurst shared 
this story: 
"Mike was walking by the bike rack between Dal Ward and the Rec Center when he saw a 
student checking out the bikes," Parldmrst wrote. "Her bike had been stolen a few days earlier 
and now it was locked to the bike rack. She didn't want to be late to class, but needed to 
contact the police. One of our student workers, Kristen Conrad, was walking by. Mike told 
Kristen to call the police and he would wait by the bike until the police arrived and then explain 
the situation. The student got her bike back because Mike took time out of his day to help her. 
Definitely Mike." 
Jim Senter has worked in several roles in the CU athletic department since joining Bohn's team 
in May 2006. He is currently the associate athletic director for sport administration and 
oversees the football program. 
It doesn't take long for Senter to produce an example he believes sums up who Bohn was as 
an athletic director at cu. It's a story Senter has told many times. 
It happened not long after Senter was hired in the late spring or early summer of2006. Bohn 
and other CU officials were attending an informal event at a golf course with CU boosters and 
fans. A man approached Bohn and commented that he liked the new CU pullover Bohn was 
weanng. 
"He literally took the shirt offhis back or whatever the pullover or garment was and took it off, 
folded it up and handed it to the guy." Senter said. "The guy was like, 'Hey, thanks. That's 
awesome.' That was Mike Bohn." 

Kyle Ringo writes for the Buffione.com section a/The Daily Camera. This article has 
been reprinted on Clips with the permission o/The Daily Camera. To access the article 
above in its original setting, click here: 

http://www.daiZvcamera.com!cu-college-sports!ci _233 70300/mike-bohn-wasnt-an
ordinary-athletic-director-at 

Colorado athletic department should have always been run as a 
business 
By Kyle Ringo Bujftone.com, 5-29-13 
Hearing University of Colorado Chancellor Phil DiStefano say he views the school's 
athletic depmtment as a business that should be operated as such was almost as big of a 
surprise Wednesday as hearing DiStefano cut ties with athletic director Mike Bohn a day 
earlier. 
Don't get me wrong. It's refreshing to hear that perspective from someone in DiStefano's 
position, especially at CU. 
There is no debating the matter. College athletic departments at the Division-I level are multi
million dollar businesses and trying to IUn them with any other mind set is a recipe for failure. I 
think that is a hard lesson learned here in Boulder in recent years. 
But it was odd to hear from DiStefano because the bureaucracy he oversees has been getting 
in the way of the athletic department for years in tandem with the president's office in Denver. 
And I'm not buying that is suddenly going to change just because the chancellor seems to be 
open to the idea of hiring a successful businessman or woman to lead the department in the 
future. 
Here is an example. 
A year ago in the spring of2012, Bohn probably got out in front of his bosses a bit by telling a 
room full of reporters that he expected to be able to anuounce a "transfornmtional" facilities 
project in and around Folsom Field by September, which was roughly six months away at the 
time. 
When that news hit the streets it generated a lot of excitement among CU fans and boosters 
who had been waiting for months, years even, for just such an millouncement. 
But that announcement never materialized in September because all the bigwigs at the 
university and CU System level hadn't signed off on it yet. It was delayed and delayed and 
delayed while the school conducted feasibility studies and meetings and reviews and it inched 



its way through the complexity ofthe reporting stntcture. 
Finally, in February we heard Bohn and DiStefano brief members of the Board of Regents in 
Colorado Springs about plans for $170 million in upgrades that will be funded by private 
donations and television revenue. 
The owner or CEO of a business, a role the athletic director fills in the athletic depmtment, 
wouldn't have had to wade through that morass before coming through on his promise, 
especially when that promise was simply regarding unveiling plans tor a project off in the future. 
It was also odd Wednesday listening to the chancellor talk about the big business of college 
athletics when he was part of the CU administration that fought against that exact perception of 
college athletics during the recruiting scandal surrounding the CU football program back in 
2004 and 2005. 
Back then the school wanted more oversight of athletics. It wanted Bohn to help integrate the 
athletic department more closely into the fabric ofthe rest ofthe campus. It later praised him 
for doing so. Blah, blah, blah. 
Eight years later that mentality is suddenly gone. 
I get that the leadership has changed over time and people learn from past mistakes. Those are 
good things in this case, as long as DiStefano follows through on trmlsfonning the athletic 
department into a business-minded enterprise. But I'm also struck by how much time and 
energy has been wasted these past years by not treating it like a business all along. 
Two football coaching staffs, an athletic director and other less prominent CU employees have 
lost their jobs. in part, because the school didn't get tins right sooner. 
Make no mistake, I'm not saying Dan Hawkins or Jon Embree or Bohn would still be in their 
jobs today if the school allowed the athletic depmtment to function more like a business all 
along. Each ofthose men made plenty of mistakes along the way that helped seal their fate. 
But this much is absolutely true, ifCU had followed this course all along, the jobs of those 
three men and others would have been signiticantly easier with fewer hurdles to clear to get 
things done around here. 
Now the true test comes. We'll find out in the in the very near future how serious DiStefano is 
about changing the approach to one that is more business-oriented. How do we know that? 
Because a big business wouldn't dillydally once it started tile ball rolling in this direction. 

Kyle Ringo writes for the Bl.if.f;olle.com section of The Daily Camera. This article has 
been reprinted on Clips with the permission of The Daily Camera. To access the article 
above ill its original setting, click here: 

http://www.dailycanzera.com/cu-college-sportsl ci _2335 0344/ringo-colorado-athletic
department-should-have-always-been?source~pkg 
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IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update: 6-3-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the Clips MondayShip. Hope you are well. 

Below are the most recent postings on the Clips website. 

Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wl/wv.twitJer.com!@CollegeAthClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the 
articles (below) on the website. lfyou are not logged in you will get a blank white 
screen. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Monday. June 3, 2013 10:36 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

From the fertile mind of Pat Forde: a silly season pop quiz 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the Clips MotherShip. 
Readers who Dve been with us for any length of time know that the Clips editorial style is 
primarily data- based, served up in a highly readable (minimal use of multi,yllabic or foreign 
words, inside references and obscure acronyms) manner, with an overlay ofbi-partisan both
sides-of~the-story even-handedness. And [joh yesLJwe try to keep things light with self~ 
deprecating and non nasty humor as well. 
That doesnDt mean that we don Dt post some of the searing zingers, borderline oft~colorjollies 
and jocular barbs (thanks Rachel), but we always make sure that those are issued by guest 
writers and not the cooL calm and collected (and PC) Clips staffers. 

So here it is, the standard disclaimer absolving Clips of any backlash from the 
very funny Dsil~v season 0 pop quizfrom Yahoo! Sports 0 Pat Forde below. 
Something along the lines of Dif anyone is offended by the wordage below, please 
direct your umbrage and protestations in lvIr. Forde's direction, as this Clips 
eFlash is merely the messenger in this exchange of information. Yada yada yada 
yada. [j 

Have a good evening. 
Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wl/wv.twitJer.com!@CollegeAthClips 

College sports' silly season requires a pop quiz that is on par with it 
By Pat Forde, Yahoo! Sports, 6-3-13 
Spring is the silly season in college SPOltS. With football and basketball finished, the media 
vacuum tends to be filled by misadventures, missteps and misguided rhetoric that becomes a 
bigger deal in a slower news cycle. 
Spring 2013 has been sillierthall nonnal. Stalting the moment the 60-year-old coach of the 
national chaJllpion basketball team stepped into a tattoo parlor, it's been an el\.1:ended romp 
through the absurd. 
To help you keep track of it all, I've devised a quiz. 

I . Which group has Ohio State president E. Gordon Gee not recently offended? 
A. Damn Catholics, especially those with ties to Notre DaJIle. 
B. Illiterate Southerners, especially those with ties to the Southeastern Conference. 
C. Academically deficient Kentuckians, especially those with ties to the universities of 
Kentucky and Louisville. 
D. College administrators in the Big TefL ACC and Big 12, especially those who strenuously 
tried to hide the inner workings of realignment. 
E. Women and minorities. 
Answer: E. But there still is plenty of time to cover those bases and hit for the offensive cycle. 

2. Name the speaker: "There is no videotape, trust me." 
A. Mitt Romney, regarding the "47 percent" statement. 
B. Bob Knight, regarding his massage of Neil Reed's neck. 
C. Julie HeImann, regarding a certain wedding she cannot remember. 
D. Mike Rice, regarding his practice- session motivational techniques. 
E. Abraham Zapruder. 
Answer: C. That was Hennann's response when asked about videotape from the 1994 
wedding of fOlmer Tennessee assistant volleyball coach Ginger Hineline. It was part of the 
selective amnesia that has garnered HClmann far more attention (viltnally all of it negative) than 
at ally previous point in her life. 



3. Which of the following best describes the New York media's overall coverage of Rutgers 
athletics? 
A. Just a notch below the pro sports teams in the New York area. 
B. They follow the Scarlet Knights home and away. 
C. Columnists couldn't find Piscataway without GPS. 
D. "If you can't say something nice about someone, say it about Rutgers." 
E.Who? 
Answer: D. Though it must be said that the Scarlet Knights are remarkably adept at providing 
the cannon fodder. 

4. Big Ten commissioner Jim Delany's biggest current headache is D 
A. Gordon Gee's big mouth. 
B. Rutgers' big mess. 
C. The continuing parade oflawsuits stemming from Penn State's Freeh Report. 
D. The fact that his league doesn't win titles in sports people watch. 
E. All of the above. 
Answer: E. Why stop at just one headache when you can have a four-part migraine? 

5. Which athletic director described his or her school president as "mentally ill"? 
A. Julie Hermann of (maybe) Rutgers 
B. Tim Pemetti of (formerly) Rutgers 
C. Gene Smith of Ohio State 
D. Steve Cobb of Alaska Anchorage 
E. I-Ioward Burleigh of Minnesola State 
Answer: D. That was the 13-year athletic director's assessment of president Patrick Gamble 
last week upon being fired. Cobb attributed the firing to pressure from a lobbyist and "a few 
local scoundrels." Presumed to be among the scoundrels are the Alaska State Hockey 
Association and a group of former Alaska Anchorage hockey players, who publicly criticized 
Cobb in April. 

6. Whom did Rick Pitino describe as "a pompous ass"? 
A. Gordon Gee. 
B. John Calipari. 
C. Jim Calhoun. 
D. His tattoo a1iist. 
E. Anyone who hm! an)ihing to do with the breakup of the Big East. 
Answer: A. As a Catholic who works at Louisville and previously was part ofthe SEC, Pitino 
has to rank among the top I percent ofthose Gee offended. 

7. The decision by Rutgers senior vice president and general counsel John J. Fanner to call 
Hennann's detractors "F acebook gossipers and misguided boosters of the former athletic 
director" is D 
A. Sound strategy, because enough is enough. 
B. An attempt to change the narrative, because the critics have hm! a field day without 
significant response ii-om those being criticized. 
C. Pretty brassy, because Fanner got the job when the previous general counsel got whacked 
after the Mike Rice debacle. 
D. Confusing, because Rutgers might be better suited trying to let this thing die down. 
E. Not even a little bit surprising, because Rutgers is Rutgers. 
Answer: E. 

8. Bret Bielema is D 
A. The football coach at Arkansas. 
B. The former football coach at Wisconsin. 
C. A thug, according to former boss Barry Alvarez, via the loose lips of Gordon Gee. 
D. A Twitter assassin who took a pointed shot at Florida State assistant coach Tim Brewster 
after previously owning Brewster in the Minnesota-Wisconsin rivalry. 
E. All of the above. 
Answer: E. College football's most intriguing old face in a new place is hardly tiptoeing into the 
gig in Fayetteville, and clearly letl behind some bruised feelings in the Big Ten. 

9. Portland basketball coach Eric Reveno tweeted "#stopinsanity" last week in response to LJ 
A. The incessant Rutgers coverage. 
B. The incessant Gordon Gee talk. 
C. The West Coast Conference school that had a women's golfer break NCAA rules by 
washing her car with university water and a university-owned hose. 
D. The inability of college basketball ofl:lcials to master the block-chal'ge call. 
Answer: C. Reveno did not nalne the school, but the offending golfer had to re-pay $20 for 
her high crime. 



10. Les Miles mppelled down the side ofa Baton Rouge huilding last week because [J 

A. It was there. 
B. The gmss at the bottom was delicious. 
C. It was for a good cause. 
D. It was a threat to Mike Slive that he would take his own life ifthe SEC moves to a nine
game league schedule. 
E. He had a great want and a desire to accomplish this because the interest was mutual in 
regards to mutual interest. 
Answer: C. Though. really, auy aud all may apply. 

GRADING SCALE 
0-5 correct: Quit watching baseball and pay attention. 
6-7 correct: You know a dumb statement when you see one. 
8-9 correct: Silly season savant. 
10 correct: You spend too much time on Twitter.related stories 
P at Forde writes for Ya/wo' Sports, and he is an all-time unabashed j"av of the Clips 
Yucks Corps. This article has been featured in this Clips eFlash with the uncoerced, 
uncompensated, unanimous pennission of the esteemed author. 

And, along the same lines, here Os another gem about the evolution of humor we 
stumbled across in the Providence Journal . ... 

Humor and college sports 
By Jim Donaldson, Providence Journal, 6-3-18 
http://news.providencejounzal.com!sports/ college/20 13106Ihumor-alld-college
sports.html 

"1f1 don't offend somebody, then I'm probably not funny. " 
- comedian Tracy Morgan, of "30 Rock" and "Saturday Night Live" 

So, when will the NCAA ban Aggie jokes as hate speech. especially when they're told by 
fans of the Texas Longhorns, who have no love for their rivals at Texas A&M? 
"Did you hear about the Houston Cougar who tmnsferred to Texas A&M? He raised the IQ 
of both schools." 
"'W11Y don't Aggies eat barbecued beans? Because they keep falling through the holes in the 
grill." 
There are hundreds, if not thousands, more Aggie jokes. Most, ifnot all of which, are not all 
that amusing to alums aud fans ofTexasA&M. Although the reason for that, as any UT alum 
will tell you, is that the Aggies don't get the punch line. 
v.11ich is yet another Aggie joke. 
Then there's anecdote about a much-beloved aud delightfillly colorful fonner bowl official who, 
irritated that Houston would be representing the Southwest Conference in the Cotton BowL 
grumbled: "Goldam, Houston alumni -- half of 'em come to shop at the 7-11, the other half 
come to rob it!" 
Most people laughed at that. Today, many people would be demanding an apology. 
I covered the Atlantic Coast Conference when I wasjust starting out in the sP.)rtswriting 
business. 
I recall with amusement the Duke students chanting "If you can't go to college, go to Slate!" 
during a basketball game against nearby Raleigh rival N.C. State. 
And the University of Virginia student section. proud of their school's atillual rauking among the 
country's top 20 national universities - - even though the Cavalier football team ranked atnong 
the bottom 20 at the time -- shouting "You'll work for us! You'll work for us!" as teams like 
N.C. State and Clemson pounded them into submission. 
Ah, yes, Clemson. 
Did you ever hear the one about how, one year when Clemson was going to play in the 
NCAA basketball tournament in Texas. their fans decided to paint orange Tiger Paws on the 
road all the way to the tournament site? 
But they ran out of paint on the New Jersey Turnpike. 
All ofthis comes to mind following the recent comments of Georgia football coach Mark Richt, 
who seems to think that good-natured bantering between rivals appears to be going the way of 
the single wing. 
"I think it's sad that you can't go to your (booster) clubs atld just have a little fun aud get 
everybody to get a good laugh," Richt said. "They come to see their coaches. and they're all 
true- blue Bulldogs, or whatever contingent they're with. If you can't say anything about 
anybody else without it becoming a big issue, it makes it less fun." 
But, as Richt went on to say: "You say something at the grocery store aud somebody tweets it, 
that becomes national news. So you've got to be careful what you say." 
v.11ich, instead of being funny, is kind of sad. 

This article has been reprinted on this Clips eFlash with the pennission qf the 
Providence Joumal. 
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Clips eFlash: Long Live the President; Long Live President Gee 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
The MotherShip is a peaceful place in the wee hours of the morning. There is never anyone at 
the water cooler or the coffee-maker; emails and phone calls are nearly nonexistent; and the 
quietude is highly beneficial for the daily Clips content harvesting. 
This solitude wa<; especially welcome this morning because there was a flurry of background 
research on the unfolding Gordon Gee resignation that needed to be done: a thousand-and-one 
clicks that yielded text captures, images, videos, podcasts and screen shots that characterize 
the typical ClipsMorningRead. 
This moming was a little different because I went to bed last night with the lmowledge om what 
should I call it? o the retirement, er, ~, ah, resigl'tfthan, urn, :stepping ciann, hmm, fiftng 
(or maybe the departure, yeah, tham s it, the departure) of E. * Gordon Gee from 33 years of 
having been a president at Ohio State (twice). Vanderbilt, Brown, Colorado and West 
Virginia. 

Disclosure: The Clips Editor is no dispassionate obsen>er to the Gordon Gee 
matter. 1 met him at the SportsBusiness .loumallntercollegiate Athletics Forum 
five years ago. Also, 1 interviewed him in his (ffice two years ago (wherein he 
proceeded to interview me, not the other way around}. The next day[ja rainy 
fbotball Saturday in ColumbusWfbllowed him around during afbotball Saturday. 
While most would describe President Gee as a loose-lipped outlier among his 
peers, 1 prefer to temper that observation by commending him for having been a 
remarkably consistent, stand-up guy. Unfortunate~v, his conduct in that role was 
occasionally DunbecomingD for a university president. 

I just got through reading a couple dozen of the articles about Gee (and I am posting the best 
ones below). U nfOltunately about 70% of the content in these articles are negative in their tone 
with just 30% or so mentioning the many Gee positives: his prodigious fund raising talents, his 
remarkable grasp of big -time college athletics, his willingness to work hard travel extensively. 
his rock-star-like p.)pularity among students and parents, etc. 
Here LJ s another profound Clips-ism: Different individuals, different cultures, ditIerent ethnicities 
and different lifestyle groups all have different interpretations of what is humor (including lame 
humor) and what is insult. Almost everyone will have a problem withjokes about mothers, 
daughters, family members, the sick, the poor, the aged, the disabled, physical attributes (bald, 
fat, etc.), religion, etc. Meanwhile, some people will have a problem withjokes about entire 
cultures or countrymen as being dumb, dishonest, etc., with women drivers, with others 0 lack 
of intelligence, etc. [Clay Travis makes a great distinction below about se?f-deprecating 
humor, which is one of the primary themes of Gordon Gee.] 
What it keeps coming back to is that Gordon Gee is the president of a major university. He 0 s 
not Jay Leno. And he 0 s not you or 1. University presidents are the less than .01% of the 
populace that are de jure and de facto precluded from yucking it up. So I guess imll be open 
season on pillorying Gee because he [j s a university president. 
So we all move on. I just wish President Gee could have gotten a more dignified exit. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

*By the way, the OED standsfor Elwood 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wNw.twilter.Goml@CollegeAthClips 



NOTABLE QUOTES 
Had Gee had his ear to the ground, he might have noticed over the last decade that 
sensitivities have heightened You can debate whether the death of poking fun at others 
is a good development or not, but you can't debate the death itself. Ethnic humor has 
gone to its glG/Y. Ridicule isn't faring too well, either . 

. Ivan Maisel, ESPN, 6-4-13 
But because sports draws so much more attention than the much more important day-to
day operation of a major state university, here we are. (I write this with full knowledge 
that I am trivializing my own job. That'sjine. If the nation straightem its priorities 
tomorrow, I'll begin looking jor plumbing apprenticeships. Fortunately, the flow of you
know-what will never cease.) 
We're a sensitive society made more sensitive by the advent of technology that allows us 
to share our outrage and multiply it exponentially within minutes. You can blame the 
people who write and publish the stories all you want, but you are the ones who retweet 
them and respond and echo the callsfor firings. Infact, that has become our standard 
response. "Fire him, "we say. It's almost as if we've forgotten that the subject is an 
actual human being about to get separatedfrom hisjob. Though, given the heft of the 
golden parachutes awarded to the presidents, athletic directors and coaches who usually 
get targeted, we probably shouldn't flagellate ourselves too much 
.... Andy Staples, SLeom, 6-4-13 

III our modem society Asian people call't be racist against Asian people, black people 
can't be racist about black people, lvfuslims can't be ojj"ensive when talking about other 
Muslims, and gays can speak freely about other gays. 
But what if you're not a member ofaay (if these groups? Or what if you're actually racist 
and a member of these groups. (Some of the most racist comments in our society come 
from members of these racial, religious, or ethnic groups talking about other members 
qf these racial, religious, or ethnic groups.) Then your acceptable standard qf discourse 
shrinks tremendous~v, you aren't allowed to be very honest about race or ethnicity or 
religion 

.. Clay Travis, Outkick the Coverage, 6-3-13 

There's no denying he's brilliant at it. The gay is a walkill', talkin', back-slappin', joke
tellin', bow-tie-wearill', Orville Redenbacher-Iookin' (his description), down-to-earth 
academic who can and will charm you, I'vir. and Mrs. Potential Donor, right out (if your 
checkbook. Seriously, he's easy to like. 

About the onZv one of his peers more active than Gee wasformer Penn State president 
Graham Spanier. Those two were always locked at the philosophical hips, quick to scold 
everyone else D particularly young athletes D about how to conduct their affairs . .... . 
These are the people who run the NCAA, not the office workers in Indy or even 
president jldark Emmert, a former campus leader himself. These are the men and women 
that are ill charge alld have been forever. These are the rulers and defenders of the 
status quo . 

. . . . . . Dan Wetzel, Yahoo! Sports, 5-30-13, 1,065 words 

Gordon Gee, Catholics, and Checklist America 
By Clay Travis, Outkick the Coverage, 6-3-13, 1,023 words 

I'm a gay Muslim on Twitter and Outkick the Coverage. 
Why? 
For two reasons: 1. to coopt the stupidity of consistent "your gay' taunts on social media and 
embrace my gayness and 2. because it illuminates the continuing stupidity of the American 
social discourse. That is, we use the speaker's background as de facto freedom of speech. 
A gay Muslim in America can tmly get away with saying anything, you're simultaneously the 
most free and the most reviled in our modem society. That's a trade that's worth making for 
me. I get the creative freedom to write and talk in areas that others can't touch and at the same 
time I can embrace the hate that comes with that position. 
In today's America if you're a member of multiple minority groups you have different rules for 
what you can write and say than if you aren't a member of these groups. 
So I'm a proud gay muslim. 
Otherwise you need an ethnicity scorecard these days to figure out whether or not someone 
can say or write what they think about an issue. 
In our modem society asian people can't be racist against asian people, black people can't be 
racist about black people, Muslims can't be offensive when talking about other Muslims, and 
gays can speak freely about other gays. 
But what if you're not a member of any ofthese groups? Or what if you're actually racist and a 
member ofthese groups. (Some ofthe most racist comments in our society come from 
members of these racial, religious, or ethnic groups talking about other members of these racial, 
religious, or ethnic groups, 
Then your acceptable standard of discourse shrinks tremendously, you aren't allowed to be 



very honest about race or ethnicity or religion. 
In fact, you probably don't want to write or talk about it for fear of saying something 
"inappropriate." Our society's obsession with "appropriate" behavior proves that we really 
were once British colonists. It's like Downton Abby, melting pot edition. 
Which brings me in a roundabout way to Ohio State president Gordon Gee's recently 
published comments from this past December. For now I'm going to leave aside Gee's 
thoughts on college expansion, the SEC, the state of Kentucky's universities, the ACC, Bret 
Bielema, and other newsworthy comments and focus on one central element ofGee'sjokes. 
"The fathers are holy on Sunday, and they're holy hell on the rest of the week," Gee said. "You 
just can't 1mst those damn Catholics on a Thursday or a Friday, and so, literally, I can say 
that," said Gee, a Monnon. 
Imagine that Gee had said, "You can't trust those damn Jews on a Thursday or a Friday ... " or 
"You can't trust those damn Muslims ... " In fact, insert just about any other non-Christian 
religion, race, sexual preference, or certainly any other ethnic group that he wasn't himself a 
pmt of and Gee would be fired right now for what he'd said. 
Even if, as was the case here, the intention was to be funny. 
While Gee'sjokes were stupid and not funny -- honestly, can you not find jokes about Notre 
Dame that don't involve Catholic connections? - - they do demonstrate that Gee himself, a very 
smart man who I like personally, is aware of modem social fault lines. He wouldn't have made 
the jokes about any other group, but felt that he could speak freely about Catholics as a group. 
But why did Gee, correctly it tums out, feel tins way? 
After all, Gee's not Catholic Inmself - - which would have, in our modem media age, completely 
freed him to make these jokes. Indeed, the article itself actually makes clear that Gee's 
Mormon. Which means that if the Big Ten had been tJying to add BYU and Gee had said the 
same exact thing about Monnons instead of Catholics, no one would have even blinked. 
After all, Gee's Monnon, he can't hate himself: Ethnic scorecard checklist column three. 
But Gee's not Catholic, so why were these jokes okay when so many other religious faith 
comments would have gotten him fired? After all, religious faith isn't like race, a decision that 
none of us actually made. We can all choose our religion. 
It can't just be because Catholics aren't discriminated against now. Catholics in this country -
and elsewhere - - have a substantial history of persecution based upon their religious faith. It 
wasn't very long ago that John F. Kennedy mnning for President as a Catholic faced a 
substantial part of the American electorate that wouldn't vote for him based on his religion. 
There are probably some Catholics who cringed upon reading the comments, recalling a 
different era of WASP domination, when worshipping as they so desired wasn't pemlissible. 
Is it simply that the Christian faith and all its derivative branches are so embedded in our 
countly's fimlament now that making fun ofthe majority religion is fair game for everyone? 
Could Gee have gotten away with substituting in Christians in his joke for Catholics? I don't 
think so. I think he'd be fired for that too. 
But I bet you feel like there's an ethnic scorecard out there too, don't you? If you check certain 
boxes, you can say and write certain things, if you don't, you can't. 
It's amazing how lazy that construct is in 21st century multi-racial America. It's a mindset of a 
much older generation setting the communication standard fiJr a much more diverse younger 
generation that sees through the absurdity of arbitrmy ethnic checldists that govem what can 
and can't be said. 
A checklist America ultimately guarantees that many of our leaders spend most of their time 
searching for people who violate those checklists. A checklist America presumes racism and 
improper motive -- someone who is not a member of a group is authomatica11y opposed to it 
and must be fired for "inappropriate" comments - - in the name of combatting improper 
motives. 
Seems to me like the end result is that no one is actually very honest about anything. 
But what do I know? 
I'm just a gay Muslim t1ying to make a dollar out of fitleen cents. 
Clay Travis is thefbunder and editor (!I"Outkick the Coverage. This article has been 
posted on Clips with the authorLJs pemlission. 

Gee just one part of the problem in reform, not the solution 
By Dennis Dodd, CBSSports.com, 6-4-13 
Gordon Gee [1 retired, LJ imagine that. 
I-lard to believe after sticking his tassled loafer in his mouth all these years, Ohio State's soon
to- be fonner president had room left in his gob to utter the D rD word. But after spending 
much time in Dself-reflectionD and DdeliberationD (his words), the equivalent of the crazy 
uncle at family reunions telling fart jokes stepped down on Tuesday. 
Voluntarily. Off into the sunset. 
Yeah, right. 
Yes, Gordon Gee DretiredD and the what-took-so-longs are gladly accepted in this space. 
His ability to raise money was finally outstripped by his low-brow attempts at humor. 'W'hat 
you probably don't know is that his departure put a new, different face on a much-celebrated 
presidential refoml summit organized by the NCAA's Mark Emmert 22 months ago. 
In August 2011, 57 administrators - - presidents, ADs, commissioners - - gathered in 
Indianapolis, announcing a wave of sweeping changes in the NCAA They'd had it up to here 



with corruption. 
Gee was among them, which was a bit ofa giggle, since at the time his football program was 
embroiled in a football scandal that cost Urban Meyer a bowl game in his first season. But 
Central Florida's John Hitt was also in Indy in a similar situation. Three months after that 
summit, Hitt fired AD Keith Tribble amid an NCAA scandal that cost the football program a 
bowl. (It later D won D back the game on appeal.) 
North Carolina chancellor Holden Thorp was dealing with his own embamlssing academic 
scandal. Miami's Donna Shalala was there. That month, her professional life would change 
forever because oftwo words. Nevin. Shapiro. Oregon State president Ed Ray, who helped 
oversee the Penn State penalties as an NCAA board member, was recently sued by the Joe 
Patemo fanlily. 
Charges are pending in that Penn State case against summit attendee Graham Spanier. Surely, 
you've heard of the former Penn State president. Also at the summit wa<; then- Loui~,ville 
associate AD Julie Hennann, representing the National Association of Collegiate Women's 
Athletics Administrators. You hadn't heard of her then. You have now. At Rutgers. 
These were some of the faces of NCAA refoml. Don't blink -- a lot of them aren't even 
around less than two years after being charged with cleaning up the NCAA. About one- fifth of 
them have either resigned, retired or are in the process of resigning or retiring. That list includes 
fOlmer Big 12 commissioner Dan Beebe. You're going to love this irony, fans: Beebe now has 
a small business consulting with schools on how to avoid scandals such as Penn State's. 
This is the face of reform, if you can call it that. The stipend issue (paying players) has been 
stymied. The membership hasn't been able to agree on how to cut a mere 25 pages (5.8 
percent) from the NCAA Manual. Blame Emmert if you wish. I blame a system that has to rely 
on educators who are being sued, being run out of office or D retiring, D to clean up college 
athletics. 
These are the best and brightest? 
The point is, some of those distinguished educators responsible ti.)rreforming college athletics 
haven't been able to tum a comer without stepping in it themselves. Eight of those 
administrators at the summit guided their schools to more money in new leagues amid 
conference realignment. That group included Maryland's William Kirwan, who oversaw an 
athletic department bathed in red ink and then moved it to the Big Ten to solve that problem. 
It's sometimes difficult to find an honorable man or woman in the midst of what was supposed 
to be the largest refoml movement in NCAA history. The word D hypocrisy D might be fitting 
when first glancing at the roster. I was able to find at least six college CEOs or ADs on the 
summit roster who were in charge of athletic departments during NCAA major violations at 
their schools. Thorp kind of summarized the current presidential dilemma when he told the 
Raleigh News and Observer that managing athletics [J can overwhelm LJ a chancellor. 
Even righteous, competent ones. 
Personally, I liked the old Gee - - the channing one who raised millions, the one who made 
cameos in fla<;h mobs, the one who was a card-carrying member of the Bow Tie Revolution, 
even the one who defClTed to the Almighty Tressel. None of us liked the Gee who slandered 
nationalities and religions. 
And that's the problem. One ofthe NCAA's best and brightest was purged on Tuesday. Gee 
literally talked his way out of ajob. 
When it comes to scandal, there are, it seems, different ways to reform. 
Dennis Dodd writes for CBSSport.5. com. This article has been posted on Clips with the 
authorDs permission. 

E. Gordon Gee's comments aren't the most offensive thing about him 
and his kind 
Dan Wetzel, Yahoo! Sports, 5-30-13 
Ohio State president E. Gordon Gee's entire existence is centered on money (raising and 
spending) and attention (drawing it in from adoring crowds and dishing it out on wealthy 
alums). There is little else. 
There's no denying he's brilliant at it. The guy is a walkin', talkin', back- slappin', joke-tellin', 
bow-tie-wearin', Orville Redenbacher-Iookin' (his description), down-to-emth academic who 
can and will charm you, Mr. and Mrs. Potential Donor, right out of your checkbook. Seriously, 
he's easy to like. 
It's why seemingly half the schools in America have hired him, including Ohio State, twice. And 
it's why he'll almost assuredly keep his job despite his latest wild comments D that ranged from 
"joking" about "dmnn Catholics", illiterate Southemers, the sub-standard "integrity" of 
universities in Kentucl-y and even the hard- wired greed of Big Ten commissioner Jim Delany. 
The comments weren't what you'd normally consider the material of a university president, but 
when did that ever matter with Gee? 
The man craves attention and through the years has proven he'll pretty much say or insult 
anything and anyone (including himself) ifhe thinks it might get an extra chuckle, especially if 
that might one day lead to an extra donation or positive word in the media. 
"The comments I made were just plain wrong," Gee told the Associated Press after a tape of 
him speaking to the OSU athletic counsel in December materialized. He'd already been called 
in front ofthe school's trustees in January and given a "remediation plan" as penance. 
"In no way do they reflect whatthe university stands for," Gee said. "They were a poor attempt 



at humor and entirely inappropriate." 
When it came to discussing the Big Ten's long flirtation with adding Notre Dame, Gee said you 
couldn't trust Catholic priests [j notably the late Rev. Ned Joyce, who helped run the school. 
"The fathers are holy on Sunday, and they're holy hell on the rest ofthe week," Gee said. "You 
just can't tlust those damn Catholics on a Thursday or a Friday." 
When someone asked about fans of the SEC mocking the Big Ten for having 14 schools and 
not, you know, 10, Gee, the former president of Vanderbilt, went old-school stereotypes and 
cracked the South for being uneducated. 
"You tell the SEC when they can learn to read and write, then they can figure out what we're 
doing," Gee said. 
He later slammed the "academic integrity" (whatever that means) of the Universities of 
Kentucky and Louisville. He later noted that while he was a fan of Delany, he described the 
Big Ten commish as "very aggressive." 
"We need to make certain he keeps his hands out of our pockets while we SUpPJrt him," Gee 
said. 
No doubt some will be offended. Some won't. Feel as you wish. Unless there is a groundswell 
of anger that threatens E. Gordon Gee's ability to raise money for Ohio State, he won't be 
replaced. That's the way the world works. 
Gee isn't likely a bigot. He'sjust a self-centered opportunist desperate for glowing smiles and 
open wallets. In other words, the modern American university president. He's 69 years old. 
Why change') He's turned himself into a very wealthy man (compensation about $1.6 million 
per year) acting in a way that gets billions raised for his schools. It's not like someone died 
here. 
In the past he has used jokes involving Polish stereotypes, made dumb analogies concerning 
football, insulted the ability of student-athletes at other schools and generally made a mockery 
ofhimself 
He infamously joked in the middle of an otherwise sober news conference concerning an 
NCAA investigation that he hoped then-Buckeyes football coach Jim Tressel "doesn't dismiss 
me." (That, it's worth noting, may have been the most honest thing ever said in college 
athletics.) 
It would be easy for the rest ofthe countly to brush of old E. Gordon as just a guy in Ohio 
with a lack of self-awareness who either entertains them or infuriates them or is just worth 
ignoring. How much is your life influenced by some far-off school president? 
The problem is he's spent his career moonlighting as one ofthe chief busybodies and reformers 
of the NCAA. 
Over the decades Gee has sat in on nearly all of the most powerful boards and executive 
committees, both in the national ofIice in Indianapolis and through the Big Ten and SEC. I'le's 
shaped college sports, pushed its direction, been a part of creating, or not changing, its rules, 
culture and purpose. This is a guy who went seeking power and influence and then wielded it 
broadly. 
About the only one of his peers more active than Gee was fonner Penn State president 
Graham Spanier. Those two were always locked at the philosophical hips, quick to scold 
eVClyone else u particularly young athletes u about how to conduct their afIairs. (Spanier is 
currently awaiting trial on charges ofpeJjury, obstruction, endangering the welfare of children, 
failure to properly report suspected abuse and conspiracy that stem from the Jerry Sandusky 
sexual molestation scandal.) 
These are the people who run the NCAA, not the office workers in Indy or even president 
Mark Emmert, a former campus leader himself. These are the men and women that are in 
charge and have been forever. These are the rulers and defenders of the status quo. 
These are tlle people who gave you an organization tl13t thinks amateurism is somehow a fair 
concept, that demands that it and it alone gets all the money, that believes it has the inalienable 
right to sell a players likeness fi.)r ever and ever, that seemingly reworks its policies on the t1y, 
that writes a rule book that obsesses over things such as cream cheese on bagels, that creates 
an enforcement system that no one believes is fair, that uses an illusion of a level playing field to 
dodge taxes and that, in the end, has a weak record of actually educating many of its most 
high-profile "student-atlJ!etes." 
E. Gordon Gee is the NCAA: tone deaf; clumsy, situationally arrogant and obsessed with 
bringing in more and more money (and making sure Delany, or anyone else, doesn't then get 
their paws on it). 
There is nothing noble or enlightened or moral or dignified about these people. They're just 
desperate, look-at-me tundraisers who, when not saying or doing ridiculous things, claim they 
and they alone know what's best for all. 
That's always the most ofIensive part here. 
D,m Wet:;el writes jar Yahoo! Sports. This article has been reprinted on Clips with the 
authorus permission. 

Ohio State's Gordon Gee was a lousy comedian, not a lousy president 
By Andy Staples, S1. com, 6-4-13 
During an interview a few years ago, University of Florida president Bernie Machen said 
something intriguing. "You have to take care ofthe docs and the jocks," Machen said. I asked 
what he meant. He explained the old higher-ed trope. Essentially, issues within a university's 
medical school and! or athletic program can get a president in outsize trouble because of the 



front-porch visibility of each. So, in situations regarding docs or jocks, a president must remain 
on high alert. 
No university president knows that better today than Ohio State's Gordon Gee, whose loose 
lips while discussing matters regarding the jocks have now cm,t him his job. Gee will resign, 
effective July 1. While inside Columbus he will be regarded as an excellent administrator and 
fundraiser, to the wider world Gee's tenure at Ohio State will be remembered for two instances 
involving athletics and a microphone. The second was the speech at the Dec. 5 athletic council 
meeting that ultimately led to Gee's departure. The first probably will wind up in Gee's New 
York Times obituary far ahead of some of his more relevant achievements in the field of higher 
education. It came March 8, 2011 during a press conference to announce that Ohio State 
officials had caught football coach Jim Tressel lying to the NCAA and reported the violation. 
When asked if dismissing Tressel ever crossed Gee's mind, Gee said tins: "I'm just hopeful the 
coach doesn't dismiss me." 
It isn't fair, but that statement will be Gee's professional epitaph. 
If Gee hadn't stammered out that P.)Of attempt at a joke, his equally poor attempt at comedy 
on Dec. 5 wouldn't be ending his tenure at Ohio State. But because sports draws so much 
more attention than the much more important day-to-day operation of a major state university, 
here we are. (I write this with full knowledge that I am trivializing my own job. That's fine. Ifthe 
nation straightens its priorities tomorrow, I'll begin looking for plumbing apprenticesinps. 
Fortunately, the flow of you-know- what will never cease.) We're a sensitive society made 
more sensitive by the advent of teclmology that allows us to share our outrage and multiply it 
exponentially witllin minutes. You can blame the people who write and publish the stories all 
you want but you are the ones who retweet them and respond and echo the calls for firings. In 
fact, that has become our standard response. "Fire him," we say. It's almost as if we've 
forgotten that the subject is an actual human being about to get separated from his job. Though, 
given the heft of the golden parachutes awarded to the presidents, athletic directors and 
coaches who usually get targeted, we probably shouldn't flagellate ourselves too much. 

To hear Gee's remarks, click here 

Gee did his Job very well - - WIth one glanng excepnon. A president's most Important task is 
raising funds by either cajoling the state legislature to appropriate funds or by convincing 
private citizens to give their hard-earned (or inherited -- it all spends the same) cash to the 
school. Gee was a master at the latter. The same goofY style that made him a PR director's 
nighnnare in a press conference made him relatable to his individual constituents and donors. 
But the fear now, based on the reactions to the stand-up act first unearthed last week by The 
Associated Press, is that he may have offended enough people to turn off those donors and 
those potential donors. In essence, he made himself poisonous. 
The routine began, as the acts of so many awful comedians do, with a tap of the microphone. 
"Is this thing working?" Gee asked as he took the floor at the athletic council meeting. Then 
Gee began talking about the weather. As everybody whose mom ever sent them ofl" to dinner 
at someone else's house would agree, he probably would have been better off staying on that 
topic. 
Gee would move on to discuss Notre Dame, Catholics in general, the Longhorn Network, Big 
Ten commissioner Jim Delany, Arkansas football coach Bret Bielema, the University of 
Louisville, the University of Kentucky and the schools of the SEC. Somehow, Gee managed to 
insult them all. It was a remarkable feat of foolishness. 
But should it have cost an otherwise capable employee his job') 
Gee should never have insulted Catholics. Let's get that out ofthe way first. Replace "Catholic" 
with "Jewish" or "Muslim," and Gee gets fired on the spot regardless ofintent. Ripping major 
world religions -- and even minor ones -- is always a bad idea. But Gee's words -- \wuleill
advised - - come ofl" on tape a<; little more than good-natured ribbing. At issue is whether the 
CEO ofa large, publicly-funded institution has any sort oflicense to kid about these matters. I 
can certainly understand why many would say he does not. But Gee did not sound like a 
hateful person -- just a terrible comedian. 
What makes this tmly absurd is this doesn't get blown up if Gee doesn't go after two of sports' 
biggest sacred cows: Notre Dame and the SEC. Saying anything about Notre Dame football 
guarantees page views and television time thanks to a huge nationwide fan base and an even 
larger group that loves to complain that Notre Dame gets too much attention, while reading 
every blessed word written about the Fighting Irish. Meanwhile, tile SEC has arguably the 
most passionate, volatile set of fan bases in American sports. When we in sports media see a 
major public figure ba<;hing Notre Dame AND the SEC at the same time, it's like hitting the 
Web trafIic lottery. Gee never stood a chance. 



(Heck, I'm one of the people Gee targeted. Thursday, I documented my struggles with SEC
induced illiteracy. But I'm a white, Anglo- Saxon protestant. I'm essentially the butt of every 
socially acceptable joke out there, so I don't get offended by much.) 
Officially, Gee will resign on July 1. Oflicially, he didn't get the ax. But whether he was forced 
out or whether he simply decided he couldn't deal with the double-secret probation and 
babysitters monitoring his every speaking engagement proposed by the Board of Trustees in its 
"remediation plan," Gee's stand-up routine cost him hisjob. That's a shame. 
He was a lousy comedian. That didn't make him a lousy university president. 

Alldy Staples writes for S1. COin. This article ha5 been posted all clips with the editorDs 
permission. 
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Another D I AD departure: Florida State's Randy Spetman 
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Dea.r Vince-

Another one gone .... Randy Spetman has resigned as AD at Florida State University. 

This is the sixth Dl AD who hm; ""ott;,n msigned" (or "msigned." if" hard to teli 

sometimes) in the past month and a hall······in addition to Tim Pemelti (Rutgers). Jim 

!..ivenW>od (UNl.\fi. Mike Bohn (Colorado). Gene Marshall (iona) and Bobby Staub (U~ 

Louisiana·Monl"Oe)·····and that se"ms lik" quit" a kw for a dub that includes only 340 

members. 

Randy Spelman is the only i\D I know 01 who was a fighter pilot (Air Force). I\re them any 

mom out there? 

It will be a fortunate school that secures Randy's services in th" future. 

Best 01 luck to Randy in his futum end"avors. 

Nick Infant" 

Clips Editor 

FSU's Randy Spetman out as athletics director; 
moves into new role 

By Corey l-fat\fe.'!i. Orfer/do SenfirJel, 7-5- -t 3 

TALLAHASSEE ...... Randy Spdman is out as Florida State's athletics director 

The unbmrsity al1l10un@d late \/V"dne"day afternoon Sp"tman. who is in his fifth year 

leadin" the Seminoles. will immediately be moving to a new senior advisory !"Ole with the 

athletics department. 

F:SU will soon open start a national search for a new athletics director. In the Interim, 

senior associate athletics director Vanessa Fuchs has been named interim athletics 

dimctor. 

"I am pl"ased. that thl'ou"h mutual a,w,ement. Randy will continue to advan@ the 

athletics department's strategic plan by working with a lull range 01 slak"holders to 

gather additional information that will help shape th" future of Florida State athletics." 

FSLJ pmsident Eric Barron said in a "tat"ment l-eiem",d \!IIedn8sday. 

Orlando area sports stars .. then and now 



Spelman will complete his current athldics director contrad in his new advisory role. The 

contract was palt of a one~year extension Spetman signed last August and runs through 

February 2014. Spetman did not mceive a mis" with the ext"nsion. Th" agwem"nt 

included potential bumps to his bonuses based upon how th" Seminoles p"rfornwd in 

th" classroom and in Director"s Cup all~sports national standings during the 2012-13 

aca(kmic y"ar. 

Spetman makm; S350,000 a year, with S200,000 coming from stat" funcb. 

Barron spoke with Spetman earlier this week and called members of the board of 

trustee" to infNm them of his ckcision Tuesday night, a 50lHce told the Orlando 

Sentinel. 

The bOilld's arlfHwl end·of..school·y"ar meetings are b,"ing Iwld Thursday and Friday in 

Tallahassee. Spetman has been expected to provide to the university's leadership an 

outline for FSU's athletic5 future at the Thur5day meeting. Spetman i5 still mr.pected to 

discuss the athletics department's future, a source told the S,"nlirwl. 

Sw,tman is slated to sugg"st revemw-g"nerating opportunities that indude revampin" 

[,:SU's alhletic uniforms and sidelirw gear and wnovating buildin"s induding Doak 

Campbell Stadium. according to ESPN.com and th" Tallahm;se" DE'i110crat. 

A graduate of the Air Force Academy and a former fi"hter pilot, Spetman came to FSU 

from Utah State in 2009 to repbce fonner FSU athldb, director Dalw Hart. Spetman 

also previously senmd as athletics director at I\ir [':orce. 

EilIli"r this spring, Spdman vvas named a candidat" for the Rutger5 athletics director 

position that 'Nas recently filled by Julie Hermann. Spetman told the Sentinel durin" the 

ACC spring meetin"s Im;t month he had no idea why his name was bdng circulated as a 

candidate. He stress,"d that he was happy at FSU and had no intention or I,"aving. 

In the wake of a 5candal involving its m"n's basketball team that got pr"lIious athletics 

dir"c[or Tim Penwtli fired, Hermann has bced her own public r"lations probl"ms afl"r 

former players and employees alle"ed she engaged in abusive conduct 

Durin" Spetman's tenure at FSU, the Seminoles have enjoyed athletic success. The 

football pmgram has turned itsEdf around, goin" from 7~6 in 200;:; to 12-2 with an ACe: 

Championship and Orang'" Bowl victory last season. 

The m"n'5 baskelball al"o ha5 be"n on an unpwcedented nm of late. The SE'i11inoles 

nol only won th,"ir first fleC championship in school history durin" th," 2011·12 season, 

but they al50 reach"d their fifth con5ecutilw ~JCAA Tournam"nt. After an absen@ from 

the tournament wilh a young t,"am this season, th," Seminol,"s me ,"xp"C["d to be back 

there with a more veteran group next yeaI', 

"The ov"mll performance of our athletic activiti,"s under his leadership, as refl"C["d by 

our stellar standing in the Director's Cup, has been the hi"hest durin" the past three 

year5 in the history of the institution dm;pite an athletics budg"t that is considerably 

smaller than athletics programs of peer universities," Barron said. 

"What's mom, Randy ov"rsaw thos" accomplishments while always ensuring compliance 

'Nith NCAA rules and re"ulations." 

Ij\jhen Sp"tman took over, FSU was in the middle of an academic cheating scandal that 

rocked multiple athletic teams, The NCfoA's probation period for the infractions was lifted 

in April after [':SU ad'"quately met all the NCI\i\ requirellwnts. 

In re@nt y"m", Spelman drew the ir" of FSU fans who overwhEdmingly impati"nt vvith the 

school's standin" in the ACC. 

Last "pring, a5 rumors circubt"d about FSU'" p05sible flirtation5 with the 8ig12, 

Spetman contifllwd to tell reporters [':SU was "committed" to the i\CC. I\side hom lhose 

decimations. h" wm; mostly silent on th" iS5ue, letting oth"r 5choolleader5 5peak mow 

vocally about it. 



lIi1any fans v'Iant"d out of the conf"r<>nc", d""ming it a leagl'" that plac"d bask0lball 

prioriti"s abov" football. They also sugg,"st,"d the university could receil!" more money 

from t"I"l!ision rights deals and distribution allotments in conferences such as the Big 12 

or th" SEC. 

Fonner bomd of trustee" chairman Andy Haggard ev"n told an FSLJ w"bsit;, Im;t May 

thal sorn" on Hw board b"liev,"d a mOl!" lo th," Big 12 should take plac," if it was as 

logical a shift as it appear"d to b". The comments seNned to go against Sp"tman's 

stance and forGed Barron to bridg" the gap between th" two philosophical camps. 

As rocky as th" latter portion of his athl0lics director tenure may have been, Spetman 

,"al"fl"d praise last V'mek after he took unusual sl"ps to break up a near·fighl at an FSU 

bas"ball game. During the S"minoles' NCfo,A Regional cont"st against Savannah State, 

Sp"tman got up from his s"at bdlind horn" plat" and "topp"d a Savannah Stat" fan 

hom launling rowdy FSU bns. fEd ... see ptlOlo below! 

The Savannah Stat" fan 'Nas being ejected from th" stadium and his aelions "asily could 

hal!" start,"d a fight. Florida Stat," fans imrn"diately us"d message boards and soda I 

m"dia to praise Spdman for his action. 
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Clips Weekly Update: 6-10-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

SundayEvening greetings from the MotherShip. 
This has been a tough past few weeks for college sports: 

• Several high profile ADs have gotten resigned. 
• Ohio State President Gordon Gee went a couple jokes too many. 
• The glaring spJt1ight on the Rutgers athletic department has continued almost unabated, 

with painful fXJtshots about inept leadership and sloppy vetting. 
• The NCAA govemauce model has trausitioned from the Big Five conferences issuing 

subtly subversive statements to deeply dissatisfied demands (read: $2,000 stipend, 
unrestricted recruiting staffs, etc.). 

• The AD at the University of Alaska-Anchorage called his president D mentally ill Dafter 
being fired. 

The last item, the one with the detiaut 11 mentally ill Li remark, reminds me again about the 
relative scarcity of truly great leaders in our time. I think it is reasonable to assume a basic bell 
curve distributions ofleaders (not just university presidents and Athletic Directors, but all 
leaders in all walks oflife; business, govemment, non-profits, etc.). 
Maybe 5% of all leaders can be considered bona fide, top-notch, truly exemplary leaders who 
possess in the right balance of communication, decision- making, acumen in delegation, 
mauagement development oftheir top people, trust, open communication, team spirit, fairness, 
decisiveness, maintaining au spirit de COlpS, etc. Did I leave anything out? 
In the bulge of the bell curve (90%) would be leaders who are merely great really good, and 
average. 
And then there D s the other end of the curve, populated by the 5% ofleaders who engage in all 
sorts of negative leadership styles: bluster. deceit, favoritism, nepotism. fraud. bullying, desk
pounding, intimidation, micro mauaging. disengaged mauaging, etc. 

Chps readers can figure out where they (or thelr bosses) would [allm the bell curve, and 
decide if they can change their own leadership style, ifthey can change their boss' leadership 



style, or if they should move along to another job, or start their own business (and work fiJ[ the 

best boss in the world). 
Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
vw,w.twitter.com/@CollegeAthClips 
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Dear Vince, 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
In college sports D all sports. really D we focus our attention on the winners, and completely 
fi)rget about the losers. Except my wife, who always feels bad for the losers, but thaW s 
another thing. 
The allure of winning has its own innate reward, the winning. Especially if victory is achieved 
versus a worthy opponent, with no bad hops or fluky calls, then there[]s no feeling like it. And 
with the winning comes celebration for fans, and D in college sports D heightened prospects for 
being drafted, and Dior coaches Djob security. 
For the losers, however, itO s none of the above, especially the job security for coaches. ItDs 
hard enough for head coaches whose teams don D t win, but even more transitory for the 
legions of assistant coaches who try to follow fonner head coaches around, or to latch on with 
another coach. 
Brad Wolverton of The Chronicle of Education embedded himself with assistant coach Elwyn 
McRoy, who has advanced and retrenched and lateral-moved andjockeyed himselffromjuco 
to Dl, for a total of 12 jobs over the course of his 16-year coaching career. 
But McRoy is not the only coach who is here today and not tomom)w. Wrote Brad, 

[] Over the past five years, more than 230 head-coaching positions in Division I 
men[]s basketball have turned over, affecting nearly two-third~ (if big-time 
programs. Coaches who once had four or more years to prove themselves 
sometimes get cut loose in half that time, as administrators show less and less 
tolerance for losing. Assistant coaches, who almost always lose theirjobs when 
their bosses go, often have the hardest time making it back in. D 

And more: 

DFinding ajob in basketball is all about your family tree. The more success your 
bosses and colleagues have had[](md the more actively they endorse you [1 the 
better your chance of landing on the shortlist when positions come open. .. 
De,lpite his years in the game, Mr. McRoy [],I· tree is more like a shrub. [1 

Sounds pretty bleak" huh? 
I believe that Brad D s account, while brutally straightforward and depressingly dreary, also 
portrays a man pursuing a passion, and there D s a lot to be said for that. However, in Coach 
McRoy D s case, approaching 40, with a wife and four daughters following him around the 
country, the time might becoming near to move on to other things. 

A recently released bookD Wvfake It, Take It, D by Rus Bradburdis afictionalDyet 
eerily realistic Daccount of the same subterranean world that Brad Wolverton 
describes in hisfeature. To access an award-worthy ClipsBookReview of Dlvlake 
It, Take It, D click here 

Have a good Tuesday night. 
Nick Infimte 
Clips Editor 

Bounced Around 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
www.twitter.com!@CollegeAlhClips 

After 12 coaching jobs in 16years, ElwynAlcRoy takes one last shot 
Article by Brad Wolverton, Chronicle of Higher Education, 6-3-13 

Tuscaloosa, Ala. 



FLYING HIGH 

On a crisp falllllOming three years ago, the engines on Iowa State UniversityDs eight-seat 
private plane spun to life. 
A few minutes before takeoff, Fred Hoiberg. the head men 0 s basketball coach, and Elwyn 
McRoy, his new assistant, climbed aboard for a recruiting trip 400 miles away. For Mr. 
Hoiberg, a former Cyclones star and NBA executive, it was an ordinary call: out by 9, back by 
6, home in time for dinner. 
For Mr. McRoy, who had spent most of his 13-year coaching career behind the wheel ofa 
rental car, it was his big break. 
When he arrived at Ames Municipal Airport that moming, he snapped a picture ofthe red
and-gold-striped Beechcraft King Air 200, which he later posted on Facebook. []The private 
life of recruiting, 0 he wrote, announcing his arrival in the fratemity of elite coaches. On board 
the plane, a cooler of soft drinks rested on ice. He leaned back in his leather seat and stretched 
his legs, reflecting on his unlikely rise. 
Just a decade before, he was coaching high-school basketball in Kansas, not far from the 
community college where he got his start as a player. As he moved up the Division I 
ranks o from Southem University, in Louisiana, to Georgia Southem University to Arkansas 
State UniversityDhe signed several high-profile prospects and was named one of the 
countryDs best junior-college recruiters. A few months before arriving at Iowa State, he was 
selected as one of six Division I assistants to participate in a leadership program for black 
coaches. 
On that early-October day in 2010, as the Iowa State plane lifted above the clouds, all signs 
were pointing up for Mr. McRoy. Ifonly he could last three years at this level, he figured, he 
would never have to worry about ajob in coaching again. 
The good times didn Dt last. Less than a year later, he tumbled from the top, a casualty of the 
game 0 s constant chum. This season he has all but disappeared, having landed at a tiny 
Division II college, in Alabama, where he is living out of an R V. 
His slide may be extreme. but his profession is filled with people struggling to stay on their feet. 
Over the past five years, more than 230 head-coaching positions in Division I menD s 
basketball have tumed over, affecting nearly two-thirds of big -time programs. Coaches who 
once had four or more years to prove themselves sometimes get cut loose in half that time, as 
administrators show less and less tolerance for losing. Assistant coaches, who almost always 
lose their jobs when their bosses go, often have the hardest time making it back in. 
With hundreds of contacts in the profession, Mr. McRoy would seem immune to such 
uncertainty. He is well liked among many former colleagues and players, who describe him as 
outgoing, witty, and generous with his time. He 0 s the kind of guy who remembers the names 
and birthdays of colleagues 0 kids, who supports fellow coaches by trying to take in a game or 
two of every team on campus. 
Fonner players say he expected a lot of them but gave much in retum. One time he paid for a 
plane ticket and a week of expenses for a former player who was preparing for a professional 
tryout. 
The son of high- school teachers, Mr. McRoy sees the court as his classroom and can hardly 
imagine any other path for himself Except for two weeks in college, when he sold shoes at 
Foot Locker, coaching basketball is the only job he has known. 
[1 He does not have hobbies, he does not have interests []it[] s basketball, that[ls it, [1 says 
Cannen McRoy, his wife of eight years. [1 From the moment he picked up that ball, it was 
over. It LJ s the only thing he ever cared alxmt, and it defines who he is. LJ 
That passion for the game has kept him hanging on long after others might have let go. How 
many people love their profession so much that they would drain their life savings and max out 
their credit cards just to stay a part of it? 
Until now, none ofthat has deterred Mr. McRoy. But even he has his limits. He says he is 
giving himself one last season to make it back to Division 1. DIn don Dt get there by the Final 
Four, 0 he said in February. o thatD II be all she wrote for me in the coaching business. 0 
He has made promises like that before. Maybe this time would be different. 

*** 
In a game that sometimes values players more for their height than their heart, Mr. McRoy 
stands out as much as any 7- footer. Although he became a starting PJint guard for a Division I 
team, he could walk through almost any gym in America and easily be mistaken for the 
manager. He [] s just 5 r] 5 LJ. 
As a player, he compensated for his lack of size by outworking the competition, practicing 
several hours a day and teaching himselfto shoot with either hand. The work paid off, as he 
helped his team win a national championship at Hutchinson Community College, in Kansas, 
and then transfelTed to Cleveland State University. 
DNot too many people work harder than him, 0 says Rollie Massimino, his coach at Cleveland 
State. Mr. Massimino, a one-time national-champion coach, hired Mr. McRoy as an assistant 
at Northwood University, in Florida. DHeDIl drive 10 or 15 hours, sleep in his car. and get up 
the next day and go. 0 
Mr. McRoy wakes up every day feeling like he has something to prove. His energy can leave 
competing coaches feeling a step behind, says Mark Patrick, a Kansas junior-college oflicial 
who has known him for more than a decade. Some recruiters might feel good about visiting 



three prospects one week, Mr. Patrick says, only to tind out that Mr. McRoy has seen the 
same three players[jplus three more. 
That work ethic was part of what attracted Iowa State, which Mr. McRoy saw as a good fit. 
The university plays in the p.)werful Big 12 Conference, not far from where he grew up, and he 
had contacts throughout the region. 
But his wife had reservations. The two married in 2005 and already had lived in four cities. 
Between them they had four children, and she was ready to settle down. 
Despite her hesitation, they accepted the position, which paid $85,000, more money than 
he 0 d ever made. In late August 2010, they pulled their daughters out of school in Arkansas. 
hung a for- sale sign in their yard, and headed north. 
With just three weeks before the stalt of recruiting season, Mr. McRoy scrambled to line up 
players. He pinned his hopes on an unheralded junior-college prospect named Tyrus McGee. 
The first chance they got, he and Mr. Hoiberg flew to Kansas to watch the 6 [J2 [j guard work 
out. 
During Mr. McGee r] s ofIicial visit to campus, Mr. McRoy opened the team [1 s practice facility 
late one night, and the two spent hours putting up shots and swapping stories. 
Mr. McRoy called on him before any other major-college coaches did, Mr. McGee says, and 
the recruiterDs DstraightupD style helped persuade him to sign with the Cyclones. DHe did a 
lot to help me, 0 says Mr. McGee, who was one of the leading scorers on this year 0 s Iowa 
State team, which made its second consecutive NCAA tournament appearance. Dl thank him 
for getting me to where 10m at. 0 
Despite those efforts, Mr. McRoy 0 s time in Ames was cut short. One former Iowa State 
coach describes him as a likable spark plug, but others say the staff never warmed to the new 
assistant. 
Former colleagues say he can be brusque and is not one to sugarcoat things. Mr. McRoy 
makes no apologies: [:.II might be too straightforward or too honest ti.)r people sometimes, [j he 
says. [1ButI[Jm not just going to tell them what they want to hear. [J 
Over the past two years, he has applied for dozens of coaching jobs at all sorts oflevels[j from 
Texas Tech University to Jacksonville State University to Odessa Community College. 
HeDs gotten close a handful of times. At the 2012 Final Four, in New Orleans, he was one of 
two finalists for an opening at Youngstown State University. More than 150 people had 
applied for that job, says Jeny Slocum, the head coach. Mr. Slocum eventually settled on 
someone with more experience recruiting in the Rust Belt. 
Last summer, with few prospects, Mr. McRoy put in a call to Michael Grant, a former 
colleague who had an opening on his staff at Stillman College. 
The catch: Stillman could pay just $3,000 for the season, plus room and board. Mr. McRoy 
knew that wasn[Jtenough to live on, but he was willing to take anything to stay in the game. 
His wife supported his decision but had no interest in living in Alabama. Together they decided 
that she would move with their daughters to Seattle, where she had family and a better chance 
oftinding work. 
Mr. McRoy figured he could stand six months on his own. He didn 0 t know what Stillman had 
in store. 
A HUMBLING PLACE 
Just down the road from the mighty University of Alabama at Tuscaloosa, Stillman College is 
an afterthought in this football-mad town. 
The historically black institution, which enrolls about 1.000 students, has made major 
improvements on its lOS-acre campus in recent years. But some of its facilities have seen 
better days. 
When Mr. McRoy arrived, in October, he had his choice of rooms in Frank H.M. Williams 
Hall, a worn three-story building that houses mostly athletes. He picked Room 307, the only 
one on the top floor with a working cable connection. The semester had already started, but he 
had the whole floor to himself 
One day in January, every light on his corridor was burned out except for the red exit signs. 
The toilets were coated with mold. And the showers were running hot or cold, nothing in 
between. 
His room looked like he hadjust moved inDor might move out any day 0 with bare-white 
walls. a suitcase in the comer, and a white-plastic Wal- Mart bag hanging on the closet 
doorknob, where he put his dirty clothes. In the middle of the room, two single bed frames 
were pushed together, taking up most of the space. 
For someone who has owned homes before. including one where each of his four daughters 
had her own room, this was a hum bling place. 
It wa<; not the only place Mr. McRoy slept. A few times a week he drove several miles to a 
hotel where he parked a 19-year-old recreational vehicle. He [.ld bought it in better times, 
expecting to use it for family vacations. But over the past year, it had become something ofa 
sanctumy. 
The R V was cramped but covered his basic needs, with a refrigerator, sink, and full bath, and 
a large, soft mattress. In a closet he kept a few pairs of untouched N ikes 0 a remnant of the 
days when he got free shoes 0 and 13 neatly pressed suits. Even without a steady paycheck, he 
still dressed for games in his Sunday best. 
In April 20 12, Mr. McRoy had filled out papers to begin collecting unemployment. For six 
months the State of Kansas, where he and his family were living at the time, mailed him weekly 



checks for $444. In October he requested a three-month extension, requiring him to send in 
weekly ti.)rms specifying five jobs for which he had applied. 
A look at those forms, which he shared with The Chronicle, reveals not only how persistently 
he has pursued a position in basketball, but how rudderless he is without one. Late last year he 
applied to be a team leader at Target, a pharnmceutical sales rep, and membership coordinator 
of the Tuscaloosa YMCA. He would take any job he could find: plant worker, stocker, 
cashier. 
In December, while surfing Hoopdirt, a job site for coaches, he leamed of a rare midseason 
opening, at the University of Detroit Mercy. It was a chance to work for a coach he knew, in a 
conference he had once played in. 
He texted Ray McCallum, the Titans 0 head coach, mentioning a top player who was 
available. DRay, 0 he wrote, mOm ready to work and I know I can land the players you 
want and need. [] 
Over the next two weeks, he sent Mr. McCallum at least 15 texts, in a subtle and not-so
subtle attempt to get the coach [j s attention. 
On December II he described his holiday travel schedule: He was flying to Kansas on 
December 16 to visit his mom for two days, then heading to Seattle until the 27th. 0 Really 
hoping I get to change my plans to come work for you! 0 he wrote. 
A few days later, Mr. McRoy sent the coach his rD sum D. As he left town, he was confident 
he would get a call. 
Over the next week he sent five more messages. none of which were answered. On December 
20, Mr. McCallum responded, having just returned from a five-day trip. o Hope things are 
good with you, 0 he wrote. 
o Just really waiting to hear what u gone do coach, 0 Mr. McRoy texted back. 0 If I got the 
opportunity that would make the holidays a lot better. LJ 
Several days went by, with Mr. McRoy trying a few more times. On December 26, he made 
one last effort. 
[j Hey coach, just seeing if there is any decision on your end, [j he said. [JHoping u help pull 
me up? 0 
With his chances in Detroit looking dim, he focused his attention on his family. He hadn Dt seen 
his girls in weeks, and he took them out of school early on the day his plane touched down. 
A few days before the holiday, he jumped online to search for gifts, e-mailing a local parent 
who had listed a dollhouse and kitchen set on Craigslist. m have 3 girls that would luv to have 
this on Xmas day, 0 he wrote. m could come get it ASAP. 0 
In past years, he had been far more generous with his daughters, giving each of them her own 
presents. Buying used Christmas gifts for eVClyone to share felt like a new low. 
His girls []who are 2,5,6, and l2 (the oldest is his wife[]s from a previous relationship) 
[1 didn [1t know the difference, Ms. McRoy says. They were just happy to have their father 
home. 
Late on Christmas Day, they got another gift, as Mr. McRoy[Js stay was extended. [1Meal 
money 4 players only, 0 Coach Grant texted that evening. DU may have 2 stay there longer. 0 
Mr. McRoy got his hopes up the next day, when he found out that his original flight on the 27th 
was oversold. Hoping to score a free travel voucher, he drove to the airport before dawn and 
was the first person at the gate. But the flight didn Dt fill up after alL so he had to call the airline 
to rebook. He avoided the $150 change fee by claiming a o family emergency. 0 (If this 
situation didn Dt qualifY, he couldn 0 t imagine what would.) 
While he was on Delta 0 s Web site. he clicked on a job opening for a flight attendant. What 
the hell, he figured 10m willing to travel. 
m CANl]T COME BACK[J 
A few weeks later, while scouting a game at Tuskegee College between two conference rivals, 
he took a call from his wife. She had a new job as a counselor at an abused-women[] s shelter 
and wa<; just getting home from herlong commute. The money wasn 1:.1 t great[J she had earned 
$10,000 more a decade ago, when she left Seattle o but it was something. 
Her job has also added new stress, as she juggles the schedules of five people going in 
different directions. Most momings she wakes the girls up by 6 a.m., hurrying to drop them off 
at school and day care so she can make it to work by 8. Nights feel just as rushed. DBytllC 
time we Dve done homework and baths, and lOve done four daughters 0 hair and gotten 
lunches together, 0 she says, DIDm ready for bed. 0 
This season Mr. McRoy has commuted to see his fanlily at least once a montll. using frequent
flier miles built up from years of work. When he 0 s not with them, they touch base every night. 
But with young children, the conversations can feel stilted. 
[1Who[js this? Kyliah?[] said Mr. McRoy, picking up a call as the Tuskegee band banged in 
the background. [J Daddy misses you. [1 Did you leam something new in school today? [1 
Kyliah passed the phone to Kenya, who handed it to Kamdyn, the 2-year-old, who 
accidentally hung up. A few minutes later, Kyndall was on the line. 
o Hey, sugar baby, how you doing? 0 Mr. McRoy said. They made small talk for a minute, 
then he tumed quiet. 
DNa, I canDt come back tomOlTOW, 0 he told his 5-year-old. DBut I love you. You be a 
good girl. 0 
On his drive back to Tuscaloosa he and his wife talked again. One of the girls was struggling in 
school, and Ms. McRoy worried that she wasn Dt getting enough attention. Another recently 



brought home part of her sandwich from lunch, remembering that her parents didnlJt want any 
f(1Od wasted. 
He and Ms. McRoy didn LJt discuss his job search. But that week, she e-mailed him a few 
openings she had come across, all in the Seatlle area. The Redmond/Sammamish Boys & Girls 
Club was looking for youth referees; the local park service needed a peewee coach. And this: 
o City Letter Can1er, Kirkland Post Office 0 $21.66 an hour. 0 

*** 
Finding ajob in basketball is all about your family tree. The more success your bosses and 
colleagues have had 0 and the more actively they endorse you LJthe better your chance of 
landing on the shortlist when positions come open. 
Despite his years in the game, Mr. McRoy 0 s tree is more like a shrub. Some coaches he 0 s 
worked for, like Mr. Massimino, have lost their standing, while others never had much to begin 
with. His biggest advocates are a few assistants from power programs and a handful of head 
coaches at lesser- known institutions. 
The NCAA limits Division I programs to three assistant coaches, which means that there are 
roughly 1,000 positions at the top level. Few professions have such a scarcity of jobs, and with 
so little staying power. 
The rest of higher education is hardly so volatile. The history department doesnLJt tum over 
every two years, nor do Iibral1ans. Even presidents, whose positions are some of the most 
transient, usually get five or 10 years to prove themselves. 
But in basketball, the movement of coaches has only speeded up. For many athletic directors. 
the tumover is a cost of pursuing their NCAA toumanlent dreams. The way they see it, 
they 0 re just a win or two away from becoming the next George Mason or Butler, basketball 
obscurities that landed on the game 0 s biggest stage. Instead of making the safe bet, investing 
in a coach who could become an anchor in the community, they[]d rather roll the dice. 
Mr. McRoy knows the numbers. He also knows that he has to stay on people [] s radars. In 
late January, he drove to Daytona Beach, Fla., for a visit with Gravelle Craig, who was in his 
second year as head coach at Bethune-Cookman University. It was Mr. Craig[]s first Division 
I head-coaching job, and his team was in a funk:. 
Mr. McRoy watched the Wildcats lose to Delaware State University, and afterward his friend 
treated him to a steak dinner. When the conversation tumed to Mr. McRoy 0 s situation, Mr. 
Craig said he had no idea how bad off Mr. McRoy was. 
He pulled out his wallet and handed over $100, promising to send more. Mr. McRoy said he 
wasnLJt looking for a handout but the Bethune-Cookman coach insisted. A few days later. he 
wired another $250. 
OU donD! know how much this helps, 0 Mr. McRoy teJ\.ied his fi"iend. OWhen I get back on 
my feet I swear I am getting this money back to you. [J 
After a recruiting visit in Orlando, Fla., he stopped in to see Jeff Price, interim head coach at 
the University of South Alabama. Mr. Price hired him at Georgia Southem in 2006, where they 
worked together for two seasons. 
Since taking over in late December, Mr. PI1ce had won six of nine games and had high hopes 
of keeping the job. Mr. McRoy would have loved to win a place on his staff and did all he 
could to show him. Between January and March, he would visit Mr. Price three times. 
In mid-February o after a quick Valentine Os Day trip to Seattle, where he used up the last of 
his free airline miles 0 Mr. McRoy leamed that another ally, Rob Moxley, was in the mix for a 
head-coaching position. He sent a text to Mr. Moxley, an assistant at North Carolina State 
University, and they ammged to meet up at a game in Atlanta. Over several weeks, the two 
coaches would exchange dozens of messages. 
In one text, Mr. McRoy mentioned a few players he had a bead on. [] Just need a job to 
recruit them to, I] he wrote. [] Good academic kids as well that can play. [j 
[JU got it be ready I []m gonna go hard!!!! [J Mr. Moxley wrote back. Then he talked about 
the opening he wa<; pursuing. [J [Ill] s] a nice job. Good court and we can definitely recruit 
there and win. No idea on $ yet but I want to talk to you first. 0 
A short while later, Mr. Moxley, himself a longtime assistant, hedged his comments: 0 Just hate 
to get all your hopes up till 0 m sure will get but got to be ready. 0 
o Man just get any job, 0 Mr. McRoy wrote back. 01 will helpu win. 0 

*** 
Near the end of the season, on a bus ride to Tennessee, Mr. McRoy and his team watched a 
movie called Touchback. Itos the story of a high-school football star who is seriously injured 
but gets a chance to live his life over. With the benefit of hindsight, will he play the big game 
again, risking a debilitating injury? Or will he sit it out to protect his future? 
Late in the movie, the player[Js mother says something that forces him to lake a hard look at 
himself []Vv'hat is so wrong with right now? What if this is all you get? It seems like nothing is 
ever enough with you. And if you canlJtbe satisfied with what you LJve got, youLJre never 
going to be happy. 0 
Sitting on the bus that day, Mr. McRoy thought about his own career, about how he had 
bounced from one oppOltunity to the next, always putting his job ahead of his family. He 
pictured his daughters 2,000 miles away, and moments that he hadn 0 t been there for this year. 
His youngest had graduated from toddler class, and his 6-year-old had leamed to read. 
He thought about fanlily activities he C1~oyed 0 bouncing on the trampoline, walking through city 
streets, sitting down for Sunday movies. He was missing all ofthat, and for what? 



m [1m almost 40 years old. I have to think about what H1m giving up [1 is it really worth it? [1 
he said a couple of days later. [] Right now, at this moment, it[] s not. [] 
SEASONLIS END 
After Stillman[] s season ended, in early March, Mr. McRoy cleaned out his donn room, 
collected his last paycheck, and readied for a final push to keep his career alive. Over the next 
four weeks, he planned to visit 10 states, scout more than three dozen games, and make 
contact with nearly 100 coaches. Ifhe was going down, he was going down swinging. 
He tossed his airline blanket and pillow into the back seat of a rental car. During the next 
week, he would sleep there four nights. 
Stillman had paid for the car and gave him $350 to cover his food and gas for the month while 
recmiting. He cut every comer he could but still went through the money in six days. 
By mid-March, the coaching carousel was starting to spin, and Mr. McRoy was paying close 
attention. In one seven-day stretch, 14 Division I programs made changes, from the lowest 
level (Grand Canyon University, which had j ustjoined) to the highest (Northwestern 
University). Surely he would get a nibble. 
He wa<; hoping for an otIer in the first wave of openings, which would give him options heading 
into the Final Four, in early April. But in late March, more bad news arrived: Despite winning 
17 gatnes at South Alabama as interim coach, Mr. Price did not get the pennanent job. (He 
later landed at Lynn University but didnDt have a spot for his friend.) 
Then, as Mr. McRoy was visiting with his mother, in Wichita, Kan., a debt collector left him a 
message, asking about delinquent payments on his wife 0 s car back in Seattle. He was months 
behind on the loan and couldn Dt work out a repayment plan. A few days later, the car was 
repossessed. Although his credit was shot, Mr. McRoy arranged to have his wife find a 
different vehicle, which she financed with help from his mother 0 s tax refund. That might have 
been piling one bad debt on another, but at lea<;t she had a car to get the kids around. 
Four days before the Final Four was set to begin, Mr. McRoy tired up his RV for the few
hour drive from Tuscaloosa to Atlanta. He stopped at his favorite barbershop for one last visit, 
and to fish for leads on selling his treasured 1964 Bonneville. But when it came time to pay, he 
didn 0 t have enough cash to cover the $15 cut. 
o I need one more favor from you, 0 he pleaded with the barber. 0 When I come back 
Wednesday, can I drop you off$20?O 

o I see green, that 0 11 change a whole lot of things. 0 
Despite the setbacks, Mr. McRoy 0 s spirits were lifting. Heading into college basketball 0 s 
chatUpionship weekend, he was in the mix for three jobs, atId he was looking forward to seeing 
old friends. 
His most promising lead was at the University of Texa<;-Pan American, a Division I program 
where Mr. Moxley, the N.C. State assistant, wa<; one of two finalists for the top job. Ifhe got 
it, Mr. McRoy had a good shot of becoming associate head coach. 
He was also vying for openings at Detroit Mercy, where he [] d tried to land in December, and 
East Tennessee State University. Over the next few days, he would exchange messages with 
coaches in both progratUs, but they never met up. 

*** 
It 0 s hard to imagine anyone who had more riding on the final weekend of play. But you could 
never tell from the ease with which Mr. McRoy mingled in downtown Atlanta bars and 
restaurants, where thousands of coaches had gathered. 
On late Thursday afternoon, two days before the semifinal gatUes, he sat down with Brian 
Burg. who had recently lost his job at Campbell University after the head coach there was 
fired. The two were in line to land at Pan American should Mr. Moxley get the position, and 
they were hunting for inti.mnation ab.)ut the search. 
Mr. McRoy said he had been awake until 5 a.m. the night before, reviewing all the 
conversations he Lid had with Mr. Moxley. 
He saw the Broncs 0 progranl, which will join the Western Athletic Conference in July, as an 
ideal fit. It has been traditionally open to junior-college transfers. And his wife was intrigued by 
the location, in southern Texas. 
Soon after the two coaches sat down, in a quiet comer of a hotel restauratIt, Mr. Burg took a 
call from a friend at Lamar University. The two assistants knew that the choice had come down 
to Mr. Moxley or Dan Hipsher, the top assistant at the University of Alabama. As Mr. Burg 
listened quietly, Mr. McRoy rested his elbows on his knees, studying his friend 0 s face for any 
clue. After a few minutes, Mr. Burg calmly set down the phone. 
[]What[]d your boy say? [] Mr. McRoy asked, straightening up. 
[] Said the AD told him Hipsher. LI 
The two coaches stared at each other for a moment, absorbing the news. 
Not satisfied with what he had heard, Mr. McRoy texted Mr. Moxley, looking for an update. 
OIOd be shocked beyond shocked, 0 the N.C. State assistant fired back, saying heOd been 
in touch with the athletic director. 0 He has been texting me all day. 0 Hopefully willimow 
tonight. 0 
Still operating in a fog of hearsay, the two men crossed the street to a sports bar, where they 
planned to compare notes on prospective players. Twenty minutes later, those plans 
evaporated. 
o Sony, 0 Mr. Moxley wrote his would- be assistants. 0 I hate to send out this text but 0 
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they [] re going to hire Hipsher. LJ His note was followed by a flurry of other messages to Mr. 
McRoy. [JUr dam good, r] Mr. Moxley wrote. []This biz is bs. [] Mr. McRoy deleted them 
immediately. 
He dashed off a quick thanks to Mr. Moxley for considering him, texted eight words to update 
his wife, and turned to Mr. Burg. 
o Well, B., it would Ove been good to work with you, 0 he said, raising his knucldes. 
o ONother time, man,O Mr. Burg replied, bumping fists. 
Without wasting another moment, and without telling Mr. Burg, Mr. McRoy flipped open his 
phone again and tel'>."i:ed three people who knew the new coach 0 a former colleague who 
worked in compliance at Alabama, ajunior-college recmiting expert, and his boss at Stillman. 
Then he tapped out a note to Mr. Hipsher himself. By dinner, Mr. McRoy had turned himself 
into a candidate for the guy who did get the job. 
Two days later, even as he still hoped that something might work out in Texas, he booked a 
one-way flight home. He had a $300 travel voncher[jthe last dollars to his name [land he 
needed every penny of it to get him back with his family. 
On April 14, Mr. McRoy amved in Seattle. The next day, he got a call from Mr. Hipsher. 
Elwyn McRoy had a new job: assistant menO s basketball coach at the University of Texas
Pan American. ltD s a one-year deal. 
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Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the Clips MotherShip. Hope you are well. 
ItDs a good thing that the Wall Street Journal Os Rachel Bachman stayed an DextraD day 
Saturday at the NACDA convention (about 8S°;') of attendees departed befi.)re then). It was a 
good thing because Rachel brought us a report ofa swinging-of-the-pendulum via a new 
NCAA initiative to [] shift toward empowering [] athletic directors to become more involved in 
decision-making (read: recruiting rules, $2,000 stipend, etc.) ....... And Presidents would be 
less involved. 
The NCAA will form a council often ADs to o meet regularly 0 with Emmert and his senior 
staif. Otherwise, there were no specifics divulged. 
This shift toward AD increased input was anticipated by many, and it comes none too soon. 
The flame-out by outgoing UNC president Holden Thorp about a month ago underscored the 
lack ofknowledge/experience/comfortability that many presidents have with the nitty gritty of 
rules for all levels ofD l. 
Your Clips editor spoke with one of the ADs that sat in on today 0 s meeting with Emmert. I 
got an earful alxmt Presidents being nearly clueless about the different needs ofDI-A, DI-AA 
and Dl-AAA schools. 
A new phraseology to describe the arms race is emerging. What used to be described as 
[Jhaves and have-notsr] has now evolved into []have-mores, haves and have-not~, [j which I 
interpret to be the following: 0 have-mores 0 are the 65 or so schools in the iive power 
conferences; 0 haves 0 are the 70 or so schools in the other five D 1-A conferences; and the 
Dhave-notsD are the 220 DI-AA and Dl-AA schools in the remaining 22 cOlJierences. 
Kudos to the NCAA in starting this shift back to ADs in the decision-making process. 
Have a good Sunday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
www.twitterocom!@ColiegeAthClips 

NCAA President to Form Council of Athletic Directors 
By Rachel Bachman, Wall StreetJournal, 6-15-13 
ORLANDO, Fla. []Operating the National Collegiate Athletic Association has long been like 
sailing a large ship[ja rush to one approach fi.)lIowed by a lurch to another. NCAA president 
Mark Emmert said Saturday that it's time ti.)r a shift toward empowering those close to the 
action: athletic directors. 
Emmert agreed Satnrday morning to fornl a council of 10 athletic directors who would meet 
regulady with him and his senior stail; starting in July, he said in a Satnrday interview with The 
Wall Street Joumal. The idea is to leave fewer decisions about things like recruiting rules in the 
hands of busy college presidents and more with the athletic directors who work with coaches 
and their assistants. The agreement came during Emmert's visit here to speak to the National 
Association of Collegiate Directors of Athletics. 
"It's clear right now where the association has gone, it's pushed the pendulum too far in one 
direction," Emmert said in the interview. "And it really has cut athletic directors out ofthe 
national discussion." 
A mid-1990s shift in NCAA structure emrxnvered university presidents to manage college 
sports. But some athletic directors and coaches say presidents are too far removed from the 
highly complex of athletic departments that sometimes generate $100 million in annual revenues 
to create eiIective day-to-day policy. 
Emmert's acknowledgment Satnrday that N CAA governance had strayed too far from athletic 



directors came as he and the NCAA face mounting criticism for everything from a top-down 
management style to upheaval in the NCAA's enforcement division as detailed in a story in the 
current issue of Sports Illustrated, 
Emmert said he "skimmed" the story, which centered on a case in which a former University of 
Miami booster said he lavished cash, cars and junkets on more than 100 Hurricanes athletes 
over most of the decade of the 2000s, In February, Emmert admitted that a staff member had 
improperly obtained evidence in the case, a revelation that prompted the departure of then
enforcement head Julie Roe Lach, In recent months, several experienced enforcement- staff 
members have left the department or retired, 
On Saturday, Emmert denied the notion that either the enforcement staff or the NCAA was in 
crisis, "That's just inaccurate," he said, A Miami spokesman declined to comment on the case, 
Emmert declined to comment on the specifics of the Miami case, about which the NCAA's 
Committee on Infractions met Friday in Indianapolis in a late- stages step before the NCAA 
announces its ruling, expected this summer. The school already has served self-imposed 
punishment including two bowl-game bans, Miami officials have said those steps should be 
sufficient 
Emmert acknowledged" significant difficulty inside of enforcement because of the Miami case, 
It did lead to a variety of changes that we had to put in place, But the fact that we are holding 
people accountable for behavior, and the fact that we needed to change some of our policies 
and practices there is not an indication of disarray, It's simply an indication that the organization 
is dealing with issues that are in front of it I think that's a nomla1, healthy process," 
He denied an allegation in the SI story that he was too involved in NCAA enforcement cases, 
"The only involvement I've ever had in any of the infi'actions cases has been to communicate to 
a president what their status was in process," Emmert said, "The presidents, me and my 
predecessors of the association, have never been directly involved in those cases," 
The derisive characterization of Emmert by unnamed NCAA stafT members as "King of the 
Press Conference" in the SI story was "funny," EmmeJi said, He added that the NCAA's 
board of directors "has asked me to be more open and engaged with the media and the public 
on NCAA issues, I don't apologize fortha!." 
He also aimed to push through numerous reforms when he took over as president in 2010, But 
efforts under Emmert to slash the number of pages in the NCAA rule book [J such as in 
eliminating restrictions on the size of each school's recruiting statITJ prompted backlash among 
coaches and athletic directors worried about the repercussions, Some also said they weren't 
adequately consulted, 
Emmert asserted that the NCAA has achieved significant reforms in raising academic standards 
for athletes and has excelled at one of its core functions: running championship events, 
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Clips Weekly Update 6-17-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the Clips SundayNightShip. 

Today was (still is) Father's Day, and---af1erthe salubrious revelry ofa long long day---I have 
finally sidled into the commander's seat of the MotherShip. 

Not only did Father's Day make the pursuit of business-of-college-sports content more than 
the usual challenge, but a business trip to Florida, punctuated by multitudinous handshaking 
opportunities and fmstratingly spotty WiFi, made the usual weekly routine a mite bit more time
consuming as well. But don't CIY for me dear readers, because I met and re-met many good 
people on my trip and it was well worth it. Who?, you ask, welL off the top of my head there 
wasVwere: 

Anqv, James, Don, Ben, Pat, lvfartin, Vince, Preston, Sean, lvlike, ~Vill, Rachel, Tom, 
Charlie, Virnette, John, Sarah, Julie. Marsa, Scott, 
Vaugh}~ Vince, Ian, Patti, Sally, Belinda, Gretchen, 
Jeanne. Abe, Don, Lee, Carolyn. Rich, Scott, A1ario, Oliver, Meg, Jaime, 
Bobby, Jane, Jan, Jill, lVina, A1icky, Ted, Glen, Gary, Ed, Ned, Giani, Louie, Annie, Pat, 
Shannon, Patti, Peg, Mel, Louise, Drew, Bubba, Kevin, Judd, Dominick. Vinnie, Brian, 
AarOl~ Elwood, Ursula, Diva, Don, Dean, Dwayne, Wayne, Judy, Judi, Charlie, Chuck. 

1vIorty, JIm, Derrick, and {f hundred more that 1 cannot cannot remember at this late hour . .... 

Oh, by the way, for Father's Day I got a Craflsman "9-in-I" Cordless Drill-Plus, a Tommy 
Bahama silk flowered shirt and a 6-pack of Labatt Blue. 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 
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:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the ClipseSURVEYShip. 
Below are the results ii-om this week's Clips eSURVEY in which we asked o Should ADs be 
involved in the selection process for new commissioners? LJ These surveys were emailed to 
481 selected Clips subscribers on Friday, June 21 at Ipm ET. 
As has been our continuing LJ but frustratingly elusive [J quest, we attempted to craft our one 
survey question in a manner that basically forced respondents to simply auswer LJyesr] or 
o no. 0 This was supposed to be a yeslno, toggle on/toggle off survey that would have yielded 
an accurate quautitative snapshot ofthe opinions of our survey group. 
Well, we got the yes and no answers that we wanted, but more than 65% of our respondents 
took the unsolicited opportunity to augment, explain, prevaricate, emphasize andior qualifY 
their answers. In fact, several of them qualified their answers so much that we could not figure 
out whether they were answering DyesD or DnoD (so we added another column entitled 
o unknown"). Thus, we ended up with a survey that produced as many qualitative results as 
quantitative results. 
This survey was prompted by an article on the ESPN website on Friday by Andy Katz 
regarding the possible hire of Val Ackennan as commissioner of the new Big East Conference 
(fonnerly[jaud lmofliciallymhe Catholic 7 and then the Catholic 10). 
At one point in his article, Katz wrote: [J The 10 new Big East presidents from 
Georgetown, Villanova, Creighton, Xavier, Butler, Seton /lall, Providence, St. 
John's, 1l1arquette and DePaul have pledged confidentiality to one another, 
according to multiple league sources. Athletic directors and coaches have been kept 
in the darA as the presidents have rUI! the search. 
That seemed strauge to me; that ADs would be 0 kept in the dark, 0 especially with the 
growing realization that Presidents these days are well advised to keep ADs VeJY much not in 
the dark. 
So I asked around, and learned not surprisingly that ADs overwhelmingly (96.8%) thought that 
they should be involved in the hiring process for new commissioners. Other sub-groups were 
favorable to having ADs involved, but at far lesser percentages. 
Here are the slats. 

Respondents were asked to emaIl back theIr answer, but there were not "yes" or "no" boxes 
for them to check off. This was partly by design, because we wauted to gauge the finnness of 



their answers by the manner in which they wrote yes or no. 
Here[ls what we got for L·Jyes[·j answers· 

x 

Qualitative answers: 
We always get plenty of qualitative answers. Here [] s a quantitative accounting of the 
qualitative answers: 
Total responses: 198 
One-worded responses: 130 
More than one-word responses: 41 
Two-paragraph responses: 19 
Three-paragraph (or more) responses: 8 
The prevailing theme ofthe more than one-word responses (68 in total) had to do with the 
relationship between Presidents and ADs. If those relationships are healthy ones, then the AD 
will/should have input with his/her President, and thus the input would be activated. 
There you have it, the Clips eSURVEY on AD input in hiring commissioners. 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
w\lv1N.lwiller.coml@ColiegeAthClips 

HereDs the Big East commissioner hire article by Andy Kat::: ojESPN.com (red balding 
has been added/or emphasis) 

Ackerman in talks for Big East job 
By Andy Katz, E."SPN.com, 6-21-13 

Former WNBA commissioner Val Ackerman is in negotiations to become the 
next commissioner ofthe Big Em;l, according to multiple sources. 
But the deal was not done m; of Thursday night with both sides hoping for a resolution by the 
beginning of next week. Ackerman was in Switzerland at FIBA meetings this week but is due 
back stateside this weekend. 
The Big East recently had centered on candidates outside of college athletics in Ackerman, 
Major League Baseball's Tim Brosnan and Boston Celtics president Rich Gothanl, a 



Providence College grad, The Big Em,t wanted to follow the model ofthe Pac-12, which hired 
Larry Scott, who had been head of women's professional tennis, 
Ackennanjust finished writing an extensive report for the NCAA on the state ofwomen's 
basketball and changes that could bolster the sport's popularity, as well as scoring and 
scheduling during the busy calendar, 
Sources were unclear, though, on whether Ackernlan would accept the position, The 10 new 
Big East presidents from Georgetown, Villanova, Creighton, Xavier, Butler, Seton Hall, 
Providence, St John's, Marquette and DePaul have pledged confidentiality to one another, 
according to multiple league sources, Athletic directors and coaches haye been kept in 
the dark as the presidents haye run the search. 
The new league starts July 1, and competition begins in August Each athletic director was 
assigned a sport to schedule and help organize while the presidents searched for a 
commISSIoner. 
There is no staff for the new league, but tlle ofIices apparently will be in New York The new 
Big East will continue to hold its men's basketball tournament at Madison Square Garden, 
Ackennan, 53, was the first president of the WNBA She was a fonner player at Virginia and 
then went to law school at UCLA, practicing for two years in tlle field before going into sports, 
She served as the head of the WNBA from 1996-2005 before stepping down, She was once 
a staff attomey for the NBA She was also instrumental in the USA women's basketball 
organization, She was the first female president of USA Basketball from 2005-08, She's also 
on the board of USA Basketball as well as the Naismith Basketball Hall of Fame, 
If Ackemlan takes the job, it would give the Big East a m~or player in basketball from all 
levels ofthe game, She's also well respected among NCAA members, 
The Big East has kept the process incredibly quiet, but multiple sources have said it has made 
runs at high-ranking otIicials from MLB, the NBA and in college in the foml ofWCC 
commissioner Jamie Zaninovich and fonner Big Em,t associate commissioner and current 
NCAA vice president Dan Gavitt, 
Multiple league sources said they were told the commissioner would be hired last week. But 
that hasn't happened, One source said the movement toward Ackennan had to be slowed 
while she finished her report on women's basketbalL So far that report has been critically 
acclaimed for its honesty and thorough details, 
Hall of Farner and UConn women's basketball coach Geno Auriemma told the Hartford 
Courant about Ackerman's report: "I think there are some great ideas, I think [Ackennan 1 is 
incredibly bright and she has the best interests of the game at heart, and I hope that we can get 
some ofthose suggestions acted upon," 
Ackennan recommended the women move to a F riday- Sunday Final Four instead of the 
current Sunday-Tuesday fonnat around the men's Final Four. She also suggested either having 
the men and women at the same site or all three divisions at one site for the women such as the 
men did last ApriL Moving to four quarters instead oftwo halves and giving the top 32 teams a 
bye and the other 32 playing a first round are some of the innovative changes she suggested to 
the NCAA, 
Coaches and athletic directors from the league have told ESPN ,com that they have been 
frustrated by the lack ofleadership and transparency while awaiting a new leader. There is 
anxiety about getting the league started, The new Big East already has a television deal with 
Fox, and expansion isn't a hot topic for the near tenn with the athletic directors comfortable 
with 10 schools and a true round-robin in basketbalL 
If Ackemlan lands the job, she would be met with high praise for a league that has been 
searching for direction since it decided to fornI, 
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Dear Vince, 

TuesdayMomingGreetings fmm Clips. Hope you are well. 
Some Clips subscribers out there think that the Clips Editor is some kind ofleading edge 
communications tech wizard, but that is not the case. I rely on other people to deal with the 
coding, the SQL, ABC, DEF, XYZ and all the other myriad techno-advances to enhance the 
display and disbursement of Clips wordage and images. 

Meanwhile, I busy myself strengthening my writing skills and extracting deep backgmund info 
from college sports muckity-mucks by flashing the 0 Off the Record 0 embmidery on the 
inside pocket of my sports jacket. 
That doesn Dt mean, however, that I don Dt at least read an article here and there about 
technical advances that might yield near-term communications breakthmughs to impmve 
ClipsD delivery methods. 
I shall beat amund the bush no longer. Drum roll please. I presentO via an article in the 
OBits 0 sub- sub- section of the 0 Technology 0 sub- section of the 0 Business 0 section of 
todayr]s New York Times[]the CorTemp pill, which has a built-in battery and wirelessly 
transmit~ real- time Ix)dy temperature. 
So what, you say? I said that too, until I perused ten paragraphs down and came acmss the 
following (emphasis added): 

Future generations of these pills could even be convenience tools. 
Last month, Regina Dugan, senior vice presidentfor l\fotorola J\1obilityDs 
advanced technology and projects group, showed off an example, along with 
wearable radio frequency identification tattoos that attach to the skin like a 
sticker, at the D: All Things Digital technology conference. 
Once that pill is in your body, you could pick up your smartpllOne and not have to 
type in a password Instead, you are the password Sit in the car and it will start. 
Touch the handle to your home door and it will automatically unlock. 
[jEssentially, your entire body becomes your authentication token, [1 Ais. Dugan 
said 

ZOllnd~! Now we [1 re talking! A near-term solution to the nettlesome necessity of 
[1 authentication, [lor, in layman [1 s terms, passwords. 
People are people (prC!found, huh?), especially in the password recall department.l know 
this fmm personal and business experience. We all forget our passwords. For 0 security 
purposes," weDre supposed to use non-obvious passwords for every one ofoUl" password
required portals.ljust counted my own, and 1 have 43 password-accessed online accounts, 
subscriptions, etc. We can only remember so many variations of our names, our pets 0 names, 
our favorite teams, our names backwards, our nanles using D! 0 instead of 0 ~ 0 our names 
using D@D instead of Da, 0 ourmother-in-lawDs maiden name, etc. etc. etc. 
As a person in the business of 0 paid contentO (alas, we are forced to require a password to 
access the time-saving, thought-provoking and award-worthy College Athletics Clips website), 
I can report that passwords have been the bane of about a third of Clips subscribers ... sage, 
savvy and intelligent though they may be. 
I want to switch to some technology for the Clips service that will bypass the need to 
remember a password. I thought it was going to be "first into the future" Six Million Dollar Man 
wizardlY or the application of the old Dick Tracy wrist-radio, or retina scans, fingerprint 
imprints, or body scent detectors, or voice recognition, but I guess those are all too far off into 
the afterworld for us. 
Password pills! This is our future. You heard it here first. 
Have a good Tuesday. 
Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Readers please note: There is a right-now method to have your computer remember 



your passwordjoryou. See the ealY 1-2-3 steps at the bottom (if this email. 
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Disruptions: Medicine That Monitors Yon 

By Nick Bilton, New York Times, 6-25-13 
SAN F&\N CISCO D They look like nomlal pills, oblong and a little smaller than a daily 
vitamin. But if your doctor writes a prescription for these pills in the not-too-distant filture, you 
might hear a new twist on an old clich [J: LJTake two of these ingestible computers, and they 
will e-mail me in the moming. [1 
As society struggles with the privacy implications ofwearable computers like Google Glass, 
scientists, researchers and some start-ups are already preparing the next, even more intrusive 
wave of computing: ingestible computers and minuscule sensors stuffed inside pills. 
Although these tiny devices are not yet mainstream, some people on the cutting edge are 
already swallowing them to monitor a range of health data and wirelessly share this infommtion 
with a doctor. And there are prototypes of tiny, ingestible devices that can do things like 
automatically open car doors or fill in passwords. 
For people in extreme professions, like space travel, various versions of these pills have been 
used for some time. But in the next year, your family doctor D at least ifhe D s teclmologically 
adept D could also have them in his medicinal tool kit 
Inside these pills are tiny sensors and transmitters. You swallow them with water, or milk if 
you[jd prefer. After that, the devices make their way to the stomach and slay intact as they 
travel through the intestinal tract. 
[J You will [j voluntarily, I might add [1 take a pill, which you think of as a pill but is in fact a 
microscopic robot, which will monitor your systems D and wirelessly transmit what is 
happening, Eric E. Schmidt, the executive chainnan of Google, said last fall at a company 
conference. DIfit makes the difference between health and death, youDre going to want this 
thing. D 
One of the pills, made by Proteus Digital Health, a small company in Redwood City, Calif, 
does not need a battery. Instead, the body is the power source. Just as a potato can power a 
light bulb, Proteus has added magnesium and copper on each side of its tiny sensor, which 
generates just enough electricity from stomach acids. 
As a Proteus pill hits the bottom ofthe stomach, it sends infonnation to a cellphone app 
through a patch worn on the body. The tiny computer can track medication-taking behaviors LJ 
r] did Grandma take her pills today, and what time? [] [j and monitor how a patient [1 s body is 
responding to medicine. It also detects the person D s movements and rest pattems. 
Executives at the company, which recently raised $62.5 million from investors, say they believe 
that these pills will help patients with physical and neurological problems. People with heart 
fililure-related difficulties could monitor blood flow and body temperature; those with central 
nervous system issues, including schizophrenia and A1zheimerD s disease, could take the pills to 
monitor vital signs in real time. The Food and Drug Administration approved the Proteus pill 
last year. 
A pill called the CorTemp Ingestible Core Body Temperature Sensor, made by HQ Inc. in 
Palmetto, Fla., has a built-in battery and wirelessly transmits real-time body temperature a<; it 
travels through a patient 
Firefighters, fi)otball players, soldiers and a<;tronauts have used the device so their employers 
can monitor them and ensure they do not overheat in high temperatures. CorTemp began in 
2006 as a research collaboration from the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics 
Laboratory and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. 
Lee Carbonelli, HQ D s marketing director, said the company hoped, in the next year, to have a 
consumer version that would wirelessly communicate to a smaltphone app. 
Future generations ofthese pills could even be convenience tools. 
Last month, Regina Dugan, senior vice president for Motorola Mobility D s advanced 
technology and projects group, showed off an example, along with wearable radio frequency 
identification tattoos that attach to the skin like a sticker, at the D: All Things Digital technology 
conference. 
Once that pill is in your body, you could pick up your smartphone and not have to type in a 
password. Instead, you are the password. Sit in the car and it will start. Touch the handle to 
your home door and it will automatically unlock. [lEssentially, your entire body becomes your 
authentication token, D Ms. Dugan said. 
But if people are worried about the privacy implications of wearable computing devices, just 
wait until they try to wrap their heads around ingestible computing. 
D This is yet another one of these teclmologies where there are wonderful options and tenlble 
options, simultaneously, D said John Peny Barlow, a founder of the Electronic Frontier 
Foundation. a privacy advocacy group. DThe wonderful is that there are a great number of 
things you Wallt to know about yourself on a continual basis, especially if you D re diabetic or 
suffer from another disease. The ten'ible is that health insurance companies could know about 
the inner workings of your body. LJ 
And the implications of a tiny computer inside your body being hacked? LeH] s say they are 



troubling. 
There is, of course, one last question fi.)r this little pill. After it has done itsjob, flowing down 
around the stomach and through the intestinal tmct, what happens next? 
[1 It passes natumlly through the body in abou124 hours, [] Ms. Carbonelli said, but since each 
pill costs $46, D some people choose to recover and recycle it. D 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Tuesday, June 25,2013 5: 11 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: The Big East needs a Commissioner. And pronto. 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

TuesdayGreetings (again) from the Clips eFlash desk. Yes, I already sent a Clips eFlash this 
morning (about the D Password Pill D) and now I D m sending a second eFlash. Wily not? If I 
there's quality writing and clever thinking out there, then I [lll share it with Clips subscribers. 
In the article below, IX)sted on the ESPN.com site just a couple hours ago, Dana o [JNeil 
pokes fun at the (new) Big East ConferenceLJas opposed to the []oldIJ Big East Conference 
(now known as the American Athletic Conference) [1 as she alternately praises and chides the 
D nine priests and one university president D who have orchestrated the secession of the 
Catholic 7 and then the acquisition of the three to make the ten. 
Dana had me rolling from the get-go: 

Stop me (you've heard this one before. 
Nine priests and one university president walk into a boardroom 
Oh the punchline? That would be the Big East Conference. 

The above will become Clips' next Best Quote of the Day, and tiris should be the last Clips 
eFlash of the day (unless another gem presents itself) . 
Have a fine Tuesday evening. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wl/wv.twitJer.com!@CollegeAthClips 

The new Big East circus rolls on 

By Dana O'Neil, ESPNcom, 6-25-13, 12:45pmET 
Stop me if you've heard this one before. 
Nine priests and one university president walk into a boardroom 
Oh the punchline? That would be the Big East Conference. 
The league opens for business on Monday, July 1, four montils after Catholic members ofthe 
original Big East seceded to take charge of their future. It was a bold, gutsy decision and 
ultimately the right one. The seven schools have since fought to retain the conference name and 
Madison Square Garden as the basketball tournament homecourt, plus added Creighton, 
Xavier and Butler to the roster, all equally smart decisions. 
But on the seventh day. the priests and president rested, rested to the point that Rip Van 
Winkle is poking them to wake up. 
With days to go before business begins and maybe a month to go before Big East athletes 
congregate to start practicing for their fall SIX)rts, the league is stuck in a self-inflicted 
purgatory. 
There is no staff, no schedule, no cool logo or website - - mostly because there is no 
comnussloner. 
T minus four business days, and the college SPOltS world is still awaiting the fumata bianca fium 
the Big East chimney -- an effort even more problematic since there isn't an actual office site 
yet tor the chimney to attach to, but that is a minor detail for another day. 
Last week, ESPN.com's Andy Katz reported the league was in negotiations with former 
WNBA president Val Ackerman. but nothing has been fonnally announced yet (the conclave, 
by the way. negotiated the deal with Pope Francis in three days. Just saying). 
The jury, or at least this seat of it is still out on whether Ackennan would even be the right 
hire. She's a terrific mind and unafraid to ruflle feathers -- her opus on what's wrong with 
women's basketball better be a wake-up call for that entire sport -- but she's something of an 
out-of-the-box, even risky hire for a league that right now is in need of solid, reliable footing. 



Ackernmn has plenty of basketball chops, and this will be first and foremm,t a basketball 
league, but she has not been involved in college sports in any direct capacity. That may work 
out just fine, but in an era when the !Xnver brokers of college sports are the commissioners, it 
will be, at the very least, an intriguing hire to watch. 
There's no doubt, though, that Ackerman will be a step up from the current leadership of the 
Big East. The woman isn't afraid to make decisions and is quite capable of getting things done. 
Which is more than we can say for the current crew in charge, the nine Revs and Prez, who 
apparently have been cryogenically frozen since March. Although we really shouldn't be 
surprised. This, after all. is the same group that allowed the Big East to bastardize itself until it 
was largely unrecognizable, all for the glory of football and at the expense of basketball. They 
acted only when the 11th hour was 30 minutes beyond its expiration date. 
Wnaf s more, the Big East is merely a microcosm of the new model of college athletics, run by 
college presidents and chancellors instead of people who actually know what they are doing. 
Under the guidance ofthe Revs and Prez, the league has been gripped with a common 
university ailment -- the bureaucratic flu, also known as paralysis by analysis. There is no 
simple decision that can't be meeting-ed to death, no easy choice that can't be endlessly 
discussed, tabled, reintroduced and tabled again. 
I do not say this flippantly. 1 worked tor two years at a small college and most days wanted to 
put my head through an ivy-covered wall, frustrated by campus inertia. 
And those are meetings where the academics actually know what they're doing, where their 
past experiences and authority has some merit. Here, they are wildly over their heads. Asking 
college presidents and priests to make athletic decisions would be like asking Bob Huggins to 
choose the next astrophysicist at West Virginia. 
In theory, the academic shift was designed to keep athletics in check and offer up a more 
balanced place for college athletics. In practice, the presidents and chancellors have ofIered up 
convoluted NCAA reform, most of which has been either shot down entirely, tabled or 
revisited, and led us directly down the path of conference realignment, hashtag #$$$$. 
The Big East faux leaders have been intentionally circumspect with their athletic underlings, 
completely cloak and dagger (conclave-like, if you will) about the decision-making process. 
It's rightly ticked offthe people in the SPOltS wings of the 10 campuses, who'd like answers to 
some simple questions, such as who are we playing, where are we playing, who's doing our 
PR, compliance, governance and where to mail conference correspondence. 
Not surprisingly. the Revs and Prez have flailed through tlns entire search. repOltedly swinging 
and missing on various professional SPOltS executives (who wouldn't have worked) and even 
Dan Gavitt, whose father, Dave, stmted the league. 
The saving grace in all this is that the product will be good despite the fumbles and bumbles to 
the finish line. The 10 schools otIer up a basketball-centric league, comprised of schools that 
are dedicated to the sport and not compromised by the competitive mess of fi.)otball. 
V,Ihile there isn't geographic logic to a league named East with Omaha among its destinations, 
there is at least a balance to the conference map and more like-minded schools on the roster. 
But there is still work to be done, important work, starting with choosing a leader. 
Nap time is over.lt's time for the Revs and Prez to stop making the Big East ajoke. 
Dana o ONeill writes 0 cleverly, coyZv, calculatingly, categorically, candidZvOabout 
college sports for ESPN com. This article propelled her into the ClipsTopFive list (which 
admittedly has a few dozen people tiedfor second, third, fourth andfifth places). This 
article has been reprinted on Clips with the pemlission ofESPNcom. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday. June 30, 2013 9:15 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: Oregon penalties evoke rage among commentators 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the MotherShip. Hope you are well. 
Some things never change. In the college sports world we seem destined to endure cyclical 
slams on the NCAA by sports commentators, big-time football/basketball haters (yes, they [jre 
out there, in the tens of millions) and biased fans (there [J s no such thing as an I!! biased fim; if 
they were indeed unbiased, they wouldnLJt be fans). 
Sometimes those slams are quite justified (Miami, Shabazz Muhammad, Tarkaniau, 
o DBaunoll, etc.), sometimes they are not. 
Depends who you ask, but some say that the rage and cynicism stirred up by most 
commentators over the past couple days regarding the Oregon" slap on wrist" penalties might 
have been a mite bit overdone. 
You decide ... 
For Clips readers who might have been marooned on a desolate island for the past few days, 
let me bring you up to speed: 

• In 2011, the NCAA alleged that football coach Chip Kelly failed to monitor the 
program for improper involvement with Willie Lyles. Oregon paid $25,000 to Lyles and 
his recruiting service, Complete Scouting Services. 

• On Wednesday, after a 27 -month investigation, the NCAA stripped Oregon ofa 
scholarship in each of the next two seasons and put the program on probation for three 
years. 

• The NCAA also issued an IS-month show-cause order against former coach Chip 
Kelly. This will have little punitive impact, since he is now coaching the Philadelphia 
Eagles for $6.5 million per year. 

• Oregon did not receive a bowl ban, a penalty handed down to other programs in recent 
years, like USC and Peml State. The absence of a bowl ban is what seems to have sent 
most writers off into a tizzy. 

To be sure, there are plenty of anti-NCAA wags out there who look for any excuse to lash out 
against their favorite whipping boy. And the l1lightLJ penalties meted out to UO were all they 
needed to go ballistic. 
So the commentators teed off. Dozens ofthem. They whined and moaned aud complained 
about the NCAA. They said the NCAA is inconsistent and unfair, ya-da, ya-da . 
Part ofthis nalTative was driven by Oregon D s top five hated status, so the commentators were 
off to the races. Their collective efforts evoked memories of an Orwelliau DTwo Minutes of 
Hate, D in which they ranted rancorously about DNike U. D about the got-outa-Dodge Coach 
Kelly and the absurdity of an orgauization investigating its own self. 
I thought the best commentary of the bunch came from Greg Jayne right up there in Duck 
CountJy. Jayne is the Sports editor of The Columbian, in Vancouver. Washington. He wrote a 
terse critique, imparting jabs unto the NCAA, the Committee on Infractions, Nike U, Coach 
Kelly and [Jhere it comes LJ the devilish nature of big-time college football. Awright, awright, 
[JdevilishrJ is my word, but Mr. Jayne describes big-time fi.)otball in a manner that makes one 
conjure up [JdevilishrJ in their mind. 
In his sign-oil; Jayne ofiers his solution: D the onZv way to clean up big-time college sports is 
to make them less big-time. Until there are viable minor leaguesforfootball and men's 
basketball, providing an alternative for athletes who view college as nothing more than 
a way station on the journey to the pros, then nothing is going to change. D 
Well, that D s one man D s opinion. At the bottom of this page I rewrote Mr. Jayne D s last three 
paragraphs with my version of a solution. 

Have a good July 4th week. 



Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W'NIN.twitter.comi@CollegeAthClips 

NCAA keeps on doing an impossible job 
By Greg Jayne, The Columbian, 6-30-13 
The lingering lesson from the NCAA's 40-lashes-vvilh-a-wet-noodle punishment of 
Oregon is this: College sports' goveming body is legislating it<;elf into irrelevance. 
And that's a good thing. The sooner we can recognize that big- time college sports are 
ungovernable, the sooner we can realize that the system is beyond repair, then the quicker we 
can move on to a manageable system. 
After more than two years of investigation and consternation and lawyerese, the NCAA 
demonstrated this week lhat lhe whole thing had been a pillow fight all along. 
Despite "major violations," fonner Oregon coach Chip Kelly was hit with a laughable show
cause penalty, just in case he wants to walk out on a $6.5 million-a-year NFL contract after 
one season; the program lost a grand total of two scholarships; and the Ducks were restricted 
on how many ti.)()tball recruits they can bring on campus. 
To its credit, Oregon [1 the school that a few years ago allowed lhe inmate to run the asylum in 
the fi.mn of a booster elevated to athletic director [j had been cooperative and contrite during 
the investigation. 
That undoubtedly mitigated the sentence and allowed the school to avoid what would have 
been aulhentic punishment - - a bowl ban. It's hard to imagine Ducks fans sitting in lhe Rose 
Bowl for the BCS Championship Game come January saying, "Man, those reduced recruiting 
visit<; really hurt." 
But while Oregon fans are brealhing a sigh of relief and the rest ofPac-12 is calling 9-1-1 for a 
waaaambulance, the real problem is the inconsistency of NCAA penalties. 
This isn't the typical and trite rant against the NCAA. The organization is, after all, a cartel 
established and overseen by the schools themselves. NCAA processes and policies are 
approved by the universities, and the goveming body is only as efIective as it is allowed to be. 
But it is an acknowledgment that the NCAA has an impossible job. USC lost 30 scholarships 
and was hit with a two-year bowl ban because Reggie Bush was paid some $300,000 by an 
agent; Penn State was hit with a four-year bowl ban, lost 40 scholarships, and faced a $60 
million fine for allowing a pedophile to run rampant through the football facilities. 
Oregon paid a recruiting service more than it should have, which isn't in the same league as 
USC's transgressions and isn't in the same galaxy as Penn State's. But tlying to balance the 
punishments for such varied violations requires a modem-day Solomon. 
The job is beyond the limits of lhe bureaucracy that is the NCAA, and it leads to questions 
about lhe future of college athletics. 
A couple months ago, there was a story that a golfer at a West Coast Conference school was 
penalized for washing her car using the school's hose and water. Nobody has been able to 
confinn the violation, but lhe absurdity of the current climate is evident in the fact that is was 
entirely believable. 
V,Thich brings us back to Oregon's football program. Considering the violations in question, ifs 
surprising that the Ducks did not get hit with a bowl ban. 
But as long as institutions of higher learning are best known in many cases as training grounds 
for lhe NFL or lhe NBA, the incongruity will be unending. 
Let's face it, the only way to clean up big-time college sports is to make lhem less big-time. 
Until there are viable minor leagues for football and men's basketball, providing an alternative 
for athletes who view college as nothing more than a way station on the journey to the pros, 
then nothing is going to change. 
That's not going to happen any time soon. And because of that the NCAA will be forced to 
continue attempting to do the impossible. 

Greg Jayne is Sports editor (if The Columbian, based in Vancouver. Washington (Ed
This is the Vancouver located on the Columbia River, not the Vancouver in Canada, 
which is about 150 miles north). 

A better ending? . ... 
Here D s the original version: 

Which brings us back to Oregon's football program. Considering lhe violations in 
question, if s surprising that the Ducks did not get hit with a bowl ban. 
But as long as institutions of higher leaming are best known in many cases as training 
grounds for the NFL or the NBA, the incongruity will be unending. 
Let's face it, the only way to clean up big-time college sports is to make them less big-



time. Until there are viable minor leagues for football and men's basketball, providing an 
altemative ti.)[ athletes who view college as nothing more than a way station on the 
journey to the pros, then nothing is going to change. 
That's not going to happen any time soon. And because ofthat, the NCAA will be 
forced to continue attempting to do the impossible. 

Here D s a Clips revised version: 
Which brings us back to Oregon'sfootball program. Considering the violations in 
question, it's surprising that the Ducks did not get hit with a bowl ban. 
But, since big-time football/basketball programs (part of institutions of higher 
learning) are best known in mallY cases as training grounds for the NFL or the 
NBA, we need to figure out a way to bypa5s the incongruity and hypocrisy. 
Let'sface it, the only way to run up big-time college sports is to establish a new set 
of rules and enjorcement specijicalZv designedjhr the 1% of elite athletes (from 
the top 60 or 70 football and basketball schools). There will not be viable minor 
leaguesfhr fhotball and men's basketball in the fhreseeable future, so we need to 
change the playingfieldfor the 1% of elite athletes headed to the NBA or NFL. 
We should make rulesDin recnliting, stipends, amateurism, agent selection, 
etc. Drelevant to the 1%, and not have them be subject to the rules for the 99%. 
The top 60/70 schools could conceivably do this under the umbrella of the NCA.A 
(i.e.- a new division), but the smaller 280 or so other Dl schools would have to 
vote to allow it to happen. 
If this does not happen soon, the top 60-70 schools might do it on their own. And 
that would not be good for anybody. 

And now, a quick Clips operations tidbit .... \\'bile Clips!] subscribers and ClipsLi 
competitors* are (and will be) engaged in pre-4th, 4th and post 4th R&R, revelry and 
merriment, please know that the Clips stafl will be doing what we always do: searching, 
clicking, scrolling, skimming, reading and selecting the salient info of interest to our readers. 

x 

Andy, Jlm, Debbze, Kevin, Darn, Dan, Stan, Dave, Jon and Frank, you know whatIDrn talking 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday. June 30, 2013 10: 17 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 7-1-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

This- -of course--is July 4th week. Many Clips subscribers are taking the whole week off I 
cau tell because I received hundreds of "Out of Office: on vacation" notifications on the Clips 
eFlash (Oregon penalties) that I just sent out about an hour ago. 

For college athletics administrators this is one ofthe best weeks to take a vacation. It's a slow 
time of year, aud not much is likely to happen. 

FOI·those on vacation--and those who are not--please know that the Clips MotherShip will be 
operational all week. We will bring you the news of the business of college SPOltS as it 
happens. 

We've got you covered. 

Have a good Monday. Have a good July 4th week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
\N1Nw.twitler.com!@CollegeAthClips 

Remember. you must be logged in with your username and password to view the 
articles (below) on the website. If)'ou are not logged in you will get rt birtllk white 
screen. 
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eFLASH ... Realignment 101: The new landscape of college SIX)!ts 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the MotherShip. Hope you are well. 
Today Dluly IstDis a special day ofthe year. This is the exact half-way point of the year: six 
months down, six months to go. Also of special interest to businesses interested in spending 
and collecting funds, July I 5t is the traditional beginning of the fiscal year. And, for our friends 
up north, July 1 st is r]Canada Day, [j their national holiday. July 1 st is also Dan AykroydrJ s 
61stbirthday. 
But, of most interest to the ClipsCmwd, July 1 st is DRealignment Moving Day, D the official 
cessation with the old conferences and start-up with the new conferences. 

The circumstances sunuunding the realignment moves have been many: intrigue, secrecy, trust, 
salesmanship, D fit, D shared values, strength of schedule, expanded media footprints and vastly 
increased conference distributions. This last item D vastly increased distributions D is significantly 
more vital than all the others combined no matter who wants to sugarcoat things elsewise. 
New alliances are being fomled and it D s like the first day of school. Sorta. Some schools are 
moving up, some are holding steady and some are slipping a little (ouch). New conferences 
have been spawned: the Big East and the American Athletic Conference, and one has bit the 
dust: the Great West Conference. 

Conference realignment is like the immutable laws of nature. For exanlple, gravity will always 
pull things down, pi is an infinite decimal and dogs can chase their tails and never catch them 
(but monkeys can). And here D s an immutable law of realignment: if you poach 13 schools* 
(like the Big Five conferences did), then that leaves 13 holes for the nexi tier of conferences to 
fill in, so they poach accordingly, and the poachees become the poachers and so on down the 
line. 
The 13 additions to the Big Five caused a chain reaction that has dragged on for two years and 
totaled 70 moves by 69 schools (TCU moved twice, first to the old Big East and tlIen to the 
Big 12). The only DI conferences untouched by the realignment have been the Ivy League and 
the Big South Conference. 
The Clips Conference Realignment Chart (Version #23) below will soon be obsolete when we 
come out with version #24, which will depict all 70 moves mentioned al:xwe. 



Numbers are numbers. Graphics are graphics. 
And words are words. 
Yahoo!Sportsr] Pal Forde is an unabashed favorite of the Clips Truth Squad for his 
consistently spot-on take ofthe goings-on in college sports. His richly descriptive and fi"enetic 
stream-of-thought manner make for uniquely enjoyable reading. When I read his article below 
I enjoyed three hearty LOLs (if you simply must know what parts elicited my LOLs, please 
send me a self-addressed email request). 
Happy July 1 st. Happy Monday. Happy Moving Day. Happy Canada Day. Happy 4th. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wNIN.twitter.comi@CollegeAthClips 

*13 schools to Big Five Conferences: Colorado and Utah to the Pac-12; Syracuse, 
Pitt, Louisville (md Notre Dame (non-FB) to the ACC; Texas A&A[ and Missouri 
to the SEC: West Virginia and TCU to the Big 12; Nebraska, Maryland and 
Rutgers to the Big Tell. 

Realignment 101: Getting to know the new landscape of college 
sports 



By Pat Forde. Yahoo! Sports, 7-1-13, 4am ET 

Welcome to July. While you Ore enjoying all the trappings of American summertime 0 

the pooL the grill, the incendiary devices passed off as patriotic props 0 college SPOltS is 
realigning itself some more. 
July I is when most of the latest conference shuilling becomes ofIicial. For example, the 
Atlantic Coast Conference oflicially adds Syracuse, Pittsburgh and all of Notre Dame except 
the part that matters most [J football. The new Big East opens for business, ifonly just barely. 
And the American Athletic Conference staggers into the new frontier. 
YouOre forgiven if you Ove lost track of all the announced changes, especially as it trickled 
down from the big moves by big leagues in recent years to the mid-major and low-major 
cOlJierences. The new geography will take some getting used to. 
In an effort to help, here's a handy realignment reference manuaL complete with wimlers and 
losers: 
AMERICAN ATHLETIC CONFERENCE 
Who left: Everyone who could. Specifically, the Catholic Seven skedaddled and took the old 
league name (Big Em,t) with them. Syracuse and Pittsburgh have run ofT to the Atlantic Coast 
Conference, and so has football independent Notre Dame. 
\\,110 arrived: The upwardly mobile portion of Conference USA, namely: Central Florida, 
Houston, SMU and Memphis. TCU, Boise State and San Diego Slate never showed up. 
WhatD s still to come: Plenty. Louisville is ticketed to the ACC next season and Rutgers is 
taking its dysfunctional selfto the Big Ten. The 2014 arrivals will be Tulsa, Tulane and East 
Carolina. Navy becomes an afIiliate football member in 015. 
Better or worse? The bombed-out shell of a league is definitely worse, and the deconstruction 
will accelerate next year. Losing Louisville will cost the American its greatest all-around power, 
and Rutgers 0 departure will snip the last tie to New York. A conference that sprawls from 
Connecticut to Florida to Texas has no identity, and not much in the way of excellence, either. 
Winner or loser? Huge loser. 
ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 
Who left: NobJdy ye~ but Maryland is in its final sem;on afler helping start the league in 1953. 
Who arrived: Pittsburgh and Syracuse. They don LJt help the cause in football, but are great 
additions in basketball and can keep Boston College company in the northem sector ofthe 
league. Notre Dame is in as well in all SpOlts but football, adding significant prestige. 
WhatD s still to come: Louisville ships in next year and should provide an instant impact in 
several sports, including all the major ones. 
Better or worse? The league is incrementally better this year and will take another step forward 
in 2014. But the biggest victory was in retention 0 commissioner John Swofford got all 
member schools to agree to a Grant of Rights media deal that solidified the league and helped 
forestall filrther national realignment. 
Winner or loser? Biggest wiooer nationally. 
BIG EAST 

Who lett: The breakaway basketball group ofSt. John [1 s, Seton Hall, Villanova, Providence, 
Marquette, Georgetown and DePaul foml the nucleus of the new-era Big East. 
Who arrived: Xavier, Butler and Creighton were excellent additions, poached from the 
Atlantic-lO (Xavier and Butler) and the Missouri Valley (Creighton). 

WhatOs still to come: The league has a lot of work to do in a hurry, in terms of creating 
schedules and an administrative infrastructure. The Big East finally got around to hiring a 
commissioner last week, tabbing former WNBA commish Val Ackerman. The plodding pace 
of progress is enough to remind everyone why these schools were marginalized within the old 
Big East [] they sat around letting the football schools make all the decisions. 
Better or worse? The league [j s recreation as a Catholic (plus Butler) basketball coalition 
absolutely is better than clinging to a bloated, diminished and geographically nonsensical old 
Big East. It is a welcome return to the identity most ofthese schools enjoyed before football 
ruled the Earth. But tile inability to get up and ruooing quickly raises concems aoout league 
leadership, and the choice of Ackerman as commissioner falls into the wait-and-see category. 
Winner or loser? Solid winner. 
BIG TEN 
\Vilo left: Nooody is leaving this money-making machine. The last school to depart the Big Ten 
was Chicago University in 1946. 
Who an'ived: No new arrivals yet. The league stands pat at 14 until 2014. 
\Vilat 0 s still to come: Mmyland and Rutgers arrive next year. They offer nothing of value 
beyond additional TV revenue 0ppJrtunities. A conference that has been marginalized in 
football in recent years gets no better with the addition ofthose two, and only Maryland 
basketball is worth getting (moderately) excited about. 
Better or worse? No major change. 
Wilmer or loser? Mixed bag. The Big Ten will win financially in 2014, but loses some athletic 
prestige by bringing in two schools that aren 0 t terribly good in the major spOlts. 
The rumored power play to raid the ACC for North Carolina and either Virginia, Georgia 
Tech or Duke has not materialized, and in theory the Grant of Rights deal should prevent it for 
the foreseeable future. That may be a loss for the Big Ten butitDs a huge win for college 



sports as a whole, because it could have triggered another spasm of complete chaos. 
BIG 12 
Who left: Nobody. After a couple of years of turbulence, the membership has coalesced 
around the smart leadership of commissioner Bob Bowlsby. Relative calm has returned to the 
Plains D for now. 
Who arrived: Nobody. The last DlittleD major conference is standing pat at 10 teams, and can 
make a pretty solid case that smaller is better when it comes to scheduling, being competitive 
and still commanding big media bucks. West Virginia and TCU got through their inaugural 
seasons last year with a few bruises to show for it. 
\v11atO s still to come: Nothing on the immediate horizofL other than monitoring some 
interesting media ventures within the league. Namely, the progress of The Longhorn Network, 
and KansasD recent third-tier deal with ESPN3. The layhawks are betting that the rise in 
Internet video consumption will result in a major payday, and it could be a precursor of 
whallJ s to come as colleges continue hunting down new revenue streams. 
Better or worse? Better with Bowlsby, but otherwise not significantly different. The Sugar 
Bowl agreement with the SEC will provide a valuable new revenue injection. 
Winner or loser? The Big 12 wins because it survived. It also helped enhance national stability 
by staying at 10 schools and deciding against further acquisitions. 
PAC-12 
Who left: Nobody. In its grov,th from the Athletic Association of West em Universities in 1959 
to the Pac- 8 to the Pac-l 0 to the Pac-12, there have been zero defectors. Original AA WU 
members Idaho and Montana were smmtly uninvited along the way, while Arizona, Arizona 
State, Colorado and Utah have been added. 
Who arrived: Nobody. The league enters Year Three as a 12-team entity, with Colorado and 
Utah a combined 10-26 in conference play during the first two football seasons. 
WhallJ s still to come: No changes to the lineup are currently planned. The league says its 
network had a successful first year and tumed a profit, but it still hasn [Jt landed an agreement 
with DirecTV [J a major issue for a lot ofPac-12 fans. 
Better or worse? No significant upgrade or downgrade in status from last year. Over time, the 
conference has modernized significantly under the leadership of commissioner Lany Scott. 
W inner or loser? The Pac-12 remains one of the big winners of realignment. 
SOUTHEASTERN CONFERENCE 
\v110 left: The SEC has no Grant of Rights in place for one simple reason: it doesn [Jt need one. 
Nobody wants to leave this league. 
Who an'ived: Nobody. Year Two begins for Big 12 evacuees Texas A&M and Missouri. 
\v11atO s still to come: Not much, other than continued attempts at worldwide domination. 
Creation of the new SEC Network will be a major undertaking over the next year. 
Better or worse? No change in top-dog football slatus, although the theme of SEC dominance 
is starting to skew toward simply Alabama dominance. 
Winner or loser? With the Crimson Tide locking up a seventh straight SEC national football 
championship, there is no end to the winning. But men D s basketball needs a reboot after a 
miserable season. 
MOUNTAIN WEST 
Who left: Nobody. Which is a pretty miraculous development for a non-marquee conference. 
Boise State and San Diego State both reconsidered and were reinstated after signing on with 
(but never playing in) the old Big East. 
Who arrived: Utah State and San Jose State, cleaning out the cupboard in the Western Athletic 
Conference. 
WhallJs still to come: No additions or subtractions are planned, but the Mountain West 
undoubtedly is keeping its eye on BYU [1 s ongoing independent football experiment. Ifthe 
Cougars ever pull the plug on it, the league surely would love to have back one of its fonner 
flagship school s. 
Better or worse? Utah State and San Jose State are coming off bowl seasons, but both lost 
their coaches and have virtually no heritage of football success. Still, their arrival gives the 
Mountain West a solid 12 football teams, paving the way for two divisions and the first-ever 
conference championship game. 
Winner or loser') Winner. In spite oflosing BYU, Utah and TCU, the Mountain West has 
come through the throes of realigmnent over the past three years in better shape than many of 
its peers. 
CONFERENCE USA 
Who left: Houston, SMU, Central Florida and Memphis all departed for the American Athletic 
Conference, with more departures to come next year. That hit the league where it hurts in both 
football (five of the past six division champions are gone or will be gone) and men's basketball 
(Memphis was the only C-USA school that mattered in that sport). 
Who arrived: Plenty oflow-major football flotsam, in the fonn of Middle Tennessee, Florida 
Atlantic, Florida International, Louisiana Tech, North Texas and UT -San Antonio. Old 
Dominion and Charlotte also join this year, with football to follow in2014 and D 15, 
respectively. 
WhatDs still to come: Western Kentucky joins in all sports next year. 
Better or worse? Worse. C-USA got weaker in the key football states of Texas and Florida 
and lost some major media markets. The programs are largely afterthoughts in places like 



Houston. Dallas and Orlando, but trading those markets for the likes of Ruston and 
Murfreesboro is a net loss. 
Winner or loser? Loser, but a survivor. 
MID-AMERICAN 
Who left: Nobody. The MAC is doing just fine heading into Year Two without Temple, which 
put in five seasons with the league before reuniting with the Big EasV American Athletic 
Conference. 
Who arrived: Nobody. Massachusetts hopes its second season ofFBS competition goes 
better than last year 0 s 1- 11 face plant. 
W11atO s still to come: Nothing but another 13-team season of good, old MAC-tion. 
Better or worse? The same, though it will be hard for the league to replicate the success 
enjoyed by Northern Illinois and Kent State (a combined 23-5 last year). Both lost their 
coaches to bigger jobs, which is the nature ofthings in the MAC. 
Winner or loser? The MAC has won by being able to largely sland still. The fluctuations of sun 
belt schools (including several Sun Belt Conierence schools) have not affected the old 
Midwestern league much. There [1 s something to be said for relative stability. 
SUN BELT 
Who left: Middle Tennessee, Florida Atlantic, Florida International and North Texas all 
skedaddled to C-USA. 
Who arrived: Texas State wandered over from the disintegrated Western Athletic Conference, 
and Georgia State joined as attempts to upgrade its infant football program. Texas-Arlington 
joins as a non- football member as well. 
WhatDs still to come: Western Kentucky is out nel\.1:year. Appalachian State and Georgia 
Southern, FCS football powers, upgrade and come aboard next year. And orphans Idaho and 
New Mexico Slate come back to their fonner league as associate members in football in [] 14 
as well, after a nine-year absence. 
Better or worse? Probably not better, given the poaching from C-USA. But the league has at 
lem,t maintained quality commissioner leadership in tTansitioning from the underrated Wright 
Waters to former WAC chief Karl Benson last year. 
W inner or loser? Loser for now, but if the upgrading FCS schools and new football programs 
pan out this could work over the long haul. 
WESTE1<N ATHLETIC 
W110 left: Every football-playing full member. 
W110 arrived: A motley assortment of strivers and dreamers from six different states. 
W11at 0 s still to come: Nothing other than perhaps a clearance sale on all WAC football 
paraphernalia. 
Better or worse? ThaW s self~evident. 
Winner or loser? When you[]re out of the football business and have zero basketball clout, 
you []re the biggest loser of all. 
Pat Forde writesfhr Yahoo/Sports. This article has been reprinted on Clips with the 
authorDs pennission. 
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eFlash: Butler's Brad Stevens to coach Boston Celtics. Really. 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Happy 4th greetings ii-om Clips. 
Last night I was ensconcedOyes Katie and Calli, that is a word; it means o settled ill 
comfortahZv[J or [lsurroundedl:.1 or [Jellveioped[] [Jillion the new ClipsCouch (with electric 
powered dual reclining seat~ that go almost all the way to horizontal). It was midnight, I had the 
ClipsMacBookAir in my lap and I was three-quarters asleep. 

I clicked from Euro soccer to a BTN Michigan-Michigan State MBK game to a documentary 
about Bird and Magic to the MetsO two hour rain delay (they filled the time in with great 060s 
footage of the original Mets like Ron Swoboda, Pnmpsie Green and Roger Craig). 
Funny thing. The Mets' Citi Field in Queens, NY was engulfed in a monsoon, yet here at the 
MotherShipOjust 45 miles due west (as the yellow-tailed finch flies) 0 it was as dry as could 
be. Go figure. There 0 s the Clips meteorological tidbit for this month ..... . 
Somewhere along the way, in the grogginess of my two-hours-after-bedtime Never Land, 
there flashed a news item about Butler basketball coach Brad Stevens being hired by the 
Celtics. I figured that I had dozed off, and that the Stevens thing was a dream. I took this as a 
sign that I should retire to bed, and I did. 
Now iU]s the next moming 1:.1 Happy 4th! []and the Stevens news items are everywhere, and I 
was not dreaming. So here below is a Clips eFlash amalgam of the best articles, excerpts, 
quotes and photos on the topic. To cobble together this award-worthy Clips eFlash snapshot 
over the past hour I made at least 200 clicks, visited two dozen websites, sifted through half a 
thousand images, read a dozen articles (skimmed a dozen others), googled this and googled 
that, wrote up this pithy and cursory intro, and here we are. 
Good luck to Coach Stevens, the Butler Bulldogs. the Celtics, the new Big East and 
college/pro basketball in general. 
Have a good long weekend. 

Nick Iufante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W"NIN.twitter.comi@CollegeAthClips 

Stevens' exit a blow to college game 
By Dana OWeil, ESPNcom, 7-3-13 

At 5:40 p.m., my editor left me a voice message that ended with this line: "Brad Stevens, 
next coach of the Celtics." 
Nineteen minutes later, I'm still trying to wrap my arms around that sentence. The last time I 
was this gobsmacked shocked was ... well, I honestly don't know. 
You could have told me I was the new Celtics coach and I'd be less stunned. 
In trying to pen a reaction column, my reaction seems perpetually stalled at, "Wait, what? Brad 
Stevens is going to coach the Celtics? Did I time travel? Is it April I?" 
(An aside: The nexi time I have a secret to keep, I'm telling Stevens or Danny Ainge. Not even 
Edward Snowden could pry info out of these two, apparently.) 
Well, I believe my reaction is summed up pretty simply, if not with prose Grantland Rice would 
admire: 
This stinks. 
This stinks for college basketball. It stinks because Stevens is one of tile good guys, respected, 
liked and admired by his peers and even the media. And trust me when I say tile number of 
coaches who hit for tllat cycle is an extremely short list. 
It stinks because Stevens is a terrific coach. Back-to- back Final Four appearances don't 
happen accidentally. Stevens is a brilliant basketball mind whose advanced use of analytics will 



no doubt be a hit in the NBA as the pros embrace the "Moneyball" approach. 
And it stinks because when the word college partnered with either amateurism, purity or 
integrity is equal parts oxymoronic and moronic, Stevens was a guy you could PJint to and say, 
"No, I'm pretty certain that guy does it right." 
Look, no one is perfect, and to paint Stevens as saint or savior is foolish. But few would argue 
the PJint that he encompassed evelything college SPOltS is supPJsed to be about, everything 
the idealists among us wish college sPJrts could still be about. 
In fact, I'm sure part of the shock is not that he left for the Celtics, but that he left Butler at all. 
Palt ofthe nice and tidy Brad Stevens story always was that he was this loyal guy who always 
turned down other jobs. 
Except that's probably more about us thall him. He never said he would stay at Butler forever; 
we just inferred that because we liked the quaint notion of the plucky coach ofthe small school 
thumbing his nose at the Richie Rich big schools. 
But part of Stevens' appeal is real, too. 
In recent years, I've written about whether the future of the game can be trusted to the next 
generation of coaches. With so much attention on ladder-climbing and recruit-grabbing, plenty 
worried the essence, not to mention the integrity, of college basketball was decaying. When I 
polled coaches, they said they weren't worried, and the name they all referred to was Brad 
Stevens. 
I've also opined on who might be on the next Mount Rushmore after the current crew - - Mike 
Krzyzewski, Jim Boeheim, Roy Williams, et al. - - steps away. Stevens was on every shOlt list. 
Not anymore. 
The real epicenters of this news are obvious. The domino effect of one man's career change 
quite literally stretches from Middle America to the East Coast to points unknown. 
In Indianapolis, Butler fiJlks, three days into their Big East step up, need to scramble to find a 
replacement for the man who made them attractive to the Big East in the first place. In Boston, 
a frenzied sports town will debate whether a college coach can succeed in the pro game (Rick 
Pitino's ears are currently ringing, no doubt). And in the Office Address to be Named Later, 
aka the Big East Conference, new commissioner Val Ackerman is feverishly hoping the Butler 
Way can continue without its conductor. 
Whether the Bulldogs will regroup, whether this is a good day for Stevens and the Celtics, 
whether the Big East took a hit will be determined in due time. The win-loss ledger has a 
simple way of computing those results. 
But I can't help but come back to my simple. gut reaction: This is a lousy day for college 
basketball. 
Tlus game is and always will be overwhelmed by the coaches. In the moment, the players rule 
the day -- as they should - - but for the long run, it's the sideline stalkers who write tl1e 
narrative. While the players come and go in a matter of years and even months, the coaches 
are the constants. Their personalities, vices and virtues steal the show. 
So losing someone such as Stevens is a body blow. Certainly not one the game can't recover 
from (some coaching cliches are actually true, as in, no one is bigger than the game), but it is a 
mighty blow to Butler and the sPJrt. 
It's been a couple of hours and I'm still trying to process the news, but that much is clear. 
Dana o ONeill writesfor ESPNcom. This article has been reprinted on Clips with the 
permission ofESPNcom. 

Stevens-to-Celtics a win for all but Butler 

By Eamonn Brennan, E""SPNcom, 7-3-13 
Is your jaw still aftixed to the floor? Are you still processing the news? 
That's OK. We all are. As overused as the term "shock" may be, it is the only acceptable, 
human reaction to Wednesday evening's news -- released on the eve of a national holiday and 
miraculously kept secret from the media by all sides - - that Butler coach Brad Stevens is now 
Boston Celtics coach Brad Stevens, the 17th in franchise history. 
Yeah. That happened. It's a real thing. Stevens and his family will be introduced in Boston on 
Friday morning, and a flabbergasted basketball world will have a chance to ask Stevens why 
he, after years ofrejecting every open college job from Georgia Tech to UCLA, decided to 
lake that fateful leap to the NBA. 
In the meantime, once you get over the sheer surprise, you'll realize there's very little mystery 
here. Save fiJr the school Stevens leaves behind, the move is a huge win for everyone involved. 
Here's why: 
Why the Celtics win 
Because they got a really good coach! Thafs the first and most imPJltant consideration: 
Stevens is a very good basketball coach. He will continue to be a very good basketball coach. 
This shouldn't be WOrtll saying, but in the win- the-news- conference world of college 
basketball, and the retread carousel that is the NBA coaching phylum, the actual merits ofthe 
coach being hired can go overlooked. That is not the case here. 
Of course there's more to it than that. The Celtics hired a quality X's-alld-O's guy. sure. but 
Stevens is not merely a young dude with some interesting motion sets. For the pm,t five years, 
he has done something much more impactful: He has helped revolutionize the way coaches see 
(or should see) themselves in the sPJrt. In a college coaching fraternity filled with stodgy 



traditions and fuzzy maxims, Stevens has openly embraced advanced analytics and scouting 
techniques. In a sport where coaches treat their sidelines like theaters of emotive human 
distress, Stevens stalks coolly. 
The cool isn't for show. His (usually) stoic demeanor is, in fact, of a piece with his oveniding 
philosophy. After Butler's Roosevelt Jones stole a brilliant Hinkle Fieldhouse home win over 
Gonzaga this past season, Stevens was asked (not for the first time) how he was able to react 
so coolly in the center of such joyful chaos. Was he a robot? An alien? An alien robot? His 
response: 

"What goes through my mind is, the hay is in the barn, " StevellS said "If a guy 
makes a shot like that or doesn't, it doesn't define who we are. It doesn't rifJect 
how I evaluate our team. It doesn't break our season. I'm a huge person on growth 
over prize. " 

In an NBA adrift in analy1ics revolution, where the argument about process versus prize is 
constantly debated, the Celtics have hired a 36-year-old coach who gets it That doesn't mean 
he's a robot You can't build out something called the Butler Way -- Stevens' classical all-for
one, one-t()r-all philosophy on team success at the college level-- and be unaware of how 
important the things we can't quantifY (teamwork, communication, work ethic, generosity of 
spirit) are in this game we struggle so mightily to understand. 
But Stevens realizes what many NBA franchises are still beginning to grasp: The heart and the 
head need not be mutually exclusive. Indeed, they're best employed in tandem. For the Celtics, 
then, Stevens is more than a hot young college coach with a book of killer out-of-bounds 
plays. He's the way forward. 
Why Stevens wins 
Money? Presumably there will be a lot of money. That's one thing. 
But anyone who has followed Stevens' career in recent years knows money has never been a 
primary factor. Since his back-to- back NCAA national title game appearances, Stevens hm; 
had plenty of gold bullion shoved his way by jm,t about every desperate athletic director in the 
country. Time and again, the Indiana native has reiterated how happy he and his young family 
were in Indianapolis, and why an extra $500,000 more than his already-ample reported $1.1 
million salary wasn't enough to throw that all away. 
There is also the matter of Dan Monson. Monson, the former Gonzaga coach who launched 
the Bulldogs into the college hoops stratosphere -- then took ajob at Minnesota, failed 
miserably, and was left to pick up tile pieces in the professional wildemess - - has become an 
archetypal example. Mid-major coaches like Stevens or Shaka SmaJt at Virginia 
Commonwealth are vastly better compensated than they were even 10 years ago. The financial 
impetus to leave has never been quite so weak 
But make no mistake: Coaching at Butler isn't easy. More specifically, coaching at Butler right 
now isn't em;y. 
The Bulldogs are on the cusp of a move to the new Big East; expectations have never been 
higher. Stevens probably could have spent the next 30 years at the school, but he would have 
spent much of that time recruiting. He has never been the recruiting type -- this is a compliment, 
by the way - - and his teams have never been built on top-20 prospects. The tact that he will 
have a chance to focus his hoops acumen without worrying about finding the next Gordon 
Hayward hidden away in Brownsburg, Ind. - - well, it has to be exhilarating, right? 
And then there's this: He can always go home again. Even ifhis NBA foray goes as poorly as 
possible, there will always be dozens of college programs willing to take him at the first sign of 
interest. Rick Pitino and John Cali pari have long since proved that a move to the NBA isn't the 
end of college desirability or college success. It isn't the end of aJlything. If you can coach, you 
can always come back. 
Why Butler loses 
It's impossible to overstate how devastating this is for Butler. It really is that bad. 
Like Xavier, the Bulldogs have a reputation for being coaching incubators. Stevens got his start 
(after quitting hisjob at Eli Lilly, and applying for ajob at Applebee's) in 2000 as a coordinator 
under now-Ohio State coach Thad Matta. He was named head coach in 2007 after Todd 
Lickliter, every bit as attractive as Matta before him, left to take the job at Iowa. 
Despite that history, coaches like Stevens don't grow on trees. Before Stevens, Butler was 
your standard good mid-major. After Stevens - - and his back- to- back runner- up 
appearances, and his 166-49 record - - it is a member of tile Big East. When Stevens tumed 
down every flashy offer thrown his way, the idea that he might see out the rest of his career in 
the same place was tempting. The template Mike Krzyzewski carved out at Duke 20 years 
ago seemed totally within reason. Butler could be the new Duke. 
Now Butler isjust aJl0ther team with an adorable mascot. Instead ofa triumphal beginning to a 
new era of "major conference" basketball, the Bulldogs will enter the new Big East scrambling 
to replace the most sought-after young coach in America. v,'hat's worse, they have to tind said 
replacement in July, long after the college coaching carousel has settled down, deep into the 
summer recruiting and individual workout periods. The short term is going to be a massive 
challenge. The long -term future already looks less bright 
Butler fans are classy types. They'll thank Stevens for tile memories and the tangible successes, 
and they'll blink away tears as they send him off to the pros, proud parents sending their 
brightest child to the big city. But behind that good cheer. they will be devastated. How could 
they not? 



And you thought you were shocked. 
EamOllllBrennan writesfor ESPNcom. This article has been reprinted on Clips with the 
pennission ofESPNcom. 

What's next for Butler? 

By Jeff Goodman, ESPNcom, 7-3-/3 
The Butler Way is to promote from within, and that[] s likely the direction Bulldogs 
athletic director Barry Collier will go in finding a replacement for Brad Stevens, who is moving 
on to the NBA to coach the Boston Celtics. Not that finding someone who can match Stevens' 
production will be easy. 
Stevens was an assistant under Todd Lic1diter before being elevated in 2007. Lickliter was a 
Butler guy, playing at the school from 1977-79. Collier coached the program from 1989-2000 
and was a Butler alum. Even Thad Matta, who spent only one season as the head coach at 
Hinkle Fieldhouse, was a two-year starter at the school and also an assistant coach with the 
Bulldogs. 
Sources told ESPN.com that Collier, who has been the AD since 2006. will almost certainly 
keep it in the Butler family - - and the front -runner is Michigan assistant La Vall Jordan, a former 
Butler player from 1998 to 2001. 
It almost certainly would have been Matthew Graves, but Stevens 0 top assistant left this past 
offseason ft)r a head coaching job at South Alabama, and Graves told ESPN.com that he was 
definitely staying at South Alabama. 
[1 They gave me a chance, [J Graves told ESPN.com said shortly after hearing the news of 
Stevens heading to the Boston Celtics. [HLJm not going to [leave]. Itr] s not righUJ 
Jordan has been with Jolm Beilein at Michigan for the past three years. He was a three-year 
starter under Lick:liter and also spent four years working with Lick:liter at Iowa. He has been a 
key reason for the Wolverines' recent success. 
There are other options. Collier, who was 196-132 in his tenure, could take the reigns for the 
year. The ever-important July recruiting period begins exactly one week after Stevens left for 
the NBA, so getting someone in place quickly could help in that regard. 
Lick:liter is another option to return. He took the program to a pair of Sweet 16s and was 131-
61 in six seasons before heading to Iowa, where he failed in the Big Ten. 
Brandon Miller would have had a terrific chance to get the job, but he stepped away from the 
business for a year before returning last season as John Groce LJ s special assistant at Illinois. 
Miller was on the fast track, having spent one year on Stevens[] stafI"and six on Mat1a[ls at 
Ohio State, and possesses a similar personality to that of Stevens, but one source said his 
leaving the industry in 2011 will likely hurt his chances. 
Stevens has put the program in a difficult spot, leaving in early July, as it is making its second 
jump in two seasons to a different conference. Many of the top head coaching candidates were 
snapped up months ago when the coaching carousel was in full tilt. 
However, that probably won Dt matter much at Butler. The Bulldogs have had terrific success 
hiring a 0 Butler guy, 0 and don Dt expect that to change with Stevens 0 replacement. 
The only issue now, though, is that whoever takes over will have to lead tllis program into the 
new Big East while at the same time replacing a legend. A young legend. yes, at just 36 years 
of age, but he was still someone who had unique accomplishment<; that virtually no one in the 
history of the game can mateh: two consecutive national title appearances at a mid-major 
school that resided in the Horizon League. 
The program will take a hit. Stevens was special. He identified talent below the top tier of the 
recruiting rankings and developed it, whether it was turning unknown Gordon Hayward into a 
lottery pick or taking Shelvin Mack from anonymity to the NBA. 
Stevens 0 successor can still capitalize on the program 0 s recent success, but it won 0 t be the 
same without Boy Wonder on the sidelines. With Stevens in the fold, the Bulldogs would have 
been considered one of the favorites to win tlleir new conference this season. Now if s much 
more difficult to envision that happening. 
leffGoodman writes for ESPNcom. This article has been reprinted on Clips with the 
pennission of ESPN com. 

Excerpts, quotes and sundry items .... 
Celtics, in Bold Move, Hire ButlerOs Stevens 
HowardBeck, New York Times. 7-3-13 

The hiring wa5 a stunner. Stevem[]s name had not swiaced on any list (g. 
rumored candidates in the nine days since the Celticspartedways with Doc 
Rivers. He will be the NB.A. LJs youngest head coach [1 jive months younger than 
Kevin Garnett, the starforward the Celtics are trading to the Nets as part 'if a 
jifll-scale rebuilding campaigll. 

TernfS of the deal were not disclosed, but The Boston Herald, said Stevens signed 
a six-year contract 0 an unusually long commitment in today Os NBA., where 



coaches are tossed aside frequently. The contract length is as much an indication 
of the Celtics[] long-ternl rebuilding campaign as it is a rejlection offaith in 
Stevens. 

Stevens was known in college basketball circles as a boy wonder who quit a 
marketingjob at Eli LilZv and latched on at Butler as a volunteer, in 2000. He is a 
strong adherent of advanced statistics, making him a pelfect fit with the C eWcs 
organization, which was an early adopter. 
StevellS won 166 games at Butler, the most by a Division 1 coach in his first six 
seasons. His teams won at least 22 games each, and all made the tournament, 
combining to go 12-5.1n 2010 he became the youngest coach to lead a team into 
the Final Four since Bobby Knight in 1973. 

Celtks Hire Butler's Brad Stevens 
Ben Cohen, Wall Street Journal, 7-3-13 

"We have done everything we can to keep Brad here at Butler," saidJames 
Danko, the school's president, in a news release. "The Celtics team has offered 
Brad and his family a unique opportunity with which no university can compete." 

College coaches to N BA: How thev've fared the past 20 years 
Matt Norlander, CBSSports.com, 7-3-13 
Here's the roster of men who have gone straightfrom college head coaches toNBA head 
coaches since the 1993-94 season (* denotes first headNBAjob): 

• Lon Kruger* (Illinois to Atlanta Hawks): 69-122 from 2000-03, no playoffs 
• Rick Pitino (Kentucky to Boston Celtic.~) 102-146from 1997-2001, no playoffs 
• John Calipari* (UMa~s to New Jersey Nets): 72-11 2 from 1996-99, 0-3 in playqfjs 
• Tim Floyd* (Iowa State to Chicago BuILl): 49-190 from 1998-2002, no playojJ,; 
• Mike Montgomery * (.'ltaJ!fiJrd to Golden State Warriors): 68-96 from 2004-06, no 

playqffs 
• P.J Carlesimo * (Seton Hall to Portland Trail Blazers): 136-109 ji-om 1994-97, 3-9 

inplayqfjs 
• Reggie Iheus* (New lvfexico State to Sacramento Kings): 44-62 ji-om 2007-09, no 

playoffs 
• LeonardHamilton* (Miami HurricaJles to Washington Wizards): 19-63 in 2000-

01, no playoffs 

The collective record and winning percentage: 559-900 (383) with a 3-12 playoilrecord 
over 22 seasons. 
Stevens stunner a gutsy move by Celts 
ReidForgrave, FO;rSports.com, 7-3-13 

l'hatDs the delicious irony about Stevens leaving Butlerfor the Celtics 0 the 
freakin' Boston Celtics, 13 months after he was a head coach in the Horizon 
League! 

We always assumed Brad Stevens was going to be the next Coach K. Turns out 
the brightest mind in college hoops would rather give a try at becoming the next 
PhilJackson. 

1n lvfarch, after Butler got knocked out of the NCAA tournanzent and StevensLJ 
name wasfloatedfiJr the UCLA job, Stevens sent out this tweet: 
Love walking thru Hinkle in the morning. .. Anxious to get started on our spring 
workouts next week. 
it was his roundabout way of saying, hey, 1 love this place, 10m not leaving. On 
Wednesday, though, he left. And he leftfor ajob anyone in his right mind would 
take. 
Sitting in Stevens 0 office last week, 1 asked him why he wasnOt leaving for one oj 
those college jobs. He was speaking about the speculationfor the UCLAjob, but 
he just as easily could have been speaking about this C eltics job. 
[lAt the end of the day, for each coach. they need to decide what[Js best fiJr them 
at that time, [1 Stevens said 
[1 The only people that matter in those decisions are you and your family and 
people you [Jre around Anybody else can say what[]s better jiJr somebody else. 
You have to know where you can be the best you can be. 0 

Brad Stevens leaving Butler for NBA's Boston Celtics 
Roger Kuznia, Sporting News, 7-3-13 

No one suspected that StevellS was even a candidate. A Boston Globe story that 
suggested 13 possible candidates did not mention Stevens. But he surely was on 
Celtics president Danny A inge's radar. 



x 
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Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, July 7, 2013 11:23 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 7-8-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

I don't know about you, but to me each ofthe past four days felt like a Sunday. But now, if a 
Clips Weekly Update is going out, it must really be a Sunday. 

And now, we have a nice, long 5-day work week in front of us. Yippee! 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wl/wv.twitJer.com!@CollegeAthClips 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, July 14.2013 11:38 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update: 7-15-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the Clips MotherShip. Hope you are well. 
By now most Clips readers have noticed a certain wow and flutter (anyone remember that 
audiophile term [lwow andjlufter[] a5 a mea5urement of the preciseness of reel-to-reel 
and cassette audio tapes? lfyou do, you are giving yourselfup a5 ,11lrely being over 50). 
But I digress. The wow and flutter I am referring to here is the flutter of topic selection at both 
ends ofthe spectrum of content choices. 
And this week 0 s selections are examples: salaries, student fees, media, realignment, mid
major, web marketing, branding, recruiting, penalties, etc. 
Take your pick. 
By the way, I had a top-of-the-line TEAC car cassette player with a best in category wow and 
flutter rating. The better to hear the nuances, lungs and pitch of Stevie Winwood, Stravinsky, 

GI:SliOk mod Jm;, Jopli, 

Welcome to many new Clips subscribers fium Purdue University athletic depmtment. 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
\N1Nw.twitler.com!@CollegeAthClips 

Remem ber, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the 
articles (below) on the website. lfyou are not logged ill you will get a blank white 
.screen. 
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CEOs? A recent study showed that Gamestop CEO J. Paul Gaines made $11.4 million in 2012 

20ath on the CEO list. New York Times, 6-29-13 
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~ Butler's Brad Stevens to coach Boston Celtics. Really, Clips .Flash 
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Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Left Column. 
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To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Wednesday, July 17,2013 8:50 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: Internet TV takes another step 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the Clips MediaShip. Hope you are well. 
Something happened yesterday. It wasn Dt a press release, press conference, new product 
intro or a merger/divestiture. 
Nope. It was a news leak that []major media companies[] have been pitched by Google 
regarding the intro of rlcablelike services!] via the Internet. The leak (deliberate?) was picked 
up by the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, AdAge, etc. and they all immediately ran with 
it last night. 

A quick Clips historical guide about mass media: In the beginningDandfor 
hundreds Cifthousands of years 0 there was no mass media. Then books were 
published, then radio, then TV delivered by radio waves. 111en cable and satellite. 
Then DdedicatedD networks (ESPN, ETN, SEC Network, etc.). 

And next') Internet TV? The cummt consensus is that Internet TV is years away. But ifGoogle 
is out there pitching it already, how far away can it be? 
All it will take is for some deep-pocketed technology company o Google? Intel') Apple? Dto 
outbid the conventional networks on a sports rights package and everything could change 
quickly. 
The impact ofa la carte, pay per view/channel Internet TV could be fomlidable. 
For proof that the powers that be in college football are aware of changing fan habits, one 
needs look no further than Hoover, Ala., where the country 0 s perennially strongest football 
conference is convening its annual Football Media Days. Most of the talk will be about this 
quarterback and that quarterback and somebody 0 s new defense. And there will be some talk 
of the conference 0 s lucrative media rights deals. 
But there will also be talk ofthe Din-stadium fan experience, 0 because SEC attendance has 
been slipping (slightly) these past couple years. The SEC has actually convened a panel to 
studylremedy the trend. Despite the best product on the field, with the most rabid fans in the 
country. the pomp and pageantJy of bands and cheerleaders, the sensory overstimulation of 
building- sized Daktronics videoboards and mega-bandwidth 3G/4G/wiFi capabilities, 
attendance is slipping. Go figure. 
Part of the reason is obvious [j. the in-home experience hm; become much more inviting. And 
maybe Internet TV would make it more so? 
More later .. 
Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

EXCERPTS: 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
\N1Nw.twitler.com!@CollegeAthClips 

Google Said to Weigh Supplying TV Channels 
By Erian Stelter, New York Times, 7-17-13 

Foreshadowing a new challenge to entrenched cable and satellite providers, 
Google is one of several technology giants trying to license TV channels for an 
Tnternet cable service, according to people with direct knowledge of the 
companyDs efforts. 
No deals are imminent. But GoogleDs recent meetings with major media 
companies that own channels are a sign of the newfound race to sell cable like 
services via the Internet, creating an altemative to the current television packages 
that 100 million American households buy from companies like C omcast and Time 
Warner Cable. 



Intel is hard at work on one cl11Ch service and companies like Sony and AficrosoJt 
have previously shown interest in the same idea, called an LJover the topLJ service 
because the ch,mnels would ride on top of existing broadband connections. They 
need clllpport from the channel owners, though, and so far that has been tepid 

What Google and intel, and probably others, have in mind is more disruptive and 
more difficult. One person involved in the talks with Google cautioned that the 
company might end up just selling a library of TV shows, the way Netflix, Amazon 
andHulu already do. But others said that Google has pitched an easy-to-use 
subscription service that would stream a bundle of live channels as well as on
demand shows, replacing the cable bundles that most household5 now purchase. 

A cable service delivered via the Tntemet would most likeZv have to compete on 
quality 0 say, superior features like more space for digital video recording 0 
rather than on price. l1zat is because, as a Government Accountability Office 
report on the marketplace put it last month, Dnetworks generally offer significant 
discounts based on the number 'if subscribers a provider has. Thus, a substantial 
disadvantage that an entrant ha5 relative to a large provider is that it will likely 
have higher programming costs, making entry challenging. 0 
But Google, Intel and the others eyeing the television space are deep-pocketed 
giants. And they have another thing going for them: in customer satisfaction 
surveys, they are a lot more popular than the cable guys. 

EXCERPTS: 

Google Pitches Online TV Service to Media Companies 
Streaming of Traditional TV Progranlming Is A Iso Planned by Others 
By Christopher Stewart 

Google Inc. GOOG -0.55% isjoining several other technology companies in the 
race to launch an online version of pay television. 
Google has recently approached media companies about licensing their content 
for an Internet TV service that would stream traditional TV programming, people 
familiar with the matter say. 

Google ha5 made overtures to some prognmlmers in recent monthl' about the 
initiative, people familiar with the situation said Tn at least one ca5e, Google has 
provided a demonstration (!I' the product, according to a person who saw the 
demonstration. Google didn't immediately have a comment. 

To get decent rates for so-called over-the-top TV services, Google and other 
companies will almost certainly have to accept the standard programming bundles 
that cable and satellite operators pay for Dpackages that include highly popular 
and less popular channels. 
This is the second time Google has gone down this path. About two years ago 
Google had conversations with media companies about a similar service, the 
people said But those discussions didn't get velY jar, one of the people said 
Still, the CIlvironment has changed since then: not only are several other 
technology companies actively working on similar services but pay-TV providers 
are also asking entertainment companies for nation-wide streaming rights. 

The status ofSony~5 plans aren't clear, although one media executive said Tuesday 
Sony could launch its service before Intel. As previously reported, Sony plans to 
beam its service over broadband connections to Sony-made devices, which include 
PlayStation gaming consoles, TV sets andBlu-ray players. A Sony spokesman 
declined to comment. 
Apple has met with resistance from media companies throughout negotiations to 
license content, said people fanliliar with the situation. 
All tech companies looking to launch a video service jace a fimdomental 
challenge: 1fthey can't beat cable or satellite TV on pricing and offer the same 
lineup 'if channels, it isn't clear why consumers would switch. 
One a/lswel~ backers say, is that the technology companies can develop far better 
inteifaces to watch television than the clunAy programming guides pay-TV 
operators offer now. 
Indeed, many media executives said they are impressed at the slickness of slick 
Intel's set-top box and guide. 
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College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Friday, July 19, 2013 7:38 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

eFlash: Six octopus shoes drop, Six FB players join 0 [JB suit 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from a blurry. murky, steaming, hazy Clips MotherShip. We are about to endure our 
fifth day in a row of all-day 95-plus degree temperatures. 
But enough with the weather report. 
While we were all readying for bed Im,t night there was a remarkably well-orchestrated 
sequence of press relem;es, statements and interviews announcing six current college fi.)otball 
players who will be joining the O[lBannon lawsuit. We knew this was coming, and it was like 
the (last?) shoe dropping off an octopusD s feet. 
Below in their entirety (reprinted with the authors D pelmissions) are two articles that were 
posted in the wee hours of this morning, one from SLcom D s Andy Staples and the other from 
the Birmingham News D Jon Solomon. Please resist the temptation to phone up Andy this 
morning. According to his time stamp, the poor guy was putting the finishing touches on his 
superb account just four hours ago, at 1 :59 am ET (this riveting, award-worthy Clips eFlash is 
being tapped out at 6am ET). ThatD s dedication, thanks Andy. 
Below there are also links to supplemental articles for inquisitive minds who want to delve 
deeper into this unfolding litigation drama .... move, counter-move, press release, no 
comment, thrust, jab, counter-punch, parry, strategize, etc. 
Here are my two favorite quotes from last nighllJ s coverage: 

From Andy Staples .... [jThe plainti.ff.~ have a huge legal team that has sunk 
millions into this case because the attorneys see the NCAA and the schools and 
conferences that run major college sports as a poor man's Big Tobacco. D 
From Arizona AD Greg Byrne (two Wildcat players are among the six joining the suit) . 
. . . . "FVhile we do not support the lawsuit, we support their right to be involved 
and express their opinion. They are two fine young men and we are glad they are 
part of our program and university. " ... Well said, Greg. 

Timing is everything. Just two days ago the NCAA announced it would not renew its contract 
with Electronic Arts and now this. This is definitely not a good week for the NCAA. 
One wonders how/whenlifMalcolm Gladwell r] s r] tipping point[J can be far away? .... 



Have a good Friday. have a good weekend. Oh, and I gotta do It .... Happy Birthday 
Molly fnfante ("Ma" to me) ... today is her 90th. 

More later .. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 



Follow Clips on Twitter: 
'vV\V'vv.twitter.Gom!@CollegeAthC!ips 

Darius Robinson, current players become face of O'Bannon v. NCAA 
By Andy Staples, SI.com, 7-19-13, 1:59am 
Clemson CB No. 21 is now plaintiff No. 19 in a landmark lawsuit against the NCAA. 
Thursday, six CUlTent college football players added their names to a group of 16 fornIer 
college football and basketball players who have joined to sue the NCAA video game maker 
EA SPOlts aud the Collegiate Licensing Company. One of those cummt players was Clemson 
senior cornerback Darius Robinson, who sees a striking resemblance between himself and a 
certain senior cornerback at Clemson in the NCAA Football 14 game recently released by EA 
Sports. 
"Thafs me all the way," Robinson said in an interview Thursday night after attorneys filed au 
amended complaint to the case, which is being tried in federal court in the Northern District of 
California. It's Robinson all right-- for better and for worse. "It's as close as it gets," he said. 
"Size, ratings. I don't have the best hands as a comer, so I always drop interceptions on the 
video game." And does he occasionally drop interceptions in real life? "Sometimes," Robinson 
said witl1 a laugh. "I'm not going to lie."(There is one slight difference. Robinson, who wore No. 
21 for three years, recently switched to No.8. His Twitter handle remains @21FearGod.) 
Now Robinson will join five otherculTent players -- two from the Pac-12, two from the Big 
Ten and one from the SEC - - in the fight against the NCAA's model of amateurism, which 
holds that no matter how much revenue their teams bring in or how much that revenue 
increases over a period of years. athletes are entitled only to tuition, room and board as 
payment for their services. Robinson isn't ungrateful. He's thrilled to have a scholarship. but he 
has spent three years inside the machine, and he has learned a little about how the sausage is 
made for your Saturday enjoyment. "This is definitely sometlling that I would love to get 
involved in," Robinson said, "because I really do believe in it." 
Robinson's inspiration to join the suit came a few months ago when he learned the same lesson 
fonner Minnesota wrestler Joel Bauman learned earlier this year. When you're au athlete at an 
NCAA institution, your name and your face do not belong to you. Robinson wanted to get a 
job to earn extra money. but he couldn't work regular hours because of his commitment to the 
football team. So he sought work with more t1exible hours. He hit upon 5LINX, a multilevel 
marketing company with a business model similar to Amway. While such companies celtainly 
have their drawbacks, 5LINX does ofler direct sales. In Robinson's case. he intended to sell 
mobile phones aud phone plaus. 
Someone in Clemson's compliance department noticed an uptick in business-related posts on 
Robinson's Facebook aud Instagram accounts, and Robinson was called in to meet with 
compliance officials. "According to the NCAA, the mle is that a student-athlete cau have his 
own business," Robinson said. "But they were saying that I couldn't have it because I couldn't 
detach my name from it. They were saying I couldn't promote it. ... I didn't see a reason for me 
having a business in couldn't promote it." Basically, Robinson wasn't allowed to use his name 
or face in connection to his business. This mle exists so boosters can't shuttle extra money to 
players for bogus products or services, but it also stops athletes from earning legitimate income 
under their own names. (On the NCAA's own Web site, you can find the tale of a 
Northwestern swimmer forced to use a pseudonym before she could self-publish a book.) 
Robinson was incredulous. He pointed out that if he had time. he could go to work at a retail 
store selling mobile phones -- using his real name -- and not mn afoul of NCAA mles. INhy 
couldn't he do the same thing independently? Compliance officials, who were just doing their 
jobs aud protecting Robinson's eligibility, told him he shouldn't risk NCAA trouble. So he 
dropped his business plans. 
The episode made Robinson more interested in the inner workings of college athletics. He had 
seen stories about the huge new television contracts signed by various conferences - - including 
the ACC, of which Clemson is a member - - but he hadn't paid much attention. Of course he 
and his teammates had noticed someone was making money off a video game featuring their 
likenesses. but he hadn't thought much about it. That all chauged after Robinson's run-in with 
compliance. "We need to be more educated about the entire process," Robinson said. "We 
really just know nothing." 
Robinson wauted to make one thing clear to Clemson fans. though. This quest will not harm the 
Tigers on the field. The College Park, Ga .. native, who came back from a fractured ankle to 
rejoin the first- team defense this spring. said his participation in tile suit will not distract him 
from his role with a Clemson team that should be very good this fall. "It's something that I really 
believe in," he said. "But at the same time, I'm still focused on this upcoming season." 
Robinson got himsel f hooked up with the plaintiffs' attorneys, who are led by Washington
based Michael Hausfeld. Hausfeld's team also signed up Arizona linebacker Jake Fischer, 
Arizona kicker Jake Smith, Vanderbilt linebacker Chase Gamham, Minnesota tight end Moses 
Alipate aud Minnesota linebacker Victor Keise. Patrick Vint of SBNation pointed out that 
while Fischer, Garnham, Smith and Robinson are readily identifiable in the NCAA Football 
2014 video game, Alipate and Keise do not have avatars in the game. 

In the amended complaint, plaintiffs' attorneys point out Alipate and Keise signed" one or more 



relea~e fonns." So the inclusion of the two Minnesota players may serve to challenge the name 
and likeness release fonns Big Ten athletes are required to sign. In an interview Thursday, 
Hausfeld declined to discuss specific strategies. "We wanted to show the diversity of 
commitment in the different conferences, the different schools," Hausfeld said. "This is an issue 
that has caught their attention." 
It took guts ft)r the players to stand up to the NCAA, just as it takes guts for anyone who 
stands up to the establishment and asks ft)r a better deal. But the players have plenty of 
support. The plaintiffs have a huge legal team that has sunk millions into this case because the 
attorneys see the NCAA and the schools and conferences that mn major college sports as a 
poor man's Big Tobacco. 

The players also have support on campus. Fischer and Smith, for example, discussed their 
participation at length with Arizona football coach Rich Rodriguez and Wildcats athletic 
director Greg Byrne. "INhile we do not support the lawsuit, we support their right to be 
involved and express their opinion," Byrne said in a statement. "They are two fine young men 
and we are glad they are part of our program and university." 
When the names of the players were released Thursday, the reaction was predictable. Critics 
on Twitter suggested they didn't buy the NCAA Football video game to playas Arizona's 
kicker or Vanderbilt's middle linebacker. But whether they realize it or not, they bought the 
game for the realism. There is a reason EA Sports employees spend valuable hours trying to 
match the size and speed attributes of backup tight ends on mid-tier Big 12 teams to their real
life counterparts. This is a business decision, an investment based on market research. The 
game sells better when it is as realistic as possible. 
Another prong ofthe suit is television money. The rights to the games in which these athletes 
will play are sold for massive amounts. The Pac-12 has a 12-year, $3 billion deal with Fox and 
ESPN for select football and men's basketball games. Other games are broadcast on the Pac-
12 Networks, which are sold to cable providers for a per- subscriber fee. All that money is 
redistributed to the schools, which will make millions more than they did a few years ago 
without giving a raise to the perfi.)nners people are paying to see. The same is tme of the SEC, 
which is in the middle ofESPN and CBS deals that will pay about $3 billion over 15 years. 
That figure will rise when the league and ESPN team to launch the SEC Network in2014. The 
Big Ten, the Big 12 and the ACC also have big-money deals that dwarf what they made even 
15 years ago. 
Athletic directors, who have had no cap placed on their earnings as revenues have 
mushroomed, will argue that ifthe court forces more to players in the revenue sports (football 
and men's basketball), it will leave less money to support non- revenue sports such as 
volleyball, soccer and swimming. This is tme. and a victory for the plaintiffs or a settlement 
might force schools to cut sports. Tins may sound insensitive. but what direct responsibility 
does a football player have to fund a swimmer's scholarship? None. 
The players who joined the lawsuit Thursday will likely be long finished with their athletic 
careers by the time this case gets resolved. They're all seniors and they'll exhaust their eligibility 
before the scheduled trial date in 2014. If the case goes to trial, expect any verdictto be 
appealed all the way to the U.S. Supreme Court. That will take years. The players probably 
won't get rich individually even if they win, and they'll have to tum the other cheek to criticism 
from people who think athletes should just shut up and play ball. 
In June, when Hausfeld said the plaintiffs would add at least one current athlete, I wrote that 
whoever joined the suit could be remembered as the Curt Flood of college sports. Flood, if 
you'll recall, faced mostly scorn and never reaped a financial benefit from his decision to 
challenge Major League Baseball's reserve clause. But generations of future professional 
athletes benefited from Flood's willingness to fight for a more reasonable split of the revenue 
between management and the labor force. These players will face criticism as well. But they 
might be the ones who pave the way for future generations of college football and basketball 
players to receive a larger share ofthe bounty they help create 

;,( 



Andy Staples writes/ilr S1. com. This article has been reprinted on the various Clips 
platfomls with the author[Js pemlission. 

Ed O'Bannon lawsuit adds current college football players vs. NCAA 
Jon Solomon, al.com 7-18-13, 1l:33pmET 
BIRMIN GHAM, Alabama - Six ctment college football players joined the Ed O'Bannon 
lawsuit tonight, becoming the first active athletes as plaintiffs in the antitrust suit against the 
NCAA over the use of players' names, images and likenesses. 
The players added to the suit are: Vanderbilt senior linebacker Chase Garnham, an Alabama 
native from Fairhope High School; Clemson senior cornerback Darius Robinson; Arizona 
senior linebacker Jake Fischer: Arizona senior kicker Jake Smith; Minnesota senior tight end 
Moses Alipate: and Minnesota senior wide receiver Victor Keise. 
The players were identified as part of a court-ordered amended complaint filed in Califi)rma 
federal court by the O'Bannon lawyers. U.S. District Judge Claudia Wilken previously ruled 
that before deciding whether to certify the suit, the plaintiffs need a current athlete. 
"There are real current athletes in four ditIerent conferences, all very interested in speaking out 
on behalf of all current athletes," said Michael Hausfeld the lead attorney for the O'Bannon 
plaintifIs. "I think that says a lot." 
Who are the new plaintiffs? 
Gamham started 13 games for Vanderbilt last season and led the team with seven sacks and 
12.5 tackles forloss. He is on the watch list for the 2013 Lott IMPACT Trophy, which honors 
the best defensive football player on and off the field. 
Robinson was a starter for Clemson in 2011 before fracturing his ankle. He made six starts in 
2012 and had 13 tackles, one interception and two pass breakups. 
Fischer started every game for Arizona last season and made the All-Pac-12 honorable 
mention team. He led the Wildcats with 119 tackles, including a career-high 14 in a victory 
over No. 18 Oklahoma State. He is one of75 players on the 20]3 watch list for the Bednarik 
Award watch, which recognizes the defensive player ofthe year. 
Smith joined Arizona as a walk-on kicker in 2012 after previously playing at Syracuse and 
Youngstown State. He missed last season with a tom ACL and could win the starting job in 
2013. 
Alipate has not played at Minnesota in four seasons, including a redshirt year. Keise played 
one game for Minnesota in 2012, seven in 2011 and six in 2010. 
The O'Bannon suit has sought damages for current athletes for some time. But until now, the 
plaintiffs were comprised of fornler college athletes, mostly in men's basketball. such as 
O'Bannon, Bill Russell and Oscar Robertson. 
Adding the new plaintifIs attempts to address Wilken's position about the injunctive class, 
which includes active athletes and seeks damages from current lucrative TV contracts in 
college sports. The plaintitIs wanta 50-50 split of television revenue, saying money generated 
by the licensing and sale of class members' names temporarily can be held in trust until their 
college career ends. 
If Wilken certifies the suit as a class action, thousands of former and current football and men's 
basketball players could join the case and potentially change how college athletes are 
compensated. Certification would also put the NCAA in the position of facing billions of 
dollars in danlages if it lost the suit at trial. 
Wilken's certification decision could come before the end ofthe summer. The trial is currently 
scheduled for June 2014, but that date could change. 
Besides adding new plaintiffs, the amended complaint included summarizing of previous 
infornlation revealed attempted explanations of the players' theories, and some new 
allegations. 
The plaintifIs allege that during video-game licensing negotiations in August 2007, EA "ofIered 
to establish a 'players' fund' for the use of the (student-athletes') names, images and likenesses. 
CLC, negotiating on the NCAA's behalf, instead suggested that the money should go to the 
NCAA. EA agreed to pay a kicker to NCAA in order 'to align interests and incentivize all 
parties to help build the category with new rights' EA made this offer contingent on 'no 
royalties ... to a player fund.'" 
EA and CLC "actively lobbied for, and obtained administrative interpretations ofthose rules 
that permitted greater uncompensated exploitation of student-athletes' names, images and 
likenesses," the amended complaint says." The plaintiffs claim when that failed, EA and CLC 
got the NCAA's permission for "greater uncompensated exploitation" of athletes' names, 
images and likenesses. 
Also in the complaint, the plaintiffs say that then-NCAA President "conceded" in "public 
remarks" during 2008 that the "right to license or sell one's name, image and likeness is a 
property right with economic value." 
NCAA spokeswoman Stacey Osburn said the NCAA would reserve comment until it had 
time to read tile amended complaint. 
Some current plaintiffs sought suit unsolicited 
Hausfeld said some of the players and their parents had concerns "over whether it would be 
difficult to exercise their rights." Arizona football coach Rich Rodriguez and the Arizona 
athletics department support Smith and Fischer joining the suit, according to Arizona. 
"It tells me there are a lot of people concerned about the abuses of the NCAA and the position 



ofthe athletes," Hausfeld said. 
In a statement released tonight, Arizona Athletics Director Greg Byrne said: "We are aware 
that Jake Smith and Jake Fischer are now plaintifIs in the lawsuit. While we do not support the 
lawsuit, we support their right to be involved and express their opinion. They are two tine 
young men and we are glad they are part of our program and University." 
None of the cun-ent players added in the suit have commented. Fischer refen-ed questions to 
Arizona spokeswoman Molly O'Mara, who said Fischer and Smith wouldn't be doing any 
immediate interviews. Fischer will address the matter next week at Pac-12 media day, O'Mara 
said. 
Hausfeld asked last week for the NCAA to promise in writing that the association and its 
members will not retaliate against active players who join the suit. NCAA attorney Gregory 
Curtner called the stipulation request "offensive." 
Curtner reiterated the NCAA's p)sition that retaliation or intimidation won't happen. The 
NCAA can't speak ft)r member schools, conferences, athletics departments and coaches, 
Curtner wrote, but "we are not aware of any facts that would suggest that 'retaliation' against a 
cun-ent student-athlete who joined your litigation would be a risk." 
Hausfeld declined to say how the new plaintiffs were found or identified, adding that some of 
the players "reached out to us totally unsolicited." 
The NCAA announced Wednesday the end of its NCAA Football video-game contract with 
Electronic Arts Sports, a co-defendant in the O'Bannon suit over the avatars used in the video 
games. The NCAA cited litigation costs and the best interests of the NCAA. 
EA and Collegiate Licensing Company, another O'Bannon defendant, said they plan to 
continue making a college football video game without the NCAA logo. Universities license 
their own trademarks and intellectual property for the game, and the NCAA placed the onus 
on schools to independently decide whether to continue that practice. 
Cun-ent athletes could join a similar case by fornler Rutgers quarterback Ryan Hart against 
EA. Hart's attorney told USA Today SpJrts he will pursue class certification and has a verbal 
commitment from a cun-ent college athlete to join the suit. 
Jon Solomon writes for al.com/Birmingham News. This article has been reprinted on the 
various Clips platforms with the aut/lOrDs pennission. 

Supplemental Reading: (you will be quiz:::ed on these in the morning) 
6 current players join NCAA lawsuit 
By Tom Farrey, ESPN, Outside the Lines, 7-19-13, 3:29amET 

How Curt Flood Changed Baseball and Killed His Career in the Process 
Allen Barra, The Atlantic, 7-12-13 
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College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, luly21, 2013 7:11 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 7-22-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the Clips MotherShip. Hope you are well. 

This week's update features both quality and quantity, largely due to the flurry of con terence 
football media days and their attendant state of the conference addresses. And, as if those 
weren't enough, the O'Bannon case had two big headlines in the same week (the NCAA split 
with EA and six current football players joining the O'B suit), plus there was a great Greg 
Shaheen intelview, articles about Internet TV and the bundling/unbundling of cable TV, the 
TIDES gender/racial report card and a spat between for-profit and non-profit colleges. 

Like I said, quality and quantity ... 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
vw,w.twitter.com/@CollegeAthClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and 
password to view the articles (below) on the website. If 
you are nct logged in you will get a blank white screen. 
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Clips eFlash ... Big 12's Bowlsby: Division IV (or else?) 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings fmm the Clips MondayNightShip. 
I wish I coulda been there. DThere D was Dallas at the Big 12 Conference State of the 
Conference address by Commissioner Bob Bowlsby. By all accounts [Jand I read a dozen of 
them [jCommissioner Bowlsby was outsIX)ken, no-nonsensical and crystal clear in his 
advocacy for a separate division for the power five conferences (for those of you who might 
not have been keeping track, the power five are the Big Ten, the SEC, the Big 12, the Pac-12 
and the ACC). 

Bowlsby even quoted Pogo at one point: "Some 'if it's the inability to do anything, but 
Pogo was right: We've met the enemy, and he's us," Bowlsby said. "We all have to take 
respo/lSibility. " 

This week and last have been the Football Media Days for the Power Five. Last week the 
ACC and SEC held their events and SEC Commissioner Mike Slive and ACC Commissioner 
John Swoftord made several comments about a possible division of their own, but those were 
not nearly so direct and unambiguous (and, to some people, threatening maybe?) as those of 
Mr. Bowlsby. 
I picked three of the best miicles and posted them below (with the pemlission of the authors) 
plus I took some excerpts fmm other articles as well. Plus I could not resist doctoring up the 
Clips Conference Realignment Graphic to depict the pmjected red states and the blue states of 
football conferences. 
The state of the conference addresses from the remaining two Power Five commissioners are 
coming up later this week. Some think that the Big TenlJs Jim Delany and the Pac-12[Js Larry 
Scott might very well go even further thall Bob Bowlsby. 
More to come . 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
\N1Nw.twitler.com/@CollegeAthClips 

Look for Division 4 to revolutionize college athletics 

Dennis Dodd, CBSSports. com, 7-22-13 
DALLAS -- The gravity of the si tuation hit home when a conservative admini strator - - a 

wrestler in his younger days aIld AD at academically elite Stanford for six years - - was the one 
to finally give voice to tile upheaval we'd been hearing about for months. 
WillIe its not a full-on breakaway fmm the NCAA that's coming to college football, the look 
and feel ofthe sport will never be the same. Frustrated at a bogged-down, ineffective NCAA, 
Big 12 commissioner Bob Bowlsby said Monday he and his BCS conference peers favored 
"transfonnative challge" in college athletics. 
He later identified that challge as the possible establishment ofa so-called [!Division 4 [J of the 
highest level of football-playing schools. 
"We've made it too easy to get into Division I," Bowlsby said Monday at his conference's 
media days, "and too easy to stay there." 
So who needs the MAC - - or Mountain West or any of the non-BCS schools that get table 



scraps as it is? Certainly not the BCS schools about to fonnalize what has been a de facto for
profit model driving college athletics. 
What we'd been hearing for those months now seems to be heading for reality. There is going 
to be a further subdivision at the highest level of college football. It last happened in 1978 when 
FCS (Division I-AA) was created. That relegated 250 or so schools to the non-revenue 
purgatory that is 1-AA. 
Get ready for an expansion of that purgatory for the have-nots. The message was as clear as 
the division between the BCS and non-BCS conferences. ACC commissioner John Swoffi.mi 
said it could come within six months. Bowlsby said an NCAA special convention may be 
needed. 
A special convention in 1985 established the death penalty for chronic NCAA violators. The 
next special convention may mean football death - - at least at the top level of the game - - for 
every hyphenated. directional school below the BCS Mendoza Line. 
Get ready, then, for Division 4, where those BCS schools (Big Ten, Big 12, Pac-12, ACC, 
SEC) are going to set their own mles. 

• Theoretically they not only will be able to pay players, but pay them as much as they 
want -- $5.000, $10,000 per year? Why not? In the new governance stmcture, there'd 
be no MAC schools to vote it down. 

• Forget a four-team playoff How soon could Division 4 officials im;titute an eight
teamer? As soon as they damn well please. 

• Might as well forget "Division 4" as a fonnallabel too. Couldn't the schools sell naming 
rights since the NCAA that now will only nominally oversee big -time football won't have 
much of a say? Think ofthe new subdivision as the NFL -- Nike Football League 0 if 
the shoe giant wins the contract. 

• There would be fewer chances for legal liability. Instead ofthe NCAA fighting the 
O'Bannon lawsuit, Division 4 could openly negotiate with video game manufacturers, 
use players likenesses. numbers, names and faces -- and distribute the revenue back to 
the players. 

Once again, what could the NCAA do? Bowlsby's statements suggest the association has lost 
leverage. 
Division 4 could set its own scholarship limitations, make its own enforcement mles. Bowlsby 
specifically expressed frustration at NCAA enforcement which has not distinguished itselflately 
- - or at all. Think of Division 4 setting its own recruiting rules. 
Part-time students playing football? Why not? Remember, its Division 4's game, money and 
future. 
o It [college football] is professional in many ways, 0 said Ohio University professor Dave 
Ridpath, an academic refonner and NCAA critic. o They could go to school on their own 
time. 0 
Don't worry about the NCAA tournament. In this setting, the BCS schools would participate in 
it. The mb would come when Michigan plays a Miami (Ohio) that doesn't pay its players some 
kind of stipend. But what, really, would be the difference from now? Both sides already admit 
a competitive and recruiting disparity. 
NCAA president Mark Emmert released a statement saying the Association's b.)ard and 
executive commi ttee welcomes discusssions on how the governance process can be improved. 
"Many good ideas are being suggested," Emmert said "including ways to increase the 
involvement of practitioners." 
Elsewhere, Bowlsby's comment reverberated around college athletics. 
"It will surprise me if they [BCS conferences] don't get what they want," said Karl Benson. the 
Sun Belt commissioner. 
And if they do? 
"The other five conferences will have to decide at what level we can afford to participate in it," 
Benson added. 
The MAC's Jon Steinbrecher, commissioner of another impacted non-BCS league, said the 
main issue is "a great level offi-ustration at NCAA governance .... We operate in silos. \\'hat 
we've not had is a national dialogue of what the issues are." 
If the BCS schools follow through, they are doing it because they can -- because they have. 
You might have noticed the BCS conferences are taking in about 70 percent (conservative 
estimate) of the $7.2 billion produced by the College Football Playoff beginning in2014. That's 
after taking in 85 percent of the BCS money since 1998. 
Bowlsby went so far as to say Monday that those five conferences may play games amongst 
themselves. No non-BCS schools (Conference USA, MAC, Sun Belt, Mountain West and 
American - - beginning in 2014). The Big Ten is already making noise about not playing 1-AA 
(FCS) schools. \v11at would be the big deal with cutting out the non-BCS schools') 
o There are going to be winners and losers in there. 0 Bowlsby said bluntly. 
Tmth to be told, the likes of the Sun Belt were happy to get those table scraps. Benson long 
ago understood the economics. So did long-bleating Boise Slate. It owes a lot of whatever 
brand loyalty it has developed, success it has earned to the BCS. If the BCS commissioners 
survived the anti- trust concerns that went with establishing that college football playoft; building 
a new luxury home in Division 4 to house it is going to be easy. 



[ll think some kind ofreconfigumtion of how we govem is in order, [j Bowlsby said. 
So the time has finally come, the time we've been hearing al:xmt for months, years. We knew 
that financially the BCS conferences were about to flex their significant muscle. Now they're 
gaining further control of college athletics. By the way, don't get in their way because complete 
secession from the NCAA is possible, Bowlsby said, though only as Da last resort. 0 
Somewhere you can hear saber mttling. The commissioners are using gummed-up NCAA 
legislative process as an excuse, but really tins about them making their own IUles so they 
spend their own money the way they see fit. 
The player stipend debate has been disaster and perhaps the last stmw for the BCS schools. 
Northern Iowa has almost nothing in common with Texas but has the ability to vote down a 
stipend because it can't afford it. What the BCS commissioners are saying: Why is Northern 
Iowa voting on the issue in the first place? 
[JNorthern Iowa and Texas aren't much alike, [1 said the same Bob Bowlsby, who also spent 
eight years as AD at [j Northern Iowa. 

Bowlsby attacks NCAA; suggests Division 4 football is possible 

Dennis Dodd, CBSSports. com, 7-22-13 
DALLAS -- Big 12 Commissioner Bob Bowlsby delivered a scathing attack ofthe NCAA 
legislative process Monday at the conference's media days, stopping just short of suggesting 
secession by BCS schools from the organization is possible. 
Bowlsby told media in his state-of-the- union address that it is virtually impossible to pass 
meaningful legislation, and he hinted a sepamte division -- a so-called Division 4 - - is possible 
for the top football-playing schools. He added there is [lunauiulltyr] among his fellow FBS 
commissioners, saying leaving the NCAA and setting up a new organization is not likely 
o except as a last resort. 0 
o I think we all have a sense that transformative change has to happen, 0 Bowlsby said. 
He went as far to agree with Alabama coach Nick Saban's belief that the top five BCS 
conferences (Pac-12, Big 12. SEC, ACC, Big Ten) could play games among themselves in the 
future. Saban reiterated that belieflast week at SEC media days. 
o If you do that it s a zero- sum game, 0 Bowlsby said. 0 There are going to be winners and 
losers in there 0 If you have only those five conferences playing each other there's going to be 
half those people who are traditional losers. [1 
That comment could mean that the non-BCS conferences (Conference USA, Mountain West, 
MAC, Sun Belt and American beginning in 2014) could essentially be cut out of m~or-college 
football. Some would argue they already are. 
o We've made it too easy to get into Division 1 and too easy to stay there,D Bowlsby said, 
later adding. "Northern Iowa and Texas aren't much alike." 
BCS leagues' frustration has crystallized lately around the stipend issue. The BCS schools 
favor paying players, but the legislation has been slowed by the concerns of smaller schools 
that can't afford such an expenditure. 
The last time there was such upheaval in Division I football was 1978. when 250 or schools 
broke off from the highest level and became Division 1-AA (currently FCS). To be clear, 
Bowlsby wasn't necessarily talking about breaking away from the NCAA, but basically 
fonning a new division. 
[1 I don't know how you go about solving problems other than to get like-minded people 
together and come up with some solutions, [] he said. 
He added that change would likely come about through an NCAA special convention. 
Bowlsby stressed that his remarks were not meant to target NCAA president Mark Emmert, 
saying his flUstrations go back 15 years. 
SEC Commissioner Mike Slive called for a clearer definition of the role of the NCAA's board 
of directors last week at his conference's media days. 



Dennis Dodd writes for CBSSports. com. The articles above have been reprinted on this 
Clips eFlash with the author's permissio/l. 

Big 12's Bowlsby beginning NCAA dialogue that could spark real 
change 

By Andy Staples, Si.com, 7-22-13 

DALLAS -- Bob Bowlsby may be the newest commissioner in the five megabucks 
conferences, but he served notice Monday that he will not be the quietest. The head ofthe Big 
12 said something today that his four colleagues have been hinting at for almost two years. The 
difference? Bowlsby said it boldly, directly and without prompting. 
The fornler Stanford. Iowa and Northern Iowa athletic director fired a shot across the bow of 
the NCAA and the more than 200 schools that belong to Division I but don't rake in significant 
revenue from big-time football. Bowlsby said the schools that generate the bulk of the revenue 
want to govern themselves because they're tired of getting blocked every step ofthe way by 
less finaucially successful programs that waut to maintain the illusion of parity. 

"Relative to the legislative process, we are very much at a point now where we can't get 
anything that's trausformative through the system," Bowlsby said. "I think that's particularly felt 
by seven or eight conferences aud the five major conferences in particular. It is just very 
diftlcult to do anything that would benefit our student athletes or our institutions that doesn't get 
voted down by the larger majority." Bowlsby, who has been on both sides of this equation, 
said he understands the have-nots' point of view, but it doesn't change the fact that the chasm 
between the classes has caused gridlock. "Northern Iowa and Texas aren't much alike," 
Bowlsby said. 
Such reform can be accomplished within the NCAA, Bowlsby added. While secession from 
the NCAA by the money leagues is a romantic notion, it's terribly impractical. Setting up au 
entirely new governing body would be a massive undertaking. Schools cau agree that they 
fundamentally disagree on certain issues and stop trying to live in harmony without a complete 
break. 
At issue is Division IV, or, probably more realistically, a new subdivision within Division I 
containing the ACC, Big 12, Big Ten, Pac-12, SEC and possibly the American Athletic 
Conference and Conference USA. Currently, Division I is subdivided into the FBS and FCS in 
football. Let's call the proposed new subdivision the F$S. Bowlsby also suggested the creation 
of federations within the NCAA to make unique rules to govern each individual sport. This is 
intriguing but complex. The simpler solution is a new subdivision for football, which is where 
the greatest differences between haves aud have-nots exist. 
In the F$S, ifleagues wanted to toss an extra $2,000-$4,000 into the athletic scholarship 
package to account for the full cm,t of attendance, they could. They can all aflord it, after all. 
The money leagues have been trying to do this for two years, but they've been blocked by the 
have-nots, who correctly realize this would create au even greater recruiting advantage for the 
money schools. 

Last week, SEC commissioner Mike Slive made a veiled threat to the have-nots over this very 
issue. "Conferences aud their member institutions must be allowed to meet the needs of their 
student athletes," Slive said. "In recent conversations with my commissioner colleagues, there 
appears to be a willingness to support a meaningful solution to this important change." But 
Slive. always careful with his words, did not rattle his sabre any more. 
Bowlsby had no such issue Monday. He went after the programs that have jumped to Division 
I thinking the move will automatically raise the profile of their entire universities, soaking 
taxpayers and bilking students with high athletics fees in the process. Many ofthese schools 
have found the going in Division I quite difficult, and their interests are squarely at odds with the 
interests ofthe schools that have had successful athletic programs fi.)r decades. "I think we've 
permitted or even sometimes encouraged institutional social climbing by virtue of their athletics 
prograuls," Bowlsby said. "And I think the fact is we've made it too easy to get into Division I 
and too easy to stay there." 
Bowlsby also ripped the NCAA's enforcement strategy, which has been largely ineffective. "I 
think CEOs and ADs and commissioners and others have to really thoroughly engage and 
effectively restructure the enforcement process," Bowlsby said. "Without the power of 
subpoena or the weight of peJjUly, we are not getting to the bottom of auything." Deregulation 
could help streamline the process, but the blocking of such deregulation isn't limited to the 
have-not schools. When the NCAA tried to deregulate football recruiting, the coaches in 
Bowlsby's league freaked out right along with their less fortunate colleagues. So Bowlsby will 
have to get his own house in order on that issue, but his boldness suggests he will. 
While Bowlsby's fellow big-money commissioners have not stated their goals so plainly, know 
that Slive, the ACC's John Swofford, the Big Ten's Jim Delany and the Pac-12's Lany Scott 
fundamentally agree with their Big 12 counterpart. Delany's Big Ten already has struck one 



blow, agreeing not to schedule FCS football opponents beyond games already scheduled. 
Such games represent huge paydays for lower-income athletic departments. Now imagine if all 
five money leagues threaten to make that same choice. Or, ifless wealthy FBS schools want to 
keep fighting their wealthier counterparts, the big five could decide that they'll only play the big 
five in football. That would rip a lot of money from the coffers of some of the have-nots, who 
now command more than $1 million to travel to, say, Alabama, to get creamed. So the big five 
have leverage even ifthey don't threaten to leave the NCAA. 
The other leverage is the NCAA men's basketball tournament. The public loves Cinderella, but 
the tournament, which under its cummt contract generates an average of $770 million a year in 
television rights fees, probably would draw almost as much if the money schools fornled their 
own division and only played one another in their championship. We love when Florida Gulf 
Coast wins, but we tune in to see Kansas, Ohio State and Kentucky. The have-nots don't 
want to lose their access to that cash cow, which is why allowing the money leagues to form a 
separate football subdivision makes more sense. 
That separate subdivision also makes more sense because it would allow the money schools to 
develop a better fonn of revenue distribution to athletes. Ifthe NCAA loses the federal lawsuit 
filed by former UCLA basketball player Ed OBannon - - and joined last week by six cUlrent 
college football players - - schools would likely be forced to share a big cut of television 
revenue with players. The leaders ofthe money leagues understand this. Ifs why they've been 
trying so hard for two years to give players more money. Cost-of-attendance stipends would 
cost significantly less than a court defeat. If the wealthy schools can govern themselves, they 
might be able to negotiate a settlement that would make the players happy and keep them from 
paying out significant damages in the event of a loss in court. But that will never happen if the 
bottom portion of Division I keeps blocking the top. 
Bowlsby was not the first to point out the need for m~or changes. He just said it the loudest 
and in the plainest language p.)ssible. Ifhis fellow big five commissioners tmly share his wish, 
they need to speak up in clear language that everyone can understand. 
The Big Ten's Delany will take to his pulpit later tllis week at his league's media days in 
Chicago. Bowlsby warmed up the crowd Monday. Delany, ifhe isn't still wonying about his 
league dropping to Division III, can drive home the point and continue a dialogue that could 
lead to meaningful change. 

Anc(y Staples writes for S1. com. This article has been reprinted on this Clips eFlash with 
the author's permission. 

EXCERPTS: 
Big 12 boss calls for NCAA reforms 

By Max Olson, ESPNcom, 7-22-13 
"It's probably unrealistic to tllink that we can manage football and field hockey by the 
same set of mles," Bowlsby said. "I think some kind of reconfiguration of how we 
govern is in order." 

**** 
"This is not a time when trimming around the hedges is going to make very much 
difference," he said. 

**** 

On enforcement. Bowlsby believes it's time to re-evaluate the core purpose of NCAA 
oversight and restructure the entire process. 
"Without the power of subpoena or the weight of peJjury, we are not getting to the 
bottom of anything in the way of the enforcement process," he said. 
Bowlsby said he doesn't consider conferences seceding from the NCAA as a realistic 
possibility or a practical fi.mn ofleverage for change other than as a last-resort outcome. 
He believes a solution can still be found within the NCAA. 
"I have not heard from a single commissioner or even athletic directors on an individual 
basis that believe another organization other than the NCAA is the right approach for 
us." 

Big 12 commissioner suggests new 'federation' within NCAA 

George Schroeder, USA TODAY, 7-22-13 
The gap in resources within college athletics has never been greatCl: and it's growing. An 
analysis by USA TODAY shows the average SEC public school's operational expenses 
in 2011-12 were $88.5 million. according to tlle most recently available information 
reported by the schools to the NCAA. The average Mountain West school spent $41.3 
million. The divide is expected to grow dramatically with the advent of the College 



Football Playoff 

Is it time for football powers to split? 

By Mark Schlabach, ESP N com, 7-22-13 
Expect Big Ten commissioner Jim Delany and Pac-12 commissioner Lany Scott to 
make similar remarks at their respective leagues' preseason gatherings later this week. 
Bowlsby said commissioners of the big five conferences met about six weeks ago to 
discuss their concerns. Bowlsby said the commissioners were "unanimous" in their 
desires for drastic changes to the NCAA structure and said he wasn't "out on a limb" 
with his scathing remarks on Monday. 
"Some ofifs the inability to do anything, but Pogo was right: We've met the enemy, and 
he's us," Bowlsby said. "We all have to take responsibility." 

Big 120s Bob Bowlsbv calls for NCAA to reform structure, 
enfol'cement, rules 

By Vahe Gregorian, The Kansas City Star, 7-22-13 
Enforcement: D I think CEOs and ADs and commissioners and others have to really 
thoroughly engage and effectively restructure the enforcement process. Without the 
power of subpoena or the weight of pCljUry, we are not getting to the bottom of 
anything in the way of the enforcement process D In large measure, I don Dt know that 
meaningful enforcement can take place under the structure that we currently have. 
D So you hear coaches say all the time and administrators say that others are cheating, 
but when you ask who are they, what are they doing, when did they do it, what are the 
detail s of i 1, more otlen than not you don [Jt end up with much. LJ 
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Clips eFlash: "Is A La Carte Cable Good or Bad for Sports Fans"?" 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

WednesdayMomingGreetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
Your Clips editor is up to speed on most categories in the business of college sports. 
But not all categories. 
There's always the categories of media and technology. Those are very special challenges. 

A case in point is the seemingly growing consumer ire over the cable indm,try [J s practice of 
D btmdling D many networks together. Sort of an D All for One, One for All D approach. There 
has much written about the supposed iqjustice/untairness of Dbundling, D and that 
D unbundling D would be fairer and less expensive. 
This morning the ClipsTruthSquad came across a reasoned and calculated analysis that yields 
an emphatic thumbs-up for the status quo of what is commonly referred to as the D bundled D 
system (i.e.- the status quo). The article D DIs A La Carte Cable Good or Badfor Sports 
Fans?D Dcomes from Clay Travis, founder of the Outkickthe Coverage college football blog. 
He is also an attorney with a keen mind and great writing skills, and his input on the issues of 
the day in college sport<; is alwavs worth a read. We have reprinted (with his permission) 
probably 75 or so of Clay's articles on these Clips eFlashes (and Clips webspages) these past 
few years. 
Clay's article came along at just the righttime. Just two days ago we ran a summary of two 
articles Dcleverly titled D Coming soon, a $40 ESPN cable bill? D by an enterprising Clips 
editor D fium The Atlantic that made what seemed like a reasoned, calculated case for 
D unbundling D and against D bundling. D I have included that posting from two days ago at the 
bottom of this webpage (or at the bottom ofthis eFlash, depending on how you are accessing 
this). 
So, we Dve got two analyses that use the same data (but different opinions on cable viewer 
preferences) and come up with completely opposite conclusions. 
Clips readers can decide which argument makes more sense ... 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
vw''IN.twitter.com/@CollegeAthClips 

Is A La Carte Cable Good or Bad for Sports Fans? 
Clips Guest Commentary 
HereLJs a reasoned, calculated analysis that yieldl· a thumbs-up jhr the status quo. 
By Clay Travis. Outkick the Coverage, 7-21-13 

I've been thinking a lot about a la carte cable oflate. (Yes, I'm really a dork). I 
planned on writing about a la carte last year around Thanksgiving when I started doing 
research on the issue. Since that time I've read quite a few different business analyses of what 
would happen to cable and satellite subscriptions if consumers could choose their own cable 
packages on a channel by channel basis as opposed to buying bundles. 
In particular I've been focused on whether a la carte - - the idea that you should be able to 
select your own cable channels rather than buy a bundle offered by a cable or satellite 
company - - would be a good deal tor SpOlts television consumers. 
In theOlY. a la carte makes sense - - you should be able to buy the stations you watch and not 
pay for the stations you don't watch, right? It sounds more democratic, giving consumers more 
control over their spending habits and eliminating needless purchases. That's tile idea behind a 
bill recently introduced by Senator John McCain. McCain and other a la carte suppOlters 
believe that consumers will be better served by this option. It makes sense in theory, especially 
since according to a recent detailed study of cable viewing habits, most of us watch about 16 



stations regularly. 
Wouldn't it be cheaper for us to just buy those sixteen stations and not have to pay for the 
other 108 stations on our cable packages? (The average cable or satellite subscriber now has 
124 stations and pays around $70 a month ft)r that package.) 
The answer may surprise you if you're a sports fan. 

So let's dive into the ala calte vs. cable bundle debate. 
Let's begin with a few preliminary data points. 

First, every cable channel has a set cost. Your individual cable and satellite operators negotiate 
different fees, but it still shocb me that your average consumer isn't aware that each channel 

has a set cost. We all know that premium channels like HBO. ShoVvtime or Cinemax have 
fixed costs, but most cable or satellite subscribers have no idea that ESPN is the most 
expensive channel on cable, costing nearly $6 a month. This means that every single person 
with a cable or satellite subscription is paying nearly $70 a year for ESPN. 
Many channels cost virtually nothing at all a month. 
For instance, AMC, home of great shows such as "Mad Men," "Walking Dead," and 
"Breaking Bad," costs an average of just .27 cents a month. So you and I pay just over three 
dollars an entire year for that station. That seems like a pretty outstanding deal. But considering 
less than three million households a week aI·e watching "Mad Men," the other 97 million cable 
households are subsidizing this programming. The same is true for all other entertainment on 
television, relatively small audiences watch the shows, but we all pay for the programming 
contcnt. Indeed, the easiest way to understand a cable channel bundle is that everyone - - and 
there are roughly 100 million of us subscribing to cable or satellite in the countty - - is 
subsidizing the cost of stations we don't actually watch to keep the stations we actually watch 

more affordable. 
In all, we Americans pay about $7 billion a month in cable and satellite fees. That's around $84 
billion a year for cable or satellite subscriptions. 
The result is a massive variety of entertainment programming that appeals to different niche 

audiences. 
It's fair to say there has never been more popular entertainment being produced in the history 
ofthe world than on cable and satellite television today. 
If you want to read a more detailed explanation of this cable business model, I'd send you to 
this "The Atlantic" article here. 
The biggest winners in the bundling era? 
Sports fans. 
Thanks to the subsidy from non-sports watching viewers, sports fans actually come out ahead 

in the overall cost structure. 
How so? 
Non-sports fans are subsidizing our SpJrts viewing -- which now accounts for nearly 40% of 
the overall cable bill -- while we're subsidizing lower cost programming for non- SpJrts fans. 
Basically, if you're a sports fan, you're getting a pretty good deal. 
Especially if you consider what sports fans would have to pay for programming in a non a la 
carte era. 
Below is a chart that the Atlantic reproduced from a recent research paper prepared by 
Needham research. 

J{ 

What would ESPN cost III an a la calte era? 
Essentially. if we were required to make up for all the non- SPOlts failS who are subsidizing our 
sports programming and wouldn't otherwise purchase the channels how much would we pay? 

According to a recent report from a Needham analyst $30 a month. Or more than five times 
what ESPN presently costs. (Other reports have varied on the cost, ranging from $20-$30 a 
month. Regardless, there's no doubt that ESPN - and all sports networks -- would have to 
drastically increase their costs to make up for the sudden revenue shortfall from much fewer 



subscribers. Because ESPN can't really reduce it's cost structure that much. Most of ESPN's 

rights deals have a decade or more left at the current prices.). 
Instead of receiving ESPN for $70 or so dollars a year, according to Needham's analysis 
you'd be paying $360. 
And that's j ust for ESPN. ESPN2. ESPN News, and ESPN Classic would set you back 
another $85 or so. 
So you're talking about $445 a year just for your ESPN channels. That's around $37 a month 

just for ESPN and its less popular subsidiaries. But that's not all. You Imow all those sports 
channels you receive on your regional SPOltS networks to watch your favorite teams - - the Fox 
Sports regionals, the regional networks that exist to carry your favorite pro teams, the Pac 12 
Network, the Big Ten Network, the SEC Network? Roll in the TNT and TBS's of the world
- you want the NBA and the NCAA tournament, righ!') -- and just sports channels standing 
alone would cost you over $100 a month. 
That's much more than the average consumer pays for his or her entire cable bill right now. 
\\'hat if you're like me and have a family with diverse viewing habits? I've got two Ix)ys under 
the age of five who watch their favorite channels. And then I've got a wife who is in love with 
Bravo. I've got to have the SPOltS stations in my household for me, but my kids have to have 
Nickelodeon and the Disney Channel and Sprout and Animal Planet and the list keeps 
growing. My wife has her list of favorite channels too, stations that I never watch. Then we 
have stations like AMC or CNN that we watch together. 
So maybe a household like mine can eliminate half of the stations on our current cable 
package. 
But we're still paying for an average of 16 chamlels per person. My house would probably 

pick fifty or more stations if we had an ala cmte option. 
And those fitly stations would cost me much more money than my existing cable package 
does. 
My point? 
A la carte television is a really, really bad deal for sP.)rts fans. 
If you think your cable or satellite deal is expensive now. wait until you have to pay what SPOltS 
programming actually costs when only sports fans are paying for it. Because the more I've 
examined these details the more I've come full circle in many respects on this issue. Two years 
ago I was in favor of ala cmte because I believed that the individual should be given the choice 
to pick the programming he or she so desired. 
But when you actually dive into the numbers sports fans will end up paying more and probably 
receive less ganles under an a la carte model. 
Now you can reasonably criticize the sports rightsholders - - both teams and networks - - for 
building a business model that's predicated on a large percentage of people paying ti.)r their 
product without ever watching it. That's a fi.)rm of taxation. But, guess what, it's the same 

model that every cable station has followed. The result has been the best television ever 
created. No matter who you are, there's something you love watching on television. 
How many of you watch Lifetime? The Oprah Network? 
All of those stations have more resources to create compelling programming for their audiences 
because sports fans are buying those stations too. 
The end result is that these bundles end up costing sports fan less, while delivering more 
entertaimnent options to everyone. than any individual channel selection I could make on my 
own. 
Put simply, if you like sports, a la carte television is a really, really bad option for you. 
You'll end up paying more for less programming. 
And it isn't just sP.)[[s that will suffer in a la carte programming, it's every cable station in the 

country. 

Clay Travis is the founder of and editor of Out kick the Coverage. This article has been 
reprinted on Clips with the authorDs pennission. 

READERS: THIS IS A SUMMARY THAT WAS DISTILLED BY A CLIPS EDITOR FROM TWO ARTICLES IN THE 
ATLANTIC. THIS SUMMARY WAS POSTED ON THE CLIPS WEBSITE ON MONDAY, JULY 21. 

Coming soon, a $40 ESPN cable bill? 
Some say a bunch of grandmas are subsidizing "low" ESPN prices down for sports 
lovers. True? False? 
l1zeAtlantic, 7-18-13 

In economics class they were called []transterpaymentsTJ In folklore there was Robin 

Hood taking from the rich and giving to the poor. ltD s a simple concept really, spread the 
money around from those with a 0 surplus 0 of funds to those without. Brilliant. 



A pair of articles from The Atlantic lay into what they see as the supposed inequity of bundling 
cable channels for all to pay. 
From one of tile articlesDSports Could Save the TV Business, or Destroy It: DCable TV 
isnDt a Dsports tax.D Or an AMC tax. Or a History Channel tax. ItDs an entertainment fiat 
tax.D 
The Atlantic writer. Derek Thompson, says that cable and satellite TV have been charging 
[1 hidden [1 per snbscriber per month fees that everyone has to pay when only a relatively small 
portion of viewers actually watch those channels (ESPN, et. al.). 
The cable [1 bundle [1 (loosely defined as every household paying for some number of channels 
that they never watch) is described as LJperhaps the most successful and most misunderstood 
business model in entertainment. D 
Networks have been outbidding one another witil vast sums of money in exchange for 
exclusive deals. And tile costs are trickling up. As Patrick Hruby explained, "big time sports 
are taking a minimum of$84.90" out of each family's budget even if tiley don't care about 
SPOltS. This amounts to a "sport tax" on families forced to pay for something they don't watch. 
Cable companies sensing this backlash are starting to resist new sports networks. 
From the article: 

A National Non-lvlandatDlY Tax 
The cable bundle is perhaps the closest thing to a non-mandatDlY flat tax in 
America. The idea is that ifiOO+ million householdl' all pay $70ish a month for 
television, the breadth (!I' the customer base will ,I11pport a diverse and thriving 
entertainment business without asking any group to pay too much for what they 
want. 
***** 
The subscription fees in your bundle are, in a way, like a national entertainment 
treasury divided betJi'een a hanel/ul 'if media companies. One hundred million 
subscribing households pay a collective $7 billion a month into the entertainment 
super-coffers, with each family consuming va/ying amounts of different 
programming, all of it made rif.fordable by scale. The TV business is so rich in part 
because its popularity allows it to achieve the scale of something like public 
financing. 
**** 
According to an analysis.from Needham insights, [JESPN would cost G5 much as 
$30 a month !/you yanked it out of the cable bundle and made it a standalone 
service. D 

Note the following: 
First column on the right: Subscription fees skimmed off cable bills account for 
betli'een 71% and 91% of sports channels' revenue mix. (Ed -Subscription fees 
account for about 99% of College Athletics Clips' revenues. Subscriptionfees 
comprising a high percentage of a netli'orl.ipublication's revenues is not 
necessarily a bad thing.) 

First row, third column: ESPN makes as much ill $7.2 billion each year before 
counting a cent (!I' advertising. 

StaJting to make up tilat $7.2 billion among a smaller cohort of pay- TV households would 
require each household to pay much more fortoday's ESPN. "We believe that only 20 million 
super-fan homes would pay $30/montil for ESPN's group of chmmels," tile authors write, 
which is "equivalent to 1 00 million households paying $6/month today." 
Food for thought. More later .. 



This 522 word summary was distilled by Clips Editor Nick Infante ji-Gln two articles 
totaling 1,303 words: 
- a 893-word article titled DSports Could Save the TV BusinessDor Destroy ItO by 
Derek Thompsonfrom a 7-17-13 posting on The Atlantic website. 
- a 4l0-word article titled rJHow Watching 'Unbundled' ESPN andAAfC Could Cost 
IVore Than Your Whole Cable Billil by Derek Thompson from a 7-18-13 posting on The 
Atlantic website. 
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To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Thursday, July 25.2013 4:19 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Open season on Emmert? First commissioners, now journalists 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

ThursdayAfternoonGreetings from eFlash Central. Hope you are well. 
These are tough times for change agents. Just yesterday, in Tunisia the incubator of the OArab 
Spring, [] an opposition leader was gunned down in front of his home. In US news, Snowden 
the (pick one) traitor? .. change agent? .. whistleblower? .. is being fussed over by the US, 
Russia and China. 
Meanwhile, in college SPJrts, Change Agent (sic?) Mark Emmert is sustaining bJdy blows left 
and right. First, four of the Power 5 commissioners have been outdoing one another at their FE 
Media Days with rampant innuendo and references to a mack of NCAA leadership. 0 And 
the Pac-120s Larry Scott will likely deliver the coupe de grace tomOlTOW. 
And then there 0 s the Fourth Estate, whose members have upped the intensity and frequency 
of their bombasts at Mr. Emmert. 
This week there have been two bell-ringers. On Tuesday Mike Fish and Dana 0 ONeill of 
ESPN collaborated on a lengthy article titled ONCAAOs Emmert at crossroads 0 in which 
they listed a litany of Emmert 0 s leadership and character failings. Click here for the ESPN 
article. 
Tellingly, the ESPN article referenced the steady drain of experienced, IX)pular and 
knowledgeable senior staffers. Here they are: 

:;.; 

To make thmgs worse, Emmert has resorted to crnel and unnecessary methods of 
communicating the terminations, such as remote firings, sham 0 interim 0 titles and 0 full guy 0 
firings. 
Which all brings us to the zinger article dujour, []What's next in college sports? Talk of 
seismic change in the air, [1 by Pete Thamel of SI.com. This one is hot off the press, er, [J hot 
otI"lhe neU] It was just posted at 2:14pm ET. As you [.1 II see, Pete devotes much of his 
wordage to the manner in which the Power 5 (possibly with other conferences) might establish 
a new division, but he also bluntly calls a spade a spade regarding Emmert. And it ain Dt pretty. 
So, just like the commissioners have taken their shots at Emmert, now the journalists are 
Jommgm. 
Just another week in college sports. 
Have a good Thursday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 



Follow Clips on Twitter: 
'vV\V'vv.twitter.Gom!@CollegeAthC!ips 

What's next in college sports? Talk of seismic change in the air 

Pete Thame!, Sports Illustrated, 7-25-13, 2:14pmET 

After the upheaval of realignment, a frenzy of multimillion dollar television contracts and 
the agreement on a four- team football playoff starting in 2014, things finally appeared to be 

settling down in college sports. 
Hope you enjoyed the past three months. 
The talk of seismic change returned this week. Multiple conference commissioners hinted at 
media days that major changes in the way the NCAA is run are inevitable, including a new 
division made up of the schools which produce the most revenue. 
Pointed comments by SEC commissioner Mike Slive last week toward the NCAA -- "there 
are important questions that must be answered" - - began the drumbeat Big 12 commissioner 
Bob Bowlsby and ACC commissioner John Swofford spoke openly about "transfi)rmative 
change" and "some kind of reconfiguration of how we govern." 
This week SLcom spoke with numerous high-level college sports ofIicials, and there was a 
clear feeling among them that there would be many changes at the highest levels of college 
sports within the neA1: year. The so-called Big 5 conferences - - Pac-12, Big Ten, Big 12, SEC 
and ACC -- have been commiserating for months and there's a consensus that significant 

change is needed. 
"I think there's such momentum at this point," said one prominent college official. "This wasn't 
an accident that you're getting this series of media day comments. The train is moving." 
All five conference commissioners agree that the situation in untenable, that it's only getting 
worse and that there is a lack of NCAA leadership. Where they can't come to a consensus is a 
solution. In January, an internal audit ofthe inner workings ofthe NCAA will be completed 
and officials don't expect the results to be pretty. 
One thing is clear: College sports will likely look drastically difIerent by the start of the 2014-
15 school year, and there's a question of whether NCAA president Mark Emmert will be 

around for it. 
Specific plans and proposals are several months away from being discussed. Conference 
commissioners are sensitive to taking attention away from the college football season the way 
that realignment did and will likely wait to have any substantive discussions until the NCAA 
Convention in January in San Diego. But make no mistake: change is in the air. 
Here's a look at the major issues: 

"Vhat will happen? 
At tins point, it's easier to predict what won't happen. There is zero momentum to break from 
the NCAA and start a whole new organization. Whatever changes will be made will likely be 
under the NCAA's umbrella. 
There's also little chance for significant change to the NCAA tournament. The one thing the 
NCAA does well is run championships, and unwinding the $10.8 billion CBS-Turner deal 
would be thorny. 
The most likely change will be in the NCAA governance structure, and while that isn't 

particularly seAY, it's still significant 

How will things look? 
This is impossible to answer right now. The Big 5 are likely to form a new tier -- perhaps 
Division 4 or a "super division" - - that creates an elite division of athletics still under the 
auspicious of the NCAA. Think ofa scenario where a total of 12 to 15 conferences -- about 
150 schools - - end up in this new subset of Division L 
The key difference will be in governance structure and greater rule flexibility. The Big 5 want 
change so their ability to pass legislation, especially to provide more for their student athletes, 
isn't impeded by schools on radically different financial planes. 

Think of a govemance structure filled more with athletic directors and faculty instead of the 
current presidential-led Executive Committee. And the schools may end up with a structure 
similar fashion to the United Nations, where the "security counsel," namely the Big 5, have final 
veto power after hearing from all palties. 
A hypothetical: The Big 5 want a rule that they can provide training table for all their athletes 
year round. The Atlantic 10, which is under the same umbrella, says that it can't afford that 
The rules still passes and the A-lO simply doesn't have to implement it 

""'lao is in and who is out? 
This will be the big question, much like in realignment. But think of this potential change as 
similar to realignment in that for all the drastic scenarios floated, in the end it wasn't nearly as 
emil! shaking as many had predicted. 
Along with the Big 5, a majority ofthe other major football-playing leagues would likely go 



with them -- Mountain West, American Athletic, Conference USA, Sun Belt and MAC. The 
top basketball leagues like the Big East, Atlantic-l 0 and perhaps the WCC would go as well. 
The Ivy League and Patriot League will be talked about, too. 
This doesn't mean that the America Easts, Big Souths and Big Wests of the world will be all 
that different. They'll still have access to the NCAA tournament. Most would agree the NCAA 
tournament is a better event with Valparaiso, Long Beach State and Florida Gulf Coast. 
So if a league is "out," they're really just subjected to a different rules stmcture. They'll be the 
same championship structure and play the same teams. This means that the average fan 
watching Big Monday or filling out a bracket won't see much difference. 
Think of it as bloodless coup. The Big 5 want better leadership. less paralysis and a more 
smoothly running NCAA. And they are, essentially, going to attempt to provide it themselves. 
They have the money and leverage. They'll fill the new governance structure - - and no one has 
drilled down too far on the specifics of that. And the less influential leagues will fall in line, even 
if they do so reluctantly, because they really have no choice not to. 

What will happen to Mark Emmert'? 
However obvious the public disapproval of Emmert is from college leaders, there's even less 
faith in him privately. The prevailing thought is that the NCAA isn't healthy and is not in a better 
position than when Emmert took over. Some have the feeling that significant conversation 
about new governance won't happen until he's removed. Others are pessimistic that the 
presidents ultimately in charge of Emmert's fate are willing to make such a drastic move. 
Emmert's refusals to admit he'd do anything differently in a recent ESPN mticle about his 
leadership was his latest public relations blunder. It led to both chuckles of amusement and 
groans offrm,tration from leaders around college sports. 
Emmert does have allies, especially in the Pac-12, where Oregon State president Ed Ray is 
one of his closest confidants. He also worked with many of the Pac-12 presidents in his last 
job as the president of Washington. 
There's a notion that if Emmert sUlvives the nexi three months or so, he could embrace the 
inevitable change, attach himself to it and potentially overhaul his current image of being inept 
and ineffective. But there's a lot of skepticism, as he's buried himselftoo deep and failed to 
show leadership on seemingly obvious issues the NCAA could legitimately impact, such as 
concussions. 
Emmert was hired as a change agent, and it's ironic that as the NCAA sits on the precipice of 
major change it could be done despite him or without him and not because of him. 

What prompted this'? 
This is not about the divisive $2,000 stipend that's become a convenient anecdote to tie to the 
unhappiness and umest (some of the Big 5 leagues are not in favor of the stipend). This is much 
bigger than that. 
This is about acknowledging the different operating models in Division I instead of trying to 
legislate them. The ideal of there being an even playing field in college sports was antiquated 
long before the Longhorn Network, conference expansion and multi -billion dollar television 
deals. The reality being embraced by the Big 5 is that there never really has been an even 
playing field, so why pretend. 
How did it escalate to this point? 
There have been conversations behind the scenes for months, but the buzz coalesced at a 
series of meetings in June in Colorado Springs. Emmert spent a morning with the 31 
commissioners at the Collegiate Commissioner Association meetings, and a general sense of 
dissatisfaction filled tl1e room. The Big 5 met separately in Colorado Springs, and momentum 
began to build. 
The biggest sign that change was inevitable (maybe even imminent) was when Slive made blunt 
comments at SEC Media Days last week, including quoting Albert Einstein: "We can't solve 
problems by using the same kind ofthinking we used when we created them." 
Slive's firing of the first shot resonated among leaders around college sports. 
"It was VCly significant that Slive got out front," said a college official. "Mike rarely does that. 
He's too good a politician. Of all of the comments, that may have been the most considered 
and intentional." 
Slive is the most calculating man in college sports. He's made consistent public comments 
al:xmt his displeasure with the NCAA for a few months. I·Ie's linked many of his comments to 
the "welfare of student atWetes," a sly tactic that makes this look altruistic. 
Slive drove the train out of the station, and conference oflicials are spending countless hours 
analyzing what's next. Where the train ends up, no one is sure. 

Pete Thamel wntesforSl.com. This article has been reprinted all Clips with the 
permission of the author. 
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To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, July 28.2013 10:02 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 7-29-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the SundayNightShip. Hope you are well. 
Once again there 0 s been plenty going on in the business of college sports. All in one week 0 in 
addition to football of course [] we []ve had stadium renovations recaps, governance grumping, 
FB media days from coast to coast (with one commish outdoing the one before him in sending 
unsubtle messages), BK recruiters criss-crossing the globe, concussions repercussions, a 
treatise on master planning, a never- before-seen analysis of the number of sports that a super
division might be confumted with, bundling/unbundling, 00 Bannon mumlUrings, sanctions for 
the Grizzlies, USCDs 125th, strife in Syria and Egypt, 4-door Fiat 500s coming from the old 
Yugo factory in Serbia, etc. 
Have a good Sunday eve, Monday morn and have a good week too. 

By the way, the photo in the upper left comer of the Clips websiteji'ollt page (see 
miniaturized version below) was taken in 1987 in Long Beach, Calif. Of course evelyone 
can tell who the two dudes infront are, but how about the guy in back? 

Nick Infimte 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
w\lv1N.lwiller.coml@ColiegeAthClips 
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To: 
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College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Tuesday. July 30. 2013 9:22 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

eFlash: Wetzel. .. Pre-trial fi.)r Penn State Prez/VP/AD begins 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 
Tuesday morning greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
Sorry, but it ainet over with the Penn State Sandusky o Reign of Terror. 0 Wish it could be, 
but itD s not. 
The perp, Jerry Sandusky, is behind bars wearing Clemson orange jammies all day, and he will 
likely be for the rest of his life. But there were other people involved 11 albeit indirectly [J and 
they didnl1t do what they were supposed to do. Or they did do some things they weren[Jt 
supposed to do. 
Yesterday was the first day of the pretrial hearing of former Penn State President Graham 
Spanier, fornlCr Penn State VI' Gmy Schultz and fornlCr Pelill State AD Tim Curley. They 
have been charged with an assortment of peljury and related charges for allegedly keeping 
mum on what they allegedly knew about Sandusky before things finally blew up. Yahoo! Sports 
sent Dan Wetzel. one of their big guns, to central Pennsylvania to cover the proceedings. His 
excellent report is below. Dan referred to the trio as a o conspiracy of silence. 0 
Also from the mticle: DOr was it something more benign, although, perhaps no less 
criminal, such as general incompetence, miscommunication, gross cowardice or simply 
the cover-yourse?fmentalily qflarge institutions, especially in higher education. [j Pick 
one, or more. 
Not trying to be preachy orjudgmental here, but it[is helpful to remind ourselves []whether 
we [ire in a position of high authority or noU] that we have a resp.)nsibility to speak up andlor 
take action when bad things are done right in front of us. 
ThatD s all for my intro. Read on. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

By the way, it sure sounds like Dan was in the court house elevator with Spanier 
yesterday befiJre the lunch break. Coo!. 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W"NIN.twitter.comi@CollegeAthClips 

Former Penn State coach says Joe Paterno faulted school 
administrators in Sandusky response 

By Dan Wetzel, Yahoo/Sports, 7-29-13, 10pmET 
HARRISBURG, Pa. 0 It was lunch hour here Monday, the first day ofthe pretrial hearing of 
three former Penn State administrators. They are charged with endangering the welfare of 
children, conspiracy and a host of other crimes for failing to do enough ( or anything) to stop 
Jerry Sandusky's reign of terror back when they had the chance. 
Graham Spanier, Penn State's fonner president and the highest profile of the defendants, was 
riding down an elevator from the fifth floor of the Dauphin County Courthouse. He scanned his 
Blackberry and immediately seized on a freshly live Associated Press story that covered that 
morning's testimony from ex-assistant football coach Mike McQueary. Spanier turned to his 
attorney Elizabeth Ainslie. 
"Look what the media already has," Spanier said. He began to read the AP account, which 
centered on McQueary recalling one of the final conversations he had with the late Joe 
Paterno. 
"Longtime Penn State head coach Joe Paterno said that the university mishandled its response 
to the Jerry Sandusky child sex-abuse scandal, a former assistant coach testified Monday," 
Spanier read. 
Spanier then stopped and shook his head over and over, conveying disgust. Here was JoePa, 



blaming Spanier and company, straight from the grave no less. 
Former Penn State assistant coach Mike McQueary is a witness at the hearing. (AP)The 
defense had attempted to keep out any statements from Paterno, via McQueary, claiming it 
would be hearsay. This is just a pretrial hearing [J a procedure for the judge to decide whether 
there is enough for the case to be canied over to an actual t1ial. That is an almost certainty, 
hearsay or no hearsay. Noone is determining guilt or illlocence this week, so the damage is 
minimal. 
Still, this was just what they feared. Paterno, who still holds credibility with many, getting a 
broad- based shot (minus context or cross-examination) into the perfect sound byte. 
"Messed up," Ainslie said. 
Maybe she was misquoting McQuemy's actual money statement from Paterno. "Old Main 
screwed it up," McQuemy said that Paterno told him D the coach using the term for the 
school's administrative building to convey his disgust with the administration itself 
Or, maybe she was describing this entire situation in general, three previously elite, successful 
and law-abiding college administrators all packed into one side of a courtroom trying to fight 
for their freedom and whatever shred of their reputation remains. You could hardly tit everyone 
in the traditional defense area, what with three defendants (Spanier plus former vice president 
Gary Schultz and athletic director Tim Curley) and each man's small army of atlomeys, 
paralegals, assistants and oversized briefcases they all seem to carry. 
They needed three whole rows of defense tables. Courtroom No.1 here is pretty good- sized, 
but this was pushing it. 
The attorney general's office claims this group engaged in a "conspiracy of silence," although 
there wasn't a lot of evidence presented Monday that speaks to that level of heated rhetoric. 
The three might not have been very forthcoming and might be guilty of everything, but if they 
wanted silence, they never seem to have told anyone to actually be quiet about what they 
knew. 
What is undeniable is something went tembly wrong in State College in the winter of 2001 , 
when McQueary's report ofwalking into a football locker room late on a Friday and finding 
Sandusky and a boy in the shower engaged in "a sexual situation, a molestation incident" went 
nowhere. 
McQueary told Patemo the next morning. Paterno told Schultz and Curley the day after that. 
The two men waited, however, seven to 10 days to bother meeting with McQueary (a 15-
minute session that, McQueary recalled, featured not a single question). Nobody tried to find 
the boy. And nobody told the police to start a real investigation. 
Tlus despite emails and written notes showing that all three defendants were aware that 
Smldush.-y nanDwly escaped prosecution for hugging a boy while showering with lum in 1998. 
Sandusky was eventually convicted of that incident, part of45 counts of sexual assault that in 
2012 sent him to a supermax prison in the southwest comer of this state, where he will likely 
die. 
Penn State's chief of police back then, Tom Harmon, wa<; on the stand Monday lamenting that 
Schultz, his fornIer boss, never mentioned there was "another repolt of Jerry Sandusky in a 
shower with a boy." 
"I would have said we're going to call the district attorney's office and pursue it as an 
investigation," Hm1llon testified. "Because in light of the 1998 incident, that would have been 
sufficient suspicion that there had been possible child abuse because Smldusky clearly knew 
that was inappropriate behavior." 
Instead, Sandusky continued befriending and molesting area children. The question of why D 
and how D such a failure occurred is the hemt of the tI1al for these administrators. Was it 
really, as Louis Freeh [] hired by Penn State to investigate the scandal LJ concluded a desire to 
avoid bad publicity against Joe Paterno's football program? 
Or was it something more benign, although, perhaps no less criminal, such as general 
incompetence, miscommunication, gross cowardice or simply the cover-yourself mentality of 
large instimtions, especially in higher education. 
The pretlial heming, at the very least, begins the next phase of discovelY, with the cooL calm 
and controlled environment of court replacing the over- the-top emotions of the public square. 
For the defendants though, the stakes are high: These are old men facing prison sentences 
where they'd be known as Jerry Sandusky's enablers. And the challenge remains considerable. 
There are still all the emails. the notes. the meetings and the lack of action. Therewasstill,as 
Gary Schultz's long-time admilustrative assistant Joan Coble described, a shady special file 
containing info on Sandusky's 1998 investigation that Schultz placed in a locked drawer of a 
cabinet in his office under strict orders for it to never be opened. 
Schultz "mentioned to me he had a new folder for Jerry Sandusky," Coble testitied. "He told 
me not to look in that tile. It came out of the blue. His tone was very stem [J I just remember 
thinking, 'I wonder what Jerry has done?' " 
No one would see that file, or know what Jerry had done, until it was far, far too late. 
Then there is the matter of the three-pronged defense in a scandal where everyone, including 
those who aren't even charged with any crimes, try to find the best possible spin on this tenible 
tale. 
The Paterno family has spent huge sums trying to clear their father of any wrongdoing. 
McQueary had been beaten to a pulp and is always cognizant of how each word can be 
interpreted, although he at least made the point Monday of saying, "I didn't handle this, the 



quote-unquote perfect way. Are there things I should have done? Absolutely, I'll point the 
finger at myself before anyone else." 
Meanwhile, I-lannon wanted everyone to know he was told nothing from these other guys or 
else Sandusky would've been busted. Other witnesses kept clearly noting what infonnation and 
meetings and manila folders they weren't privy to. 
Right now, all three defendants are claiming they are all innocent Bnt it might be smarter for 
one ofthem to start claiming this guy or that guy (but not me) messed up. It's either that or 
attempt to prove that no one did anything wrong. 
Maybe everyone sticks together when this eventually reaches trial (probably by 2014), but the 
early fishers were apparent just on the first day of the pretrial. 
"They collectively say they are not responsible, then they try distinguish themselves," Tom 
Kline, a Philadelphia-based lawyer for Sandusky's Victim No.5 said after watching each 
man's defense strategy on Monday. "Spanier was apparently too busy to be hooked up in this. 
And Curley was too low on the totem pole and peripherally involved. But that leaves Schultz 
as the man in the middle." 
If Paterno was alive, he might be the fourth defendant here. Instead it was he, of all people, 
who delivered the quote that will carry the news cycle. 
Standing on the Penn State practice field for the final time in November 2011,just hours 
before he would be fired, Paterno pulled McQueary aside and offered his take on the scandaL 
It proved pretty dam accurate. 
"He said, 'The university is going to come down hard on you,'" said McQueary, who, indeed, 
was eventually removed from his position and now has a wrongfi!l tennination suit against Penn 
State. "[He said], 'Don't worry about me. They are going to try to scapegoat you. D Don't trust 
Old MainD 
"He said, 'Old Main screwed it up.' " 
Well, somebody, or somebJdies, did. Let the search fi.)r justice/finger-pointing continue here 
Tuesday. 

Dan Wetzel writes for Yahoo!Sports. This article has been reprinted on Clips with the 
authorDs permission. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 4: 13 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

eFlash: A trove of inspirational (and not) from this weekrJs SI 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

WednesdayMomingGreetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

Sports Illustrated does not need a boost from College Athletics Clips, but theyl:.!re going to get 
one anyway. 
This week[]s SI arrived today, and this issue wa<; especially interesting. I will share portions of 
it with Clips readers, and [ljust like beer brings belching [jsome of you will run right out to the 
newsstand to buy this weekDs issue. And maybe a 12-pack as well. 
Here are the highlights: 

On the covel' Next to a 76-font headline I] [JThe Last Days of A-Rod I:.! [Jsits a blue-eyed 

(or are they hazel ?), wistful-looking (or is it guilty-looking?) Alex Rodriguez. Winning at all 
costs ends up costing a lot. 

o Leading Off 0 This is the 6-page (3 double-folds) photo feature in the front of the mag, 

and the very first place your editor goes. Rarely are the six pages of the same theme, but this 
one is, and itr] s about the University of Oregon I] s timtastic football facilities. This is about as 
appealing of a layout to impressionable high school football players as anything can be. A 10 
on the Wow factor chart. 



OJohnny on the SpotO Ma<;terlully written byClips[] favorileAndy Staples. We will 

have a masterly written Clips executive summary ofthis piece in a day or two. 

o The Road Taken 0 Luke Winn describes an SI study oftransfers by top basketball 
prospects over the past seven seasons. We 011 follow up with a Clips executive summmyof 
this one as well. 



So. you can wait for the Clips summaries, or you can rush outDright now/eta purchase an SI 
mag. (Yes, in the interest of equal-equal opportinuity from source magazines, when 
ESPN the Mag comes out with their next great issue, I will let you know about that as 
well). 
Have a good Wednesday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 
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IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Report 8-4-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
Herewith I tender D for your perusing pleasure D a rare Satnrday evening Clips Weekly Report. 
Just as I was putting together this report I came across a very interesting article about a 
carriage dispute between CBS (the giant network) and Time Wamer Cable (the #2 cable 

com,noyio tlILe_~_s_)_. ___________________ -' 

From the article (DAfter a Fee Dispute With Time Wamer Cable, CBS Goes Dark for Three 
Million Viewers D}. 

The war between CBS and Time Warner Cable intensified when the cable 
company withdrew the CBS stations o.fits three million customers in markets 
including New York, Los Angeles and Dallas . 

. . . Both sides then issued statements blaming the other for being 
unreasonable in the negotiations . 
. . . . . . The dispute centers on retransmission fees, which cable companies have 
increasingly been compelled to pay to broadcasters . .... 

****** 
Time Warner Cable has insisted that the fee increases that CBS is asking for are 
unreasonable; CBS has argued it provides far more value than many cable 
networks that require much higher fees. Some reports have said CBS is asking for 
an increase of about 100%, to $2 a subscriber. from $1. [Ed-The K'>'PN suite of 
channels command about $5 a subscriber.] 

***** 
In the meantime, CBS is sending messages on the radio and through other outlets 
urging viewers to complain to Time Warner Cable. 17ze cable company, for its 
part, was telling customers to buy an antenna or sign upfor Aereo, the new 
service that offers broadcast signals, and was also urging its customers to watch 
the missing CBS shows through streaming Web sites. 

That[] s all for Satnrday night. Have a good Sunday, Monday and rest of week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
'vV\V'vv.twitter.Gom!@CollegeAthC!ips 

Remem ber, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the 
articles (below) on the website. lfyou are not logged ill you will get a blank white 
screen. 
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IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

It's confinned .. So far, the Manziel Story is a non-story 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 
Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
The purpose of this eFlash is to reassure you that you are not behind the curve regarding the 
Manziel mess. 
Why do I say that? Because Llotherthan the original LI story!] that broke SundaYLlthere have 
been no new developments. 
For those who might have been on a news quarantine for the past 48 hours, here's the extent of 
it: a media firestornl ensued from an ESPN report that the NCAA is investigating Manziel for 
allegedly accepting a 0 five- figure fee 0 for signing autographs. 
Other than that, there have been 0 no comments 0 from all the people directly involved: 
ManzieL the NCAA, Texas A&M, Mamie! 0 s father (who had been previously quoted saying 
the NCAA was OselfishO). 
Despite (because of?) the stonewalling by those directly involved in this alleged transgression of 
NCAA amateur rules, there has been no lack of commentary from the media. 
Much of the chatter had to do with the NCAA 0 s amateurism model, as well as the 
unfairness/injustice of football/basketball players not being allowed to more 0 robustly 0 share 
in the vast sums of revenue generated by those sports. Indeed, I came across as much criticism 
of the NCAA as I did ofManziel. 
Below is a Wall Street Journal article and excerpts from a few other articles. 
More will come out in the next few days!]accusations, denials, the naming of previously 
unnamed sources, blurry photos, PDFs of receipts, etc. o but, as of now 7:45am ET, you Ore 
up to date on the Mamie! stOly. 
Have a good Tuesday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

x 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W"NIN.twitter.comi@CollegeAthClips 

Johnny Manziel: A Tipping Point for NCAA Change? 

If the Texas A&M Quarterback Violated the Rules, the Rules lHay Face More Criticism 
Than Johnny Football 
By Rachel Bachman andBen Cohen, WallStreetJoumal, 8-5-13, 7:.f.5pmET 

The growing controversy surrounding Texas A&M quarterback Johnny Mamiel could 
advance the argument for a loosening of NCAA rules against college-athlete compensation. 
Never mind that Manziel isn't among the ti.mner and current college athletes suing the NCAA 
for a pJr1ion of the billions of dollars that the organization and its member schools collect in 
TV-broadca<;t right<;. Manziel hasn't even joined the growing chorus of critics calling for a 
change in NCAA policy. 
But an ESPN report Sunday said that the NCAA is investigating Mamie! for allegedly 
accepting a "five-figure flat fee" for signing autographs. If found guilty and punished, Mamie! 



may come to personifY what many call the injustice of NCAA rules prohibiting athletes from 
receiving any compensation beyond tuition, room and board. 
Manziel wasn't available for comment on the ESPN report but practiced with Texas A&M on 
Monday. Accepting money for his autograph would violate an NCAA prohibition against 
players profiting commercially fium their athletic ability. In his first public comment~ on the 
matter, Texas A&M coach Kevin Sumlin said Monday at a news conference that the school is 
"doing its due diligence to find ont the facts," but that he hadn't been made aware of any 
NCAA investigations. 
An NCAA spokesperson said the organization "cannot comment on current, pending or 
p.)tential investigations." 
As the first freshman winner of the Heisman Trophy, Manziel represents a gold mine for college 
football. Known as Johnny Football, he has helped generate tens of millions of dollars for his 
team, athletic department, university and conference D without himself receiving any of those 
proceeds. 
And yet if allegations are true that he sold his autograph. he could face a potential multi- ganle 
suspension. 
"INhat this contradiction highlight~ is the hypocrisy of the NCAA and the abuse of its rules to 
exploit and punish athletes," said Michael Hausfeld, lead attorney in fonner UCLA basketball 
player Ed O'Bannon's lawsuit, alleging that the NCAA has conspired to keep licensing and 
other revennes from the pockets of the players who help earn them. A federal judge will soon 
decide whether to grant the case class-action status. 
Several athletes have been suspended in recent years for accepting prohibited compensation. 
In 2011, five Ohio State football players served five-game suspension for accepting improper 
benefits and selling athletic souvenirs. A year earlier, Georgia wide receiver A.J. w·een was 
suspended for four games for selling a ganJe-worn uniform for $1,000. 
But there are two differences here. First the imbalance between how much money college 
athletes generate and how little they receive is growing and gaining more attention. "I think 
consumers are probably more aware than ever before of the amounts of money that are being 
funneled through the system," said Paul Swangard, managing director of the Warsaw SPOItS 
Marketing Center at the University of Oregon. "Every stakeholder in the model has benefited 
to a much greater degree than the players have." 
Then there is Manziel's status as the face of college football. He led the Texas A&M team that 
handed AlabamaLJthe two-time defending national championLJits only loss last season. 
Heading into the 2013 season, which begins Ang. 29, no game is more anticipated than the 
Sept. 14 matchup between Alabama and Texas A&M in College Station, Texas. A 
punishment could sideline Manziel for that game. 
In recent months, Manziel's 2012 perionnance and widespread popularity made Texas A&M 
the darling of the betting public in Las Vegas to win the national championship, said Jay Rood, 
MGM Resorts' vice president of race and SPOItS. MGM bumped the Aggies' odds back to 9-
to-2 on Monday and took their win total of9.5 games off the board. The Golden Nugget 
casino suspended action on every Texas A&M game it offered, including the Alabama 
matchup. "The whole town's probably shut down on A&M," said Tony Miller, the Golden 
Nugget's director of race and sports. 
Manziel, a 20-year-old from Kerrville, Texas, was the catalyst for generating $37 million in 
media exposure fiJr Texas A&M between Nov. 10,2012 and Jan. 6, 2013, a period that 
included his Heisman Trophy and the Aggies' trouncing of OklailOma in the Cotton Bowl, 
according to a study by Joyce Julius & Associates that was commissioned by the university. 
The finn counted Manziel's media impressions and mentions in print, television and Internet 
news sources to detennine how much the university would have had to spend on traditional 
advertising to receive the equivalent amount of exposure. 
Manziel's reward for all this was a scholarship covering the total cost of attendance for an in
state student at Texas A&M, which in the 2011-2012 school year was listed at $20,782. 
Manziel is well aware of efforts to exploit his fame. His fanlily hired a lawyer to legally protect 
his nickname D Johnny Football D and fend off efforts to sell sweatshirts, hats and trinkets that 
use his name or likeness. Although the NCAA is allowing Manziel to keep proceeds from 
lawsuits he files against rogue T-shirt sellers, it is fighting college athletes' pursnit of wider 
freedom to profi t from their achievements. 
The enormous attention heaped on Manziel, even compared with the standards of professional 
athletes, had the quarterback wishing last month that he could just play football. Manziel 
specifically mentioned that he was looking forward to Sunday, when the Aggies reported for 
the beginning of the season. 
"Aug. 4 can't get here fast enough," he said. 

This article has been reprinted on Clips with the permission of the Wall Street Joumal. 

EXCERPTS: 

A Heisman Winner, and a Rule Book, Under Fire 
By Greg Bishop, New York Times, 8-5-13 



The fallout from the latest episode in Johnny M anzielll s dizzying, TlvfZ-chronicled 
off-season extended beyond his inner circle and beyond the campus of Texas A&M 
and into the ojJices (y'the NCAA. That organization, which governs college 
sports, said nothing about Afanziel on Monday, and yet its silence did little to dim 
the continued criticism lobbed in its direction. 
********* 

There is the lawsuit, Ed o OBannon versus the N.CAA., winding its way through 
the California court system, which centers on who owns an athleteOs likeness. 
The case could be classified as a class-action suit this month. There is the 
organizationOs recent enforcement track record, which is best described as 
blemished There is the unwieldy rule book and the seemingly continual conference 
realignment and the promised reforms that have been slow to materialize. 
Now there islvfanziel, one (if the biggest stars in college sports andyet one who 
s{(mds accused (y'violating a rule long ago deemed draconian by advocates of 
N.CAA. change. The organization, in this case and in others, must enforce that 
rule diligently. But not only is proving such transgressions difficult, but ij'proven, 
then what? 
********* 

....... the N.CA.A. Os tenuous position, that 'if enforcing a nile 0 others can 
profit 'i/fi\1anziel but he cannot make money off himself 0 that not everyone 
agrees with and quite a few condemn. That and conducting an investigation on 
the heels of the botched look into Afiami Os athletic misconduct and the penalties 
handed to Penn State without the usual enforcement due process. That qfter 
several members of the NCAA. Os enforcement staff have left the organization 
for other jobs in recent months. 

There's nothing real about A-Rod, unlike Johnny Football 
ByKevinDujJY, The Connecticut Post, 8-5-13 

I know that temptation exists everywhere, on the lamest of scales to the most 
high-prcYile. Alex Rodriguez, it seems, ha5 continualZv succumbed to temptation. 
Johnny lHan:::iel may have slipped up, too, albeit in a minor manner. 
Today, we find two enonnous stars entangled in two of the most controversial 
sports issues: Steroids in baseball and money in college athletics. 

******* 
People hate Alex Rodriguez because there's nothing real about him. He is, in that 
sense, the antithesis to Johnny Football, his co-star in the latest sports circus. 
From recent reports about his personal life, you can conclude that Afanziel doesn't 
do the whole "politically correct" thing. A fan recently insulted him on Twitter, 
and Manziel simply responded with a photo (y'his Heisman Trophy and the text 
"you're that mad bro? ". 
Johnny Manziel has found trouble because he keeps it real. He drinks at college 
parties and does things most 20 year olds do. He also, according to ESPN, 
autographed various memorabilia in exchange for "afive:figureflatfee." Ifit's 
true, was it stupid? For sure. Manziel already drives alvfercedes. It's not as {fhis 
family needs the money. 

Who's moral~v at fault here --lvlanziel or the NCAA rule book? 

******* 
What !/NCAA athletes are awarded a slice (y'the billion-dollar T. V revenue pie? 
It sounds reasonable until someone -- say the next Cam Newtown or Johnny 
Manziel- decides he should be worth more than everyone else. Ajl.er all, he's the 
main reason viewers are tuning ill. So it wouldn't be fair to pay Johnny Football 
the same as Texas A&lH's back-up serlety, would it? 
And let's be honest, there's enough shady activity going on in college athletics. 
Opening the gatesfor more cash exchange wouldfilrther pollute a dirty business. 

Another enfo.·cement dkector leaves NCAA; Manziel case affected? 
Dennis Dodd, CBSSports.com, 8-5-13 

UC onn announced lvlonday that NCAA associate director of enforcement Angie 
Cretors had been hired a5 the school's new senior associate AD for NCAA niles 
edncation and compliance services. 
Cretors takes away another load 'il institutional knowledge from Indianapolis 
ha:ving worked at the NCAA since 2005. 
Her hiring comes shortly after the departure of NCAA managing director (y' 
enforcement Rachel NeWlmm Baker who had been with the asmciation for 12 
years. The NCAA's widely reported talent drain continues. In the last 14 months, 
the NCAA has lost its enforcement director (Julie Roe Lach), lead investigator on 



the Miami case (Ameen Najaar}, footballfocus group head (Bill Benjamin), an 
enforcement director (Dave Didion), Division II vice president A1ike Racy and 
managing director (!!'enforcement (Newman Baker). Among others. 
ESPN is reporting that the NCAA is investigating Man:;iel regarding 
compensationfor his autograph. Texas A&M has slightly less than four weeks 
until its season opener against Rice. 
Various sources outside the NCAA have speculated lately whether cases can be 
processed in a timely manner in light of the departures. A former NCA .. A stqffer 
told S1. com last month, D With Rachel gone, there's really only two investigators 
[Angie Cretors and LuAnn Humphrey] left with experience in major football and 
basketball cases. " 
Sources have been telling CBSSports.com since the beginning of the year that 
morale in enforcement is at an unprecedented low. Even ifcases continued to 
processed relatively quickZv, the knowledge and e:xperience going out the door 
have to be a concern. 

111is article has been reprinted with the pe/mission of the author. 
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Clips eFlash: Bilas Blows Lid OfI"NCAA Jersey Sales 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

WednesdayMomingGreetings. Hope you are well. 
All hell broke loose Tuesday when the, ah, enterprising Jay Bilas tapped around the 
NCAA.com website and discovered webpage after webpage of college football jerseys for 
sale. 
Here's the Manziel tweet that Bilas sent out: 

x 

Please note: The hnks on the screenshot below are not lrve 
(thev have been disabled on the NCAA. corn website anyway.) 

Clarification: These merchandising webpages were on NCAA. com not 
NCAA.Q!li. NCAA. com is the jan-targeted website of the NCAA. NCAA.org is the 
insiders website: association news, rules, issues, etc. 
Disclaimer: Jay Bilas is a ClipsjCrvorite. Ourji:mdnessfor Bilas ha5largeZv to do 
with his articulate. unabashed, consistent, reamned take-no-prisoners m(mner. 
Our fondness is not related to Bilas 0 anti-NCAA amateurism stance. If there 
existed anyone out there in the pro-NCAA amateurism camp (who doesnOt 
actually work at the NCAA) with anywhere near BilasO competence, 1 would 
surely post his/her thoughts as a counterpoint. 
Side note: Former NCAA Sr. VP Greg Shaheen ha5 a wit, delivery and quick 
mind similar to Bilas. A debate between the two would be interesting, but 1 suspect 
that Greg is closer to Jay in the amateurism issue, so 10m not sure how much of a 
"debate" it would be. A1aybe we'll do a "tea and cnlmpets chat" instead 

Here [J s what Bilas uncovered. v,'hen he typed the names of current football players in the 
NCAA. com search bar he was taken to Shop pages for Johnny Mamie!, Jadevan Clowney, 
etc. And there they were, replica jerseys for sale. The Texas A&M jersey had number 2 on it, 
with OFOOTBALLO on the back. 
So Bilas clicked around, took screenshots and then he tweeted his findings to the world. 

In addition to the tweets about the jerseys, Bilas poked fun with made-up tweets about what 
you would get if you typed in "NCAA Executive Committee" and "Mark Emmert." 



And then what you'd get if you typed in "Jay Bilas." I added the definition of "trill" for the 
edification of certain Clips people (like me): 

x 

To say that the college athletics media world noticed is an understatement. There was a 
cacophony of righteous outrage. Here [j s the NCAA investigating Manzie! over autograph- for
pay and the NCAA is involved in selling his jerseys? Disconnect? 
Just when the NCAA does not need itrJatler 0 [lBannon; Miami; Penn State; talk of a 
superdivision; the departure of NCAA leadership; etc. Dthey get another knock on the head. 
For the next week or two we will be reading impassioned essays about the NCAA's outdated 
amateurism model. You heard it here first. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
w\l'/1N.lwiller.comi@ColiegeAthClips 

Online jersey sales highlight NCAA's hypocrisy on amateurism 



By Andy Staples, SI.com, 8-7-13, 1:55amET 
This isn't about .Johnny Mamiel. It might be about the next Johnny Manziel, though. 
The NCAA's rules concerning players' publicity rights are artificial constructs designed to cap 
the wages of the labor force, keep the IRS away and enforce a quaint-but-Iudicrous notion of 
parity in the upper reaches of football and men's basketball. That's why players can't sell their 
autographs or get a cut ofthe profits when their schools sells their jerseys. 
But those rules do exist, and, at the moment, breaking them still cames consequences. 
So Manziel's best bets if he wants to continue playing quarterback for Texas A&M are either 
to prove he never received money for autographs or hope the NCAA can't prove he received 
money for autographs. A civil disobedience defense - - no matter how valid - - probably won't 
work here. 
But the next Johnny Football may not have to worry about some of those rules. He may be 
able to make money off his own name while still in college on scholarship without fear of 
scandal. For that, he may be able to thank former UCLA basketball player Ed O'Bannon, his 
attorneys and his fellow plaintiffs. OBannon's class action lawsuit hm; EA Sports ready to bail 
and has the NCAA on the ropes, and it's all about publicity rights. The next Johnny Football 
also will owe a huge thank-you to ESPN commentator Jay Bilas. Bilas, a practicing attorney, 
former Duke basketball player and perpetual thorn in the NCAA's side, did something 
Tuesday afternoon that exposed the organization's inherent hypocrisy in a way everyone -
including future jurors who know may know nothing about college athletics - - can understand. 
All Bilas did was type Manziel's last mune into a search bar. That search bar was located on 
the Shop page on NCAA.com. Guess what happened? 
Bilas was taken to a page that contained links to buy Texas A&Mjerseys emblazoned with the 
No.2. Who wears No.2? Why, Johnny Manzie!, of course. But hasn't the NCAA been telling 
us for years that the organization and the schools it comprises don't profit oJfthe names or 
likenesses of individual players? If that's the case, why would the name of a player be tied 
directly to the sale of that player'sjersey on the NCAA's ofIicial web site? 
Bilas tweeted a screen grab of the result. 
Surely, it was a coincidence. So Bilas typed "Clowney" into the search bar. Guess what 
popped up? A page containing links to but No.7 South Carolina j erseys. Who wears No.7 
for South Carolina? Put your hand down, six-year-old Andy Staples. It's not quarterback 
Mike Hold anymore. The current No.7 at South Carolina is defensive end Jadeveon Clowney, 
the presumed No.1 pick in the 2014 NFL draft. Bilas tweeted a screen grab ofthat too. 
Then he repeated tlle exercise using the names of Clemson qUaJierback Tajh Boyd Louisville 
quarterback Teddy Bridgewater and Alabama quarterback AJ McCan'on, and each time he 
was taken to a page featuring a link to buy that players replica jersey. 
Shortly after Bilm; exposed this feature of the site, the search function disappeared from the 
page. (Which doesn't look guilty at all. No sir.) But the geniuses in Indianapolis forgotto 
disable the search on the mobile shop site. After alert reader Kyle Jernigan pointed this ont to 
me on Twitter, I searched for the following terms: "Jadeveon Clowney," "Johnny Manziel," 
"Braxton Miller" and "DeAnthony Thomas." Each time, I was taken to a page featuring links to 
buy the con-esponding player'sjersey. Later, the search bar on the mobile site was also 
disabled. 
It should be noted that NCAA.com is maJIaged by Turner Sports, which is owned - - at least 
for tlle next few months - - by the sanle parent company as SLcom. The shop pOliion of the 
site is run by a company called Fanatics Retail Group, which bills itself as "the industJy's leading 
provider of outsourced e-commerce solutions to colleges, conferences, professional sports 
teams and sports media properties." Most ofthe profits go to the schools. which own the 
trademarks for the jerseys. This is important because NCAA ofIicials likely will blame the 
name-product connections on one ofthe site management companies or some other outside 
vendor. 
No one will believe this, and no one should. As the NCAA's Committee on Infractions would 
now say to a head coach whose assistants broke NCAA bylaws, it happened on your watch. 
It's your problem. 
Now all that remains is for some enterprising attomey to use that information to bury the 
NCAA in court. I joked Tuesday on Twitter that Bilas should get a share of the fees collected 
by the OBannon attorneys, but then Jon Solomon of the Birmingham News, who has covered 
the O'Bannon case as well as anyone, reminded me that lead plaintiffs' attorney Michael 
Hausfeld uttered three words to Judge Claudia Wilken on June 20 that I'm sure he wished 
Tuesday he could take back. 
In the class certification hearing for the OBannon case, Wilken was questioning Hausfeld on 
the plaintiffs' shift in strategy. Originally, they went alter part of the profits from the EA Sports 
video games fi)r forn1er athletes. Now, they're hoping to collect a piece of that money as well 
as a piece of NCAA and conference television revenue fi)r forn1er and cun-ent athletes. Wilken 
was trying to clarifY the strategy when she asked, "I gather jerseys and bobbleheads and all of 
that are out?" Hausfield's reply: "Yes, your honor." Going afterjerseys might require another 
strategy change. and Hausfeld and his team have a pretty good case as-is. So maybe they 
should leave this one for someone else. 
There is significant value in the jersey issue, and there is tangible proof the NCAA directly tied 
the identity of the players to the numbers on the jerseys. It's easy money for an attomey and for 
the plaintiffs, because the NCAA has absolutely no defense. The schools and the organization 



have maintained for years that they are not selling jerseys tied to particular players because the 
jerseys do not feature names. We always knew that was a lie, and the NCAA's own search 
bar proved it Tuesday. 
Need some potential clients? Former Ohio Slate quarterback Terrelle Pryor seems a logical 
person to approach. The NCAA painted him as a scoundrel and suspended him for selling his 
own property. Because of this, PIYor aborted his senior season and wound up in the NFL's 
supplemental draft. Ohio State sold a boatload of No.2 jerseys when Pryor was in Columbus. 
How about former Georgia receiver Al Green? The NCAA suspended Green for four games 
in 2010 for selling his jersey and painted him as an outlaw. The NCAA never took any action 
against Georgia for selling thousands of No. 8 jerseys during Green's time in Athens. 
\v110 else would make a good plaintiff? Hmmm. Who might like to take a chunk out of the 
NCAA right now? Who stands to lose a ton of money in the long run because of a bad NCAA 
rule? 
OK. Maybe this was about Johnny Manziel all along. 
An~ Staples writes for Sf. com. This article has been reprinted all Clips with the 
authorLJs pemlission. To access this article ill its original settillg click here 
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Clips eFlash: Johnny Manziel, before the autographs 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the ThursdayMomingMotherShip. Hope you are well. 

This eFlash summarizes as good a profile ofthe ever-changing Johnny Manziel as I [:lve seen. 
Of course, given the ever-changing predilections ofMr. Manziel, it might not be relevant next 
month ...... but imll do for now. 
I think that we all need to be reminded that Johnny Manziel is barely 20 years old. I think we 
also need to remember when we were 19-20 years old and that it was not exactly smooth 
sailing all tile time. Living away from home for the first time. Figuring out what we wanted to 
be when we grew up. Picking classes. Studying. Waking up late. Cutting classes. Drinking. 
Zits. Chasing young women. Being chased by young men. All of it. 
For most of us the transition from adolescence to young adulthood was not easy. 
And then there 0 s Johnny F oothall. He is not the first college athlete to endure relentless pursuit 
by media twitter hounds. wide-eyed young women, autograph traffickers, etc. And he 0 s not 
the first to be pursued, praised, panned and pilloried wherever he goes. But he ~ the first 
freshman Heisman winner, and he's coming offa fi.llllastic 5,116 total-yard season. Plus he[Js a 
native Texan who hm; become a star in fi.)Otball-is-a-religion Texa~ and he []s scion ofa 
wealthy oil fortune with more money than 95% of us, if not I °It). And all this before he became 
a sophomore. 
From the Aug. 19 ESPN the Magazine comes a 6,000-word or so A-to-Z article about 
Johnny OMy name 0 s not Johnathan 0 (but his mama says OtllClWise) Manziel. Masterfully 
and evenly written by Wright Thompson, the article gives only a cursOlY nod to Manziel 0 s on
field superlatives, and focuses on the always-there, always-lurking hazards awaiting Johnny the 
celebrity. 
Here 0 s Johnny! 

...... O
x 

The article intro 0 s with what seems to have become a typical Jolmny tweet: 
@JManzieI2: Bullshit like tonight is a reason why 1 can't wait to leave college 
station. .. whenever it may be 

Johnny 0 s complex relationship with his father (Paul) is described with a quote from Paul: "1 
don't enjoy playing golf with him because 1 don't want to see that temper. 1 honestly do 
not. 1 cringe when he wants to play golf 1 don't want to do it, but 1 know 1 have to do it. 
Because he still need510ve. He still neeru guidance. He still neeru to see he's wrong
and how to control his temper. And if1 give up on him, who's gonna take over? The 
school sure the hell isn't gonna do it. " 
Yes, Johnny had quite a summer[Jcourt~ide seats, mingling with Hollywood celebs, Cai:x), 
Pebble Beach, hobnobbing with LeBron James [Jdid he also ring the NASDAQ opening bell? 
Tensions with the NCAA and with Texas A&M are discussed. The article states that OPaul 
Mallziel thinks the school compliance department actually works for the NCAA. 0 To 
which I ask, if a compliance department is doing what they should, then shouldnDt it seem like 
they are OworkingO for the NCAA? Maybe the Bylaw BlogOs John Infante can weigh in on 
this wordage? 
The Manziels (obviously) donDt quite buy into the NCAA amateurism scheme. From the 
article o They are tired of a coach getting a million dollars [Coach Sumlin got a million 
dollar raise J and their son getting an appointment with a therapist. They're tired, and 
they're scared because they've seen the pressure build and build, and they don't know 
what might happen next. Or, more accurately. they know exactly what happens next, if 
Johnny doesn't grow up. [J 

It[]s not just a simple matter of hiring bodyguards, therapists and counselors, and trying to 



maintain a low profile. [:.lAs Johnny'sfame grew, A&M head coach Kevin Sumlin stuck to 
his poliGY of banning freshmen from doing interviews, a move designed to protect 
Johnny but which accidentally tumed him into an empty vessel for people to jill as they 
saw fit: afolk hero. a cartoon character. a savior. That's where the problem began. 
Texas A&M wouldn't let anyone know Johnathan Manziel, so they all fell in love with 
Johnny Football. 0 Profound. And believable. 
Humorous vignettes fium the article: 

Jolll1l1Y 0 s grandmother was so excited about seeing Johnny on the front page of the 
Auburn paper that she stole copies lying in front ofthe door at their hotel. 
Autographs: OSo Johnny signed everything, no matter how much he grumbled and 
cursed with a pen in his hand Whenever he'd see his parents, they'd always have a 
carload of things to autograph. They hated it, and he did too. But they seemed 
compelled by manners, and obligation, and one autograph didn't seem like that 
big a deal. [j 
He's a boy. As his dad says, ''He ate Skittles, drank beer and won the Heismall." 

Wm pulling for Johnny. I hope he comes through this super celeb period okay. 
Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wl/wv.twitJer.com!@CollegeAthClips 

By the way. when1jind out what kind oflvlercedes Johnny drives, 10 llIet you 
know. l\1y guess is an A..II.1ir=G.2.;..can=-S"''L::c . ..c.-'-'-____ -, 

J{ 





Here[]s the article in all its splendor, reprinted on Clips with the pennission of 
ESPN.com .. ... 

The trouble with Johnny 
Johllny A1anziel can't escape the pull of his celebrity, and it could derail his career. 
By Wright Thompson, ESPN The Magazine, 8-19-13 issue, 5,911 words 
Editors' note: This story includes mature subject matter and language. 

@JA1all:::ieI2: Bullshit like tOllight is a reasoll why 1 call't wait to leave college 
station ... whellever it may be 

FOUR DAYS AFTER the tweet, Johnny Manziel did what many boys do when they're in 
trouble. He went home. The fann roads and state highways between College Station and Tyler 
blurred under the wheels of his black Mercedes-Benz, the one he wanted so badly that his dad 
finally bought it for him. Paul Manziel didn't want his son to do something stupid to get it for 
himself. Ajagged line marked the back left quarter panel; even before Johnny tweeted that he 
wanted to leave College Station, someone had keyed his car. When Johnny arrived at his 
grandmother's house in Tyler on this Wednesday, Paul leaned over and silently ran his finger 
along the length of the cut, seeing what someone had done. He felt helpless. Building tension 
from the past week, and from the seven months of scrutiny that preceded it, had left his son on 
edge and exhausted. Maybe here, outside the siege walls of College Station, Johnny could 
exhale. He needed space to retake the control he'd lost over both himself and his new persona. 
Johnny Football is a growling grown-ass beast of a human. Johnathan Manzie! is a boy trying 
to become a man. 
Johnny wanted to play golf with his dad, so they unloaded their bags in the sun-baked parking 
lot of Hollytree Country Club. Paul also had the usual half-dozen items for his son to sign, 
things given to him by family fi"iends or mailed to the car dealership he runs. People in passing 
Calts waved and smiled. Paul grew up on this course as a kid, the grandson of a Texas oil 
fortune, which still funds the family. Enough remains to maim sure Johnny never wants for 
anything. "It's not Gmth Brooks money," Paul says, laughing, "but ifs a lot of money." Still, 
those piles of cash couldn't make Paul's father pay attention to him. This golf course is where 
Paul went for peace. It's where he played the club father-son tournament with someone else's 
father, vowing to be different when his time came. That chance finally amved, in the foml of a 
baby boy he named Johnathan Paul, and he built a house for the family at Hollytree. The 
Manziels lived on the 16th hole here before a new job took them to Kerrville, six hours 



southwest, where Johnny became a Texas high school fiJotballlegend. This is the last place 
they were nonnaL 
One ofJohnny's former teachers whizzes by in a golf cart and screeches to a halt, giddy. "I 
have had more fun telling everybJdy I taught you!" she says. 
Johnny smiles modestly. 
"Good to see you," he says. 
"Will you sign my hatT she asks. 
He laughs at her. 
"Yeab, right D," he says, then realizes she is serious. Fora moment, he almost seems 
disappointed. "You want me to?" he asks, and when she hands him her hat and a pink marker, 
he signs his name. She pulls away toward the course. Something stops her, and she turns back 
over her shoulder. 
"I-ley, Johnathan?" she says. 
He looks up. 
"Yon're still Johnathan." she reminds him. 
"I know," he says. 
The sun is bmtaL and as the holes pass, Johnny grows more and more upset with his game. 
Nothing is going right Putts come up a tum short, or lip out His distance control is off. A 
sweat stain covers the back of his shirt, and he curses himself under his breath. He buries his 
head in his phone. Actually, it's his roommate's phone, since he broke his. He says he dropped 
it accidentally, although he's broken multiple phones in anger. To calm down, he leans back in 
the cart and drapes a green towel over his head, hidden and safe. On the fifth hole, he snaps. 
He flings a wedge through the air. The club helicopters, spinning so fast it hums, oouncing off 
the nearby cart path. "F---," he says under his breath. 
Paul sees the club toss but doesn't say anything. Not yet, not until he calms his own anger and 
fmstration. Johnny needs to grow up or risk losing his future, and every thrown club, or ill
advised tweet, reminds his father how far they have to go. Paul is scared. 
"I don't enjoy playing golf with him because I don't want to see that temper," he'll say later. "I 
honestly do not I cringe when he wants to play golf I don't want to do it, but I lmow I have to 
do it Because he still needs love. He still needs guidance. He still needs to see he's wrong -
and how to control his temper. And if I give up on him, who's gonna take over? The school 
sure the hell isn't gonna do it" 
BACK IN COLLEGE STATION, Johnny's world had turned toxic and weird. The pressure 
had been building - - is still building - - and the latest in an endless loop of public ventings 
happened when he left his car parked the wrong way in front of his house. He and some 
teammates had gone down to the Corpus Christi Bay to chase redfish and speckled trout 
Johnny loves his teammates, and as his dad found peace in the fairways of Hollytree, Johnny is 
most himself at practice and at games. 
The boys relished their time on the water, brothers in anns, dreaming aoout the season to 
come. Back home, according to the Manziels, the cops saw Johnny's illegal parking job. 
Instead of writing him a ticket, the cops knocked on the front door after midnight and awoke 
his roommate. The police wanted to know whose car was parked the wrong way, offering the 
oftender a chance to move it without getting a ticket The intmsion set Johnny off 'They know 
where Johnny lives," Paul says. 'They take him home after the games. They lmow whose car it 
is. They are harassing him." 
So he'd sent the tweet early Sunday morning, then deleted it, then apologized, literally begging 
people to understand his life, which earned him more ridicule, and by Tuesday, the day before 
he went home to play golf with his dad, the student newspaper ran a column urging him to 
leave after the season: "Johnny, Be Gone." All day, he watched television as people ripped or 
defended him. They showed the montage of his jet-set offseason: courtside seats, beaches in 
Cabo, rounds at Pebble Beach. The montage led inexorably back to his arrest before last 
season, and he got to relive that too. Johnny and his best friend, Steven Brant, had left a 
College Station bar. Brant, known to everyone as Breezy, gets mouthy when he drinks, and on 
that night, he started yelling at a black guy nearby. The man said Breezy used a racial slur, 
according to a police report, and he then crossed the street to contront the teens. Johnny 
stepped in the middle to play peacemaker, but when it turned into a fight, he defended his 
friend. All three got arrested. (Jolmny pleaded guilty to a single misdemeanor.) In Johnny's mug 
shot, he wasn't wearing a shili. The picture became part of the legend. All his exploits, on and 
off the field, have spawned a mania one that no longer even needs his presence to exist It's 
become self- sustaining, almost sentient While Johnny created this new reality - - which offers 
many seductive plea<;ures he's grown to love -- the new reality is now in charge. Everything he 
does is influenced by it. Funny, to wake up one day and be a marionette in your own life, 
Tuesday night in College Station, in the aftennath of the tweet, he was supposed to watch 
Game 6 of the NBA Finals at a local restaurant named Chi my's. The game started, and he 
stayed at home. His personal assistant, high school buddy Nate Fitch, known to all as Uncle 
N ate, called a visiting reporter to explain. 
"Johnny is in a bad mood" Uncle Nate said. 
N ate showed up a few minutes later. 
"He's gotta get out of this fishbowl," he said. "If he's getting in trouble for sending a tweet D " 
Nate dropped out of school tins year to act as Johnny's assistant and manager, handling media 
requests and helping coordinate the bodyguards from Houston whom Johnny's parents would 



Iike them to hire whenever they go out, making sure there's someone around to defuse a 
confrontation before it begins. Leaving the house brings swarms of people and accompanying 
drama. "We have to have our own security paid for by us," Nate says, and by "us" he means 
Johnny's mom and dad. 
While Nate explains the insanity oftheir lives, as if on cue another negative story breaks, this 
one about Johnny almost being suspended for the season last year after his arrest and coming 
within five days oftransfenlng. Nate reads the news on his phone and looks concerned. 
"How'd that get out?" he asks. "Less than 50 people lmow that. That's someone in the school 
talking." 
He's suspicious about this story, which credits an unnamed source. Nate thinks Texas A&M is 
leaking on its star quarterback, and in the end it doesn't even really matter if that is true or not. 
There's been a growing rift between the school and its most important student. It's not just 
Nate's paranoia about the story, or Johnny's frm,trations with the nonfootball, marketing 
expectation ofthe school, or his father's sense of injustice that everyone makes money offhis 
son but his son. The riil is more profound. Many people close to Johnny Manziel no longer 
believe in the integrity of the institutions charged with protecting him. 
Lost faith is one more casualty ofthe fishbowl. 

CONTINUED .... 

To access the second half of this lengthy article (almost 6,000 words) click here 

This article has been reprinted on Clips with the pennission of ESPN.com. To access 
this article on the ESPN website click here 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick@collegealhlelicsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: www.collegeathleticsclips.com 

Clips eFLASHes are items of particular interest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 
portion of Clips' sage & savvy subscriber base. eFLASHes are emailed directly to specially selected 
Clips subscribers. This particular Manziel eFLASH has been sent to all Clips subscribers. 

About our website: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics news 
and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 
Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column. We also issue the eclectic, thought-provoking, 
informational and occasionally humorous Clips eFLASHes (like the one above), which are award-worthy 
e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery and soft underbelly of our modern day 
sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 
athletics. 

*To be removed from this mailing list or change the email format please use the links below: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College Athletics Clips <nicrcollegeathle1icsclips.com@mail64.atlll.rsgsv.ne~~ 

Sunday, August 11, 2013 11:44 AM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips eSURVEY. .. "NCAA investigators are going back to school" ... Good idea? 

Dear Vince-
SundayMornil1gGreetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

In the articlE, below, interim NCAA enfNcel"f1ent chief Jonathan Duncan propo,;"s sending 

members of the NCAA enforc,"meI11 staff out to campuses in a "collaboraiive. imrrwrsive 

way" to "walk in the shoes of ADs. compliance staff members and coaches" in order to 

·jdeve/op Q tn.l(:? undr:~r$iandjng OfI.Nh~~i gor:?$ on" 

This sound" like an okay!decentireasonable/pwtty W,od idea to m". V\lhat do lI.QY think? 

If you'd like to respond, it'll be off the record, plus your response need not be lengthy 

(like a sentence or les;;). Something short, like "Great ide"." or "if done light, this could 

br:? good, 11 01' '7his is rkticu!ou$.,!! or I'Pshaj/j/, l..11Jr;doj,t' drr:~ssing. l' Of !!~/Ve could really schoo! 

those ft'7dy dV1/eebs, </ ~~tc. 

If I get enough responses (probably 40 or so would make a valid semi~scientific 

threshold?), then I will Gircle back v>fith th" result" to the hundred or ,,0 compliance 

persons who will be receiving this Clips eSURVEY. 

Thank,; in advance. 

Nick Infant," 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter' 

NCAA investigators are going 
back to school 
Eric Angr,nrine, NBC Spotts, 1.1--13·13 



NCAA enfNcern"nt se"ms arbitrary and ouh,Houch with reality at times 

Appawntly, interim r~C:AA 0nforcEm1"nt chief ,jonathan Duncan ha" noticed the same 

thing, and he has a pr0tty straightforv;'ard 'Nay of addressing the problem .. b§.:e .. e',iD<;\ir,g 

hi" "taff back to carnOll". ~Jot piecemeal a" part of "rn"rging inv0stigatiom;, but in a more 

collaborative. imm"rsiv" way (ksigned [0 promote som," undNstanding of the challeng"s 

coll"g"s and athlet"s fac" on th" ground. 

"One of th" things I hear is that OUI' staff som01im0s lack" an understanding of what 

campus life is mally lik'< Duncan [old th," Associat,"d Press. "SolNe are piloting a 

program wher" our staff will work on campus with athl"tic directors, compliance staff 

mEm1b"rs and coaches and walk in thdr "ho"" so that w" have a true undNstandin" of 

what goes on." 

The relationship between athletic departments and the NCAA has often been distant and 

combative. Big T"n cornmission01' Jim Ddm0Y recently (kdared that the NQ6A.n,~.,!.g.;;JQ. 

undergo a maior restructuring, as the chall"nges of realignment and a re~examining of 

amateul' principles as a whol" al''' making h0adlines on a n"ar~daily basi". 

At Big hm looiball media day las! month. Delany listed lOUT commltmenis 

that must be made to the scholarship student~athlete: giving them a "lifetime 

opportunj~y" to graduate in the e\/et'7t they {eave school eiStr{v; f'{Je/>:fng sure 

that tftne dr:?tn:;?nds for ait!letics don't exce~~d the 20 hours per j/1,.'eek ~~/fot'l/~~d 

under the rules; helping the "akisf;" athlete: and paying athletes. 

With all of that on th" table. and the ev"r~present thmat that m"ga~conf"mI1c"" might 

bmak away and form an ,"xciusive eli[e division, il mi"hl be a "ood idea iollhe ~JCj\A to 

do everything they can to understand what's at play. Sp"nding more tim" on campus 'Nith 

coach"s, athletes and administrators seems like a "ood place to start. 

,A.Qcut our \lvebs:te: CoilegeAthl"i':ticsClips.com p:-c'II'ldes execJtive summaries of the ~usin8ss of 

C:OIlE!OE! sp():'"is 'NiH! va~\JE,-a.:::dnd Gorr::rv,~r:iary .'~\Iso iE!atJ:'E,'::: an? E,:<·:::luf;ivE! Clips Guest Cmfafwntades: 

Clips 8est QuottP.s, Clips Ar~hhms a:'"l,:j Ttw Clips Left Column. \/VE: alsG iS5un the i:-c:lndic, t:wught

D:'"·:)'/OI·(If:·~, InfDrr:'liltlonal and G,:::caslonal~y :!\JP10rOUS ClIps tBFLASHE!f;, w?l:c:h a:'p a,/\nrd-'l(vDrH-w ;,~ ~iE,r:'ls 

that ml~;li:- Fa:'" af':d \Ividf: to df:lvE: ido the qE::-:pherv clnd s()ft underbf:lly ()f ():J:'" rr:GGnrrl Gay 

sports!er.te:::aWI!11ei":t eJ:ture tc frf:r.18 the essence of the pf:ssiQr. 3!lC 8mctlO!l S0 unique k c0:lege 

ilthIE,ilcf;. Cihm- CI:ps DdbG\J:,"!(j nrr:;~ilnd ·~pr:'lf; ::'"!,:::Iwk Clips EyewItness RepDlrts. Cllps eSURVEYf; 

;,::I,e ihis one), Clips Re~~ligR1me?nt Gf'api1lcs. (y,fi:-':'"e OI~ \j'erSiDf': 2,~ a:w GG:J:'"ltil~;l) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, August 11, 2013 9:24 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 8-12-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

SundayEveningGreetings fmm the UpdateShip. Hope you are well. 

Even though college football is on the horizon, there's plenty else going on in college sports. 

This week's compendium of content goes both broad and deep. 

The breadth expands from Socialbots to Top 25 College Sport Twitter accounts to Knight 
Commission releases to a Dl BOD membership appeal to Johnny (of course) to Jay (of 
course) to Major League Gaming. 

The depth tins week is ManzielMania (amateurism, hypocrisy, twittering, the NCAA, etc.) and 
refoml (Knight Commish, NCAA, Division IV, enforcement, etc.). 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W"NIN.twitter.comi@CollegeAthClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and 
password to view the articles (below) on the website. If you are not 
logged in you will get a blank white screen. 
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About our website: Col/egeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Lett Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should log on to 
www.collegeathleticsclips.comorcontactNicklnfante.Clips Editor at 
nick@collegeathleticsclips.comor908.879.9978 

*To be removed from this mailing list or change the email format please use the links below: 

Change your subscription 
Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 9:04 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Mid-Week Update 8-14-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

WednesdayEveningGreetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

We tender this relatively rare Clips Mid-Week Update because there was a surfeit of good 
content available the past two days. And there will be more to come on the regualr Sunday 
night/Monday morning Clips Weekly Update. 

Don't forget, we post something new every day, so you can visit the site on your own and not 
have to wait tor these updates. 

And what's below? Well, another "But is it a sport" story, this time about video gaming ... a by
the-numbers crunch of the effect of a possible 50% O'Bannon ruling ... an SI experts CFB TV 
roundtable ... an articulate student-athlete objection to the supposed sanctity of the NLI... 
NCAA MBK att figures compared to CFB, MLB, NFL, NBA and NHL... a hilarious non
Clips graphic depicting go/no-go guide to sign autographs or not... a report on using Title IX in 
sexual assault cases on campuses ... a weepy-eyed ode to the BCS ... the annual college 
royalties report from CLC ... new NCAA refornls that took effect on Aug. 1 ... 

You will be quizzed on all this in the morning ..... 

Have a good Wednesday eve. Have a good Thursday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
\N1Nw.twitler.com!@CollegeAthClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the articles 
(below) on the website. If you are not logged in you will get a blank white screen. 
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About our website: CollegeAtllleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college atllietics 
news and issues witll value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Arcllives and tile Clips Left Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information sllould log on to 
www.col/egeatllleticsc/ips.comorcontactNicklnfante.Clips Editor at 
nick@collegeatllleticsclips.comor908.879.9978 
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Change your subscription 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, August 18, 2013 4:42 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 8-19-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the MotherShip. Hope you are well. 

This week's fare includes some of the recurring topics in college sports ... amateurism, Johnny 
Football, the anns race, etc.; plus a rant from one of our readers, an item on Pac-12 carriage 
skimlishes with DirecTV (including a clever 'Compare' ad campaign), NCSU progress, an 
ambitious wireless installation at Arizona Stadium aud MOOCs and Nerds and Henry David 
Thoreau ... 

Have a good Sunday night. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
w\lv1N.lwiller.com/@ColiegeAthClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your usemame and password to view the 
articles (below) on the website. If you are not logged in you will get a blan k 
white screen. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Monday, August 19, 20138:36 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

eFlash: Bulletproof whiteboards ft)r teachers (this is no joke) 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

MondayMomingGreetings. Hope all is well. 

Ah, Monday mornings. It's amazing (maybe not) that the demeanor that most of us have on 
Monday mornings is predictable, consistent and almost universally yucky. Even those of us 
who love our jobs / our friends and families / our sitch in life are affiicted at least somewhat by 
the scourge of Monday Morning it is. 

By now, most Clips readers are aware ofthe fiuny of click-search-skim-read activities that 
take place early in the AM daily here in the MotherShip (and on the road as well). 

Mostly I'm looking for items specifically about the business of college sports, but if something is 
in the realm ofsportsleducation in general o this one isDand ofa breaking news 
variety 0 ditto 0 and it is so unusual and unconventional 0 ditto again 0 then I might run it as a 
riveting and award-worthy Clips eFlash. And pronto. 

So here we are ... 

Such was the ca<;e with an posting this morning by Allie Grasgreen ofInside Higher Ed titled 
"Last line of defense." 

The article describes a new initiative by the University of Maryland at Eastern Shore in which 
they have spent $598,000 forD here it comes o bulletproof whiteboards for every classroom. 

[See photo below, please note that this one happens to be of an elementary school 
classroom, UlvfES is not teaching 6th grade math] 

I read this one, rubbed my eyes, and read it again. And then again. 

I've had a little time to think about it, so here are two- sides- of- the- issue comments about 
UMEC's inititaive. On the one hand, school shootings are so horrible and despicable and 
students seem to be no safer than we ever were, at least this is a concrete defense that could 
help minimize killings. On the other hand, there are alternative measures (better locks, armed 
guards, etc.) that might be more effective. 

It is still a murky Monday moming as I write this (8:20am ET). I will slot in the article, place in 
some jpegs, re-read itO -and ifI still think it worthwhile after thatOthen I will bulk email it out 
as a Clips eFlash. 

Have a good Monday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 



Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wl/wv.twitJer.com!@CollegeAthClips 

Last Line of Defense 
By Allie Grasgreen, inside Higher Ed, 8-19-13 

When University of Maryland at Eastern Shore faculty return to campus this 
filll, they [] 11 find a new tool in their teaching arsenal. Each classroom will be equipped with a 
new whiteboard, measuring 18 by 20 inches aud weighing a Ii ttle less than fi.mr pounds. They 
come in snazzy colors like pink, blue aud green. 
Oh, and they Ore bulletproof CouldnDthurt, right? 
Ifs a potentially life-saving tool, a last line of defense in the event of au active shooter situation, 
and that was basically the thinking behind President Juliette B. Bell 0 s decision to spend 
$598,000 on the whiteboardslshields. 
o We are not really doing this in response to a specific event; I see it more as an opportunity to 
be prepared and to be proactive in our approach to safety on campus, 0 Bell said. OWe think 
that it 0 s worthwhile. 0 
One ofthe six teachers and staff who died in the Newtown, COIlll. elementary school shooting 
last year was shot while trying to usher her students to safety. 
UMES is the first college to purchase the whiteboards, which [] cover the head and torso, [j 
from the manufacturer Hardwire LLC, though about 100 K -12 schools across the country use 
the boards. CEO George Tunis said the company is also in talks with another large public 
university near the Eastern Shore that is considering a purchase. 
o Probably 99.9 percent of universities out there have no idea this even exists, 0 Tunis said. 
o They justhavenDt seen it. 0 
UMES has a longstanding relationship with Hardwire, however, as its foundation has provided 
grauts to that and other small regional companies. Hardwire approached UMES with the 
proposition. 
[JWe thought that it was a very novel idea, [j Bell said, adding that UMES is currently 
undergoing a comprehensive assessment of campus safety and security. 
Not everyone thinks the idea is so great, however. John E. McIntyre, au editor at The 
Baltimore Sun who also teaches editing across the state at Loyola University Maryland, 
mocked the whiteboards on his blog. 
O! doubt that those 18-by-20-inch panels will offer the same kind of protection as, say, the 
shields of the hoplites advancing side by side on the plains of Marathon, particularly if the 
assailant is alilled with anything more advanced thau a flintlock, 0 Mclntyre wrote, Obut, hey, 
it's the university's money to spend, or rather, its foundation's money. Better that it should go 
for security than be wasted on things like pay for adjunct faculty. 0 
But security experts, while not speaking directly to the viability or potential effectiveness of tlle 
white boards, suggested itO s wise to think big. 
There [] s no one solution to make campuses totally safe, but having good hardware, along with 
rigorously tested policies and procedures is part of a comprehensive emergency resp.)nse plan, 
said S. Dauiel Carter, director of the 32 National Campus Safety Initiative at the VTV Family 
Outreach Foundation, an advocacy orgauization founded by families and survivors of the 2007 
shooting at Virginia Tech University. 
lIMES 0 decision to conduct a full-scale emergency response exercise, for example, 
demonstrates sound judgment. Such an activity is a cmcial part of ensuring that everyone on 
Caul pus 0 faculty, staff and students 0 know how to respond to any sort of situation, whether 
it be an active shooter or a gas leak. 
o They have a comprehensive, proactive approach, and I think that 0 s what 0 s most important 
in emergency response preparedness, 0 Carter said. DItO s important to look at the fact that, 
yes. they purchased bulletproof whiteboards, but also look at it in the context of what they 0 re 
doing overall. 11 
Carter said he has not heard of any other campuses using a product such as this. 
Bell hm; already posted al:xmt the whiteboards on a campuswide message board, and when 
students return for classes, campus official s will explain the rationale behind the purchase and 
how the tool can be used, she said. 
UMES has not experienced a campus shooting, but in Febmary, the University ofMmyland at 
College Park was shaken when a graduate student shot two undergraduates and himself at 
their off-campus house. One ofthe roommates survived. 
o This was not done to convey any sense of un-safety by the university or anything, to suggest 
that we expect any kind of event, but it 0 s in response to a national issue, 0 Bell said. 
Every college should tllink critically about how itO s addressing safety concerns and what 
resources are available 0 and that looks different for every campus, said Abigail Boyer, 
director of communications aud outreach fi.)r the Clery Center for Security on Campus. 
111m s an interesting and important conversation to be having as to IlOtjust what technology 
are we having on campus, but what processes and procedures do we have to keep students 
and faculty safe, [J she said. I1What works best is a holistic response. LJ 



While self~defense mechanisms may come in handy at some point (though hopefully theyLJU 

never have to), more and more campuses are taking a preventive approach. Most often, 
that [1 s via behavior intervention or threat assessment teams, which identify and work with 
potentially troubled students and comprise a cross- section of ofiicials [rom departments 
including mental health, student affairs and public safety. UMES does tins as well. 
Mmyland is one of22 states where colleges decide individually whether to ban or allow 
concealed weapons on campus; UMES does the former. 
Nina Belmett chair of the Faculty Assembly mId an assistant professor of human ecology, 
called the purchase DpositiveD and Dstrategic.D 
D ltD s one more tool that we have as faculty; itO s just like maybe having a fire extinguisher in 
the classroom, D she said. or think UMES is allead of the game. I think this speab volumes 
about what our campus is doing in terms of helping us to be proactive mId being aware of the 
opportunities and the resources that are available to us. LJ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Thursday. August 22, 2013 9:33 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: [JThe Worse Fit[l (NCAA amateurism by Patrick Hruby 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the MotherShip. 
Wnere I amOina triple-reinforced bunker 200 feet underground at W 40.230 N 74.090 Oit 
is a murky Thursday AM as I write the intro for what will hopefully be another thought
provoking, award-worthy Clips eFlash. 
As a [1 morning person [j publisher/editor who germinates most of his creative, critical thinking, 
decision-making efforts before 8 AM, I need to be ever vigilaut in not being influenced by the 
terminally nocturnal pack of writers whose works are often featured on these Clips webpages 
aud emailed Clips eFlashes. 
These talented, tree-wheeling, entertaining, take-no-prisonersOaud often mercilessly anti
NCAA amateurism o writers do what they do in the wee hours of the morning (tor them itOs 
the night). Then they post their articles at 2 or 3 in the morning aud when I roam the Net at 6 
or 7 AM there is plenty of good, fresh content to pick from. Now everybody knows my 
secret. 
Tbis morning 0 s selection, by Patrick HlUby of SpOlis on Earth. was easy, with the cleverly 
titled [JIhe Worse Fim below, about a Richmond basketball player who started his own 
apparel business but ran afoul of NCAA amateurism IUles. 

Actually, I know not if Patrick is one ofthose nocturnal wordsmiths, but I do know that SpJrts 
on Earth does not use hOUl/minute time stamps, and that his article wasn Dt there yesterday and 
it was there early this morning. And I also knew (within five paragraphs of his commentary) 
that this was something I wanted to run with tor a Clips eFlash. 
So I quicldy scauned through the rest of the article to make sure that it did not contain toilet 
humor, incendiary religious! ethnic! gender insults or disgusting knock-knock jokes (not likely 
with a writerofHlUbyOs stature). and here we are. 
To be sure, I could find an miicle every day that describes some facet ofthe clumsy force-fit of 
NCAA rules with aumteurism, but Ijust pick the best. And here is today's best. 
Have a good Thursday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Satnrday. August 24. 2013 4:32 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: ESPN on front page of tomorrow i] s New York Times 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

SatnrdayAfternoonGreetings from the MotherShip. 
What follows Satnrday 0 of course 0 is Sunday. And Sunday is by far the highest readership 
day for the LJNewspaper of Record[J .... the New York Times. Tfyou find yourself, your 
company, your product, your idea or your candidate on the front page of the Sunday New 
York Times you [lre going to get noticed. Big time. 
Like many newspapers, the Times posts some of their articles ahead of time, andjm,t a little 
while ago Oat 2pm ET SatnrdayOI came across an article titled o College Football Os Most 
Dominant Player? It 0 s ESPN. 0 
A tag at the bottom ofthe 31ticle informed readers that it would be on page Al (i.e.- fiunt 
page) of the Aug. 25 (i.e.-Sunday) edition. 

Ix 
This article is not only illuminating and ambitious, it is also lengthy: 5,344 words. And, being 
that it is the Times, there are many long words 3IUong them. 
This is a tri-authored work by James Andrew Miller, Steve Eder and Richard Sandomir. I am 
unfamiliar witll Miller, but Eder is a solid citizen who is one of the go-to people on the Times 0 
sports staff. And Richard Sandomir is a savant on sports media. 
As is my custom, when there is a lengthy article that is worth the read, I doni]t overdo it with a 
lengthy summary that diminishes the impact. Vv'hat follows below is a series of excerpts from 
the many good parts ofthe article, with my two cents as value added comments. 



Anyone who wants to get a better feel for the effect that ESPN (and TV in general) have had 
on the exposure, control, realignment and revenues a<;sociated with college football, then 
reading this article in its totality is required. To get to the article click here 
A good place to start is with a 6-minute video that is part of the article. W] s a great primer on 
ESPN 0 s effect on college football. Click here for video 

And here goes: 
Woven throughout the article are allusions, intimations and references to ESPN 0 s occasional 
flexing of muscles to promote the bettennent of college footbalL For example: 

The extent ofESPNDs involvement in the reordering of conferences has been the 
subject of much debate. N CA.A. rules forbid television networks from dictating 
what they want conferences or colleges to do, but they are ji'ee to offer an opinion 
ifasked 
i'vfr. (.John) Skipper, ESPNrJspresident, acknowledged that conference officials 
frequently consulted him. 
[11 had, on occasion, two conference commissioners ask me about adding the 
same school, 0 Mr. Skipper said, DandI said to both of them: DYes, you should 
add that school. If you can add that very prominent school, it would be goodfor 
your cOl!{erence. But 10m not telling you to do it. 0 I donDt provide leading 
advice, andI donDt say, DWink, wink, lOll pay you more money i{You do that. 0 
o 

The above brings to mind an ill-advised 0 but admirably courageous 0 statement by then Boston 
College AD Gene DeFilippo when he said that ESPN told them (the schools) what to do. I 
believe that was followed by the infamous DNew England is my turf 0 remark vis- 0 -vis his 
intent on keeping UConn out of the ACe. 
The theme throughout the article was that ESPN sets the table; that they are the marquee 
matchmaker, 

Far beyond televising games, ESPN has become the chief impresario ofcollege 
football. By iYlfilsing the sport with billions q{ dollars it pays for television rights 0 
more than $10 billion on college football in the last jive years alone 0 E'SPN has 
become both puppet-master and kingmaker, an'anging games, setting schedules 
and bestowing the gift of nationwide exposure on its chosen universities, players 
and coaches. 

Tins next passage plays right into the hands of the those who decry the professionalization of 
college footbalL 

At a time of rising tuition andfiscal struggles, the millions of dollars thatflow to 
the top athletic departments are, with few exceptions, used to enhance athletics, 
not academics. Celebrity coaches earn many times more th,m college presidents, 
and even teams atfinancially strained public universities train in lavish facilities 
jinanced by donors and corporate sponsors. 
In the chase for money and exposure, college football, once a quaint drama of 
regional rivalries played out on autumn Saturday qfiernoons, has become a 
national sport played throughout the week, intruding on class schedules and even 
on exams. 

Questions of a conflict of interest .... 
Sometimes, ESPNDs business relationships can nm up against its role reporting 
on those same partners in the sports world Last week, qfier ESPN abruptly 
bowed out of a collaboration with the PBS program DFrontlineD examining 
concussions in the NFL, The New York Times reported that the decision was 
made after top ESPN executives came under pressure from the league. 

And then there [j s the matter of that irksome, omnipresent [1 TBA [j on our football tickets and 
TV schedules: 

The extent of E'SPNDs influence over college football is literally displayed on the 
face of your ticket to next weekDs game. Tickets to most games are printed with 
the date and the opponentDs name, but something is missing: the kickqfftime. 
That is because ESPN, under its contracts with conferences, has the right to set 
kickoff times and wait until 12 days before game day, or in some cases only six, to 
infonn universities. 

And this one, the subscriber fees being paid for SPOltS networks (and other networks) that 
many cable or dish viewers never watch. We all have a story of a grandmother who watches 
not much more than soap opera programs but who is paying over $5 a month for ESPN. 

Like most cable networks, ESPN draws revenuefrom two sources: advertising 
and subscriber fees. When it struck a deal with the NFL in the late 1990s to 
carry a full season q{ games, that revenue stream became an ever-quickening 
cascade of cash NFL games, probably the most valuable commodity in televised 
sports, became the leverage that allowed ESPN to demand more moneyfrom 
cable companies, with fees nearly quadrupling in one seven-year period 
Today, nearZv 100 million households pay about $5.54 a month for ESPN, 
regardless of whether the subscribers watch it or not, whether they realize it or 
not. This year, ESPN will take in more than $6 billion in subscriber fees. 
Flush with those cable fees, ESPN has gone on one of the biggest shopping sprees 



in television history, securing the rights to prime collegefiJotball/or the next 
decade and more. It spent $2.2 billion/or c\EC rights through the 2023-24 season 
and in A1ay announced a 20-year agreement with the SEC that will include 
building the con/erence[]s own television network. In a 12-year, $7.3 billion deal, 
ESPN gained the rights to the college football playoff, which begins qfier the 2014 
regular season. 

And then therelJs the reahty ofESPNUs awesome promotIOn machme: 
Tn the business (!!'college sports, success on the field is cn/cia!. But almost as 
important is the perception a/success. Central to the process o/molding 
perceptions is ESPNOs multipocketed toolbelt qf off-the-jield programming, 
gimmicks and teasers, which provide exposure and help the network promote 
players, coaches and universities, many qf them its television partners. 
ESPNOs promotion machine was infifllforce last Sept. 1, when two of the most 
hallowed names in college football, Alabama and Michigan, kicked off the season 
in a prime-time Saturday game, brokered by ESPN, at Cowboys Stadium in Texas. 
According to the contract, which was reviewed by The Times, each university 
earned $4. 7 million. 
Pregame hoopla had started two weeks earlier, when ESPN announced that 
[]College GameDay. [] its premiere collegefiJotball talk and campus-crazines~ 
extravaganza, would broadcast from outside the stadium. 
The show began on ESPNU at 9 a.m. and was picked up on ESPNfrom 10 until 
noon. with its typical mix of news, analysis qfthe Alabama-lvfichigan game and 
others being played that day. and a tour of tailgate parties in the parking lot. One 
qf the show Os stars, the former coach Lee Corso, peliormed his weekly antic of 
predicting the winner of the featured game, in this case Alabama, by donning the 
head of the team mascot. 
It was a peifect Saturday for ESPN, designed to nurture one of the choice 
constituencies of the trall:j'ormed college football world: the brealifast-to-bedtime 
/all. The idea, Mr. Ben-Hanan said is to LJ be able to have j{ms sit down in the 
morning, watch []College GameDayLJ (md really not be satisfied until the last 
g(mJe, usually/rom the Pac-12. at the end o/the night and into []SportsCenter. [] 
11 
As much as any piece of ESPN programming, OGameDayO Clystallizes the 
dynamic of exposure, and the collegesO hungerfor it. OGameDay, O according to 
another qf its stars, Kirk H erbstreit, aformer Ohio State quarterback, is 
essentially a 0 48-hour infomercialD jiJr the home team. 

Of course, ESPN is right in the thick ofthe bowl season, surrounding the games with its full 
complement of programming. ESPN gobbled up rights to the growing roster of games 0 tins 
season it will televise all but two 0 and created or bought others, and Bowl Week morphed 
into Bowl Month. 

ESPNr]s nine fully owned, commercially linked bowl games, with names like the 
Bell Helicopter Armed Forces Bowl and the Beef []O 11 Bratiy[]s Bowl, generally 
draw some of the lowest TV ratings a/the college j{JOtball postseason. Still, they 
provide hours (!!'low-cost live programming and help ESPN reward its partner 
conferences and teams. 
For the universities, though, the benefits can be evanescent. A bowl invitation, 
even to a minor game. can make a lackluster season shine and boost recruiting 
efforts. But since E,"SPN-owned bowls have among the lowest payouts to 
participants, colleges call lose money, rifler travel expenses {{nd contractual bowl 
bonuses for coaches. 

The article put forward Boise State as the poster child of the non-big program that got big. 
And all thanks to ESPN. 

On Sept. 18, 20 I O. ESP N announced its r] GameDayrl site for the following 
Saturday: Boise State. 



That a university in a place so disf£mt, geographically and p,lychicaIZv, from the 
national consciousne,\;~ would become a national television draw would have been 
unimaginable in the world before ESPN The stOlY of Boise State[ls rise, and how 
it played out acro,\;~ one collegefhotball cOl!ference, is a vivid demonstration of 
ESPNOs role in the making of winners and losers in this era qfrealignment. 
In the mid-1980s, desperate jhr visibility, Boise State went so far as to install blue 
tuif at Bronco Stadium. Although the team was often a winner, it was not a 
member of the NC.AA. Os Division 1 until 1996. 

If Bose State is the poster child of a football program being made by ESPN, the WAC (and 
maybe the Sun Belt and Conference USA, and The American too) are the poster children for 
revolving door conferences? 

Over the years, the WAC has been front {{nd center in realignment. There are 
more than 20 fhrmer WAC schools. After Boise StateLJs departure, the conference 
became much less desirable to ESPN. and its annual television fee plummeted to 
$1 million. tax statements show. That caused more teams to leave. 

Karl Benson, longtime commissioner for the WAC (and now commissioner of the Sun Belt 
Conference) once told me that he had wOlked with over fifty presidents when he was at the 
WAC. And now, with a few departures and an"ivals at the Sun Belt, he 0 s probably 
approaching seventy. 

'K 



Okay fi)lks, that's it for a Saturday. Have a good Sunday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
\N1Nw.twitler.com!@CollegeAthClips 
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To: 

SubjeLt: 

College Athletics Clips <nicrcollegeathle1icsclips.com@mail64.atlll.rsgsv.ne~~ 

Sunday, August 25, 2013 11:47 AM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: Need, opportunity and a new AD's comp package 

x 

Dea.r Vince-
SundayMorningGredin9'; from the Clips MotherShip Hope you aw well. 

Here's a quick Clips eFlash about a topic Ilear and dear to all our hearts: compensation. 

As in "I don't get paid enough" .. "They don't appreciate me" ... "He/she!they get paid 

too rYluch".. "I deserve rYlore" , .. "They d0senfl~ less" ... etc. 

VVhemas middle managers and below (90% of so of wag'" earners"?) are separated from 

their peers by maybe only one or two or five or tell thousand a year. those differences 

v'Iiden v'Ihen you go up th" totEm'l pol". In coll"g" sports, why does on" big~tim" coach 

mak" $5 million wilh S·I.5 in bonuses wh,"n oHwr big··lim," coaches in the same 

cOllference make two million less? Why do"s an AD make a million dollars when other 

ADs in the ,;am" confer"nce make 1"5,; than half that? 

This w"ek's hire of Duke D"puty AD Stan Wilcox to b"come th" new Athletic Diwctor at 

Florida Slate Univ"rsity was lhe trigger for this Clips eFbsh. 

I think that Florida Stat" mack a sUpE,rb hire. I halw heard rousing acco!ad"s about Stan 

hom many nolable coll"ge athletics people. He CO!l"WS from a gmal pedigre,", having 

'"",ork"d with Duk" AD Kevin White for many y"ars. at Notre Dame and th"n at Duke. I 

have met Stan s,"veml times; I hav," been in his offic" (VHY neal. gooa w,lil hangings). 

hav" se"n him in action. I am sur" h" will do ,"",,,II. 

Much has be"n made about leadership, be it leadership in coll'"ge athletics or I,"adership 

any'"",here else. Ther" is no one great leadership styl". but all gmat I"aders attract th" 

b"st peopl". po%e% superior communication and motivation capabiliti"s, ar" amazing 

list,"ners!obs,"rv"rs. and ar" k""nly adept allrusting!delegating to the light peopl" at th," 

right tim"s 

Aside from an occasional m"ssiah coach, who can elevate the entire 

program!"chcwl/conference with th"ir mm;t"ry and chari"ma, it i" the Athldic Director 

hire who is the long·tNm, lock·solid, omni--imporlant hire for all big··time D1 schools. 

Univar,;ity pwsid"nts-and th"ir proxie,; (hir" committe"" and ""arch finns)-hav" a 

f"rtile and vast field of sitting and former ADs to pick from, as w,,11 as seasoned but 

youn" (r,,!atively) Deputy ADsiSenior As,;odat" AD,; to pick from 

These s"lections ar" made bas"d on ch"mistry. fit. charisma. cor" strengths and. 

I"fK>rl"y. Call it ""alary and b"nefits," "v'Iag"s."' "pay."' or "compensation packag"," w" all 

get too caught up in that numb"r. i\nd thal·····.cj"pending on one's frugalily, disdplirw. 

extravaganc". ego, commoll s"nse, medical expens"s, sp"dal Il""ds, d"bt servic, 

alimony, child support and priM dd)ls·····can lmnslat," into a style of living that can 

r"pres"nt easy stre"t, a steppingstone to bigger rich"s or misery/j"alollsy becallse so~ 

a nd~so make,; tV'Iic" what you do 

The folks at SB Nation put through an FOI request and got th" 19-page lett"r of 

agr""ment betv'Ieen Stan V\lilcox and FSU Th" Clips Truth Squad took on the t"diou,; 

task of distilling Hw 19 pages of legales," to aboul a qualtN or ils originallenglh. It 



appear" that Stan is being paid at about the right rat" for a ,;tarting fw"h ACC AD, with a 

$5W,OOO "base plus speilking ,"ngag"ments" package ilnd the 0ppoltunily for $400,000 

in bOllllS"S readers, 

Have a good day, 

Nick Infa nte 

Clip'; Editor 

Here's a condensed version of Stan Wilcox's 19-page letter ()f agreement for 

the FSU AD p()sition: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, August 25, 2013 9:02 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 8-26-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

Here below is another bounteous amplitude of the breadth, depth and width of what's gone on, 
what's going 011, and what will likely go on in the business of college athletics. 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wl/wv.twitJer.com!@CollegeAthClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your usemame and password to view the articles 
(below) on the website. tfyou are lIot logged in you will get a blank white screen. 

gIiJ ESPN on front page (above the fold) of Sunday NY Times Clips eFlash 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Tuesday. August 27. 2013 2:47 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: ESPN Part 3, on New York Times front page 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

TuesdayNoonGreetings. Hope you are well. 
I apologize for being somewhat tardy in summarizing/excerpting tins Part 3 article about ESPN 
(on todaYLls NY Times front page, see below). I knew it was coming, but I didn Lit think they 
would release it so soon after the first two parts. I was bm,y counting sheep last night at 11 :30 
when Part 3 was posted on the Times website, and I did not notice it until this morning. But 
here we are. Ta da. 

x 

I think: there tmght be several editor disclosures m thiS eFlash, and here IS the first. 

DISCLOSURE: I was an economics major in college. Yawn. I took: several antitrust 
courses discussed monopolies, oligopolies, regulation, the Sherman Act, etc. One of my 
best-ever term papers was titled D The Demise of the Studebaker Automobile, D which 
chronicled General Motors feeling its oats after WW2 and squeezing Studebaker, 
Packard, Hudson, American Motors and all the other little pesky automakers out of 
business. This all makes me uniquely qualified to analyze ESPN's dominance in the 

marketPla

IL

,_:_"· _____________________ ..J 

If you read the 14.000 or so words in the three parts about ESPN in this superb New York: 
Times feature, you canet help thinking that ESPN was (still is) so dominant because they had 
little meaningful competition. Some of that was luck D ESPN was originally a satellite-beamed 



[1 network [] to cover Hartford Whalers hockey games [1 but most of it wa<; shrewd build- the
business, comer- the-market actions in which they beat the competition to the punch. 
To read a Clips summary (!!"Part 1 click here To read a Clips summary of Part 2 click 
here 

As big and strong as ESPN has been, however, there have been some technological and 
lifestyle changes that threaten their once unapproachable throne. One of those is the flight of 
some 1.4 million subscribers from o pay TVO (i.e.-cable and satellite systems). This is called 
o cutting the cord 0 or 0 llllplugging 0 and it is a considerable threat Also, in the past two 
years, ESPN has lost more than one million subscribers. 
The article belowOby Richard Sandomir, Steve Eder and James Andrew MillerOis, I think, 
very well balanced between being a love-in with ESPN and, on the other hand, printing several 
distasteful passages about cozying with politicians, engaging in warehousing of football games 
to block the competition, and holding a gun to the heads (my term) with cable distributors in 
one-way pricing negotiations. 
Shall we begin? ... 

HereOs the lead-in ... 
ESPN likes to call itseifthe Worldwide Leader in Sports, and by most every 
measure it is in a league 'If its own. 
The network produced 35,000 hours of programming in 2012, including at least 
half of all live athletic events televised in the US It is a prodigious cash machine, 
regularly generating nearly half of the operating profit of Disney, its parent 
company Wielding its wealth, it buys the rights to nearly all it desires: $15.2 
billion for [lMonday Night Football, Li $5. 6 billion for Major League Baseball and 
$73 billion jor a 12-year deal to broadcast the new college jbotball playoff 
system, to name just a few. 
During the same period Washington was leveling one (!!·its periodic attacks on 
what E'SPN President John Skipper has been quoted as saying that E'SPN has a 
o beautiful business model. 0 This is a model in which ESPN has all the leverage 
(one veteran cable operator described negotiations with ESPN as Ototal 
surrenderO) is getting $5.54 per month per subscriber which all comes out to 
about $7.2 billion (see the Kagan chart below). Meanwhile, ESPN advertising 
revenues are only $3 billion 

For those who donOt know (my 90-year old mothefls one of them, but more on her later), 
bundles are clusters of channels that media companies like Disney sell to cable, satellite and 
telephone companies. 'W'hen consumers pay their basic cable or satellite fee, a good pOltion of 
it (some estimates put it at over a third) is passed right along to all of the channels that charge 
for progmmming. 



MORE DISCLOSURE: My mother IS 90, lives alone III Tomngton CT,Just 15 miles 
from ESPN headquarters. She watches a lot of TV, pays $70 a month for extended 
basic cable. She does not Imow what ESPN is, she never watches it. I guess it would 
be nice if she only had to pay $64.46 (her current $70 minus the $5.54 of her bill that 
goes to Bristol). 

We have posted several summaries and eFla5hes about bundling, and a la carte. See 
below for lillks to those Clips postings. 
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The article had lengthy descriptions of somewhat shady collaboration with politicians, as well 
as hefty contributions by ESPN corporate and employees. 
The contributions: 

ESP N and Disney and their employees have donated more than $400,000, much 
of it since 2000, to representatives and senators who are key players Oil issues 
important to Disney, including cable. 

There was a fimny account of the star-power clout that ESPN has with politicians: 
III 1999, at a ,\ports-infused reception hosted by ESPN at the Capitol, politicians 
were photographed posing as sports stars on a mock cover (!!'Ec'>"'PN the 
Magazine. They could also pose with actual athletic legends: MuhammadAli, 
Johnny Unitas and Carl Lewis. 
DSenators alld congressmeillined up acting like schoolboys waiting to get their 
picture taken with these guys, Done fonner Disney lobbyist recalled 

Another interesting passage was of the Dyou do for me, I do for you D variety: 
When ~Michael Powell, the F.c.c. chainnall at the time, needed a platform ill the 
fall of2004 to pitch to cOllsumers his campaign to convert to digital television, he 
Wa5 welcomed to the halftime show of DAfollday Night F ootbaUD on ABC, 
another Disney property. 
According to interviews with Preston Padden, DisneyDs chief lobbyist at the time, 
and Mr. Bodenheimer, Afr. Powell[ls requestfor airtime was made to I'vir. Padden 
and approved by Afr. Bodenheimer, who as ESPNr]s president was also runlling 



ABC Sports. 
Mr. Bodenheimer recently said he granted Mr. Powelf[Js request because digital 
TV was a [1criticaIZv important subject jiJr all television viewers. [j 
Critically important to ESPN was an F. C. C. study of cable economics that was 
under way. J"lr. Powell, who declined to comment, supported bundled 
programming, and a month after his October appearance he released the study, 
which said an D la carte plan would most likely raise consumer costs by 14 
percent to 30 percent and reduce the diversity of channels. 

****** 
The cable fee debate came to a head again in 2006. Afr. PowellDs replacement at 
the F.c.c., KevinAfartin, released a report that found an D la carte plan could 
actually reduce costsjiJr 40 percent of household5 with cable. The industry bla5ted 
the report. 

***** 
ESPN has no more stubbol1l nemesis than Senator John lv[cCain. This past spring, 
with cable rates andESPNDs monthly fees continuing to rise, he revived an effort 
aimed at undoing bundles. 
D Why do 1 pick on ESP N? D Mr. McCain said in an interview in May. DlDm not 
picking on them. But they are the most glaring example of what people are 
required to watch D 1 mean pay for D even if they never watch it. D 

And there were challenges from rivals, in which ESPN had to be careful how aggressive they 
were in being competitive, lest they attract the attention of the Antitrust Division of the 
Department of Justice. 

ESP N has used the billions of dollars in cable fees to build a moat (g' 
programming around its empire, which is likely to be tested in the coming 
challenge ji'om Fox Sports 1, which made its debut on Aug. 17. ESPNDs business 
strategy has been to aggressively buy the rights to as much programming as 
possible for as long as it can to impede the growth of rivals, including Fox and 
sports channels owned by NBC and CBS 
With ESP N having locked up the rights to so many professional and college sports 
contracts beyond 2020, the bidding war between it and Fox Sports lover the few 
remaining pri:::es is expected to be fierce. One, the Big Ten Conference, has a 10-
year, $1 billion deal with ESPN that expires in 2017, but Fox has already built 
influence through its 49 percent ownership of the Big Ten Network. The National 
Basketball Association, which Fox covets, ha5 deals through 2016 with ESPN and 
TNT. 
****** 
The Times authors wrote that DESPNDs omnivorous strategy has given it such 
dominance that at one point in the mid-2000s, according to interviews and 
documents, Justice Department lawyers in Washington began questioning whether 
ESPN was engaging in anticompetitive behavior in handling college athletics. D 
By 2004, ESPN owned the rights to far too many games to fit them on ESP Nor 
ESPN2. 

****** 

College conjerencesjiJcused their ji71strations on the exclusive contracts they 
signed with ESP N that prohibited them jr'Om taking games that Ec'>"PN held the 
rights to, but did not televise, and reselling them to other national networks. 

****** 
1n 2004, College Sports Television complained to the Justice Department. As a 
fledgling network, CSTV did not have the money to buy the rights to major 
conferences, but it could afford the rights to micimajor and smaller conferences 
like the WestemAthletic, the Atlantic 10 or the Afountain West. Yet no conference 
with an ESPN contract could, without ESPN's consent, make a deal with CSTV or 
any other national rival. 
Tn meetings with Justice Department la:wyers, CSTV laid out its case. it presented 
a report portraying ESPN a5 a monopolist that control/ed the college ,ljJorts 
market by using restrictive contracts, by refusing to sell unused games to 
competitors and by telling conferences they risked losing exposure on £"SPN if 
they fled to CSTV. 
In the 2003-4 season, the report noted, 163 Division1-Afootball games and 561 
menDs basketball games were not televised nationally because ESPN reji.lsed to 
let conferences resell them. 
****** 



Warehousing became an issue in contract talks between ESPN and the Western 
Athletic Conference. Karl B eJlson, the WAC commissioner at the time, instead 
wanted to make a deal with CSTV that promised more money and more TV 
appearances than Ec'>'PN was offering. But the athletic directors at WAC 
universities wanted to stick with ESPI\!, which hadfar more subscribers and 
offered wider exposure. 
According to a CSTV executive who talked to him shortly qfterward, lvlr. Benson 
said he asked John Wild hack, a longtime senior executive at E""SPN, DHow can 
you continue this exclusive practice in the face of this continuing D.G.J 
investigation?D In the conversation, AIr. Benson described the ESPN executiveDs 
response as DvelY dismissive. D !vIr. Benson did not dispute this account. 
Through a spokesman, AIr. Wildhack said he did not recall the incident but said, 
[lNegotiations always cover the gamut of emotions. [J 

Looking into the crystal ball, after 15,000 words in three parts, representing plenty of research, 
interviews, analysis and prognosticating, the authors waxed philosophic and pragmatic. 
The stats: 

• Consumers are fleeing pay TV at a quickening pace: 898,000 in the past year, nearly 
twice the number in the previous year. 

• ESPN has lost more than one million subscribers. 
• ESPN ratings plunged 32% in the quarter that ended in June. 

The dramatics: 
So it may be hard to imagine that the sports media conglomerate has arrived at 
one qfthe most precarious moments in its nearly 34~year lije. 
The more than $6 billion in cablefeesflowing ,mnualZv toK'>'PNfrom almost 100 
million homes is threatened as growing numbers of consumers cut ties with cable 
providers to avoid rising billsfor pay TT< turning instead to video streaming 
services. in Washington, a renewed push to undo the bundling of channels into 
cable packages and allow viewers to simpZv pay for those they want has even 
drawn the support of Senator Richard Blumenthal, who represents ESPNDs home 
state. 
ESP NDs viewership numbers plunged earlier this year, and that was before the 
debut this month of Fox Sports 1, a 24-hour network funded lavishly by Rupert 
AIurdochDs 21st Century Fox. Fox Sports 1 is likely to shape up as ESPNDs most 
formidable head-to-head rival. 
All of this, particularly consumers[j move away from pay TV, is reverberating in 
Bristol. [J This is the most complicated environment we[jve faced in a long time, [1 

said John Skipper. the president ofESPN 
TODAYDS FINAL DISCLOSlTRE: The Infante family has Disney stocks in its vast 
investment portfolio. We have no plans to sell any. 

That's all folks. Have a good Tuesday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Monday. September 2,2013 6:15 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 9-2-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you have had a great long Labor Day weekend. 

We've got plenty below for you to pick from. 

Have a good short 4-day week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
w\lv1N.lwiller.coml@ColiegeAthClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to "iew the articles (helm'\') on the 
website. Ifynu are not jogged in you win get a blank 'wMte screen. 
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IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Chronicle investigation: trainers and coaches who butt heads 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. Welcome to a 4-day work week. 

Mauy of us have sat through leadership seminars with the common theme of how people can 
be better managers andlor how people can more etIectively work for their superiors (whether 
their superiors are good, bad or indifferent). 
For those who say that leadership relationships in athletics administration, coaching audlor 
university oversight are 0 different 0 than widget mauufacturing, retail logistics or insurance 
unde!writing, well, yeah, they 0 re different. But they all have upper management, middle 
management and worker bees who are supposedly all working toward the same goals. But 
tha10 s not always the case. 
Take trainers for big-time college football teams, for example, who 0 in the org charts 0 typically 
fall under the head coach (with maybe a dotted line to medical people), who fall under athletics 
administration, who, in tum, fall in under the office of the president. 
These days, with the newfound focus on concussion treatmentDand an out-of-court $765 
million settlement just last week to fanner NFL players sutIering trom football-related head 
injLUiesl]there has occurred a properly elevated priority (in your Clips Editor[]s opinion) on 
player safety. 
A thorough aud timely investigation ([]Coach Makes the Calli]) below by Brad Wolverton of 
the Chronicle of Higher Education details the recent and current state of relations between 
head trainers and football coaches, who 0 occasionally 0 have different opinions about 
concussion mauagement. There 0 s a little bit of the "wronged aud embittered head trainer" who 
has been power-played by the 10m da boss coach going on here, but readers will have to SOlt 

tlu·ough that by themselves. 
Well done, Brad. 
Nick Infaute 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W"NIN.twitter.comi@CollegeAthClips 

Coach Makes the Call 

Trainers who butt heads with coaches over concussion treatment take career hits. 

By Brad Wolverton, Chronicle of Higher Education, 9-3-13 

This fall thousands of college football players will line up to participate in one of the 
country's most popular aud violent sports. In any given week, hundreds of those players will 
come offthe field with concussions or other serious injuries. 
Detennining when those athletes retum to play is the job of athletic trainers and team 
physicians, who are charged with keeping players out ofhann's way. 

A Chronicle survey, sent to hundreds of athletic trainers and training- staff members from the 
NCAA 0 s 120 largest football programs, revealed that many trainers feel coaches 0 influence 
over medical decisions. 



But new research suggests that the medlcal staffs responslble for protectIl1g college athletes 
often don't have the authority to do so. 
Nearly half of the major-college football trainers who responded to a recent Chronicle survey 
say they have felt pressure from football coaches to retum concussed players to action before 
they were medically ready. The respondents included 101 head athletic trainers, head football 
trainers, and other sports-medicine professionals from the highest lUng of college football, the 
NCAA's Football Bowl Subdivision. 
It's unclear how many trainers have succumbed to the pressure, but previous studies suggest 
that concussed players are not getting enough rest According to a 2010 NCAA survey, nearly 
half of responding institutions said they had put athletes back in the same game after a 
concussion diagnosis. 
Those findings were publicized this summer as Palt of a federal-court case challenging the 
association's handling of concussed players. The plaintiffs []four former college athletes, who 
are seeking class-action status [] say the NCAA failed to protect them from head injuries. The 
association has denied the claims. 
The subject is so sensitive that few athletic trainers are willing to speak publicly about it, for 
fear oflosing their jobs. But more than 100 submitted anonymous comments to the Chronicle 
sUlvey, conducted with the National Athletic Trainers' Association. Many trainers voiced 
concems about coaches' invoking their personal wishes regarding athletes' medical care. 
"Too many medical decisions are made by individuals outside of the medical profession," wrote 
one athletic trainer in the Mid-American Conference. Others told of coaches' steering players 
to outside medical providers who IUbber- stanlP their calls. 
Two fOlmer athletic trainers in the Pac-12 Conference described how they had lost their jobs 
after clashing with coaches over concussion treatment 
"It was scary," said one trainer, who left a prominent California university over the cont1ict "It 
was uncomfortably close to infringing on the medical well-being of the athlete." 
Trainers say they've tried to resist coaches' demands, but that's not always easy. In at lem,t 11 
big -time programs, trainers or directors of sports medicine report directly to a football coach, 
The Chronicle has found. That arrangement could force the medical staff to choose between 
player safety and their ownjob security. 
When trainers push back too hard, they often face repercussions. More than a dozen Division I 
athletic trainers have been fired or demoted in recent years, The Chronicle has learned, often 
over questionable return-to- play calls. 
In the past nine months, head football trainers have lost their jobs in at least four FBS 
programs: Florida, Texas Tech, Temple, and Westem Kentucl-y. 
Temple's ti.mner head trainer, Dwight Stansbury, who had worked at the university for nearly 
20 years, was let go in January, alxmt a month after the new head coach, Matt Rhule, took 
over. According to ajob posting for that position, the new head athletic trainer has two bosses: 
a senior associate athletic director and Mr. Rhule. 
The survey findings disturbed Kevin M. Guskiewicz, a leading concussion researcher fi"Om the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel HilL "Any institution that places a coach in a 
supervisory role over the athletic trainer or allows a coach to put pressure on medical decisions 
is just asking for trouble," he says. 
Concems like those have led nearly a dozen medical groups to take a closer look at the 
relationship between medical- staff members and coaches. Many football coaches played with 
concussions themselves. and have trouble relating to new guidelines that urge medical staffs to 
IUn baseline and post-injury tests and to rest players for longer periods after head injuries. The 
recommendations changed last year as researchers have suggested possible links between 
repeated head trauma in football and chronic traumatic encephalopathy, a degenerative disease 
that can lead to pemlanent brain damage. 
Coaches may need more education on those changes, says Stanley A Herring, a professor of 
neurosurgery at the University of Washington. 
"Part of participating in teanl sports is to be tough," says Dr. Herring, a team physician for the 
NFL's Seattle Seahawks and a consultant to the Huskies' football team. "But no one has a 
tough brain." 
Skepticism about concussions goes beyond coaches. One Division I atilletic director in Illinois 
thinks concussions are a "bunch of hype spurred on by the media," one survey respondent 
wrote. According to that university's head trainer, the athletic director and the coach have 
objected when medical staff tried to hold out concussed players. 
Elite athletes also underreport head injuries, recent studies have shown, in some cases because 
they don't want to lose playing time or risk having their scholarships revoked. 



"Coaches want to win and athletes want to compete," Dr. Herring says. "The challenge is to 
find the right balance between playing with some discomfort and playing when it's dangerous." 
Before the I 990s, new football coaches typically made peace with athletic trainers from 
previous staffs, and many trainers survived multiple coaching changes. But as the money has 
gotten bigger, and the expectations to win have intensified, coaches have been given wider 
latitude in building their staffs. 
Many now consider athletic trainers to be part oftheir team. That setup has helped a handful of 
trainers earn six-figure salaries and steady employmentDso long as their bosses keep winning. 
Many other trainers find themselves fighting for their jobs. 
Bill Drake, a former head football trainer at Washington State University, moved out ofthat 
job in midseason last year after expressing concerns to two senior administrators about 
"dangerously excessive" workouts, according to e-mails obtained from a public-records 
request The worries, which were first reported by the sports site Deadspin, led to separate 
investigations by the university and the Pac-12 Conference. They fi.mnd no wrongdoing. 
But according to two sources close to the program, Mr. Drake butted heads with Mike Leach, 
the Cougars' head football coach, after failing to clear concussed players as fast as he and 
other coaches wanted. According to Mr. Drake's e-mails, Washington State kept concussed 
players out for an average of 8.2 days. (The N CM does not mandate how long players 
should stay out or keep track of return-to- play times following concussions.) 
Last year, 21 Cougars' football players suffered concussions between the start of the season, in 
August, and late October; in previous years, the team had averaged about 12 concussions 
annually. That increase 0 a result of more awareness about head injuries among players and 
coaches, Mr. Drake told colleagues o contributed to tensions with the coaching staff. 
"There were so many athletes held out, it was a shock to the entire coaching stafi;" a person 
with knowledge of the situation told The Chronicle. Some coaches were convinced that 
trainers were being too soft on players, this source said, an approach that those coaches 
believed had contributed to the program's losing ways. (Neither Mr. Drake, who moved into 
more of an administrative role, nor Mr. Leach would comment on the record.) 
Mr. Leach was fired by a previous employer, Texas Tech, after allegedly mistreating a player 
with a concussion and refusing to apologize for it The coach has denied the allegations, saying 
he was dismissed over a contract dispute. 

A concussion diagnosis made during competition is often hardest for coaches to accept A few 
years ago, a fonuer football trainer in the Big Em;t Conference says he took away a player's 
helmet during a game afler he was diagnosed with a concussion. 
The trainer says the head coach confronted him on the sidelines, asking what would happen if 
he gave the athlete someone else's helmet 
"If something bad happens," the trainer says he told the coach, "you're on your own." (The 
player did not go back into the game, but the trainer later lost his job.) 
Similar stories are playing out beyond the football field. Last falL when a soccer player at the 
University of South Florida was concussed during a game, another sideline dispute ensued. 
The student who was a key player, reported feeling well enough to return to the field, but the 
medical staff held him out, says Barry Clements, a senior associate athletic director. who was 
briefed on the incident 
He says the head coach, George Kiefer, questioned an athletic trainer, asking, "Are you sure 
this guy can't go? He's saying he can go!" 
The player was not returned to the game. But weeks later, the university changed the team's 
trainer. Mr. Clements, a certified athletic trainer who helps oversee the sports-medicine stafi; 
says the move had nothing to do with the disagreement 
"In the heat of the moment, something occuned," he says. "But we would never make a change 
because a coach wanted a change." 

In some ways, retum-to-play decisions have become more complicated in recent years, 
as athletic trainers fret over getting sued. 



In addition to standard concussion-assessment fornls, many colleges now use a computerized 
neurocognitive tool to evaluate suspected head injuries. Among other things, the test~ measure 
players' balance and coordination, and look for physical and mental deficiencies based on 
prevIous scores. 
Those tools give trainers and physicians a pretty clear idea of whether players have 
concussions, but athletes can still fool the tests. For that reason, some coaches aren't 
convinced that they're worth doing. 
"You're just trying to cover your ass," one head football coach in the Southeastem Conference 
told his head trainer last season, the trainer told The Chronicle in an interview. "Those tests are 
worthless. " 
But in many cases, the bar for passing a sideline concussion test still seems low. 
Last October, Robert Woods, a wide receiver for the University of Southern California took a 
helmet-to-helmet hit against the University of Utah that spun him offhis feet After pushing 
himself up and ~;taggering across the field a few steps, he fell face down on the turf 
A few minutes later, he passed a concussion test by answering three questions, he later told 
reporters: 
What is today's date? 
Who is the president? 
Whafs 100 minus 7, minus 7, minus 7'1 
He missed just one play before going back into the game. 
Mr. Woods recently signed a contract with the Buffalo Bills. But some players who have 
returned soon after big hits have not fared as welL 
Steven Threet, a former University of Michigan quarterback took a helmet-to- helmet blow in 
2008 that led to a bout with retrograde amnesia. He doesn't remember the Purdue University 
player who hit him or the penalty flags that flew. He can't recall what tests he was given on the 
sidelines or what happened moments later. But he says he can watch a recording of the game 
and see himself head right back into the huddle. 
Mr. Threet, who transferred to Arizona State University at the end of that season, suffered at 
least four concussions playing college footbalL the last one leading to 10 months of debilitating 
headaches. He has since quit the game. Although he believes he received good medical care, 
he worries about the potential long-ternl problems that players face when they retum too soon 
following a concussion. 
"If they wouldjust allow it to heal," Mr. Threet says, "it's so much easier to deal with." 

Controversy has surroll uded Bobby Petrino for years. The fornler head football 
coach at the University of Arkansas won 21 games in his last two seasons there, earning the 
Razorbacks an appearance in a BCS bowL But he was fired in April 2012, after wrecking his 
motorcycle with his mistress on board and later lying about her to the university. 
When Mr. Petrino was hired as head coach at Western KentuckY' University, in DecembCl: 
Danny Cobble, the head football trainer, showed up at his news conference to express 
support. 
"I wa<; excited about the opportunity to work with him," Mr. Cobble says. "I thought, 'This man 
is a winner. There's no way I can't work with this guy and learn something I could do better.'" 
But their relationship was full of turmoiL Mr. Cobble says the coach fi-equently questioned his 
willingness to do things Mr. Petrino's way, and was pmne to criticizing him in front of fellow 
staff members. 
When Mr. Cobble was hired, in 2009, he was told he reported to Bill Edwards, director of 
athletic training and sports medicine. But he and Mr. Petrino had arguments over his reporting 
line, he says, with the coach believing that he worked for him. 
Mr. Cobble says the coach also questioned his medical abilities, was impatient with return-to
play times, and pushed back on physicians' decisions. 
Things boiled over, Mr. Cobble says, after a doctor ordered surgery for an inj ured player. 
When Mr. Cobble shared the news with Coach Petrino, he says the coach suggested treating 
the injury with cortisone. The player got a second opinion but ultimately had the surgery. 
(Through a spokesperson, Mr. Petrino declined to comment) 
In early April, e-mails between Mr. Cobble and Andy Wagner, director of football operations, 
which The Chmnicle obtained thmugh a records request, describe communication problems 
among players and staff A few weeks later, Mr. Cobble was called into a meeting with Mr. 
Edwards, his supervisor, and Todd Stewart, the athletic director, to discuss his future with the 
program. He was subsequently fired. 
He wishes that Mr. Stewart, who would not comment on a personnel matter, had done more 
to stand up for him. 
"He had a choice," Mr. Cobble says, "and truthfilily, I think he went with the million-dollar deal 
instead of what's right" 



While many trainers want to distance themselves from coaches, others have embraced 

the idea of working for them. Arnold Gamber. who was head football trainer at Auburn 
University for about 10 years, starting in 1999, worked directly for Tommy Tuberville, a head 
football coach there. (He says that his bosses also included medical professionals, but that Mr. 
Tuberville wrote his reviews.) 
Mr. Gamber was comfortable working for the coach and teels he never shortchanged players. 
But he understands how people could see a contlict of interest 
"Was I loyal to Tommy? Yes. But my main goal was to the kids," he says. "Really deep in my 
heart, I know that's why he kept me around." 
But some players felt he didn't have their best interests in mind. In 2009, Austin Chaz Ramsey, 
a former starting lineman tor the Auburn football team, sued Mr. Gamber in federal court. 
arguing that the athletic trainer had ignored a doctor's orders and pushed him into a strenuous 
rehabilitation program too soon after back surgery. According to court filings, the exercises 
caused Mr. Ramsey to reinjure his back, requiring additional surgery and other complications 
that prevented him from playing football again. A judge found no proof that Mr. Gamber had 
done anything improper. But a similar complaint filed by Mr. Ramsey against Auburn and one 
of its former strength coaches is pending in Mississippi state court. 
Soon after Coach Tuberville resigned, in late 2008, Mr. Gamber lost his job, too. Ten months 
later he landed back in the game, thanks to Mr. Tuberville, who had j m,t taken over at Texas 
Tech. But when the coach left for the University of Cincinnati, last December, Mr. Gamber did 
not fly to follow him. 
This summer he started ajob at the University of West Florida, a Division II program in 
Pensacola. 

The idea that coaches have too much power over medical professionals has prompted 

nearly a dozen health associations to revisit their guidelines in recent weeks. 
In July the National Athletic Trainers' Association, in collaboration with five medical groups, 
including the Arnerican Medical Society for Sports Medicine, released a stem set of 
recommendations. 
The guidance makes clear that members of the SPOltS- medicine team should not report to 
coaches, and describes the legal duty of team physicians to guide return-to-play decisions. 
At least 36 states require athletic trainers to report to medical professionals when making 
medical decisions. Those who don't could lose their certitication. 

The groups also recommend that colleges create policies governing the hiring and firing of 
athletic trainers. And the proposals put pressure on athletic directors to avoid ceding authority 
to coaches on personnel decisions involving medical staff 
In late July, six medical associations, including the American Orthopaedic Society for Sports 
Medicine, updated a physician consensus statement, emphasizing that trainers must report to a 
team physician on medical issues. The document also flags ethical conflicts, including coercion 
from coaches and administrators. 
The NCAA has also joined in, endorsing the trainers' guidelines and sending a strong signal 

about how quickly players should return to the field. 
"Under no circumstances should a student-athlete diagnosed with a concussion return to a 
sports activity the same day," its concussion guidance now states. 
The association has added language to its Sports Medicine Handbook clarifying proper 
oversight in medical decisions. It hopes to ensure that athletic trainers and other sports
medicine officials avoid repercussions when their return- to-play decisions do not align with the 

expectations of coaches. 
But Brian Hainline, the NCAA's chief medical officer, cautioned that the association's powers 

are limited. 
"We can say, 'This is how we believe medical care should be delivered,'" he says. "That said, 
the NCAA is not the NFL We can't just shift and say, 'Now everyone's going to do tins.'" 
Given the persistent concerns with concussion management, some critics believe the NCAA 
should retlrink its responsibility. 



.. This is such an urgent problem that the national governing body needs to step up," says Chris 
Nowinski, executive director of the Sports Legacy Institute, which studies the effects of brain 
trauma in athletes and advocates on their behalf "This is a clear situation where athletes need 
to be protected, and they're not being protected." 
He would like to see the NCAA expand its oversight of institutions and police the rogue 
offenders. "They're the only group that could punish offenders," he says, "and make the 
punishment so large that you'd never hear a coach question a medical decision again." 

This is a great Chronicle-produced video-a little over 3 minutes. It's one oft/lOse 
chalkboardfast-motion artist renderings (like the catchy UPS commercials from not 
long ago). Click here 

Brad Wolverton writesOfactually, forcefully, fantastically, fluidlyOfor The Chronicle of 
Higher Education. This article ha5 been reprinted on Clips with the permission of The 
Chronicle of Higher education 
The Chronicle of Higher Education is a paid-subscription website. For subscription 
injiJrmation click here. 
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IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: The Day the Clips Editor Met Nick Saban 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

ThursdayEveningGreetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
Like about 85% of Clips subscribers, your Clips Editor grew up somewhere other than the 
Southeast. 
However, the 85% of us are finally catching up. We have noticed a dramatic increase of 
attentiOlvrespect for the Southeast, the SEC, the University of Alabama, and for [lBama 
Coach Nick Saban. 

He is regularly portrayed as a somewhat stern guy, and I saw that firsthand at the 2011 SEC 
FB Media Days in Hoover, A1abanla (a suburb of Birmingham). One sportswriter asked a 
couple of dumb, sarcastic questions and D in a large banquet room full of a thousand 
people D Coach Saban, five feet up on a podium on a stage setting, firmly dressed him down. 
The reporter had it coming. 
Conversely. I have also heard from dozens of people who know Saban and they say he is not 
at all the dour guy as he is sometimes portrayed. My take is that Coach Saban is basically not 
shy to express his dissatisfaction when someone disses him. 
My only 1- to-I with Coach Saban occurred at that same SEC Media Days, and he was 
nothing but gentlemanly with me. So Nick is batting 1.000 with Nick. I took my Clips 
Eyewitness Report ofthe 2011 SEC Media Days off one of the MotherShip shelves and 
dusted it off, because I thought it would be a perfect point-counterpoint for a spirited rant 
about Saban by Clay Travis of FOXSports. ClayDs commentary can be found at the bottom 
offhis email. 

************ 

The Day the Clips Editor Met Nick Saban 

It was at the SEC Football Media Days in July 2011 that I first met Nick Saban. Here [Is 

how it happened ... 
At the first day's press conference, Coach Saban patiently fielded good, bad and dumb 
questions in front of a thousand journalists; and then, after he courteously and methodically 
signed autographs for at least a half hour for every single one of the 300 or so fans who had 
squeezed into the lobby of the Wynfrey Hotel, he prepared to leave. There were two lineman
sized bodyguards in dark suits (I later found out they were off-duty Hoover police officers) 
waiting to escort him from the front entrance of the hotel and then across the spacious parking 
lot to a bus- sized media vehicle for a TV interview. 
So, I figured, here's my chance. I fell into step about 15-feet behind the trio, and[jabout 
halfway across the parking loll:.! I realized that tailing them would get me nowhere. So I walked 
up slightly ahead of them, made eye contact with the two bodyguards and I determined that 
thev determined that I was no threat. 

J.,lany Clips readers have met me; and you have seen me in action. Like you, the 
bodyguards saw a bald, bespectacled, bearded nmt with a scuffed briefcase slung 
across his shoulder, wrinkled khaki pants, tennis sneakers and an ill-jitting blue 
blazer with an "Off the Record" button on the lapel. No wonder they detennined I 
was no threat. 

So I boldly (stupidly? ... comically?) slipped inside of one of the bodyguards and 1 then was 
walking side by side with Saban. He looked at me (we were still walking) and I looked at him 
and I thought to myself"Oh shi~ what am I going to do now"?" 
Well, here's what I came up with: I said to Saban, "Hi Nick, my name is Nick too!" He looked 
at me as though I was speaking in Swahili. I gulped, paused, and said to myself; "That was 
brilliant, now what?" 
Noting Saban's neutral-turning-toward-bemused look, I managed a follow-up, "And you know 



what Nick .... My full name is not Nicholas. Do you know what it is?" 
This brought on a less bemused look from Saban, and I knew he had no intention of answering 
me, so I delivered my punch line. "My full name is Dominick. Get it? Dominick." I could hear 
the body guards snickering. 
I will pause in the telling ofthis stOlY to say thatDyeah, you've heard this before Dyou just had 
to be there. It was a funny scene. And the joke was on me, but that was okay. 
And, if the story ended here, then it would be amusing, I think, given that Saban can wilt you 
with one ofthose looks of his. 
But no, that's not the end of the story, because the real punch line canle next, and it came from 
Coach Saban! 
Without breaking stride, and while still at a marching pace, Coach Saban turned his torso to 
"face" me and he stuck out his hand to shake mine, and then he said, I swear!, he said, in an 
animated, pleasant voice, "Hi Dom!! Good to meet you!!" Yes, those are bold double 
exclamation points there (which I mrely use), because I was stunned. 
And that's my Saban story. I'm sure you have some Saban stories too? Send them in. l'll 
use them only with your permission, and we can have them be anonymous if you want. 
Somehow, I think, if someone asked Nick Saban nowDtwo years laterD DHey Coach, a 
couple years ago some guy tracked you down in the Wynfrey Hotel parking lot, during Media 
Days, and he slipped past your body guards, and told you his name was Nick, but that it was 
really Dominick. Do you remember that guy? D 
Well. I think Saban would remember ..... 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W"NIN.twitter.comi@CollegeAthClips 

Ed-HereDs a commentary from Clay Travis, founder of Out kick the Coverage. 
We have reprinted do:::ens of Clay's articles over the past jive years on the Clips 
website and Clips eFlashes. Clay is a velY opinionatedfellow, and his writing style 
is uncommonly piercing and rat-tat-tat crisp. As youDll see, Clay has a different 
take on Coach Saban. 

Nick Saban Hates All Of Us, Episode One Billion 
Clay Travis, Outkick the Coverage, 9-5-13 
One of the best things about Nick Saban is that it seems he genuinely hates everyone. 
Alabama fans, media, probably his waiters and waitresses, the guy he buys bait irom before he 
goes fishing, basically if you exist and you aren't married to Nick Saban or one of his kids. I 
think he despises you. 
I can respect that. 
Lots of coaches hate everyone, but pretend to like them. 
Not Nick Saban. 
He just crushes people. 
If you doubt this, watch yesterday's press briefing for the Alabama media. Look at these death 
stares that Saban gives out when reporters have the absolute gall to ask him questions about 
players on his own team who played in the game Saturday. 
Don't you DARE ask a question about a player that Nick Saban doesn't want you to ask 
about. 
Credit to long time Alabama beat writer Cecil Hurt, a really funny follow on Twitter, for 
prefacing his AJ McCarron question by pointing out that AT had been there a long time. While 
the question filifilled Saban's question pammeters, unfortunately Nick Saban doesn't want to 
talk about AJ McCarron's toe. Which he lets you know by the fourteenth death stare he 
uncorks. 
The subtext to every Saban stare is clear, "IfT thought I could get away with it right now I 
would choke you to death Darth Vader style and have my staffbury your body in the 
catacombs underneath my national title statue." 
And if you're kind oflaughing to yourself right now and thinking, "Clay's jm,t kidding, there 
really aren't a bunch of people buried alive underneath Nick Saban's statue," 
Sure, laugh it up. 
And why don't you show up at the next press conference and ask Nick Saban how his 
recruiting class is going. 
But not before you've updated your will and told your family to expect you to disappear under 
mysterious circumstances. 
By the way, this would be a next great book for me, embedding myself Witll the Alabama 
football program and asking Nick Saban questions that just flip him out at press conferences. 
Can you imagine how amazing all these clips would be put together in one YouTube clip? In 
the meantime, do not make Nick Saban MAD. Because if you do, he'll turn into a pint-sized 



Incredible Hulk. 

F,) access fhe video click here 

C lay TravIs writes for Outkick the Coverage and FOXSports. ThIs article has been 
reprinted on Clips with the authorDs permission. 

Here's how FOXSports handled Travi5' article 
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To: 
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College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday. September 8, 201310:15 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 9-9-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

SundayNightGreetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
Don D t know why, but this week we ended up with an unusually diverse group of postings for 
your edification and entertainment. 
In the signature three-dot style of the gone-but-not-fi.)rgotten San Francisco columnist Herb 
Caen, here[js a mini blurb on the new postings since last week [1 

Here goes ... a wide-ranging exclusive Clips Intelview with ACC commish John Swofford (alca: 
Ninja John)D thorough and meticulous reportage by Brad Wolverton of The Chronicle of 
Higher Education about the sometimes contentious relationship between coaches and trainers 
regarding injuries D a report from ESPN D s RecmitingNation about the best commits for nexi 
year by schoolD an account of the day the Clips Editor met Coach Nick SabanD two reports 
on the findings on reform by the Holden Thorp-appointed committee at UNC D last weekD s 
FordeDs FortyD Steve RushinDs SI back page column about new Sacred Heart AD Bobby 
Valentine (yeah, that Bobby Valentine) D wise words from Bylaw Blog D s John Infante about 
amateurism [1 a Clips summary of a NYT front page story about [j extensive initiatives [J to 
improve outcomes offemale students[j Q&A with Gonzaga AD Mike Roth [JT"oledo Rockets 
unveil their new FB truck Li thaW sill] la-da! 
Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
vw''IN.twitter.com/@CollegeAthClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to 
view the articles (below) on the website. If you are not logged in you will 
get a blank white screen. 
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Wednesday, September 11. 2013 2:06 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

eFlash: SI report ... Oklahoma State FB, Part 2 [I The Academics[j 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

WednesdayAftemoonGreetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
Yesterday, Sports Illustrated launched a five-part series entitled D The Dirty Game D, detailing 
Oklahoma State [1 s mounting problems to illustrate how seedy, unseemly aud scandalous big
time college football can get. 
Yesterday [I s theme was [j The Money, [1 today is [j The Academics, [1 and coming up will be 
[JIhe Drugs, II [IThe Sex, II and LIThe Fallout. [1 
Unlike yesterdayD s chapter, fonner OK State coach Les Miles has been implicated in the 
supposed transgressions. Former players described Coach Miles stauding up in front of the 
players saying, DAcademics first, D and he would hold up two fingers. And as he said, 
D Football second, D he would hold up one. DY ou heard his words but you saw what he was 
doing, D said one player. (Miles said this happened once as Da moment of humor. D) 
Here D s another of about a dozen vignettes in today's article: 

William Cole, a wide receiver in 2007 and '08, says he commonly failed to attend a 
classfiJr the first 3 months of a semester, then would go throughout the last 
month and negotiate with the instructor to receive a passing grade. In one 
instance, in 2008. he emailed a professor, explained that he had injured his knee 
and needed credits from the course to tran..ifer to a new schoo!. He says that 
despite doing no work the entire semester he was awarded anA. 

I reminded myself that these are just allegations at this point. But if even a quarter of them are 
true, then it would be a sad testament to Oldahoma State football. 
I warn you, this article is not exactly inspiring. This could be a black eye for college football, 
and two black eyes for OK State. 
Have a good Wednesday. 

Nick Inlante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W"NIN.twitter.comi@CollegeAthClips 

Special Repoli on Oklahoma State Football: Part 2 - The Academics 
By George Dohrmann and Thayer Evans, Sl.com. 9-11-13, 1l:31amEl: 3,405 words 



Shortly after Les Miles took over as Oklahoma State's football coach in December 2000, 

he introduced an exhortation that he would use often at the end of team meetings during his 
four years in Stillwater. "Academics first," Miles would say. "Football second." 
Miles's words encapsulated one ofthe central pillars in the mythos ofm~or-college football: 
that nothing, not even wins and losses, lakes precedence over educating young athletes. The 
reality is that when jobs and money are at stake, priorities quickly skew. 
As Miles said, "Academics first," he would hold up two fingers. And as he said, "Football 
second," he would hold up one. 
" You heard his words but you saw what he was doing," says Doug Bond, a Cowboys 
offensive lineman from 2002 to '04. "So the thought process was that you're going to school 
just so you can play football." 
Given the coach's message to his players, it is not surprising that 13 Cowboys who played 
between 2000 and' 11 told SI that they participated in some form of academic misconduct, 
and 16 others were named by teammates as also having had schoolwork done for them. 
Players said that they routinely had their coursework completed by tutors or university staff 
members, that they were provided with answers to exams before taking them, and that they 
received passing grades despite doing little or no work. Players also allege that the academic 
counselor for football scheduled them in classes with exceptionally lax professors and 
pigeonholed them into majors without consulting them. 'The philosophy, the main focus [of the 
program], was to keep [the best players] eligible through any means necessary," says Fath' 
Carter, a safety from 2000 to '03. "The goal was not to educate but to get them the passing 
grades they needed to keep playing. That's the only thing it was about." 
That philosophy took root after Miles was named Cowboys coach before the 2001 season 
and continued under Mike Gundy, who was the offensive coordinator under Miles and 
replaced him after the '04 season, players and former staff members say; less and less 
emphasis was placed on academics, and the school began admitting more recruits who weren't 
as qualified academically. "Were the players who came in after Miles [arrived] lesser students? 
Yes," says Carter. "So things had to be put in place to help them." 
Terry Henley, an academic adviser for football since 2000, denies the players' allegations that 
he scheduled them in easy classes and steered them to majors, but concedes that academics 
weren't a priority for Miles. "There was never pressure [to cheat], but Miles was like most 
coaches who want to be somewhere else," said Henley. "They're going to do what they need 
to do for two or three years, and they're not going to have to deal with whatever the fallout is. 
So, no, he didn't promote academics." 
Miles, the coach at LSU since 2005, denies that he deemphasized academics while at 
Oklahoma State: "I always said, and I always meant, that academics wa~ the most important 
thing." Of the one-finger, two- finger gesture, Miles says it happened just once in "a moment of 
humor." 
Four players and two former assistants told SI that they had teammates who they believed 
were functionally illiterate even atler attending the school for multiple years. That is an 
especially disheartening revelation given Oklahoma State's history. In 1989, Dexter Manley, 
then an NFL defensive end, disclosed that he had not been able to read above a second- grade 
level for most of his life, although he had played four seasons for the Cowboys. His confession 
stirred a national discussion about how schools keep athletes eligible. It also dishonored the 
university, even if John Campbell, the school's president at the time ofthe revelation, wasn't 
chastened. "There would be those who would argue that Dexter Manley got exactly what he 
wanted out ofOSU," Campbell said. "He was able to develop his athletic skills and ability, he 
was noticed by the pros, he got a pro contract. So maybe we did him a favor by letting him go 



through the program." 
Says William Cole, a wide receiver in 2007 and '08, "If you wanted to do the work, then you 
could do it on your own. But if you were one of those people that they know is not going to do 
the work, [the school] will find a way." 

**** 
In 2008, Oklahoma State wide receiver Dez Bryant was named second-team academic AlI
Big 12, a salute to players who best combine athletic and scholastic achievement. There is no 
disputing Bryant's on-field accomplishments as a sophomore - - he was second in the nation 
with 19 receiving touchdowns - - but several teammates and two former assistant coaches 
scoffed at the notion that he would be honored for his academics. "You didn't have no choice 
but to laugh at it," says Victor Johnson, a Cowboys safety from 2008 to '10. 
According to Johnson and one of the former assistant coaches, it was well known that Bryant 
would not go to class unless shepherded, often by a football staff member, and that tutors did a 
majority of his coursework. "He just wasn't supposed to be there. There's no way he could do 
the college work," said the former a<;sistant coach. "Once he got there, he was connected with 
the people that would help him." Calvin Mickens, a cornerback from 2005 to '07, says he also 
saw tutors do coursework for Bryant. 
Bryant, now with the Dallas Cowboys, denies that he had work done for him and declined 
further comment. 
His alleged academic stmggles reveal the scholastic facade created for many Oklahoma State 
football players. Inside the program it was known that a player's grade point average and the 
classes he completed often testified only to the duplicity employed to keep him on the field. 

Carter, Cole, Mickens, defensive tackle Larry Brown (2005 and '06), offensive lineman 
Jonathan Cmz (2002), linebacker LeRon Furr (2009 to '10), defensive tackle Brad Girtman 
(2003 and '04), safety Chris Massey (1999 to 2002) defensive end T.J. Minor (2005 and 
'06), linebacker Marcus Richardson (2007), mnning back Herschel Sims (2011), wide 
receiver Altrell Woods (2006 to '08) and defensive back Thomas Wright (2002 to '04) told 
SI that they had work done for them and/or that they received other improper academic 
assistance. They and a dozen other players say they witnessed teammates participating in 
academic misconduct. Among those they nanled: mnning back Tatum Bell (2000 to '03), wide 
receiver Prentiss Elliott (2004), quarterback Josh Fields (2001 to '03), safety Vernon Grant 
(2002 to '04), cornerback Darrent Williams (2001 to '04) and defensive end Kevin Williams 
(1998 to 2002). 
Some players had almost all of their assignnlents completed for them. "Are you kidding me? I 
didn't go there to go to school," says Girtman. "I went there to play football." Woods says he 
didn't write "a single paper" during his three years in Stillwater; he just typed what tutors 
dictated to him. Other players did most of their own work but used tutors and others to get 
improper help in a single discipline in which they stmggled. Richardson says he enjoyed writing 
papers but that he had difficulty with math, so tutors completed those assignments for him. 
There is a fine line between a tutor's assisting a player in the composition of a paper and writing 
the paper for him, but the players who spoke to SI say what took place was clearly the latter. 
"If your teacher told you to write a paper about your favorite Chinese place, all [the tutmi 
would ask is, 'What's your favorite Chinese place?' " says Andre McGill, a quarterback in 
2000 and '01 who denies receiving improper assistance. "That's it. They'd do the rest." 
Says Cruz, "I would write them, and they would take them and just completely change 
everything about it because it wasjust so awful. I never really learned how to write a paper, 
but I had to pull a Bin Comp I, and I pulled my Bin Comp I." 
Tutors weren't the only people providing improper academic assistance. During his freshman 
year, Carter says a teammate introduced him to Ronald Keys, an assistant professor assigned 
to the library. Keys began working in the library in 1996; he was an academic coordinator for 
athletes from April 1998 until Febmary 2001, when he returned to the library. Carter says that 



he and several other players would visit Keys in the library, drop offtheir assignments and 
return a few days later to pick up the finished work. Carter says that this went on through his 
senior season, and that during his four years in Stillwater he estimated that 15 players had at 
least some work done for them by Keys. Massey says Keys also did work for him and others. 
"I have no idea why he did it," Carter says. "All we knew was that if you wanted a paper done, 
you called Keys .... His name was infamous." 
Keys, who left OSU in September 2005 and is now the interim assistant director of the library 
at Texas Southern, told SI that he never did work for athletes but sometimes helped them with 
reference questions. 

***** 
Henley, 43. is the person most responsible for managing the Cowboys' academics for football. 
CUlTently the football team's senior academic counselor, he was hired as an academic adviser 
in .Tnly 2000, abont six months before Miles took over -- and a year before he received a 
ma<;ter's degree in human relations from Oklahoma. Despite never having worked in academia, 
he was immediately assigned to the football program. 
Academic officials at three other Division I universities told SI that their schools wonld never 
hire someone for a counseling position without previous academic advising experience. 
Henley's rDsumD raises another question: He was a defensive back at OSU from 1988 to '93, 
when he was a teammate of Gundy's. Among the 65 football programs in BCS conferences in 
2012, only six have a fornlCr player fium that school acting as the team's primary academic 
counselor. 
Many former players who spoke to SI lauded Henley's concern for their well-being. His bio on 
the university's website says that he also handles "life skills" and "personal issues," and players 
talked of receiving support from Henley when they were at their lowest, after injures or even 
when they were kicked offthe team. "I almost lost my mind [at Oklahoma State]," says 
McGill, who was diagnosed with bipolar disorder after he left Stillwater. "Ifit wa<;n't for Terry, 
I'd probably be in a mental hospital right now." 
Their evaluation of Henley's academic counseling, however, is less favorable. "I remember 
Terry being very frustrated, trying to track students down, tlying to connect them with tutors. It 
was high stress for him," Carter says. "[Academics] was something that wasn't promoted by 
the coaching stafr" 
Henley was filrther challenged by having to advise players who were unprepared to do college 
work, including some extreme cases. Carter, wide receiver Eric Allen, and defensive backs 
Rick)! Coxeff and Daniel McLemore say there were players on the team between 2001 and 
'05 who were functionally illiterate. "There was a couple that I would be like. Damn, I don't 
know how you made it through high school," says Allen. Coxeff recalls a 2003 team meeting in 
which Miles asked one of the Cowboys to write house on a chalklx)ard. "He spelled it H-A
S," says Coxeff. "I wa<; like, Oh, my God, how is he even in this room? ... How can someone 
who can't spell come to a m~or college?" 
As a result, Henley sometimes advised players as if they were incapable of doing any work. "I 
had an open conversation with [Terry] about Ron Keys," says Carter. "Terry didn't promote it, 
but he was aware of it." 
Henley says he heard players talk about Keys but denies knowing that Keys did work for 
them. He also questions how a player would know ifone of his teammates was illiterate. He 
does sometimes detennine which players are unlikely to survive at OSU, saying those 
Cowboys will "take easier electives initially. I'll go to the coaches and say. 'Look, we have a 
potential issue here .... ' There's only going to be a finite amount of time where we're going to 
be able to keep that kid here. Now, why would I then go throw that individual into college 
algebra, biology?" 
That relates to another criticism players had about Henley's counseling. Those who remained 
beyond their sophomore year found themselves boxed into a major because of the courses 
Henley steered them toward -- a charge to which Henley denies. "[Oklahoma State] does that 
to a lot of guys," says FUll". "They start taking classes ... I [ask guys], 'What's your 
major?' [They say], 'I don't know. I'mjusttaking the classes they give me.''' 
Kevin White, a nmning back in 2005 and '06, says that he wanted to declare as a business 
major as a freshman but that Henley discouraged it. "They just want to make sure you keep 
passing," says White. Carter arrived in Stillwater shortly after Henley was hired, and he says 
they never had a discussion about his major. He just took the courses Henley advised him to 
take and ended up majoring in sociology. "Almost everyone I knew was a sociology major. 
What are you going to do with a sociology degree?" says Carter, who returned to Stillwater 
years later without a scholarship and got a degree in education. 
Says Henley, "What I do with degrees and scheduling, I base it on aptitude, attitude. Now a 
guy may have wanted to be a business major, but he can't get through a math class. That's a 
big reason why we don't initially declare a major for a player. ... I'd love to tell every single one 
of them who walks in that door, You go be what you said you wanted to be, but at the same 
time I've got to look at aptitude, attitude and work ethic." 
In recent years Henley has clustered players in online courses. Running back Dexter Pratt says 
that in his first semester, in 2009, every course he took was online. "Online classes are the 
easiest way for [players] to keep their grades up," Cole says. "If you didn't do the work, you 
can email [the instlnctor] and can almost talk them into giving you a passing grade anyway." 
Henley disputes that online classes are easier and says he has never heard of a player talking 



his way into a better grade. He concedes that he schedules more online courses ft)r the 
program's weakest students because "logistically, for your at-risk guys, you have to have class
checking in place. Well that stuff is never accurate, so a guy could be missing class. So what 
the online classes have allowed us to do is to keep better monitoring ofthose at-risk players." 

***** 
Further aiding the program's efIOIts to keep players eligible was a host of instructors who gave 
passing grades for little or no work, players say. There were enough of them that a player 
could schedule a semester's wOlth of classes that required him to do next to nothing. "You just 
show up, you'll get a C," says Cruz. "You don't have to pass the test. You don't have to do a 
homework assignment. You don't have to do anything. If you go to class, they'll give you a C 
because they care about Oklahoma State football." 
Carter says that he and Bell took two courses together taught by the same instructor. Carter 
says they received A's in both despite never attending class or doing any work. In the spring of 
2004, after their eligibility expired, the two players again enrolled in a course taught by that 
instructor, but Carter says that this time they both received failing marks. "I'd guess that there 
was pressure [on the instructor] to give us those A's when we were playing, but not when we 
weren't," he says. (Bell denies this, telling SI he only got C's and D's.) 
McGill and Bell shared a difIerent class and, according to McGill, a tutor accompanied Bell on 
test days. The tutor and Bell received copies of the test, and then Bell turned in the one that the 
tutor completed. McGill says that he saw the instructor watch the tutor take Bell's test for him, 
but "he wouldn't say anything." (Bell says that no tutors ever did his work.) 
Woods says that after he suffered a serious back il~ury while weightlifting in 2007, he stopped 
attending classes. At the end of one semester. a professor asked to meet with him in the 
academic center. Woods says the professor asked him, "What do you think you deserve in this 
class?" 
"An F," Woods says he replied. "I'm not going to lie." 
Woods says the professor responded, "I'm going to give you a B." 
"He felt bad [for me]," Woods says. 
After Furr had knee surgery in October 2010, he skipped one of his classes for a few months. 
"There was no way I was supposed to pass that class because I missed a lot," Furr says, "but 
[the professor] just said take good notes [in the remaining classes] and show them to me every 
day, and he would guarantee that I passed." 
Cole says he commonly failed to attend a class for the first three months of a semester. then 
would go throughout the last month and negotiate with the instructor to receive a passing grade. 
In one instance, in 2008, he emailed a professor, explained that he had injured his knee and 
needed credits from the course to transfer to a new school. He says that despite the fact that 
he had done no work the entire semester he was awarded an A. 
"They really gave us our credits," says Cole, who transferred to North Texas in 2009. "They 
spoiled us." 
To the charge of players being handed unearned grades by professors, Henley says, "That was 
never brought to my attention, but they wouldn't necessarily do that and, number two, I don't 
have control over what a professor does." 

***** 
In February 2003, Henley and others from the academic services department claimed a major 
victory. An article in the Tulsa World reported that all 18 seniors on the football team were on 
course to graduate that spring. "It proves what I've always felt from day one -- you can 
graduate student-athletes while putting out a winning product" Henley told the newspaper. 
But it wasn't quite that simple. The players in the 1998 recruiting class were brought in under 
Bob Simmons. The truer test of Henley's belief that Oklahoma State could win and still 
graduate its athletes would be the graduation rates of the classes brought in by Miles and 
Gundy, filled with the highly ranked recruits who helped push the football program to elite 
status. 
Since the 2003-04 academic year, the NCAA has used the Academic Progress Rate (APR) 
to determine a program's success in educating its athletes. It is a more forgiving metric than a 
straightforward graduation rate, in part because the APR takes into account transfers and 
players who left early for the pros. Oklahoma State's average APR from '03- 04 to '11-12 is 
933, which equates to a graduation rate of a little more than 50%. From '08-09 to '11-12, the 
period of the program's greatest success -- including its 2012 Fiesta Bowl victory -- the 
Cowboys' average APR was 926, third worst out of the 65 BCS schools in 2012. 
So despite all the ghost-written papers and complicit professors and absentee students who 
wound up with high grades, the solicitude only went so far. "It was all set up to make sure the 
players got on the field Saturday -- period," says one former OSU assistant. "They get on the 
field? We're good. The rest of that stuff [we'll] worry about later." 
Not only has Henley's assertion that the CowbJYs could win and graduate players been 
invalidated, the program under Miles and Gundy was one of the least effective at meeting that 
challenge. "I don't know if! didn't learn anything in college because it is college, and you don't 
learn what you need to know for the real world, or because [at Oklahoma State 1 it was a big 
joke," says Woods. "1 don't know. I'll never know." 
To access this article in it.5 original setting click here 
This article has been posted on Clips with the permission ofSI.com. 
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Clips eFlash: SI Report on OK State FB [I Part 3 [j The Drugs [1 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Good morning from the ClipseFlashShip. Hope you are well. 
Yes. there has been a fluny of Clips eFlashes, and no. we are not going to send out eFlashes 
every day. But we will ifthere[ls big-time breaking news, ifwe come across it quickZv, 
and if we have reprint pemlis~ion that[ls even better. 
Such is the case with this eFlash, which is Part 3 ofSLcomLJs blockbuster 5-part series 
detailing a lO-month investigation that included independent interviews with 64 Oklahoma 
State football players from 1999 to 2011, as well as current and fornIer football staffers, 
reveals the measures that a program will take to become elite - - and the collateral damage that 
follows 
Today D s topic is D The Drugs, D which follows Parts 1 & 2: D The Money D and D The 
Academics. D The next two parts are DThe SexD and DThe Fallout. D No, there are no parts 

"l~m'k non mn, iowrid" 0' dog ugh'og. 

This Drugs Pmi 2 is a bit less troubling than the two parts thus far. Yes, there seems to have 
been widespread use of marijuana, but not more so than other programs. Plus there was an 
arrest of one player with several types of drugs in his apartment. 
Coming next: Part 4: [JIhe Sex. I! 
Have a good Thursday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wl/wv.lwitJer.com!@CollegeAthClips 

Special Report on Oklahoma State Football: Part 3 - The Drugs 
By George Dohrmann and Thayer Evans, S1. com, 9-12-13, 9: 48am ET 
At a.·ound 5:30 a.m. on Feb. 8,2009, Stillwater police executed a search warrant at the 
ofr·campus residence of Oklahoma State junior wide receiver Bo Bowling. An ex-girlfriend, 
whom police officers found inebriated outside Bowling's home, had told them that Bowling had 
marijuana in his possession. When they searched his home they found 108.6 grams of weed. 
unspecified quantities of alprazolam (a prescription anxiety medication commonly known as 
Xanax). ephedrine (a stimulant) and the anabolic steroid stanozolol. There were also several 
plastic bags (some later found to contain marijuana residue), a digital scale and more than 
$1,000 in cash. 
After police charged Bowling with felony possession of marijuana with intent to distribute as 
well as misdemeanor charges of possession ofa controlled substance and unlawful possession 
of drug paraphernalia, Cowboys coach Mike Gundy suspended him indefinitely - - and that 
was that. There was no internal investigation to ascertain whether Bowling's alleged drug 
dealing involved teammates or ifthe steroids in his home indicated wider issues of 
perfornmnce-enhancing drugs on the team. A year later Bowling pleaded guilty to two 
misdemeanors, possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia, and was sentenced to 30 days 
injail, community service and counseling. He rejoined the team for the 2010 season. 
Oklahoma State's response to the Bowling case was consistent with its approach to drugs over 
the last decade. As the Cowboys have risen from Big 12 cellar-dweller to one of the nation's 
elite teams, widespread marijuana use by players and even some drug dealing has gone largely 
unexamined, unchecked and untreated. 
"Drugs were everywhere," says Donnell Williams, a linebacker on the 2006 team who says he 



didn't use drugs but observed other players who did. Other players echoed that, saying it was 

common for some players to smoke weed before games. "[Against] teams we knew we were 
going to roll, a couple of guys would get high," says Calvin Mickens, a cornerback from 2005 
to '07. "Some of the guys [it] didn't matter what game it was, they were going to get high." In 
the weeks leading up to the 2012 Fiesta Bowl, running back Herschel Sims says that so many 
of his teammates were smoking marijuaua regularly that if the school had suspended those who 
had the drug in their system, "we probably would have lost about 15-20 people who actually 
played." (According to the school, 18 ofthe team's more than 100 players were randomly 
tested by the NCAA before the game: one tested positive and was suspended.) 
Three former players admitted to SI that they dealt marijuana while members ofthe 2001. '04 
and '06 teams. Players from seven other seasons between 2001 and '12 were accused by 
teammates (or, in the case of Bowling, by police) of also dealing drugs, meaning the program 
hosted an alleged or admitted drug dealer in 10 ofthe last 12 seasons. 
Drug use among college athletes often mirrors that of the student body. Division I football 
programs, however, have developed different pJlicies aud programs to deal with drug use by 
players. The makeup of those programs and policies and how they are applied cau be 
revealing. Oklahoma State had one of the nation's more lenient policies - - yet the Cowboys still 

abused it. Frequent positive tests by stars were ignored while lesser players were suspended or 
kicked off the team. The team's substance-abuse counselor from at least 2007 to the present 
was au assistant strength-and-conditioning coach with no experience treating drug users; his 
bio on the university's website incorrectly stated that he had a master's degree in counseling. 
The coaching staff did little to deter marijuana use, players say. Some football staff members, 
including Gundy. allegedly joked about it. "[A football staffer] would be like, If you were trying 
to get to a blunt I'd bet you'd throw that weight up," says LeRon Furr, a linebacker on the 
2009 and' I 0 teams. 
When asked about the effectiveness of Oklahoma State's drug program, athletic director Mike 
Holder told ST, "I feel good about what our goals are, what our intentions are, but we 
constantly evaluate what we're doing. If there's a better way to do it, I'm interested in hearing 
about it aud thinking about it." 
The more than 40 fornlCr players who spoke independently to SI about drug use within the 
program described an environment crying out for that better way. "I was kind of in disbelief 
that people could do the things that they were doing," says Jonathau Cruz, an oftensive lineman 
on the 2002 teaul. "It was tied to how well you could produce. If you could produce on 
Saturday, things could be overlooked." 

**** 
Andrew Alexander arrived in Stillwater in 2003, the summer before his fi'eshman year, a naive 
19-year-old from Lawton, Okla. "I didn't do nothing in high school," says Alexander. "It was 
books, athletics, home. Nothing else. I couldn't even go to dances. It was that strict. My 
graudfather had me on a leash." 
During his first season Alexander, a defensive back, watched as many of his teammates 
smoked marijuana, but he didn't partake. "I wasn't trying to fit in," he says. "I was all about 
school aud football." But a year later, during summer school, with the campus emptier aud 

entertainment options limited, Alexauder was tired of feeling outside the social circle so he tried 
marijuana for the first time. Within a few weeks he was smoking daily with some teammates. "It 
stalted me on a cycle .... I'd be partying from sunup to sundown," he says. "I never thought in a 
million years I would go down that path." 
It is unclear when marijuana use became so pervasive that a player like Alexauder would feel 
excluded for not smoking. Andre McGill, a quarterback in 2000 and '01, says it coincided with 
the arrival ofLes Miles, but that is at least anecdotally false. Players from earlier years say that 
marijuana was used before Miles was named coach in December 2000, though they say it 
increased during his tenure. A Stillwater law enforcement official, who asked to remain 
anonymous because he was not authorized to speak to the media, says that when ofIicers 
called Miles to tell him about players with drug problems, his usual response was, "What do 
you want me to do?" Rodrick Johnson, a linebacker and defensive end from 2004 to '07, says 
of Miles's approach, "As long as you were performing on the field, he could care less what you 
did off the field." 
In a written response Miles said, "This is au outsiders view or perhaps from a disgruntled 

player who wanted playing time but could not earn it. Yes, I wanted our players to perform on 
the field, but they had to perfonn socially aud academically too or they would not see the field." 
Miles added, "I backed the police 100% and did support law enforcement by asking what I 
could do to provide assistance." 
Defensive end William Bell told ST that he wa<; a "borderline pothead" when he arrived as a 

freshmau in 2004 and that he quickly learned he was not alone. He saw an opportunity aud 
began bringing marijuana from his hometown of Belton, Texas, to Stillwater, selling blunts for 
$10 and qUaJterounces for $30. "I kept Bennett Hall hot," he says of the dornlitory in which 

he and other athletes lived. Bell says he also brought 3.5 grams of methamphetauline and sold 
it for $120 a gram to students who were not football players. "It was [the 1 country boys that 
really liked that s---," Bell says. 
Bell says he made between $300 and $400 a week selling marijuana alone. "I just made my 
living to go out, eat and go to clubs," he says. 

A player on the 2001 team told SI he made about $100 a week dealing marijuana to 



teammates and others. "It was college," he says. "It was something to get by." A member of the 
'06 team brought "pounds" of marijuana to campus from out of state and sold the drug to 
players and regular students, he says. Four others players -- safety Chris Massey (1999 to 
2002), wide receiver Eric Allen (2003 to '04), Rodrick Johnson and offensive lineman Gerron 
Anthony (2010 to '11) - - said teammates sold drugs in at least one of the seasons they were 
on the team. Anthony, who remained in school through the end of2012, says he was also 
aware of a player on last year's team who dealt. 
Thirty forruer Oldahoma State players who were members of the program between 2000 and 
2011 told SI they used marijuana while on the football team: Alexander, Anthony, Bell, Cruz, 
Fllll", Rodrick JohnsofL McGill, Mickens, wide receiver Eric Allen (2003 and '04), running 
back Tatum Bell (2000 to '03), offensive lineman Doug Bond (2002 to '04), wide receiver 
Jeremy Broadway (2005 to '08), wide receiver William Cole (2007 to '08), defensive back 
Ricky Coxeff(2003 to '04), wide receiver Damian Davis (2007 and '08), linebacker Victor 
DeGrate (2003 to '06), linebacker Ahmed Denson (2000), defensive tackle Brad Girtman 
(2003 and '04), safety Victor Johnson (2008 to '] 0), wide receiver Chijuan Mack (2003 to 
'06), wide receiverIsaac McCoy (201] ), defensive lineman Richard Murphy (2000 and '01), 
running back Dexter Pratt (2009), linebacker Marcus Richardson (2007), running back 
Seymore Shaw (2002 to '04), defensive tackle Walter Thomas (2004 and '05), oftensive 
lineman Javius Townsend (2010), linebacker Kevin White (2005 and '06), wide receiver 
Artrell Woods (2006 to '08), and safety Thomas Wright (2002 to '04). The majority said they 
used the drug daily for at least some stretch of their college careers, and those players and 
others named more than 20 additional team members, including some ofthe program's biggest 
names, whom they classified as habitual users. 
William Bell and Thomas Wright say they smoked marijuana before practice ancVor games 
with other players. Anthony, Bond, Mickens and Woods say they knew teammates who got 
high before practice ancVor games, most often before matchups with "run-over teams" like 
Kansas. 
Says a fi.mner assistant coach under Gundy, "There's an issue with drugs at OSU, no doubt. 
We had all kinds of is sues." 

***** 
Marijuana was the drug of choice, players say, but it wasn't the only drug they used. Thomas 
Wright says that after a 55-20 victory at Kansas during his freshman season, a game in which 
he recovered a blocked punt for a touchdown, he returned to Stillwater and immediately went 
to a party at an apartment complex near campus, where he and several teammates snorted 
cocaine. "Everybody was doing it," Wright says. "It was a cocaine party." It was the first of 
several times he would use the drug after games. 
Larry Brown, a defensive tackle in 2005 and '06, says that the first time he saw teammates do 
cocaine was in adorru during his freshman year. "It happened a lot of times," Brown says of his 
teammates' cocaine use. Cruz and Woods also say they were aware of teammates who used 
cocaine frequently. 
In addition, several players say they and other team members drank codeine syrup and passed 
around hydrocodone pills that had been prescribed by team doctors to combat pain, and they 
sometimes dipped marijuana in fonnaldehyde before smoking it. They also consumed all sorts 
of substances in an effort to conceal their marijuana use. When players learned from an athletic 
department staff member that they would be drug tested, they raced out to buy supposed 
masking agents like niacin. Bond remembers seeing one uninfonned teammate drinking bleach, 
thinking it would purge the tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) from his system. "There's some crazy, 
crazy stuff that goes down, and you don't care because you're big and strong and young and 
dumb so you think that you're invincible," Bond says. 
Bond recalls Rob Glass, Oklahoma State's assistant athletic director for speed, strength and 
conditioning, telling him repeatedly, "Hey, why don't you come work out and then go hit your 
bong?" Glass told SI he doesn't recall making that comment. Shaw says that Gundy, at the time 
the team's offensive coordinator, would walk past him in practice and, when Shaw was in the 
training room, put his fingers to his lips and laughingly pantomime taking a drag offajoint. 
(Gundy was not made available by OS U officials, who promised a statement from the coach 
but never produced one.) While treated as a joking matter, players frequently left or were 
kicked out of the program because of academic troubles and other issues directly related to 
their drug use. Seven months after he first tried marijuana, in 2004, Alexander learned that he 
had flunked almost all his classes in the fall semester. A few months later he dropped out of 
school. 
"It was the lifestyle," Alexander says. "I'd wake up, and I'd already have missed two classes. 
It's like, what's the use of even going to school today? Just wait until football practice starts." 

***** 
Nearly every Tuesday night during the 2003 season, a group of Cowboys - - typically six or 
more - - gathered at around 7 p.m. in a classroom. Future NFL players Tatum Bell and Darrent 
Williams were often there, players say, as were DeGrate, Girtman, Thomas Wright and others. 
It was a counseling session for those who had tested positive for marijuana, and some of the 
players who attended referred to it as the Weed Circle. Not evelyone who violated the 
school's drug policy was admitted to the Weed Circle; many players didn't even know it 
existed. It was reserved for a chosen few, many of them stars or top prospects because, 
according to attendees, it came with an extraordinary perk: Players who went to the sessions 



could continue to use marijuana without penalty. 
"We all smoked and pissed hot, but the coaches were like, As long as you're perfi.)rming, we'll 
send you to [the Weed Circle]," Thomas Wright says. 
The Oklahoma State athletic department has, in essence, a four-strike dmg policy. A first 
positive test results in no penalty; a second leads to an immediate suspension of 10% of the 
regular season; a third, an immediate suspension of 50%. After a fourth positive test, the player 
is kicked off the team -- which is one more positive test than mostBCS schools allow. 
In itself, the existence ofthe Weed Circle was not improper. Within Oklahoma State's policy is 
a relatively rare clause; SI could find versions of it in only six of the 54 other BCS schools 
whose complete dmg -testing policies are online. It states that a player will not incur a strike as 
long as he is in counseling and as long as subsequent tests reveal a gradual decline in usage. 
The aim is to allow players to get help and not penalize them as the dmgs exit their system. 
Oklahoma State players, however, told SI that while in counseling they tested positive with 
elevated levels and went unpunished. Further, many schools' dmg policies specify the maximum 
amount of time a player can spend in counseling (typically 30 days), but Oklahoma State's had 
no limit -- some Cowboys remained in counseling for entire sem;ons or longer. Girtman says 
that while he was in the Weed Circle for most of the 2003-04 school year, he never reduced 
his marijuana use, and he tested with elevated levels and suffered no penalty. 
Mickens says he remained in the group for most of the 2005 season. Then, in the summer, he 
says he tested positive for marijuana again, which would have triggered a suspension of up to 
10% of the '06 season, but his only punishment was to be put back in the Weed Circle. "There 
were guys, I'd hear a trainer saying, 'Oh. your levels are going down. Oh, your levels are going 
down.' Yeah. right. You're covering up for them because they're a star," says Mickens. 
A licensed alcohol and dmg counselor ran the Weed Circle from 2003 to at least '06. In 
previous years the counselor met one-on-one with players who tested positive; they say those 
sessions were productive. But the counselor's attempts to create a meaningful group program 
were less successful, as players say they often attended the sessions under the influence and 
many weren't interested in addressing the issues behind their use. They say they saw the 
sessions as a gathering of friends who eqjoyed getting high. "It was like a brotherhood," says 
Chijuan Mack. 
In the early years of the Weed Circle, players say that Miles dropped in on sessions. Shaw 
says Miles heard the counselor ask the players questions such as, When was the last time you 
guys smoked? A primmy reason universities employ dmg counselors from outside the athletic 
department is so athletes feel they can talk freely. "Having a coach involved jeopardizes what 
you are trying to accomplish with counseling," says an official who oversees a dmg program at 
another BCS school. 
In a written statement Miles said he only stopped by "to be supportive and help players with 
issues." 

***** 
Around 2007, Joel Tudman, an assistant strength-and-conditioning coach who is also the 
teanl's chaplain and canles the title of Life Issue/Social Development Counselor for the football 
program - - a mentoring position that has become more common within athletic departments -
was put in charge of the dmg connseling program for football. Tudman is also fonnder of Net 
Church, which he started in 2006. The congregation has grown quickly, and Snnday-night 
services were moved from Bennett Chapel to a student union auditorium. where Tudmml's 
semlOns are delivered to an audience that often includes 40 or more football players. 
Tudman, however, has no formal training in drug counseling. While Tudman's bio on the 
athletic department website indicated that he had received a "double masters in health and 
counseling" from Texas A&M-Commerce, he in fact has only a single mm,tel's degree, in 
Health, Kinesiology and Sports Studies. (Tudman's bio on the Net Church website also 
erroneously slated that he had master's degrees in Health Promotions and Counseling. After 
Tudman was interviewed by SI the bio was corrected.) His Oklahoma State bio said that he 
was twice honored by the Lone Star Conference as a running back and was a "3 time AII
American sprinter." In fact, that conference recognized him once (honorable mention in 2003) 
and he was an AlI-America spllnter only in 2004. (After SI began investigating Tudman's 
background, the school pulled his bio from its website.) 
Tudman says because he took courses in health and counseling while at Texas A&M
Commerce he "thought it was a double masters." He produced a transcript that showed he 
completed five counseling courses, but none of them dealt with Substmlce abuse and he never 
enrolled in the two courses Texas A&M-Commerce offered in that area. Tudman concedes 
that his athletic accomplishments were also embellished. "That's [a mistake] on my part," he 
says. "I take full responsibility." 
In 2008, after two years counseling athletes, Tudman says he began taking continuing 
education courses so he could become a licensed chemical dependency counselor. Asked why 
he felt the need to take those courses, Tndman told SI, "I wanted to do it the right way." 
Asked ifhe wasn't doing it the right way in the two previous years he was working with drug 
nsers, he responded, "I wouldn't say that. Nothing changed. I wanted to be legit so that if 
anything happened, I would be able to stand and answer qnestions. Qualified." (Tudman 
remains unlicensed to treat drug users.) 
When asked about Tudmml's qualifications and background, athletic director Holder said, "I 
didn't look at Joel's rDSlUnD" when expanding his duties to include counseling drug and alcohol 



users. "I believe in Joel and what he's been able to do with a lot of these young men. I hear a 
lot of positive comment~ al:xmt him. We're always evaluating what we do, our drug policy, our 
drug program. And thaCs not to say that we couldn't change in the future." 
Even if Tudman were qualified to treat drug users, most schools don't have a member of the 
±ootball staff acting in that capacity. Some players say that Tudman advised them to stop using 
mmiiuana, while others say Tudman employed different methods. "I swear one time he told me 
to start smoking papers," says Isaac McCoy. "Like start smoking a joint instead of a blunt." 
Richardson failed a drug test during his only year on the team and began meeting with Tudman. 
He says they would talk briefly before workouts about how much marijuana Richardson had 
smoked that week, and then Tudman would suggest a drug regimen for him, such as smoking 
two blunts one day and then not smoking one the next. 'INhile in counseling with Tudman, 
Richardson says he took four drug tests and in none of them did his THC levels decline. 
Richardson says he was told he faced a suspension fiJr the first game of the following season 
but that it would be erased ifhe remained in counseling. 
"I felt like, O.K., this is set up where I can smoke," Richardson says. "So I just kept smoking." 
Tudman denies that he advised players on how to continue using marijuana. "My job is to 
make sure, that when that kid tests positive, whether it's 100 nanograms or 67 nanograms or 
whatever it is, that he gets to zero," he says. "So, in order for him to get to zero, that means the 
drug use has to decline and stop." 
In the summer 01'2009 running back Dex1:er Pratt failed a drug test and began meeting with 
Tudman. ("There weren't no steps to his counseling," Pratt says.) After flunking another drug 
test in the spring of 20 1 0, Pratt says he was not suspended, but a lack of playing time led him 
to leave school. Twice after moving back to Texas, in October 2010 and then again in April 
'II, Pratt was arrested for possession of marijuana; the second time he was caught with 71 
bags of the drug. He was sentenced to six months in prison. 
"Everybody thinks marijuana isn't a bad drug, but it really has destroyed my life," Pratt says. 
"\Nhen I was [at Oklahoma State] I wouldn't have said it wa~ an addiction, but it was .... It 
would have helped to have some real counseling." 

***** 
Bo Bowling was allowed back on the 2010 team in time to contribute to what was then the 
greatest season in Cowboys history. Their 11 victories set a school record (which has since 
been broken), and Bowling played a prominent role in that success. He finished third on the 
team in receptions (42) and against Kansas State - - a 24-14 victory that star receiver Justin 
Blackmon missed because of a DUI arrest - - he had eight receptions for 92 yards. A week 
later, in a 55-28 win over Baylor, Bowling caught nine passes for 101 yards. Going into the 
season there were doubts whether the Cowboys' wide receivers could successfully run new 
offensive coordinator Dana Holgorsen's system, but Bowling's perf(mnance helped put those 
concerns to rest. 
Just before the final game ofthat season -- a 36-10 victory over Arizona in the Alamo Bowl-
safety Victor Johnson, who was not in counseling at the time, failed a drug test for marijuana. 
Johnson had opened the year as a stalter but su±Iered a season-ending Imee injury in the fourth 
game. He met with Gundy, who he says told him, "This is your second positive drug test so I 
don't think we can keep you here anymore." 
Under the athletic department's policy Gundy was required to suspend Johnson only for lO'ro 
of the season. But he had also missed four games at the end of the 2009 season after hurting 
his knee, and he had been passed on the depth chmt. "IfI didn't get hurt, I probably could 
have pissed dirty again mld they would have been like, Just don't do it," Johnson says. "But 
when I got hurt it was a whole different [story]. ... They were just going to find a way to get me 
otrthe team." 
The contrast in how the school handled Bowling's and Johnson's involvement with drugs makes 
plain what could be called Oklahoma State's unofficial drug policy. Says Thomas Wright, 
"Once you stop producing, that's when [they] stop looking out for you." 
This article has been reprinted on Clips with the permission ofSl.com 
To access the article in its original setting, click here. 
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Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the Clips MotherShip. Hope you are well. 
As if the potential blockbuster at Oklahoma State wasn Dt enough, here comes another. Yahoo 
Sports released a sizable report (4,500 words) alleging that money flowed from agents and 
financial advisors to five football players: two from Tennessee, two from Mississippi State and 
one from Alabama. 
The alleged middleman (or [1 concierge [j) of the operation was fonner Alabanla football player 
Luther Davis, and the Yahoo investigators were able to uncover a trove of texi message 
records, fund transfers, banking statements, flight receipts and other financial material that 
linked Davis and the five college football players. 
Below is a timely article DLatest college scandals again revealfolly of NCAA. rulesD by 
Dan Wetzel of Yahoo Sports in which he reviews the historic and CUlTent (changing) attitudes 
toward college sports Damateurism. D [Yes, 1 deliberately put DamateurismD ill quotatioll 
marks because it is a word that has almost lost its meaning.] 
Also posted on the Yahoo Sports site today is a mini novel (4,500 words) titled DDocuments, 
text messages reveal impermissible benefits tolIVe SEC players[j by Rand Getlin and 
Charles Robinson in which they exhaustively catalog the communications and transactions 
involving Davis the [1 concierge. [1 Clips has summarized and excerpted that article into a 2-
minute read, plus we have a link below for readers to plod through the whole enchilada ifthey 
so desire. 
Plus we Dve got a link to a video of a post-practice press conference in which Coach Nick 
Saban gotD ah, perturbed D when three reporters in a row asked him about the Yahoo 
allegations (this was after he told them he would not take questions about that). Mind you, this 
was three days before the DBama-Tennessee A&M game, probably the biggest game ofthe 
year. 
Yahoo SportsD Pat Forde was at that Alabama press conference (in fact he was the first 
repOlier to ask a non- game question of the coach). We have his eyewitness report at the 
bottom. 
Have a good Thursday afternoon and eve. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
vw,w.twitter.com/@CollegeAthClips 

Latest college scandals again reveal folly of NCAA rules 
Dan Wetzel, Yahoo Sports, 9-11-13 

Here is the early prediction on what will come D at least in tenns of NCAA sanctions D 
from the accompanying Yahoo Sports story detailing how Luther Davis went from starting 
Alabama defensive end to middle man possibly funneling money from agents and financial 
planners to a handful oftop SEC players, including some in Tuscaloosa. 
Nothing. 
Or. at lea<;t, not much. 
The NCAA won't be able to get enough people to talk. They won't be able to access the 
paper trail. It's possible they won't even muster much of an effort. There isn't a direct tie to the 
coaching staffs. The schools involved, Alabama, Mississippi State and Tennessee, will solemnly 
declare their concern, even though the latter two are already on probation for previous things 
that produced solemn concern. Maybe Volunteers defensive lineman Maurice Couch. the only 
still-eligible participant, gets hit a little. but that'll be it. 
And that's fine. The NCAA always looks foolish when it tries to retroactively strip 



championships [j in this case, Alabama's. 
It's looks even worse when it argues that something honible occurred if a kid such as DJ. 
Fluker, who grew up poor even before Hunicane Katrina left him homeless and sleeping in a 
car with four others, actually accepted some of the money that just about everyone was willing 
to throw at him because they've defined his worth as far greater than just tuition, room and 
board. 
When it comes to these kinds of stories, much of the focus is on the NCAA enforcement angle. 
Some just want to Imow what the penalties will be and how it will affect competitive balance. 
Some want retribution along fair-is-fair guidelines 0 the NCAA lit up their favorite program, so 
it's about time the damn Tide got its comeuppance too. Still others just want to blame the 
media for supposedly doing the NCAA's investigative work or even propping up the rulebook 
by laying out violations. 
Almost everyone is missing the forest for the trees. 
These stories [1 from Johnny Manziel and autographs, to Sports Illustrated's current series on 
Oklahoma State to North Carolina academics to Nevin Shapiro to UConn hoops to Ceruzzi 
Sports to John Blake to Oregon football to whatever is coming next [j contribute to the pulling 
back ofthe curtains on how this massive entelprise truly operates. There's enough media selling 
the fairy tale. We don't need fewer investigations. 
This is major college athletics. Not those public-relations commercials during the games with 
cinematography, soaring music and canned concepts propping up "amateurism" as anything 
more than a 1:&x dodge. And this is the river of underground money that flows through major 
college football. It's everywhere. It's undeniable. Ifs uncontainable. 
The more that truth is exposed, the better. 
Luther Davis must have seen it all first-hand as a Crimson Tide player. When he wasn't quite 
good enough to make the NFL, he got into the business of the business, using his connections 
and credibility with current players who might make the pros to attract a slew of parties looking 
to gain access to them. Ifthey didn't use Davis, they'd use someone else. Maybe a high school 
or AAU coach. Maybe a friend from home. Maybe a minister or a fillnily member. Maybe 
even a college assistant coach, trainer or workout guy. That's how it works. Everywhere. And 
it always will. 
Amateurism is a bankrupt concept. It was invented by British aristocrats in the mid-1800s as a 
way to keep working -class athletes from succeeding at their elitist pursuits. Basically, as long 
as guys who had to labor in factories six days a week were worn out from the work and 
lacked time to practice, the rich guys who never dealt with such concerns would continue to be 
superior at sailing or dressage or cricket or whatever. So the bourgeoisie who didn't need the 
money declared it noble to play for no pay. How nice of them. Their true reasoning, of course, 
was to assure the continuation oftheir favored status on an uneven playing field of competition. 
This detestable idea was later co-opted by the NCAA and the modem Olympic Games (the 
ancient Greek athletes were actually paid). The public was then repeatedly sold the idea of the 
innocence ofamateurism and sold it well. This conveniently allowed the powerful 
administrators to control all the revenue produced. 
Amateurism is a sham in practice, too, one that simply isn't being followed or respected as 
story after story after stOlY proves. So many of the athletes, players and administrators don't 
believe in it. That's the value of the coverage. It's made denying the extent ofthe violations 
laughable. 
Enforcing amateurism became so impossible and ridiculous that even the International Olympic 
Committee 0 still in favor of kickbacks and bribes, mind you 0 gave up on it 0 nearly three 
decades ago. The Olympics didn't collapse because Usain Bolt and Michael Phelps can 
appear in TV commercials. It actually got more popular. It'd be no different in the college 
game. 
Besides, it's not like college administrators [1 commissioners, athletic directors, coaches and so 
on [1 have any use for the spirit of am ate uri sm. 
They long ago ditehed any semblance of austerity that might come if you were truly operating 
just an extracUlTIcular activity or true non-profit SPOltS enterprise. Instead they drape 
themselves in huge salaries, private planes, comp cars and country club course memberships. 
They snatch every last fi'eebie at Nike retreats and lounge on Caribbean cruises funded by 
bowl executives. They hold their meetings at palm-lined luxury hotels. 
The AD at Michigan isn't paid the same as the AD at Eastern Michigan. The AD at Michigan 
isn't paid the same as the administrative assistant at Michigan. They sure aren't denying 
themselves the fruits of the open market. It's Johnny Football who is deemed no different than 
a University of New Hampshire field hockey player. 
Now, some schools certainly do try to follow the rules, ifonly out of selt:interest. There is little 
doubt the programs caught up in Luther Davis' bank records aren't too pleased. There's no 
indication anyone on campus knew it was happening. And Stillwater sure doesn't sound like a 
fun place this week. 
StilL the thinking here is so infuriatingly circular. 
One of the arguments against offering football players a cut of the revenue is that the school 
athletic departments can't affOld it. Then the athletic departments, in an effort to malm sure it is 
following the rules (or at least create the perception of doing so), construct massive compliance 
departments to monitor the athletes and stop them from getting any extra cash. 
Ohio State's compliance office, to pickjust one example among many, has 15 employees. The 



top guy gets six figures and a free car. Bloating up the budget with all these well-paying 
administrative, non- coaching, non -trai ning, non -athletic jobs [j jobs that are com pI etely 
unnecessary and serve no basic purpose in the world of either sports or education [1 just 
further drains the available funds and then conveniently backs up the argument that they don't 
have any money to share with the players. Around and around it goes. 
Collectively, these athletic departments are spending tens of millions of dollars to make sure the 
athletes aren't getting an extra dime. 
The NCAA rule book is powerful. It isn't more powerful than the ever-churning wheels of 
American capitalism. It stands no chance and never will. This is a country that favors open 
markets and the open market has clearly stated that top college players are more valuable than 
what their schools offer as compensation. 
Maybe it is coaches giving something extra on national signing day. or for making big plays. 
Maybe it is boosters expressing their delight at being entertained by giving an envelope full of 
cash or, as the SI story comically alleges, even paying a player to go fishing. Maybe ifs agents 
and tinancial planners offering support today as a bet on future earnings. 
Or maybe ifs memorabilia dealers lined up to give Johnny Manziel thousands of dollars to sign 
his own name on a picture of himself. That's the market speaking. These players are worth 
something. It's the NCAA that's trying to hold it back, clinging to the old deal (tuition, room 
and board) that was made about a century ago when the stadiums seated 20,000, the games 
were on the radio and no one ever heard oftier-one cable fees. 
The real scandals don't involve money; they involve academics or dlUg -test fixing or other real
world issues. Systematic academic fraud D one that keeps borderline students uneducated D 
is what should generate the harshest penalties, the loudest condemnations and the most 
aggressive NCAA investigations. These are, after aiL supposed to be institutions of higher 
leaming. And the schools are very capable oflooking into this stuffthemseives. 
That isn't how the system is set up though. 
College sports wants to protect its money [1 making sure every dollar Manziel or Fluker or 
whoever can generate comes through them and only them. No side deals directly to the 
players. Thafs the motivation to stop middlemen. 
Doing so is financially beneficial to the schools in the short teml while allowing them to pretend 
there is some level playing field that, again, allows them to call it "amateur sports" and allows 
them to avoid taxes and then allows them to howl out the scare tactic that the sanctity of 
competition would be lost if they did open things up financially to the athletes, even if it is just 
embracing the Olympic model of allowing outside income. 
It's all a big con. It all needs to change or these embarrassing revelations just continue on 
forever and ever D the slow, piling of straws on the camel's back that continue to ring out a 
simple truth: 
The core problem isn't the breaking of the rules, it's the rules that are being broken. 
Dan Wetzel writes for Yahoo Sports. This article has been reprinted on Clips with the 
authorLJs permissio/l. 

Documents, text messages reveal impe.·missible benefits to five SEC 
playe.·s 
Rand Getlin and Charles Robinson, Yahoo Sports, 9-11-13, 4,523 words 

Below is a summarized/excerpted reduction of the 4,523 word DDocuments. text 
messaging D .... If you D d like to read the whole article, click here. 
An ambitious Yahoo! Sports investigation has found that SEC football stars received extra 
benefits prior to completing their collegiate careers,. The benefits were conveyed to University 
of Alabama offensive tackle DJ. Fluker, University of Tennessee quarterback Tyler Bray, 
Tennessee defensive end Maurice Couch, Mississippi State University defensive lackle 
Fletcher Cox and Mississippi State wideout Chad Bumphis. 
The identities ofthese players were revealed in a web of financial and text message records 
belonging to fmmer Crimson Tide defensive end Luther Davis. The records were tumed over 
to Yahoo SPOltS by a source with ties to the NFL agent community who alleged that Davis 
was acting as an intermediary between several high-profile college football stars and multiple 
NFL agents and financial advisers. 
Davis declined to comment for this story. However. Yahoo Sports was able to authenticate 
text message records, Western Union fund transfers. banking statements, flight receipts and 
other financial material linking both Davis and the five college football players. 
Davis was referred to as a "concierge" between budding NFL draft picks, agents and financial 
advisers following his college career, five sources told Yahoo Sports. 

All told, the records show agents andjinancial advisers moved at least $45,550 to 
Davis between September 2011 and December 2012. During that same time frame, 
records also show at least $12, 700 in cash, ailj'are, living expenses or other 
receipts moving from Davis to the five players. 1n addition to that amount, Yahoo 
Sports also obtained a line-item invoice of49 transactionsfromFebruary 2013 
that Davis emailed to Fluker's onetime financial adviser Hodge Brahmbhatt. 
Within the email, Davis listed $33,755 in expenditures under the subject line "D.J 



Fluker Invoice. " 
Among the records authenticated hy Yahoo SP.)rts: 

[j An email to Davis dated.lan. 15, 2013, from Angela Pennington [] the mother 
ofFluker'sfiJrmer Alabama teammate Kyle Pennington LJ seeking help recouping 
expenses she allegedly incurred on beha?f o.fFluker's mother, Annice. The email 
included auto-generated security information linking it to First Community Bank 
in Chatom, Ala. Pennington's Linkedin page lists her current job as vice president 
o.f operations at a Chatom, Ala., branch of First Community Bank. The email 
read5: 
"Good morning, I hope and pray that all is well with you and your family. I have 
attached a copy of the invoice and I know I should not have allow [sic J this to go 
this far. Annice promised me that she was taking the job at the hospital when she 
came in.lanuillY and every month she had another Excuse why she couldn't take 
it. J was depending on her to keep her end o.f the bargain and pay me back, but 
she hasn't. I would appreciate whatever you can do to get my money back. " 
The email was accompanied by a typed invoice with the header ':lanuary 2012-
J"lay 2012" and listed the name and a corresponding phone number of Fluker's 
mother Annice. 111e invoice was marked with a digital stamp indicating it had 
been scanned in at the bank where Pennington WOl*S. 

The invoice lists 15 transactions totaling $2,375. 71, including 11 corresponding 
check numbers allegedly usedfor payments, as well as three listings for ''Money 
Order" and one for ca5h. The charges listed various expenses, including $1,311.60 
for rent and an apartment deposit. There were two months of rent paid at Aleagan 
Alanor in Chatom, Ala. Yahoo Sport.5 con finned Fluker's mother briefly lived at 
Meagan Manor. The invoice also indicated Fluker's mother paid back a portion (y' 
the balance, with a line stating '/tllllice paid $500.00 cash on 31512012," and that 
the outstanding debt wal' $1,875. 71. 
[j A receipt showing that on May 18, 2012, Davis sent $300 to a ''DallllY Fluker" 
via fiVestern Unionfrom Bruno's Food & Pharmacy in Tuscaloosa. D . .!. Fluker 
and his father are both named Danny Fluker. The receipt noted that the cash was 
picked up at a location in Alabama. Western Union requires a valid photo ID in 
the name of the individual receiving the transfer. 

(Clips Editor: This list of emails goes on and on) 

To view this video click here 

Nick Saban's curt response to allegations against Alabama shows a 
coach, program with much to lose 
Pat Forde, Yahoo Sports, 9-11-12 
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. D In what he certainly hopes is not foreshadowing for this weekend, 
Nick Saban went three-and-out Wednesday. 
He took three questions, each of them about the Yahoo Sports reports that star ofIensive 
tackle DJ. Fluker allegedly accepted thousands of dollars during his Alabama career from a 
nmner and former Crimson Tide player Luther Davis. Each answer became edgier and angrier, 
until the game's foremost control freak sensed he couldn't control this media interlude and 
stormed offfive minutes into his post-practice press conference. 
"Appreciate your interest in the game," Saban snapped sarcastically, glaring at repOlters on his 
way out of the room. 
"The game," of course, is against Texas A&M in College Station on Saturday. It has been 
billed as the biggest of the 2013 college football season. and it has all the components of great 
theater: the rebel/antihero leading man in Aggies qumterback Johnny Manziel; the vengeance
fueled defending national champions and their hyper-driven coach; the old-guard SEC elite 
against the cheeky newcomer. the vastly contrasting styles of play; and the title implications 
escalating from divisional to conference to national. 
But tiJr a jarring, plot-twisting afternoon in Tuscaloosa, even that compilation of storylines was 



sUQiugated to sidebar status. By dinnertime, the news was all about fi.mner All-American and 
first-round NFL pick Fluker [] what he allegedly took, and what the fallout could be. 
The fallout could be this, if the NCAA can find merit to the allegations: vacating ofthe 2012 
national championship. And if potential problems arise from a second Yahoo Sports story 
indicating agent/runner interactions with safety Mark Barron during the 2011 season, it's 
conceivable that back-to-back could be gone-to-gone. 
So, yeah, this is serious. Especially for a fan base that is as intense (and unbalanced) as any in 
America. 
At Houndstooth, one of the bars on The Strip near campus. the Fluker news intruded on 
A&M talk Wednesday night. The reaction was a mixture of confidence and defiance. 
"First of all I was mad, but I'm not really worried," said Shane Cook, crimson Alabama hat on 
his head, Miller Lite in his hand. cigarette perched on his lips. "How can you hold us 
accountable, if it happened, and not the other organizations in the same situation? Let's be 
honest: you know Manziel took the money. You know it and I know it. 
"We didn't cheat, because we didn't know about it. I believe we will prevail. It looks bad, but 
when it comes down to it the tmth will prevail. This is not going to hold us back from a three
peat." 
Saban may feel the same way, but there has to be significant angst under the surface. For a 
coach who has been outspoken in criticism of sketchy agents in the recent past, it must strike 
even more deeply that one of his former players is alleged to be the bagman with Fluker. Davis 
played at Alabama from 2007 -10, and if 0 as a mountain of documentation says 0 he turned 
around and paid a current player or players, that would impugn the school's stated diligence on 
the subject of agents. 
"We've done a lot of investigating about a lot of things," Saban said. "EvCly time somebody 
brings something up alxmt our program we investigate it, we do the best we can. There is 
nobody in this organization that wants to do anything that's not alxwe board and we don't want 
our players to do it, either. That's not what this program was built on, and that's not what we're 
going to do." 
Linebacker C.J. Mosley and receiver Christion Jones followed Saban into the interview room, 
and both mostly stuck to the obviously rehearsed company line: they knew of nothing improper 
involving Fluker. 
But Mosley did add this: "That's upsetting to hear, but that was another day. That's what 
happened in the past and the coaches do a great job of informing us and our parents about 
agents and things like that. So I'm pretty sure that won't be happening again." 
Wednesday began with a crowded news docket in Alabama, where there was no idea what 
was to come. On the radio and elsewhere, people were talking about Syria, the 12th 
anniversary of9/11, the 100th anniversary of icon Bear Bryant's birth [1 and the game 
Saturday. 
On WJOX, a sports-talk station in Birmingham, the talk was about Texas A&M and stopping 
it<; free-lancing quarterback. There also was a world-weary dismissal of Sports Illustrated's 
series of stories alleging widespread malfeasance at Oklahoma State. 
At the time, none of the hosts knew that alleged malfeasance was coming home to roost in their 
state, and likely fill up their airwaves come Thursday. 
In Tuscaloosa, the campus atmosphere was relaxed and happy. The lunch crowd at Buffalo 
Phil's was engaged in general football banter. The big game was on everyone's mind. 
At roughly 4 p.m. central time, the series of stories went live on Yahoo Sports. Mere minutes 
earlier, Alabama's practice was opened to the media for a brief period of observation 0 
primarily an opportunity for TV stations to get "B-roll" video for their newscasts. 
Hours earlier, Yahoo Sports had called Alabama and asked for comment, so the school was 
fully aware ofthe situation at practice time. But it appeared to be business as usual in the 
Crimson Tide indoor facility. 
The pace of drills was brisk, with Saban moving between position groups to observe. On the 
sideline, ESPN reporter Shannon Spake was doing a live stand-up via satellite 0 pmt of a 
week of buddy-buddy ESPN insider coverage of one of its most powerful and lucrative 
broadcast partners. 
After five minutes the media was herded out, the doors were shut and Saban disappeared 
behind them until practice ended. Next time we saw him he went a stressed-outthree-and-out. 
suddenly burdened by more thanjust how to contain Johnny Football. 
Pat Forde writes for Yahoo Sports. This article has been reprinted on Clips with the 
authorDs pemlission. 
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Clips eFlash: SI Report on OK State Football!] Part 4 [JThe Sex" 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Good morning from the ClipseFlashShip. Hope you are well. 
These Clips eFlash hits keep coming because the almost daily ban'age of allegations involving 
Oklahoma State and three SEC schools has captured everyone!]s attention. How do I know 
that? Well, the click-opens for the first two eFlash emails this week were in the top 10% of all 
Clips eFlashes ever. 
Today we have Part 4 ofSLcom[Js blockbuster 5-part series detailing a lO-month 
investigation that included independent interviews with 64 Oklahoma State football players 
from 1999 to 2011, as well as current and former football staffers, reveals the measures that a 
program will take to become elite - - and the collateral damage that follows. 
TodayDs topic is DThe Sex, D which follows Parts 1,2 & 3: DThe Money, D DThe 
Academics. D And DThe Drugs. D The finale will be DThe Fallout,D which will be available on 
SI/Online next week. 
What can I say about sex? Plenty. But I will say nothing, and I urge you to read Part 4 below. 
Have a good Friday. Have a good weekend. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 
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Special Report on Oklahoma State Football: Part 4 - The Sex 

By George Dohrmann. Thayer Evans andAfelissa Segura, S1. com, 9-13-13 



In 2003 one of the nation's top high school recruits pretzeled his large frame into an airplane 

seat and embarked on his official recruiting visit to Oklahoma State. Though several big-time 
schools were pursuing him intensely, the recruit was intrigued by the Cowboys. The previous 
year they had appeared in the Houston Bowl - - their first postseason game in five seasons and 
just their second in 14 years - - and there was an unmistakable sense of momentum surrounding 
the program. 
v,'hen the recruit arrived in Stillwater he received an enthusiastic greeting from two members of 
Orange Pride, a group made up of female undergrads that is described on the university 
website as an "organization that donates their time and efforts to assist with Recruiting tor 
Oldahoma State and the Football Program." The women explained that they would be taking 
him to dinner. the recruit recalls, but first they had a stop to make. A short time later he was 
having sex with both of them. "Rock 'n' rolling, I had the best of the best -- the aces," says the 
recruit, who spoke to SI on the record but is not being named to protect the identities of the 
two women. 
Hostess programs have been part of college football since the 1960s. Friendly, often attractive 
students greet recruits, usher them and their parents around campus and promote the virtues of 
the school. There have long been suspicions about sexual interactions. In 2004 public scandals 
at Colorado and other schools revealed that sex had been arranged for visiting prospects. 
Although no ti.mnal campus organization was implicated in those cases, several colleges 
shuttered their hostess programs or rechristened them with less suggestive names. That year the 
NCAA passed legislation that, in part, prohibited "the use of alcohol, drugs, sex and gambling 
in recruiting." 
Oklahoma State not only kept Orange Pride intact, but by 2004, multiple sources told SI, the 
group also became a key contributor to the program's rise. Membership in the organization 
more than tripled; there was a greater emphasis on attracting prettier and more outgoing 
women; and more than a dozen Cowboys who played from 2001 to' 11 told SI that a small 
number of Orange Pride members had sexnal relations with them or with other prospects 
during recruiting visits. According to the former hostesses who spoke to sr, the vast m~ority 
did not have sex with recruits. Bnt for those who did, it proved to be an effective inducement. 
"There's no other way a female can convince you to come play football at a school besides 
[sex]," says Artrell Woods, a Cowboys wide receiver from 2006 to '08, who says he did not 
have sex with an Orange Pride member on his recruiting visit but was aware of others who did. 
"The idea was to get [recruits] to think that if they came [to Oklahoma State], it was gouua be 
like that all the time, with ... girls wanting to have sex with you." 
Chantal Drumgole (nDe Sanders) an Orange Pride member during the 2003-04 academic year 
says there was a group within the group" and I am not that kind of girl, a groupie that is just 
about the football players and trying to sleep with the football players." A former Orange Pride 
hostess from the same year who asked not to be named recalls. "People did cross the line. 
That's why r was only in the program for one year. ... It was very disturbing. When I found out, 
thats why I quit." 
None of the more than 30 fanner players or the 14 fanner Orange Pride members who spoke 
to SI about the group had direct knowledge of a coach or athletic department staff member 
instructing a hostess to have sex with a recruit. But a fi.)nner Orange Pride adviser and two 
former members ofthe football staff say that coaches sometimes decided which hostesses to 
pair with which recruits. Also, one fOlmer football staff member says that he and at least one 
other colleague were aware that celtain Orange Pride members were having sex with visiting 
prospects. What's more, Oklahoma State football personnel played a central role in vetting 
Orange Pride candidates, with Les Miles, who coached the team from 2001 to '04, and 
current coach Mike Gundy interviewing some applicants -- a practice that does not occur at 
the three other Big 12 schools that confimled to sr they had hostess programs. 
Asked about his involvement in Orange Pride, Miles responded by email. "The volunteers' role 



in our program was important and I wanted to stress how seriously we took their duties and 
responsibilities aud the manner in which we expected those students to conduct themselves if 
they were selected for Orange Pride." As for the role of sex in recruiting, Miles wrote, "I am 
not aware of this ever happening aud am quite sure that no staff member was aware of recruits 
sleeping with this group of students or any other students." 
Gundy declined to comment on Orange Pride, aud university oHiciais accused SI of 
sensationalizing a small number of alleged sexual encounters between recmits aud hostesses. 
Those oHiciais also say that during Gundy's tenure the prograul pulled a scholarship otTer to a 
top recruit after an Orange Pride member accused him of unwauted sexual advances. (That 
alleged incident was never broughtto the attention oflaw enforcement school oHiciais say.) 
Oklahoma State, however, did not deny that Orauge Pride has played a prominent role in 
recruiting under Miles and Gundy. Athletic director Mike Holder says a review of the 
organization might be waIT"dnted in the wake ofSI's findings. 

***** 
Fonner players say that on some occasions the role of sex in recruiting was less than subtle. 
Chris Wright, a defensive back, says that in early 2001, shortly after Miles and his stafftook 
over, he hosted a recruit. Wright took him to a Stillwater club and to a couple of house parties. 
When the recruit left campus after the weekend, Wright says he met with Joe DeForest, then 
the special teams coach, to review the visit. "You didn't do your job," Wright recalls DeForest 
sayIng. 
Wright says he was confused and asked DeForest to explain. According to Wright the 
assistant coach said that when he had asked the recruit ifhe had sex the night before. the 
recmit responded that he had not. "He was pissed I didn't get [the recmit] laid," Wright says of 
DeForest. "He told me I would never host a recmit again." 
In au email, DeForest, who remained on the staff through the 2011 season and is now the 
associate head coach and special teams coordinator at West Virginia, told SI, "I do not recall 
that conversation ever occurred." 
Less than a year after Chris Wright says he was chastised for failing in his role as a host, 
Thomas Wright (no relation to Chris), a safety from Sweeny, Texas, took his oHiciai visit to 
Oklahoma State. He says that one night during his visit he drauk alcohol and smoked marijuana 
until he passed out. He woke up late in the evening at an apartment, where he had sexual 
relations with au Orange Pride member who wasn't his official hostess, never bothering to ask 
her name. "It was amazing," Wright says of his official visit. "It was a different world. You're 
like, Why wouldn't you go to tins school? You get what you want." 
Oklahoma State has had a hostess group since at least the 1980s -- the school did not know 
the precise date of inception - - but multiple sources told SI that the group underwent a 
significant transformation after Miles replaced Bob Simmons in late 2000. Under Simmons, 
Orange Pride consisted of about 10 to 15 female students, and they were little more than tour 
guides. No player cau recall Simmons's taking much interest in the group or its personnel. 
"With Simmons, those girls were just here to make sure recruits got to each place safely 
[during the day J," says Richard Murphy, a defensive linemau who played in 2000 for Simmons 
and in '01 for Miles. "Then they sent you with the football players who were going to be your 
host [at night]." 
Orauge Pride's growing prominence coincided with the Cowboys' resurgence. By 2002, when 
the football program began putting pictures of Orange Pride members in its media guide, the 
group had increased to 48. That year Rivals.com rauked OkiailOma State's recruiting class 
(including the sought-after Thomas Wright) No. 25 in the nation. The following season, when 
Orange Pride expanded to 54, the Cowboys' class ranked 15th. (School oHiciais say that this 
season Orange Pride consists of about 40 members.) To be sure, Orange Pride wasn't solely 
responsible for that success. Miles wa<; a detl pitchman and assembled a competent staff. 
More than a dozen former players tell SI that Orange Pride not only grew under Miles and 
Gundy but that its culture also changed. They say that there was a small group within a group 
that could be counted on to "take care of" prospects. T.J. Minor, a defensive end in 2005 and 
'06, recalls watching an Orange Pride member at a recmiting party: "As soon as tile recruit 
came in, she was like, Where is he? She just went to town right then. She slept with him on the 
spot. At the time I was thinking, like, Wow, That's cool. It's part ofrecmiting." 
Of course, recruits also had sexual relations on their visits - - arranged by players - - witll female 
students who weren't members ofOrauge Pride. During his December 2003 official visit, 
linebacker-defensive end Rodrick Johnson says a player led him to the room of a woman who 
performed oral sex on him. "I didn't say two words to her," he says. Johnson, Woods and 
Calvin Mickens, a cornerback from 2005 to '07, say players also regularly took recruits to 
another female student who gave them oral sex. 
Two other players on their recmiting visit<; -- one of which was during tl1e same month that 
Gundy, the offensive coordinator under Miles, was promoted - - say they had sex with Orange 
Pride members. Linebacker LeRon Furr, who played at Oklahoma State in 2009 and' 1 0, says 
he didn't sleep with an Orange Pride member on his official visit, but he knew several recmits 
who did. Says Furr of the small number of hostesses who were having sex with recruit<;, 
"Those girls lmew that they had to show the players a good time aud get them [to Oklahoma 
State]: sex, going out, alcohol, smoking [marijuana]." 
Adds a former staff member, who says that he and at least one other staff member under Miles 
were aware that a few Orauge Pride members were having sex with recruits: "The thing about 



Stillwater, there's really nothing to do. The guys come on visits. They ~;tay at [a hotel]. The girls 
would go up, bam, bam, and that was it" 

***** 
Bond Ferguson (n[le Munson) was nearing the end of her freshman year at Oklahoma State in 
2002 when a senior she knew asked her to consider joining Orange Pride in the fall. 
(Freshmen aren't eligible.) "We all loved sports," Ferguson says. "She said it was a really neat 
way to get involved." 
Like most of the 14 former Orange Pride members interviewed by Sl, Ferguson enjoyed her 
experience in the group, despite the time and money involved. (She told SI she never had sex 
with recruits.) Hostesses have to volunteer two hours in the football office each week, 
answering phones, stuffing envelopes and doing other clerical jobs. They were required to 
purchase as many as six outfits and had to pay for the candy, cookies, Gatorade and other 
treats they left in players' lockers. 
As a perk, Orange Pride members were given tickets to home games and traveled to some 
road games. Some hostesses had been cheerleaders or in dance groups in high school; others 
had played SIX)rts. Omnge Pride offered them a connection to athletics in Stillwater. "You kind 
of felt a part of the [football] progmm," says Ferguson, who at the end of her three years in 
Omnge Pride was given a ring by the athletic department that "matched the football players' 
nngs." 
Members of hostess groups are forbidden by NCAA rules from contacting a recruit before he 
arrives on campus. The first time Orange Pride members and recruits spoke was often when 
they arrived on campus on Friday night On game days the hostesses sometimes led recruits 
and their parents on a campus tour and sat with them during a meal, answering any questions 
they had about the university or the football program. 
Hostesses at Oklahoma State are required to sign two documents, one that states that they will 
"use appropriate conduct which is required of YOU [underlined] within institutional, Big 12, 
and NCAA guidelines. You should always use good judgment, common sense and I 
understand that breaking State Laws is out of our institutional hands." The other says that 
Orange Pride members will" conduct [themselves] with high standards of ethics and morals." 
The university says these rules, which strictly prohibit having sex with players or recruits, were 
instituted in 2008. 
In most years Omnge Pride had a dedicated coordinator, usually a female member of the 
football staff; from February 2003 until March '04 it was Shayla Simpson, a recruiting 
assistant Simpson says that she, along with a longtime football secretary and possibly a veteran 
hostess (she could not recall), did an initial screening of candidates. (Then and now, women 
must submit a photo with their application.) Simpson, tlle secretary and an assistant coach then 
met with the most promising candidates. 
"Then [Miles] would do an interview," Simpson says. "So [the hostess] really got to meet him, 
know what his game plan kind of was, talk about what his expectations were .... It was very 
important to [Miles]. He knew, yes, we all knew that the beauty helped. I'm not going to lie 
about that part. It's a picture. It's no different than having a pretty campus. It's no different than 
having a really big football field. It's part ofthe whole package, [but] you couldn't be pretty and 
an idiot and call it good. You had to really understand the game because you couldn't sound 
like an idiot when you talked to recruits." 
Another former football staff member under Miles adds, "One ofLes's biggest things, he 
wanted more personality. I remember our first few recruiting weekends [in 2001], the girls just 
kind of stood in the comer. They weren't real -personable .... Was part of it to have pretty girls 
too? Let's get real." 
Asked why she thought tlle head of a prominent fi)otball progmm would be interviewing 
potential recruiting hostesses, Ferguson says that Miles "just wanted to know our 
personalities." Similarly, Kennedy Lewellen got an audience with Gundy before joining the 
organization in 2008. She recalls his asking her, '''w11at would I say about OSU to try and 
make recruits come here?" (Lewellen, like Ferguson, told SI she never had sex with recruits.) 
After the women were interviewed by Miles, Simpson says, he listed his top candidates. "For 
the most part, he would kind of pick. ... We would all kind of sit down and concur." 
Simpson says "we did have coaches who would request [certain hostesses]." The pairing 
decisions were typically made by an assistant coach. Under Miles, Josh Henson, the team's 
tight ends coach and recruiting coordinator, says he handled the assignments. Henson told SI 
he was not aware of any incidents during which a hostess had sex with a recruit 
One fOlller staff member under Miles who also says he had no direct knowledge ofhostesses 
sleeping with recruits acknowledged that this might have been an unintended, tll0ugh not 
entirely unwelcome, by-product of the expansion of Omnge Pride's role in recruiting. "Do [the 
allegations] shock the hell out of me? No," he says. "I never telt like it was my job to go to 
them and ask" 'Are you sleeping with this recruit?' At the end of the day that's their own 
personal choice .... It was kind oflike that thing where you're scared to go digging." 

***** 
"What knowledge would a female student have about campus, about the academics and the 
football progmm that a male student wouldn't have'?" asks Melanie Page, a psychology 
professor at OklailOma State since 1998. "You don't need to have a beautiful woman in that 
role." 
Coaches across the country would disagree, and Oklahoma State is not the only school to 



have its hostess program come under scmtiny in recent years. In December 2008, The New 
York Times reported that hostesses at LSU sat on the laps of recmits. (The Tigers' coach then, 
as now, is Les Miles.) In 2011 the NCAA concluded that Tennessee violated mles when it 
paid for three members of its hostess program -- also called Orange Pride -- to travel to a high 
school game in South Carolina that featured players Tennessee was recmiting. Tennessee 
hostesses also contacted recmits through Facebook and other social netwOlking sites. (In 
neither of those cases were the LSU or Tennessee hostesses alleged to have had sex with 
recmits.) 
On the surface, what allegedly occurred at those schools and with the small number of Orange 
Pride members and recmits in Stillwater might appear halmless. But is it? Players told SI there 
was a sense of entitlement among teammates, that they felt that the women on campus existed 
for their pleasure. Says Katherine Redmond Brown, founder of the National Coalition Against 
Violent Athletes, "Things like hostess programs are a big part of that toxic conditioning." 
Says Page: "I was a student manager for the [wrestling] team in high school, and I remember 
how cool that felt to be part of a program. A lot of women's self-esteem is tied to the attention 
they receive from the opposite sex. Tfyou are putting women in a position like that [with 
Orange Pride], even ifthe sex is voluntary, those women are still being taken advantage of" 
Asked if she could see the school abolishing Orange Pride, Page says, "A lot of blind eyes are 
turned at OSU." She adds, "It would take one statement from Mike Gundy to begin that shift. 
He is a powerful and charismatic figure, and he has the power to shut down [Orange Pride], to 
send a clear message that we are not about putting young women in that position [and that] we 
respect women and Wallt to function at the highest level of ethics." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Monday. September 16, 2013 12:28 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 9-15-13 

:x e Newsletter 

DearVincc. 

Greetings from the Clips MotherShip. Hope you are well. 
It 0 s midnight, 10m tired, so here 0 s the threc- dot dash through the new postings 0 there 0 s a 
great article alxmt enhancing the FB game experience, by retrofitting qUa<;i-sports bars in the 
stadiums [j there [J s another riveting and award-worthy Clips Eyewitness Report on 
Sport<;Business Journal [J s first-ever [j Game Changers: The Intersection of Women and 
Sports [1 [j an eyewitness report on a Leadership Celebration for IMG and George Pyne [1 a 
Clips-exclusive rebuttal of part of the SLcom allegations about the OK State football 0 Parts 
2,3 and 4 ofSI.comDs allegations of OK State wrongdoing with money, drugs and sexD an 
article on Yahoo allegations about impernlissible benefits to five SEC players 0 
Have a good Sunday evening and a good Monday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
w\l'/1N.lwiller.com/@ColiegeAthClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the 
articles (below) on the website.lfJou are not logged in yolt will get a blanl; white 
screen. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Thursday, September 19,20136:07 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

eFlash: Clips Truth Squad says Rick Reilly was wrongly dissed 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from Clips. 
There D s a lot of good writing out there, and it D s not easy to sort through the absolutely 
terrific, the thought-provoking, the spot-on relevant and the yawners. It is easy to eliminate 
from consideration items that are risqu[], in bad taste, unnecessarily disrespectful or outright 
un-Americau. Some ofthose I read for chuckles and then move on. 
And then there [j s Deadspin.com, which I would describe as a sports-centric website that is an 
often immodestly ineverent collection of well-written aud well-researched articles that delight, 
edifY, raise eyebrows and make readers laugh out loud. 
Deadspin has recently broken into the circle of media entities that provide quality exposes and 
histories of sports stars. For example, about a month ago they did a masterful job on the 
origins of the entire Johnny Manziel family .... "The Long Con: How The lvlanziel5 
COllqueredAmerica." Click here This was bravo well done. and it was ofESPN, SI or 
Yahoo Sports quality. 

On Deadspin this morning I came across au article [jRick Reilly Just Wrote the Worst Thillg. 
LetlJs Remember the Good Times. [J This one hit home, because your Clips editor was a 
big-time, longtime fim of Reilly. I was one ofthe many who flipped to the back page as soon as 
the latest issue ofSI arrived. 
Yesterday, Deadspin author Tim Marchmau took issue with ReillyD s comments on Native 
American nicknames, but I think he was utmecessarily critical of Reilly D s piece. Read for 
yourself below, see what you think. 
By the way, the topic of Native American niclmames reminded me of the first SportsBusiness 
Journal Intercollegiate Athletics Forum that I attended Din 2005 D and I witnessed an, um, 
spirited discussion about D hostile aud abusive D nicknames aud mascots on a presidential 
panel. Actnally, it was more than spirited, it was borderline testy. Read the relevant portion of 
the Clips Eyewitness RepOlt below. 
Read on, dear reader, read on. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
vw''IN.twitter.com/@CollegeAthClips 

Have the people spoken? 
By Rick Reilly, ESPNcom, 9-18-13, 6: lOpm ET 
I guess this is where I'm supposed to fall in line and do what eVeJY other Americau sports 
writer is doing. I'm supposed to swear I won't ever write the words "Washington Redskins" 
anymore because it's racist and offensive and a slap in the face to all Native Americans who 
ever lived. Maybe it is. 
I just don't quite know how to tell my father-in-law, a Blackfeet Indian. He owns a steak 
restaurant on the reservation near Browning, Mont. He has a hard time seeing the slap-in-the
face part. 
"The whole issue is so silly to me," says Bob Bums, my wife's father aud a bundle holder (Ed
Click here for explanation of a bundle holder) in the Black.feet tribe. "The name just doesn't 
bother me much. It's an issue that shouldn't be au issue. not with all the problems we've got in 
tlris countly." 
And I definitely don't know how I'll tell the athletes at Wellpinit (Wash.) High School - - where 
the stndent body is 91.2 percent Native American - - that the "Redskins" name they wear 
proudly across tlleir chests is insulting them. Because they have no idea. 
"I've talked to our students, our parents and our community about this and nobody finds any 



otIense at all in it," says Tim Ames, the superintendent of Wellpinit schools. "'Redskins' is not 
an insult to our kids. 'Wagon burners' is an insult. 'Pmirie n-----s' is an insult. Those are very 
upsetting to our kids. But 'Redskins' is an honorable name we wear with pride. [1 In fact, I'd 
like to see somebody come up here and try to change it" 
Boy, you try to help some people 0 
And it's not going to be easy telling the Kingston (Okla.) High School (57.7 percent Native 
American) Redskins that the name they've worn on their uniforms for 104 years has been a 
joke on them this whole time. Because they wear it with honor. 
"We have two greattribes here," says Kingston assistant school superintendent Ron Whipkey, 
"the Chicasaw and the Choctaw. And not one member of those tribes has ever come to me or 
our school with a complaint It is a prideful tiring to them." 
"It's a name that honors the people," says Kingston English teacher Brett Hayes, who is 
Choctaw. "The word 'Oklahoma' itself is Choctaw fiJr 'red people.' The students here don't 
want it changed. To them, it seems like it'sjust people who have no connection with the Native 
American culture, people out there trying to draw attention to themselves. 
"My kids are really afraid we're going to lose the Redskin name. They say to me, 'They're not 
going to take it from us, are they, Dad?'" 
Too late. White America has spoken. You aren't offended, so we'll be offended for you. 
Same stOlY with the Red Mesa (Ariz.) High School Redskins. They wear the name with fierce 
pride. They absolutely don't see it as an insult But what do they know? The student body is 
only 99.3 percent Native American. 
And even though an Annenberg Public Policy Center poll found that 90 percent ofN ative 
Americans were not offended by the Redskins name, and even though linguists say the 
"redskins" word was first used by Native Americans themselves, and even though nobody on 
the Blackfeet side of my wife's family has ever had someone insult them with the word 
"redskin," it doesn't matter. There's no stopping a wave of PC-ness when it gets rolling. 
I mean, when media stars like USA Today's Christine Brennan, a white woman from Ohio, 
and Peter King, a white man from Massachusetts, have jumped on a people's cause, there's no 
going back 
Besides, NFL commissioner Roger Goodell said last week that if"even one person is 
offended" on this issue, we need to "listen." 
One person? 
Headdresses are traditionally worn on important occasions by Native Americans who have 
worked to earn each feather. 
Got it Guess we need to listen to people who are offended by the Kansas City Chiefs' name, 
too. That's one that offends my father-in-law. "You see some little guy wearing a headdress 
made of chicken feathers," he says, "painting his face up, making a mockery of us. I hate that 
Those are things you earn." 
One person? I know an atheist who is offended by religious names like the New Orleans 
Saints and Los Angeles Angels of Anaheim. There are people who who don't think Ole Miss 
should be the Rebels. People who lost family to HUlncanes. There are people who think 
Wizards promotes paganism. Shall we listen to all ofthem? 
I guess so. 
Edmundo Macedo, vice president of ESPN's Stats & Information group, told ESPN 
ombudsman Robert Lipsyte that the term Redskins is abhorrent "We would not accept 
anything similar as a team lrickname if it were associated with any other etlmicity or any other 
race," Macedo said. 
Oh, yes, we would. 
In fact, ESPN and many other media companies cover the Notre Dame Fighting Irish, the 
Cleveland Indians and the Atlanta Braves without a single searing search of their social 
consCIence. 
Doesn't matter. The 81-year-old Washington Redskins name is falling, and everybody better 
get out ofthe way. For the majority of Native Americans who don't care, we'll care for tllCm. 
For the Native Americans who haven't asked for help, we're glad to give it to them. 
Tmst us. We know what's best We'll take this away for your own good, and put up baniers 
that protect you from ever being harmed again. 
Kind oflike a reservation. 



Rick Reilly Just Wrote The Worst Thing. Let's Remember The 
Good Times. 

Tim Marchman, Deadspin, 9-18-13, 6:46pm 
ESPN's Rick Reilly just published a column about the controversy over the racist 
nickname of the Washington Redskins in which, after consulting a few Native Americans, he 
compares those who'd like the team to change its nickname to those who originally restricted 
Native Americans to reservations. Seriously: that's his kicker. 

Tnlst us. We know what's best. We'll take this away for your own good, and put up 
barriers that protect you from ever being harmed again 
Kind qf like a reservation. 

We don't know why he's essentially equating criticism of overtly racist iconography with the 
forced relocation of entire nations, or how anyone could possibly publish this; we're not sure 
we want to know. Probably better to recall the increasingly distant days when Reilly was 
possibly the best sports writer working in the language. This guide to some of his best work 
our Tommy Craggs put together a few years ago will help. 

Rick Reilly Before He Was Rick ReillyD 

By Tommy Craggs, Dead~pin, 6-18-13 
Once upon a time, before he was a walking Fathers Day card, before his writing 
became a neverending telethon for the blind and the deaf, the palsied and the pinkieless, the 
one-anned and the no-legged, Rick Reilly was really good. 
Reilly hm; gone in for a lot of abuse hereabouts, all of it richly deserved. Butthere was a time, 
long ago, when he was the sportswriter's sportswriter, a guy who some days was the best thing 
in the business. And on the days he wasn't the best, he was, to crib a line, at least in the photo. 
A brief story: In 1998, SI handed over its back page to Reilly, and thus was born the now-



trademarked "Life of Reilly." I was in college at the time. EvelY few weeks, my friend would 
tear out a good Reilly column and tape it up in a bathroom stall in his dOlmitory 0 the door, the 
walls, wherever he could find free space. The stall filled up in no time. To a college student, this 
was the highest of compliments. Of course, today, the whole project seems appropriate in an 
altogether different way. (His latest offering, for instance, is a rather sizable piece of shit.) 

x 

My Wednesday in Manhattan .. 
a C"'LIPS EYEW1TNESS REPORT 
In which your intrepid Clips editor made his W(!y illto the bowels ojAfanhattan to 
produce an eye-witness report (if the 4th Annual Intercollegiate Athletics Forum. 
by Clips Editor Nick Tnfallte, 12-/8-05 
IN THE WEE HOURS OF THE MORNING your loyal editor ma<;terfully made his way from 
the Mothership into the maw of Manhattan. 

After illegally parking at a suburban New Jersey train station, a shoulder-to-shoulder ride 
amidst half conscious commuters, and a packed-like- sardines jostle on the 0 E 0 subway line, 
when I walked up the subway stairs to street level shortly after 7 to see my first light of day (at 
Lexington and 51 st), I was greeted by all the bustle and energy that is uniquely N ew York. 

My destination was the 4th Annual Intercollegiate Athletics Forum, put on by the fi"iendly folks 
at Street & Smith [J s. 

Injm,t a few years, the Forum has become established as a must-attend by college athletics 
glitterati. In attendance LJ by the many dozens [1 were Dl ADs from most ofthe top schools, 
as well as an impressive showing of presidents and people from the NCAA NACDA, bowls, 
conferences, vendors and media. 

blah blah blah blah blah blah blah. 

blah blah blah blah blah blah blah. 

blah blah blah blah blah blah blah. 

The following are highlight<; and quotes from most of the dozen or so roundtable sessions [J 

which included facilities, revenue maximization, BCS, Title IX, academic reform, etc. 
The PresidentDs Perspective: The Academics Athletics Connection 

This was my favorite session; on the panel were TK Weatherell (Florida State), Sidney 
McPhee (Middle Tennessee State), Mike Adams (Georgia), Graham Spanier (Penn State) and 
Janles Wright (Dartmouth). 

The absolute best part of the session occurred when Florida State President TK Weatherell 
eloquently issued a rationale for his school LJs use of Seminole marks, icons and the Chief 
Osceola mascot. The Chief ma<;cot [] a real-life Anglo LJ is a big hit at FSU fi.)otball games; 



charging into the stadium atop an Appaloosa stallion and fi)rcibly hurling a flaming spear into 
the 50-yard line. 

Some real-life Seminoles have said theylJre offended. 

Weatherell said that the FSU Seminole mascot was no business of the N eM that it was an 
D institutional issue. D 

Thereupon President Sidney McPhee of Middle Tennessee State jumped in. Mr. McPhee 
began by saying that he Drespectfi!lly disagreedD and then he launched into an impassioned 
monologue in which he stated his disagreement in such a gentlemanly maimer that it was hard to 
tell he was really taking jabs unless you really listened hard. 
McPhee [1 s overall point was that the mascot issue is not an [j institutional issue, [] but rather an 
[J issue of principle. I] 

The moderator I] Jeremy Langer of Fox S[mts Net I] skillfully (and smartly) steered the 
presidential discussion to other matters. 

From the Heart and Hand 

Blackfeet Thunder Bundle Keeping Teaching: George Kicking 
WomanlDarrell Norman and the Thunder Pipe Society, Browning 

D I'm the only one who knows the entire Thunder Pipe ceremony and at my age, I know the 
importance of having this ceremony ... for the generations to come. D - George Kicking Woman 
One fonn of religious expression among the Southem Piknni, or Montana Blackfeet, is the 
bundle and the ceremony that goes with opening it, including prayers, dances and songs. 

A bundle is a collection of objects, including bird and animal skins, that is held by a person 
who is the designated owner/keeper of the bundle. He or she has received this bundle from a 
previous keeper. in a line stretching back to the original holder of the bundle, who often 
received instructions for creating the bundle through a dream or vision from the spirit world. 
The bundle is opened fi.)r healing purposes, and the ceremony must take place at certain times 
oftheyear. 

When the bundle is opened, its keeper or holder must carry out the proper sequence of songs, 
dances and prayers with the pipe that belongs to the bundle, as well as preparing a feast in the 
traditional manner. 

Other people help in keeping and opening the bundle: they are referred to as a society. The 
occasion for opening of a bundle can be for a specific healing purpose or to mark or celebrate 
a new season ofthe year bringing good fortune for the People. It is a way of passing on 
spiritual traditions from one generation of people to the next. Several different bundles can exist 
in a community and bundles are otlen transferred from one person to another through a 
ceremony and payment of some kind. 
George Kicking Woman is the spiritual leader of the Thunder Pipe Society in the Blackfeet 
Nation and holder of the "Long Time Pipe," or Thunder Bundle. He was taught the ceremony 
by his elders and in 1993 was the only person who knew the entire ceremony. According to 
Darrell Nomlan, the ceremony for opening of the Long Time Pipe is called Ninamska puska, 
Blackfeet tor Thunder Pipe Dance. George Kicking Woman passed on his knowledge of 
Ninamska puska to members of the society, including Dandl Nonnan. George transferred to 
Darrell the rights to one of several songs and dances that had been given to George by one of 
his teachers from long ago. 
From the Folklife section of the Montana.gov Official State Website 

http://art.mt.gov/folklife/hearthandlthunder.asp 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Monday. September 23,2013 10:04 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

C;ips Weekly Update 9-23-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

MondayMomingGreetings from the MotherShip. Hope you are well. 
I shall dispense with the usual Herb Caen-inspired three-dot summarizing of the new Clips 
postings below[] instead I will dive into the beginning and finishing touches of the riveting and 
award-worthy Clips Eyewitness Rermt of the Michigan at UConn game, which you should be 
receiving in alxmt an hour and a half 
Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wl/wv.twitJer.com!@CollegeAthClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the articles (below) on the 
website. If you are not logged in you ,yHi gf:t a blank ,vhite ~{Teen< 
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IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Eyewitness Report: Michigan at UConn: Rout? No. Nail-biter? Yes. 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

Your Clips Editor was there [Jat Rentschler Field in East Hartti.)rd CT on Saturday night [j for 
the second game ofthe home-and-home series between Michigan and UConn. 

I suspect the series is not likely to be renewed. Why not? Rentschler is far too small of a venue 
(boosted to 42,500-plus on Saturday with temporary seating for 2,500 yellow-clad Michigau 
guests) for a program whose home stadium (affectionately refened as DThe Big HouseD . 
. aka: "The House that Warde Helped Renovate") comfortably accommodates almost thrice 
thatmauy. 
Both schools set attendance records this year. The Michigan-Notre Dame game two weeks 
ago had 115,109 spectators and SaturdayD s gaule at Rentschler Field (affectionately refen-ed 
to as DTheRentD) drew 42,704. 

x 

Many Clips subscnbers know (but a lot more donL.lt) that I am a Connecticut nattve and a 
UConn grad. Yes, yes, in the spirit of disclosure, I will admitthat I was a bonafide UConn fan 
for several decades. However, with the launch of Clips ten years ago I had to set that 
partisauship aside, andDI dare sayDClips readers have been educated and infonned in a 
commendably bipmtisan manner ever since. 
When I was at UCOIill (early 70s), the football team was far from the big time, or even the 
D medium time. D The two sets of bleachers on either side of the field was their D stadium D 
and it had room for about 2,000 people, but usually the attendees numbered half that. So, for 
UConn there is no long and storied football tradition, nor for much ofthe Northeast, for that 
matter. 
Along came the Big East (in 1979) and UConn eventually became a basketball powerhouse in 
the 80s and into the present. But UConn football never really got a start until the tum ofthe 
century, when they stepped up to DI-A. Then things really got going. The Pratt aud V,rhirney 



corporation (jet engine manufacturers) donated 75 acres near the east bank of the mighty 
Connecticut River to the state of Connecticut Thereupon, in 2003 a nice $91 million ~;tadium 
called Rentschler Field became the new home ofthe Huskies. The stadium, er, tield, was 
named after the Rentschler Airport from which the aforementioned 75 acres were apportioned. 
Meanwhile, Rentschler Field is located 25 miles from the UConn campus. Although closer to 
the more densely populated areas ofthe state (read: donors, alumni and season ticket holders), 
it is not convenient for UConn students. Somebody out there must know the percentage, but I 
think the o Rent 0 is in the minority (10?) of Dl universities in which the football stadium is 
located off campus. 
The 0 RentD and its surrounding flat, treeless fields (for obvious reasons, airports don Dt have 
trees) still have several runways and taxiways that have grass and weeds sprouting up through 
the multitudinous cracks in the fading asphalt 
The game was scheduled for an 8pm kick-off, and it was the LJnational [J game for the eastern 
US. And the ganle did not disappoint The schedulers at ESPN must have beaming. It was a 
thriller, it was exciting, it was a comeback and it was almost an upset UConn was up 21-7 in 
the third quarter, but they squandered it For the details of the game, see Jeff Jacobs account 
below click here 
When I got to the stadium I was baffled by the byzantine routing of cars into the 
parking/tailgating area. We funneled out from two lanes off the highway exit to four lanes and 
then eventually into 8 or 10 lanes. I never saw anything like it The lanes were separated by 
those four foot high poles with orange and white stripes on them. They must have had 10,000 
of those poles everywhere, and it must take their crew many hours to put them up and take 
them down. 

Fl U 
Finally, ailer navigating labyrinth I was waved into what seemed like the 350th parking row 
from the stadium. I parked the ClipsMobile between a giant Ford Excursion and a tired, ten
year old Toyota Corolla. 
Out of the Excursion came seven people, all festooned in Wolverine blue and yellow. They 
were in their 30s and 40s. I said hello, and asked them where they were from, and they 
answered Connecticut and New York. A couple of them were grads, a couple were parents of 
a UM student and a couple were tagalongs. I asked if they thought UConn had any chance, 
and they politely said what amounted to Ono way. 0 
I walked over to the Corolla and the five people who were squeezed in were piling out. They 
wore Huskies stuff and they looked like students. Sure enough, they were, and I asked them 
what they thought was al:xmt to unfold. They didn []t have much in the way of expectations, but 
they did not bad-mouth their team. 
I packed up my multi-pocketed "oft7on the record" sports jacket with all the essentials and 
began my journey to the Rent. I chatted with many Michigan and UConn fans and it was pretty 
much a repeat of what I had heard from the first two groups. The Michigan fans were mostly 
oldel~ and they had driven fmm five or six states around. They were confident that Michigan 
would win (they had squeaked by Akron the week before) but they weren 0 t talking about a 
massacre. The UConn fans (predominantly students), were more interested in pre-game 
revelry than engaging with me on the game prospects, but many ofthem feared a romp. 
I usually enjoy the schmoozing and hobnobbing as much as I do the games themselves, and this 
UCOIill-Michigan game did not disappoint. 
Sure enough, as I approached the media entrance I bumped into Tom Odjakjian, Sf. 
Associate Commissioner of The American Athletics Conference, or LJThe American[] (but not 
the AAC please). I have known Tom fiJr a few years and he greeted me wannly and 
introduced me to Neal Eskin, a Sf. Associate AD at UConn. Neal was just outside the Media 
entrance, and this was a crossroads for those putting on the game as well as those covering it 
Neal joked DIOm a Wal Malt greeter. 0 And, sure enough, he was greeting many of the 
people who walked by (and he knew most of them too). lOll bring him one of those blue Wal 
Mart vests next time. 

D 
Neal and Tom knew almost everybody swirling around. I met Tom Murphy, the General 
Manager for IMG SportslUConn Sports Properties. In this two- hours- before-the-kickofItime 
period, it sounded like Tom was hosting several different tailgates at once. Also, I caught a 
fleeting glimpse of Rachel Rubin, Chief of Staff for UConn President Susan Herbst, who was 
scurrying by. 
As Tom and I entered the credentials area inside the stadium I had the good fortune to meet 
Desmond Connor of the Hartford Courant, who lOve been reading and enjoying for quite 
some time. Turns out that Desmond has a very amiable and animated personality, and we got 
along well. Up in the press box itself! spoke with, left to right below, Jeff Jacobs (Hartford 
Courant), Arnlen Kateyian (CBS) Nicole Auerbach (USA Today) and Desmond Connor 



(Hartford Courant). 

x 

I would guess that half (or more) of the media people III the press box were UConn fans, or 
closet UConn fans, or residents of Connecticut and neighboring states, butDdespite the 
thoroughly exciting, and totally surprising 14 point Husky lead in the third period o they 
maintained professional decorum and refrained from any yippee/hooray verbal or body 
activities whatsoever. That was not the case in the Rutgers press box five years ago, when 
Rutgers came from behind to defeat Louisville in an absolute thriller. The NJINY media people 
were openly cheering for Rutgers. Of course, Rutgers won that upset UConn only came close. 

Mike Enright, UConn Associate AD, Communications, was the de fac1.o host of the entire 
press box. That is one of the more stressful jobs in all of college athletics, and I have seen 
some people in that position struggle mightily as several people ask them questions at the same 
time. I watched Mike in action, and I was velY impressed with his calm and serene 
demeanor. 
There were many celebrities in attendance at the Rent. Derek Jeter, famed Yankee, Hall of 
Fame shoo-in, Eligible Bachelor #1, Michigan native and Michigan fan, got booed when they 
showed him on the videoboard (Yes, Daktrollics, natch) sitting in a luxury box. For UConn, 
there were Ray Allen and Kemba Walker. both fonner Husky players. 

All in all. a great game, great hospitality, great tailgating and great schmoozing. 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter 
\",Ilv'N.t"witter.cc[lL/(q)(".cllegeAthr-=-:lm;:i 







All in aiL a great game, great hospitality, great tailgating and great schmoozing. 

Huskies Nearly Pull Off The Upset 
By JejfJacobs, Hartford Courant, 9-22-13 
EAS T HARTFORD D If they played like this every game, they wouldn't be 0-3. If they 
played like this every game, Paul Pasqualoni wouldn't be 10-17 since taking over in 2011 and 
his job wouldn't be hanging by a thread or two. 
If the Rentschler Field fans were into every game like tlils one, there wouldn't be eyes rolling 

when UConn is introduced into the national football conversation. Ifthe atmosphere was like 
tms every game, the Rent could stand with any stadium in the country. 
The biggest home game in UConn history was there for the taking and it sure looked like 
UConn was going to take it. The Huskies had a two-touchdown lead on No. 15 Micmgan in 
the second half. The crowd of 42,704, the largest in Rentschler mstory, was wmpped into a 
Saturday night frenzy. 
There were great plays and greater stories being painted all over the Rent. And UConn was 
going to apply the final bmsh strokes. 
Sign Up For Traffic Text Alerts 
Derek Jeter, immortal Yankee, famed Michigan fim, got booed when they showed him on the 

videoboard sitting in a luxury box. There were no favorites on tms night, not ifthey were not 
pulling for the home team. The Huskies, booed in losing their opelilng two games at home, 
were being cheered wildly. 
"Just a great night for football," Pasqualoni said after UConn fell 24-21 to the Wolverines. "It 
was a tremendous atmosphere. The crowd was just unbelievable. It was big-time college 
football." 

Yes, it was a big night for UConn football. It was a big night, too, for UConn athletics, which 
has been kicked around the past few years in conference realignments. The Huskies were 
playing to the moment. UConn has exactly two wins over ranked teams in its history, but tms 
one would have been incredible, something to put up on the mantel piece and admire for 
decades to come. 
Beat Micmgan? 
Heck, Micmgan playing here was amazing enough. 
But beat Miclilgan? 
It was going to happen. 
And then it didn't. 
Wilen Fitz Toussaint took a pitch from Devin Gardner and zig-zagged 35 yards to pull withing 
a touchdown, matters got tense. When Desmond Morgan made a ten-ific one- handed stab to 
intercept a Chandler INhitmer pass to set up Toussaint's second touchdown it was tied at 21. 
"It was disappointing the tailback got out on the stretch play that one play," PasqualOlil said. 
"We contained it ft)r a long time, but we lost contain on that one. Out of position by just a little 
bit. 
"We were a great defi:mse last year, but our Achilles' heel was the red zone. We thought it 
could come down to a short-yardage, red-zone deal." 
Let's stop right there. PasqualOlil clearly was deflecting attention from what put UConn in that 
awful spot. lNhitmer's interception was huge. Huge. Yes, Morgan made a great athletic play on 
the interception to return it29 yards to the UConn 12. But the mistake was costly. Whitmer's 
interception that was retumed for a touchdown by Maryland was a back-breaker, too. Make 
no mistake. Desmond Morgan's pick was the tuming point. 
"The kid made a great play," Wmtmer said. "We got verticals to Geremy [Davis]. You know, I 
think when I snapped over there he did a great job of redirecting. I tried to hold mm in the 
middle for four steps and snap over there to that place and he grabbed it one hand and brought 
it down. It's tough, I mean we had the momentum and it felt good but the kid made a play." 
Suddenly, the wheels fell oft" one of the great stories in UConn football mstory. A punt retum, a 
36-yard grinding drive, Gibbons kicked the field goal. V,'hitmer made a desperation pass to 



Deshon Foxx for 26 yards, but it was fourth-and-29 after he was sacked for the fourth time 
and a false-start penalty. It was all over. UConn came up three yards and three points short. 
C'rreat night of football. 
Heart-aching loss. 
How do yo explain walk-on tight end Spencer Parker of Newington pulling in an II-yard 
touchdown catch only moments after a terrific diving catch by Davis was overturned by replay? 
How do you explain a punt hitting the back of Da'Mario Jones' foot and Obi Melifonwu 
recovering the ball on the Michigan 9 to lead to UConn's go-ahead touchdown? 
How do you fully explain Brian Lemelle fillllbling a Michigan punt in the closing seconds of the 
first half only to have ,lllavon Williams, who seemed to be everywhere, doing everything, 
jumping on the ball to bailout Lemelle and his teanl') 
How do you fully explain Gardner fumbling on a qUalterback keeper on third-and-l and Ty
Meer Brown scooping up the ball and racing 34 yards to give UConn a 21-7 lead only 81 
seconds into the third quarter? 

Great games need great stories like Spencer Parker. 
Big games mean players must emerge in a big way. Redshirt freshman cornerback Williams, 

who played in nickel packages replayed injured Taylor Mack early in the game, picked off a 
pass, made a great save on a fumbled punt and was allover the place. Williams, a Florida kid, 
wears No.6, the same number of another Florida kid named Jasper Howard. The Huskies 
had to play without Shakim Phillips, Kevin Friend and Graham Stewart. They had their share 
of adversity to overcome. 
The defense, so porous in the first two games, played with enormous passion from the start. 
The problem was that the game was starting to look like so many last year when the defense 
played start, resolute, only to have the offense do far too little. 
The I-Iuskies had been the only team in the nation without a sack. That's right 122 teams had 

at least one sack. The I-lushes had none against Towson and Maryland. Well, they got after 
Gardner. They sacked him three times. 
Whitmer had one early pa<;s of 19 yards to Sean McQuillan, but 16 of the first 17 offensive 
plays only went for 20 more. Yet there was the Huskies offense gaining 89 yard on the next 17 
to close out the half. Parker's touchdown catch capped an eight-play, 56-yard drive to tie the 
game. 

Parker transferred to UConn from Lasell [Mass.] College where he played volleyball and 
was a first-team, all-conference pick in 2010. Parker was the 2009 All-Courant volleyball 
player of the year fi-om Newington. In 2011, he didn't see any action with the Huskies as a 
walk-on. He earned a letter last year, appearing in eight games with three tackles. 
Suddenly, Spencer Parker is there hauling in a touchdown pass on national television. Suddenly 
Sean McDonough is calling out his name on ABC. Granted a halftime would separate it, but 
that touchdown would mark one of the most thrilling ti.mr minutes, 42 seconds in UConn 
football history. Suddenly anything seemed possible again, just like it did in the formative years 
of the program under Randy Edsall. 
Two plays after Obi jumped on the fumble, Whitmer found Lyle McCombs out of the 
backfield for a 7-yard touchdown pass. And only 81 seconds into the third Brown picked up a 
fumble to make it21-7. 
Ray Allen was here. Kemba Walker was here. A number of former UConn players were here. 
The 2013 UConn women's hoop team showed up dancing on the field at halftime and Geno 
Auriemma exhorted the crowd, telling the failS how much they meant to the success of teams. 
Could the Huskies really pull this off? 
They could not. They did not. 
"We'll be a bet1erteam for what we went through tonight," Pasqualoni said. 
They better be. They have to be. 
JejJJacobs writes for the Hartford Courant. This article has been reprinted on Clips 
with the authorLJs permissio/l. 
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College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Tuesday, September 24,2013 2:46 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: NCAA restores some Penn State scholarships 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Mid-afternoon greetings fmm Clips. 
There's breaking news fmm Harrisburg (see the pmfusion of headlines below). In an 
announcement from the NCAA Executive Committee. there has been a reduction ofthe severe 
penalties that were imposed on Penn State for the Jerry Sandusky scandal. 
I will refer you to the details of the rollback in the superb recap below, which was written by 
Rachel Bachman of the Wall Street Journal while I was taking my noon-time nap. Also 
included below are judiciously selected excerpts from an AI' mticle. 
However, at this early juncture. I will ofter a prediction. which is that is that critics, pundits and 
commentators will soon have an absolute field day with tlus one. I can almost hear them 
tapping away at their keyboards already. I predict that their lustrionics will be overflowing with 
vitriol, sarcasm, cynicism and I -told-you- so D s. Their targets? Well, of course the NCAA. 
And, of course, the man who announced the penalties: NCAA President Mark Emmert. 
Of course, this is an easy prediction to make, since this was an awful and unprecedented 
situation in the first place. And the penalties were way overdone. 
Stay tuned ... 
Nick Infmlte 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wl/wv.twitJer.com!@CollegeAthClips 

NCAA Lightens Penn State's Penalty 
Rachel Bachm(m, WallStreetJoumal, 9-24-13. 12:43pm 

The NCAA will gradually restore the athletic scholarships it had taken away fmm 
Pennsylvania State University as part of its punishment of the school for the Jerry Sandusky 
sexual-abuse scandal, it announced Tuesday. 
College sports' governing body cited Penn State's "continued pmgress toward ensuring 
athletics integrity," in making the decision. 
Beginning in 2014-15, five additional scholarships will be restored to the football team, the 
NCAA said. Five more scholarships will be restored each year until Penn State reaches the full 
allocation of25 initial scholarships in 2015-16 and 85 total scholarships in 2016-17. 
"It should not be seen as a precedent of handling other cases but in fact an example ofthe 
uniqueness ofthe circumstances," NCAA president Mark Emmert said. 
In its initial punishment leveled last year, the NCAA limited Peml State to 15 athletic 
scholarships for each of the next four years, beginning with this academic year. The NCAA 
also gave Penn State a four-year ban from postseason play and a $60 million fine, sanctions 
that remained in effect even after Tuesday's announcement the orgmuzation said. 
"This news is certainly welcome to our university community, particularly the student-athletes 
who may want to attend Penn State and will now have the means to do so," Penn State 
president Rodney Erickson said in a statement. "As we promised throughout this process, we 
are committed to continuing to improve all of our policies, procedures and actions." 
The changes were endorsed by the NCAA's Division I board of directors and based on the 
recommendation of fi:lImer Sen. George Mitchell, the independent athletics integrity monitor for 
Penn State. 
"While there is more work to be done, Penn State has clearly demonstrated its commitment to 
restoring integrity in its athletics program," Mitchell said. "The university has substantially 
completed the initial implementation of all the Freeh Report recommendations and its 
obligations to the Athletics Integrity Agreement, so relief from the scholarship reductions is 
warranted and deserved." 
Mitchell said he recommended that the NCAA modify the reduction of scholarships and that 
the NCAA settled on the exact numbers. The decision to reduce the sanctions "was not based 



on any request<; coming from the university," Emmert said. 
Michigan State president Lou Anna Simon said the agreement between the NCAA and Penn 
State included a reconsideration of Penn State's postseason ban after two years but declined to 
speculate on future activity, such as a litling of the bowl ban. 
Rachel* Bachman writesfor the !iVall Street Journal. This article has been reprinted on 
Clips with the permission Cifthe Wall Street Journal. 

Excerpt~ from DN.C.A.A. to Restore Penn State Football ScholarshipsD by the AP: 

[1 This action provides an opportunity to recognize Penn State[Js significant 
momentum, while also providing additional opportunities jar student-athletes, [j 
said Wake ForestlJs president, Nathan Hatch, who is chaimlan (if the NCA.A.'s 
Division J board (if' directors. 

***** 
A report commissioned by the university heavily criticized university leadersD 
response to complaints about Sandusky. Penn State and the NCA.A. agreed to 
the penalties more than a year ago, shortly after SandusJ.y was convicted of 45 
counts of sexual abuse. They also require the Penn State to pay a $60 millionjine 
and serve a jive-year ball on postseason play. The N CA.A. eliminated 112 wins 
by the football program. 

******** 
Sen. George lvfitchell, the independent athletics integrity monitor jar Penn State, 
said the N.C.A.A. said it also might reduce the postseason ban, depending on the 
university Dsji/ture progress. lvfitchell said it was premature to say which other 
sallctions might be changed 
DThis was a positive response to positive action, and as to theft/ture, weDll have 
to make judgments in the ftJture. D 
Alitchell said he recommended the restoration of scholarships, but the specific 
elements were decided by the NC.A.A. and the Big Ten conference. Earlier this 
month, Alitchell issued a report on the jirst year of his service as monitor, 
crediting Penn StatejiJr notable progress that included implementation ofl19 
recommendatiolL5 made last summer by the janner F.E.!. director Louis Freeh, 
who directed the school!]s investigation into the scandal. 
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IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

EA and CLC settle w. o [lBannon; NCAA headed to Supreme Court? 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
All hell was breaking loose on the newswires last night about the settlement agree to by EA 
and CLC in the 0 [lBannon case. No details on the settlement have yet been released. 
So now it will be just the NCAA squaring ofl" against 0 []Bannon et. al. 
From Steve Berkowitz of USA Today: 

Donald Remy said the association has retained one new law firm for the purpose 
of trial and another, featuring aformer us. solicitor general, to handle appeals. 
"We're prepared to take this all the way to the Supreme Court if we have to," 
Remy said "We are not prepared to compromise on the case. " 

****** 
The NCAA's resolve seemed almost welcomed by lawyers representing the 
plaintiffs, who said they are looking forward to being able to concentrate their 
eifiJrts on one case and one target. 
"Fantastic," Robert Carey said" We'll see them in court" 

I think that attorneys (andjudges) make the most blusterous, pugnacious and ridiculous 
statements that are uttered in our modem society. Of course, politicians, military leaders, 
sportswriters and businessmen are not far behind. 
So now, with the NCAADs embedded amateurism model at stake, they may well dig in and 
try to cut their losses by wearing down their opponent. Attorney Remy claims they 0 II take it to 
the Supreme Court ifthey have to .... if the Supreme Court will have them. 
Below are three of the best articles about the settlements, all reprinted with pernlission of the 
authors or publications. These will tell you all you need to know at this juncture. 
Have a good Friday. Have a good week. 

Nick Intante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W"NIN.twitter.comi@CollegeAthClips 

O'Bannon settles with EA and CLC in class action, NCAA still 
remaining 
By Michael McCann, Si.com, 9-27-13, 9:51amET 
Ed O'Bannon's class action lawsuit against the NCAA, Electronic Arts and the Collegiate 
Licensing Company took a m~ior step forward Thursday. O'Bannon has agreed to a 
settlement with EA, which has published top- selling college football and basketball video 
games, and CLC, which represents more than 200 colleges, universities, conferences and bowl 
games in licensing contracts. The ternlS of the proposed settlement remain confidential but are 
poised to accomplish a key goal: compensate college athletes for their image and likeness in 
video games and retail sales. The NCAA remains a defendant in the case. 

The proposed settlement 
U.S. District Judge Claudia Wilken will have to approve the settlement. She is likely to do so, 
especially since she has urged the parties to reach an agreement out-of~court. But before she 
approves any settlement, Wilken will demand details about how the settlement would impact 
college athletes. She will want to know, for instance, which players are entitled to benefit from 
the settlement and what methodology will be used to determine how much money each player 
receives. Timing of payments will also be of interest to Wilken, such as whether CUlTent college 



players are compensated immediately or whether they have to wait until their NCAA eligibility 
expires. Wilken will want assurance that the settlement is, on average, fair to those who would 
gain from it. Along those lines, she will likely consider whether a star player deserves more than 
a typical player ft)r the use of their image and likeness. 
Wilken will also want specifics as to how the settlement would be administered. It has been 
long mmored that a settlement or players' victory in O'Bannon would lead to the creation of an 
administrated plan to collect and distribute money. The so-called "Former College Athletes 
Association" is referenced in a lawsuit filed by former O'Bannon attorney Jon King against 
O'Bannon's law fiml, Hausfeld LLP. Kenneth Feinberg, who has administered the September 
11th Victim Compensation Fund and BP Deepwater Horizon Disaster Victim Compensation 
Fund, is thought to be a candidate to administer an O'Bannon-related fund. 
As with any class action settlement, class members - - in tins case fomler and potentially CUlTent 
college players -- will have an opportunity to opt-out of the settlement and preserve their right 
to sue EA and CLC. Many players, however, would likely be deterred by the potential wait 
and associated expense oflitigating. Keep in mind, the O'Bannon case began in 2009. Barring 
a settlement between O'Bannon and the NCAA, the case could last several more years. 
By settling prior to Judge Wilken's decision on class certification, EA and CLC are likely 
paying either a discount or premium depending on how Wilken decides. Here's why: the price 
tag of settlement fium O'Bannon's vantage point would be higher if Wilken certifies his class. A 
certified class would mean potentially tens of thousands of plaintiffs are suing EA and CLC 
instead of merely the handful of plaintiffs named by O'Bannon. Conversely, if Wilken declines 
to certifY O'Bannon's class, the case would become smaller and EA and CLC may have then 
paid more to settle than necessary. An analysis by SLcom of Wilken's prior certification 
decisions suggests she will likely certifY O'Bannon's class. If she does, it would reflect well 
upon EA and CLC's decision to settle. 
The remaining litigation 
The NCAA is the primary target ofthe O'Bannon litigation. It remains so after this proposed 
settlement. The NCAA insists it will continue to wage a fight in court and continue to challenge 
the legal merits of O'Bannon' s claims. It is a fight, especially with appeals, that could last years. 
While the NCAA presents a fighting spirit to the public, it has likely adopted a more nuanced 
approach belrind closed doors. The tmth is the O'Bannon case was and remains unlikely to go 
to trial. The litigation is a potentially massive class action lawsuit that, in a worst-case scenario, 
could cause the NCAA and its members to collectively pay billions of dollars. Not only would 
a loss in a trial threaten massive damages. but the NCAA would not control when payments 
are required. With a settlement, the NCAA would likely pay much less and over a longer 
period of time. A settlement could also be portrayed as "win" for everyone. Perhaps most 
important, a settlement would provide the NCAA valuable time to gradually implement 
changes to the economics of college sports and to address subsequent legal issues, such as 
how male basketball and football players could be compensated without mnning afoul of Title 
IX. 
The NCAA may also be concel1led by the kind of infonnation that would be shared by EA 
and CLC in a settlement with O'Bannon. As a condition of the settlement, O'Bannon's lawyers 
are likely demanding infommtion that would help them advance legal claims against tile NCAA. 
A settlement with EA and CLC, in other words, makes one with the NCAA more likely. 
Along those lines. schools that are not represented by CLC and thus are not parties to an 
O'Bannon-CLC settlement may become more vocal advocates of an O'Bannon-NCAA 
settlement. Non-CLC members include several schools with m~or programs, such as Ohio 
State. the University ofSouthel1l Califonna, Oregon, Michigan State, Baylor, Northel1l Illinois 
and Virginia Tech. 
Also paying attention to the proposed settlement are broadcast and media companies that 
O'Bannon or other players could next target. Companies which entered into lucrative television 
and other media contracts to broadcast college players may represent the next phase of the 
O'Bannon litigation. 
Impact of proposed settlement on video games 
Earlier today, EA Sports announced it would not publish a college football video game next 
year, and it cited legal concerns tor the decision. The timing of the EA Sports announcement 
and news of the proposed O'Bannon settlement suggests they may be connected. EA Sports 
not publishing a college football game next year means the company will not "damage" players 
who would have arguably appeared in tile game. 
Michael McCann is a Massachusetts attol1ley and the founding director of the Sports and 
Entertainment Law Institute at the University of New Hampshire School of Law. He is also the 
distinguished visiting Hall of Fame Professor of Law at Mississippi College School of Law. 

EA Sports settles suits, thousands of players eligible fo.' money 
By Dennis Dodd, CBSSports.com, 9-26-13, 5:23 pmET 
Electronic Arts Inc. and Collegiate Licensing Co. settled a series of wide-ranging class
action lawsuits on Thursday aftel1loon regarding college players' likenesses for an 
undetermined amount. 
The settlement will affect more than 100.000 current and fonner college players who have 



appeared in the basketball and football versions ofEA Sports' video games since 2003. It was 
not immediately clear ifthe eligibility of current players will be affected by accepting settlement 
checks. 
Before the settlement filing, EA announced earlier in the day it would no longer manufacture the 
popular football game. 
D I'm disappointed in that because there should be a game, D said plaintifts' attorney Eugene 
Egdorf DAIl that has to happen is the NCAA allow players to be paid and there would be a 
game. This is Step 1 to players being paid that should. 
D There will be players who play Saturday who should be paid [for their services 1 a~ they 
should be.D 
The settlement affect~ lawsuits brought by former Rutgers quarterback Ryan Hart former 
Nebraska and Arizona State quarterback Sam Keller and fonner UCLA basketball star 
O'Bannon. The settlement does not include the NCAA's ongoing battle with O'Bannon and 
other plaintiffs in the fight over the rights to player likenesses. 
Essentially each player who has appeared in the football and basketball games marketed by 
EA in the last decade - - approximately 125,000 men -- are eligible for settlement money. 
According to court documents filed Thursday and obtained by CBSSports.com the settling 
parties are in the process of preparing documents for the court to approve in order to disburse 
the money. 
The NCAA did not immediately ofter a mles interpretation. In other words, would the NCAA 
view that money as jeopardizing current players' amateur status? 
"We learned of this national settlement today," NCAA chieflegal officer Donald Remy said. 
"We have asked for, but have not yet received, the terms so we cannot comment further." 
In such class-action settlements, the monies awarded can range from very little to very large. It 
depends on how the money is disbursed. But those players will now be compensated by EA 
using their likenesses in the game without their permission. It is not known yet from the fonnal 
settlement ifEA is admitting any guilt. 
EA annually manutactured the popular college football game which includes tlle numbers - - but 
not the names - - of at least every school in FBS. 
EA has maintained tllroughout that any none of the players' attributes or physical qualities or 
likenesses is based on an actual player. However, one SB Nation reader found former Florida 
quarterback Tim Tebow's name in Florida's playbook in the 2010 version of the football game. 
As a condition of eligibility, the NCAA requires players to sign a document that guarantees the 
rights to their likenesses in perpetuity to the association. 
Here is some background on the three main plaintiffs - - Ryan Hart, Sam Keller, Ed O'Bannon. 
The Hart ca~e was filed in New Jersey. O'Bannon and Keller were consolidated in California. 
In related news, CBSSports.com confinned the NCAA is headed to mediation in a landmark 
concussIon case. 
Dennis Dodd writes/ro CBSSports. com. This article has been reprinted on Clips with the 
authorLJs permissio/l. 

EA Spolis settles with ex-players 
By Darren Rovell, ESPNcom, 9:23pmET 
While current N CA..I\ players fight for their right to make money, a large group of fonner 
college football players scored a major victOlY Thursday. 
Shortly after Electronic Art~ announced it would stop producing a college football game 
beginning next year, the video game company - - together with Collegiate Licensing Company, 
which holds the licensing rights to the trademarks of the m~ority of colleges and universities -
filed papers to the U.S. District Court in Northern California that it had settled its case brought 
by fonner players. 
Although the video games did not use their names, the former college athletes alleged EA 
Sports used the same jersey numbers, heights, weights, skin tones, hair colors and home states 
in the in- game bios, not only without their pernlission, but without compensation. 
Steve Berman, managing partner of the law firm Hagens Belman, who served as co-lead 
counsel in the class-action lawsuit brought by the players, acknowledged to ESPN.com that a 
settlement had been reached although the specific terms will remain confidential. Berman said 
negotiations started in earnest the past few weeks on the heels of an appellate court affirming in 
July a U.S. District Court decision that EA could not use a First Amendment defense of free 
speech. 
After the sides met with a mediator, they put the finishing touches on a settlement, which 
Berman says will include between 200,000 and 300,000 former college football players whose 
likenesses were used in the game. 
Berman would say only that the settlement would provide the ex-players with "something 
substantive." He said a list of players with their current addresses will be compiled and that he 
hopes, once the court approves the settlement and the money is paid out, the players can get 
checks sent to their current residences instead of having to claim the money. 
"When we filed the case, we felt very strongly that EA's appropriation of student-athletes' 
images for a for-profit venture was wrong, both in a legal sense and from a more fundamental 
moral perspective," Berman said in a statement. "These guys were busting their butts on the 
field or the court trying to excel at athletics, oftentimes to help win or maintain scholarships so 
they could get an education. 



.. Student~ agreed that by being student-athletes that they could not exploit their personal 
commercial value, an agreement they lived up to. The same cannot be said alxmt the NCAA 
or its partner Electronic Arts." 
For its part, EA Sports -- which will not admit any wrongdoing as part of the settlement 
agreement - - said in a statement Thursday that "we follow rules that are set by the NCAA -
but those rules are being challenged by some student-athletes." 
EA SPOlts said the decision will not affect its SUppOlt for "NCAA Football 14," which was 
released in July. The Redwood City, Calif, company also said it is working to reassign staffers 
who worked on the game. 
The NCAA said earlier this year that it would take its name off the game, but that does not 
absolve the governing body of previous legal exposure. With EA Sports and CLC dropped as 
defendants, the NCAA now will be litigated against alone in the class-action lawsuits 
spearheaded by former college quarterback Sam Keller and fi.)rmer UCLA basketball player 
Ed O'Bannon. 
The NCAA's chieflegal officer, Donald Remy, told USA Today that the NCAA was "not 
prepared to compromise on this case." 
Spokeswoman Stacey Osbum said Thursday that the NCAA could not comment on the 
settlement without lmowing the tenns. 
The settlement comes just five days after the most visible protest by college football players, 
who are seeking to improve their rights. Georgia Tech quarterback Vad Lee, Northwestem 
qUalterback Kain Colter and several others wrote "APU" -- All Players United -- on their 
galne-day gear Saturday. It was done to protest the NCAA's treatment of athletes on issues 
ranging from concussions to compensation. 
One lawyer involved in the case suggested Thursday's settlement means current players now 
will be entitled to compensation, too. 
"Today's setll em ent is a gam e-changer because, for the fi rst time, student-athletes suiti ng up to 
play this weekend are going to be paid for the use of their likenesses," said Eugene Egdorf, a 
Houston- based lawyer who litigated on behalf of the fornler college players. "We view this as 
the first step towards our ultimate goal of making sure all student-athletes can claim their fair 
share of the billions of dollars generated each year by college sports." 
EA Sports provided athletic departments with more licensing royalties than any other non
apparel licensee, according to data released by CLC. 
This article has been reprinted on Clips with the permission ojESPNcom 
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Mid-m~or mulls $246m [linve~;tment[J for on-campus FB stadium 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the ClipsSatnrdayShip. Hope you are well. 
University presidents, their boards and top execs have it tough. Their school can have a top
rate faculty, great academics, pull in plenty of research dollars, and be generally well-regarded 
in all academic measures .... but if they don [It have a big football program that brings alumni, 
fans, parents and ,tudents to their campus a half dozen times a year, wellthatl] s a problem. 
While the academic factors cited above are critical to being/becoming a great university, the 
tact of the matter is that football can! does produce a wow factor that can stimulate D or might 
we say simulate? D school pride that is thought to result in not only athletics donations but 
university donations. Tha1.O s the game plan, anyway. 
But then thereDs the Kool-Aid factor, which is roughly described as having sane people do 
insane things even though it is flat out irrational. 
Below is a mini case study ofwhatmightturn outto be a Kool-Aid project. 11.Os about a 
proposal to build a $246 million, 40,000-seat football stadium on the campus of Colorado 
State University. Rachel Bachman ofthe Wall Street Journal D who has steadily risen in the 
ranks of the ClipsTruthSquad's elite guest writers I:.! expertly ticks oJfthe pro [J s and cons of the 
stadium project. 
Here [J s one ofthe best lines to justify the project: 

"Why does a car dealership build a brand-new showroom? You bring a client in, 
you want to show excellence. " 

Read on, Dear Reader, Read on. 
Have a good weekend. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W"NIN.twitter.comi@CollegeAthClips 

Colorado State University Bets on a Stadium to Fill Its Coffers 
Faced With Declining State Funding, School Believes Football Project Will Score 
By Rachel Bachman, Wall Street Journal, 9-27-13 
Colorado State University has seen the future of higher education, and it has goal posts and 
end zones. 
Faced with declining state funding, CSU is raising money to build a $246 million, 40,000-seat 
football stadium on its Fort Collins campus. University President Tony Frank says the new 
facility will help build a winning football team while advancing one of the school's highest 
priorities: attracting more out-of-state students paying highertnition. 
Skeptics, including some alumni and faculty, see the project as a boondoggle Despecially for a 
team that plays in a relatively low- profile athletic conference and doesn't sell out its current 
32.500-seat stadium off campus. The debate has sparked dueling websites, animated letters to 
the editor and arguments about the role of sports at a university. 
"I am just an ordinary retired citizen who looks at this from a financial standpoint and says, 
'This is the stupidest thing I've ever seen,'" said Bob Vangenneersch, a fonner Fort Collins 
businessman who is leading the opposition movement against the new stadium. "The numbers 
just do not pan out." 
Colorado has cut its support for public colleges by 73% since 1980, more than any other state, 
according to Tom Mortenson of the Pell Institute for the Study of Opportunity in Higher 
Education. If the current trend holds, Dr. Frank has warned that within a decade, CSU D which 
currently gets 10% of its budget from the state Dcould become one of nation's first public 
universities to lose state funding. 
He and other stadium backers believe a new facility would attract better football players, 



helping the Colorado State Rams win more games and make more television appearances, thus 
raising the university's profile. This exposure, they believe, would spur more applications from 
nonresident students, who pay $23,347 in annual tuition, three times what Colorado students 
pay. Dr. Frank aims to add 5,000 nonresident students, and says an ungraded football 
program would help. 
"I think we're in a have-to situation," said Doug Markley, a car dealer and CSU football 
booster who is contemplating a seven-figure donation to the stadium project. "Either you're 
going to be an 'is' or a 'has-been.'" 
Opponents say there are no guarantees that a spifiY new football venue will bring in significantly 
more revenue. and that the additional debt to build it could hamstring CSU for years. To 
secure the project, tlle school said it must raise halfthe stadium's cost, $125 million, in private 
donations and pledges by October 2014. It will sell bonds to cover the rest. University officials 
have declined to say how much has been raised so tar. 
The stadium issue has "really tom our community apart," said Anita Wright, CSlI's fornler 
budget director and a stadium opponent. "You almost don't want to bring up the issue. It's like 
talking religion or politics." Ms. Wright said that shortly after she wrote an opinion piece 
opposing the project for a local newspaper, she found a bolt in one of her car tires. Other 
stadium opponents have had signs stolen from their lawns, she said. 
Colorado State isn't alone in eyeing the economic benefits of football. A more than decadelong 
boom at university athletic departments nationwide has produced gleaming weight rooms and 
stadiums bulging with luxury suites. 
CSU officials point to the University of Oregon. which has made massive investments in athletic 
facilities over the last 15 years, thanks in part to the largess ofNike co- founder and Oregon 
alumnus Phil Knight. The investments coincided with a period of dominance by the football 
team, ranked as high as No.2 in the nation last year. The University of Oregon doubled its 
number of nonresident students between 2002 and 2012 to nearly 42% of the undergraduate 
population. 
Colorado State and Oregon are largely similar institutions, Dr. Frank, CSU's president, said. 
"In fact, in places D research funding and things D we do far better," he said. "Yet, 1 bet if you 
asked 1 00 people outside the state of Oregon and the state of Colorado which is the better 
academic institution, probably 90 to 95% would say the University of Oregon. And what I 
would argue to you is that tlmt would be based largely on perception and the visibility from 
athletics." 
Colorado State attracted $318 million in federal and state operating grants and contracts 
compared with $90 million at the University of Oregon, according to 2010-11 data from the 
National Center for Education Statistics. 
Oregon President Michael Gottfredson said, "While we're justitiably proud of our recent 
successes in athletics, the University of Oregon has been well known ti.)r our academic 
strengths fi.)r decades." 
In the past six years, Colorado State hm; spent $690 million on new or updated facilities to 
make itself more attractive to students. It completed a $32 million renovation to its recreation 
center that included an indoor climbing wall and smoothie bar, and it is building donnitories 
with such amenities as private bathrooms and a fireside lounge. Still, CSU's nonresident 
students remained Hat at 19% of the school's undergraduate population between 2003 and 
2012. 
Two years ago. Dr. Frank decided that CSU football should aspire to the same heights as 
academic programs such as its veterinary medicine program, ranked No.3 nationally by U.S. 
News & World Report. 
He hired Jack Graham, a fonner Colorado State quarterback who had worked for years in the 
catastrophic-events insurance business, as athletic director. Mr. Graham pitched the idea of an 
on-campus stadium as a way to draw alumni back to campus and help differentiate for out-of~ 
state students Colorado State from the University of Colorado at Boulder. People he meets 
while traveling often mistakenly call him a BuftaJo D ClI' s mascot D Mr. Graham said, adding 
that Colorado is better known in part because it won a football national title in 1990. 
Dr. Frank, a scientist in pathology and toxicology by training, said part of him remains skeptical 
that a new stadium can translate directly into an enrollment boom. But he noted that the two 
highest- traffic days on the university's website last year coincided with Colorado State's 
appearance in the NCAA men's basketball toumament. He concluded that building a new 
football stadium made more sense than upgrading the current one, which has $30 million in 
deferred-maintenance bills, and the CSU system board of governors backed him a year ago. 
No academic research exists to SUpIX)rt the notion that a new stadium helps a college football 
team win, experts say. Nor will it necessarily attract more fans. The universities of Akron and 
Minnesota both moved from otI~campus to new on-campus stadiums in 2009. Both saw initial 
attendance bumps befi.)re attendance dropped below pre-new-stadium levels. 
Both teams have worse records since the stadium opened, though Minnesota is 4-0 this 
season. Akron's athletic department is generating less from annual ticket sales and other direct 
sources than its $2.2 million in annual debt service on the $65 million stadium. 
The shortfall forced cost-cutting in a department already subsidized by university and student 
funds. Representatives from both schools said poor team perfonnance contributed to 
attendance drops but they believe their current coaches can improve their teams and draw fans 
back. 



Colorado State has a built-in financial handicap: It belongs to the Mountain West Conference. 
In 2012-2013, Mountain West distributed au average 0[$23 million in broadcast-rights 
revenue to each school, while the Southea<;tern Conference [1 which has produced the past 
seven football national champions [jdistributed $20.7 million. 
Mr. Markley, the CSU football booster, said he believes that eventually the neighboring Big 12 
or Pac-12 Conferences D whose schools also commaud more than $20 million aunually in TV
rights dealsDwill expand. The stadium will help make Colorado State an attractive addition 
when they do, he said. A Pac-12 spokesman said the conference has no plaus to expand, and 
Big 12 commissioner Bob Bowlsby said he auticipates "an extended period of conference 
stability nationwide." 
Another issue is the CSU football team. The Rams have been ranked as one of the nation's top 
25 teams injust eight ofthe past 78 seasons aud played in 12 postseason bowl games in more 
than a century of organized f()Otball. Mr. Graham, the athletic director, said he believes the 
Rams can regularly appear in both the top 25 and prestigious bowl games. The team is 1-3 this 
season after going 4-8 last year. It plays the University of Texas at EI Paso in Fort Collins on 
Saturday. 
Colorado State's long road was evident last Saturday when it traveled to Tuscaloosa, Ala., to 
play two-time defending national champion Alabama, a member of the Southeastern 
Conference. Alabama routed CSU 31-6 after building up a 17-point halftime lead. The teams 
both compete in college football's 125-team top division. But while the No. I-ranked Tide 
regularly sells out its 84,000- seat stadium and generated $82 million in revenue in 2012, 
Colorado State's announced attendance sank to an average of 19,250 last season Dincluding 
9.304 per game in actual paying customers Dand the football program generated $4.1 million. 
Much of the argument for Colorado State's stadium centers on the idea of creating more 
excitement among alumni and generating more donations. The current stadium is located 3.6 
miles away from the university, whereas the new stadium is planned inside the campus's 
southern edge. Mr. Graham said that although he had attended dozens off()Otball games since 
his 1975 graduation he hadn't been back to campus until he took the job as athletic director. 
"We don't come back to listen to a professor give a lecture on economics or on business 
mauagementDnot in the numbers that we come back to see a football game," he said. 
Even if sports success fosters more donations, there is no guarantee some will spill over into 
academic causes. In a 2004 study of the University of Oregon, researchers Jeffrey Stinson and 
Dennis Howard found that significant increases in private donations to athletics were associated 
with decreases in giving to academics. A 2007 study by researchers Brad Humphreys aud 
Michael Mondello that examined nationwide data over 20 years concluded that when athletic 
success spurred increases in private donations, the increases usually lasted only as long as the 
success, and tended to be concentrated in athletics. 
CSU is facing a lot of skepticism about the stadium project on its own campus. "I would say 
that the majority of the faculty on this campus are clearly against it," said Tim Gallagher, a CSU 
finance professor who chairs the faculty council and said he personally has no strong opinion 
on the project "Some of it comes from a feeling that athletics as a general rule is getting too big 
and is stalting to overshadow the primary academic mission ofthe university." 
Backers are undaunted. 
Mr. Graham said the Rams can compete on a $50 million budget D about half of what athletic 
departments at mauy college football powerhouses spend. And he said the new stadium would 
be a "talent magnet" The school's second-year football coach, Jim McElwain, said the new 
stadium helped lure him away from Alabama, where he was offensive coordinator. He said the 
stadium would help him recruit players as welL "Why does a car dealership build a brand-new 
showroom?" he said. "You bring a client in, you waut to show excellence." 
This article has been reprinted on Clips with the pernlission of the Wall Street Journal. 
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Clips eFlash: USC [] s Lane Killin fired. Yeah, really. 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

SundayMomingGreetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
For those who havenDt heard Lane Kiffin was relieved of his duties last night as coach of 
USC. 

Firings are rarely pleasant occasions, and they are carried out in all manner of ways [Jby phone 
(that way made infamous at the NCAA), by email, by proxy, by default, by public opinion, by 
carrier pigeon presumably? D but Kiffin D s was a first for me. 

After USC lost a shootout ignobly to Arizona State 62-41 last night, USC AD Pat Haden was 
waiting for the Trojan's charter jet as it landed after midnight at LAX, and the firing was 
consummated there. That was surely not easy for Pat, and not for Coach Kiffin, butitDs best 
they move on. 
And so ..... just four weeks into the season .... here starts the carousel of coach changes. 
\v110 D s next? 
We [jve got a great article below by Dan Wetzel of Yahoo Sports, plus some excerpts ofa 
hard-hitting critique from Deadspin. 
Have a good Sunday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wl/wv.twitJer.com!@CollegeAthClips 

USC couldn't wait until sunrise to fire coach Lane Kiffin 
Dall Wetzel, Yahoo c,>ports. 9-29-13 

It was Lane Kiffin' s occasional habit after watching a play that was drawn up 
sound but wound up haywire: He'd crouch on the University of Southern California sideline, 
take his laminated play sheet and spin it in the air between his hands in frustration. 
It was like he couldn't imagine how the Xs and Os that were represented in a certain call from 
that sheet D a call that was supposed to deliver yards, points, victory and continued glOly to 
the Trojans D could instead tum so disastrous with sacks, picks, ±ourth-and-longs and loss 
after loss. 
Yet it wasn't a typical coaches' sideline rant or rage D all teams have failed plays. There was a 
certain resignation, a certain stunned playfulness, a certain, well, there goes another one and I 
have no idea why. 
KifIin was fired Sunday, in the early hours of the morning, not long after USC lost 62-41 at 
Arizona State, a ganle framed by 612 Sun Devils yards gained and fi.mr Trojans tumovers 
committed. 
The 38-year-old Kiffin was 28-15 at USC and has lost seven of his lm,t 11 games. It tookjust 
an 0-2 start in Pac-12 play for athletic director Pat Haden's preseason declaration of" 100 
percent" SUppOlt to drain to zero. 
Kiffin had his moments in L.A., but the momentum was clearly against him at this point. There 
were the losses. There was the poor play. There was even a cooling of USC's might on the 
recmiting trail D even locally. Suddenly it was UCLA that was the hot local program. 
The progranl was suffering from the NCAA sanctions imposed following the Reggie Bush 
scandal. Scholarship limitations sapped depth, which not only changed the way USC could 
play, but also practice. Even Kiffin's early success at landing a small group of elite recmits 
failed to payoff And the 10 fewer kids he was able to sign each year were showing up 
elsewhere in the Pac-12, notably over in Westwood. 



Perhaps as much as anything, however, were those visions from the sidelines [1 the spinning 
play sheet is just one ofthe take-your-pick visuals of a coach who looked overwhelmed, 
outclassed or incapable of weathering the considerable NCAA stornl. 
KifIin, the son of a legendary NFL coordinator (current Dallas Cowboys assistant Monte 
KifIin), was once considered the boy wonder of football coaching when he was hired at age 31 
to lead the Oakland Raiders. 
He lasted just tour games into his second season before the late AI Davis fired him, but that 
blowup was blamed as much on Davis as Killin. By November, Killin was tabbed to take 
over at Tennessee. In an eventful 14 months, he ruilled feathers. won some games, recruited 
like few others (at least on paper) and seemed set to establish himself as a college coaching 
presence. 
Then his old boss at USC, Pete Carroll, left for Seattle, and Killin jumped at the chance to 
return to California. The move was considered betrayal in Knoxville, Tenn., which says all yon 
need to know about how positively he was once viewed. USC thought it had found the kind of 
presence needed to navigate the heavy sanctions. Everything looked pretty good [J USC won 
10 games in 2011 and was preseason No. I in 2012. 
And then it all turned to mush, Kifl:ln looking overwhelmed and unable to even diagnose the 
problems, let alone tlx them. He became more humble in his public speaking and a punching 
bag to comedic fans. Suddenly, L.A. area recruits weren't lining up to commit. USC had just 
seven players verbally committed, a class that ranked 63rd on the current Rivals.com list. 
It was all very un-USC like. 
So. tins was inevitable. Haden didn't bother even waiting until sunrise. didn't even bother 
waiting until October. 
The move allows the Trojans to focus on what 0 or who 0 is next. There's a philosophy in 
college administrating now, mm,t otlen credited to FloridaA.D. Jeremy Foley, that if the 
decision to change coaches has been made, don't wait until the end of the season to do it. 
It's unlikely USC will tum its season around and rebound LJ that rarely, ifever, works in 
college football. It does put the Trojans in the tront of the line when looking for available 
coaches, including giving Haden months to not only scout and run background on a potential 
hire, but also speak with their agents and negotiate (or even recruit). 
The USC program isn't frmdamentally broken. It still has the location, resources and 
commitment to win and win big. Sustained mediocrity really isn't tolerable. By bringing in a 
number of elite talents even in the heart of sanctions, Killin actually served the program 
somewhat well. The new guy. finally freed to recruit frilly, finds a cupboard that isn't bare and is 
about as good as he could expect. 
USC may be the most coveted job available this year. With the right head coach, it will be 
back [1 soon. Perhaps only Texas, should it part with Mack Brown, would be better, and 
that's probably a matter of geographic roots. 
Right now, USC has the leg up. 
So gone, ti.)r the time being, is Lane Killin and his sideline visuals of spinning play charts and 
confused frustration. He'll coach somewhere again. 
This one didn't work out though, and the fall was so spectacular, USC couldn't even wait until 
sunrise to make it official. 

This article was written by Dan Wet::el.lt has been reprinted on Clips with the authorDs 
pennissioll. 

Dan Wetzel gets it right above, and[Japparently[Jthe wiseacre Matt Hinton does as well 
be/ow, except in a decidedly snarky, nasty and scathing sort of way. [But what do we 
expect ofDeadlpin, after all? 1 Below are some excerpts a/his remarks, which can be 
encapsulated in the headline of his article: DHasAny Coach Ever Done Less WithlHore 
Than Lane Kijjin?, 0 which appears on the Deadspin website. 

Has Any Coach Ever Done Less With More Than Lane Kiffin? 

Matt Hinton, Deadspin, on 9-29-13 ... Click here jar article 

Watch enough jbotball jar long enough, (md eventually you'll see everything. 1 
believe this: In this calendar year alone we've seen a one-point safety, a Heisman 
finalist cop to having an imaginary girlfriend, and a 300-pound left tackle score 
on a hook-and-Iateral, among other improbable feats. And 1 believe that, at some 
point, we will see a head coach whose tenure is so far past its expiration date, 
whose team has so visibly checked out on him, that his bosses abandon all 
pretense and have him physically escortedfrom the stadium by security while a 
game is still in progress. I'm convinced this will happen, because 1 watched 
Washington State's laD 7 upset over USC last Saturday in its entirety, andI'm 
convinced Lane Kijjin nearly became that coach 

******* 
Saturday was the home opener . . .. the scene at the L.A. Coliseum simmered 
with the nervy discontent of a revolt in the making. 



The boos broke out in the first quarter. The offense, which Kijjin fought to keep 
under his control in the offseason, was conservative to the point (if farce. The 
quarterbacks, both KijJin recruits, were too inept for it to be anything else. The 
diminished crowd that remained qfier the game, having just witnessed the mighty 
Trojan offense complete a single passfor afirst down against a team it had 
bombedfor 45 points per game over the previous decade, responded in the on~v 
rational way, by chanting "FIRE KIFFIN!" 

****** 
Since we don't live in a vacuum, we know that this is how it often goes for 
embattled coaches when they cross the point of no return, as the scales tip 
irrevocably in fiNor of the critics. After anger. other phases will follow: 
Depression as the team jails to pull out (y'the malaise, bargaining over possible 
successors, eventually acceptance and probably even some relief when the axe 
jaIls. At USC, we've already seen the obligatory stqtJ·purge. Now comes the part 
where ji71strated players decide to take things into their own hands. These things 
can be surprisingly emotional, but in themselves they rarely catch anyone by 
surprise. 
******** 

Almost never, though, have so many people seen the disintegration coming from 
sofaraway. Before Kiffin coached hisfirst game at USC, there was open 
speculation about where his abbreviated, hastily abandoned tenure at Tennessee 
in 2009 ranked among the worst major coaching hires of the decade, enshrining 
him alongside the likes qfTyrone Willingham at Washington, Greg Robinson at 
5'yracuse, and Afike Price at A labama for long-term well-poisoning of historic 
magnitude. (Vol fans nearly rioted following his abrupt. ovemight departure for 
his "dreamjob" in L.A., but within two years KltJtn's only recl71iting class in 
Knoxville had e.tfective~v evaporated, and the athletic director who'd hired him 
had been forced out. KltJtn's hastily appointed successor, Derek Dooley, went out 
last year as the first coach to leave Knoxville with a losing record overall since 
the early days of the Tennessee Valley Authority.) 

****** 
The challenges to Kijjin's credentials for the most covetedjob in college football 
began before he set foot on the tarmac in Los Angeles. At that point, he was 
already regarded as a kind (if villain, in a playful "I poach recruits. ['ve been 
reprimanded by the c\"'EC on multiple occasions, try and stop me" sort qfway. He 
was impulsive and entitled, a ji-at-boy trust-funder who gave sullen, studiedly 
bored perfOlwances in press conferences as if to convey just how little he needed 
this media shit. He had already managed to parlay a meh resumD into not one but 
two high-prqfile gigs, both of which he seemed to takefor granted Tennessee 
gave Kiffin everything he wanted The school made his father, Monte, the first 
million-dollar college coordinator. After the debacle in Oakland, UT went way out 
on a limb for Kiffin, stood by him through an uninterrupted series of controversy 
and petty embarrassments, only to watch him bail at the first available 
opportunity, h(Ning proven nothing. 
It'sfitting that KijJin's 2012 USC team began the season ranked No. 1. Uneamed 
privilege has always been his thing. And in any case the best mea5ure (yLane 
KijJin is the height from which he falls . ... 

******* 
Has any coach in recent memory managed to accomplish less with more? Every 
school ha5 its reigning pariah coach, the cautionary tale who looms as a 
measuring stick for futility by which his successors will be judged after nearly 
every loss. But very few of them were ever bequeathed a roster remotely of the 
caliber of usc's ... 

. . Iflast year was a clinic in how to blow a golden opportunity, last weekend 
was a clinic in how to prevent an ostensibly blue-chip lineup from even having a 
chance. 

Matt Hinton writes about college footballfor Football Outsiders and SB Nation's 
Football Study Hall. Follow him on TWitter@MattRHinton. 
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Sunday. September 29,20139:20 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 9-30-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Sundayr.\,'.'iiii.,'Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

How to sort out the weekLJs ups and downs and triumphs and failures? . Wel1? .. How 
else? .. None other thanLJ drumroll please [] The tried and true, never fails, rock-solid, one-of
a-kind, 5-s13r rated 3-dot technique, respectfully borrowed from its know-all, see-all creator, 
the late great Herb Caen, writer extraordinaire of the San Francisco Chronicle [1 

The weekO s biggest story?. But of course, it emanates from the left coast, more specifically 
from the US 9th Circuit Court in San Fran, with word that two of the defendants in the 
o OBannon case (EA and CLC) have agreed to an out of court settlementD which, natel!, 
leaves the NCAA as the lone defendant to Ogo all the way to the Supreme Court, 0 
according to NCAA legal veep Donald Remy 0 to which 0 OBannon counsel responded. 
OFantastic! WeOll see them in court! 0 We love this stuffO Elsewise, Lane Kiffin, fonner 
head coach of the Oakland Raiders and the Tennessee Vols, also became fonner head coach 
ofthe USC Trojans[J Princeton AD Gary Walters spoke very frankly about reform [J the 
NCAA is headed to mediation in concussion Iitigation[J then therel]s APU, NCPA, P4P (pay 
for play) and F40 (Forde[Js Forty, as well as the tlat-12 Ferrari F-40)LJ College MBK coach 
twitterrankings[J a $246m FB stadium being planned by a mid-major[J a riveting, award
worthy Clips Eyewitness Report of#15 Michigan barely beating #108 UConnO 
And you 0 11 find all the above below 0 
Have a good Sunday/MondayO Have a good weekO 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
'i'-"'!'i'Lt'i'{ltl.QLg.Q!I~'@Q.QJJ.Q9.QNt].QH!?§ 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the 
articles (below) on the website. If you al'e not Jogg<'d ill you will get a blank white 
S(Teell. 
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Thursday, October 3,20138:31 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Free-Agent Lawyer seeks to represent student-athletes 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Thursday morning greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
The hits just keep coming. 

Let LJ s see, there has been the ongoing 0 [1 Bannon lawsuit, EA and CLC settling on that 
lawsuit, the NCAA digging in it~ heals on that lawsuit, Miami, Penn State, multitudinous calls 
for [Jrevised[] governance at the NCAA, agents-agent~-everywhere, FB coach firings in 
September, DeLoss stepping down after 32 years, etc, etc, etc. 
What else could happen? 

Well, how about a high-powered, well respected attorney gathering together an impressive 
team of associates to ~ represent student-athletes? Nope, I did not make that up. Just 
read the intro blurb to the article below: 

Jeff Kessler, an attorney who helped bring free agency to the National Football 
League, is about to focus on the unpaid athletes who generate more than $16 
billion in college sports television contracts. 
New York-based Winston & Strawn LLP is starting what it describes a5 the first 
college:fiJcused division at a major law firm to represent players. coaches, schools 
and conferences against what Kessler, 59. described al' !]the unbridled power and 
il!fluence 0 of the National Collegiate Athletic Associatioll. 
017ze NCAA should stand up and take notice that Jeffis involved, 0 saidBob 
Lanza, aformer National Basketball Association players 0 union general counsel 
who worked alongside Kessler and is now a partner in 0 ONeill & Lanza, a 
professional sports advisory firm. 01 canOt think of anybody more qualified to 
start this type of department. 0 

The 00 Bannon ruling/settlement is big, but this one could be massive. Just think, 0 legal 
representationO for 450,000 student-athletes. fikes. Although the article only uses the word 
[1 union [1 to describe Mr. Kessler[] s background in pro sports player representation, it sure 
sounded to me like they were describing a student-athlete []union!] to me. 
Judge for yourself; the full article is below. It is well worth a read. 
And a special thank you to the fiJlks at Bloomberg. who gave us reprint permission for 
thisfine article. This is our first Bloomberg reprint permission ever. 
Have a good Thursday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
\N1Nw.twitler.com/@CollegeAthClips 

NFL Free-Agent Lawyer to Unlock $16 Billion in NCAA Athletes 
By Scott Soshnick, Bloomberg, 10-2-13 
.Jeff Kessler, an attorney who helped bring free agency to the National Football League, is 
about to focus on the unpaid athletes who generate more than $16 billion in college SPJrts 
television contracts. 
New York-based Winston & Strawn LLP is ~;tarting what it describes as the first college
focused division at a major law firm to represent players, coaches, schools and conferences 
against what Kessler, 59, described as Othe unbridled fXJwer and influence 0 ofthe National 
Collegiate Athletic Association. 
o The NCAA should stand up and take notice thatJeflis involved, 0 said Bob Lanza, a former 
National Basketball Association players 0 union general counsel who worked alongside 
Kessler and is now a paltner in 0 ONeill & Lanza, a professional sports advisory firm. or 
can 0 t think: of anybody more qualified to start this type of department. 0 



Ed 0 l!Bannon, a fonner basketball All-American at UCLA who is suing the NCAA over the 
use ofhis image in commercial ventures, reacted to the news by saying: I]Wow! Jeff 
Kessler. LJ 
College athletes, past and present, are taking increasingly vocal, visible and litigious steps 
against what they consider to be unfair mles set by the NCAA, which doesnDt permit athletes 
to be paid. The agency faces lawsuits by former players that could seismically alter the sports 
landscape and, according to Steve Berman, managing partner of the Seattle- based law firm 
Hagens Berman Sobol Shapiro, dissolve the 107-year- old governing body of college athletics. 
o Social Change 0 
o What 0 s at stake is a lot of money - - and their survival, 0 said Bemlan, whose film 
represents former University ofN ebraska quarterback Sam Keller in a c1ass- action lawsuit 
against the NCAA over the use of player likenesses in video games and promotions. 
[J Sometimes it takes litigation to make social change. LJ 
NCAA spokeswoman Stacey Osburn said in an e-mail that the organization wouldn []t 
comment on Kessler or his firm LJ s entry into college sports. 
Last week, Electronic Arts Inc. (EA), the second-largest U.S. video-game publisher, agreed to 
settle a lawsuit brought by former college athletes, including Keller and 0 OBannon, over use 
oftheir likeness in video games, leaving the NCAA as the lone defendant. 
The company canceled next year 0 s college football product, citing unsettled litigation between 
the plaintiffs and the NCAA, whose chieflegal officer, Donald Remy, said on Sept. 26 the 
organization would take the matter to the U.S. Supreme Court rather than settle, according to 
USA Today. 
Marquette University Athletic Director Larry Williams said in a telephone interview he sided 
with Keller and 0 0 Balillon. 
Equal Treatment 
[]I do not think the NCAA should be trading on the image or likeness of any players, I] he said 
yesterday. I] If we 11 re requiring amateurism on one side, we should not be individually 
commercializing their image and likeness. [] 
Winston 0 s college group will be mn by partner David Greenspan and associate Tim Nevius, 
who joined the firm from the NCAA, where he worked as an associate director of 
enforcement. 
ONo one has an attorney like Tim, 0 Greenspan said on a conference call interview last week 
with Kessler and Nevius. 
The 33-year-old Nevius said his work at the NCAA enables him to know Owhatthe 
enforcement staff is targeting in their investigations and what angle they take when looking at 
violations. 0 
Brain Inj uries 
The NCAA also faces a class-action lawsuit over brain il~ uries that alleges the organization 
failed to provide players with proper mles and education involving the long-tem1 effects of 
head trauma. The suit is []semi-insurable, LJ Williams said. 
o I don Dt see the NCAA facing a liability that is catastrophic, 0 he said. 
Kessler has represented the interests of athletes ranging from six-time NBA Most Valuable 
Player Michael Jordan to three-time Super Bowl-winning quarterback Tom Brady. He has 
worked for the unions of all four major North American professional leagues, including McNeil 
v. the NFL, the 1992 case that produced the current system of free agency for players in the 
most popular U.S. sport, with $9.7 billion in annual revenue. The average annual NFL salary 
has risen to about $2 million from about $500,000 since then, according to the NFL Players 
Association. 
Besides the NBA and NFL unions, Kessler has worked with the National I·Iockey League 
Players Association and the Major League Baseball Players Association. 
11 We [Jre the traditional go-to law fim1 for people adverse to leagues and associations, I] 
Kessler said on the conference call. [JWe represent the players, the cities and municipalities, 
the sponsors and owners who are fighting with their leagues. We 0 re not the finn that 
represents the powers. 0 
o Huge 0 Addition 
KesslerO s addition to the college scene is o huge, 0 0 o Batmon, now selling cars in Las 
Vegas, said in a telephone interview. 
o If players coming out of high school had some type of representation, or if somebody like 
Jeff initially made sure the players are represented in the right fashion, where both parties are 
happy with the deal, then a lot of this stuff wouldn Ot even happen, 0 he said. 
The plaintiffs in the likeness case say a victory over the NCAA could reduce the $6.4 billion in 
alillual revenue universities earn from athletics by as much as 50 percent. Moody [J s Investor 
Service said in June that it may downgrade $40 million of NCAA debt because of pending 
litigation and concern that the amateur business model will be changed in some unknown way. 
o Even a casual observer of college sports senses a growing pressure on the NCAA and its 
policies, 0 Dennis Gephardt, lead analyst of the public finance group at Moody 0 s, said in a 
telephone interview. 
Broader Effect 
Any drop in revenue fi·om football or basketball could have a cascading effect that might 
prompt the elimination of other, less-visible sports, Gephardt said. 
In the 2011-12 fiscal year, 23 ofthe 120 athletic departments with Football Bowl Subdivision 



programs, the sportLJs premier level, reported a profit, according to NCAA figures. Median 
revenue rose by 4.6 percent, while median expenses jumped by 10.8 percent. About 20 
percent ofFBS athletic budgets on average are subsidized by their overall colleges and 
universities, according to the NCAA. Only fi.)()tball and men[] s basketball usually tum a profit, 
it said. 
NCAA Revenue 
The NCAA had $841 million in revenue in fiscal 201 1-12. About 84 percent comes from its 
14-year, $10.8 billion men D s basketball tournament television contract with Time Warner 
Inc. D s Turner Sports and CBS Corp. Walt Disney Co. D s ESPN agreed to pay more than 
$5.5 billion over 12 years for the right to broadcast college football D s playoff which begins 
after the 2014 season. The Dallas CowboysD AT&T Stadium in Arlington, Texas, will host 
the inaugural championship game, and eight cities and regions from San Francisco to South 
Florida entered bidding two days ago to stage the following two title contests in a process akin 
to cities wanting the Super Bowl to visit. 
Football makes more money than any other college sport, generating median revenue of$I8.6 
million, about three times that of basketball, according to NCAA statistics. The sport was at 
the center of two years of conference shufl:1ing, with schools leaving traditional geographic 
alignments to fonn leagues sometimes reaching from coast to coast. The realignment isn D t 
over, said Williams, the Marquette athletic director. 
D My sense is the biggest change will center on how universities afl:lliate based on their ability to 
fund their programs. D he said. D Some programs rise and some fall. D 
Campus Greed 
Joe Bailey. the final commissioner of what was the Big East before its football schools fornled 
the American Athletic Conference, said universities can get greedy. 
[lV,rhen you get a lot of money involved, you have a lot of people that try and take 
advantage, [] Bailey said in a telephone interview. [J It ends up not being particularly pretty. [] 
The University of Texas, the owner and operator of the Longhorn Network in conjunction with 
ESPN, generated the most revenue in 2011-12, $163.3 million. University of Alabama fi.)otball 
coach Nick Saban, whose team is vying for its third consecutive national championship, was 
paid a base salary of$5.9 million last season and received another $400,000 for winning the 
title. 
Meantime, Heisman Trophy- winning quarterback JohlillY Manziel was investigated by the 
NCAA for allegedly taking what ESPN said was at least $10,000 from a memorabilia dealer 
for signing merchandise. NCAA mles prohibit Manziel from cashing in on his DJohmly 
Football D nickname, which he has trademarked. 
ManzieiBan 
Manziel was suspended for the first half of the Aggies[j first ganle this year. The NCAA said it 
couldnlJt find evidence he took money, and that Manziel was disciplined for [1 an inadvertent 
violation[] that wasn[Jt disclosed. The penalty was proposed by the school and accepted by 
the NCAA. 
Athletic directors at the biggest college football schools closed their annual meeting last week 
by taking a unified stand against paying athletes. 
D Pay-for-play has no part in the amateur setting, D Purdue University Athletic Director 
Morgan Burke, president of the Division I-A Athletic Directors Association, said in a 
statement. A full scholarship and support services for an athlete at the West Lafayette, Indiana
based school is wOlth more than $250.000, according to Burke. 
The athletic directors endorse overhauling how college sports are managed. The NCAA has 
said it is discussing reorganization, reviewing its policies on mle enforcement and considering 
whether schools should have the choice to spend for items like player stipends. 
I] Manage Change [j 
I] The intersection of all these cases and issues presents the NCAA with an opportunity to 
decide what kind of an organization it wants to be, and how it wants to manage sports going 
forward, D says Joseph Sipmt, managing partner of Sipmt PC, which represents plaintiffs in a 
20 II concussion lawsuit. D It D s about whether these players are regarded as commodities that 
are chewed up and spit out, or as something more than that. D 
More than 20 college football players, including quarterbacks Kain Colter of Northwestern 
and Vad Lee of Georgia Tech. took the field the weekend of Sept. 21 wearing the letters 
DAPUD on theirunifonns. The letters stand for DAII Players United,D a show of unity 
initiated by the National Collegiate Players Association, an organization of it says are more than 
14,000 current and fonner Division I athletes that wants improved scholarships, graduation 
rates and health and safety measures. 

Future I·Tope 
D Even though we compete every Saturday, we all need to come together for a greater 
cause, D Colter, a senior m~ioring in psychology, told reporters. DIDm not going to have any 
individual benefit from this. I D 11 be gone after this year. This is for the younger guys all around 
the nation.D 
Ramogi Huma said he started the group in 1997 while playing football for UCLA after the 
NCAA suspended his AIl-American teammate Domlie Edwards for accepting groceries when 
his scholarship money ran out at the end of the month. He said in a telephone interview that 



judges andjuries are the only forces that will spur change for college athletes. 
[JIhe NCAA isnlJ[ going to implement refonn voluntarily, 11 Huma said. [JCourts will be 
primary catalysts. Change is detinitely coming. 11 
College sports already have changed, says Gene Marsh, an attorney at Lightfoot Franklin 
White, the finn Texas A&M hired in the Manziel case. Marsh previously spent about a decade 
on the NCAA Division I Committee on Infractions, which deternlines when violations occur 
and what penalties to impose. 
o Lawyered UpO 
OMy first year was 1999, and you go into a room for an all-day hearing and youOd see a few 
lawyers, 0 he said in a telephone interview. ON ow, it 0 s not uncommon that you 0 ve got 25 
percent of the seats in the room are lawyers. Lawyers for the schools; lawyers for the head 
coaches; lawyers for the assistant coaches; lawyers for former coaches. This whole world of 
college athletics has gotten lawyered up. [J 

Kessler graduated from Columbia University in New York in 1975 and two years later from 
Columbia Law School, where he was a Kent Scholar and a member of the board of editors 
for the Columbia Law Review, according to his biography on the Winston & Strawn website. 
Kessler isnDtjust another lawyer, said Domonique Foxworth, the NFL Players Association 
president who is in his first year at Harvard Business School after a six-year playing career. 
The NCAA was founded in 1906 to, according to its website, protect young people from the 
dangerous and exploitive athletics practices at the time. The mission statement drew a laugh 
from Foxworth. a producer of the documentary 0 Schooled: The Price of College Sports, 0 
which premiers on the EPIX cable television network Oct. 16 and examines the business of 
college football and basketball as well as the NCAA 0 s treatment of athletes. 
o I don Dt try to vilifY people, but it 0 s an inarguable fact that the construct of the system is 
flawed, 11 Foxworth, 30, said in a telephone interview. 11 You look atJeff and youl1re not very 
intimidated. But you should be ifhe [J s coming after you. [J 
This article was posted on the Bloomberg website on 10-1-13. It has been reprinted on 
College Athletics Clips injull with the pemlission o/Bloomberg.com. 

To access this article in its original setting, click here 
http://www.hloomberg.comlnews/20 13-1 0-02/nfl-free-agent-lmvyer-set-to-unlock-16-b illion-in-ncaa-athletes. html 
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Sunday, October 6,20139:06 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Sunday Update 10-7-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

As for me, the best games I saw over the weekend were definitely the thriller at Knoxville in 
which the hard-I uck Tennessee Vols almost upset the Georgia Bulldogs. Then, later that night, 
Northwestem almost beat Ohio State. 

And now, in the three-dot style inspired by the late Herb Caen of the Sau Fraucisco Chronicle, 
here goes a quick recap ofthe news and issues in the business of college sports during the 
week ... Mike Slive spoke frankly aud openly to aLcorn writer Jon Solomon about the "special 
needs" (my term) ofthe big conferences ... Slive said people in college sports should be "very, 
very open to change" that benefits athletes ... Meanwhile, commissioners, staffers aud advisors 
of the other four of the five were strategizing as well ... a WSJ article detailed efforts to get the 
NBA and NFL to change their draft rules... Meanwhile, on that same topic, bylaw Blog's 
John Infante says 'wait a minute,' the obsession with the baseball model has to end ... Baseball 
and hockey are difIerent than ba<;ketball and football. The fomler have minor league systems, 
the latter do not... Meauwhile, best-selling author John U. Bacon made his case on how to 
reform college sports ... a lengthy article titled "Bl G revenue cau't buy BCS titles" explores the 
Big Ten's rivalry with the SEC ... Syracuse BK coach Jim Boeheim quite emphatically ofiered 
his opinion on compensating student-athletes ... there's a great interview with UConn AD 
Warde Manuel... The Bylaw Blog reminds us that what are commonly referred to as "NCAA 
officials" are often not (technically) at all... Details on a DI-A FAR recommendation letter to 
the NCAA Dl BOD ... Renderings ofthe Univ. of Cincinnati's Nippelt Stadium renovations ... 
Techie stuff about the Pac-12 Network expansion ... Stuff about Northwestem FB coach Pat 
Fitzgerald ... Kiffin, Pasqualoni. Parseghian, Shennau, Maugini. Johnson, Jensen ... Jensen, 
Healy, Morgan, Rover, MG. Vauxhall, Triumph ... Norton, Royal Star, Benelli. Bultaco, 
Montessa, Maico, Hodaka ... And finally ... 

Other than all that, have a great week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wl/wv.twitJer.com!@CollegeAthClips 
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IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: Talk of a settlement in 0 []Bannon case. Finally. 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

MurkyMondayMorning greetings from MotherShipNorth. ltD s like pea soup in much of the 
Northeast. 
However, in the world of college sports, one thing is clear, and thaWs the everywhere, 
everyday bummer of the 0 LJ Bannon likeness lawsuit that has hung around everyone LJ s necks 
like the clanky chains on the repentant soul in the Ebineezer Scrooge movie. 
Anybody who kumvs anything about the NCAA MO in litigation kuows that the NCAA 
typically hunkers down, engages the services of ~ ~ battalions of attorneys, and 
waits out the inevitable suffocation/starvation of their adversary to (eventually) result in a 
settlement. This tactic has worked over and over again, most recently with the ENCLC 
bowing out of the 00 Bannon suit. 
That appeared to be the strategy of the o OBannon case. But there Os word (a scoop, even?) 
from Brad Wolverton of The Chronicle of Higher Education that there might be a settlement. 
And not on the far horizon, but, here, now, soon, in our lifetimes. 
Two of the more interesting things 00 BamlOn attorney Mike Hausfeld said to WolvClion: 

"You don't have to S£!}" 7'm paying you, '" he said regarding the concerns over 
p(!}':fiJr-play 
And: ':4 union is not necessary ... " 

Read on, Dear Reader, read on . 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
w\lv1N.lwiller.coml@ColiegeAthClips 

O'Bannon Lawyers Signal Openness to Settlement Talks With 
NCAA 
By Brad Wolverton, The Chronicle of Higher Education, 10-7-13 

The plaintiffs' lawyers in a federal antitrust lawsuit involving the rights of college 
athletes say they are open to settlement discussions with the National Collegiate Athletic 
AssociatiofL a potential sign of compromise in the closely watched case. 
Lawyers for Ed O'Bannon, the former UCLA standout who is suing the NCAA over 
perceived injustices in its system, say they have sent signals to NCAA lawyers suggesting a 
willingness to resolve the case befi.)re trial. But in a statement to The Chronicle, Donald M. 
Remy, the NCAA's top lawyer, said that the plaintiffs had "not reached out to the NCAA" 
about a possible settlement and any such assertion was "patently false." 
Mr. O'Bannon and a potential class of CUlTent and former players have argued that the NCAA, 
through its antiquated system of amateurism, illegally prevents athletes from eaming their fair 
share of the money the NCAA brings in from commercial products, including video games and 
other merchandise. The plaintiffs are also laying claim to potentially hundreds of millions of 
dollars in television revenue. The NCAA has vigorously denied the claims, and last month 
vowed to fight the case to the Supreme Court, if necessary. 
The judge in the case, which is being heard in the U.S. District Court for the Northern District 
of California, is considering whether to cCltiry the plaintiffs as a class. A trial date has been set 
for next summer. 
The lawsuit has sparked widespread debate about whether players should be paid. But 
Michael D. Hausfeld, the lead lawyer for tlle plaintiffs, said that the suifs unstated function is to 
change the relationship between players, their colleges, and the NCAA. 
To do that, he told The Chronicle, the association would not need to pay players explicitly. 
"You don't have to say, 'I'm paying you,'" he said. "Its not the NCAA paying; it's the licensee 



giving a share of their revenue" to players. 
'A Union Is Not Necessary' 
Legal experts say the two sides could resolve their bigge,t differences by focusing less on 
payments to players [1 which NCAA colleges have said they are unwilling to provide [Jand 
instead examining new ways of providing benefits to players. Such ideas could include 
improved health care, increased scholarship aid, and more opportunities for athletes to 
complete their education. 
Those proposals would not undercut the NCAA's amateur ideals, said Matt Mitten, a law 
professor and director of the National SPOlts Law Institute at Marquette University. 
"Ifthe plaintiffs were willing to consider something other than, 'Hey, here's a pool of money 
effectively used to compensate athletes for their playing services,' arguably that's consistent 
with furthering the educational aspect of intercollegiate athletics," he said. 
Mr. Hausfeld said his team would be open to any changes that would provide players with a 
more equitable role in big-time sports. 
"We've cited what a nonrestrictive market would look like," he said, but he would not describe 
specific examples of what players might be seeking. Ifthe NCAA agreed to sit down, he said, 
the two sides could find out where they might have common ground. (His willingness to discuss 
a settlement, he added, was not indicative of any deviation from the plaintifIs' "absolute resolve" 
to continue with the litigation, if necessary.) 
For the plaintiffs. any settlement would probably need to provide increased rights to players, 
including more due-process protections involving alleged NCAA violations, fewer restrictions 
on transfers, and more negotiating power. 
"A union is not necessary, but an association of students is." Mr. Hausfeld said. "The NCAA 
claims to have student-athlete representation within the organization .... But how can you have 
a legitimate independent voice if you're being controlled by the very association that 
supposedly represents you?" 
In recent weeks, many leading athletics ofticials have suggested that colleges were open to 
considering new ways of supporting athletes, but they oppose unionization. Such efti.)rts, they 
believe, would lead to attempts to treat athletes as employees. 
"There's a huge disparity between looking at the scholarship model and revisiting what student
athletes receive to the leap that the lawyers in this suit go to," said one official, who asked not 
to be identified because of the sensitivity of the matter. 
For its part, the NCAA has consistently defended its position on amateurism and shown no 
signs of backing down in the lawsuit. In an interview last month with USA Today, Mr. Remy, 
the NCAA lawyer, said the association was "not prepared to compromise on the case." 
This article has been reprinted on Clips with the permission of The Chronicle of Higher 
Education. 

The OfeaturedO editorial from the Editorial Board of the New York Times last week was 
devoted to the 0 OBannon case. Please note that the editorial did not appear on the sports 
page. but on the editorial~. They actually signed off by saying that the NCAA has a 
o plantation mentality 0 with regard to student- athletes. Here 0 s an excerpt: 
o Unfair Business in College Sports,O The Editorial Board, New York Times, 10-3-13 

The N C.A.A. argues that players should get nothing more than a scholarship 
(which colleges may cancel), because payment from colleges or outside companies 
would ruin the amateur model of collegiate sports. That model, however, is 
fimdamentally unfair. TV alter Byers, the first executive director of the N C.A.A. 
and now a critic of the way it does business, aptly described the athletes[J plight in 
his memoir: [lThe college player cannot sell his own feet (the coach does that) nor 
can he sell his own name (the college will do that). This is the plantation 
mentality resurrected and blessed by today Os campus executives. 

(emphasis added) 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, October 13,2013 11:22 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Sunday Update 10-14-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the SundayNightClips. Hope you are well. 
There are several good items below, especially an initiative to tighten up agent laws (the 
initiative must be pretiy good; al:xmt 55 Dl ADs have signed it); a disturbing Moody[is Report 
about the financial strength of college sports (ifs not good, with the specter of a big settlement 
hovering in the clouds); a full-court commentary on college sports amateurism by Patrick 
Hruby; details on the intricate shared payment plan for Syracuse [1 s $7.5 million exit fee from 
the Big East (turned American Athletic Conference) .... and more. See below. 
Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
w\l'/lN.lwiller.com/@ColiegeAthClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the articles 
(below) on the website. If you are not logged in you ,viII get a blank white screen. 
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College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 1:15 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash .... CFP 13: 12 wise men, 1 wise woman 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the Clips CFPShip. Hope you are well. 

The big news yesterday [1 and for the whole week maybe? [1 was the otIicial announcement of 
the CFP selection committee. 
There might still be some folks unfamiliar with the CFP acronym (it stands for [j College 
Football Playoff[l) but that acronym will soon become familiar to all college football faus. 
What has been the BCS this past decade-plus will next year (and for approximately a decade 
thereafter) bec0r-:I=n.:..e.c:;th;:ce:...C"-'=-F=-P-'-________________ -, 

x 

So the BCS will morph mto the CFP. Sorta. But there will be two big differences. 
First, The CFP will be a bona fide playoff, unlike the much maligned BCS. The CFP will be a 
four- team playoft; but already [jeven before we [1 ve gotten started [1 the cl'dZies are clamoring 
for six, eight, twelve and! or sixteen team playoffs. 
Second, the CFt' selection process will differ substantially from the tried-aud-untrue BCS 
selection process in that it will be humau-centric rather than poll-centric. Human-centric in tins 
case meaus a selection committee of thirteen people will do the heavy lifting, similar to the 
manner in winch men 0 s and women 0 s basketball committees handle selections tor the NCAA 
tournaments. 
And here are the thirteen people officially atmounced yesterday (tins is admittedly not new 
news, as the names were leaked by 0 unnamed sources a week ago ). 



As you can imagine, sportswriters, commentators, bloggers, talking heads and radio talk show 
hosts were unabashedly rude, crude andjudgmental in their opinions on each of the chosen 13. 
I read a couple dozen articles and bits and pieces of several others, and my take was that there 
was au overall favorable opinion ofthe people selected, if not for the near impossibility ofthe 
task itself 
The bulk of the criticisms about the committee selection had to do with the D impropriety D of 
having selected a womau for one ofthe committee slots. So what ifthat woman is a fanner 
SecState aud fonner Stanford Provost, with athletics reporting in to her? (Sarcasm intended). 
Go Condie! Or is it Condee? 
Here below are what I think were the three best articles of the past two days, including a 
hilarious D cave man D farce by Pat Forde of Yahoo Sports. 
Brave New World. 
I-lave a good Thursday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter 
\"'lvT.v.t"\Vitter.ccr['L/(ij)(·.cllegeAth{~11P:) 

TVe start qffwith a/Ine overview article b:v Ivan A1aisel ofESPN. com. 

The selection committee got it right 
By Ivan Maisel, ESPNcom, 10-16-13 
The College Football Playoff announced Monday that leffLong would chair the 
selection committee, and immediately the inquilY light glowed red. The Southeastern 
Conference representative in charge? Puh-Ieez. It's like putting Walter White in charge of the 
DA.R.E. program at J.P. Wynne High. The conspiracy theorists, their backroom scenarios in 
tow, are sure to believe that the (insert conference here) will be deprived of its rightful place 
among the college football elite. 
First of aiL auyone who recalls Long's decision-making concerning Bobby Petrino and his 
choice of motorcycling compauions should have no concern about Long's integrity. Second, I 
feel certain that Long will show no favoritism to the school where he played football and 
baseball. There is no chauce that Ohio Wesleyan will get a leg up on one of the four berths 
available for college football's national playoff. 
Long is the athletic director at Arkansas, which is in the Southeastern Conference, which has 
won the last seven BCS chaulPionships. Long's 30-plus years in athletic administration include 
jobs in the Big 12 (Oldahoma); ACC (Virginia Tech, Duke and North Carolina State); Big Ten 
(Michigau); Conference USA (Rice); aud Mid-American (Miami, Ohio). Depending on how 
strict the committee makes its recusal rule, Long may be in the room only long enough to 
discuss Oregon. 
All kidding aside, the committee is in good hands. And even if Long took the job and proved 
to be as dense as Bertie Wooster, executive director Bill Hancock is there to act as Jeeves. 
The entire committee was announced Wednesday at a news conference in Dallas. Once the 
traditionalists unknot their shorts over the inclusion offonner Secretary of State Condoleezza 
Rice, they will realize that Haucock aud the commissioners who assembled the committee 
perfornled good work. 
The committee includes one member who won a national championship (USC athletic director 
Pat Haden) as a player, one as an assistant coach (Wisconsin athletic director Bany Alvarez) 
and one as a head coach (Nebraska icon Tom Osborne). It includes fornlCr quarterbacks who 
threw (Haden and West Virginia athletic director Oliver Luck), one who ran (three-time head 



coach Ty Willingham) and one who did both (National Football Foundation chair Archie 
Manning). 
In the end, however, ifthe committee works as it is expected to work, the style of play with 
which the committee members are familiar won't matter. Neither will the schools where the 
members work or used to work, or the weather, or the number of stars at the resort where 
they meet. 
George Mason athletic director Tom O'Connor served on the NCAA Division I Men's 
Basketball Committee for five seasons, chairing it six years ago. 
"If you trust the people that are working with you, they can work through all ofthe 
discussions," O'Connor said Monday. "That was relatively easy when I was on the committee. 
because there was a high level of trust. ... You find out that people are all working for the same 
goal and the same objective: to get it right and get it right for. first and foremost, the student
athlete, then to get it right ti.)r everyone else, the school, the fans and what not." 
O'Connor remembers his first season on the committee, when he felt like a rookie. The football 
committee is starting trom scratch. They are all rookies. A few have served on the basketball 
committee, including fonner Big Em,t commissioner Mike Tranghese. A decade ago, 
Tranghese served as BCS chair, a tenure best remembered for his reaction during the 2003 
fiasco, when No.1 USC somehow failed to make the BCS National Championship Game. 
"I think we made a mistake." Tranghese said at the time. 
Tranghese, an early and vocal proponent of a selection committee, will smooth the path ahead. 
There are already plenty of relationships among the group - - Rice and Willingham are good 
friends; Alvarez not only served as a Big Ten AD with Osborne, but he played for the Huskers 
in the late '60s when Osborne served as an assistant coach to Bob Devaney. 
But as hokey as it sounds, and as much as it raises the hackles of the cynicaL what O'Connor 
said really will drive these deliberations. Athletic directors and coaches alike got into the 
business for the same reason. They had a coach who influenced their lives for the good and 
they want to pay it forward. The good ones in the business never forget why they got into it. If 
they keep that responsibility, thi s committee will be fine. 
Unless we see Ohio Wesleyan playing Oregon. 
Ivan Maisel writesfor S1. com. This article has been reprinted on this Clips eFlash with 
the authorDs permission. To access the E.--SPNcom website click here 

Despite skepticism, selection committee based on sound principles 
By Stewart Mandell, S1.com, 10-16-13 

We live in an age where everything in sports is either amazing or awful, with nothing in 
between. So it should come as no surprise that the Twitterverse made up its collective mind 
that the College Football Playoff selection committee will be awful before organizers even sent 
out the ofIicial release early on Wednesday afternoon. 
For contrarian's sake, however, it's worth asking: Is it possible to at least entertain the notion 
that the newly anointed committee might actually be ... a good thing? 
Laugh, I know. How could I possibly be so dense as to think that something conceived by 
college football's power brokers - - in fact, most of the sanle exact people (Bill Hancock and 
the conference commissioners) who run the BCS - - won't be a colossal disaster? In fact, why 
are we even bothering to stage this much-anticipated playoff that everyone spent decades 
c1anlOring for when we already know it's going to be a complete train wreck, right? 
That outcome is entirely possible. Your skepticism is certainly warranted. 
But here's where why I came away encouraged from Wednesday's a1ll0Uncement. It had little 
to do with the names ofthe 13 members, who have already been known for more than a week 
at this point. All of them are extremely distinguished professionals, and all are perfectly qualified 
to perfonn this task" provided they commit the necessary time. 
I came away encouraged because from the day it was first announced that there would be a 
committee some 16 months ago, the process always loomed more important than the people. 
On Wednesday, along with names and bios, playoff officials released a selection committee 
"Fact Sheet" detailing the mission, principles, voting process and more. Among the highlights: 
D Remember the hubbub last year over whether the four- team playoff field should be limited 
solely to teams that win their conference? The commissioners ultimately nixed that idea, but 
canIe up with a list of five principles the committee will use to "distinguish among othe!wise 
comparable teams." That list includes conference championships. strength of schedule, head
to-head competition, comparative outcomes of common opponents (without incenting margin 
of victory) and "other relevant factors such as key injuries that may have affected a team's 
perfOlmance during the season or likely would affect its postseason perfonnallce." 
Whether the members actually stick to those principles remains to be seen. But on paper, it's 
hard to argue those are anything but sound factors to consider. That's pmticularly true for the 
last part, which acknowledges that teams are not exactly the same in early December as they 
were in early September. 
Most impoltantly, by simply writing down these criteria, the playoff already has more clearly 
defined parameters than the sport's past 77 years of poll-selected champions. 
D The voting process will be conducted by "a series of ballots through which the committee 
members first select a pool of teams to be considered, then rank those teams." This is the exact 
same process used by the NCAA basketball committee, and which SI.com used in its mock 



selection exercise last season. It's much more intuitive than ttying to rank 25 teams at once, a<; 

it allows members to first hone in and compare a small number ofteams to each other before 
comparing them with a larger group. 
[1 "Committee members directly associated with any team under consideration during the 
selection process will recuse themselves from any deliberations associated with that team, and 
will not participate in any votes involving that team." This means that Bany Alvarez, for 
example, will have no say in detemlining Wisconsin's fate. This mle may sound obvious, but ifs 

impOltant, and on a conference call on Wednesday, committee chair leffLong said the group 
will consider whether to implement further recusals. (For instance, should Oliver Luck recuse 

himself when discussing Stanford?) 
D ''No one single metric will be identified as paramount over all other data." In other words, 

this committee will not have an equivalent to RPI, an outdated system that remains a 
centerpiece ofthe basketball selection process. This is a good thing, too, provided the 
committee members to subscribe to some sort of hard data to supplement simply watching the 
games. 
[J The committee will meet in person sevef'"dltimes, beginning in midseason, before sitting down 
during the final weekend to devise the official pairings, both for the semifinals and the other Big 
Six bowls. This will be particularly important during the first year, when members go through 
this process for the first time. They'll be more comfortable with both the process and each 
other by the time they sit down to do the real thing. 
The word I would use to describe all of the above principles is "sound." Now, if you believe it's 
all a smokescreen and that a former SecretalY of State, Air Foree superintendent and Hall of 
F anle coach will ignore these guidelines - - instead spending their meetings smoking cigars, 

playing golf and ultimately selecting the four schools at which their closest friends work - - hey, 
don't let me stop you. On Wednesday's conference call at least, all parties used words like 
"humbled" (Alvarez) and "honored" (Tyrone Willingham) to describe their new roles. 
" ... You don't punch a clock in any of the business I've been in, whether coaching or athletic 
director, you just go 'til you get the job done," said Alvarez. "I'll go about this the same way, 
whatever the time takes to get it done, I'll get it done." 

"This was such a great step for college football, I couldn't say no," said Willingham, " ... even if 
it took 24 hours a day." 

Now, I do have one m1!ior quibble. According to Hancock, the committee will release its own 
Top 25 rankings "about evety other week," four to five times, starting in midseason. The goal is 
to replicate the" excitement" generated by the current weekly release of the BCS standings. 
Yet this system is supposed to be a departure from the BCS, not a replication. One of the 

flaws of the current system is the horse race nature of Top 25 polls. The committee will 
essentially release its own version, which will then go out into the ether, inevitably be met with 
criticism, which in tum might influence the group's next set of rankings. 

Hancock insisted the committee will start from scratch each time. In addition, committee 
members will be provided condensed cutups of games (just the actual plays) to watch during 
the week, and they'll be provided with reams of statistics (hopefully advanced statistics) and be 

individually assigned to monitor a specific conference and report back to the group. 
If executed properly, all of these represent infinite improvements over the existing AI' and 
Coaches' polls, for which there are no stated guidelines besides" don't be biased," and which 
the only games many participants see are the ones they either cover or coach on Saturday. 
Sitting in a room and deliberating with 12 other people charged with the same task should only 
further inform and enlighten committee members' decisions. 
For all of those reasons, I'd suggest ttying to temper the skepticism at least a little bit and give 
this thing a year to see if maybe, possibly it actually works. It probably will be neither amazing 
nor awful, but for a public that's endured 16 years of the harebrained BCS standings, it could 
be a lot worse than "sound." 
Stewart M,mdell writesfor SI.COln. This article has been reprinted on this Clips eFlash 
with the permission of the author. To access the S1 website click here 

And now for the yucks, from Pat Forde of Yahoo Sports. 

Caveman thinking vs. Condoleezza Rice 
Pat Forde, YahooSports,lO-17-13 

"Hey guys! I'm not going anywhere." 
"Hearye, hearye. The Ancient Order of Football Cavemen calls its weekly meeting to order, 

cave leader Pat Dye presiding. Lay down your clubs and spears, light the torches on the walls, 
spread out the animal skins on the floor and huddle up. 
"All Cavemen, get in a three-point stance D hand in the dirt! D and repeat our creed: 'We 
support the manly activity of football. We will protect it from outside influences seeking to 
soften our most masculine sport. We are manly men, and we believe in the manly men who 
play and coach the game. No women allowed.' 
"OK, first vice president Zog, please bring us up to speed on the urgent threat we've been 
dealing with for the past two weeks." 
"Coach Dye, the news is bad. The reports were tme: Condoleezza Rice has been named to the 
College Football Playoff selection committee [1 and not just to serve coffee or lead cheers or 
knit matching sweaters for the manly men. They're going to let her have a vote and voice 



opinions and everything. Our way oflife is injeopardy." 
"Thank you, Zog. Fellow Cavemen, we're in trouble [] but the game isn't over yet. We need a 
goal-line stand against the sissy-fication of our sport. We need to be ready to react when 
Condi Rice opens her mouth and exposes herself as a poser football Em. We have to pounce 
on the opportunity to call her out and by to pressure her off the committee. Grog, we need you 
to start crafting the counterattack." 
"Um, the news is bad there, too, Coach Dye. They put Condi on a conference call with 
reporters Wednesday, and everyone says she was very impressive." 
"How can that be, Grog? She's a girl who never put her hand in the dilt. She doesn't know 
anything about the importance of a good three-technique to a defense. She's never sight
adjusted a route to a hot read. Why, she wouldn't know a good trap block if she saw it." 
"Actually, Coach Dye, she said her dad was an offensive lineman. He taught her to always 
watch the line." 
"Hmmm. Well, she certainly can't know anything alxmt fi.)otball history." 
"Uhhh, she cited the 1966 10- 1 0 tie between Notre Dame and Michigan State, and Fighting 
Irish coach Ara Parseghian playing for the tie to preserve a backdoor national title. Said she 
listened to it on the radio as a kid growing up in Alabama. She mentioned it as her first 
realization ofthe fan frustration witll the college football system of crowning a national 
chanlpion." 
"But what has she ever had to do with college sports, other than watching games as a fan'?" 
"When she was provost at Stanford, athletics reported to her for six years. She was on the 
search committee tllat hired Dennis Green, and said she was involved in the hiring ofTy 
Willingham." 
"Well, I'm not impressed. She's still a dadgum outsider. Shouldn't that be held against her'?" 
"She was asked about that as well, Coach Dye. She said there is a reason corporate boards 
are not all comprised ofCEOs, in order to gather input from diverse sources. She said the 
committee needs 'people who will make critical judgments.' " 
"That's easy to say, harder to do. What's she going to do when 10,000 Alabama fans email her 
on a daily basis to lobby for the Crimson Tide'? How will she handle that?" 
"WelL Coach. You do remember that she was Secretary of State, right? Not to sound 
disrespectfuL but not even SEC fans are as intense as the Middle East. As she said, 'I think 
I've experienced plenty of heat in my life.' " 
"OK, I've about heard enough ofthis, Grog. You sound like you almost believe she should be 
on this committee." 
"Well, Coach, she did sound intelligent and confident. Check out what she said about the 
committee's work being as open and accessible as possible to the public: 'There should be 
enough transparency about how this process works so coaches, players and fans have 
confidence in the process. [1 We want to encourage transparency but not hamstring committee 
members ballot by ballot.' And she talked a lot about the importance of'head-to-head 
competition,' which means settling championships on the field. Almost everyone wants that, 
right?" 
"I am appalled at my own lodge brothers buying into this sabotage of our values and beliefs. 
We cannot wealcen our resolve to maintain the masculine status quo. Listen, one of the keys to 
keeping football a man's sports is to make the whole thing sound as complicated as possible D 
like there's no way to understand the ganle if you haven't played it. That's why I made the 
hand-in-tlm-dirt comment to begin with. The more complex it seems to the average fan, the 
more they need the manly men who played and coached to explain it to them." 
"Coach, I think we could do nothing but speak in football jargon for the next year and she 
would figure it out. I hate to say it, but she's smarter than we are." 
"This is all too much for me. Zog, cue up video of the 1987 Iron Bowl so I can enjoy the manly 
attributes ofa 10-0 ballgame and escape from this terrible assault upon our way oflife. 
Meeting adjourned." 
Pat Forde writes for Yahoo Sports. 111is article has been reprinted Oil Clips with the 
authorDs permission. 
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Clips Sunday Night Update 10-20-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
Tlris past week marked the official unveiling of the College Football Playoff selection 
committee (that[]s what they want to call it, but most writers have already condensed that to 
"CFP Committee"), but word had leaked about ten days prior. So it was a sort of non-event, 
despite being a very big deal. 
To say the least, it will be very interesting to see what difIerences the CFP committee process 
will have from the BCS pmcess it is replacing, and whether it will model the tried and tme 
NCAA basketball committee process. Stay tuned. 
Also this was the week of basketball media days by the various conferences. The Clips editor 
attended the Atlantic 10 Media Day at the very impressive Barclay Center in downtown 
Brooklyn and the Big East Media Day at the Chelsea Pier complex in lower Manhattan on the 
Hudson River waterfront. Both were VClY well done, and once again, just six weeks into the 
college football season, it is hard to start tlrinking about basketball. 
Conference change has been difficult for us all, and for the Big East the changes have been 
more dmmatic than most other conferences. Let[] s see if we can get this straight[1 the (old) 
Big Em,t absorbed seveml football-centric schoolsLlTulsa, Memphis, UCF, SMU, Houston, 
etc. [!from Conference USA[] then, seven basketball-centric schools departed from the old 
Big East to become the unoflicial []Catholic 7, [1 then they invited Creighton, Xavier and Butler 
to join them 0 then the Catholic 7 (now 10, and not all Catholic) became the new Big East and 
the old Big East became the American Athletic Conference 0 you will be qui:::zed on this in 
the morning ... 
In an article titled 0 Odd Bedfellows in Realigned Big East Bond Over Basketball, 0 the New 
York Times 0 Zach Schonbmn fathomed the thought process of Grant Gibbs. a senior point 
guard for Creighton (located in Omaha, Nebmska, 1.245 miles away): 

Seated by the window at the Lighthouse at Chelsea Piers, in A1anhattan, Gibbs 
watched the choppy waters of the Hudson River drift past. Several yachts were 
docked nearby. He was facing west. toward Nebraska, the edge of the frontierfiJr 
the new Big East Conference, at least jiJr now. 

Schonbmn continued: 
DalD might not have conjured a more sun'ealistic vision than the layout 'if 
WednesdayOs Big East basketball media day, which pinned Creighton Os table 
next to Georgetown Os, ButlerOs next to that of St. JohnOs, andXavierOs across 
from VillanovaOs, perhaps so they could all introduce each other. 

Below are some photos of the two events as captured by the tmsty ClipsCamera: 



Other than all ofthe above, tins weekD s fare mcludes an mtlcle on new federal gUldehnes for 
handling sexual assault cases on campuses; the explosion of use/demand associated with 
wireless devices on campuses (not just stadiums and arenas, but lecture halls and common 
areas as well); a couple of great Bylaw Blog muses; an unorthodox investment scheme with 
pro athletes as the investments; and so on. 
Have a great Monday. Have a great week. 

Nick Infimte 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W"NIN.twitter.comi@CollegeAthClips 
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Clips eFlash ... Hot ofI"the press: Here are the Miami penalties 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the MotherShip. Hope you are well. 

We were all tipped offlast night about the impending release ofthe Miami penalties, andLJ sure 
enough []here we had the news popping from all sorts of sources as of about lOam ET. 
Here [1 s a quick recap: 
Most headlines included some version of the following: Miami [1 s penalties include no bowl 
ban, and the loss of nine scholarships plus or minus phrases like Clack of institutional control, D 
Dslap on wrist, D Drogue booster, D Dsloppy NCAA investigationD and/or Ddecade of 
violations. D 
In a nutshell, Miami D lacked institutional control D when it did not monitor booster Nevin 
Shapiro D s activities. 
The NCAA announced the following penalties: 

• Three years probation from Oct. 2013 through Oct. 2016 
• Public reprimand and censure 
• A loss of nine scholarships over the next three seasons. 
• Miami can only provide a recruiting prospect on official visits comp tickets ti.)r one game 

during the next two seasons. 
• Two former assistant coaches D Clint Hurtt and Aubrey Hill D received two-year show 

cause penalties. 

From the NCAA release: 
DA1any ofA1iamiDs violations were undetected by the university over a la-year 
period, and they centered on a booster entertainillg prospects and student-athletes 
at his home, Oil his yacht and in various restaurallts and clubs. Approximately 30 
student-athletes were involved with the booster. Several football coaches, three 
mell[Js basketball coaches and two athletics department staff members were also 
involved in the case. These staj/members had a poor understanding of NCAA 
rules or felt conlfhrtable breaking them. Furthennore, some of the coaches 
providedjalse infomzation during the enforcement staj/anduniversity[Js 
investigation. D 

See NCAA.org mticle below. 

Have a good Tuesday .... 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

From NCAA.org: 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wl/wv.twitJer.com!@CollegeAthClips 

University of Miami lacked institutional control resulting in a decade of violations 

The University of Miami lacked institutional control when it did not monitor the activities of a 
major booster, the men [] s basketball and football coaching staU:" student-athletes and 
prospects for a decade, according to findings by the Division I Committee on Infractions (102 



pages). 
Many of Miami [1 s violations were undetected by the university over a 1 O-year period, and 
they centered on a bom,ter entertaining prospects and student-athletes at his home, on his 
yacht and in various restaurants and clubs. Approximately 30 student-athletes were involved 
with the booster. Several football coaches, three men D s basketball coaches and two athletics 
depmtment staff members were also involved in the case. These staff members had a poor 
understanding of NCAA rules or felt comfortable breaking them. Furthermore, some of the 
coaches provided false infornmtion during the enforcement staff and university D s investigation. 
The fmmer head men's basketball coach failed to meet his responsibilities as a head coach 
when he did not monitor the activities of his assistant coaches, mId attempted to cover up the 
booster s threats to disclose incriminating infmmation, according to the committee. 
Additionally, two assistant football coaches and one assistant men D s basketball coach did not 
follow NCAA ethical conduct rules. 
The committee acknowledged and accepted the extensive and significant self~imposed 
penalties by the university. Additional penalties in this case include a three-year probation 
period; a reduction in the number of football and men LJ s basketball scholarships; recruiting 
restrictions; a five- gmne suspension for the former head men D s basketball coach; and two
year show-cause orders for two former assistant football coaches and a former assistant 
men D s basketball coach. If these individuals m'e employed at an NCAA member school 
during these two years, they and their cUlrent or future employer must appear before the 
Committee on Infractions to determine ifthe coach should have his duties limited. 
When determining the facts of the case and appropriate penalties, the committee only 
considered information obtained appropriately during the investigative process and presented 
at the heming. The case involved numerous, serious violations of NCAA rules, many of which 
were not disputed by the university. Overall, it involved 18 general allegations of misconduct 
with 79 issues within those allegations. These were identified through an investigation that 
included 118 interviews of81 individuals. Additionally, the committee had the responsibility of 
detemlining the credibility of individuals who submitted inconsistent statements and infommtion 
provided by a booster who is now in federal prison. In reaching its conclusions, the committee 
found, in most instances, corroboration through supporting documentation and the statements 
of individuals other thml the booster. 
Prior to the hearing, the committee addressed procedural issues raised by the university and the 
involved individuals connected with the enforcement staffD s use of the booster D s defense 
attorney to obtain information from depositions conducted in the boosterDs bankruptcy case. 
As a result ofthe infonnation being obtained in a mmmer inconsistent with NCAA policies and 
procedures, it was determined that all infornlation stemming from the depositions would be 
excluded from consideration in the NCAA infractions case. Further, the enti)rcement staff did 
not rely on any of the excluded intormation before or at the Committee on Infractions hearing. 
The committee had no role or involvement in the enti)rcement staffrJ s investigation of the case, 
the internal investigation commissioned by the NCAA into the use ofthe booster[j s attorney 
by the enforcement staff or in the repmt that resulted fium the intemal investigation. The 
committee did review arguments made by the university and the involved coaches asking that 
the allegations be dismissed or limited due to the procedural issues from the use of the 
bankruptcy depositions and other complaints about the investigation. Once all of those 
arguments were heard and addressed by the committee, the committee heard the case on its 
merits based on the remaining information. 
The committee found violations in the following areas: telephone and text messages in multiple 
sport programs, which resulted in Mi3llli admitting that it failed to monitor; booster involvement 
in the men LJ s ba<;ketball and t;)()tball programs; Mi3llli [J s control of its athletics programs and 
its commitment to rules education and monitoring. 
Many ofthe violations in the football and men [1 s basketball program are separate and distinct 
violations, with the common link of the booster. From 2001 through 2008, the booster 
donated mId pledged approximately $500,000 to the university D s athletics program. He 
hosted a fundraising bowling tournament, attended by university officials, which raised $50,000 
for the men D s basketball program. The committee determined the booster was extremely 
visible because the university granted him special access to athletics events and nmned a 
student lounge after him. Additionally, the booster entertained groups of student-athletes and 
operated in the public view. Knowing all of this, the university did very little to control or to 
monitor the conduct of the booster, the committee said. 
While Miami lacked institutional control related to the conduct of the booster, it also lacked 
adequate policies and procedures for staff members to report potential violations without fear 
of consequence. Miami did not have the policies or monitoring systems to detect improper text 
messages and phone calls. Many staff members did not have basic knowledge of NCAA 
recruiting rules or felt comfortable breaking them, and the university did not have sufficient rules 
education in place. Had the university properly monitored its sports progrmns, especially the 
high-profile sports of football and menD s basketball, it may have identified risks sooner. The 
committee added that the failings of the university enabled a culture of noncompliance within 
the university and resulted in a lack of institutional control. 
Violations involving student- athletes and prospects resulting from the booster D s activities 
included entertaining student-athletes and coaches at his home; housing a student-athlete at his 
home; access to his yacht and jet skis; providing cash prizes to student-athletes for fishing 



competitions; meals and entertainment at local restaurants, clubs and a bowling alley for 
student-athletes, prospects and their families or friends; gifts ofca<;h, clothing and other items, 
including a television and gifts for student-athletesrl families and children; hotel lodging for 
prospects; purchasing airline tickets; and football stadium suite access for a prospect 
Additionally, the booster was an investor in a sports agency and provided a student-athlete 
$50,000 to influence that individual to sign with that agency. 
The boosterDs personal relationship with Miami athletics was not just limited to student

athletes and prospects. Several former football and menD s basketball coaching stafT members 
also had a close relationship with the booster. These relationships allowed the booster to gain 
access and become more involved with prospects. Some fonner football assistant coaches 
asked the booster to assist with recruiting for the progranl and two former football assistant 
coaches asked the booster to provide personal cash loans to them. Multiple fonner assistant 
football coaches were aware that the booster wa<; providing meals and entertaining prospects 
at his home; however, they did not report the violations to Miami [] s compliance office. 
Two former assistant football coaches did not fiJI low NCAA ethical conduct mles when they 
provided prospects with tree lodging, meals and transportation. Further, one of the former 
coaches arranged for the booster to provide benefits to prospects. Both former football 
coaches provided false or misleading infonnation to Miami and the enforcement staff during the 
investigation as well. In some instances, the infonnation provided by each coach directly 
contradicted the infornlation provided by prospects. 
Two former assistant men D s basketball coaches looked to the booster to entertain high school 
and nonscholastic coaches of prospects. A fonner assistant men D s basketball coach did not 
follow NCAA ethical conduct rules when he provided false infonnation during his interviews 
about providing airline points for a flight to a prospect and his high school coach. Despite giving 
the high school coach his airline account inforn13tion to purchase tlights with frequent flyer 
miles, the former assistant menr] s basketball coach stated he did not know his airline points 
were used. During the hearing, the former assistant men[]s basketball coach then admitted that 

he provided false infom13tion. 
When the booster began experiencing financial trouble, he requested that the former head 
men D s basketball coach loan him a large sum of money or that the former head men D s 
basketball coach return the boosterDs $50,000 donation. The former head menDs basketball 
coach denied the boosterD s request; however, a former assistant men D s basketball coach 
agreed to loan the booster $7,000, which the booster eventually repaid. After the booster was 
incarcerated in 2010, he began to threaten the former head men D s basketball coach and 
assistant coach and demand money. The committee determined the former head men D s 
basketball coach and the fonner assistant men D s basketball coach worked together to make 
sure the booster received $10,000 to end the booster[Js threats. 
The fomlerhead men[]s basketball coach was aware of the boosterLJs threats and he took 
steps to help a former assistant men[] s basketball coach to make a payment to the booster[]s 
mother to end the threats. As the leader of a high-profile basketball program, he had a 
responsibility to make sure he and his staff followed the rules. However, the former coach did 
not meet his responsibilities and this conduct resulted in violations. The committee noted that 
had he asked about the basis of the threats and the former assistant coaches D relationship with 
the booster, he could have recognized potential concerns or taken the issue to the compliance 
office. 
Because the violations occun'ed before October 30,2012, and the hearing occurred before 
the new infractions procedures took effect on August 1, 2013, the case was processed utilizing 
the procedures in effect at that time. The committee moved forward with the previous penalty 
stmcture, instead ofthe newly-adopted Level I-IV violation and penalty structure. 
A full list of penalties, including those self~imposed by the university and by a coach [Js current 
employing university can be found in the public report. Penalties in this case include: 

• Public reprimand and censure. 
• Three years of probation from October 22,2013, through October 21,2016. 

Former assistant football coach B (as identified in the public report) penalties: 

• A two-year show-cause order from October 22,2013 through October 21,2015. The 
public report contains further details. 

• The committee also adopted penalties imposed by the coach D s current employing 
university, which are detailed in the public report. 

Fonner assistant t()()tball coach C (a'i identified in the public report) penalties: 

• A two-year show-cause order from October 22,2013, through October 21,2015. The 
public report contains further details. 

F mmer head men D s basketball coach penalties: 

• A suspension for the first five regular- season games of the 2013-14 season. 
• Attendance at one NCAA Regional Rules seminar at the conclusion of the 2013-14 



academic year. 

Fornler assistant men [1 s basketball coach B (as identified in the public report) penalties: 

• A two-year show-cause order from October 22,2013, through October 21,2015. The 
public report contains filrther details. 

Football program penalties 

- Reduction of football scholarship by a combined total of nine during the 2014-15,2015-16 
and 2016-17 seasons. 

- Miami may only provide a prospect on unofiicial visits complementary tickets for one home 
game during the 2014-15 and 2015-16 seasons. 

- Self~imposed by the university: 

• Two year bowl ban following the 2011 and 2012 seasons, including the 2012 ACC 
Championship game. 

• Reduction of official paid visits for 2012-13 by 20 percent to a total of 36 visits. 
• Reduction offal! evaluations in2012-13 by six (from 42 to 36). 
• Reduction of available contact days during the 2012-13 contact period by 20 percent 

Men 0 s basketball program penalties 

• Reduction in the number of men [j s basketball scholarships by one during the each of the 
2014-15,2015-16 and 2016-17 seasons. 

Additional penalties 

• For all sports, any staff member who sends an impemlissible text to a prospect will be 
fined a minimum of$l 00 per message, and coaches will be suspended from all recruiting 
activities for seven days. 

• Further penalties resulting from impermissible texts and phone calls are detailed in the 
public repOlt. 

Media contact: 
Emily James Potter 
Associate Director of Public and Media Relations 
317/917-6117 
Members of the Division I Committee on Iniractions are drawn from the NCAA membership 
and members ofthe public. The members of the committee who reviewed this case include 
Britton Banowsky, chair ofthe Committee on Infractions and commissioner ofConierence 
USA; Greg Christopher, athletics director at Xavier University; Christopher L Griffin, 
coordinator of appeals and attorney: Brian Halloran, attorney; Roscoe Howard Jr., attorney; 
James 0 OFallon, law professor and faculty athletics representative at the University of 
Oregon; Dennis Thomas, commissioner of the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference; and Thomas 
YeageL commissioner of the Colonial Athletic Association. Please do not contact individual 
committee members about this report. For inquiries, please contact dl coi@ncaa.org or call 
317-917-6080. 

This article has been reprinted on Clips with the permission ofNCAA.org 

And then there 0 s the Deadspin spin .... 
From an article titled OThis Is WlIat It Looks Like WlIen The NCAA Loses,O Deadspin 
writer Bany Petchesky, did what all Deadspin writers do best, which is to peel back the 
veneer of respectability and tell it like it is (or how they 0 d like to see it) .. 
The Deadspin article article was preceded by this goofy photo: 



Petchesky detaJJed the many miscues on the Ml3ml mvesbgabon: 
In case you'dforgotten how awful this investigation was: 

• The NCAA suspended its investigation and commissioned an outside probe after it 
emerged investigators had paid the attol1ley ofboosterlPonzi schemer Nevin 
Shapiro to illegally obtain evidence. 

• That probe found that investigators had gone against very specific legal advice 
not to put the attorney on the payroll. Three high-ranking investigators were fired 
or forced out because of their actions. 

• Even rifler one investigator was fired for it, his replacement continued to use the 
same scheme, paying Shapiro's attol1ley to obtain the deposition of Shapiro's 
bodyguard in a completely unrelated bankruptcy case. 

• One investigator purchased a bUl1ler phone, then sent Shapiro $4,500 to use the 
prison telephone .Iystem (which doesn't cost $4,500), so they could communicate. 
He expensed all of this to the NCAA. 

• That investigator has been suedfor defamation multiple times, and one Miami 
player filed a police report citing witness intimidation. 

• The NCAA wrote a letter to a Floridajudge before Shapiro's sentencing, asking 
that the court go easy on him so the NetA could continue to use him as an 
infonnan!. It promised that Shapiro would not be idle upon his release ji-om 
prisonDhe could be "a consultant and/or speaker to educate our membership." 

Petchesky continued .... 
All of this, it sllOuldgo without saying, is much worse than anything Miami players 
did Still, time served plus afew scholarships is a slap on the wrist after .Ipending 
so much time and money digging. A1aybe it took an investigation that 
embarrassed the watchdog more than the target, but we've reached critical 
mass 0 not even the NCAA can be bothered to care too much about infractions 
anymore. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Wednesday, October 23,20139:41 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

eFlash ... College Board: A decrease in the increase oftuitions 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

WednesdayMomingGreetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

With the backdrop of vicious finger-pointing due to the recent government shutdown 
brinksmanship, and the more recent (yesterday, today and tomorrow) blame-gaming regarding 
the online debacle that the Affordable Care Act (is that what ObamaCare is ojJicially 
called?), I couldn [Jt help but laugh out loud when I read the accolades about the decrease in 
the increase ofthis year D s average college tuition costs. 
Mind you, tuition costs went up for the 30th straight year, but the rate of increase was smaller. 
Gimme a break. 
Here D s the headline I will use when I convert this riveting and award-worthy Clips eFlash into 
a riveting and award- wOlthy posting on the Clips website [ves JL at Uc, there is a Clips 
website J ... "Tuition Increases Slow Down" .... and the subtitle: "Stats from the 
College Board show that the latest rise (2.9%) in avg. published price for in-state 
students at 4-year public colleges is the smallest increase in three decades. "Hey, a guy's 
gotta make a living .... 
The news from the College Board's latest survey is "not as bad as it has been in previous 
years," according to one of the report's authors. Kinda sounds like politicians saying that the 
rate offederal entitlement spending could/should []rise at a slower pace? [1 But the total cost 
goes up. Semantics? Wordsmithing? 
Have a good Wednesday. Oh, by the way, I give the SecHealth no more than 48 hours before 
she becomes the fall guy for the ObamaCare computer glitches. You heard it hear (not a typo, 
get it?) first. 
Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
w\l'/1N.lwiller.comi@ColiegeAthClips 

From an article in today[] s Chronicle of Hi gher Education [1Tuition Increases Slow Down, 
but There's More to College AffordabilityLi .... 

Afteryears of seeing tuition andfees atfour-yearpublic colleges rise rapidZv, 
some observers probably believed the pattel1l of steep price increases was 
pelmanent. But the latest rise in average published price for in-state students at 
four-year public collegesD 2. 9 percentDis the smallest in three decades, according 
to a new reportfrom the College Board 
For the 2013-14 academic year, that average sticker price rose to $8,893, upji'om 
$8,6./.6 the year before, shows the annual "Trends in College Pricing" report, 
which, along with its companion, 'Trend5 in Student Aid, "was released on 
Wednesday, Oct. 23. 

******* 

Public colleges raised their prices sharply in recent years, not to fly to gouge 
students or go on a big spending spree, but to make upfor falling state 
appropriations. 
But the latest segment on the trend line is less steep. "The news is not as bad as it 
has been in previous years, " said Sandy Baum, one of the authors of the reports, 
in a call with reporters. 
But that is not to say that college has become any more affordable. While sticker 
prices went up less sharply, they still went up. 
Average published tuition and fees at private nonprofit four-year colleges for 
2013-14 grew to $30,094, up from $28,989 the year before, according to the 
pricing report. And at two-year public colleges. average published tuition andfees 



grew to $3,264from $3, 154, an increase of3. 5 percent. The report also tracks 
room and board charges. 

Below are a few ClipsChart~ culled from a fantastic sortable- by-seven categories Mother 
Chart from the Chronicle of Higher Education, which, in tum, extracted the data from and even 
more elaborate trove of figures from the College Board. 
Please note, the charts below are about one-one hundredth of the stats that were released 
today for over 3,000 institutions of higher education, including 4-year publici private, 2-year 
public/private, for-profits, etc. Click onto the links provided if you want to bury your nose into 
the immensity of it alL 

Here are the 40 most expensive schools of the 3,167 surveyed Note that all oftheforty 
most expensive schools are over $58. 000. 1 remember when George Washington 
University In 2006?) was thejirst school to break the $50,000 barrier. Congrats to 
GWU, they're not even on the top 40 now. 1 think that's a good thing? 

x 



Here's what the full charts look like (we had to lose afew columns to make itfit onto 
this eFlashlwebsite posting . .. yes, .fL) 

x 

About the Data 
1f an institution charges in-state and out-of-state residents the same rate, the 



amount is repeated in the "Out-of-state" columns so that readers can sort 
institutions accordingly. Many institutions, including most community colleges, do 
not qtler room and board Tn those cases, a dash (--) is shown in the 'Total" 
columns. 
The figures represent charges to first-time, full-time undergraduates based, 
typically, on a nine-month academic year q{ 30 semester hours or 45 quarter 
hours. The data do not reflect the cost of attendance at an institution after grants 
and other student aid are considered That net cost is lower than the published 
fees shown. Room-and-boardfees charged by colleges may represent differing 
numbers of meals per week and so may not be comparable among illStitutions. 
Historical data are in real dollars by default, but can be adjustedfor inflation, 
based on Bureau of Labor Statistics national figures, using the toggle button in the 
expanded historical view. 
The College Board collected the jiguresjiJr 2013-14 in its "Annual Survey of 
Colleges 2013." 

To access College Board stats click here 

x 

Sources: 

"Tuition Increases Slow Down, but There's Afore to College Affordability" 
by Beckie Supiano, Chronicle of Higher Education, 10-23-13 Click here 

College Board (click l.:!!!!:.!V 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, October 27,2013 10:00 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Monday Update 10-28-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

SundayEveningGreetings from the Clips MotherShip. 
We have added quite a fewD72 to be exactDnew subscribers (full-boat solo subscribers, 
discounted group subscribers, student subscribers and free trial subscribers) over the past two 
weeks, so here [] s a quick [Jsplanation (Clockwork Orange Nadsat patois) of what exactly is 
the [jClips Monday Report. [] Here goes: 

• Why have a Clips Monday Report'! Although most subscribers have developed a 
fondness for the Clips website, the fact ofthe matter is that even ardent fans are not 
likely to remember to click on the Clips website all by themselves. The need to be 
prompted/reminded. 

• How we prompt Clips subscribers to visit the Clips website: We send out a 
weekly Monday Update (sometimes twice weekly) bulk email to all Clips subscribers. 
What you are reading now is a Clips Monday Update. 

• "''hen do we send out Clips updates? We have taken a couple of surveys in which 
we [:lve asked subscribers when they would like to be prompted and the resoundingly 
near-unanimous tally was for an early Monday morning delivery. So we usually send 
them out at II pm ET Sunday nights. 

Okay, that about everything anybody would want to lmow about Clips Updates. 
Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
vw''IN.twitter.com/@CollegeAthClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the 
articles (below) on the website. Uyou are not logged in you will get a blank white 
screen. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Wednesday, October 30,2013 11:05 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Wednesday Update 10-30-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

WednesdayNightGreetings from MotherShipNorth. Hope you are well. 

Below is a mid-week installment of new postings for Clips subscribers. 
Have a good rest-of-week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wl/wv.twitJer.com!@CollegeAthClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your usemame and password to view the articles 
(below) on the website. tfyou are lIot logged in you will get a blank white screen. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday. November 3, 2013 11:21 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Cli ps Monday Update 11-4-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

SundayEveningGreetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
Aside from another robust and diverse bounty of p.)stings about the business of college sports 
(see below), I am also providing a quick A-to-Z about where/how we get our source material 
and what we do with it. 

Quite a few Clips subscribers have asked those questions recently, so here goes with our 
Dtrade secrets 0 ...... Actually there are no secrets to it; we basical~v look all over the 
place, multiple times each dayO including Saturdays and Sundays, and select the best for 
our subscribers . ... 

By the way, OweD is your Clips Editor plus two or three bright-eyed and bushy
tailed intems from the Penn State John Curley Center for Sports Journalism. This 
semester we have John Taonnina, who is back to Clips for his third semester and 
has risen to the rank of Associate Editor, and Chris 0 OH aillon, in his first 
semester with Clips as an Assistant Editor. These two interns root out about two 
do:.en articles per week as possibilities, plus they write 3-6 executive summaries as 
well. ... A hat-tip to John (md Chris 

Where we get our source material (in no particular order): ESPN.com, ESPN the Mag, 
Yahoo Sports, Dr. Saturday, SpOltsBusiness Journal, SI.com, CBS Sports, Chronicle of 
Higher Education, Bylaw Blog, Wall Street Journal, Google Alerts, USA Today, Inside Higher 
Ed, Human Kinetics, Grantland, Outkick the Coverage, Sporting News, Deadspin, New York 
Times, NCAA.org, NCAA.com, SI the Mag, Bloomberg, Forbes, road trips, conventions, 
fOlUms, hearsay, locker room banter, etc etc etc 
\-Vbat we do with our source material .... We clump it all together, prioritize it, then we 
pick the best/most relevant to the business of college sports, then we parcel them out as 
crisply-written, time-saving, award-worthy executive summaries that are posted onto the Clips 
website, or we package them up as Clips eFlashes, either to all Clips subscribers or to 
judiciously selected subsets thereof 
So there, now you all know. 
Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wl/wv.twitJer.com!@CollegeAthClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the articles 
(below) on the website. If you are lIot logged in you will get a blank white screen, 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 12:07 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash ... Mark Hollis: "The Wizard of Awes" 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

TuesdayMomingGreetings fmm Clips. Hope you are well. 
Since about 75%* of College Athletics ClipsD audience consists of athletic directors, fonner 
athletic directors, those who aspire to be athletic directors, those who hire/fire athletic directors 
and generally those who work with athletic directors), we always root out content that is 
leadership-oriented, future-oriented, inspiration-oriented, fundraising-oriented, academic
oriented and [J perhaps most fundamental of all [J content that is branding/tim-oriented. 
Today D s athletic directors have become famous for wearing about a dozen hats, and 

everything seems to be the top priority simultaneously. Ultimately, it all starts with the money, 
and that comes from fans, whether itO s by: 

• attending ganles; 
• watching on TV (which causes advertisers to pony up to reach eyeballs. which brings 

money to the networks, which D in tum D brings money to conferences/NCAA, which D in 
tum D brings distribution money back to schools); 

• buying stuff with school logos atlixed; 
• donating money; or 
• pmviding summer jobs for student-athletes (within NCAA guidelines). 

There are dozens of ADs who shine in almost all the categories and subcategories above, and 
one of them D Mark Hollis of Michigan State D was written up (very favorably) in the most 
recent NCAA Chanlpions magazine. Scoring way high in the imagination, visionary, impresario 
areas, Hollis comes off like a modem day Bamum. 

Those impresario abilities bring out the fans. and that leads to all the other checklist items 
above. 
Check out the graphic fmm the mticle below. 

Nick Intimte 
Clips Editor 

The Wizard of Awes 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
vw,w.twitter.com/@CollegeAthClips 

media, vendors, association people, sports journalism 
and faculty, mlscellaneous, etc. 

By Brian Hendrickson, NCAA Champiom l'vfagazille, 3,640 word5 



Mark Hollis is grinning with mischievous pride as he pulls up in his black Cadillac 

outside the Breslin Center. 
TtLJ s late July, and the thrumming from a $24.5 million stadium expansion resonates from the 
football complex nearby amid surging anticipation ofthe first day of practice. Yet Michigan 
State LJ s athletics director is in the spotlight on this day, not the customary shadows from which 
admini,trators often cheer their program [1 s athletic achievements. And Hollis is entertained by 
that displaced attention. 
ODid you see me on OSpOltsCenterO?O he wants to know the moment his car door opens. 
or made the top 10, man! 0 
Understand the innate wizardry that led to this moment and you 0 11 understand Hollis 0 a Bill 
Veeck figure in college sports whose runaway creative mind brought hockey 0 s blue lines to 
football 0 s red zone and a basketball game to an F -16 blacktop. His inspirations have 
reshaped the Final Four and set the blueprint for the NHL 0 s Winter Classic. But they all seem 
to follow the same path as Hollis 0 latest OSportsCenterO moment. 
It started with a friendly golf challenge with Michigau Director of Athletics Dave Brandon, 
exchauged two years ago on Twitter during a break in Big Ten meetings. But Hollis rarely sees 
any event as simple. It seems everything in his job [] and even outside it [1 holds potential to 
be hyped and marketed. So the initial challenge turned into the aunual BIG AD Golfeven1, a 
nine-match challenge between Michigan and Michigan State athletics faculty, media, coaches 
and former student-athletes. Local media covered it. A news conference preceded. The results 
ran in the Detroit Free Press. 
And this time, Hollis took the biggest bow. Trailing Brandon by two holes through 16, Hollis 
icily sauk a 23-foo1, match-tying birdie putt on the 18th green, then calmly retrieved his ball 
with a champion 0 s strut that belied the fortunate finish. He won on the first playoffhole. 
That putt made the top 10 plays on OSportsCenterO the next day. The news raced across 
Michigan State 0 s campus. 
As Hollis enters the Skandalaris Football Center that afternoon, a UPS deliverymau 
approaches to shake his hand. [lIt[]s always good to beat Michigau, [j he says. Athletics 
department employees light-heartedly cheer as he enters his office, chiding that Hollis [1 stature 
has grown too big to be around. Hollis savors the theater with good humor. His putt surely will 
be recalled at next year 0 s event. 
Mark Hollis got his start with Michigan State athletics as a men 0 s basketball team manager. 
Thirty years latel~ Hollis is devising events that leave his fOlmer roommate, basketball coach 
Tom Izzo (below, left), joking, OHeOs got a ticket with God. 0 Ice hockey coach Tom 
Anastos (below, right) recalled the effort behind Hollis 0 Cold War event aud the impact it had 
on college hockey. 0 It put the sport on a platform we 0 d never seen before, worldwide, 0 he 
said. OWe got au audience in prime-time football season. 0 
MEMORY MAKER 
The shelves, walls and desk in Hollis[j office bear all the markers expected of a successful 
administrator. Autographed footballs and basketballs sit among awards and memorabilia, 
reminders ofthe 19 Big Ten championships, five bowl games and two Final Fours the school 
has collected since he was named athletics director in 2008. 
Less noticeable among the office dO cor are the eight Disney characters. There are two stuffed 
Mickey Mouse dolls along with miniatures of Pluto, Donald Duck and GoofY. A porcelain 
figurine of Mickey Mouse, given to Hollis by members ofthe Disney Institute consulting firnl, 
contains a brass plate congratulating him on being named SportsBusiness Journal 0 s 2012 
Athletic Director of the Year. On a second line, the plate also recognizes the 318 days he 0 s 
visited Disney theme parks 0 a number that has since eclipsed 320. 
Hollis 0 connections with Disney are as tight as his four-decade relationship with Michigau 
State. He 0 s leaned on the Disney Institute professional development finn for advice on 
improving his departmentLJ s working culture and its relationship with its fans. He [1 s given out 
miniatures of its characters at NCAA committee meetings. One of his favorite pastimes on 
those Disney trips is to simply watch the visitors walk to the front gates with eyes full of 
excitement and wonder, then leave hours later, exhausted from the experience, only to return 
the nexi day with the same innocent faces. The memories they take away are powerful and 



lasting. 
He saw the same awed expressions in East Lansing on Oct. 6, 2001, as the 74,554 fans who 
packed Spartan Stadium looked to the field with wonder. 
A crammed football venue fi.)r a Michigan and Michigan State game on a Saturday in the fall 
isnDt unusual. But there was a hockey rink on the field this time, stretching between the 18-
yard lines. No college program had attempted an outdoor hockey game on artificial ice before 
that day. It was a Frankenstein event for Hollis D mad-scientist marketing. 
They called it the Cold War. The tickets sold out three months earlier, guaranteeing that the 
game would smash the world-record crowd for a hockey game of 55,000 set in 1957. 
Tailgating began at 7 a.m., 12 hours before the puck dropped. 
At first, it was easy to dismiss as a ludicrous dream. It started with an offhand comment from 
Michigan State assistant coach David McAuliffe: It would be cool to hold a game in Spartan 
Stadium, he suggested. 
[J You are crazy, [J Michigan State coach Ron Mason told him. 
Most people comfortably seated in reality would stop there. But Spartans employees have 
learned better than to tempt Hollis LJ creativity with such a far- fetched suggestion. Hollis heard 
the remark and thought of a movie released two years earlier D DMystery, AlaskaD D about 
a local club team that takes on the New York Rangers outdoors. Hollis saw potential in 
Hollywood D s fantasy. 
So tickets went on sale four months after McAuliffe D s casual comment, even though nobody 
really knew how to construct a hockey game outdoors D at least, not off of a frozen lake. The 
technology for such a game didn Dt tcclmically exist D the 281-ton refrigeration unit used for 
the game was originally built to chill movie studios. Three days before the Cold War was to be 
played, Spartaus administrators didn D t even know if they could keep the ice from melting in 
unseasonably high temperatures. 
Those concerns have now become some of the unforgettable memories from a night that 
redefined the sport. And I-Iollis kept adding P.T. Barnum layers to the evening. 
He brought in Detroit Red Wings legend Gordie Howe to drop the puck [J decorated red, 
white and blue in honor of9/11 victims. He orchestrated a laser-light show to electrifY the 
standing-room-only crowd, which exceeded the stadiumDs football-game capacity by more 
than 2,000. Flames shot up from the field whenever Michigan State scored a goal. 
Ordinarily a regional rivalry, the game transfonned into a national curiosity. Media traveled 
from New York and Washington, D.C. Fox Sports Net broadcast it to 38 million homes D as 
many as a m~or Spartaus football matchup could hope to reach. Fans talked about framing 
their tickets and programs. Those who couldn Dt land tickets crowded around radios in the 
parking lot. They recalled childhood games played on frozen lakes. Commemorative T-shirts, 
hats and hockey pucks vaporized from shelves. 
[J It was like nothing we [] d ever experienced, [] said current Michigan State coach Tom 
Anastos, the commissioner ofthe Central Collegiate Hockey Association at the time. []I must 
have said [JWow! [] a thousand times. [] 
And in the process, Hollis D wild idea helped Michigan State realize something about itself For 
decades it had struggled with an awkward reality. Within four hours of its doorstep lay three of 
college sports D most recognizable names: Notre Dame to the southwest Michigan and Ohio 
State to the southeast. How was it supposed to stand out? 
The Spartans boast some enchanting memories: Magic Johnson in the highest-rated NCAA 
championship game in history: Bubba Smith and the back-to- back national champion football 
teams of the 1960s. But neighboring schools outpaced them in revenue and stature. How could 
they differentiate themselves? 
The Cold War showed them. 
So two years later, another wild idea that began with a napkin sketch in the middle of a Detroit 
Lions ti.)()tball game turned into the BasketBowl [] a basketball game between Kentucky and 
Michigan State. Played at the 50-yard line of DetroitLJ s Ford Field, the game broke another 
record with a crowd of 78,129. 
Then in 2011, Michigan State opened its season against North Carolina on the deck ofthe 
USS Carl Vinson aircraft carrier. U.S. military servicemen swanned around fonner Spartans 
and Tar Heels in attendance, snapping photos with their cell phones and cameras. President 
Barack Obama cheered comtside. A lilac sunset provided an iconic backdrop. 
DWow'D Tar Heels coach Roy Williams told Spartans coach Tom Izzo as they shook hands 
after the game. DThanks for everything. This was unbelievable. D 
Just like on his Disney ventures, Hollis hears those astonished responses, sees wonder in the 
eyes of his student-athletes and knows the memories are cherished. 
[JThose are things that will never go away in their minds, [j Hollis says. r]Theireyes tell the 
story. r] 
The Carner Classic (left) may have been Hollis[J most eye-grabbing spectacle, helped by the 
attendance of President Barack Obama. But his creative vision had already inspired other 
major events. The Cold War outdoor hockey game (above) laid a path for the NHL D s Winter 
Classic, while the BasketBowl established a new template that the Final Four now follows. 
DETAILED CREATIVITY 
Jud Heathcote didnDt see a creative marketing masternlind when he first met Hollis. He saw 
another freshman eager to be around the basketball team. So he shut the door. 
That D s what the legendary Spartans basketball coach did to all the kids eager to be a manager 



for his teams. Magic Johnson had just led them to the national title and was now the star of 
Showtime in Los Angeles. Young men flocked to the program. So Heathcote tested them the 
same way: shutting the door on them, telling them to come back another time. 
So Hollis did. And the door shut on him a second time. 
And a third. 
And then a fourth. 
On the seventll trip, Heathcote handed him a broom. 
o Go sweep the floor,O he said. 
Hollis stayed with Heathcote throughout his college career aud developed from the coach an 
appreciation for logistics, leadership and management. Heathcote was detailed and demauding. 
Hollis learned to anticipate problems and devise corrections. By the end, Heathcote entlUsted 
his young mauager with handling the team 0 s expenses on road trips and overseeing the open 
gyms that attmcted a half~dozen pros to East Lausing on summer nights. 
Magic Johnson could square off in those games against Detroit Pistons starters Isiah Thomas, 
Mark Aguirre and Bill Laimbeer [j a lineup known as much ft)r its ill tempemment as its talent. 
I-Iollis mauaged those characters without backing down, picking lineups among millionaires, 
announcing nightly all- star teams among touchy egos, breaking up bmwls among polished 
professionals. 
Hollis 0 disposition impressed Heathcote: He was authoritative without being overbearing. 
o He was dependable, 0 Heathcote said. OAnd he loved his job. A lot of guys just liked being 
around the team. But he loved his job. 0 
Hollis now sees Heathcote 0 s imprint on his biggest events. The experience he later gained in 
marketing, finance aud management as an administmtor for the Western Atllietic Conference 
and Michigan State prepared him to lead his alma mater. But beating on that door seven times 
required detennination. Handling the glUffcoach required attention to detail LJ like knmving his 
seat on commercial airlines was always second on the left behind the bulkhead. And working 
with him taught Hollis that a man who always seems to have answers does so because he 
always asks the right questions first. 
Hollis needed all of those skills to pull off his signature events. 
When Michigan State aud NOIth Carolina took the stage on the USS Carl Vinson on Nov. 11, 
201L the only thing the nation saw was amade-for-TV spectacle. But who stopped to 
consider the late-afternoon tipoff was set not because it offered a prime-time broadcast slot on 
the East Coast, but because the dew point and humidity levels at that time of day would keep 
moisture from condensing on the court? 
Who questioned how the game was even proposed, or wondered about the eight-year process 
Hollis spent pushing the concept diligently through the bureaucratic chamlCls within the u.S. 
Navy? 
There was legal trepidation and logistical concern [1 could a ship be guaranteed to be in dock 
when world events constantly called national security into question? There were television 
interests to consider, military needs to mind and two basketball squads to corral. Sailors knew 
how to mauage ships; athletics depaltment personnel knew how to manage games. But could 
they learn to work together? 
Such barriers would keep mauy people from even attempting such an effort. But Hollis 0 
respect for the pmctical demands of his impmctical aspimtions helped them work through it. 
He had a way of reaching across the table to get people of varying expertise to combine their 
knowledge. Without tllat ability, the events may have fallen flat. 
There was no precedent for Hollis 0 visions. Nobody could lean on experience from previous 
projects and pinpoint every problem and solution. They needed one anotherOs expertise, knit 
together by a leader who may ask for the improbable, but could inspire them to believe it was 
possible. And when moments grew tense, Hollis [J calm confidence kept his team focused. 
Nobody had more on the line tt)r the Carrier Classic than Hollis. The game was already certain 
to lose money. The slightest em)r [] if the president arrived later than he did, causing the storm 
that soaked the court 45 minutes after the final buzzer to anive with time on the clock 0 could 
have presented a nationally televised embanassment. 
Everyone involved felt that stmin. There were a half-dozen occasions when Adm. Dellilis 
Moynihau, the head of communications for the Navy who provided Hollis a bureaucmcy 
Sherpa, called at the end of a stressful day of conference calls to ask, OWe Ore going to be 
OK on this one, righ!') 0 
HollisO reassumnce always eased the strain. 
o Yeah, we 011 make it work, 0 heOd answer. 
That composure held even in the tensest moments. 
Three days before the Cold War, the Michigan State staffwa<; scmmbling to reclUit student
athletes to scmpe ice from their hockey complex, Munn Ice Arena, and lUsh it to Spartan 
Stadium. Tempemtures rose to 78 degrees in East Lausing that day. Waves rippled across the 
melting ice, pushed by 23 mph winds. Key equipment was stalled at the Canadiau border by 
post-9/11 secUlity procedures. The NHLOs top ice alchemist, Dau Craig, IUshed in to triage 
the stadium. He led a team of volunteers through the night to avert a disaster. 
o It was blUtal, 0 said Michigau State Deputy Athletics Director Greg lallili, who has been 
HollisO right-hand man 0 assigned to manage the realities of his bossO visions 0 from the 
Cold War through the Carrier Classic. OWe got towels stuck under the boards so the water 
wonDt leak out. I called Mark and I said, ODude, we could be in a little trouble. 0 0 



On that same day, Hollis spoke to the Detroit News as his staff anxiously asked student
athletes to call family in Chicago and ask fiJr the temperature as they prayed that a stalled cold 
front would arrive in time to save the game. 
r] Everything is going well, [] Hollis told the newspaper. 
Then, a miracle: Temperatures dropped 23 degrees overnight and stayed in the low 60s the 
next day. They tell to near freezing by the day of the game. The crowd bundled up in a nippy 
41-degree stadium when the puck dropped. 
o So he 0 s got a ticket with God, 0 Izzo joked. 
But while itO s easy to dismiss as luck, other groups took Hollis 0 templates and found 
inspiration 0 0 with mixed results. Seven years after the Cold War, the NHL initiated a regular 
tradition of playing an outdoor game in the middle of its season, termed the Winter Classic. 
The NCAA brought the Final Four to Ford Field five years after the BaskefBowl, copying 
Hollis [1 design of placing a raised court surrounded by temporary seating, on the 50-yard line. 
Centering the court instead of placing it on one end of the field, eliminated the need to partition 
off much of the stadium [] s pemlanent seating, led to a championship attendance record and 
opened the door for thousands more fans to attend future Final Fours. 
And a year after the Carner Classic, three games were scheduled on aircraft camers 0 though 
two were canceled because of condensation on the court and the third was delayed two days 
when it threatened to rain. 
The success of each of Hollis 0 events has placed a target over Michigan State that energizes 
its operations team with a constant question: What 0 s next? 
PLAYING \vUH A PURPOSE 
Hollis is grinning again as he works his iPad to stream his latest event to his office television. 
This one wonOt make SportsCenter, or even the local news. But the video shows Hollis 0 
creative mind in perpetual fifth gear, always looking for an open lane so it can hit the 
accelerator. 
This time itr] s simply a golf outing with eight of Hollis [] friends. The rest of the nation would 
simply send an email or make a phone call. But they would miss the [X)tential entertainment 
value Hollis envisions. 
He grabbed photos from the Web, laid down a heroic soundtrack, and stitched together a 
video of such epic weight that it seemed to be introducing The Masters. The simple golf outing 
o a time for drinks and laughs and a little fi"iendly competition 0 became 0 The Classic at 
Boyne. 0 Each player 0 s picture and name burst from the screen as if forecasting ratings
bursting national viewership. Even the breakfast schedule played like a blockbuster moment 
Hollis 0 staff and a representative from the Disney Institute consulting firm discuss a plan to 
improve the fan experience during Michigan State home games. Hollis believes that what 
makes Disney so successful as a brand is the magic guests feel when visiting one of its parks. 
He should know, having visited Disney theme parks more than 320 times [1 and counting. 
But don[]t mistake this for a special effort to impress friends, members of Hollis!] staffinsisl. 
This is Hollis in 45-minutes- to-spare mode. This is why, when he appears in their doorways 
with that cunning smile and beckons, they brace for the unpredictable. 
o You 0 11 be sitting with him and all of a sudden he 0 s saying something, and you better be 
paying attention, 0 said Richard Bader, Michigan State 0 s director of sport operations. 
o Pretty soon we 0 re going to have a field hockey game in a submarine. 0 
Versions of that Iighthemted joke can be heard across campus, but Hollis bristles at 
suggestions that his signature events are pure showmanship. 
Yes, he 0 11 take the credit for the marketing wizardry. But there is always a purpose behind it 
Hollis insists. The Cold War and BasketBowl, he says, were inspired by an opportunity to 
excite a state that was struggling economically. The Carner Classic provided a stage to pay 
respect to U. S. troops. 
It was not about money: The Cold War, which sold tickets for $18 or less, broke even. The 
Carrier Classic lost money. 
o But for a moment in time, you 0 re creating a memory, 0 Hollis says. 0 And that 0 s Ve!y much 
pmt of our mission in college athletics. 0 
And Hollis is fixated on that mission. It 0 s why he joined the Division I Men 0 s Basketball 
Committee em'lier this year 0 fillfilling a career-long goal 0 and chaired the NCAA 
Amateurism Cabinet for two years, leading efforts to exanline the issues created by high-profile 
spOlting events. He 0 s challenged the cabinet to define mnateurism in modem college athletics 
and questioned whether the NCAA membership is going far enough to defend the viltues of its 
modeL 
Big-money television contracts are inescapable in the current athletics world. And as Hollis 
leads a tour across his campus, proudly showing off the facilities, he can[lt escape the financial 
truths every major program faces. The current $24.5 million North End Zone Project at 
Spartan Stadium comes on the heels of a $10 million upgrade to the video board and audio 
system, and a $64 million expansion before that ltD s a competitive reality he must manage. 
But his committee involvement also provides a podium to project his belief that administrators 
should be held accountable if they don Ot spend their revenues in ways that support their 
student-athletes. 
o We have put a lot of focus 0 and when I say we, presidents, athletic directors 0 into 
revenue generating; therefore, the public has also, and I think that 0 s natural, 0 Hollis said. 
o There 0 s a lot of good people in this business, and I think we all want the same thing. You 



obviously want to win, and I donlJ t think we should ever step away from that desire. It!]s how 
you want to win and what do you want to have wrapped around you? [J 
Hollis[] approach: Make the experience memorable. 
So his staff works to make even regular home games an experience. Last year, the Spartans 
men 0 s and women 0 s basketball teams played host to Division II Tuskegee 0 nonnallya 
good night for a StubHub selloff So Michigan State invited members ofthe famed Tuskegee 
Ainnen Wodd War II squadron, whose national museum is in Detmit, to attend the game and 
be honored. The Commodores, the Hall of Fame band that started at Tuskegee, pmvided 
pregame entertainment. 
And other high-profile events are in the works. As early as 2015, Hollis envisions Spartans and 
Trojans doing battle in Greece in a season-opening basketball matchup between Michigan 
State and Southern California in the original Olympic arena 0 Athens 0 Panathenaic Stadium. 
Two years atler that, another season-opening tipofI"will gather 16 men[j s teams and eight 
women [j s squads in Portland, Ore., for an event honoring the 80th birthday ofNike founder 
Phil Knight. 
They[JIl add to a legacy of memories. 
DIms not quirky, and itDs not goofY. Itos real, 0 Izzo said. o And itD s helping give student
athletes the experience of a lifetime. 0 

111is article has been reprinted all Clips with the pelmissioll ofNCAA.org. To access the 
NCAA.org website click here 
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IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

eFlash: USA Today releases latest FB coach compensation tigures 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

WednesdayAftemoonGreetings from the Clips MotherShip. Hope you are well. 
If it 0 s early November then it 0 s time for those merry pranksters* in the USA Today sports 
department to release the latest version of the consistently stratospheric Dl-A college ti.)Qtball 
coach compensation stats. And guess what? They are higher than ever. No surprise there. 
After all, we [1 ve known ti.)r several years now that the demand for superstar coaches far 
exceeds the supply. AndlJjust like our eco professors taught us way back when [Jit[Js only 
natural that up- up- up go the compensation packages. 
This is breaking news, so your wordy Clips Editor will cut this intro short in order to get this 
out there in front of the eyeballs of our readers quick-like. 
Also, since we do not (alas, bummer, TBD) have reprint approval from USA Today, we are 
providing only the barest minimum of summaries for these articles below, and we will thus 
provide not much more than links to the source USAT articles. Sorry. [Amanda, call me, 
letOs make a deal] 
Have a good Wednesday evening. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wl/wv.twitJer.com!@CollegeAthClips 

Colorado's MacIntyre part of college football salary explosion 
The average compensation package for major-college football coaches is now $1.81 
million per year, up about $170,000, or 10%, since last season 0 alld more than 90% 
since 2006. 
By Erik Brady, Christopher Schnaars and Steve Berkowitz, Uc',~4 TODA Y Sports, 11-6-
13, 1:42pm ET, 2,470 words 

What more can I to this add to this article but to point out that Missouri[Js Gary Pinkel is 
twentieth among all coaches with a $2.8 million guaranteed package. 

USA Todav DI-A College Football Coach salary database 

Methodology for 2013 NCAA football coaches salary database 
USA TODAY, 11-6-13, 1:04pm ET 
Latest trend for college football coaches: Trademarked names 
Steve Berkowitz. USA TODAY Sports, 11-6-13, 1:30pm EST, 934 wordl' 

Tax-free buyouts? Coaches take a chance with the IRS 
By Steve Berkowit:., USA TODAY, 11-6-13, 1:20pmET, 473 wordl' 



Here are the top twenty football coaches ... 
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IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: Path to NBA could be suburban, not inner city 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

ThursdayMomingGreetings from the Clips MotherShip. Hope you are well. 
Below is a condensation of an item we came across in the Sunday review section of the New 
York Times. Yes, Sunday; there [J s a little bit oflag time on this one. 
For those who are unaware, the Times [1 Sunday Review section is a 10-15 page compilation 
of commentaries about the global issues ofthe day. The article referred to below[JentitJed [lIn 
the NB.A., ZIP Code Matters[J [1 came from the Sunday Review section, not the sports 
section. 
As the title suggests, the background of basketball players are huge predictors of hoops 
prowess at the highest levels. But not necessarily in the ways we think. 
A common narrative goes something like tins: that the best basketball stars are rough-tough 
gladiators incubated in rugged, macho, gang-infested inner city environments. However, the 
proprietary research conducted by Harvard-educated researcher/writer Seth Stephans
Davidowitz reveals that a surprising number ofNBA stars actually come from suburban, 
middle-class, two-parent homes. 
Coaches and administrators closer to college and pro basketball players (and football players 
as well) are surely more aware of the predominantly non-inner city backgrounds oftheir 
players, but some oftJlem play heavy with their players nonetheless. Go figure. 
The findings are graphically presented below, but here are a few snippets from the article: 

As the NB.A. season gets under way, there is no doubt that the leagueDs best 
player is 6-foot-8 LeBron James, of the lHiami Heat. lHr. James was bom poor to 
a 16-year-old single mother in Akron, Ohio. 111e conventional wisdom is that his 
background is typicalfor an NB.A. player . ..... But it iSIlDt. 

******* 

.... black NB.A. players are about 30% less likely than the average black male 
to be born to an ullmarried mother and a teenage mother. 

******* 

Some coaches question Dwhether a suburban player was Dhungry elloughD to 
compete against black kids from the ghetto. But the data suggest that on average 
any motivatiollal edge in hungriness is far oUDileighed by the advantages 'if kids 
from higher socioecollomic classes. D 
What are these advantages? The first is in developing what ecollomists call 
noncognitive skills like persistence, self-regulatioll and tnJst. We have growil 
accustomed to hearing about the importance of these qualities for success in 
school, but players in team sports reZv on many of the same skills. 

Have a good Thursday ... 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
w\l'/1N.lwiller.com/@ColiegeAthClips 





SOURCE ARTICLE: 



In the N.B.A., ZIP Code Matters By Seth Stephens-Davidowitz, New York Times, Sunday 
review section, 11-2-13, 1,361 words To access the article click here 

Note that the Times articlells title contains I]ZIP Code Matters I] .... The Clips editor 
never had the occasion to wonder about the genesis of the US Postal Service I] s zip codes, 
and why the tenn is sometime written as ZIP codes. Well, now I know, and I shall enlighten 
Clips readers as well. 
ZIP codes are a system of postal codes used by the United States Postal Service (USPS) 
since 1963. The ternl ZIP, an acronym for Zone Improvement Plan, is pmperly written in 
capital letters and was chosen to suggest that the mail travels more efficiently, and therefore 
more quickly (zipping along). 
Robert Moon, an employee of the post office, is considered the father of the ZIP code: he 
submitted his pmposal in 1944 while working as a postal inspector. [it took them 19 years to 
implement his brainstornl!] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Satnrday, November 9,20138:44 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: Do you know what your school smells like? 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

SatnrdayAftemoonGreetings fmm the MotherShip Viewing Room. We love football 
Satnrdays. With one eye on the Samsung and one eye on the MacBook, we merrily multitask 
the day away. 
Amidst today's guarantee-game like scores[J 59-3, 48-17, 55-23 (due to Clips!] strict 
neutrality policies, we cannot divulge the winner/losers) [:.II came across a Wall Street 
Journal article describing a very different sort of royalty source ft)r universities .... fragrances. 
Last I checked, we humaus have five senses: um, sight, sound, taste, touch and smell. Some of 
us concentrate onjust a couple of the senses. Myself? I concentrate on the sense of taste, aud 
my non-svelte profile is testament to that. 
Mauy schools generate a lot of royalty revenues fium a dizzying array of logoed items, aud 
now we have university-specific fragrances. 
But it 0 s not just the money that is generating the interest in fragrances. Smell- sensitive fans and 
fans- to- be are responding positively to fragrances that captnres the feel, er, smell, of good 
010 State U. 
Check out the !lfiagrauce profiles [j below that have been compiled by deep-pocketed 
cosmetic companies in concert with school officials. While comprehensive university brauding 
profiles deliver on cues of tradition, research grants and alumni success profiles; the fragrance 
companies trip over one other with grandiose wine-like superlatives to describe their wares. 
Cau you guess which school is being described by the following fragrance profiles? 

• "a vivacious burst of candied pink grapefmit, sparkling maudarin and pineapple 
sorbet." .... Why, the University of Alabama, of course. 

• "refreshing top notes ofItalian lemon, bergamot and iced pineapple" that open into "a 
body of vivid florals, raw nutmeg aud cinnamon." .... Yup, Texas A&M 

• 0 the beauty of Old Well. with suggestions of sheer vanilla and iced juniper berries 0 . 
. Who else but UNC? 

• [jredolent overtones of early spring skunk cabbage, interspersed with past-date goat 
yogurt aud down-wind wafts of hot summer oil refinery ambrosia ... Podunk State U 
(kidding) 

So there you have it .. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wl/wv.lwitJer.com!@CollegeAthClips 

Colleges Dabble in Fragrances 

Smelling opportunity, colleges are coming out with their own colognes and peIF/mes. 

By Arian Campo-Flores and Meredith Rutland, Wall Street Joumal, 11-9-13 

When word got out in June that Texas A&M University was coming out with its own 
braud of fragrances this fall, students and alumni took to Twitter to suggest some scents. 
Among them: "Bat Feces" aud "Chilifest Stink." 
But for Masik Collegiate Fragrances, the New York company that developed the school's 
cologne and perfume, Texas A&M conjures something more aromatic. It describes the men's 



fragrance m; "refreshing top notes ofItalian lemon, bergamot and iced pineapple" that open into 
"a body of vivid florals, raw nutmeg and cinnamon." 
The scent, Masik says, seeks to capture the "timeless honor of Aggie traditions" and the 
"crazed adoration of Aggie maroon," one of the school colors. 
Though some might associate college with oitactory assaults like stale beer and sweaty locker 
rooms, more schools smell opportunity in bottling a signatnre scent Masik released fragrances 
for six other schools this fall, including the University of Kentncky and Clemson University, 
bringing its total lineup to 17 colleges, with more on the way, says chief executive Katie 
Masich. 
The University of Notre Dame also came out with a scent this fall, produced by the 
Cloudbreak Group, which created a cologne and a pClfume for the New Y ork Yankees that 
the company says garnered nearly $10 million in retail sales in 2012. 
The fragrances are only the latest in a litany of products colleges are hawking under their 
brands to students, alumni and die-hard sports tans. At Louisiana State University, the list 
includes garden gnomes, fishing lures and musical bottle openers IJnot to mention onesies and 
caskets. "We have licensed products literally from cradle to grave," says Brian Hommel, 
director of trademark licensing at LSU, which began selling fragrances by Masik in 2009. 
Whether the scents can compete in a crowded U.S. fragrance marketDwhich had $5.8 billion 
in retail sales in 2012, according to research firnl Euromonitor International D remains to be 
seen. 
They need to be "of high enough quality that people genuinely fall in love with the product," 
says Matt Frost, vice president of global marketing for International Flavors & Fragrances, 
which creates scents for brands around the world, though not for specific colleges. "You don't 
want to launch a product that ends up as ajoke or a gag gift." 
Jason Sager, who earned an M.B.A at LSU in 2002, says he bought the school's cologne 
soon after it was launched, more as a novelty item. But he ended up liking it so much that he 
ditched Giorgio Annani's Acqua Di Gi LJ and hm; been using it ever since. It "definitely smells 
like LSU," he says. "It reminds me ofthe oak trees on campus." 
For a football game between LSU and the University of Alabama two years ago, Mr. Sager 
says he donned his LSU shorts, shirt and hat, then spritzed himself with LSU cologne. When 
he mentioned it to an Alabama fan who was with him at the game, he says the guy leaned in 
and took a whiff "Nope, not LSU," the man said. "Doesn't smell like com dogs." 
Mr. Sager bought his wife Bridget, a lifelong Alabama fan, a bottle ofthat school's perfume a 
few years ago, and now she. too, uses it exclusively, she says. Masik, which created the scent, 
describes it as "a vivacious burst of candied pink grapefruit, sparkling mandarin and pineapple 
sorbet" 
"When I smell my wife, it definitely is like a real pleasant fruit," Mr. Sager says. 
Some, however, think the idea ofa college fragrance stinks. "It seems pretty unnecessary" and 
"kind of obnoxious, " says Kelly Collar, a senior at the University of Florida, which sells a 
Gators cologne and perfume. Many odors wafting through campus aren't very pleasant, he 
says. "The average college guy smells like a bunlto that was deep- filed in beer." 
Colleges get royalty payments from sales of the fragrances, which cost about $40 for a 1.7-
ounce bottle and are sold at campus bookstores, boutiques and some department stores. At 
LSD, that revenue has amounted to just $5,500 over the past four years, Mr. Hommel says. 
But he says there is a benefit to having the school's brand associated with a chic product 
Ms. Masich declined to release sales figures but said the company is "very happy with the 
results and new distJlbution partners" of its collegiate fragrances, such as the Belk department
store chain. She said the University of Alabama has been an especially strong seller this year. 
To create a university's fragrance, Ms. Masich visits the campus, tours its landmarks and 
studies its traditions. The school's colors, mascot and flora all serve as inspirations. When she 
visited LSU, she sat and observed the school mascot, Mike the Tiger, a live Bengal-Siberian 
mix who dwells in a 13,OOO-square-foot enclosure on campus. 
"It didn't smell the best," Ms. Masich says. She drew instead on his "majestic" and "noble" 
qualities. 
To translate a school's essence into a scent, Ms. Masich relies on Fragrance Resources, an 
international fragrance company with a lab in New York. In the case of Texas A&M, "maroon 
lends itselfto some fruity notes," while "rich ingredients like silver moss captnre the feeling of 
the campus landscape," says Michele Suny, vice president of sales. 
Perfumers tweaked the fornmla repeatedly. At one point earlier this year, "we felt very 
comfortable with the woods we used, but we felt we needed a little more signatnre when it 
came to the whole idea of maroon," Ms. Sufiy says. So they added cinnamon [J"not a red-hot 
cinnamon, but freshly ground cinnamon," she says. And "we added a bit offresh nutmeg to give 
the fragrance a little more lift." 
In June, Texas A&M convened an int(mnal panel of students and administrators to select one 
cologne and one perfume among six options presented by Masik. Chandler Smith, a senior 
who helped compile feedback, says panelists loved some scents, while likening others to "a 
football field," "Indian food" and something "my grandmother would use." 
Around that time, Shane Hinckley, assistant vice president of business development at Texas 
A&M, tweeted that the school was getting its own fragrances, setting off a flurry of pungent 
commentary. 
That was fine by him. "If you take yourself too seriously, what's the point?" he says. "We don't 



pretend we're some high-end fragrance line." 
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IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

eFlash: NY Times gets up to date with ex-Rutgers Coach Mike Rice 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Amidst the lazy Sunday morning reading D somewhere after the Iran centrifude update, and 
somewhere before the 50-year tributes to Aldous Huxley's Brave New Warld tome []there 
was a lengthy up-to-date with ex-Rutgers Coach Mike Rice. It was the cover feature of 
today's New York Times Magazine. 
Let me start with the cover and the title of the 6,775 word feature about Coach Rice, and then 
we [jJJ take it from there. 



And here D s the subtitle. 

"Since A1ike Rice Ds promising career was derailed by the highlight reel from hell, 
there Ds nothing he won D t do to prove he can get his competitive fire under 
control. D 

\Vbile everyone might not exactly recognize the name Mike Rice, they will surely remember 
him as the coach who was videotaped damningly in practices screaming invectives at his 

seemingly sullen and submissive players. Rice was roundly and soundly condemned, and 
shortly after that he was tired, and so was AD Tim Pemetti for supposedly mishandling the 
situation. 
Two years ago your Clips Editor attended the press conference at Rutgers (25 mi. SSE of the 
MotherShip) announcing the Mike Rice hire. I had not heard of him (he was not yet a big name 
coach, coming from Robert Morris in the Pittsburgh area). Back then in those innocent pre
realignment days we thought everything would always stay the same, and it seemed that 
Rutgers was destined to get beat up every year by Syracuse, UConn, Louisville, Georgetown 
et. a!. 
And here was this earnest young coach telling the gathered many that he was going to change 
things. I struck up a conversation with a beaming woman sitting next to me, it tumed out to be 
his mother-in-law. Or was it his mother? I fi.)rget which. 

I remember it being an especially pleasant early spring day, and hope was definitely in the air. 
Fast forward a couple years, and rJ let [J s see in can fitthis all into one paragraph[JRice[ls 
inherited players kept getting clobbered by the Big East behemoths (they came in 14th out of 
16th in the season before Rice D s arrival), there occuned an awful George Washington bridge 
suicide by a gay Rutgers student who was outed by a DfriendD and one ofRiceDs ex
assistant coaches started plotting his revenge. Amazingly, the ex-assistant coach was given 
access to videos of past practices, and he strung together a damning series of a red- faced, 
screaming, tyrannical Coach Rice spewing homophobic and demeaning curses at his forlorn 
players. 
The details after that were sketchy, but it wasn D t until a couple months later D when ESPN said 

they would air the tapes D that the Rutgers administration revved into gear. 
Somehow, inexplicably, the very savvy and aware Tim Pernetti, nobodYLJ s fool, got himself 
tangled up in the mess, and the dumb like a fox Rntgers President let Pemetti take the fall along 
with Rice. 
All at once, Rutgers, the state of New Jersey, highly excitable coaches in general (that covers 
80'ro of coaches?), white people, black people, straight people, gay people and random 
passersby were all tainted and bruised by the unseemly set of affairs. Melissa McCarthy did a 
hilarious skit on Saturday Night Live as a psycho basketball coach. 
And it got worse, the coach hired to be interim was found not to have a degree (even though 
his resume said he did), and the Rutgers derision ensued. 
And now, not more than a year later, Rutgers is as good as gone off to the Big Ten 
Conference, and theyDll have the chance to start afresh. Go figure. 
But what about Mike Rice? He D s only 44, and he certainly knows the game. His father was a 
coach for Duquesne, and he had several high-profile stops (Marquette, Niagara, Pitt, etc.) 

before he became head coach at Robert Morris. But where will he end up now? 
The New York Times sent out Jonathan Mahler to embed himself with Rice and his family. 
Six thousand, seven hundred words is a lot of words. It takes a gifted writer to command 
readersD attention for that long. The TimesD Jonathan Mahler is a good writer (gotfa be, he 
writesfor fhe Times, doesnDt he?). I recommend the entire read. HereDs the Iinle Mailler 

strings together a detailed recap of Coach RiceDs redemption, andDto meDit reads like an 
AA recovery. Rice is remorseful, he says he wants to do the right thing in the future. 
However, just like the Mianli Dolphins hazing fiasco unfolding (is hazing really unique to the 
Dolphins?), one wonders whether Rice was/is really that much different than most other 

coaches. Or is it just that he was unfortunate enough to get caught on tape? 



Rice used a metaphor that he learned in anger management counseling to describe his excesses 
at Rutgers, LJA good coach leads his team to water. A great coach leads them to water 
and makes them thirsty. J led them to water, put their heads in until 1 was sahified with 
how much they drank. LJ 
Mahler quotes a circumspect Rice in the article 0 s last paragraph. 
01 wish 1 would have been more thoughtful in how 1 went about making them forged as 
a team, making them tougher as a unit, 0 Rice told me. By now, the restaurant had 
emptied, and our waitress was resetting the tables around us for the next day, making sure we 
knew that it was time to leave. Rice paused for a moment, before either saying what he knew 
he was supposed to say or trying on a new identity. OOr maybe just accepting that 
sometimes you have to accept that you are who you are. Look, weOre not very good, 
but weOre going to try evel)' day, and weOre going to do the right things. 0 
Great leaders [1 be they coaches, university presidents, captains of 
finance/techlindustry/medicine, politics, etc. LJ know how to lead different people in difIerent 
situations. They don [Jt rule by inflicting terror (except maybe when the bullets are whizzing by, 
and ofIicers with pitols are behind the troups to deter deserters), and they don[Jt succeed by 
becoming pals with their minions. It 0 s something in between. 

After all, Rice wasn't holding a pistol. 

Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W"NIN.twitter.comi@CollegeAthClips 
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IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Monday Update 11-11-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

MondayMorningGreetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
Below is another robust and diverse bounty of postings about the business of college sports, 
and four of them have been converted from Clips eFlashes that were sent out to the awesome 
immensity of the entire Clips subscriber base. 
I wish I could tell you that we have better [JmetricsrJ (aka: LJanalyticsLJ), but the Clips 
measurements of who-reads-what are somewhat rudimentary. 

Here D s what we do know: 

Clips eHashes continue to be very popular. 

• The primmy mauner of measuring the emailed Clips eFlashes is via D click-openD rates, 
which are DliterallyDthe number of people who actually click open any given eFlash. 

• Industry rauges for D unsolicited emails D (roughly what Clips eFlashes are) are from 1 % 
to 5% click-opens. 

• However, since the Clips service is subscriber-only, aud since mechnically [jail Clips 
subscribers pay for Clips content (except we have over a thousaud Clips 
[j subscribers [1 who do not actually pay for Clips, they are part of group subscriptions 
which are paid for by their visionary and munificent AD or commissioner), then one 
would expect that Clips click-open (CO) rates far exceed industry ranges. 

• And they do. Clips eFlashes always yield CO rates above 40'Yo, and, depending on the 
topic (or the pull of the subject line) they often exceed 60% or 70%. 

• The most popular topics are facilities, coaches, salaries, marketing, Title IX, leadership, 
etc. 

• We don m know for sure, but eFlashes seem to be more popular among subscribers 
who do most of their online reading via smmt phones or tablets. Several dozen ADs 
(who fund a fair amount of Clips group subscriptions) report that they rarely visit the 
Clips website. That[js okay; to each their own. 

• Anyone who wants to know more ai:xmt click-opens please contact the Clips editor. 

Here are the click-open rates for the four eFlashes sent out this week: 

• 68% .... Path to NBA could be suburban, not inner city As the title suggests, 
the background of basketball players are huge predictors of hoops prowess at the 
highest levels. But not necessarily in the ways we think. NY Times Sunday Review 
section, 11-3-13 

• 72% ... USA Today releases latest FB coach compensation Superstar coaches 
are the same as you and me. They just make a lot more money than we do. USA 
Today, 11-8-13 

• 44% ... Do you know what your school smell~ like? Smell-sensitive fans are 
responding posi tively to fragrauces that capture the smell of good 01 [1 Slate U. Wall 
Street Journal, 11-9- 13 

• 18% (this was sent out less thau three hours ago; it takes about 24 hours for click
opens to Dtop outO) A lengthy up-to-date with former Rutgers Coach ""'Iike Rice . 
. . . The New York Times takes 6,775 words to get up to date with the ex-Rutgers 
men's basketball coach. The N ew York Times Magazine, 11-10-13 

As for the Clips website itself; our metrics are frustratingly unreliable, and we will soon invest 
in state of the art capabilities that let us know which postings are most frequently visited. Right 
now there [J s a bit of guesswork about who visits, when they visit aud which postings they click 
open. We don LJt want to be spies, we just want to know what our readers like best/least, and 
then we will give them more (or less). 
More thau you ever wanted to know about metrics for paid subscription services? 



Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infim1e 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W"NIN.twitter.comi@CollegeAthClips 
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IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Book Review: The Sy,tem, by Jeff Benedict & Amlen Keteyian 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

TuesdayrVl<lrn:o,,;Greetings from the Clipsf\·",.hngRoom. Hope you are well. 
As hundreds of Clips subscribers will attest, the Clips Editor has been engaged in a perpetual 
survey a<;king people what their reading preferences are. This surveying has been made with 
Marshall McLuhan[ls [IThe Medium is the Message[J theory as a backdrop, which[Jroughly 
speaking [Jpostulates that the method of delivering the message has become as important as the 
message itself. Think smartphones, Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, etc. 
Kindles, iPads and Surfaces notwithstanding, there still exist 0 and will continue to exist for a 
couple decades to come 0 readers (now, the over-40 set, and soon the over-50 set, and so on) 
who would not think of reading a book via anything other than the medium ofa real book (not 
an electronic book). 
Tins is all to say that tins book review was derived from the medium of an old-fashioned book: 
paper, ink, cardboard, shiny book cover, etc. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
'vV\V'vv.twitter.Gom!@CollegeAthC!ips 

The System, by Jeff Benedict and Annen Keteyian 
Clips Book Review 
HereDs a great book about the good, the great, the inspirational, the bad and the nasty 
about big-time college football, all gathered neatly into 27 chapters and 402 pages, and 
itWI make anyone an expert. 
By Nick Infemte, Clips Editor, 11-12-13 

Okay, for those of you who want just a one-paragraph book review. here goes: 
The System is a great book, entertainingly and expertly written, that provides a 
comprehensive, in-depth. 30,000 foot (and ground level, and real time, and appropriately 
historic) look at all that big-time football was, and has become. Paying just a nod or two to the 
decades-ago history ofthe game, The System authors Armen Keteyian and Jeff Benedict 
focus on the here and now. and 0 whether they are college football experts or college football 
neophytes 0 readers will walk away significantly more knowledgeable about all facets of the 
game/business than they previously had been. The College Athletics Clips Reading Club 
unhesitatingly and resoundingly recommends The System to readers seeking edification, a<; well 
as those seeking entertainment. 
And now. fiJr the longer version, here goes: 
If one were to slot The c<.,ystem into a category of writing, it would fall somewhere between a 
documentary and an action-packed tllriller. I assign this two-pronged categorization because 
the exactness and comprehensiveness of facts and dates in The System comes across in such a 
pleasant, novel-like manner: textnral, with nuances and passion to boot. 
Although most Clips subscribers (and myself as well) are probably DlinearD readers, that is, 
going from Chapter 1 to Chapter 2, to Chapter 3, and so on, I couldn Dt help but hopscotch 
around The System. As I usually do with a new book, I read the cover flaps, then the 
prologue, and I could not resist the fine glossy color photos in the middle. 
From the cover flaps I gleaned that the co-authors were (alphabetically) Jeff Benedict, one of 
the country[J s top investigative reporters. He is a special features contributor for Sports 
Illustrated and the author often critically acclaimed books, including Pros and Cons and Out 
of Bound I'. Armen Keteyian, a CBS News correspondent based in New York and the lead 



correspondent for 60 Minutes c<.,ports on ShO\~1ime. An eleven-time Emmy Award winner, he 
is widely regarded as one of the finest inve,tigative journalists in the country. 
Similarly, the saying that [1 you can[]t tell a book by its cover[J is not always the case. The 
inside cover described The System thusly: 

o Celebrated investigativejoumalists Jeff Benedict and Armen Keteyian were 
granted unprecedented access during the 2012 season to programs at the highest 
levels across the country at a time of convulsive change in college football. 
Through dogged reporting, they explored every nook and cranny of this high
powered machine, and reveal how it operates ji'OIn the illSide out. The result: the 
system through the eyes of athletic directors and coaches, highflying boosters and 
high-profile TV stars, fIVe-star recruits and tireless NCAA investigators and the 
kids on whom the whole va5t enterprise depends. 
Both a celebration of the power and page(mtry ofNCAAfbotball and a 
groundbreaking, thought-provoking critique of its excesses. The System is the 
definitive book on the college game. [1 

I have read the book, and the passage al:xwe describes it perfectly. 
Next I then veered into the 15-page ONotesO section in the back ofthe book small-fonted 
and single-spaced that they were. Being that The System is largely a documentary, the Notes 
section is a key component in imparting the credentials ofthe project. And this ONotesO did 
not disappoint. 
From there, however, due to my ADHD tendencies and business-of-college-athletics reading 
interest, I was attracted by the chapters about athletic directors: 
Chapter 13 THE ATHLETIC DIRECTOR Palt I, 0 We have no money. Nobody is giving 
money. We are not on TV 0 
Chapter 16 THE ATHLETIC DIRECTOR Part II, LlItLls going to be expensive. [] 
Next I read: 
Chapter 3 THE BRAND Going all in at Michigan; 
Chapter 26 GAMEDA Y The genius (!I"ESP Nand 
Chapter 14 THE INVESTIGATORS Big-game hunting. 
Other chapters of interest (actually there was not a dull chapter among the 27): 
Chapter 1 THE COACH Part 1, Mike Leach qfter midnight; 
Chapter 6 THE COACH Part 11, Terminated; 
Chapter 21 THE COACH Part 111, o The starting lineup is voluntary, tooO; 
Chapter 24 THE COACH Part IV, The letter; 
Chapter 5 THE VICTIM 0 They had suffered enough. They lost their scholarships. 0; 
Chapter 11 THE BOOSTER What $248 million will buy you; 
Chapter 18 SABAN[JS WAY The New Testament of college football; 
Chapter 25 THE DRAFT PICK To go pro or not to go pro 
For a list (!I'all 27 chapters, see the graphic at the bottom. 

Big-time college football is an extravaganza with many moving parts. As indicated by the 
chapter headings above, many different groups of people are critical to the undertaking (most 
ofthem building it up. but, alas, some tearing it down). For obvious reasons (i.e.-that College 
Athletics Clips has spent a lot of time catering to the info needs! desires of Athletic Directors). 
the two chapters devoted to Washington State AD Bill Moos were of special interest to the 
Clips Book Reviewer. 
To be sure; in order to be one of that exclusive group of345 D 1 ADs (approximately one of 
every 975,000 Anlericans) requires no small alllOunt ofleadership abilities, fundraising skills, 
coach hiring/firing expertise, financial acumen, hard work ethic, charm, grit, etc. And even 
more of the above for those 70 or so []Big Fiverl ADs (approx. one of every 4.875 million 
Americans). 
And then there[Js Washington State AD Bill Moos, described very accurately in The System. 
My one-sentence description of Moos is that he is a big, budy veteran; a big picture, highly 
principled, sometimes outside the norm thinker/leader. Moos spent eleven years at the 
University of Oregon. building UO from nothing to something, being conveniently aided and 
abetted by the Phil Knight National Barue 
Moos left Oregon in 2007, riding off to eastern Washington to his ranch (was his ride a gas
sucking pick-up with a longhoms hood ornament?) somewhere 0 near 0 Walla Walla, 
Spokane and Moscow, seemingly content to jockey tractors and hustle horses for the rest of 
his days. 
But, it was not to be. 
Flush with jumbo Pac-12 media distribution money a few years ago, WSU President Elson 
Floyd was determined to elevate the school from its perennial punching bag status. Floyd 
quickly set his sights on Moos (a WSU grad) as candidate number one as his new AD. As 
described in the book President Floyd said OBil!, 1 have to go through a process. lIDs 
going to be a very public process. But you are my guy. 0 

EDITOR ASIDE: I first met Bill Moos at the 2007 Final Four in Atlanta. ltD s easy to 
tell when groups of people show respect for a person. and thatD s just what I saw when 
I waited patiently to introduce myself to Bill. There was a steady flow of well -wishers 
who wanted to. ah, wish him well. It was evident that he was held in high regard by his 



peers. 
That Bill Moos had modest expectations at WSU was borne out by his list of priorities and 
obstacles. 
Priorities: 
Branding 
Facilities 
Better infrastmctnre 
Better salaries 
Better recmiting budgets 
Obstacles: 
We have no money. 
Nobody is giving money. 
We are not on TV. 
When considered against the backdrop of today[j s equality of conference media pay-outs, it 
was a hoot to read about the first few meetings among the Pac-12 members on how exactly to 
divvy up the significantly increased loot from their giant media package. 
UCLA and USC had become accustomed (not unlike the Texas Longhoms in the old Big 12) 
to get a bit more than their 0 firirO share of media dollars. And why not? The LA media 
m3lket has almost as many eyeballs as the rest ofthe conference combined, and the two 
schools had dominated Pac- 8/ Pac-l 0 football for decades. 
The System describes Bill Moos 0 energetic efforts in the first Pac-12 meetings to move 
toward equal payouts. As it tnrned out, the total pot ended up being so much bigger that the 
two LA schools ended up making more OequallyO than they did in the OunequalO old days. 
Brave New Realignment World? 
Revicwcr[Js notc: There are so many great parts and great chapters to The System, that I 
could easily end up excerpting from, quoting from, reprinting, praising and! or rewriting the 
book until Bill Moos[] cows come home, and this masterpiece would end up as a 10,000 
word book review. Therefore, I will keep it short with a few of my favorite parts. 
From the 15-page ONotesO section in the back ofthe book, which is a research wonkOs 
dream .... 

OBetween Sept. 2011 and April 2013 we spent more than four hundred hours 
shadowing and interviewing coaches, ADs, student-athletes, boosters, high school 
recruits, ESPN GameDay crew members, NCAA investigators alldfallS . ... We 
traveled to and attended games with boosters, failS, university presidents and 
television broadcasters. 0 Ed.-The above is a testament to the meticulousness and 
thoroughness ofthe endeavor, and it shows throughout the bookO s 402 pages. 

Here[] s one of my favorite examples of The System[Js great prose. This passage 
describes [Jreminiscent of slaves being led into the coliseum to meet the lions[J a fillr- to
middling DJ-AA Towson University team traveling to LSU [] s Death Valley (aka: Tiger 
Stadium) for a [Jbody bag[] game (aka: []cre3lll puff[] game, aka: []guarantee[] game, aka: 
OpaydayO game) .. 

o 17zeforecasted rain had begun in eamest by the time the Towson buses snaked 
their way into Tiger Stadium. A Scottish mist hung in the lights, adding to the 
ominous air. At LSU the road to the underground visitors 0 entrance runs a 
gauntlet oftailgatingfans and hairpin turns, allowing lubricated locals unfettered 
access and the chance to scream 0 Ti-ger BAiT! Ti-ger BAiT! 0 at the tops of their 
lungs. It also allowedOin a sight, one suspects, unique to this part of the South 0 a 
father and towheaded son to stand together on the sidewalk and flip off each and 
evelY bus as it crawled by. [1 

From the chapter entitled []GAMEDAY[] . 
He [j s not flashy, he [j s not the star, but The System authors Keteyian and Benedict heap 
effusive praise unto Chris Fowler .... [jFowler[ls blue index card~ contained little more 
than bullet points and plays on wor~. There was no teleprompter, no cue car~, no 
safety net on the GameDG}' set. The backup to the backup was Fowler . ..... In the 
world of network television you could count on one hand the number of other 
broadcasters with such skill on one halld Bob Costas, the brothers Gumbel (Bryant and 
Greg) and Matt Lauer. 0 ..... to that exalted handful the Clips Trnth Squad would add a 
couple handfuls more: Rece Davis, Jon Stewart, Jay Leno, David Frost, Barbara Walters, 
Carol Burnett Mary Carillo, Conan 0 OBrien. Johnny Carson, Ed Sullivan ... we could go on 
and on ... 
Other GameDay vignettes: Lee Corso ... []Our show isfiJr entertainment. Football isjust 
our vehicle. [1 Aside: Is it just me, but is Lee Corso really Mel Brooks? 
Chapter 5 was entitled [] The Victim, [] and it concentrated on sexual assaul ted (and alleged 
sexual assaults) involving college football players. The allegations and subsequent court trial of 
four BYU (yes, BYU) football players who were-acquitted of gang-raping a co-ed. Despite 
seemingly solid evidence, the players were acquitted. After the courtroom cleared out, Donna 
Kelly, the plDsecuting attorney in Provo, Utah, cornered three jUlDrs and asked why they had 
acquitted. o The jury said they [the football players J had suffered enough. 0 Kelly said. 
o They lost their scholarships. They were kicked off the team. 0 Amazing. 
All-in-all, if anyone wants to learn about the entire 360-degree glory and blemishes involved 
with big-time college football, then you 011 not do any better than o The System. 0 I 



recommend it highly. 

x 





To order The System, click here. 
And now it's time jor profound questions in today's popular literature .. 

If it is true that a frustrated basketball player becomes a coach, and that afrustrated 
coach becomes a referee. And if it is true that afrustrated rock star becomes a 
DJ. ..... 111en does a frustrated novelist become a book reviewer? 
And similarZv, do bad book reviewers write bad reviews about bad books, and bad 
reviews about good books too? 
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Clips eFlash: College hoops fan rejoice! The season is upon us. 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the ClipsR' ""dbd! Ship. Hope you are well. 

Stop right here if you are afootball-only snob, because this is a Clips eFlash 
devoted to NaismithLls rOUildball and peach baskets oddity. l/you think U[Js 
fimny to see a bunch of guys (or women) nmning around in baggy shorts. ij~vou 
think basketball is a sissy game with no contact, ij'think that LeBron is the new 
Buick crossover, if you do not think that Pistol Pete was the best athlete ever to 
play ill Baton Rouge, well, you might just want to pass up Oil this one. 

If, however, you hail from one ofthose p)ckets of the country []like, say, Indiana, Kentucky, 
Illinois, Raleigh-Durham -Chapel Hill, or most of the N orthea<;t [1 where basketball is king, then 
you are surely excited that the hoops season is finally here. 

Below are two fine articles for your reading pleasure, from two gifted writers who make no 
aPJlogies for being basketball- first guys. 

In the first article, Will Leitch of Sports on Earth. comments on a less-than-promising era of the 
sport (read: one-and-done, coaches who overcoach, calling fouls on most hand checks. etc.), 
but the best partOI think 0 comes when he rhapsodizes about his fomlative years in the early 
80s watching Illini basketball on the local CBS TV affiliate. [see video clip below 1 

I couldn [It help but think back to my own fonnative years at a different time in a different 
place, when my brother and I watched the Toby KimballlWes Bialosuknia-era UConn 
Huskies on the CBS TV affiliate out of New Haven in the mid 60s. 

The similarities did not stop there. Leitch grew up several hundred miles distant from the 
nearest Top 20 big-time college football team. And the same was (still is) true ofCOImecticut. 
So basketball filled the void. 

The second article was written by ESPN 0 s Jay Bilas, who revels in thinking differently. Bilas 
offers several great ideas to resuscitate college basketball from its ills. 

Yup, itrl s finally college basketball season ..... . 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

An Identity Crisis 

By Will Leitch, Sports on Earth, 11-12-13 



Last Sunday, my father drove the 45 miles north to Champaign, Ill., to watch his beloved 
Illinois Fighting Illini play Jacksonville State, a school thafs in Alabama, not Florida. In my 
hometown, Illinois basketball is basically the Yankees: Whether you have tickets, and where 
they are, is as reliable an indicator of your social strata as how big your house is. Illinois 
basketball is woven into the fabric of Central Illinois the way high school football is in Texas, or 
college football is in the South. There is no bigger celebrity sighting than Lou Henson; no great 
villain exists, still, than Bobby Knight. 

Illinois college ba<;ketball took such a strong hold over our community, in large part, because of 
the luck oftelevision scheduling: For decades, WCIA, the local CBS affiliate, showed every 
Illinois basketball ganJe, in the days before ESPN and Dick Vitale and the Final Four as Bird
Magic spectacle. Games were simply local progranllning, with the Champ Kinds on the sports 
desk calling the ganJe using local cameras and amusement park graphics. Illini basketball gatnes 
trumped atly national CBS progratnming; no matter what. Illini games were shown on WCIA. 
This is in the days of three channels. You watched the Illini whether you liked basketball or not, 
because there was, quite literally, nothing else on. 

That was pretty much my youth. Because all the games were on television, the Illini players 
became your friends, these recurring characters who showed up in your home three times a 
week. I remember those Illini players better than I remember my childhood friends. Derek 
Harper. Brian Leonard. Efrem Winters. Bruce Douglas. Anthony Welch. George 
Montgomery. Doug Altenberger. Tell 'em, Bob Ley. Central Illinois isn't near any major cities 
- - whenever I fly home, it's a two-hour drive from the airpOlt - - so even though there are 
Cardinals and Cubs atld Bears and Bulls and Pacers fatlS, those are distant, far off heroes. The 
Illini players are near to home, and they are ours. We watch them mature and grow, and we 
cheer them and scream at them and fret about them. (I'll never forget my late grandmother 
cursing at Ken NOrmatl, then apologizing to him through the screen.) They are, in the dopiest 
way, a sort of family. 

So Dad's visit to the newly renamed State Farm Center on Sunday was less about watching a 
tune-up against KenPom's 244th-rated team and more about a reunion with old friends. Which 
is why Dad was taken aback when he realized [] he didn't know anyone on this team. 

Illinois, this season, has four returning players from the team that nearly reached the Sweet 16 
last year. Everyone else on the team is new: There are a couple of transfers and a ton of 
freshmen. Gfthe I11l1ini who played against JSU, seven of them are people Dad had never 
laid eyes on before. The scoreboard helped, but he still kept getting Malcolm Hill and 
Kendrick N unn confused. I've been having the satne problem. We'll know all these guys 
eventually. But now they're strangers. 

*** 

College basketball has been going through an identity crisis over the last few years. Plagued by 
early defections to pro ball, an emphasis on freshmen playing immediately, a rampant and 
sudden epidemic of transfers and, perhaps most of all, coaches trying to control all this by 
clatnping down and asserting sufIocating control of every aspect of the game, college 
basketball is in an ugly, awkward phase. Gatnes are choppy, sloppy and low-scoring; high
level gatnes have turned into wrestling meets in the paint; nobody can shoot anymore. It's tough 
to watch college basketball these days and not notice how much more lumbering games are 
than they used to be. 

The NCAA is trying to fix this problem this year by calling evClY possible foul -- Sports 
Illustrated's Pete Thame! calls it "a steady diet of kale" -- to get players to back ofron defense 
and thus let the game flow more smoothly. This seems like a good idea on the surface - - even if 
it's going to lead to even more hideous foul-fests in the early going -- but you can see how it 
might go wrong: Coaches' oppressive strangling of the game that led to this will just evolve and 
take another form. Coaches don't care how the game looks. They just want to win. 

I think it's something difterent than foul-calling and defenses, though. I blame Kentucky. 

Nothing has changed the landscape of college basketball faster and more dramatically than the 
success of John Cali pari and Kentucky. Basically, Cali pari, as Chuck Klosternlan put it on the 
eve ofthe Wildcats' championship 18 months ago, has professionalized college basketball. He 
has taken the platitudes of the ganle - - come to college and learn, get an education and grow 
and mature, give back to the University that gives to you -- and blown them up. These 
platitudes are B.S. 

College athletics is a huge money-making endeavor that uses often poor kids to make money 
for universities that are already gouging their student body in fees. Players don't get a dime for 
pouring their bodies atld souls into the game, but coaches and administrators make millions off 



their walking advertisements, their jerseys, their shoes, their sweal. The only sane thing for an 
athlete to do is to be as pmgmatic as possible. Go to the school that's more likely to get you 
paid faster. Make sure you get to play immediately. If you don't like how it's working out, 

leave. 

The reason college basketball is so choppy and constantly shifting is because rosters are so 
t1uid now. The player who stays four years at the same university, becoming part of the family, 
growing, all that, is the rarity: Now, it's essentially free agency. Players may still not be getting 
paid, but they have more power than they've ever had before, and they're wielding it It's 

working out great for them, but the game is suffering because of it These early games look 
rough partly because of the foul-calling -- and it's worth noting that that's overblown anyway -
but mostly it's because most of these guys haven't played together that much yet (The changing 
practice schedule this year has something to do with that too.) 

This is a players' game now, and that can lead to confusion and sloppy play, particularly when 
coaches keep trying to clamp down the chaos of an inherently chaotic game. Kentucky is the 
model for this. Cali pari brings in eight new guys every year and says, "Do your thing, guys." 
Sometimes it works and you win a national chanlpionship, and sometimes it doesn't and you 
lose to Robert Monis in the NIT. But no one can argue it's the players in charge now. 

I want to be clear on this: Not only is what Cali pari and Kentucky have done not wrong in any 
way, it is in fact much more honest and beneficial to the "student-athlete" than college 

basketball as a whole. Coaches always get angry about players who leave college early -
coaches other than Cali pari, anyway - - and about players who transfer, but of course they'd 
leave for the NBA or a better job ifitmeant more money in haIfa second. They're losing 
controL Tuesday night, CaJipari's Kentucky will play Tom Izzo's Michigan State. The teams are 
generational contmsts: Kentucky has all those freshmen, while Michigan State has "veteran" 
seniors and a stable rotation. Traditionalists - - those who have grown up thinking of college 
basketball teams as "family" rather than" a moneymaking, probably COlTIlpt enterprise built on 
the backs of unpaid labor" - - will see this as a cultuml battle of lzzo's finn foundation against 
Cali pari's upstarts. But history is not evolving in their favor. And I'm not sure justice is either. 

Tins changes the experience of watching college basketbalL The confusion my father had 
watching all these new Illini players, that's just going to multiply as the years go by. Already, 

Illinois is going to welcome five new players next year, maybe six if star recmit Cliff Alexander 
leans its way this Friday. And that's not counting any transfers who might leave or come in. 
These are not chamcters who visit our living room three nights a week for four years anymore. 
It is the difference between a long-mnning sitcom and a reality show; the cast is always 

changing now. 

This is no longer a mom-and-pop game with local sportscasters calling the game with two 
camems and chintzy graphics. It is more honest, and just, and fair, and bendicial to tlle athletes 

who are playing the games. It is more in line witll how sports are played, and viewed, and paid 
for. It is a positive evolution, a step i(lIward. 

It's also making the game less fun to watch and be a part of This is the fundamental issue 
college basketball needs to solve. I'm not sure they can. I'm not sure they should. 

Will Leitch writes jar Sports on Earth. This article has been reprinted on Clips with the 
aut/zor[Js permission. 

To view this vintage 1981 video click here 



How to fix college hoops 

To stay both competitive and relevant, college basketbal/needs to grow up. 

By Jay Bilas, ESPN Insider, 10-28-13 

COLLEGE BASKETBALL is a great game, but it hm; been slowly declining over the last 
several seasons, for a variety of reasons. Don't be fooled by a terrific and aesthetically pleasing 
NCAA championship game between Louisville and Michigan, or get distracted by the billions 
of dollars being generated off the game. The quality of play simply isn't keeping pace with the 
quality of players and coaches in the game. 

To the old-timers who love to blame AAU basketball for the so-called erosion of 
fundamentals, that is simply wrong. The players coming out of high school are better, more 
athletic and more skilled than they have ever beefL but you wouldn't know it from watching the 
college game. For years, the casual fan couldn't tell the difference between a good game and a 
close game, and college basketball has benefited from that; but now, it's clear to everyone how 
difficult the game has become to watch. 

We are headed into what could be one of college basketball's best sem;ons in years, mainly 
because of the star power of the incoming freshman class. But it would be folly to ignore the 
game's problems: It is over-coached, too slow and allows a level of physicality that takes away 
from the beauty ofthe sport. 

But we can and should do something about it; we need to make college basketball more 
watchable and a better fan experience. And part ofthe solution is admitting the NBA has a 
better product because it calls fouls and allows its players to use their athleticism on both ends 
of the floor. 

Here are four ways college basketball could follow the League's lead. 

Make officials, well, official. 

NBA coaches don't whine during games nearly as much as their college counterparts, and their 
sideline behavior is much better. Why? In large measure it is because the NBA mandates the 
standards by which its employees call games -- and enforces it. College ofticials, on the other 
hand, are independent contractors who answer to many different masters (conference 
supClvisors. the NCAA and seemingly every coach) with many different standards. 

So, whether it is through the NCAA or the big conferences, the best college officials need to 
be filll- time, salaried employees; their schedules, training and accountability should be 
administered under one umbrella. NCAA supervisor of ofticials John Adams is doing an 
admirable job, but the only real leverage he has comes in his selection of ofticials who work the 
NCAA tournament. That is not enough. 



Clean it up. 

Over a decade ago, the NBA had become a grinding, physical, mugging league; beauty and 
grace were being sacrificed in the flames ofthe Jordan Rules. But the League went through a 
Freedom of Movement initiative, and cleaned up its act. College basketball still lags in that 
area, convinced it "values" or "cares" about defense more. What nonsense. 

Over the pm,t 50 years, shooting percentages and scoring have tluctuated in concert with the 
changes in the college game, yet the number of fouls called has largely stayed constant. That 
indicates that, consciously or unconsciously, otIicials are being selective about what they call. 

They feel stuck due to competing interests - - they need to get games over with, and they get 
criticized for certain games being parades to the free throw line. In tum, because officials will 
only call so many fouls, coaches have detelmined that organized fouling is a competitive 
advantage. As a result we see coaches teaching teams to "be physical with your chest," by 
which players keep their hands up but commit felonies with their chest and lower body. 

Administrators believe that the status quo allows the underdog to be a factor in more games 
with Goliaths, so much so that one official once said that with greater freedom of movement, 
the better player would have an advantage. Think about that for a minute. That's like saying 
U sain Bolt will have an advantage in the I OO-meter dash ifhe is allowed to run in a straight line 
without being grabbed and held. 

And to be clear, what I'm talking about is not defense. It's one thing to hold the ball - - that can 
be good strategy. But you cannot hold your opponent. That is a foul. And until those fouls are 
called consistently throughout the season, the ganJe will continue to be a slugfest worthy of Pat 
Riley's old Knicks teams. 

Speed it up. 

There is no shot clock in the world that is as long as the 35 seconds in men's college hoops. 
The NBA (24 seconds), FIBA (24 seconds), the WNBA (24 seconds) and women's college 
basketball (30 seconds) all operate successfully with shorter shot clocks. That is embarrm;sing. 

Similarly embalTassing are the self- serving excuses on why it shouldn't change. For some 
coaches who yearn to control eVe!Y dribble, they fear a shorter clock will lead to more bad 
shots. Others believe it will lead to more possessions, which will provide an advantage to 
better, deeper and more talented teanlS. In fact, the NBA gathered data on the subject when 
the \VNBA went to a reduced shot clock. and fears of bad shots were unfounded - - scoring 
went up and the game became more enjoyable for players and fans. There is no downside to a 
shorter shot clock. 

While we're on the topic of speed of tile game, college basketball would benetit by going to a 
four-quarters system instead of two halves, and reducing the number ohearn timeouts. With 
media timeouts every four minutes, the number ofteam timeout.s should be reduced to only two 
per half, with only two available in the last two minutes of the game or overtime. And by going 
to four lO-minute quarters instead of two 20-minute halves, there would be more natural 
breaks that follow exciting end-of-clock situations, and fewer annoying stoppages in play while 
still allowing the necessary amount of commercial breaks. 

Let the talent shine. 

Right now the men's game is unbalanced, with too many shots coming from 3-point range 
because the risk of the shot is less than the reward. If the NCAA adopted the NBA 3-PJint 
distance of23 feet, 9 inches, it would improve floor spacing, open up better driving lanes and 
put the appropriate risk back into the shot. 

At the same time, the lane should be widened to match the NBA lalJe, with the same restricted 
area or charge circle. What's the objection? These are great athletes that we often say should 
be allowed to go to the NBA early, yet they cannot handle playing the game with pro rules? 
Nonsense. When college teams go overseas for foreign tours, they do very well with the 
shorter shot clock, longer 3-point shot and wider lane. 

One last thought (and it's a no- brainer): Allow the NBA throw-in from the frontcourt in the final 
two minutes of regulation and overtime. This move not only increases excitement and makes 
the game more enjoyable for fans, but it allows for greater strategy on the part of both the 
offense and the defense. 



Look. I love college basketball. It is a great game, and can be the best game. But when you 
love something, you take care of it -- even when the truth is painful. 

This article has been reprinted on Clips with the permission q{E'SPN.com. To access the 
ESPN.com website click here 
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Clips eFlash: Quitting is not a four-letter word 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

FridayMorningGreetings. Hope you are well. 
Fair warning. This Clips eFlash is not 100% about college athletics. Sure, there will be college 
athletics woven in and out, but in between I LJlI go to other places to make my point. 
Here[ls a one sentence capsulation of the eFlash: Quitting is not always a bad thing. 
Not a bad thing? Huh? Quitters are quitters arenLJt they? They[jre crybabies. TheyrJre 
wimps. Once you commit to something you see it through, don[lt you? Well, dOIl[Jtyou? 
Not necessarily. 
Nobody does just one thing in their life without ever quitting to go do something else. We all try 
this and then we try that. We move from one thing (boyfriend, girlfriend apmtment, city, car, 
job, profession) to the next. When we move from one thing to the neA1: we Ore technically 
o quitting 0 the one to go to the other. 
For example, werenOtthere 400 or so transfers in menOs college basketballlastyear'7 But 
they werenDt referred to as o quitters, 0 they were transfers. 
We use a lot of different words other than OquitD to describe changes, such as: moving on, 
moving up, retiring, life-style changing, stepping down, resigning, etc. All ofthose are 
technically quitting, but none of them sounds a<; bad as rJ quitting. [j 
In the SpJrts vernacular, the word LJquitting [J has taken on a distinctly more negative 
connotation than in other walks of1if(:~. Take, for example, a headline from the Wednesday 
New York Times SPOltS page: 

Things werenLJt working out fiJr 27-year old, 300-lb Denver Broncos lineman John Moffitt. 
He blew out his knee, had elbow surgery and hurt his shoulders. Sleep apnea exhausted him 

and floaters affected his vision. 
m donDt want to risk health for money. IDm happy, and I donet need the NFL, 0 said 
Moffitt, who walked away from about $1 million in salmy and benefits for retirees who play at 
least three seasons. 
Moffitt 0 s decision comes on the heels of two notable quitting-related instances, the allegations 
of bullying on the Mia!lli Dolphins and the mounting attention to brain concussions in the NFL 
and college football. In the first. Jonathan Martin has been both reviled (mostly) and lauded 
(only a little) for quitting. 
As regards concussions, the thought is that NFL players from decades ago should have quit 
beti.)re being subjected to degenerative brain disease. But how could they quit when they 
didnrJ t know what they didn[Jt know. Today[J s college football players know a lot more. 
When a professional player quits, it 0 s made out to be like he 0 s letting his tea!llmates, 
coaches, ownership and fans down. But it seems like the players 0 own motivations are 



prioritized behind everyone else [j s. 
From the Times article: 

MqtJitt insisted that he did not care about the lost income, and he was shocked 
that people thought he was nuts for walking away ji'om what they think is a 
glamorous lifestyle. 
DIDm the one being called crazy, but 1 think everyone else is crazy. D Mqffitt said 
DltDs disturbing that people are questioning my sanityfor giving up the money. 
What does that say about our world? D 

Meanwhile, many college student -athletes have thoughts of quitting, but many of them lack the 
maturity to think things thmugh. And, for 99% of them, the life ahead will not be as a pm 
athlete. Plus, the pressure to stay can be immense. What about their scholarship? \\,11at about 
losing the big-man-on-campus aura? And so on. 
Despite seemingly robust school, conference and NCAA counseling, tutoring and workshops, 
it can still very hard for student-athletes to step away, er, [J quiU] their sport afler doing it for 
about three-fourths oftheirlives. 
Have a good Friday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

x 

Source article: 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
w\lv1N.lwiller.coml@ColiegeAthClips 

Quitting the N.F.L.: For John Moffitt the Money WasnDt Worth It By Ken Belson, New 
York Times, 11-18-13. 1,426 words 

Quitting, or [Jretiring earZv[j seems to have worked wellfor some athletes; others hung 
on too long. 

x 



On the more general theme of people moving ollfrom one thing to another, one of these 
days 10m going to do a Clips eFlashfeature on the subject of how people get Ofired 0 
(Yuck, Ofired, 0 talk about negative imagery) There is plenty of case history in college 
athletics to look at the firings of presidents, athletic directors and coaches. Some .firillgs 
are more nasty, underhanded, vicious, cnlde, crnel, public and/or accusatory th,m they 
need to be. On the other hand some firings are carried out with a sensitivity to the 
[Jjiree[J having to go out there in the world and starting up again somewhere else. 

Tlmll,:alled,m'iagJ~"' 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday. November 24.20138:45 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Monday Update 11-25-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the SundayNightShip. Hope you are well. 
Tins pre-Thanbgiving drift involves more than a little television viewing of college and pro 
football, and college and pro basketball. v,'hen we watch these games we are, urn, 
entertained, by [Jbuy this for Christmas r] commercials. My tavorites are the $80,000 luxury 
cars wrapped up in a bow as a surprise fi.)rthe wife/girlfriend. Gimme a break. 
Below is tlris week's bounty of new postings about the news, opinions and transactions 
directly, indirectly and tangentially related to the business of college sports ..... such as .. 
the last push for the BCS, a feature about Alabama 0 s AJ McCalTOn (a Heisman Dark Horse 
candidate?), the latest on NCAA-£A-CLC-EOB video likeness suit, facilities updates, a 
o quick 100kO in court, an improbable OBCS apocalypse, 0 1-35 in Texas (yup), the 
obligatory nod to sports faslnon. 0 new rules 0 college basketball, congressional bullying. an 
NFL lineman quitting (or was it Ornoving on, 0 or Osteppillg up, 0 or Ogetting sane? OJ, ta 
da, ta da, ta da . . . 
Just one week until Thanksgiving, six weeb until the BCS championslrip game. fourteen weeks 
until March Madness .. 
Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W"NIN.twitter.comi@CollegeAthClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the 
articles (below) on the website. [fyou al'e not logged in you will get a blank white 
screen. 
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About our website: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Arcllives and the Clips Lett Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should log on to 
www.collegeathleticsclips.comorcontactNicklnfante.Clips Editor at 
nick@collegeathleticsclips.comor908.879.9978 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Thursday, November 28,2013 4:44 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: A Nolo Contendere AD Dismissal? 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings ii-om the ThanksgivingMorn MotherShip. Hope you are well. 
Perhaps it might be thought trite and overdone at this time of year to remind one another of all 
we should be thankful for, but, well, for mm,t of us, we have plenty to be thankful for. Itr] sail 
relative. Yeah, maybe some of you got passed over for that raise or promotion recently, or you 
got socked with an unexpected $1,047 car repair bill, or your doctor said you really need to 
do this or that, or maybe somebody stiffed you on paying for a group subscription .... well, 
the list goes on .... but, overall, most of us have plenty to be thankful for. 
However, some people are being bufteted by bad news in tills Thanksgiving week. Take 
recently Dfired D Stony Brook AD Jim Fiore, for example. On Tuesday, Nov. 19, the lO-year 
AD was summoned to a meeting with his president. When he walked out of the president's 
office a little while later, he was out of a job, and had a $800,000 check in his pocket 
(covering the remaining 31 months on his contract). The whys and wherefores, at this point, 
have yet to be divulged. 
D Fired D is in quotation marks above because D as of this writing D it is not clear whether Fiore 
was fired (Fiore [j s version), or whether it was a []mutual decision. LJ The distinction between 
the two is a world ofdifterence. If you []re fired, you[]re tired. There []s anger, shame and 
reputation involved, and being fired makes it tough to move on to the next thing. 
On the other hand, a [Jmutnal decision [J leaves more wiggle room for both parties. The 
departing person saves face, and the company/school is not seen as an entity that fires people 
frequently. 
Primer on Long Island/Stony Brook. Long Island lS the largest of alllsiands in the US (most of the ten 

islands donl]t count because they chunks of/and on the Alaskan coast, 
of Hawaii/ the New York 

Queens, bumas the rest of the liS-mile not the New York 
City part. would never sqy that they live [Ion Long Island. [J If you 
don[]t count Queens about 2.8 million residents. The two Dl 
schools on Long Island are (officially known as State University of New Brook; 
or SLWY-Stony Brook) Stony Brook is a member C!(the America East Conference, and a 
member of the Colonial Athletic Associationfor football. 

Up top disclaimer: 

• This Clips eFlash is intended as a presentation ofthe facts and news reports from bona 
fide sources. There are legalities involved, and labor/contractlaw specialists (and 
possibly libel and slander people too) will no doubt weigh in on this one in due time. We 
will leave those details for our learned legalists in our midst. 

• Your Clips Editor (and John and Chris, the two PSU JCCSJ interns) have dutifully 
scoured all the usual sources, and, as of2:30pm ET Thanksgiving morning, there have 
been only three news stories about the, ah, er, firing, mutual decision, departure, 
personnel action, balllslunent, whatevCl: and D at this early juncture D most of the details 
(er, alleged details) have come from D sources. D And the details provided by these 
sources are eye openers. 

• The Clips Editor does not know Jim Fiore; I spoke with him for about four minutes at a 
SportsBusiness Journal Intercollegiate Athletics Forum two years ago. I have no direct 
knowledge of his capabilities and leadership style. However, I have heard nothing but 
good things about him. The only thing [j bad [J alxmt him is that he is not a Clips 
subscriber, which puts him in the minority of the totality of the 34] Dl ADs in existence 
on our earth (180 Dl ADs are Clips subscribers, 161 are not). 

From an article in New York N ewsdav. here D s the rationale (from a D source D) of why Fiore 
was paid $800,000 in walk-away money ..... 

Stony Brook University athletic director Jim Fiore was fired because the 
conclusions of an internal investigation into afemale subordinate~5 harassment 
complaint raised serious concern among the school~5 leadership, a source familiar 
with the investigation said Wednesday. 



The university's leadership wasfaced with two options: to either pay out the 
remainder of Fiore's contract, worth nearly $800,000, or go through the di,lmissal 
process (y'the United University Pnyessions, the faculty and staff union Fiore 
belongs to, the source said 
"H e would've gone through a process that would have taken at least a year, 
perhaps two or more years, and he would've still kept hisjob, and his salary, not 
to mention the university would've been saddled with legal costs and the outcome 
would've been uncertain, " the source said "It was determined that it was in the 
best interest of the university to end it.5 relationship [with Fiore] as quickly as 
possible. " 
The public university bought out the remaining 31 months of Fiore's contract and 
announced his departure Nov. 19. 
Fiore. through a spokesman, maintains that his contract with the university was 
not terminated because (y'a disciplinillY action and says neither the university's 
investigation nor a state Department (yLabor inquiry into the claim resulted in 
(my disciplinillY charges. 

And now, as promised, here come the conflicting accounts .... 

An article on the espn W website provided serious allegations from several sources. Here are 
excerpts (the entire espn W article is reprinted below) ... 

"The environment within the athletic department was hostile, toxic even, " said 
one source within the athletic department. 

***** 

Sources told espnW there wa5 no negotiation with Fiore over his departure. 
One source told espnW the university conjiscated Fiore's work cell phone at that 
time. 

The documents obtained by espnW allege, as do several sources, that the Stony 
Brook administration had knowledge of the multiple complaints against Fiore and 
failed to act swiftly. Two sources said that Woodruff andA1att Larsen, the school's 
senior associate director of athletics, had previously asked Fiore to resign. Fiore 
refused 
********** 

"He's a buIZv, " said one source who worked within Fiore's athletic department. 
"Once you crO,\;5 him, you're done. There is no gray area with him. And when 
you're making that kind of money for the university, it's like you're a god He 
seemed to believe he was untouchable. " 
Fiore routineZv sent inappropriate text messagesfrom his university phone to 
female staff members and student-athletes, sources said 
Adultiple sources conjirmed that Fiore would make casual threats, reminding 
female student-athletes that he could take away their scholarships ifhe wanted 
He also alleged~v touchedfemale student-athletes in inappropriate ways, such as 
massaging their shoulders and, in one instance, rubbing the inner thigh of an 
athlete who was rehabilitating a leg injU/y, according to sources. 
"The way he carried himse?f aroundfemale athletes made us very 
Ullco1l1fiJrtable, " said one fiJnner student-athlete at Stony Brook. '7fwe saw him 
in the hallway, we would tum the other way or hide in the bathroom. What made 
it difficult was that he was the athletic director, so you couldn't say, 'Back (yT" 
*********** 

Numerous women who have worked within the Stony Brook athletic department 
said they ojien walked a circuitous route to their offices to avoid passing the suite 
where Fiore's office was located 
********* 

According to one document [not identijied in the espnW article] . ... accuses 
Fiore of holding practices for his son~5 eyO basketball team on campus without 
compe/lSating the schoo!. University policy requires organizations to pay afee. An 
email exchange between Fiore and staffers is included in the document, in which 
Fiore tells them the youth team will be practicing on campus. 

From an article from the New York Daily News of 11-27-13 .... [1 Ousted Stony Brook 
AD Jim Fiore calls report detailing inappropriate behavior toward female 
coaches/athletes 'bogus' 0 

Fiore Os time at SBU end on Nov. 19 like this: He is told of his dismissal, he is 
given a lump sum of about $800, 000 to pay ofJthe remaining 31 months on his 
contract and he is asked to go. His bio was taken off the schoolOs website before 
Stony Brook president Samuel L. Stanley announced to the university community 
via email that Fiore was done. 
******** 



Then on Tuesday came allegations [1 serious ones [1 in the form 0/ an espmv. com 
report. It claims from unnamed sources that Fiore beha:ved inappropriately in 
myriad ways: asking whether someone is homosexual, making unwanted advances 
on athletes and staffers, discrimination. The story says there are documents, filed 
with the Attorney General of New York and State inspector General, detailing 
numerous complaints. 
Fiore fired back quickly Wednesday via his attorney and spokesman. Between a 
statementfrom his spokesperson and a letter to ESPN from his attorney, he 
alleges a smear campaign And in a strange way, the university sounds like it may 
agree. 
Now anonymity from a sexual harassment victim isnOt a problem. A university 
that doesnOt discipline an employee with this pattern of behavior 0 if the 
allegations are true [J is. And ifi! also hand~ him $800,OOO? ThatlJs a pretty big 
problem, and the Stony Brook administration clearly knows it. 
Stony Brook issued a statement in response to the allegations in the sto/y saying it 
[!takes all claims o/discrimination and sexual harassment seriously[J but that 
because the claims Odo not ident!D' the sources of those allegations or the 
documents relied upon, the University and the public cannot reliably assess (their) 
truth/iflness.O it adds this: 0 What we can tell you is that the University received 
a single complaint concel1ling the athletic departmentfrom one university 
employee. We took this complaint velY seriously and acted promptly to understand 
and respond to the issues raised 0 

From an article in New York Newsday titled OHarassment complaint led to Stony Brook 
athletic director~5firing, source says 0 ... 

Afier ESPNw published a story Tuesday that included allegations that Fiore had 
discriminated against and sexually harassed staffers and students, Stony Brook 
University officials Wednesday said they had received a complaint. 
"We got a single complaint within the athletic department/rom one university 
employee. We took the complaint seriously and acted promptly to understand and 
respond to the issues raised, " Stony Brook spokeswoman Lauren Sheprow said 
"The university takes all claims of discrimination and sexual harassment seriously 
and reviews them in a timely manner. " 
"The ESP Nw sto/y by Kate Fagan is absolutely outrageous and rife with 
falsehoods," Fiore said in a statement issued Wednesday through Conte [his 
spokesman]. "it is blatantly defamatory and IIl)J legal representatives have issued 
a cease and desist letter to ESPNw and any media outlet that has sourced or 
reprinted this article. The anol1ymous, 'kitchen sink' allegations that have been 
made against me are absolutely false. i cannot help but think that the motives of 
the unnamed 'sources' serve no purpose other th(m someone's obvious financial 
gain and to hurt me personally and prc!/essionally. i will vigorously fight these 
bogus claims and defend my reputation. " 
Diane Lamb, a spokeswoman for ESPN, said, "We stand by Kate's reporting. " 

ThatDs all. Have a good long weekend. More later .. 
lOve got a couple D1agging 0 eFiashes that I may get around to this weekend. 
Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
w\lv1N.lwiller.comi@ColiegeAthClips 

Fired AD had complaints against him 
By Kate Fagan, espnW, 11-26-13 
Among the complaints leveled against former AD Jim Fiore are sexual harassment and 
retaliation, and misappropriation of university resources. 
Numerous claims of inappropriate behavior were brought against former Stony Brook athletic 
director Jim Fiore prior to his dismissal by the school on Nov. 19, sources have told espnW. 
Fiore is accused of discriminating against employees based on gender, age and sexual 
orientation, according to sources close to and within the athletic department, as well as several 
documents. 
Stony Brook's Office ofDiversity and Affimmtive Action received several complaint~ about 
Fiore and had lmowledge of his misconduct tor at least two years but failed to act, according 
to sources close to and within the athletic department, as well as several documents. 
Among the complaints leveled against Fiore are sexual harassment and retaliation, 
misappropriation of university resources, and that he interrogated people about their sexuality. 
According to the documents, which have been received by the Attorney General of New York 
and the State Inspector General (Stony Brook is part of the State University of New York 
system), Fiore asked female coaches directly if they were homosexual. Sources also said Fiore 
asked female student-athletes about their sexual orientation and behaved inappropriately with 
them. 
"The environment witllin the athletic department wa<; hostile, toxic even," said one source within 



the athletic department. 
When contacted by espnW about the allegations, Fiore's personal spokesman, Michael Conte, 
said he had "nothing to provide." Conte spoke with Newsday on Nov. 20, saying, "The letter 
Jim received inti.)rming him of the termination of his contract specified no disciplinary action. It 
would be counterintuitive to conclude the university would buyout his contract to the sum of 
nearly $800,000 ifJim was facing disciplinary charges." 
A member ofthe Stony Brook media relations depaltment turned down espn W's request for 
an interview with DOima Woodruff the school's interim director of athletics, and cited the 
university's policy not to comment on personnel matters. 
Stony Brook president Sa!lluel L. Stanley sent a brief email to the campus community on Nov. 
19. The statement. which was also posted on the school's main website, read: "I am writing to 
inform you that Jim Fiore is leaving Stony Brook University. Senior Associate Athletic Director 
Donna Woodruff will serve as the Interim Athletic Director as we commence a national search 
to identify a new Athletic Director." 
Within hours of Stanley's email, Newsday reported that Fiore was essentially forced out. The 
45-year-old athletic director had 31 months remaining on his contract, worth a total of 
approximately $800,000, and Stony Brook agreed to pay the full alnount left on his deal. 
Sources told espn W there was no negotiation with Fiore over his departure. N ewsday 
reported he was called to a meeting with the school's head of human resources, given a lump 
sum payment and told to leave. One source told espn W the university confiscated Fiore's work 
cell phone at that time. 
Immediately after Stanley released the news of Fiore's departure, Woodruff sent a follow- up 
email, obtained by espnW, asking members of the athletic departmentto "not answer ally 
phone calls or communicate via social media in ally way on titis topic." Woodruff also asked 
staffto "not entertain ally external inquiries at tilis time." 
The documents obtained by espnW allege, as do several sources, that the Stony Brook 
administration had knowledge of the multiple complaints against Fiore and failed to act swiftly. 
Two sources said that Woodruff and Matt Larsen, the school's senior associate director of 
athletics, had previously asked Fiore to resign. Fiore refused. 
Fiore was widely considered a rising star in college athletics. During his lO-year tenure as AD, 
he was the arcltitect of Stony Brook's emergence as a competitive Division I program, 
shepherding all expansion of athletic facilities and overseeing the recent success ofthe school's 
most visible programs. The football team, which went to the FCS playoffs in2011 aIld 2012, 
recently moved from the Big South to the more competitive Colonial Athletic Association. The 
men's basketball team, a member of the America East Conference, earned three NIT bids in 
the past four seasons. And the Seawolves stunned baseball powerhouse LSU to reach the 
2012 College World Series. In addition, Fiore launched the $21.1 million renovation of Stony 
Brook Arena, scheduled for completion next summer, and oversaw the opening of the $4.3 
million Glenn Dubin Performallce Center. 
"I·le's a bully," said one source who worked within Fiore's athletic department. "Once you 
cross him, you're done. There is no gray area with him. And when you're malcing that kind of 
money for the university, it's like you're a god. He seemed to believe he was untouchable." 
Fiore routinely sent inappropriate text messages from his university phone to female stafl 
members and student-athletes, sources said. 
Multiple sources confirnled that Fiore would make casual tilreats, reminding female student
athletes that he could take away their scholarships ifhe wanted. He also allegedly touched 
female student-athletes in inappropriate ways. such as massaging their shoulders and, in one 
instance, rubbing the inner tiligh of an atillete who was rehabilitating a leg injury, according to 
sources. 
"The way he carried himself around female athletes made us very uncomfi.)rtable," said one 
former student-athlete at Stony Brook. "If we saw him in the hallway, we would turn the other 
way or hide in the bathroom. What made it difficult was that he was the athletic director, so 
you couldn't say, 'Back off.'" 
Another source said that Fiore seemed to target younger staff members: "He thrived on these 
types of power plays." 
Numerous women who have worked within the Stony Brook athletic department said they 
often walked a circuitous route to their offices to avoid passing the suite where Fiore's office 
was located. 
Sources close to the athletic department said that senior staff members. including Woodruff 
and Larsen. were afraid of Fiore. "In this field. you're not going to get aIlother job if you say 
something isn't right," one source said. "That drove a lot of people to silence." 
According to one document, which was not ruled upon, Stony Brook failed to interview key 
female coaches, staff aIld administrators when conducting its internal investigation into Fiore's 
alleged misconduct. 
The same document also accuses Fiore of holding practices for his son's CYO basketball team 
on Ca!llpUS WitilOut compensating the school. University policy requires orgaltizations to pay a 
fee. An email exchallge between Fiore and staffers is included in the document, in which Fiore 
tells them the youth tea!ll will be practicing on Ca!llpus. 
In May, Fiore was one of about 10 calldidates interviewed by Rutgers for the school's athletic 
director position. Rutgers was looking for all AD to replace Tim Pernetti. who resigned in the 
wake ofthe scandal involving Mike Rice, the men's basketball coach. Rice was fired after 



videos surfaced of him hurling basketballs and homophobic slurs at players. According to two 
sources, Rutgers dropped Fiore as a candidate after the school was notified by sources outside 
of the search process ofthe allegations against him at Stony Brook. 
Sources said Fiore also made inquiries into the AD job at Princeton, where he served as senior 
associate director of athletics from 1999 to 2003. Longtime Princeton AD Gary Walters 
announced a few months ago that he is stepping down next June. Princeton officials were made 
aware of the claims against Fiore at Stony Brook, also by sources outside of the search 
process, after Fiore expressed interest in Princeton's open athletic director position. 
Fiore was named Stony Brook athletic director on July 23,2003. He is a native of Long 
Beach, N. Y, and attended Hofstra where he played free safety for the football team from 
1988-90. Prior to working at Princeton, he held administrative positions at Fordham and 
Dartmouth. 
This article ha5 been reprinted 011 Clips with the pennission ofespll.com 



Other source articles: 

[J Ousted Stony Brook AD Jim Fiore calls report detailing inappropriate behavior 
toward female coaches/athletes 'bogus' [J by Roger Rubin, New York DaiZv News, 11-27-
13 
[JHarassment complaint led to Stony Brook athletic director's {iring, source says[J by 
Candice Ferrette and Greg Logan, New York Newsday, 11-27-13 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday. December 1, 2013 9:00 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Monday Update 12-2-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the Clips MondayShip. Hope you are well. 

One of the p.)slings below is entitled [I The Conference Realignment Chart Grand-Daddy of 
Them All? LJ For two years now the Clips Conference Realignment Graphic has been the 
hands-down conference realignment graphic of choice. 
The Clips Graphic caught a lot of attention, and I got dozens of requests from subscribers to 
use it in presentations: conference meetings, presentations to Trustees, even the AD Summit in 
Santa Monica .. 
There have been 24 versions ofthe Clips Graphic, with upwards of80 changes involving 28 
conferences over the past two years. It has gotten more and more diftlcult to make the graphic 
look presentable and still fit it within the constraints of Clips D 540 pixels width, which is 
approximately five inches on laptop screens. 
But now, no less than the New York Times has thrown its hat, er, chart into the ring. 
Just yesterday, Satnrday Nov. 30. the dogged researchers and expert graphics people at the 
New York Times came out with their own version of a realignment chart. They named theirs 
rl Tracing the History of NCAA Conferences. [1 
Theirs is not ours, and ours is not theirs. 

Whereas the Clips Graphics concentrated on just the past two years and included !.!ll. D 1 
conferences; the Times D print version (horizontal) starts in 1980 and restricts itself to including 
just DmajorD football programs (so it includes only the eleven DI-A conferences, and not the 
20 Dl-AA and DI-AM conferences). The vertical online version starts in 1965. 
Another difference. and this is a BIG difference, whereas the Clips graphic is about five inches 
wide (due to the constraints oflaptopitablet computer screens), the print version ofthe Times 
chait is an amazing 21 inches wide. Their online version was converted to a vertical fonnat, but 
squishing that onto a computer screen renders it much less legible. 
All thal aside, the Times chart is pretty amazing, and I give them credit fiJr doing a great job. 1 
say tomato, you say tomato? 
Here's a side-by-side of the Clips and Times graphics .. 



To access the New York Times graphic click h?E? 
Below are the most recent postings on the Clips website. 
Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
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Sent: 

To: 
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College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Thursday, December 5,2013 1:05 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Mid-Week Report 12-5-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

ThursdayAftemoonGreetings from the MotherShip. Hope you are well. 
There has been a lot going on out there about the business of college SpOltS, so here we are 
with an infrequent Mid-Week Update. Yes, we will still issue the regular Monday Update. 
Have a good weekend. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
'vV\V'vv.twitter.Gom!@CollegeAthC!ips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the articles (below) on the 
website. ~fyou art'- not logged in you ,,,'m get a blank whitt;. !tcreen. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College Athletics Clips <nick~collegeathleticsclips.com@mai1l84.wdc02.mcdlv.nel> 

Friday, December 6. 20135:38 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: Watch what you write 

x 

Dear-
FridayAfternoonGreetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

No matter who we ar" or what w" do, there is always some kind of lead0l"ship i 

managemenl stl"Uclure, wilh people at th," top making d,"dsions that afl"C[ everyone 

else. 

It is v"ry rare lhat the delibemtions, d"als and debates thall,"d up to those decisions ale 

ever made public. so there's always plenty of wiggle room after-the-fact for the finger~ 

pointing and (knial,; 

In the coll"g" sports v'/orld you can't get any bigger than the Big T"n, and The C:hronicl" 

of HighN Education's Brad VVolv,"rloll dove d,"ep to 1"00t out Hw email communications of 

the leaders of the University of Maryland as they deliberated (albeit in a compressed time 

frame) wh01h"r to join the B 1 G. And how deep did Mr. \iVolv0I"ton dive? 

Inde"d. Via a public .. records r"qUi"st, Brad obtained ov"r a lhousand emails that flew 

back and forth shortly before the decision was made. 

The emails revealed that top university leaders are just like you and me. and that's not 

ne@ssmilya W>od thing. Their "mails ,;howed them to be petty, vain. touchy and 

cantilnk"rous. You'd '"xped more from p,"ople in charge of a larg'" university. but Hwir 

ernails gave thern away. 

Ij\jhich all leads to ClipsComrnunicalions FI'"minder #821·B, which slates "Wh"n involved 

in written communication (i.e. ~il1k g paper. emails, texts, t,veets, tattoos. billboards. 

bu!nper shekel's, T·,shids, r:?tc) one shou/a be tret)/ very cc.?refuf. Vllhr:m putting [tlings in 

writing one should assume that elieryone out there might eventually read it. Topics with 

iStnv arnount of' sensitil/ff!/ or potential to otTend others should be discussed in person 

(1;1ri[tloUt a t~~pr:~ recorder ne~~ttry) or on [tIe phone {as long ~~s your phone i,s not tappear (1 

So "velybody, let's talk mow and write less when things start "dting dicey. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editol 



Cache of Messages Reveals leadership 
Challenges of Maryland Move to Big Ten 

C~ t 1"d' R! .Ale lC 0 . dlcssages. cvefhS 
Leadership Challenges of .Marylanci 
A'love to Big Ten 

By Brad Wolvelion. The Chronic/"? of Nigher Education, 12·6·13 

William E. (Bril) Kirwan wm; in a bind. Hours after word leaked last yeal" lhallhE? 

UnivE?rsily of Maryland was considE?ring a move to the pmstigious Big Ten Conlemnce, 

thE? system's chancellor was facing resistance nE?arly everywhE?re hE? looked. 

"Ho'"" ugly is it getting?" Mr. Kirwan askE?d a colleague the day after many rE?polts 

surfacE?d 

"WE? have 80 E?mails against. 2 for," wrote SapiE?nza Barone. an assistant to the president 

of the ColIE?gE? Park campu,;. One Facebook page, "Maryland to Big 1 0-1 Hate It," had 

·1,755 members. i\nother, "Boycotl T,"rps Football." had 9/3. "ThNe are thousands and 

thousands of comm"nt5 on th" pres" "loriE?5-mostly arguing wilh "ach other about the 

cons and pros ... to b," hon,"st, I can't keep up." 

The commi5sionE?r of lhe Atlantic Coast ConfE?r"ncE?, where M;ouyland had played "ports 

for nearly 60 y,"ars, want,"d answers. Alumni wem threatening 10 pull donations. P\l1d 

many T"rrapins coach"s werE? upset and oppoSE?d to th" idE?a, one lE?ader reported. 

"Does any of this give you pause?" Mr. KiN/an wrote to Barry P. GOSSE?tt, a mE?mber of 

lhE? ul1iVE?rsity 5y"lE?m's Board of RegE?nls 

In an earliE?r m"ssage. th" reg"nt had expres5"d concerns: "I have bE?E?n gE?tting calls 

and email" from friel1d" and fans alike. bottom lin" i" 'say it ain'l 50.'" 

DE?5pitE? the pU5hback, Mr. rZirwan appE?ared to haVE? his mind madE? lip. according to 

mom than 1,000 pages of ,"mails obtained by Th," ChroniclE? in a public·mcords mquest. 

He just needed to persuade more people that it '""as the right call. 

Over 72 hours last Hovember, as the conference qw"stion hung OVN the stalE?,", flagship 

campus, the chancellor painted a rosy picture of Big Ten membership, citing advantages 

for aca<kmic programs and an influx of nE?W TV mOl1ey that would bol"lE?r l\i1aryland's 

struggling athletic departnlE?nl. 

aul emails belwe,"n Mr. "irwan and top offidals suggE?slE?d a lack of mgard lor conCE?II1S 

about the largely secretive negotiations. Confidentiality agreements prevented the Big 

Ten proposal from being shared wkkly, and lhE? majorily of board di5cu"siom; happened 

OVI~C' a \.'\,f01~kend. 

During thallim". the chancE?llor SE?nlnote5 critical of the ACC, a premiere lE?agu" that 

Maryland helped form. He repeatedly criticized one regent who opposed the move. And 

the univer"ily worked clm;dy vvilh a corporat,>commul1icaliom; consultant in an alt"mpl 

to influence public opinion. 



The chancellor's emails provide a rare glimpse into the leadNship challeng'"s 

surrounding a high~profile conference switche They illustrate the power that top officials 

have over "uGh deci"ions. and the peril that Gan accompany a fasHnovin,,, highly 

charged d,"bale. 

Mi)(ed Messages? 

Plenty 01 colleges have laced similar incentiv,"s and made the same choices. Pmd lots 01 

people came to commend Mr. KirNan's efforts. 

One early supporter was R. Gerald Turner, the president of Southern Methodist 

Universitye 

"Brit, I don't blame you," Mre Turner emailed after Maryland's Big Ten move was 

announc"d. "Thew aw too many po"itivm; fN the University for you to have st(wd in the 

doorwaye 

"What I don't lik'"," he added. "is the ACC taking another Big Easlleam'!" 

(l.ess than two weeks after Mmyland said it was d"parting for th" Big Ten, the Unbmrsity 

01 Louisville said it was moving to lh," ACC.) 

llik Turner and f',/Ir. Kirwan discus"ed other concel"l1s as wEdle As co~chairs of the Knight 

Commission on IntNcoliegiate Athldics, a watchdog group that has advocaled iN 

Gontrols on spending in coll"ge "ports, they found themsEdv"s defending moves to 

higher··power conferencese 

"With my moving to th" Big East and Malyland'" mov" to the 8iglO, we will need to think 

through all our messages," Mr. Turner wrole. He said h," didn't feel compromised on lhe 

commission's issues, but that he, Mr. Kirwan, and Amy Perko, the commission's e)(ecutive 

directOl". "probably n"ed a frank conversation." 

"Totally agl"ee," Mre Kirwan respondede "I was thinking ,,)(adly the "arne thing." 

But the message about leaving the ACC was Mr. KirNan's to manage-and the prospect 

wa" not so em;y for many alumni to accept. A number wrote to Mr. Kirwan dir"dly. with 

some taking shots at Wallace Dc Loh, the College Park pmsident, and Kevin Anderson, 

the university's athletic director. 

"I spoke to twenty Maryland grads tonight and we are all AGAINST going to the Big Ten," 

Neil Kdler. a 1982 aGcounting graduate, wrote the chancellor the day bdom the d"cision 

was finalizede "I know Doctor Loh and Kevin }Inderson are new to Maryland but how can 

they push Maryland to a conference when at least 90% of the alumni and fan base are 

against this?" (Two polls at the time Sumle"ted that about 70 perGent of peopl" opposed 

the change, ,"mails show.) 

Tom Millet, a 1976 graduate. wondNed why the Terrapins would leave a powerhouse 

basketball conference that had a big financial upside. 

"The }ICC is on the verge 01 an exciting l1ew era, wilh ~~otre Dame, Pill, and Syracuse 

joining," he emailed Mr. Kirwane "What an attractive market to build an ACe network, 

rather than join a market wh"l"() th" ck,,;est rival i" a day'" drive av</ay." 

Other" praised the academic mputatiom, of Duke University, G"orgia T"Gh, and other 

ACC institutions, arguing that they stack up well against the universities of the Big T'"I1. 

Mre KirNan. a former president of Ohio State University. trumpd"d th" benefits of th" 

Commiltee 011 Institutional CoopNation, th," Big Ten's academic consortiurn He claimed 

the consoltium gave the league a "very substantial academic advantage." 

The ACe, he told one former leader who had worked in the Southeastern Conference 

and th" F'ac~12, ha" b"com" a "mix of im,titution" with no unifying aGa(kmic mis"ione" In 

olher emails. the chancellor said lhal Maryland was "increasingly dissatisfied" wilh the 

ACCe "There was less and less identity with the schools. other than in athletics." 



Some ollhe strongest criticism the chanc,"llor heal'd carne horn Josq)h D. Tydings, a 

form"r U.S. S"nator from Maryland. He "ent f',/Ir Kirwan a noli, bla"ting F'"nm;ylvania 

Slate Univ"rsily, Ohio Stata, and other institutions lor athletics"mlat"d impropri"ti,"s, and 

"xpress"d conc"rns about the lack of transparency in Maryland's Big Ten discussions. 

Mr. K.irwan emailed him an article about an academic scandal at the Univ(m;ity of NNth 

Carolil1a at Chapel Hill. 

"You ,;@m to think we am sliding down th" integrity scale by leaving the ACC for the Big 

Ten," the chancellor wrot". "This is about what's been going on at LlNC." 

In an ,"xchang" with James L. Shea, chair of the Board of F{eg"nts, Hw two l"adNs 

discuss"d the possible effects of leaving the ACC, including ending decad"s .. long 

rivalri"s that many fam; were almady mournin" 

"For sorne tinw I have been bothered that thes" 'traditional rivalries' have provoked toxic 

reactions from abusive language at the games to riols and car bumin"s after victori"s," 

Mr. Sh"a 'Nrote the chancellor. "Maybe the most significant result will be that we hav" 

di"rupted th" fan ba"e and that a new base, "qually d"dicated to "xc"ll"nce and 

success but rn(in~ dvinzed, vvn! take ~ts p!ace.'~ 

Media MatiNS 

C. Thomas McMill"n, a reg,"nl who strongly oppos"d th," mov," , becanw a thorn for Mr. 

Kirwan. A forrn"r Maryland basketball star who served three terms in Congr"ss, Mr. 

IIIkllilillen was mo"t critical about the secretive n"gotiatiom;. In an opinion piece for The 

\j\jashington Post and in all interview with Th," Chl'Onicl", h," miled against what he saw 

as a ~!rushed process. H 

"I thou"ht that sorn"thing as monumental as this should take more tirn"," he said at th" 

tim". "I thought the player", th" coache"-ev,,n the ACC, which we have b"en involv"d 

with for 60 y"ars .... ·sflOUld b" a part of tfw d"cision." (Mr. McMill"n's siStN, Liz McMillel1, 

is the editor of The Chronicle.) 

V\II'wn 11111'. Kilwan r"ad the criticism. h" lurn,,<L "Tom's comments in the media are raising 

my blood pressure," h" said on Monday, Nov"mber 19, the day the deal 'Nas complet"d. 

Later, he 'Nrot" to Mr. Shea, the board chair: "Tom is outrageous. He is usin" his self 

righteou" prot""tations for "hameles" ""If pl'Omotion ... Not "um th"m i" any thin" w" 

can do about it but I hav" lost whatever modicum 01 respect I had for him. I consider his 

blather an affront to the Board and to me pNsonally." 

As 11111. Kirwan pr"pared for final d"libemlions with Hw regents, he WIOt," to Mrc stwa, 

appawntly looking for advice on hov>/ to fram" the announc"ment. 

"Jim: An important t"chnical question. Does th" BOR 'approve' or 'endorse' the deal. 

v>/ould opt for the lattN languag" but ,dthN can work." Mr. Kirwan said 

Mr. Sh"a suggested that an endorsement 'Nas rnore appropriate, but deferr"d to Thomas 

Faulk, who overse"" le"al matt;,I'S for the univer"ity, for clarification of th" ww,nt,,' 

authority. 

Mrc Faulk found 110 statutory provisions wquiring the board's approval. HOlNev"r, he did 

find language allowing campus presid"nts the authority to "r"gulate and administN" 

athldic and student activities 

"Given this specific statutory language and the absence of anything to the contraryc" Mr. 

F:aulk wrote, "I vote fOl" ""l1dors,".'" 

On the morning of the announcem"nt, Maryland's public~relatiom; "taff mlea"ed a 

detail,"d scfwdule d"scribing whel1 cNtain cOl1stiltwnts would be l1otifi,"d. }\HN Mrc 

rZirwan and other leaders rnet with th" board, at 9 a.riL th" deans would receive notice. 

Th"n the unilwrsity would hold a spedal "es"ion of it" S"nate Executiv" Committe" 



At11, 11111, Loh, the College Pilik president, would inform John D, Swofford, the I\CC 

commissioneL A half~hour later, a media advisory would go out announcing a late

afternoon n"ws conference, Albr the Idem"" coadle,; w"re allowed to hold team 

meetings to 1,,11 players, 

Head coaches w"m invited to stand on stage allhe rwws confer"nce in a "visibl" show 

of support" 

By the tinw they galhered for the cameras, the student gmmmment association and the 

faculty senat" had endorsed th" decision, The deans also supported it, Mr, Kirwan wrote 

lat"L "In fact" h" said, "th"y broke into spontaneous app!au,;e" wh"l1 Mr. l.oh informed 

them. 

aullwo of the univ"rsity's highest· profile employees, Mark Turgeon, the nwn's basketball 

coach, and 8mnda Fmse, the national-champion women's basketball coach, wem not so 

suw. Accordin" to an email from on" w"ent \I'Iho had talked to them, both had balk"d at 

leaving the ACe. 

In the end, though, alter this long weekend, the coaches lirwd up. Hwy may not have all 

agmed at the time, but they formed a solid walloI' red b"hind the chancellor. 

8elow are excerpts from over 1 ,000 pages of ema!ls 
obtained by The Chronicle of Higher Education in a 
public records request. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday. December 8,2013 10:44 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Monday Update: 12-9-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

SundayEveningGreetings from the MotherShip. Hope you are well. 
Subscribers who have been with us for some time have seen a diverse smattering of up-top 
intro comments for Clips Updates. Being that we are always seeking out value-added features 
for our readers, we range far and wide for tidbits, factoids, graphics and trivia not covered 
elsewhere. 
Today[]s ClipsGraphic was born of an article a couple weeks ago by Will Leitch of Sports on 
Earth, titled 0 Get Schooled: Basketball V s. Football 0 (click here for Will 0 s article). Will 
adjudged the o culture 0 (not revenues or wins) of schools as being either Dfootball schools 0 
or 0 basketball schools.D And then 0 to keep apples to apples 0 he restricted his exercise to 
schools in the fonner AQ conferences (the CUlTent 0 Power Five, 0 plus the American 
Conference, which, of course, was fomlerly the Big East Conference ). 
We extrapolated Will Os groupings onto the Clips Graphic below. Then we tweaked and 
refined things by plotting all schools on a continuum, rather than Will 0 s []toggle approach, 0 in 
which he slotted each school as either of a basketball culture or of a football culture. After all, 
some schools are more "acculturated" than other schools. 
We present [!The Clips Continuum ofFB-BK Popularity by School, Version #1.11 How 
many versions this might this one spawn? ... (after all, the Clips Conference Realignment Chart 
is currently on Version #24). 
Readers please note: Schools placed at the far right (basketball) orfar left (football) are 
not necessarily the 0 best[] in those sports. Schools placed fi/rthest away from the 
vertical axis are those schools who have been identified as having the greatest 
difference in popularity between the two sports. nIUS, UConn, UNC, Duke and Kansas 
(in the upper right of the grid) are considered as having the greatest difference in 
popularitv between their basketball programs relative to their FB programs. 

i"letlwdology, qualifiers, and disclaimers . ... ThIs graphic has been developed to 
stimulate discussion, enthusiasm and debate among Clips subscribers. This graphic has 
been developed solely for the entertainment and edification of our readers, and it is 
definitely NOT intended or recommended as a resource for use in recruiting, wagering, 
coaching, contract negotiations, etc. The positioning o.findividual schools along the 
continuum derives fi'om approximations of a multitude of quantifiable factors (national 
rankings, number of championships, coach records, coach salaries, revenues, Final 
Four/Elite Eight/Sweet Sixteen appearances, bowl appearances, NFLliVBA placements, 



draft selections, Heisman trophies. attendance figures, media coverage, women[Js 
basketball achievements in the appropriate categories listed above, etc.), plus a non
quantifiable Witcll[JS brew (if attitudes, innuendo, hearsay, snarky blog entries and 
sports talk radio rantillgs. 
So that 0 s the Continuum. The Clips Truth Squad has drawn a line in the sand, and we eagerly 
await input from our readers. 
Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
w1Nw.twitler.co!nI@CollegeAthClips 
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Sunday. December 15, 2013 9:09 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Monday Update 12-16-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the Clips MotherShip. Hope you are well. 

In case you've not noticed, these past two weeks have been packed densely with twists & 
turns and events & circumstances that have bJth championed and shaken the world of college 
sports. 

And now, in the 3-dot style immortalized by Herb Caen, that boozy, swashbuckling chap who 
was the writer o1'a daily column in the 50s, 60s, 70s and 80s in San Francisco (aka: "Baghdad 
by the Bay"), here's a tumble of what went on these past two weeks, most of which has been 
captured in Clips eFlashes sent to Clips subscribers, and in postings (listed below) that are 
waiting on the Clips website for you. 

Readers please note: We have taken the liberty of modifying Herb's 3-dot style into Clips' own 
4-dot style. Why? Why not? 

Here goes, via stream of thought and fingers (two) typing at near-warp speed. Two weeks ago 
seems like an eternity in college sports ... back then .... the story about a rape investigation 
involving Heisman candidate Jameis Winston broke, everyoody got a quick lesson on the 
vagaries and viscissitudes of the seemingly singular Florida legal process .... fast fOlward two 
weeks and Winston won the Heisman .... the Heisman ceremony, held in the Best Buy 
ampitheater, was well done .... it was followed on ESPN by a 30-30 entitled "The Youngstown 
Boys," those being Jim Tressel and Maurice Clarrett ... it was painful to watch: the NCAA 
investigation, the self-destruction, the arrests, the prison .... meanwhile a lot of good college 
basketball unfolded, and, as a recently retired basketball referee, I was amazed at the 
remarkable shift of emphasis such that offensive players could make their way almost 
unimpeded to the basket.... things have changed, scoring is up, FG% is up, zone defenses will 
no doubt become the vogue .... and then there was the National Football Foundation gala at the 
Waldorf.. and the 1 D day IMG IAF presented by sm (IMG Intercollegiate Athletics Forum 
presented by SportsBusiness Journal) .... the buzz words ofthe Forum were flexibility, 
governance, pay-for-play and "taking care of the student-athlete" .... why don't they call it play
for-pay'7 .... Jay Bilas and Mark Emmert traded barbs (not face to face but via Emmert's IAF 
interview and Bilas' response via Twitter) .... Gordon Gee resurfaced for an interim prez gig at 
wvu ... Steve Patterson became the new AD at Texas ... DeLoss will be missed .... and so will 
Mack Brown, who announced that he'd be stepping down .... Nick Saban got a long 
extension .... 

And for the week to come, I am looking forward to my first visit to Madison Square Garden 
since its 3-year, $1-billion renovation has been completed. It'll be Thursday night, UCLA 
versus Duke .... the two teams have not played against each other in ten years .... watch for a 
riveting and award-worthy Clips Eyewitness Report. 

That's all for now. Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
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Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: IMG purchase confirms it, sport~ is now otlicially "entertainment" 

x 

Dear Vince-
Greetings froro the Clips Mergers&AcquisitionsShip. Hope you are well. 

Unless you have been trekking on an }Intarclic glacier or spelunking in the slalagmites 

and stalactites of deep bowel caves in New Guinea these past few days, then surely 

you've heard of the mammoth $2.4 billion purch",;e agreement of 111118 by William f'.!Iorris 

Endeavor. the Hollywood talent agency. 

SPOlts is entertainment. Duh 

There were sevNal good "utides about th" acquisition wh"n the n""", broke "mliN lhi" 

week. but it takes a couple days for sage and savvy analysts 10 cogitat," the synergies 

and cross promotional opportunities for the rest of us. Below are t'NO articles from the 

N"w York Timm; that do a greal job of explaining the whys and wh"refores of what is 

being touted as a 2+2~5 deal. 

It's a big sporls (and entertainment) world outthere .... ·WOI"ld Cup soccer, [,:orroula On," 

motorsports, Indian cricket followed by a billion. etc.-and North American sports market 

is proj"d"d to dwindl" from a 40 .. shaw of global revenu"s to roaybe a 3() .. sham in a litlle 

mom than a d"cade. 

The first allide .... ·from lhis rooming's New York Times .... ·dtes the big .. and·getling .. bigger 

nature of sports business in North America. in 'Nhich it references a Pricewaterhouse 

study projecting lhat .. the spolis business is expected to balloon to nearly $68 billio!) by 

201? from $57 billion this year, growth 01 <lbout 5 percent p("r yea!"." That was "nough for 

the Clips Research and Reference Squad to pore through the gazillion page 

PricmNat"l"house study from which thesE? slats 'NNE? genE?ratE?d, and we have pl"Ovid"d 

the obligatory ClipsScreenShots or lhe r"l"vant categories b,"low. 

1·lave a good Thursday. Six mOle days till Christmas. 

Nick Infant," 

Clips Editor 

From the 11II1G web"ile .... 



Il~lG 

Deal for IMG Shows Sports l Draw and Potential 

By Kr:m Belson. NelN York Tirnr:~s, 12··18·, 'l3 

In a world fill,"d wilh 99··cent songs. low·budgd mality lelevision shows and high· 

budget films that flop, "ports i" as bankablE, as any entertainment on e:,u1h 

Live sporting events are among the top-rated broadcasts around the world. Athletes are 

among the high"st-paid and mm:t marketable celebriti"s. The IWlllE": of teams and 

leagues, fed by escalating media deals, continue to grow 10 staggering heights. 

At leasl on the sUifilce, lhis helps explain why William Monis Endeavor, the Hollywood 

talent agency led by Ari Emanuel and Patrick Whitesell and their private equity partner, 

Silv"I' I..ake Partners, paid about $2.4 billion for IMG, which has a college "ports 

marketing business, a porlfolio of media rights deals and a professional sporls clienllisl 

that includes the Manning brothers. 

People dose lo William Morris believe lhallMG's sporls offerings fit inlo th," agency's 

broad focus on "nt0rtainment. Emanu,,1 and liVhit0sell hop" to make money off their 

athldes' proj'"cts just as they do wilh celebrily clienls like Sleven Spielberg and Denzel 

Washington. 

Indeed, sports ..... from live games to highlight me Is lo classic replays ..... am widely seen 

as having more room to grow than the film and music industries, where Hollywood agents 

have traditionally mig ned 

College ':POI1S. one of IMG'" larg"st pursuit". could generate bu,:iness for ,:ome of 

\j\jilliam Monis's olher busin,"sses. That calculation does not indud," the untapped 

opportunities for sports overseas. 

"Sporls s,"em to be a I,"veling factor across lhe world," said F{oberll'L Boland, who 

teaches at the Preston Robert Tisch Center for Hospitality, Tourism and Sports 

Managenwnl at New York University. "Years ago, thNe were only a few international 

stars like Ali and Pe!<:" but today the flow of sports personalities are moving as fast if not 

faster than n~ovi0 St::H5." 

At a high altitude, this makes sense, particularly as the walls between sports and 

"ntel1ainment continu" to di,:solve. Th" mu,:ic imprm:ario Jay Z, a found"I' ofthe agE,ncy 

Roc ~btion Sporb, helped Robinson Cano gd a i0·year d,"al with lhe Sealtl," Mariners. 

The basketball star Sieve Nash owm: a movie production company. MidlaEd Stmhan, a 

former Giant, has buill a second cilI'eer as a morning talk show host. 

Sports remains lucmtiv" th"ater. In North Am"rica alone. the "ports bu,:iness is exp"cted 

10 balloon 10 nearly $68 billion by 20'1/ from $5/ billion this year, grolfAh of about 5 

percent per year, according to PricewaterhoLiseCoopers. [Ed.-See screen shots frorl1 

Price VVi:lterhous$ "~h?ngl!1g.Jh§! ___ Q;?:rt~" studV below.] 



the IntNn0t and mobile phones, said ND)\, Commissioner David Stern, who has had a 

front~row seat to this global evolution for more than three decades, No matter hO'N it is 

ddivewd, liv" sports 1;; compelling becau"e it" outcome is unpredictabl" and it" drama i" 

easy to grasp. 

"Sports, fashion, music and movies: Those are the four things that transcend 

boundaries, and that's not changing," StNn said, 

\j\jhile the macroeconomic figures am enticing, the business of sports as it is practk,,"d is 

cutthroat and expensive, and profit margins are often thin, Agents climb over one 

another to "ign play"rs who can fire them on a whim, or who are iniumd 01' retim in an 

instant. (Tiger Woods and r,oger r:,"derer, lwo of IMG's most notable clients, have Idt.) 

Broadcm;ters pay dearly for exclusive television rights just to keep thEm1 away fl'Om rivals 

And whil," the sports business is often viewed as a monolith, it is actually many 

businesses, from player r"pres"ntation to marketing to media rights to merchandising, 

and trying to ddivN all of them und"r one roof is complicated, IMG, in fact, tried thi" 

before and '"nded up selling parts of its business that did not produce the financial 

returns it had sought 

"Yes, integration is hard b"cause there are so many different businesses," said Bill 

Duffy, the chairman of BDA Sports 1,Jim1agement. which mpw"ents Nash, Joakim Noah of 

the Chicago Bulls and r,ajon r,ondo of th," Boston Celtics, among oth,"rs, and who has a 

small alliance with William Morris Endeavor. "But it's like a movie house with writers, 

producer", financing and distribution," 

The corporate landscap" is littered with failed attempts at integrating so"called 

synergistic business,"s, induding efforb by AOL and Time \j\jamer, and Sony, Now 

Emanu,,1 and \/IIhitesell- in a different arena, to be sur" - will apparently try th"ir hand 

at intewating th" many piec"s that make up the "ports world 

"Sports is still very strong media content because it's best consumed liv", because it is 

very technology friendly and because it translali,s well acl'O% d"vices, borders and 

demographics," said Phil d," Picciotto, the presid,"nt of Octagon, a leading sports 

markding and talent company 

IMG's busin"ss representing athletes has diminished in recent y"ars, but its licensing 

and m"dia"rights deals are wEd I "stablished, and the company has selwral promising 

holdings overseas, They should help William Monis Endeavor compet," with its main rival. 

Creative Artists Agency, which represents mOl''' than 800 athletes but also does sports 

consulting and sells naming right" and global media rights for "porting events, 

There are, of co 1m", , many small"r companies that spE,cialize in th"se busim,,,se,,, and 

they are unlikely to just sit by if William Morris comes knocking with a (;[li"·size·fits·'all 

sales pitch, 

William Monis may decide to sell parts of IMG to help pay for the acquisition, or because 

th"y do not fit into the new company's broader profile, Or it might build up the athlete 

representation busin,"ss that IMG has been sh,"dding, No matter which way it goes, there 

are unlik"ly to be any shortcuts, no matter how popular sports is, 

"It sounds great on pap'"!', th," converg,"nce of sports and enteliainment but the proof is 

ultimately whether you can generate profit from it, not just from rev"nue growing," said 

Scott Ro"n"l', who t;,ach"" in the "PNt" busine% program at the Wharton School at the 

University or Pennsylvania, "There's a lot of crossover between th," two, but those are 

gros;; "en"l'8litie,," 

Wail Street Sees Hollywood as a Gateway to 
Sports and Entertainment 

By I\Ilichae!,J De La lVferced and NQchr:~f Abratns, Nr:n1/ York Tirn(:?$., 12·· i 8·13 



Two years ago, Egon Durban. a senior privalo equity execuliv,", lIoated an idea 

'Nith the co-chid executives of the William Morris Endeavor tal"nt ag"ncy: Had they 

considered making a !'Un at IMG. a 53··year·old peer with complem,"ntary businesses? 

A year lalor. Mr. Durban's firm. Silv"I' Lake Paltn"rs, bought a 31 p"rcent "take in 

VVillbll'l Monis Endeavor. and a merger of the two agencies was still at the top of his 

mind. 

On W"dn"sday. Silver Lak" and William Monis Endeavor made good on that aim. buying 

IMG for about $2.4 billion and di1;rupting th" 10njJ',tanding balance of pow"r in Hollywood. 

But the deal also reflects a shift in how Wall Street has paired up with Hollywood, 

e,'p"cially the traditionally clubby world of ag"nci"s. While previous genemtiom, of 

financiers have viewed the talent business as a vanity project, newer deals show that 

inve"tor" am "et on remakin" th" industry. expanding its si;w and "cope 

Three years ago, Cmative Artists A"ency. the traditional powerhouse in the industry, 

sold a 35 percent "tak" to TPG Capital after talking with a number of prospective 

backers.l\s part of th," deal. the two sid,"s collaborated on efforb to invest in sports and 

digital entertainment. 

Last year, William Monis Endeavor followed with its tie~up with Silver Lake. The union 

"e"med unusual to some: Th" imlE,stment film i" known best for it" technology deals like 

the takeovel'S of Skype and Dell. But Mr. Durban believ,"d that the ag,"ncy and its 

constellation of clients - a roster that includes Denzel Washington. 8en Affleck and 

Stev"n Spielberg - could serve as an important gateway to digital conlont 

V\lhile many have questioned whether simply being large would help an ag"ncy. liVilliam 

Morris Endeavor and Silver Lake hmm argued that scale. coupled with a push into 

advertising. Internet media and other technologies, was invaluable. 

[':rom the beginnin". Silver Lak," was delormined to invest h,"avily in its new partner. 

which it saw as an ideal vehicle to buy into advertising, sports and other entertainment 

businm;se", according to people briefed on th" matter. Mr. Durban ha" praised "Mllian'l 

Monis Endeavor's co-chief executives, Ari Emanuel and Patrick Whitesell, particularly in 

their moves to reshape Hollywood'" a"ency pecking order But h" has also aggressbmly 

pushed them to mak," acquisitions. 

Adding IMG. whc,,;e stmngths Ii" in mpwsenting "ports talent. promoting fm;hion show" 

and managing musical talent like ,Justin Timberlak," and Taylor Swifl. would funnel more 

content through William Morris Endeavor. 

"It's a beachfront property asset," said one person close to the transadion, who was not 

authorized to speak publidy about the matter. 

Such an approach sometimes ran counter to how investors have treated talent agencies. 

Rizvi Tmv"I'"e, a Michi"an-ba""d privat" equity firm, bought a stake in International 

Cmathm Marmg,"ment in 2005. But executives at the ag,"ncy felt sqw"ezed by Rizlfi's 

focu" on th" bottom line. cr"atin" tension between th" tv'/o companies, according to 

p,"ople brided 011 the situatiorL 

Ultimately, 1'c;.M executbms bought out both Rizvi and Jdfrey 8"rg, the agency's 

chairman and the man who brought in the private equity hrm in th," first place. 

The month"long auction of 11II1G - spurred by th" death of its own"r, th" I"verag"d 

buyout mogul Theodore . .1. Forstmann - drew in a slew of private equity firms. Among 

thEm1 'New Kohlbel'g Kravis Roberts. th" Blackstone Group and Bain C:apital, as well as 

soverei"n wealth funds eagN to own such a trophy. 

But the buyout firms that mad" it to the final I'ound had alli"d themsE"v"s 'Nith othel' 



agendes: Silver Lake wilh William Monis Endeavor; CVC Capital with Peter Chemin, a 

former top e)(ecutive at the News Corporation; and LC,III1,. this time allied with the Carlyle 

Group, 

Despite th" attractiveness of IMG, a number of suitors ,;coffed at paying anywhere nem 

the more than $2,5 billion that bankNs had sought S,"veral thought th," agency's 

business was performing worse than expected. 

And one executive at a rival ag,"ncy, who was not aulhorized to sp,"ak publicly about a 

competitor, said IMG's core sports business had suffered setbacks. Colleges were 

pt,,;hing back on longstanding pricin" models, whilE, star athletes like Tig"r \!IIoods and 

Roger Federer had left. 

CVC and Carlyle each ultimately bid less than $2 billion. p,"ople brided on the auction 

have said. But Silver Lake was undeterred, ',,-,ith Mr. Durban repeatedly arguin" that the 

firm's irwestrnent propo5ition was built on making acquisitions. And for William Ililorri5 

Endeavor, no other takeover targd could provid," the kind of size. scope and scale thai 

IMGwould. 

Now that the two have prevailed, VVilliam Morris Endeavor and Silver Lake will get to work 

bringing theirnewm;t acqui5ition into the fold. For now, IlIilG will be nm 5eparatEdy, 

though it will b," eventually b," merg,"d in some fashion. 

Rival Hollyv'Iood and \Nall Str"d executives hav" speculated that a merg"r could pmvid" 

\j\jilliarn Morris Endeavor with the heft itn,"eds to eventually go public. But Silver Lake 

invested in the agency with a time horizon of more than five year5 and is not yet thinking 

about an exit strategy, according to a person brided on the firm's plans. 

The screen-shot charts below have been culled from a Pricelf!aterhouse study titled 
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VVe project lhat global sports market mvenU0S will rise at a compound annual growlh rate 
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We project that global gate revenues will rise at a compound annual growth rate of 2.5%, 

from US $39.6 billion in2010 to US $44.7 billion in2015. Stripping out the effect of major 

ev,"nls, growth in ongoing events will be slightly faster. 8t2.l'% compounded annually. 

Gate revenues account for 32.6% of the total sports market. They are a key source of 

incom" in the ,;POlts mgions wher" IiIiE' ev"nt,; are part of the cultuw 82% of total gat" 

wvefllWS are generated hom North i\merica and [MEA. 

Sponsorships 201 0~2015 

liVe project that global wvenue,; from sports spon"orsi1ips will incmas" from US $35 

billion in 2010 to US $45.3 billion in 2015, a 5.3% compound annual increase. Stripping 

out major events, growth in ,;ponsorshiv; fO!' ongoing "vents will av"mg" 6.4% 

compounded annually. }\ccounling lor 28.8% of the total SPOlts market sponsorship will 

be a key engine for growth in total revenues over the period. with an average growth rate 

globally of 5.3% 
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Media rights 201 O~2015 

5.3 

W" proj"c( that global mvenues from media right" f""s will ri"" at a 3.8% compound 

annual rate flom US $29.2 billion in 20'10 to US $35.2 billion in 20'15. Stripping out lYIajol 

events, growth for ongoing events only will be much faster, at 8.6% on a compound 

annual ba"i". Media rights generate the third larw,,,t category of mvenue and account 

for 24.1 '1(, of the total market. 
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We project that "Iobal wvenum; fl"om rnerchandi"ing wililotaILJS$20.1 billion ir12015 

from US$'I'?S billionin 2010, a 2.6 per (,,"nt compound annual increase. Grolf.tth for 

on"oing events will average 2.8% compounded annually. Merchandising is the smallest 

cat;,gory of revenue in our fOl'ecast". accounting fOl' 14.5%. although it accounts for 

252'% of all revenu," in ~~orlh i\mericil. ~~orlh i\mericil accounls fOI"?1 '% of the lobi 

"Iobal sports mercilandisin" market. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday. December 22,2013 9:25 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Monday Update 12-23-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the End-of-YearS hip. Hope you are well. 
It happens every aOo. ItOs Thanksgiving, and thenOinjust a blinkOitos a few days before 
Christmas. Yikes. 
Then it[] s a blur of family gatherings, prodigious consumption of food and drink and[] of 
course IJ eyeballs glued to bowl games and non-conference basketball. For us the Christmas
into - New Year rush includes several back-and-forths on 1-287 and 1-95 to visit two 
Grandmas and a Gmndpa, choo-choo trains in and out of Manhattan and pick-ups and drop
oITs at Newark Airport. 
But here we are, the last Sunday night before Christmas, andOas is our charter 0 we tender you 
this week's bounty of executive summaries, guest commentaries, a Clips Eyewitness Report 
from MSG, slightly modified eFiashes, reprints and .... drum roll please . ... the 
painstakingly constructed, astonishingly detailed and edge-of-seat riveting OClips State-of-tllC
Service 2013.0 

Yup, we have renamed it this year to OState of the Service, 0 and not OState of 
the Site. [] That[]s because the Clips service is now equalZv ,\plit between both the 
Clips website and the Clips eFlashes. 

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year to all, and may 2014 be healthy, safe, prosperous and 
happy fi.)r all of us. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
vw,w.twitter.com/@CollegeAthClips 

Remember, you must be logged in wIth your username and password to view the articles (below) on the 
website. If you are not logged in you ,,,ill gd 11 hh"m.k ,vhik- 5('T{,{,U. 
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Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College Athletics Clips <nicrcollegeathleticsclips.com@maill72.us4.mcsv.net> 

Friday, December 27,2013 11:43 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Connecticut Tax Breaks for ESPN ... Fair? 

x 

Dear Vince-
Greetings from the MotherShipVVest. Hope you are well. 

From today's New York TirTH"s sports pag'" comes a lengthy article about the lalest tax 

breaks awarded to ESPN by the state of Connecticut as a "stay here" inducement. 

ak:"!fq to ESP!·.}}. VVhG,'l a.sked recently if .she Gver he:arri of ESFr\.i, she said no 

I v'Iill be fOithright and dillulg" that I am a Conn"cticut natilw. and-like 1"f10"t Conn"cticut 

homers·····1 have b"en VNy pleas,"d that ESP~~ has done so well lhrough lhe Y'"ilI"s. I 

remember wh"n ESPN got its start in 1978 as an alternative way to "broadcast" away 

games of the Hartford VVhal"rs (mmember them?) hock"y team. 

In the inl"rvenin" years ESPN was bou"hl by Gdly Oil ("ynergy?) and then Disney. Now 

Hwy have 4,000 employ"es on their sprawling '1 23··acre campus in Bristol. Conn., and 

they am the undisputed "Worldwide Leader in Sports." 

Ij\jhil," ESP~~ was b"coming a shooting star in cabl" m,"dia. lhe slate 01 Connecticut was 

getting clobbered as hundreds of its companies (aerospace, insurance. automotive 

bearings, brass mills, dC.) lied the slate in droves, moving down south (no unions). to 

the Midwest (tax incentives for insurance companies) and overseas (cheaper labor. 

le"s"r taxm;). Tens of thousands of high~paying job" disapp"ared and nothin" took lheir 

place. 

Both "ides could ar"ue back and forlh for a week aboullh" justice/injustice of lax break" 

101 a healthy company like ESPNiDisney. but I will rder the reader to the article b,"low for 

the tiHor-lat "PWTing. Th" artide cOII"rs lh" pro and con lI"ry 'Nell, and I selecled 

sev,"ral commenls from Times readers as w'"". 

Have a good New Year's we"kend . 

Nick Infanle 

Clips Editor 

For ESPN, Millions to Remain in Connecticut 



BRISTOL, Conn. - Th," governor of Connecticut arrived at ESP~~>s expansive campus 

here to celebrate the groundbreaking of the sports media giant's 19th building, a digital 

cenler that would be th," new home of "SportsCenter." It was I\ugust 2011, and this was 

the third visit in a year by Gov. Dannel P. Malloy, whose first 'Nas about three weeks 

bdom hi" election. 

This time, Mr. Malloy brought a hard hat, a shovel and an incentive package for ESpr~ 

potentially worth $25 million. 

EEWN is hardly needy. With nearly 100 million household" paying about $5.54 a month 

for ESPN, regmdless of whether th,"y watch it, the ndwOI'k takes in more than $6 billion a 

year in subscriber fees alone. Still, ESPN has received about $260 million in state tax 

break" and cr"dit" OV"I' the pa"t12 y",m;, accNding to a r~"w York Time" analysis of 

public records. That includes $84.7 million in development lax credits b,"cause or a film 

and digital m"dia program, as well as savings of about $15 million a year sinc" th" 

network succ"ssfully lobbi"d the state fO!' a tax code change in 2000. 

For r'.ilr. Malloy and oth"I' public officials in Connecticut. th" conventional wisdom is that 

any business wilh ESP~~ is good business. After aiL ESPN is Cor1ni"cticut's most 

celebrated brand and a homegro'Nn succ"ss story, employing more than 4,000 'Norkers 

in th" stat". 

"After I was elected, this was one of th" first companies that I cam" to," Mr. Malloy told 

reporters after the groundbreaking c,"remony, slanding next to a senior ESP~~ execulhm, 

according to a recording of the event. "I mad" it clear that ESPN's needs were not going 

to be ignored by my administration." 

This is peak season for ESpr~, which is broadcasting 33 of the 35 college football bowl 

game", induding the national championship gam" on Jan. 6 b"tw""n Florida State and 

Auburn. This spring, it is sch,"duled to open the 193,000·square·foot Digital Center 2. 

v'Ihich is bein" built with Malloy's pl"dge of nearly $25 million in stat" support. Workers 

there l'e<""lllly constructed the massive studios that will house ESPN's flagship lineup of 

shows. The main hallways in the buildin" were designed to be wide enou"h to fit a 

The state's generosity tO'Nard ESPN, a multibillion-dollar conglomerate, is not unlike the 

twatm"nt other major companies halle receiv"d in Conn"dicut and throughout the 

country, like Boeing in South Carolina and General Motors in Michi"an. But the breaks 

hav" be"n met with fru"tration by some political oppon"nt" of th" Connecticut gOllerrrN. 

vvho say the !..,=<tate's f0!...=<ources V',./ou~d be bl~ttef spent 1~h..:;ev/h0re. 

The critics say in@ntiv"s should be redirecl"d to "mailer companiE,s that ar" mow in 

n,"ed than ESPN, which accounts fOln,"arly haH the opNating profit of Disney, its 

corporate parent. They also say ESpr~, si!tin" on 123 acres in central Connecticut, is 

hardly a risk to move elsewhNe. 

"Th"se people had coura"e and imagination, "0 th"y de"0rlle their "ucc"ss," Stat" 

S,"nator Tony Guglielmo, a Republican, said. "But I don't think the laxpayers hele in our 

state should be funding it." 

The critics say ESPN has been successful in getting an audience at the Slale Capitol in 

Hartford partly b"cause of it" ability to communicat" its n""d" efkctively to th" stahs 

d,"cision makers. ESP~~ employs one of the top lobbying firms in Connecticut and has 

spent $1.2 million on lobbying expenses sinc" 2007, records show. 

But Mr. Malloy, a Democrat who will be up fOI re·eledion in 2014, says no lobbying is 

ne"ded to convince him of 'Nhat he considers obvious: ESpr~ is one of Conn"cticut's b"st 

WSOlHC"S, and th" state must u"" all tool" available to aid it" grov'Ith and keep its home 

base and th" thousands of well-payin" jobs it promises in Bristol. 

He se,"s ESPH as a magnet for attracting other sporb media jobs to his slate. NBC 

Sports, which also received stat" ben"fits, recently op"ned its new headquarters in 

Conneclicut. "I don't want to imagine C:onn"cticut without ESPN." Mr. Malloy said in a 

t,"I'"phone interview, adding that stat," inc,"nlive progmms benefited large and small 



compani,"s. "W," wanl ESPN to have th," bigg,"st possible footprint in Connecticut. and we 

want them spending their dollars in Connecticut instead of any other state." 

Everyone seems to agree that ESPN is a shining success story for Connecticut, in terms 

of the "tate's early ,'UPPOI1 of an up',tart through its d"lIelopment into an intemational 

powerhouse. The company's executives acknowledg'" that state and local officials have 

played important rol"s in their success. But they also say their company has provid"d an 

exceptional rdurn on the inve"tment. FOI'the pa"t 25 y"ar", Connecticut has been last in 

the nation in job creation. with no net job creation over that period. 

"Consistently sinc," w," launched, we've been a grolfAh engine for economic developm,"nt 

in central Connecticut." said Mike Soltys, an ESPN spokesman, '"",ho has worked for the 

company "ince 1980. "We've added employees on a consistent ba"is for 33 years in a 

stat," that in mcent years hasn't had as much success bringing compani,"s lhat him 

people here. 

"Because we are visible and highly successful. the state can point to us as a company 

that 101lm; bEdn" hew and has flouri"hed being in Connecticut." 

Since 2000, ESPN has spent about SI billion on construction in and around Bristol, a 

town of about SO,OOO, erecting 13 new buildin"s and expanding several other". During 

that period, the company's work force in Connecticut has swelled from 1,700 to more 

than 4,000. That mak"s ESpr~ the 25th~large"t employ"r in th" state. accordin" to 

rankings by the Haltford Business Journal. 

The company has a reputation as a firsHate corporat" citizen in Bristol, wher" ESP~J bid 

fOots in 1979. It is by far th," city's larg,"st emploYN and taxpayer, with an assessIH"nl 

dwarfing that of the next nine companies combined. ESPN has also been a significant 

donor, und"lwriting the Boys and Girl" Club in Bristol, donatin" to th" hospital and 

children's museum, and sending out employee volunteers to build a baseball diamond for 

a low~income housin" complmr.. all with liltl" fanfare 

"I wish everyone was that good," said Frank N. Nicastro Sr., a Democratic state 

wpresentative from Bristol and a fOl'mer mayor. "I've v'/akhed them "row from a littlE, 

acorn to an unbelievabl," size. They've done wonders for the city of aristol." 

The network's Connecticut OI'igins stem from its founder, Bill Rasmuss,"n, an executive 

with the Hartford Whalers who wanted to use satellites to beam INhalers and University of 

Conn"dicut games to cabl" televi"ion "ubscriber". The fact that ESPN made it" home in 

aristol, an old manufacturing town about hallv'iay between ~~ew York and aoston, was a 

point of pride to locals. 

Politicians who were not on board wilh ESPN did not lind much success: One mayoral 

candidate campai"n"d against the network'" dishes. saying they were a danger to birds 

That messag'" did not regisler in a place that was quickly emerging as the home of 

ESPN. 

"ESPN is huge," said "en Codmyn'", a cily councilman for several years who took over 

as mayor in November. "They are our largest taxpayer and they are a great corporate 

partner for our city." 

Incentives to Stay 

By the "prin" of 2000, ESPN had "h"d its mots as a small start~up and wa" be"innin" to 

look more like a mature corporale behemoth. 

Disney, its ownN, look,"d to ESPN as a key pari of its revenu," mach in," and one pois,"d 

for immense gro'Mh. The network had 1.700 employees in Bristol. and another 700 

work"d el"e'"",here - as th" network no'"", had faciliti"" or "ubsidiari"" in s"ven oth"r 

states. 



That is wh,"n ESPN did what other big, multinational companies had done: Il went to th," 

statehouse in Hartford and sought financial incentives in exchange for continued grov<ilh 

in Connecticut. At the top of ESPN's agenda wm; ,;upporting a measum by "tate 

lawrmkNs thal would change the corporate lax formula in a way that would save 

broadcaster;; n~orwy. 

The legislature had done this three years earlier for financial companies. If the 

a djt,,;tment was appli"d to broadcasters, ESPN stood to be th" bimle"t beneficiary by far 

..... redudng its taxes by about S15 million a year. 

Edwin M Dlm;o, a senior ESPN "xecutiv". t<,stified befNe lawmakers in f'.!Iarch 2000 that 

such a change would "ncourage the network to embark on a major capital project that 

vvould include as much as S500 million in sp"nding. and up to! ,000 nmN jobs. The 

network's initiative was also likely to spur its suppliers and olher nearby companies to 

gro'N, too, Mr. Durso said, cr"ating a multiplier eff"ct. 

Asked by a lawrmkN if ESPN would consider putting the d,"velopment in another state. 

Mr. Durso referred to the corporate connection to Disney: "They have facilities in many 

different stat,"s." 

The lavvmakers 'New pleased to halle ESpr~ on hand; one ,",wn stat<,d. "fOl'the record," 

that h," watch,"d "SportsCenter" "lwo nights a week during the I'"gislative session" bUl 

"four nights a week the rest of the year." 

The lawmak,"rs approved the change to the corporate tax formula, and a review by 

Connecticut's ()ffice of l.egislative Research in 2004 show"d that ESPN wa" fulfilling its 

promise to the legisblum. That year. ESPN op,"ned the 136,OOO·squam·foot Digital 

Center I. 

In 2006, as ESPN continued lo grow, the Connecticut Generall\ssembly, along with Mr. 

Malloy's pmdecessor, f\,t .Jodi Rell, had designs on expanding the state's digital media 

sector. They wanted to off"r tax incentive" to companies that use th" state as a base for 

initiatives like making films, building studios and increasing their online operations. Since 

the program b"gan, the "tate has awarded about S450 million in tax credits to 

businesses thal have sp,"nl $1.6 billion in the stah 

ESF'N has been among the Imgm;t participants in that progl'8m, spending $318 million in 

Connecticut and receiving $84./ million in tax certificat,"s ..... about a filth of the total 

amount awarded. Companies like Blue Sky Studios and World Wrestling Entertainment 

hmm also bendited. 

Th" progmm has pl'ovid"d ESP~J with financial incentive" fN th" devdopm"nt of 

ESPN.com ($54 million) and ESPN Mobile ($3.2 million), as well as infrastructure credits 

for the construction of a research and development building ($6.6 million) and the Digital 

Cent<,1' 2 ($14.4 million). ESPN al"o qualifi"d for $6.2 million in cwdits to "upport the 

production of "The aronx Is Burning:' a td"vision mini .. series. 

ESPN wgularly sells the tax credit certificates to other entities in private lransactions, 

'Nhich could mean that the network receives less value than the amount on the voucher, 

Such transfer" are common and 'Nithin th" rule" of th" program. 

George Norfleet, the director of the state's Office of Film, Television and Digital Media, 

"aid h" wa" in w"ular contact with ESpr~, tr"ating the ndwOl'k a" a "corpOl'ate 

constituent" with room for growth. "We want to make sure that happens here, not in 

Orlando or l.os AngEdm;," he said. 

A recurring theme in ESPN's dealings 'Nith the state is that the company could move its 

operation" elsevvhere. V\lhen Malloy announc"d ESPN'" inclusion in "Fir"t Fiv"," a state 

plan lo cmale jobs and pl'omote busin,"ss developtn"nl. he said th," n0lwork had other 

places 'Nhere it could have invested. He mentioned recent production facilities in Los 

Angeles and }\ustin, lex, 

Some lawmak"l's who oppose th" gov"nlor have qu"stioned vvhether such a "hift wa" a 

legitimate concern, "If you listen to the governOl', they always Glaim these companies are 

on the precipice of moving a large, important division," said Larry Cafero, the Republican 



leader in the Cormedicut House of F{epresenlillives. 

"You ,;cratch your head and "ay, Why are we giving them this money?" h" said "I/Vhy 

are we giving th,"m th,"se breaks if them's 110 imm,"dbte threat to leave?" 

Mr. Malloy, lor his part. is comfortabl" with the stat"'s ti,"s to ESPN. 111 fac!. the gO\f"rI101 

said he would like more of th"nl. 

"We want a brgm footprint for ESPN in COI1I1,"cticut rather than il snmllm footprint for 

ESPN in Conn"Gticut becaus" w" know that a lerg" footprint is hard"r to move out." Mr, 
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Clips eFlash: A CTE concussion diagnosis is not a cure 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the End-of-Year MotherShip. Hope you are well. 
The end-of-year confluence of holidays gets me more disoriented every year, both personally 
and Clips-wise. With hyper-shopping and staggered days ofHor everylx)dy, it is impossible to 
keep up with routines of work, reading, eating, exercising, etc. 
Sometimes the New York Times makes it easy for me, like they did with the front page 
treatment below. A couple days ago my family and I were scooting through the Newark 
airport for our flight to Arizona and I saw aNew York Times display with one of the issues 
propped up as amini-billboard, and there was the headline DNew Testsfor Brain Trauma 
Create Hope, and Skepticism. 0 
This mticle made a distinction that I never came across before; something that has impact due 
to its stark simplicity: A diagnosis is not a cure. In the case of brain trauma (which most of us 
call o concussions D), just because somebody is found to have C.T.E., or chronic traumatic 
encephalopathy, then thatDs good to know, but no cure. Well, theyDre getting closer ... 
Anytime the New York Times (or Wall Street Journal, or USA Today) runs a front page 
article about college sports (or a sports/education story with relevance to college sports), then 
you will hear alxmt trom Clips. Ifthose revered publications think illJs important enough ft)r 
their front page, then I think itlJ s important enough for Clips readers too. Do you agree? Let 
me know. Email me here. 
Happy New Year. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
w\lv1N.lwiller.coml@ColiegeAthClips 

New Tests for Brain Trauma Create Hope, and Skepticism 
By Ken Belson, New York Times, 12-26-13 
Revelations in recent yea.·s that thousands of former football players might have 
severe brain trauma from injuries sustained on the field have set off a rush in the medical 
community to seize the potentially lucrative market for assessing brain damage. But experts say 
claims regm·ding the validity ofthese assessments are prematnre mId pelhaps unfounded. 
Most researchers believe that C.T.E., or chronic traumatic encephalopathy, the degenerative 
brain disease found in dozens of fomler N.F.L. players, can be diagnosed only posthumously 
by analyzing brain tissue. Researchers at UC.L.A. have developed a test they assert might 
identifY the condition in a living person by injecting a compound that clings to proteins in the 
brain and later appears in a PET scan. But some are skeptical. 
[1 There has really been so much hype surrounding C.T.E., so there is a real need for making 
sure the public knows that this type of science moves slowly and must move very carefully, [] 
said Robert Stem, a professor of neurology and neurosurgery at Boston University School of 
Medicine and a founder ofjhe Center for the Study of Traumatic Encephalopathy. He is part 
of a group that is developing a different biomarker to identifY tau, the protein that is a hallmark 
ofC.T.E. 
o My fear is the people out there who are so much in need, scared for their lives and desperate 
for information, it might give them false hope, 0 he said. 
The debate over the scientific validity of such brain exams was highlighted recently when Tony 
Dorsett, a Hall of Fame running back for the Dallas Cowboys, mId several other prominent 
fmmer players said they were found to have C.T.E. after taking the experimental test 
developed by UC.LA. Dorsett, 59, told CNN that Othey came to find out I have C.T.E. 0 
and that his memory lapses, short temper and moodiness were [Jail because ofC.T.E. [] 
Despite what was widely reported as a diagnosis, the experimental test is perhaps years from 



gaining federal approval. An antidote is even more remote because C.T.E. is a degenerative 

condition with no known cure. 
That is why neurologists, researchers and bioethicists question whether the doctors at 
U.C.L.A. and at TauMark, the company with the exclusive license to commercialize the test, 
may leave some fornIer players and their families with false hopes or undue worry. 
For instance, the website for TauMark, which has helped find retired players to take the test, 

states that the test could soon provide a 0 clinical diagnosis and summary. 0 One of the 
doctors backing TauMark called the test o the holy grail ofCTE. 0 
o I can see getting awareness and publicity, but this sounds like putting the cart before the 
horse, 0 said Dr. John Morris, a professor of neumlogy at Washington University School of 
Medicine in S1. Louis. 0 In theory, they 0 II be useful. But we don Dt know for an individual. 
does this mean inevitably they will dement? We just donet know. 0 
The scan far tau is far from the first test promoted as anew window to an emerging medical 
problem. An array of medical experts is now developing and marketing treatments for farmer 
players that include vitamin regimens, strict diets, testostemne treatments and other therapies. 
Bernie Kosar, a fi.)rmer Cleveland Browns quarterback, has said that he received oral and 
intravenous treatment for brain trauma from Rick Sponaugle, the director of the Sponaugle 
Wellness Institute in Palm Harbor, Fla. Dr. Daniel G. Amen, the founder of Amen Clinics Inc., 
said tins year that he had developed 0 an intelventional strategy 0 that would 0 reverse brain 
damage 0 in athletes. 
The search for remedies to the long-ternl cognitive pmblems associated with concussions and 
chronic brain trauma has received great attention not only because N.F.L. players are involved, 
but also because the health of millions of young football players could be at stake. The N.F.L. 
is spending tens of millions of dollars on research into concussion-related ailments. 
The ability to diagnose C.T.E. in living players also has potential legal and financial 
consequences as fi.)rmer players fight for insurance coverage, workers [J compensation and 

other medical benefits well after they received their injuries. 
A successful test to identify C.T.E. in living patients could also pmvide a big payoff for its 
inventors and rights holders. The tests cost as much as $15,000, but the price would 
presumably fall as more people signed up for them. 
The retired players tested at U .C.LA said they did not pay for the test. Financing for the first 
group of tests was paid in part by the Brain Injury Research Institute, whose co-founder Julian 
Bailes co-wrote a study on the FDDNP biomarker. 
But quick fixes in medicine are rare, even when fOltunes are being spent developing solutions. 
For C.T.E., which still lacks a clinically accepted diagnosis among living people, let alone a 
biomarker approved by the Food and Drug Administration, the answers are even more elusive. 
[JThe condition is very much under debate, !] said Dr. John Trojanowski, a researcher at the 
Perelman School of Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania. [lWe need to be patient to get 
more research to deternline what statements we can make alxmt football players[] 
pathology. [j 
Bob Fitzsimmons, a director at TauMark, said he believed that the publicity around his 
companyOs biomarker had been fueled by the news media. OWeOre well aware of the rush 
to have stories and a magical cure and diagnosis, and the media tries to get the jump on that 0 
he said. OBut science takes time, and thatOs what weOre trying to do.O 
The doctors developing the test declined to discuss what they had told the players, citing 
doctor-patient confidentiality. But they stressed that their research was still in its infancy 0 only 

nine former players were known to have taken the test so far. Many more participants are 
needed to 0 get a better understanding of what the test results mean, 0 Dr. Gary Small, the 
professor at U.C.L.A. leading the research eHart, said in an email. 
He declined to confirm any details alxmt the tests, including the identities ofthe players, and 
said the players who discussed their tests had done so on their own. Early this year, Small and 
other researchers published the results of the tests given to the first batch of players in the 
American Journal of Geriatric PsychiatJy. 
o We appreciate the enthusiasm about the test, but we are still in the early stage of 
investigation, 0 he said in an email. 
It is unclear whether the players were given advice regarding public statements about the test. 
But their appreciative statements in the news media, which amounted to an endorsement of the 
test, were as effective as any news release or journal article in creating interest. More fonner 
players have reportedly inquired about taking the test after comments made by Dorsett and by 
other players, including the Hall of Famer Joe DeLamielleure and the fonner AlI-Pro defensive 
lineman Leonard Marshall. 
Many in the news media have done little to scrutinize the athletes!] claims. Words like 

diagnose and biomarker have precise medical meanings that can be misleading when 
incorrectly used, said Gary Schwitzer, the publisher of HealthNewsReview.org, a blog that 
tracks medical repOlting by the news media. 
The results of an experiment, for instance, are not a diagnosis, winch conveys a definitive 
answer, he said. A biomarker is a value that can serve as a reliable substitute for identifYing a 
disease, not evidence ofthe disease per se. 
Schwitzer and several doctors who study cognitive issues said that the research at U.C.L.A. 
was impOltant and even promising, but far from definitive. Yet many players have suggested 
the test is conclusive. For instance, Marshall, who played 12 seasons for the Giants. the Jets 



and the Washington Redskins, said he had the third highest of the four levels ofC.T.E. 
[ll kind of knew and had an idea that I was up against something that was pretty serious, but I 
had to check it oul, [J he said, adding that he experienced [Hogginess[] and short-term 
memory loss. [I The test, itLis extremely definitive: I have C.T.E. rl 
Some medical experts question the utility of biomarkers to identifY C.T.E., A1zheimerD s 
disease and other ailments despite the vast sums spent to develop them. Willie a negative test 
might confirm that a patient does not have a disease, a positive does not ensure he or she has 
it, will develop it or will ever experience symptoms like memory loss or dementia. 
The skepticism, though, appears not to have slowed the spending on biomarkers and the 
search for solutions to sports-related head injuries. 
D ltD s because the issue is so prevalent in our everyday culture that we D re even talking about 
this. D said Dr. Alexander Powers, an assistant professor of neurosurgery, pediatrics and 
orthopedics at Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center in Winston-Salem, N.C. 
[JName any other disease in which a new diagnostic test has been developed and only tested 
in five patients, yet it garners front-page headlines, Li Powers said. Li If tomorrow a new breast 
cancer diagnostic study was announced, we wouldn [Jt talk about it on a national level until it 
was validated through rigorous scientific review. Truthfillly, from a scientific point of view, we 
need to do more D 

x 
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Clips eFlash: USA Today article blasts Ixnvl finances 

x 

Dear Vince-
Year-end greetings from the MotherShip. Hope YOll are well. 

In lhis morning's reading I cam" acmss a commentary from US/\ Today in which the 

author lowers the boom on the non~profit status for NFL and college football. 

This is not the lirst article criticizing lh," finances of bowl gam"s, and·····whether it is 

accumt" or 110t-it ha" be"n publi"hed ill USA Today, ost"m;ibly th" l1ation's n"wspaper. 

Irrespective 01 th," article's authenticily, it enjoys the "credibility rub" 01 having been 

published in USA Today. Anybody want to write a rebuttal? 

Have a good New Yeil!' . 

Nick Infa nte 

Clip'; Editor 

When football masquerades as a charity 

College and pro teams exploit rules meant to spur good deeds. improve lives. 

(JSA Today, Ken Str:?rn 12··30·,'t3 

December marks th," b"girming of two s"emingly distinct seasons: the giving season, 

'''-'hen many Americans make donations to charities, and the football championship 

season, starling with charity bowl gam"s and ,"nding with th," non·profit ~~FL's Super aowl 

in February. 

Other than th," accident of Hw cal"ndar. lh,"se lhings would seem to have little in 

common. aut many of the major pillars of American football- and other sports - are, in 

fact, cllil!'itim; or non~profits supported diwctly and indirectly by public sub"idi"s. 

l.et's start with th" bowl games. From the v"ly beginnin,,, the colleg" football bowl" hav" 

b,"en organized as non"pmfils. Th," first bowl gam" ...... the Ros," Bowl· .... · was never 

conceived as a stand~alone event. It was launch"d in 1902 to shore up the flagging 

fhal1c"" of th" Tournarn"nt of Ro"es. Ttw game was not an imrn"diate "ucces;; and was 

replac"d by an annual polo match and subsequ'"ntly chil!'iot faC'"S, ostrich races, and a 

battle of the sp"cies sprint between an elephant and a cameL r~one of those events 

proved v'Iorthy, and ir11916. til" football game rdurned. 

Rose Bowl imilators 

Th" ultimat" succm;s of th" Ros" Bov'Il "pawn"d many imitator". Sorn" , "uch a" the 

Salad Bowl and the Cigar Bowl, did not sUlvhm, but most did. This year's bowl scfwdul," 

is ciogg"d with 35 games, and the rise of corporate sponsorship and TV rights have 



turned the season into a billion dollar "charity" ,"nlerprise" 

By any mea,;um, bowl game,; are odd choices to b" charitablE, or"anizations. ,;e<>lng a" 

th,"y hav" beconw opportunities for corpomt," promotion and the ,"nl"rlainment of 

university boost(m;. And th" b"ndiciari"s of th" million" of dollars that wash through me 

Hw bowls themselves. 

The bowl games. fN ,nampl". sp"nd an "xtraNdinary amount on "alaries: Th" Sugar 

Bowl's CEO made mor" than $634,000 in 2011. No doubt, ther" aw chall"ng'"s to 

running a bowl game, but the wlative difficulty wa" rev"aled when th" Fiesta 80wl 

chmacterized its CEO's work a" pmHime. 

The bowl" al"o "pread th<>lr larg"ss" to others in th" colleg" football community. The 

Orange Bowl sponsors an annual Sumnwr Splash cruise. and the Su"ar Bowl maintains 

a Standing Committee on Golf. What they don't spend money on is helping those in 

n"ed. I.m;s than 2% of wvenues go to charities 

Other sports have also r"aped benefits. The U.S. Open golf tournament is a charity, and 

numerous othN highly profitable sports Nganizalions are strudured as non·profits, most 

notably the National Football Lea"ue. 

Non~profit NFL? 

The notion that bi"·tim,, colleg" sporls can masquerad," as chariti"s is ludicrous. But at 

least the bov'Il "amE"; obtained th"ir "tatus somewhat honm;tly, "ither thl"Ou"h th" 

acddent of hislory lik," the F{os" Bowl or by taking advanta"e of the provision in lhe 

chmity laws that give exemption to amateur athletics. 

aullhe provision granting rwn"pl"Ofil status to the NFL was part of a b"hind··lfw··scen,"s 

deal that added "professional football leagues" to the statutory list of otherwise bland 

organizations such as th" chambers of commNce, real estate board" and boards of 

trade. The sole purpos" was to enrich the NFL. 

And since 1966, enrich is "xactly what the NFL has done. 

Not only has the NFL avoided millions in taxm; but. "'; Gregg Easterbrook wcently 

d,"scribed in The Atlanlic. the I,"ague and its teams have b,"nefiled fl"Om billions of dollars 

in dir"ct public subsidies for stadium construction and in abatements from rents and 

taxation. 

NFL Commi%ioner Ro"er Goodell almost certainly is among the most highly paid non~ 

profit managers in th," wNld, with comp,"nsation of $29,490,000 in 20'1 "I. Six current and 

former NFL executives each made more than $1 million that year. 

Support real charity 

The holiday season is critical to many charities. Last year, Teach For America raised 

805% of it" donations in l)"cembN, and Catholic Charities rai""d almm;t70% It's the 

lim," of year wfwn we think about thos" most in need of a helpin" hand. 

aut the bet that the bov'Il "amm; and the r~ Fl. masqu"l"8(k as charities or non~profits 

remind us that it's also the time when we collectively support the least neediest of all. 

Ken Stem is president and CEO of Palisades !1;1erlia and the author of the new book 

Wilh Charity For All: Why Charities Are Failing and a Better !I\/ay to Give. 
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Clips Monday (Night) Update 12-30-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the Clips USAirwaysShip. Hope you are well. 
The Infantes had a nice four-day getaway to Scottsdale, and the highlights were family. food, 
golfing, cigars, Sedona, Red Rock Canyon and 4- wheeling. This last took a toll on your Clips 
Editor, and my arms and shoulders will likely be sore ti.)r a week. 
So now I am tapping away this week!:.] s collection of executive summaries, reprints and 
commentaries, and I will send out this update when I retum to the Clips MOlherShip (probably 
about 11 pm ET). 
This is bowl season, obviously, and yesterday morning we were in search of breakfast and 
came across a buzz of activity at the Kierland Westin in Scottsdale. This was apparently the 
headquarters for Kansas State fans, and I saw Fiesta Bowl executive director Robert Shelton 
hobnobbing with the Manhattan faithful. I had never met Robert Shelton (he was a Clips 
subscriber for several years when he was president ofthe University of Arizona), so I stmied 
toward him to say hello, but my wife deftly hooked my arm and reminded me that ours was a 
personal vacation. Sorry to have missed you Robert. 
ThaU] s all folks. 
Have a good Tuesday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infimte 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
www.tWltler.conJ/!aCollegeAlhClips 

Remember, you musl be logged in wilh your username and password 10 view Ihe articles (below) 
on Ihe website. If you are not logged in you will get a blank white screen. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College Athletics Clips <nicrcollegeathleticsclips.com@maiIl25.us2.mcsv.net> 

Saturday, January 4,201410:58 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: "Get Your Stadiums Out Of OUf Churches" 

x 

Dear Vince-
Saturday greetings from Clips MotherShip. Hope you are well. 

Below is an item that was just posted on the Clips websile, and I am forwarding it to a 

selected few hundred subscribers who I think would have a special interest in this topic. It 

is y"t anoth"r remin(kr of the rising staK",' that expanding football wvemle" hav" 

cr"ated for us all. 

Have a good read. Hmm a good Sunday. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

intriguing Rant: "Get Your Stadiums Out of Our Churches" 
Heres the latest pro-academic, anti big-time college football tirade from a pertwbed 

professor~ 

Of ali the groups and sub-groups opposed to big-time college athletics, perhaps the 

mo"t vi"ceral, the mo"t antagoni"tic, the mo"t agitat"d and-yes-the mm;tlloluble, am 

faculty members. 

lIi1any faculty nlEm'lbers haliE' becom" incmasin"ly "mbitlered a" they've "een (or think 

they've seen) whallhey think are outsiz,"d investmenls being made to football pmgrams, 

'""hile faculty compensation has stagnated. 

Indeed, lhis is more than one professor's perception, the stats (most recently from the 

Kni"ht Commission see Clips posting here) bear this out. Amon" a gazillion other 

bctoids, the "night Commission database revealed that from 2005··2011. academic 

spending per student at DI-A schools grew just 3'1(, after adjusting for inflation. while 

athletic spendin" per athlete grew 3'1 % and football sp"nding p"r football play"r grev'/ 

52% even without consid,"ring spendin" on alhletic scholarships. 

To access the "night Commission on Intercolie"iate Athletics release: "Athletic and 

Academic Spending Database for NCAA Division I" cliCK D."'J"'. 
I Cilme across an especially tarl anti··big·time football, pro··acad,"mics ,"ssay on Slate.com 

by Alan l.evinovitz, an m;sistant profm;sor of Chin"se philosophy and mligion at ,Jam"s 

Madison University. Over the decad," that I've been at it with Clips I have come across 

hundreds of professor-authored commentaries, opinion pieces and rants decrying over

att"ntion to athldb, 

These professors have corne from the entire spectrum of academia: poly sci. chemistry, 

"oGiology, urban planning. animal hu"bandry. etc. This i" the fir"t pmf"s"or of Chines" 

philosophy I have corne across (although Levinovitz' insights on religion lead nicely into 

hi" analogy comparing football stadiums to cathedral". and even the Roman Coli"seum) 

Unfortunately I was unable to secure reprinl permission so I will use some judiciously 

selected e)(cerpts instead. I have included a link to the professor's diatribe below. 

Profm;sor I.evinollitz' es"ay i" titled-proliocatively-'·<;?f<.t.I'?!!.!:5.1?g.l!!.tDi?.Q.'dL'?.f .. f).iiI 

(';kl',m;.tl.~,?,," and he quotes Harvilid philosopher Michael Sandel from his book "What 

Money Can't Buy!! c , , • "/::rorn Yankee Stadium in tr.,lelttt York to Candlestick Park in Sat'! 



FrancIsco, spotts stadiutns are the cc.?theara!s of our civil religion, public spacr:?s thc.?t 

gather people from different walks of life in rituals of loss and hope, profanity and 

prayer. " 

Levinovitz' "current employer" (as he words it) is James Madison University. which has 

commissioned a feasibility study for a mov," up to D1·Alootbali. The plOf lays into the 

scheme, no, he positively excoriates it, calling it a "risky investment ... correlated with 

disproportionat"ly hi"h level;; of im,titutional athletics funding." 

The prof goes on: 

'Yet the financial cost of college footbali is nothing compared with its cost to our 

integrftv Are SOl?7e people such addicts that thev i/l/i!J continue to rationalize the 

exploitation of'l..11orkers on v:ltJose baiterr:?d bodlr:?S their be/ovr:?d r:mtedaintnent 

industry is built? Does the rush of a v:/in n)r the hOl?7e tean1 j'J!Jow thel"{J to forget 

tho,sr:? teenagr:~rs i/1,.rho gafnIr!r:? on unlikr:~/y ,st~~rdorn ana lose? Are they INi/ffng to 

stomach endernic sexism and the scourge of cans,tJus sexual assault? 

80 be it. But l \,lIill not stand bV as the engineers and patrons of thh:: systen1 pervert 

rny re/fgion and dr:?secratr:? its churctJes, " 

Wow professor, take a deep breath. 

Continuing with hi;; expw"sive plOse, the professor continu"slo US" "calh"drals" as a 

analo"ies for stadiums (and ar"nas): "These cathedrals should not be the crown jewels 

of college campuses. and athletes shouid not be our eliangelists " 

L,"vinovitz mak"s reference to University of Chicago Presid"nt F{obert Maynard Hutchins. 

'''-'ho eliminated the school's football program in 1939. 

It was not a pot"Jular t'not/e. h'arllfJrd's athletic director n10cked Hutchins' physique, 

and Chjc~~go Tribune spotts editor Arch ~/Vara likened dropping footbafi to 

Communism. Even Hutchins'fellow university presidents were skeptical. "There 

hatfe been tirne,s l..11hen I wjshr:~d that l..11r:? !night hc.?ve coffeges c.?nd urnversities 

without football," Purdue University president Edward C. Elliott told the Tribune. 

"This h:: perhaps a bit Utopian. Perhaps Chicago will prove thf.d Utopia is possible. 

Bui Purdue is not Uiopian ilnd intends to continue to play lootbillf. .. · .. and, 11/e hope, 

good footbalr" 

Th" pr"cedin" wa" lhe wind-up, and here'" hi" pitch' 

"It is ti!ne for our O1..11n rr:~forrnai1on Students and parents: Choosr:~ schools basr:?d 

on the educational experiences they offer, not the ranking of their teams. Alumni: 

Donc.?te bec~~use your sctJooi taught you so!neifnng. not becausr:~ it I.Nins g~nne,s. 

,"'acuity, administmtors, and presidents: Don't let your feilf of being martyred stop 

you fron1 speaking out pub{ic{V j'Jgainst big-tnaney co{fege sports. ,ft' higher 

education in Atnerfcc.? 1/t/c.?nt,s to presr:~nfe }t,s integrity, l..11r:~ hm/e no ctJoice but to 

den'Jand (agee/Jer; Get your stadir..ltns out of our churches." 

The Clips Truth Squad will now offer up a rare opinion on the pmfe,;sor'" opinions. He 

writes passionately, and he makes an intriguin" comparison between cathedrals and 

stadium". H" dom; a pa"sably good job at dismantling the rrwlillm; of "chooi" "eeking 

foolball proV'mss, but he conveniently omits the intan"ibles associated wilh SUGc"ssful 

big-time football programs. For the best single source of the comprehensive effect of 



athletics (bad iEl.\!. good), 'Ne strongly wcomrn"nd "Big-Tim" Sports in AmNican 

Univefs~hes" by Duke Profe:...=<sor Chark~s C!otfener. rsee ClipsBook61ewir:nv' f.?f:~r.:J:l VVhere8ls 

Prof"ssor Levinovitz blatantly ignoresidiscounts th" bona fide positives associated with 

big··lime football, Professor CloHelt,"r engaged in exhaustive I'8semch and produced il 

book that rationally balanc"d the bad 'Nith th" good. 

qj;i~ __ .(-;.gHQ.!:/}~-"t.'U?.D __ 9'!jf1"'.'"Q.D.l'mJ..~"'k'"tL;n 
This is the umpteenth reminder that Clips postings and Clips eFlashes are 

reflective of content &ljfJilab!e irJ the tnedia: dozens of' nevvspapers, n;agazines, 

websites. blog:;,;, new:;; rr:?fr:~a$e,s. etc, C/fp,s is Q "detivaf1ve" service in that it fnirron'';; 

the genera! proportion of topics in the tnedia at iStnv padicular t/lne. 

The particular genre or content in this postfng·····j,(:?··upset profe$$or lilltiting t':r 

critique of the overemphasis on college sports-is a theme that we come across 

frequent/v However. we post on!~1 iStn occasionel professors rant, v:lhHe V1le could 

~~asfly do t':? cour:H~? ~~ week if"1;1/~~ j/t/t':?ntea to. 'Th(:?re are a h~~/f of a lot n~or(:? of'the,s(:? 

anti-athletics artides out there than the opposite lliew (see Clotfelter above). In our 

effotis to keep Glips as nonpartisar} l-sfS we cer}, we trv to stray closer to en equel 

number of both sides. But thates pretty hard to do. 

A sirnHar topic that eficits lopsided conunentary !~'S: the /\lGAA. It is aln;ost l-sf sport for 

the press to t,lk(', pot· shots ,It the NCAA. Tfwy can always find someitling to 

conl,Cda/n about. but It /s rare t/;at a positive comrnent /s fJ"'Jade about the NCAA. 

Consequentlv, the al1ti~NCAA articles outnumber the pro~NCAA adicles by a two or 

three to one ratio. As f~n ~~,s ttle Clips se!(:?ction process go (:?S, I oft~m end up 

running more anti content about the NCAA than pro content Again, I try to el'en it 

up, but that:s fwrd 10 (i0. 

And more < < < < < Professor Levir10vilz re/'emnced formN Universily of Chicago 

President Robert M. Hutchins (who spearheaded the ouster of football at the University 

of Chicago in 1939), 50 I 100kE?d up a 2,500~v'/ord article that HutGhim; wrote fO!' Sport" 

Illustrated in 1954, entitled "College Foolbaliis fIn Infernal ~~uisance" . fjfl.~",n 

years after he did 'Nhat he did, Hutchins was very comfortable 'Nith what he had done. To 

access !flEe complete artide dick b"cr\!. 
CRAZY LIKE THE ATHENIANS 

The ancient Athenians were es Crl-sfZ}' about spoti l-sfS rnodern Afnericans l-sfre So 

V:l(:?re the anci~mt 610tnans ana th~~ f'?~malsst':?nCe fiaht':?ns. So t':?re cont(:?rnpOraf]! 

BrItons and Gerrnans. But ~~/e Arnericans are the on(y' people in human history ~~rho 

ever got spotf rnixed up wIth higher education. No other country looks to its 

univer,sities as a prirn~~ sourc~~ of' ~~thietic entetiaintnent fn sOlne oth~~r countries 

unh/ersi~y ethletic tearns are unhel-sfrd of,' in others,' like Engfl-sfnd, the teefns are 

/fwre, bui their adNilies ,1f(" valued chiefly ,IS ,lffording the opportunity for Ihera 

and their adherents to assemble in the open air. Anybody who has watched, as I 

h-sfl/e, "12 unillersftv presidents spend half a de.v solernnly discussing the F?ose 80\,111 

agr~~~~rnent, or anybody i/j,rho tlas re~~d?as who tlas not??portentous dIscussions of 

the "decline" of Har1/ard, )-'ale. Stanford, or Chicago because of the recurring 

defeats of Its footbelf teafn nHJst realize thl-sft we in At'nerica ere in a different world. 

Maybe it is a better one. But I doubt it. I beliel/e that one of the reasons why we 

ettach such irnportance to the results of football gl-sfrneS is thet we halle no clear 

iaet':? of' what a college or urnversdy is. V!/~~ ct':?n1t understt':?nd thes~~ institutions, (:?ven 

if we hal'e graduated from one; but we can grasp the figures on the scoreboard. 

"WHA T SHOULD THE UNIVERSITY BE?" 

~/Vait(:?r P. j~1et2'ger of" Cofurnbi~~, v-iriting in a r~~cent nurnb~~r of the Antioch I~~~view, 

tells the story: II/n asking 't1/hat should the unilfersity be?' every need has cfarnored 

for recognition, ellery Graft has hoped to belong. and the result has been the 

unh~~ppy association of"pidaling t/ocationt':?f and lrnport~~nt intefiectuai interests. th(:? 

nestling together under one faculty of searchers, conservers and craftsmen, the 

crowding together of institutes, departments, hospitals. dormitories, restaurants, 

apatirnent hou,ses and football ,staaiuln t':?f/ under th(:? canopy of" a single 

edfnin!~'S:tretion. The unh/ersi~v in Afnerica is not a cornn;unIty of schofars. but en 

~mortnous aggiotnerate service stt':?tion wh(:?re one can be born, go to 

kindergarten, lower school and high school, meet the girl friend and get married; 

where one Cl-sfn get ref1~qious solece or psychiatric help; where one leatns to turn 

out a n~w:lsp~~p~~r. to do bookkeeping, to cook. No wonder th~~ univ~~rsfti~~s ht':?ve 

been hiring generals to ((Ill this dorl1ain." 



Or consid~~r the unconscious pattIos of Q recent :;?ddress by the presi(tent of the 

College of the Pacific, ' , , , , He says.~ liThe curriculurn has beconle diversified: 

tl7ere are nun1erous efecthles. Fev:/ study the sefne courses or sit under the safne 

professors ~,~ So, in this period of int~~f/ectu~~/ and soci:;?/ di$int~?gratlOn of the 

American coilege, ali unite in football, Footbali has become more than a spectacle: 

it h:;?s b~?co!ne a sytnbol; If tIas becorne one of tf;~? great int:;?ng;tr!~?S not only or 

college but of our American life. Actually, if you want to look at it on a higher level, 

football has becorne the spiritual core of the rnodern cefnpus. </ 

What a spmt!wl core,' 

That's all folks. You will be quizzed on this on the morning. 

Follow Clips on Twilter, 
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Sunday. January 5, 201410:05 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Monday Update 1-6-14 

:x e Newsletter 

DearVincc. 

Greetings from the Clips SundayNightShip. Hope you are well. 

Don't know about you, but it seems like the past eight days were all Saturdays and Sundays. 
Well, I checked, and today is really Sunday, so here's the Clips Weekly Update. 

Here's a welcome to our new subscribers in the past two weeks: from U-Hawaii, UC
Riverside, Coker College, Humboldt State, Seattle U and Huxley College. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wl/wv.twitJer.com!@CollegeAthClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to ~iew the 
articles (below) on the website. lfyou are not logged in you will get a blank white 
screen. 
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Clips eFlash: Disgraced athletes get expunged from the limelight 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from Clips, and welcome to our first 5-day work-week in a long time. Yuck. 
The article below by the New York TimesD Richard Sandomir (a Clips favorite) was 
published this morning, and it conveys the somewhat unique srmts custom of deleting 
disgraced players/coaches/etc. from our collective memories. 
Sandomir says that sports (almost as much as politics) [lhas become adept at a type of 
cleansing more commonly associated with authoritarian governments. With surprising 
regularity and ease, once-popularfigures who have run qfoul of the nIles or the law 
have been erased like disgraced leadersfrom an old Soviet photo album, whitewashed 
from history to preserve an institutionDs image or to abide by a governing bodyDs 
sanctions. D 
I did a little digging, and it did not take long to find stories about fallen politicians who have it 
even worse than rogue athletes. Authoritarian governments actually call it D purging D or 
D rehabilitatiofL D and they set up gulags to punish their enemies. Remember Orwell D s novel 
19847 
Or worse. 
Most recently Kim Jong Un, North Korea[Js boy wonder leader (and pal of Dennis Rodman) 
concluded that his uncle was plotting against him. The Boy Wonder said (presumably with a 
stmi ght face): 

"In the seething period of the ,,/fort for building a thriving country last year, we 
took the resolute measure of removing thefilctionalists lurking in the Party. 
As our P arty detected and purged the allti-P arty, counterrevolutionary 
factionalists at an opportune time and with a correct decision, the P arty and 
revolutionary ranks were further consolidated and our single-hearted unity was 
solidified to the maximum. " 

I D m sure that something was lost in the translation, but the ostracizing of the athletes mentioned 
in the article below are tame by comparison. 
Kim [J s uncle, Jang Song Thaek, was executed last month. 
Meanwhile, our disgraced athletes are still with us. Maybe we should consider forgiveness and 
second chances? 
Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
\N1Nw.twitler.com!@CollegeAthClips 

O.J. Who? Rogues Vanish From Annals of Sport 
By Richard Sandomir, New York Times, 1-5-14 

Among college footballD s many rituals, the annual Heisman Trophy presentation 
remains one ofthe highlights. Fans and coaches and former stars gather in Manhattan each 
December to honor the season D s outstanding player. This season, about two dozen former 
winners stood on the stage as another member was added to their exclusive club. 
But in avoiding any mention oftwo controversial winners, the Heisman ceremony was notable 
for another recent trend: colleges and sports teams that love to celebrate their history have 
become masters at editing it. Often this is done quietly, with computer keystrokes altering a 
record book, and not with an angry mob throwing a rope around a statue D s neck on the 
stadium steps. 
But sports, perhaps better than any endeavor except politics, has become adept at a type of 
cleansing more commonly associated with authoritarian governments. With surprising regularity 
and ease, once-popular figures who have run afoul ofthe rules or the law have been erased 



like disgraced leaders from an old Soviet photo album, whitewashed from history to preserve 
an institution [] s image or to abide by a governing body [] s sanctions. 
Awards are retumed. Banners are pulled down. Names are stripped from buildings. Wins, 
individual feats, even entire seasons can be eradicated as if they never happened. 
Didn Dt Reggie Bush win the Heisman Trophy? Didn D t Lance Almstrong win the Tour de 
Frnnce seven times? Didn Dt that stadium used to have a statue out front? 
DNo one says Nixon didn Dt go to China or sign Title IX into law because he was forced to 
resign because of Watergate, D said Bob Costas, an NBC commentator. O1t seems to me you 
canDt strike from the historical record what occurred. The Fab Five played in the N.C.A.A. 
toumament, and Reggie Bush was a great and impactful player who won the Heisman 
Trophy.D 
Last month D s Heisman ceremony, which received heightened sclUtiny because the eventual 
winner, Florida State [j s freshman quarterback Jameis Winston, was until recently the sUQiect 
of a rape investigation, was a good primer on how to present a selected history. Bush, whose 
2005 trophy was later revoked when he was found to have accepted improper benefits while 
in college, was never mentioned during ESPN LJ s broadcast. 
When comparisons were made between the finalists who are running backs and previous 
backs who won the Heisman, Bush, who now plays for the Detroit Lions, was never cited. He 
had become the tailback who must not be named. (The name of another former winner, o. J. 
Simpson, rarely comes up at the Heisman ceremony anymore, either, though for entirely 
different reasons.) 
Chris Fowler, the host of ESPN D s Heisman broadcast said by telephone that the Heisman 
Trust had never given him editorial direction. DTheyDve never said one thing to me about the 
content of the show other than deciding how many finalists there will be, D he said. 
And William Dockery, the president of the Heisman TlUst, said there was no ban on discussing 
Bush. [10bviously, this situation is not your preference, LJ he said. [J It [] s an unfortunate 
position that youLJd rather not be involved in. [j 
Perhaps it is no surprise then that the ofIicial history ofthe Heisman Trophy omits 2005 as if it 
did not happen. The honor roll on the trophy D s ofl:lcial website moves directly and without 
explanation from the 2004 winner, U .S.C. quarterback Matt Leinart, to Ohio State D s Troy 
Smitll in 2006. 
But Bush won the D 05 award, piling up 2,541 points, the most since Simpson in 1968. By 
2010, though, he had been written out of Trojans history, IUled ineligible after the N.CA.A. 
detennined that he and his family had received improper benefits from agents. 
Years after Bush left campus for the National Football League, the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association ordered U.S.C. to vacate the 2004 national championship he had helped win and 
to disassociate itselffrom him. University officials removed hisjersey and his Heisman Trophy, 
which now sit in a storage unit in New York, from a display of the Trojans[J Heisman winners 
at the canlpus r] s Heritage Hall. 
[JYes, in some cases it is cumbersome and awkward, [] Tim Tessalone, the universityr] s 
sports infolmation director, said by email of tlle revisionist history. D But it is part of our 
N .C.A.A. penalty. D 
Sometimes, it can be relatively easy to erase a life D s work. At Penn State, a 900-pound statue 
of the university D s longtime football coach, Joe Patemo, was taken down by a forklift early 
one morning in 2012 amid growing criticism of his actions in addressing the sexual-abuse 
scandal of one of his assistant coaches, Jerry Sandusky. The Big Ten Conference later 
scratched the name DPatemo D ii-om its Stagg-Patemo football championship trophy for the 
same reason. 
In cycling, Armstrong is a ghost, a nonperson since his confession last year that he had used 
performance-enhancing drugs. There are no victors listed for the Tours de Frnnce he won from 
1999 to 2005. 
[1 Armstrong was penalized fi.)r things he had done but Patemo for things he didn [J t do or for 
things people think he should have done, D Costas said. 
In St. Louis, the Cardinals commissioned a bronze statue of tlle fonner slugger Mark McGwire 
in 2007 but never installed it after McGwire became a poster boy for baseball D s steroids era. 
Once considered a shoo-in for the Hall of Fame, McGwire will almost certainly be passed 
over for the eighth time later this month. 
In 2003, the N.C.A.A. handed down terms of disassociation of at least 10 years for four 
members of the 1990s Michigan basketball team, including Chris Webber, for accepting more 
than $600,000 from a booster. A cold bureaucratic tClm, disassociation essentially tells 
programs that have been punished to stay away from players responsible fi.)r that punishment. 
The sClUbbing ofthat memornble segment of Wolverines history required the removal of fi.mr 
banners, including those that marked the team [] s consecutive Final Four appearances in 1992 
and [193. They remain in storage in Ann Arbor, fabric totems unlikely to hang again because 
they represent seasons that exist in a parallel universe: the games were played, fans cheered, 
coaches shouted. Now, they are spectral. 
M~ior League Baseball has not fully ernsed from history a transgressor like Pete Rose, who 
was ban'ed from the game for betting on baseball in the 1980s. His records and statistics still 
stand, but he cannot hold any official role in the sport or enter a team locker room. 
In college football, Monday night will bring a new test of that sport D s ability to address 
uncomfortable issues, as two programs that have had recent brushes with scandal, Aubum and 



Florida State, will meet in the Bowl Championship Series title game in Pa<;adena, Calif 
In early December, a few days after Florida State [1 s tinal regular-season game, a state 
attorney in Florida announced that he did not have enough evidence to pursue a sexual assault 
charge against Winston. That weekend, Winston helped Florida State clinch a berth in the 
national championship game. A week later, he won the Heisman. 
And three years ago, despite the revelation of a pay- for-play scheme reportedly orchestrated 
by the father of Auburn quarterback Cam Newton, the N.C.A.A. allowed Nev,ion to play in 
the Southeastern Conference championship game. He, too, went on to win the Heisman, and 
Auburn went on to beat Oregon for the national championship. Then he was gone but in the 
most natural way: drafted first over all by the Carolina Panthers in 2011. He will stmt for them 
in a playoff ganle Sunday. 
Newton will not be airbrushed from Auburn highlights, but it is a certainty that other players 
and teams will lose their place in history because oftransgressions against the N.C.A.A. or 
society. 
[JThis is what you come to expect as more commonplace than ever, and I don[lt see us ever 
getting to the point where we ignore that they happened, [1 said Ed Placey, the senior 
coordinating producer of college football for ESPN. He added, OWe have to be careful to 
explain them as the years go by so that people don 0 t torget the histOlY, or it falls off the 
radar. 0 
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Clips eFlash: National Championship Game "Amalgam" 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the Clips BCS ChampionshipShip. Hope you are well. 
As I tap out this DamalgamD Clips eFlash about three hours before kick-off I am listening to 
Paul Finebaum[ls ESPN radio show. One expert after another has given Auburn due credit fi.)r 
getting itself into the championship, but all of them (Paul too) have said they will be very 
surprised [J very surpri sed I] if Auburn was able to pull this one out. 

Ix 
This should be a good pre- game read for most subscribers. There are bits and pieces of 
several items. and it can be gotten through in maybe ten minutes. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wNw.twitter.com!@CollegeAthClips 

First, a risingfrom the ashes piece about Auburn . ... 

Auburn: From the Peak to the Pits and Back 
Tigers Won a BeS Championship, Then Plungedlnto Mediocrily and Have Ascended 
Again 
By Rachel Bachman and Ben Cohen, Wall Street Joumal, /-5-14 
Pasadena, Calif. 
On the night of Jan. 10,2011, Auburn and Oregon were tied with two seconds left in the 
national-championship game as the Tigers lined up for a 19-yard field goal. On the sideline, a 
reserve offensive lineman nanled Tunde Fariyike and his Auburn teammates grasped hands in 
an expectant chain. They rejoiced as the kick soared through the uprights to cap their 14-0 
season and vault them to the top of college football. 
"I was thinking we would stay at the top," Fariyike, now an Auburn jUniOl: recalled of the 
game's afterglow. "We never thought we would drop down so low." 
But just two seasons after that championship year. Auburn tumbled to a 3-9 record and 
dismissed coach Gene Chizik, the fastest firing after a title in the sport's modern history. A year 
later, first-year coach Gus Malzahn and the Tigers won the Southeastern Conference, which 
has produced the past seven national-championship teams. 
Their matchup against No.1 Florida State in Monday's BCS title game (8:30 p.m. ET, ESPN) 
concludes what could be the most parabolic path of any college-fi.)otball team. No other team 
in the 16-year BCS era has even posted a losing record two years after winning it all. lfthe 
Tigers win Monday, they will be 13-1 and own outright the biggest turnaround in m~ior-college 
football history. 
Twenty-two cUlrentAubul1l players were on the 2010 title team, and nine played in the game. 
As it turns out, many of Auburn's veterans credit this season's magical run to surviving the nadir 
of2012. 
"That year made us who we are now," defensive end Nosa Eguae said. 
Auburn unraveled slowly at first then came undone. The Tigers stumbled to 8-5 in 2011 after 
losing Heisman Trophy-winning quarterback Cam Newton and most of their other starters. 
But 2012 was a free fall so miserable that simply choosing a low point is an exercise in 
masochism. Defensive back Ryan White winced when he recalled the Tigers' opening game, a 
26-19 loss to Clemson and, even worse, a 28-10 loss to Mississippi State the next week. "It 
was like, Wow, we lost to Mississippi State," he said. "We're not supposed to do that." 
Auburn athletic director Jay Jacobs gingerly recalled an October loss to Texas A&M in which 
the Aggies staked a 28-0 lead that ballooned to 42-7 by halftime. As ifthat weren't enough, 



Alabama demolished Auburn, 49-0, in their annual Iron Bowl to seal the Tigers' first winless 
SEC record since 1980. 
Senior defensive end Craig Sanders said the terrible, horrible, no good, very bad season has 
resulted in a sort of amnesia. "I block outthatyear," he said. "In my head, I've only been here 
three years." 
But others have clung to it like a talisman. Losing so much, they say, gave them the necessary 
perspective on this season. "When you go 3-9, you have to be humble," Fariyike said. "You 
don't really have a choice." 
Auburn's players hailed the rehiring of Malzahn, the offensive coordinator during Aubum's 
championship season, as the program's pivotal point. When he took over, Malzahn told players 
that Auburn would have the biggest turnaround in college football and advised coaches to 
ignore old game film. Then he sped up everything from the Tigers' time between snaps to their 
routines in the weight room. 
Many players were still reeling, however, from the program's tunnoil. "We did a lot of Dr. Phil
ing early," Malzahn said. 
The public was also skeptical of Auburn's prospects, and the Tigers started this season 
unranked and unnoticed. In October they moved to 6-1 after stunning then-No.7 Texas 
A&M. Senior defensive end Dee Ford, who played in the 2010 title game, sacked Heisman 
winner Jolmny Manzie! to ensure the victOly. After the game, Auburn running back Tre Mason 
was so moved that he shed tears of joy. The victory convinced senior linebacker Jake Holland 
that Auburn's revival was no fluke. "We were just like, 'Wow, we can do this,'" he said. 
Even a taste oflast season's bitterness was enough for some Auburn players to go cold turkey 
on losing. It was Sept. 21, Aubum's fourth game under Malzahn, and the Tigers had just lost at 
Louisiana State. It was their first 0 and so far only 0 loss this season. Mason, who ended the 
regular season as a Heisman finalist, found Jacobs in the losing team's locker room. 
"Mr. Jacobs," Mason said, "we're going to win the rest ofthem." 
So far, they have. 
Rachel Bachman and Ben Cohen write jar the Wall Street Journal. This article has been 
reprinted on Clips with the permission of the Wall Street Journal. To access the Wall 
Street Journal sports section, click here. 

Take an inside look at ESPN [J s [J MegacastD plans for the BCS 
Championship 
By Paul Myerberg, USA Today, 1-4-14 
PASADENA, Calif. [J For ESPN, airing Monday[J s BCS National Championship 
Game will involve 16 trucks, 63 cameras, a four-engine generator and as many as 200 
employees, only a small fraction of whom will spend time in front of the camera, not behind the 
scenes. 
An already involved production will include an added twist: ESPN will use the championship 
game to debut its 0 Megacast, 0 a programming platfonn meant to augment the nOlmal game 
broadcast with additional viewing options on ESPN2, ESPNEWS. ESPN Classic. ESPN 
Goal Line and ESPN3. 
Each additional program will demand resources beyond ESPN [1 s nonnal blueprint for a m~or 
sporting event. 
ESPN2, for example, will show [lECS Title Talk, [1 a program featuring several ofthe 
network 0 s analysts in addition to a number of guests 0 coaches, current and fornler players, 
ESPN personalities and celebrities. 
Among tile scheduled guests are Vanderbilt coach James Franklin, Johnny Manziel of Texas 
A&M, T~ih Boyd of Clemson and fonner Florida qumterback 0 and soon- to- be ESPN 
college football analyst 0 Tim Tebow. The show, filmed in a room located one floor above the 
press box at the Rose Bowl, will rotate the nearly dozen coaches and guests into the mix along 
with on- screen ganle updates. 
Of the 63 cameras in use by ESPN, four will be devoted to o Title Talk. 0 Two will be aimed 
on the head coaches, Florida State [1 s Jimbo Fisher and Aubum [j s Gus Malzahn; another two 
will be set on each team [1 s premier player, like FSU quarterback Jameis Winston or Aubum 
running back Tre Mason. 
A similar visual approach will be taken on ESPN3, an online service, which will use the home 
radio calls from both Florida State and Aubum along with two different camera angles: one of 
each team 0 s coach and another of its offensive or defensive coordinator, depending on which 
team has the ball. 
OBCS Film Room, 0 on ESPNEWS, will provide play-by-play breakdowns 0 who went 
where, why a play worked or didn Dt 0 from a trio of scheduled guest coaches: Boston 
College 0 s Steve Addazio, Texas A&M 0 s Kevin Sumlin and Charlie Strong. To replicate the 
film-room aspect ofthe broadcast, ESPN will give the coaches use of Pittsburgh-based DV 
S port Software 0 s Quad Replay system. the newest piece in replay hardware. 
The replay system will allow coaches use of four camera angles in breaking down each play: 
the program feed, the view seen on the ESPN broadcast; the SpiderCam, which runs from two 
points atop the stadium, perpendicular to game play; the high end-zone camera, which shows 
action along the line of scrimmage; and an all-22 camera, which shows all 22 players on the 
field for a single play 0 lion offense, lion defense 0 in a single frmne. 
Coaches will then be given use of a remote to control what fans seen on the screen 0 



rewinding, playing, pausing, fa<,t -forwarding through a play to break down what occurred. 
ESPN Classic will feature [j Sounds ofthe BCS, Li a program that eliminates the normal play
by-play call in favor of the ambient sounds heard inside the stadium [1 cheers, boos, hits and 
the public-address announcer, ft)r example. To give this sort of access, ESPN will place 72 
microphones throughout the stadium, 30 more than is typically used in a noffilal telecast. 
ESPN D s coverage will also utilize the DFlyCam, D a camera angle that made its debut in the 
2014 Rose Bowl. While the network has been using the SpiderCam for years, the FlyCam 
begins from outside the stadium, giving viewers a sweeping look from the Rose Bowl D s 
historic facade to the play on the field. 

This article has been reprinted on Clips with the pennission (!!·Ec'>'PN.com. To access the 
ESPN.com website click here 

The Road to the National Championship 

By Greg Bishop and Tim Rohan, New York Times, 1-6-14 
http://www.nytimes.com/20 1410 1106Isportslncaifootball1the-road-to-the-national
cllampionship.html?ref~sports&pagewanted~all 

Even by college football [js standards, this season was turbulent, taking more turns than a 
board game. Auburn was unranked when the season started; Florida State was 11th. The 
expected contenders Alabama, Oregon and Ohio State fell by the wayside. The Tigers 
survived on la<,t-second victories, while the Seminoles won every ganle by at least 14 points. 



On Monday night they meet in the national championship game, competing for the SportLJs 
biggest prize. 

Auburn 
WAFFLE POWER (EARLY 1 990S) Malzahn started to celebrate home wins with trips to 
WaIDe I·louse. Malzahn is down home like that; his players say they have never heard him 
swear. 
END OF THE TIJBERVILLE ERA (2008) Under Coach Tommy Tuberville, Auburn finished 
the 2004 season undefeated. But by 2008, the record had slipped to 5-7. Enter Gene Cluzik. 
TREES POISONED (JAN. 27, 2011) Alabama fan AI from Dadeville called Paul 
Finebaum D s radio show and bragged that he had poisoned the ToomerD sOaks. 
MARSHALL BOOTED (FEBRUARY 2012) Nick Marshall went to Georgia to play 
cornerback in 2011. He was dismissed from that team, as reports swirled that he and two 
teammates had stolen money. The dismissal took place February, and Marshall landed at 
Garden City Community College. where he played quarterback and threw for more than 3,000 
yards in 2012. Garden City finished 7-4, and Marshall transferred once again. He ended up at 
Auburn. 
0-8 (NOV. 24, 2012) Auburn absorbed a 49-0 beating at Alabama. That dropped the Tigers 
to 0-8 in Southeastern Conference play and led to ChizikrJ s eventual dismissal. 
THE RETURN OF GUS (DEC. 4, 2012) Malzalru was hired to replace Chizik. Local Waffle 
Houses expected an uptick in postgame visits. 
TREES GONE (APRIL 23, 2013) After the university spent more than a year and thousands 
of dollars trying to save the ToomerDs Oaks, they were removed after one tinal rolling. 
THE RUSSELL EFFECT (SPRING 2013) Another coach who returned to Auburn with 
Malzalm was Ryan Russell, whom Malzalru put in charge of strength and conditioning. 
FIRST TEST (AUG. 31, 2013) In its season opener, the first game ofthe Malzahn era, 
Auburn outlasted Waslungton State with 396 yards oftotal offense and a 100-yard Mason 
kickoff return. The Tigers won, 31-24. 
MARSHALLI1S EMERGENCE (SEPT. 14,2013) Two weeks ailer the Washington State 
win, the Tigers topped Mississippi State. 
THE SLIP (SEPT. 21, 2013) Auburn went on the road to Louisiana State, where it fell 
behind, 21-0, in the first half. L.S.U. ended up winning, 35-21, the lone blemish on 
AuburnDs season. 
MIRACLE 1 (NOV. 16,2013) MarshallDs late heave, tipped by a defender and bobbled by 
receiver Ricardo Louis before Louis secured the catch and sprinted for a 73-yard score, gave 
Auburn a 43- 38 triumph over Georgia. 
MIRACLE 2 (NOV. 30, 2013) Another improbable victory for the Tigers, a 34-28 triumph 
that put them in the SEC championship game. where they outpointed Missouri in another 
thriller, 59-42. 
MALZAHN PROPHETIC (DEC. 7, 2013) With the victory over Missouri, Auburn sealed 
the nation [1 s biggest turnaround (from 3-9 to 12-1) and the biggest turnaround in SEC history 
(plus-seven in conference wins). 

Florida State 
FRESH START (JAN. 6, 2010) Jimbo Fisher was being introduced as Florida Stater]s 
coach, the football team[Js second in about 35 years. Fisher was replacing a legend, Bobby 
Bowden, who had led Florida State to two national championships and had, at the time, won 
more games than anyone in college football not named Joe Paterno. But over BowdenD s last 
five years, his teams had lost about five games a season, and Fisher was chosen to succeed 
him. 
WINSTON TO THE RESCUE (FEB. 3, 2012) Fisher showed promise. His defenses were 
fast and athletic, and his offenses were dynamic. in large part because of good quarterback 
play by Christian Ponder and E J Manuel. But to keep building the program and perhaps reach 
the next level, Fisher needed a great quarterback. So Fisher heavily recruited Jameis Winston, 
a 6-foot-4-inch dual-threat passer with a big arm. 
LEARNING TO WIN (2010, 2011 AND 2012) FisherLJs teams were clearly talented, but 
they had several inexplicable losses. 
REBUILDING BEFORE GETTING GOING (2013) After Florida State won the Orange 
Bowl, several ofFisherLJ s assistants left for other jobs. Coaches say that is one reason it is so 
difficult to build a consistent, winning program. Once you have some success, other colleges or 
N .F.L. teams come for your assistants. And there goes their expertise and institutional 
knowledge. 
Fisher had to hire six assistants before this season: Jay Grahanl, the rumung backs coach; 
Randy Sanders, the quarterbacks coach; Sal Sunseri, the defensive ends coach; Tim Brewster, 
the tight ends coach and recruiting coordinator; Charles Kelly, the linebackers coach and 
special teams coordinator; and Jeremy Pruitt the defensive coordinator. 
THE TURNING POINT (OCT. 19,2013) The first five games ofWinstonDs college career 
went about as well as he could have hoped. He made a few spectacular plays, his statistics 
were gaudy, and Florida State was undefeated, ranked No.5, entering a prime-time matchup 
against No.3 Clemson. In the visiting locker room before the game, Winston grinned wide, 
looked around at his teammates and said, [J Hey, my brothers, put a smile on your face. [1 
Florida State proceeded to throttle Clemson. The Seminoles D defense smothered Tajh Boyd 
and his playmakers, forcing four turnovers and returning one fumble for a touchdown. Winston 



was superb. He coolly threw for 444 yards and accounted for four touchdowns, introducing 
the nation to rJFamous Jameis. [J 
His stardom was solidified. Florida State won, 51-14, moved up to No.2 in the Bowl 
Championship Series standings, and now had a real chance to make the B.C.S. title game. 
VALIDATION AND VINDICATION (DEC. 14,2013) Winston won the Heisman Trophy 
in a landslide. 

Auburn full-page spread in Sunday NY Times (about the Toomers Comers poisonings) 

x 

What's Your College Football Team Worth? 

The Texas Longhorns Are Still College Footbal/'s Most Valuable Team 
By Darren Everson, Wall Street Journal, 1-6-14 
Texas is still No.1 Dfinancially, anyway. The Longhorns remain college football's most valuable 
team, according to an annual valuation of teams by Ryan Brewer, an assistant professor of 
finance at Indiana University-Purdue University Columbus. (Auburn and Florida State, who 
play Monday for the national title. are Nos. 9 and 22.) In other words, Charlie Strong Dwhom 
Texas named as its coach Sunday Djust got handed the keys to a very pricey car. 
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IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Monday Update 1-13-14 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

SundayEveningGreetings from the MotherShip. Hope you are well. 
I am pleased to present you with another robust and comprehensive collection of po stings 
about the business of college sports. As always, it is our pleasure to find, select, fact-check, 
summarize and/or reprint these items for our busy readers. 
Coming up this week in San Diego is the NCAA convention, and this could be one ofthe more 
historic gatherings ever. Tops on the agenda will be discussions [land likely some 
decisions/agreements as well 0 about certain, ah, accommodations that need/shouk-Vought 
to/might be made to the biggest of the big to keep the entire NCAA 0 under one big tent. 0 
Of course, as always, I will make great efforts to become a Clips o fly on the wallO in the 
banquet rooms where these high-level, top- secret, no- press-allowed 0 big tent 0 discussions 
will be taking place, and I will hopefully issue scoops to our readers via our signature 
ClipsEyewitnessReports. 
The biggest of the big, of course are the OBig 5.0 or OPower 5.0 or whatever we all 
eventually agree to call them ..... (in alphabetical order): the ACC, Big 12, Big Ten, Pac-
12 and SEC. 
To say the Big 5 are different from the other 26 Dl conferences is obvious for all to see, and 
whether they should be granted separate governance accommodations has been the sUQiect of 
intense debate over the past year. 
I have asked around plenty these past few months, and the consensus anlOng people from big, 
not so big and small conferences is that it is in everyone 0 s interest to stay under one tent, and 
that cooler heads ought to prevail to figure out a way to make that happen. ltD 11 be tough, but 
doable. 
The convention will be a week or so in length, and your Clips Editor will be there on the three 
heaviest days: Wed. Jan. 15, Thur. Jan. 16 and Friday Jan. 17. I have emailed several dozen 
Clips subscribers to ask if they will be there and o depending on time of dayOifI might be able 
to buy them a coffee or an adult beverage. I was surprised at how many of them will be indeed 
be in attendance. 
And further, I was flattered that most of them agreed (or replied with a definite maybe) to my 
offer. I added up my potential financial exposure and decided to significantly increase the credit 
limit on the ClipsCreditCard. After all, I can think of no better way to invest Clips hospitality 
funds than to buy rounds for my valued subscribers. 
After the convention I will remain in Southern Califomia for a few days, visiting with my son 
(who lives in the Pacific Beach section of San Diego) and then visiting Clips subscribers at 
UCLA, Loyola Mmymount, USC, Cal State Northridge, Big West Conference, UC
Riverside, Cal Baptist. Cal Lutheran, Long Beach State. San Diego State, etc. IfI can 
crisscross that labyrinth of highways in SoCal to visit even half of these folks in two full days 
then I will be a happy editor indeed. 
Also, please note that we have included among the postings below a feature we 0 re calling the 
ClipsAmalgam. An amalgam is a blend or a mixture of things (the word is the shortened 
version of [1 amalgamation [J ). As evidenced by the word [1 s meaning, the ClipsAmalgam is a of 
catch-all collection of articles, quotes, pictures, headlines and graphics that were considered as 
postings of their own but did not make the final cut. 
Check out the ClipsAmalgam today and over those to follow in the nexi few weeks. Based 
on your clicks and comments, this feature will live or die. 
Have a good Monday. Have a good week. I hope to see/meet many of you in San Diego. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
vw''IN.twitter.com/@CollegeAthClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the 
articles (below) on the website. If you are not logged in you will get a blank white 
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IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

"Paying athletes figures to be key issue at NCAA Convention" 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from San Diego. This eFlash is being tapped and clicked away in the lobby ofthe 
Bayfront Hilton, adjacent to the San Diego Convention Center. site of this year 0 s NCAA 
convention. 
A Clips Eyewituess Report will be issued later tonight (or tomorrow morning) to till you in on 
the what, who and how of the convention, but for now I wanted to get out this topical, timely 
and resonant article below from Dennis Dodd of CBS Sports. 
There are hundreds of issues to be discussed, moved forward or resolved here at the 
convention, but the hands- down headline-grabber is the, UnI, what do I call it? Dthe power 
grab, the big fish/small fish conundrum, the under the sanle big tent, the playing-in-the
sandbox-together, the canDt-we-all-just-get-along?, the cooler-heads-Yvill-prevail, the el 
primo. the mega mega issue .... drum roll please .... the 0 governance 0 issue. 
Of course, almost everything at the convention is a 0 governance 0 issue of some sort or 
another. but this headline-grabbing issue has everything to do with establishing rules that will 
satisfY the burgeoning appetites of the 65 schools in the Big 5 conferences. Or maybe itO sjust 
the top 20 or 30 schools in the Big 5 that actually make what the rest of the world considers a 
[J profit? I] 
And the trick is to keep those big-time programs happy while also keeping the other3l5 or 
not so big-time Dl schools happy as well. 
I think that cooler heads will prevail and reach a compromise. Whether that will be 50-50, 60-
40 or 70-30 remains to be seen. 
Below, the eloquent and pull-no-punches Dennis Dodd focuses on the paying athletes facet of 
the impending changes, but that is really part of the same issue as accommodating the Big 5. 
More later 
Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W"NIN.twitter.comi@CollegeAthClips 

Paying athletes figures to be key issue at annual NCAA 
Convention 
By Dennis Dodd, CBSSports, 1-15-14, 10:07amET 
They're going to pay college athletes. They're going to pay them because they're 
college athletes. 
Call it what you want - - a stipend, the full cm,t of attendance - - it's really just semantics now as 
the NCAA changes the fundamental way it does business. The how and why of compensating 
athletes will be perhaps the key issue this week at the annual NCAA Convention in San Diego. 
It promises to be one ofthe most significant events in the association's 109-year history. 
Mainly because we're suddenly traveling down a road we never thought would never get any 
traffic ... 

• The possibility of more agent interaction with players. 
• Athletes profiting fi·om their likeness. Think licensing fees from video games, apparel, 

perhaps even autographs. 
• And when NCAA restructuring is finalized later this year, athletes almost certainly will 

be sharing in the money they helped produce fiJr their institutions. 

Because they are athletes. 
If that isn't paying players, we all need new dictionaries. College athletics, flush with new 
money fium TV rights deals and guilt over having all that new money, feels an obligation to 



share the wealth. It will be done out ofa sense offilimess, common sense and, well, fear. 
"We want to self~regulate so Congress doesn't have to, so a newspaper [media] doesn't have 
to," NCAA president Mark Emmert said this week. 
In the end, it will be a battle for the NCAA's relevance. Without a new model that includes 
playercompensatioll, the Big 5 conferences -- SEC, ACC, Pac-12, Big 12, Big Ten -- have 
suggested they could break away and fonn their own organization. There would be little use for 
having an NCAA without those 65 schools. 
Leveraging their power, the Big 5 have told the NCAA that change must come or else. They 
are tired of being more observers to the process than direct pmiicipants. 
It will start with paying athletes. Nine- figure athletic budgets built with the sweat of 
uncompensated amateur athletes are now viewed as a grand injustice. It's just the tenor of the 
times. In the big picture, the amount won't be much. The richer schools will be able to afford 
more (perhaps upwards of$5,000 per player) than less-amuent institutions. 
Paying those athletes some amount of money above their scholarship probably will be optional. 
But a day when an Ohio State point guard making $5K plays against a Bowling Green 
counterpart making $1,000 is upon us. 
And most evelyone seems to be OK with it. 
"It seems to be a much less controversial notion today than it was 18 months ago," Emmeli 
admitted. "As we've talked about it more and membership has had a chance to digest, it is 
being seen as less threatening." 
Money talks 
It's the concept itself that is making history. An mnateur model more than a century old will be 
significantly redefined. Not all at once, it seems, this week in San Diego but perhaps by the 
time the 2014 football season begins. If it all sounds like the professionalization of college 
athletes, well, you can go ahead and think that too. 
The pro/college line has been blurred for decades now. Head coaches are making NFL 
money. Nick Saban's $7 million annual salary is the new $5 million which, a few years ago, 
was the new $3 million. Assistaut coaches, increasingly, have agents and multi-year contracts 
of their own. 
There was a time when bowl swag for players would have been considered illegal. These days 
we're talking NCAA-sanctioned bowl gifts that include leather jackets, mountain bikes, high
end electronics, even furniture. (The amount from each bowl is capped at $550 per player.) 
We live in an age when players can cash federal Pell Grant checks and hit the nearest Best Buy 
for a 72-inch big screen. Players can tap into the NCAA's Student Assistance Fund that pays 
for evel)ihing from health insurance to graduate student fees to a trip home for a funeral. 
Some think that's enough. Any more would be professionalizing perhaps the world's most 
unique amateur model. 
"We diller from a pro enterprise," said Big 12 commissioner Bob Bowlsby. "We don't manage 
to a profit motivation. It's a very different undertaking. If we ever take that step to establish an 
employer-employee relationship we will have forever lost our way. 
Fonner NCAA president Myles Brand used to spealc dreamily ofthe Greek amateur ideal-
competition for the sake of improving the mind, body and spirit. In the future, players won't 
exactly be pros but they won't be those pure amateurs either. How long before someone 
deems that $5,000 a year simply isn't enough? 
The neJ\.1: iteration of NCAA rules may allow collegiate Olympic athletes to sign endorsement 
deals to fimd their training. The next Johnny Manziel could keep that autograph money -
perhaps having it saved for him in a trust fund for when he leaves school. 
It's eitller that or let the courts decide the future of the NCAA. The association is involved in a 
bitter lawsuit regarding player likenesses that some have predicted will end up in the Supreme 
Court. 
The whole agent issue could be streamlined. A restructured NCAA has led some to ask: What 
would be wrong with an undergrad signing with an NCAA-licensed agent while still eligible? 
Ifthat sounds outrageous for an organization typically more conservative than mayonnaise, then 
you've missed the dawn of a new day. Amateurism throughout the years has been a moving 
target for the NCAA. It is what the association has said it is depending on the climate of the 
times. As EmmCli pointed out, at one point in time, scholarships themselves weren't allowed. 
The climate has changed so much lately that the NCAA faces the likelihood of having to 
redefine an amateurism model it has shaped for the last 11 decades. That is one of the basic 
truths ofthe future for an organization that is under fire and perhaps outdated. 
The membership that supposedly is the NCAA is finally, really going to talce control of the 
organization. Those Big 5 conferences don't want legislation dictated by the remainder of 
Division 1. The voting structure will be adjusted so that the wishes of the 65 will trump those of 
the other 285 institutions in D-1. 
"Given all the modem pressures that exist ... the five of us [commissioners] and our 65 
presidents feel VClY strongly," SEC commissioner Mike Slive said. "We want to have a new 
organization." 
It is an uprising of commissioners, but also of athletic directors and lav,yers and technology. 
Think of the Darwinism that is in place. Combine bigger, faster, stronger athletes with cutting
edge equipment and you get an epidemic of concussions. 
That realization has led to a rash oflawsuits that must be addressed or football itself will die. 
And iffootball dies, so does the whole enterprise. The BCS era alone (the last 16 years) saw 



unprecedented growth in the sport that fuels top athletic departments. 
Only the NFL is more important to the American sports consumer than college football. So 
either out ofthat guilt or a sense of fairness, players will be paid. The act will be wrapped in 
those terms like "stipend" and "full cost of attendance." 
As if a free education isn't enough. And perhaps it isn't 

Hardly a free education 
The 20-hour weekly limit on practice and play is sometimes winked at "Voluntmy" offseason 
workouts are anything but Suddenly, that free education doesn't look so free when bodies are 
put on the line for old State U. The full impact ofthose concussions is perhaps decades away 
as medical science catches up. 
There are those, like Bowlsby, who think the future gets us dangerously close to the employee
employer relationship. But at the highest level of college football, that free education hangs in 
the balance at the whim of a coach because the athletic obligation hm; become a job. 
Remember Dan Hawkins' "It's-Division-I-football" rant? In it, the ex-Colorado coach said 
players get three weeks off per year. Do the math. That's 49 weeks per year when they are 
accountable in some way to the football program. 
While the NCAA isn't obsolete just yet, its real or perceived power has waned. A refonn 
movement 2 112 years ago failed miserably. Emmert came under fire for the handling of the 
Miami case. The enforcement department has lost some of its best and brightest talent 
Meanwhile, conferences have become media conglomerates. Conference realignment - - if not 
directly influenced by networks - - was indirectly affected by this simple question: \v11at 
collection of schools makes us the most money? West Virginia is suddenly in the Great Plains
based Big 12. With Missouri, the SEC is in the Midwest. Big East t()Otball no longer exist<;. 
All of it became inevitable when the Supreme Court deregulated college football television. An 
open market created open season for athletic departments seeking the highest dollar for their 
product The BCS would have never evolved if not for our insatiable desire for a championship 
game. That desire has extended to a four- team playoff 
None of them would have come about had not the demand been there. Check your cable bilL 
You're paying for that desire montllly. 
Eventually, those Big 5 conferences forged ahead without the NCAA's blessing in realignment 
They not only didn't need the NCAA they became bigger than tlle association to which tlley 
belonged. As the dialogue has progressed, more than one person has asked the question: What 
do we want to the NCAA to do? 
Certainly its days as a micro manager are over. The absurd is being eliminated. Within the last 
12 months it became allowable for schools to offer such condiment<; as cream cheese at the 
training table. 
If the NCAA is the membership then at least the richest part ofit is about to take over because 
the old ways just don't work. 
It has become evident: Those schools now feel compelled to share revenue from a national 
multi -billion dollar amateur athletic enterprise with tlle partners who helped make that money. 
The players. 
Dennis Dodd writes for CBSSports. com. This article has been reprinted on Clips with the 
authorDs permission To access CBSSports click here. 

Allother timeZv article about paying players was released today by Jon Solomon of 
al.com. He reports on all expert reportjiled this week by jhmler NBA Television 
President Ed Desser 011 behalj4·the () 'Ballllon plaintiff"', in which he wrote that NCAA 
basketball andfootball telecasts are actually more commercialized thall professional 
NBA andNFL telecasts. 

Are televised college sports games news programs or 
commercial events? 
By Jon Solomon, alcom, 1-15-14 

With increasing frequency, the Ed O'Bannon lawsuit against the NCAA is tackling 
the legal question of whether college sports broadcasts are commercial or non-commercial 
speech. The answer may impact whether college athletes are permitted to be paid for use of 
their nanles and images on televised events. 
In an expert repmt filed this week on behalf of the O'Bannon plaintiffs, fmmer NBA Television 
President Ed Desser wrote that NCAA basketball and football telecasts are actually more 
commercialized than professional NBA mId NFL telecasts. 
Desser's reasoning: College sports broadcasts promote universities, resulting in more student 
applications and higher tuition to be charged; regular-season football telecasts lead to 
appearances in sponsor-named bowls; and telecast<; motivate alumni to offer financial SUPPOlt, 
such as donations and purchasing luxury Ix)xes. 
College sports telecasts are essentially "informercials under the guise of entertainment, given the 
massive machines they represent," wrote Desser, who is now a sports media consultant and 
noted he got paid $10,000 a day for his work with the plaintiffs. "No wonder so many 
conferences have already, or are planning, their own dedicated TV networks." 
The NCAA has said that players cannot be paid for appearing on live TV broadcasts because 
the First Amendment protect<; non-commercial speech. In other words, the NCAA says, the 



telecast~ are" matters of intense public interest." 
Donald Remy, the NCAA's chieflegal officer, said in a statement that no court has ever 
accepted the plaintiffs' theory that participants in a televised sporting event may claim a share of 
broadcast revenue simply fi.)r names and faces appearing on camera. 
"Last fall, the Court made clear that plainti±Is' claim can only survive if they produced evidence 
that such broadcasts are 'commercial,' that is, that they are product advertising," Remy said. 
"Plaintiffs, unsurprisingly, have failed to do so." 
Desser's repOlt attempts to make the O'Bannon plaintiffs' case. While Desser notes there are 
newsworthy aspects to games -- the final score, its impact on team standings, a record
breaking performance, a blooper, a player injury - - he says there are significant differences 
between news and sports programs. 
The combination of a planned schedule, staged presentation, known location, consistent game 
length, exclusivity, charged admission, and rights fee payments render sports events non-news, 
Desser says. The selection of news stories on competitive telecasts on different networks is 
often similar, whereas live sport~ telecasts are mm,tly licensed on an exclusive basis to a single 
network, he says. 
Wbile most news event locations are open to the public or authorized individuals are admitted 
free, m1!ior sports events require spectators to pay tor admission, Desser argues. He points out 
that the major three networks - - ABC, NBC and CBS - - have separated news and sports 
divisions, as does Fox Sports and Fox News. 
The NCAA's policies for credentialing the news media at sports events are also substantially 
different than procedures for "the real news media" during newsworthy events, Desser says. 
News organizations may excerpt a small portion of sports highlights without violating the rights 
of the copyright owner in order to balance property interests of the owner with the public's 
right to infonnation, he says. 
"Media outlets are then obliged to operate their businesses in a way that conforms to said 
policies, or risk legal action and/or the realistic possibility of credential or access revocation," 
Desser wrote. 
The commercialization of college sports 
Desser's report goes to great lengths to detail the commercialization of college sports 
broadcasts. 
The average college football game has about 84 commercials - - 24 messages per hour - - and 
even more in BCS games, Desser says. The report cites a study by Richard SouthalL director 
of the College Sport Research Institute, that showed the five BCS telecasts in 2009 averaged 
50 minutes of standard commercial advCltising announcements plus 38 minutes of sponsored 
graphics with verbal references -- a total of88 minutes per game. 
In contrast, Southall found that three minutes per game were devoted to public service 
announcements and less than a half minute per game touched on academics and educational 
commentary. Those findings are "hardly an example ofa fundamentally 'educational' 
broadcast," Desser wrote. 
According to Desser, the 2014 BCS Championship Game between Auburn and Florida State 
included slightly more than 62 minutes of commercial time. He created a log that showed each 
individual commercial units. The most commercial spots: AT&T (nine), Nissan (six), Taco Bell 
(six), Dr. Pepper (five) and Ford (five ). 
A similar analysis by Southall ofthe 2011 NCAA men's basketball tournament found that in
game commercial messages accounted for 44 minutes per game - - four minutes longer than a 
regulation 40-minute basketball game. Just three-tenths of a percent of all the messaging in the 
NCAA Tournament broadcasts was related to education, the study showed. 
The average annual fee of the NCAA's 14-year agreement with CBS and Turner to broadcast 
the men's basketball tournament is $771.4 million, ranging from $653 million to $873 million. 
The average annual fee increased 41.5 percent since the last deal. 
The NCAA received a total of$902 million in "direct dollars" during the 2012- 13 academic 
year, according to Desser's report, which cited information provided by an NCAA official. 
Eighiy-three percent of the dollars came from media and marketing rights, with the NCAA 
using 95.5 percent to fund distributions to schools and pay for operating overhead, the report 
said. 
Desser cites a 2009 report by an NCAA task force examining commercialism in Division I as 
an example of why he says game broadcasts are commercial speech. 
The NCAA report said that" colleges sports as an enterprise is a professional undCltaking ... 
guided by the same sound business principles as any commercial entiiy" which "allows the 
enterprise to compete favorably with professional sports for media attention and commercial 
support." The need for commercial revenue, the NCAA task force wrote, "is as essential to the 
successful future ofthe enterprise as is tl1e continued integration of intercollegiate athletics with 
the values of higher education." 

Jon Solomon writes for al.com. This article has been reprinted on Clips with the 
authorus permission. To access the al.com home page click here 
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To: 
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College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 5:04 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Eyewitness Report: NCAA convention Wed PMlThursAM 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the posh and spacious and California-elegant lobby of the Bayfront Hilton in 
San Diego. As befits its name, the Bayfront sits D litemlly D on San Diego Bay, with impressive 
views of the Coronado peninsula and the tall and spindly Coronado Bridge. Very impressive. 

i 

But enough of the travel brochure stuff letDs get down to busmess. The busmess of the day, of 
the entire week actually, is the NCAA convention. Big, ambitiously scheduled and topically 
diverse, an NCAA convention is like those gears and shafts and interconnected pulleys in a 

Willy Wonka (or Charlie Chaplin,.;-?!-.) ""m""'o_v"'ie-'-_____ ---, 

J( 

Many of the attendees are staying at the 30- story Bayfront Hilton, which sits at one end of the 
very impressive, very large San Diego Convention Center, and D at the far end ( D - mi.?) of the 
convention center sits the equally large, equally impressive Man·iot Marquee. 
Being an incurable lobby rat, well attuned to the basics oftraffic flow, electrical outlets, food 
sources and bathroom facilities, I staked the Clips flag at an D LD intersection at the juncture 
of the fiont desk, the escalator from the convention center and the long hallway to the lobby 
bar. This strategically-located perch will be my MotherShip away from home for a large 
portion of my three-day slay, and I picked the best spot that could be. 
For example, I amjust tinishing up this Clips Eyewitness Report at lOam PT, and, just within 
the past hour, four of the five Big 5 commissioners walked by (and, of course, I greeted each 
one solicitously and respectfully), and dozens ofDl ADs as well. This is my world, these are 
my prime customers, and I am delighted to be able to spend three days in a hotel lobby to see 
and be seen. 
Jet lag is what it is, so I flew in on Tuesday (Newark to LAX) to mitigate the effects. On 
Tuesday I visited with AD Bill Husak and Sf. VP Student Affairs Lane Bove of Loyola 
Marymount University (West Coast Conference) .... more on that visit in an upcoming 



im;tallment. Next was UCLA to visit AD Dan Guerrero and several members of his staff 
Petrina Long, Mark Harlan, Josh Rupprecht, Leslie Dalziel and Alex Timiraos. Then Will 
Gulley took me on a great tour of the great facilities. After a pleasant dinner with my wife [J s 
Aunt Antoinette at the Palomino in Westwood Village I was in my rental Nissan Rogue (a 3-
cylinder whiner that reminded me ofa Cold War Trabant), I was on to OtheO 405* which 
drains into the 5, and I drove the two hours south to San Diego. By now I was up too many 
hours and I stumbled into my son 0 s house in Pacific Beach, conveniently located just 8 miles 
from the San Diego Convention Center. 

*For those unfamiliar with the C alifomia vernacular, interstate highways are 
referred to as Othe 4050 rather than 01-4050 or OInterstate 4050 or OHighway 
405.0 ItDs a California thing. 

When I first walked into the capacious convention center on Wednesday morning, there wa~ a 
line a couple hundred long for registration, so I obediently took my place. (After all, when New 
Yorkers see a line, they reflexively get at the end of it, without even asking what the line is for.) 
The first person I talked to in line was the []newLJ (six months) FAR at Utah, Karen Paisley. 
Very nice person, very nice conversation. 

After ten minutes it dawned on me that there was probably a separate Media registration (and 
there was), so I excused myself and hunted it down. So Karen won the coveted "Clips First 
Person Award," bestowed to the first person I come across. 

Disclaimer: Before I go allY fi.lrther in describing the convention, the NCAA itself 
or the pro alld con of various nJles and proposals, I am obliged to state for the 
record that any organization needs niles, enforcers and arbiters. Elsewise there Os 
chaos. I do IlOt know how the NCAA might change or evolve, but I do know that 
there need~ to be some kind ofstrncture. Elsewise there [Js chaos. It has become 
tediously fashionable to rant and rave about the NCAA (see the rant dujure at the 
bottom of this report), and there have beell several embarrassing g(}(!!s to be sure, 
but the NCAA does tens o.fthousand~ ofho-hum, keep the ship moving activities 
that get very little mention. (No, the NCAA did not pay me to say this). The point 
here is that it makes infinite sense to make the changes to the NCAA that need to 
be made, and then move on into the gloriousfiJture. Translation (re the rnmored 
Dl haves-have-nots re-org): Cooler heads should prevail, and reach an 
OaccomnlOdationO that evelJlone can live with. It might not be 50-50, but you 

goUa ", whal yow r~la do. 

~--~----~--~--------~~ 
On the way to the media registration I ran into Brad Wolverton of The Chronicle of Higher 
Education, and then Stacey Osburn ofthe NCAA. Then I was off into the maw ofthe 
convention. 
Rather than chronological order, let me start with the highlight of my entire Wednesday (and 0 I 
dare say 0 the highlight of most attendees 0 Wednesday as well), which was a truly inspiring, 
entertaining speech by CBS announcer Jim Nantz at the NCAA Keynote Luncheon. 
Paying appropriate homage to dreams, goals and hard work, Nantz took those generic 
attributes and made them uncannily relevant to the administrators and student-atllietes in the 
room. I was particularly struck when Nantz poo-pooed the importance of sports announcers 
knowing all the stats. Rather. he said. announcers should learn how to 0 tell a story. 0 with a 
beginning, a middle and an end. Mind you, I did not write these words in anything near the 
passion or impact as Jim Nantz, but his words alone []basic and simple as they are [J make a 
ton of sense. 
Some of Nantz [] better quotes: 

• Regarding the 24- hour news cycle, talk radio, internet society we now have, he warned 
athletics administrators that OAll student-athletes are now part ofthe media, due to 
social media. 0 Too true? 

• Regarding his somewhat old-fashioned style, OThey [the critics] say IDm too syrupy. I 
did not think that was a negative. That 0 s what I do; 10m just being myself 0 
Wouldn Ot it be great if more people could get themselves into situations in which 0 just 
by being themselves o they can be successful? 

• Regarding the value of being a student-atlliete: [1 You go to college with a dream and 
walk out of there ready to achieve it. LJ 

Nantz closed by describing one of his greatest (and funniest) honors, which was being invited 
by President Bush to a state dinner in 2007 for a visit by Queen Elizabeth, her f1rst visit in 16 
years. He went into hilarious detail about him being seated at the head table with the President 
and the Queen. Bush leaned over to Nantz and said, o You Ore sitting here for a reason. Keep 
the conversation going. 0 



Before and atler lunch for me was saymg hello to bterally dozens of people. In my thirty or so 
conversations the topic that came up most was the keen interest ofthe nation's most powerful 
conferences to have more autonomy on some of college sports' thorniest issues. 
And who did I talk to Wednesday and Thursday morning? LeW s see Carolyn Femovich, Lee 
Reed, Eric Sexton, Don DiJulia, Mike Wolfert, John DDArgenio, Todd Turner, Marie Tuite, 
Mike Slive, John Swo±Iord, Bob Bowles, Richard Ensor, Joe D DAntonio, Vince Nicastro, 
Bob Vecchione, Patti Phillips, Mark Hollis, Dan Gavitt, Irn13 Garcia, David Langford, John 
Suarez, Noreen Hickson, Greg Sankey, Shannon Myers, Gina Lichte, Kathy DeBoer, Scott 
Barnes, Peter Roby, Duer Sharp, Jane Myers, Mark Lewis, Bernie McGlade, Sandy Barber, 
Matt Burgemeister, Kent Haslam, David Roach, Kris Dunbar. Mary-Beth Cooper, Bob 
Williams, Ken Shank, Stefanie Lob. Quincy Adams Wagstaft; Julie Lach, Pat Forde, Pete 
Thamel, Stewart Mandel, Dan Radakovich, and I D m sure I missed a few. 
There are hundreds of issues to be discussed, moved fi)rward or resol ved here at the 
convention, but the hands-down headline-grabber is the, um, what do I call it? .... drum roll 
please . ... the [J governance IJ issue. 
Of course, almost everything at the convention is a [jgovernance LJ issue of some sort or 
another, but this headline-grabber issue has everything to do with establishing rnles that satisfY 
the burgeoning appetites of the 65 schools in the Big 5 conferences. Or maybe iW s just the top 
20 or 30 schools in the Big 5 that actually make what the rest of the world considers a 
Dprofit. D 
This quote from Big 12 Commissioner Bob Bowlsby during the summer, illustrates the width of 
the divide: "Relative to the legislative process, we are very much at a point now where 
we can't get anything that's transforillative through the system. 1 think that's particularly 
felt by seven or eight conferences and the five major conferences in particular. It is just 
very difficult to do anything that would benefit our student athletes or our institutions 
that doesn't get voted down by the larger majority. "One does not have to be adept at 
reading between the lines to understand the message on this one. 
The challenge will be to keep those big-time programs happy while also keeping the other 315 
or not so big-time Dl schools happy as well. 
I think that cooler heads will prevail and reach a compromise. Whether that will be 50-50, 60-
40 or 70-30 remains to be seen. 
Plus NCAA Dl Board Chairman Nathan Hatch told The AP on Wednesday, D1 think the 
board would like to charge others with doing more of the tactical and complicated 
details and the boardshouldfunction more like a board should There are huge issues 
that face the NCA,4 D whatDs the nature of amateurism, whatDs the nature of injuries, 
what do you do when thereLJs a strong critique that it!]s all about the money, what do 
you do to preserve academic integrity? That[Js what the board should be dealing with. [1 

Welcome to the soon-to-be new NCAA? 
Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wl/wv.twitJer.com!@CollegeAthClips 

John Swofford, ACC Commissioner; 
Nick Infante, Clips Editor; 

Mike Slive, SEC Commissioner 



Supplemental reading: 
DI Legislative Council appmves recmiting, safety pmposals NCAA.org 

Fmm the article: UThe council, meeting as part of the 2014 NCAA Convention in 
San Diego, agreed to require Division J schools to report annually to the NCAA all 
fatalities, near-filtalities and catastrophic injuries incurred by student-athletes. [j 

Athletes, Dmgs and Entitlement by Allie Grassgreen, Inside Higher Ed, 1-16-14 

Here 0 s a NCAA rant from Bob Gilbert, retired University of Tennessee news director. This 
rant is typical of many others like it by many other writers out there. It 0 s often open season on 
the NCAA for many writers .. 

Collegefootballrls equivalent of the mafia II the NCAA [J is holding its annual 
convention this week in San Diego. NCAA president lvfark Emmert seized the 
opportunity to once again tell the world what a noble organi:.ation the NCAA is 
and how it is doing its best to represent the we?fare of college athletes. His 
assertion, of course, is not tn/e. The NCA.A Os over-riding objective is to generate 
moneyfor itse!f and its member schools, but especially for itself Big-time college 
athletics are a multi-billion-dollar enterprise, and the NCAA will do nothing to 
disrupt its revenue stream. Behind closed doors 0 away from the prying eyes and 
ears of reporters -- Emmert, his staff and university presidents, speaking in hushed 
tones, will discuss the threats to their money machine . .... and it goes on and on 
ji'om there. 
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IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: "Paying Athletes Won't Bankrupt College Sports[] 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the Clips Bayfmnt Hilton lobby office. 
The highlight of the NCAA convention today was a very interesting 3-hour gathering of about a 
thousand Dl ADs, Sr. Associate ADs, FARs and SWAs in which they hovered at 30,000 feet 
cogitating and ruminating alxmt D 1 governance issues. I will report on that in tomormw 1:.1 s 
riveting and award-worthy Clips Eyewitness Report. 
Their second session tomorrow will take place much closer to ground level. 
Right now, however, the ongoing work of Clips continues. A little while ago I came acmss an 
interesting article from Deadspin.com entitled DNa, Paying Athletes Won't Bankrupt 
College Sports. D The article is reprinted below word-for-word. To have secured reprint 
approval fmm the folks at Deadspin is definitely a coup. A ClipsCoup. This is the first time I 
have ever gotten reprint pemlission from Deadspin, and let D s hope there will be many 
Deadspin reprint pemlissions to come. 
For those who are unfamiliar with Deadspin, it is a collection of odd, unusual and sometimes 
ridiculous items about events and people in sports. Deadspin D s style is decidedly and 
consistently irreverent, with heaping dollops of cynicism, sarcasm and humor (sometimes 
disgni sed as ridicule). 
Here is the Deadspin [1 About Usll video (click here}. 

x 

Tins article was written by one ofDeadspmDs go-to guys, News Editor Barry Petchesky. In 
about a dozen paragraphs he comes to the conclusion that there is money aplenty to pay 
student-athletes. In fact, lris sign-offline is [JSo, yes, the money is there. The only question 
is: Who deserves it? [J 
Hey, it[ls one person[]s opinion, and iU]s always good to be exposed to both sides. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wl/wv.twitJer.com!@CollegeAthClips 

No, Paying Athletes Won't Bankrupt College Sports 

By Barry Petchesky, Deadspin, 1-16-14, 12:22pmET 

The N eAA' s biggest and most bruited argument against compensating players is that 
athletics pmgrams couldn't lake on the additional burden of player salaries without going 
bankrupt. The argument has a certain appeal to a certain kind of fan, the one who tlrinks sports 
took a tum for the worse at mughly half-past Marvin Miller. It's also very wmng. The money's 
already there. 
That's the finding of a repOlt by sport management pmfessor Dr. Daniel Rascher, filed Monday 
on behalf ofthe plaintiffs in O'Bannon vs. NCAA; the case is technically only about athlete 
compensation for tile use of their likenesses in video games. but in reality if s a direct shot at the 
foundational principles of the NCAA. (We'll have more on the latest filings, wlrich together 
amount to a point-by-point rebuttal of every argument commonly made against pay- for-play.) 
Rascher's study, which is below, notes that current Division I revenues would be sufficient 
under a pay-for-play regime; ifs just that right now, without any workti.)rce to pay, an eye
popping share of the money is instead going to head coaches (to say nothing of assistants and 



administmtive staff and plush offices and jewel-encrusted workout rooms). 
Here's the data, the percentages of revenue devoted to head coach salaries at 107 top football 
programs and 60 top basketball progmms, compared with those percentages in the NFL and 
NBA. 

(The seasons are the most recent for winch complete data could be obtamed. But Rascher 
notes that that avemge college football coach's salary went up 59 percent from 2007 to 2012, 
and the avemge college basketball coach's pay rose 112 percent from 2005 to 2012.) 
What do these numbers mean? Most simply, this: Ifthe top NCAA programs paid their 
coaches in line with pro coaches 0 not the same amount but the same percentage of revenue 0 it 
would free up tens of millions of dollars that could be used to, say. pay players. 
Even ifthat doesn't seem like enough, know this: College programs don't always tell the truth 
about their profits 0 sometimes for innocent reasons; sometimes not. 
In a separate report filed in the case last April (also below), Rascher detailed some of the ways 
athletic programs tweak their balance sheets to show a loss even though they're actually turning 
a nice profit. Among those tricks: 

• Not counting donations unless they're specifically made to that progmm. 
• Not counting university- branded merchandise. 
• Not counting a successful progmm's effect on applications, enrollment, and tuition. 
• Undervaluing concessions, parking, and team merchandise. 
• Overvaluing the cost of food, tuition, books, and room and board. 

These games aren't new. A famous 1992 study looked at Western Kentucl-y's claim that its 
athletics department was losing $1.5 million a year. By adjusting for WKU's creative 
accounting practices, the study found that the athletics program was actually turning a profit of 
more than $5 million. 
Rascher told me he believes programs usually aren't being malicious when fudging the numbers. 
Because they're attached to non-profit universities, athletic departments face little pressure to 
show a profit or even to have precise bookkeeping, and "it's simply time-consuming to fly and 
parse out true sources of revenues or expenses." 
But there are glaring exceptions. Rascher notes that the athletics department at Texas counts 
among its expenses out -of- state tuition for every single athlete, whether they're actually from 
out of state or not. That's more money going from athletics to the school's bursar than is 
necessary 0 "an obvious attempt to falsely increase expenses," Rascher says. Why? Smaller 
programs might exaggemte expenses to receive more funding. But, Rascher says, it works the 
other way around too: "Really well-off athletic departments find ways to pay the rest of campus 
so everyone is fine with them doing their thing." 
In court, the NCAA's research czar has argued that roughly two percent of it~ member schools 
show a profit in athletics. Aside from any creative bookkeeping, that's a misdirection because it 
includes every sport at evelY level. OBannon vs. NCAA is only about revenue sports. No one 
is claiming a D- III gymnast should be paid. In this class action, 100 percent of the class is FBS 
football or D- I basketball. 
Take football as an example: 70 percent of the damages claimed focus on the six power 
conferences. An analysis of the 66 football programs in those conferences found that only three 
were in the red: the avemge program's profit was $18 million. 
So, yes. the money is there. The only question is: 'INho deserves it? 





This article has been reprinted on Clips with the permission (!!Deadspin.com. 

To access the 21-page redacted report by sport management professor Dr. Daniel 
Rascher, jiledMonday on beha!f qfthe plaintf/Js in O'Bannon vs. NCAA, click here 
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Clips Eyewitness Report: NCAA convention to go down in history? 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

An NCAA convention that will go down in history? 

Greetings from the Clips CalifomiaShip, which in this case is my son [] s bachelor pad in Pacific 
Beach, a neo-Bohemian section of San Diego about five miles from the downtown andlJas 
befits its name [lit is hard by the very scenic, very lovely Pacific coast. PB has been my base of 
operations (that is, other than the lobby ofthe Bayfront Hilton) for these past six days, one 
before and two after the three busiest days of the NCAA convention. 
This riveting, award-worthy Clips Eyewitness RepOlt is being written about 48 hours after the 
conclusion ofthe second session of the Division I Govel1lance Dialogue. I made a selfless, 
business-first decision to extend my stay here in southel1l Califol1lia in order to experience the 
totality ofthe convention and to visit with a half-dozen Clips subscribers at their campuses. By 
doing so I have forsaken all the comfOlts of the MotherShip way back east. 
Even better, this passage oftime has also allowed me the luxury of reading and re-reading the 
po stings ofthe Fourth Estate (three of which I have included below). 
But first, before I provide my both-sides-of-the-issues overview of all things NCAA, let me 
remind Clips readers of several factoids relevaut to the college sports issues on the table: 

• Obviously, in any walk oflife, nobody is really, truly [J equal. [] (I have used [J equal [] in 
quotation marks in this eyewitness report because they are wOlds that have been 
hijacked to describe a mythical, fictional, aspirational status among peoples, rights, 
states, etc.) One could easily get caught up in wordage here 0 and philosophers, 
philologists and metaphysics in the audience could have a field day picking apmt the 
common mauD s short-cut term of o equality 0 o but what we refer to as DequalD is 
vastly more proximate than absolute. True equality is very seldom found in real life, other 
thau mathematical absolutes like 2+ 2~4. 

• One of the go-to buzz words in SPOltS (pro or college) for DequalityD is o parity. 0 I 
believe the best example of parity in sports is the NFL, where their implied objective is 
to have every team finish at 8-8. 

• In college sports, the perception of equality has been dramatically distorted since the 
1984 NCAA v. Board of Regents of the University of Oklahoma ruling, and it has 
accelerated over the past decade (thank you ESPNCBSFOXETAL). 

• The Era of the Furious Frantic Realignment (I just made that up) flashed across the 
fruited plain over the past two and a half years, aud now that the dust has settled, we are 
left with five giaut D 1-A conferences (infonnally lmown as Dthe Big Five, 0 although 
somebody, anybody could/should come up with something more clever than that). And 
now there are 27l!!-giant DI-A, Dl-AA and Dl-AAA conferences. 

• The average athletics budget of the 65 0 Big 5 0 schools is probably $60 million or so, 
while the average among the 285 non- Big 5 schools is about $25 million. Equality? 

• The gulfis not just between the DI-As and other DIs, but also between the other 750 
or so D2 and D3 schools in the NCAA. 

• Conferences I] especially D 1 conferences, and especially especially the Big Five have 
inherited/acquired significautly more power (read: media clout; read: money; read [] 
distributions) 0 over the past three decades. Curiously, conferences officially have little 
direct role in the govel1lance of the NCAA. I don Dt know if that is a good thing or a 
bad thing? 

• A vast number of Americaus are either non- faus or casual fims of college 
footballibasketball 0 like maybe 230 million or so out of 330 million US residents 0 mld 
their limited perception is that they are more professional than amateUl: that tax 
exemptions are unwarranted and that they are a lesser part of higher education than they 
purport to be. These are the people who could conceivably pressure their congressmen 
to [J do something about college football. [J 

But enough ofthe history lesson, the made- up words, the supp.)sitions and meanderings, let[] s 



get down to heart of the matter: Will this 2014 NCAA convention go down in college sports 
history? 
Big, am hitiously scheduled and topically diverse, all NCAA conventions are like those 
gears and shafts and interconnected pulleys in a Rube Goldberg drawing. Multiple meetings 
being held simultaneously, multiple sites, multiple days, multiple constituencies and multiple 
opportunities for glitches. All of these were in abundance, except for glitches. There may have 
been glitches, but I never saw any. Kudos to the NCAA folks for their convention- hosting 
expe!tise. 
Of course, the DI Dgovemance issueD (aka: the Big Five DautonomyD issue) has been front 
and center ever since the crash-and-bum veto of the $2,000 stipend proposal last year. Alas. 
all the other hundreds of issues, meetings and proposals basically got lost due to the outsized 
importance ofthe autonomy issue. For many DI attendees the governance issue was why they 
attended. More than a couple dozen DI ADs told me that this was the first time they had 
attended a convention in quite some time. 
There are now 184 DI ADs who are Clips subscribers, so it was not diflicult for me to say 
hello to or talk with about fifty of them. The topic of conversation almost always was the 
autonomy issue, and, no surprise, time after time I heard D pa!ty line D statements from the 
ADs. If they were Big 5 ADs they told me D in velY general terms D that D all D they wanted was 
to have a bigger say in mnning their own business. If they were non Big 5 ADs they told meDin 
very general telms Dthat they D d be happy if the big guys D do whatever they want in football, 
but everything else should stay the same. D 
The much-anticipated D Division I Governance Dialogue D was a meaty, wearying. 
exacting, profound, reflective exercise lasting seven hours on two days. 
The venue for our seven hours? .. Imagine a jumbo banquet room almost a football field in size; 
laid out with over a hundred 12-person round tables; a 20-foot ceiling, with J.ifty- foot 
perimeters on all sides (with about a hundred chairs for spectators); and a four- foot high, 100-
foot wide podium bracketed by two 15 foot by 30 screen. 
Jean Frankel, president ofIdeas for Action was in charge of the proceedings for all seven 
hours. Jean has been working with the NCAA for over a year, and she was the absolute right 
person for marshaling and prodding participants to articulate their thoughts about fine- tuning the 
governance stmcture. 
Any organization had better get their core values right and Frankel patiently and methodically 
coaxed the participants through the gritty exactitude of core values, deleting words, adding 
words, arld then deleting again. Eight hundred people can have a lot of different opinions. 
At one corner were two tables for the media, and we were far enough away from most tables 
that there was plenty of outspoken banter and critique at the appropriate moments. And at the 
inappropriate moments as well. 
SEC commissioner Mike Slive was seated at a table just 30 feet away from us, and non Big 5 
Mountain West commissioner Craig Thompson and non Big 5 Conference USA commissioner 
Britton Banowsky were sitting on both sides ofSlive (see photo below) A coincidence? 

X 

Media members were permitted to walk through the room while the table-by-table dialogues 
were taking place. and your Clips editor got plenty of exercise wandering around the room. It 
occurred to me that I had never been in the presence of so marlY D 1 ADs in the same place. 

One of the polls taken by the handheld electronic clicker devices asked attendees to identify 
themselves by title, and 37% identified themselves as I1Athletic Director. [j Letl! s see, .37 
times 800 is 296 ADs. Wow. If accurate, that means only 54 out of3S0 D 1 ADs were not 
there. 
Although autonomy was the proverbial elephant in the room, it was only a small part of the 
entire proceedings. One carne during a poll revealing that 70% ofthe participants (58% in 
SUppOlt and 12'ro neutral) were not opposed to an autonomous voting body for the Big Five 
conferences. This is significant because the audience consisted of approximately 80% non Big 
Five ADs. Fait accompli? 
Clips has always maintained an overarching policy of neutrality, and one offshoot of that is 
an avoidance of playing favorites among our AD subscribers. Well, actually we do play 
favorites. AU Clips AD subscribers are our favorites. And two of those favorites reminded me 
why they are my favorites when they spoke during the D 1 Dialogue. 
First, regarding the notion that ADs should be more involved in mnning the show, North 
Carolina State AD Debbie Yow emphatically [of course, does Debbie actually know how to 
talk in any matter other than emphatically? J said, 'There is only one group that 365 days a 
year. 24 hours a day, seven days a week is devoted to this enterprise, and we should be 



included in the leadership." That statement drew one of the loudest instances of applause over 
the whole two days. 
Second was Northeastern AD Peter Roby. He articulated his concern over an ever-\videning 
gap: 0 I worry that the gap is going to get so large that the notion of competitive opportunity 
might not be possible for the rest of us. I don't think we're under the illusion that a 
Northeastern, or anyone in the mid-major categOlY, is going to win [basketball] national 
championships. But those differences in revenue should be obstacles that prevent us, if we get 
in the tournament, from being able to win some games and advance. I just hope there are some 
concessions, and maybe some of us have the opportunity to compete a little more fairly. LJ 
To which SLcomlls Pete Thamel added, IlOne potentially significant takeaway from this 
week will be that the rich will continue to get richer, and the financial gap between the 
Big Five and the field could well turn into a canyon. 0 

Coming soon .... eyewitness reports of visits to the campuses of Southern California Clips 
subscribers ... . 

Have a good Sunday/Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
'vV\V'vv.twitter.Gom!@CollegeAthC!ips 

Sun is shining on NCAA reforms as power conferences push for 
change 
By Dennis Dodd, CBSSports, 1-17-14 

SAN DIEGO -- At 10:40 a.m. Pacific time Friday, the sun came up. 
Unofficially, of course. But in terms of enlightenment it was a new day in the stuffY, 
bureaucratic suit-and-tied world of the NCAA. At 10:40 Friday morning 800 college 
administrators stuffed into a convention center cOlJierence room were asked: Do you support 
the concept of autonomy for the five BCS conferences? 
Seventy percent were not opposed to the idea. (58 percent at least supported the concept, 12 
percent were neutral.) Seventy percent were OK with ceding unprecedented power to the 65 
BCS schools in the ACC, Big 12, SEC, Pac-12 and Big Ten. 
Seventy percent essentially signed off on kids having agents while in school, kids getting some 
sort of compensation above their free education. 
They all are concepts right now, but concepts that were in the heads of the voters, most of 
which were administrators from non-BCS (lower revenue) schools. 
They handed the keys to a decades-old amateurism model to those high-resource 65. 
"A comfort level," NCAA president Mark Emmert said "has arisen." 
Never mind that America's Finest City had earned its reputation outdoors while that 800 or so 
were stuck inside the past two days. But they actually got something done at the NCAA 
Convention Division I governance dialogue. Something that is going to resonate for years. 
Something that is going to change the way you view your favorite school. 
Something that is going to make us forget what we were missing tlus week -- 80 and sunny. 
The poll had no official impact but it was a referendum on the most prickly off- field issue of tile 
day: How much does the nation's most IXnverful amateur body want to allow itself to become 
professionalized? 
Perhaps a lot as it turns out. 
"The [existing] model was unsustainable," said Barrett Jones, a former Alabama All-American, 
in town to accept an NCAA award. "It had to change" 
That model for him, as he described it to the CBSSports.com, included leaving lum only $200 
to live on per month after he paid rent and utilities in his of I- campus apartment. 
"Professionalize college players? I don't think this does," Jones said of the concept of a stipend 
that would subsidize that free education. 
"1 love Alabama [but] we made $30 million this year. That seems kind of unfair because it's 
free labor 0 The answer is to give them [players] a higher stipend. We're not even allowed to 
have jobs, really." 
Everything is potentially on the table. Agents, revenue from the sales of jerseys and autographs 
going to players. Collegiate Olympic prospects could solicit money so they could afford to 
train. 
"If you went to Oregon, Nike would pay you," Jones theorized "but who cares'?" 
None of it is finalized. These discussions will go on for months. Speaking to admitustrators this 
week, it seems the limits begin at length of season (no additional regular- season games) and 



scholarship limits (no more than the current 85 in football). 
But the realization became, well, real on Friday. Those power conferences control the market, 
the mles and the purse strings. Let them spend away - - within reason. 
"We're signatories to a near $7 billion college football playofI"contract," Mountain West 
commissioner Craig Thompson reminded. "That's the separation ifium the restj." 
With gobs of cash comes great responsibility. The example has been used over and over. If 
rauk-aud- file students can profit fium a scholarship - - study overseas at Oxford, for example -
- why can't athletes? 
"They're at the top oftheir field in academics. We're at the top of our field in athletics," Jones 
said. 
Jones is that elite athlete and scholar, at the top of any food chain you want to name -
academic all-American, all-SEC, three-time national champion, accounting major, graduated 
early. He just completed his rookie season fi.)r the Rams. Jones was in town to accept a 
Today's Top Ten award that honors athletes for academic, athletic and community service 
achievement 
He also grew up in Memphis, Tenn., next to super agent Jimmy Sexton, who just happens to 
represent him. 
That sort of completes the circle drawn here in San Diego. SEC commissioner Mike Slive was 
somewhat grateful for the straw poll result It validated his stated mission to loosen mles 
regarding interaction with agents. 
"We need to respect the dreams and aspirations of the young men and women who believe 
that professional sports is their career path," Slive said. "If you desire to be a concert pianist 
our institutions bend over backwards to help you get to the New York Symphony." 
No one really kuows how it's all going to shake out Fonner NCAA enforcement director Julie 
Roe Lach was once part of an NCAA group that deregulated amateurism standards. It was 
decided long ago that it was OK for athlete to be a pro in one sport and still be an amateur in 
another. Think John Elway, the Yankees prospect, while he played football at Stanfi.)rd. 
"So on the back end, as people are nearing end of college career, do we really care that they 
are preparing for the next step?" Roe Lach asked. "As long it's not influencing the integrity of 
the gaulC" 
Y eab, well, there's that Allowing college kids to sign with agents carries all kinds of 
implications. 
"You don't want the wide receiver to have an agent and the agent to say, 'I don't want him to 
take a pass across the middle,'" she said. "On the other hand, the student-athlete his last year 
needs to have some professional advice." 
Underclassmen have long been allowed to get draft evaluations. But with a record 96 players 
coming out early for the NFL, a lot of them obviously have not thought this thing through. 
Based on previous results there are going to be a lot of future insurance salesmau (aka 
undrafted) come draft day on May 8. 
"Democracy cau be messy at times. Not that this was necessarily," ACC commissioner John 
Swofford said Friday. "Part of this was positive, that's not easy." 
Not with a wide rauge of interests in the dialogue that harkened back to the days when schools 
voted on issues with paddles. (Green for "yes," red for "no")' 
"I was gratified," Slive, one of the most powelful persons in that room. "This allows us to 
function in a way that is much more consistent with the way the mles are going to look like 
going forward." 
Slive and his four BCS commissioner peers have wielded a mostly velvet hammer over tile last 
few months. Not an our-way-or-else type thing, but dam close. 
Not one ofthem rose to speak during the two days ofthe dialogue. They didn't have to. Their 
wishes were implied. 
"The silence," said one BCS-Ievel AD, "was deafi:ming." 
During these two days you could literally see presidential power slip away. The NCAA board 
will have to ratifY changes but those collegiate CEOs have had their chance. They kuow that 
It's a new day -- one where it's always sunny in the SEC, Big 12, ACC, Big Ten and Pac-12. 

Dennis Dodd writes for CBSSports. com This article has been reprinted on Clips with the 
authorDs permission. To access CBSSport.5 click here 

NCAA poised to create separate voting bloc for SEC, Big Ten, 
ACC, Pac-12, Big 12 
By Pat Forde, Yahoo Sports, 1-17-14 
SAN DIEGO [J The big leagues appear poised to get their way and their own voting bloc 

within the NCAA. 
Polling ofthe roughly 800 administrators at the NCAA convention's dialog on govemance 
revealed solid support for an autonomous voting body for the five most powerful conferences 
D the SEC, Big Ten, ACC, Pac-I2 and Big 12. Fitly-eight percent ofthose administrators D 
from all levels of NCAA membership D were in support of autonomy for the power 
conferences; 30 percent were opposed; 12 percent were neutraL 



To NCAA president Mark Emmert, that's a signiticant change in outlook. 
"It makes sense for the five big revenue conferences to have their own voice," Emmert told 
Yahoo Sports Friday. "A year ago that would have been a very difticult conversation. Now 
[member schools] are saying, 'Yeah, that makes sense.' [1 People have just become more 
comfortable with the ideas and concepts of it' " 
The process still will take time. Wake Forest president Nathan Hatch, the chair of the Division 
I Board of Directors, said there will be more focused discussion on the NCAA's new 
governing structure in April, and individual conferences will then have a chance to discuss those 
findings at their spring meetings. Then the proposals can be put to a fornlal vote. 
"We hope to have it wrapped up and approved by summer," Hatch said. 
The most publicized change the power conferences want to make is increasing compensation 
for athletes via a full-cost -of- attendance stipend. As it currently stands, there is a gap ranging 
from a few hundred dollars to several thousand dollars for most athletes between what their 
scholarship covers and the actual cost ofattending college. Power conference leaders have 
tried for two years to pass legislation to increase athlete compensation, but have been outvoted 
by schools with less revenue to share. 
"There is support [in the ACC] for the general concept and taking a fresh look at the 
scholarship itsel[" ACC commissioner John Swofford said. "There's also a very strong feeling 
that whatever is done needs to be education- based and good for student-athletes. D The 
natural answer to that is full cost of education." 
But there are plenty of schools from outside the football-driven power structure who are 
concerned about what such legislation might mean for them. They see this as a chance for the 
rich schools to fmiher distance themselves from the mid-major and low-m'\ior programs that 
would not be able to afford the additional cost. 
"I worry that the gap is going to get so large that the notion of competitive opportunity might 
not be possible ft)r the rest of us," said Northeastern athletic director Peter Roby, who was 
perhaps the most outspoken person in the two days of meetings. "I don't think we're under the 
illusion that a Northeastern, or anyone in the mid-major category, is going to win [basketball] 
national championships. But those differences in revenue should be obstacles that prevent us, if 
we get in the tournament, from being able to win some games and advance. 
"I just hope there are some concessions, and maybe some of us have the opportunity to 
compete a little more fairly." 
Those concerns were clear to Emmert, but he sounds like a leader who understands which 
direction the movement is headed. 
"I think a lot of members are very worried about that," he said. "And that worry is celtainly 
understandable. There already are some enorruous economic gaps and competitive 
advantages. But the members that have more resources want to use them for the betterruent of 
student-athletes." 
If there was one area of underlying tension at this NCAA convention, it centered on the tug of 
war between president<; and athletic directors for control of college athletics. For the past year, 
ADs have grown more vocal in their dissatisfaction with being essentially cut out of the 
decision-making process. 
"There is only one group that 365 days a year, 24 hours a day, seven days a week is devoted 
to this enterprise," North Carolina State athletic director Debbie Yow said Thursday. "And we 
should be included in the leadership." 
That statement drew applause from an audience that was nearly 40 percent athletic directors. 
Presidents noted the sentiment for a stronger AD presence D but still seem reluctant to cede 
too much control. The president<; were firru in saying they still want to run the show, despite an 
acknowledged lack of expertise on some of the issues. 
Expect that debate to continue to simmer. 
After an exhausting, occasionally cacophonous and otlen tedious two days of discussion, three 
things were certain: a lot of administrators got a chance to be heard; change is coming; and 
some people aren't going to like it. That's VeJY American and emblematic ofthe complexity of 
college sports. 
"Democracy," Swofford said "can be messy at times." 

Pat Forde writes for Yahoo Sports. This article has been reprinted on Clips with the 
authorDs permission. To access the Yahoo Sports home page click here 
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College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Thursday, January 23,20146:55 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Update: 1-24-14 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the MotherShip. Yes, the real MotherShip. the one in a bunker several 
hundred feet under the W 40 0 470 N74 0 180 coordinates halfway between Nyack NY 
and Lawrenceville NJ. 

After attending three days of the NCAA convention in San Diego, weekending in the Pacific 
Beach section of SD, criss-crossing the greater LA area to visit with several Clips subscribers, 
and then enduring a 14-hour ordeal back to the east coast I have finally made it back to the 
cozy environs of the MotherShip. 
Below is a rare Thursday evening Clips Update (due to the ambitious activities described 
above). In addition, tomorrow I hope to put the finishing touches on another riveting, award
worthy Clips RoadTripReport which will be likely entitled DThe Rest of the Road Trip, 0 
wherein I will wow Clips readers about my visits to schools and conferences in the LA area, as 
well as other logistical oddities. 
Have a good Friday. Have a good weekend. 

Nick Infimte 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W"NIN.twitter.comi@CollegeAthClips 

Rememb,'r, you must be logged in with your username ami passwm·d to view the 
articles (below) on the website. If you are not logged in you will get a blank white 
screen. 
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IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Monday Update: 1-27-14 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the Clips SundayNightShip. Hope you are well. 
ShOJi and sweet this time. Here are the new postings since last week. 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
'vV\V'vv.twitter.Gom!@CollegeAthC!ips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the 
articles (below) on the website. If you are not logged in you will get a blank white 
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eFlash: Recmiting girls for college sport, becoming the norm? 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

MondayMomingGreetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
Here belowDabove the fold, on the front page oftodayDs New York Times, amidst the 
headlines of drones in Afghani~;tan and legal cannabis [1 is the latest of many recent articles 
about the recruitment of middle school aged girls (whose bodies mature earlier than boys) that 
play travel or elite level soccer, lacrosse, field hockey and volleyball. 
From the srticle: 

In todayDs sports world, students are offeredfull scholarships before they have 
taken theirfirst College Boards, or even the Preliminary SAT exams. Coaches at 
colleges large and small flock to watch 13- and 14-year-old girls who they hope 
willfill out their future rosters. This is happening despite N.CAA. rules that 
appear to explicitly prohibit it. 
The heated race to recruit ever younger players has drastically accelerated over 
the last five years, according to the coaches involved It is generally traced back 
to the professionalization of college and youth sports, a shift that has transfomled 
soccer and other recreational sports from after-school activities into regimens 
requiring strength coaches and managers. 
The practice has attracted little public notice, except when it has occasionalZv 
happened in fhotball (md in basketball. But a review of recruiting data and 
interviews with coaches indicate that it is actually occurring much more 
frequently in sports that never make a dime for their colleges. 
Early scouting has also become more prevalent in womenDs sports than menDs, 
in part because girls mature sooner than boys. But coaches say it is also an 
unintended consequence of Title IX, the federal law that requires equal spending 
on menDs and womenDs sports. Colleges have sharply increased the number of 
womenDs sports scholarships they offer, leading to a growing number of coaches 
chasing talent pools that have not expanded as quickly. In soccer, for instance, 
there are 322 women[Js soccer teams in the highest division, upfrom 82 in 1990. 
There are now 204 menLJs soccer teams. 

Read on, Dear Reader, read on . 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
vw,w.twitter.com/@CollegeAthClips 

Committing to Play for a College, Then Starting 9th Grade 
By NathanielPoppeljan, New York Times, 1-27-14,2,792 words 

SANFORD, Fla. D Before Haley Berg was done with middle school, she had the 
numbers fi.)r 16 college soccer coaches programmed into the iPhone she protected with a 
Justin Bieber case. 
She was all of 14, but Hales, as her friends call her, was already weighing offers to attend the 
University of Colorado, Texas A&M and the University of Texas, free of charge. 
Haley is not a once-in-a-generation talent like LeBron James. She just happens to be a very 
good soccer player, and that is now valuable enough to set off a fi"enzy among college coaches, 
even when D or especially when D the athlete in question has not attended a day of high 
school. For Haley, the process ended last summer. a few weeks before ninth grade began, 
when she called the coach at Texas to accept her offer of a scholarship four years later. 
[JWhen I started in seventh grade, I didnmthink they would talk to me that early, [j Haley, 
now 15, said after a tournament late last month in Central Florida, where Texas coaches 



showed up to watch the her juke past defenders, blond ponytail bouncing behind. 
[lEven the coaches told me, []Wow, we [ire recruiting an eighth grader, [j [J she said. 
In todaYLJ s sports world, students are offered full scholarships before they have taken their first 
College Boards, or even the Preliminary SAT exams. Coaches at colleges large and small flock 
to watch 13- and 14-year-old girls who they hope will fill out their future rosters. Tlus is 
happelung despite N.CAA. rules that appear to explicitly prohibit it. 
The heated race to recruit ever younger players has drastically accelerated over the last five 
years, according to the coaches involved. It is generally traced back to the professionalization 
of college and youth sports, a shift that has transfonned soccer and other recreational sports 
from after- school activities into regimens requiring strength coaches and managers. 
The practice has attracted little public notice, except when it has occasionally happened in 
football and in basketball. But a review of recruiting data and interviews with coaches indicate 
that it is actually occurring much more frequently in sports that never make a dime for their 
colleges. 
Early scouting has also become more prevalent in women[Js sports than menLJs, in part 
because girls mature sooner than boys. But coaches say it is also an unintended consequence 
of Title IX, the federal law that requires equal spending on men 0 s and women 0 s sports. 
Colleges have sharply increased the number of women 0 s sports scholarships they offer, 
leading to a growing number of coaches chasing talent pools that have not expanded as 
quickly. In soccer, for instance, there are 322 women 0 s soccer teams in the highest division, 
up from 82 in 1990. There are now 204 men 0 s soccer teams. 
OIn womenOs soccer, there are more scholarships than there are good players, 0 said Peter 
Albright, the coach at Richmond and a regular critic of early recruiting. OIn menOs sports, itO s 
the opposite. 0 
While women [J s soccer is generally viewed as having led the way in early recruiting, lacrosse, 
volleyball and field hockey have been following and occasionally surpassing it, and other 
women[]s and men[]s sports are becoming involved each year when coaches realize a 
possibility of getting an edge. 
Precise numbers are difficult to come by, but an analysis done for The New York Times by the 
National Collegiate Scouting Association, a company that consults with families on the 
recruiting process, shows that while only 5 percent of men 0 s basketball players and 4 percent 
of football players who use the company commit to colleges early 0 before tlle official 
recruiting process begins 0 the numbers are 36 percent in women 0 s lacrosse and 24 percent 
in women 0 s soccer. 
At umversities with elite teanlS like North Carolina and Texas, the rosters are almost entirely 
filled by the time official reclUiting begins. 
V,rhile the fierce competition for good female players encourages the pursuit of younger 
reclUits, men[j s soccer has retained a comparably relaxed rhythm LJ only 8 percent of 
N.C.S.A. [is male soccer athletes commit early. 
For girls and boys, the trend is gaining steam despite the unhappiness of many of the coaches 
and parents who are most heavily involved, many of whom worry about the psychological and 
physical toll it is taking on youngsters. 
DIm s detrimental to the whole development ofthe sport, and to tlle girls, 0 Haley 0 s future 
coach at Texas, Angela Kelly, said at the Florida tournanlent. 
The difficulty, according to Ms. Kelly and many other coaches, is that if they do not do it, other 
coaches will, and will snap up all ofthe best players. Many parents and girls say that 
committing early ensures they do not miss out on scholarship money. 
After the weekend in Florida, the coach at Virginia, Steve Swanson, said, OTo me, itOs the 
singular biggest problem in college athletics. [j 
The N.C.A.A. rules designed to prevent all of this indicate that coaches cannot call players 
until July after their jnnioryear of high school. Players are not supposed to commit to a college 
until signing a letter of intent in the spring of their semoryear. 
But these rules have enonnous and widely understood loopholes. The easiest way for coaches 
to circumvent the rules is by contacting the students tllrough their high school or club coaches. 
Once the students are alerted, they can reach out to the college coaches themselves with few 
limits on what they can talk about or how often they can call. 
Haley said she was having phone conversations with college coaches nearly every mght during 
the eighth grade. 
DIm s Killing All ofU sO 
The early reclUiting machine was on display during the Florida toumament, where Haley played 
alongside hundreds of other teenage girls at a sprawling complex of perfectly mowed fields. 
A Sunday afternoon ganle between 14-year-olds from Texas and Ohio drew coaches from 
Miami, Arizona, Texas and U.C.L.A. LJ the most recent Division I national champion. Milling 
among them was the most storied coach in women [J s soccer, Anson Dorrance of North 
Carolina, who wore a dark hat and sunglasses that made him look like a poker player as he 
scanned the field. 
Mr. Dorrance, who has won 22 national championships as a coach, said he was spending his 
entire weekend focusing on the youngest girls at the toumament, those in the eightll and ninth 
grades. Mr. Dorrance is credited with being one of the first coaches to look at younger 
players, but he says he is not happy about the way the practice has evolved. 
DIm s killing all of us, 0 he said. 



Mr. Dorrance [] s biggest complaint is that he is increasingly making early ofIers to players who 
do not pan out years later. 
[lIfyou canLJt make a decision on one or two looks, they go to your competitor, and they 
make an ofIer, [] he said. [1 You are under this huge pressure to make a scholarship offer on 
their first visit. 0 
The result has been a growing number of girls who come to play for him at North Carolina and 
end up sitting on the bench. 
o ltD s killing the kids that go places and don 0 t play, 0 he said. 0 It 0 s killing the schools that 
have all the scholarships tied up in kids who can Ot play at theirlevel. ltD s just, well, itD s 
actually rather destructive. 0 
The organizer of the Florida event, the Elite Clubs National League, was set up a few years 
ago to help bring together the best girls 0 soccer teams from around the countly, largely for the 
sake of recruiters. At the recent even!, in an Orlando suburb, an estimated 600 college 
coaches attended as 158 teams played on 17 fields over the course of three days. 
Scouts were given a hospitality tent as well a<; a special area next to the team benches, not 
accessible to parent<;, to set up their folding chairs. Nearly every youth club had a pamphlet [1 
handed out by a parent during the ganlCs 0 with a head shot, academic records, soccer 
achievements and personal contact information for each player. 
While the older teams, for girls in their final two years of high school, drew crowds of 
recruiters, they were generally from smaller and less competitive universities. Coaches from 
colleges vying for national championships, like Mr. Dorrance, spent most of their weekend 
watching the youngest age group. 
Despite the rush, there is a growing desire among many coaching groups to push back. At a 
meeting of women 0 s lacrosse coaches in December, nearly every group session was 
dedicated to complaints about how quickly the tTend was moving and discussions about how it 
might be reversed. In 2012, the Intercollegiate Men [1 s Lacrosse Coaches Association 
proposed rule changes to the N.C.A.A. to curtail early recruiting. But the N.CA.A. declined 
to lake them up, pointing to a moratorium on new recruiting rules. (At the same time, though, 
the N.C.A.A. passed new rules allowing unlimited texting and calls to basketball recruits at an 
earlier age.) 
o The most frustrating piece is that we haven Ot been able to get any traction with the 
N.CAA.,O said Dom Starsia, the menOs lacrosse coach at Virginia. o There Os a sense that 
the N.C.A.A. doesnOt wantto address this topic at all. 0 
In an interview, Steve Mallonee, the managing director of academic and membership affairs for 
the N.CA.A., reiterated his orgallizationO s moratorium on new recruiting rules. He said the 
new IUles on texting and calling were allowed because they were a o presidential initiative. 0 
Mr. Mallonee said the N.C.A.A. did not track early recruiting because it happened outside of 
official channels. He added that new IUles trying to restrict the practice would be hard to 
enfi)rce because of the unofficial nature ofthe commitments. 
[JWe are trying to be practical and realistic and not adopt a bunch of rules that are 
unenforceable and too dit1icult to monitor, 0 he said. 
Club Coaches in Key Role 
The early recruiting system has given significant power to club coaches, who serve as 
gatekeepers and agents for their players. 
One of the most outspoken critics of this process is Rory Dames, the coach of one of the most 
successful youth club teams, the Chicago Eclipse. In Florida, Mr. Dames kept a watchful eye 
on his players between games, at the pool at the Marriott where they were staying. As the 14-
and 15-year-old girls went down the water slide, he listed the colleges that had called him to 
express interest in each one. 
[lNotre Dame, North Carolina and Florida State have called about her, [] he said as one ninth 
grader barreled down the slide. 
Another slid down behind her. [lU.N.C., U.C.L.A. and I can[Jt even remember who else 
called me about her, 0 he said. 
Mr. Dames said that he kept a good relationship with those programs but that he generally 
refilsed to connect colleges with girls before their sophomore year in high school, when he 
thinks they are too young to be making decisions about what college to attend. 
Some colleges, though, do not take no for an answer and try to get to his players through team 
managers or other parents. After one such email wasforwardedtohim.Mr. Dames shot back 
his own message to the coach: 0 How you think this reflects positively on your university I 
would love to hear. 0 
He did not hear back. Mr. Dames said that when his players wait, they tlnd scholarship money 
is still available. 
Most club coaches, though, are more cooperative than Mr. Dames and view it as their job to 
help facilitate the process, even ifthey think it is happening too early. 
Michael o ONeill, the director of coaching at one ofthe top clubs in New Jersey, Players 
Development Academy, said that he and his staffhelped set up phone calls so his players did 
not miss out on oPpoltunities. They also tutor the players on handling the process. 
o You almost have to, 0 Mr. 0 ONeill said. 0 If you don Ot, you can get left behind. 0 
Once the colleges manage to connect with a player, they have to deal with the prohibition on 
making a formal scholarship offer before a player 0 s final year oflrigh school. But there is now 
a well-evolved process that is informal but considered essentially binding by all sides. Most 



sports have popular websites where commitments are tallied, and coaches can keep up with 
who is on and off the market. 
Either side can make a different decision after an informal commitment, but this happens 
infrequently because players are expected to stop talking with coaches from other programs 
and can lose offers if they are spotted shopping around. For their part, coaches usually stop 
recruiting other players. 
D You play this goofY game of musical chairs, D said Alfred Yen, a law professor at Boston 
College who has written a scholarly a1ticle on the topic a1ld also saw it up close when his son 
was being recruited to play soccer. D Only in this gallle. if you are sitting in a chair, someone 
can pull it out from under you. D 
Mr. Yen said that colleges withdrew their offers to two boys his son played with, one of whom 
ended up in junior college and the other at a significantly less prestigious university. Other 
players who made early decisions went to colleges where they were unhappy, leading them to 
transfer. 
The process can be particularly tricky fi)r universities with high academic standards. 
Ivy League colleges, which generally have the toughest standards ti)r admission, generally 
avoid recruiting high school freshmen, but the programs do not stay out of the process 
altogether, according to coaches at the colleges, who spoke on the condition of anonymity 
because they were not authorized to discuss the topic. 
Two Ivy League coaches said they were generally able to look at players with a grade-point 
average above 3.7 and a score above 2,000 on the College Boards D out of 2,400 D much 
lower than the standard for nonathlete applicants. Ivy League coaches can put their recruits on 
a list of preferred candidates given to admissions officers, who in tum help the process along 
by telling coaches in the summer atler an athlete D s junior year whether the player is likely to be 
admitted [J months before other applicants find out. 
Fearing a Toll on Minds 
At the Florida toumamen~ many players said they had given up all other recreational sports in 
middle school to play soccer year round. 
A growing body of academic studies has suggested that this sort of specialization can take a 
toll on young bodies, leading to higher rates of injury. 
For many parents, though, the biggest wony is the psychological pressure falling on 
adolescents, who are often ill equipped to determine what they will want to study in college, 
and where. 
These issues were evident on the last morning of the Florida event on the sidelines of a game 
involving the Dallas Sting. Scott Lewis, the father of a high school sophomore, said his 
daughter switched to play for the Sting before this season because her old team was not 
helping steer the recruiting process enough. He watched scholarship offers snapped up by girls 
on other teams, he said. 
[J Is it a little bit sick? Yeah, [j he said. [] You are a little young to do this, but if you don [Jt, the 
other kids are going to. [J 
A parent standing nex1: to Mr. Lewis, Tami McKeon, said, D ltD s caused this downward spiral 
for everybody. D The spiral is moving much faster, she said, than when her older daughter went 
through the recruiting process three years ago. 
Ms. McKeonDs younger daughter, Kyla, was one off our players on the Sting who committed 
to colleges last season as freshmen. K yla spent almost 30 minutes a day writing emails to 
coaches and setting up phone calls. The coaches at two prograllls wanted to talk every week 
to track her progress. Throughout the year, K yla said, she D would have these little 
breakdowns. D 
[1 You are making this big life decision when you are a freshman in high school, [J she said. 
[1 You know what you want in a week, but it[ls hard to predict whatyou[Jll want in fimr 
years. [1 
Kyla said that when she told Arkansas that she was accepting its offer, she was happy about 
her choice, but it was as if a burden had been lifted fium her. 
D I love just being done with it, D she said. 
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Clips eFlash: Unions, strikes and "student"-athletes? 

x 

Dear Vince-
Happy Saturday morning. 

Long kmg ago (19/4) in a plac," fm far away (Torringlon, Conn.) your fresh·out·of·· 

college Clips Editor became a union employee. I 'Nas a United Auto Worker (see cool 

logo below!. because th" company I worked for was a "union "hop" and 50 it wm; "flO 

urilon or riO work. "We mad," roller and needle bearings that w,"re purchased mostly by 

the th"n-healthy US auto maker,;. I wa" ju"t 23 year" old, and I had just a colleg" guy's 

awareness of unions .... ·Samuel Gomp,"rs, Jimmy Holfa, VVobblies, strikebreaking. 

artificially elevated wages, etc.-and didn't really pay much attention, except when I 

vvould see the $·15 or 50 taken out of my we"kly pay ch"ck for union dum;. 

Here's the UAW logo, resembling a spoked wheel, and it cleverly incorporates people 

holding hands (i.e.-workers united) and a gear in th" middle. V"IY cool 

I proudly wore that logo (because I thought it 'Nas a clever logo, not because I had any 

particular pa"sion for the union) vvhen I play"d fN the company softball team and 

company basketball tearn. lIfter a year I moved up to a salaried, non .. unioniz"d lab 

technician job in the same company, and I noticed that I was no longer considered to be 

"one of the boys" Oh well. 

Since then I nelwr thought much about unions, until the id"a of unionizing student

athld"s carm aboullec,"nlly. (Well, in the middl" thNe was th," headlin'"'grabbing 

Professional Air Traffic Controllers Organization (PATCO) strike in 1981, which ended 

badly for unioni"ts and SOEm1" to have I"d to a 30-y"ar slump of unionism "inc,,). 

So here comes the call for a union of-what do we cedi them? .. , student-athle/es? .. 

piayers?,.,.psoudo·emp/oyoes? ...... by foolball players at Norlhwostom Unhmlsity, With 

seemingly daily calls for paying athletes in some manner: the 0'8annon litigation 

"e"min" to contimw it" progm%: th" "unfairne"s" of media fortuno" goin" to ";;hool,,, 

coach,"s, assistant coacfws, conferences, bowls. etc. bulnot players: the "hiccups" of 

the NCA,I\ .. , , need i go on? .... did we really need a union movement by college 

football play"rs? Probably not, but hew it is anyway. 

VVith bl"alY oY"s, a sore n"ck and a mottled bmin, your Clips Editor has read many 

dozons of mUd"s about ~~orlhw,"stom's, urn, what do w," call it?, union organizing?, 

everyone seems to agree that the status quo is not an option, and some sort of changes 

n"ed to be mack 

With regard to unionism, the consensus is that it would be a stretch to declare that 

"football-playing collE,,,e "tucknts." 01', if you will, ";;ollego students playing football" (not" 

how different those sound from "student-athletes") are not employees. And, there would 



have to be major changes to make th,"m employees. 

Below is an article about NNth'Ne,;tern's ".iob action" from ,Joe Nocera of the New YNk 

Times, a scribe who has been somly missed by the Clips Truth Squad lat,"ly (Joe's 

primary r"spon"ibiliti"s are writing pmscient, analytic tmatise,; about global "conomb; 

for th," Tim,"s, and a regular contribution correspondent gig on H PI-<, so I guess .Joe has 

b""n busy with those?). VVelcon1e back, .Jo". 

Ple,ase note that Mr. NocNa is HQJ a sportswritN. He is a writer for the New YNk Times' 

Editorial page, and that is of no small significance. That's b"caus" the Times is the go"to 

,;oW'c" for a ,;i"nificant number of powerfully connect"d peopl", lIery few of them bEdn" 

familiar with the business of bi,,-time coll"ge footbalL When th"se influential people read 

a commentary pie@ like this (and if th"y have little oth"r knov\ikdg" about colle"e 

football) then that could lead to a skewed viewpoint. F{emembN, there or" roughly twice 

the number' of people who are not colleg" football fans as them am who am colleg" 

football fans. 'None other than the mighty IMG has touted for yeals that there are '100 

million co/lege footbill! 1,ms in Itw US. I!\/ilt! ilt leas! 330 million total US residents, that 

iealies 230 millio!l who ilre !lot college football fans. 

Also b"low is an article "Kain Colter I"ading "ffort to "et players represented by union" 

from the Daily Northwm;tEml about OS Kain Colter I"ading efforts to get play"rs 

represented by a union, and excerptslrom a Deadspin article "A aluq)rint For Unionizing 

College Sports" and, hidden sOnl"whem below is th" latest n"ws on th" an)(iously~ 

anticipated Nick Infante Bobble Head Doll. 

Nick Infant" 

Clips Editor 

Unionized College Athletes ? 

Unionized College Athletes? 

Kain C()lter is a senior at Northwestern University, a pre"med student majoring in 

psychology with a 3.1 grade'point average, For the last two years, h," has also be,"n the 

starting quarterback for the university's football team, wher" h" has shown himself to b" 

a mal leader and, in the words of his aca(kmic ad'li""r, "a wond"riul e)(ample of a true 

stud,"nt .. athlet,"," 

One of the cias""s he took at r~orthwe"tern was about the modem wOI'kplace. 'VV" w"re 

talkin" about unions:' he recalls. "About the ste,"iworkNs' union, and th," professional 

sports uniom;. And the teacher "aid it wa" too bad you guy" don't halle the kind of 

protections a union can negoliat,"," ay "you guys:' of cours,", the professor meant 

coll"ge athlet"s, The lightbulb went on in Colt"r's head. 

As an illustration of the pow,"r of an education, this story is downri"ht heartwarming. Gut 



it could be a lot mOHL There is at least a chance - one doesn't want to get too carried 

av'/ay at this early stage - that it could wind up trigg"ring a momentous chang" in the 

'Nay big-tim" colleg" athletics operatese On Tuesday, Colter and the majority of his 

t"ammates petitioned the National I..abor Relations Board for the right to form a union. 

Does a union for college athletes seNn far~fetch"d? If it does. that's in larg" part 

because th" Nee AA has done such a good job over th" decadm; of convincing Am"rica 

..... and lhe courls e .... ·that because the athletes are sludenls, they can't possibly also be 

"mployeese 

The phrase "student~athlete" was. in fact. dreamed up in the 1950s by th"n+tCAA. 

Pwsident Wal!;,r' Byers, after it appemed that injumd athle!;,s in ,;everal states might be 

allowed to gd workers' compensation. The phrase, write Hicholas [,.e ram and T. VVard 

Frampton in an article in the Buffalo Law Revl"w jpeg, was meant to "obfuscate the 

natum of the I"gal relatiom;hip at the h"art of a growing commercial enterprise."' 

Today, that commercial "nterprise brings in not millions of dollars but billions. Yet the 

players not only don't participate in the spoils, they have no voice al aiL "PlaYNs need to 

know that th"y 'Nill be taken care of if they are injured," said Ramogi Huma, the pr"sident 

of the National Colleg" Players .A$sociation, which is aiding the Northwestem effort. 

Gual'anteed medical care is one of a mrmber of issues that Huma lhinks a union could 

h"lp ensure. 

The ultimate e)(ample, noted Huma, is the controversy over concussionse "It is terrifying 

to think of the damage concussions can do, and "e" the N.C.A.A. avoiding wspom;ibility. 

while lhe N.[':.L.PA has been making progress."' he said. (The National Football League 

Players Association is the union for pmfessional football players.) Indeed, in a recent 

court filing in a concu"sion bv'/Suit. the r~.C.A.A.'s lawyers wrote that "the N.CAA denie" 

thai it has a legal duty to protect student·athleles.'· 

It's worth nothing thai neithN Coller nor Hunm is advocating thallhe players get paid a 

salary. "What we want is a seat at the table," said Huma. \/Vhat college athletes need. 

mow than money. is an organization that 'Nill push back agaim;t the all~powerful r~.C.A.A. 

and their own athletic departments. which are so quick 10 throw lheir players under the 

bus at the first hint of a problem. 

The question that the H.L.F<.B. will have to grapple wilh is whether college athletes meet 

th" criteria required to b" lab"l"d a" employe"s. In their law review artieie, Fram and 

['crampton make the case lhatthey do. The labor board, they note, defines employees as 

any "person who works for another in return for financial or other compensation." College 

athletes aw compensated with a "cholar"hip. They aw also beholden to a coach who -

to use the board's language again ...... "has the power to control and dimclthe employees 

in the material details of how the work is performed." 

Still, Fram and Frampton note that the N.L.RBe hasn't exactly shined in recent years. 

Scholars. they write, halle described th" board a" bEdng "larg"ly indfedive." In the ca"e 

or another Glass of sludenl workers ...... graduate assistants ..... the board wound up ruling 

that they did not meet the definition of employee. (Yes, there are some graduate 

a"sistal1ts' unions. But they w"r" formed mostly withoutth" help of th" r~ .l.F< .B) Clearly, 

forming a union of college alhletes will be an uphill struggle. 

I always lhought thai the idea of a union for college plaYNs was unlikely. but not for legal 

reasonSe Athletes enroll in universities 'Nhen they are 18 or 18 years old. Their careers 

lie ahead of th"m. They don't want to do anything that might caus" th"m to b" view"d as 

troublemakers. Even after they rea liz<, the way the system is stacked againsllhem. they 

fear retaliation should they speak up. For that reason. I assumed they would never take 

that first st"p 



Kain Colter leading effort to get players represented by union 

By Alex Pulterlilan, Assistant Sports Editor The Daily Northwestern, '1-28~ 14 

Senior quarterback Kain Colter is heading a group of Northwestern players seeking to be 

repw"en10d by a labor union, he allnounc"d at a new" conference Tuesday morning, 

The effort, the first in history by college athlet"s, i" backed by the National College 

PlaYNs I\ssodation and the Unit,"d St,","lworkers union, NCPI\ president f,amogi Hwm 

filed a petition to the National Labor Relation" Board on behalf of the NU team, 

"It's almost like a dictatorship," CoitN said 01 th," NCIVI, "We wanl some(>ni" who is going 

to be looking out for LIS," 

Hurm and Colter said an "overwh,"lming maJority" oi Wildcats players voted to sign union 

card", thus asking fN unionization, Thilty p"rc"nt of th" m"mbers of a given gl'oup must 

sign cards in order for th," NLfm to consider th,"ir request. 

At the new,; conf"mnc" Tue,;day, Colter wad a stat"ment from ~JU'" player", explaining 

th," group's motivation for the historic adion, 

"\Ne r~olthwe,;tern football player" am watdul for our opportunity to play football for a 

prestigious university and alhldic pl'Ogram," Hw team's statem,"nt said, "}'Iow,"ver, just as 

other athlete" who compd" in multibillion doliill' industries hav" don", we must ,;"cure 

and maintain compmhenshm prol"ctions, but asserting the righls afforded to us under 

labor laws," 

The unionization eHort b'"gan last spring when Coll"r reached out to Huma iN h,"lp 



gaining lepmsentation in altempting to implOve conditions in which they play college 

sports. 

The Chicago NLr;m branch will hold a hearing and rule on the plaYNs' propos,"d 

unionization Once a (kcision is made, dther "ide may app"al to th" ag"ncy's national 

branch in \j\jashington, D.C. 

Colter publicly mr.pwss"d hi" allegiance 'Nith Huma and th" NCPA in Sept"mb"r v'Ihen th" 

quarterback wore black wristbands with the letters "APU" ...... standing for "AII Players 

United" - during NU's S"pt. 21 game against Maine. 

If c"rtifi"d, th" "ntity mpres"nting th" players 'Nould be called the Colleg" Athlet"s 

Players Association. Th" organization 'Na" created by Huma, C:olli,r and former Univ(m;ity 

of Massachusetts basketball play,"r Luke BonnN. 

At first. CAPA would repwsent only FBS football and Division I baskdball player" at 

prival" universiti"s, as public institutions me gov"rned by separate stal" labor laws. 

Huma said revenlW sports pwsented th" "strong"st argum"nf' for incwas"d rights for 

players. Huma said he hopes to eventually expand Ci\PI\'s representation to all college 

athld"s. 

"This will be the first domino to fall." he said. "And it will be a big domino." 

Huma said CAPA 'Nill initially pu"h for implOv"d concus"ion and medical protection, 

guaranteed scholarships and additional money to cov"r coll"ge atl"ndance expenses. 

If the union is approved by the HLR~\ members would be classilkd as "employees" of the 

university and r"c"ive benefits as such, including the ability to bargain coll"ctiv"ly. CAPA 

and LJnit"d Steelworkers all"ge football and basketball play"rs already m;sentlally are 

univ,"rsity employees, given th," amount of time Hwy commit to athletics, Hw amount of 

money they bring in to schools and the fact that they are paid in the form of scholarship 

nK>rl"Y· 

Colter, Huma, and spokesperson5 from United Steelwork"rs used the term "collE,,,e,, 

athletes" in place of Hw usual "student'athld"s," because lhey beli""re being an 

employee and being a stud"nt are not mutually e)(clusive. 

Above all, Hunm and CoitN '"mphasized the n,"ed for players 10 hav," a "seat at th," 

table" in discussion of their rights. 

Cunently, only schools - and not the players thems"lves - are members of the NCAA. 

Huma "aid this create" conflicts of inli,I'est for coachm; and trainer5, who"e job5 are 

dependent on athletic success abov" all else. i\s the syst"m curmnlly stands, he said. 

players are without a voice in NCAA matters. 

The NCAi\ issUi"d a stat,"menl Tuesday expressing ils opposition to the plOposal. 

"This union .. backed att,"mpt to turn stud"nt·athletes into '"mployees undermines the 

purpose of college: an education," said Donald Remy, the organization's chi"f I"gal 

officeI'. "Stu(knt-athletes are not employee", and their partidpation in college sports is 

voluntalY. We siandlor all stud,"nt"alhldes, not just thos" th," unions want to 

professionalize." 

In a separate statement, NU athletic director Jim Phillips said he supported the athletes' 

goals but not theil' metho(b. 

"Northwestern believes that our student-athletes are not employees and collective 

bmgaining i5therdow not the appropriate method to addw5s the5e concel'l1s," Phillip5 

said. "However, V'm agree that the health and academic isslws being raised by 01.11' 

student"athletes and others are impoltant ones that deserve further considerationc" 

The NFL Players Association voiced its approvalofthe NU players' adions. 

"We support the effort," the N FLP)\ said in a stal"ment. "V\lhile college football players 

get an 'education: the wholesale cost of absorbing an extra body into the broader 



univ,"rsity mechanism pales in comparison to whal th," football program brings to th," 

university. The players deserve more for the physical risks they take, and we applaud 

them for having th" coumge to pursue it." 

Colter said multiple times Tuesday his involvement 'Nith CAPA is not a mactionto any 

specific issUi" he had at N U and mainlains mspecllor the school and ib football progmrll. 

That includes coach Pat Fitzgerald. who objected to aspects of the "APU" display in 

S"ptEm1ber but tweded Tu"sday aftemoon he is "incredibly proud" of Colter and his 

tearmnates. Colter said he spok," with Fitzgerald on Tuesday morning to warn the coach 

of the forthcoming announcement. 

"This action isn't out of any mistreatment from Northwestern," the senior said, "I hope 

NorthwE,,;tE'i'l1 is proud of r'(1<'. Ilolw Fitz. He'" a gwat coach. A" a former player. I think h" 

can relate:' 

The quarterback play"d four years at NU, throwing and ru"hing for more than 2,000 

yards each over 40 career games and accounting lor 50 touchdowns passing, rushing 

and receiving, His college eligibility expired after the 2013 football season and he has 

since hired an ag,"nt and begun preparations for April's ~~FL DrafL 

"To remain silent while players are denied justice." said the statement Colter read 

Tue"day, "i" to be complicit in inflicting inju"tice on future generations of college 

athletes," 

Exc(:.?rpts ftorn 

By Thornas FrarnptorJ, on Oeadsr;irJ 

Under the National Labor R.elations Act (NLRA), the feckrallaw that govems private~ 

sector labor relations, "employees" have the right to form a union. Th,"y also have lhe 

right to be fme from retaliation for seeking improvements throu"h "concerted activity"

signing petitions, wearing union buttons. mmn walking 011' the job .... ·regardless 01 whether 

unionization is the goal. 

aul who qualilies as an "employ,"e"? The H LRA gives a definition, bul unfortunately, ii's 

pretty circular: "The term 'employee' shalf include anyerl1pioyee. and shalf not be lirl1ited 

to the employees of" partiwl"r employer, eXGept "griGultumi laborerfsj,. domestic 

senf{antsj, > lndependerd contractor[sl or, , , s{.Jpenlisors" _ 

So an ~!efnp!oyee!! is I'any erllp~oyl~I~,!' rn~nus sevefa~ spedned categorie:...=t of vvorkers. A.s 

you might expect, this has led to significant debate over the scope of "employee" status. 

including "everal important ca""s involvin" student~work"rs. 

So are r~orthwestern football players "employees"? 

That's ullirmtely a question for th," NLFW and th," federal courls; I don't have any special 

insight as to how this will ultimately come out aut the cases discussed above should give 

you some id"a of v'Ihat the players will be mguin" 

Und"r' th" traditional common law tm;t discus""d in Boston Medical Cent"r, colleg" 

athletes seem 10 check all the "'"mployee" boxes. They ('I) perlorm valuable services for 

universities, just like professional athletes; (2) they are directed and controlled in how 

their wNk is to be p"rionn"d (and in th"ir non~work tim", too); and (3) in rdurn, they 

recehm financial N other compensation (scholarships and miscellaneous pNks), 

It'" certainly true that colle9" athletes arell't paid a r"9ulm salary-well, th"ire not 



supposed to be·····-but the form of comp,"nsation isn't controlling, }IS law professors Amy 

and Robert McCormick have pointed out, it was once common for lumberjacks and 

min"wNkers to be paid in company "crip. redeemable only at th" company stO!'e; 

nobody 1N0uid claim that this mad," lumberjacks and mineworkers anything I"ss than 

''Em1ploy"es'' 

The Northwestern players will likely assert that they count as ""mployees" under the I"ss 

fallorabl" Brown Univ"I'"ity approach, too. Whdher colle"e athld"" are "primarily 

students" or "primarily athlet,"s" is, of course, debatabl,". 

A Union of Amateurs: A.. Legal Blueprint 
to Reshape Big~ Time College Athletics 

Nicholas Fram 
University of California, Berkeley· School of Law 

T Ward Frampton 
University of California, Berkeley· School of Law 

Febn;ary7,2012 

A Union of Amateurs: A Legal Blueprint to Reshape Big-Time 
College Athletics 

Nichola" Fram 

Univ"rsity of California. Berk"l"y· School of La'N 

T. Ward Frampton 

Unhmrsity of California. Berk"l"y· School of La'N 

February T. 2012, aulfalo Law F{evim"l \/01. 60 

Abstract: 

Coil""" sports now generate billions of dollars "very year. y"t many of th" athletes 

v'Iho"e tal"nt and IabO!' su"taim, thi" enterprise live b"neath the poverty lin". In wspom,e 

to this basic inequality, s,"veml prominent commentators (and, significantly, coll"ge 

athlet"s thems"lves) have recently issued calls for fundam"ntal chan""s. This Article 

OffN,' a nOVEd pmpo"al for mfolm: under th" labor law w"ime" of many "tal<,s, coll"g" 

athld"s am, in fact, "employees" entitled to collective bargaining rights, PlioI' scholarship 

hm; contemplated th" status of college athletes under federal labor law. But thi" wO!'k 

hilS ov"rlooked th," basic fad that most colleg" athld"s go to public institutions "xempt 

from covera"e under the N LRA. has downplilyed si"nificant differences between state 

and fedNallabN law. and has disregmded th" grov'Iing centrality of "tate IaV'I in 

American labor relations. By offering the first compl'dwnsiv" state .. I,"vel survey 01 

relevant labor law. this Article provides a blueprint for college athletes to organize, and 

proposm; that "uch dforts can be com;i"tent with traditional notions of arnat"urisln 
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Sunday. Febmary 2, 201410:39 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

ClipsMonday Update 2-3-14 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the Clips MotherShipSouth. Hope you are well. 

This Monday Update has been compiled on Sunday night while squinning through the sorry 
football game that was called the Superbowl. What a colossal disappointment. 

This week's content was dominated by everyone's opinion about unionizing college football 
players, as well as possible payment (over and above tuition and room/board), as well as 
whether players (or student-athletes) should be considered employees, etc. etc. 

Other items we sifted though .... Notre Dame's VClY impressive plans build three academic 
buildings attached to their football stadium .... FB/MBK coach pay vis-a-vis FOIlliula One 
drivers .... the first $1 million coordinator in The B I G .... a Clips Eyewitness Report about the 
Editor's long weekend in South Florida .... non-profit President's pay .... the last legs offax 
machines (for NLI usage) .... an update on the NCAA's Dan Gavitt .... Sun Belt distributions .... 
the physique of Mark Jennings .... O'Bannon, Swinney, Blackistone, Motley Fool and Under 
Annour.. .. eLink, Andy Huggins, CMG, Tille IX, this year's football coach carousel, etc. et.a!. 
infinitum and so on ..... 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
vw''IN.twitter.com/@CollegeAthClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the 
articles (below) on the website. Uyou are not logged in you will get a blank white 
screen. 
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IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: Nova seeks $600m to become a LIBigil 4 Catholic U 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
I came across a plenty of interesting articles during this morning 0 s read, and one of 
them [jfrom The Chronicle of Higher EducationLlhad au especially provocative title [iTo Enter 
the Pantheon of Great Catholic Colleges. Villanova Stretchesfbr $600-Million. [J This 
title raug several bells in the InfaNoggin; first, because I never much thought about which 
Catholic colleges were better than the others. Second, $600 million is a lot of money. Third, 
being a writer always on the hunt for vocabulmy expauders, I thought Othe Pantheon of Great 
Catholic Colleges 0 sounded great. 
Pautheon, of course, is not to be confused with Parthenon, an aucient pillared building in 
Greece; Pante 0 n, the largest cemetery in Mexico, de Tomasso Pantera, an ltaliau sports car 

UWll~b"tod i" 1970 0' U" b,,~ ,"ow. '"" pmrthcr. 

Although I never attended a Catholic school myself; many people close to me have, like my 
wife and all four of our kids, as well as many friends and neighbors. Although there are many 
debates (at least at the elementmy and high school levels ) about the mallller in which teaching 
occurs and about the supposed 0 sheltering 0 of kids from the 0 real 0 world, it seems to have 
worked out for us. 
At the university level, however, that's another matter. ThaW s where the real world gets 
showcased, and young minds are molded into leaders oftomorrow. 
But that all takes money, aud Villanova University allllOunced an ambitious $600-million 
fundrai sing campaign a few months ago, intent on narrowing the gap that exi sts between them 
and the OBig Three 0 of Catholic universities: Notre Dame, Georgetown aud Boston College. 
Villauova, nestled the leafY suburbs 18 miles west of center city Philadelphia, has no less than 
nine other Dl Catholic universities within a 100-mile radius: La Salle, Loyola Mmylaud, 
Manhattan, Seton Hall, St Francis (NY). St Francis (PA), St 101m's, St Joseph's and St 
Peter's. 
So why Villanova and notthem? Well, Nova is the closest to the Big Three, and they seems to 
want it (turning the Big 3 into the Big 4) more than auyother. 
Hrlll be a tough challenge. $600 million is a lot of money, but there have been plenty of 
university fundraising campaigns fiJr a billion dollars or more: 



Good luck to Nova. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
vw,w.twitter.com/@CollegeAthClips 

To Enter the Pantheon of Great Catholic Colleges, Villanova 
Stretches for $600-Million 
By Don Troop, Chronicle q{Higher Education, 1-27-14 

Michael J. O'Neill's life might be less stressful today if not for a bri ef gate delay three 

years ago on the tarmac at Denver International Airport. 
As Villanova University's vice president for university advancement, Mr. O'Neill had just spent 
a year accompanying President Peter M. Donohue as they unveiled the institution's strategic 
plan to small groups of influential alumni. In dozens of cities across Europe and the United 
States, the men were gauging enthusiasm for a yet-to- be-announced fund-raising canlpaign that 
would finance the new plan. A consultant's stndy had suggested a working campaign goal of 
$500-million. 
"It was aggressive," Mr. O'Neill says ofthat fignre. "It was hardly a slam-dunk." 
Michael O'Neill, vice president fi.)r advancement: "You look at Notre Dame, Georgetown, and 
Boston College. Those are the big three. Who's next?" 
But a growing momentum during the campaign D s quiet phase suggested a potentially larger 
number. As their jetliner idled on the tarmac, Mr. O'Neill turned to Father Donohue. "Father, 
you may blame what I'm about to say on the thin air of Denver, but let me layout what I've 
been thinking." 
Mr. O'Neill says that he and Father Peter, as most Villanovans call the president, jokingly refer 
to the moment as "our $600-million epiphany." 
Detennining a campaign goal is largely based on fund-raising metrics, consultants say, and 
every successful campaign should begin, as Villanova's did, with a solid feasibility stndy and a 
persuasive message for donors. But goal setting also involves a mix of intuition, 
competitiveness, and gambler's confidence. 
Last October, the university publicly rolled out its $600-million comprehensive campaign, "For 
the Greater Great: the Villanova Campaign to Ignite Change," with nearly $300-million f"dised 
during the quiet phase. Of the total goal, set to be reached by 2018, $75-million is designated 
for flexible expenditures typically covered by the annual fund, $12S-million for academic and 
programmatic goals, $IS0- million for facilities, and $250- million for the endowment. 



Half of the endowment portion is to be used to bolster student financial aid, a need that was 
important to Father Donohue, who graduated from Villanova in 1975, the son of an Irish 
immigrant and the fir,t male in his family to attend college. 
"There was this fear on my part that we were going to become this exclusive, expensive 
institution that was really going to struggle to create diversity," he says, not just racially but 
economically and geographically as welL 
The capital portion of the funds will support renovations ofa residence hall, the library, and the 
basketball arena, and the construction of a new perfonning-arts center, another cause dear to 
Father Donohue's heart. 
And then there is Villanova's ambition to be regarded, largely as a result of its stronger 
endowment, as one of America's premier Roman Catholic institutions. 
"You look at Notre Dame, Georgetown, and Boston College," says Mr. O'NeilL "Those are 
the big three. Who's next in that breath?" 
The U niversi ty ofN otre Dame concluded its $1.5-billion canlpaign three years ago, ultimately 
raising more than $2- billion. Georgetown University and Boston College are both engaged in 
$1 .5-billion canlpaigns of their own. 
But there were other considerations. Lehigh University, an hour up the road from Villanova, 
had raised $508-million in a campaign that ended in 2010. And Fordham University, where 
Mr. O'Neill worked before decamping to Villanova, plans to wrap up its own $500-milIion 
campaignin2016. 
Meanwhile VillanovaD which has opened development offices in Boston, Chicago, Los 
Angeles, New York, and WashingtonDsees itself in Mr. O'Neill's words, as "a burgeoning 
national brand, a destination school." 
For Villanova to differentiate itself from its current peer group, $500-million was not going to 
be enough. 
r]Just Do a BillionLI 
Very large dollar amounts often have a certain abstract quality to trustees of nonprofit 
organizations. The zeroes in a number like $100,000,000 make it feel almost weightless, like a 
bouquet of helium balloons. 
Having worked in fund raising and alumni relations tor many years, Mr. O'Neill says he is well 
acquainted with that line of thought "Let's just do a billion," he has heard trustees say casually. 
"Everyone else has done a billion." 
Stanford University did it in a single year as pmt of the record- setting $6.2-billion cmnpaign it 
concluded in 2012, under the leadership of a Villanova alumnus, President John L Hennessy. 
The University of Southern California raised $1-billion in the yearlong quiet phase of a $6-
billion campaign that is scheduled to conclude in 2018, the same year as Villanova's. 
But Mr. O'Neill knew that $1- billion was beyond the reach of his 172-year-old institution, 
which completed its previous fund-raising campaign, for $300-million, in 2007. Neither Mr. 
O'Neill nor Father Donohue helped start that campaign, though President Donohue, who 
served as chair of Villanova's drama department from 1992 to 2006, oversaw its conclusion. 
The fund-raising consultant Grenzebach Glier and Associates recommended the D working 
goal D of $500-million after conducting a feasibility study of nearly 2,000 top donors and 
prospects. G. Robert Alsobrook, senior executive vice president of the fiml, says the working 
goal set forth during the quiet phase is intended to offer some flexibility. 
"In that early stage of canlpaigning, before ifs announced publicly, you're still just assessing the 
full potential that might be raised in the campaigll," he says. The Villanova study market-tested 
the case for a campaign" and the potential, not the guarantee, for private gifts in support of 
campaign objectives." 
Kent E. Dove, a retired senior vice president fiJr development at the Indiana University 
Foundation, says a feasibility study looks for both giving capacity among potential donors and 
"legitimate priority needs" on the part ofthe institution. 
Unlike during "the go-go times" of the late 1990s, he says, "now colleges have to be able to 
make a solid case for their requests." 
The author of Conducting a Successful Capital Campaign (Jossey-Bass), Mr. Dove says that a 
carefully executed feasibility study will identifY 85 to 90 percent of maj or-gift prospects. It will 
also establish the amount that major donors are likely to give by asking about the size oftheir 
largest gifts and where the institution ranks among a list of priorities. 
As America's income gap has grown, the outcomes of campaigns have become more 
predictable because they thrive or perish based on the participation of a narrowing pool of 
major donors. Mr. Dove says that the old "80-20" rule (in which 80 percent of the gifts came 
from 20 percent of the donors) has been compressed into the 95-5 rule. 
"If Villanova can't get to $400-million to $500-million in their first 40 to 50 gifts, they're going 
to have a hard time getting to $600-million, because it falls off fasl," Mr. Dove says. 
But ask fund-raising consultants to name a high-profile campaign that tanked, and most will 
draw a blank. Instead, says Mr. Dove, campaign executives extend the deadline, employ 
creative accounting, move the goalposts. 
"There is an old axiom in m~ior-gift fund raising, and in campaigning, that if all else tails, declare 
a victory and move on," he says. "You figure out a way to spin it so it doesn't look like you've 
failed." 
Cultivating Prospects 
At the campaign D s fonnallaunch in October, Villanova announced a $50-million gift to its 



business school from a campaign co-chair, James C. Davis, and his wife, Kim. 
Mr. Dove says that while a tmditional campaign pymmid would call for the lead gift to a $600-
million campaign to be slightly larger, it is "within a general mnge" that leaves him feeling 
optimistic. But conventional wisdom says the next two major gitls should be $25-million to 
$30-million apiece. 
Mr. Davis was not available for comment, but Terence M. O'Toole, the other co-chair, says 
the committee is cultivating some prospects in the $lO-million to $50-millionmnge. 
Mr. O'Toole, a former chair of Villanova's board of tmstees, along with his wife, Paula, gave 
one of the campaign's four $1 O-million gifts. The money will establish a scholarship fund to help 
inner-city students attend Villanova. 
In his "elevator speech" to prospective donors, Mr. O'Toole says he echoes Mr. O'Neill's goal 
of raising $600-million so that Villanova can take its place alongside America's leading national 
Catholic universities. 
The endowments of Boston College, Notre Dame, and Georgetown all dwarf Villanova's 
$475-million, Mr. O'Toole tells audiences. "If we want to compete on that level and attract the 
best students regardless of their ability to pay," he says, "we need an endowment that matches 
those schools'." 
If Villanova can use the campaign to lift its endowment to $750-million, he says, three or four 
years of good investment perfonnance will put it at close to $1-billion. 
"I can actually see that as an outcome of this campaign, and that's where I think a school of our 
stature should be," Mr. O'Toole says. 
Mr. O'Neill says that unlike the trio of wealthy Catholic colleges, Villanova can meet only 78 to 
82 percent of students' demonstmted financial need. 
"In the land of$50,000-plus tuitions and room and board, that's a big knock," he says. 
The $307-million mised so far, otIicials say, is evidence that the donors are responding to that 
message. Mr. O'Neill sensed the surging momentum nearly three years ago, leading to his 
"epiphany" in Denver on October 3,201]. 
"We felt like the nation was coming out of the economic doldmms, and Villanova had 
weathered the storm," Mr. O'Neill recalls. 
A week later Villanova's Board of Tmstees agreed to mise the goal to $600-million and to 
iluther commit that its members would give $120-million anlOng themselves during the course 

of the campaign. 
"We were a go for five, but I think to this day that if we didn't raise that to six. we wouldn't 
have a $50-million gift," Mr. O'Neill says. "It raised the level of expectation." Mr. Davis, the 

lead donor, has not spoken publicly one way or the other on that point. 
Mr. Dove, the fund-raising veteran, points out that lifting a goal by $lOO-million to tease out a 
gift of$50-million leaves you with work to do. 
Because major gitls tend to be front-loaded during a campaign, he says, mising an extm $] 00-
million could require] 0,000 gifts of$10,000, or even 1,000 gifts of$] 00,000. Better to aim 
lower and then mise the goal as you go, he says. 
But doesn't a higher goal inspire bigger gifts? 
Mr. O'Toole pauses when asked whether his own $lO-million gift had been altered by the 
$600-million goal. 
"No," he says. "I gave what I had intended to give all along." 

.... Ix ..... . 



iVova AD Vl11ce lVlcastro and Rev. Peter Donohue 
(Nlca,tro IS the one on the lefi) 

There are 41 Dl Catholic universities/colleges (29 are Clips subscribers): 
Boston College, Canisius, Creighton, Dayton, DePaul, DetroitA1ercy, Duquesne, 
Fairfield, Fordham, Georgetown, Gonzaga, Holy Cross, lana, La Salle, Loyola 
Chicago, LoyolaMarylamt LoyolaMilIymount, Notre Dame, Manhattan, 
J\1arquette, l\1ount Sf. Afary's, Niagara, Portland, Providence, SacredHeart, San 
Diego, San Francisco, Santa Clara, Seattle, Seton Hall, Siena, St Bonaventure, St 
Francis (NY), St Francis (P A), St John's, St Joseph's, St Louis, St Mary's, St 
Peter's, Xavier, Villanova) 



Ranking ofDl Catholic schools in 2012-2013 Director[Js Cup: 
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Wednesday, Febmary 5, 2014 8:06 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Mid-Week Update 2-6-14 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the Clips WinterShip. Hope you are well. 
I cannot help butintro this Clips Mid-Week Update with a weather report. The Clips 
MotherShip is situated in north centml New Jersey, 40 miles due west of Madison Square 
Garden. We are also about 30 miles from the ocean, and we sit at about 700 feet above sea 
level. That means we are at a high enough elevation to get a lot more snow than the 
[J lowlands LJ that are only two or three hundred feet above sea level. 
Your Clips Editor is arm, neck, shoulder and finger- weary from several hours of shoveling the 
heaviest of all types of snow: the slushy, icy, heavy-packed stuff. It is like white mud. This is 
the complete opposite of the light, fluffY stuff. I have heard (or did I make it up?) that eskimo 
persons have 208 words for snow and ice. And thatD s aliI have to say about the weather. 

Other than the weather report, there was a profusion of content al:xmt the business of college 
sports these past couple of days IJ and thus we now have this Clips Mid-Week Report. 
Have a good Thursday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
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Saturday. Febmary 8, 2014 3: 12 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Basketball Players of the NCAA, Unite! 

x 

Dear Vince-

Gw01ing,; from the Clips viewin" room ,")I"ly on Saturday aft;,moon. I am currently 

watching /\Iabama playing at NO.3 Florida, and ...... for most of th" "an10 'Banm managed 

to stay dos". but now-'Nith th" clock at 30 s"conds and ticking away-the Gators hav" 

won the gam0, so th0y W' to 21 .. 2 and should b" a lock for a r~o. 3 ranking nmr.t we0k. 

Now it's only 2pm and thNe aw about a half doz"n games to go. I hope I hav" enough 

b"er to mak" it thl"Ou"h th" full slate 01 garTI<'s. 

It's not 0nough to watch multipl0 games simultan"ously. but i"V0 got th" Clips laptop and 

the iPhone 5 dos" at hand as well. A f"w minutes a"o I mceiv"d a ~~y Times }\Iert. and it 

alerted rne to an article about Rarnogi Huma, president of th" ne'Nly form0d Col10ge 

Athld0" PlaY0rs .A$sociation (a,; well as being prm;id"nt of the National Coll0"e F'IaY0r" 

Association) . 

This articl" is a nice m .. cap of "fj'orts to gain bettN working, ah, playing conditions for 

coll"ge athl0tes. And Mr. Huma S0NI1S to be th" best man to I"ad thos" efforts. 

\j\jow, now it's No. 17 Iowa up '14 OVN No. '10 Michi"an. 

Have a good Saturday. 

Nick Infant" 

Clips Editor 

As Northwestern Players Pursue Unionization) 
Voice in the Wilderness Gains a Chorus 

By Ben Strauss, New York Tim"s. 2 .. f!-"14 

It began in th" fall of 1985 with a fe'N bags of grocNies left anonymously at a 

teammate's apartrn"nt. Rarnogi Huma wa" a t""nager then. a fr"shman lin"backN at 

U.C.LA. but h" took notic" wh"n Donnie Edwards was suspended for acc"pting th" 

food, a violation of N'c:.A.A. rules. At workout,; the n"xt "urnmm. Huma I"arned he wa" 

not covered by U.C.L.A's h"alth insurance beCiluse some practices were voluntary. He 

b"gan to se" a pattern. 

"I realized somethin" had to change," HUfYIa said. "Colleg" athletes n"eded a voice."' 

Nearly two decades later. Huma is th" president 01 th" newly i'orll10d Colle"e Athletes 

Players Association, s""king to I""pres"nt football and bask"tball play"rs. H" turn"d in a 

pdition ""eking recognition for NOlthv'Iestern football player" to a wgional office of the 

National Labor Relations Board last week in Chicago, marking the first attempt by colleg" 



athldes to form a uniorL 

Today, the p"rcqltion and malities of collE,,,e ,'PNt" am "trikingly diff"mnt from wh"n 

Huma was a student. Television revenue has skyrockded ...... the five largest conferences 

and th" coll"ge football playoff and posts"a"on bask0lball tournament" brin" in $1.2 

billion each year ...... giving univ"rsili"s and conlemnces newlound V'malth to pay coaches 

and administrators. Curr"nt litigation questions th" definition of amateurism and ar"u"s 

that the athld"" ought to b" Gompem,at"d. Pwsid"nt Obama has "poken about th" 

dangers of concussions and th," salety 01 coll""elootball players. 

Bdom any of that. Huma started a "tu(knt group to litt!" fanfm" at U .c;.l..A. H" sd out to 

"ducate athl"t"s around th" country, rais" awar"ness of issu"s lik" health cal'e. death 

b"nefits, and "cholarships that could b" wvok"d b"caus" a player st";tain,,d an injury. 

Th" N.C.AA accuses Huma of professionalizin" coll""e sports. But David Ridpath, a 

mEmlb"r of the Drake Group. which seek" "duGational rdorm in college athletics, "aid: 

"Flanwgi was mbuff"d and buglwd off for a long lim,". Not anymol'''; he may be the most 

pow"rful forc" in N .C.A.A. reform." 

It was not long after those summer practic"s that Huma, the son of a t"aGh"r and a stat" 

prisoll wNker. fir"t told U.C.I. .. A. Coach Bob ToI"do that he intended to stOlt his stu(knt 

group. I·k call,"d it the ColI'"ge Athldes Coalilion. 

For the n"xt s"veml year". h" focus"d on schoolwork and football, but by 200'1, Huma 

was pursuing a rmstm-s degree in public health. He had mad tlw autobiography of the 

longtime N.C.AA "xecutilw diwdor Walter Byer". Byers. who is no longer affiliated with 

the N.C.A.A .. wrot," about the perils of amateurism and th," prolessional model of college 

athletics. Huma signed up 300 U.C.L.A. athlet"s for the coalition. Unsum of his next st"P. 

h" sent emails to union I"ad"rs, a"kin" for "uidanG" and organizing hdp. 

"w" didn't s"nd very many "mails b"caus" w" didn't know v"ry many unions," h" said. 

The United Steelworkers offer"d th" only respons", and "ven th"y were not convinc"d. 

"I thought coll"ge athletes had it pretty "ood," th," Steelwolkers pr"sid,"nt. L,"o W. 

Gerard, said. "They got to play ball. and th"y got a free "ducation." 

But Huma mad" a compelling case. There wer" shortfalls in scholarships. leaving 

athletes without money for n"cessiti"s: scholarships 'Ner" r"nwNable at the discretion of 

coaches; athletes had no voice. Huma began to spread the word of his nascent 

organization. mostly through friends. 

VVhen,"vm a new call came in, Huma loaded his Toyota Camry and dl'Ov," to m"et with 

the curious group of players. H" w"nt to Arizona, Arizona State and other coll"ges in the 

\/V"st. Soon, lh" coalition had chapters at 1 0 univer"ilies. On" of the fir"l player" 

intrigu"d by Huma's messag" was Matt Strohfus. a fullback at Bois," Stat<>. 

"The filst time I spok," to F{amogi, it was a lik" a light bulb," h" said. "He was th," only one 

taking action." 

The strategy then was to slowly expand. add more chapters and im;mas," the group's 

rrwmbership and influence. But during the summ"r of 2001, three football players died 

while working out with their leam,,: Eraste Autin at Florida, D"lIaughn Dmling al Florida 

State and Rashidi Wheeler at Nortlwfestefn. 

Huma decid,"d to push th," N.C.I\.A. publicly fOI better conditions for players. He was 

f"atur"d on an "pisode of "60 Minut"s." (Strohfus said the Boise State administration 

made him feel as if h" "hould not partidpah, in the pie@.) The N.C.A.A. agr""d to m"et 

with Hurm but later canceled. dting his affiliation with the St<>elworkers. Two y,"als latN, 

though, the r~.C.A.A. did increase d"ath benefits. to S25.000 from $10.000. 

Progress cam" in fits and starts. Huma worked with Allen Sack. the founder of the Drake 

Group, 011 "tudi"" that document"d scholar"hip "holtfalls. Sack had been the diwctor of 

th" short· lived Center lor Athletes Rights and Education. a kdNally funded "roup that 

first broach"d the notion of collective bargaining for coll"ge athlet"s in the late 1970s 



and early '80s, Huma changed the name of his group to the ~~ational ColI'"ge Players 

Association, 

"I wanlod the nom" to really show that we wem going to represent athlelos:' Huma said, 

In 2008, Hunm suppor't,"d a court case that argued scholarships should cover more than 

tuition, books, housing and meals, An out-of-court settlement with the N,C,AA that 

included a $10 million fund for athlet"s' additional exp"ns"s was a bit!;,r"w"et victory 

b,"cause it did not provide a ruling on whether scholarships violated antitrust law, fInd the 

N,C,AA still would not rrwet with him, 

Two Y"OI's later, Huma campaign"d succ"ssfully for a California law that r"quir"s 

universitie" to post online th" fine print of scholarship terms, And in 2012, aflor Huma 

delivered a petition signed by U,C,LAlootball players, Calilomia passed a student· 

athlet" 8ill of Rights that brought incr"ased m"dical and academic protections for 

athlet"s 

The boom in t"l"vision money - contracts onc" wOlth millions of dollars were sudd"nly 

now in the billions ..... , helped luel a dd)at," OVN some of the issu,"s H uma had been 

championing, Another k"y, Huma said, was Taylor 8ranch's sw""ping indictment of th" 

N .c,AA in an mtid" publish"d in The Atlantic in2011 that mcebmd national att"ntion, 

Now them is th" O'8annon case against the N,C,A,A" brought by th" former U,C,LA 

bm;ketball play"r Ed O'Bannon, which se"ks compensation for usin" th" liken"ss"s of 

athletes in video games, Huma serves on the board of the Former ColI'"ge Athldes 

,Association, which, if th" cas" is succm;sful, could playa rol" in distributing mon"y, And 

when a judge expmss,"d interest last y,"ar in expanding the dass certilicatkm to indud," 

curr"nt athletes, Huma suggested candidat"s to 0'8annon's lawyer, Michael Hausf"ld, 

"The cor1ni"ctions with the student·athletes am there because he's b,","n doing this for so 

Ion"," said AI"x Padilla, a California state senator and th" sponsor of th" student-athl"te 

Bill of Right" I"gislation "He has "ducated the students and built their courage so they 

can sp"ak," 

Th," N,C.I\,A, paints a less rosy pidUie 01 Huma, His alfiliation with the St,"elworkers, th," 

N,CAA's chi"f I"gal cOUlls,,1 Donald Remy said, is evidenc" of an a"enda to 

profm;siona liz" colle"" sports, FN many y"ars, the SteEdwork"rs halw held fund-ra iser" 

in Cleveland and in Pittsburgh to support th," N,C'p,A" which pays Huma around 

S 1 00,000, according to r"c"nt tax filin"s, 

Huma said iithe N,C,AA had been more receptive to his original group, a union for 

coll"ge athldes would n"ver have b""n n"ed"d, Af!;,r h" met with th" N.c ,AA ,'5 chief 

medical oHicer, Brian Hainlin,", last year, Hurm conclud,"d the N,C,AA, needed a 

stronger concussion policy, rather than allowing individualuniversiti"s to set th"ir O'Nn 

standards, That wm; th" impetus for th" union, h" "aid, 

"Th" ~J Fl. and NFl., Play"rs Assodation ,,01 a gmat example," Huma said, "Collective 

bargainin", allhat point, was lhe only way:' 

House hunting in '" Qu"bec 

F,emy disag10,"d, "It's been dmssed up dilferently, perhaps," he said, "But the agenda 

that his organizations have b"en advancing have always focused on compensating 

athld"", includin" is"u"s surround in" unionizin" " 

R"my also nolod that "ovNnanc" mfonn wa" among th" key is"u"s at last month's 

N,C.i\.i\, commntion, He n10ntioned a stip,"nd ror athletes lhat many universities would 

lik" to s"e implerrwnt"d and said incr"ased input from athlet"s through th" Stud"nt

Athlde Advi"olY Committ"" 'Nas a priority, Still. on" m"mbN of th" commiU"e 10cently 

told the Chronid," or Higher Education that she lhought th," N,C.I\,i\., put a muzzle on 

stud"nts, 

Huma's n"w group faces an uncertain future, particularly at public univNsiti"s in stat"s 

that forbid public "mployee" from collectiv" bmgainin". And the N.CAA mfonn 

nwvem,"nt. with its newlound visibility, will have 10 navi"ale its different factions, The 

Drake Group, for instanc", is pushing legislation that includes a limited antitrust 



ex,"mplion fol' the NcCJ\)\c, while the O"Barmon case is predicated upon removing it 

"\Ne're 110t th"re y"t," Huma said. "But we b"li"ved a long time ago that Gollege sport,; 

Gould b" changed, and now we're seeing it.'" 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday. Febmary 9, 2014 7:36 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Monday Update: 2-9-14 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the Clips MotherShip. 
Your Clips Editor has experienced an overdose of TV viewership this week. I viewed pmts of 
a couple dozen men[Js and women[ls games this week. But fret not, dear readers, I shall 
recover (especially with all the Sochi Olympic stuff to divert my attention). 
Meanwhile, there [] s plenty of great content below, all of it relevant to the business of college 
sports. I want to call readers[J attention to the item at the top: [JNCAA wants [lpeacer] from 
concussion lawsuits. 0 The posting is actually a compilation of four separate articles and it 
provides a comprehensive, up-to- date snapshot of potentially huge concussion litigation yet to 
come. Kudos to Jon Solomon of a1.com for devoting plenty of research and analysis to the 
concussion Issue. 
r am delighted to welcome over two hundred new Clips subscribers in the past month, for 
many of them this will be their first-ever Clips Monday Update. New subscribers come from 
Penn State Os John Curley Center for Sports Journalism, the University of Illinois, the Big West 
Conference, the University of South Carolina Liberty University. UNC 0 s Sports 
Administration department, Troy University, Coker College, Stetson University, Amherst 
College, Northeastern University, Wichita Slate, UNC-Greensboro, Loyola Marymount 
University, Huxley College and Appalachian University, plus []civiliansr] from Cincinnati and 
Marina Del Rey. 
Here 0 s a reminder to all our new subscribers (and to long-time subscribers as well).lfyou 
click on any of the links below and get a blank white screen that means you need to log in. To 
do so, click on OLog In/OutO in the upper left comer ofthe Clips website (seejpeg helmt) 
and enter your username and password. If you have any trouble please contact me. 

x 

Also, at the bottom of this emaill have inserted a graphic to show you how you can have your 
computer save your Clips password. 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wl/wv.lwitJer.com!@CollegeAthClips 

Remember, you must be logged in witb your username and password to view the artIcles (below) on the 
websIte. 1f you an' no€ inggNi in :vuu wHl g~t a. bJank whju; s~:reen. 
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_ O'Bannon suit: NCAA ordered to produce documents of new rules 
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About our website: Col/egeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Lett Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should log on to 
www.col/egeathleticsclips.comorcontactNicklnfante.Clips Editor at 
nick@collegeathleticsclips.comor908.879.9978 
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Sunday, Februmy 9, 201410:12 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: "Stepping Up to Stop Sexual Assault" 

x 

Dear Vince-

This is a sort of "afterthought"' Clips eFlash that is being sent out to selected Clips 

,;ubscriber,; who we think hav" a special ht"re,;t in th" topic of ""xual abu,;" on campu" . 

. As ,;Orrl" of you might have noticed, just a couplE, hours ago I post<,d a 650~v'/ord 

ex"cutive summary on the Clips website (entitled "D"railing a potential rapist"'). Now. for 

the selected recipients of this eFlash. I am including the "ntir" text of a pair of articles 

that w"re published in today's New York Time,;. 

But first, here's an umpteenth reminder that college students living away from home for 

th" first time can be near impos,;ible to deal with. ~Jew found fre"dom, peer pw"sum. 

alcohol, drugs, sex and rock and roll all conspire to get the 'Neak and unlucky into 

trouble. In "ome cas"" the big-time football and bask0lball player" in th" midst reel 

"nlitl"d, and thilt only aggravates the situation. Somewhew. somehow. sometimes this 

nasty brew spills OV0I" into sexual abuse. andlor (let's call a spade a spade) rape. 

Below are the two Tim"s articles. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

Stepping Up to Stop Sexual Assau!t 

By MlchaellNmerip. Nevil York Tirrws. 2··8·· '14 

BYSTANDER INTERVENTION is so easy to grasp, even by the most inexperienced 

college freshman. that th" progmm may well be th" be,;t hope for wdudng sexual 

assaults on campuses. Mostly it is comnwn s,,>I1se: If a drunk young miln at il party is 

pawing a drunk young 'Noman. then someone nearby (the bystander) needs to step in 

(int"rvene) and get on" of them out of there. Of cour"e. that can be tricky at time,;. 

,lane Stapleton, a University of New Hamj)';hire reseal"ch0l" who rum; bystander 

intervention programs at colleges around the country and in Europe. tells students they'll 

need to be creative about outmaneuvering aggressors. Among the diversions she 

discus,,,,s: "uddenly tuming on the lights at a party Of" turning off the music; acckkntally 

spilling a drink on the guy; forming a conga line and pulling him away from the woman 

he's bothering and onto the dance floor. One of her favorites came from a young 'Noman 

who approilched her drunken girlfriend and said. loudly, "Here's the tampon you asked 

for." 

A definite mood killN, Sill'S III1s. Stapldon. 



The goal is to stop bad behaviN bdc;r;, it CI"OS,;"S the line from drunken partying to 

sexual assaulL "We're definitely nollooking 10 cmale Captain GyslandN hNe."' Ms, 

Stapl"ton says, In the b"st of circurm;tances, a drunken aggrm,sor won't malize h"'5 

b"en had, 

Men as well a5 wom"n are bdng called upon to make it work, While the public di,;cu%ion 

on sexual violerK" has primarily focused on the physical and emotional damag" done to 

'Nom"n, it is also tru" that g"tting arr"sted for s"xual assault can mark a young man for 

lif" 

Sg\. Richard Cournoyer, a C:onnecticut state troop"r, has inllm;tigated a dozen sexual 

assault Cilses in the last few years involving University of Connecticut slud"nb, "These 

ar"n't peopl" jumping out of th" bushes," he says, "For th" most part, they'm boys who 

had too much to drink and hav" don" 50m01hing stupid, VVh"n w" shov'l up to qu"stion 

th"m, you Gan se" the tNfOr in their ey"s." 

On ,Jan, 22, at a White House meeting on sexual violenc", Pmsident Obanm rel"ased a 

report that cited th" need for men to interv"ne: "Bystanders must b" taught and 

embolden"d to step in and stop it" 

The hope is that bystand"r programs will hav" the sam" impad on campus cultur" that 

th" de5ignated driver campaign has had in reducing drunk"n drivin" deaths (to 9,878 in 

2011 frorn 15,827 in 1991), fInd lhat it can be inculGat"d in a reblivdy short time: 

Mother5 Agaim;t Drunk Drillin" wm; founckd in 1980 and v'Iithin a decade was making a 

difference, 

Both tak" the same tack: Drinking to exceS5 can't be stopped but the collateral damage 

can, 

At a bY5tander training 5e55ion for the LJniver5ity of r~ew Hampshire football team la5t fall, 

Daniel Row", a sophornom, told his t"amrnates that h" would use what"v"r trick"ry it 

took to k""p them out of troublE, 

"Mayb" you don't g"t the girl," he said, "but you'll k""p your scholarship and still be on 

the team." 

He has watGh"d a drunken t"ammate pressuring a woman at a party and pulled him 

aside, "I said, 'You know she doesn'l want to talk to you, but th"re's this other girl 

downstairs who really likes you.' " 

There was no "irl downstairs, 

Sometim"5, at a big party, Mr, Rowe won't drink, eS5"ntially makin" himself the 

designal"d interv"ntionist 

L"na Ngor, a University of Massachusetts s"nior, says lhal al about half a dozen pariies 

a semester she has girlfri"nds who get drunk and n""d mscuing, At on" party, a guy 

wa5 all olwr h"r friend, 50 f'Jis r~gor put an arm around her and told him, "Sh,is mine, 

you Gan't have her," When he sug""sl"d a lhmesome, sh" deciin"d, "No way you can 

handle all this," she said, 

David E, Sullivan. a district attorney in western Massachusetts, pros"cut"s about a 

doz"n "ex crimes a year at fille awa campu5e", induding the Univer"ity of 

Massachusetts and /\mherst Colleg", He is also the father ollhree daughtNs, and it 

scar"s him to think that, as nurrwmus wsearchers have document"d, nearly one of five 

v'Iom"n i5 5"xually m;sault;,d during her college y"ars "Can you imagine if you told 

pamnls ther" was a one in five GharK" that their daught"r would be hit by a bus? No orw 

would send th"ir kid to coll"g"," 

With s"v"ral high-profile rap"s miling campuses and an enforcement push by the 

Obama admini5tration, public att"ntion hm; b"en focu5ed on 5exual a55ault in a way not 

seen s~ncl~ a generahon o'f k~nl~n~sts 'first raisl~d thesl~ is!..,=<ues in the 1980$. In just the 

past few rnonths, victims of sexual assault from Amherst Coll"ge, the University of 

Conn"cticut and Vanderbilt hav" filed federal complaint5 faulting their 5chool5 for 



inadequate responses. 

For "veryone involved, "'W'; David U"ak, a longtime research"r on campu" rape. "It is a 

murky mess." That includes Hw young women who are filing complaints, Hw young rnen 

bein" accus"d and th" ouldated campu,; judicial sy"t"rm; tlyin" to affix inno@nc" or 

guil!. "All th,"s" colleg"s are strugglin" indep"nd,"nlly to figul0 this out," III1r. Lisak says. 

"Th"y'r" all scamd." 

At last monlh's rn""ting on s,"xual violence, President Obarna announced trw cmalkm of 

a task forc" to coordinat" a f"d"ral r"spons" to carnpus rap", including "nsuring that 

coll"ges comply with th" law and d"vdop off"ctive policies, and he pled""d to off"r mor" 

support. 

Some of the fruslration lor colleg'"s can be traced to i\pril 20"1'1 , when the Department of 

Education's Offic" of Civil Ri"hts issued what has corne to be known as th" "Dear 

ColI"ague" Idter. It warned lhat under the 1972 Titl" IX I""i"lalion (until then us"d 

primarily to assum parity bdw""n men's and wOll"wn's athl"tics) colleg'"s were mandated 

to have a cornpl0h"nsiv" system in plac" for dealing with sexual I/iol"nce complaints. 

Failure to do so could result in a univ,"rsity losing t"ns of rnillions or dollms in federal 

fundin". 

In a few instances Hw Dm,r ColI"ague Idler pmvid"d sp,"cific "uidelines: mostly itld! 

universities to figure out how to carry out the mandat". For this reason, Dartmouth is 

inviting repw"entatil/es from two dozen unilwrsiti"" to m"d lhi,; ,;umm"r to b"gin putting 

to""ther a sysl"rn 01 best practic"s for campus tribunals. 

lII1any coll"g"s hal/e also msponded by d,"v"lopin" violenc," pmverltion campaigns 

around th" bystander intervention rnodel. North"astel"n University's Center for th" Study 

of SpOlt in Soci"ty, which pion"el·"d by"tand"r lrainin" 20 year" ago, has s"en a mark"d 

uptick in d,"mand. I\s Jarrod Chin, its director of training, says, "Ther" is nolhin" like the 

threat of losing money to "et people's attention." 

In the last year, with financial support fmm District Attorney Sullivan's office, the 

Univel',;ily of 1I!1as"achusetl,; ha" cl"eated an ext"nsive campaign to promote awarenm;s. 

Posl"r5 with messag"s like "8e a Man, Show Me Respect,"' "Don't B," a Passive 

Bystander" and "Do Something" are all ov"r campus, in libraries, 10ck0l" rooms. el/ell on 

the "id"s of bu,;es. All 450 reskknl assi,;lants haVE, be"n gilwn by"tandN lminin" 

Smmmi public sNvic," videos featuring students, includin" one narrated by the 

chancellor. rZumble R. Subbaswam)" are bein" used as teaching tools. At a midsurnm0l" 

ori"ntation fOI" l'reshm,"n, and again the lirsl we"kend or school, a univel"sity lheater 

"roup, the Not Ready for Bedtime Players, pres"nted skits about assault and 

inlerve ntio n 

Incoming freshm"n are the primary largd. A "tudy by United Educalor". an insurance 

company olNned by mom than '1,200 Il"wrnb"r coll"ges and I.fI1iv0l"silies, found thai 63 



percent (if accu!...=<ers in sexual assau~t cases are first··year students. 

Enku GEdaye, a vic" chanc"llor olwrsedn" tho campaign, says that as 'Nith tho 

d"signal"d drivN, the hope is thai by giving lho int,"rv"nlion a formal nanw and linkin" it 

to a pw"cribod sd of w"pom",s, whon "omdhin" go"s wrong a light bulb will go off in 

stud,"nls' hoads, thoy will recogniz~ what thoy am seeing and will r"mmnbm what 10 do. 

"It takos it a'Nay fmm b"ing a fluffy and amorphous idea," she says. 

Tho tmining may havo pby"d a role in catching a mpist on tho UMass campus at Hw 

start of the fall semoster. Accord in" to a police report and intOl"vi"ws with prosecutors, at 

'1 :16 a.m. on l.abor Day, an '18~yeaH'ld freshman stopp"d a young woman l1eadin" 

home alone from a party. Both had b"on drinkin". He pinned her a"ainst a tree and 

bogan kis"ing and bitin" h"r neck. "1 romEm1b"r hi" grip around my n"cK making it hmdm 

to broath"," sho told lho polic", "I was trying to yoll but I couldn't bocauso ollho way h," 

had his hands." Aft"r 10 minut"s, sho was thrown to th" ground, hor legs "forc"d op~n," 

hOI' undmwoar "moved to tho "ido," and raped. 

In tho midst of this, t'NO groups of students - a total of oi"ht bystandors, a combination 

or Imshmon and juniors, five womon and thro," mon ..... intNvon,"d. (VVhilo they have not 

been idontifiod, it is known that th" freshman class had attonded a prosentation on 

bystandN int"rvention that holiday we"kond and that on" of tho junior" had b""n a 

res~dent ass~stant.) 

According to th" I'''port, ono witness (.,,;od hOI" "martphone to tako photo" of "a male 

palty. which appear"d to b" nak,"d from th" waist down, on top of a femalo party," whl!" 

oth"rs as"i"t"d the woman off tho wound and out of the immodbt" awa. Aft"r makin" 

sure sho was safo, they callod lor Iwlp and stay"d with fwr until the police arriv"d and 

a rrested the man. 

Palrick Durochor, HI, has boon charged with Idony rape. fk has pload"d not "uilty. 

Tho Univ(m;ity of r~m,y Hampshiro ha" dOIl"lopod ono of tlw most comprelwn"iv" 

res"arch, training and prev"ntion programs in the country and it was spurred, in part, by 

an equally brutal campus rape back in 1987 v,/hel1 no on" in1<'I"Von"d. 

According to an account in NWN England Monthly at the tirrw. an "xtremely drunk 

freshman wa" I"d into a Stok" Hall dorm !"Oom by thr"" drul1k sophomol"e" who took 

turns having s"x with hN. On" w"nt into Hw hallway and bragg,"d that they had a train 

going, high~fiving his friends. Several students, including the resid"nt assistant. knew 

what was going on bul did nol put an end 10 iL HOI" did the roommat" int"rverw as th," 

three boys tried to pressure the "irl into saying it was consensual. 

Tiw next morning the woman was too drunk to rem"mb"r, but a kw days bl"r, after 

piecing it together. she fil"d a complaint with the university. After four nights of hearings 

bdom a campu" tribullal at a 170~seat I"cture hall that 'Na" op"n to the public. tv'/o of th" 

boys wer" found in violation of a univ,"rsity rule call,"d r,,"sp"c[ for Others and were 

"uspendod for th" fall SEm1m;ter. In criminal court. th"y pl"aded guilty to a misdemeanor 

and spent two monlhs in jail. Th," thild was cI"ared. 

Women 011 campus. including II!h Stapleton, tho w"earcher, led prote"t marchm;, 

occupied a dean's offic" and at one point sur!"Ounded him, linked alms and relused to Id 

him go until he responded to their demands. It took months, but "ventually the 

administration "tarted making the changos that are in plac" today. 

A rape tr"atment cl"isis c"nter hm; b"on funded al1d i" wdl staffed; a t"arn of 12 

professors and r"searchel"s hav," fOlmed a cenl"r fOl" evaluating and implenwnting 

bystander programs: and th" athletic department holds mandatory sessions for all varsity 

athletes 

It appears to have had an impact. Shortly after the 1987 rape, 37 percent of female 

students mported experi"ncing I.lI1want,"d intercoul"se or othel" sexual contact: by 2006, it 

'Nas 21 percent, and by 2012. 18 percent. 
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On most campus,"s, athlet,"s commit a disproportionate number 01 sex crimes: the Unit,"d 

Educators study found that they make up between I 0 and 15 percent of the student 

population but account for 25 per@nt of m;saults. Not at th" University of N"v'l 

Hampshire. 

In 2007, the athldic department r"vamped it" public health pmgmm. mquiring all 

freshman varsity athletes to take seminars on hazing and bullying: alcohol and dl'Ug use: 

sexual ",,,pom;ibility and consent; and diversity. l.a"t sEm1e"ter, a mandatory s"s"ion on 

bystander intervention was added for sophomores. The results are significant. In 20'13, 

seven athletes had cases before the judicial affairs office compared with 75 in 2007. 

College men use two words to describe when a man gets in the way of another man's 

business, and it is not "bystander intervention." For the purposes of a family newspaper, 

call it "shot blocking." 

This was on f'.liatt Martel'" mind during a taxi ride home with a friend and a very drunk 

woman they'd met at a UMass party. "The two of them were touching, cuddling, it was 

obvious she 'Nas down for whatever." says Mr. Martel. a junior. "She'd lost her inhibitions 

to the point that it really seemed like a good idea for hE" to W' home v'Iith thi" »uy "he 

hardly kn'"w." 

MI'. Martel »ot bdw,","n them to take her back to her dorm. "I said, 'Dude, come on, she's 

hammered,' " he recalls. His friend was angry. "It was outright awhvard," Mr. Martel says. 

The nmr.t day the girl ther1k"d him, but MI'. Martel didn't take a lot of plea"ure from it. "I 

could t,"" she didn't mmember what sh," was thanking nli" for ," h," says, "but sOll'won," 

told her she should, so she did." 

More than GO p"rcent of claims involving sexual violence handled by United Educators 

from 2005 to 2010 invollwd young wom"11 who wei'" so drunk ttwy had no cI"ar memolY 

or trw assault. 

ColI,,»e officials have come to maliz" that campu" tribunals are ill~"quipp"d to handlE, 

Hw growing volume of these cases, which often devolve into a he said/sh," said battle. 

Honor codes were designed to investigate plagiarism, fighting, alcohol and drug use, not 

rap". C:ampus tribunals a I'" mad" up of "tu(knt", faculty and admini"trators. "Th"y're 

amateurs," says Robb Jones, senior vice president of United Educators. 

In the past, colleges have resisted cooperating with local prosecutors for kill' or dl'awing 

attention to campus crime. But tougher enforcement of federal laws, demanding more 

transparency, i" changing that. For a year now, District Attol'lwy Sullivan's offic" ha" 

be"n hold in» monthly medings with mpres,"ntativ"s from Hw Unhmrsity of 

Massachusetts and other nearby colleges to review sexual assault cases. "Anything 

ihat"s reported on GarllpUSI~S, \"1/0 \'ViH'1t to S00," says JerH"1~fer Suh~: ;fa S0X cC'ifnl~s 

prosecutor in Mr. Sullivan's office. "Vlie don't want them to screen anything out." 



A year and a half ago, Xavier University of Ohio resisted cooperating 'Nith the local 

prosecutor and leamed a hard lesson. 

In July 2012, a female 5tudent reported to the campu,; police that Dez Wells. a 5tar 

basketball player. had raped her. Mr. Wells acknowledged having sex with th," woman but 

said it was consensual and he used a condom. That night, according to legal papers filed 

by Mr. INe115. the two plus sevel"8l friend5 "athered in a donn room to play truth or dare. 

Many of the dares, Mr. Wells said. were sexual····· at (;[li" point the woman gave him a lap 

dance: at another, she exposed her breasts. After'Nard, they went back to her dorm room 

and had sex. Several hours later the woman wported to the police that ,;he had been 

raped. 

Joseph T. Dders, the Hamilton County prosecuting attorney bas,"d in Cincinnati, says 

that he put two of his best assistants on the case, including the head of the criminal 

divi,;ion. They 'New convinced no rape had occurmd. "It wa,;n't do,;e," he saY5. They 

presented illo a gl"8nd jUly. which did not indict. 

11111. Deters says he rep,"aledly tried speaking with Xavier olficials. butlhey did not 

respond. Instead, the university brought the case before its tribunal. 

VVhen Mr. Deters read the transcript of that hearing, he says: "Il shocked me. There were 

students on that conduct board, looking at I"8pe kits; they'd say. 'I don't know what I'm 

looking al.·" 

The tribunal found Mr \/V"'15 "responsible fO!" rape" and expEdled him. Soon after. he 

,"moiled allhe University of Maryland. Th," N.C.I\.I\. requires transfers to sit out a y,"ar 

but made a I"8re exception in Mr. 'Wells's case after consultin" with Mr. Deters. 

"I lold them he was a really good kid, he'd never been in lrouble with the law and I didn't 

believe he'd done anything wrong." Mr. Deters says. 

Xavier now refers all assault cases to his office. 

As for 11111. VVells, smmmllim,"s last season at away games. induding one al Duke when 

he scored 30 points, fans taunted him about being a rapist, shouting, "No means no." He 

i5 5uing Xavier' for hi,; expulsion 

IT IS MOSTLY INOMEN who have spearh,"aded th," fight against sexual assaull. found,"d 

the rape prevention centers. staffed the hotlines. dominated the msearch in the field, led 

the Take Back the ~Jight man::he,; and organized the ,;,nual con5ent campaigns. And it i5 

men who commit most of the world's violence. 

While true. put this way, men feel like the enemy. "What I hear from men," says Ms. 

G,"laye, the University of Massachusetts vice chancellor. "is they f,"ellike th'4re the 

target,;, they're the pmblem." 

The fact is. most aren't. Research by Mr. Usak indicates that about 3 percent of college 

m"n account for 90 to 95 percent of rape,;. \/Vhat Ms. Gelaye likm; about by,;tander 

intervention is that it asks the other 97 pNcent of men to com," into the room and help 

with the problem . 

. Jackson rZatz, who created the bystander program for men at r~ortheastern, opened a 

2012 Ted Talk by 5ayin" sexual assault has been se"n a,; a woman's is,;ue that "orne 

good men help out with. "I don't accept thal." h," said. '"I'm going to argue th,"se are 

rnen '-;; issues 

Academic research is still in the early slag'"s but is promising. II Univ,"rsity of New 

Hampshire study e)(posed a group of young men to a bystander intervention campaign 

like the one at UMass. Atlhe end of s,"veral weeks. 38 percent of the men report,"d 

having intervened in a sexual assault compared with 12 percent oithe group that had 

not s""n the campaign. 

At Ohio University, a "roup of male students took bystander trainin" sessions and were 



asked lour months later il th'"y'd pel'p0tmt,"d a sexual assault: 1.5 percent said they had, 

compared with 6.7 percent for a control group that had no training. 

Enlightened s,"IHntel'est is a poV'mlful motivalor. Several male athldes at a tmining 

,;ession last month seemed to re,,1 that by"tand,,1' intervention was as much about 

prot,"cting a buddy from gdting into trouble as saving a woman fl'Om harm. 

Andrew Chaput, a member of the lU~.H. soccer t;,am, told a stNY about getting a text 

hom a friend saying a t,"amnmte 01 his was hanging outside her door and wouldn't leave. 

"I didn't want him causing trouble, 50 I took him home." Mr. Chaput said. 

The coaches repeatedly pound into their heads that a woman not saying 110 is not the 

same as a woman "aying y"s. "If thNe is 1 percent doubt in my mind:' f'.lir. Rowe ,;aid, 

"it's nol worth doing it. Unless she gives consent. she can say, 'I was raped: and it's youI' 

word against hers." 

"II a girl wants to hav," sex," he continued, "you'll know it. She has thai look in h,"r eyes. 

She's been talking to you, she bothers you, she walks by you all night, the ',,-,hole thing, 

you lalk, you Id il evol\m." 

11111'. Chaput looked like he had something to "ay but wasn't ,;ure h" should. Finally, in a 

quid voice, he said, "I waited until a gil'l ask,"d me." 
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Making Consent Cool 

Students Aavoct':?te for Consensual Sex 

By Natalie KitrodJ; New York Times, 2·fJ..14 
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IN 1993, when /-\I1lioch Colleg'" intlOduced its "ask first" policy······ mandating that students 

solicit permission for every intimate advance, including kissing - the policy was widely 

d"rided. 

Once the "tuff of "Saturday Ni"htl..ille" parody, "consent" today is proudly emblazoned 

on T·shirts, undervvear and Gondorn V',./rappl~C's. 

Through activism that happem; m; often on YouTub" and Twitter as on the main "re"n, 

foot soldiers in the consent movell'10nt are ,"ncoura"ing fellow classmates to ask first and 

ask often before en"a"in" in sexual activity. Their mission is to make cons"nt cooler 

than AntioGh did. The movem"nt's ,;Iogan: "Consent I" "exy." 

It Isn't always an easy sEdl. Today, as it wm; (kcade" aw" the butt of th" jok" is th" 

awkward formality of the ask. Sayda Morales co·iound"d /\11 Students for Consent at 

Whitman College in Walla \/Valla, Wash.. last y"ar, She heats from stud"nts: "Do I have 

to ask If I can move one Inch closer? Do I halle to a"k if I Gan move my Idt hand one inch 

on their buttocks'?" 

But it doesn't hmm to take on the air 01 a Gontmcl si"ning, sh," tells th"rn. Whorl she 

stands in front of the freshman class, she tries to keep the conversation light "Consent 

js neC0SSWY." ;;he ;;aY5, "and it's fun." 

G"tting consent should be just one part of a frank conversation about what is and isn't 

O.K .. during s"x, she "ay" , and can enhance the smr.ual experience rath0l' than stifle it. 

I,~en and women don't ahNays agree about what con"tltu(()" com;ent, according to lwo 

open··response surveys of H35 heterosexual students !a:...:;t year. The studie:...=t, k~d by 

rZristen N. Jozko'Nsld of the University of Arkansas, were published in the peeHeviewed 

Journal of Sex ResearGh. 



Ms. Morales says she shrugs off student giggles. "At least they're talking about it." she 

Sometimes it pays to play on the mock"ry In 2012, Rd)ecca Nagle and Hannah 

Brancato cmated a website advertising a suppos,"dly n,"w line of ViGtOl'ia's Secret 

underwear. True to form, they 'Nere frilly, lacy and kal"idoscopic. But instead of "sure 

thing," th" thongs w"re d"corated with fiats like "no m"am, no" and "a"k fir·"t." B"fore 

,"veryone picked up on the prank, the website ",mnl viral. 

The lWo activists ...... through lheir Baltimore organization, Force: Upsetting Rape Culture 

- hav" been at the forefront of a new, "dgi"r tone in consent advocacy. Their group 

hdd workshops at '10 colleges la"t year, "ducating stud"nts on how to spread th" anti

rap'" message. Campus groups are trumpding lheir message through "Consenl Days." 

and sometimes 'Neeks. fill"d with pan"ls, group discussions and consent~branded T~shirt 

and condom giveaways. 

"l/IIe aw inserting the conversation into cultUl'e that p"ople am used to com;umin,,, so 

that they'm able to imagine that this could be a part ollhat nminslmam culture," Ms. 

Brancato says. 

In September, Force pulled a hoax on another brand. Timed to coincide with Playboy's 

annual list of top party schools, Ms. Nagle and Ms. Brancato creat"d 

F'artywithplayboy.com, which purported to host Playboy's "ultimate guid" to a consensual 

good time." The reasoning for the list. noted th" w"bsite's cheeky copy, was that 

"C:om",nt is all about everyone having a good tim". Rape is only a good time if you'm a 

rapist." 
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Friday, Februmy 14,201412:49 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: Is Comcast growing by 50% good for college sports? 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the ClipsCableShip. Hope you are well (and I hope you own Comcast stock). 
In thinking about the most reviled/least respected products, services, industries, companies, 
most people would likely come up with the P.)st ofiice, the airlines, the department of motor 
vehicles, Yugo cars, the IRS, the US Congress and Enron. 
And then there are the cable TV companies, that seem to sink lower and lower in customer 
satisfaction every year. 
Anyone who read just a few headlines yesterday, or listened to a few minutes of news on the 
radio, surely heard about No.1 in the cable industry ComcastD s bid to acquire Time Warner 
Cable (No.2). Comcast (21.7 million cable customers) offered $45.2 billion for TWC (11 
million cable customers). That would give the combined company almost a third ofthe 
country D s 100 million cable TV households. 
Those readers in the Clips audience who are media un- savvy should take a few minutes to get 
yourselves up to speed with the basics. Why') Because you all want to advance in your 
careers, and Deven though you might not be in marketing. sponsorship or business Dyou still 
should be knowledgeable about the sources ofthat great big chunk ofmedia money that fuels 
the entire college athletics enterprise. All college athletics, not just football and basketball. 
Here in a few paragraphs is a history of, current status of, and possible future scenarios of 
media, communications, technology, content, etc. [Clips readers who are already savvy 
about the past and present can skip/skim the next three paragraphs.} 

Way way back there were hairy Cra l'vlagnon types who drew pictures on cave 
walls. 11lis is thought by many to have been the beginning of media. After a few 
tJlOusandyears their descendants began rhythmicalZv pounding rudimentillY 
percussion instruments and singing together. Thus was bam what we now call 
Dmultimedia. D 
A1allY centuries passed The percussion illStruments expanded to include woolly 
mammoth skulls and the artwork got more sophisticated, depicting all body parts 
of fellow Cro Afagnons. Verbal communications eJl.])anded to yelling, yodeling, 
catcalling and gesticulations. 
Then. all squeezed together, in the space of maybe ten thousand years, written 
words were developed, books were printed and town criers became mankind[Js 
.first Dnewscasters. D Edison, Bell, Afarconi, i\1cLuhan, Rasmussen, Algore, Jobs, 
Gates, Zuckerman, Finebaum and Bilas did what they did, and here we now are .. 
. . with google glasses, cars that drive (ilild park) themselves, You Tube, Twitter 
andDick Tracy wrist radios. 

But what about media, you ask') Well, I will remind everyone of Marshall McLuhan D s 
prescient pronouncement from the 1960s: DThe medium is the message. D In present-day 
media application, there is the medium (i.e.-via cable TV, via satellite, via internet, via 
smartphone, in person, etc.) and there is the message (the televised football game, the blogs, 
stand- up comedy, hate sr-p_ee_c_h-,-, _e_tc~),----__________ ---, 

x 

Yesterday D s news could have huge ImplIcatIOns on the medIUms sports viewers use/purchase 
to get what we want. 
Right now the typical cable TV company provides three services: TV stations, internet sClvice 
and a telephone landline. The first is important now, but might diminish in importance. The 
second will likely become the real moneymaker for cable TV companies. The third will largely 



go away. 
These past two days your Clips Editor has pored over a dozen or so articles about 
Comcastl] s proposed acquisition. The day-after consensus is that this is much more of an 
internet deal than a cable TV deal. Live sports is the undisputed crown jewel of TV content 
[34 of the 35 most watched shows last year were NFL games, and! donOt think the 
Final Four or college football championship were far behind}, and Comcast is astutely 
hedging its bet on both possibilities for the medium that will cany live sports in the future. 
Comcast will cash in on bundled cable delivery (as it is for now) and/or by internet-delivered 
pay-per-view sure to come in the future. 
You heard it all here first, especially the town crier part. 
Have a good Friday. Have a good weekend. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Ix 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
www-twitter,com!@ColiegeAthClips 

Industry Shifts May Aid Corn east in Takeover Bid 
By Edward Wyatt, New York Times, 2-14-14 

On the faee of it, the merger of the countrylJs two largest cable companies would seem 
like a nonstmter, given its steep regulatory hurdles and skepticism from consumer watchdogs. 
But ComcastD s proposed acquisition of Time Wamer Cable comes at a moment of seismic 
change in the television industry, with consumers increasingly cutting their cable cords mld 
instead streaming their favorite shows via the Internet through services like Netflix, YouTube, 
Amazon and Hulu. 
This shitling landscape may aid Comcast as it seeks to persuade government officials [j and 
deploy its prodigious arnIY oflobbyist<; I] to win approval for its $45 billion takeover. 
[JI believe television will change more in the next five years than in the last 50, [1 Brian L. 
Roberts, Comcastl]s chief executive, has said. 
Still, the combination ofthe two companies, creating a cable and broadband behemoth serving 
30 million customers across 42 states, is expected to come under intense scrutiny from the 
Obama administration, which has toughened its enforcement of federal antitrust laws. 
But much ofthe focus on Thursday over how the proposed deal would affect competition in 
cable TV overshadowed what could be a more important consideration for regulators: the 
merger 0 s effect on broadband Internet service, which is rapidly becoming the most important 
pipe running into the homes of most American consumers. 
A merged Comcast and Time Warner Cable would have nearly twice as many high-speed 
Internet subscribers as the next largest company and would control roughly 38 percent ofthe 
high-speed Internet market, according to figures compiled by the Leichtman Research Group, 
an independent firnI in Durham, N.H. The combined companies would account for nearly 32 
million broadband customers, compared with 16 million for AT&T and nine million tiJr 
Verizon. 
The effect on cable TV and Internet service prompted many consumer advocacy organizations 
to immediately express hostility toward the deal. 
o This industry is notoriously unpopular with consumers due to poor customer service, not to 
mention ever- increasing bills, and a deal this size doesn OJ exactly convince us thatthings will 
get better, 0 said Delara Derakhshani, policy counsel for Consumers Union. 
Washington lawmakers also said they would give it close scrutiny. Senator Amy Klobuchar of 
Minnesota, chairwoman of the Senate Antitrust Subcommittee, said that because the proposed 
merger LJ could have a significant impact on the cable industry and affect consumers across the 
country, [J she planned to convene a hearing to examine the deal. 
The transaction also has raised concerns among some ofthe cable networks, whose channels 
reach consumers through providers like Comcast. Randel Falco, chief executive ofUnivision 
Communications, said the company would monitor the government review. 
o When the No.1 and the No.2 cable operators merge it is a cause of concel1l that requires 
significant scrutiny, 0 Mr. Falco said. 
But Comcast officials dismissed much of the criticism of the deal as 0 hysteria 0 and noted that 
the new companyOs market share of cable subscribers would be no higher than it was after 
completing a similar transaction with Adelphia in 2006. 
In addition, Comcast said that it and Time Wamer Cable did not compete in a single ZIP code 
anywhere in the United States. Nor is the deal likely to have an effect on other providers of 
television programming I] including Verizon, AT&T, DirecTV and Dish [1 which in recent 
years have perfol1lled better than the cable companies. Since 2005, Comcast said, 
telecommunications companies and satellite providers gained 18 million customers while 
traditional cable companies lost 10 million subscribers. 
o Previous antitrust concel1ls are truly antiquated in light of today 0 s marketplace realities, 0 



David L. Cohen, a Comcast executive and its chieflobbyist, said on Thursday. 
There are also r]cord cutters!] who have jettisoned their cable providers and watch television 
on the Internet via fast-growing services like NetJ.lix and YouTube. 
Comcast already has plenty of experience dealing with antitrust and other regulatory ofIicials in 
Washington. In 2011, the company spent a year persuading officials at the Justice Department 
and the Federal Communications Commission to approve its takeover of the entertainment 
giant NBCUniversal. It gained the approval in part by agreeing to certain conditions, among 
them a promise not to use NBC D s clout as a provider of programming to deny access to its 
customers by competing producers of television and films. 
But many in Washington say that Mr. Cohen, a veteran of Philadelphia politics, is ComcastD s 
secret weapon in tJying to persuade govenunent regulators to sign off on the deal. 
Mr. Cohen has close ties to President Obama, perhaps even closer than ComcastD s chief 
executive, Mr. Roberts, who has golfed with the president on Martha[] s Vineyard. 
A major Democratic fund-raiser, Mr. Cohen and his wife hosted Mr. Obama at their 
Philadelphia home in 2011, raising $1.2 million at an event where the president called the 
couple [j great friends. [j 
Mr. Cohen also was a guest at the White House on Tuesday for the state dinner in honor of 
President Fran Dois Hollande of France. 
Other Comcast officials have the ability to reach deep into the regulatory agencies that will 
review the merger, while officials at those agencies also are very familiar with Com cast and the 
cable business. Shortly after the F.C.C. approved ComcastDs purchase of NBC Universal, 
one of the commissioners who voted in favor of the deal, Meredith Attwell Baker, joined 
Comcast as a lobbyist. 
The cun·ent F.C.C. chairman. Tom Wbeeler, once served as the leader ofthe cable industJyDs 
chieflobbying group. And the current director of the antitrust division of the Justice 
Department, William J. Baer, represented NBCUniversal during the Comcast deal as a lawyer 
in private practice. 
A Justice Department spokeswoman declined to comment on whether Mr. Baer[l s work for 
NBC would affect his ability to oversee the investigation of the Comcast- Time Warner Cable 
transaction. 
Last month, well before the announcement of the Com cast- Time Wamer Cable deal, Mr. Baer 
said in an intelview that any tJ·ansactions involving telecommunications companies, including 
wireless phone companies or cable providers, would be closely scrutinized by the antitrust 
division. In 2011. the Justice Department blocked AT&T D s pmposed $39 billion acquisition 
ofT-Mobile. 
Comcast officials said on Thursday that they had not yet directly engaged regulators about the 
deal other than to tell them it was occurring. But the company has in a way already started 
negotiating, saying that as part of the deal it would divest al:xmt three million subscribers. 
That will keep the combined company with about 30 million subscribers, or less than 30 
percent of the national total. From 1993 until 2009, when a federal appeals court threw out the 
rule, cable companies were forbidden by the F.C.C. from controlling more than 30 percent of 
the nation D s video marketplace. Though the rule is no longer in effect, Comcast officials cited 
it Thursday as proof that their transaction would not stifle competition. 
Many consumer advocates disputed that position. 
DNo one woke up this morning wishing their cable company was bigger, D said Craig Aaron. 
president of the consumer advocacy group Free Press. D This deal would be the cable guy on 
steroids D pumped up, unstoppable and grasping for your wallet. D 





Comcast's Time Warner Deal Is Bad for America 

BySusanCrawfordFeh 13, 20i4Bloomherg, 1l:27AlvfET 

David Cohen, Comcast COrp.'s executive vice president and the masternlind behind 

its deal to buy Time Warner Cable Inc., sounded pugnacious and confident on a recent 
conference call with investors. Regulatory and antitmst approval of the deal, he says, will 
happen within the next nine to 12 months. But even Cohen had to acknowledge that the public 
might be worned about the power ofthis combination. "It may sound scary," he said. 
Indeed it does. Although Comcast's management points out that when they're finished - - and 
after they divest some of their systems to others - - the combined company will have just 30 
percent ofthe national share of pay-television subscribers. Nationwide share means little to 
people and businesses, which often have little choice when it comes to cable: Ninety-one 
percent of Americans who subscribe to data services also buy video services, so the relevant 
market for them is the bundle. When it comes to bundles. satellite companies Dish Network 
Corp. and DlRECTV can't offer the data capacity that Comca~t can; their communications 
have to travel more than 22.000 miles one way. 
The reason this deal is scary is that for the vast m'\iority of businesses in 19 ofthe 20 largest 
metropolitan areas in the country, their only choice for a high-capacity wired connection will be 
Comcasl. Comca<;l, in tum, has its own built-in conflicts ofinteresl: It will be serving the 
interests of its shareholders by keeping investments in its network as Iowa<; possible - - in 
particular, making no move to provide the world-cla% fiber-optic connections that are now 
standard and cheap in other countries - - and extracting as much rent as it can, in all kinds of 
ways. Comcast, for purposes oftoday's public, is calling itself a "cable company." It no longer 
is. Comcast sells infrastmcture subject to neither competition nor a cop on the beat. 
For a country attempting to compete on the global stage, this is a problem. It's time to 
recognize that industrial policy - - true leadership, the kinds of initiatives that brought us the 
federal highway system and national electrification - - is called for. If regulating these guys is too 
difficult, let's allow mayors to build alternative fiber-optic networks such as the one in 
Chattanooga, Tennessee, that has lured businesses and spurred economic growth. We can't 
allow our future to be captured by the short-term cash flow desires of Comcast's investors. 
Comcast's job today is to create an air of inevitability about the deal. It's busy pointing out that 
prior cable combinations have been approved by regulators and that competition won't be 
reduced through the merger. Cohen sounded particularly bullish on this point, PJinting out that 
these two companies don't compete in a single ZIP code in America. That's because they long 
ago clustered their operations and divided markets: Where consolidation is possible, 
competition is impossible. 
The Department of Justice has a problem: It doesn't do industrial policy. It can't create 
competition where none exists. It can't mandate that all u.s. businesses have world-cla~s. 
inexpensive fiber-optic connections. But the Federal Communications Commission and the 
executive branch call. Along the way, by the way, we'll have far better wireless connections 
because wireless needs fiber to flourish. 
If all of this sounds technical, try this: We're all the people of Fort Lee, New Jersey, trying to 
get on the George Washington Bridge. There's a bully narrowing our access to the world 
whose interests aren't aligned with ours. \\'hat we need is for that bridge to be maintained, for 
traffic to flow and for the bully to get punched in the nose, collectively, by the entire country. 
Let's be clear: This is old-school monopolistic behavior. 
Whatever happens to this particular combination, let's keep the bigger picture in mind: High
speed wired connections are now infrastmcture, just like bridges, roads, and water. We can't 
flourish as a country unless someone takes the long view and ensures that American businesses 
aren't forced to pay whatever tribute Comcast demands in order to tln·ive. 
(Susan Crawford, the JohnA. Reilly visiting professor in intellectual property at 
Harvard Law School and a fellow at the Roosevelt institute, is the author of D Captive 
Audience: The Telecom industry and Monopoly Power in the New GildedAge. [] Follow 
her on Twitter at @scrawford) 
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Clips eFlash: Northwestern's Kain Colter pitches players [j union 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 
Greetings from the Clips Labor-and-ManagementShip. Hope you are well. 
Yesterday, in Chicago, Northwestern QB Kain Colter testified for more than four hours before 
the National Labor Relations Board. This was the first day of what will be a four-day hearing. 
By all accounts, Colter was articulate, passionate and credible as he described [] with numerous 
examples (see articles below)!] why college football players are more employees than they are 
students, or [] student-athletes. [J 
It would be easy to reduce this difference of opinionlJemp/oyees? .. not employees? []to the 
tried and true Dhavesihave-notsD litmus test. Conferences, schools, coaches, administrators 
and media are the 0 haves 0 ... after all, they have all the power and almost all the money. 
The Dhave-notsD are the players, or, student-athletes (in the NCAA vemacular) who get far 
tar less money and no power. 
But there 0 s much more than money involved. There are working conditions, rules. hours, 
health and safety (read: concussion management). In each of these areas players have very little 
say (indeed. we heard that repeatedly at the NCAA convention last month). Curiously. Colter 
and the College Athletes Players Association are focusing on non-monetary issues for now. 

fu~ly" lLrt_;_hl_.n_g_. __________________ ----' 

Most onlookers agree that it will be a long shot for the NLRB to grant employee ~;tatus to 
college players. IfCAPA cannot be granted union status, then the issues above will not simply 
fade away. 
Maybe (just conjecturing here) the NCAA will take this oppOltunity to allow student-athletes, 
ah, players, to have more of a say in things. After all, unions are not the only way to share 
power. The NCAA could conceivably do that within the existing governance structure. 
A relevant example comes from Dof all places 0 Chattanooga, Tennessee. [That's where the 
2012 VW Passat ClipsA10bile was assembled] Earlier this week workers at the 
Volbwagen plant there voted against bringing in a union by something like 710-660. This was 
because VW had dropped strong hints that they would set up 0 workers 0 councils 0 like they 
have in Europe to address working conditions. It doesn []t have to be a traditional union .. 

Whetherit[]s a union, a []students council, [J or whatever, the issue ofplayers[J, um, 
r]student-athletes[] rights wonlJtjust fade away. 
The re-adjustment of [jamateurism [1 status (deliberately bracketed in quotes because itlJ s not 
really anlateurism) is the recurring issue of our day 0 not payments tor likenesses, not media 



payments, not concussion refonn. And worse, whenever amateurism discussions come up, the 
NCAA comes off as the bad guy. It should not be this way. 
You heard it here first. 
Have a good Wednesday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
\N1Nw.twitler.com!@CollegeAthClips 

Northwestern Quarterback Makes His Case for PlayersD Union 
By Ben Strauss, New York Times. 2-18-14 
CHICAGO D Kain Colter, a football recruit arrived at Northwestern University with 
dreams of becoming an orthopedic surgeon. But the summer before his freshman year, he said, 
he was steered away from a chemistry class toward less strenuous options like sociology and 
African history. He is now pursuing a psychology degree instead of the premed track. 
During the 2012 season, after Colter was named the starting qumterback, Northwestern 
traveled to Ann Arbor, Mich., for a day game against Michigan. The Wildcats made the five
hour trip by bus, had team meetings, held walk -throughs, played the game, met reporters and 
then retnrned to campus in Evanston, III. According to KolterOs Oaccountable hours 0 log to 
ensure he had time for academics, he spent 4 hours 8 minutes on football activities. 
Colter, the leader of the Northwestern football team 0 s petition to fonn a union, which was 
filed last month, offered more than four hours of testimony Tuesday afternoon before the 
National Labor Relations Board. In question is the relationship between academics and 
football ft)r players LJ specifically, which comes first and whether these athletes should be 
classified as students or employees. Colter insisted he was on campus to play football. 
mtlls truly ajob, 11 Colter said. IlThereLJs no way around iUl 
Northwestern graduates 97 percent offootball players, the highest among schools in the 
Football Bowl Subdivision. Lawyers for the university, which argues that its football players do 
not meet the requirements for a union because they are full- time students, expressed difficulty in 
understanding why Northwestern was chosen as a test case. 
They then painted Colter as a football player who has benefited greatly from his educational 
experience, mId argued that athletics and academics go hand-in-hand. 
Colter has a grade point average above 3.0. He was Academic AIl- Big Ten each year he was 
eligible. He took classes like Financial Business and Introduction to Neurology. He received 
tntoring and extra help when he asked for it. He is scheduled to graduate this yem: earlier than 
expected. There could be no truth, Northwesternll s lawyers said, to the accusation that he 
was not pennitted to study [1 and study what he wished. 
The hearing was moved from the N.L.R.B. [J s regional office to a larger room in a federal 
building in downtown Chicago because of increa<;ed interest. Tuesday began with Colter 
fielding questions from John Adanl, a lawyer for the College Athletes Players Association, the 
newly fonned group seeking to represent Northwestern players in collective bargaining. 
Colter, who exhausted his athletic eligibility last season, laid out in great detail his experiences 
during what he called the yearlong college football season. He spoke of the time demands, the 
control exerted by coaches and administrators and the academic sacrifices he said he had to 
make. 
mt makes it hard for you to succeed. 0 Colter said. o You canOt ever reach your academic 
potential with the time demands. You have to sacrifice, and we 0 re not allowed to sacrifice 
football. [J 
Training camp before the season, Colter said, requires 50 to 60 hours per week and 14-hour 
days, on occasion. The in-season commitment is 40 to 50 hours each week. Summer 
workouts require a return to campus only a few weeks after the end of the previous school 
year. Colter said he was never allowed to schedule a class before 11 a.m. because of practice, 
which made it difficult to take the courses he needed to continue as a premed stndent. 
The idea was to cast Colter and his teammates as employees, with responsibilities to match. 
The compensation, argued Colter, is an athletic scholarship, valued by Northwestem at 



$76,000 per year. And, he continued, because it can be revoked year to year in some cases, 
there is a quid pro quo to deliver on the football field. (When Colter was recruited, he received 
a one-year renewable scholarship, but later he was given a multiyear scholarship.) 
When he was cross-examined by university lawyers, Colter was pressed about whether his 
scholarship money dedicated to tuition was taxed. And he was asked whether he received 
retirement and paid time-off benefits like other Northwestern employees. He said he did not. 
Beyond the employee-student construction, there were other logistical questions raised by 
Northwestern D s lawyers. The College Athletes Players Association does not seek to 
represent non- scholarship football players or any athletes who do not play football or 
basketball, including women, which raises issues surrounding Title IX, the federal law that 
requires equal spending on men D s and women D s sports. 
The hearing continues Wednesday and is expected to last all week. 
The players [1 group has another witness to call, and Northwestern will call several experts to 
try to rebut Colter. The regional N.L.R.B. ofIice here will then make a ruling, most likely within 
a month of the hearing LJ s conclusion. That decision can be appealed to the federal board in 
Washington. 
Colter, meanwhile, will head to the N.F.L. combine in Indianapolis this weekend. 

Questions for Northwestern's Kain Colter at CAPA hearing 
By Kevin Trahan, USA TODAY Sports, 2-/8-14 
CHICAGO D Former NOIthwestern quarterback Kain Colter made one thing clear 
Tuesday as he took to the witness stand, the first person to testify on behalf of Northwestern 
football players petitioning to fonn a union. He says he is a student and an athlete, but not a 
student-athlete. 
"(Football is) ajob," he said. "There's no way around it, it's ajob." 
Colter is one of the key figures as the College Athletes Players Association tries to make its 
case that Northwestern football players are employees under the National Labor Relations 
Act. 
CAP A lawyer John Adam said at a hearing last week that he would prove that Northwestern 
football players are compensated through scholarships that are conditional on a service they 
perform, thus making them employees under the meaning ofthe act. On Tuesday, much of 
Adam's questioning of Colter reflected that point. 
Colter testified that, in essence, the football staff at Northwestern controlled what he could and 
couldn't do, at least beyond what would be controlled ifhe were a regular student. Colter said 
that football players have to get approval to for certain housing options, and their speech is 
restricted, because there are rules about what they can post on social media. Moreover, he 
said that football conflicted with his academic goals. 
"What classes you can take, what major you can participate in, it's all based on football and 
your schedule," Colter said. 
Colter said that when he came to Northwestern, it was his dream to go to medical schooL but 
that football obligations got in the way. He said an advisor at Northwestem urged him to not 
take a chemistry class he needed for his pre-med track when he was a freshman, and that, 
combined with other practice requirements, put him behind his classmates to meet the pre-med 
requirements. 
Despite those lofty academic goals, Colter said he would not have been offered admission to 
Northwestern had he not played football, implying that football, not academics, is the reason he 
is at the university. 
Ultimately, what Northwestern's football players seek is representation in the NCAA decision
making process. Colter was a member of the Northwestern football team's leadership council, 
but his assessment of that council reflected CAP A's position regarding player representation in 
the NCAA. 
"Coach (Pat Fitzgerald) makes it clear that he's the head coach," Colter said. "He's 51 percent 
of the vote." 
Adam argued that football and academics are "separate and distinct," and Colter said that his 
play on the field and his time on the leadership council did not provide any educational value. 
However, attorney Anna Wermuth, representing Northwestern, attempted to cm,t doubt on 
that statement, saying that Colter noted his football leadership skills on an internship application 
to Goldman Sachs. Wennnth also p.)sed the suggestion that Colter learned how to "critically 
analyze infornlation" while he was a member of the football team. 
Wermnth also questioned a strong assertion by Colter that his payment for treatment of injuries 
he received at Northwestem is "in dispute." Colter recently had ankle surgery due to injuries he 
sustained during his playing career, and he said the university refused to pay for an MRI. 
However, he said that the university did agree to reimburse him, trying to "make things right," 
after major damage was found. 
Northwestern currently pays for players' medical needs up to one year after they exhaust their 
eligibility. The policy varies at each school, but CAP A is trying to get expanded medical 
coverage for players. That is theoretically attainable, but under NCAA mles, some of the 
potential refonns listed on CAPA's website [j securing due process rights and allowing athletes 
to receive compensation [1 are not up to the university's discretion. 
"Most ofthe objectives CAPA is trying to achieve are not even controlled by Northwestern," 



Alex Barl:xmr, representing the university, said. 
Both parties recognized that the NCAA is not ajoint employer, so CAPA would not be 
collectively bargaining with the oversight organization. Despite the CAPA website's stated 
goals, Colter said CAP A would not push for action that Northwestern cannot give under 
NCAA jurisdiction. 
"We're not going to jeopardize our players' eligibility," Colter said. "We're still going to have to 
abide by NCAA rules" 
To even stmt to think about how those rules play into the process, CAP A will need to continue 
on a long road that it hopes ends with college athletes being deemed employees of their 
universities. 
When the proceedings continue Wednesday, as both parties plan to call witnesses, the 
fundamental question aIUong all the small complexities remains the same: Are Colter and his 
teammates students, or are they athletes, first and tiJremost? 
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Clips eFlash: Has college football peaked? (by Dennis Dodd, CBS) 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings ii-om the Football-Has-a-12-month-SeasonShip. And what a coincidence that I am 
tapping this out while listening to the Paul Finebaum radio show on ESPN radio, which is 
definitely 12 months offootball as well. 
A couple hours ago the habitually profound and prescient Dennis Dodd of CBSSports.com 
posted a superb article titled [JH as college football peaked? Ripples on sUljace bear 
watching. [1 

It is my great pleasure to bring you DennisD article (with his pelmission) in its 1,925-word 
totality. This is a thoroughly-researched commentary, with input from other great thinkers, and 
Dennis expertly pulls it all together with wit, clarity and comprehensiveness. 
To give you an idea of the Dodd style, this is how he began his article: 

D There is a theory floating out there relating to college football that is as scary as 
it is real. 
In the 1950s, geoscientist it1. King Hubbert coined the tenn "peak oil," the time 
when oil production is at its maximum, half of the planet's supply has been used 
From that point earth's most valuable natural resource is in decline. [1 

Peak oil? Geoscientist? Huh? ... what does that have to do with college fi.)Qtball? An intriguing 
and wacky lead-in, this is standard DoddSpeak, and it makes for a great lead-in to his robust 
remarks about the potential plateauing of big-time college football. 
I will herewitll exit this ClipsIntro and get you to Dennis D mticle posthaste. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
WW\N,twitter.comf@CollegeAthClips 

Has college football peaked? Ripples on surface bear watching 
ByDennisDodd CK'>"Sports.com. 2-20-14 
There is a theory floating out there relating to college ±ootball that is as scary as it is real. 
In the 1950s. geoscientistM. King Hubbert coined the ternl "peak oiL" the time when oil 
production is at its maximum. half of the planet's supply has been used. From that point earth's 
most valuable natural resource is in decline. 
Scary and real because it's going to happen, if it hasn't already. Apply that to our favorite 
SpOlt. Is it blasphemous in these heady times to ask whether college football has reached its 
peak? Was the dramatic rise of the game in the past 16 (BCS) years as good as it gets? 
As fun and bright and promising a<; the playoff era seems, it's still an athletic IPO. Conference 
realignment is all but over. All the conference rights fees - - except for the Big Ten - - are 
negotiated far into the future. Legal concerns 100m regarding the head trauma issue. 
It's time for the game to reprove itself. Historically, there's something about college fi.)otball that 
does not endure. There's a reason there hasn't been a back-to-back Heisman winner since the 
mid-1970s, or that no team has ever won three consecutive national titles in the wire service 
era. 
We've enjoyed transforrnative players such as Tim Tebow, Cam Newton and Johnny Manziel 
in recent years. Can we continue to count on such compelling figures? 
Or is it the game itself? 
Six montlls until that first playoff season, we're going to at least raise some of those peak oil 
Issues ... 

• Already cracks - - small ones - - are appearing in attendance. While another national 
attendance record was set this season (38 million total), average per-game attendance 
was flat -- up an average of only 230 persons per game. (Even with a record 7.5 million 
fans watching the SEC last season. the overall average attendance increased only 136 
folies per game.) 



• There is a freak-out factor regarding student attendance. Overall, it seems to be down. 
The Big Ten is No.2 in overall attendance to the SEC. But as ESPN.com's Darren 
Ravel! pointed out, mighty Michigan hm; seen a conceming decline in student 
attendance. The lack ofWiFi in decades-old stadiums is giving students a reason to stay 
away. Win, lose or flask, students love to text Instagram, Snapchat - - stay in touch. 
The larger concem is that current students choosing to stay home in front ofHDs won't 
be infected with that college spirit that causes them to become donors years from now. 

• As promising as the coming playoffis, there are still uncertainties. Take the venerable 
Rose BowL In the playoff era it may be changed forever. College Football Playoff 
executive Bill Hancock expressed concem on Jan. 1 that the Granddaddy of Them All 
may not sell out next year. 

• Is the SEC's stranglehold good for the game, or not? Ba~ically how much is too much? 
Industry experts agree that television is oversaturated with college basketball. Hoop 
heads may delight in Syracuse-Duke or an undefeated Wichita State, but those are 
spikes in an otherwise flat-line of a regular season. All that really matters is March. 

College football ratings are through the roof, but does any ofthis portend a peak oil stage? In 
the BCS era, college football became the nation's No.2 sport behind the NFL 
"The question is not how big can it get, but at what cost?" Michigan State AD Mark Hollis 
said. 
Hollis is considered perhaps the No. I idea man in college sports. It was his idea to match 
Michigan State and N OIth Carolina basketball on the deck of an aircraft carrier. Michigan 
State- Kentucky in 2003 set a (then) world record for hoops attendance at Detroit's Ford 
Field. 
He had the brilliant concept of playing four basketball games at once on the floor of AT&T 
Stadium, site ofthis year's Final Four. For a variety of reasons, his idea didn't take hold. 
Hollis has built t10urishing championship programs in men's basketball and football, some 
would say, in the shadow of rival Michigan. One thing can be said: MSU is little brother no 
more. 
"I don't see a decline in football or college basketball," Hollis said. "Where I see the decline is 
the ability of the athletic depaJtment to fillfill the mission of a broad-based program. 
"You put more and more emphasis on those two sports, it has a dilution factor that starts to 
take you away from an academic setting to one of commercialism." 
Balancing the academic mission vs. a for-profit business model is behind every major issue in 
college athletics these days: the O'Bannon lawsuit, concussions, coaching salaries, mles 
violations. 
The amateur enterprise exists in a market-driven environment Hollis eloquent/v addressed the 
"peak oil" question last year. 
"The popularity ofthe sport is at an all-time high," said Dean Jordan, a well-known media 
consultant who has worked with the ACC, Big Ten aJld Big 12, among others. 
"Our competition is people's time," Jordan added. "We have to have a product where the value 
to the buyer and the experience is wOlth that person's time. As long as we have that, then we'll 
be OK. 
"1 don't think that we're at a tipping point I think we're at an exciting stage of the game." 
Judge for yourself 
The playoff: It's here because of the sport's popularity. ESPN and the commissioners 
wouldn't have assembled a 12-yem: $7 billion entity ifthere wasn't upside. 
The question is what unintended consequences lay ahead. The national discussion over which 
teams are (perceived to be) screwed will be at least as loud as the BCS. 
With coach's contracts now increasingly including bonuses for making that playoff, careers will 
be impacted because ofthe opinion of that 13-person selection committee. 
A four-team playoff doesn't cure all ills, but 311 eight-team bracket, critics say, that would min 
everything. 
Are we stuck in playoff purgatOly? 
O'Bannon: The NCAA is going to have to address the landmark lawsuit in some sort of way. 
If a settlement includes some sort of professionalization of players, does that tum off the 
public? 
We're virtually assured in tlle future of a cost-of-attendance stipend that will pay athletes ... 
because they're athletes. If the Jolmny Manziels of tlle future are able to profit off their likeness 
(jersey sales, autographs), does that pollute the amateur purity of the SPOlt? 
Imagine Johnny Football becoming Johnny Inc. -- while he's still in schooL 
The SEC issue: Like it or not, that SEC Network is launching in August 
It is the result of micro economics. Within wildly popular college football, the SEC is the most 
intensely followed conference. ESPN is betting there is no such thing as SEC fatigue, to the 
point the cable network is reportedly asking for $1.30 per cable subscriber within its II-state 
footprint That's more than the Big Ten and Pac-12 networks. 
You may have been sick of seven straight SEC national championships (streak broken in 
January l. But the success of the network may be based on the belief that the SEC is going to 
compete for a national championship evClY season. 
The Big Ten Network has thrived. The SEC Network looks promising, but there are 
cautionmy reminders -- the defunct The Mtn. and struggling Longhom Network. 



Virtually every FBS game is now televised whether its streaming on the Sun Belt sight or 
multiple games on BTN. That wasn't the case at the beginning of the BCS. 
The regular season: The playoff stakeholders are detennined to protect it. They believe that 
a fi.mr- team playoff doesn't impact, say, Ohio State-Michigan to the point that Urban Meyer 
(for example) is resting his starting quarterback because the Buckeyes are already in. 
Consider that last season, the Iron Bowl would most likely have been for seeding in a four
team playoff. In that scenario, Barna could have been chasing four nationals titles in five years 
while winning the SEC only twice during that span. 
Isn't that impacting the regular season? 
Studio football: The concept being, that the TV experience has become so compelling that 
attendance matters less and less. The upshot being that the living room and HD become the 
experience instead of game day. 
Thus, studio fi.)()tball. Hey, even the mighty NFL has become vulnerable. 
"I don't think it [studio football] is OK," Hollis said. "The value of TV is to see the experience 
and the enthusiasm, the full stadium, the student body." 
"Every game is on HDTV," Jordan said. "When you get a situation where the in-home 
experience is a 60-inch flat screen with an easy chair with a cooler full of beer, that becomes 
tough to pass up." 
It's hard to make the studio football case when the SEC, Big Ten, ACC and Pac-12 set 
overall attendance records in 2013. But some of that has to do with conference realignment. 
The SEC and ACC should have set records. Those conferences grew in membership. 
"There's always a saturation point," said fonner Big 12 commissioner Dan Beebe. "Maybe 
there has to be a retreating from the (ticket) cost. along with enhancing that in-stadium 
experience that you can't get at home." 
Everyone spoken to for this column agreed with Football Bowl Association executive director 
Wright Waters. That in-stadium experience trumps all. The color, history, tradition and tailgate 
ofthe game should override the concern ofwiring 80-year old stadiums with WiFi. Waters 
called it a "wrestling match" matched against the p)ssible overexposure of television. 
"Attendance is a component," he said. "It's not the component. 
"If we don't have people in the stands we lose some ofthe feel for game. Does that mean 
smaller stadiums being built? The atmosphere is what drives people to spend money to go to 
the games. 
"Does TV take away from that or is TV an infomercial for people to go in the future." 
The answer is obvious for some. Infomercials for mops may be annoying but they grow college 
football. Next year there will be a record 38 bowls. With tlu·ee more FCS teams jumping up to 
FBS (129 total), there will be more bowl eligible teams to fill those 76 spots. Appalachian 
State (average 25,000) and Georgia Southern (15,000) may drag down the national 
attendance average, but they also will be wann bodies fi.)r lower-levell:mvls. 
And if you think those lower-Ievellxnvls are unwatchable, someone is flipping on the set. TV 
ratings were up in 56 percent of all bowls (70 total games) the last two seasons. 
Screens: Increasingly we consume our games, entertainment and news on tablets, phones and 
computers. The so-called TV Everywhere concept is great for the consumer, but how does it 
impact a possible college football tipping point? 
Those apps may end up being nothing more than value added for consumers. 
"TV Everywhere is a mechanism to keep people from dropping their cable systems," one cable 
industry expert said. 
But college stadiums have to be wired to keep the modem consumer. NFL stadiums tend to 
tum over faster, and thus are more likely equipped with latest teclulOlogy. 
One answer might a combination of elements in a modem, wired, smaller package. 
"I wonder if20 or 30 years from now the experience on TV is so great that the next phase of 
stadia is going to be 50,000 seats," Beebe said. "It becomes a demand to get those seats. 
Instead of85,000 seats, it starts to change down ... 
You pack it in and it's a raucous atmosphere. That is good for the experience and for TV." 
Doesn't sound like peak oil, more like a sport that is still peaking. 

Dennis Dodd writes for CBSSports.com. 171is article has been reprinted on Clips with the 
authorDs permission. To access CBSSport.5 click here. 
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Clips eFlash: All eyes on Oakland in June fi.)rthe o [JBannon trial 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the Clips SatnrdayShip. It is 48 0 and sunny in New Jersey, and there is slush 
and mud everywhere from what used to be two feet of snow on the ground. 
Among this week[Js basketball highlight~ (BC upset<; r]Cuse, UNC bests Duke, Shockers, 
UConn women and Notre Dame women remain undefeated) was news of progress in the 
o [JBannon case and the Northwestern/Colter CAPA union case. 
Below are the best articles I have come across in the past two days describing each case: 
Dennis Dodd of CBSSports.com with ORegardless 'if outcome in OOBannolllawsuit, 
NCAA has to change 0 and Ben Straussofthe New York Times with o Test in 
Northwestel1l case: Is College Football aJob?O 
Both cases are, of course, calling the NCAA 0 s interpretation of amateurism into scmtiny, and 
the 00 Bannon case 0 after four years oflegal maneuvering 0 is finally scheduled for a trial. 
As Dennis Dodd so perceptively remarks in his article below. even ifthe NCAA wins in court, 
they will likely be well-advised to revise their centnry-old amateurism model. 
Meanwhile, it is quite interesting that the 00 Bannon case moved along this week, right in the 
thick ofthe Winter Olympic ganles. The NCAA might consider some ofthe Olympics 
[J amateurism" pJlicies, like endorsement~, filming commercials, sfXJnsorship money, etc.). 
The Or]Bannon trial is scheduled fi.)r June 9 in Oakland. I[Jm think of renting one of those 15-

20 dc1=, l"'l~O. """" ",oJ mruci", it" mod mI'. A"",", ~"' "joi" me? 

Have a good Satnrday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
www.twitter.comi@CollegeAthClips 

Regardless of outcome in O'Bannon lawsuit, NCAA has to change 
By Dennis Dodd, CBSSports.com, 2-2/-14 
It was a simple question for Mark Emmert. 
What's wrong, I asked the NCAA president in December, if a trust fund was set aside for 
players? They could access any money earned through sponsorships or marketing right<; or 
whatever after they left school. Heck, even make graduation a condition of getting the money. 
"How would you structnre a model that basically doesn't become a recruiting debate?" Emmert 
countered during a lull at IMG Intercollegiate Athletics Forum in New York. 
"It's not hard to imagine in was recruiting you, I say, 0 I know for a fact you're going to get a 
qumter-million dollars worth of signatnres [if you come here].'" 
Then it becomes a bidding war, Emmert suggested. 
Then it hit me ... late, because I didn't follow up: How would that "!Just fund" be any more of a 
recruiting advantage than the worth of a scholarship at USC vs. one at Troy (Ala.) University? 
How would that be different than a coach promising a recruit future NFL riches? 
We may be about to find out. 
The historic O'Bannon lawsuit took a significant tum on Thursday. Ajudge basically boiled this 
epic argument down -- short of a settlement -- to ajury trial starting June 9. 
Either way, it seems the NCAA is going to have to change. Arguing it<; anmteurism ideals 
before ajury - 0 perhaps one day the Supreme Court -- seems the riskier play. 
"The bottom line for the case is that the NCAA and collegiate sports will never be looked at 



the same today as it was before this case," lead plaintiffs' attomey Michael Hausfeld told 
reporters. 
"The NCAA has been arguing that limiting college athletes to receiving tuition, fees, room, 
board and books in exchange for playing is lawful, presumptively," Hausfeld added. 
"We're done with that. There's no presumptions. This court is saying if you go to trial, you're 
going to have to prove it." 
I'm sure the NCAA hierarchy has considered it: Ajury full of strangers in an Oakland, Calif. 
courtroom deciding on the future ofthe NCAA's amateur model.lt is a model that has been in 
place - - at least philosophically - -for more than a centuly. 
The O'Bannon plaintiffs are basically asking for a free market, that players could -- in some 
fashion - - be paid their market value. Short of that, Hausfeld said his side would be fine with an 
injunction that would set aside those benefits until perhaps after graduation. 
I'Tello, trust fund. I'Tello, something very similar to the Olympic model. Our Sochi athletes 
bathed in glory are allowed to film commercials, make sponsorship money, even earn pay from 
the USOC fi.)r medals. The model isn't far from what O'Bannon is arguing. 
We're talking al:xmt players as a group being able to license and market their likenesses. Hey, 
anything to get NCAA Football back on the shelves. 
Is Olympic figure skater Gracie Gold any less wholesome because she does commercials for 
United? Does Johnny Manziel become any less exciting ifhe has autograph money waiting for 
him once he leaves school? 
Explain to me how the competitive balance changes ifManziel faces Rice with or without that 
autograph check waiting at the end of the college rainbow. 
Manziel or McCarron or Winston or Tebow don't become any less savory. Fans that grew up 
rooting for the Aggies or the Tide or the Noles or the Gators suddenly don't fallout oflove. 
The NCAA is defending this case like it's a home invasion. Let's face it, the fumiture long ago 
was knocked over. 
Pay players? We're way down that road with the Big Five BCS conferences. They're about to 
get voting autonomy in the NCAA govemance structure. At the heart of the restmcturing is 
some sort of stipend, cost-of-attendance check for players. 
It's all but a done deal: Athletes are going to be paid from one source or another ... because 
they're athletes. 
The problem is that the current legal proceeding is moving faster than the NCAA process. 
That is, unless, the NCAA governing boards (executive committee/board of directors) get 
involved and settle this thing. Now. Hey. they've spoken on behalf of the membership before. 
You know. like they did with Penn State. 
In the NCAA's eyes, O'Bannon threatens to become the end of days. It redefines amateurism. 
But amateurism has been a moving target fi.)r the NCAA fi.)r most of the last century. 
There was a time when there were no scholarships. Ringers were playing. Ifs hard to imagine 
iron-willed Walter Byers digesting the current $550 limit on bowl gifts to players. 
Essentially, the NCAA is doggedly defending a model that a) has changed frequently; b) is 
virtually assured of changing in the future. Most important c) fewer folks seem to mind if it 
changes. 
Those BCS commissioners have openly talked about breaking away because ofthe CUlTent 
model. 
Big Ten commissioner Jim Delany once again waved the Division 4 sword in the air at that 
IMGforum. 
OIt's fascinating to me ... Notre Dame AD Jack Swarbrick told me. "What ought the NCAA 
be doing?" 
Administrators like Swarbrick are concemed about O'Bannon because their athletic 
departments would have to pay. The vast m~ority ofthose administrators stntggle to ntn 
break-even athletic departments. 
But that public debate has been lost. Consider Oregon's opulence. Then try to argue against 
schools sharing some of that money in the same of players' rights. 
A December SPOlts Business Joumal report suggested that schools setting aside 25 percent of 
new TV revenue nationwide would result in every scholarship athlete getting an extra $9,000-
$17,000. 
In the end, it seems the NCAA is willing to take this case to the Supreme COUlt to defend an 
ideal by arguing against five figures. Is $9,000 a year enough for players') Is $17,000 too 
much? 
Twenty-seven months ago a $2,000 stipend was actually approved by the NCAA 
membership. What happened? The proposal was overridden, then died. 
Who, then, is the NCAA speaking fi.)r in O'Bannon -- the folks who approved that stipend or 
the folks who were against it? 
Thafs a heck ofa question to ask with a century-old amateur ideal, a possible trip to the 
Supreme COUlt and millions in the membership's hard-earned legal defense money hanging in 
the balance. 
Here's the most basic question: What exactly is the NCAA defending? 

Dennis Dodd writes for CBSSports. com. This article has been reprinted on Clips with the 
authorDs permission To access CBSSports click here 



Test in Northwestern Case: Is College Football a Job? 
By Bell Strauss, New York Times, 2-22-14 
CHICAGO 0 For four days last week in a courtroom on the 13th Hoor of the Dirksen 
Federal Building, a National Labor Relations Board panel heard testimony concerning whether 
Northwestern football players should have the right to collectively bargain as university 
employees. 
A fornler quarterback Kain Colter, said that football was a job. The Wildcats 0 coach, Pat 
Fi1zgerald, said it was not. A parade of Northwestern officials submitted evidence describing 
how they ensure that football players are not workers but students who are offered extra 
tutoring, study halls and the like. 
The legal question at stake is not new. In 1953, Ernest Nemeth, a football player at the 
University of Denver, sought workersr] compensation after he was injured. The Colorado 
Supreme Court sided with Nemeth. In response, Walter Byers, then the N .C.A.A. Os 
executive director, stalted using the tenn student-athlete. 
But the circumstances surrounding the Northwestern case are novel, and the attempt by college 
players to unionize is a first. A football coach from the Big Ten defending the academic integrity 
of his program in a public hearing is emblematic of the cummt debate over the role of sports in 
college. the N.CAA. and the rights oftop football and basketball players given their athletic 
obligations and the money they generate for their universities. 
Lawyers representing the College Athletes Players Association, which would represent the 
players, laid out a vision of employment during the hearing. Players would spend 50 hours a 
week on football, be compensated with scholarships, have supervisors and contracts, and lose 
their scholarships ifthey did not abide by team regulations. The hearing is scheduled to resume 
Tuesday and is expected to conclude this week, 
Northwestern 0 s lawyers argued that many restrictions are set by the N.C.A.A. The university 
cannot change the way hours spent doing football-related activities are counted (the N .C.A.A. 
limit is 20 hours, though the math can be fuzzy) or create a tlust fund for players 0 medical 
expenses after they graduate without breaking the N.C.A.A. 0 s rules. 
ONorthwestern is the straw man, 0 said Gene Marsh. a fonner chairman ofthe infractions 
committee for the N.CAA. OThis is about the N.CAA 0 
But the players 0 group said Northwestern can do a number of things, fmm guaranteeing 
medical benefits to reducing contact at practices, and insisted that any bargaining would be 
done within the contines of the N.C.AA 
[JWe have issues with the N.CAA., r] Ramogi Huma, the president of the College Athletes 
Players Association, said. LJ But this tight is with Northwestern. [j 
Northwestern lawyers have cited a 2004 N.L.R.B. case in which Brown University graduate 
assistants were found not to be employees on the grounds they were primarily students. That 
created a wrinkle in the usually straightforward definition of an employee, an individual 
compensated for a service. Northwestern 0 s sterling academic record and a 97 percent 
graduation rate for football players have been cited as evidence the university is committed to 
its players as students. 
Which side prevails could depend on that threshold, detennined by the regional office here. 
Joseph Tilson, fmm the law firm Meckler Bulger Tilson Marick and Pearson, which is 
representing Northwestern, cited the Brown case and said players could not be both students 
and employees. 
Craig Becker, the AF.L.-C.I.OTJ s general counsel, who previously served on the N.L.R.B., 
said that could change. []The board, unlike a court, is a policy-making institution, r] he said. 
r] It is supposed to till any gaps with what it believes is wise policy. [1 
He added: 0 I don 0 t know that there 0 s anything inconsistent with being a student and an 
employee. 0 
It is almost certain that once a decision is reached by the regional board, which is expected 
about a month after the hearing ends, it will be appealed to the federal level. Worth noting is 
that the N .L.R.B. is Palt of the executive branch and appointments are made by the party that 
occupies the White House. The current occupant, President Barack Obama, is a Democrat 
whose palty is usually more sympathetic to labor. 
o ThatD s important. 0 said Samuel Estreicher. the director of the Center for Labor and 
Employment Law at New York University. 
Still, despite Huma[ls contention that collective bargaining could function within N.C.AA 
constraints, the weight of such a decision could remain an obstacle for the players!] group. 
[J It[1 s unlikely they will call them employees, [J Estreicher said. mu] s such a radical change to 
college sports. The N.C.AA. is built on amateurism. It would be the professionalization of 
college SPOltS.O 
Tim Waters, the political director of the United Steelworkers, a union atnliated with the 
players 0 gmup, said that should not matter. 
o Just because no oneOs ever argued it before, 0 Waters said, o that doesnOtmean itOs 
wrong. 0 
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Clips eFlash: [JAn emerging spxt? [JBlame the NCAA [] [j 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 
Greetings from the Clips UnsealedDocumentShip. Hope you are well. 
The word Dblame, D as used above in the subject line: DAn emerging sport? DB lame the 
NCAA D D is unfortunately symptomatic of our times. We are often quick to place blame but 
not so quick to give credit. OK, enough of the Golden Rule, let[Js get down to it. 
The eyes and ears (and hopes and dreams and agita) of the college sports world are all 
trained on Oakland, California, that unglamorous cousin of glittering San Francisco, right there 
in plain sight, just a few miles on the other side of the San Francisco Bay (why isnLit it call the 
Oa~arldBra~)_·?~) ____________________________________________ -, 

x 

Oa~and D Cahfolll1aD s St. PauliF ort Worth D IS the sIte of the US Nmth CIrcUIt Court of 
Appeals, where the legal proceedings for what is commonly known as Dthe 0 D Bannon 
case [1 are being played out. 

Yesterday US District Court Judge Claudia Wilken ruled that 18 documents totaling 75 pages 
that had been submitted by the plaintiffs (0 D Bannon D s side) would be unsealed. While your 
Clips Editor was sleeping last night, a couple of energetic reporters (Jon Solomon of AL.com 
and Steve Berkowitz of USA Today) dove into what Steve referred to as a Dtrove of 
documents. D 

Attornevs in the Clips audience who'd like to directly access court documents click here 

X 

Being that the 75 pages contam mostly email chams and nowDs the hIghly appropnate time to 
remind Clips readers that email records have led to the downfall of many. even ifthey are 
innocent. Here D s the Clips Email Golden Rule: If one feels the need to communicate something 
by email something that one would not want his boss, enemy, wife/husband, mothe!: a federal 
investigator, a competitor or ajudge to read, then one should use an untraceable method of 
communication: unobserved sign language, face- to- face conversation, secure phone lines 
or Li the old Mafia technique Li communicating through a go-between. 
Cited in the articles below are several instances ofp.)tentially damning evidence culled from 
emails of NCAA executives, EA Sports Illustrated and the lEG consulting firm. 
One of the best/worst examples is the email below from one of Jon Solomon D s articles in 
which Jim Isch, then interim NCAA President (and now COO) lamented the ongoing challenge 
that it has in being understood by its own members. This one might come back to bite the 
NCAA when the trial starts in June. 

In 2010, then-intenmNCAA VP of Co mmulli cations Bob Williamsforwarded to 
some high-rallking NCAA officials a story in which then-lvl{l/J'land basketball 
coach Gary Williams said college athletes should be paid Gary Williams pointed 
to the new $11 billion NCAA Tournament television contract asjustijicationfor 
his suggestion to pay players $200 a month. but said the NCAA would say there's 
Ilot enough mOlley. 



"That's what the NCAA will tell you, "Gwy Williams said in the story, "but !/you 
did pay the revenue-producing clports athletes. you would still have that money 
coming in that they exist on now. There's plenty qfmoney qtlthe men's basketball 
tournament that you can pay men's basketball players. football players. whatever, 
the revenue-producing sports, and still have enough money to run other sports, 
and 1 think that's why a lot qf people (believe) they should be paid" 
Bob Williamsforwarded the story via e-mail and wrote, "FYI, Gary Williams has 
come on line supporting payment to SAs ... and no surprise he doesn't quite have 
the fac/.5 right. Apparently he also doesn't know where the money from the 
bundled rights agreement goes ... right back to membership. I'm not sure there has 
been a proposal as he indicates ... and his school/conference could certain~v 
sponsor it if they truly believed it could/should be done. He's playing the old card 
ofb/wning the 'NCAA' andfiJrgetting that he is the NCAA." 
Jim lsch, the NCAA's outgoing interim president at the time and now the NCAA's 
COO, responded to Bob Williams' e-mail. 
"This again points to our challenge of communicating with our members, " Isch 
wrote. "jiVe had the same challenged yesterday with the commissioners. They are 
all better off to just blame the NCAA. " 

I have written many times about the inaccurately D and pervasively D negative manner in which 
the NCAA is regularly portrayed, even by its own members! That is not a good thing. NCAA 
members should be praising the Association, not condemning it. If the NCAA is not seen as 
being worthy of praise, then every effort should be made to improve things, not just throw 
hands in the air and complain that members D blame the NCAA. D Perception? Reality? You 
pick. 
Have a good Thursday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
vw,w.twitter.com/@CollegeAthClips 

NCAA opposes Ed O'Bannon plaintiffs' latest class definition for 
live TV claims 
ByJonS%mon, al.com. 2-27-14 
The NCAA opposes the Ed O'Bannon plaintiffs' motion to amend its class definition, calling 
the two changes so significant that they require a request to cCliifY a new injunctive class. 
U.S. District Judge Claudia Wilken said last week she is inclined to reconsider the class 
definition. The O'Bannon plaintiffs filed a motion for an amendment to the class. which seeks an 
injunction against NCAA restrictions over paying players. The new proposed class definition is: 
"All current and former student-athletes residing in the United States who compete on, or 
competed on, an NCAA Division I ... college or university men's basketball team or on an 
NCAA Football Bowl Subdivision ... men's f()()tball team and whose images, likenesses and/or 
names may be, or have been, included or could have been included (by virtue of their 
appearance in a team roster) in game footage or in videogames licensed or sold by Defendants, 
their co-conspirators, or their licensees." 
The proposed class definition added the phrase "or could have been included (by virtue of their 
appearance in a team roster)." The NCAA said it opposes this addition because it seeks to 
add athletes who never played in a game on television. 
"An (stndent-athlete) who never played in a televised game has no plausible claim that his 
(milne, image and likeness) licensing rights were restrained for such games," the NCAA wrote 
in its motion. "To justifY their anlendment, (the plaintiffs) need to show how (stndent-athletes) 
who never played in any televised games could have been restrained from licensing their (name, 
image and likeness) for use in televised games. (The plaintiffs) cannot do so." 
The O'Bannon plaintiffs have said college athletes would enter into group licenses and be paid 
for their name, image and likeness rights for broadcast of game footage. 
The NCAA argues there is no evidence of any such group license in U.S. professional sports 
and cites testimony from an O'Bannon expert and the NBA Players Association's executive 
director, who said his member's group licensing agreement doesn't include NBA television 
revenue. The NFL players' contract grants name, image and likeness rights only for publicizing 
and promoting games, not for a license for game broadcasts, according to the NCAA. 
"In the pros, revenues from broadcasts - - like revenues from tickets, concessions, parking and 
the like - - can and do form the salary pool used to pay pro athletes for their performance," the 
NCAA wrote. "But no athlete is paid for an (name, image, likeness) license -- whether group 
or individual - - for appearance in live broadcasts." 
The new proposed class detinition also deleted the phrase "ailer the conclusion oftlle athlete's 
participation in intercollegiate athletics" to define when the game f()otage orvideogames were 
licensed or sold. The NCAA said that deletion should be denied because it expands the class 
into live broadcasts, an area in which the NCAA has sought summary judgment for in its favor. 
Lawyers for the O'Bannon plaintifIs wrote that the proposed amendment of the class is 



"ministerial and will not prejudice the NCAA." 

Jail Solomoll writes for al.com. This article has been reprinted on Clips with the 
authorDs permission To access the al.com home page click here 

NCAA leader about membership complaints: 'They are all better 
off to just blame the NCAA' 
By Jail Solomon. al.com, 2-27-14 
Even the NCAA says schools should blame the NCAA. The blame-the-NCAA syndrome 
that often occurs over controversial issues in college sports was displayed in an internal NCAA 
e-mail filed this week as pmt ofthe Ed O'Bmmon lawsuit. 
In 2010, then-interim NCAA Vice President of Communications Bob Williams forwarded to 
some high-ranking NCAA officials a story in which then- Maryland basketball coach Gary 
Williams said college athletes should be paid. Gary Willimlls pointed to the new $11 billion 
NCAA Tournament television contract as justification for his suggestion to pay players $200 a 
month, but said the NCAA would say there's not enough money. 
"Thafs what the NCAA will tell you," Gary Williams said in the story, "but if you did pay the 
revenue-producing sports athletes, you would still have that money coming in that they exist on 
now. There's plenty of money off the men's basketball tournanlent that you can pay men's 
basketball players, football players, whatever, the revenue-producing sports, and still have 
enough money to run other sports, and I think that's why a lot of people (believe) they should 
be paid." 
Bob Williams f(lIwarded the story via e-mail and wrote, "FYI, Gary Williams has come on line 
supporting payment to SAs ... and no surprise he doesn't quite have the facts right. Apparently 
he also doesn't know where the money from the bundled rights agreement goes ... right back to 
membership. I'm not sure there has been a proposal as he indicates ... and his 
schoollconference could certainly sponsor it if they truly believed it could/should be done. He's 
playing the old card of blaming the 'NCAA' and forgetting that he is the NCAA." 
Jim Isch, the NCAA's outgoing interim president atthe time and now the NCAA's chief 
operating officer, responded to Bob Williams' e-mail. 
"This again points to our challenge of communi eating with our members," Isch wrote. "We had 
the same challenged yesterday with the commissioners. They are all better off to just blanle the 
NCAA." 

NCAA document: EA Sports and CLC sought to use college 
players' names in video games 
By Jon Solomon, al.com, 2-26-14 
It's no secret that media partners and companies with NCAA relationships have sought to 
push the envelope in recent years to use college athletes' names and likenesses. Some of that 
interest was displayed in a document unsealed today in the Ed O'Bannon lawsuit. 
Electronic Arts Sports and Collegiate Licensing Company sought in 2007 to use players' 
names in video games, according to an NCAA document from its study group on the use of 
athletes' names mld likenesses. The document, which summarized guest comments at the 
meeting, noted that rosters were already embedded within video games, "hidden, in a way." 
"Using the rosters in the games, and maybe the names of student-athletes on jerseys in the 
ganle would be worthwhile," the NCAA document said in summarizing CLC's position. 
"Rea<;ons: 1) EA would put into each game all players on the entire roster and they include 
over 140 Div. I schools in their games; 2) Rosters are imbedded within the product/game 
(hidden, in a way) not on the covedoutside when you buy the product; and 3) this would wipe 
out #rd party infringers - - better to have schools! conferences and the NCAA control this." 
EA requested the ability to represent college athletes in the games "just as they are shown on 
TV broadcasts," according to the NCAA document. "This means putting student-athlete names 
on rosters and on jerseys in the game. and secondarily using facial likenesses (this could be 
done in stages)." 
In exchange for more authentic video games, EA offered to recommit to inserting NCAA
requested e1ement~ like "academic related features, APR, NCAA values etc.," the document 
said. E-mails previously released in the O'Bannon suit showed the NCAA knew that EA made 
video games intending to match real-life characteristics of college athletes. 
EA and CLC announced a settlement with all plaintiffs in September, although the agreement 
hasn't been filed yet with the court for approval. The NCAA has not settled the video-game 
claims and is suing EA and CLC for not protecting the NCAA during settlement talks. 
The study group meeting canle at a time when the NCAA was trying to rewrite legislation for 
better sponsorship value and to address changing technology. Other comments by companies 
during the meeting, according to the document: 

• Cingular and State Farm said they didn't wantto attach athletes in "any kind of 
endorsement way," but noted that not being able to use cun'ent athletes in footage and 
photos of advertisements and promotions "loses relevance with the general public." 

• CLC did not favor changing the NCAA rule prohibiting sale of jerseys with athletes' 



names, but requested relaxing rules related to pbotographs and paintings. "Schools 
would be better off if we controlled this area than having 3rd parties dictate it," the 
document said in summarizing CLC's comments . 

• Nike requested that rules be changed to pernlit manufacturer's logos to be included in 
congratulatory ads even if they include college athletes wearing apparel or equipment 
from that company. Michigan State identified concerns and benefits and said "this would 
be considered value-added to a sponsorship agreement - could have a tremendous 
impact," the NCAA document said. 

e CBS and ESPN wanted to use interviews with athletes to promote the broadcast, 
"almost a 'call to action' by the student-athlete but willing to do it in a way that is 
permissible," the document said. "Question was raised whether this should be okay for 
broadcast entities but not corporate entities???" CBS and ESPN were comfortable with 
the study group's requirements, which the document described as "team vs. individual, 
clearly state the relationship, no student-athlete/schoollconference!NCAA voice 
referencing the broadcast partner or commercial entity in a 'call to action.'" 

The NCAA document said that then-NCAA President Myles Brand didn't view adapting new 
standards as "liberalizing the rules," but rather making them "more sensible." 
The document summarized part of Brand's comments this way: "We can not exploit individual 
student -athletes, but it is not clear what exploitation is - - an overlay to a key play is not a 
problem (even if it is focused on the qumierback) but we don't want to have a student-athlete 
holding a phone or a bag of chips. Game environment/plays vs. artificial environment - - don't 
directly endorse a specific product/service." 
In another filing, an e-mail chain from January 2008 showed an LSU athletics department 
official questioning the NCAA about whether SpJrts Illustrated was permitted to offer a DVD 
commemorating LSU's football national title and ifplayers in the DVD would face eligibility 
questions. 
Leeland Zeller, who was the NCAA membership services associate director at the time, 
resPJnded that an NCAA rules interpretation prohibits the use of the DVD as premium content 
with a SPJlis Illustrated subscription. 
"Regardless, SI does this ever year," Zeller wrote. "If the school asks about it, they are advised 
to send a cease and desist letter, which preserves the eligibility ofthe student-athletes. SI 
ignores the letter and we all go on about our business." 

Ed O'Bannon suit expert: A 2010 Alabama football player 
would have made $47,330 from live TV 
By Jon Solomon, al.com, 2-26-14 
How much money a college athlete could make if the Ed O'Bannon antitrust lawsuit succeeds 
remains an unanswered question. But documents unsealed in the case today provide at least 
one proposed model and shed insight into how pro leagues split revenue. 
O'Bannon economic expert Daniel Rascher estimated that a football player on Alabama's 201 0 
team would have received $47,330 from live broadcasting revenue that year and about 
$190,000 over four years. By contrast, a football player at USC would have received about 
$27,651 and roughly $11 0,000 over four years. 
Meanwhile, the NBA and NHL split licensing revenue evenly between the league and players, 
and the NFL provides players with roughly one-third, according to one document. The 
O'Bannon plaintiffs are attempting to remove restrictions against paying college athletes based 
on their nanle, image and likeness. 
The NBA had designated its licensing details confidential, but U.S. District Judge Claudia 
Wilken ruled the NBA had not adequately explained how disclosing the information would 
impact future negotiations with the players' union. The details were part of a report by 
O'Bannon economic expert Roger Noll, who has argued for a 50- 50 split oflicensing revenue 
for college athletes, including TV money. 
The 2011 NBA collective bargaining agreement calls for a 50- 50 split of all licensing revenue. 
Noll' s repOli listed 41 product license agreements from the NBA Players Association. Details 
about the companies with NBA licensing agreements are part of his report except for the length 
of contract and financial ternls, which are redacted. 
Noll wrote that the 2012 NFL collective bargaining agreement sets different "fractional splits" 
for different types of revenue, "but the players' fraction of broadcast revenue is 55 percent." 
The NHL's most recent collective bargaining agreement produced a 50-50 split of revenue, the 
report said. 
"All of the examples al:xwe are a fi.)rm of group agreement about sharing revenues when two 
types of parties collaborate to create a licensed product," Noll wrote. "The standard result is 
an even split of revenue. The implication ti.)r this litigation is that in the absence of NCAA 
restrictions, student-athletes also would receive a 50 percent, not zero percent, oflicensing 
IIlcome." 
At a summary judgment hearing last week, O'Bannon attorney Michael Hausfeld faced some 
difficult questions from Wilken about whether the plaintiffs wanted college players to receive 
licensing payments during their college careers or have money put aside into a trust fund for 
after they leave. Hausfeld ultimately said he would be fine with an injunction allowing money to 
be put aside in a fund. 



.. I.m not issuing any il~unctions until there's a finding ofliability," Wilken said at the hearing. 
"And it probably wouldn't be a question of compromising, it would be a question of what had 
been shown to be a violation. So if you want to compromise, I'm all fi.)r it And we'll talk about 
that later, but I wouldn't be compromising." 
Other unsealed documents today reflected how much money college athletes could receive 
from licensing under damages calculations from Rascher. Some examples that were cited: 

• A Michigan State men's basketball player in 2010-11 would have received about 
$275,675 that year from live broadcasting, compared to $191,512 from a UCLA 
player. 

• Southern Miss football player DeAndre Brown would have earned $2,739 for 2008 yet 
could have made much more at nearby schools Ole Miss ($20,098) and Mississippi 
State ($22,395). 

• Back in 2007, Utah defensive end James Aiono would have earned $1,886 a year at 
Utah, $3,336 at Utah State, and over $21 ,000 at Colorado. 

• Memphis basketball player Jelan Kendrick would have been in line to receive $76,416 
at Memphis in 2010, but over $219,000 at Tennessee. 

• Gonzaga basketball star Austin Daye would have gotten $22,640 from Gonzaga in 
2007, yet could have earned much more at nearby Washington ($150,058) and 
Washington State ($136,390). 

The examples came from a report by NCAA expert Daniel Rubinfeld in an attempt to show 
competitive balance issues for teams if players were allowed to be paid. 
Wilken, the judge in the case, said last week she has a "problem" with the NCAA's 
procompetitive arguments involving competitive balance, amateurism and integrating athletics 
with education. Wilken said the case will move forward to a trial starting June 9 if there is no 
settlement 

Jon Solomon writes for al.com. This article has been reprinted all Clips with the 
authorDs permission. To access the alcom home page click here 

A10re: 
Unsealed records oller preview in O'Bannon versus NC4A 
Steve Berkowit:;, USA TODAY Sports 7:35 p.m. EST February 26,2014 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

The Clips MotherShip <nicrcollegeathleticsclips.com@maiI64.atlll.rsgsv.net> 

Monday, March 3,20149:23 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips eFla<;h: 'W11en fan "exuberance" turns into tim "misbehavior" 

x 

Dear Vince-
The Western Athletic Conference made the NY Times this morning. The WAC made the 

Titnes b~~cau;:,e Uwn~ vilas a stonn- th~~- court. punch~~s- \lven~- throvvnr nan~E:;:,- \i\l'Bf0-

taken bmwl afler home t,"am Utah Valley University beat Hew Mexico State in overtitn". It 

got ugly (see vid below). 

I don>t know lhe answer to post-·gam," antics (sholt of a hundmd s,"curity people 

surrounding th" COUIt mayb,,?), but I do know that a Goupl" hundred "xultant fam; on the 

Gourl at the sam," tinw as the disgruntl"d oppon,"nl play"rs is a recip'" for trouble. 

Th;mk,; to the 0ffolts of assistant coaches (who bear~hugged th"ir players to minimize 

bn· to· play"r contact). lh," fracas between jubilant UVU lans and angered NMSU players 

quickly subsid"d. 

Through the years there hav" been hundreds of staff meetings, public safety advisories 

and exploratory commit!;,,,s at schools and confewnGe,; trying to figure out ways to 

minimize Hw danger of storming the Gourt without subduing the fan experi,"nc". Trouble 

is that every precautionary measure gets in the v'fay of the standard fan "xperience. 

This incid,"nt takes me back to the 1960s when I was a lth gm(k stud"nt at '1og,"1 Junior 

High School. This was a very old building (circa 1900). and-as was the style ofthe 

tinws .... .[here was a dinky liltl," gymnasium tucked in the dank rec,"sses or lhe basetn"nl. 

But this was no gym like we are accustomed to today. It featured a "sunken" court that 

'Nas for the players, bench"s and scomke"pers only. SpectatN seating was about 12 

f,"d above the court. Back tfwn .... ·in lheI960s .... .[here were still quite a I"w of those old .. 

style gyms in Connecticut Some of them actually had nets or fencing between the 

spectating amas and th" COUlt below 

Going back further (in the 1920s and 1930s) in th," Norlheast it was the nOlm to build 

"cages" (Y"s, with netting or fencin" around the court) to k"op the fam; away from th" 

Gourt of play. That's why baskelball play"rsftearns w"re rd"rmd 10 as "cagel's" way back 

'Nhen. [I can just see the eyebalis roiling in the younger readers.] 

But I digress .. , or do I really? }\ physical barrier between lans and the court might b," 

next? 



You should re,,1 good that you hav" kqlt your""lf/your ,;chooliyour confewnc" out of the 

Times in such an inauspicious manrwr " 

OHwrwis", I hope you are w"IL Hav" a good Monday" 

Nick Infant," 

Clips Editor 

Clashes Between hms and Players Draw Greater Scrutiny 

By Billy VVitz. NWN York Tim"s. 3-2-14 

BAKERSFIELD, Calif. - When N"w M"xico Stat" I"n th" COUlt Saturday night, nobody 

ran for hislif". When the buz;wr "oumkd on a comfortablE, 72-57 vielory over C:alifomia 

Slate·aak"rsfi"ld before sev"ml hundmd fans in a 10,000's,"al ar"na, th" host }Iggies 

shooK hands with th"ir opponents and walked single fil" toward their locker room to the 

applau,;e of a fmN fri"nds and family mE'i11b"rs. 

It was a ho-hurn "nding to a ho~hurn night. 

Th" innocuous scene was not"worthy in contrast with on" 48 hours earli"r, 'Nhen a r~"w 

1I!1"xico Stat" piay"r fired th" bm;kdball at a Utah Vall"y opponent a" tiw buzzer 

sounded and Utah Valley ians rushed the court to celebrate an oveltim" victory that put 

their team in first place in the West"rn Athl"tic Conference. 

Thos" actions ignit,"d several skirmishes during which fans and ~~"w Mexico Stal" 

piay"rsthrmN punches. r~ew Mexico State C:oach Marvin Menzies called it "a national 

"mbarrassnwnt," though Iw was thankful that it did nol tum into a full .. scale melee and 

that nobody was seriously injured. 

"Il was an ugly situation thal could hmm turrwd into a tragic situation." h," said. 

Thursday'" epi"od" was not rH,cm;sarily an aberration It wa" tiw latm;t confrontation in 

recent 'Neeks between fans and those on the court: players. coaches, staff and referees. 

Last month, Oklahoma Slate guald Marcus Smalt shov"d a Texas Tech ian who 

confronted Smart after a play caus"d him to stumbl" into the seats" An Arizona State fan 

"pit on an ()WWm a"sistant coach and a trainer as they wei'" lealling th" court. And last 

week a referee '"jeded anl\ubul'n ian from his courlsid," s,"al for abusiv" behavior. 

"You don't want to be knee'jmk, but this is a wak" .. up call," said Jeff Hurd. liw WAC 

commission"r. "I don't know what the b"st course of action is with the r~"CAA. or other 

coof8l""nces to rnitigat;, "ituations like th""e. but all of us have to icwk at it. It'" not an 

every··night h"=<sue and ~fs not an eV0ry'·wl~ek ~ssw~, but it is an ~ssw~." 

The N.CAA I"ave" game managern"nt polioim; up to COnf"1"<>11c"". The Southem;tmn 

Conference has instituted fin,"s ranging irom $5,000 for an initial oil'mls," to $50,000 fol 

a third ofkn"e for univ"rsitiE,,, whos" fan" rush the bm;kdball COUIt or the football fidei. 

But that did nol stop South Cal'Olina fans from running onto lrw courl Saturday to 

celebrate their team's upset over Kentucky. 

Ij\jhen liw Ol'''gon assistant arbn Fish and th," trainm Clay ,Jilmi"son wer" spit on aflm a 

loss at Arizona State. they w"re heading up a ramp on the way to the visiting locker 

worn, which i" flanked by the Arizona Stat" stud"ot "ection. Fish said th" intended targd 



was Omgon guard Jason Callisle, who had b,"en taunted earlier in the game, 

"Thank God, I'm old and slow; I couldn't do anything about it," "aid Fish, who later 

received an apologetic ,"mail from the offending student against whom he d,"clined 10 

pre"s charg"s, "You don't knov'I how a player would hav" r"acted, It's one of thos" things 

that turrwd out about as good as it could, 

"Th" problEm1 v'Iith Arizona Stat" i" you have to walk through th" student s"ction to gd to 

your 10ckN room, Th,"y should pl'Obably mo"" th," stud"nts to the other end," 

Yd that sort of intimacy hm; long been part of th" allure of college baskdball, Student 

sections like Duke's Canwron Crazi"s and the storming of a court after a big victory help 

di"tingui"h the sport from more di"pa%ionat;, ones, 

Scott Brooks, an associat" professor of sodology and black studies at Missouri, said 

soda I media had alt;,md the dynamic betvv"en "pectator and partidpanl EngagEm1ent is 

not limited 10 th," court, I,"nding anothN layer of proximity to a tens," "nvil'Onment 

"For good and bad, access to social media has blul'f"d th," lines between lans and 

athletes," Brooks said, "Athletes will internalize this, and they start to see th"mselves as 

a victim, r~ow, you can respond back, but then the storm "tarts all OVN again, That ael of 

b,"ing able to respond through social media, I think that's played a lot into this," 

I wondN if administrators in coll"ge athldb, ar" willing to consider why ,,0 many of the"e 

incidents me between whit," fans and minorily .. 

The N,B.i\" after an infamous bmwl in Ddroit in 2004, wlwn a skirmish bdw,"en Pistons 

and Indiana Pacers players spilled into the stands, drew up a fan code of conduct. 

Among the mea"ures wer" limits on alcohol con"umption, incwa"ed security in awnas 

and restrictions on abushm behavior, such as loullanguag" or obscene gestures, In 

most r~,B,A, ar"nas, a vid"o message from a player on the home t"am is played before 

"ach game "ncoumging fans to enjoy the "am" in a wspectful mannN 

Hurd, the lNAC commissionN, "aid hi" confN"nce 'Nill explore such mem;mm; Wh"11th" 

Ij\jA,C administmtol's m,"et in May and the confNenc," pmsidents gather in June, 

"Honestly, we halwn't don" "nough," Hurd "aid, "l/IIe hav"n't sat dov'In and had a r"al 

serious, in·depth discussion about this, VVe\m prdty much left it up 10 th," institutions to 

determine their game management polides, Vlie have to talk 'Nith game management 

oflidals who deal with this on a mgular basis and COin" up with best practices, 

"I don't know what th" ans'!",r is - Bak"r"field do"sn't have th" same resow'cm; m; Ohio 

State, and it doesn't have the sanw crowds, ,"iHwr ...... but I wanllo find out what our 

options are," 

On Friday, Hurd susp,"nded K. C, Ross·MilleL the New Mexico Stal" piaYN who threw the 

ball. for the final two regular~""ason gamm;, and his t"ammate Renaldo Dixon, who threw 

a punch while coming to Hw aid 01 a tearmnate, for one game. Menzies, the coach, is 

considering further punishment for Ross~lImller: penalties may be imposed on Utah Valley 

on@ the univer"ity complde" an invm;tigation. 

As an assistant in places like Louisville, Southern California, San Diego State and 

U .~J ,I...V., I,~"nzies had thought it endearing when fan" "tonned the court after a victolY 

He might have thou"ht coaches like Duke's Mike Krzyzewski and r~orth Carolina's Roy 

VVilliams, who have complained about their team" g"tting off the courtsafdy, were 

sapping the lun from the moment. 

"I don't know if I would have agmed with Coach K bdow I was adually out on the floor 

and felt Hw emotion thai was going on with the fans," Menzies said. "Looking at il on TV. 

it looks like, great, they're celebrating, it's all good. I'm telling you it was scary, My 

pNsonal k,"ling is lans b,"long in lrw stands and play"rs on the court:' 

In Im;s than two we"ks, the "NAC tourl1am"nt championship will b" play"d in I.m; \legm;, If 

Hw tournament goes to form, Utah Valley and New M,"xico will be playing for an N,C,AA 

tournament berth. For the winner, a celebration is sure to ensue, 
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Brawl Breaks Out After Utah Valley defeats Ne. <. 

Thr:~ j/t/ords go back to ba,sketbalf's Stonr:? Age cUid [tIe ffr,sf prolr:?s,sionc.?f players, P·.Jec.?fly 

everyone is farnmar \i'/ith the spod's beginrdngs, 100 years ago. ,janles /\/aismit/7, a 

physical education instructor at the VJv1CA trfJining SCl700l in SpringfYeld, ,S\.f;ass, needed a 

challenging game to amuse a bored gym class, so tie invented basiwtbil/l, A scant five 

years later, in '1896, the first acknowledged professionais took the floor in Trenton, NJ 



Their court, in a social hall, \,I/as enclosed, literally, in iI cilge. a 12·foot-high wire· mesh 

fence set along the endlines and sidelines. 

At the titrH~, the cage rnt':?dr:? good S(:?{fS$. Fronf.·roj/I,' spectaiot:s sat even closer to thr:? 

court thfJrI tl7ey do tOrliStV, and !\,iafsrnfth's origirJal rutes said that wl7en the baH v/et'7t out of 

bounds, the first play(,'( 11/ho got to Ii could Ihrow Ii b,I(:/{ m. Obviously, it would l1<1ve lW(,?fi 

disilstrous to allow players to wrestle in the laps of paying customers for possession of 

the billi. With the cage the rule WilS moot-Ihe bill! never went out of bounds 

The out-orbounds rule was chilnged in '1902 to eliminate sideline scrimmages, but by 

that tf/?7e the early pros y'l/ere wedded to the cage. The tl7irJ/>:fng was N7at the giStrne was 

faster and more entertaining in a cage beciluse there were no delays to return the ball to 

plilY, al1d because Ihe bali ilnri the plilyers could bounce off the wire mesh Rope 

netting, t':r chr:?aper fnatetic.?f, soon repfacr:?d [tIe t1lire rnest! c.?S the c~~gr:~ tnatr:~na! of' choice. 

iHany easten7 professional teiStrnS played in cages until '1925, and a few confirJued using 

thenl vI/elf into thr:~ (30,s. Cages iNr:?re rarefy u,sr:?d out,sidr:? ttIe Northeast cUid nr:~ver by high 

school, college or AAU teams. Still, the term eilger was commonly used to describe ali 

baskdball pl'1,Vers. 

The original reason for using a Gage wilslargely forgotten by the '1920s: many 

prolr:?s,sionafs of the ti!ne behr:?ved d,s putpose wa,s to protr:~ct piayr:~rs fron~ enrt':?gr:?d fan,s. 

They had anl,ede reason: Pro basketball In the '20$ M/as no ,edace fot shrinking lfioiets. it 

was cot'Jsidered fa,ir pla.V to drh/e fhe t'niStn v:lifh the baH info the wire or rope. especial/V if 

hr:? iNas shooting. ~/Vhen a horrlr:?··tr:~t':?rn playr:~r iNas thus clobbered, it 11/as not unusual for 

fails t%in the reSfJlting fray. The players entered and lefllhe cilge through doors at 

efthr:?r r:md, ana ft':?ns sotneti!nes lought ttIeir 11/ay in using the s~~!ne opening,s. 

South Carolina president Harris Pastkles joins in em court
storming fun 

By Raphiei/e Johnson, NBC Sports. 3~3-'14 

VVith the problems ,"xperienced at th," conclusion of Thursday's game between ~~ew 

Mexico State and Utah Valley. the debate regarding court-storming is once again active 

in colle"e bm;ketball. Should GOUIt-stonning be banned? That's a qum;tion individual 

schools and their conferences 'Nil I be left to address, but one conference that's ahead of 

the curve in thi" rE?gard is the SEC. 

The SEC made its move back in 200<1, prohibitin" fans from rushing the court (or field. in 

the caSE? of "PNt" "uch a" football) and instituli,d fines for "chools whose fans violatE? 

the rule. F:or a first olfense a school can be fined $5,000, with fines risin" to as high as 

$25,000 for a second offense and $50.000 for a third. 

South Carolina failS rushed the court on Saturday at the end of their 72-87 win over ~h 

17 Kentucky. and such an occurrenCE? could dampen the mood of some admini"trators. 

aut not South Carolina pmsident Halfis Pastid,"s, who even joined in on the fun after 

realizing his school was "oin" to lose money anyway according to Thad Moore of the 

Daily Galmcock. 

Thad Moore 

usc President Hanis Pastides on the UK court storm: 
"Once I rea!i;?:ed t \«<18 paying [t.he fine] nn~~.vf.1y, J nm 
down '" I enjoyed every dollar," 

For some court,storming leads to discussions in re"ards to which programs should do 



so, and which ones hmm don," for too much to "stoop" to such a level. Not here. The 

biggest concern should be safety, not whether or not a school is too prestigious to have 

its students celebrate on the court. That'" why the SEC put its rule" in place 

And for the league" that don't hav" a rule pmhibitin" cOUlt~"tonning, the walloI' "ecurity 

that kept bns away from Symcus," and Virginia players at the Gonclusion 01 their "arne 

on Saturday would be a good example to follow. 

Ij\jith them bein" no reports of anyone being injured during South Carolina's rushing of 

the court, what's wrong with a little fun d"spit" the fact that it's Iik"ly to cost the school 

sorne mone'(? 

Rushing the court: may be fun, but it needs to be curbed 

By iHike Sorensen, Oeseret ,l\lews, 3~2-14 

Rushing the court may be fun, but it has become too commonplace and needs to be 

curbed for thr:? safety of athletes and f~~ns. 

SALT LAKE CITY ..... Call I'm a killjoy, an old fuddy~duddy or v'Ihate\wr, but I don't like the 

idea 01 rushing the field. Or storming the court. 

I'm also not a fan 01 Gatorad" show,"rs after every football victory, hand slaps anN ,"very 

bask"tball free throw, or hugs after "v"I"Y gymnastics routine. 

Too many things in sports s,"em to be overdon" these days. 

It used to be that fam; ru"hed the fiEdd or court on rare occa"ions -like when their tealn 

1N0n its first championship. or upset the Ho. 1 team in the nation. 

These days, fans rush the Gourt. it seems, just to rush the courl. It's the thing to do ..... 

like camping outside in tents for the latest blockbuster movie or the latest cellphone. 

I..d's do it becau"e everybody else is doing it' 

Ai.n.isive fans becoming an epidemic in college basketball 

Fody narnes, games. teams and rnirndiae rnaking net/lis in coJ/ege basketball. INhere 

f.?1/etyot'Je needs to play nice N"}(s itveek. 

By Pat Forde. "Yahoo Sports, 2~ 11~ 14 

Forty names, gaines. t"ams and minutiae making nm,y" in college basketball, v'Ihere 

I~veryone needs to play ni<:l~ this vl/eek: 

THE. FAN PROBI.EM I~J COl.I..EGE. BASKETBAl.l. 

In the aftermath of f'.ilarcus Smart'" meltdov'In in l.ubbock, it i" tim" to discuss th" fan who 

helped goad th," Oklahoma Slate star into a regrettable outburst that will b'"Gome a 

permanent part of his basketball legacy. Jeff Orr (I), the Texas Tech diehard who took it 

upon hirm;elf to call Smart "0 piece of crap'" from dos" ran"e lot" in th" Red Rakkrs' 

upsd win Saturday night has fortunately pled"ed to shut th," hell up and stay the h,"11 

away from United Spirit Arena for the remainder of the season. (The Oklahoma State 

radio broadcast l;,am "aid Saturday night it overheard Smart telling an a"sistant coach 

that Orr called him a racial slur, but in announcing the guard's suspension Sunday night, 

the "chool Idus"d to divulg" what Smart "aid he h"ard.) 

Fans like Orr are a detriment to the game. often failing to comprehend that they are 

heckling real human bEdn"" who are competing lik" heck for thdr vim,ying pl"asur" - and 

in the coll'"ge game, human b,"ings who are at an age whem impulse control is still a 



difficult concept. The hecklers expect composu!'e lrom everyone on the COUit but not 

from themselves, 

Unfortunately, Jdf Orr can b," found in virtually every college basketball arena in the 

country. 

It 'Nasn"! just the debacle at Texas Tech (2) on Saturday. The same night. Oregon 

,,,,sistant coach Brian Fish said he and tminer Clay Jami"son were ,'pit at by a "tudent at 

Arizona Stale (3) at halftime of the game in Tempe. 

The baskdball Gourt i" mow acces"ible to fans than the playing "urface in any other 

major sport - which is part of its appeal but also part of the inherent risk. The .Jeff Orrs 

halle seats clm",!' than ever to the competition, in part becau"e most "chcwl" di,'pIaGed 

the media lrom courlsid," in o!'der to s,"11 those seats lor big bucks. Many of those fans 

are more emboldened than ever to attack the players verbally - some students, but 

many others full~grov'In adult". 

"I definitely think there's a line," said Indiana coach Tom Crean (4), 'You Gan't just 

rely on human dec,"ncy to ovenide the passion for th," game. The lin'" gels crossed 

Gonstantly," 

Said VandNbil1 coach I(evin Slallings (5): "I think fans more and more are 01 the opinion 

that they can say whatever they want without regard or without ramification. That it 

corne" with th" priGe of admis"ion." 

Added Iowa coach Fran McCaffery (6): "I've been around for a long time and quite 

honestly,.. I'm surprised it hasn't happened mom." 

Sev"ml coach"s dted "ocial media as an "scalating component in faniathlei<, tem,kms. 

The mom personal inlormation players put out into the public domain about themselves. 

the more it can be used against them by opposing fans. And given the amount of time 

player" "pend scrolling through "odal media sii<,s on their phone". th"y v'Iill inevitably 

Gome aGross scores of angry people out there willing to (anonymously) Gall them every 

vulgar wOl'd in the E.nglish language. 

"Fans can get to the players in more ways than just showing up for the games." said 

NOithwestern coaGh Chri" Collim' (7). 

Thus a player with rabbit ears for criticism off the court is quite likely to carry a defensive 

poslum with him onto the court. Playing angry may work lor Wichita Slat,", but literal 

anger is not conducive to nobly enduring the verbal slings and arrows of outrageous 

fans. 

So what can be done to improve the overall atmosphere at college hoop games and 

hopefully pr"lIent future MarGu" Smart~"tyle incidents? A few "uggm;tiom; - none of th"m 

gmundbreaking, but worlh repeating as we h,"ad into the most heated part of the 

season: 

Self~police the idiots (8), It's not easy to do, but fans should feel a msponsibility to tell an 

abu"ive Gohortto back off, or to al0lt arena security. (Jr, po"t"am", to contact the "chool 

and provide administmtol"s with information on where the troll was silting and what he/she 

'Nas sayin". If good people sit back and allow louts to taint the reputation of their school. 

th"y'w culpabl" a" well. 

Coach irwolvem"nt (9). They are the I"ading m"n in the gam". hand"omely paid and 

possessing mom doutlhan any other coaches in sports. So they should help lead in this 

area if they want to improve fan behavior. 

Collins referenced several times during his days as a player and assislant coach at Duke 

when Mike rZrzyzewski personally told the famed Cameron Crazies to cease and desist 

when heckling cross,"d the line of decency. Of course. Collins also pointed out thai th," 

intimate venue size (9.314 seats) and stature of the head coach made that sort of in~ 

game interj"ction mNe f"a"ible. But "lIery arena has vkko boards now, and this v'Iould 

seem like a good lime for a reminder video Irom coaches to fans about the exp,"ctalion 

for treating visitin" teams. 



"You don't wanl it 10 be a gmal experi,"nce for the road learn, but you don't want it to be 

so abusbm that it bwaks th"ir "pirit of what they're out there to do," Crean said "I think 

thai's where the lin'" gets cross,"d a lot of times."' 

SchoolileaW10 involvement Cl0). Florida coach Billy Donovan laud"d the Southem;tEml 

Conference initiative slarled a lew y,"ars ago that mandates security 101' visiting teams in 

the event of a courH;torrning and also hits the home teams in the wallet. Storming the 

Gourt or field emrie" a fine, and that fine e"Galates significantly after th" first offense. 

l.eagu" nevvcomer Missouri al"o has taken it upon itself to eject it" olde"t student 

cheering s,"Gtion, the infamous Antl,"rs, en masse twice this season for inappropriale 

chants. 

"'I\Ie just want to make sure that folks are repmser1ting the institution with class."' athletic 

director Mike Alden said at the time. 

That should be the goal everYNhere. Coaches 'Nant a rowdy crowd and athletic directors 

don't want to alienate season-ticket holder" - but nobody vvants a Jeff On'-lIi1areus Smalt 

confrontation in lheir arena, So irs time to do whatev,"r is possible to make sure it 

doesn't happen, 
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Friday, March 14, 2014 4:49 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

eFlash: ACC tournament headed for Barclays Center in Brooklyn? 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the Barclays Center in Brooklyn, New York. 
I am here for the Atlantic 10 men D s basketball tournament. This is the second year of a 5-year 
A-I0 agreement in this very impressive facility. This agreement has been very good for the A-
10 and for the Barclays Center as well. 
As I tap this out, the Saint Joseph[Js has a slim 70-67 lead over Dayton. In the first game St. 
Bonaventure won a thriller with a one-second-to-go 3-pointer over St. Louis University. Two 
more games are scheduled tonight, one between VCU and Richmond and the last between 
UMass and George Washington. It is very good basketball here. 
The Atlantic 10 D s basketball prowess is no new thing. This is great basketball from a 
basketball-centric league, with no second class status to DI-A football. Over the past several 
years the A-I 0 has been right up there with the Big East, the ACC and the Big Ten in getting 
teams into the NCAA tournament. 
What a coincidence that D while I am sitting here enjoying a great Day ton- St. Joe D s game D I 
would come across the article below by Pete Thamel ofSI.com that the ACC is Dfinalizing 
details to play its toumament at Barclays Center. D 
Very interesting. 
New York is [1 yes [j considered by most as the first ci ty of basketball. However, the calendar 
necessitates that major conferences play their tournament on the same week, so it would seem 
thallJ despi te New Y orkl] s basketball drawing power [1 there is not room for three conference 
tournaments. As big as New York is, there are only two marquee arenas (MSG and 
Barclays). Now itO s the Big East and the Atlantic 10. And to make room for the ACC one of 
them would have to go. 
Maybe I D m missing something but the only other big arena possibilities for a D 1 tournament in 
Metro New York are DThe RockD (aka: the Prudential Center) in Newark, the Izod Center 
in the Meadowlands and the RAC at Rutgers, but all three of those are in New Jersey, and 
thatDs not New York. 
The only city that has more than two tournaments is Las Vegas. They have four, the Pac-12, 
the West Coast Conference, the Western Athletic Conference and the Mountain West. But 
tham s Las Vegas, where they have millions upon millions of square feet of convention space. 



Stay tuned. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
vw''IiV.twitter.com/@CollegeAthClips 

ACC finalizing details to play its tournament at Barclays Center 
By Pete Thamel, SIcom, 3-14-14. 9:12amET 
NEW YORK -- The Atlantic Coast Conference is finalizing details for a multi-year 

agreement to play its postseason toumament at the Barclays Center in Brooklyn. The detail s 
are expected to be completed by the end of the month, according to multiple sources. 
The ACC desires a two-year agreement that could start as early as 2017, the next 
uncommitted year for the ACC toumament (The ACC plays in Greensboro in 2015 and in 
Washington D.C. in 2016). 
The looming issue with playing at the Barclays Center in 2017 is the Atlantic 10 toumament, as 
2017 is the final year ofthe A-1O's five-year agreement with the Barclays Center. The details 
of how the ACC and A-I 0 will navigate that have not been finalized and are expected to be 
discussed in the Atlantic 1O's presidents and athletic directors meetings on Friday moming. 
The ACC's move to New York has been viewed within the conference as inevitable, as its 
expected that the league will rotate through N ew York and North Carolina locations after 
2017. (Maryland's departnre to the Big Ten makes Wa<;hington D.C. aless natural place to 
hold the toumament) 
The ACC has no chance to move to Madison Square Garden in the immediate future, as MSG 
has a deal signed with the Big East through 2026. Multiple sources described that contract as 
"airtight" A source with direct knowledge of the contract said that Joseph M. Leccese, the 
Big East's lawyer with prominent finn Proskauer Rose, spent an inordinate amount oftime 
making sure that MSG couldn't get out of the deal with the Big East (The Garden is 
considered the Big East's best asset) 
That left the ACC with the Barclays Center as its top option to give the league a presence in 
N ew York with its conference toumament (The Barclays Center has also been in 
conversations with the Big Ten). While The Garden has more history and a Manhattan 
location, multiple ACC administrators stressed that they will not have an inferior venue. 
"It wasn't Madison Square Garden or else," said an ofIicial at an ACC schooL "People are 
enthralled with the Barclays Center. If The Garden is locked up, so be it I don't think [the 
Barclays Center] is a wann up act It's a hell of a facility." 
Within the ACC, the move is viewed as a marriage of the best league in college basketball with 
the country's most prominent city and media market Especially considering the ACC's recent 
northem expansion, with the addition of Pittsburgh, Syracuse and Notre Dame this season, the 
move to host the toumanJent in N ew York City has been considered a natural transition. 
While the ACC's traditional roots are on Tobacco Road, the league's members came to a 
decision that expanding its reach to bigger markets is a must. The ACC is balancing its past 
and future by honoring its North Carolina roots by holding the toumament there and rotating it 
through N ew York as a sign of its expansion and increased national presence. 
According to one source, the feeling among ACC coaches about playing in N ew York is 
overwhelmingly positive. Both Notre Dame coach Mike Brey and Syracuse coach Jim 
Boehiem lobbied hard for New York bOtil privately and publicly. Behind the scenes, Duke 
coach Mike Krzyzewski and North Carolina coach Roy Williams have been more bullish 
about the move to New York than they've let on publicly. Both programs have played games 
in New York in recent seasons and seen the power it can have witll reaching alumni, media 
and as a recruiting tool. But they've chosen their words carefully, as to not otT end their local fim 
bases. 
The ACC's move to Barclays sets the stage for some fascinating college basketball theatre in 
N ew York, potentially drawing the college basketball spotlight away from Madison Square 
Garden. The ACC now includes fonner Big East stalwarts Syracuse, Pitt Notre Dame, 
Louisville and Boston College, which all have strong alumni bases in the New York area and 
are accustomed to traveling to New York for postseason toumaments. 
When the ACC and Big East run congruently, it would pit two of the top leagues, cable giants 
ESPN and Fox and historic Madison Square Garden and the new-age Barclays Center. 

Pete Thamel writesfor SIcom. This article has been reprinted on Clips with the 
authorus permissio/l. To access the SI com home page click here 
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IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Monday Update 3-17-14 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the Clips SundayNightShip. Hope you are well. 
Me? Well. my back is sore, my eyes are blemy. and 10m tired from lack of sleep. Why? Well, 
like many fi.)lks, 1 have spent a lot of hours consuming basketball these past five days .... in 
person at the Big East tournament at Madison Square Garden aud the Atlantic 10 tournament 
at Barclays Center and then dozens of hours in front of the ClipsTube watching bits and pieces 
of seemingly every one of the 31 (or is it 32?) conference tournaments. 
Here was the Clips Viewing Schedule for Saturday aud Sunday ... 

x 

So now, as I tap this out at 1 O-ish on Sunday night, all the tournaulCnt garnes are done. And 
the NCAA tournament selections have been made as well. And I am watching ORequiem to 
the Big Ea5tD a 30 for 30 on ESPN, and nowOau hour into it, 1 say it is superb. mil do up a 
ClipsReview tomon·ow after I get some sleep. 

i 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
w\lv1N.lwiller.coml@ColiegeAthClips 
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Clips eFlash: A Mother of a Lawsuit vs. the NCAA 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the Clips Anti-TrustShip. Hope you are well. 
Somewhere in the midst of the conference tournaments, Selection Sunday/Monday and the 
referendum on the Crimean peninsula, there was filed in the United States District Court ti.)r the 
District of New Jersey (Governor Christie [:Is old stomping grounds) an antitrust claim against 
the NCAA on behalf of several college ba<;ketball and football players. 
The plaintiffs are arguing that the NCAA has unlawfully capped player compensation at the 
value of an athletic scholarship. 
It is of no small significance that high-proiile sports labor attorney Jeffrey Kessler is 
representing the players. Kessler has a stellar reputation in these circles, plus he (and his finn, 
Winston & Strawn) are thought to have the financial wherewithal to wait out the anticipated 
stalling tactics by the NCAA. 
Tins is a big one, and it is surprising that it got relatively little play today in sports media circles. 
I guess everyone was filling out their brackets? 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
'vV\V'vv.twitter.Gom!@CollegeAthC!ips 

Jeffrey Kessler suit against NCAA 
The suit argues the association has unlawfi.illy capped player compellSation at the value 
of an athletic scholarship. 
By Tom Farrey. ESPNcom, 3-17-14 

In the most direct challenge yet to the NCAA's longstanding economic model, high
protile sports labor attomey Jeffrey Kessler tiled an antitrust claim Monday in a New Jersey 
federal court on behalf of a group of college basketball and fi.)Qtball players, arguing the 
association has unlawfully capped player compensation at the value of an athletic scholarship. 
"The main objective is to strike down pennanently the restrictions that prevent athletes in 
Division I basketball and the top tier of college football from being iairly compensated for the 
billions of dollars in revenues that they help generate," Kessler told ESPN. "In no other 
business - - and college sports is big business - - would it ever be suggested that the people 
who are providing the essential services work for free. Only in big-time college SPOlts is that 
line drawn." 
The lawsuit names the NCAA and the five largest conferences (the Southeastem, Big TefL 
Pacific-12, Atlantic Coast and Big 12) as defendants and effectively asks for an end to 
NCAA-style amateurism. The players listed as plaintiffs include Clemson defensive back 
Martin Jenkins, Rutgers basketball player J.J. Moore, UTEP tight end Kevin Perry and Cal 
tight end Bill Tyndall, though the claim is a class action and proposes to represent all 
scholarship players in FBS fi.)otball and Division I basketball. Jenkins is ajunior, while the 
other three are seniors who recently Jenkins is ajunior, while the other three are seniors who 
recently completed their NCAA eligibility. 
The move comes on the heels of a similar, ifless aggressive, claim iiled earlier tllis month by a 
Seattle fiml on behalf of fonner West Virginia running back Shawne Alston. In tlmt suit, which 
does not include current players. the same defendants that Kessler's group is targeting were 
asked to pay damages for the difference in the value of an athletic scholarship and the full cost 
of attendance - - an amount equivalent to several thousand dollars annually. 
By contrast the Kessler suit dispenses with the cost-of-attendance argument and does not ask 
for damages as a group. It simply states that no cap is legal in a free market, and asks the 
judge to issue an inj unction against the NCAA ending the practice. It contends that NCAA 



member universities are acting as a "cartel" by fixing the prices paid fiJr athletes, who 
presumably would receive offers well in excess of tuition, room, board and books ifnot 
restricted by NCAA rules. 
"We're looking to change the system, thafs the main goal," Kessler said. "We want the market 
for players to emerge." 
An NCAA spokesman could not be immediately reached for comment. But in other public aud 
legal venues, officials of the governing body have contended that the agreed- upon finaucial 
constraint is necessary to preserve its notion of aumteurism, which the officials argue is 
significautly tied to the educational mission of universities and the commercial success of college 
sports. 
Kessler said he disagrees with that contention. 
"Do fans care that the coaches on these teams are making millions of dollars?" he said. "Do 
fans care that these programs [collectively] are generating billions of dollars in revenue? I don't 
think it will be an issue for fans ifsome reasonable, fair portion of the revenue goes to the 
athletes, many of whom never gradate or most of whom never have a pro career but along the 
way contribute to the revenue pie of college sports." 
The suit highlights the willingness of players to challenge the once-feared NCAA. In February, 
senior quarterback Kain Colter led the launch of a union movement at Nortllwestern, asking 
the National Labor Relations Board to declare them employees oftilC college. While his 
eligibility has expired mauy of his teammates who signed will return next season. Before the 
N ortllwestern move, players at Arizona aud other universities joined a suit challenging the 
NCAA on its licensing oftheir names and images without compensation. 
Yet, for the embattled NCAA, the most significant aspect of the new lawsuit may be the entry 
of Kessler, a litigator with a history of victories against sports leagues reaching to the 1970s. 
Kessler helped bring free agency to the NFL, winning a key jury verdict for the NFL Players 
Association in 1992. He remains outside counsel to the NFLPA aud the NBA's player union, 
has taken on Major League Baseball, and represented star athletes including Michael Jordan 
and Tom Brady. For municipal authorities, he fi.)rced the Raiders to honor tlleir stadium lease 
and stay in Oaldand. 
Kessler also has a former NCAA insider riding shotgun in tllis eftolt: Tim Nevius, previously 
one the organization's top investigators of rules violations and now co-chair of the college 
sports practice at their New York-based law finn. As an associate director of enforcement, 
Nevius worked on some of the NCAA's most high-profile investigations, including that of Ohio 
State football. whose former coach, Jim Tressel. lost his job after admitting to Nevius he had 
broken NCAA rules related to his knowledge of the sale of memorabilia by players. 
In October, Kessler's group mmounced its intention to begin pursuing lawsuits on behalf of 
college players with a focus on compensation related to the $16 billion in television contacts. 
That move came less than a week after the announcement of a proposed settlement in the Ed 
O'Baunon antitrust lawsuit - - the same one the Arizona players had joined - - in which 
Electronic Arts aud the Collegiate Licensing Corporation agreed to pay $40 million to be 
removed from the claim. The settlement left the NCAA as the lone remaining defendant, with 
NCAA chieflegal officer Donald Remy vowing to take its argument to the Supreme Court if 
necessmy. 
In the O'Bannon lawsuit, cummt and fomlCr players allege that the NCAA aud its member 
schools sold their images aud likenesses to media companies in violation of autitrust laws. The 
federal judge presiding over the case has ruled that players as a group cannot receive dmnages 
for past wrongs but can challenge the NCAA's ban on them receiving a share of video game, 
media and licensing revenues. A trial is scheduled for June 9, five years after the suit was filed. 
On Friday, the judge in the Alston case asked the judge in the O'Baunon case to review 
whether the two actions should be bundled together, as both address the compensation of 
players. The new lawsuit Kessler filed is broader in scope. It makes no claim on specific 
revenues, only that athletes should be treated like other students, who are not subject to 
educational or financial compensation caps by agreement among universities. High-value 
students in areas like physics receive whatever the market will bear, in some cases a full 
scholarship plus cash. 
Ramogi Huma, a former UCLA linebacker and central figure in several of recent actions 
against the NCAA, told ESPN's "Outside the Lines" he advised Kessler as the lawsuit was 
being assembled. Huma is both president of the National College Players Association, a 
longtime advocacy group, and the College Athletes Players Association, a newly created entity 
which submitted the union cards to the NLRB on behalf of Northwestern players. 
"The players couldn't have secured better representation than Jeff Kessler," Huma said. "The 
NCPA endorsed this lawsuit in large part because Jeff is the la\~yer and he's focusing on 
injunctive relief" 
Huma was involved in a lawsuit several years ago that begau to chip away at the NCAA's 
unquestioned control over player compensation. White vs. NCAA asked a federal court to 
allow schools to cover the cost of attendance, and scored a major victory when the judge 
celtified the players as a class, raising the prospect oftrebled damages ifthey prevailed at trial. 
But lawyers settled the case, to the regret of Huma, who felt more progress could have been 
made iflegal fees had not piled up. The NCAA agreed to make more funds available to 
athletes to cover miscellaneous expenses but did not commit to allowing cost of attendance, 
much less change its compensation model. 



Since then, NCAA president Mark Emmert and major-conference commissioners have 
expressed a desire to push the value of scholarships up to the cost of attendance but so far 
have been rebuffed by colleges with lesser resources. Emmert has said that any payment 
beyond that amount is not a move his constituents would ever support, and he has expressed 
his commitment to preserving a ban on outside, athletics-related income as well. 
Kessler said he is confident the courts will strip the NCAA of its ability to retain those controls, 
given the media revenues flowing into college sports. In 2010, CBS and Turner Sports agreed 
to a 14-year contract to televise the men's NCAA tournament worth $11 billion, a41 percent 
bump. ESPN paid $5.64 billion over 12 years to create the College Football Playoff, which 
will be introduced with the 2014 season. 
"I can't say enough about the courageous players standing up for the rights of Clment and future 
college athletes," Huma said. "America is a capitalist nation with laws to protect the free 
market. We've fought wars and lost soldiers to defend our economic system. The NCAA's 
cap on players' compensation is both un-American and illegal." 
It's hard to predict how college sports might be impacted if players are granted the equivalent 
of free agency, Kessler said. But he warned against assuming the worst and expressed 
confidence that ifhis players win their challenge, college sports will emerge in a better place. 
"This will end up saving college sports," he said. "It will end up with fair treatment for athletes 
and a more sustainable, attractive product and system that everyone can get behind, just like in 
football, basketball, baseball and hockey at the pro level. The owners in the 1970s said free 
agency and competition for players would destroy those sports. All you have to do is look at 
those SPOlts today -- just the opposite has happened." 

This article has been reprinted on Clips with the permission (gESPN.com. To access the 
Ec'>'PN.com website click here 
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What does the Kessler antitrust lawsuit vs. the NCAA mean? 
Michael McCann explains 



By Zac Ellis, SIcom, 3-17-14 
A high-profile attorney filed an antitrust suit against the NCAA on Monday, presenting 

another challenge to the organization 0 s longtime model of amateurism. 
Sports labor attomey Jeftrey Kessler filed an antitrust suit against the NCAA and the five 
power conferences in which he argued that the value of student-athletes has been unlawfillly 
capped at athletic scholarships. In reporting the suit, ESPNDs Tom Fan'ey described the 
antitrust suit as Uthe most direct challenge yet to the NCAA 0 s longstanding economic 
modeL 0 Kessler has significant experience in sports labor cases, having played a key role in 
the establishment of fi'ee agency rights in the NFL, and lockouts in both the NFL and the 
NBA 
What does this new legal pursuit mean for the NCAA going forward? Campus Union caught 
up with SLcom legal analyst Michael McCann to find out. 
SI: How significant is JefIi-ey Kessler[j s lawsuit in comparison to other legal challenges facing 
the NCAA, such as the Ed ODBannon case? 
Michael McCann: I think itO s a big deal because it involves current players who are 
essentially asking for the right to become free agents. Basically they 0 re asking for a world 
where college athletes are like college coaches: They can sign with any college that pays them 
the most money. That 0 s a very different model from the college sports that we all know. It 0 s 
a lawsuit that tries to drive a stake into the model of college SPOltS that we 0 re all familiar with. 
SI: Much is being made of Kessler 0 s involvement with this suit, given his experience in legal 
situations with both the NBA and the NFL WhatOs the takeaway here? 
MM: It[] s a significant development that Kessler is the primary lawyer in this case. He has a 
track record of some success. I think he has his share of critics, but his major success was the 
Freeman McNeil case agaim,t the NFL in 1992, which helped establish free agency rights for 
NFL players. Critics, of course [] especially those connected to the NBA and the NFL LJ 
would argue that Kessler 0 s advice to players during those lockouts was not successfuL I 
know that some NBA executives are not big fans of his. 
But it 0 s significant in that Kessler has the reputation and probably the financial wherewithal to 
litigate this for a while. Some lawyers donUt have the resources to have a velY long case, if 
they 0 re spending a lot of money on discovery. drafting documents and whatnot. Kessler and 
his firnl have the wherewithal to play this out for a while. 
SI: KesslerDs suit is already being compared to thatofShawne Alston, a fonner West 
Virginia football player who filed an antitrust suit against the NCAA earlier this month. Are 
these two cases similar? 
MM: They are very similar. The similarities are that both lawsuits are bringing antitrust 
arguments against the limits on scholarship. Both of them are arguing that the NCAA and 
member schools of conferences have joined hands in an anti-competitive way to limit what 
players can get. That point is essential to both lawsuits. 
It 0 s also worth noting that while the Alston complaint expressly asks for money danlages, it 
also asks for an injunction. So the two suits are similar in that regard as welL They Ore both 
asking for ajudge to say, o This system is unlawfilL 0 
SI: What does an injunction mean for both cases? 
MM: Basically you can ask for two things in a lawsuit: The first is money for past hann, like if 
I made a video game with you in it without asking your pernlission. The other thing is an 
injunction. so you can ask the judge to command some action, such as asking the judge to say, 
[JYou, the NCAA, cammt use this rule. [1 Kessler[]s lawsuit is only focused on getting a 
judge, by decree, to end amateurism. It wants ajudge to say student-athletes can sign ti.)r any 
amount of money that the market dictates with a schooL So star players could get a lot more in 
this world than they currently gel. 
SI: KesslerDs lawsuit includes a handfill of current student-athletes as well as fornIer ones. Is 
that important for his case? 
MM: ltD s significant in that it builds a stronger case for an injunction. These players are 
currently impacted by these rules, as opposed to Alston and potentially others who come to his 
case, who are fonner players. So, in that regard. it 0 s a stronger argument because they are 
currently being harmed, allegedly, by these rules. 
SI: Northwestern made news a few weeks ago when a group of players joined in an effort to 
unionize. The effOlts are ongoing, but how might these two cases affect one another? 
MM: Theyr]re on separate tracks, this lawsuit and the unionization etIort. But they []re related 
in the sense that, if college athletes were in a union, they may be able to demand higher pay. It 
may be easier, you could say, for college athletes to get more money as a fi.)rm of 
compensation if they were in a union than if they were independent persons. But that[j s sort of 
speculative. The cases are very different. 
Of course, you could argue that if you 0 re a star college player, maybe you don 0 t want to be 
in a union. Ifthere were a union of college athletes, it could potentially negotiate collective 
bargaining agreements with the NCAA. That could create limits on scholarships all over again. 
But the unionization effort is unlikely to prevaiL 
SI: ItO s important to note KesslerD s antitrust suit is not calling for specified compensation for 
NCAA student-athletes, correct? His suit only calls for restrictions on compensation to be 
taken away. 
MM: That[Js exactly right. Kessler wants to eliminate caps on scholarships, not guamntee pay 
for players. So some players may end up with less. And also, this could lead to a system [j 



and I think the NCAA would argue this LJ that is anti-competitive in its own right because 
some schools could afIord to pay more, and therefore resources could be hoarded by some 
schools. It could make college sports prohibitively expensive tt)r universities that don LJt have 
the budgets of other schools. 
SI: Could Title IX throw a wrench into Kessler 0 s legal efforts against the NCAA? 
MM: I thinkitOs definitely a factor. Itos not part of the lawsuit; itOs a separate legal issue 
that would have to be resolved because in a world where star college athletes can obtain their 
market value, men in all likelihood would disproportionately benefit. That could lead to 
imbalance in gender equity in college sports. You would have star college basketball players 0 
predominately men 0 who are getting paid a lot more money than female athletes. There would 
likely be a Title IX challenge to a world without scholarship caps. 
SI: Where does KesslerO s lawsuit go from here? What is the timeline for any sort of 
resolution? 
MM: Iti] s going to be a while. At least months, but more likely longer. The NCAA will file an 
answer to this complaint. Of course, how it responds to the Alston lawsuit will be a great 
preview of how it will respond to this lawsuit. The NCAA will likely mention several cases that 
have come up in the past for this issue, such as the Agnew v. NCAA case that I wrote about 
previously. I talked about the defensive strategy in that case, and the NCAA is going to make 
the same core arguments in tins case. 

This article has been reprinted on Clips with the permission ofS1.com. To access the 
S1.com home page click here 

The NCAA-Killing Lawsuit Might Finally Be Here 

Deadspin, 3-17-14 
Spolis labor attorney Jeffrey Kessler has filed suit againslthe NCAA and five 

power conferences, alleging that capping player compensation at the cost of a scholarship is an 
antitmst violation. Unlike previous suits, this one does not seek damages. It wants to tear down 
the NCAA. "We're looking to change the system," Kessler said. "That's the main goal." 
The suit names as defendants the NCAA, tlle ACC, the Big 12, the Big TefL The Pac-12, and 
the SEC. The plaintiffs are Rutgers forward J.J. Moore, Clemson DB Martin Jenkins, UTEP 
TE Kevin Perry, and Cal tight end William Tyndall, though as a class action claim, it hopes to 
represent all FBS football players and D-I basketball players. 
The introduction to the suit, sums the argument up well: 

The Defend,mts in this action .. earn billions of dollars in revenues each year 
through the hard work. sweat, and sometimes broken bodies of top-tier college 
football and men's basketball athletes who peljorm services for Defendants' 
member institutions in the big business of college sports. However, instead of 
allowing their member institutions to competefor the services qfthose players 
while operating their businesses, Defendants have entered into what amounts to 
cartel agreements with the avowed purpose and effect of placing a ceiling on the 
compensation that may be paid to these athletes for their services. Those 
restrictions are pernicious, a blatant violation of the antitrust laws, have no 
legitimate pro-competitive justification. and should now be stnlck down and 
enjoined 

Kessler is the biggest hitter yet in the war against amateurism. He's partially responsible for 
bringing free agency to the NFL, and has served as outside counsel for both MLB and NBA 
players in labor battles against their respective leagues. He's joined in this suit by Tim Nevius, 



once the NCAA's associate director of enforcement. 

Kessler Whiskey is an American brand o/blended whiskey 
(or the slogan, IISmooth as Silkll. The brand is currently owned 
it is the #2 selling American Kessler started selling 
the late 1870s. In the early saloon to saloon Kessler's 
company quickly in remote 
areas. Kessler retiredfrom TFe have not 
vet been able to-nor might we ever be abZe--to a hnk betVl/een Barnster Kessler and Afaltster 
Kessler from a century ago. But we suspect that the IISmooth as Silk ll descriptior wouldfitfor today's 
Kessler as well. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Tuesday, March 18.20145:49 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Mid-Week Update 3-18-14 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the Clips OpportunityShip. Hope you are well. 
When I refer to D opportunity D above I mean the opportunity we sometimes get to pass good 
information along in a timely fashion. 
In this case, we have sent out a rare (how rare?,see below) Clips Tuesday Update. Why? Well 
we had the opportunity to do so because there has been a glut of good content these past two 
days. This is technically a Clips "Mid-Week Update, [] but when those are sent out (which has 
been only about one week per month these past eleven years), it usually takes until Wednesday 
or Thursday (or Friday) to accumulate enough of the good stuff 
The Clips Tmth Squad furrowed through the Clips annals and we found out that we have 
issued only six ClipsTuesdayUpdates in all our II-plus years; or to be more precise, 547 
weekrs~·. __________________________________________________________ -, 

J{ 

With all that have a good Tuesday. Have a good week. DonDt forget to prepare for 
tomorrow[ls quiz ... 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
'vV\V'vv.twitter.Gom!@CollegeAthC!ips 

Remember. you must be logged in with your username and password to 
view the articles (below) on the website. Tfyou are nollogged inyou will get 
a blank white screen. 
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Dl!im!SI ACC tournament headed for Barclays Center in Brooklyn? 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

The Clips MotherShip <nicrcollegeathleticsclips,com@mai1l7Lus4,mcsv,net> 

Sunday, March 23,20143:50 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc,edu> 

Clips eFlash: Challenges to NCAA amateurism gaining critical mass? 

x 

Dear Vince-
Sunday afternoon greetings from the MotherShipNorth (Torrington, Conl1,)o Hope you 

are \rv~~ll 

This morning Jon Solomon of the Birmingham News posted a timely "'remember when"' 

article about Colorado football player Jeremy Bloom. who was declared ineligible for 

football in 2004 by the NCAA because he had recEdv"d paym"nt" from ski sponsor", See 

arliclE' bE?/011/. 

Althml"h th" Bloom caSE? is 110t applE,,,·to·apple,; with thE? OBannon caSE? (or the rE?cently 

filed Jeffrey Kessler case), they all roll up to a considerable threat to the state of NCAA 

amatE?uri"m today, v'Ihich is mally not that much diffE?r"l1t thal1 thE? stale of r~CAA 

amateurism ten YE?ars ago, or lV'mnty years ago, or . 

On" r"ally wondE?rs wherE? big·time collE'g" footballiba"kE?!ball will be in ju,;t a few YE?ars, 

and who will delE?rminE? the shape ollhe NCi\A of!flE? future, ... universily pmsidents or 

federal judges? 

Have a good Sunday, 

N iek Infa nte 

Clip'; Editor 

"I feel like it's my child" 

Before the O'Bannon case, ,jeremy Bloom challenged NCAA amatewism, seeking skiing 

(:?ndOrserrl(:?nt,s \Nfnk:~ playing co!k:~gr:? football, 

By ,Jon Solomon. erwin. 3<,3·14 

Ten yeam have passed and .JNemy Bloom remains passionat," aboul changin" coll,""e 

sports. He makes it a point to follow the Ed 0'8al1non Imvsuit against the NCAA seekin" 

to Id colle"e athlete,; receillE? money ba,;ed on thdr namE?, ima"" and likene,;s, 

"I feel like it's my child," 8100m says of the UBannon suit "I feel as connected to it as a 

family fYI,"mber ," 

Long before the collE,,,e ,;PNt" wNld focused on thE? (),Bannol1 trial. which i,; ,;cheduled 

for trial on June 9, Bloom fought a losin", two'yeill' battle against the NCAA ov,"r similar 

principles. 

Bloom was the Colorado football player who a decadE? ago soughtlo kE?ep his collE?ge 

digibility v'Ihile recE?iving endor,,,,ment,, a" an Olympic mo"ul ski,,!". He lo,;t his iav'Isuit and 



the HCIV\ h,"ld firm that although college athletes could accept salaries as professionals 

in other sports, they aren't permitted to be paid from sponsors. 

A tal,"nted kick returner and wide receiver at Colorado, Bloom sued the ~~Cj\l\ and 

argu"d the only way h" could pay for ski in" wm; to sign an "ndNsement contract. Bloom 

wond"md how h," could not be a pro in skiing yet Dmw Henson could make $1 million 

from his baseball salary while keepin" his coil""" football eligibility. 

"One of trw r"asons at the a"e of 19 I d,"cided to su," the NCAi\ was out of principle," 

Bloom says. "I couldn't compreh"nd why an organization in Indianapolis could tell a kid 

lik" m", who had worked my ass off to g0! wh"r" I was in "kiln" and football, that I 

couldn't do it. It wasn't a coach saying you're not good for the team or you'r" a 

distraction. It wm; a no~faced, unknov>fn organization saying no, you Gan't do that," 

In addition NCAA rul"s prohibitin" Bloom from acc"pting endorsement money as a skier. 

h" was re"tricted from participating in entertainment and modding opportunitie", Bloom 

had been offered a contrad to host a show on Nickelod"on and had an oHer hom 

Tommy Hilfiger. Bloom argued the "ndors"m"nts were a r"sult of his skiing ability, not his 

football ability. 

"It really turned into the thin"" we argued for wa" allowing "tudent~athlet<,s th" ability to 

own their likeness and not allow Hw ~~CAA to control it," Bloom says. "It's similar 

principles to OBannon." 

Today, aloom serves as a part·time Olympic broadcaster for ~mc and coll"g'" football 

annOl.lf1CerS for the Pac~12 r~dwNk, His major work is a" a succ""sful "ntrepren"ur who 

rais,"d $20 million of "mntum capital as co .. foundN or Integrate, a mmk0!ing software 

company '""ith five offices across the country. He also established Wish of a Lifetime, a 

non-profit foundation that gl'8nts v>fish"s to peopl" 80 and older. 

Here's the thing about aloom: He says h" holds no ill will toward the r~CAA 

When asked if he "ver '""ould giv" som" of his w"alth to the NCP\}\ "iven th"ir history, 

Bloom says, "I don't think th" NCAA i" the evil "mpim. I just think they're ,,0 "tuGk in thEdr 

ways and can't get out of the way of themselves. They'm so scared of any chan"" of the 

profits of their organization. At some point. wh"ther it com"s "xtemally or internally, 

they'll b" forc"d to gd ov"r it. If the NCAA called me today and said help "ducate us on 

your vim'v of Hw world, I'd be there tomorrow." 

The NCAi\ recolded a nearly $6"1 million surplus in the 2013 fiscal y,"ar, USA Today 

r"ported last week. That marked the third consecutive year in which the NCAA's annual 

surplu" e)(c"ed"d $60 million. Th" NCAA's net a"sets increased to more than $627 

million, slightly less than double whem the assets stood in 2007 . 

.A. new \Na"hington F'ost!ABC r~m>v" poll shows only 33 p"lcent of the publiG support" 

paying coll'"ge athletes. Public opinion was split hovmver, when asked whether colleg" 

athld"" "hould b" able to form a union. 

aloom says the NCAA should "double down" on the fact that colle"" sports is so popular 

and gen"rat"" "0 hug" inv"stment" from corporate America. 

"VVhat they should do is stop navigating this fuzzy line of w,,'re amateur, but we're goin" 

to operate in a prof""sional mannN," Bloom "ays "Put all thEdr chip" on the table and 

say we're going to take advantage of all the resources out there from corporate America 

and media outlds, and w,,'re going to build thi" brand of college athldb, and take Gare 

of stud"nt·athletes and "hm them the opportunity to be abl" to capitalize on their 

talents." 

aloom knows th," counterargutn"nt: Claims that allowing athletes to be paid will cause 

more "corruption" in college sports and provid" a huge recruiting advantage for larger~ 

funded schools. 

"Have you s"en theil fadliti"s?" Bloom said "They've got flat-screen TVs in their 10Gk"r 

and waterlalls. You think trwy'li visit i\labama and say, '~~ah, I'm "oing to go to Colomdo 

Stat"r 



\j\jhat Bloom start,"d a decade ago, others are now carrying to new ImmL i'lr1other 

settlement conf"mn@ with th" NCiV\ in th" lik"n"s" clairm; brought by former Arizona 

Slate and ~kbraska quarterback Sam Keller is scheduled for Monday, 

Bloom b"li"ves th" "nd game olwr this d"cades~lon" debate 1;" for th" NCAA and its 

schools to finally conclude thai th," <:olIeg'" sports syslem is brok"n, 

"If the NCAA can com" to that conclusion it"elf, which is the b""t~case scenario, then 

there's enou"h smart. intellig"nt people across college athletics that will come up with a 

,;ystem that makE';" "ense," he say". "But you have to acc"pt it. After that we can outline 

alilhe nuances. Does a jel'5"y sal," ,,0 into a lrust fund? How about TV revemw? VVho 

played In the game? What are th" percentages? Are we u"In" mOfl"y a" an incentive to 

"mduate? I think people get caught up too much in the little micro ddails befNe th"y 

admit there's a probl'"m." 
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ski endorsements 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday. March 23, 2014 9:06 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Monday Update 3-24-14 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the SundayNightShip. Hope you are well. 

Well, we are 34 games into the 67 game men 1:.1 s basketball tournament, and I would like to 
olferthe following: 

• The tournament champ hm; to win six straight games to go all the way. 
• There will be one champion and 67 Dlosers D (of course, they are not really losers; just 

to make it to the tournament is something to be proud of~ and D for some D to make it to 
the Four, Eight or Sixteen is even better). 

• Ifwe accept the 350 as the number ofDl basketball programs (UIPA, Incarnate 
Word, are you Dl yet?), then there were 282 schools on the outside looking in (i.e.-did 
not make the NCAA tournament) and 247 with no post-season games (that number 
backs out the NIT, CBI and CIT participants). 

• One of my viewing pleasures is to pick out notables sitting at the scorerD s table (these 
are usually people on the basketball committee, host schools/conferences, etc.). It varies 
by the venue and the camera angles, but some of these people are in the background as 
many as a dozen times per game. Hello Peter! Hello Jamie! Hello Lynn! Hello 
Richard/ 

x 

As for the women 1:.1 s Dl tournament, they just got under way Satnrday, and the only upsets so 
far have been 12th seed BYU over 5th seed North Carolina State and 11 th seed James 
Madison over 6th seed Gonzaga. And 1st-seed UConn is crushing 16th seed Prairie View 18-
2 with 11 :24 to go in the first half 

Okay, please forgive me for a little homerism here, but our daughter Lisa is a graduate ofD3 
Fairleigh Dickinson College. located in Madison NJ. just 20 miles from the Clips MotherShip. 
Lisa is a 2014 grad now finishing up on her masters in education. And why is this relevant? 
Well, the FDU womenD s basketball team became the NCAA D3 champs by beating 
Whitman Collage women of Walla Walla, Washington (lola w [] s ). Hooray jiJr the Lady 
Devils. 



Believe it or not, there is life in college sports other than basketball. I [j m not sure what that is, 
but I think it would be ba<;eball, softball, sand volleyball and whatever else. And there is life out 
in the world as well. That Malaysian jet is still lost, Vladimir P. continues to be a bully in the 
Crimea and there was a terrible mudslide in Washington state. 
So, there are still 80 or so games combined yet to be played in the men's and women's Dl 
tournaments. How many will you watch? 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infimte 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
w\l'/1N.lwiUer.com/@ColiegeAthClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the articles 
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Tuesday, March 25. 2014 7:42 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

NCAA DI governance proposal just released .. Compromise? 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Tuesday afternoon greetings from the MotherShip. Hope you are well. 
ItDs not often that I am able to jump on a breaking story, but Ijust happened to notice o not 
more than an hour ago [Jthat the Division I Steering Committee for Governance has released a 
proposed governance model that includes a possible weighted voting system for a group that 
will oversee the daily legislative functions of Division I. 
This is truly a breaking story that Ijust stumbled upon; AL.com and USA Today are the only 
two sources that haverP,-I_· c_k_ed_it_u-,p,--so_fa_r_. ___________ -, 

;,( 

Here 0 s a quick step back III recent NCAA governance history. When the Big Five 
conferences (comprised mostly of DXXL 0 schools) forwarded a proposal for a $2,000 
stipend a while back" the other 26 conferences (comprised of Small, Medium and Large 
schools) outvoted them. To say the least, the veto on the stipend vote did not sit well with the 
Big Five and they have been lobbying, posturing and grousing ever since. 
In the past year and a halfor so, the Big Five commissioners have been taking turns giving 
interviews, sitting on panels and basically letting it be known 0 firmly and unequivocally []that 
they want the ability to propose and enact programs that will benefit student-athletes. 
The NCAA.org story is below, but I have exiracted the key pair of sentences in the whole 
article. Here they are: 

o Under the proposed new model for governing Division I, each member of the Board 
of Directors would have one vote. On the Council, however 0 which has final say on 
most issues, though those will remain subject to board review 0 members 0 votes 
will be weighted. 0 [Italics added] 

So the Big Five (who get four votes each), would not get a majority, but their decisions are 
[1 subject to board review?" 
I don []t think this is what the Big Five commissioners have been campaigning ti.)r in the la<;t 
year and a half Here 0 s the proposed structure: 
Weighted Votes on Council 

Under the proposed new model for governmg DIVISion I, each member of the Board of 
Directors would have one vote. On the CounciL however 0 which has final say on most issues, 
though those will remain subject to board review 0 membersD votes will be weighted. The 



suggested system would split the FBS into two factions, giving five conferences four votes and 
the other five two votes. The remaining 22 conferences and the two student-athletes proposed 
for the Council would each count once. Under this structure, no single group would have a 
majority. 
The article on the NCAA website said the steering committee supports including voting rights 
by the chair of the Division I Student-Athlete AdvisOlY Committee; the chair (always an 
athletics director) of a new group tentatively called the Council; and the highest-ranking 
Division I member ofthe Faculty Athletics Representatives Association's executive committee. 
The so-called Council would have 34 members -- one from each ofthe 32 conferences and 
two athletes. All members would have votes, but the votes would be weighted. 
Each vote from the ACe. Big Ten, Big 12, Pac-12 and SEC (fornlerly known as the AQ 
conferences) would be counted four times, totaling 37% of the weighted total. Votes from the 
Big East, Conference USA, MAC, Mountain West and Sun Belt (formerly the non-AQ 
conferences) would each count twice (18.6%), and the remaining 22 Dl conferences would 
have their vote count once (40.7%). Student-athletes' votes would count once and comprise 
3.7% of the total pie. 
So nobody gets a majority. I guess this could be called a compromise? 
Also below is an AI) article about Big 12 Commissioner Bob Bowles' remarks at the Knight 
Commission meeting last week. As you will see, Mr. Bowles emphatically and cogently 
champions the interests ofthe Big Five. Bowles and the other four commissioners have been 
remarkably in alignment eVeJY step ofthe way. 

More later .... 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W'NIN.twitter.comi@CollegeAthClips 

Student-athlete, AD, faculty rep would have votes on proposed new 
board 
The govermmce model proposed by the Division 1 Steering Committee for Governance 
also outlines possible weighted voting system 
NCAA.org, 3-25-14 

Highlights 
ISSUE: Divisioill governance restructuring 
THE LATEST: III the model to be proposed by the Division 1 Steering Committee 
for Governance, a student-athlete, athletics director andfaculty athletics 
representative would sit on the Board of Directors and have voting privileges. The 
committee also will propose a weighted voting ,lystemfiJr the Council. 
WHATr]S NEXT: The committee will continue to meet, focused Oil details of 
autonomy. They plan to have a proposed model to the board and conferences by 
the end of April. 

When the new Division I Board of Directors first convenes under a new govemance system, 
the Steering Committee for Governance wants an athletics director, stndent-athlete and faculty 
athletics representative to be present D and cast votes. 
The steering committee met March 18 and continued its work toward delivering a proposed 
governance model to the membership this spring. 
Wbile the steering committee believes the board should be comprised primarily of university 
presidents, it supports adding new voices to the table, including tlle chair ofthe Division I 
Student-Athlete Advisory Committee; the chair of a new group tentatively called the Council; 
and the highest-ranking Division I member of the Faculty Athletics Representatives 
AssociationlJ s executive committee. The Council chair will always be an athletics director, 
which gives that group an automatic spot on the board. 
D The steering committee believes the non-presidents on the board should be defined by their 
positions within different organizations, D said steering committee and board chair Nathan 
Hatch, president of Wake Forest University. D But we feel very strongly that tlleY should be 
voting members ofthe board. D The presidents would retain tlle right to meet in executive 
session if necessary. 
Legislative autonomy 
The committee members also discussed extensively the areas oflegislative autonomy for the 
Atlantic Coast Conference, Big Ten Conference, Big 12 Conference, Pacific-12 Conference 
and Southeastern Conference under the proposed model. The members ofthe steering 
committee, all of them Division I university presidents, are working closely with the conferences 
to ensure that the areas of autonomy are driven by the values and principles of student-athlete 
welfare and not competitive advantage. 
Weighted Votes on Council 



Under the proposed new model for governmg DIVIsIOn I, each member of the Board of 
Directors would have one vote. On the Council, however [1 which has final say on most issues, 
though those will remain subject to board review [J members[] votes will be weighted. The 
suggested system would split the FBS into two tactions, giving five conferences fi.mr votes and 
the other five two votes. The remaining 22 conferences and the two student-athletes proposed 
for the Council would each count once. Under this structure, no single group would have a 
m~ority. 

Committee members acknowledged that the filii Division I membership will need time to 
explore the implications oflegislative autonomy in specific areas before the board can approve 
any proposals. and expressed hope that those conversations can take place during the 
upcoming spring conference meetings. 

The makeup of the [] Council [1 
The committee also discussed the mechanics of the Council, the group that is expected to 
conduct the day-to-day legislative functions of the division. The Council []s decisions would not 
require approval from the board, but the board would have the opportunity to review decisions 
to ensure they are consistent with the values of the division. 
The proposal calls for a Council composed of34 members, one from each of the 32 
conferences and two student-athletes. All members would have votes, but the votes would be 
weighted. 
The committee will continue meeting in person and via conference call, with the goal of 
forwarding a potential model to the Division I membership at the April 24 board meeting. 

BowlsbyDs vision: College sports need some changes 
Asmciated Press, 3-24-/4 

MIAMI [1 Bob Bowlsby took a seat inside a Miami hotel ballroom a few days ago, appearing 
as part of a panel tasked with forecasting how college SpJrts may change over the next 
decade. 
No one had any definite answers, of course. 
But ifBowlsby got his way, the model would change D considerably. 
Recruiting, admissions, enforcement, practice times, length of seasons D it D s all apparently on 
Bowlsby D s radar, and in this time where talk of changes and overhauls continues to sweep the 
NCAA landscape. the Big 12 commissioner offered a simple warning to the Knight 
Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics. 
D We have a lot of work to do, folks, D Bowlsby said. 
The Knight Commission was formed a quarter-century ago in response to a number of 
scandals that were rocking college sports at the time, with hopes that the emphasis would 
return to academic values at schools. The NCAA has a history oflistening to the watchdog 
group and taking its words seriously, as evidenced by how it hm; implemented a number of its 
recommendations over the years. 
Bowlsby D s remarks wouldn D t necessarily be considered proposals. More so, they were 
received as just a frank, straightforward view of wha10 s happening. Even to some on the 
inside, the NCAA still seems to be a massive, overly complex machine tlmt few totally 
understand and is in desperate need of an overhaul. 
m thought an academic medical center was complicated ... and then I got involved with the 
NCAA, D said Dr. Nathan Hatch, the president of Wake Forest and chairman of the 
NCAAD s Board of Directors, who happened to be seated next to Bowlsby on the Knight 
panel. 
The blame, Bowlsby said, does not entirely lie with the NCAA, which has been under tire for 
the way it handled [lor mishandled, some would argue [1 a number of high-profile 
enfi.)rcement cases in recent years, including the Miami case where investigators broke the 
association D sown PJlicies by enlisting the assistance of an attorney and essentially using her 
subpoena power (a tool the NCAA does not have) to help probe the HurricanesD 
involvement with a booster. 
D Quite frankly, the NCAA and whatever it is today, we made it that way, D Bowlsby said. 
mt isnDt this one-eyed ogre in Indianapolis. r10s the collective decisions that all of us have 
collaborated to make. And whatever it is or isn Dt, and there D s been a whole lot more good 
than bad, we made it that way. And it D s going to take a little while to unwind it. D 



And he [1 s up for plenty of unwinding. 
He spoke of the realignment craze that swept Division lover the past couple years. (mt 
certainly wasn [1t our tinest hour. We commoditized institutions of higher education and I think 
time will tell a lot of bad decisions were made, [J Bowlsby said.) He soon moved on to the 
power of the power conferences, another hotly debated topic onate. (DIhey also win 90 
percent ofthe NCAA championships, D said Bowlsby, the fonner Stauford athletic director.) 
With that, Bowlsby was just getting started. 
He never raised his voice, but nothing was out of bounds, either. 
He wondered why recruiting rules haven Dt seemed to keep up with technology, wondering 
aloud if the current system tends to be counterproductive, especially when it comes to the 
highest-profile prospects. 
D Perhaps itO s time to think about more visits to campus and fewer trips to the high school, D 
Bowlsby said. [H donLJt know how many of you even have a sense of how disruptive those 
can be at the high school for a high-profile recruit. Maybe it[ls time to start paying for family 
members to come on official visits. Perhaps itr] s a good idea to get kids to campus more than 
just once ti.)r 48 hours. LJ 
The so- called 20- hour rule, designed to limit how much time students actually spend on 
athletics and away from academics per week? 
DThe 20-hour rule is ajoke,D Bowlsby said. DIhereDs too many exemptions to it and it is 
routinely ignored on most campuses, even to the point of falsification of records. The practice 
schedules for young people in not just football but in lots of sports, doesn Dt even approximate 
the 20-hour rule. D 
He called the number of transfers in college basketball D an embarrassment, D said it D s time 
for transparency on what goes into how certain athletes get admitted to certain schools (even 
while acknowledging that it would make presidents and admissions directors uncomti.)rtable), 
and that the enforcement rules under which schools try to operate just aren[Jt working. 
[1 Currently, cheating pays, [1 Bowlsby said. [JAnd itLJ s not nearly as broadly done as some 
would have you believe. But in the cases where it is done, we []re virtually defenseless to get at 
it. Without the power of subpoena or the weight of peIjury, itO s remarkable our enforcement 
mechanism gets to the bottom of anything. D 
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IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: r] NCAA: Change? .... Or be fi.)rced to change? 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the MarriottShip. Hope you are well. 
It was huge news when it broke Wednesday, and it is still huge news three days later. The 
Chicago National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) ruled that the Northwestern University 
football team could form its own union. 
I have read the NLRB [J s 24-page ruling, and it states emphatically and repetitively that 
Northwestem football players fit into the criteria of being "Employees," and the most significant 
factors in coming to this conclusion were the [Jrules and time constraints[l controlled by the 
OEmployerO (thatDs Northwestern) 

X' 

Here it is, in the Queen's English, from the ruling write-up: OP layers receiving scholarships 
to peryorm football-related services for the Employer under a contract for hire in retum 
for compensation are subject to the Employer[js control (md are therefiJre employees 
within the meaning of the [National labor Relations Act] act. [1 To access the 24-page 
report click here 
In the 72 hours since the ruling there has been a flood of commentary, not just from the usual 
sports-oriented sources, but also from US and foreign mainstreanl media sources as well. 
Not sure if the analogy fits, but I am reminded of the comment of the Los Angeles' accidently 
±illllOUS Rodney King, when he said o Tf'hy canOt we aUjust get along? 0 
Indeed in the context of the layers of pending lawsuits versus the NCAA one might ask 
something similar to King 0 s simple but profound utterance. maybe something along the lines of 
o Why canOt we altjustfigure out how to nan'ow our differences without going to 
court? 0 (t1mtDs nobody 0 s quote, I just made it up) Naive? Simplistic') Pollyannaish') Well 
maybe, but just look at the pickle we are in now. 
For decades the NCAA ruled supreme and unfettered, challenged only intennittently LJ such as 



losing fi)otball TV rights to schoolslconferences in 1984 and losing the assistant coach salary 
lawsuit in 1998. Otherwise the NCAA has settled squahbles via out of court settlements, thus 
sidestepping the need to contemporize the []collegiate[] model [J aka: amateurism (others 
have called it nastier things). 
All of the above ( except for my clever made-up quote) are statements of fact, with no 
editorializing whatsoever. However, in keeping with College Athletics Clips 0 0 both sides of 
the story 0 custom, presented below are articles, excerpts, quotes and links that present a 
good cross section of the opinions expressed so far out there. 
Before we get to the bottom, 10 d like to offer my own two cents on the NLRB lUling. I think I 
am as knowledgeable as the next person. After all, I was an economics major in college, and I 
took a couple labor economics classes. Plus I was a United Automobile Workers union 
member for a year, when I worked in a big, dirty, loud and dangerous wire mill for a company 
that made roller bearings. And I played shortstop on the UA W Local 1674 slow-pitch softball 
team (made more errors than I got hits). 
But one does not need to be an economics major, or to have been a union member to know 
that "organized labor" (the scholarly name for unions) have been declining fi)r many years. 
According to stats from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the number of union workers in the US 
in 2013 was 14.5 million, down from 17.7 million in 1983. Union workers were 11.3')10 of the 
workforce in 2013, down from 20.1 % in 1983. Dig deeper and you 011 find that union 
membership was only 7% ofthe workforce in the private sector in 2013. Northwestern 
University is in the private sector. 
Not only have the numbers of union workers declined, but the profile and clout of union 
workers has changed markedly. ItwasnDt long ago that there were well-paid and well
pensioned union auto workers, steel workers, Teamsters, etc. Now many ofthose jobs have 
disappeared or become non-unionjobs. 
Many say that unions are not what they used to be. That may be tlUe, but the big unions are 
still something ofa force to be reckoned with. The Northwestern football playersLJ NLRB 
efforts were funded by the United Steelworkers union, which once represented hundreds of 
thousands of US steel workers at giant companies like US Steel and Bethlehem. However, the 
once mighty US steel industry was decimated by low wage producers around the world, and 
now the US is not even in the top ten of steel producers worldwide. Connect the dots. 
TodayDs United Steelworkers union still has over 500,000 members, but most ofthose 
members are not employed as steelworkers. Indeed, the full name ofthe USW is the United 
Steel, Paper and F orestlJl, Rubber, A1anufacturing, Energy, Allied Industrial and Service 
Workers International Union. So itO s no surprise that the USW is making a modest 
investment in college athletes now in hopes of adding to its membership rolls and increasing its 
intake of union dues as well. 
Consider this remark from Vince Dooley, now retired atler four decades as Georgia's football 
coach and athletic director, "lfthis ever happens the issues would be unlimited What 
might happen from school to school, from day to day, from year to year, 1 don't know. 
l'mjust glad I've served my time. " 
Yikes. 
More later. 
Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
w\lv1N.lwiller.com/@ColiegeAthClips 

Before college IS even III seSSion, N011hwestern football players spend up to 60 hours a week 
practicing at a one-month training camp. During the three- or four-month football season, they 
put in up to 50 hours a week preparing for games. That 0 s more time than many full- time 
employees devote to their jobs. 
Looking at these basic facts, the logic is clear. Football players at colleges like Northwestern 
with big-time sports programs are not [] student-athletes, [1 a<; the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association claims, but employees. Critics have been making this point for years. Finally, on 
Wednesday, a regional director ofthe National Lalx)r Relations Board agreed, lUling that 
Northwestern football players on scholarships were eligible to fonn a union and bargain 
collectively. 
DIt cannot be said that the employerDs scholarship players are o primarily students, 0 0 Peter 
Ohr wrote in his 24-page decision, noting that players were reclUited for their athletic talents 
rather than academic ability, must undergo dlUg testing, and that they risked losing their 



scholarships if they did not follow team regulations. 
This is a big deal, or at lea<;t the beginning of a big deal. Northwestern has already announced 
that it would appeal the decision to the N.L.R.B. national oftice. If it is upheld, Northwestern 
can still refuse to bargain with the players (assuming they actually vote to fonn a union), sending 
the case to a federal appeals court. 
Still, Mr. OhrO s lUling gives weight to the argument that scholarship athletes are not amateurs 
who play merely o for the love oftheir sportO 0 as the N .C.A.A. said in a statement reacting 
to the decision. 
The N.CA.A. and athletic directors have fiercely resisted calls for change and argued that 
professionalization would lUin college sports. Naturally they are attached to the way things are 
because they benefit financially from capping compensation at the value of a scholarship. 
Northwestern football reported $235 million revenue from 2003 to 2012. USA Today 
revealed in September that the team coach, Pat Fitzgerald, made at least $2.2 million in 2011, 
making him the university [J s highest paid employee. 
The college-sports establishment has brought this trouble on itself by not moving to address 
players LJ legitimate grievances. The group that brought the Northwestern petition to the 
N .L.R.B., the College Athletes Players Association, isn Dt seeking a specific share of football 
revenue or even salaries, but better medical protections for concussions and other injuries, 
guaranteed scholarships that cover the full cost of attending college and the establishment of a 
tlUst fimd that players can use to finish their schooling after their N.CAA. eligibility expires. 
Those are modest, reasonable goals. IfN orthwestern and other universities don 0 t want to 
have to deal with unions, they should stop fighting their players and work with them to improve 
conditions. 

HereLJs a Washington Post poll pegging the yea or nay from regnlar citizens on 
unionization of college fbotball players: 

X 

And fr'Om another poll, from Marist College: 
To Unionize or Not to Unionize? 
Marist Poll, 3-25-14 

75% qfAmencans, including the same proportion of college sports fans, think 
college athletes should not be allowed to join a union since they are not college 
employees. l\fore than one infive 0 22% 0 believes student athletes should be 
able to join a union so they can receive payments and benefits. Four percent are 
unsure. 
Non-white residents 0 28% 0 are more like~v to support unionizing by college 
residents than white residents 0 i9%. Nearly eight in ten white residents 0 78% 
[1 compared with 67% of non-white Americans believe college athletes should not 
be able to join a union. 

Union Decision One More Push of the NCAA Off Its Fence 
By John Infante, Bylaw Blog, 3-26-14 (John infante is not related to the Clips Editor) 
Today 0 s victolY for the College Athletes Players Association in front of Chicago 0 s regional 
labor relations board will take a long time before it becomes final. It will likely end either in the 
Supreme Court or the halls of Congress. It is still a coin-toss about how it ends up, with an 
appeal upcoming to the full National Labor Relations Board and possible judicial review. 
But the lUling, much of its rationale, and other ongoing attacks on the NCAA are helping to 
make the NCAA 0 s position untenable. But not the position of amateurism and education as 
compensation. And not the position of commercial athletics on college campuses. What the 
NCAA is being forced to abandon is the assertion that it can straddle the fence between both 
those p.)sitions. 
On the one hand, the NCAA is technically a private, non-profit corporation governed by its 
members. That status was enshrined in law by the Tarkanian Supreme Court decision. In many 
ways it was extended to the member schools by the Board of Regents and Law v. NCAA 
decisions which prevent the NCAA from regulating many aspects of the commercial business 



of college athletics. 
On the other hand, the arguments for the NCAA [1 s status as a state actor or public institution 
are still strong. The NCAA receives a large public subsidy in the form of tax-exempt status. 
Many of it~ members are public universities, arms of state governments. Most athletic 
departments are subsidized, in many cases heavily so, by institutions which depend on state or 
federal aid for revenue. And in almost evelY other country in the wodd, one of the NCAA 0 s 
primary functions, preparing Olympic or national team athletes, is funded and overseen by the 
govemment. 
Broadly speaking, the current legal assault on the NCAA system demands that it abandon 
pretenses of being a regulatOlY agency or charity and operate as a better corporate citizen. 
Even CAPAOs demands, which sound like they would be made ofamore o public 0 NCAA, 
are being pushed through the creation of an employer/employee relationship and collective 
bargaining. 
Barring a quick and at least slightly surprising reversal of their legal fortunes though, the 
NCAAr] s only recourse might be to embrace their public, quasi-governmental side. That might 
mean accepting greater govemment regulation; expanded due process for athletes, staff 
members, and institutions; limits on salaries; more secure scholarships; and extemal 
enforcement investigations and decisions in exchange for a broad antitrust exemption, no 
employee status for athletes, and relief from the ongoing lawsuits. 
If the NCAA were ever going to embrace that idea, now would be the time. The legal 
challenges make it more attractive (or at least palatable) than it has ever been. The 
reauthorization ofthe Higher Education Act makes it much more likely that Congress could be 
moved to action. Congress is already considering regulation of the NCAA, so the NCAA 
might as well adopt the strategy that the 0 enemy of my enemy is my friend 0 
http://www.insidehighered.com/news/20 13/1 0/11 /academics-propose- federal-legislation

restructuring-ncaa and try to get something in retum. 
A year ago, I called the O[JBannon legal strategy an all-in bet, which (mixing my gambling 
metaphors) was then doubled down on with the union case. Ifthe NCAA does not look ft)r 
other outs and decides to defend its middle ground between amateurism and professionalism, 
commercialism and education, it would essentially be calling that bet. The even bigger problem 
for the NCAA is that now its opponents have it covered. 

Obama Kills College Sports 
By Michael Schaus, townhall.com, 3-27-14 
The National Labor Relations Board in Chicago has decided that college athletes 0 who are 
getting a subsidized education and a shot at a multi-million dollar career 0 have the rightto 
unionize as employees. The Labor backed effort to unionize college students who play games 
as an LJeducation[l, according to the Chicago NLRB, now have a seat at the [Jbargaining 
table [1 in college athletics[J Because, obviously, consumers of higher education (AKA: 
[J students!]) don[lt currently have any seat at the [Jbargaining table LJ. 
The short story is that pockets of education consumers (which is the technical definition for 
individuals who voluntarily elect to attend private or public universities 0 ya know: 0 students 0 ) 
who engage in sporting events feel they should have the same powers as, say, autoworkers. 
And now, the Labor Board has given the green-light to tuming college sports into tlle athletic 
equivalent of General Motors 0 This will turn out great (just ask Detroit). 
According to CNN: OThe board's decision indicates that there was enough evidence 
presented that the athletes are employees of (Northwestern University) -- getting paid in the 
fonn of scholarships, working between 20 and 50 hours per week and generating millions of 
dollars ft)r their institutions. r] 
So LJ Good news to all those MIT students, and doctoral candidates who generate millions of 
dollars in government funding for their universities: You can now unionize as well! [1 
Apparently dedicating yourself to university activities for an arbitrary number of hours per 
week, and being OcompensatedO with scholarship opportunities, qualifies you as an 
OemployeeO capable of unionizing your peers. According to the NLRB, an OemployeeO is 
regarded as someone who operates under the direct control of a manager while being 
compensated for their WOlle Athletes fit that definition, according to their union friendly hacks 
in Chicago, because they are OcompensatedO with scholarships and are managed by coaches 
and university staff. 
Strangely, the NLRB gave no ruling on medical students, or other scholarship recipients 0 But, 
I guess thatOs because the National Spelling Bee doesnOt generate the same level of interest 
as a college football bowl game. 
There are, quite obviously, two sides to this story. One side deals primarily with the union thugs 
that helped fund the legal effort to recognize students as [jemployees[J capable ofunionizingr] 
The other side of the story, is a group of students who feel that a free education and the 
oppOltunity to playa game (that may net billions of dollars in professional wages after 
graduation) isn Ot good enough for their entitled sense of self- worth. 
Students, primarily guided by the Labor-backed Northwestern qumterback Kain Colter, have 
been fighting for larger scholarships (because paying for education is 0 so 20th century 0), and 
the possibility of wages (because opportunity is good enough for aspiring teachers, doctors, 
and engineers 0 but not football players). Naturally, seeing an opportunity to capitalize on 
impressionable due-paying Democrat- funding members, Labor Unions rushed to back 



Colterr] s legal fight. (Maybe we should allow little leagues to unionize [] After all, little league 
football is big fundmising for many ruml school districts.) 
The main issue [j as is evidenced by the NLRB [J s refusal to acknowledge interning students 
and other scholarship recipients as [lemployees[] [j seems to be that athletics mise quite a bit 
of money for universities. And, apparently, it is D unfuir D that these college students don D t see 
any direct dividends from that revenue (assuming you ignore their scholarships, classrooms, 
tmining equipment, and life experience). 
This means that, in the end, the decision leaves Northwestem University with only two pmctical 
options outside of appeal: They could stop raising revenue off of their excellent competitive 
SpOlt programs; or they could begin paying their students D 
Of course, a lack of revenue will quickly bring an end to their sports progmm, and therefore 
leave numerous students with no opportunity for higher education. Likewise, considering 
student~ as employees will quickly result in diminishing scholarships, and fewer educational 
opportunities for LJathletic employees [1 (such as business classes, sports-medicine, or tinancial 
planning) LJ College sports will, essentially, devolve into a minor league football circuit that 
raises roughly the same revenue as competitive Ping- Pong toumaments. 
Unions, the American Left, and the National Labor Relations Board, have once again done 
what they do best: They have plundered and pillaged institutions that dare to provide a selvice 
or good while malcing a profit D And they have done it all in the name of enlisting a few more 
due-paying members for Labor Unions. 
Apparently, unionizing tile staff wasn D t good enough. Now we D re targeting the kids as well. 

Be Careful What Your Wish For 
By Glenn Wong, New York Times, 3-28-14 

Significant improvements mm,t be made for college athletes, especially those highly acclaimed 
student-athletes who make an athletic departmentr] s bottom line soar. But college athletes 
want a union to win those benefits, they should be careful what they wi sh fi)l". 
If student-athletes are ultimately allowed to be considered employees, tile value of tlleir 
scholarships will be taxable. Ifthey decide to be represented by a union, they might face strikes 
and other worker actions and the employer universities will be able to use work actions such as 
lockouts. 
Schools that have unions would have more to offer to their players than schools without unions. 
But which sports within those schools will have unions? Will it only be revenue-generating 
SPOltS? Or will it include non-revenue generating sports? 'W'hat will tile bargaining units look 
like? 
Another important issue will be the impact of Title IX on gender equity if benefits are increased 
for the men [J s sports. It is likely that the additional benefits will need to be proportionally 
increased on the womenr]s side. 
And finally, will the current tax-exempt status of college athletic programs and the N.C.AA 
be jeopardized? 
How will schools pay for pay and benefits to scholarship student-athletes, Title IX 
considerations, workersD compensation insumnce and increased taxes due to loss of tax
exempt status. For 23 schools in Division I, it will be easy. 
The other 328 schools might need to reduce coaching and administrative salaries and eliminate 
sports programs and opportunities. 
Unionized SPOltS may reduce rosters and introduce workplace rules for missing practice, poor 
on-field pelforruance. off the field conduct, subpar academic perforruance and drug testing. 
But there are ways to improve the welfare of student-athletes without a union. 

• Scholarships can be increased to cover the cost of attendance, even after eligibility has 
expired. 

• Student-athletes can be given their marketing rights and be prepared for a professional 
career with credit courses on contracts, agents and iinances. 

• Health beneiits should be improved and disability insurance offered to top pro 
prospects. Student-athletes can be loaned money to pay premiums, with the loans 
forgiven ifthe student-athlete is not involved in any NCAA violations. 

• And student-athletes must have a voice atthe N.C.AA, conference and school level. 
They need to have representation in transfer, financial aid and eligibility cases and advice 
from laVvyers s on potential professional sports contacts. 

Some of these changes are underway. It is time to begin looking for wide-mnging solutions, 
although it is and will remain a very complex issue. 
Glenn Wong is a lawyer and professor at the Mark H. A1cCormack Department at the 
Isenberg School qflHanagement, University oflvlassachusetts Amherst. He is now a 
visiting scholar at the Stanford University Law School. 
To access all guest editorials (titled DScholars, Players and UnionlvfembersD) click 
here 



A Victory for Athletes as University Employees 
By William C Rhoden. New York Times. 3-26-/4 
In a groundbreaking decision that acknowledges the special status of the college scholarship 
athlete, a regional director ofthe National Labor Relations Board confinned Wednesday what 
many of us already know: Athletes running and jumping across our television screens are 
university employees. 
The N.LRB. Os decision thattootball players at NOIthwestern have the right to fonn a union 
and bargain collectively pulled back the veil of big -time college athletics. 
Finally. 
This was the N.C.AA Os darkest day, though one the organization had to know was coming. 
Peter Ohr, the N.LRB. regional director, said that scholarship players fall within federal labor 
law 0 s definition of 0 employee. 0 
Whether it is the football player at Grambling or the basketball team at Kentucky, the 
scholarship athlete is part of an on-campus entertainment system that uses unpaid labor to 
generate profit and diversion for universities and the N.C.AA 
Anyone who has been following the N.C.AA men [] s basketball tournament cannot possibly 
conclude that the N.C.AA is not a commercial operation. 
The N.CAA has lucrative television deals with CBS and ESPN. Louisville Coach Rick Pitino 
earns just under $5 million a year; Kentucky Coach John Cali pari eams a reported $5.4 
million. 
How can anyone call this anything but an employee/employer relationship? The player is 
recruited to playa sport and signs a one-year renewal scholarship. That 0 s a contract 
I don Dt advocate pay for play. The opportunity to earn a degree from the nation 0 s finest 
universities is an unparalleled OppOltunity. But the N.C.AA must loosen its iron-fisted grip on 
revenue- producing athletes, must give them more rights, more benefits and greater flexibility to 
sign with agent~ and explore the possibility of turning pro without losing eligibility. 
The question, of course, is where the N.C.AA and the scholarship athletes go from here. Will 
universities simply opt out of the business of big- time SPJrts, deciding they are not interested in 
a business relationship with student-athletes? 
Paul Hewitt, the coach at George Mason and a fonner coach at Georgia Tech and Siena, fears 
that WednesdayOs ruling could lead the scholarship system to become more like the European 
club system. 
OMy fear is that schools will say, OO.K., weOll give you some money, you can come play for 
us, but the education part of it is going to be out of the equation, 0 0 Hewitt said Wednesday 
night 0 People really undersell just how much education these athletes get 0 
What the College Athletes Players Association wants seems reasonable: organizing players, 
guaranteeing coverage of sports-related medical expenses for current and fonner players, 
ensuring better procedures to reduce head il~ uries and allowing players to pursue commercial 
sponsorships. 



Hewitt said he would support increased stipends and allowing players to capitalize on their 
likenesses. 
[1 My biggest fear is that we go to an employee-employer model where kids play, and when 
their bodies wear out, the coach says, [jO.K., let!]s get someone else. [1 It becomes minor 
league pro sports. D 
But in too many ways, colleges already are. 
The N.CAA. said in a statement that it was disappointed by the ruling. It said that stndent
athletes play etor the love oftheir sport, not to be paid. D 
The N.CAA. has a wonderful business model, one that any entrepreneur would love to have: 
a profitable business in which your employees help generate billions of dollars and basically 
work for the honor and the glory ofthe business and little more. 
Expect the N.C.A.A. to fight this with all its resources. Ifthe decision stands and other players 
at other universities try to unionize, the N.C.A.A. [1 s house of cards could collapse. It does not 
have a winning argument when it insists that it is not a commercial enterprise. Indeed, the 
organization argues against itself with each day of March Madness. 
Face it: The jig is up. 
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Clips Sunday Update 3-30-14 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the SundayNightShip. Hope you are well. 

There's a lot that has transpired this week. The top of the list has been the NLRB ruling (as 
well as the #2, #3 and #4 spots). There have been several hundred articles about the potential 
ramifications of unionization on big time football and basketball, and most of them have been 
draconian. 

And, oh, by the way, the men's and women's basketball tournaments have kept chugging 
along. 

Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
w\lv1N.lwiller.coml@ColiegeAthClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the articles 
(below) on the website. Tfyou are not Jogged in you will gel a blank while screen. 
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BIG NEWS! 
COMING SOON TO A 

COMPUTER I TABLET I SMART PHONE 

SCREEN NEAR YOU . .. 

A top-to-bottom, completely new College Athletics Clips website! 

The new Clips website is scheduled to go live tomorrow (Thursday) morning. Please visit the 
new website here sometime Thursday in the late afternoon. 

To make it easier for everyone to visit the new Clips website, we have eliminated the 
need.l!!!:. passwords for the next few weeks. 
In addition to the new Clips website, we have improved the design and capabilities of our 
award-worthy emailed Clips eFiashes, Clips Weekly Updates, Clips Eyewitness Reports, etc. 
These all will be significantly more eye-catching, with bigger graphics, brighter colors and 
better spelling & syntax. 
Please forgive whatever launch hiccups that might occur during our intro, and let us know what 
you think ofthe new Clips look. 

Here D s a reduced version ofthe new Clips front page: 



Any questions, please contact me. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 
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Dear Vince~ 

Lately there has been an overload of issues in the business of college sports-unionism, 

player likeness,"s, endorsements. sharing media money, lull Gost or attendance. 

"excessive" coach salaries, etc.-but one could appropriately clump them all under the 

umbrella of amateurism (in NGAASpeak: the "collegiate model"). 

Below are a couple of articles from this weekend that touch on amateurism from two 

diff"rent p"rsp"clives. on" inward and the other outward. 

From th" inward p"rsp"clive, Pac-12 (;ommission"r l.arry Scott wrote a "u"st 

Gormmnlary lhat ilpp"amd in US/\. Today. It is titled "Wrong prescriptIOn lor (;oll"ge 

sports, '" and Scott mak"s a comp"llin" and r"asoned cas" for reform in coll"g" sports. 

H" ticks off th" r"asons why uniom; are .IJ.,>t the 'Nay to CNwct the ills in coll"ge ';polis. 

After listing rdorms like incmilsed academic support impl"Oved student·athlet," health 

care, and full cost of attendance (he and the other Power Five have "one in much 

greater detail 0'1"1' the past year), Scott write,; "I am confident refNm i,; coming withinth" 

NCAA." .tOWN.9. (from within college athletics), not Q~ljy19.E!. (from the courts and the 

unions) 

The outward perspective is described in an artide from the Sunday New York Times by 

St;,ve Ede!". titled "'Points for Product Placement." Eder de,;crib"s what many in the 

outside world s,"e as the overkill or the NCAA's March Madness sponsorship pro"mm 

(recently showcased by .Jason Gay of the Wall Street Journal, click here). People in the 

business 01 college sporls (about 99% of the ColI'"ge Nhldics Clips audience is in th," 

business of college sports) are aware that some 80% of the March Madness monies get 

funneled back to th" 1 ,OOO-plus r~CA" school,; I,~"anwhile, John and Joan O. Public and 

the ["est ollhe populace are blisslully aware or this nu"get ollrulh. Time for an 

awareness campaign? 

[For an m:<1mpie of Itw rwga/ivdy in I,;hich /fi(,? NCAA is perceiv(',d by MI: S Mrs. ,)otln Q. 

Puillic and by the media, please scroll to the bottom of this web page 10 view 20 or so 

he,ldlines li"om this week"nd th,lt I selected ramtomly] 

Good luck to the mmaining six t"ams alive in the NCAA 1"(1<,n's and women'" tournaments' 

Notre Dame. UCorm (w), Malyland, Stanford. UCorm (m) and Ki"nlucky. 

Have a good Sunday. HavE? a good weE?k. 

Nick Infant," 

Clips Editor 



908.879.9978 

This is th," first Clips eFiash that is being sent out via our spiffy n,"w Clips eFlash email 

system. We have tested it. and retested it. and it looks good from our end. Please let me 

know if it looks good at your "nd. 

Also, the C()llege Athletics Clips website is up and running and ready to be visited. 

Check il out by clicking [HH.? Please not,", you will HQJ need a password to get in for lhe 

next few weeks. 

Wrong prescription for college sports 

AI/owing athletes to unionize could weil destroy programs. writes Pac-12 commissioner. 

Larry Scot!, USA Today, 4 .. 5·11 

The decisi()1l last week by a National Labor [,elalions Goard official in Chicago 10 

upE,nd collegial" athletic" by characterizing Norlhwe"t0m University's scholmship football 

players as "'"mployees" is a terribl," idea thai will do nothing to improve college sports 

and may well destroy them. 

Yes, lhose are strong words. Pmd let me be d,"ar ..... I am nol def,"nding the stalus quo. 

The Pm>12 Conference, of '"",hich I have been commissioner since 2009. along with other 

conkrencE"; around lh" counlry. have b""n pressin" for NCAA reform that would mflect 

the evolving needs of student .. athletes. allowin" for increased academic support, 

improved student .. athlde health cam. and enhanced athletic ,;cholarships up to lhe full 

cost of attendance. I am confident relorm is coming within the NC)IA in the nexl kw 

months, and soon universities will be allowed to provide this additional support for 

stud"nt~alhlet<,s . 

But there is absolutely no question that turning students into employees would take us in 

precis,"ly the opposite direction that we need to go. The challeng'" collegiate sports laces 

in an era of expanding popularity is to ensure that revenues are used for the benefit of 

th" univel·"iti"s and lheir students. and to em;ure lhat the pmamount wi" of ""lu(knl" in 

"student .. alhlete" is not obscumd. VVe need to safeguard and slrenglhen our commilment 

to academics to help find the right balance, not thro'"", in the towel and characterize 

"lu(knls a" employ"e". 

We beliE,ve lhat the NI..RB official's finding thal student .. athlete" on scholarship are not 

primarily students is profoundly wrong. Al Pac· '12 universities, which are som," of the 

most prestigious academic institutions in the world. student .. athletes represent the 

inler"eclion of acad"mic mr.cEdlen@ and alhletic achieven1"nl, graduating wilh lhEdr fdlov,/ 

students and winning the most NeAl\ tilles 01 any conkrenc,". Rec,"nt Pac· '12 foolball 

student .. athletes Andre'"'" Luck of Stanford and Matt Barkley of the University of Southern 

California ex"mplify lhi" balance. opting to dday lurning prof""sionallo achi"ve lheir 

degrees and reap the full value of their educations. 

And beyond a small handlullhatturns pro, th," vast maJority or our 7,000 Pac .. 12 

student~athletes are on our campuses to get the education and experiences that will 

prepme lhEm"1 for those Cafe"rs. Th" notion that th"y see therm;dves a" employe"" 

rather than students is laughable. 

Right now,lor technical legal reasons. the ruling only applies to the sport ollootball and 

private universities. but the misguided thinKin" that produced it might be applied to other 

sporls and public unilwrsitim; a" w"ll. And becauselh" "wvef1lw" SPOlt" al n10"t 

un~v0rsitie:...:; support the ~!non·rI~venue!! sports ... ~nduding sports SUGh as baseball. 



socceL softball, volleyball, swimming, and tennis (which I played while a student at 

HalVard) - the entire world of intercollegiate athletics as we know it could shrink 

dramatically becau"" of a lack of resourcm;. V\lom"n's sports could be hit particularly 

hard, which would be a real trmmsty given all thai we have achi,"ved over the last 40 

years since the adv"nt of TitlE, IX, especially because it is unknown how "employe,," 

stalus would inlersect with Title IX. 

With this demi1;e v'/ould Gome the loss of oppoltunity for thousands of 5tudent5 who. 

without alhletic scholarships, might never be able 10 attend college. i\t the Pac·12 alon,", 

two~thirds of our students~athletes receive athletics aid across as many as 38 varsity 

SPOl't5. The I05s of any athletic progmm would be a blow to the valuabl" access and 

oppoltunity athletics afford to many students on our campuses. 

I understand that som," peopl," am frustrated by what they perceive to be a slow pace to 

NCAA reform. But classifying students as employees of their universities is the wrong 

prescription for addressing the evolving neecb of stu(knt~athletes and improving 

int,"rcollegiate athletics. 

Lan]! Scott is cot'nrnissiorJer of N7e Pac-12 Cot'7feret'7ce. 

To access t/7is article in its original setting click here 

Points for Product Placement 

ARLINGTON, Tex. - The new Ghampions of men's college basketball. whoever they 

may b", will cut down a net here Monday night. And when they do, they will dimb to the 

basket on a blue .. and·y'""ow Werner ladder, and they will dip the cords wilh a pail 01 

orange Flskars sdssors, 

They 'Nill also probably wear Nike hats and T~shirts. and they might sip from Powerade 

cups as they cheer on thEdr t"arnmates 

In a tournament that has been packed with upsets and surprises, one of the few 

mainstays has been the prominenGe of the logm; of cOl'porate spon50rs alon"sid" the 

N.C.A.I\.'s. In total, some 19 ma,lor partners and corporate supporters are listed in the 

official fan guide of the Final Four. 

The rabid commercialization is hardly new to March Madness and the Final Four - and it 

i5 not uncommon in profe5sicmal SPOlt5 and atth" Olympic". Butth" N .c.A A's 

oppon,"nb are using it as fresh ammunition with the model for college athldics 

increasin"ly under siege. 

The N.CAA isladng lawsuits lhat seek to give players a bigger sll<,," of the billions 01 

dollar" ill rev"nu" ""nerated by men's ba"ketball and football. The athl"tic as"odation is 

also facing a unionization nwvern,"nt ,"mboldened by a recent ruling that th," 

Northwestel'll football team could organize and collectively bar"ain with the university. 

Among the big"est complaints about the ~~.C.A.A is that it has agglessively monetized 

nearly every aspect of its championships while it forbids players to ne"otiate paid 

endorsement ckal". 

Critics like Wi"con5in forNard Zach Bohannon 5ay th" doubl" "tandard i5 on full display 

at the Final Four. 



athldes are amateurs, and we don't have any say in th," process." said Boharmon, who 

is involved with the College Athletes Players Association, which has been behind the 

organizing dfolt at NOlthv<festern 

The N.C.A.A., for its palt, "ays the branding in the tournam"nt is not much diff"wnt from 

that seen at universities around the country in the football and basketball seasons. The 

association also disputes the notion that the athletes are forced to pitch products. 

"We don'tlorce anybody to do anylhing," said Milik Lewis, the N.C.Ai\.'s executive vice 

president for championships and alliances. "There is no requirement that anybody drink 

anything or hold anything of any kind." 

On Friday, as player" from the Final Four team" - Florida, \/Visconsin. Conn"cticut and 

K,"ntucky ...... worked oul and held n,"ws conferences, the toumament branding was 

omnipresent. The day's events 'Nere sponsored by Reese's, the official candy partner of 

the ~J C>A A Th" company's ma"cot, an ollersize Ree"e's peanut butter cup. took the 

courl at ATI"T Stadium to rev up the fans between practices. 

Off .. court activities present,"d anolher branding 0ppoltunity. \j\jhen five Wisconsin players 

met journalists in separate rooms, each had at least one Powerade sports-drink cup on 

the table in front of him. wgardless of wheth"r h" actually drank from it. 

One ofthe N.C.AA's chief critics, Michael D. Hausfeld, a lawyer representing players in 

a lav'lSuit against the organization. said he had been monitoring the ,'ponsorship,' during 

the ~~.C.A.i\. tournamenl. I·k took note 01 th," proximity of the PoV'mmde cups to th," 

player" during news conferences, "aying the N.CAA v<fould lIiolat" its own nile" "all the 

time, as kmg as they make money, not the athlde." 

"Th"y are out th"re to sell every pie@ of merchandi"e in any way th"y can, and to 

maximize their rmmnue," Hausfeld said. 

i..ewis of the N.C.A.A count"red, "There's not a r"quirem"nt that anyone adv"rtis" or 

promote a product in any way, shape or form." 

In a crowd,"d fi,"ld of sponsors during th," toumall"lenl. Powerad," has b,","n all"long the 

most visible. 

Through its parent, COCil·Cola, Powerade is the oHicial drink of the N.C.AA, a slatus 

that puts its logo on any beverages that can come in range of the television cameras. It 

means thai no nmtl,"r what players, coaches and even joumalists on press row are 

drinking, they should use a Powerade-branded cup. 

Some athldes, like Bohannon, hav," taken oHense. 

On March 27, before Wiscom;in's gam" against Baylor, Bohannon said he was walking 

onto the court of the Badg,"rs' closed shootillound with a botlie of Nestle Pure Life watel'. 

H" wa" "lopped by a s"curity gual'd, h" said, and told that he could not take that botlle 

onlo th," court becaus," it was against H .C.A.A. !"Ules. Th," issue was resolved by t,"ming 

th" label off the boltle. 

"It's just (;[li" of those things tha!'s mind· boggling." said Bohannon. who mention,"d the 

incident on Twitt"r. 

Coca~Cola issued a statement about its long conn"ction to universities "from 

scholarship" to "upport for sporl" t<,am"." 

"For d"cades, our partnership with the N.C.AA has been about fusing education 

opportunitlE,,, wilh the exdtem"nl of colle"iate "ports," lh" stat<,menl said. 

It is difficult to determine "xactly how much revenue the N.C.AA derives from spedfic 

tournamenlsponsorships because the mmkeling al'wng'"ll"lents are tied to the N.C.A.A's 

broadcast agreements. In2010, the H.C.A.A. announced al4-year, $10.8 billion 

agr""menl with CBS SPOlt" and Turn"I' Broadca"ling for the right" to the men'" 

baskdbaliiournam,"nt. As a result sponsors typically have finandal arrangements with 

the broadcasters, although th" N .C.A.A. signs off on any d"al. 



Each year, the N.C.AA distributes hundreds of millions 01 dollars to universities. which 

use th" money for 5cholarships and oth"r expem",s mlat"d to 5ports. l.ev'!is said. The 

toumament is an exp"nsive underlaking when t"am travel. hotels and nwals are 

accounted for, he said. 

"Where the money goes is c"rlainly th" topic lhat is b"ing discussed a lot right now," 

L"wis said. 'VVe have to generate money to operate this tournament" 

During the past year, the N .e.A.A. has backed away from som" moneymaking 

opportunities amid public ,;crutiny and litigation. The N.CAA has vigorously def"nded 

its"lf, but at the same lirm it (kcided to stop participating in a foolball video game series 

and announced that it would stop s"lling play"r jerseys through its website. In 

announcin" th" i"rsey move in August, Mark Emmert. the r~.e.AA's president, said that 

Hw organization "probably nev"r should have b""n in lhat business." 

A high .. profile lawsuilliled against the N.Cj\j\. by the former U.C.L.A. basketball piaYN 

Ed OBannon, in which coll"ge athlet"s are seeking to b" paid for the use of th"ir 

lik"neS5es in vid"o gam"5 and broadca5t5, is sch"duled to go to trial in June. 

For many y"ars, th" N.C.AA's m"mb"rship has been debating the boundaries of 

corporate sponsor5hip and rule5 on ama!;,urism. 

Elizabeth M. Altmaier, a profe5sor at Iowa who 5erved on a numb"r of r~.e.AA. panel5 on 

commercialism as a faculty athletics r"pms"ntative, said th" corporate branding had 

gone too for, particularly wh"n coll"ge sports face legal threats. 

"It simply underlines stud"nts' claims and olhers' concems thai the incmas"d amount of 

commercialism is gen"rating mom money - none of which is going to meet students' 

ne"d5," she ,;aid. 

Even two coaches who are leading Final Four team5, Florida's Billy Donovan and 

Conn"cticut's "evin Ollie, said al a n"ws conference Thursday that coll"ge athletics 

n""ded to find a way to share mor" with the players, although they did not suggest 

specific ways to do 50 

Donovan said: "Th" idea that a kid can't get a fm" hambur"er somewher", it doesn't 

make sens" to m", What's the big (kal? How is thai hurting anybody?" 

Oth"r coaches, Ilk" M"rcm's Bob Hoffman, were mea,;uring thE"r words as th"y spoke 

with reporl"rs. 

At!;,r I,~"rcer up,;01 Duke in th" toumament'5 first round, Hoffman spok" about 5couting 

Hw next opponent, T"nnessee, from the stands while "aling a hot dog and drinking a 

Cok" 

"I guess I can say that," he said. "since th"ire a sponsor:' 

To access this art/cle in Its original setting click /;ete 



The top of the ladder 

in case youre v-londering, the officiai /~~(idr:?r for cuUing dOj,t'fl the nr:~ts is a V!/r:~rner Old 

Blue 10 Fiberglass Electricians Ladder. 

t·.i :: 

for the "NCAA SJi<ll" IM$r, the 
Werner folks cleverly moved the 
''''Iemer Oval' up Ilear the top, 60 it 
would btl easily lIisible. However, 
the o",al on real-life Werner ladders 
l'!i ~:osi1k~n8d un thelowef h<!!(. 
The ladder 011 the right comas from 
Ihe W<S!f!l<S!! w •• bsH ... 

Hare are articlas from the weekend regarding reform of college sports. About 90% of 

them are negative in nature. 
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Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Monday Update: 4-7-14 

x 

Dear Vince~ 

Gf0elings from the Clips MolherShip. Hope you are welL 

Somebody famous once said "The only constant in life is change." Well, after enduring 

several w"eks of chan"e while we haVE, un<kltaken a soup-to-nuts upgmde of the 

ColI"ge Atlll"tics Clips. til" last thing I want to be constant Is chang" in the form of this 

Clip" upgrade. 

INe are within sit," of th" finish lin", as evidenc,"d by going live with the new Clips site on 

Thursday (ciickbgIQ to access the new site). Plus, if you ille reading lhis, 

then our nm>v bulk e-malling sy"tEml Is v'/orklng as well. 

1·lare's what to you l1eed to know as we mil out illl th," new sluff: 

~ The n"w Clips 'Nebsite is fully functionaL Hare and thar" are funky spacing 

glitches, but w" will halle those corrected soon 

~ In ordN to bypass any access problems,Jh~J~ . .wiJJJ1.\U19 .. P.?~.~.wQL9.JJ.\1.\1.g.~,g to 

access the Clips website 1'01' the !lext few weeks. So, tell your friends and 

coll"agum; that now's a ,w,at time for them to sample the C:IIps website 

~ Our onlil1'" credit card paym'"111 capabilities are not yet operational. Therefore, 

solo subscribers whose subscriptions are expiring will not be able to pay online. 

Instead, you can give us a call at 908.8l9.99l8 and we will take your credit card 

info over the phone. We expect to have tile online capabilities up and running 

sorndlm" this we"k. 

AllY ploblems, (jw"stiol1s, "ripes, complaints (and prals," too?) calilhe Clips Editor at 

908.8l9.9978. 

Nick Infs nt" 

Clips Edilor 

908.8l9.9978 

Here are th," new postings for the week: 

News 

mo:BI:l.Wag /\thletic Director Frequent Flyer Miles Eight lucky ADs (seven 

lhls y,"ar) will k;" plenty of miles followin" th,"Ir Final Foul' teams. ,.,.. . 

!".tPi!;<J3i!!I® Does the NCAA have an official EVERYTHING? Would this 

be ilward·winning ild copy?". "~kll1g on top or il Werner ladder at the HCIV\ 

charnpiom;hlp i" like being 011 top of the wNld.",:-,·'. 

[!(tlM;!gr4iroil¥i Georgia Swimming Allegations Offer First Glimpse into 
Nev\j Enforcement Program Allegation" "tern from a coach's suppo"ed 



inlervention with il professor on behalf of one of his team members. 

~ Revisiting" A Nation Still at Risk" The ,"ducational morass in 

American K~12 and Hi"her E.ducation continum; unabat"d a" school V'I,m; 

persist in th," K·12 sedor while the HC/I.}" still rules at far too many institutions 

of hi"her I"aming that are characterized by "beer and circus" campus"s, but 

significant change is in the wind, 

!!@o!'i®!!@ I'vlarch Madness's Chief Cheerleader Fonner NCAA VP 

Gmg Shah,"en is as much ML March Madn,"ss as anybody else. 

~ Heading Into NCAA Final Four, Some Fans Find Booze Ban 
Hard to Svvallow The r~CAA doesn't sell alcohol to th" gen"ral public at its 

basketball championships. 

~ The college football assembly line Cl.lF'S GUEST COMMEr~TARY 

Our guest author proffers an int"restin" comparison of unionizln" 

NOlthv'Iestern football play"rs as relative to autoworbm; at Volk"wag"n's 

Chattanoo"a, T"nn. plant. . 

U. ~ Welcome to the New College Athletics Clips website l 

. As the man in the little photo to th" left "ays, the n"w Coll"ge 

i\thletics Clips website is big"er, bolder, brighter and better. ; ..... ,.,., 

~ The NCll}'\ is under fire on multiple fronts -- is anyone in 
charge? At some point in recent years Gollege athldb, b"cam" a Bob Dylan 

prolest song. It was an ilwak,"nin", a malization, a revolutiorL ,'" .'. 

~ Pay Increases for Academic Professionals Outpace 
Inflation Th" m"dian b",,,, salary of profm;sionalstaff members on colleg" 

campus,"s rose by 2.1 'Yo lhis academic year, oulpacin" the 1.5'% rale of 

inflation .. 

III!IB Local TV Station Reenacts NCll}'\ Tournament Highlights 
Sin@ they didn't hav" rights to aGtual footag", they improvised with a quite 

funny video, " ... ,.' . 

~ Document details effort for autonomy among power 
conferences The broad outline mol''' formally recognizes those five 

conferences' d"sire to adju"t rul"s dealing v'Iith agent contact, limit" on 

coaching slalf size ilnd scholarship renewal. ,"" .. 

~ Tales of the L.ogo Police "The NCAA Took Away My Cat 
Mug" HNein is a hilarious story poking fun at the NCAA's zealousness in 

saf"guarding th" pmciou" branding and rn"dla compon"nt" that are th" 

source of the ilnnual bonanza of March Madness mvenues. 

DE Final Four Tickets Out of Reach? How About a Virtual Seat? 
Hov'I about a technology that could offer fans a fronHow mr.pNienc" for a 

fraction of the cost. 

~ Coach compensation continues to climb 21 rmn's bask"tball 

coaches in this year's 6,Heam r~CAA field are making at least $2 million this 

sea"on and the 58 coach"" from public "Ghool" (of the total 6B) aVNag" 

nearly $1.8 million pay. Here's a great chart capturing it all. 

~ Amateur Delusions Her,>'s a fictional intervi"v'I bdw""n a bi,Him" 
President and a big~time Athl"tic Dir"ctor. , ... 

(click h?L~ to access the new site) 
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Known by the company you keep: UConn version 

x 

Dear Vince~ 

Here's an up-top qualifier and disclaimer ... Your Clips Editor (thaI's me) is a native of 

Connecticut and a UCoiln gmd. My wife. kids and I moved to northern Nm,y Jersey 18 

years ago. We me situated 4'1 miles due west of Madison Square Garden. So I consider 

myself as knowledgeable as the next guy about the great states that bracket r~ew York 

City. L01me be clear, New Jersey and Connecticut ale t?.QJb greal stat,"s. HoweveL most 

outsiders think that NWN Jersey is awful (it definitely is not) and that Connecticut is 

v'Ionderful (110t quite). Actually both stati,s haVE, mOl"() commol1alitie,; (affluence, gerH,l"8lly 

pleasant lifeslyles. relatively easy commutes into Manhattan, etc.) than differences. 

V\lhich brings us to the tV'IO articles from the r~ew York Timm; bEdow. Ostem;ibly about 

UConn's implobable run toward dual baskelball championships lhis y,"al, both arlides pit 

the two stat"s against on" another See "'Nel'v Jersey and GonneGticut are botlJ great 

stt':?te,s" aboY"(:? 

The thEm1" of both ;outides isitw impact that UCorln's basketball success might hav" with 

Hw on" 01' two Power Five confer"nces lhatmight yet add to their ranks. 

The fir"t mtide-provocatively "l1titl"d "Conference's Sl)ub Haunts UConl1"-was written 

by Harvey Araton, one of the New York Times' best 'Nriters (and a New Jersey resident). 

Araton mak,"s a comp,"llil"1g case that UCor1r1 could hmm!should have been giv"l"1 mOl"e 

consideration as the Metro New York member of the e)(panding Big Ten. And 'Nhy not? 

says Araton. UCoiln has consist"ntly produced top-notch men's 0.n9. women'" ba"ketball 

t,"ams and their football team has becom" more than dec'"l1t (and sOll"wtirn"s good, lik" 

beating Michigan in 2013). Plus. UConn actually "'owns" the entire state. And Connecticut 

kids actually want to go lo I.ICOI1I1. 

W" all know that T\I households (aka' "'"yeball,,") drive "lIerything ill big-time college 

sports. and the cas" could be mad," 1'01 !'tN. ~lktro ~~"w York schools in the Big Tel"1. \j\jhy 

not have two Metro r~ew York schools? NWN York has the Yankees-Mets, Nets-Knicks, 

,lds~Giants and Ranger,,-Devils-Islan(krs. l.ook how ~~ew York dominate" the Ii"t of 

biggest T\I markets: 



S(.:!1 

lQ!;l)i T01~"if!i()11 Maril&t lJlli'v~f$0 Estimates 
blim~ws as <:If .J5111l.!ity i, .21114 ~ttd Il~$d thr~~lltiolit Itlll1013<1:a14 wlssvisjoo $Il.!iSOI'l 

~I'l~ O~~j{l,~.ailifd Mari<lif! h~a lOMA) Wl-mmlll!. % clU$ 
1 N~'YOf~ l,4'tHtW (\4<1. 

L?s AAg~!&$ S·,@5,7M 4Sil<1 
ehi~::ego ;J,5%fii.Hl 3.tl52 

4 Ph',!act$,jphill ~.OO:15ttl 2S59 
D'~lh""..r~. Wa<rit1 2.1',,5.2>,,% 2,2~3 
S;&~~ F{art~~:,:;p.,(Ja~.(··S;8:f! J:n:?t& 2.51 (l,!K¢ 'l.ll" 
9¢Mt}n ~M~rc:C.h4~~(t.n 2AJ:3/l4!l 2.101 

~ VhMl"(liO",.!)C iHa,",5t~ml 2,4 ~~,25© 2.mB 

" AMn\zl 2.").:r?5}}OO $!.Q51 
1(J M<,W~\~~' 2)r%1.:%!l Hlll 

Note that th" only Big Ten markds on the Top T"11 Met!"o New YNk TV Hou""hokb list 

abov" am Chicago and Washington DC. and th,"ir combin,"d total is 1.5 million I,"ss than 

New York. 

Neverlheless, UCor1l1 was loft standing in the Great Realignment Musical Chai!"s F!""nzy 

of 2012·2013. Th" Clip'; Truth Squad count"d 86 moves involvin" 29 confemnces [see 

F?et':?fignrnent Chad belol;~f] 

The second mlid" , "For UConn, ilS Weil ,1.0 It!" /-iuskies. il Goi(fen Opportunity to 

impress." describ"s th" offorts of UConn's s"nior leadership-most notably the energetic 

and ebulli"nt 51~y"ar old UConll Pw"ident Susan H"rbst, as wEdl as the ,;awy and 

engaging Athletic Director, Warde Manuel. The author, Steven Eder, only briefly (but 

pointedly) mentiol1s UConn's conf"mnc,>hopping potential. 

Readers please note. the two articles belo'N, plus this Clips eFlash. have all been written 

b"fol'" tonight's wom"n'" baskdball champion"hip game bdw"en UCol1n al1d Notm 

Dame. Should the UConn wom,"n win, lh,"nthe superlatives will be proGiaim,"d louder stilL 

Have a good Tuesday nighL 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

Conferenc.els Snub Ha.unts UCorm 

By Harl/ey Araton. New V'ork Times, 4-7-14 

NASHVILLE ..... Warde Manud had a f"w millut"s - but ol1ly a few - to say a rev'! word". 

He had another rush to an airporl to make, another plane to caleh. 

Someone m"ntiol1ed to him that lif" wa" hectic but that it had to b" a happy hectic. 

"That's a good 'Nay of putting it," he said late Sunday night. 

Manuel, the athletic director at the University of Connecticut, had come out of the 

triumphant 10ck0l" room of UC:onn'" undd"at"d wom"n'" ba"kdball team. on th" way 

back to ~~orth T,"xas for the men's final Monday night against Kentucky. Two national 

championships w0l"e within his grasp, but the truth was that hvo. one or none would not 

much weak"n the "tat"mel1t that had all'"ady be"l1 ma(k about th" UConn ba"kdball 

brand, 

"What this says is that moving through some difl'icultlim,"s and adjustmenls that we had 

to deal with, we came out strong0l" by showcasing what we all believed through those 

trials and tribulations."' f'.ilam101 said 



'With Connecticut one year removed from being left behind in a conference realignment 

drlv"l1 by football, it vvas too "0011 to make any bold pronouncem"nt" about it" long~ 

rang" standing ...... some would call it ,"ntrapment ...... in the flrYiNican Athl"tic ConfNenc,". 

On" obvious corollary had materialized during the Huski,"s men's stunning run this 

month. along with the continued dominance of Geno Auriemma's women's t"am heading 

into a hl"torlc and heated battl" h"l"0 Oil Ttw"day night with r~otr" Dame, another 

unbeaten leam. 

That corollary I" this' The BI" T"11 blevv It wh"l1 It took Rutger" over C:onnecllcut starting 

n,,)(t ""ason. Beyond th" misguld"d b"lief that it 'Nas buyin" Its way Into the New York 

City market, what wa" It thinking? 

Mor" on that later. 

These deals ar" pr"sumably cut with more than present·day events on the table 

because, as w" know, fat" In March is madly capricious. Had Coach Kevin Ollie's m"n's 

t,"am gone out of th" [(;urnam,"nl in the F,ound of 64 inst,"ad of surviving in ov,"rlime, 

Manuel would have had plenty of time to kill in Nashville th"se past few days - visit th" 

Johnny Cash Museum and the Grand 01" Opry. take long naps. 

But the way It has played out has allowed Connecticut to CI"(;W that It Is. in basketball 

drclm;, bigger than ever. and certail1ly transcend"l1t of th" ha"tlly arrang"d and 

geographically chalien"ed configuration 01 pro"rams cobbled together in the aHNmalh 

of the old Big East's rupture. 

Here is how Auriemma put It. in his characteristically blunt 'Nay. 

"I respect certain teams." he said. "1 don't respect conlemnces. II 101 of t,"ams playing in 

big-time conf"renc"s haven't won a damn thing In their careers. So I'd rather be in our 

conkr"nce and vvil1them all in,,10ad of b"ing In alloth"I' conf"ren@." 

Em;y to say wh"l1 you are coaching the defending national champion,,; halw won 39 

straight this season; have The }\ssocialed Press piaYN of lhe year, Bmanna Stewart, fOl" 

t'NO mor" y"ars; and are a finalist for the nation's top high school recruit, A'ja Wilson. 

If he lands Wilson. }Iuriemma, GO. might b," sel for a mid·GOs retirement, if that sounds 

appealing. But what happens aft"r h" and th" pO'Ner of his personality are gone? Or how 

soon ..... tlY now······ will opposing coaches remind recruits that the )l.A .. C. will b," a league 

in which UConn plays glorified scrimmages against opponents who might be even money 

agalm;t pwmier high "chool t"am,,? 

On th" subject of his current league, Manuel said. "It's something w" don't run away 

from; th"nis not "omdhillg that we'w I"unning to '" 

That I" the public palty lin". But if on" of th" filw pow"r cOl1ferol1ce" call"d. 

Conn,"cticut's bags would be packed in the lime it tak,"s Shabazz NapiN 01 Bria Hartley to 

beat defenders off the dribble. Auriemma and Olli" would drive their team buses. 

Not that long ago. Connecticut thought it was headed fol the Atlantic Coast Conlemnce 

but was said to have paid a price for the former coach Jim Calhoun's scandal~rldden 

mEm's program al1d Its putrid waduatlon rate". Manud "aid Ollie'" mandate had b""l1to 

cI"ar the stench. to rals" the academic bar. Now Connecticut's mediocre football team is 

"aid to be th" del;,rrent. 

Of cours". the Big Ten acc"pted. in Rutgers. an "t:lually undistinguished football team, a 

bad m"I1's ba"k"tball program and a declinin" women'" l;,aIYi. Rutg"I'" hm; al"o 

produ(,,"d a strin" of administrative embarrassm,"nls ······lhe latest being an audio 

r"cording of .Juli" Hermann, the athletic director, telling students it "would be great" if Th" 

Star··Ledger, lhe Newark··based newspaper. went oul of busin,"ss. 

Beyol1d vvishillg unemployment on pN'ple, she I"eport"dly told this to journall"m students 

who might soon b,", you know, looking for work at a newspaper. 



Is common ",,"nse a pmf0quisile for the Big Ten? It supposedly want,"d a foolhold fOl' its 

network in the r~ew York area, but the former Big East commissioner Mike Tranghese 

alv'!ay" "aid that. outskk St. ,John's, Syract"'" and Conn"cticut were by far th" big"e"t 

draws in New York. 

There is hard evidence, too, }Iuriemma's learn has a television deal with the cabl," 

n"hvork SNY, Ollie's upstarts took over Madison Square Garden in the New York 

wgional 

"It's somethin" that a lot of m)' colleagues hav" commented on, that we'r" a dominant 

ii,am in th" NmN York market."' Manuel said 

Maybe the folks at th" Big Ten, who"" Michigan State team was beaten b)' UConn in the 

final thNe, finally know lhat the Garden isn't in Madison, N.J. 

For UCmm, as We!! as the Huskies, a Golden Opportunity to 
impress 

By Sieve Eder. New Yi)rk Times, 4~6-14 

ARLINGTON, Tex""" Halfvvay through a private brunch Satmda)" as C:onnecticut's 

biggest donors finished lheir all,you .. carH"al French toast and sausages, the universily's 

president, Su"an Herbst, put down her glass and made hel" 'Nay to the cenii,r of the 

room. 

She st(wd bdow a group of suppNters who had given millions of dollar" to the 

university, induding F{obert Skinner, one of th," backers of a $40 million basketball 

practice comple)( project. At 11 :30 a.m., some were wearin" sport coats, and others were 

dad in blu" UConn gear. The university had arranged for man)' of them and their families 

to fly in on chaltered planes, given them hotel rooms and provided them with some of the 

b"st seat" in AT&T Stadium for the Final Four of the r~.C.AA m"n's basketball 

toumament. 

They al"o got a private audi"nc" with H0I'bst, a 51-y"ar-old political sci"nce professor 

who has been at the helm of the university for almost thm," years. 

Ij\jith UConn's national s,"mifinal against F:lolida looming lat,"r in th," day. Herbst took over 

the room. She briefly touched on the university's need to build its endowment but spent 

much of the tim" praising Corm"cticu('" academic succe"se" 

"Connecticut is so hot," she said, citing the soaring applications, a move up the ran kings 

of public unbmrsities and the luring of top scholal" from other institutions. 

The Final Four, among the biggest "how" in sport", i" nov'! about far mom than 

basketball. It is a pliceless opportunily for a university 10 burnish its national reputation 

and introduce itself in millions of living rooms across the countlY. 

F:or universily pmsidents lik," I'krbst il also offers a ram opporlunity lor an extended 

bonding session with key supporters who are basking in the glow of big-time sports 

succeS5. Thos" moment" of aff"dion can be fruitful. helping universitim, attract major 

financial gilts, which allow them 10 build new lacilities or to cultivate lelationships with 

potential donor". 

But the Final Four also highlights how universities are putting an increasing emphasis on 

a"suring the "ucc""s of their wvenue~producing "POlt" teams, oft"n placing SpOlt" atop 

the agenda of their presidents and requiring a significant amounl 01 th,"ir time and 



energy. 

"All of thi" ,'PNt" "ucces" tmm; p"ople'" eyeballs tov'Iard the univNsity," HNb"t said at 

the brunch befol"8 turning the stag'" over to Jim Calhoun, the univ'"rsity's formN men's 

b<dmtball coach. He told the crowd' "liVe need you. liVe need your SUppOlt ill a number 

or different ways," 

Wh"n a t"am makes it to the Final Four, the university's elit" backer" are u"ually offered 

a number of exclusive PNks. Once th,"y are in town, they are often invited to events like 

th" brunch hosted by Herbst. Sometimes the president will host a dinner or speak at a 

pep rally. Often, the meetings me impromptu, maybe inth" lobby of the team hotel 

On Saturday mornin,,, 'Nith UConll fam; crowding the main floor of th" Hyatt Regency in 

Dallas, Herbsl held court al a table in a coffee shop. A number of p"ople CilI1W by, 

including Calhoun; Dan Toscano, a member of the board of the directors of the 

univer"ity'" foundation; and DonllY Marshall, a fonner UC;onn basketball player who i" on 

the university's board of trustees. 

INhil," she mingl"d, Herbst took a call from Geno i\uri,"mma, the women's basketball 

coach at UConn, 'Nho was in Nashville preparing his team for its Final Four. "The waiting 

is hard," HNb"t told him. "It's like a medical te,,( Let'" do it already and "ee v'Ihat we are 

up againsL" 

H"rbst "aid Sunday albmoon that if the Huski"" wOl1that ni"hl. she would travd to 

Nashville for Hw championship gatm. Either way, lhe univ,"rsity is well represenl"d there, 

too, takin" advanta"" of the chal1c" to tap donors. 

Herbst ended her call with Auri"mma 'Nith a "Iov" you." Aft"rward, sh" said sh" felt th" 

same 'Nay aboutth" men's coach, Kevin ()lIie, callil1g him a "my of sunshine." 

It is tou"h not to lov" two winning, spirited coaches, she said, "I'm very friendly that way," 

said Herbst, v'Iho wm; bom in N"w York and who graduated from Duke. 

On Saturday aftemoon, HNb"t had a momel1t to offer "ncouragement to the lJColln 

I1wn's players as they ate lunch in a private room in trw bas,"ment of th," Hyatt 

H"rbst walked acros" the room, first checking in with Ollie and his staff. Wh;,11 "he 

,"ventually spotted Shabazz Napier. the team's s"nior star, Herbst could not Iwlp doting. 

"Oh, my God, I'm so proud of you," she said, mentioning that thollsands of Huskies fans 

had come from allover to cheer them on, 

Betwe"n bi!;,s, r~apiN said' "We'lw got to gd thi" champiol1ship for them. It's only 

magical if you get to the end," 

A f"w miml!;,s !at"r, Herbst was upstairs in the hotel's balll'Oom alongsid" UCOI1I1'S pep 

band and dwer team, hosting hundreds of fans at an alumni rally, 

"It's an amazing tim" to be at UCorm," she lold th," crowd, adding: "You b,"li"ved in this 

team, I believed in this team, I've come to know these kids, They are great kids. They are 

determined, They aw fi"rce. They are doing well in school. Th"y me pas"ionat" about 

what they do, They repmsenllhis university so well." 

For LJConn, the chance for Herbst and her "taff to "p"l1d productive time with SUppOlt"I'S 

has come at an especially important moment. 

LlConn, which last won a men's baskdball championship in 201 'I, was barred fl'Orn 

participating in last year's tournament because of past problems 'Nith its academic 

p"l'fonnance. Th" univ"rsity un"ucces"fully protested th" penalty, 

The academic transgressions occurred before Herbst arrived, from Georgia's university 

sysl"m, in June 20'11, but wsolving lhem was of such high imporlance lhat, for a time, 

she received 'Neekly updates on the grades of the men's basketball players, 

"I just didn't want this to happ"n ever again," fkrbst said. 



Around the same tim", some of UConn's confemnce males in the old Big East wem 

jumping to other leagues in pursuit of more television money, UConn did not get such an 

invitation and now play" in the American Athldic Conference, a new league that is not 

among the five power conferences in (:011'"ge sports, 

The situation left universily officials and fans worri,"d aboullhe financial h,"alth and 

competitiveness of their sports programs and 'Nondering why none of the wealthy 

conkr"ncE'" called them, 

But on Saturday, those fears were put away for another day as UConn upset Florida. 

earning a spot in the national titlE, game against Kentucky on Monday. 

During the FIOI"ida gam", Herb"t sat about 15 !"Ow" up, next to h"r husband, and "he 

ch,"cked her phon," occasionally during breaks to see how students were laking in th," 

game back on campus. As the game wore on, she became less presidential and more of 

a fan. 

With time running out, she stood and shouted: "Oh, yeah! Bring it on ' \/Ve want thisl" 

After the game, a parade of UConn supporters came by for high-fives and hugs. She 'Nas 

thrill"d her team had won. but "he also knew she had tV\lO more day" of face tim" with 

some of the university's major donors, Th,"y would b," in a good mood, 

The university'" nevv chief fund~mi"er, Joshua Nevvton. taking in his first Final Four. came 

looking for Herbst. 

"We get to do this every y,"al. right?" he said. 

SU$~~n herbs!. UConn Presi(tr:mt 

Warde M,1fILWI, (jConn AD 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

The Clips MotherShip «-1lick~collegeathleticsclips.com@mail72.atllll.rsgsv.nel> 

Thursday. April 10, 201410:01 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Mid-Week Update 4-10-14 

x 

Dear Vince-

By now most Clips subscribers have visited the brand-new (8 days old) Clips 'Nebsite. For 

thos" who hav" not. pl"a"" check out om v'Ieb"ite h(~.m. 

V\le-we being the Clips Editor and eLink Design in L,,)(ington, Kentucky (who I would 

recotnrnend !nost r:~rnphatjcc.?/fy lor anyonr:~ oui then:~ jntr:~re$ted In a co!npietr:? rr:?design to 

a state-oHhe-art website with robust database, emailing. visitor analytics and 

:subscription l?7&nagen1ent, alf \,lIra{'Jped around a proprietary. easy~to-use interface. then 

give me a call and !'IIgivr" you their nwnbetJ-.. ·well, we did nol plan illhis way, bullhe 

short strokes of design occurred such that we ended up launching the ne'N Clips site tv,!O 

day" b"for" the Men's Final Four. 

Ne"dlm;s to say. this past w"ek--bl"nding basketball with a w"b"it" launch--hm; 

b,"en a fmnzy. 

W"'v,, "igned up a lot of nev'I "ub"crib"r" mc"ntly, "0 I hope that Clip" veteran" will 

indulge nw with Ill" bullets b,"low: 

~ We send out Clips Updates weekly. on Sunday nights at about midnight Eastern 

time. Th" Updates look lik" this one, they have 10-15 links to new postings on the 

v/ebsite. 

~ Occasionally-about once a month-we send out a second Update because we 

have corne across an unusual volume 01 good conlent. This is the second Update 

of this week. 

~ VVh"n you click 011 or\(, of ltw links below, you v'Iill be taken right to that pm;ting on 

Hw Clips w"bsile. 

~ Usually you would have to log in with your password to get into the posting (every 

subscrib"I' gd" a pa"sword). but for th" first month of the new website we are 

going Q.'\"'~WQ.!:g::f!:"." and al1yofw can gd in ... [Tei! your friends! Teil your 

neighborsU 

~ Sonw of you did not mc"ive the last two enmil"d Clips eFbsfws and Sunday's 

Update. Sorry about that. W" had trouble adding everyone's name to our new 

databa"e. 

Okay, thal's about it for now. 

If anyofw has any questions. cOl1strucliv" crilicisms, complimenls, a Ita boys, pmise 01' 

GrEedit cmd l1umb"l"s th"y'd like to gill" m". by all m"an" email me or call m" at 

908_879.9978. If anyone has any complaints 01' l1astil1'"ss, pl,"as" email me al 

nick@thisisnotan"mail.com 

Have a good Friday. Have a good week"nd. 



Nick Infa nte 

Clip" Editor 

908.879,9978 

News 

~ UConn's APR Warning Was Different Than Most Clips Guest 

Commentary OUI" guest author, v>fhile rdraining fl"Om lettin" UConn off the 

hook, points oullhallheir poslseason ban was dilferenl from pmvious bans in 

that the NCAA's rules chan"e mucked things up. , 

!i!'t]!!M!lfll#!!I Here it is, what you've been waiting for . 
. ClipsGraphics The revi"ed, mworked, rdoolE,d \hl"sion #25 of the Clip" 

ConiNenc," FI,"alignmenl Graphic, now available in high res exactilude to 

Clips subscribers in good standing. No charge. 

~ Amid National~Title Celebration, Academic Questions Take 
Center Stage The UConn men's basketballl0am cam" back from a on,> 

yeil!' post;;"ason p,"nally for a low APFI scor", .' 

~ Tourney scoring up: pace down w" knev>f it. and Ken Pomeroy 
confirmed it. ., .......... , 

~ For the 1st time ever: The Clips 2013-14 D1-A Football 
Head Coach Changes Chart ClipsGraphics Hel" they are. wh0lhN they 

w"re set oil' by mtirelH"nls, I"esignations, "r"signalkms," or "Iirings,"' 24 

schools decided to, er, "go in a diff"mnt direction" this year. . 

1§t'!Olliiij!@ University of Delaware Baseball Unveils Renovations The 

wnovations have made Bob Hannah Stadium on" of the pmmiE,r baseball 

radliti,"s in the Colonial Athl0lic }\ssodation and th," East. . 

13omll'!'m!! Who has the best men's AND women's basketball 
programs? (historically) The numbers usually don't lie, and th" numbers 

show a couplE, schools clm,er than on" would think. ". 

(<ff3l!!oI;;jI Report Describes Incmase in Female f\thletes but Lack of 
Female Coaches The 3llh year updat'" of "Ij\jomen in Inlercollegiat," 

Sport: A Longitudinal National Study" is jam~pack"d with stats, tmods and 

historical data.,,"''''' . 

';!:,,1,w1';J!1!'!'!!I1I f<nown by the company you keep UConn version Clips 

eFlash UCorm's basketball success"s mkindle hopes lor conl"mnc" chang'". 

r;;rollliijilij!M@ SEC revenue $314.5 million for fiscal 2013 Rmrenues 

incmas"d by $41 f'.Ii. a 15% increas" ollm the pmlliot'" fiscal y"ar. , .. , 

~ An Odyssey of f~eforrn Initiatives: Some Markers along the 
Way 'We need a subtitle, 

~ \/\/hat Tile New Tvvitier Cards Can Do For You Clips 

eTech Twitt"r is rolling out som" el1gagem"nttool" allowing brands to tak" 

up mow r"al estal0 and add sp"dl'ic lead acquisitionlools to their chafHwl. 

~ Wrong prescription for college sports Clips Guest 

Commentary Allowing athldes to unionize Gould wdl destl"oy program", v>frili,s 

Pac .. 12 commissioner. 

~ Asteroids, l..eadership, and Change in College 
Sports Reforming big-time college sports requims presidents to take the 
lead. ,., .... 

~ i\jC/-V\ class warfare closer Clips Guest Commentary Pow"r 5 

conl"mnc"s push low·wvemw schools away. 



~ Professor Pay Up 2.2% Full-time faculty memb"r "almie,; are 

up 2.2 perc"nt this y"ar over last. outpacing the rate of inflation for the first 

time in fille y"ars. ,> .' 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

The Clips MotherShip «-1lick~collegeathleticsclips.com@maiI45.atllll.rsgsv.nel> 

Monday, April 14, 20142:42 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Monday Update: 4-14-14 

x 

Dear Vince~ 

Gw01ing" fl"om the C:lips MondayShip. Hope you aw wEdl. 

I apologize for being late with what is usually the Sunday-at-midnight Clips Update. [Sorry 

Diana, ';011, Andre, Miles, Vanessa and Patrick, ! know you folks-Ilnd Il bunG!) of west 

coasier.s .... ·consistenily click open Itle Clips UpdatE?s on Sumi<lji nights} However, I had a 

rare back-to-back of Clips eyewitness weekend activities and those got in the way of the 

midnight deadline. 

But hE?n"s a tip for you all. Most of the postings 1j,,,tE?d on th" emailed Sunday night 

update have already be"n posted j;>"!.QIC;> the update email is agglomerated. So you do 

not have to wait for the update email, just click onto the site 'Nhenever you want to see 

''lrvhafs nevI!. 

One of th" activiti"s wa,; a supE?rb Roast and Toa,;t for wtil"ing Princeton AD Gary 

INalters. It was a very impressive gathNing 01 guests and I will be writing up an 

eyewitness report in a day or two. 

The s,"cond activity was th," dual championship pal'ade in Hallford fOI" the UConn 

'Nomen's and men's basketball teams. There's a write-up of the UConn parade on the 

Clip'; ,;ite. 

That's all fO!' now, E?)(cept for a reminder that vve me still in the mkbt of converting to a 

new College Athl0tics Clips. Th," wd)sit," itself should b," okay from youI' ,"nd, but V'm are 

fine-tuning the back-end of the website, plus bulk emailing, targeted emailing, subscriber 

database and sub"cription managemE?nt capabilitiE?s. 

A couple other reminders: 

~ First. WE? are ,;till allowing accm;s to the Clips web,;ite vvithout a pas"word. Please 

tell your fri'"nds and colleagw"s that the next lew w,"eks will be an easy way to 

sample Clips. 

~ Second. during this upgrade our subscription mnewal capabiliti,"s am not quite up 

to snuff. Anyone who reaches their subscription date (without submitting their 

r<>newal payment) will continuE? to receiVE? Clips eFlashes and have ac@s,; to the 

Clips website until we can sort things out. 

Have a "ood Monday. Have a good vveek. 

Nick Inl'ante 

Clips Editor 

908.8i9.e9i8 



!OI:,."!,I,,,". Everybody Loves a Parade Clips Eyewitness Report The Clips 

Editor braved the teeming masses of jubilant UConn fans who converged to pay homage to 
their dual basketball champions. 

unions People have to know what to say. And people in the same organization should be saying the 
same things 

~ The" Daily Show" mocks [\lC/V\ amateurism "Daily Show" host Jon 
Stewart teed off last week on the NCAA's opposition to unions. As always, hilariously 
delivered by Mr. Stewart (videos) 

pragmatic take on revenue and non-revenue sports, and the greater good. 

m1;,ll'llll:W LSU athletics generate $397 million local impact Consulting company 
analyzes the impact on the four-parish Baton Rouge area in 2012.':" .' 

~ Rule makers planning to make NCAA men's basketball even more 
fan··friendly Among consideration are reducing timeouts, widening the lane, no scoring on a 
charge, a 30 (or 24) second shot clock, etc. 

!iI1j;;oJam NLRB Ruling on Northwestern Athletes: A Teaching Moment Clips 
Guest Commentary This commentary is an extension of the author's remarks prompted by news of 
the National Labor Relations Board ruling on Northwestern athletes that came just after posting of his 
CLIPS Guest Commentary, "Revisiting'A Nation Still at Risk" 

I'JB I'J5'!!!M!I~!i!ill University of Maryland Announces Plan to Celebrate 
~ Move to Big Ten Confet'ence A campus-wide integration adopts a 'THINK B1G' 

theme. "".",.:.,.,,,.,,, ,., 

r.fo)',J,Wijl!lI@ Time for a Sports Degree We teach our students the profession of sports 
performance, however, we deny them the structure and benefit of a focused curriculum and degree. 

~ Beware big-boy college commissioners asking the NFL and 
NBA to change their way Big 12 Commissioner Bob Bowlsby basically suggested 
the NFL and NBA stop using the NCAA as their minor leagues. 

l'IiI"A'f"AYM.W Choose your demise - drowning or nuclear weapon Clips 
Guest Commentary NCAA governance changes inevitably lead to the same place. " 

~ UConn's APR Warning Was Different Than Most Clips Guest 
Commentary Our guest author, while refraining from letting UConn off the hook, points out that their 
postseason ban was different from previous bans in that the NCAA's rules change mucked things up. 

!,j5'3'!ii1!M!i!!U Here It is, what you've been waiting for . . ClipsGraphics The 
revised, reworked, retooled Version #25 of the Clips Conference Realignment Graphic, now available 
in high res exactitude to Clips subscribers in good standing. No charge. 

~ Amid National-Title Celebration, Academic Questions Take Center 
Stage The UConn men's basketball team came back from a one-year postseason penalty for a low 

APR score 

~ Tourney scoring up: pace down We knew it, and Ken Pomeroy confirmed it 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

The Clips MotherShip <nick=collegeathleticsclips.com@mail306.us3.mcdJv.net> 
Wednesday, April 16, 2014 11:00 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
NY Times front page: "A Top Player Accused, and a Flawed Rape Inquiry" 

Deill'Vince-· 

It gives me no pleasure whatsoever to forward this Clips eFlash to a selected group of Clips 

sub"cribers But if the r~ew York Time" opts to give it front-page tmatrnent and over' 5,000 words of 

blatantly accusatory and salaciously detailed reportag'", then it is my job to make Clips readers aware 

of it. 

This article presents very little new news. but it methodically and meticulously plots out every detail of 

the. (1m, what would one call it? .. how about the alleged !lQ.!}·iI1ve"ti,ption ... of an alle"ed rape that 

allegedly involved Florida Stat," QB Jarmis Ij\jinston over a year ago. 

It's not so mUGh Florida State or Win"ton that look bad in this article. but the Tallahm;see poliGe 

department really gets slammed for their alleged unprofessionalism in this case. 

The above is my BO-word mcap of th," five .. thousand 1N0rd article. If, on th," other hand. you lNant to 

"et yourself all worked up. shake your head, sigh, think about your dau"hter!sister and/or feel bad. 

then go ahead and wad the "ix thousand words below. If you gg.mad it, tvventy mimrtes from now you 

willlik,"ly feel dirty and grungy due to the stinging accusations heaped on the Tallahass,"e P.D. 

Have a "ood Wednesday. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

A Star Player Accu.sed, and a Hawed Rape Investigation 

By I/\Iall BogdaniG/J, New York Times, 4-16 .. 14 

Tallahassee, FI,L - Early on the morning of D,"c. l. 2012, a freshman at Florida State University 

reported that she had been raped by a stranger somewhere off campus after a night of drinking at a 

popular Tallahas"ee bar call"d F'otbEdly·". 

As she gave her account to the police. several bruises began to appear, indicating recent trauma. 

Tests 'Nould later find "em"n on her undervvear 

For rwarly a y"ar. the "vent" of that "vel1il1g mmained a wdl·kept s"crd until th" woman'" 

allegations burst into the open. roilin" th," univNsity and threatening a prized asset: Jameis Winston, 

one of the marquee names of college football. 

Three weeks alter Mr. Winston was publicly identified as the suspect, the storm had passed. The local 

prosecutor announced that he lacked the evidence to charge Mr. Winston with rape. The quarterback 



would go on to win the l'leisman Trophy and lead Florida State to the national championship. 

111 hi;; arBl0Unc"ment, the prm",cutor, \!IIilliam N. Meggs, acknowl"dged a numb"r of shOitcomings in 

the police investigation. In lad, an examination by The New York Times has found that there was 

virtually no inv"stigation at all. eith"r by the police or the ul1iver"ity. 

The police did not follow the obvious leads that would have quickly identified the susp"ct as w,,11 as 

witnesse". on" of whom vkkotapE,d part of the ,;exual "l1counter .. Mt"r the accuser identified Mr. 

VVinston as Iwr assailant, the police did not mmn aU"mptto interview him for nearly two weeks and 

n"ver obtained his DNA. 

The det"ctive handling the cas" waited two months to 'Nrite his first report and then prematurely 

suspE,nd"d his inquiry without informil1g the accus"r. By the tim" the pros"cutor got the ca"e, 

important evidenc" had disappeared, induding the video 01 th" s"xlwl act. 

"Th"y jt,,;t missed all the basic fundamental stuff that you ar" supposed to do," Mr. M"ggs said in a 

!'Ocent int"rview. Ev"n so, he caution"d, a bdter investigation might have yi"lded the same result. 

The cas" has I.lI1fold"d as colleges and univNsiti"s across the country are faGing rising criticism ov"r 

how they d"al with sexual assault, as w,,11 as questions about whdher athlet"s sometimes r"ceiv" 

preferential treatm"nl. The Times's examil1ation- based on polic" and unilwrsity r"cord". as wEdl as 

interviews with p"opl" dose to th" cas", induding lawyers and sexual assault "xp"rts ...... found thaI. in 

the Winston cas", Florida State did little to det"rmine 'Nhat had happened. 

University administrators, in appamnt violation of fe(krallaw, did not promptly investigate eitfwr the 

rape accu"ation or th" witl1e%'s admi"sion that h" had vkkotapE,d part of th" encount"r. 

Records ShO'N that Florida State's athldic department kn"w about th" rape accusation early on, in 

Jal1uary 2013, when th" m;sistant athletic diwctor called the police to inquire about th" case. Ev"n 

so, the university did nothing about il. allowing 11111. Winston to play the full season without having to 

answer any questions. After the championship gam", in January 2014, university officials ask"d Mr. 

Wim;ton to discu% the cm", , but h" deciin"d on advice of hi" lawyer 

"Nhen The Times asked Mr. Wil1ston for an il1terview, all Atlanta lawy"r advising his family, David 

COn1w"IL wspon(kd, "We don't need an investigation, thorough or Oth"IWis", to know that Jam,is did 

not sexually assault this young lady." Mr. Cornw"lI. who has repmsent"d major sports figures and the 

N.F!.., added, '''Jameis has nev"I' "exually assaulted anybody." 

Mr. Winston has previously acknowl"dged having s"x with his accuser but said it 'Nas cons"nsual. His 

account has be"n supported by two friends from tfwlootball team who w"m with him that night Chris 

Casher. who took th" vid"o, and Ronald Darby. 

II month befom Hw rape accusation became public, the university's vidim advocat" leamed that a 

s"cond 'Noman had sought counseling aft"r a s"xual "ncounter with Mr. Winston, according to th" 

prosecutor'" offi@. The woman did not call it rape - she did not "ay ·'no." But the "ncountN, not 

previously reported, "was or such a natum that she felt violated 01' felt that she ne"ded to seek some 

type of coum;ding fN h"I' "motions about the exp"rience," according to GeNgia Capplemal1.th .. 

chid assistant state atlorney. who said she had spoken with th" advocate but not with the woman. 

M". Cappleman "aid that ba"ed 011 what "h" was told, a crim" had not be"l1 committ"d. Non"thele%. 

Ms. Capplmnan said sh" found the encount"r troubling. b"caus" it "sheds som" light on th" way Mr. 

lNim;ton operate,," and on what may b" "a wcurrin" problEm1 mth"r than some typ" of 

misunderstanding that occurred in an isolated situation." 

f'.ilr. C0l'l1wel1 callE,d h"r comm"nt" "out of boul1ds," addil1g. "I'm not inter""t"d ill a pro"ecutor 

exprl~ssing an opinion based on a 1=.iI~rs(inal rnoC'a~ Gornpas!...=<:" 

The univ"rsity, alter initially speaking with The Times. mc"nliy stopped doing so. A university 

spok"swoman, Browning Brooks, said she could not discuss sp"cific cases b"caus" of privacy laws 

but is"ued a "tatement, "ayin" thatth" univ0l"sity's "cod" of conduct proces" ha" wNked well for the 

vast maJority 01 sexual assault cases" and has "provided victims with the emotional and procedural 

h"lp they need." 



On Fd). 13, bdof() th," university stopped granting interviews, Flachel Bukanc, an assistant dean who 

ov(m;e"s stud"nt conduct isslw", said she krH,v'I of no "tud"nt who had s"cmtly vid"otap"d sex. Aftm 

Th," Tim,"s questioned that msponse, the university b'"gan an inquiry and recently d1arg"d Mr. 

Cash"r 'Nith a stud"nt-cod" violation for taking the video. Mr. Darby has also b""n cit"d in conn"ction 

with th" episod". 

It would be difficult to OVNstat" th" importanc" of football to Florida State and its hometown. In 

Tallaha,;se", rooting for the S"minoles is a matter of identity and economy. The 2013 champiom;hip 

season genNat"d millions of dollars for the athletic department and city busin"sses, and favorable 

publicity beyond m"asur". 

Patrida A. Carroll. a lawyer for Mr. Winston's accuser, said the police investigator who handl"d the 

cm", , Scott An"ulo, told her that b"cau"e Tallaha"s"e wa" a big football town, h"r di"nt would be 

"mk"d ov"r the coals" if sh" pursued ttw case, 

Olficer Pmgulo has done privat," security work for th," Seminole aoosters, a nonpl'Oiit OI'ganization, 

with nearly $150 million in assets, that is the primary finander of Florida State athletics, according to 

record" and a Iav'lY"r fN the boo,;ters, It also paid roughly a quarter of th" $602,000 salary of th" 

univ"rsily pmsiderlt Eric Barron, who was rec"ntly named pmsidenl of P,"nn Stat". 

The Tallahas,;e" police (kclin"d to mak" Offic<,r Angulo available for an interview, but his report 

stal"s that Iw suspend"d th," immstigalion becaus" tfw accuser was uncoop,"rative. which sh," 

denies 

The departm"nt issu"d a stat"ment, sayin" that pollc" r"ports in th" Winston case "docum"nt that 

our department took the ca,;e ,;"riously, proc""s"d evi<knce and conduct"d a thorough inv"stigation 

based on information availabl," wh,"n the cas," was reported." 

Th" cas" cam" at a tim" of turmoil for the Tallaha%ee police, In f',/Iarch 2013, a grandiUlY 

investigating polic" misconduct in an unr"lated matt"r call"d polic" supervision "careless, uncaring, 

cavalier and incompet"nt." The grand jury "aid "upervisory ddidencie" w"re 50 deeply ingrained that 

lhe dty polic", which has mom than 350 swom offic"rs, should merg'" with tfw sh'"rilfs departm,"nl. 

with th" sheriff assuming overall control. 

Late last year, Mr. \j\jinston's accuser and anoth,"r Florida Stat," stu(knt filed intemal .. affilirs 

complaints, charging that Tallahass"e pollc" officers had investigated them, rather than the accused, 

and th,"n pmmaturely dropped their cas,"s. 

"My attol"n"y's repeated calls to Tallahas,;e" F'olice Department prov" that I had not dropped th" 

case," Mr. \j\jinston's accus"r wrote in her Dec. 19 complaint. 

Tv'lo day,; earlier, the oth"r "tud"nt had written, "I/\lhy did th" detective insist my case wa,; closed and 

rdus,"d to anSWN calls and ,"mails?" She added, "I am SO A.I~GRY!" 

Both complaints were quickly dismissed. 

Potbdly's is a cla"sic campu" bar: big and boi"t"rous, a place to drinK, dance and mingle in"ide or at 

a tiki bar outside, A. Thursday tradition, Purgatory at Polbelly's. allows stud"nts to drink all th," alcohol 

they want for SI 0 from 9 p.m. to midnight. 

On Purgatory Thursday, Dec. 6, 2012, Mr. Winston's accuser, who at 19 could not I"gally buy alcohol, 

shar"d at least five mixed drinKs with friend", accNding to polic" recNd". At on" point. a man ,;h" did 

not know grabb,"d h,"r arm, pulled fwr dose and introduced himself as Chris, a football plaYN. H" 

said he was looking for his roommate, and wh"n h" reqll<>sted her phone number, sh" gave it to him. 

She did not recall seeing him again that night. 

The woman did not app"ar drunk, h"r friends said. aut after a stranger gav" h"r a drink, she 

mcounled, her memory became hazy and fmgmented. Soon, sh," found herself in a taxi with thme 

unfamiliar men, all of whom turned out to be Florida Stat" football players, 

Jameis Winston was one 01 th'"nL A. redshirlfmshman quarterback, 6 kd 4 inches and 235 pounds, 

Mr. Winston had b"en a prize recruit, w"II"Known in football circles but not ),,,t a 'Nidely recognizable 

nam" 



Because of the young, combustible cii,"nlele, Potbelly's protects itself by opemting more than 30 

security cameras, If something unto'Nard happens, the cameras are there to record it. They were in 

position to fill in the bl:mk,: from that evening, recording how the woman cam" to leave vvithout her 

friends, h"r ger10ml behavior and th" fa<,," of th" man who gmm her the final drink, 

Taxi r"cords also conlained a footprint for investigators to follow: The woman recalled thai someone 

in the car s'Nip"d a Florida State student identification card to g"t a discounted far", 

Alter partially blacking out, the woman said, she found hers"lf in an apmtn10ntwith a man on lop of 

her. se)(ually assaulting her. Sh" said she td"d unsuccessfully to push him away. but he pinned down 

her arms. f'Jieanwhile, according to her account, anoth"r man walk"d in and told her assailant to ,:top 

He did not. Inst"ad. she said, h" cmri"d her into th" bathroom, locked the door and continu"d his 

a,:sault. 

After'Nard, th" woman told investigators, the man put her on a b"d. dressed h"r and drov" her on a 

,:coot;,r to an intN,:ection near her dormitory and dropped hN off. 

Upon returning to her room, sh" posted a plea online for someone to call h"r. Two friends did. One 

was Jenna W"isberg, another FiOl'ida Stale studerlt 

"1 was avvake and I called her and she wa,: hystNically crying," Ms. \iVei,:b"rg said '''1 think I just got 

raped,'" she recalled her saying. Ms. \j\kisb"rg drov" immediat,"ly to the fri'"nd's dorm. 

Ms. liVeisberg said h"r friend wa,: r"luctant to call the police because she did not "want anybody to be 

mad al her." Evenlually sh," relented, and at3:22 a.m., Ms. INeisbNg called 911, 

II campus police officer msponded, lislen,"d to th" accuser's account and then drove her to th," 

hospital for a sexual assault e)(amination. Because the woman beli"ved th" encounter occurred off 

campus, a city police officer, Clayton Falll,:, interviewed her ne)(t 

Soon, Officer Angulo. an investigator 'Nith th" special victims unit who joined the force in 2002, arrived 

at the hospital and took olwr the case. Again the woman began to wcount what had happened, until 

the investigator. seeing sh" was tired, told her to go hom" and corne to Police Headquarters later in 

the day 

She returned, accompanied by a fd"nd. Monique Kessler, 'Nho was with h"r at Potbelly's, and they 

r'ecounted what they had ,:e"n and heard. including the encounter with Chri,:, the football player 

Officer Angulo had three solid leads to identify the suspect: the nam" Chris, the bar's security 

cameras and the cab where a stud,"nl identification cmd had b,"en used. 

INhatthe irwesti,ptor did n,,)(t - Of' did not do - would latN confound pro,:"cutOf'S and muddi"d the 

outcom," of th" cas,". 

Officer Angulo's inve,:tigation was haltin" at best His fir,:t report, filed mow than two months aftN the 

encountN, includes no mention of trying to find Chris or looking at Potbelly's vid,"olap'"s. 

Not only would Chris halle been ea,:y to find, butth" police almady had an irw"stigatille file that 

iderltm"d Chris Casher as Mr. Winslon's roommak. A litl!" more than a w""k bdore the sexual 

encounter, the Tallahassee police had interviewed both men in connection with '13 damaged windows 

at their off~campus apartment compl,,)(, all caus"d by football play"rs "ngaging in a 10l1g~nJl1l1ing BS 

gun battle. The Florida State athletic department promised that the $4.000 in damages would be paid. 

and no charges were fil"d 

Officer Angulo did contact the cab company, without success. "The GPS units on the vehicles are not 

pr"ds" el1ou"h to eliminate el10ugh cabs to focus th" sE"m:h ," h" wrote. 

He then asked the cab company to email all drivers who had worked that night, with "the 

demographics of the passengNs and the pickup location." No one mspond,"d, and them is no 

indication that he attempted to interview drivers, 

Oilicer }Ingulo, who had told his superiors that he "had no real leads," suddenly got a big one on Jan. 

1 0, a little more than a month after the encounter. As a new semester was beginning. the accuser 



called to say sh," had identified the suspect ..... Jameis Winston ..... after ",,"eing him in class and 

hearing his name called out. 

/\gain. Officer /\ngulo hesitated. Nearly two we,"ks passed before his backup investigator contact,"d 

Mr. Winston - by tel"phon", mcords show 

"Winston stat"d he had bas"ball practice but would call back latN to s"t a tim"," Officer Angulo wrote. 

Th" police did gd a mspom;e - from 11111". Wim;ton's Iav'lY"r, Timothy ,ians"n, who said hi,; cli"nt would 

not b," sp,"aking to anyon,". 

With Mr. liVim;ton identified, the next logical st"p would have b"en to quickly obtain his DNA. Officer 

Angulo d"cided against it. Ms. Carroll, th" accusN'S lav;'y"r, said th" officN told her that t"sting Mr. 

Wim;ton'" DNA might g"neral<, publicity. "1 sp"cifically asked and he l-efus"d," M". Carroll said. 

Offic"r Angulo concluded his six-page report by saying: "This case is b"ing susp"nd"d at this time 

due to a lack of Goop"ration from the victim If th" viGtim decid"s to pre"" char"es. the cas" will be 

pursued." 

Two parts 01 that statenwnt struck Ms. Carroll as strange. The officer, she said, rwver informed her 

cli"nt that he had suspend"d his investigation, and hN client never said she would not GOOpNat". 

She said that while h"r client was inde"d cC>I1Gerned about th" pro"pect of pressing h"I' case a"aim;t 

a star·in·wailing, "at no time did we call him and teli him we don't want you to do an investigation."' Her 

cli"nt, she added. simply wanted more information before deciding what to do. 

Such reluctance should not k"ep the police from investigating, aCGOI"ding to Ms. Capplenmn of the 

prosecutor's offb,. 

"It makes the most sense to m", if somebody comes in to report a violent crime, inv"stigate it, and 

we'll talk about what to do with it afiN we've coll"C("d th" "vid"nc" and haVE, th" most thorough 

pidure:' she said. If an accuser later decid,"s she does not want a trial. Ms. Cappleman added, Iwr 

office might offer a susped a better plea d"al. 

Officer An"ulo's investigation apparently stirr"d no concern within his department. His superior officer 

sign"d off on hi" WOl"k, records shov'l. 

In the weeks that follow"d, not kno'Ning the investi"ation had been suspended, Ms. Carroll Galled th" 

poliGe pNiodically to "ee if lab tests had Gome back. Sometim"", her calls w"re rdurned, sh" said, 

but not always. 

A Deputy's Daughter 

Early last October, a 19·y,"ar·old Florida Stat" student was studying on a Saturday night whil" her 

roommates wellt drinking. She said they returned drunk. and a roommate's former boyfriend, also a 

"tucknt. raped h"r in h"r room 

Th" "tucknt reported the encounter to the Tallahm;see police. The epi"ode had nothin" to do v'Iith 

Mr. Winston, but it, too, raised questions about how the city police deal with rape accusations. The 

police response was 50 inappropriate, according to the father, that later on. in a complaint filed with 

the police, he compared it to the Winston inquiry, which had rec"ntly drawn cl"itici"m in th" news 

media. 

Th" bth"r, a part-tim" deputy sheriff in another county, said he was away on bt";in"s,, wh"n he 

called his daughter and found her crying and confused. With prodding, she disclosed that she had 

jt,,;t spok"n to the poliGe about "a situation," but would say no more An offiGer had told her that "it 

might b," beitN not to info 1m me,"' her father said. 

Aiann"d, he ask"d hi" wife to Gall. She did, and thdr daughter "aid "he had been raped. The mother 

and a family friend, also a law enfol"c,"nwnt olficer, immediat,"ly drove mor" than two hours to 

Tallahassee. They found the daughter with what appeared to be choke marks on her neck. 

According to the father, a Tallahassee poliGe offiGer named Christopher Pate characterized the ),Olll1" 

woman as confused and having had a hard tim" communicating. "Why wa" I not given an advocate to 

speak with?" his daughter said in a complaint she fil,"d later with the police. "I was !"aped and was 

stressed and scared." 



In a f0porL Officer Pate said h," had offered the woman "many dilferent avenues of help (victim 

advocate, female offb,r etc.) She refused them all." 

Rape crisis counselors, while not speaking specifically about this case, say traumatized victims often 

experience nlE'i110ry pl'Oblems. "Victims thE'i11,;<>ive,; f"el lik" they aw losing their minds when they 

can't mmember, when th,"y mmember fragmenls that don't seem to conned up," said Meg aaldwin, 

executive director of th" Tallahassee~based Refuge Hous", a haven for victims of domestic violence 

and rape "The int;,rprdation so often is, well, she',; Iyin", she's in any "lIent an urn-eliabl" witne,;s 

who 'Non't be believed." 

Ollicer Pat,"'s blunl inlerviewin" style did not help, the student said. "The first thing he asked me," she 

recounted, "was if I 'Nas sure this was rape or if I just didn't want a baby or 'Nanted the morn in" after 

pill." He also made comm"nts. ,;h" said. "like, 'Aw you sum you want to file a r"port? It will b" v"IY 

awkward, especially for a female.'" 

In his complaint to the police, th," fathN WIOt," that Omcer Pat," had sug"ested that an inv,"stigation 

"would be futile, as 'this kind of stuff happens all the time here.'" The family also said the police had 

focused more on the accuser than on the accused. 

"From my perspective, T.P.D. demonstrated a poor initial response, poor investi"ative techniques and 

perhap,; most importantly failed to SUPPNt the vidim of a violent crime," the father said 

Unlike in the \/Vinslon case, the police did ask prm",cutors to r"lIiew the evid"llce, but they d"clined to 

bring charges becaus," slatem,"nb from the roormnates conflided with the accuser's account. Alter 

receiving the family's request for an internal affairs investigation, the police found no basis for 

punishment. 

"While no policy violation was identified. Officer Pate was counseled on the public perception of officer 

actions and speech during inv"stigatiom;," according to police documents The department (kdined 

to make the officer available for an interview. 

Th," woman, an)\ stud,"nt dropped out of school. left th," city and underwent therapy for extreme 

depression, according to the family. "Going to F.S.U. had been a longtime dream for her," her mother 

sa~d. 

It was \Nednesday of homecoming w""k last y"ar and Florida State, ranked No.2 in th" nation with a 

9··0 record. was preparing to play Syracuse. Mr. Winston, describ,"d by teammates as both playful 

and intense, had already thrown 26 touchdown passes, amassing 2.661 passing yards with a 

completion p"rcentage .iust ,;outh of 70 percent. After hi" first "am", an ESPN dmft expert had 

identified him as a legitimat," No.1 choice in the 2015 ~~J":L draft. 

If Florida State was going 10 ascend 10 th," national championship "anw on Jan. 6, it would do so on 

the arm and poise of Jarneis V'iinston. The Heisman voting was but a month a'Nay, and his crowning 

as Am"rica's best colle"" football player appeamd all but c"rtain. 

Then. suddenly. that glorious vision began to go out of focus. 

On Nov. 13. the Tallahassee police, responding to a public~records request from The Tampa aay 

Timm;, mlea,;"d documents 011 the sexual assault case, settin" off a frenzi"d scramblE, in the 11ew" 

media and proseculor's office to leal'flwhat had happen,"d. 

A" the nmNS broke. and before inllm;tigator,; could talk to th"m, Mr. Winston's lavvyer had the two 

witnesses. Mr. Cash,"r and ML Dal'by, submit affidavits atleslin" to their recolledion of that now .. 

distant night. They gave similar accounts: A blond woman who was not intoxicated willingly left the bar 

wilh th," three foolball players, they said, and Joined MI. Winston in his room. Because th," door was 

broken and would not close, they looked in and saw the 'Noman giving the quarterback oral sex. 

i\t (;[li" point. Mr. Casher said, he entered th," room. bullhe woman told him to leave, got up to turn 

off the light and then tried to close the door. At no time. both men said, did she appear to be an 

unwilling partidpant. (The men did not I'e,;pond to phone rnessag"s, cOlwey"d through univ"rsity 

olficials. seeking comnwnt.) 



Mr. Meggs irmmdblely directed his staff to reir1Vestigat," the cas,". 

In th" recent interviev'I. Mr. IIIlegw; ,;aid h" wm; "urpri""d that the police had not quickly found 11111'. 

Casher. "How long does illake to identify a freshman football player ..... about 10, 15, 1 G seconds?" 

h" asked. adding, "Anybody that looked at this cas" would say you get a report at 2 in th" morning, 

by noon you could haVE, had th" def"ndant identified and talk"d to." 

Why Ofiic<,I' Angulo had not asked to s"e th" Potbdly's security video is unknown. A Tim"s l'eviev'l of 

sexual assault complaints handled by the campus police last Y'"ilI' found that in on," case, officers 

ask"d for the Potb"lly's video when th"y w"re trying to identify a suspect"d assailant who had be"n 

"""n at the bar. 

As for not finding the taxi driver. "I am convinced that we would have identified the cabdriver that night 

and had an intNview with him," Mr. I\,kggs said. "Don't know what we would hav," learned, but we 

would have learned the truth. I am also convinced that had it been done properly, we would hav" had 

the video from Potb"lIy's." 

By the time the pros"cutor ask"d for that video, th" tape had long since b""n mcycled. 

Unlik," the police, pros"culors said they interviewed ,"very cabdriver they could find who had work,"d 

that night, but they tumed up no new information. Mr. Meggs said that v'Ihil" his investigators probably 

spoke to the driver they wem s,"eking, "at 11 months later, maybe he didn't remember, maybe he 

didn't want to remember." 

Mr. Meggs said he was shocked that the police investigator's lirsl attempt to contact Mr. Winston was 

by telephone. "He says, 'I have baseball practice, I'll get with you later,'" Mr. Meggs said. That call 

allowed f',/Ir. Winston to hire a lawyer who told him not to talk 

"It'" im;an" to call a St";p"ct on th" phon"," Mr. IIIlegg" "aid. ''First off, you don't knov'I who you aw 

talking to." He said h," would have gone straight to the basebalilieid. "If you walked up to Jameis 

Winston in the middle of baseball practice and said, 'Come here, son, I need to talk to you: he would 

haVE, said, 'Yes, sir.'" 

Mr. Meggs added: "He's not in custody, you don't have to read him his rights. He might have said, 'I 

didn't have sex that night.'" 

Only after th" prosecutor took 011"1' the cas" did the authorities obtain Mr Wim;ton's D~JA. It was a 

match to DNI\ found on the accuser's clothing. 

Belatedly, ()ffic"r Angulo and his backup wem asked to conduct a crucial interview - to question Mr 

Cash,"r aboullhe evenls of Dec. 7, 2012. 

Mr. Casher made a startling admission: he had secretly vid,"olap,"d pari of the sexual encounler 

through the partly opened bedroom door, and deleted the video from his phone a couple of days 

!at"r. Had the polic" found him quickly, th"y might have obtain"d that vid"o. 

Mr. Casher had never mentioned the video in the affidavit he submitted with the help of Mr. Winston's 

!av'lY"r. Even 50, offic<,rs did not a"k why he had omitted that impoltant fact, why he had ddd"d th" 

video or '.vhether he had shared it with anyone. And though Mr. Casher said he had a new phone, the 

ofiic<,I'" did not a"k what he did with the old one. 

Neither the police nor the prosecutor's office subpoenaed the phone records of Mr. Casher, Mr. 

Darby or Mr. Winston - ev"n thou"h th"y inve"tigated all electl'Onic communicatiom; to and from the 

accuser around the tim," of the sexual encountN. 

The failure to seek similar electronic communications from the three football players surprised one 

former assistant state attorney, who prosecuted a Florida State football player on a rape charge a 

decade ago. "Why that '.va" done, I don't r"ally know th" answer to that," said the fNm"I' prosecutor, 

Adam F{uiz. "To me, that's a no·brain,"r,'· 

Mr. Ruiz said his childwn, aged 7 to 21, all had iPhon"s, and ev"n for something as mundane as rain: 

"You're t,"xting 30 people about it. I can't imagine there would not have b,"en something comin" off 

that cellphone aft"r the incid"nt." 



Three weeks aHN it b'"gan, with evidence lost and memories faded, the state attorney's investigation 

was over, 

"I hav," personal concems about what happ,"ned in thatl'Oom that night:' Ms, Cappleman said, "but 

that's completely separate from wheth"r I'm able to prolle a crim" occurred," 

The LJniver"ity's Role 

The news that Mr, Winston had been accused of rape moved through campus like an electric charge, 

On "ocial media, the discussion quickly lost any semblanc" of civility, prompting one f"male "tu(kntto 

send an email expressing her anger to Mary Coburn, vice president for student affairs, 

"}\II day every day I am bombmded with messages of hatmd for th," alleged victim" the woman wrote. 

"I am sad and ashamed to be pmt of a student body that is quick to support a man who is accused of 

s"xual assault, simply because he is a good football player, and "lien quickN to cond'>rflrl th" allew,d 

victim of the crime as a liar," 

Ms. Cobum replied: "I agree with you and have b,"en thinking about how we address the ugliness that 

has been circulating," She promised to gather a group of students in ,JanualY to discuss the problerrL 

The athletic departm,"nt had known early on that Mr, VVlf1ston had been accused of a serious crim,", 

According to an internal Tallahassee police email on Jan, 23, 2013, one officer wrote that Officer 

Angulo'" backup on the case "mc"ived a call from the Athletic Diwctors ,Assistant inquirin" about the 

case," 

This knowledge should have set oil' an inquiry by the university. }\ccording to fedeml rules, any 

athletic department official who learns of possible sexual misconduct is required to pass it on to 

school admini"tmtors, Florida State (kdined to mspond wh"n a"ked if top official", includin" the 

university president. had be,"n informed of the encounter, 

'Vllhy did the "choolnot ev"n att"mptto inve"tigat<, the matter until aHer the football s"asonT said 

John Clune, another lawyer for the accuser. 

His client filed a complaint with the civil rights oflk,," of the [edNal Department of Education, and the 

agency recently agreed to examine whether Florida State properly responds to sexual violence 

complaints, The inquiry wa" first reported by USA Today 

It was not just the Vllinston case that was causing concern on campus, In January, the mother of a 

student who said sh," had been sexually battered at alraternity the previous April contacted the 

campus police askin" why the university "doesn't do more to protect 'Nomen from rape," records show, 

The police m,'ponse wm; to inform the mother of a "elhkfem,e cia"s for "tu(knts 

That did not satisfy the mother, 'Nho told an officer, "The university should take a harder stand on the 

men who aw identified as having committed mp""," According to th" campu" police, th" student had 

said she did not want oflicel's to inv,"stigate the case, 

Determining the extent of the problem is difficult, because so many students al'e mluctant to report 

sexual assaults. President Ohama, in announcing the creation of a task force earlier this year to 

pl'otect "tud"nt" from sexual a"sault. cited survey" "howin" that one in fille women is a victim of 

"alt,"mpted or completed sexual violence" while in coll'"ge, 

"I'd Ilk" to "e" a higher reporting !'at<, "0 that w" can addms" the problem," said Ms, Cappl"man of 

the state attorney's office. "A lot of these cases go unreported, so having a higher repolting rate will 

lead to a high"l' succes" rate of prm",cution and hopdully a dderring effec!." 

If cases are reported, the university is obligated to investi"ate, regardless of what the police do. 

According to the f"deral Education D"partment's dvil right" office, "a school that know", or 

mason ably should knovy" about s,"xual harassment, induding !'ape, "must promptly investigate to 

determine what occurred and then take appropriate steps to resolve the situation," 

Universities must also inform the federal "overnment of reported sexual assaults on their property or 

in the immediate vicinity. 

Florida State has not yet reported its 2013 sexual assault numbers, but in the three previous years it 



mported fOUL five and five. Thos," numbers place Florida State in the lower hall nationwide of similar .. 

size public universities, according to federal data analyzed by The Times. The number of reported 

rap"s can be aff"ct"d by lhe perc"ntag" of "tud"nt" who live off campu" 

M". Baldwin, the Refuge Hou"" dimctor, "aid accu"er" wport that the univ"r"ity'" ht;,mal complaint 

system tends to bury their experi,"nce rather than addmss it wsponsibly. "When I compare [,:'s.U. with 

other universities within the last five years that have don" a great deal to address this isslw, I'm not 

seeing thallev,,1 of erH,rgy hew," said M". Baldwin. a fonner Florida Stale lav'/ profes"oL 

In its statement, th" university said that, in complying with federal flll"s, "The need to investigate 

pos"ible haras"menl mu"t be balanced agaim;l the rights of and con""nt from the complainant." 

A decade b"fom lhe \/Vinston case, the in"peclor general found lhat Florida State had lIiolat;,d its 

policy when the athletic d'"partmentlailed to inlorm the campus police 01 a rape accusation against 

one of its standout football players. Mr. RlIiz, the former prosecutor who handled the case for the 

"lat" altorl1"Y'" offb, , recalled that th" coach at th" lime, lhe wv"red Bobby Bowd"n. atlempt;,d lo 

convince him that a crime had not occurred. A Jury eventually acquitted the playeL 

"I learned quickly what football meant in the South," said 11111. Ruiz, who grew up in New York Slate. 

"Clearly, it meant a lot. And with respect to this case I learned that [(""ping players 011 the field 'Nas a 

priority." 





Reporting Sexual j\,$saults 

Florid~ St1l t~ 
Un l"llrsit~{ 

"I believe that Mr. 

Winston cannot be 
convicted. I don't 
necessarily believe that 
he's innocent." 

Georgia. Cappleman 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

The Clips MotherShip <hick=collegeathleticsclips,com@mail Latllll.rsgsv ,net> 
Monday, Apri121, 2014 11 :35 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc,edu> 
Clips Monday Update: 4-21- 14 

lieill' Vince"" 

Gl"8etings from the Clips MondayShip. Hop" you are "Nell. 

About two hours ago I s"nt out a Clips eFlash informing all subscribers that our usual Sunday r~ight 

Update 'Na" not sent out last ni"ht because the Clips websil<, was down \Jlldl, 'Ne ilI'e now back up. 

Sony for the inconvenience. 

The "new t~. improved" Colhge Athletics Clips website is now '18 days old. Now's a good lirm to give 

you all a quick I"8view of the overhaul of;ill Clips components. Remember, the Clips website is only 

one part of our service. V'1<> also send out (annually) almc,,;t half a million emailed Updates, eFla5hes, 

targeted eFiashes, solo eFlashes, Eyewitness Repolts. eSURVEYs, dc. Plus we produce 

ClipsGraphics (coming soon: The D"I Mencv1'Vomen:s Basketball Coach Changes), Clips Best 

Quotes, C:lips Book Reviews, dc 

Here goes~ 

Om Sub5criber Manag"ment 8ysl<ml (SMS) is not yet operational. so the v'Iebsite can be aGcessed 

wji.tJ9.\!t 9. RfEiYtNr9.for the next couple of weeks. 

SirlCe the SMS is not yd up and running, Clips ,jCQ.!Q. subscribers have not been receiving renewal 

notices. VVe will not terminate your subscriptions if your expiration date comes up in the next few 

we,,!.;s. \Ne v'Iill catch up with you when the 8MS beGomes operational. 

Clips group subscribers have been receiving renewal notices as they have in the past. 

Remembel, tell yoU! colleagues, friends and neighbors that now is a good lime to visit the Clips 

web"ite because th"y will not ne"d a pas"word to ,,01 in. To aCGe"s th" Clips front pa"" click 11"1"0. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

nick@colle"eathl"tic"dips.com 

908.8l9.9978 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

'!.y."!.t.{{;t~~~trr_~~J::~_Q_m~_@>t_Q9_l[i~.9_~Ath~~Jl~~_~~ 

!!I?WO!o!fl!'4010Z')!!O!!ii Autonomy defined l NC,I\A board's agenda for change Clips Guest 
Commentary Our perceptive and all-knowing guest author breaks down the recently-issued 82-page "manifesto of 
autonomy" (Clips words) into understandable tidbits 

!iiit'lOI::!o@1IIiiI Princeton F~oast and Toast Clips Eyewitness Repolt Longtime Princeton AD Gary Walters 
is stepping down after an illustrious career, and a very impressive caliber of people gathered to salute their friend and 
colleague. , 



III®!!iil'i.'''oW Boston I'vlarathon "\Ne Run /-\s One" Sports Illustrated devoted about half of this 
week's issue to the profoundly inspirational permutations of "Boston Strong" .::., .. 

c~dt.J ~.:~Inlirnited food? NCAA ruling could add fascinating layer to recruiting :: 

[![tll!!iiffil3Hojj§j! Most Valuable Conferences A Forbes analysis includes bowl revenues, NCAA Tournament 
payouts and TV deals; but not radio broadcast rights, advertising and non-basketball NCAA distributions. ::. 

mWi"i!!l@lW! Tirne to challenge concepts underlying college sports NCAA president Mark Emmert 
said unions "would blow up everything about the collegiate model of athletics." Would that really be so bad? 

w;roJl1'If."Iam'!ll College SpOtts' Antitrust Vulnerability Litigation over likenesses, concussions and 
unionization notwithstanding, an unfolding antitrust lawsuit by Jeffrey Kessler could possibly top them all. . 

1"l"V'E:!3!@!to1@ SEC's Slive: Future of college sports must be all about student-athlete Clips 
Intelview Commish asks the questions; reporter gives the answers. :: .. ' 

~ The Nev\j NCAA Clips Guest Commentary Our guest author suggests that the NCAA may be entering 
a period of "reconception." 

IE:!!!i!01;l!i13fl!i!!!i NCAA's New Enforcement Chief Sees Colleges as Custorners "We're 
professional service providers working for our clients-the colleges and universities in the membership," says 
Jonathan Duncan, the NCAA's new enforcement chief :".' .... 

~ Going to pot? No, NCAA gets it right by reducing standards on rnarijuana The NCAA 
no longer considers marijuana to be in the same category as steroids .. 

lOi0l!I*i!i!3I!Ol§j! Look back, look ahead: f\merican The league that "seemed little more than 
the safe landing pad for teams that didn't quite fit anywhere else," ended up on top in both the men's and 
women's tournaments.::"; . 

M,%l"l!j,t,lf&J i\jCAA Looks to Redefine Its Policy on f\cademic Ft'aud Among the ideas, say 
people familiar with the process, are more clearly identifying who should be held accountable for acadernic 
misconduct. 

~ /\ppeal to Sanity Clips Guest Commentary Our guest author uses logic and reason to explain the 
illogical Northwestern union movement. :::., .'. 

~ WO!i[01W.w Parental Role in Athletes' Academics A study of athletes' career goals and how 
4' they were formed explores how parents can help or hurt their kids' scholarly pursuits.··""'·''-· .','.,:,' .. ,'" .",', .,'.,> ;.; 

'd'IIi1!,Wo'di! College Football Playoff 101 Okay, basketball is over, is it time for football already? " .. , 

l.m'1"" ... 1.,..4 Everybody Loves a Parade Clips Eyewitness Report The Clips Editor braved 
the teeming masses of jubilant L1Conn fans who converged to pay homage to their dual basketball 
champions. 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

The Clips MotherShip <nick=collegeathleticsclips,com@mail189,wdc02JncdlvJlet> 
Wednesday, Apri123, 2014 8:48 PM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc,edu> 
Clips Mid-Week Update: 4-23-14 

Deill'Vince·· 

Gl'8etings from the Clips Wednm;dayr~ightShip. Hop" you ilI'e 'Nell. 

The Great Clips Techno Upgrade cominilesL" 

Th" two most important ,"I,"ments of th" Clips service afe .... nill'ct!··the Clips w"bsit" and the "mailed 

Clips "Flm;hes ,'I< UpdatE"; (of which this 1;; one). 

I am v"ry pleas"d to inform you that the Clips website is about 95% of wh"l"<> it n"eds to be. And our 

bulk & tar"01,,d emailing capabilities ("Fla"h"s and Updates) are comin" alon" Iwry 'Nell. 

H"m's what to you need to know ilS we rollout illl the n,"w stulf: 

~ Th" new Clips w"bsit" is fully functional. Here and th"re ar" funky spacing "Iitch"s, but we will 

hilll" those eorwet"d soon. 

~ In order to bypass any access problems, there will be no password needed to ace"ss trw 

Clips w"bsit" for the next f"w we"ks. So, tell y()ur friends and colleagues that now's a great 

tim" for them to sampl" the Clips website. The more the merrier 

~ Our online credit cmd payment capabililies <He not yd operational. Th,"refore, solo 

subscribers whose subscriptions aw expiring will not be able to pay online. Instead, you eon 

give us il cilll at 908.879.9978 and w" will tak" your credit card info over the phon,". We '"xped 

to have the online capabilities up and running sometime this week. 

Any problems. qum;tiom;, gripe", complaint" (and praise too?) call th" Clip" Editor at 908.879.9978 

Nick Infante 

C:lips Editor 

908.879,9978 

['lIUoJ!to!r.ff Governance Reform \/Vill Cause Division I to Shrink, Not Split Autonomy [sic] could 
widen divides among have-mores. haves and have-nots. " 

~ Intense Interest in College Football Continues Impressive ratings and attendance figures 
signal sport's relevance nationwide. '. 

~ Supreme COlJli Upholds Michigan's Affirmative Action Ban At6-to-2 the vote was not 
close. r .. ·· 

'M[·J!t~!M'i! Shared Govemance Process to I=(eceive an Overhaul Are shared governance and 
autonomy a "never the Twain shall meet?" '" 

l§oll@!i(0WiI The ubiquitoLis Sonny Vaccaro is an r\lCAA Iconoclast The great crusader 

for student-athletes rights has been giving the NCAA headaches for nearly 40 years. OJ Dunson, Shadow League, 

4-17-14 

~ [\jone dare call it" ping pong" Has anyone ever suggested ping pong, er, table tennis as an NCAA 
emerging sport? Are we the first? 



Im!D Failure to Enfmce Title IX? A complaint filed last week with the US DOJ alleges that more than 
120 California institutions are failing to provide sufficient athletic opportunities for women 

iMl!!o!m.1!§!!M Top Colleges Pay Fund Raisers Top Dollar From the Chronicle of Philanthropy comes a 
look at the 132 top-paid fund raisers at colleges and universities. " 

WO!i[OlOW[oW /\ Decade On, ;\PR is Showing Its ;\ge The NCAA 01 Management Council proposed a 
number of changes to the NCAA's academic rules but none more significant than the APR 

WO!i[OlOW[oW School Wars 2014: Conflicts over K-12 Education Technology, CCSS, and 
V/-\I'vl Clips Guest Commentary This commentary is an extension of the author's remarks that were prompted by 
the widespread criticism leveled at Common Core State Standards and Value Added Measures that have continued 
after posting of his CLIPS Guest Commentary, "Revisiting 'A Nation Still at Risk'" 

!!l!.}§""o]~IMor*1jJ[o]m /\utonorny deflned l NeAl\ boards agenda fm change Clips Guest 
Commentary Our perceptive and all-knowing guest author breaks down the recently-issued 82-page "manifesto of 
autonomy" (Clips words) into understandable tidbits. :'" 

~ The 65 ClipsGraphics Lately we've heard a lot about the autonomy issue regarding the Power 5 
conferences and the 65 schools in those conferences Here's a list of "The 65," tacked on top of the award-worthy 
Clips Conference Realignment Chart.,:' ... · .... 

!!!'moI3@;u0! Princeton Roast and Toast Clips Eyewitness Report Longtime Princeton AD Gary Walters 
is stepping down after an illustrious career, and a very impressive caliber of people gathered to salute their friend and 
colleague 

fOlo"*l!!'!!t1i!# SEC's Slive: Future of college sports must be all about student-athlete Clips 
Interview Commish asks the questions; reporter gives the answers 

~ VVhen sorry seems to be the hardest INord Clips Guest Commentary In this 
first-person essay, a parent reflects on the Rutgers/Mike Rice basketball incident 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Clips eFiash Oops Depmiment <nick='collegeathleticsclips,com@maiI78,us4,mcsv,ne~~ 

Thursday. April 24, 201410:50 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc,edu> 

Oops, wrong days on my earlier eFia<;h (about the NU union vote) 

x 

Dear Vince-

I now know what General Motors has experienced, which is to put something out there that is not 

right Their" was a ignition component problEm1lhal was kicked around in10mally for "everal y"ars 

and all"g"dly kill"d a doz"rl or so driv,"rs. 

P\l1d Clips' fax p,ws lNas s"nding out a Clips "Flash a couple hours ago in which Thursday was 

mistaken for W"dne5day and Friday for Thursday, But nobody got killed, And w" are not kicking it 

around intEmlally. but we are wactingicormcling vvilhin thme hours 

In our earlier email we identified the 01 Board of Dimctors meeting as having been held on 

W"dnesday, but no, il is bEdng h"ld t""j!W" on Thursday 

W" also wrole lhallh" Norlhwes10m union vo10 would b" today (Thlm;day), but th" vo10 will nol be 

h,"ld until tomolfow (Friday), 

Noticr:? hot'll the unspr:?cffic pronoun !!we" is usr:~d ~~bo\/e, rather it"~n thr:~ jncnrnjn~~tjng 'If. !! But 1..11(:? ~~/f 

ktwt1/ INho M/as the Bozo here. 

Okay, just to mak" sum: 

D1 Board of Directors meeting: Thursday, April 24, 2014 

Northwestern union vote: Friday, April 25, 2014 

Thanks to J"an Frank,,1 for quickly bringing this to my attention, 

Hav" a good Friday, er, Thursday. 

r~ick Infant" 

Clips Editor 

808,879,9978 
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Nick Ini"rfe 

eli!);'; E,:hy 
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At Northwestern, a Biitz. to Geiett an Effort to Unionize 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

The Clips MotherShip «-1lick~collegeathleticsclips.com@maiI24.atllll.rsgsv.nel> 

Sunday, April 27, 2014 9:39 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 4-27-14 

x 

Dear Vince·· 

Greetings from th," Sunday~~ightShip. Hope you am welL 

ThNe',; a lot of good content below (al1d on the w"bsili'). 

Here's a quick update on the Clips ov"rhaul and how it aff"cts you. 

& V'li> ar" goin" to go anothN couplE, we0ks (or longer) k""ping the (:Iips vveb,;ite 

"'password free."' That's right you am w,"IGome to click all over the Clips website to 

your finger's cont0nt. No password necessary. Tell your col10agues, friends and 

neighbors. 

& VVhen vve re-introduce passwords in 2-4 weeks, all subscribers (solo, group, 

student. who,",wr) will get hisih0r own email vvith im;tructions (ea,;y. I promise) on 

how you can pick out your own password. 

& Any solo subscribers whose subscription have expired (or will expire soon); please 

do 110t tly to ren0W your sub,;Griptiol1 online. \/lie are not r"ady for that yet. If you 

want to Gall me with a cledit card number you can do lhal. Or you can ask 1l'10 to 

send you an invoiGe and you Gan pay by check. 

~ Group subscribers have been rec,"iving mnewal mminders and are not afl'0ded by 

our online payment hiccup. 

& LJnfortunatEdy w" are still 'HpE,riel1cing some bulk email difficultie,;. For 'Hample, 

lhis Clips W,"ekly Update is a bulk eillaiithat is suppos,"d to go oullo all Clips 

subscribers. However, some people probably will not receive it. We are working to 

fix that 

& We send out at least \wQ bulk emails per week (one Clips \/IIeekly Update and one 

Clips eFbsh). So, if you notice that you have not rec<>ived a Clips email for a vveek 

or two, please contaclille and I will pul you back on the list 

& Jeez, I sound like Radar 011 MAS.H. 

~ ()v"r and out 

Thank YOLI for your patience. As always, comments, questions, suggestions criticisms, 

dc. aw wEdcome. Now is the tim" IN tweak,;, because we are puttin" th" finishin" 

touches on the new Clips. 

Have a good Monday. Hav," a good week. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

908.8i9.99i8 

~ Higher media revenues for top 5 conferences: (and higher, 
and higher, and higher) Big Ten media rights fees expire in a little over a year, and 

., the new deal could be colossal. , .... 



~ Why you should be velY careful what you say, and who you say it 

to Here's how bad things can get from flapping one's mouth comes from the owner of the Los 
Angeles Clippers. 

r.fo)',J,Wijl!lI@ Fewer high school grads going to college According to the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics, the proportion of new American high school graduates who go on to college appears to be 
declining 

U';;t'I.l'i!mlti® What's Better for Your Resume-Captain of the Debate Team or 

Playing College Sports? A study by a trio of professors at UNC-Chapel Hill asked employers 
to rate the value of experiences of more than a dozen types of students. including debate-team captain, 
resident assistant, and editor of the campus newspaper. c' 

!iI1j;;o)l'<m Why Higher Education Should Rid Itself of College Athletics Clips 
Guest CommentalY Our guest author asks: "In an era when college athletes are nearly untouchable 
in terms of the lack of punishments for legal infractions. and when schools are suffering from massive 
budget shortfalls. I wonder why colleges and universities are wasting any money on sports-related 
activities." 

M!(o",'I""milto!!! Study: Less American students at elite colleges Increased shares are 
coming from overseas as college have pursued globalization. ; ..... . 

'§t'!Olliiij!@ UCL.A Athletics I=<eleases Football Pelformance Center Update Since 
the official public announcement of the campaign to raise private funds for a comprehensive football 
facility on 9-24-14, the UCLA Athletic Department has received approximately $40 million in cash and 
pledges to date. " .. 

@!Olliiij!@ Ohio State invested $45 million in last year to improve facilities 
Projects included new weight rooms and locker rooms in the Jerome Schottenstein Center and Ohio 
Stadium is currently undergoing a 2,600-seat expansion 

ti.Wj'·moj,I,'1 DI Board Of Directors Endorses f~estructuring Process, Seeks 

Feedback The new structure could be approved as early as August. 

~ Save college football Clips Guest Commentary The NCAA has a potential liability 
for head injuries that runs into the billions of dollars. c· 

ti.Wj"moj,I,'1 Govemance Reform Will Cause Division I to Shrink, ~~ot Split 
Autonomy [sic] could widen divides among have-mores, haves and have-nots 

~ Intense Interest in College Football Continues Impressive ratings and 
attendance figures signal sport's relevance nationwide. ;.' 

!Bij Supmme Court Upholds Michigan's /\ffirmative Action Ban At6-to-2 the 
vote was not close. 

WUojUro)lliY4 Shared Governance Process to Receive an Overhaul Are shared 
governance and autonomy a "never the Twain shall meet?" " .... 

~ VVhen sony seems to be the hardest word Clips Guest 
Commentary In this first-person essay, a parent reflects on the Rutgers/Mike Rice 
basketball incident 

~ None dare call it "ping pong" Has anyone ever suggested ping pong, er, table 
tennis as an NCAA emerging sport? Are we the first? /" 

1!(0l!r<Jiiom~! The ubiquitous Sonny Vaccaro IS an NCAA Iconoclast The 
great crusader for student-athletes rights has been giving the NCAA headaches for nearly 
40 years 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Clips eFlash <nick='collegeathleticsclips.com@mai124.atllll.rsgsv.net> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 7:03 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

"Autonomy" bumps into "Check & Balances" in NCAA governance process 

x 

Dear Vince·· 

noun 

-i (of a cGunfry or regfOfi) tiJr:' nght C{ (;Gr'Jdit!G{! of S(;I!'f-(jGverr:men/. especiaffy in .:i partj(';uiar sphr:?rr:? 

2 a seit-go\len?u:g Gountt.";' or r8~pon 

.;:t ffe~,ltjjD{n fror..tp ext~wno~j canlroi Of inffu~lncIJ; ind~lp~lndeHceJ "econoluic oll,uf'onoIBj/ is still a long 

way offfo[ f,W~1ny women,:' Of, 55~Hjton{3f,wy for the 65 schoo!s in the 5' f(1fgest conferen.(;'0s is 

seeming "ot to be "ccepted so readily by the 2110 scl",o!" ill the otller 27 1)1 co"f"re,.,~es" 

Gf00iings from the Clips rviondayi\ften1oonShip. I hope you are on 10 a grand stalt of the 

week . 

. Just a couple hours ago the perceptive and prolific Dennis Dodd of CBSSports.com 

pm;t0d a sLlpE,rb and tim01y article "ntitled "In push for athlete reform. will NCAA let its 

biggr:?,st conferr:mce,s lead?" 

[>enni" tracked down five "takehokkrs dimctly "inllobmd in-or impact"d by-th" 

process" (which is the fervent push for autonomy by th," ACC. Big 12, Big T,"n, Pac· '12 

and SEC. loo,;ely known a,; til" POW0l" 5),* [lenni" leam"d that the actual implementation 

of the overhaul,"d HCIV\ governance mighl be even mom diflicuilio arrive allhan 

previously thought. 

~ Readers please note; The Clips TruthSquarJ has been working diligently witiJ 

linguists. wordsmiths, copywliters ,md rdire(f English te,lcti6'!S 10 come up with a 

catchy, descriptive phrase/titlekeference for the fil'e biggest conferences. Thus far 

{ have seen the fh/e identified as the «Poi/tter 5" and the "8ig 5." but f think we can 

do better than that I will soon be semling oul ,1 sunfey lor Clips readers to voir" 

what they want to use. The Clips eSURVEV' will be entitled "Help us come up with a 

natne for thr:? hugr:~st hve con!r:?rencr:?$~ ,. Clevr:~r. tJuh? 'The rnonikr:?r is ,still up for 

grabs. 

Ther" has b""n a lot of talk 0'101" the past y"ar-and-a~half or so about "autonomy" for the 

"(Your Name H0I"e) Five" confemnce". Your Clip" E.ditor has b""n in per"on (at til" 

NCAi\ convention, the SporlsBusiness .Joumal Inlercollegiate Nhldk: [':oruill. lhe ~~ACDA. 

various smoky barrooms. etc.)- and heard 'Nith his own long-lobed ears - every on" of 

til" filiE' Pov'/0I" 5 commi"sioners make Ilis individual ca,;e for "autonomy." It is one thing to 

read th" words print"d h"ro or els"whem. but it is an entirely different thing to hear 

the"" leam"d g"ntlemen actually say wllat th"y say IiIiE' and in p0l"son, and with all 

passion and certainly in lheir firm and steady voices. 

On" of the things that "truck me 'Nas that they all used til" word "accommodated," as in 



rr~~/f 11/$ 11/ant is to be c.?ccorn!nod~~ted!r Thh"=t phrase \,'vas tr(iitl~d out rnany Urnes v/hen a 

reporter asked them if they wanted to secede from the union. sr, to break away from the 

NCAA. And now here we me, with an 82~page document that clearly points the way. but 

met with som," wariness from the other 27 D1 conferences. 

Have a good week. 

Nick Infant," 

Clips Editor 

In push for athlete reform, wi!! NCAA let its biggest conferences 
lead? 

By Dermis Doda, CBSSporls.com, 4·28 .. 14, 2::10pm ET 

Small but discernible battle lines have been drawn in the ongoing struggle for voting 

power at the top of the NCAA 

Following Thursday's autonomy draft proposal by the association's board of directors, 

the buzzwords you hear most often are "substance" and "process." E.v0lyone sort of 

agre,"s on the substance .... improving daily life lor the athlete. aut some inside the 

process were surprised last week at perceived hurdles thrown up before getting to that 

point. 

At issue going fNward is how much real powel' the Bi" Five confewn;;e,; (pac .. 12. Bi" 12, 

SEC, ACC, Bi" Ten) will "ain in improvin" what they continually call student·athlete 

'""elfare. 

CBSSpolts.com spoke to five stakeholders diledly ilwol\md in ... or impacted by .... the 

process after Thlm;day',; initial autonomy announcEm1enl. Conclusion: RestructUl'ing of 

an ancient governance system is going to b," anything but easy. 

"I think all of u,; feel that we have not been able to make some of the changes we would 

like to make." Bi" Ten commissioner .Jim Delany said. "becaus," of ... impediments that go 

back decades and decades and decades." 

Some aig Five commissioners and other stakeholders were initially surprised at the 

NCAA's super majNity COI1C"Pt. The association's board of directors ass"rt"d Thlm;day 

that the 65 Big Five schools will have to pass 1'"9islation with atl,"ast a super majority (at 

least two .. thirds in favor). In addition, four of the five conferences would have to pass 

legislation. 

"We think," Delany said, "that's too high a bar." 

He has supporters. 

"VVe want to make sure autonomy means mrtonoll'lY fl'Om start to finish," says SEC 

commissioner Mike Slive. 

That those are the two most powerful commissioners in college athldics should not be 

fNgoU"n. An impliE,d threat of the Bi" Five ;;onfewnces bwaking away from the NCAA 

has ex~sted for rllonths, if not years. 

"Trust us, w,,'re not going to do anything to hurt you" 

That's how one conference official outside the aig Five summed up the power leagues' 

stanc~~. 

God help u,;, thOll"h, if they don't gd their way. 

The aig Five also support an unprecedented model that would give almost 20 percent of 

th" voting power to athletes. Two sour;;e,; d"scrib"d a structure by which there would 80 



total votNS .. one for each Big Five school totaling 65. plus '15 athldes. 

Each of tho"" five leagues would be repre"ent;,d by thwe athld"". Th" model is still on 

the table as a comillent period begins thai lasts into June. 

If passed, it would nmk th" filstlime in ~~CAA history active athldes would have such a 

hands-on "ff"ct on th" rules-making proc"ss. 

"Th"y would have a voice which means they could speak up." on" Big Five source said. 

"They would not b" advisory, th"y would b" substantive votNS." 

That would mark transformative chang" in how the NCPv!\ makes policy. Based on 

hi"toIY, athletes are 'limNed as a tran"i"nt labor force that pas""s through the sy"tem 

more lhan manipulating it. In essenc", lhe heavy lifting is leltup the scholars. 

Board st"ering committ"e chair Nathan Hatch said ha" mc"ntly as ,Ianumy th" stud"nt

athlde's role in the new governance stmcture hadn't fully b"en considered. 

Board sleering committe" member Kirk Schulz, the "ansas Slat" pmsident told 

CBSSports.com in Mmch h" had "mixed emotions" about players having a vot". 

~!I.fJe ask so rnuch o'f our student·ath!ete:...:; noV','/ ."'~! he said. I'My concl~rn h"=t not students 

don't off"r great perspectives. I'm just trying to figure out what si)( hours per day that 

they're "uppo"ed to "I"ep? Are we going to have "tud"nts abl" to show up and wNk with 

NC)IA?" 

There has been a recent awakening of the influence and rights or lhose athlet"s. 

NOlthwestern's football team is considering a union. The bmin trauma issue has b"come 

a scourg" that ha" I"d to an explosion of law"uits 

Not only must the student-athl"te be kept safe, it must have a voice. 

The autonomy concept took root following Big Five frustration over all of Division I (351 

"chool,,) having too much impact on th" rulm;-making PI·O@SS. For example. a stip"nd 

for players was develop"d and proposed in October 2011. Then it was overridden by 

scores of low"r-r"source schools that couldn't afford th" extra expens". 

The wsourc"s, goals and budgets 01 those 65 am so different hom lhe othN 286 D .. I 

schools that the current <:Iimat" evolved. The Big Five said it n""ded voting autonomy on 

certain issw~s, 

V\lhile autonomy is still in the b"ginning stages .. Thlm,day's announCEm'lent was merely 

a dmfl proposal·· a formal vote is expected to take place in August. Implementalion 

would b"gin in January. That's a 100-met"r sprint in t"rms of th" NC)\J\ legislative 

prOC05S 

"Changing the NCAA i" like moving a battle"hip," Sliv" "aid. "I think timing is of th" 

So while a lot of this i" "till pmlimimilY, ther" i" "till a curiosity as to how much autonomy 

will be grant"d. Those Big Five conferences are responsible for the larg" maJority of 

revenue in wlleg" athletics. They also invite the most scrutiny. 

On Thursday, the Big Five were given leeway in developing the much-discussed cost of 

attendance conc"pt, alon" with 10n,Herm medical and "ducational b"nefit" for athlete". 

But the board stopped short allowing the Big Five to start cutting into players' time 

d"mands 

"You can't have people doing the undoable," Delany said, "which is carrying a full-time 

[classjload and sp"nding so much lime with sporls." 

One source "peculated that the board didn't go further becau"e of concems olwr 

aHol"dabilily of cost of ait"ndance and also hang .. ups over student .. alhlete pmtidpalion. 



I'{atch told USA Today last w",," I< that olher hot·button issues would eventually be "folded 

in." Those included time demands, increased career opportunities for athletes. oversight 

over coaching staff size and tram,fer i,;sue,;. 

The nut of th" discu,;"ion is cost of attendance .. expense,; beyond room, board, books, 

fees and tuition. The concept is largely lauded in NCi\A circles, at least in theory. Now 

com"s th" hard part, figuring out exactly what it means and who can afford it. 

Essentially in the futum, everyone's going to be on board with a Bowling Gm,"n 

quarterback who makes no extra money going against a USC d"fensive back 'Nho might 

make So,OOO additional. The measuw is com;id"md optional for "chools acm"" the 

board. 

Adoption of that measure alone would bring the NCAi\ inlo a new em. For too kmg, the 

NCPv!\ was hung up on competitive balance instead of common sens". Whether that USC 

dden"ive back i" paid or not, hi" program ha" an inherent recruiting, athletic and 

financial advantage over Bowling Gmen. 

So if USC can aHord a stipend that helps a player make rentlhat should be allowed. 

Autonomy is meant to reflect that philosophy. 

"I have no problem wilh any support of th" cosl of going to college," O"lany said. 

The question is how to "d there. Th" Big Ten has propo"ed a lower bar for passing 

legislation: 

• If three of the five conferences approv"d of a measuw, ttw ovemll approval would only 

hav" to be 50 percent (38 schools) . 

• If four of the five confemnces WNe in favor, only a simple majority (33 schools) would 

be n""ded. 

ifs not clear hO'N those athletes' vot"s would be weight"d. 

"We want to make sure th"re are no barriers lhatwould prevent us Irom doing it 

[achi"ving autonomy] in an "xpeditious way," Slive said. 

Facully athletic wpresentatives al" also lobbying for a biggel representation in th," 

voting process. 

"Super majority ... is a bi" problem," r~"braska faculty r"pres"ntative clo Potuto said in an 

"mail. "I think it will mean that ... little will "et done except cost of attendance and 

guamnlee of degree completion." 

The NCAA likely didn't go through this upheaval jt,,;t for those two isst""; to b" 

addmss,"d. That star USC ddensiv" back, lor example, could also bunch a career that 

could make him a music "tar. How is that a competitive advantage "'; long a" the kid isn't 

profiting from gold records? 

"Ther" i" still some unknown as to what [the Big FbmJ am going to be able to do without 

any oversight,'! Sun Ben cornrlliss~onef Karl BI~ns(in, 

llileanwhile, there is the exi"ting pressure both inside and out"ide the as;;ociation. \lVhile 

restructuring itself, the NCAA is dealing 'Nith several high~profile la'Nsuits that are 

dwllengin" it" v"ly exi"t"nce. 

There is the feeling that if the NCAA doesn't change itself, the courts will. 

"That will just play out," Delany said. "That's very different than what we'm doing hem. 

That will all get resolved in time." 

It should be interesting this week when the 10 Football 80'NI Subdivision commissioners 

gather in Dalla" for their annual meeting. They'll consider playoff "election committ"" 

issues. Butihey'li also consider issues of wealth and power and class. 



And the futum. 

They'll consider th"m"elllm; and thdr place in th" coll"giate uniller"e. 

"It'" not n"cE,,;sarily a lin" in the ,;and," B"nson said "It's the is"ues that ow most 

irnportant to Hw Big Five." 

Thos" Big Five comrnis;;ion8f" began to expms" their distaste publicly last "umrn"r with 

an HCIV\ sysl"rn lhey pNceived had b,"come too bogged down. They essentially 

d"rnanded that rnom pow"r b" put in their hands as w,,11 as those of athletic directors 

and players at the high""t leliEd of colleg" cornp"tition 

.. How will we pass tll"s" tllings [nwN rules]?" Delany asked. "I think we'r" only on 

second ba"e on that." 

D"nnis Dodd writes .... ·"loquenlly. lorcdully, stlrewdly, prescienlly. energetically, COgE?f!Uy, 

masterfully. outstandingly, awesomely. powerfull);~for CBSSports.com. This article has 

been reprinted on Ctips with the author's pertnh::sion. To access CBSSports click h~!.:©. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

The Clips MotherShip <nicrcollegeathleticsclips,com@maiI4,wdcOl,mcdlv,nel> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 5:33 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc,edu> 

Help us name the five big conferences 

x 

DoarVincooo 

Greetings from th," Clips SurveyShip. Hop'" you are welL 

I am reaching out to invit() Clips subscrib"rs to hEdp us SEd()ct a name for th() I"()c"ntly 

l'orm()doooo,butnevm wally namedoooo'allianco of the fivo bigg()st D1 confer()r1ces (ACC, Big 

12, Big Ton, Pacoo 12, SEC). 

Tho five havo b()en informally, unofficially refmred to as tho "Po'Nor 5" or the "Big 5" so 

far, but I think w" can do bdt"r than thaI. 

Bolow aro somo idoas to stimulate tho croativo juicos. Ploas" s"l"ct three nicknamos, 

"ith()r from tho Ii,;t (by bolding them, ,\ln9SIUninaJtJ,f,JTI or rdyping them) and/or writ() in 

yoU! own idoas . , , , but, to koq) things san,", pleaso ()mail me back ,>nly ttJIf"f, dN!.g,;>~., 
IN() will count only the first thr()e selections from each respond()nt 

Vlio will tally up the results ov()r tho wookend and I()t you know tho vote next week, 

Suggestions: 

The Fivo Familios 

Th," Fivo aig Dawgs 

Tho Cluhtocracy 

Conference F~ve 

Fiscal Fivo 

The Fifth Estate 

The Papa aoars 

Tho Gent()el Quintilo 

Tho XXXL" 

Tho \/ision Alliance 

The Fiv" Pack 

I nsalia blo Fiv" 

Cinco do Fort", or Cinco de Clout. or Cinco d" , 

The Clout Ciuintet 

Or, send in youI' wl"itoooins: 

Rom"mb"r, pl"aso soloct thr()() Ql1]y. 



Thanks in advance. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

908.879.9978 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

The Clips MotherShip «-1lick~col1egeath1eticsclips.com@maiI198.at12l.rsgsv.nel> 

Sunday, May 4, 2014 9:59 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 5-4-14 

x 

Dear Vince·· 

Greetings from th," Sunday~~ightShip. Hope you am welL 

For s0vNai v'/eeks now we hav0 been doing double duty. 

On the one hand, W0 have continu0d to search, s0i0ct, bi0nd, combine, massage, 

truncal0, and/or "ummarize .... and th"n post the full complem0nl of new" and i""ue" of 

the business of college sports. 

On the other hand, w," have b,"en working diligently with f.mdy at our design/developN 

firm, eLink Design of Lexington, Kentucky, to basically re-do the entir0 Colleg0 Athletics 

Clips sNvic0 from top to bottom. 

Which all brings me to an important announC0ment. As of Thursday Clips will once 

;;l.9.,ti.!} ggg.Q.!n~ ,! r;;l.!>.!>.w9.L9.-'1.gV?~.~gJ;1 W?!;1»iJ?,. W0 will s,"nd you an ,"mail belol0 

Thursday '""ith simple instructions on how to pick out a new password (or you can use the 

pm;sword you almady have). 

As a subscription funded selVice, we have no choice but to require "verification" (1 . .0.

pm;swords) befow sub"cribers can acces;; the v'/eb"ile. 

By the way, allhi" point in time lh0m exists no lechnology to replace pas;;words. 

Technology has not advanced far enough yet to allow fingerprint. rdina scan or voice to 

accurately! economically become the new "password." 

And hem's a n,"w one on me. It's from today's ~~ew York Tim"s in a graphic ,"ntitl,"d "ll 

Vision of the Future" It's an implantable chip under your fingernail that unlocks all your 

devi,;;,s. Brave New \Norld 

A Vision of the Future From 
Those LH<e!y to! nvent It 

"lm;lla&abks, Iike a chip 
rw.di.:r yom IlngenHli! 
that tm\:,,;Jc, ull yuur 

dt;vLj.:~~, 



I'll be back to you SOOI1 with a "select iI P<I.ssword" email. 

Have a good Monday, Hav," a good week, 

Nick Infant," 

Clips Editor 

908.879,9978 

lOlil@l'i!50)!'!ol!® HO\j'l the College Football Playoff committee is already 
opening itself up to criticism The selection committee will be juggling perceptions 
and reality of transparency, trust and integrity in selecting the four. 

f.'i!!'@1;!1.l"1'i College sports thrive amid dO\j'lnturn The business of college sports 
continues to chug along .. 

!!"41"13®;Ui!l Notes from a Penn State f~etirement Party Clips Eyewitness Report 
The Clips Editor attended a retirement party honoring Doug Anderson, Dean of Penn State's College of 
Communications. It was a delightful evening, honoring a truly fine man 

~ U.S. military studying sports to improve soldiers' tmining and care A 

Navy captain tasked with helping elite soldiers handle the physical, psychological, social and spiritual 
pressures is looking to major college and professional sports teams for ideas. ::" 

~ Fake SEC fans fight cost of SEC network They really are nuttier about football in 
the Southeast. ,: .. 

gfiI01$!r*l Sports Analytics Initiative, Seeking to Leverage Success of its 
"MoneybaW f\lurnni Amherst College's men's soccer coach Justin Serpone is on a mission to 
introduce students to the analytical side of college athletics. 

r.fo)',J,W'il!lI@ Study Skills, [\lot Svvimming Notre Dame freshmen will soon have to take two 
graded, 1-credit courses on topics like wellness, academic strategies and spirituality instead of having 
to complete a year of physical education courses and pass a swim test. :. 

!iI1j;;oJl'<m \/\/hite House sets a college agenda on sex assaults Clips eFlash A White 
House task force has released guidelines that increase the pressure on universities to more 
aggressively combat sexual assaults on campus. :., ..... 

• ~ ~V~ Id"ijl!t4i~;.Jii! Don't shoot holes in it, SEC scheduling format sheer 
~.lI.:~ getll::ls The.:"~h,~lreadY have gotten richer. Nowthe strong are just Hulk-like. :':' 

roJ;f,;W!mm!§;llli® Capital One Cup Winter Standings A tight race heading into spring 
season, with Florida State and UConn atop the men's and women's standings. as the race for the 
Capital One Cup enters the home stretch. :'. 

~ Deeper Look At Northwestern Football, NCAl\ Union Issue: IRS, Title IX 
And More What could a union mean for Northwestern and the future of college football? ,: .. 

oo;o;m::s;m;,'!!ooij "Autonomy" bumps into "Check & Balances" in NCAA 
govemance process In the push for athlete reform, will NCAA let its biggest conferences lead? 

~ Higher media revenues for top 5 conferences: (and higher, 
and higher, and higher) Big Ten rnedia rights fees expire in a little over a year, and 
the new deal could be colossal. ,'." 

~ Why you should be velY careful what you say, and who you say it 
to Here's how bad things can get from flapping one's mouth comes from the owner of the Los 
Angeles Clippers. 

r.fo)',J,Wijl!lI@ Fewer high school grads going to college According to the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics, the proportion of new American high school graduates who go on to college appears to be 
declining. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

The Clips MotherShip «-1lick~col1egeath1eticsclips.com@maiI205.at12l.rsgsv.nel> 

Sunday, May 11,201410:32 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 5-12-14 

x 

D()arVinc()·· 

Greetings from thi" Clips Sunday~~ightShip. 

Here's a quick HOUSEKEEPING ANNOUNCEMENT: 

As of Tuesday /1,1ay 13 we wiil be reinstailing the password requirement for Clips 

subscribers to be able to get irdo the CUps v/ebsfte. Click h©r? for step~bv~~dep 

itlstruct/ons on .001// to set }'ourseJf up \//it/; a pass~~/or& 

Happy Moth()rs Day. 

Nick Infa nte 

Clip'; Editor 

908.879.9978 

IiI01W1"''''f4 Ed O'Bannon: The face of landmark legal battle against the 
NCAA The June 9 trial date draws near. and it looks like neither side will back down 
before then 

~ 20'13··14I'vlen's Basketball Changes They have not all yet happened, but there 
are enough to start with Version #1 

~ How to select a Clips passwmd In vivid and edge-of-seat prose. here's howto get 
your very own Clips password. 

__ Presenting a new name fm the "Five" Clips subscribers have been 

polled, and they have selected their favorite name for the five biggest conferences: "The 
High Five" 

rO,@Jlili,l}1-iliilfM Potential NCAA concLission settlement moves closer to 
r reality Over 70 current and former college athletes have sued the NCAA over how it 

handled concussions, seeking damages and a medical monitoring program. ,"" 

i!!',\lU'I~.m'l Top feeder schools in the one-and-done era Here are the 15 programs 

that have sent the most freshmen/sophomores/juniors to early entry.' 

@3a'lQii3 Amherst Bans All Fraternities The Board of Trustees declared that students 
caught as members of underground fraternities, or in "fraternity-like organizations." could be 
suspended or expelled 

~ Emancipate the Black College Athlete From the article "Overrepresented in the 
two top revenue-producing sports, football and basketball Black men from disadvantaged settings 
these young men are used for their brawn and are promised unrealistic rewards." 

!I!!!!!!!'l!!o!E:!ol'OIol!ME:!olllE:!!roJ'W The NCAA's "Cartel" Activity Has Awakened A 
Sleeping Giant "1 fear all we have done is to awaken a sleeping giant and fill him with a terrible 
resolve." Isoroku Yamamoto (Japanese Navy Admiral in charge of the not-entirely-successful Pearl 
Harbor attack in 1941). ,'" .'. 



~ Call to action: Time for Congress to govern college SPOtts 
Clips Guest Commentary Our guest author suggests Congressional regulation to save 
big-time college sports from itself. Really 

~ 1 '1 Best College SpOlts Towns Inspired by Answers.com, we hesitantly 
pass these along to rapt. savvy and wary Clips readers. [Note: Clips had no input in 
compiling this list, except for #11] ,,', 

"'I'i.1I®'@@ Controversy swirls at [<ansas State Leti Romero led K-State women's 
basketball team in scoring, rebounding, assists and steals Her coach was fired and she requested a 
transfer but was denied, and the school has not said why."'" 

~ The 2014 Racial and Gendet' Report Card: I'vlajor League Baseball 
Major League Baseball once again had an A grade on the issue of racial hiring practices, a C+ for 
gender hiring practices, and an overall grade of B/B+.·"" 

~ [\jew Congressional Hearings Might Actually /-\ccomplish 
Something The House Education and Workforce Committee would hold a hearing entitled "Big 
Labor on College Campuses Examining the Consequences of Unionizing Student Athletes" 

!!@ol*W:@ I\JC/V\ coaches to join panel discussion on leadership at 
Pentagon The May 7 seminar will involve a renowned group of USA Basketball and college 
champion basketball coaches for a strategy seminar with military officials and for more than 400 
service members 

MOWoW!IIII® How I\thletic Departments (f\nd The Media) Fudge The Cost Of 
Scholarships Clips Guest Commentary Our guest author uses the analogy of shipping oil by 
pipeline to illustrate that the price spread is the key number, not the actual cost of oil. The same is so 
when arriving at the real cost, er, spread of athletic scholarships. ' 

~ Elusive eyeballs skitter across online screens It's over. Sponsors 
and advertisers know we're not watching those lead-in video ads 

®ol.tl'!iJlt'M®§ ~~evv [\jCAA govemance would include "celebratory 
kickoff event" NCAA members received a slightly revised 44-pg draft proposal last week as 
governance restructuring continues 

100i!$I".""'''om,'' How the College Football Playoff committee is already 
opening itself up to criticism The selection committee will be juggling perceptions 
and reality of transparency, trust and integrity in selecting the four. ' 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick=collegeathleticsclips.com@mai168.us2.rsgsv,net> 
Friday, May 16, 2014 9:05 PM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Clips Book Review: "The Price of Silence" (Duke lacrosse scandal) 

Dear Vince .. 

It wa,; ju,;t <>Ight years ago-that'" 2006 fO!" the subtraclionally challenw,d-that Duke 

University became ground zero for smmmi sensational story lines simultan,"ously. i\nd none 

of those story lines were noble. inspirational or warm & fuzzy. 

As is book-reported so passionately belo'"" by Sports Illustrated writer Gabriel 

Baumgaertner, the Duk" "candal'" ""wirl of hot-button is;;ue,; such as sex, sport,;, rrK>I1"y, 

class and cover· up" are still very mlevant in today's "often ur1(;omfortable symbiosis 

between college academics and athl"tic5." 

The book is litled "The f'liw of Si/"nce. Scandal. Ttle Power of the EIii", <1fI(/ ih" Corruption 

of OUf Great Universities." The author, William D. Cohan, takes 600 pages of meticulously 

researched exaditud" to diss,"ct all th" angles invol\md in th," 2006 Duke lacross" scandal. 

I don't think there was any direct corr"lation, but I find it quite curious that th" Duk" scandal 

occurr"d ju,;t a y"m afli,r·the relea,;e of Tom lfllolfe's ,;"mklas;;ic "i am Charlotte 

Simmons, "which categorized ...... flctionally, yes, but with stunning real·liie similariti'"s .... ·'" knot 

of anti-academic and pro-athletic activity taking place at the fictional Dupont LJniver"ity. In 

fiction th," Dupont basketball players were th," anoint"d ones: in reallif" the Duke lacl"Osse 

players were th" hel"O~viliains. Ufe imitating fiction book? 

RtP.ader'SB pj'IN1~H'! nDte: 1!~tmT:a::y (hat's /-\rld~/ a~ld 

I) 'N;,='; hav~~ narr:E,'::: th:~, :'{l?lt \JP-tD-ci()INr: 'lE;:tl(:ili 

Sf:Gti()!~ th:: ": ~!:lt ;;idf:b~:r ,. C:evf:r, hib--::' 
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[-:UDEH1E!. ()V~~:"~(l:'V:: F)&rk. :r:dl&n&pDlis, Chl(:(~go 

Bristol, l.A, !\lYt~.:, P~l::ac:e:p:l:a ar:d like 



In the cob-wd,b"d memory banks of your Clips EditN 1;" a faded recollection of a 5-star 

Clips800kReview of VVolfe's "Charlolte Simons," but il seems not to have survived the Great 

Migration to our om:Hnonth~new Clips website, But vve did find a "preview" of a book review 

of Wolle's book (titled "I am [not] Charlotte Simmons"), It's a preview b,"cause I was only 

two-thirds of the way through the book 'Nhen I wrote it Click here for the preview, 

With no fUithN intro, hem's lhe review. 

~~ick Infante 

Clips Editor 

PS~VVe ere experitnenting with a {'right sidebar" extension to Clips eFleshes Please ret fne 

know if the right sidebar is not i/isible. It's supposed to have (top-to~boltom) a lacrosse 

ple.ver. a sot'tbalf pitcher. iSt basebalf outfielder and a go/ret: 

New book examines Duke lacrosse case, sexual assault at 
colleges 

By Gabriel BiIIJrflf/fWriner, 51, com, 5 .. 16, 14 

In the last six months, there have been charges of s,"xual assault against 
prominent athletes at Florida State, Michigan, Vanderbilt and now Oregon, Are you seeing 

lh," pattNn? i\nd thai's not even the full list. Even as the White Hous," addresses lhe 

crippling problem of sexual violence on campuses nationwide, college athletics is a'Nash 

with sexual a"sault "candal", Th" chargE"; k"ep reappearing, and "ach ca"e produce" 

delay,"d, cryptic responses from university administrations, leaving the public with no clarity 

or solutions, only cynici"m and outrage. 

1\11 01 this makes lh," release 01 William D. Cohan's book, Ttle Priw oISi!H!ce,' Sc<mdal, If,", 

Power of' the Etife arid the Corruption of Our Great Universities, even rnon~ t~rn0!y. Cohan 

documents the 2006 Duke lacl'Osse scandal, one or the most polarizing legal cases of the 

decade. 

Though it occurmd nearly a decade ago, the Duke scandal" with its swirl of hol .. button 

issue" HICh as sex, sports, money, das" and cover-up ~~ can "till ignite furious public 

debate,;, Cohan'" book rekindlE"; the topic with a meticulously w"earched v'fork that 

addresses a number of our nation's most troublesome and enduring sodetal issues. Of 

pmticulm intere"t to ,;PNts fam;: Th" fmgile and oft;,n uncomfortablE, syrnbio"is bdw""n 

college academics and alhletics, Publish,"d six years anN the conclusion 01 a cas," that 

gripped and divided the nation, The Price of Silence explores the toxic fallout and long .. term 

ramifications of the alleged mp" that took place at a Duke off .. carnpu" Pillty in Mmch 2006 

The purpolted victim in the case was Crystal Gail Mangum, a black woman studying at 

Horth Carolina Central University and working as an exotic dancer, Mangum daimed that 

do~niG:lps or ':~DIIB~l~~ f;pDrts U)~r1!;I~~:'"':~E!. thiS 

I"ight sideba: 1/\,'::: be C::J8 of maT;! 188vily

nYf?b&II;,:d SP·:::1:I()r:~; Df nv~ flE!'}\! C:ps that Car: bE! 

rr:ac:e B>:clus:vBlV t:lc:::rs. 



three Duke lacross," players, F{eade Seligman, Collin FirmNty and David Evans, had 

forcibly assaulted then raped her in the bathroom of the North Buchannan Street residence 

whew she and f"llow dancer Kim Roberts were hired to perform. FUither rai1;ing tem;ions 

was r,oberts and Mangum's daim that unidentified attende,"s at th," party baited them with 

racial im;ults (which were lat"r cNroborated by fellow att"nde",,). 

Once accusations surfac"d, damage control wa" "wift. Duke lacrosse coach Mike Pressler 

wa" di"mi"sed and the remainder of th" team'" promi"ing 200(0 "ea,;on was abruptly 

canc,"I,"d. Durham district altolfwy Mik" ~~ifong fed the media drcus by calling the bcross" 

team "hooligans" and memorably deciaring, "I am not going to allow Durham's vie'N in th" 

minds of th" world to b" a bunch of lacro,;se player" at Duk" raping a black girl from 

Durham." After a prolonged and cont"ntious m"dia fr"n2Y that lasted mor" than a yeaI'. all 

thre" play"r',; w"m declared innocent before th" ca"e ever went to trial. Nifong, whos" 

pursuit of the cas" helped him get el"ct"d as Durham's DI\ in '06, was disbarred for "thics 

violations. 

Spolier <liert; Iireader5 me looking for a fe"I"good sports tal", Cohan's book will disappoint. 

Ther" are no heroes or rooting interests, and no character is inspirational. Readable .... 

though often plodding .... this (oOD'pag'" tOln" docum,"nts one of the mom sNdid chapters in 

college sports history. No one emerges untainted, and m"mori"s of th" wreckage am still 

fmsh. Cohan',; work doesn't off"r' much new "videnc" and the book ha" b""n derided by 

many for its s,"eming vindication of Hifong and Magnum. Yel, to judg'" this book based on 

the guilt or innoc"nce of individuals is to miss the broader point. How did a single legal (and 

moml) cri"is manage to encompa"s 50 many deep .. "eat;,d "oci"tal divisiom; (radal animu", 

sexual assault, campus party cultur,,)'? Why was an athletic scandal at the center of th," 

controversy? Any college sport,; fan "hould examin" the ca,;e to further under"tand the 

t,"nuous wlationship between a university and its athletic d"partment. 

On" of th" violations that I"d to Nifong's di"mi"sal .... and the re,;ignatiom; of Durham poli@ 

oflic,"rs Ben Himan and Mmk Gottlieb·· was the lirwup of suspects Niginally shown to 

Mangum. Instead of pr"senting a random sampling of faces, Nifong showed Mangum 45 

photos of individuals compri"ing the entir" Duke lacro"s" team except fO!" its lone African .. 

American player. This type of shoddy, irresponsible police work is difficult to believ", but the 

"lineup" exemplifie" a more pertinent is"ue regarding th" perc"ption of college athletic". 

To judge this book based on the guilt 01' irmocenc," of individuals is to miss the broader 

point. How did a singl" legal (and moral) crisis manage to encompass so many deep .. seated 

sodetal divi"ion,,? VVhy wa" an athletic scandal at th" c"nter of the controversy? 

Duk" lacrosse was a monolithic unit .... a mostly white, mostly privileged group (which many 

professors and oppon,"nts used as ammunition against th," players when the allegations 

surfaced). While the group boasted e)(cellent graduation rates and routinely sent plaYNs to 

top "Nall Str"et firrm;, it also had the I"s""r di"tindion of racking up a "ignificant numb"r' of 

alcohol infractions on campus" 

Faculty hostility was further fueled by the lacros"" team's celebrity status on campus. While 

lacrosse is popular throughout Hw Northeast and Hw mid·/\tbntic, it remains a fring" sport 

nationally "teeped more in tradition than rnmkdability. Th" av"mg" Duk" lacros;;e player 

doesn't fit the public's p"rception of the prototypical coll'"ge athlet,", yet Duke's play,"rs 

enjoyed an elevated status on campus by cont"nding for national titles in a regionally 

popular ,pme. In order to field a champiom;hip .. caliber ro"ter with mom than 40 player", 

!...=<orne i:1cudernic conces!"':dons had to be rnade. 

Many rn"mb"rs of the faculty saw the lacro"se play"rs as a bONish, antHntellectual group 

who diluted the acadNnic campus culture and used their ne!'Norks and privilege to skat" 

into financially lucrative jobs. Duke bran(b it"elf a" an elite academic institution capablE, of 

maintaining top-flight sports programs, a position of prkk for many, but not for certain 

professors. 

That attitude h,"lp,"d spawn th," Group of 88, all Duke professors, who sign,"d a stinging 

op"n letter publicly implicating the players (many of the signatories would "ventually recant 

or att'"lllptto darify their reasoning for participating), Th," allegations cwated an 

opportunity to vocally protest th" inflation of university athletics, campus racial troubl"s and 

th" debauch"ry as"odated with pwty cultur". Th" focu" wasn't on th" thre" attacker", it 

was on Duke lacross,": Root out these white males who hire strippers for parti,"s, hurl radal 

epith"ts and routinely skip classes. It 'Nas a stark, vitriolic and s'Neeping indictment not only 



of the team but also of the ,"nlif() culture surrounding college alhletics, 

Their argument" w"r"n't (all) unfound"d. but a" Cohan "uggm;t", th" faculty chose the 

wrong case 10 preJudge, The Group of 88 Idter helped contribule to three phony 

indictm"nt" and a national media ma"l"trorn By latGhing onto Nifong's "hooligan" narrative. 

the group embarrass,"d the campus community. even as it conlronted legitimate questions 

plaguing the university. This could have b""n a noble pursuit had there been any shred of 

evidence. 

College athl"tics owes much of its enduring aura to its ability to mobilize large swaths of 

bns, wheth"r' students, faculty, alumni Of" community member". INe "re! Penn Slate! aoe/{ 

Chalk Jayhawk! Boomer! Sooner/It's a small but critical contributing factor in creating the 

robt",t market demand that fuels a multi~billion dollar indu"try. I..acros"" doesn't gen"rat" a 

large mmket share of eithN ,"nlhusbsm or revenue. but it is an integral pari 01 Duke's 

athletic identity. 

When scandal···· academic or criminal···· touches prominent athletic progmms. that sense 01 

university identity often splits into warring factions. Recent history tells us that athletics may 

nol win ,"very time, but th,"y are a formidable opponent. The Perm StatelJerry Sandusky 

scandal revealed that Jo" Paterno wielded substantially mor" power and public influence 

than the unill"rsity preskknl. 1\i10st rec"ntly. Th" ~J"w YOf"k Times published a "tinging 

expos,~ of Florida Slate's t'"pid inv,"stigalion 01 the rape allegations against Heisnmn 

Trophy~winning quarterback Jameis V'iinston. Cohan argues that Duke basketball coach 

Mike Krzyzewski. not Richard Brodh"ad, is th" de facto "pl"<>sident" of Duke. 

Academic fmud and smr.ual assault problems, hi"hlighted recently by the i"suing of a INhit" 

House task force, am not limiled to coll'"ge athletic dq)artmenls. But when scandal slrikes. 

college athletics become a convenient scapegoat because of the money involved, The 

Winston case pr'ov"d that a footbalkraz"d town can intimidat;, a polic" department into 

inaction. The Group or 88 and the initial public response 10 the case proved that knee·-jNk 

reactions are just as damaging, 

By scrupulously detailing this sordid story (often to the book's detriment), Cohan focuses on 

th" cas" and addw"s"" broader que"tiom, about its implicatiom;. Um,avory a" the fael" 

are. The Prk,," of Silence reminds us thai the relationship between th," univNsity and 

athletics goes beyond big television contracts. payment of players and academic standards. 

It que"tiom, how. and if, the lwo can properly coexi"t 

This book r~~vjew tIes been repnntea on Clips j/jdth ttIe pr:.?rtrnssion or Sf. corn 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College Athletics Clips <nick=ccollegeathleticsclips.com@maiI76.a1l71.mcdlv.net> 

Sunday, May 18,201411:29 PM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 5-19-14 

x 

Dear Vince·· 

Greetings Irom th," Clips MassachusettsShip. Hope you am w,"IL 

The Clips lraveling show is currently lounging allh0 Boston N"vvton f'Jiarriolt, hard by th" 

historic Charies Fliver. This is whem the InfaFam has b,","n encamp"d lor to morwV'is 

Boston Colieg" graduation, Matt-the young0st of th" fa mi IY-'Nil I b0com" our lat"st 

collE,,,e "rad. Coo"ral,; lIi1atl. 

1,~0anvvhil" .. iust b0cau,;e football and bask"tball have 00ded doesn't m"anlhat thew's 

dormancy lor college sports. Au GOrltrair". dear r0adms, thNe has been plenty of 

r010vant col10ge sports news. Se0 the plentiful and diverse postings below. 

As a mmindeL all subscrib"rs will rwed a password to view postings on the Clips w,"bsit,". 

To s"lect a n"'N pass'Nord click Iwr" and follow th0 step-by-st"p instructions. Pleas" I"t 

nw know if you half" any troubl". 

Have a ".:,od Monday. Have a good vveek. 

Nick Infant," 

Clips Editor 

908.879.9978 

~ Coach K stili the highest paid college coach? Even though his total 
compensation is 40% less than last year, Duke's Mike Krzyzewski is still the highest paid college 
coach. 

1"4B!f)~1.'1![om Clips Book F~eview: "The Price of Silence" (Duke 
lacrosse scandal) It was just eight years ago that Duke University became ground 
zero for several sensational story lines simultaneously. 

~ Bob Bowlsby's pay is north of a million dollars If you pay a commissioner a 
million dollars, then he'll really work hard for you .. 

~ How At·· Risk Teams Fared in the /-\PR Here are power conference [aka "High Five"] 
football and basketball teams in danger of suffering APR penalties or postseason ineligibility based on 
past scores 

®!loltl*'-lB1l.\1\1l The Evolving Legal Landscape of College f\thletics Clips Eyewitness 
Repmt The future structure of the NCAA was a huge topic at the Sports Lawyers Association (SLA) 
Conference in Chicago this past weekend.,"· 

~ USC"s Pat Haden: top .. paid f\O'? Federal tax returns show that Haden received 
about $2.4 million during the 2012 calendar year. ".,,, '.' 

fi,IjJfi!!;gq;,~m*1 Should NCAA alter title game requirements? Look at the rule's origin 

The origin of the rule that allows some leagues, like the SEC, to stage exempt title games is 
surprising. :'" .' 

Mllili'l!j!!itJ3I!l:1ij!!ol:!lIil A widening South-North gap in big-time college football? In 



the past six NFL drafts there have been zero Top-10 draft picks for Big Ten and 23 for the SEC 

!®lloIW®!!® Wins beget dollars, especially at private schools Which type of 
university-public or private-benefits most from athletic success? ." 

~ Celebrating Graduates In words and pictures, here are some of the 
NCAA student-athletes who are receiving degrees this year.:·:···· . 

oo:r<j!!i>ltr§! Basketball Attendance Planning There are many factors that go into 
the scheduling of basketball games. Here are some of the more interesting ones."" ,. 

f:la~"imt4J[oJU Petrino back at Louisville to build on foundation he set Just two years 
removed from a "sordid affair." the coach has become a poster child for reinvention 

m;o],I<l::tA.1W'1!! Looking for a job? Mind your spelling, and your Facebook page 
Clips Guest Commentary With May and June graduation months looming, here's some important job
seeking advice for today's job seekers. " .. ' 

{«"l!M'!ffi1rol!M Potential NCll}'\ concussion settlement moves closer to reality A 
settlement might "provide a medical monitoring program to all current and former student-athletes." 

~{I@!.l'P'!!@ APf~ scores show vvidening gap The difference in resources is becoming more 
and more obvious. r' 

'!Ill' !,,4OJ!!1!!,¥! Schematic Designs For Iowa State's South End Zone 
~l1l""flii Project f~eleased The final approval is scheduled for June 5 for the $60 million project 

. !i['l;l~"!'l!'J'! Ed O'Bannon: The face of landmark legal battle against the 
NCAA The June 9 trial date draws near. and it looks like neither side will back down 
before then 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College Athletics Clips <nicrcollegeathle1icsclips.com@maiI7.atllll.rsgsv.ne~~ 

Sunday, May 25,20148:41 PM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 5-26-14 

x 

Dear Vince·· 

Greetings from th," Clips 3DayWeekendShip. Hope you ille well. 

The conv"I',;ion from the old Clip,; to the nmN Clips is ()nterin" th" final slaw,;". Thank" 

for your pati()nc". 

PASSWORDS: 

Unfortunately w() were not abl" to move your pa"sword from the old w()b"it() to the n"w 

website. Th"refom, w" need you to sd up il flew password. Please click b.,;>r\!. I' Of detailed 

instructions on how to do 50. L()t m() know if you hav" any trouble. 

SUBSCRIPTION RENEWAL PAYMENTS: Our onlin" paym"nt syst"m is not working 

correctly, but w() can always accept credit card payments by phol1e; or paymenl can 

b," made by check. 

SUBSCRIPTION RENEWAL REMINDERS: 

If you are a solo subsclibel and your subscription expif0d afler March ·Ist. then you 

hav" probably not f0ceiv"d th" usual s"ri"s of automat()d subscription ren()wal 

re mind " I',; Don't worry, 'Ne 'Nill not "nd anyon,,'s "ub,;criptiol1. W() will f0ilch out 

individually to solo subscrib"rs to learn wheth0l" th"y would like to mn()w or not. 

If you am the purchaser 01 a glOup subscliption you .tm~{';> been receivin" subscription 

r"n()wal mmind()r5 like always. You can pay by cr"dit card by phone. or by ch"clc 

Have a "ood Monday. Hav() a good 4-day work w""k. 

Nick Infank 

Clips Editor 

908.8ig.e9i8 

_ The playoff is not all about progress Clips Guest Commentary Our guest writer 
proposes a reality check on the be-all fix-all College Football Playoff. 

!o);}.\'!:l!omol!!j.1jil! l"laves, Nots, VVannabes and Coulda Beens Clips eFlash Big versus 
Small is nothing new. Dinosaurs were doing it, cavemen were doing it and now we're doing it 



[(oJlli"!il"!![8i::W A New Numero Uno? The Pac-12 rose to the top conference in revenues, 
besting both the Big Ten and the SEC 

~ Notre Dame's Brian I<elly made $1.5 million in 2012 Former Coach 
Charlie Weis was paid nearly $2.1 million (part of an ongoing separation agreement) 

~ Is It Time to [<ill College Sports? Clips Guest Commentary Our guest author 
says-among other things-that 'the culprit to college mission creep is television money" 

rotoWi!¥!#I:mii1::W Key discussions highlight Sun Belt meetings Sometimes no 
change is good (like no change in membership).· 

IOMlofl.'j!.@*ll*il::W t31 G numbers: The price of home games Big Ten 
schools paid $42 million for football guarantee games last year. , .. 

~ NCAA Grants Fill Resource Gap The supplemental support fund is now combined 
with the accelerating academic success program, which has allocated more than $4.3 million to 
schools with limited resources ...... 

!i!@i!@I!I!® The Philadelphia Eagles' Personnel Strategy: Targeting College 
Gmds Six of the seven players the team drafted this year are on track to graduate 

!Mo!.tI3M'iI*' What if College Football Had a Champions League? The best of the rest 
are better than the worst of the best. 

........ rmr.,OI'nn¥l t3loomberg: t3est Graduation Rates From Bloombergs Best-and-

"... Worst comes a cool chart of the ranking of graduation rates for total student population. 

~ New lawsuit takes aim at cost-of-living stipend in college SPOtts Nick 
Kindler, a former West Virginia football player, is the most recent player to bring suit to the "High Five" 
conferences. 

~ A Dishonest Rewrite of the Duke Lacrosse Case Clips BooK 
Review On an author's publicity tour. he's even more explicit in trying to taint the students 
who were falsely accused 

~ Pac-'12 Presidents call for sweeping reforms Pac-12 presidents outlined a 
1 O-point plan for reform that includes many proposals put forward for several years, including a stipend 
for athletes. The letter was sent last week to the "other" (aka "HighFive" in ClipsSpeak) 53 university 
presidents 

!;!'V'i!.""Ito)@ t31 G numbers: I=<evenues and expenses ESPN has taken a look at the most 
recent database of revenues and expenses in college sports, and the Big Ten is the first up in a four
part series ... 

~ New ClipsGraphic D1 Women's Basketball Coach Fires/Hires The 
annual ebb and flow of WBK coach "transitioning" has affected 27 schools. So far. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

The Clips ConventionS hip <nick='collegeathleticsclips,com@maiI8,atllll,rsgsv,net> 

Sunday, June 8, 2014 10:24 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc,edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 6-9-14 

x 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the MarriottWorldCenter in Orlando, Tomorrow begins the HACDi\ convention, 

II!kanv'Ihil", 011 the other end of the country-in ()akland-tomorrov'I i" al,;o the st;,nt of the 

OBannon If. HCI\i\ trial. 

Here are some snap5hots of variou5 and "ul1dry pa5s0rsby ill th0 MlJlIC (Marriott \!IINld Cel1ter) 

lobbry_, ____________________________________________________________ -. 

x 

And in Oakland, , 



Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

r~ 10k Infa I1t" 

Clips Editor 

908.879.9978 

!'l'!olE:!?iIMuom Closing the book on the Ohio State tattoo scandal? A 9,606-word, 7-part 
series concludes that most parties involved have come through it okay, except maybe the football 
players and the NCAA itself. r .. · .' 

~ Ed CYElannon v. the NCAA A complete analysis before the trial Clips Guest 
Commentary The court case that could (ultimately) kill college amateurism finally starts on Monday, 
after five years of jockeying, jostling and umpteen many summary judgments denied. ," .. 

~ Separating truth from myth before the Ed O'Bannon v. the NCAA trial Clips Guest 
Commentary Herewith is a list of myths/realities about the O'Bannon trial, including a hilarious video spoofing the 
trial strategies of both sides. r, 

~ Timeline: Ed O'Bannon VS. NCAA It has been almost five years since the law firm Hausfeld 
LLC sued the NCAA, EA and CLC on behalf of Ed OBannon over use of former players' images in video games, 
photographs, apparel and other material. Here's how we got from then to now 

!!"",lo13®;Uii! Paying The Price at Michigan Clips Guest Commentary A best-selling author (and 
Michigan grad) serves up some strong comments about the leadership of the Michigan athletics department. ." 

!miiI If football, men's basketball players get paid, what about women? Since there is no case 
law yet, no one knows how Title IX might work for female athletes .. 

~ Colleges alter jersey sales policy Worried about the ramifications of selling the numbers tied to 
stars, several schools will stop selling jerseys associated with with star players. " .. , 

11t;,~lili{"i® What the NCAA Should Do About College Basketball Transfers In a 3-part 
series looking at the transfers issue, part one deducts that there is really an epidemic, part two, why the high rates 
(the NBA?), and part three, what the NCAA should do. ,". 



1j;!E:!I!i!'!jjOl,J'I USC AD addresses hot-button topics in college sports At this month's 
State of Troy announcement, USC AD Pat Haden spoke about hot-bullon topics in college sports, 
including the O'Bannon lawsuit against the NCAA over player likenesses 

iill Why Colleges Are on the Hook for Sexual Assault The Title IX law is now being 
interpreted to require colleges to investigate and resolve students' rape reports, determining 
responsibility for assault and, if so, the punishment 

~ Big Ten Experience Set to Open at Conference HQ on June l The 
interactive digital museum brings the conference's storied history to life and places it at fans' fingertips, 

M'·!!'oJ,!,l'f State presidents sound off on Pac-12's plan for future of NCAA athletics 
UW's Michael Young, WSU's Elson Floyd talk about the proposed 10-point plan by the Pac-12 as part of a wider 
push by the Big Five NCAA conference on how to govern the future of college athletics, ' 

Wol""i@r.W!'l U~~C Still Holds the Cards in Acadernic Fraud Scandal A finding of academic 
misconduct is entirely based on the policies and procedures of the schooL 

!@i'!OI!!;WIIi; On Eve of Legal Battle, Leadership Questions Loom Over NCAA 
Clips Guest Commentary Critics say Mark Emmert's tendency toward self-promotion has worked 
against him in college sports, where many people are accustomed to pulling the team ahead of the 

individual. " 

kWalilWlil;§ How to improve football recruiting Two recruiting experts give their 10 suggestions on how 
the NCAA could improve the football recruiting process for coaches and players alike, '" 

,~ ~ SEC Network's SEC Nation Roster Adds Finebaurn and Spears The 
lineup for the SEC Network's 2-hour (10 - noon ET) Saturday morning college football show SEC Nation 

has been announced. :" .. 

!il@t<llill!t!jI The Courting of Marvin Clark Clips Eyewitness Report Our guest author got out there and 
observed the realities of today's recruiting, and it makes for very compelling reading 

Wnol!'o'""iI Why giant-slaying upsets in NCAA's baseball and basketball tourneys could 
be in danger If "autonomy" is not sufficiently autonomous (read: 67% or more override), the the nuclear option 
could kick in, And Cinderellas would not get into the ball 

!OI!'lW'ol!I!'I Is recent talk of Division IV sabre rattling or a cold sober warning? 
ClipsConglomeration The Clips Truth Squad has picked through several reports from last week's SEC spring 
meetings to figure out what's what 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

The Clips Conventionship <nick~col1egeathleticsclips.com@mai1206.at121.rsgsv.net> 

Tuesday_ June 10,20144:11 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Mid-Week Update 6-10-14 

x 

Dear Vince-

Greetings from the Clips CommntionShip. Hope you are well. 

Below aw surnmarim; and reprint" of the late"t bu"irH,s" goin»,,-on in the wOI"ld of college SPOlt", 

with several of them havin» to do with the O'Barmon trial in Oakland. 

Po "ted below on thi" email are "elected photos taken on f'.!Ionda" and Ttw"day at the NACDA 

convention here at the World Center Marriott in Orlando. [note: there are two sets, and upper and a 

{ower] 

That's it for now; I'll try and send out another update on Wednesday or Thursday. 

f~ick Infante 

Clips Editor 

908.879.9978 

upper photos; 

x 



NEW POSTiNGS: 

~ How Sonny Vaccaro accidentally created the Ed 
O'Bannon case Here's a recap of the man-behind-the-curtain's 

involvement in the EOB case 

~ Ed O'Bannon VS, i\jCAA A cheat sheet fm college sports 
on trial Here's a great A-to-Z on O'Bannon v, The NCAA ,,', 

~ Taking the head coaching plunge Every offseason coordinators 
and mid-major head coaches decide whether to remain at the school where they've been 
successful or take a head-coaching position, even if it might not be most ideal situation, 

~ The Mack Brown ripple effect Here's a great graphic of how one 
coach's retirement set off a nationwide chain reaction, ,,',' 

!§lj i\jCA/-\ maches $20 million settlement with players in video 
game suit The settlement means some current college athletes will likely receive 
money from the fund, and it brings the total sum in video-game settlement money to $60 
million, 



~ Once Upon a Time There Was Reasoned College Sports 
f~eform Clips Guest Commentary "I believe that in the not-distant future some bright 
lawyer and aggrieved player will figure out howto raise in a court of law the question 
whether [the NCAA's principle of amateurism] also protects the student-athlete from 
exploitation by universities and the NCAA" [William Gerberding] 

®!lol!®Ol®!!!M Bowl changes announced Tostitos is out of the 
Fiesta Bowl, Discover is out of Orange Bowl (replaced by competitor Capital 
One). :, .... 

~ Wright Waters comments on this year's bowls Football Bowl 
Association's executive director says the impact of football playoffs on the other bowls is a 
mystery at this point. ,." .. 

liI'i"J§1j!"lfffll Closing the book on the Ohio State tattoo 
scandal? A 9,606-word, 7-part series concludes that most parties involved 

have come through it okay, except maybe the football players and the NCAA 
itself. ,'" .' 

!mli!i Ed OBannon v. the r\lCAA A complete analysis before 
the trial Clips Guest Commentary The court case that could (ultimately) kill 
college amateurism finally starts on Monday, after five years of jockeying, 
jostling and umpteen many summary judgments denied. 

!!mlJ Separating twth from myth befme the Ed O'Bannon v. the 
NCAA trial Clips Guest Commentary Herewith is a list of myths/realities about the 
O'Bannon trial, including a hilarious video spoofing the trial strategies of both sides .. 

~ Timeline: Ed O'Bannon \IS. i\lCAA It has been almost five years 
since the law firm Hausfeld LLC sued the NCAA EA and CLC on behalf of Ed O'Ban non 
over use of former players' images in video games, photographs, apparel and other 
material. Here's how we got from then to now. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

The Clips ConventionShip <nick='collegeathleticsclips.com@maiI205.atI61.mcsv.net> 

Thursday. June 12,201410:40 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Mid-Week Update 6-12-14 

x 

Dear Vince·· 

Greetings horn the COl"1ventionShip. 

I am tapping this av'/ay furiously in Nder to ,,01 it out and make the 1 :20 to EWR. 

Plenty has been covered here at the NACDA convention; refer to the NACDA website for 

detail". There are sev"l"al thumbnails of conv"l1tion attendees on the right corner of the 

Clips w"bsite. /Iio, I did not inciude the photos taken at the Lobby Bar. 

Meanwhile, they am "oil"1g at it .... ·ilpparel"1l1y like a blood sport .. · .. at th," C)'aannon trial and 

there am several article" on that below. 

Here's another reminder that there is a Clips website behind all 
this, Click here to access the Clips website 

You will need a password to get into the website, Click b~r~ for 
instructions on how to get a password, 

Tha!'" it; haVE, a good Thursday. Have a "ood w()ekend 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

908.879.9978 

News on the Clips website 

~ The people who make up the 0' Bannon trial ClipsPix 

Feature Who's who, 'Nhat they do, and what they look like .. 

~ O'Bannon vs. NCAA, Day 2 Clips Eyewitness Report 

Economic mr.pert spars with NCAA 

ti.Wj"moj,I,'1 With the college sports model in flux, ADs forced to wait 
On() of the pmvailing questions at the Hi\CDI\ convention hilS been what 

e)(actly "autonomy" will mean. 

~ O'Bannon v. NC,I\A, day t\,IIO Clips Eyewitness 

Report Economi"t Rog"r Noll fidd" questions ilbout compditive balill1c" .. 

. illl day' •• 

m ~ O'Bannon economist may be MVP Profm;sor mak"" 

/.;;:. D. point after point during second day of O'Bannon trial 

. . tm;timony .• ··.,···· . 



!>l$l.1!®!1!'!l3IiI Big '12 ADs happy with setup Expansion is not a 

priority for th," Big 12. ESPN interview with Ij\NU AD Oliver Luck 

dE,,;cribes a whah:ould-hav,>been 

~ How Sonny Vaccaro accidentally created the Ed 
C)'Bannon case Her,;s a reGap of the man-b"hind-thEH:tlftain's 

involvement in th" EOS Gase .. 

~ Ed O'Bannon VS. NCAA: A cheat sheet for college sports 
on trial Here's a great A-to-Z on 0'8annon v. The NCAA. , •. 

~ Taking the head coaching plunge Every offseason 

coordinators and mid·major h,"ad coach,"s decide whether to remain at th," 

school where they've b""11 "ucc"s"ful N take a head-coaching pm;ition, eV"11 

if it might not be most ideal situation. 

~ The Mack Brown ripple effect H"re's a great graphiG of how 

on" coach's r"tirem"nt "d off a nationwide chain reaGtion .•.. 

!!t'.iWj NCAA reaches $20 million settlement with players in video 
game suit Th" s"ttlenwnt nwan" some Gurr"nt coll"g" athld"" will IiImly 

receiv" money from th," fund, and it brings the total sum in video·game 

settl"rnent rnon"y to $60 million .. , ... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

The MotherShip <nick~collegeathleticsclips.com@mai1l3.atllll.rsgsv.ne~~ 

Monday, June 16.2014 1:37 PM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 6-16-14 

x 

Dear Vince·· 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you am well. 

For those of you who were paying attention la"t we()k. th"re 'Nas so much content 

available (O'Bannon trial, N)\Cl/)\ commntkm. dc.) thal we issued three updates. This 

'Neek--I think?--w() will b" back down to one. 

IN() signed up a lot of new subscribers last week (about <15 in total). from UWA, USC and 

Holy C:ro"s. Wdcome aboard. Thi" i" a typical Weekly Update that you will t,,;ually 

f()ceive ,"ally (1·3 I\M ET) Monday rnomings. Sorry, this one's a liltle late. 

A remindN for our <15 brand new "ubscrib"I'" and for the doz()n" who have come aboard 

in the past couple months: 

l.tJ.n~ i.!>. ,! gJj'p'~. W.~.R.~.i.t.~ t~~hi.mj. ;;l.lJ. thi.!> .. You will n,"ed a password to get into the 

'Nebsite. Click her() for st()p-by-st()p instructions on how to set up a pa"sword. If anyone 

hm; troublE, with their pas;;word plem;e contact me. 

Nick Infant," 

Clips Editor 

908.879.9978 

News 

~ Amateurism Goes on Trial, and Sonny Vaccaro Is 
Still on the Case For a roan who 'Nas "just doing busines;;" (and 

bmaking no law), the O'Bannon trial i" bringing "'Neetnes" and 

satisfaction .. ' 

!!j!'l41!!iit'$!'ol!M Delany NCAA enforcement 'overmatched', 'need to 
scrub it' Think real, liv() detectives, snoops, git-er-done gumsho()s . 

!!@ol*M:@ The path to the athletic director's office Revenu() 

generation is only one of smmmi paths fOI" successful i\l/s .. " 

~ SBJ surveys D1 ADs Sports Business Journal parlnNed with 

NACDA to survey D1 ADs on a variety of is"ues. We chNry-picked the best. 

~ 
roJ:!3*J!i§'IOI!!i!fl How they do college cheerleading in 
Japan Baseball cheerleaders at the University of Tokyo have stuck 

'Nlth their team throughout a 76-game 10,,1119 "tmak [Thl" IS not a 

goof article]. , .... 



~ In women's hoops, why is the number offemale coaches 
dwindling? Moslly this trend has been an unintend,"d consequence of Tille 

IX, bullh"re are olh,,!" factor" a" wdl 

, ~ A quick A-B-C on ACLs AAP Report says 15· to 20· 

yem old f"male" are al highest ACl. risk .':-" . 

~ Cutting sports to help the other sports? A mini ca"e "tudy 

sholNs that F{utgers has been able to spend more·····and hmm greater 

success-with remaining teams, after having made cuts in 2008 ... 

~ Why can't a majm college football player actually major in 
football? What does a college football player have on his mind most 01 th," 

lim,,? Foolball. r,. v" 

~ Tile people who make up the 0' Bannon trial ClipsPix 

Feature Who'" who, what they do. and whallh"y look lik" .. ,:,.,. 

~ O'Bannon VS. NCtv\, Day 2 Clips Eyewitness Report 

Economic exp,"r! spars with NCAA 

Wl'om.'W4 With the college sports model in flux, ADs forced to wait 
On" of the prevailing questions at the r~ACDA convention has been '''-'hat 

"xactly "autonomy" v,ill mean .. " .. 

~ O'Bannon v. ~~CAA, day lwo Clips Eyewitness 

Report [conomist Hoger Noll fi,"lds questions about competitive balance . 

. all day'" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

The Clips LitigationShip <nick='collegeathleticsclips.com@maiI9.atllll.rsgsv.net> 

Wednesday, June 18,20143:15 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: Ovemight news from the OBannon trial 

x 

Dear Vince· 

Your Clips Editor's sleeping routine has been altered for the past ten days, and some of that is to the 

b"ndit of Clips subscribers who like cornpmi1em;ive and up~to~lhe~l11ir1l.1t" cOl/mag" of lhe OBannon 

trial in California. thre," time zones distant from the MotherShip. 

Unable to sleep. I wandemd down to th," Clips "asy chair and fired up Hw Macaook. This was almost 

two hours ago-at I :30arn ET-and the slick and steadfast writers from ESPN. Sl.eom, caSSports. 

the N"w York Tim"5 had all fil"d thdr stori"5 (at 1 ()~ 11 pm F..T) of v'Ihat ,;ounded like a rousing and 

semi .. contentioLis Day 7 of Hw 0'8annon trial. 



alticl,"s, so once you mad this (at lam? 8am? 80m? E T) you will be as up to dot," as anyone, 

On" of the v'Iitm,,,s,,,, (for the r~CAA) on Tuesday was C:hris Plonsky, and it ,;ounds a,; though sh" wa" 

picked apart on cmss examination by plaintiff's (players') attomeys, 

In a ,July 2009 e·mail Plonsky said 01 th," C)'aannon suit: "j vim'li thes", cases ,IS being !tle few/! of the 

entitierl1ellt attitude we've created ill our relienue .sports, VVe now have threatening (.student-athlete.s) 

- mal1Y of whom based on the grad rate.s of the 80s and 90s sacked a whole lot off the athletics pipe 

... and now t1/ant to buckle thr:~ sysietn and thr:? knees at the r:~xpensr:? of' today'srl student··athletes. " 

Ouch, If you are testifying on behalf of the NCAA the very touchy word "entitlement" is not a good 

thing to have to ddend 

Nick Infant" 

Clips Editor 

NCAA's perfect pian fails 

VVHness testirnonv backfires as sl7e ls hit with itet'n }\lC.;;1A didn't 'y'l/&ntjudge to hefJr 

By Lester Munson, ESPN.cOlll, 6- "/7-14, 9:30pm ET 

OAKLAND, Calif ... Th" NCfoA's plan for Tuesday in the Ed O'aannon trial was to giv" Judge Claudia 

\Nilken a detailed look at an ideal combination of athletics and academic" atth" Univ"rsity of T"xa". 

The plan also included finishing an aggmsshm attack on the play,"rs' expert witness, who said college 

football and men's basketball wer" no longer amateur sports and had b"come prof"ssional. 

It was a perfectly good plan. Had it worked, it could hav," provided powerful support for the NCAA's 

claim,; that a ban on play"r pay h"lps int"grate athl"t"" into th" acad"mic community and that it 

maintains the organization's ideal of amat,"urism. 

But a,; Christine F'lonsky. th" women's director of athl"tics at T"xm;. de,;cribed in the lofti"st of term,; 

how T,"xas connects its "student· athletes" to the values of higher education, she op,"ned the door to a 

cross examination on her work on NCAA commiU"es that considered the id"a of allowing payments to 

player,; a,; a realistic possibility. 

Paying player" is not something the NCAA want,; to r"co"niz" at any I"vel of po"sibility. much I"ss "d 

the word out that it aclually had been considNed by top NCAA leaders in a task force that existed lor 

four years. The organization has b""n trying to say that payin" players is unthinkabl,,; after Tu"sday, 

the judg" now knov'IS NCAA lea(krs had actually b""n thinking about that very thing. 

In articulat" and occasionally inspiring terms, Plonsky start"d off well by d"scribing the mission of th" 

T,"xas sports program as "transforming Ihms for the b,"nefit of society." As a member of a department 

with a budget of $165 million, the largest in all of college sports, she told Wilken that "th" essence of 

our work is to work with other peopl"'s childwn. They halle .iust made the bi9W,,,t deci"ion of thEdr 

lives ... whem to go to coll'"ge .... and w," have a big responsibility." 

The "stud"nt-athl"te" at T"xa". said Plonsk:,. is introduc"d to the school's commitm"nt to education 

as soon as he Of she arrives on carnpus. ~!l;(;adefnics is vI/here thl~ conversation b0gk1S,~! she tesWied. 

"Education is life long. and sport,; are four years." 

The school ernphasizes "learning, experi"nc" and maturity" in the support services that it offers to its 

athlde,;, Plom;ky said, adding that former coach Dal'fEdl Royal wm; the fir,;t coll"ge football coach to 

hire an academic adviser lor his players, 

Th" Texas AD conduded her tribute to her school's pl'Ogram with her f"m that paying the players 

would hav" a "terribl" impact" on th" integration of the athl"tes into academics, explaining that it 

would b" "incredibly separatist." 

"If all of a sudden ther" was a subset amon" the stud"nt-athletes, it would be totally differ"nt from 

what we have today," sh" said. "\iV" would not fundion in the manner that w" do today." 



She was not sure that Texas leaders would accept the idea of payments to players but did not offer 

any forecast of any specific action adminislrators might tak"L 

Her dm;cription of th" vigNot"; academic life of a T,nm; athlet" was just what th" NCAA legal team 

wanled to hear. The lawyers am trying to convince Wilken lhat even though lhe NCAA's limib on 

player pay could be viewed as price fixing and therefore a violation of antitrust laws, it is justified by 

the bendit of int;,gmting athlet"s into campu" academic iiI'". 

But th"n players' attorney Bill Isaacson b"gan his cross examination and confronted Plonsky v<fith a 

string of emails about a task force that. with her participation, studied the idea of paying alhletes for 

commercial use of their names, images and likeness: Exactly what Ed O'Bannon and the other players 

s"ek in their bV<fsuit. The task force made a series of proposals that moved slowly in the dimction of 

paying players, but the legislation died. 

At one point Tuesday. Isaacson managed to put up on the cOUitroom's scre"ns an email from the 

disgraced former president of Penn State, Graham Spanier, in which Spanier said he simply "did not 

want to see any mention of payment." 

Isaacson also made it clear to the judge that the Te)(as athletic department, ',,-,ith its budget of $165 

million. offers only 20 sports involving a total of only 500 athldes. VVilken, who s"ems fa,;;;inat"d by 

the amounls and the mmmmenis of money in college sports, is likely to notice these numbers indicate 

a large commercial and professional enterprise. It is, again. something the NCAA would prefer to 

leave unmentioned. 

Even before Plonsky began testifying Tuesday. NCAA attorney Luis I.i drew the judge's wrath with his 

persistenl and patronizing questions of Ellen Staurowsky, a professor al Drexel Universily who has 

done scholarly studies of the r~CAA for 22 years. Any progress he made in his attack on Staurowsk/s 

qualifications and "xpertise was Ie,,;t as th" jud"e tV'lice or<kred l.i to tNminate lines of questioning. 

Th" professor had exp"rienced some difficulty in earlier qtlE,,;tiom; fl"Om plaYNs' attorn"y Seth 

Flosenthal. I\t one point, she was embal"fassed in responding to a simple question from Rosenlhal 

when she could not recall something about her research and said "my neurons are not firin"." 

At least three times, Li told Staurowsky .... as she hesitated in answ"ring one of his qu"stions .... "I am 

not trying to trick you" or "it is not a trick question." When Li said he was not trying to trick her. the 

obvious implication was that he had th" capadty to do just that. H" was tEdlin" a scholar that h" was 

the smarter one of the two. It was not a good thing to do with a witness whose first name is Ellen in a 

b"nch trial before a jud"" whose fir"t nam" i" Claudia 

He also attacked Staurowsky's research with mildly sarcastic questions about her reliance on USA 

Today studies and nm,y" article" fl"Om ESPN.com and Yahoo! 

When Li flashed a video clip of the deposition of Damian Rhodes, one of the players in the O'Bannon 

group. a dearly unhappy \j\jilken interrupled to say, "Do not do that again. Don'l show me video 01 

depositions." 

l.i did accomplish "om" impNtant things in the crm;s "xamination. He put together some surveys and 

polls to show that student·athletes may spend more time studying and attending class lhan other 

students, a fact that could become a major factor in the NCAA's contention that amateurism keeps 

athletes integrated into the academics of th" "chool. 

But his attack on Staurowsky may have backfired. Wilken is not prone to drama, but her reaction to Li 

was h"I' most dramatic outburst in the seven day" of the trial 

Th"m is little doubt that th" NCAA lawyers work"d Ion" and hard on their plan for Tue"day. They 

located. in the millions 01 documents exchanged in the pre··lrial process, exactly whatlhey n""ded lor 

their questions to Plonsl<y and Staurowsky. But there is also little doubt that the execution of their 

pbns fEdl short of thEdr hopes and mr.pectations. 



Lester fltJunson I.Nriies for E8Pp·.J, corn This article has been reprintea on Clip$. j/j/ith the pr:~rrfiis$.ion of 

ESPNcotn. To access the ESPN.com website click here 

Mike Siive, Jim Delany make case for 'coiiegiate model' 
whiie it goes on trial 

By Dennis Dodd, CBSSpolis. 6-17-14, 8:42pm ET 

DANA POINT, C,aliL .. Outside, the collegiate world roiled and raged. Inside a luxury resorl set high 

on Southern California cliffs, arguably the two most pO'Nerful men in college sports approached a 

couple of reporters. 

"Do you need anything from us?" SEC commissioner Mike Slive said. 

Well, sure, of courS,L Any opportunity to speak to Slive and Big Ten commissioner Jim Delany is 

weicom", espedally nov'!. The,;e days, they aw th" LE,nnon and f'JlcCartn"y of their profe5sion For 

about 20 minutes Tuesday, the pair rifled off ,"ach oth,"r on the issues of the day. 

The modd th"y are doggedly def"nding is under fire north of hem in an Oakland courtroom 

Meanwhile, in a quiet Fliiz--Carlton hallway, it was obvious thos," combined 65 y,"als of colleg'" 

administrative e)(perienc" ar" going to count for som"thing. 

They ar" not giving up easily 'Nhat has com" to b" known as th" "coll"giate model." One (Slive. 73) is 

a first-generation college graduate. The other (Delany. 66) is a ,,,,,;ond-g,,neration coll"ge grad who 

was nwm than happy with a scholarship that accounted lor his $213 Norlh Carolina tuition. 

"I believe that colle"e athldic5 is revered and pc)sitive, an Am"rican institution." Delany said. 

"Part of our D~JA a5 a culture," Slive added. 

At the end of a three-hour meeting with their 30 other Division I peers here at the Collegiate 

Commis"ioner" As,;odation meeting. th" pair mack thdr caSE> 

The athlete-student ~- it's OK saying that -~ has to be protected. What was once believed a costly 

compditive advantage -- filet mignon attminin" tabl", a four-figurE> stipend -- i" bE>in" considewd 

well~being for that athlete-student 

"Whal has really changed?" Delany asked 01 thai precious collegiate model. 

"15 it the fact that coach"s me more 5ucces"ful? Did that change the rE>lationship between the athlete 

and th," school? 

"When I played [lor D,"an Smith at ~~orth Carolina] 40 years ago every game was sold out every game 

was on statewide TV. I was well known on my campus. I had an image and likeness. I was just another 

W1Y at the timE> but I 'Nas wcognized." 

And that was enough. Times. technology -~ and their jobs -- have chan"ed. Slive and Delany oversee 

athletic enterpri5es that produced a combined $630 million in r"venue in fiscal 2013. 

Th"y want to preserve much of th" "tatus quo while improving conditions for the athlet<,. If that price,; 

SOI11<" lower .. msource schools out or lhe cosl--of·atl,"ndanc," game, what has mally changed? Bowling 

Green doesn't have much of a chance against Ohio State on any given Saturday. 

They wanl change to come from within. Voting autonomy and rdorm will be conlrolled by the 

stakeholders. 

The courts -- it seems by now -- will have their say. While O'Bannon plays itself out, there is real 

conCE>rI1 amon" th" Big Five commis,;ion"rs about othE>r anti-trust lawsuits, particularly from powerful 

anti .. trusl altorney Jeffrey f<essler. 



anyon," consider them professionalized? 

"I don't know how you vie'flE,d YOlm,df, but when I was in colleg", I kn"w hov'I Ivi"wed mys"lf," Ddmy 

said, "I play"d basketball since I was "ight years okL I viewed mys,"lf as an athlete, Thme's nothing 

wrong with a p"rson s"eing himsEdf '"', an athlete ... 

"That's not inconsistent with being a fulHime stud"nt and getting a degr"e , 

"If you're a dramatic arts major, do you view yourself as an adress Of do you view yourself as a 

stud"nt? If I'rn a painter, are you a painter or a student?" 

That's really the question of the times: Whether the trad"off is even possible anymore at the high"st 

levds ~~ integrating that fw" athldic scholar"hip into a legitimate educational exp"rience. 

Delany asked the sam" question a different way: "When did it change?" 

Well, lrankly, when the money got so big that lawyers saw the opportunity for big enough payoffs if 

th"y challenged th" status quo. 

"I wouldn't say that but, .. " Delany said, 

Beyond that. athletes became self·aware. Had adrninistmtors and coaches been more sensitive to the 

dernands of rnajof~coll"ge sports, perhaps we wouldn't be dealing with unionization at Northwestern. 

Mayb," the NeAl\, coach,"s, commissioners, presidents. networks got so fat on college sports' 

popularity they didn't s"e the chall"nge" coming 

Whether it is a collegiate model worth defending might depend on those fac"l"ss lawyers and judges. 

What has chang"d? Vanderbilt players are being used as examples of athldic acce"". Tonya Harding 

is being compared to Johnny Manzie!. 

It's silly, it's s"rious. it'" about to be decided one way or the oth"r. On a sun~splm;hed SoCal day high 

abov" the Padfic Ocean, two powerful men discussed a system and why, to th"m, it was worth saving. 

Snippets of thl~ir viev-,,ls , 

Delany: "The [coll"giate moddj is unique. It'" very unique It do""n't exi"t in Asia or Africa. It's been 

around for 1 00 years, It binds communities together, It pf(;vides opportunities. 

"It's imperfect as mostl\n10rican institutions are. Sometimes it's done f()ally, really welL Sometimes it's 

don" not so welL We've been a little bit stuck to be honest with you in making som" of the 

"volutionary etlan"es. [But] we'f() goin" to do that no matt"r what happens in th""e courts." 

Gllv,,: "The IIti"ation is going to take car" of itself but the areas in which we hav" the area to ad, w" 

ar" ading ... Th" "tu(knt~athlet" comm; first. Maybe that hasn't been the philo"ophy ov"r the last 20~ 

30 years. It is the basis lor the entire process we .lust spent three hours talkin" about." 

"It's a paradigm shilt in how institutions think about what we do," 

The existing lawsuits, Ddany said, v'Iill play thefnsebms out in 2-3 years. "Betv'Ieen now and th"n. w" 

do th," best to f()shape OUf lives, do the b,"st we can to suppoftthe principles that we believe in 

throu"h litigation. 

"Then it gets played out in Anwrica in the courts, which is a better place for it to be played out than 

other countrim;. Oth"r countries. th"y don't hav" a way to r"soill" th"se issues . 

"It's not a R"publican issue, it's not a DNt10cratic issu". It's an issue of how we can sustain the 

collegiate !nodel. The more coll"giate it i". th" mow sustainabl" it i" The le% coll"giate it is, the less 

sustainable it is. OUf job is to mak," the balance happen." 

Slive: "V\lhat is the glue? What is the differentiating factor? You can be as cynical as you want about it 

but [education] is a critical part of b"in" an athlete in colleg" ... It provid"s an opportunity that doesn't 

oth0l'wis" exi"t to other people in our cultuf()." 

Delany: "W" have control over restructurin" and reform. VVe are not responsible except to make the 



best principled arguments we carL" 

Slive: "That do"sn't mean w" don't hav" point" of view 

"liVe hav" to move from the 50-called levd field to wh"m th" student-athlete is primary. Th" question I 

asked you, when you write your book in 2025 about this period, my hope is lhat you'll wrile about it as 

an ongoing evolution." 

HeporiN: "I Just want to see the bands, enJoy th," color and cover games." 

Dennis Dodd l..11rdes far CBSSport$~cotn Ttl;$. article hc.?s br:?en reprinted on Clips v-iith thr:~ au/tlors 

perrnission. To access CBSSpods click here. 

NoCoA.A. Begins its Tum in Antitrust Case Brought by 
Athletes 

By Ben Strauss. New York Times, 6-18- '14, 12'350m ET 

OAKLAND, CaliL - Christine Plonsky. th," dimctor 01 women's athletics al th," University of Texas, 

took the stand Tuesday morning in federal court here in an effort to persuade a judge that the 

N.C.A.A. and it" bimlest athletics pl'Ograrm; am notth" commercialized profit center'" they have b""n 

accus,"d of being by a string of witnesses during lhe pasl week and a hall. 

Plonsky's appearance rq)l'es,"nled a turning point in the trial's rwrrativ,": Th," plaintiffs have called 

most of their witnesses, and now the N.C.AA is having its tum. Plonsky spoke about what she 

regarded as the mission of collE,ge athldic,,: to educate stu(knts, to prepare them for lif" and to 

shield th,"m from commNcialism. 

"Th" essenc" of our work is to work 'Nith other people's children," said F'lonsky. who also testified that 

T,"xas' athletic pl'Ograms generated about $'11';5 million in mveml0 last year. "They com," to us as 17· 

year-oIds.·' 

The N.C.AA is being sued for allegedly violating antitrust laws by prohibiting players from profiting 

from their images and sharing in the wvenue from television and video-game contrach One of the 

N.CAA.'s defenses is lhat the rules help inlegrale academics and athletics, and the organization 

maintains that the balance would be upend"d by payments. 



/\ny SOlt of pay for athldes would be akin to professionalism and "incongruous" to Texas' appl'Oach to 

athletics. Plonsky said. 

Plonsky th,"n spent much of her cl'Oss·examinalion by VVllliam Isaacson, the plaintiffs' atiorney, 

defending a s"ries of N.CAA "mails and docum"nt5 that r"lIeal"d how "xt"n5illdy collE,ge ,'polis 

of Ii cia Is have been wrestling with issues of comlH"rcialism and '"xploitiltkm ev,"n berom the filing of 

this case. The cas" is named for Ed Q'Bannon. the I"ad plaintiff and a forrrwr U.CLA. bask"tball 

player. Th" nonjury trial is being h"ard by Unit"d States District C:ourt JudW' Caludia Wilken 

Soon after the suit 'Nas filed, Plonsky s"nt an Nmil about stud"nt~athletes to Dan Beebe, then the 

commi5sicmer of th" Big '12 Conference, in which she WI'Ot;,: "1 viev'I the"" cas"s a5 being the result of 

the entitlement attitude we've created in our revenue sports. IN" now have threatening s~a's - many 

of whom, bas"d on grad rates of th" 80s and 90s. "ucked a whole lot off the college athldics pip" -

and now want to buckle the system at the kn,","s at th," expens," of to day's s·a's." 

Isaacson a"ked Plon5ky whdher the athlde,,' sense of entitlement was why she did not 'Nant them to 

negotbtelor a share of the athletic revenue. She said it was not the whole mason. He asked if it was 

part of the reason. and she said it 'Nas. 

Plonsky was part of a study group formed by the r~.C.AA. in 2007 to examin" commercialism and 

payin" athletm; for thEdr names, imaW,5 and lik"n"sses. The committe" invited th" input of 5pom'Ns 

such as Cin"ular, Slat," Farm. ESPN and the vid,"o game .. nmker EA Sports, and allsu""est,"d they 

were interested in expanded commercial access to players. According to th" minut"s from a 

committee rn"etin", Myles Brand. then the N.CAA's pW5id"nt, r"sponded, "\Ne cannot exploit 

individual athldes, but it's not clear what exploitation is." 

Continue mading the main storyContinue mading the main storyContinue mading the main story 

Brand su"gested that an athlet" could not b" s"en promotin" a cellphone or a ba" of potato chips for 

a sponsor, but th"r" was no dem cut .. off for what might still be acceptable for an amat"ur. 

A task force made up of university presidents. faculty members and athletic directors - including 

Plonsky - was forrn"d to examine th" is"ue. In an email in 200B, Brand asked the N.C.A.A. officials 

David Berst and Greg Shaheen whether the task force should explore sharing revenue 'Nith players. 

"Is this a can of worms we want to open nowT Bmnd asked. 

\Nithin the group. thel'0 was disaw"eln"nt ov"r change" to what athlete" could receiv" When 

Elizabeth }lltmaier, a professor at Iowa, suggested loos,"ning the rules to provide some money for 

players for their pUblicity. Graham Spanier, then the president of Penn State. argued vehemently 

against it. 

"I di5agwe "trongl" with the idea that 'Ne should compen5ate athlete5 for th" U5e of thEdr images," h" 

wrote to Berst in 200B. "Iwouldn't put this in the report at all ...... not even a hint of the possibility." 

The ta5k force ev"ntually is"u"d a final wport that mcornmen<kd the dual tracks the N .c>AA has 

continued to pursue: amateurism for players and a growing business fOl' the sports. 

"The need lor mvenue gain through commercial activity is as ess,"ntialto the successful future of the 

enterprise as is the continued integration of intercollegiate athletics with the values of higher 

education." the mport "aid 



EXCERF'T5 FROM, 

$J;G'?$jjY?,RigIl':;g'",P?!?DYf9mmitt?gJ9'p?n~gjgm?hijl' 

By George Schroeder, USA Toda)" 6~17-14, 9:57pm ET 

,jjn1 DeleH,V and MIke Slive insist they're focused on internal el/olutfon. not exfetnaf rel/olutfon to 

so!nething itJey del end as .Ian Atnerict':?n institution'l ~~nd rlpcut of our DNA as a cu!turr:?, l' 

''The litigation, that will take care of itself," Slive said, "But in the area that we have the ability to act. 

V1le are act/rig. Arid we iStre i'Jctfng on the basis that the student-athlete CO/?7es tltSt. iHaybe tl7at hasn't 

been the philosophy over the last 20 or 30 years, but it is our philosophy today," 

S/ive called it .Ie paradfg!n shirr and !!eY"ofutjon~wy rnodr:? l' 

Despite the infusion of money. Slive. Delany and others defend the collegiate model as "a reliered 

and positive Atnerict':?n institution 11 (Dr:~/~~ny's phn.?sej thc.?t needs tM/{N~king, not disruption. Slhr$ s~~i(i thr:? 

"educational corl1ponent" remains ''the glue" that differentiates coi/ege athletics from professional 

aN7/etics 

"You can be as cynical as you want about it. but it is an integral part," Slive said. "8eing an athlete in 

co!Jege n7eans that .;lou're in Scl700l i'JrId yot:/ve got an acedetnic cOfnpOrJent. Sot'ne kids i'Jre 

smarir,'r than oliwm ami some kids have beiter backgrounds th,1t) oifwrs, but (liw model) provides 

opportunities tl7at don't othen'l/ise exist for a (ot ot'peopfe in our culture. And H~-:: wodh presenrirJg 

EXCERPTS FROM: 

O'Bannon plaintiffs show NCAA members knew of athlete 
hkeness!ssues 

Stelle Betkowffz, !..JSA Todi'JV, 6-'17-14, JO,'1Bpn; EDT, 6-'17-14 

!fs pretty ey~~··openjng to hear an attorn~~)/ foNoi/l,' a ,s(:?,ssion or cross·,ext:?rnjn~~iion by announcing. !!~/Ve 

\..1Iere ,{jutting on Or.H case today She vilas OUt 'v1litness. 'I 

/n t/7is case, the l\ve" l.vere the plaintiffs in 1/7(33 Ed O'Bannot'! class-Bettot'! antHrr.Jst tdal against the 

NCA/·\ The IIshe'l WaS Chris PlorJs!<y, a high-rarJking adn;inistr&tor in the Unil/ersi~v of TeXiStS f.dhletics 



depmtrrwnt who ha(l been c<I/1e(l to '"'siffy on the NCAA's betldf 

In 01'7& e~r:!fJf! th-'.d Plonsk,V wrote to fher/-Big '12 cornn1issioner Dan Beebe in .. July 2009, she $\/&1'7 

f'oretold v:lhere this (ii,sputr:~ lil/Guld en(t up~ 

She wrote, 'Tn; stunned iStt the OIBantwn case," \,lIhfcl7 in its fnftif.d stages V/iStS pritnfJritv about N7e use 

of' c.?thletr:?sl natri(:?$ and l'rnages c.?ftr:?r they J..1n:~re done pfc.?ying in products including video gaInes or 

highlight \'ideos, She added that the NCAA had been producing videos of championship tearl1s since 

the 19805. so <lg,,1/ha($ to pre1./et'7t (atl7lete plairdfrt's) frorn suing us to get a piece of ellery broadcast 

rig/;ts fees - sirJce M/t? clearly use their nanles and /n'Jages it'! those telecasts?" 

Pfonskv is a vetenStn arirninisfrafor with a significant rner1ja~rel&tions bf.u:;kgrourJd, and she knoit'l/s {70W 

to convey a t"fl(:?Sst':?ge, I.Nhich in this ease j/t/~~S that even thr:~ trngt!ty Texas athl(:?tfcs progrt:?rn tt':?kes 

academics seriously 

f-tr:~r ,july 2009 r:~··rnml to B(:?(:?be also said of th(:? () rBannon suit: lrl viev:J tt!esr:~ cases as br:~ing the result 

of the entitlement attitude we've created in our revenue sports, We nOIf! have threatening (student~ 

athletes) - many of wiJom based 011 the grad rates of the 80s and 90s slJGked a whole lot off the 

~~thletics f.Np(:? ... and now j/1,.'ant to buckle th(:? systetn ~~nd the knees at tt!e r:~xpen,se of tod~~)/srl student· 

athfetes. 

EXCERPTS FROM: 

NCAA begins making its case for amateurism 

By Tit.,! DANLBERG, AI", tpm ET 

Christine Plonsk.v sfJid she couk:ft'/t itnfJgine 1:l scenario where SOfJ1e of her unh/etsity's l:lthletes were 

~~ble to tnake Inoney frorn their appeart:?nces in televised garnr:~s, at tt!e satne tirn(:? hundreds of' 

athletes in other sports only get tuition and room and board for their efforts, 

Hi don't beHelfe t/7at our unhletsity' INould a,tJprove of an activity \//here a segrnent of our studerd-athlete 

population Vl/&S professionalized, « Plonsky said. "I know we strong/v believe our student-athletes 

shoul(t not be professionalized In ~~ny v:Jay. II 

,;;1sked vi/hat v/oufd happen if Tex&s refused to pay white others did, she said the entire co{fege l:lthletic 

environ!nent could et!ange. 

HI dot'/t beHeve institutions could continue to function in the sante l!7&nner that theV do today \·1/ith that 

(teelsion" Plonsky saId. 
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Sunday, June 22, 2014 9:44 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 6-23-14 

x 

DearVince oo 

Gredings from the Clips MotherShip. Hope you are 'Nell. 

Below are the dozen or so new poslings that hmm b",,"n added to the Clips website since 

Thursday. The 0'8annon trial has resulted in a great quantity of good content to pick 

from, and we ended up sending out thwe Clip" Updat"s this we"k. ()ne more week to go 

for th" trial. 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

908.879.9978 

News 

~ Jim Delany reinforced plaintiffs' key points in C)'Bannon v. 
NCAA Big Ten commission"r Jim Delany was exp"cted to be a challenging 

witness, but hi" cm"s,,,xamination en(kd up gilling ammunition to the 

plaintiffs. ,' .. ' 

~ Big Ten's Delany hurts NCAA's 
case Commission"r's views in O'Bannon trial on athldes, 

acadE:n~jcs surpris~~ ob;:,erv~~rs 

~ Day 9 in Oakland. On Thursday the O'Bannon trial was 

irnrners,"d in th," splitting of hairs on topics lik," hypocrisy, ,"xploitillion, 

integration. and th"n-again and again-hypocrisy. Here's a trifeda of 

article" dm,cribing the action.,."'" 

~ Ode to Long·,form Clips Commentary We're all in a 

hurry, nobody has any lim,", but when we find something worthwhile, 

". we should slow down and tak" it all in. 

WWilI*'t@U! The Mysterious Makings of a Winning Team PI high school 

girls eros" counliy coach describes why!hov>/ her team improbably won the 

state cha rnpionship. 

~ 'Mark Emmert Appreciation Night' to be held by Ohio minor 
league baseball club y"s, this is yucks. Yes. this is a goof. But it is also for 

real. 

~ It's time for Online f\thletes NAIA Robert Morris University to Offer 

\~Sp(irts~ SGho~ar:...:;hips c .. 

DE Big schools reap big ticket prices H"le me th" top t"n prid"st 

coll"ge football tickets in 2014. 



~ Breaking down O'Bannon judge's 4 important 
questions at trial Judge (:laudia Wilken appamntly know" little 

about big·time college football/basketball. but she knows PLE~HY 

about antitrust law.i'· .. 

sport". ,. 

l;r.],l!"![oro].' The' Big Five' Power Grab: the Real Threat to 
College Sports A multi-author Gomm"ntary advocate" a Robin 

Hoodesque redistribution of inGome to t,"mpN inequality in D1 

!!::r.iI~HOOl President Emmert testifies today Clips Guest 

Commentary The Iwrbos" Emmert v'Iillmasterfully ,'I< munificently 

map out a muml 01 a just and equitabl," amat'"Uf mod,"!. 

~ NCAA trial at halftime: Game over NC)I!\'s arguments in favor 

of amat"urism ""em to be bllin" flat in f"deral Gourt. ,", .. 

~ O'Bannon just the beginning: Jenkins case could unhinge 
NCAA On Wednesday Judge Claudia Wilk'"t1 call,"d to order a case 

management confer"nce involving a smorgasbord of sNHTlingly "veryone 

ev"ryv'Ihere who has a gripe v'Iith the NCAA. I,; O'Bannon i" the least of it? 

~ NCAA MElf< attendance in 2013-14 Season 32.5 million The 

r"cord of 33,396.316 was set in th" 2007·08 season. 
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Big Ten presidents issue public statement about refonn 

x 

TuesdayEveningGreetings from C:lips 

Last we,,!>; 12 Pac-12 pre"id"nt" I""ued a public "tatement callin" for chan"" in the NCAA On 

MOl1day 14 Big T'"11 presidents did the same. Who's n,"xt? fICC? SEC? Big 12? 

The "conventional wisdom" about thin"" I" not alway" ,'0 "conventional." Plus, you really don't know 

il it's "wisdom" ahead of lime. Take NCi\A reforms, iOl" ,"xample. Ev"rybody knows they're comil1". 

but not "xaGtly wh"n, how, or being mandated from who? 

Even the leadership of the Top Five conferences-even with all that accumulated wisdom and 

vl"ion-v'Iell. even they do not know exactly how things will unfold. 

So 'Nhat do they do? If they cannot control outside factors, then they do the conference vmslon of a 

military "pm-emptive" strike. They is"ue a pro-active "public stalem"nt" about what should be done 

and wh,"n. The Pac-12 isslwd their statement last month, and today the aig Ten issued theirs, 

Briiliant' 

So that's 26 presidents dO'Nn, and 39 presidents to go, 

The Big Ten's slatem,"nt had evel1 mor" impact becaus," it came Just four days allm Commissioner 

Jim Delany testified at the O'Bannon trial and called for a greater emphasis on academics in college 

"ports. Th" Bi" Ten Idler echom; hi" t;,stimony and mirrors the recommendatiom, of the Pac-12's 

pr"sid'"l1ts. 

"First 01 all, they'r" trying to s"parat," themselves from the N,C}\}\. Oil the PJ{.lront," said aill 

Isaacson, one of O'Bannon's la'Nyers, said of the conferences. He added, "l/IIhen someone is suing 

you to do something, and th"n, all of a sudden, you do it, there i" u"ually a wason." 



~Jick Infante 

Clips Editor 

90S.B79 .9978 

Nere's the complete statement, right from the Big Ten website ... 

Statement by Big Ten Presidents and Chanceilors 

,June 24. 2014 

ROSEMor~T, III. ~ While testifying last 'Neek in the Q'Bannon trial in Oakland. Calif., Big Ten 

Commissioner James E. Delany spoke to the importance of the inextricabl," link between academics 

and athletics as part of the collegiate model. and to the value of establishing a 21 st century system 

to m""t th" educational need" of curwnt and future "tudent-athlet<,s. During hi;; te"timony, D"iany 

conveyed sentiments long supported by th," conference and its member institutions. Today, the 

presidents and chancellors of the Big Ten schools issue the following statement signed by the 

leaden; of eaGh institutiorl' 

As another ~JCAA ""ason conciu(k,,; with bas0l,all and softball championship", Gollege athletic" i" 

under fire. While football play,"rs at Northw,"stNnl'ight for collective bargaining, former athldes am 

suing to be compensated for the use of their images. 

Football and men's basketball are at issue. Compensating the student·athldes who compet," in 

these SpOlts will SkWN the overall academic endeavor ~ for all students, not just those wearing a 

"choo I'" colors 

The b"st "oIutiom; rest not with th" cou It" , but with us ~ pmsid"nts of th" v"ly unilwrsitim; that 

promot" and resp,"Gt the values of intercollegiat," compdition. Writing on behalf of all preskknts of 

the Big Ten Conference, we must address the conflicts that have led us to a moment where the 

conver"ation about colleg" "ports i" about compem;ation rather than academics 

The tradition and spirit of intercollegiate athletics is unique to our nation, Students pia)' as part of 

their ovemll academic ,"xp"rience, not for a pa),ch,"ck or end .. oj'·season bonus. Many also comp"te 

in hopes of a professional career, just as our biology majors serve internships and musical theater 

"tud"nt" p"lform in "umm"r "tock. The"e opportunities ~ sports, marching band, campus 

newspaper, and mom .. are beets or Hw lal'ger colleg" experi,"nce and pl'8pare stud"nts for life. 

And that, in its purest form, is the mission of higher education. 

The reality of intel'coll"giate athletics is that only a miniscule number of stud"nts go on to 

profes"ional "PNt" cal'eer". In th" "ports that gen"rat" the greatest wv"nue and att"ntion, football 

sees 13 pel'cent 01 Big T,"n players draft,"d by the NFL and basketball se,"s 6 p"rcent fl'Om 01.11' 

conference drafted for NBA play. 

For those stud,"nt .. athletes who al'e dmft"d, their professional careers avemg" fewer than five 

years. They still have several decades and, potentially, several careers ahead of them in which to 

succ""d. And th"'r college experi"nce ~ their olwmll acad"mic mr.perience ~ "hould b" what carri"s 

them forward. 

This is why we propose working within th," NCiVI to provide greatN academic security and success 

for our student~athletes: 

o \Ne mu"t guarantee th" fOUl· .. year "choiarship" that w" offer If a student~athlde is no lonw,r 

abl" to compete, for whatever mason, Hwm should b," zero impact on our commitment as 

universities to deliver an undergraduate education, \lVe want our students to graduate. 

o If a "tu(knt-athlete leav"" for a pro career before graduating, th" guarantee of a "cholar"hip 

remains finn. Whether a prof,"ssional career materializes, and mgardl"ss of its length, w," will 

honor a "tu(kn!'" scholar"hip wh"n hi" or her playing da)'s are olwr. A,pin, we want students 

to graduate. 

o VVe must review our rules and provide improved, consistent mediGal insurance for student-



athletes. We have an obligation to protect lheir health and weli-·b,"ing in return for the physical 

demands placed upon them. 

e \Ne must do v'Ihali,ver it take,; to en"ure that student~athlde scholarships cover th" full cost of 

a college education, as defined by theled,"ral govemment. That definition is int'"nded to 

cOlier what it actually costs to attend colleg". 

Across the Big Ten, and in every major athletic conference, football and men's basketball are the 

principal wvenue sporh That mon"y support" the men and women competing in all other sporh 

Ho (@" is demanding paychecks lor our gymnasts or wwsllers. And yet it is lhose alhletes . in 

swimming, track, lacrosse, and other so~called Olympic sports - who will suffer the most under a pay

to~pby sysliml 

The wv"nue cwates mom opportunitie,; fN more ,;tu(knts to attend college and all that provides. 

and 10 improve th," athletic experien(,,"s through improved fadliti,"s, coaching, training and supporL 

If universities are mandated to im;tead u,;e those dollars to pay football and ba"kdball players, it v'Iill 

be allhe expense of all other teams. VVe would be forced 10 eliminate N reduce those prc;grams. 

Paying only some athletes will create inequities that are intolerable and potentially illegal in the face 

of Title IX. 

The amateur model is not broken, but it do"s requiw adju,;ting for th" 215t century. V\lhether v'Ie pay 

sludent·athlet,"s is notlhe true issue here. F{athN, it is how we as universities provide a sale, 

rewarding and equitable environment for our student-athletes as they pursue their education. 

We believ," that the intercollegiate athletics experience and the ,"ducatiorwl mission are in,"xtricably 

linked. Professionalizing specific sports or specific participants will bring about intended as well as 

likely unintended consequences in undermining the educationalloundation 01 th,"se programs, on 

Big Ten campuses and others throughout the country 

Higher education provides young peopl," with options in life to lhrive in th," future. F:or a tiny mirwrily, 

that future will be a professional sports career and all of its rewards. For all graduates - athletes and 

non~athldes ~ it i" the overall academic experience that is a lifetime source of comp"nsation in th" 

lorm of a w,"II .. rounded education. 

Signed: 

Sally f'Jia,;on, chair, Big T"n Council of Preskknt,;iChancellor" and pmsidenl. Univer,;ity of Iowa 

Phyllis WIS'", chancellor, University 01 Illinois 

Michael McRobbie, president. Indiana University 

Wallace Loh, preskknt, University of Marybnd 

Mary Sue Coleman, president, University of Michigan 

l.ou Anna K. Simon. president, Michigan Stat" Univer"ity 

Eric "aler, president. Universily of Minnesota 

Harvey Perlman. chancellor, University of Nebraska 

Morton Schapiro, pm,;id"nt, r~orthwm;tEml Univer"ity 

Joseph ll. }llutlo, interim president Ohio Slate University 

Eric .J. Barron, president, Penn State University 

Mitch Daniels, president, Purdue University 

Robert L Barchi. president, Rutgers University 

Rebecca Blank, chancellor, University of Wisconsin 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

The Clips MotherShip «-1lick~collegeathleticsclips.com@mai176.atllll.rsgsv.nel> 

Wednesday, June 25,201410:08 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Mid-Week Update 6-26-14 

x 

Dear Villce-

\Vednesday f>¥{'ningGreetings from the tvlotherShip. :tIope you are well. 

No. it is not your im'1gination. There have been more tban tbe usual nurnber 
of po stings on tbe ClIpS website, plus more Clips (lIke this one) and 
nwre Clips eFlasbe5 as welL These increased content flow5 have not 
occuned because we planned them that '<vay. lVIost of the ID,;rease has corne 
from the Ed (J'Banllon tri,11 ill O,1kland tbe5e fevv weeks. There has been 
g.rea! coverage a small army ofwriltrs who eXfI'Qordinaire 

HI the business of college 

\Ve ha ve added over a hundred Dew subser i bers over the past si:s. weeks .. so 
here's ,I primer to remind them (and all) Wh,11 the Clips service is 
all about. 

PASSWORDS 
-----------------------------------------

Subscnbers need to have a P,1sSWGTd to access to tbe 
here to get to the Clips 'vYehslle) 

For step··by··sltp instructions on bow to set 
you are already a pmd subs,;riber, that is) click 

f" IIp 'vYith a P,lss\vord (if 

,11 tbe 

You do DQt have 10 sign in every time you visit Ihe Clips website. 
ivlake sure you check the "'Sign In" box and do not log out when you kave 
the \yebsite. 

'F=~----------------------------, 

x 

Tbis is a time ti) remind Clips subsaibers tbat we will be anwng tbe first 
to up for f"ingerprint. voice recognition. relim1 s<":,1\1 and/or body odor 
5ensors as soon as become ecollomically itechnologically fe'1sible. 



Have a good Thursday. Have a good weekend 

Nick Infim!e 
Clips Editor 

News 

DAY ~ NCtv\ trial: What you need to know It's time to 

1] focus on th," basics as the Ed O'Bannon v. ~~Cj\l\ trial heads to a 

close. r:· 

~ NCAA expert: 69% of public opposes paying college 
players As i;" alw,w,; the ea,;e in surveying-unfortunately-th" wording of 

any given question can have frustratingly diffemnt nli"anings to dilferent 

p"opl" ,:"'" 

{!!:r;,~.Ii!*;;liljl Bany Alvarez muses over his 10 years as 
INisconsln AD Clips Interview In theW years since becoming 

the Wisconsin AD, the dq)artnli"nt's budgd has more than doubled 

from $59.8 million in 2004~05 to $1275 million in 2013~14 ... ' 

W::gOlUOOI Ohio State Holds NACDA Forum Ov,"r 60 department 

memb"I',; joined to further profe"sional deVEdopment. :".,. 

~ Schools aiming to improve fan amenities The challenge is to 

make th," fan ,"xperience in the stadium better than the experi,"nce at horne 
on the couch. ,., .... 

jWj;rOJi!jl"i@ THE NCAA HUTZ~O-METER The ongoing federal antitrust trial 

pitting fonner UC:l.A basketball player Ed O'Bannon a"ainst the r~CA" is many 

things: a parade of claims and counterclaims, an orgy or billable hours. a 

referendum on the future of the colle"e sports economy ........ . 

DAY ~ On Day '12, O'Bannon v. NCAA shifts to topic of 12 product endorsements Th" NCAA even brok" out photos of littlE, 

league teams celd)l'ating in front 01 scoreboards with sponsors, or a 

backdrop with a Subway 10,,0, in"inuating that collE,ge athletics me hardly th" 

only arnateur sport:...:; with corporate sponsors. ,; 

~ Big Ten presidents issue public statement about 
reform Clips eFlash Last week 12 Pac~12 presidents i"sued a public 

statement calling fN change iIlth" ~~C.M. On Monday 14 Big Ten pw"idents 

did the same. Who's next? i\CC? SEC? Bi"l2? ." 

Dil.\" ~ The C)'Bannon trial marches on Hew aw a trio of 11 mticles summing up Day 11 in Oakland ... 

~ Northwestern goes peanut~free Th," fan experience 
trump" all. "., .... 

Wim Is There a Crisis in Computer-Science Education? 
Here'" a wason"d, cwdibl" overview explaining the appawnt slow~down in 

computer science degree" in the US. , .. , ... 

~ Jim Delany reinforced plaintiffs' key points in C)'Bannon v. 
NCAA Big Ten commissioner Jim Delany was expected to be a challenging 

witness, but his cl'Oss-examination ended up giving ammunition to th," 

plaintiffs. " 

~ Big Ten's Delany hurts NCAA's 
case Commi%ioner'" vimN,; ill O'Bannon trial on athleh,s, 

acadernics SUC'priSI~ (ib:...:;efvl~C's. ,'::. ',', 

~ Day 9 in Oakland On Thursday the O'Bannon trial was 

irnmers,"d in th," splitting of hairs on topics lik," hypocrisy_ ,"xpioitillion, 

integration. and th"n-again and agaill-hypocri"y. H"re's a trif"cta of 



articles describing the aclioru.·;"'· 

~ Ode to L.ong-form Clips Commentary \f\I,ire all in a 

hurry. nobody has any time, but when we find something worthwhile, 

we ,;hould "low down and take it all in 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

The Clips MotherShip <nicrcollegeathleticsclips.com@maiI6.atllll.rsgsv.net> 

Sunday, June 29,201410:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 6-30-14 

x 

Dear Vince·· 

SundayEveningGmetings frorn the 1Ii10th,"rShip. Hope you are welL 

It'" OVN (the (),Sal1non trial, that I,;). ,Judge Claudia Wilk"n will make her ruling a rnonth 

01" two from now. ~~o matter which way she goes th"m will be an appeal, and th,"n it'll 

probably be bucked up the sy"tem with another appeal, And by the time our children 

have children mayb0 w0'1i have a ddinitive d"dsion? 

Now thatth0 trial ha" I"lm its course, ifstime to get dowl1to football. II',; nev"l·too early 

Subscribers need lo hmm a password to aGcess to the Clips website (click h'SiXQ to get to 

the Clips website) 

For step,by,step instructions on how lo sol yourself up wilh a password (if you are 

already a paid subscriber, that is) click here 

If you have a passwOI"d but hmm forgotl,"n it, click "Forgol PasswOI"d" at th," Upp0l" right 

section of the Clip'; homepa"e. 

You do not have to si"n yourself in every time you visit the Clips 'Nebsite. lIi1ake sure you 

check the "Sigl1 In" bOK and do not 10" Ollt wh"l1 VOli leave the Clip'; website. 

x 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

908.879.9878 

News 

~ O'Bannon judge weighs in as i\jC/-v\ trial 
concludes [':rorn the brilliant Jud"e Claudia \j\jilken Gome rapid,fim 

questions about the often illogical 'Norld of colie"e sports .•.. 



~ g.9.mp'.~.[ljm .. 9.!.9.hJ.m?m§., .. glf.EQh!H..9~L~.§Jl.9.[)§..lEJ:J.Ql.:\t\.Q9.§S?. 
Clips Guest Commentary Our guest authOl' confronts the gnarly issUi"s 

arising from the '"collegiate model." Irs clearly not working now. but changing it 

could mak" thin9'; worse 

HA'f ~ NCAA makes strong counterargument to close 

15 O'Bannon trial The NCAA t,"am tried to make clear its argument 

that its model of amateurism doesn't harm consumers. r'· . 

~ OBannon team calls ~~CAA a 'cartel,' while I'JCAA 
defends business model One of th," NCi\A's primary ddens,"s 

of its amateurism model is changes would be deleterious effects on 

fan enthusiasm. 

~ Sorry, but cutting in players on r\lCAA cash \iv-on't ruin 
college football HOIN loyal are coll'"ge football fans to actual college 

players. Would putting pads on llamas, lemurs or yetis do just as well? 

'::O;W"M3I®" 'All of that and then some' Duke AD Kevin White 

looks for mmn bigger 2014·15 season ..... 

tol*';lI§toJW4 NCAA Supreme Couli ruling felt at C)'Bannon 
trial 30 years later It's deja vu allover again. r 

~ UK Athletics Awards Multimedia Rights to JMI Sports The 15· 

year. $21 () million agwement is one of the most valuable in Gollege sport,; 

marketing. 

t<!o!'I®!!!3o! An Insider's opinion on dumping the one-and-done SPOIts 

agent extraordinaire Am Tellum makes a compelling case for letting high 

school athldes choose between college and the pros.·,···· 

~ 20 Moments that caused college football's growth since 
1984 CFi\, BCS, CF'P, sevNal confNenc," malignments .... and, here we 

are.:.:" . 

1!)![ol'm."'J'!'iM US has the world's best colleges? Article says no. us 
univOfsitie,; are ,;pav<fning gl'8duate,; who fare poorly compamd to universitie,; 

in other dmmloped nations. 

!.'!111'ol@!,4111i!!!M The 2Cl14 F~aclal and Gender f~epoli Card: NBA The 

Report Card demonstrates the League's leadership in the sports industry with 

its cornmitm"ntto and record for melal and gender hiring practices. , .. ,.,.". 

~ How the NCAA botched its case in the landmark Ed 
O'Bannon antitt'Ust trial Clips Guest Commentary Mandel: "I've been 

thoroughly unimpres,,,,d ~~ and, quit" frankly, stupdied -- by th" r~(AA'" 

characteristically lone· deaf <ldens," strategy." 

DAV ~ C)'Bannon plaintiffs offer new options if they vyin 15 I\JC/V\ trial Before the trial started, the plaintiffs filed a proposed 

injunction of what an (/Bannon win could mean if they wonth" trial. 

Today's new proposed injunction has '1'1 options. ' 

~ Math majors key to NCAA trial result Of th" 23 

witnesses in the O'Bannon trial, these two are the most important 

me Roger Noll and Daniel RubinfEdd, I"ad economists for th" 

defendants and the plaintiffs, resp,"ctively. ,,'.' 

~ Indiana University announces 'student-athlete bill of rights' 
IU has issued a Gomprehensive 10~point plan for student~athletes, the first of 

its kind in the country. ,,, .... 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Clips eFlash <nick='collegeathleticsclips.com@mailll.wdcOl.mcdlv.nel> 

Tuesday, July L 2014 7:15 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Commentary: "UNC athletic, academic ca<;e not over yet" 

x 

Dear Vince·· 

Greetings lrom Clips. Hope you am w,"IL 

It gillm; me no pleasure to pas" this commentary along to you It's about the won't~go~away 

academic scandal at UNe, and it is only one of smmmi of its kind that are being repetitively written 

[see list of headlines at bottom]. 

~ To remind you all .... ·agalfl, lor the umpteenth tim'" .. · .. to be forever vigilant about what's going 

011 around you. All it takes is one bad apple. 

~ To remind you that you hav" tough but wwmdirJg jobs. 

~ To wmind you that there is almost always some Julius Hyang'oro isee be/ow] at th," periph,"ry 

of every big~time college athletics program. Sometimes heiGhe is a professor, or an academic 

counselor, or a booster, or a I'()fonn~mind"d whistleblov'Ier, or an m;sistant coach, N 

whatever, They think lhey are opNating in the best interests of the school/athletic program, 

but what they're rea lIy doing is puttin" everything at risk 

Nobody said your jobs me easy, 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

Readers piease note~ Th!,s jj,'nfteo-o;str;but!(:.-!( C:!fp.s eFiash has been .sent tel 01 Ao.s, ptus selectee "::;o!iference 



UNC athletic, academic case not over yetI nor is it 
anywhere close 

By Luke DeCock. Staff Columnist. News & ObseNer 6-30-1{ 9pm ET 

One week ago wa" the fOUith anniv"rsary of th" r~CAA's v"ly fir"t inquiry into the University of 

North Cal'Olina. Four years. And it's not OVN yet. With th" NCAA r"opening its inv"stigation yet 

again, it's nowh"m clos" 

Foul' years. The r~CAA investigation is almost old "no ugh to enroll in kindNgarten. Stud"nts have 

arrived on campus. matriculat,"d and graduated since it began. 

\/\lhat began "'; a probe into impNmis"ibl" bendit" in th" football program - Marvin Au"tin and 

Greg Litlle, pl"as," sl"p fOlward .... uncover"d agN1ts alool and soon cfOss"d ov"r into academic 

misconduct, with d"tours covering a U~Haul truck filled with drugs, South S"ach clubs and a tutor 

v'Iho hand"d out cash to playms, WI'Ot0 papms for them and work"d as an in-hom" im;tructor for 

aulch Davis' son. 

One tutor I"d to orw plagiariz"d papm that led 10 one lranscripllhat I"d 10 on" deparlrmnt full oi 

phony ciass"s that I"d to one inad"t:luat" and VNy exp"nsive report that I"d to on" whistleblo'NN 

that I"d to many, many protm;tations and I'8criminations fl'Om th" s"cond North Carolina 

adminislration 10 trumpd jmgon .. lad,"n "mlorms" instead of mal adion. 

autch Davis, Dick Baddour and Holden ThOl'p wew all put out to pa"tul'<> along th" way, thre" of th" 

most promin"nt names to be associated with this long drama in sonw fashion. 

To nam," bul a few oi th," olh"rs who hav" popp"d up along lhe way: }\ustin, Little, John Blake, 

Gary \/Vichard. M"I rZip"r .Jr .. Cam Thomas, Kentwan Balmer, Dr"w Rosenhaus, JennifN \/Vil"y, 

Chri" Hawkins, Howard f'.!Ianning. ,Julius PepP"I's, Juliu" Nyang'oro. Dd,orah CrowdN, ,10" 

Cheshir". Torn "Tripi," Play" 0'8ri,"n, Mich,wl McAdoo, .Jim Maltin, Matt Kupec, Tami Hansbrough, 

Jan Boxill, anonymous Pack Pride posters, Jay Smith. Mary Willingham, Rashad McCants. Roy 

Ij\jilliams, Jim Woodall, Carol Foil, Bob On, Kenrwth lj\jail1steil1 and Bill F:rida)'. 

That list indudes coaches. play"rs, judges, politician", acad"rnics, rivals, whistld,lowers, Iav'lY"rs, 

alumni and perhaps Hw most distinguished Giliz,"n "vel' associated wilh lhe univNsity. the lale 

Friday, whose legacy as a coll"ge-athletics reformer continu"s to be dishonored. He 'Narn"d 

a"ainst exactly what has happened with the football scandal and the apparent widespread 

acaderniclraud in the Dq)artmenl 01 }\frican and Afro·/\merican Studies, 



Ne,"dl,"ss to say, the scandal reluses to go away, r1(; molter how many ~~orth Carolina 

administrators have wished it so. The threat of prosecution by Woodall. the Orange County district 

attorn"y, appears to halle secumd Nyang'oro's coop"l'8tion with \/\lail1st"il1. th" former ,Iustic" 

Depaltment official hired to conduct yd another pricey probe. 

The NCAA's announcem"nt Monday that it v'Iill WOP"11 its invm;tigatiol1 into th" AFAM (kp;outment 

'Nas no surpris" after Nyang'oro started talking privat"ly and McCants unburdened himself very 

publicly on ESPN. 

The Martin Report's completely unsupported conclusion that "this was not an athletic scandal" 

appeals less ddem;ible by the day. The fiwwall ~Jorth C:arolina hm; ,'0 (k5perately built betv'Ieen 

alhl"tics and academics with Hw explicit int"ntion 01 keeping the NC}II\ from coming back onto 

ca mpus has collapsed. 

"Th" worry is that this could further raise NCAA issues and that is not the int"ntion," Bo)(ill, th" 

chairman of th" faculty council, Wl'Ot<, in all email urgil1g a report b" edited to mmove a reference to 

the bogus I\FAM classes possibly being us"d to keep alhldes eligibl,". 

That wm; ,Iuly 2012. Two years later, that facade has fallen. NOlth Carolina couldn't delay th" 

inevitable. 

Now emerg"d from a f,"w years or its own turmoil, in Palt mitigated by an investigation into its 

enforc"ment department by the same Wainstein, the NCAA is coming back to Chapel HilL 

Four years gone, and V'm're nowhere close to trw end. VVe're jusl getting starled. Again. 



To access this artiGie in ib original sdting, click n"[,,, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Clips eFlash <nick='collegeathleticsclips.com@maiI3.atllll.rsgsv.net> 

Sunday, July 6, 2014 3:14 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Interview with Rutgers President Robert Barchi 

x 

Dear Vince·· 

Greetings Irom Clips. Hope you am welL 

I came acm,;s tvvo int"m,;ting int()lView" with Rutger" Prm;ident Rob"ri Barchi. Mo"t 

f.li"ople receiving this limit,"d dislribution email (mostly 0'1 }\Ds. D1 Pr()sid,"nls and D1 

Conf"mnc" Commission"rs) have likely not heard much about him. but ther() has b()()n 

pl()nty of publicity about him. Rut"ers. Juli" H0I"manll and th() Bi" Tell hN() in the New 

YorklN()w J"rsey ama (the Clips Moth()rShip is locat"d just 23 mil()s from RlItg"rs). 

Check out below the dramatic chang" of job w"pom;ibilitie" exp()ri()nced by Pr"sid()nt 

amchi sirK'" he came to Rutgms. 

A phy"iciall and neUl'o"dellti"t known for his m"emch on critical role that molecule" play 

in human dis,"ase. h," was hired largely to preside over a challenging medical· school 

integration as Rut,,0I"s absorbed most of the units of the former Univ0I"sity of Medidne 

and Dentistry of ~~ew . .iNsey. Alter a f()w months on the job, aarchi .... ·who d,"scribes his 

inter()st in sports as being a ''1'' (the lowest intm()st lev()lj-()ndured the lowpoint of his 

presidency vvhen the infamous men's baskdball coach abuse video mad" bi" headlille". 

Then there was alorced resignation of AD Tim PerndtL and, aft"r thal. ttw new men's 

bask"tball coach had an, uh, irre"ularity on his r()sume. Plus new AD JlIli" H"rmann was 

the tar"d of what many thou"ht vvas an "x@s" of "crutiny and over-exubNant 

journalism. 

Think about it. Th()re you am deeply imm"rsed in res()arch 011 rrwl()cul"s and di"ease, 

and lhen .... ·all 01 a suddml .... ·yoU are presidmlt of a large stat," university wilh 18,000 

faculty m()mbers. 65,000 students. and 450,000 alums. 

And 600 student~athl()tes, and a transition from the Big East to the American Athletic 

Conf()f0nc(). And ti1() aforem"ntion"d athldic d()paltment hiccup" 

aut things change. Next thing you kn()w, Rutgms was invit()d to join the Big Tene The Big 

Ten! And things am not lookin" so bad any more. 

Last ni"ht I came across two good int()lviews with Presid()nt aarchi. I think he did vmy 

well in both 01 them. 

Not" the pari 'Nh"r'() he m"ntiom; S2B million in "support" (subsidies) of the athl()tic 

d()parlment this yearlrom th," operatin" bud,,01 and sludent lees. }\nd the proj,"cted Big 

Ten distribution in 20H>2019 of $4<1.5 million per school. 

aig numbers. 

Have a good Sunday. 



Nick Infa nte 

Clip" Editor 

808.879.9978 

Rutgers President Robert Barchi talks Scarlet Knights athletics 

Keith Sarget':?nt, fj.1y Jersey Centn~/.co!n, l·5··14, 'L"33prn EI 

Robert Ban:hi may neve£" have a "tatue set outskk a Rutgers athldic5 facility in his 

honor, but clearly the university President isn'l seeking on,", eilher. 

In an interview earlier this vmek, Barchi made il clear that he's more concerned with 

academic ratings than his O'Nn Q~rating when it comes to how he's judged by the Rutgers 

fan ba5e. 

"I didn't take this job to win friends and influence people," Barchi said, when asked 

whdher he worries about how he'5 percEdved by the Rutger" ,'polis fan "I took it 

b,"cause I thoughl I could do something for th," univNsity in a finite pNiod or lime. And it 

needed somebody to come in, turn it mound, gd it to a certainlevd, and then move 011. 

I'm not looking for another job. I'm here 10 be abl," to, at the end of it, look back and say. 

'That was 'North doing.' And 'Whatever you thought of me, the job got done and got done 

'Nell.' And if I Gan get that aCGomplished, that's fine with me." 

In a wide~ranging interview, Barchi talked about the virtues of Big Ten membership, gave 

an a5SE,,;sment on whem Rutw,rs stands as a univer"ity one~year after the medical~ 

school integration, and offered a timeline as to 'Nhen he plans to step dO'Nn as university 

pre5idel1t 

The interviwN with Barchi on Tuesday was the second such exclusive interview since 

,Iune. Last month, in advance of our 23~day B1G Difference "eries, Barchi offemd hi" 

lak," on plenty or olher Flulgers alhletics issUi"s. 

SOl11e of those quotes have appeared in rec,"nl stories, bul here is the lull transcript of 

the interview with Barchi from last month: 

.. :> Whal has entr,mce to Ihe Big Ten meant to collaborative research efforts 

between Rutgers and other Big Ten scho()ls? 



"Putting aside just what ,"nlering the Big Ten has meant for th," university and talking 

aboutth" CIC: itSEdf, it'" not ju"t w"earch, it'" academics aHmg" , It certainly I,; an 

opportunily to do Joint collaborative msearch wilh some of th," best universiti"s and b"sl 

sci"ntlsts in the world who are other members of the elc and lobby with them to put in 

applicatiom; and sham "dentific re,;ourc"", But it's also an opportunity fN our "tud"nt" 

to hav" access to course wNk thatlhey wouldn't hmm had access to and opportunities 

to do internships at research locations and with sci"ntists at other Big Ten/CIC 

unlversltie", Many of us aw going through a p"riod of r"as,;"s,;ing what our IIbrari"s me 

all about and recasting library space to be more study~learning space, With this entranc" 

into the CIC we m" now part of one of the lar"est librarie" in th" wNld, W" now hav" 

access on a 24'fwur notic" to '10 times more volumes of matNial than we had hNe 01 

Rutgers. It just provides a world-class resource base for our stud"nts and faculty that w" 

ju"t didn't have before. Our cancer center I,; now part of the Big Ten Cancer Consortium. 

Not only are we irlVolv"d but w,"'m playing a maJor role in it This is an opporlunity for us 

to b" involved bi,,~time with education and research with a "roup of schools who we 

consider to be our aspirational p,"ers." 

.. > What are the benefits that the success of the Rutgers athletics department 

in general and the football program in particular could have 10 the ufliven,ity? 

"Athldb; is a point of maiN focus for alumni at any school and we have a v"ly Imge 

alumni organization. fInd it's a point of opporlunity to have our school recogniz"d in a 

broa(kr marketplace inth" tri-stat" mglon and acro"s th" nation. It's an oppNtunity for 

us to "et our academic m,"ssage oul on tlw back of our sports .... I went to G,"orgetown 

University way back when and basketball getting into the r~IT was a big deal. I can tell you 

not many people kn"w about Geor"etown or it" "ports, It wa"n't too many year" lah,r 

when ,John Thompson was taking t"ams to the Final Four and sudd,"nly ,"veryone krww 

where Georgetown was and Georgetown sweatshirts were seen across the nation. That's 

collat"ral impact that'" hard to put a value on. ThNe',; a huge pot"ntial value to athletics 

if it's done correctly. 

"On the olher hand, it can also be a bi" risk to an institution lrom a financial point of vi,"w. 

And the cost of doing big~time athletics. if it's not appropriately addressed and managed. 

can b" a major drain on th" w"ourc"s that might b" used to "upport academic 

programs. It's a path that one might want to ,,0 down, but a path you want to b" carelul in 

managing and plotting your futurec 

~~> How much of a sports fan are you? 

"I would say compamd to the aVNag" ~~ew ,J,"rsey sports ian that s,"ems to read th," 

(newspaper), on a scale 01'1 ~to~1 0 I'm a 1. But if you asked me personally, I played 

sport,; in college, I follow football pmtty regulmly and I like to watch bm;ketbalL So I'd "iv" 

mys,"lf a medium rating in lerms of alhletics. I mak" il to all tlwloolball games at home 

and I try to get to a fair number of basketball games. I really enjoy it, and so does my 

wil"." 

~~ Tak" m" back to th" fall of 2012, wh"n th" Big Ten negotiation" heated up, how 

,"xcited wew u by trw prospects of Joining what's mgarded as maybe tlw most tmdition· 

rich and lucrative league in college sports considering how the Big East was falling apart. 

~!Obv~ou:...:dy th~s \'\,fhok~ ~s:...:;ue o'f 0··1 sports VllaS nevv to rne so ! \"Vi:1S on a rapid ~earning 

curve atth" time, I wasllery "erlou"ly con@med about the ca"h flow" inth" athldlcs 

programs al an institution thai was so sNiously constminedlrom an operating margin 

point of view. So I had many conversations with Tim (Pemelti), and Tim had given it a lot 

of thought from hi,; per"pectiv" a,; wEdl. He had been having conlwrsations long befor" I 

got here. But it just so happen,"d becaus," of a confiuenc," of factors, it was th," 

appropriate time for the Big Ten to be looking and we were an appropriate place to be 

looking, and ,;0 this came to a head a lot mOl'e quickly than it othelwise would've had." 

.. > How is funciraisin,) ,Join,) with athletics? 

"It's actually going very well indeedc I know that a number of people have opined that 

fundrai"ing for athletic" I,; way down. That i" not in bct the ca,;". It looks like vve'w 

probably going 10 have a record y,"ar this Y"aI'. We'r" almady virtually sold out lor our 



stadium for the next year, induding our season tickets, So lhat has not been th," case"" 

••• > So that the fundraising number, which dipped about 20 percent for vadous 

reasons, you're confident it's going to swell this yem: 

"I'm confidenllhat the lund raising lor athletics has lebound,"d after the dlopofis that we 

had from the events of the fall and the spring of 2012-13, I'm also confident that the 

wvemw" that w" will se" just from th" int"re,;t in activity in our "tadium will be a 

significanl advanc" over whal we had this pasl y"ar:' 

--> How much money do u need from the Bi,) Ten to really make an impact, or 

what year will it really start to make a difference to tile bottom line? 

"11'11 make a dilference 10 th," botlomlin," in the first y,"ar, II you just talk about rough 

numbers, we are expecting at a minimum something in the neighborhood of $9 and $85 

million in Y"ar 1. [Eei-This i" from th" Big T"n] ... Thew'" a hu"" impad in Year I , but 

thai's not why w" did this, The numb"rs are oul in the public domain. If you look allhe 

numb"rs you know that our support for athletics from the operating budget and from the 

studentl,","s is roughly $28 million. Last year there were orw··tim," costs, but thos," am 

restructuring costs that we will recover very quickly so I don't think you count those. 

"Let's say in ord,"r to gd 10 a totally bmak··even position, we'd hav" to incmas" rmmnues 

by S28 million. or $18 million if you look at what we put in from the operating budget. 

Onc" we b"com" full memb(m;, th" (projected) numb"rs that the Big Ten has gillen out 

this year to its Immbers lor what lhey should be using to plan for the 20'18··18 year is 

S44.5 million per school. That'" not in any of our calculations but th" math is pm!!y 

straight forward." 

••• > What do you expect of the athletic programs heading into their first year of 

the 8ig Ten? 

"I exped two thin",,: I expect our athletic pl"Ograrm; to p"lionn at the highe,;t I"vei that 

they're capable of performing, And I think that will turn a respectable performance in all 

of our "ports. And No.2 I expect them to maintain their high~level of acad"mic 

p'"liol'fYIanc", which is traditionally rank,"d among the best in Hw nation and would put 

them in the top third of the Big Ten in terms of their APR and graduation rates:' 

--> What do La Ihink of Ihe facililies compamd to the other Big Ten programs? 

"I think lhey rate as you would "xpect for a plogram lhat has been stlug"ling 10 cover its 

costs for years compared to a program like Ohio State or Michigan that has been 

bringing in a huge amount of r"venue fN tho"e "am" numbm of year". It vvill take tim" 

fN us to get into alirwndal position wfwm w," can improve our physical plan to the point 

where vve '<Yould like it. But we will eventually get there." 

•• > At this point could you fmesee Ihe univelsity loaning money to the athletics 

department to enhance Ihe facilities? 

"I don't foresee that. First off, realize that we are providing funds out of the university's 

opE,rating budget to the operating budgd of th" athletic" depaltm"nt every y"m. So 

that's real mon,"y. But in the lutuw I would expect that any capilal proj"c[s that are 

carried out by athletics would be supported in large measure by donations to the 

athldic" fundrai"ing program and that any additional mon"y vvould halle to be mis"d 

through debts that they would be responsible for, and would have to pay for on their 

budget." 

--> If you know $44 million is coming down the pike, why 110t offer a bridge 10al1 

to enhance the facilities right away? 

"The answer is simple: 'We have an operating margin here. So I would love to loan 

someone money, but someone would have to loan it to nwlirst. Understand that w,"'m 

running a $3.6 billion operation with an operating margin that's only about two-tenths of a 

percent. That'" not "ven enou"h to hire new bculty when I need to hire thE'il"1. 1/11" hav" 

no money to loan to anybody, The only r"asonwe're able to hav" our capital projects 

move forwmd the way they are now is because we have the Building Our Future bond 



fund and money fl'om the stale, and V'm have dd)t capacity that we've been abl," to use 

by restructuring our deb!. 

"But in terms of money that I have stashed in a f()senm somewhere to loan to athletics 01' 

anybody else, unfortunately vve ju"t don't have that." 

•• ;> What has Jim Delany told y()U about the last year on all the c()ntroversies 

that surrounded Rutgers athletics? 

"Both ,jim and the presidents of the other Big Ten schools have been extraordinarily 

,;upportive. They've all been through (issue,,) of their own at val'iou,; period" of tim"s and 

recognize "xactly what's involved in those events and hav" been very supportive. Th"re 

hasn't be"n any n"gativ" comments at all quite frankly." 

•• > Y()u"re confident in the job Julie Hermann is doing g()ing forward? 

•• > Why's that? 

"I'm th" person that put the lead"l'ship th"l"() to begin vvith I looKed at a lot of athletics 

directors, I liked what I saw, and I thoughl Julie could do the .lob if given th," chance to do 

the job. And we're going to do our best to support her and provide her with the 

opportunity to succeed." 

•• ;> It was reported by another outlet while Jim Delany initially broached the idea 

of a new stadium, the point was made about how much $ had been invested in 

the football stadium and if he insisted it would be a "non-starter." Was that 

accurate? 

"I don't recall Jim Delany ever talking to me about building a new stadium. We made it 

dear that we 'New not in position to ,npand our ,;tadium at th" cun'"nt timo and that if 

entry into tho Big Ten was predicated on a major investment on facilities now, thenwo 

\vould hav~~ to pass." 

•• ;> How about the current state of the football pl"Ogram • a lot of people don't 

have hi,jh expectations fm the season aftN a I()sing record and considering 

the step up in competition. Kyle Flood is entering his third se,ason, and by ali 

accounts it's a big year for him. Can you give me y()ur take on the football 

program heading into Yem 1? 

""Nell, it sound" liko th"l"e me a lot of p"ople out thore that know more about it than I do 

so they're probably reasonably accumt,". We invested a lot in hiring a whole new cadI"() 

of assistant coaches and defensive and offonsive coordinators and people 'Nho vve think 

Gan make a roal differonGe. The football team and the recruit,; th"y haVE, coming in ""em 

to think lhat that's lhe case. I think lhat l<Cyle is entitled to a period where he has a 

chanc" to ,;how v'/hat the t"am can do 

"On the other hand, you can't turn a team that lost so many players and so much 

mom"ntum around in on" y"ar. So I'm not ,np"ctin» that w" will bo vying for the National 

Championship nexl year. but I do expect that we're going 10 have a well .. coach,"d team 

that oxecutes woll and can provide a good sho'Ning on the field." 

•• > Any other angles that maybe I missed? 

"From my poinl 01 view when I'm asked about this. I have to say that I'm most concemed 

about the balanco of academic performance and athletic performance that our teams 

haliE' shown in th" pa"t and that we do not sacl"ifb, ono fO!" th" other dth"r way. I want to 

mainlain thai balanc,", and that's th," message lhat I'm givin» to my AD and OUI" coaches· 

- we expoct the highest level of integrity in our programs and wo simply will not tolerate 

anything but that. 

"And 1'\1" also been a big defender of our sport" progmms in our ,;trategic plan and to 

ow' faculty about the long .. mnge impact thai this has and the importanc," fOI" OUI' 

academic programs being able to be seen on a million TV sets a week in our halftime 



spots that talk aboul our acad'"mic achi,"vements. It's hard to put a price lag on that. So 

there's a balanced approach that we need to keep here." 

To read lhi,; arlicle in its original "dting click hem 

Exc:iusive Q&A with Rutgers President Robert Barchi 

PISCATAWAY - Fifteen months after presiding over the worst athletics controversy in 

F{utg,"rs history, F{obert Barchi stood centerstag'" Tuesday evening at High Point 

Solutions Stadium in a celebration of the university's entrance in the Big Ten 

Confewnce. 

As he was introduced by Scarlet Knights Athletics Director Julie Hermann, many 

wond"md whether the Rulgers Pw"id"nt would be cheemd or jeer"d. After all, in the 

wake of the Mike Ric," men's basketball scandal lhat resulted in the OustN or smmmitop 

officials, Barchi fended off criticism from fans. media and stale lawmakers alike for not 

doing enough 10 pwvent a contl'Oversy thai enveloped the entire university. 

Barchi dmw applat";" with only a "malt"ring of boo,; after receivin" a Scmlet Knight" 

foolball jNsey as a gifllrolll Hermarm. He shed his sports coal and tried to put on the 

jersey, but it proved to be one size too small. 

"Thanks. Julie. I "ues:> the first thin" you can do is get me a shirt that fits." Barchi 

quipped 

Call it a subtle di" at the often~criticized athletics director to whom Bmchi has offered 

unr"lenlin" support sin@ he made lhe calilo hire h"r in mid~~llay 2013. It also was a rare 

charK'" for Barchi to display his personalily. 

"I have a speech here, bul this isn' a nighllor a speech ...... this is a nighllor a party." 

Bmchi said, drawin" more applause. 

A physician and neuroscientist known for his pioneerin" research on critical molecules 

that play in human disease, Barchi has been criticized his seemingly lax attitude to'Nard 

alhletic,; - criticism that Wm,y louder when he opt<,d not to walch the infamou,; men's 

basketball practice video in November 2012 upon learning 01 Rice's coaching tactics. 

In firing Rice and announcing the forced resignation of popular flD Tim Perndti, Barchi 

called it "a failure of pl'Ocess" and apologized for not 'Natching the tape because, he said. 

"I am cerlainlhi,; ,;ituation would have had a diffemnt outcome had I done 50." 

It was the lowpoint of his presidency, but in the 15 months since Barchi has: 

• Overseen a medical~school integration as Rut"ers absorbed most of the units of the 

form"r Universily of Medicine and Dentistry of ~J"w ,1;,1',;ey last y"m 

• Developed a universitywide strate"ic plan 

• Green·lit more lhan $800 million in capital proj,"cts, induding the firsl new academic 

facility built on the Colle"e Avenue Campus since the 18605. 

"When you're governor and you're about to invest $1.2 billion in very difficult bud"etary 

timm; fN OUI' stale college,; and univ0rsiti"s. and a thil'd of thal in our ,;lat" univ"I',;ity at 

F{utg,"rs. you have 10 have complete confid,"nce in the leadNship of that university," 

Gov. Chris Christie said during a recent groundbreaking for a $115 milliol1 chemistry 



building on the Busch Campus. "You have to have confidenc," in F{utgNS' capabiliti,"s to 

provide a top-notch education to the citizens of our state and to states all over this 

country. I'm proud of th" fact that we are doin" things that are making u" acknowl"dged 

in the acad'"mic community all across the country and that would not happen wilhout lhe 

lea(krship of a "trang, direct and d"dsive president. And I appmciat;, Bob's I"ad(m;hip." 

In a widEHan"in" exclusive interview, Barchi talked about the virtues of Big Ten 

member'"hip fN Rutg"rs' 600 stud"nt-athletes, 18,000 faculty member", 65,000 

students, and 450,000 alums. Bi" T,"n membership cam," on the (;[li"·year armhmrsary of 

the medical-school integration, and Barchi spoke about where Rutgers now stands as a 

unbmrsity. And tV\lO months bdom officially E'i11barking orl hi" third year in office, the 67-

year old Philadelphia native offered a timeline as to when he plans to step down as 

univer"ity pw"ident 

MyCentraIJersey.com: Can you tell us where Rutgers University stands one year after 

the m"dical-"chcwl intewation? 

Barchi: "I would say what we were saying then is true now - it will probably take five 

years to lully assimilate lhe UMDHJ ,"I,"menls. But everything is "oing according to plan. 

The first step was to bolt the two organizations together so that the people within the 

organization - the "tudents and the faculty - kit that things went seamles"ly. They 

didn't notk,," any difference between th," last day of June and first day or July. They gol 

their paychecks, they went to work. the students were tau"ht. the research grants 

contimwd. Behind the "cenm; it'" taken a trem"ndot"; amount of work and w" "till have 

two pretty disparate or"anizations from a point of view of information systems and data 

movem"nt and all those things that halw to be fix"d. And that fixing pmces" is going to 

take smmral years. We Gan't take our eye oil' lhe ball. The fact or lhe molter is we'm 

probably only about halfway done with my to-do list there." 

MyCentraIJers'"y.com: You had a stated "oal of Flutgers becoming a top·25 nationally 

rated research institution after the merger (Flutgers rated tied for 69th nationally among 

U.S. Nm,y" & WNld Repolt'" 2014 ranking"). I" Flutw,rs dose I' to that goal? 

Barchi: "Oh, certainly. Ju"t by the number" w" am. The rankin"" for universitie", th" way 

the I.LS. News & World F{eport does it, lhey're driv,"n by certain metrics that we know. 

One of them, for example, is research grant activity. And we were down in the 50-

"omethin" befow and UMDr~J wm; dov'/n in the 80s. r~ow, the combined Flut"ers with the 

residual elements 01 UMDNJ is up around 25th. That's a jump that's almost impossibl," to 

make. In the normal course of business it would take almost a generation to do that. So 

.lust overnight we were able 10 make thai kind of move. Between that and th," size 01 our 

operation, we'll definitely improve on the numbers. 

"But th," issue lor me is ...... What are we really doing? Can we lake what we "ot and 

develop the synergy that's there? And that's what we have to do to get to that top 5 orl 0 

p"l"c"nt." 

1I!1yCentraUer"ey.com· Do you v'/orry about hov'/ you'w percdved by th" general Rutger" 

sports fan? 

Bmchi: "No. I didn't take thi" job to win friends and influence p"ople. I took it because I 

thought I could do something for the university in a finite period of time. And ilneeded 

somebody to come in, turn it around, get it to a certain level. and then move on. I'm not 

looking fN another job. I'm h"r" to be able to, at th" end of it, look back and say, 'That 

was worth doing.' And 'Whatever you thought of me. the job got done and got done well.' 

And if I can gd that accomplished, tha!'" fine with me. 

"But I have to tell you that most of the people I interact with now around the campus and 

around the state, it's night and day in term" of our interaction". It'sllery positiv", Iwry 

fri,"ndly. Although there's still sorm msidual animosity in the alhletics press, which will 

probably never go away. I don't feel in the least bit put upon by the people I interact with 

on this campus and the people around the state now. 

"It wm; a rough fir·"t year, but w"'r,, past that. And part of that comes from what we've 

accomplished. VVe've done what w," said we would wilh the integration. INe've done the 

strategic plan. which was a lot of heavy lifting. And we've done the facilities planning. 



VVe\m got alnwsl $900 million worth of construction started" People can see thai and 

say. 'Oh, ok. I get it. I see the vision of where you're heading. Even though I may not like 

your "tylE" I like your direction. I'm on board.' ". 

1I!1yCentral,Jer,",y.com: Entering Year 3 of your presidency, what are going to be some of 

your goals? 

Barchi: "I'm pointing forward to the 250th anniven"ary of Rut"e!'s And by that time I want 

to have all the capital projects that we have on the board done" I want to have a master 

plan for the years five~through"20 in hand and approved. which we will in December. I 

want to haVE, the tangible results of havin" an honor" college and "orne of the other 

investments we've made in academics visible. I want to look at a budget that's balanced 

and i" putting money back into academics ellery year, becau"e we're doing thin9" more 

eflicienlly" And that includes completely redoing the IT strudum hem, reorganizing lhe 

corporate services infrastructure. I want to see the (Rutgers Biomedical Health & 

Science,,) on its fed and runnin", which I think it will be. alon" with accm;s of health care 

systemslrom Newark to New a!'unswick. Pmd I want to see a team in place lhat is stable, 

high quality and make this place successful no matter who's running it. 

MyCentmlJel'5ey.com: You .lust named a dozen things. Do you have a time line on gdtin" 

all of that accomplished? 

Barchi: "It'll be done by 2016 .. 1 7" ay the 250th (anniversary) everything lhatl just 

mentioned will be done." 

MyCentraIJersey.com: So do you want to see all these goals through? 

amchi: "I always lold the board when I came ...... and I was very public aboutlhis to 

anybody who asked - my assessment was that this is a three"to five .. year job to "et it to 

the point where it wm; "df .. "ustaining. The big job" were done, the momentum was there. 

and then it was time to recruit al5 .. year president. I sort of turned aside retirement to do 

this. So by 2016 .. 17, I'll be 70 and I hope I'll halw accompli"hed that." 

MyCentraiJersey.com: How important is entrance to the Bi" Ten for Rutgers? 

Barchi: "VVe'm all really pumped, very exciled aboutlhis. It's the culmination of a lot of 

hard work over a number of years by a number of people within the organization to got to 

this point. I look at gdting into the Big Ten as b"ing (;[li, of the pivotal points lhatwe'li 

look back on in Rutgers history - 'Nhother it 'Nas the act that made Rutgers a land"grant 

in"titution or th" act wh"m w" b"carn" the stat" univ"rsity. or the date that w" integrated 

the residual elements 01 UIIi1DNJ. Each one 01 them signifies a pivotal point and when you 

plot that final trajectory you're "oing to find out that this day was one of them. \Ne think 

it's a really big (hll 

"It's a big deal from a "ports point of viev'I. but it's an equally big deal with whew w" stand 

as a university as an academic entily and the company we keep." 

To access thi" alticie in its original s"tting click h."!(~. 
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Dear Vince·· 

Greetings horn the SundayHighlShip. Hop'" everyone had a gfeatlong weekend. 

D0"pit0 th" "uppo""d winding down of college sport" activity, there contimle" to be 

plenly of worthwhile content and I am happy to bring it along to YOlL 

Of cow'"e, Julyht rnarK.0d the official mOiling day of many "chool" that have roaliWH,d 

them5elv"s to oth"r cOl1f"renc"s, 50 a n0W ()fa of rivalries and travel (and larger 

conference dl"trlbutiom;) will SOOIl ,,01 111. 

And speaking of confer"nce realignment, here's a sharn010ss plug (w" haven't had one 

of tho"e In a long Ion" tlm0). There are a lot of n0W "ubscriber" who have 110t y0t ""en 

the rnast0rplece that Is the Clips Conkronce Reall"nmer1t Chart, so we are trolting It out 

for th0ir edification and "nteltainment. We hav0 been "stuck" 011 Revision #25 for quite 

some lime now. I wond"r who will make th," n'">:.t moV',"? S"e th," chart al bottom. 

Have a good week. 

Nick Infant0 

Clips Editor 

News 

1m Courts favor i\jC/-V\? New research says that when it's Students 
vs. NCAA, the students usually lose .. ' 

OOlroJl!I!1.,!(om The ~~CAAJI\JLR8 /\rnicus Brief, reduced to bite .. sized 
portions Here it is, what you've all been waiting for a Clips summary of the 37-page 
amicus brief, condensed into non-repetitious essence .. 

~ Coach firings am rarely wutine events A dismissal of a 
women's tennis coach at LSU raises questions about alleged discrimination, 
harassment, disparate pay and unrealistic expectations considering the lack of 
adequate facilities. ,., ..... " 

rgo]!J::[<j!'I'Kop,1m Education Department Updates College Affordability 
and Transparency Lists The database lists the highest and lowest five percent in 
tuition, net price and increases (3-year period).'::',,·· .. · ... · 

OOIOjI!lil!:W College football's top 10 scoreboards They are big, they are 
bright, they are loud, and they are fun. ,,'.' 

~ One committee's opinion of the Big Ten stadiums (Experts 
Poll) It has been all eyes on the Big Ten since July 1 Here's a ranking of their football 
stadiums. 



fi.W!.l1'l!l$"W! Freedom for /\11 The author registers his strong, nay, virulent 
disagreement with the NCAA's vision of the "collegiate model of athletics, , calling it un
American. And he posted it on the 4th of July to boot. ,"" . 

kW,j.l!rffll~laDj Who \iVon Realignment? Ranking the New Major Conference 
Teams c'''' . 

lOO[olr4!I!.,..'" Looking back on the last 15 years in college football and 
beyond Clips Guest Commentary One of Clips' favorite writers moves on, leaving 
morsels and tidbits from the past decade and a half. ,'" 

~ Briefs filed-for and against-Northwestern union attempt 
Both, er, all sides have put their opinions on the record. ,'. '.' 

!;l!"?W!1!MI§!U Realignment in retrospect: The best stories from this 
round of moves There was no master plan, no one was driving the bus and it was a 
free-for-all. 

r;1Wf:+'lroIDj Senators reschedule NC/\A hearing for July 9 The Senate 
Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation will hold a hearing titled 
"Promoting the Well-Being and Academic Success of College Athletes" 

~ FSU rides GPS technology to title A propulsion engineer monitors GPS 
devices worn by FB players in specially designed straps to track acceleration rates, heart 
rates, speed, etc. " ... 

~ Q+A: Former UNL.V AD ,jim Livengood busy in his 
retirement Clips Interview A poster child for "aggressive relaxation," he 
has gotten away from the day-to-day demands of college athletics to focus 
more on the industry's large issues. ' '.' . 

~ "The Athletic Trap: How College Sports Corrupted the 
Academy" Clips Book Review A Brit prof who taught a sports course in the US 
comments on a new book by Professor Howard Nixon of Towson. The review is peppered 
with all those cool Brit "misspellings," like "labour' and "programmes." 

ilol}!jl@ij@ From The Sports Pages Of UConn History, A Stand 
Against Anti-Japanese Racism Players from internment camps had 
memorable moments with teams. '." 

!!li!.oMjlol.1,w}!'!rol!' Ranking every CFB conference Examining how the 
leagues stack up, from the SEC to the Sun Belt. ;,., .. 

• ! ~ 5/65 FB W's per $'s of coaches' salaries Herein we 
$!'%'I offer chartage that furthers the evermore debate between efficiency and 

effectiveness in big-time college football. ., .. 

~ O'Bannon Judge 'Neighs in as NCAA trial 
concludes From the brilliant Judge Claudia Wilken come rapid-fire 
questions about the often illogical world of college sports .. :>"." 
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NCAA/Emmert on hot seat at Senate Panel 

Deill'Vince·, 

I wish I coulda been there, 

The Clips Truth Squad occasionally attends various media events, conventions, hearings, games. 

etc., to inject ,;orne eyev'Iitne"s account flallor (aka: fly,on~wall cred) to our wid,>ran"in" cov"r'a"e 

Trouble is, you never mally know ahead of time which event is going lo be a n,"wsmakN. 

One or my epic misses was a congressional hearin" in 2009, when BCS criticism and conremnce 

realignment was rumbling on the near horizon. and John Swofford (ACC Commissioner) and Craig 

Thomp,;on (Mountain \Ne,;t Commissioner) appeawd at a panEd in which Texa,; Rep ,10" Barton got, 

at!. perturbed, mad," some remark about th," BCS being "a liltle like Comrmmism," and John Swofford 

(speakin" on behalf of the BCS) was reduced to defending the BCS against communism. A classic. I 

wish I coulde been at that one 

I think another "miss" might have occulTed yesterday, wh"n I thought about-but ultimatdy pass"d 

on .... ·altendin" a Senate CommNce Commiltee panel. Tilled "Promoting I'f)(,? I!\/elf-Being and Academic 

Success of Co liege Athletes. '"the panel featured NCAA Mark Emmert as its still' 'Nitness. When it was 

over, it ,;e"med evident that thi" was a bit of a sd~up, and that a fmN surly ,;enators 'New pwdisposed 

to use this panel as an opportunity to make President Emmelt a whipping boy. 

I wish I coulda been at yesterday's hearin", 

In remarks before the panel. Committee Chairman Senator Jay Rockefeller ('WI/) said: 

"We stili hear too many reports of fraudulent acaderl1ics. and too many tragic stories of former college 

aN7/etes Wl70 have absolutely notl7irJg to show for the services they provided to tl7eir schools - sendces 

thc.?t genen~ted rniflions upon rmf/fons of' dof/~n$~ Cof/egr:~s and urnversdfes Sc.?y thai thes(:? rr:~\/enur:~s 

benefit college athletes and their student bodies at large. but there's no way to account for this. VVe 

need to better understand i/l/hether the revenues generated b,V the }\lC.;;1A are corrupfirJg the besic 

rnission of athletic prograrns [tlat at'l:~ e$t~~b/fshr:?d to serv(:? .schoo!'s and educatr:~ students, not thr:~ 

other V1/i3V l"3rOund. </ 

These are strong, unambiguous 'Nords. I wasn't there, but I think that Rockefeller likely used a 

haughty, na"ty ton8 of vob, to "ay what h" "aid. 

Hmm. seems like Chairman Rockefeller might already have his mind made up? 



plesid,"nt of the NCAi\. bul his powers are limit'"d·····and lhe public. induding US ",,"nators 

apparently-do not understand this. So '''-'hen the senators bore down on him for foot dragging on 

rule;;, change" that would bendit student-athlde", Emmert r"minded evaryone-repeatedly, and 

cormctly····-lhatthe university plesidenls make the rul,"s, not the ~~Cj\A itsell. 

Which elicited from Rockefell,"r this bully pulpil threat "I!\ihat I wanllo s"e is ,1 panel of subpoena"d 

unh/ersity presidents from land-grant, publicly funded universities up here". 

11th," NCi\A governance proceedings inl\ugust t~. January do nol result in substantbl rdorms, I would 

not be surprised if the next Senate panel does not feature subpoenaed university presidents, 

con'!m~ssjon~~rs, rnedb. t;:xeC5. etc 

And if that happ"ns, the Clip" Truth Squad will be them. 

You heard it here first? 

Below are a couple articles and excarpts from others describing the hearing. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Edilor 

NCAA President calls for 'scholarships for life' 

By Associated Press. /·" .. 14. 6:38prn ET 

WASHINGTO~~ ...... HC/I.}" Pmsident Mark Emrmlt told a ",,"nat," commitlee Wednesday h," supports 

"scholarships for life" and other reforms in how athletes are treated, then did such a good job of 

casting himself as a powerless ligumhead that one senator told him: "I can'tleliwhether you'm in 

charge or whether you're a minion," 

Emm'"lt faced a skq)tical Senate Commerce Committe," and said he f,"els college sporls "works 

extremely well for the vast majority" and that the overall current model of amateurism should be 

preserv"d, 

But he listed "eversl change" he'd like to see enacted, 

In addition to the end of the standard year .. to .. year scholarships, he said scholarships should also 

COV"I' the full GO"t of attending Gollege, not ju"t ba"ics such "'; room and board 

He also called for better health, safety and insurance protocols and said universities must confront 

what he call"d the "national cri"is" of ""xual as"ault 

Emmert said such chang"" could Gome about if Divi"ion I "chools d"cide to wmak" their deci"ion

making structure in the corning weeks, giving more aulhority to the five biggest conferences, 

He reiterated that the schools thEm1"elves aw in char9" of the rul"s and "mphasiz"d the chall"nge of 

cwating a consensus among coll'"ge presidents, coach,"s and athletic dimGtors, 

That led to sharp words from Sen. Claire McCaskill, who leveled the "minion" slatem,"nl and added: "If 

you're merely a monetary pass .. through, why should you even exist?" 

The Missouri Democmt was palticularly concem,"d with resemch that showed a significanl 

percentage of universities allow athletic departments to handle sexual assault investigations of 

athl"tes 

Emm"lt said h" was "equally surprised and dismay"d by" f',/IcCa"kili's numb"I'" and that he v'/ould work 

10 put an end to lhe appamnl conflict 01 interest. 

The hearing cam" a" th" NCAA faces PI'e%UW from multiple front" to mfonn how athld"" are treated 



The or"anization Is awaiting a jud""',, ruling follov'Iing a three~week trial in Oakland, California, in 

which fonner UCLA basketball star Ed (I'Bannon and olhers me seeking a share of revemws fl'Om 

the u"" of their nam"s, Image" and liken""sm; in bl'Oadcasts and vldeo"amm;. 

Also, former Northw"st,,1'Il quarterback Kain Colter Is lead in" a push to form the first union for coile"" 

athl"tes 

Emm"rt t"stifi"d in the (I'Bannon trial, '""her" he oppos"d any effort to pay players b"caus" It would 

destroy the b"drock of amat"urlsm on which colleg" "ports 1;; based 

There have be"l1 moves. however, to pay more att"l1tlon to th" athlete'" concems Emmert noted that 

multiyear scholarships were rec,"nlly r"instated alter being banned for clos," to four decades. Tfw 5i" 

Ten last month came out in support of "uarant""d four~year scholarships and improved medical 

cove rag" fN athleh,s. 

Also t"stlfying was former University of North Carolina football player Devon Ramsay. who spok" of 

the red lap" h" had to endure to dem his nanw after allegations 01 plagiarism. UHC has been dealing 

with a long-running acad"mics and athl"tlcs scandal, and Ramsay said h" cam" to th" conclusion 

that the school "was more concemed v'IIth penalti"s and lo"s"" of "choiarship" than proh,cting one of 

~ts ov/n." 

Ramsay also called fN mandatory summer interm;hips that v'Iould hdp pmpaw athlde" fOl' future 

camers. H" said it's "almost impossible" to complet," an internship at a competitive foolball school 

b"cause of the time demands mad" by coaches. 

"Th" r~CAA as an institution no longer protects th" student athlde," Ramsay said. "They ar" more 

concEmled with slgna"e and profit margins." 

Committee chairman .Jay Rock"feller also took th" bigger vi"w, questioning wh"ther th" amateur 

mockl is st";tainabl,,. He told Emmert: "I think I am .iust very "keptical that the NC.AA can ,,'wr IIv" up 

to the lofty mission that you constantly talk about." 

"I don't se," how a multibillion dollar commercial "nterprise can mNely be an amateur pursuit" lfw 

\/II"st Virginia Democrat said. "I don't see how the NCAA will "ver be capable of truly making a safe, 

quality educational experlenc" fOl' students their ~Jo. 1 priority." 

Rock"feller said he doesn't plan to drop the issue. H" dropped v"iled threats of using subpoena 

pow"r and the commitl,"e's special inv"sligation unit should lhe Democrats retain control 01 th," 

8"nat" and the r~CAA not move forward with reforms. 

Near th," "nd of the h,"aring, which lasl"d .lust under thm'" hours, r,ockdelier said 100 much 01 the 

h"aring was conducted in "selHJrotection mode." 

"My real feeling from lhis fwaring," Rockdeller said, "is that we haven't accomplis[wd much." 

Emmert declined an invilation from Rodmf,"ller to make a concludin" statenwnl. Alter lhe [waring, 

Emmert ddlect"d qu"stions from reportNs while being led to a fr"ight elevator to leave the building. 

Senate Gorml1ittee Presses NoC,AA, Siqnaling Interest in Direction of Golleqe 
$PQCg 
By Marc Tracy, New YOlk Times, 7~9-14 

Wednesdays hearing comes at a time when the N. C.A.A. is facing increased scmtiny on a number of 

frollts A high~profi/e federal trial in California, which challenged the N.G.AA:" model of amatewism, 

recr:mtfyen(t$(L Eat/fer Un::;. )/eQt~ scho/~w$hjp football p/~~)/ers at Nortfwr;'esiern j,1,.'on thr:~ right to forrn a 

uniOtl, a decision that is tlOtl!! (HIder rel,liet1/ by' the ,f-r.,lat/ona/ Labor ReiatiotlS Board and jN/7ich pronl,tJted 

a separate Congressiofll"3! l7eating in ,I\.f;ay. 



Among the six witnesses who testified Wednesday were ,"1ark Emll1ert, the N C.AA president 

Ernrneti pushea back t':?galnst [tIe har$hr:~st critiques. 

"College sports. in n1}' opinion, v/orks extret'ne!~1 weft for the vast rnajor-it)! of our 460,000 studerd

~~it!letr:~s,)} hr:? sal(L 

In t'niStny instarJces, though, Et'nrnert, sifting cafrnly at one end of the vtdtness hsrbte, {eapt to agree Vl/ith 

[tIe senators' de!nands lor refarrn. f-i(:? s~Hd he supportr:~d gu~nanter:~d lour-year scholarships, lil/hict! in 

recent v1leeks the Unitretsity of SouN7ern CaHforrJia i'JrId Indiana Unillersity have sfJiri they would offet: 

He said thr:~ t~J. C~A.A. should ·'lead in thr:? ~~rr:?a of hr:~afth and safr:~ty, '" ana cited nr:?j,1,.' gwdr:.?!inr:?$ relatr:~d 

to footbali practices that the association released this week He added that he was disappointed in 

conferenoe realignment 

The !If CAA would rather make changes by itself - to its own preferred degree, on its own timeline 

~ rat/Jer thfJrI h'':Hfe c/7ange forced upon it by the courts, state legislatures or Congress, son1e experts 

,say~ 

<rtf's becot'ne n70re and t'nore crear to us that goirJg fOflltlard it's in1potfant for us to open up fines of 

cornrnunicatfon in the [} C. Qr~~a, I) Tiro ~lIei,sr:?r, thr:? BIg 12)$ deputy corn!nis,sioner, ,said in an mtr:~nfjeJ..1( 

"We realized it's a different day and lill1e for us." 

NCAA's Mark En,mert ads arillina from Senate cormnittee 
Steve Berkowitz, USA TODA'ISpotis, 7-10-1{ 2:59amET 

Senate Commerce Committee chairman Jay Rookefeiler (D-IN Va) began a hearing on college 

~~ihletics llVednesday afternoon \Niih vigor, .si<epi1cis!n cUid the protrnse of thi,sju,st being the start of' ~~ 

campaign of NCAA oversight. A little more than three hours later. he ended it with what seemed like a 

sense of resignation. 

In between, NCAA President Mark Emmert- the hearing's star witness - announced his support for 

jill/Jat he fertned .fschoffJrshfps for hie, f' bfJckeri N7e NCA/·1 away fron; iSt controw:~tsia{ legal position in a 

concussion la\.!l/sr../it atld faced a barrage of criticism atld sharply \//otded quest/ons on a 'vvide rar/ge of 

issues. 

Claire i'v1cCaskill (D~IHo), who early Wednesday released a report on how colleges report, investigate 

and adjudicf.de sexuall.rio{ence. bffJsfed Et'nrnert concerning a finding thf.d t'nore than 20% of schools 

gIve thr:~ ait!letics depattrnr:mt oY"r:?rsight of ca,ses lrnrolYing ~~ihletr:~s~ in hr:~r v:lal<e, sevr:~ral other 

members of the committee. some Dell10crat and some l'?epublican, fol/owed suit. 

f~ockefellr:?r hc.?s c.?nnounced he IS not running for re··r:~!r:~ction in 2014. but in rr:?(fu?rks directe(t at 

Emmert, he said that if the Democrats "control Congress next time.,. we want to make this a 

continuing sui'dect of this o'i/ers!/.;ht con1fniftee. Vile have ol/ersight of sports. All spotts. VVe h'.Hre the 

~~bifft)/ to subpor:ma. ~/Ve t!ave a specla! invr:~stigc.?tive unit lIVe c.?fe vet]! into it!is subject. This is pari of 

a process here. 1/ {Ed- "t.{le ha\.fe ol.rers!/.;ht of sports. Af! sports." . . . f.dl? . ne\.fer heard it stated so 

bluntly before} 

In response to Emmert having noted earlier in the hearing that he has a limited role in NCAA rules~ 

n;aking thf.d h:: uftitnf.de/."l done largely by co!Jege presidents, ,rt..r;cCaskffl said- III cat'/f fe!J whether ."lou 

are in charge or whether you are a minion" to the schools and college presidents, 

In the end, the question left Rockefeller wondering himself 



('On one /ei/e!. \..ve\te opened the conversation,'1 he said in hIs conCJ'r.Jditlg rerrJarks. IIBut rny real feel/ng 

trotn this is th"3f Vl.te real(v l7allen't accon7{)lished tnuch. 1/ 

As for Ermnert's feelinfJ it was hard to know. Because the hearing went longer than expected, traw:;! 

pians resulted in NCAA officials hustling Emmert from the hearing room illto an elellator. Asked how 

tIe thought thr:~ sr:~ssion j/t/r:~nt, Ernrned saht I'Fine. !r 

And then thr:~ elevator door cfosed~ [great .sign·,olf fron; Steve Berkot1litz) 

A Wild One on Capitol Hm 

Dr:~spitr:~ a potr:mtiai swine flu pande!nic, ttIe Ctwysler bankruptcy, ~~ ballooning nationc.?f defkit and 

carbon sequestering, Congress found tirne to corll'ene a hearing to delve into the fairness ofthe BCS 

bowl system. 

By Clips Editor Nick infante, 5~'1~09 

By all accounts, and your dogged Clips researchers have dutifully read all the many accounts. that 

the House Commerc,", Tmde and Consumer Protection subcommittee hearing on Wedr10sday in 

Washington was raucous and contentious, 'Nith equal parts grandstanding, hyperbole and outright 

bulL [Ed.~ F?ernen1ber the Congressional hearing scene in Godfl"3ther 2? F?en;etnber the haugh~v. 

pornpous congrr:~ssrnen? F'{e!netnber thr:? rr:~cent bc.?seb~~fj str:~roid hr:?arings? f'?r:~rnernber Cfe!nens ~~nd 

McGuire making absolute fools of themselves with their incredible denials?] 

The BC8 hearings were all those and more. Iflhey have another BC8 hearing I'm delinitely lhere. 

i\s is usually the cas," in lhese congmssional hearings, there was a preconceived conclusion, which 

was to beat up on the current postseason setup, which features a championship game bet'Neen the 

two top h,ams in the 8CS "tandings, based on two poll" and "ix computer rankin"". 

Rep. Joe L. Barton (R~Tex.). the ranking member of the subcommittee, absolutely stole the show. His 

bullying, bm"hnes" and incmdibly ridiculot", statem"nt" must haliE' been amazing to hear first hand. 

Barton's worst was linkin" the 8CS to Communism. Jeez, didn't we lose that after th" McCarthy era? 

Her,;s 8arton's commi" comment: 

"It's interestin" that people of "ood will keep trying to tinkN with the current system, and to my mind 

it's a little bit lik" ~~ and I don't mean thi" directly ~~ but it's like conm1uni"m. You can't fix it. It will not be 

fixable. Sooner or laiN, you're going to have to lrya new model, and thai's why we're here today." 

x 

Rep. Barton also thr"aten"d to prohibit the US" of the term "national champion" to identify the last 

t"am standing in the 8CB "lIery year if a playoff syshml is not put in plac". How and whem the 

Congress would! could ,"ver get the aulhority and jurisdiction 10 do lhatwas not detailed. 

i\nd yet another gooly 8artonism was his suggestion that the BCB should drop th," "c" from its name 

and call it th" "88" because it doesn't represent the true champion. 

Barton ask"d ACC Commis"ionN and BC8 coordinator ,John Swofford if [HA football would adopt a 

playoff syst'"m if his I'"gislation banning the use 01 "national championship" was passed inlo law. 



Swolford. who was not familiar with Barton's legislation, responded that such a scenario had not been 

discussed "at any level." 

Barton did not like that am;wer, barkin» "WEd I , I would "ncourag" you to stmi di,;cu,;"ing it, becaus" I 

think ther" is better than a 50 perc,"nt chance that if we don't s"e sonw action in th," next two months 

on a voluntalY switch to a playoff system, that you will "ee this bill move, So it need" to be "omdhing 

that you rw"d to start discussing." 

Thi" i" bizarre. Barton i" thwatenin» a mandatory p"nalty if the BCS do"sn't "voluntarily" act. Huh? 

lEa.'· The Cljps/nterviej,t' 8cheduffng Depc.?rtrnent tv'1!! be c~~fjjng 61ep. Barion:",;; ofhce first thing rnornjng~ 

VVe gotta get an /ntetllie1.v I//ith this guy] 

John S'Nofford and Derrick Fox (ex"cutive director of the Alamo Bowl and at~large board member of 

the Football Bowl A"sociation) were the c(wl""t head" in th" morn. When asked why th" pw"ent 

system should wmain in place, th," poised and ImreHlOackd Swofford said, 

"Most important, it is the best system for cro'Nning a national champion that can obtain the support of 

all of th" confer"ncm; and im;titutiom; that aw necessalY to make such a champion"hip possibl" It 

lits well within our acad'"mic and athletic calendars. is fully consistent with the "ducational missions of 

our colle»"s and universities, and ma)(imizes th" numb"r of post~s"ason opportunities for our 

stud"nt'athlet"s, coaches, and fans." 

Also in attendance to testify in favor of moving toward a playoff system were Boise State AD Gen" 

Bleymaier and f'Jiountain I/\Iest Commissioner Craig Thomp"on. Howev"r, th,,1'0 'Nas not much about 

them in the rwws cov,"rage. 

Other comical (and sad) moments: 

• Rep. Bobby Rush of Illinois, displayed littl" grasp of th" subject matter, referring to Swofford as the 

commis;;ioner of th" "Athldic Coa"t Confewnce" ins\i,ad of the "Atlantic Coast Conf"rence." 

• "This is much more fun to talk about. VV" can walk and chew gum at the same lime." .... F{ep. G"n," 

Green, R~TX, when ask"d why Congress was focusing on football rather than other weighty matters. 

• And finally, back to th" eminently quotable Rep. Barton, who off"md hi" personal solution to th" 

problem (apparently 110t joking), "Well, you could have a playoff system of 6<1 teams and use every 

bowl that's currently in th"l'O. You could do that," To which Derrick Fox shot back, "We'd still b" 

playing." Mayb" this is why it's a good kka fOI governnwntto stay out of college sports. 

Like I said, a wild one on Capitol Hill .. 
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NY Times fmnt page: Alleged rapist (FB player) walks free 

x 

Greetings from Clips. 

One wOl1d(m; aboullh" how and why (and when) for lhe seledion and "mphasl,; of lead new" "tori"s. 

Of course, ther" ar" cNtain big storie" that simply cannot be ignored by th" media: such a" reciprocal 

bombings by/of Hamm; and Israd, an III"gal immigranl crl"is 011 ttw T"xm;!f'.IIexico bNckr, of-in ttw 

college sports world-the O'Bannon v. NCfoA trial a couple weeks ago. 

Stories like Hwse simply must be covNed. II not, any fWWS ,"ntity lrying 10 portray its"lf as 1"9it will quickly 

lose its credibility. 

Sorne :...:;t(ir~l~s are not necl~ssari!y big news. but get Gonspk:uou!...=< coverage nonethl~k~ss. Such was the 

case today when the New York Times plac"d a s"xual~assault story top dead centN on the front pag" of 

ils Sunday edition. 

The facts of this case aiE' distrm;singly similar to many that hav" pr"G"ckd it. Thl" on" happen"d al 

Hobart ilnd \j\jilliam Smilh ColI"9'"S ill upstal" New York. P\l1 irwxperiel1ced, wide·ey,"d fr"shmal1 eo·ed, 

just two weeks aftN starting school, goes out on a Saturday night, drinks "xGessiv"ly, gets separated 

from hN fri"nds, and I" found al midni"hl "bent over a poollabl" as a football plaYN (a s"nior) app"med 

to be sexually assaultil1g her from bd1ind in a dark'"l1ed danc" hall with six or s"ven people watching ilnd 

laughing." 

Let me be clear. no one is saying that football players and laGrosse plaYNs, and basketball plaYNs, etc .. 

are r"spom;ibl" for "mo"t of' or "a lot of' "exual~as"ault inckknh How"ver, alle"aliom; that involve 

lootball players are the (;[H"S that "amer a displ'Oportionat," amount of 11'"WS covera"", 

l.ook allhl" one, hem's a r"laliVEdy ob"cure [>3 school 9ettin9 n"9aliv" publicity 011 the fronl page (top 

dead c"nter) of Hw ~~"w York Tirms. 



cxx,!iec,teci Tjtne.s reaciers req!.J!ar!y intGrnJ!ngte \1/dh extremeii ,Do\1/erfu; Dotl":::j/ makers. rImes rea..::iers erG far less ;tkei:./ 

t!link bad t!lir;qs ebout cojjege i>::.'otcai! 

Here's a condens,"d description ollhe incident that made the Times front page: 

~ Just two weeks into school, anlS year old co-ed Hobart and William Smith Colleges was drinking 

on a Saturday night and wm, noliced missin" by her friend,; 

* She was later found "bent over a pool table as a foolball player appeared to be sexually assaulting 

her from behind in a darkened dance hall with six or seven people watching and lau"hing," 

o A sexuakrssaullnurse offer"d this ass"s,;menl: blunt for@ tmuma 'Nithin the la,;l24 hours 

indicating "intercours" with "ither multipl," parlners, multiple tim"s or that th," intercourse was very 

fOl'ceful." The student ,;aid ,;h" could nol recalilhe poollable "ncounler, bUl did remEm'lber being 

mp"d earlier in a frat"mity--hous" bedroom, 

* Th" football player at th" pool table had also been at the fraternity hous" - in both places with 

his panl,; down- but denied rapin" her, "aying he 'Nas too timd aft"r a football gam" to gel an 

er"ction, 

* T'No other players, also accused of s"xually assaulting th" 'Noman, denied th" charge as well. 

Ellen so, le,;l,; la10r found SpE,ITfl or semen in her vagina, in her rectum and on h"r underwear. 

~ It took the college just 12 days to investigate the rape report, hold a hearing and dear th" football 

players, The foolbailleam vvent on to finish undefeat"d in ils confemnce, vvhile lhe woman 'Na,; left, 

she said, lo face th" consequ"nc,"s ..... thr"ats and harassment fOl' accusing memb"rs of the most 

popular sports team on campus, 

Fe-orn the Tirnes: 'At t':? i1rne or grr:?at etnotionaf turrnolf, students t1/ho say itJey werr:? ~~ss~nlfied rnust tnake 

a choice: Seek help from their school, tum to the crirl1inai justice system or simply remain siient. The 

greet fnajorit)/~ includirJg the student in this case ~ choose their schoof, beceuse oftl7e expectation of 

anonyrl1ity and the belief that administrators will offer the sort of support that the police will not. " 

And, mind you, this NY Tim"s front page story was just three days removed from the Senate CommNce 

Commill;,e h"al'ing" this vveek, in which Sen. Claire McC:a,;kill vodferou,;ly announced the resulls of a 

!...=<exua!·'as!...=<au!t survey "$exut':?f Viok:~nce on Carnpus: Naill,' too lnany insiduiions or hjghr:~r educai10n t':?re 

failing to prot,e_c_t_s_tr_ld_e_'_lt_s __________________________ --, 

x 

Th" surv"y provid"d an unusually ddail"d look al variations in policies and customs in whal has becom" 

an '"xplosive issue lor hi"her education, 

McCaskill said sh" wm; "lruck by th" finding lhat 22% of a nalional sample of schools m,;ponding lo her 

survey gmm athletic depmtments an oversight role in cases involving athlet,"s, 

Among her findings: 

& f',/Iow than 20 percent of "chool" in the national "ample provided no "exual as"ault I'e,;pons" 

lraining for faculty and staff. Mom than 30 percent provided no train in" lor students. 

* Mol''' than 40 pNcent of schools in the national sample have not conducted a single sexual 

violence inve,;ligation inlh" pa,;l five years 

~ More than 40 percenl of th," larg,"st public schools allow students to help adjudicate sexual assaull 

cases - a practice "rife 'Nith all kinds of pot"ntial problems," McCaskill said, especially if stud"nts 



}Ibov," I have captured th," main points of the Times coverag'". If you want to slog through all the gritty 

details, you can proceed belo'"", . 

r~iGk Infante 

Clips Editor 

/-low One Collr,?ge Nom/lea a Sexual Assauli Cornpii/int 

By \lVi/it Bogdi/niclJ, New York Times, 7~"i 3-14, 5,729 words 

Access Clips website: t!0,,!.,> 



GENEVA, N.Y ....... She wa" 18 ye,m; old, a freshman, al1d had b"el1 on campus for jt,,;t two we"k" wh"n 

on" Saturday night la"t Septemb"r h"r fri"nds grew worri"d b"cau"e "he had been drinking and 

"uddenly disappeared. 

Around midnight, the mis"ing girl texted a friend, saying she was frightened by a student she had met 

that eV"l1ing. "Idk what to do," "he v'Iwte. "I'm "car"d." When sh" did 110t am;v'Ier a call, the fri"nd begal1 

searching ror heL 

In the early·molning hours on the campus of Hobart and \j\jilliam Smith Colleges in central ~~ew York, lhe 

friend said, he found her - bent over a pool table as a football player appeared to be sexually 

as;;aulting her from behind in a darkened dance hall with six or selwn peoplE, watching and laughing 

Some had theil cellphones out appamnlly taking pictures, h," said. 

I..ali,r, record" "how, a sexual-a"sault nurse offered this preliminary assessment: blunt force trauma 

within the last 24 houl'5 indicating "intercourse with either multiple partners, multiple tirms or lhatthe 

intercolm,e wa" very forceful." The student said sh" could not mcallthe pool table encounter, but did 

remember being raped '"ilI'liN in a l'ratemity·f10use bedroom. 

The football player at the pool table had al"o b""11 at the fraternity house - in both places with his pants 

down ...... but denied raping her, saying he lNas too timd anN a football game to gd an ,"reclion. Two 

other players. also accused of sexually assaulting the woman, denied the charge as welL Even so, tests 

later found sp"nn or semen ill h"r vagina, in h"I' rectum and on her Imderw"al·. 

It took the colleg" jt,,;t12 days to ir1Ve"ti,pte the I'ape report, hold a h"aring al1d ci"ar the football 

players. The football team w,"nl onto finish unddeated in its conference, while th," woman was len, she 

said, to face the consequences - threats and harassment for accusing members of the most popular 

sports team on campus. 

A r~ew York Times examination of the case, based in part on hundreds of pages of disciplinary 

pwc,"edings ..... usually confidential under f,"deral privacy laws ...... offers a rare look inside one school's 

adjudication of a rape complaint amid a roiling national debate over how best to stop sexual assaults on 

carnpusE:;:'. 

Whatever precisely happened that September night, the internal records. along with interviews with 

"tUd"l1t", smrual-m;sault experts al1d coll"ge offidals, (kpicl a "chool ill pwpared to evaluate all 

all'"gation so sNious thal, if proved in a court of law, would be a felony, with a likely prison ser1tenc,". i\s 

th" case illu"trat"", school di"ciplil1ary pan"l" are a world unto thEm1""lves, operating in s"cret with scant 

accountabilily ar1d limited protections for th," accus,"r or the accused> 

At a tim" of "mat emotional tmmoil, students who say they were as"aulted must mak" a choice: S"ek 

help from their school, lurn to the criminal justice syslem 01' simply mmain siler1!' The great maJority· .... · 

including the student in this case - choose their school. because of the expectation of anonymity and 

th" bEdief that administmtol'" will off" I' the sort of SUPPNt that th" polb, will not 

Yet many students come to I'e"relthat d"cision, wishing th"y had n"ver reported the a"sault inth" fir"t 

place. 

Th" woman at Hobart and William Smith i" no exception. With no advocat;, to "peak up fN h"I' at the 

disciplinary h,"aring, pan,"lisls intNrupted her anSWNS, at limes mismpresent,"d evidence ar1d asked 

about a campus-police report she had not seen. The h"aring proceeded before her rape~kit results were 

knowr1, and the medical records indicating trauma wem r10t shown to two of the three pan,"1 members. 

()l1e panelist did not app"ar to knov'I what a rape exam el1tail" or why it might be unplE,a"ant. Anoth"r 

asked whelher th," football player's penis had be,"n "ir1side of you" or had he beer1 "having sex with you." 

And when the football player violated an order not to contact the accuse!'. administrators took five 

month" to find him m"poI1sible, then d"clil1ed to tEdl hel' if h" had be"n puni"h"d. 

Hobart and William Smith official" "aid they have "110 tolerance for "exual as"aull" and twat all 

complaints seriously, offering emotional suppor!. counseling and, when r1ecessary, '"xtm securily ar1d no" 

contact orders. Th"y said the school's procedures offer students a fair hearing and were follow"d in this 

cas". But they cited privacy law" in d"clining to am"Ner sp"dfic qlw"tion". 

"Campuses are really frustrated by knowing so much about a given case and how reasonable they w"re 

and they can't tell this stOIY," said Brelt A. Sokolow, a legal advi""I·to the "chool. "It's easy to paint them 



as the bad guy because they are in a position 'Nhere they can't defend themselves:' 

Yet privacy laws did nol stop Hobart and William Smith fl'Om disclosing the name or lhe woman """ a 

possible rape victim - in letters to dozens of students, "I'm surprised they didn't attach my picture," she 

said 

After that disclosure, the 'Noman spoke with her parents and agreed to have The Times use her first 

name, }\nna, as well as her photogmpfL 

The school said it was I"gally obligated to kkntify Anna to stu(knts who might hav" be"n callE,d to testify 

in a possible criminal proceeding, The district altorney who was ass,"ssing the case disagreed, calling 

the identification "unnecessarily specific and, in my mind, a poor exercise of judgment" 

A secondlenmle student al Hobarl and William Smith, who was s,"xually assaulted al a fraternity party in 

()ctober 20'12, told The Times that one of her tv'/o assailants had had his punishm"nt reduced on app"al 

becaus," of poor qw"stioning by th," school's disciplinary panel. Like }\nna. th," student said friends of the 

accused had retaliated against her for repolting the assault 

Colleg'"s nationwide are navigating the treacherous I'"gal and emotional terrain of s,"xual assaulL In May, 

the federal Department of Education disclosed for the first time the names of colleges - 55 in all, 

including Hobart and William Smith - und"r investigation fO!' pos,;ibly violating fe(kral rules aimed at 

stopping sexual harassment 

}\ft,m'Vard, Hobart and William Smilh's president Mark D, Gearan, senlldters to the college communily, 

saying the school was confident it had not violated federal law. The school's policies and procedures 

"reflect our commitment to cwating and maintaining an aca(kmic enviromn"nt that is fre" fl'Om sexual 

harassment and misconduct" wrote 11111'. Geamn, a former P,"ace Corps director and Ij\jhile House aid," to 

8ill Clinton. This summer, a committee of faculty, staff and students is studying whether the school can 

deal more effectively with s,"xual misconduct 

Tuming to th" police may not ofkr a more equitable altEmlatbm. For exampl", as The Times reported in 

flpril. th," Tallahassee police condud,"d virlually no invesligation of a Florida Stat," University student's 

rape complaint against the star quarterback clameis Winston. 

Colleg'" administrators have their own incenliv," to d,"al with such cases on campus, since a public 

prosecution could frighten parents. prospective students and donors. Until last year, Hobart and William 

Smith's chief fund"miser also helped oversee the school's handling or sexual assaults. The two functions 

are now separate. 

While the school explained to i\nna that tillking to lhe police was an important option. sh," said, she 

decided against it after a school administrator said it would be a longer, drawn~out process. V\lhen she 

chang"d her mind six month,; lat,,!'. th" di"trict attorney, R Michad Tantillo, said h" had "viltually nothing 

to work 'Nith" and quickly dosed the case. 

flilhough federal officials eslimate that up 10 20 percent of colleg'" slud,"nls will b," sexually assault,"d in 

school, Mr. Tantillo said he rarely heard of such reports at Hobart and William Smith. "I guess that's your 

job to find out why," he told a reportN. 

The Red Zone 

Hobart and William Smith. on a hill overlooking S"neGa I..ak". d"ep in Finger I..ak"s 'Nine Gountry, is 

lechnically lwo small lib,"ral·aris colleges ...... Hobarllor men, William Smith for women, Its 2,300 studenls 

share the same campus, classes, dorms and overall administration, but receive degrees from their 

msp"ctive ,;Ghool,; 

It took on" visit for Anna to know thi" was wher" "he want;,d to be. "You could see out on th" lak,,

IitNally, felt like lhis is what heav,"n looks like," she said. 

Saying goodbye at the b"ginning of school. Anna'" moth,,!, v'/as comfolt"d by a profm;sor who had be"n 

in louch wilh her daughter. " ·Sh," mally sounds like something,' "she recall,"d him saying. '·He said: 'This 

is a very preppy place. I'm going to look out for her: " 

Anna, who considers herself anything but preppy, quickly grasped the challenge. "It was really a culture 

shock for 1"(1<,," she ,;aid "A lot of the girls. they look alike, and I'm not ,;mall and have blonde hair and 



$500 sunglasses," So sh," s,"arched for stud,"nb "who didn't fit into lhat stereotypical William Smith girl." 

Th"re was something eh;e: Sh" had "ntered what is commonly known a" the Red Zone, a period of 

vulnerability fOl' sexual assaults, b"girming wh,"n fr"shm,"n first walk onto campus until Thanksgiving 

br"ak, 

"Students arrive and you have a new "nvironment. new social circle and th" fear that goes with n"w 

exp"ctatkm"," "aid Rob"rt S, Fk,w"rs, vic" pm"ident for "tu(knt affairs That can lead to 

experimentation, induding ,"xc,"ssive drinking and altendant pl'Oblems, 

FOI' that reason, th" school held what students call rap" "eminars, the fir"t in a prowam that, f',/Ir, Flowers 

said, has mad" Hobarl and William Smith a I,"ader in preventing sexual violence, 

f.mna and Iwr girlfriends ofl"n Joked about how trw national rape estimat,"s might alkct them, "They k"pt 

rep"ating th" statistics," she said, and "every night we would go out we would be like, 'Oh, who's going to 

be th" om,?' " 

It took just 14 days to find out, Anna said, 

VVheth"r one b"lieves the accuser or the accused, it would be hard to dispute that what happened was a 

life .. altering experi"nce that ruptured Anna'" na"c"nt fri"ndships, damag"d her health, tl'8umatized h"r 

family and d"miled Iwr coll"g'" plans, 

Emotionally battered, Anna !at"r took a I"ave and rdurI1"d horn" "I do not recogniz<, myself - I have 

beGome someone lhat I hat,"," sh," said, "It was such a toxic "r1Vil'Onment that I n,","ded 10 be horne and 

try and find myself again," 

The fraternity houses, wh"re so many parties occur, sit high above the lake, And it was at one fraternity, 

Kappa Si"ma, where sometime betv'/een 9:30 and '10 p,m, on Sept. 7, Anna attended one of th" year's 

lirst big social ev"nts , .... , a "highlightN party," where stud,"nb wril" on one anolher's clothes with a 

marker that glows under black light 

LatN them was dancin", }Irma and a senior football player slw had just met w"re "rinding to the music, 

rubbin" their bodim; together. 

With so many students packed together in the basement, it b"came hot. and the football player escorted 

Anna up"tairs, where "mallE,r groups congregat;,d in students' b"drooms A friend tried to "top her, but 

she went anyway, 

Anna "aid "he had b"gun the evening drinking shots of rum mixed into Gatorade, Sh" drank one b"er at 

the dance, sh" said, and then the rest of an open"d beer her dance partner had given her, 

Around midni"ht a fraternity iH"mber tried 10 entN his room, bullound it locked, I·k open,"d the door 

with his key and cau"ht a glimpse of what would b"come a pivotal episode in Anna's cas,,: Th" s"nior 

football player was nak"d, and Anna wm; "itting on a b"d with her top off, cOllming hm breasts, The 

visitor quickly Idt 

}Ibout the same tim,", i\rma texted Hwlri'"nd who had tried 10 intervene earli"r; she had ask,"d him to 

hold her keys because she had a hole in her pocket, and wanted them back, A subsequent I1wssa"e 

wm; dark"r, talkin" of hcwkup". "H" got t;,n guy" to try and hu with me."' Anna wrote and added, "I'm 

scared," She would later tell the h'"ilI'ing panel that sh," had exaggerated Hw number 10 get Iwr friend's 

attention, 

She t"xl"d again lor her k,"ys, and Hwn wrote, "He won't leav" m,"," 

Herlri'"nd tried calling, but "ot no response, Around 1 a,m" Iw asked anolher sludent 10 check i\rma's 

room, She wasn't there, "We need to find her ASAP," he texted, adding, "She is so drunk," 

Eventually he tracked hN to a building called trw Bam, a dance hall favored by studenb who do not 

belon" to fraternities, Inside the dimly lit room, a D,J, played music near a couple of pool tables, 

Around 1 :25 a,m" after 1 0 minutes of searching, the friend said, he found Anna "bent over the pool table 

face down with h,,1' back towards th" wall." She and the "enior football player had theil' pant" down, he 

said, "and it was dear lhey wew having sex," 



Anna "had a scared look on h"r face," h" "aid, as six or "even people, perhav, five fe"t avvay, WNe 

"looking and laughing," 

l\rll1a's hi"nd, a fr"shman who was also a football plaYN. approached his t,"amnmte and told him that he 

was b"ing disr"sp"ctful and had "crossed th" line." 

Th" fri"nd walk"d Anna back to hN dorm. On th" way. anottwr stud"nt "ow hN crying. 

To this day, Anna says slw rememb"rs nothing about the Bam. th" pool table or what happen"d th"re. 

The Aftermath 

It 'Nasn't long b"for" students in Anna's dorm realized som"thing wasn't right. She 'Nas pale and 

disorient"d After she tri"d to vomit, cia"smali,s dwn"ed h"r clothm; and put her to b"d. Y01th"y 

continued to worry, fearing she had been drugged and rap"d. 

One hi"nd renwrnb"md that she had ask"d a lootball player earlier il h" krww wh,"re Arma was. fk 

smirked and mad" a crud" allusion to a s"xual act with Anna. "I f"lt very uncornfortabl" and got up and 

Idt," sh" said. Anna lat"r id"ntified him as on" of Iwr assailant". 

Soon word spr"ad that somdhing untoward had happ"n"d at th" 8arn. 

"The "iris and I decided vve should call campus s"curity," on" friend said. "\/Ve kn"w somdhin" was r"ally 

wrong." 

At 2: 1 0 a.m., Sgt. Anthony Plur"tti arriv"d to find 1 0 to 15 stud"nts outside Anna's room. After talking to 

her and realizin" that sh" "could not mmember hovv many drinks sh" had cC>rl"umed and that "he had no 

kka thai she was at Hw Bam:' Serg"ant Plureiti call"d carnpus param,"dics, he wrot," in a mport. 

They r"comrn"nded that a hospital "valuate Iwr. Th," dos"st one with a trairwd sexual·assault nurse 

was 20 to 30 minutes a'Nay in Canandaigua. 

The fri"nd who had walked Anna hom," from Hw 8arn accornpani"d h"r to the hospital. As the hours 

passed, h" later told school officials, she began to talk about what had happened at Kappa Sigrna: She 

was in a roorn with seveml boys and girl" who left h"r alone with the football player; thr"" times "he 

r"fus"d his r"quest for s"x; t'NO other football players "nt"red the worn, and sh" was se)(ually assaulted. 

She did not go into gmat d"tail. Hw Iriend said, because sh" was "Just beginning to rern"mbm what 

happ"n"d." 

}\round 7:30 in the morning, the nurse told SNg"ant PIUldli that she had found "internal abrasions and 

heavy inflammation" and believed that Anna had suff"r"d a forc"ful s"xual assault. 

No dat"~rap,, drugs 'N"m found, but bas"d on t"sts at th" hospital. her blood~alcohol 1"",,1 at the tim" of 

ttw fir"t smr.ual encOlmter would hav" b"en about twice vvhat is considewd legally drunk. While drillin" 

!-mna back 10 her dorrn, Serg"ant Pluwtli reporl"d, h," pulled over four limes so she could vomit. 

H" tried to comfolt h"r, explain in" that the "chool '"Would w"pond in what"ver manner that vvould support 

her," and that sh," should not l'e"ll'Ush,"d or pmssured into deciding what to do, induding whether to lile 

a police mport. She did ,npro"s a d"sil'" to s"e a coum;elN afli,I' slw had "Iept 

Back at Anna's honw, around 2:30 on Sunday aft"rI1oon, her mother was ent"rtainin" guests wh"n th" 

phon" I'8ng. "The callE,r ID said Geneva, and I knew that was bad," "he recalled. Tlw caller id"ntifi"d 

hel"5"I! as Maria FingN, a psychologist at tlw school. 

Behind Closed Doors 

After a f"w hours of sle"p, Anna gave a statE>rl1"ntto th" ()ffic" of Campu" Saf01y. Oth"r "tucknt" 

provid,"d their own stal"ments, including the thr"e accused foolball players. (They are not being 



identified in this article because the school cleared therrL) 

The first football player - who had pleaded guilty to a lesser charge in 2012 after being arrested for 

fighting and resisting arrest - wm; giv"n a nCH:ontact order, with a warning: "You should not involve 

your friends in any manner 10 breach this order," Yet he twice asked one of th," other two players to talk 

to Anna and check on her, He also texted one of Anna's friends, who then texted her: "He 'Nants me to 

explain ,;omdhing to you, I don't rH,cm;sarily bEdiev" him. but I wal1fJa tEdl you his side to se" if anything 

dicks considering thai you don't mmember som," of it" 

~~ow it was the school's responsibility under federal law to ,"valuate the all'"gatkms and, if necessary, hold 

a hearing, 

I\t 3: '14 p.m, on Tuesday, S'"pl. 'IT, a three"member panel convened behind closed doors to begin 

adjudicating Anna's complaint. 

Such hearings are usually confidential. But The Times obtained a transcript of the proceedings, 

The hearing, not dissimilar 10 what happens at many colleg'"s, bore litlle resemblance to a COUIt 

proceeding, Neither the accuser nor the accused were allowed to have lawyers or family members 

prE"",nt, They could bring "advisers," but they would be voicd"ss advisers, prohibili,d from speaking, 

The panelists could act pretty much as they wished, including questioning Anna about internal college 

reports and witnes!..,=t !..,:;taierllents that she V".l;faS not !...=<ho\r'vn, AJso ab:...=<ent \r'1/0re the usual C0urtroOrYl checks 

and balances, The panel acted as prosecutor, judge and jury, questioning students and rendering 

judgnlE,nt All m"mb"rs wer" suppos"d to b" trained fO!' this delicate assignment 

The chairwoman, Sandra E, Bissell, vice president of human resources, was joined by Brien Ashdown, an 

assistant professor of psychology, and l.ucille Smart, director of the campus bookstow, who the school 

said had exprl~ss0d an interest in serving. 

Boiled down, the complainl all'"ged that the senior football player had s,"xually assaulted Anna allhe 

fraternity house while a second player inserted his penis into her mouth, At some point, a third player 

wm; alleged to have held her down, Th" "eniOl' vvas also accus"d of raping har later in the Barn 

The panel's initial questioning 'Nas based mostly on the investigative work of campus officers who 

aggressivdy sought out witn"s"es, follovved leads and conducted intelviE,ws, According to th" federal 

Education Department, a sexual-assault investigation typically takes around 80 calendar days, Hobart 

and William Smith did it in a little mow than a w""k 

The hearing followed almost immediately, While a speedy adjudication can help all parties move on with 

their lives, in this cas" it Idt little time for the panel to "tudy witne"s statements and prepare a co"ent line 

of questioning, It also left Anna wilh liltl," time to process events of that night much less familiarize hers,"I!' 

with the statements of others, some of which she had received the day before the hearing, 

Anna was questioned first. "It was one of the hardest things I have ever gone through," she said later, 

adding, "I felt lik" I was talking to som"one who knevv nothing of any sort of social interaction; what 

happens at parties; what happens in sex," 

She had to ralbm that evening throu"h qlwstiom; that jumped around in tim", interrupt"d her am;vver" 

and rllisfepresented V',./itrH~ss statl~rnents. OrH~ question incorC'ect~y quotl~d orH~ (if her friends asserting 

that at the danc" Anna had told h"r that she wanted to go upstail''' and have sex: in fact. th" fl'iend had 

said, }Irma lold her thallhe football player wanled to have sex, 

At a critical point, Anna wm; about to dm;cribe what happened wh"n she vvas alone up"tair" with th" first 

lwo football playel's , .... , only to have lhe panel abruptly change th," subj,"ct 

Q 0. K., just the thr"" of you? 

A Yeah 

Q, And then what happened? 

Q: Can I just ask a question? O,K" in your statement you do say that you were trying to text. 

This is followed by a I,"ngthy ,"xchange about texling, 



Q. It helps us to understand what took place. You know, I'm going to apologize now because we have to 

a"k difficult questions and I really apologize for that. 

(;1. And fOl' all of t"', as hard as it i". if you could be spE,cific, if you are going to talk about a hand holding 

you, was his left or his right'? And if there's a penis involved, is it flaccid, is it ered'? 

(;1. 8ecal."'" the mo"t detail you gbm u" wh"n you tell us the story, the I"s" qu"stions 'Ne have to ask for 

details. fInd il you want to break just let us know, we can give a couple of minutes. 

(;1. And a" you "tart your "tory about this line of event". I just want to - you know v'Ihat, can we jt",t back 

up a little bit before that, because before this line of events stalts to happen. there has or has not been 

any coke brought into the room? 

This 'Nas follo'Ned by a discussion of Anna's allegation that some students in the room 'Nere using 

cocaine 

Two of the three panel members did not examine the medical records showing blunt force trauma - it 

was th," chairwoman's prerogative not to share them. Instead, the panel asked what i\rma had drunk. 

who she may have kissed and how she had danced. It was, Anna said, as if admitting you were grinding 

- a common way of dancing - "means you therefom consent to sex or should be !'aped." 

The panel asked about the Barn - even though Anna stated that she did not remember being there

and whether the friend v'Iho found her thew might haVE, mi"con"trued h"r' dancing as sex. Anna 

msponded that the pooHable witness had said she and the lootball player had their pants down. "I don't 

know who dances like that in public," she a(kkd 

It was during this discussion that one panelist asked if the witness had seen the player's penis in Anna's 

vagina Of' if h" had just ,,'.len them having sex. "The questioning i" absoluh,ly "tunning in its absurdity," 

!-mna's lawyer, Inga L Parsons, said bter. 

Anna's paneli"ts were "uppm",d to halw "a(kquate training or knov'Iledge" of sexual violence, accOf'ding 

to f,"deral guidelines. Even so, they pressed Anrm on why sh," initially had not wanted a !'ape exam at the 

hospital. 

"Does anyone really believe that it is pleasant to have rectal, vaginal, vulva and cervical swabs takenT 

Ms. F'arsons said. "Not to mention photographs of your private parts and dye ini"d"d into your vaginaT 

A Locker-Room Meeting 

The three football players then took thEdr tUI'l1S before the panel. Their account" were quite different from 

their ;facGuser"s, 

The senior play"r said Anna had given him a lap dance b"hind the fraternity bar Upstairs, h" said, "he 

kissed him and th,"n performed oraf s'"x 011 him for two to three minutes. However, he said, he Gould 110t 

get an erection becaus" he was tired from playing football and "a sup"r long bus ride." 

At the 8arn, he said, she again pulled his pants down. "My flaccid penis 'Nas rubbing up against her 

va"ina," he had told the campu" po Ii c" , adding that he had th"n wali;wd their conduct "was 

inappropriate" and pulled up his pants. 

The "econd football piaYN said that v'Ihil" hi" teammate wm, in the room, Anna pulled down his pants 

and gave him oral sex. "I didn't Gons,"n[." h," said. "Sh,"'s doing it all by herself. My hands are not 

touching her." ,A,ft"r a brief period, h" "aid, he told her to "top. "1 zipp"red my pant" up, put my belt on, 

and I walked out the door." 

Th" third plaYN, who fac"d the w"ak""t ca"e. acknowledged being in th" frat"rnity room but "aid he Idt 

befom the sexual encountN. 

Anna'" friend v'Iho recounted the pcwHable scen" chos" not to testify, but, according to Anna, "tands by 

his account. 



[,,"cords show that th," fil'st two players had lied to campus oHicer5 when initially asked about Anna's 

allegations, The panel, though, chose not to ask about it 

The day afler the episode, the senior foolball player lold lwo campus officers that he could not recoil 

Anna's name, even though he had spent much of the evening with her. The player denied having sexual 

contact wilh her during 01' aHN lhe fralernity party, 

That same day, lheloolball coach, Mike Cmgg, summon,"d the lhme accused players, two team captains 

and the pool table witness for a private locker~room meeting where he heard their recollections. then 

passed on details of Anna's account. hearing tmm;cfipts show 

Two days after that meeting, the senior player chang"d his account a ,;"cond time, telling the campus 

polk,," that he 'wanted us 10 know that he was mady to come dean aboullhe tmth," records show, }\ 

second player had in fact been with him at the fraternity house, the player said, and Anna had given both 

oral sex. He said he had lied to protect himsEdf and hi,; teammate from Anna's fals" allegations 

Mr. Cragg declined to answer questions from The Times, But in a written statement he said, "If I were to 

learn lhal a member 01 my leam had behaved in a marmer that violated our code of ethics or community 

standards, I ',,-,ould want him removed from the team immediately." He added: "I have never and would 

never encourage any player or players to coordinate stOl"ies to avoid disciplimuy actions." 

While the panel did not ask the players about their changed accounts. it did let the senior give an 

op"ning "tatement 

"1 come fl"Om a wonderful family ',,-,ith strong Christian value,;," he said. "I have been blessed ',,-,ith a 

beautiful mothel', grandmolhers, niec,"s and amazing aunb," And he added: "I treat wotn"n wilh the 

mspect and honor they deserve." 

The Pane! Decides 

The panel had to answer several basic questions: Did Anna give consent, was she capable of giving 

consent, and did the senior player violate the no~contact of(kr eith"r dir"ctly or through his friend,,? The 

standard of pl"Oof. mandated under federal guidelines, was preponderam"" of evidence ...... was it more 

likely than not that the students had sexually assaulted Anna? 

Several hours aHer the last witness, lhe panel announced its decision dearing alllhme alhlet,"s on all 

counts. 

The next day, the panel chairwoman sent Anna written confirmation of the decision, informing her that if 

she v\i%h"d to appeal. ,;h" could find directions on Paw, 13 ofth" s"xual~misconduct policy. 

But Page 13 said nothing about appeals. Instead. it contained a section titled "False Allegations." The 

college admitted its mistake, Anna'" mother said 

Anna',; lawyer appealed the deci"ionto dear th" s"niOl" player Mr. Flowers, the student .. affair·,; 

administrator, granted the family additional time to file ib appeal and reviewed th," rape· kit msults and 

hospital mcords. He upheld the panel's ruling, though he did find a violation of the no~colltact order. 



their service. "}I great deal of care and focus go,"s into this work. including extensive training in advance 

of our service. as well as refresher training prior to serving on a particular panel." she said. 

}IS students mtumed after WintN break, amid swirling rumors of a gang rape, th,"y were greeted by a 

ne',f<! mandate: Everyone had to watch an interactive video desi"ned to educate thEm'l about ,;,nual 

assaull. The video contained hypothdicals and a series of questions. }Inswer them, students were told. 

or be denied campus housing. 

The video g,"nerated instant contlovNsy, beginning with its title ..... "ThinkLu\f:' 

"So right from the st;,ut, it's the kind of program that's fun and playful and not something that need" to be 

taken seriously," said Kelsey Carroll, a recent graduate who founded a student group to combat sexism. 

"Rape i,; not about 101iE' It is about violence and pO'fIE,r." 

The campus paper said the video attempted to educate students "while slut~shaming. generalizing and 

even bEdn" sexist in the proce%." 

Mr. Flowers defended the video, saying 9<1 percent of students had called it a positive experience. 

On May 2, the day after the federal government announced that Hobart and William Smith was among 

the schools under inve,;tigation, the school sponsored an event u,;ed on other campuse" called "Walk a 

Mile in Her Shoes," in which iH"n walk mound campus in high .. heeled shoes to raise awareness of sexual 

assault. Campus meetings were also held to discuss the issue. 

"I think the school has b,"en receiving a lot of pressure from the press, alums and certainly from students 

to act:' f'Jis Carroll said ".A$ a campus we know it's not the case that mpes and ,;exual as,;aults aw not 

happening on campus ..... it's that th,"y aren't wported or th," mpolting system is failing." 

Mr. Tantillo. the district attorney, said that aft<,r prosecuting a campu,; rape case seven year,; ago, he 

had wOlked with the school to improve its handling of sexual--<lSsault reports. He praised what he said 

was the thoroughness of its investigation of Anna's case. 

But he also understands the questions that might lead a woman to stay silent. "Is this going to be 

publicized? Is everybody going to know a bout this? Am I "oing to be o"tracized? Is thi" going to affect me 

for the rest or my lif,"? flrYi I going to los," friends? fire people going to believe I'm?" 

If a woman doe,; decide to come forward, h" "aid, she ,;hould do "0 imm"diately. "If you wait hOlm;, day" 

or weeks, that gives peopl," plenty of time to get theil' stori,"s together, to engage othel' witnesses to 

support them, and it makes it much, much more challenging." 

Looking Back 

Disappointment is a recurring theme among many students who ask their schools to adjudicate their 

s"xuaklssault complaint". 

"Mo"t of the students I work with ,;ay, 'Had I known hov'/ bad the school PI'O@S" was, I would not have 

reported at all,' ., said }Innie E. Clark. who counsels assault victims on their lights. 

One reason for this disappointm"nt is that many college heming panelists lack ev"n the mm;t basic 

training, said S,"nator Claire McCaskilL a Missoul'i D,"mocrat who has investigated the quality of campus 

rape investigations. The senator recently surveyed 440 colleges and universities and found that one~ 

thil'd had failed to properly train official,; adjudicatin" claims. 

A lack of tran"pawncy in "tudent hearin"" mak"s it difficult, if not impm;sible. for "tud"nt" to evaluate the 

way their schools adjudicat'" complaints. "They are a little like snowflakes ..... th,"y are all dilfelent," said 

Ms. McCaskill. a former se)(~crimes prosecutor. 

The police hmm their own shortcomings, she said. citing the fiaw,"d inquiry in the Jameis Ij\jinston case in 

Florida. 

The Geneva police hardly distinguished themselves in Anna's case. Detective Brian E. Choffin, relying 

primarily on his reading of school record", sent the pro,;ecutor an errN~filied report. 

Detective Choffin mischarac\erized witness statements, put the words of one student in the mouth of 



another, and slated that he "nevel' saw any discl'epanci,"s 01' alterations" in what the lwo football players 

told the authorities. even though they had initially lied about having sexual contact '""ith their accuser. 

And whil" Anna'" bloo(k~lcohol te,;t,; had been done many houl's after she last had a drink, h" al"o 

slated unequivocally that her Imml "would not make a person impaimd to the point of blacking out." 

The ddedive defended his I'eport, which disputed much of Anna's account. calling it "lhorough and 

based on facts." 

Looking back. }Irma said she knolNs only too well lhe price of pursuing her complaint ..... physical lhmab 

and obscenities on her dormitol'Y door. being pushed in the dining hall and asked to leave a fraternity 

p;,uty. Her roommate moved out with no explanation. 

Mr. Flower" "aid the school continued to 5tr"ngth"l1 program,; to ,;top smr.ual viol"l1ce Over the last tvV() 

years, he said. seven studenb have undergon'" disciplinary hearings for sexual assaults: four were 

expelled. 

}Igainst her parents' wishes, i\rma plans to letum 10 Hobarl and William Smith in th," fall. 

"Sorn00rH~ needs to he~p !..,=tufvivOfS there," :..,=the said. 

To access lhis article in its ,"ntirdy click b.';>!:\!. 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Clips MotherShip <nick=collegeathleticsclips,com@maill77,atJ21 xsgsv Jlet> 
Thursday, July 17,2014 11 :12 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc,edu> 
Clips Mid-Week Update 7-17-14 

Dear \!ince~ 

Greetings irom Clips, Hope you are welL 

I am forwarding thi" I\ilid~\iVe"k Updat" for the usual m",;on: a quantity of quality content 

about th," business of <:011<0'9'" SpOltS. 

This is Day Four of what has been an "lIentful SEC M"dia Days, 50 there will surdy b" 

mor" postin9s b"for" our next Clips Update Oil Sunday night. 

~~i(;k Infan!" 

Clips Editor 

News 

~ Sports Rights Behind Fox's Bid For Time WarneO Fox is big but 
can get much bigger with expanded sports properties. 

~ §.~.Q .. [m.g.9.[.§.rlQ~ .. When will the West's dominance over the East end? 

~ South Carolina's energetic Spurrier still on top of his game 
.... and winning The second-oldest head coach (69) at a BCS school pranced around 
the SEC Media Days "like an elf on Five-Hour Energy.' 

[;ro:ma'lMljji'4 SEC enters new world Howwill the conference cover 
itself on its own TV channel? , 

~ What you've been waiting foO .. June stats for 
online sports entities. Yeah, ESPN and Yahoo Sports and Bleacher Report did 
well, but Clips [Yes, Clipsl] finally made the list. Sorta. 

gfiIOr,"~lr*1 Professor blasts UNC and its athletic heroes in defense 
of Rashad McCants Professor muses on the machinations of the alleged 
instances of academic fraud at Chapel Hill. 

~ ESPi\j makes a bet on Paul Finebaum The formerly 
notorious media personality has-improbably, successfully-upgraded his 
reach from a dozen southeastern states to the entire USA 

_ Four critical questions that \i'lill determine the 20'14 
CFB Playoff It's a new era in college football, and with it cornes a slew of 
new questions. ;:.-', 

~ Details on salaries of Stanford and Northwestern FB 
coaches revealed Federal tax returns have revealed comprehensive compensation 
info for David Shaw and Pat Fitzgerald. 

!iI'ii!:tmm Look to regulatory, not antitrust, solution for college sports 
Clips Guest Commentary Too bad the NCAA didn't do a belter job of self-correction? ." 

~ Ohio State up?, Michigan down? There could be a new football 

attendance leader this year. ,'" 

!1!@!11![')j!!ol!! Follow the money A new House bill would require complete 
transparency on financial reporting targets by the NCAA. conferences. bowl games and 
the new College Football Playoff ,:".' .,' 

SEC Media [lays 

Hoover. Alahama 

,Jniy Q-17, 2014 



~ De facto start of college football, SEC media 
days The 4-day event features 14 head coaches. Paul Finebaum leading off 
Radio Row, 1,100 credentialed media members, and-of course-the circus
like atmosphere in the lobby of the Wynfrey Hotel: half a thousand Saban fans, 

squeezed into, and spilling out of, a lobby that holds about 350 

~ Top pay-earners at NCAA identified The info comes from the 
association's new federal tax return. 

~ They said \iv-hat? Best quotes from past SEC Media Days Here 
they are: the flippant, the ballsy, the titillating, the profound, prescient, the off-color-and 
yes-the outright dumb remarks made at SEC Media Days past. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Clips MotherShip <nick='collegeathleticsclips.com@maiI138.us4.mcsv.net> 

Friday, July 18, 201410:39 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Big 5 Autonomy moves forward 

x 

Dear \/~nGe·· 

Gmelings from the Clips FridayShip. 

Somdimes I vvonder that event", mmarks and offhand remark" are not 50 random and disconnected 

as they might originally appear. Hopdully without sounding like a grassy knoll theMist or an amal0U1 

history revisionist, I really wonder if it was really an accident that a Malaysian passenger jet was 

blown out of the air oller Ru"sia/Ukraine. wheth"r Hama" or th" I"radis aw being anywhew rwar 

truthful. whether Texas really was going to pony up a hundred mil for Nick Saban? I could go on and 

on 

More specific to the business of college sports however. was it just a coincidence that Mike Slive 

"poke ,;0 firmly and pointedly at this we"k's SEC: Football M"dia Day" in Alabama? And th"n, wa,; it 

also a coincid"nce that Just a couple days lat," I' the 01 Steering Committee on Governance rel"ased 

:.:.: •• ""~~~~~li4ilmm 
favorable to the Big 5? 

fInd is it a surprise that the Sl0Ning Commill"e' wcomnwndalions for autonomy ilI'e pmtly much all 

that has been asked (demanded?".threatel1ed'L.or elsed?) for by the Big 5. 

Clout, leverage, money, facilities, tradition, media abetting, congressional apathy, friends in high 

places, a fondnes;; for th" status quo . you pick 

A key element being proposed by the Steering Committee is that a 60% threshold (not the 

previOldy di"cu"sed-and mow re,;trictiv" for the Big 5·-67%) of all voti,s (48 lIotes) and a simple 

majorily support fl'Om schools in thme of the !iv," conierenc"s would be enough for trw Big 5 to have 

th"ir way vvith th" other 27 01 conferences 

The NCA,I\ Board will vote 011 the complete model Aug. 7. 

Brave New World. 

Nick Infante 

Clip" EditN 



What a D IV 'would look like .. ..... '" 

The 65 

\ 
\1~Jil·· . 

IfF 11 

The 286 

Access Clips website: i-",,-,, 
Twitter: ~!E'2QJJ?:~~~_~:~:~l:~GjjQ~~ 

Division I moves closer to new structure 

By Micheile Brutl,19 f-/OSICit, NCAA. org, /-18-14 

As Division I moves close! to changing its governance strudure, the Division I Steering 

Committee on Governance today released an updated governance model to the membership_ The 

updated model and legislative proposal rdled the fe,"dback fl"Om campuses and conl'0mnces that 

guided the committee's decisions. 

The restruduring eHort aims to pres,"rve and improve the model of collegiate athldics that has 

helped millions of stlldent~athletes gain access to higher education and pursue a degree_ Most 



importantly, committ,"e members said, the changes will allow lhe gmmmance structure to more 

efficiently and effectively meet the needs of student-athletes, 

"VVe will begin to focus on sludent,alhlete wellare in ways they will k,"1 as early as nexl year," said 

Michael Drak", pw"ident of The ()hio State UnivN,;ity and steerin" committee mEm1ber, 

The final model represents the latest work of the steerin" committee and the membership as a 

wholE" NCAA Pr"sident Mark Emm"11 praised the membm;hip for exp"nding the effort and 

compmmise requimd to build the n,"w nwd,"1. 

"The Division Imemb(m;hip ov"mll and the st""rillg committe" in particular worked hard to creat" a 

structure that will allo'"", the division to operate more simply and inclusively," Emmert said. "It shows a 

cI"ar commitment to support "tudent-athlde" and allow them not only a place at the tabl" but a 

V(ii<:I~ ~n the process." 

The board will vol<, on the complde model Aug. 7 Betv>/een today and Au", 7, the steerin" 

committee members will reach out to their pmsid,"ntial colleagues to discuss the new model and th," 

committee's masonin" and process. 

The final model establishes a 24-member Board of Directors charged with ensurin" the division 

adher"s to appropriate value" and principles as well a" overs"eing the workings of the 

subslrudum. Th," change in board composition and m,"mbership is lhe msull of lhe steering 

committee members carefully considering the input offered by the membership and believing that 

th" final model repw"ents the be"t compromise 

The steering committee increased the "ize of the Council to include two additional faculty athldic" 

repmsenlatives. In lhe new model, the Council would be msponsible for day··to··day opemtions of 

the division, assisted by a three~group substructure focused on academics, championships and 

le"isiation, respectively. Athldb; directors would comprise the majority of the council, and lwo 

student··athldes will vole. 

Autonomy saw "orne change" "'; w"ll, including: a refinement of the li"t of il<ml" over which the five 

major conferences would have autonomy, codification of how items will move fmm shared 

goveman@ to the autonomous area and definition of how the fiv" major confewnce" will conduct 

busines!"'=<. 

The "t""'I'ing commill"", aweed to allow the Atlantic Coast, Bi" Ten, Big 12. F'acific 12 and 

Southeastem conferences until October 1 to put together their first proposals that would be 

considered and possibly adopted when the five conferences conduct a business session at the 

2015 ~~CJ\A COlwenliorL 

Th" steerin" cOn1mitl<,e al"o provkkd mom detail reqtlE,,,t,,d by the member"hip about the "trudum 

of th," governance bodies mporting to the board and council. 

Th" proposed gOVE'i"l1al1ce wdesigl1legi"btiol1 will be subj"d to a 60-day ov,mide period. At I"ast 

75 schools musl requesl an override to requim the boald to reconsider a rul," change. 11125 

schools reqtlE,,;t all override, th" rule i" "uspended until the board meet" to recom;ider. If the board 

members decline 10 change their mind, the full division will vole onlhe chang'" thwugh an online 

system. At least a fiv,,-eighths majority must vote for an override for the rule to be rescinded. 
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The changes will be voted on as one packag'", not individually, 

HIGHLIGHTS 

Board composition 

The 2<1 members would consist of: 

~ Five presidents from the five major conferences (f\'CC, Big Ten, Big 12, Pac-12 and 

Southeastern Conference) 

~ Five presidents from the remaining five D'I~A Conferences (American Athletic Conference, 

Conference-USA, Mid-American Confemnce, Mountain INest Confemnce and Sun Belt 

ConfNence) 

~ Five presidents from the D1-AA 

& Five presidents from Divi"ion I "chooh; without football (aka' 01 ~A.AA) 

~ Chair of the Division I Student·Athlete i\dvisory Committee, Chair of th," Council (th," 

governance body charged with the day+)~day work of the divi"ion, intend"d to b" an athl"tics 

direGior), a Division I m"rnber of the Faculty Athletics Representativ"s Association appoint"d 

by th" group's "xecutiv" board and a campus senior woman athletics r"pres"ntative chosen 

by th" mwcutive committee of the r~ational As,;odation for C:ollegiat<, \Noman Athldic" 

Administrators. 

~ The FCS and Division I conf"renc"s '"",ould determine the rotation of conferences with 

mpw"entation on the board. 

Council operations 

The incmase in size would make the weighted voting totals on the Council: 

& 37.5 p"rcent for th" five major conference" 

~ 18.8 percent for the fhm remaining FBS conferences 

~ 37.5 percent for the FCS and Division I (no football) confer"nces 

& 3.1 percent for the student~athlete,; 

~ 3.'1 percent for the designated faculty athletics representatives 

~ Th," proposed govemance model includes the ability for five conferences to make d,"cisions 

autonomously. The five conf"renc"s have outlin"d ho'"", they will vote on rule changes. 

& The steerin" committee removed transfer" fwm the autonomy Ii,;t - with a caveat. The five 

confemnces r"quested autonomy ov"r transfers if substantial change isn't accomplished 

within the nm,y structure'" fil',;t two y"m,; 

& In order to be gmnted autonomy OVN an amil, three oj' the fhm maJor conferences would 

have to agree. 11'12 of the 20 presidents or chancellors on the board approve, the item can 



be moved to the autonomy 1i1"t The ,;teering committee cho"e to lov'Ier these thr0shold" 

because f,"edback from within lhe five conkrences indicated that th," pmvious standard could 

impede the ability of the conferences to advance an agenda to support student-athlet0s. 

~ To conduct busin0ss within the autonomy category, each of the live coniemnces would 

appoint one representative from each of the 65 member schools and three student-athlete 

repm,;el1tative,; from "acil conf0mnc0 to cast vote". for a lotal of 80 voti,s. ItE'ill,; could be 

approved in two dilfer"nt ways: 

~ 60 percent of all votes (48 votes) and a simple majority support from schools in three of the 

five Gonf0mnc0s, or 

~ II simple majority of all voles (at least 41) and simple majority support from th," schools in four 

of the five conf0rences. 

The substructure would include a CommiU"" on i\cademics, which will mport to Hw board of 

directors '''''hile still maintaining a close relationship '""ith the council and other groups that will 

addm% I"gi"btive and champion"hipicompetitiol1i"tud0I1t-athlde well~bEdn" is,;u0s. 

The substructum for shared governance will not be prepared to consider and adopt legislation until 

the 2015·16 I,""islative cyd,". 
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To selected Clips subscribers-

Gredil19" from the Clips Saturday~JightShip 

This eFlash should have been sent about 12 hours ago. That's because on Saturday mornings I get 

an "insider',;"' delivery of half of th" ""ctiol1s of the r~ew York Timm;. Had I wad it this rrwmil1g-like I 

was supposed to, which is rny job aHer a II .... , I would have immediately noticed the cover story in th," 

r~ew York Times Magazine section about former Penn Stat" Presid"nt Graham Spanier, titled 

"SHence iStnd Punishrnent. ., 

And then I would have scoured through th" masterfully written 7,1O(hvord articlE, (by f'.IIichad 

80kolove). and I would hmm dOl1e my usual supplem'"l1tal r"search, writlel1 a riveting, awar"d.,worlhy 

intro, and I would have had it out there in time for west coasters to read it with their rnorning coffe", 

But, alas, my wif" al1d I had to get ours"lves to Brooklyn Bridge Park for our SOil David's 26th 

birthday party. And so, here I am. at IOpm instead. But I arn still getting this out to you b"for" the 

Sunday Times conws oul tonwrr·ow. 

Penn State has be'"11 on Clips' radar alrnost "ver since our launch 1'1 years ago, Thai's b"caus" 

several Penn State College of Communications administrators and faculty m"mb"rs wew among rny 

first subscribms, and th"n-in 2006 th"y purchased a jumbo group subscription for all100"plus 

slud'"111s in lh,"ir (>"11101' for Sporb Journalism (CSJ). I was "mry honored that th"y invited me to 

serv" on the CSJ Board of Adllisors, and I have had 18 interns wNk with me oller the ensuing l1il1e 

y"ars. I have been 10 Pel1l1 Stale a half doz"n times (3 hours distal11 from the Clips MotherShip). 

Along the way 1 halw md fonn"r AD Tim C:urley. Coach Jo" Paterno and Pl'm;id"l1t Graham SpalliN. 

The last time I sa'N Graham Spanier was 2011. I was heading back to the MotherShip after a Clips 

Road Trip that had taken m" to Ohio State Univ"rsity. the r~CAA al1d the Univ0I'sily of Akron 

I was having lunch at the on~campus mansion~like Nitlany Lion Inn with Doug Anderson, Dean of the 

College of Communication (v'Iho .iust r01iwd a f"w months ago), al1d Mari" Hardin (who hm; "ince 

become the n'"1N Dean). Pwsident Spani0l' saw us and cam," over 10 say h,"llo. I mrnernber l""ing 

him that I had just interviewed Gordon Gee. F'reskknt of Ohio State, the day before, and that I 

would lik," to interview him as well. I,k quickly agmed, and I sel1sed that flO did 110t want his Big T'"11 



rival getting a leg up on him. 

Wdl. it wm;n't too long after that when things got ugly. and I never got that interview .. 

Hav" a good (Ia(;,) Saturday ni"hl. Have a good Sunday. 

~Jick Infante 

Clips Editor 

Access Clips website: he·fE· 

The Trials of Graham Spanier, Penn Slate's 
Ousted Presiden.t 

The Tria!s of Graham Spanier, Perm State's Ousted President 

8y ,"1ichael Sokolove, Sunday New York Times Magazine. 7-20~ 14. 7.126 words 

On the day the police arrived at the home of ,.INry Sandusky, the former Penn State assistant 

football coach. to arrest him on multiple count" of child sexual abu"e. Graham SpaniN 'Na" 

beginning his lith year as Penn Slate's president. It was an exlraOl'dinary tenure, ilnd on" that had 

seemed most likely to continue for many more years. A man of ceas"l"ss el1er"y and cOl1sid"rable 

ego, Spanier led the universily as it "mw from il mmoie outpost of AmNican higher education into a 

top-ti"r public university. 

His imprint WilS everywhere. Some of the world's most·decorated ilI'chitecis desi"ned the dozens of 

new buildings constructed on his watch, and Spanier had the last word on everything from the 

"hape of th" window" to the color of the brick. He pelfonned magic trick" as the openin" act at 

student events, played washboard in a Dixieland band and somelim"s climb"d into the costume of 



th," school mascot, the Hiltany Lion. At various limes, he led the boards that governed the ~~.C.J\.J\., 

the Big Ten conference, the 80'NI Championship Series, the Association of American Universities 

and the National Council on Family Relations. His TV show on the Bi" Ten Netv'Iork was called 

"Expert Opinion With Graham Spanier." 

Four days alter Sandusky's arrest in November 20'11, he was out. Perm State's board 01 trustees 

either dismissed Spanier or, as he contends, he resigned first. A year later, after Sandusky was 

convicted, Spanier, a ,;odologist who,;e academic backgl'ound is in family and marital studies, was 

d1ar"ed with ei"ht criminal counts, includin" child ,"ndan"erment, perjury and conspirin" to cover up 

Sandusky's crimes. The char"es were as shockin" in their own way as those brou"ht a"ainst 

Sandusky. Spanier had ruled over an "mpim: about 45,000 students on a stately, SI:H'awlin" main 

campus in State Colle"e; another <10,000 at locations around the state: an annual budget exceeding 

$4 billion. In or(kr to protect th" reputation of the university and its vauni<,d football program, 

according to th," charges a"ainst him, h," let a pedophile mam free. 

The case against Spanier is at bm;t problematic. at worst fatally flawed f',/Iore than 20 months after 

th," state branded him a criminal, he still awaits a trial. I·k continUi"s to live in State ColI'"ge but in 

limbo. Where once he strode confidently along campus patlwfays, saying hello to everyone in sight. 

he now stays within a narrow band of comfort mixing mostly with close friends and a few trusted 

former collea"ues. "At first I was just so stunned by it all, I couldn't do anything," he told me in one of 

our conv(m;atiom; this spring. "I v'Ia" (kpmssed. I couldn't sle"p. I lost 25 pounds. When I got up the 

coura"e, one of the first things I did was go back out on th," racquetball COUitS. I found that 

everybody was so supportive. I was still one of the guys." 

Over the four days that I visited with Spanier, who is 66, I sensed that he probably spent more time 

out in public than he had since his arrest. It was important to him to demonstrate he wm; still hi"hly 

re"arded. At a VVaHle Shop for breaklast, an elderly woman stopped at our table. "You were a great 

president," she said. "I'm prayin" to St. Jude for you, and I'm not even Catholic." Several players on 

Penn Stai<;s women's voll"yball team, whose coach is a longtime friend of Spani"r's, cam" over to 

th," sid,"line to "hm him a hu" as he watched th,"ir practice. Elsewhere, friends and acquaintances 

inquired as to how he was doing, in quiet tones, as if he 'Nere battling a serious disease. 

One afternoon, Spanier drove us down a long tree-lined driveway to Schreyer House, the 

prE";id"nt',, residence, where h" and his wife, Sandra. rai""d their two children. After he 'Nas ou"ted, 

they were given two months to vacate and clear out their belon"in"s, which inciud,"d Sandra 

Spanier's scholarly materials. She is an English professor at Penn State and general editor of the 

multivolume Hemingv'Iay LE,lters Project. "W,;II.iust ride by really quickly," he said. We coast"d pm;t 

a basketball hoop and a playhouse before h," stopped near a gazebo. 

"Look at that," he said. "They cut the shrubbery way back. It's dilferenl. aut it doesn't look bad that 

way." 

The followin" day, he propos,"d that we take in Old Main, an imposing limestone edilk,,", said to sit at 

the geographical center of Pennsylvania, that was his workplace from 1995 to 2011. He had been 

im;id" ju"t onc" sin@ he was forc"d out, fN a private meeting aft"r the univer"ity proposed 

revoking his faculty tenum. VVe carne to a side door, and I could hear him take a deep breath before 

he reach"d to op"n it. With a big "mile on hi" face, h" popped into ""veral offiCE";, greding p"opl" 

whom, in almost all cases, h," had hired. He asked alter their families and made clear that he was up 

to date on the latest office news - job changes, new babies, wedding engagements. Several 

people look"d back at him a" if th"y had just been vi"ited by a "host. We Idt very quickly. 

The wreckage in State College extends out, concentrically, from the child victims to Spanier and two 

oth"r former higlHanking Penn State admini"trators awaitin" trial on the "am" charge" and finally 

to the university itself. After Sandusky's arrest, Penn State's board took control of the university and 

mov"d with ha"te. It dispatch"d Spani"r and replaced him with Rodney Erickson, who had b"en 

provost. It fimd Joe Patemo, alter <16 seasons as h,"ad coach (and 6'1 years total on th," football 

staff). It commissioned an investigative report that implicated the entire university community in 

Sandusky's crimes. Penn State agreed to pay a $60 million fin" to the N .CAA. - on what ba"is. 

exadly, is still being debat,"d ...... that state officials have gone to court to relriev,". 

Some of the most qUi"stionable and cont,"st,"d d,"dsions made in the wak," of Sandusky w,"re driven 

by a desire to protect the football program from the N.C.A.A.'s harshest sanction, the so-called 

death penalty. Mom broadly, tho"e in contml seemed to 'Nant to quickly tum the page - an 

understandable instinct but one that has had the opposite dfec!. Penn State is awash in lawsuits 

and rancor, with no end in si"ht. Its board is in upheaval. Spanier was never as beloved at Penn 



Stat," as Paterno, who died of lung carlCN at 85, less than lhme months after his uncemmonious 

dismissal. But he has become a stand~in for him, a rallying point for those who believe that a panic~ 

driven response brought furthN di1"repute to an already reeling univN,;ity, 

liVhen you get close to Spanier, his face looks marranged, '"', if h" may halw once b""n a box"r, 

His nose is crooked, the space between his ey"s and cheekbones sunken, "I didn't always look like 

this," he told me at the condominium 'Nhere h" and his wife nO'N live, ''1''1'' had to hav" four 

operatiom; to COl'wct s"rious defonniti"s inside my head from b"atin"s that my father gav" me, 

Tfwy had to mbuild me hom Hw inside out" 

Span~~~r vvas never a;; beloved at Penn State as Paterno .... But h~~ ha;; b~~come a stand-in for h~rn, a 

rallyin" point for those who beli"ve that a panic~driven response brou"ht further disrepute to an 

alr"ady meling university 

Spanier has spoken about this aspect of his past on a couple of occasions, but never in much 

delaiL I pressed him for more b"cau"e the experi"nc" so wEdrdly evokes the troubles that haVE, 

lound him !at"r in life, He is a victim 01 child abuse who is charg"d with tolerating and abetting tfw 

Spanier said that he had researched his father's life and "interviewed" him before his death in 1985, 

to by to ul1(krstand the roots of th" brutality, Fred Spani"r came from a prosperous Jewish family in 

the north of G,"rmany lhat owned a dgarlactory, In the mid··1930s, with Jews in his smalilown facing 

increasing threat from the Nazi regime, he was sent off alone to South Africa at the a"e of 15. He 

nev"r att;,nded another day of school. H" worked at menial jobs, then fought in World \Nar II with a 

South Alrican regim,"nl beiom returning to Cape Town and marrying, 

Gmham Spanier, the firstborn, spent his first birthday aboard a ship that sail"dlrom Cap'" Town. His 

father had already emigrated to Chicago and found 'Nork in the wamhouse of a factory that made 

nut,; and bolts. The reunited family, which "oon inciu(kd tV'IO mc;r<, children, ,;dtl"d into a "mall 

apartm'"nt on lfw city's Soulh Sid,". "fk was a il'Ustrated man," Spanier said 01 his latheL "I would 

never excuse what he did. And I have never forgiven him. But I understand it He's poor, he is doin" 

a job that -I don't want to "ay wa" beneath him - but it i,; not what h" exp"cted. He ha" no ,;"If 

control." 

We had been lalking iOl' an hour or soc The SpaniNs' condo is spacious and plush, with panoramic 

views of the campus and surrounding countryside, The building is full of affluent retirees, but the 

Spani"I',; are more like "xiles. I ask"d him v'Ihat in particular provoked hi" fath"r to strike him 

"Everything caused him to fly into a rage," he said, "If my sister made an 'eek' noise. she'd be 

beaten. Or it could be a slight infmction. VV" had very slrid lules in the housec At 5:30 everybody 

had to be in their seat at the table for dinner. r~ot 5:31, And not just in your seat. The curtains had 

to b" clo"ed, the "Iipp"rs needed to be put out, th" table n""ded to be ,;et. 

"Or it could be there was something left on your plate. Food was so important in our home that if you 

didn't eat something or didn't lik" somdhing, you would be b"aten You didn't talk v'Ihile you wer" 

eating. Eating was eating."' Spanier said that his bHwr sometirms hil him with his hands or lists, "but 

90 per@nt of the time. it wa" what'" call"d a strapping. He 'Nould undo hi" b"lt, double it up and 

would strap you with it. You'd be cowering in the comer. and he would continue doing that until I 

assume he got tired, He just couldn't do it anymore." The abuse 'Nas not a secret, he said. because 

his brui,;"s 'New often vi"ible. "Back in the '50s, "orn"one lik" my bth"r would be dm;crib"d m; a 

slrict disciplinalian, Howadays, you'd be in jail iOlwhat fw did."' 

Spani"r's si,;ter, Anita Ko,;zyk. a sp"cial~education t"acher, told m" that all three childwn w"r" 

beaten but that her father gave the worst of it to his oldest child. "I have a visual image of Graham 

on the floor, with his hands up, tlyin" to protect him"elf from th" thrm;hing," ,;h" "aid. She 

remembers him b,"ing sent to bed without dinner. Their moHwr, who sometimes tlied but ramly 

succeeded in stopping the beatings, would sneak food to him. 

The family ultirml"ly moved to Hw comioliable suburb of Highland Park. III., 10 a small house on Hw 

working-class side of town. Fred Spanier's involvement in local politics led to a job as the town's 

postnmsl"r. Th," beatings finally slopp,"d, Spaniel said, when he was 15 orl G, 

It i" "asy to imagine that hi" fathN',; cruelty was emotionally (kvastating and left it,; own kind of 

disligumment. But SpaniN hints at this only obliquely. The story he 1"lIs is about his ability to break 

away and take charge over his own lifec It is triumphal, a testament to the control he came to 



exercis,". "I had such an aversion to being at home." he said. "VVe all hated each olher. Th," only 

legitimate reason my father would allow for not being at home at 5:30 at night is if you 'Nere working, 

50 I delwloped the v'/orld's slrongesl v'/ork ethic. Ba"ically I stari"d working al;:; y"ar" old I work"d 

all through school. SupN·responsible positions. I worked like crazy." 

The habit of work sd him on a lifelong course. Spanier paid his own way through Iowa Stat,". By 24, 

he had earned a Ph.D. at Northwestern. secur"d a faculty position at Penn Stat" and publish"d his 

first book. Al43. he wa" named chancellor at th" LJniver"ity of r~"bra"ka~l.incoln. and four y"ms 

later he took the Penn State .lob. 

His hometov'/n "mbraced Spanier as a pmud son with a plaque honoring him in the lobby of 

Highland Pmk High. Aft"r Sandusky was arrested and the scandal became nationaln8'NS, th" 

plaqu" was removed and Spanier's nam" erased from a rm;ler of dislinguish"d alumni on the 

school's website. The school superintendent in Highland Park implied thai even Just the vestiges oj' 

Spanier pos"d a danger. The measures to "ltpung" th"m, h" said, wer" "an attempt to pmtect our 

"tudenh" 

State College sits in th" Allegheny Mountains, almost thr"" hours from Pittsburgh. and farther fmm 

Philadelphia and New York. Uk," many colleg'" towns, il is a place apari, a cocoon for students and 

faculty, 50 pleasant that it is known as Happy Valley. One of the most popular attractions on campus 

is lhe B"rkey Creamery. which manufaclures and "ells ice cwam mad" from the milk of lhe 

university's herd of 225 dairy cows. Spanier told me about a story thai made the front page ollhe 

local paper not long after he start"d as a young faculty member. "It was about a bear that dimbed 

up a tree." he said. "l'lIn"ver forget that." 

Spanier is both oUlgoing and a litlle stiff. H" leamed lo do magic in his "arly 20s, and I could see 

why it might hmm apr-li"aled to him: }\ magician is at the center of attention, yd at a remove. Spanier 

can overwhelm you with information. When w" stopp"d by th" cmam"ry. h" told me so much about 

each flavOl' lhall could barely identify for mys"lf whal I 'Nas inlhe mood for. I think h" was sincerely 

lrying 10 be helpful. bul it was too much. 

\!IIh"n he wlufned in1 995 lo b"come Penn Slat,,'s prm;id"nt, af!;,r' 13 ,mars away, it wa" lo a 

community in which he and his wif" had "gmwn up professionally," he said, with faculty friends who 

all s"nt their childrenlo lhe same public schools and "tood along th" "id"lln"s at the same youlh 

sporting events. On Saturday aftNnoons in th," fall when the Hittany Lions played at home. the 

Spani"rs hosted tailgat" parties at Schreyer Hous" for donors and fri"nds. and then "veryone 

bused over to Beaver Sladium. Their daughler, who was 11 when h" b"came pre"idenl, lik"d to 

circulate at university dinners they hosted and give guests lheir plac," cards. 

Penn Slate was a university on th," ris,", and Spanier considemd his to b," "on'" of the biggest Jobs in 

Am"rican higher education." He was a chi"f ,,)(ecutive, a fund~raiser and a headhunter for faculty 

lalent; h" "tilllml"hl cour"es, in th" fidd of I"ad"r·"hip. H" kept "core parlly by how much mon"y he 

raised: $3.5 billion in private philanthropy ov,"r his '16 y,"ars. much of which went into bricks and 

mortar. When I toured the main campus with him, h" pointed out new academic buildings, 

donnilorim;, p"de"lrian walk'Nay" and ev"n parkin" structures, tdlin" m" the story behind "ach on" 

He described the career"development cenler as "rmyb," the b,"st in the country," Vmious academic 

deparlm"nts 'Nere "ither "lhe b"st." ''eme of th" best" or "inlhe Top '10." 

Over the last two and a half years. a seri"s of storms has se"med to rip through th" valley. In March 

2011, Th" Harrisburg F'atrioH~ews brok" the story that a grandiury wm; looking into all"galiom; of 

sex abuse involving "P,"nn Stale football legend Jerry Sandusky," Rumors about Sandusky and the 

inv"stigation were already drculating on Int"rnd m"ssag" boards devot"d to Penn Stat" football. 

Spani"r' has b"en critidzed for nol informin" the univ"rsity'" board aboullh" irwE,,;tigation more 

fully, but the board. which had a reputation for passivity, did not aggressiv"ly seek information ev"n 

a" I"aks trickled out 

At the tim", Spani"r was in the midst of a fund .. raising campaign that would ultimately bring in $2.2 

billion. He was busy with a broad range of matter" mr.tEmlallo Penn Slat" loo, including hi" rol" a" 

chairman of sormlhing called the Halkmal S,"curity Higher Education Advisory Board, serving. 

basically, as a liaison bdw"en America's coll"ges and universities and th" F.B.1. and other 

()nlhe day Sandusky 'Nas charg"d, Nov. 5, 2011, a Saturday, pros"cutors also charg"d G"ny 

Schul1z. the univ'"rsity's senior vice president for finance and business, and Tim Curley, the athletic 

director. with perjury and having known about complaints of sexual abuse and failing to report th"m 



to the proper authorities. Bolween them, they had worked more than /0 years at P,"nn State. Both 

have pleaded not guilty to the charges. 

Spanier told me he was stunned at the breadth or the chmges against Sandusky. He had known 

that the form"r' coach was bdng inv"stigated for an incident involving one child in a university locker 

room. Now he saw it was much more. But neither Spanier nor anyone els," s,"em,"d to malize, at 

least at first, that the indictment of the hvo administrators broadened the nanativ" - it brought the 

university into the story. You could chalk this up to Penn State's insularity and to a lack of 

sophistication on th," part 01 Spani,"r and other decision makers ..... or perhaps to th,"ir wishful 

thinking that this would all som"how quickly blow over. "On the first day, the magnitud" of this was 

not complolely fdt." Spanier said. "\/V" had no idea that two or thr"" or 400 wport0rs v'/ould 

descend on State Coll"ge, and w" would hav" to cios" off streets to accommodat" satellit" trucks." 

Spani,"r believed that he was good at navigating th," unhmrsity through trouble, and he thought he 

could do so here. H" issued a statem"nt in support of Schultz and Curley. "I thought it would all g"t 

cI"med up. and they v'/ould b" put back on the job." he said "That's what I really bEdiev"d was going 

to happerL" 

Even as the situation b'"gan to spin into chaos. he continued to try to manage it. He told Curley that 

he had to go on paid leave and Schultz, who had com" back from r"tirem"nt onc". that h" had to 

retire again. He told hi" staff in Old Main to cmry on. Over th" next several days. Spanier mol 'Nith 

the trustees ...... at first in a conference call. though many of them would soon arrive on campus. On 

Sunday night. th" trustees told him that h" should not issue any statem"nts without th"ir approval. 

An ally on the board, Spanier said. told him he might b" forc"d out, which h" did not believ" at first. 

By Trmsday. walizing that he had berm sidelined, he hiwd a Iav'lYer to d"al with hi;; s"paration from 

the university. The next morning, Spanier said he submitted a resignation lelter to the trustees, 

which th"y did not rel"ase. That night, th" truste"s announc"d that Spanier was out. 

Spani,ds children wem at the presid,"nt's residenc,", having been summoned by his wife. In mlilling 

this to me, h" began to cry and could not continu" for a mom"nt. It was th" only time this happ"n"d 

in our many hour" of conlwrsation. 

Th" tru"tees commissioned Louis Freeh, the fonner director of the F.B.I., to invm;tigate hov'/ 

Sandusky, who was still awaiting trial, had been able to exploit children, some or them on campus, 

for more than a d"cade. The mission Freeh was giv"n seem"d to presuppose that Sandusky's 

crimm; were not his alone and that peopl" who had reason to suspect him had looked away. 

The ongoing scandals involving sexually abusive Catholic priests and their superiors who moved 

th,"m from parish to parish loomed in the background. Gut that was a systemic failure, an intricate 

web of deceit, that had persisted for decades. r~o one was suggesting that Sandusky was part of 

"om" nationwide trend of collE,,,e football coachm; who mole"t children. The impulse at P"nn Stat", 

however, was to try to determine if Sandusky's pathology was connected to something larger. 

Fre"h. who wm; a pro"ecutor and later a federal jud"e before he led the FBI. wa" in private 

practice and in demand for thes," types of indep,"ndent investigations. and the reports he issued 

carried th" weight of his statur". He as""mbled a team of investigators that induded, m; h" would 

point out, a lawyer who was a former Navy Seal. The university paid ('-weh's law firm a f,"e of 58.2 

million. 

The practic," of commissioning indep,"ndent reports. like Freeh's, go,"s back decades. The 

investigations rarely follow the rules that pertain to criminal prosecution in U.8. courts; for example, 

individual" implicah,d in wrongdoing, who would be call"d (kfendant" in a courtroom. do not t,,;ually 

get to mount a defense. The resulting reports are often more akin to indictments than verdicts. 

On July 12, 20'12, Fmd1 issued his 2ST·pag'" account or what occurred at Penn State. Some of the 

writing was of the type meant to impress, or perhaps overwhelm, a reader with the firepower that his 

team brought to the job. Th" repNt "tah,s that investigators conduct"d 430 int"rview" of "key 

university persor1ni"1 and other Imowledg,"able individuals" and that "over 3.5 million pieces 01 

pertinent electronic data and documents" were analyzed. (This would have required examining an 

average of '15,000 items a day over the cours," of the investigation, which lasted n,"arly eight 

months. It seems likely that many of the documents were merely scanned electronically for 

k"ywords.) 

The Freeh Report was blistering in its tone and stunning in its reach. "The most saddening finding 



by th," Special Ir1Vestigathm Counsel is the total and consis10nt disl'egard by the most senior leaders 

at Penn State for the safety and welfare of Sandusky's child victims," the report stated, It then 

named those leaders - Spanier, Paterno, Schultz and Curley - and ,;aid they had "failed to pl'Oli,ct 

against a child sexual predatOl' hanning childmn for over a decad,":' Schultz and CUl'Iey had all'eady 

been charged: Spank,r had not, but Freeh's report probably led to his indictment The fourth man 

held culpabl,", Paterno, was dea(L 

The criminal charw,,, against Spanier stem largely from email" bdween Schultz, Curley and 

Spanier, On," set of emails lelat,"d to an episode in '1998 in which Sandusky was said to have 

"howered with a boy in a Penn State locker room and hugged him, Spanier wa" copied on one email 

from Curley, the athletic director, that wa" elliptical and did not include Sandusky'" name A second 

said that the incident had been resolved satisfactorily, 

SpaniN did not reply, I'k had met Sandusky, who left the football staff a few y,"ars into his 

pre"idency, but he did not kno'N him well. Spanier told me that he religiously returned emails 

addm,;sed to him, but not alw,w,; those he 'Na,; copied on, In his grand~jUly te"timony in 2011, he 

said that he had no memOl'Y of any allegations in 1998 against Sandusky, and after the ,"mails came 

to light, he discovered that he had been traveling on university business in Europe when the second 

on," landed in his inbox, 

It i" not clear what Spaniel"s acbw ilwobmment in the 1998 case would have achieved The 

allegations against Sandusky that year were investigated '"'' by campus and the local police and a 

caseworker from the state's Department of Public 'Welfare - and he was not charged, 

Spanier could face a nwm difficult challenge explaining an email from 2001, It relates to the best, 

known chapter in the Sandu,;ky affair, involving a Penn State assistant coach, Mike McQueary, vvho 

reported witnessing Sandusky in a shower with a young boy, McOueill'Y has given differing accounts 

about what he saw and what he told others in the days that followed, But he has been consistent in 

"aying that he did not ,;tay long enough to look mom dOSEdy, and did not try to inli,lvene, because 

he was too upset after hearing a "a skin"on"skin smacking sound:' S,"eing Sandusky behind th," boy 

and "slowly moving his hips," McQueary testified at Sandusky's trial in 2012, "was more than my 

brain could handle, I wa" making dedsiom; on th" fly, I picked up th" phone and callE,d my father to 

get advice from the person I trusted most in my life, because I just saw something ridiculouse" 

McOw"ary went to Paterno's house the next day to report what he saw, Soon aiter, Paterno talked 

to Schultz and Curley, Spanier said he never spoke to McQuealY, but the tv,!O administrators 

informed him about what th"y W"r8 told. Th" k"y qu"stion, if Spani0l' and hi" co-def"ndants come to 

trial, is likely to be not what McQueary witn,"ss,"d, but how h," later descl'ibed what h," witnessed, Did 

he use a sufficiently descriptive term for what he apparently believed he had seen - anal rape-

or did his squeamishr10ss cause him to use less stark language? P\l1d was that same language 

passed up the chain of command to Spanier? 

According to emails and Schultz's notes, Spanier and the two administrators agmed on a plan: They 

would inform the board chairman at Second Mile (the charity that Sandusky founded), alert child~ 

wdfare authorities and tell Sandu,;ky that he could no 10n,,0I' bring children into Penn State's 10ck0l' 

rooms, Not long after thaI. CUlley wrote to Schultz and Spanier to say that he had changed his mind 

about "oing to the child~welfme authoritim;, In"t"ad, he vvould urge Sandusky to get help 

"This approach is acceptable to me," Spanier wrote in response, "The only downside for us is if the 

m"s,;age i"n't 'hearer and act"d upon, and vve then become vulnerable fO!' not havin" report"d it 

But that can be ass,"ssed down the road, The approach you outline is humane and a reasonabl," 

way to proceed," 

Spanier told me that his meetin"s about Sandusky 'Nere brief, came amid the crush of other 

univer"ity bu,;iness and coincid"d with anoth,,1' troubling is"ue - ali"gations that a Penn State 

employe," had embezzled money, 

"The lif" of a unilwrsity pmsident i,; you have thing,; comin" at you all day long," he said "It's one 

crisis after another, one issue alter anoth,"r:' 

Wh,"n Spanier told me about his own abuse, he was at his most animated and ,"asiest to know, He 

was less expressive about its aftereffects, the thin"s he still carries with him from this part of his 

childhood. "Th"re's a part of me that alway,; held thi" background of mine at a distance," he said, 

I'k knows that it probably drove him toward his academic specially, It made him vow to hmm a good 

marriage and "ave him an "an aversion to violence of any kinde" 



Shouldn't this background hmm made him more oiNt to Sandusky even il the mports he heal'd were 

nonspE,cific or couched in "uphemi1"m? Shouldn't h" have at lem,t pw"sed for moro information? H" 

said he would have il he had b,"en told more to begin wiHL "I'm an intervener,"' he said, "If I see 

som"thing going on in the stroet, in the community, I intervene, , , , If Gary Schultz or Tim Curley 

had "aid to me anything about child abt";", sexual abuse, anything criminal, ev"n had hinted about 

that possibility, of course we would have said something,' The encount,"r in the shower, he said, 

was described to him as "hors"play," which h" b"li"ves came from Paterno, r"lating what h" heal'd 

from McQueary, "I can h"aI' Joe Paterno ldng that word,"' he "aid "I don't think Tim and Gary made 

that word up, I think Joe us"d it" 

1'1," said he had no memory 01 writing the email in msponse to Curley in 200'1, but now I'egrds that 

he used th" word "vulnerable," which many hav" tak"n to mean that he alroady kn"w that 

something inappropriate or criminal had occurred "I didn't," he said, "I think what it m"ant was that if 

he didn't get the message and stop bringing boys into the locker rooms, we could be open to 

criticism, Obviously, in retrospect, using th" word was a bad choice, But who would think that 13 

years later SOIl'10on," would focus in on that one word,?" 

Th" shov'Ier took place in a coaches' locker room; Spani"r said h" wa" told that it had occurred in 

one 01 Penn State's mOl'e public locker rooms. [ven 50, h," said: "We decided we don't want him 

bringing kids into th" shower again, It do"sn't look good. It do"sn't fe,,1 right" 

Fmeh concluded that Spanier, Paterno and the lWo others kept quiet about Sandusky "in order to 

avoid th" consequencm; of bad pUblicity." He then ca"t blame v'Iidely, throughout Happy VallE,y and 

vmll beyond, "On'" of the most challenging of the tasks conlronting the Perm Stat," community is 

transforming the culture that p"rmitted Sandusky's b"havior," the roport said, It d"fin"d th" 

univ"rsity community as current stu(knts, faculty, "taff, th" administration, board of trustees and 

alumni ...... which would include approximately 630,000 living Perm State gmduates scattered 

throughout the country and world, (My wife is a Penn State grad, albeit one who never attend"d a 

~Jittany Lions football gam".) 

l.ess than two weeks aftN th" rele",,,, of the Freeh Report, the univN"ity sign"d it" "com,ent 

dew","" with the N,C./\)\., a guilty plea to everything F:reeh claimed, 

Penn Stat" is on" of the bulwarks of American public hi"her education. with a history that dates 

back to a decade beforo the Civil INaI'. Like that of almost all 01 th," big coliegelootball powers, its 

identity, to an unhealthy extent, is wrapped up in its team, which und"r Paterno graduated play"rs at 

hi"her·than··average rat,"s and stayed clear of maJor N.C.AA. rules infradions. By accepting blame 

for Sandusky, Penn State implicitly admitted to being an outlier among ev"n footbalkrazed 

univ"rsitiE,,,, with a culture 50 sick it was capable of nUituring and harbOl"ing a "erial child mole"ter 

Fr""h's referenc"s to th" P"nn State community and cultur" w"re not fec"ived as some airy 

mdaphor. "Wh"n that mport talk" about a CNrupt cultur", that's m"," ,Iohn S. Nichol", an "m0l"itu" 

prol0ssor fl'Om the College 01 Communications and lormer chairman of the !acuity senate, said when 

I spoke with him in Stat" College. "I take it personally. It "ay" thNe wa" a con"pimcy to COVN up 

child sexual assault to protect th," image ollootball, and that it was carried out by th,"se lour peopl," 

and that th" community had culpability as w"lI. That did not happen." Ref"rfing to the pending 

criminal case", he "aid. "Call me old~fa"hioned, but I still beli"lIe in the pre"umption of innoc"nce." 

Sandusky retired from Penn State in 1998. Some of th" charges he was convicted of occufmd after 

that. It was highly unu"ual, if not unprece(knted, for the N.CAA to issue "anctions for infraction" 

so far mmoved from a curmnt team or its coaches, The $60 million fin", to be paid to th" N.C.A.A. in 

fiv" annual im;tallm"nt". wa" to fund um;pecified programs related to child sexual abu"e. F'"nn 

State's football team was banned from play in" in bowl games, and th," number of scholarships it 

could offer was r"duced, Its victories bdwe"n '1988 and 20"11 w"re "vacated" - wiped from th" 

recNd book" and from Paterno's care"I' v'Iin~los" record 

About 30 former chairm"n of Penn Stat"'s faculty senate signed a statement denouncing th" 

school's surml1der, They noted that the cons,"nt decm," adually went b,"yond the F:reeh report in ils 

c"nsur", Football at P"nn State, the d"cm" said, was "held in high"r este"m than the values of th" 

im;titution, the lraltlE"; of the N.CAA, th" value" of higher education, and most di"turbingly th" 

values of human decency." 

Th"re i" no my"tery why P"nn State signed the docum"nt - it was un(kr dures;;. The N.C.AA was 

threatening to shut th," football pro"ram down fOl' as long as four years, a rare punishment 



colloquially reiened to as the d,"alh penalty. Flodney Erickson, Spanier's successor, lold the ESPN 

news program "Outside the Lines" that he signed the decree to save Penn State football. "I think the 

death penalty would have been far, far worse for th" progmm and th" univar,;ity over th" long run," 

he said. 

It was a remarkable admission. Penn State had been held to account for being so focused on 

football that it was blinded to more important human values. It th"n agreed to a document crafted to 

sav" footba II. 

Dick Thornburgh. the former U.s. attom"y general and two~term governor of Pennsylvania. was 

hired by th" F'a10mo family to review th" Fredl R"port. His own report, rd"ased last ,mar, noted 

that Fr"eh quoted some witnesses anonymously, leaving no way to assess their credibility, and 

mack lib"ml use of gmn<Hury testimony, v'/hich is dicited by a prm",cutor and not cros,;~"xamined. 

Many key witnesses were not in10rview,"d by Fmeh's 10am. induding McQueary. The report quot,"d 

from his t"stimony. 

Fmeh. who did not mspond to my in10rview reqw"sts, did lalk to Spanier. bulless than a we,"k 

before he issued his report. "8y then, I'm sum that the report was already written," Thornburgh said. 

"Anyone who has ever participated in one of thes," inv,"stigations would know that to be the cas,"," 

While expr"ssing respect for Fmeh, Thornburgh considers th" mport so flawed as to call into 

qum;tion all of its findings relating to th" individual" it name" a" wdl a" th" "uppm",d guilt of the 

Perm Slate communily. "The language that I find mosl obJectionable is the <:twrg'" that Paterno and 

others. in ordar to avoid the consequences of bad publicity. repeatedly concealed facts relating to 

Sandusky'" child abu""," Thornburgh said when I int"rviE,w"d him at his \iVa"hington offi@ in May. 

"There is r10 factual basis in th," mcord 101' that whatsoever. I challeng'" anybody to find it. It's 

outrageous." 

Thornburgh add"d energy and ammunition to a movement - one that now includes a bloc on Penn 

State's board -that "eek" to disavov'/ the Freeh Fleport and the ~J .c:'A.A. consent decr"e. ~Jine 

lrust,","s on the 32'fYI,"mb,"r bomd me alumni repmsentatives. chosen by elections open to all Perm 

State graduates: all nine, elected over the last three years. oppose the university's post~Sandusky 

()ne of the new board members Edecled thi" "pring is a for'nlar lieutenant gOllell101' of Pennsylvania. 

}Inother is a clinical psychologist and pwfessor at St. ,John's University in Oueens. A third is AI Lord, 

a former chief e)(ecutive of the student~loan firm Sallie Mae. whose voice struck me as one that 

would not b" em;ily hu"hed in State (:ollege. 

I asked Lord what kinds of questions he planned to ask the board's leadership. "For starters, why 

are we paying 60 million bucks to the ~~.C.i\.i\.?" he said. "Why are we paying anything? \j\jhat did 

we do wrong? VVe had a C.E.O. who knew about this? lNell, we haven't proven that." (Spanier has 

fil"d notice in "tate court that he int"ndsto sue Freeh for defamation. Lord told me that he ha" b"en 

assisting in lhat dfort, and when I asked how. h," said, "F:inandally.") 

U"a Powers, director of P"nn State's department of public information, said that no member of F'"nn 

Stat,"'s curmnt administration would consent to an interview. The university has already paid a steep 

finandal price: Including Freeh'" f"e. it has spent nearly $37 million on variou" public~relations firm", 

lawyers and crisis managers to guide it thwugh Sandusky .. related issues. It has agm,"d to pay $60 

million in compensation to Sandusky's victims. The university is paying most of the legal fees of 

Spani,,!', Schultz, Curley and a range of other" who were ind,mmified as employee" - about $8.6 

million so far. Perm Slate's position is that il wants 10 look 10lward rather than back. 

Many faculty member" and alumni "ay th" pa"t deci"ions must first be f0com;id"md "Everything 

that's been done is right out of the corporate playbook," Nichols. the former faculty senate 

president. said "Take a huge write~dov'/n. Fiw a f"w people. Expres" maximum cont!'ition. And mov" 

on. aul a university is not a corporation. Not to sound too higiHninded, but the purvos," of a 

university is to seek truth and advance knowledge, and we're a long way fwm having done that." 

It's bir to say th," legal proc,"edings involving Spanier have been tangled, inexplicably d,"byed and 

bizarre. His lav<lyers have filed motions to have the criminal charges dismissed, beginning in March 

2013, and lhose motions have been sitting in the docket for a year and a half wilhout a ruling. 

The key point of cont<,ntion involves a lawyer who Spanier beli"lIed wm; repm"entin" him but later 

testified against him. In 2011, wh,"n he appeared before a grand jury silting in Harrisburg, he was 

accompanied by Cynthia aaldwin, Penn State's general counsel at the time, a former justice on the 



state's Supreme Court and a past chailwornan of P,"nn Stilte's board. In chamb,"rs, and outside 

Spanier's presence, the supervising judge, Barry Feudale. asked, "Cindy, just for the record, 'Nho 

do you wpmsent?" 

"The university solelyT he asked. 

"Yes, I repmsent the university sol,"ly:' she said. 

A fev'! minutes later. in the grand~iulY room. the prosecutor m;ked Spanier to identify hi;; coum;el 

before he began his testimony. "Cynthia Baldwin, sitting behind me," he said. 

It is not uncommon for corporate lawyers to sit in grand .. jury proceedings to mpr'es,"nt witn,"ss,"s who 

are testifying as "agents" of the corporation. This is what Bald'Nin's Imvyers have argued she was 

doing. Baldwin would later gilw grand~iUly testimony a"ainst Spanier. According to th" transcript, 

she wvealed details of conversations with Spanier as sh," pmpped himlirst 101' an interview with 

investi"ators looking into the Sandusky case and later for his grand~jury testimony. She said 

Spanier had withh,"ld information that she had been asked to "ather by investi"ators targeting 

Sandusky, and that she did not consider him an honest man. 

Two k,"y figures in Spanier's case are no lon""r in Hwir positions. Frank Fina, the initial prosecutor, 

left after clashing 'Nith the state's new attorney general over a sting operation in Philadelphia that he 

led. The "rand~jury judW', Feudale. who was already at odds with th" stah>'s attorn"y "enel'8l. was 

mli"ved of his dulies ailer he bl'andish,"d a 1 Q·inch Gurkha knile in front or a secretary in the 

aHomey general's offb,. He pl'Oh,sted he was ju"t shov'!ing it off fO!' intew"t and had been tarred as 

"sonw win" nut with a Gurkha knife." 

That Graham Spani"r would appear before a wand jUlY without his own criminal lawyer would "eem 

to wveal a surprisin" lack of "uile ..... or perhaps the overconfidence of a man who figures Iw can 

handle anything on his own and control the outcome. "This is "oin" to sound really stupid," he said. 

"It is stupid. NaNe and stupid. But I was lookin" forward to r'(1<,eting with thE'il'1. I thought I was 

helping. I was e)(cited about having the experience of go in" to a grand jury and helpin" them with 

thdr investigation, whatever it was:' 

Prosecutors make decisions all the time on whether to bring char"es. Some are obvious - body on 

the stred, a man "tanding over it v'!ith a gun. The Spanier cas" s"erm; less ,,0. He did not ask 

qw"stions or show any curiosity, and only h," knows why. No orw w"ntlooking lor the boy in the 

shower in 2001 or even tried to find out his name. Maybe Spanier, Schultz and Curley were as 

squeamish as McQueary and just as afraid to look more dos"ly. Ij\jhat,"ver th," reasons, they did not 

cover themselves in glory. Whether that equates to criminal behavior is yet to be determined. 

\Nes Oliv"r, a law· school pl'Ol,"ssor at Duquesne, in Pittsburgh, provided television comnwntary on 

the Sandusky trial and has been following the proceedings against Spanier. "I don't even kno'N what 

guilt mean" in thi" case," he told me. "\I\lhat mr.actly doe" it m"an to fail to superlli"e a fonner coach 

who you happ,"nto know brings kids to your campus? What kind 01 duty ,"xists there? If anything, it's 

a sin of omi"sion. Ther" ar" "ins of omi"sion for which p"opl" am punished, but I don't know if that 

will happen hew or if it should happ"n." 

liVhen I wa" in Stat" Colleg". Sandra Spani"r' 'Na" just back from Cuba. where she ha" be"n 

involv"d in restoring I'kmingway's house. "In some ways, my lik is still good," sh," said. "Sut you 

wake up in the morning and you look outside and think, It's a beautiful day. And then it hits you. It's 

still hew. Thi" i" all "till happ"ning. You can't "d away fl'Om it." 

Graham Spanier wm; "ag"r' to be intervimNed for this artid" and persuad"d hi" lawyer" it was a 

good idea (or at least won Hwir acqui,"scence). He wants to t,,11 his story and dear his nam,". On the 

first day we were to"ether, he said: "In all of rny sleepless ni"hts, really every night for a couple of 

Y"8[". when I was lying in b"d. all I 'Na" doing was ima"ining bEdng on th" witne"s stand I 'Na" t"lling 

the truth and laying it out there," 

I·k spends a lot of his days emailing and talking to his lawyers. He ke"ps in touch with a w"b of 

supporters around the country and still mentors some upperclassmen who were on campus durin" 

his prm;id"ncy. On" ni"ht, eight "tud"nt" who had b"en in his Pw"id"ntial i..ea(krship Acad"my. a 

select "roup of top achievers, carne over to the condo. I·k served cookies Iw baked hims"lf, asked 

about their future plans and put on a brief ma"ic ShO'N - card tricks and slei"ht of hand. The 



students look turns corning forward, and he pulled coins from theil' ,"ms and so forlh, It was sweet, 

strange and a little sad, None of them asked about his legal troubles, He sent them off with leftover 

cookiE:;:'. 

Penn State did not follow through Oil mlloking hi,; li,I1UW, but Spanier i,; not teaching, Officially, he 

has b,"en suspended, He can't sign up for a flu shol or aCC'"5S th," library's databases, FOI' a time, 

the court required him to provide a detailed itinermy when he wanted to travel out of state, He was 

denied permis,;ion to attend a conferenGe in Saudi Arabia ",As if I was going to hide out there:' he 

said, "A ,J,"wish guy, in the des,"rL" 

Spani"r had imagined that aftN he stepp"d <30\1'111 as presicknt, he would take a ,;abbatical and th"l1 

return to the faculty, "That's what former pr"sidents do, They disapp"ar for a while, give th"ir 

succeSSNS some I'oom, then Gome baGk, Th"y'w elder statesmen," 

He tries not to think about his future or worry if he'll ever 'Nork again, "I know I'll never be a university 

president again," Ev"ry on@ in a whil" he hears something that f"ds lik" som"ol1e is thil1kin" about 

him for a Job, "As these things corne up, I allow myself to "et excited, and then I malize it's not goin" 

to happen," Spanier just turned 66, "The clock," he said, "is ticking," 

Michael Sokolove is a contrtbuling writer for the New York 
Times Magazine, as well as thelluthor of two previous 
books, Itt0_.I/tf;:t.t..Q~4:·.j)fJrr}<t._Stc~:~Yt"frry..:1r:J'l.rb.f~.J19Y:~ . .'~1f. 
C~:~.f;=:~h~w and l}M::?J~f.::~ .. Ih~:.l1'f.Jt\ . .t)(:t~ .. &!}[I.tJ;;:t..Pf.:.f.\;Jf .. RQ.~~~. 
He ha. appeared on mrmerous niltionill televisi{n1 and radio 
news shows, Including ABC's Good Naming America and 

P~ime Time ThursrJay. ESPN's Outside the Lines, and CNN's Pauta ZiJllfl No.'1. 
He has been a guest on the National Public Radio shows Fresh Air, The Ta'iis 
Smiley Show, a'nd Onlv a Gatn-e. 

At the New 'fork Times Magazine, and pnevlousiy with th.e Sunday magazine of 
the Philadelphia InqUirer, he has written on wide range of tOPiCS -- from li·fe 
in inner-ciW America, to eeo-terrorism, to presidential p'olltics, to the Question 
of whether would-be .!lSSir!SSin )011,1' Hinckley shoui,[j go kee. SokokWt~'S 
speCialty has been the sociology and culture of sports, and he has done some 
of the most important and provocative writi1lg about sports today. 





From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Clips Mothel£hip <nick=collegeathleticsclips,com@mai191,atlll ,rsgsVJlet> 
Tuesday, July 22,20149: 13 PM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc,edu> 

Subject: New York Times article features Daktrorncs 

Dear V'jnce·-

Greetings frnnl the F(-lnExpedeneeSh~p. Hope ~v'ou are \·velt 

Prominently placed in today':; Ne'N York Times ;;po,t;; page i;; a lengt.by article about [>al, tronies, 

(leSlTibed ~n the artic1e a~ \\(-1 ;;)nhal giclnt in ~rll)lts entertalnnlent." The clrtide l~nntinHe~: ··,sPOd.13 

t'xt'culives hope that giant scorebuard" wUl l[Ut'nch lyonng !"Dns'] digital addiclil;n whik gend'aling new 
{l(h,rert1s] ng n~\rtm ue.:: 

Sports 

Baton in This Race Is the Conductor's 
tmTOH$' P'lCKS 

E'I/eiTnne in the Clips aurUene8 ~s ._-_ .. in l)He \'i.:ay or annther .. _--- 111H the hm;;,jnes~ of l~nllege ~POi"t;;;;'I" clnd no1.\' 

their persv'clive of ,ali,;fying tlw lim esperienl'e is tb:lt uf being a bl;st 

c\s kiddie lim, today's university :md confd'ence :Klm ini,;traturs iVe1'8 wkk~montlwd with wondt'r when 

their panmts took them to "mal" games (the one:; t.bat you lwd to pay to get intot Eve,',,' thirll! about tho;;e 

eCldy fan expedenees \'V3S pnsili\'8~ e\'eu if they realty '1NereH IL As f::lllS get older they becorne lDnre 

dislTin}in~:tt.tng Dnd 8xpeltatil!ns <lre h~jghtened" 

Fa,'t fnnvard to D1 i'oothall aml b"skt'tball (awl hockey awl b"seball). Now the job/cballenge of ~ll 

lin iver,ity / l'onfenmce / NCAA, <ldministmtor,; i,; lo hell' Iln tbe vemlt's ,md gent'ratt' J't'Vt'nues from 

ticket S"leS, lY)Dcessillns, pClrking, etc, :\llthe better if students can be ~ly'ommo(lated ~t the kWfer end 

,md Lig donors at the.' higher end '"S welL 

The entire "Fan Experienee" ("0 impOl'tnnt that it de"en'es to be l'~pitalize(l aml wrClppe(l in quntation 

nl<lrks) ~~~ h'om :llTi\ing on tbe gronnds lo depDlting from the.' grl;ul1tls ~~~ h,"s h:en :mDlyzed, ml;tkkd, 

twe;lked, s:ilwhronized, and mmwhzed to death, but :;pectator ;;Jippaiie has occurmdnond,beless. 

ii," DDkln;nics' cl;~fmmdt'r ,md cb:linnDn td Kllltenbach is l[uuledin tlw New York Time, article beLw" 

!\Ve see the living ronnl as our higgest cornpetitnr. (Jur joh h tl) help the venue nW.Hclger 'vdlh fresh 

cunt.enL \Ve ghrt' hln~ <1 re~:lsun tu ShlY." 

Tll he sure, there are a myriad llf aetil'ihe~ / dt't~ih tbat cnmprise the "Fan Experience" , , ,parking, 

tailg<lling, ingress, sl:curitv, b<lnd, cbeerle.;a<,krs, cuncl:ssioll>', la"DtOrie.'>', egre%, etc, "bnt deDrly lhe 

on"field product is the pivot.al component, ;mdiiim,t video displays are erudal to setting the tone ofthat 

on . field product througbnllt the game, 

Mlldl oftbe fan experienee is cont]'()ll~hk, 



Some of i I. is [)gJ con I.mllabk .. . 

Nicklnbnte 

Clips E.dito,· 

Nevv Diluension in Scoreboa.rd Watching 

BROOKINGS. S.D ..... The seemingly endless pnlirie that blanket.s this pari of the i.'nited States would 

~eem lo be ~n 1 III Ii kdy pl~ce for one of the l~rgest makers of sports video dispby,', D~klronil's. After all, 

t.he J1<.'an.'sl bikh.'<lgue baJlpark is <l fUUJ'~hom' dl'iw.' from lhb town, whi"h hils bardy emongh n.'sidents lo 

fill ,my of the arenas and starliums where the high .. lech ~CJh'nS ~1't' fixlures. 

\'et in the nearly haH'·cenlm:y since it;; founding. the company lw:; become a global giant in sport;; 

enlerta~nnlf::;nt, clnd thl)Ugh the quiet. tree-·Hnerl ~;;;,Lreets 1D3-Y Hot sho\·'y" ill hw;ines~;;;, is gond. 

l<e,'enue lirew by a healthy 6.5 percent last yea[', hlqidy becm,se of demand fmm the C\] .F.I. .. For months, 

hllnrlred~ of the 1,1;, Ii; workers in the "prav;ling Daktronic~ eompkx off the inter,'l"te lrwt nills between 

Omaha and F:m·go. N.D., have been buildinli gilianhc video displays k·r N.F.L. teams in cities like 

(;harlotle, N.C; Cleliehlnd; aJl(Lr~l,ksoml11e, Fla., where lwo screens the length of ~ foothall fidd were 

insta lJed bc.,h ind the end Zl'nt'S and wUl bc., llllvdled lhb wee.'k, S!l1:llJCJ' ,cn.'ens "ilJ cnd np in the b:1s,.'baJl, 

ba;;ketball ;md hodieY home;; of professional and coJlege teams. 

The new U1'<1<.'1': are a result Of:1 p:w<ldox: .\s k<lll1S rC:lp billions uf dolJaJ's from lelevbiun n<:t.wllJ'ks th:lt 

carry the"i.r gatnes in lll(Teasingly vi\dd detaH, fans are findi ng lnon~ n~asons to stay benne, espeeblJy as 

lhe cusls llf tickets, ]..><lrking <lnd fOlld eS';;llalc.,_ 

Sn in a tvd~t that \·vnulrl :make ~dar~~hal] l\,'1cLuhclD prnl!d, tea:ms cllY' trying tn rel~reate the living rnnnl 

,.'xpt'rienCt'in sl<ldiums. Tn rel'cnl ye:1],s, lhcy havt' ill>:hlh:d telcvisiuns in snitcs, h)ostcd iVi~n :md 

cdlphone signal:;. and ('['ealed lounges where fatlS can track their fan tasy footlxlll teams. 

They an.' alsu insl<llling high~deilnitkm video dbphvs ll1:l(Je by Daklnmics, Milsubishi Elecll'ic :md 

others, prlwiding a sen~ory punch thal can he appreciaterl ollly ill person. 



"-\Ve see the ih.ring roorn as ou t' biggest ('cnnpeti t.or," said ,\1 Kurtenb{lch. a Da l~ tronies co- founder (lnd -i.ts 

cha1rnlan, "On1'job 1S tn help the Venl!e inClnager v\..1th fre~;;;,h l~nntent. \Ve can give fan~;;;, a rem~nn tl) stay.?? 

Te;:nns have a1->,\lays lTied to dr;:]"w fans to st;idilnns. They have hin~d trwscots~ g-i.ven aj..V{lY rnerdwndise, 

anel ]Jut on Iree eOJl(:eds anrlllrewllrks shnw~. Fawl can nm the b"se~, thF)Vi nnt the fi1~t pitch anel meet 

players and cO{lches, 

'The J.m-_~\-aUtng "it\rbd.on-t atnung spurts l-:xecuti'i/e~ nov" tS that yonng~_~r fans r<l1s~_~d on srnarlvhunes <lre ies~ 

willi nii to altend Jive events becanse tbey are cnt otf from tlw online content they tind compellinii' 

Gi:mt scorehoards, they hope, wiJl quemch that digillli addidion while gelwraling new ad"l'ltising 

n~",'elnJe_ They ('an a1so be('olne (lttraetions like the ellonnODS ""ideo s('t'een in the Dallas Cov"I'boys' 

shdiml1, whid1 opl'ned in 2009, 

.h-lnles Rkdliut1~ yvho Cl)Ver~; l)aktronics fnr the invesUnent ban k Needhain '~<2 Co:mpany~ ~a1d~ "There's 

real pressnre un l~_~arn~; to do SUtnl-:thing. bt'(',..nl1~;e vdth large-s(;f("dJ t.e1e'l,7tS1uns in lhe hOn1~_\ lh~_~,v h~:lve tu 

do sornethillg to a ttraet hms to come to t.he anmas and stadiu:rns. ,. 

Sbahid Khan had i:lwt thonght in mind. "iter bU"'ing the ,Jaguars in '.:0 I L lw malized that Jack:oll,'ille, 

nnt' oIthe smallest N.F,L. market~, w~s el rwrd plewe tll selllicket3. The tt"lD1 ha,' nllt m~de the p]"yol1, 

sinct' the 2007 se;lsun, andl'ollege foothlll b wildly vopnlar there. A. tTansient popnlation and a 

slTDgg1ing lo('~d eco-tlo:rny did not help. 

So Klwn cut ticket. pl'ices, added dub seat:; ;md paril' zones, and refurbished the locker moms and 

tTaining rn(Hn~;;;" Th~s ye(-lr~ he clnd the city hClve spent $63 nllllion to rennvclte EverBclnk Field an(l arId hVl) 

of tJw world's b]'gest video dbpbys, nwde more than 1,500 miles awa,v by Daklnmics, 

Tll';vering ovt'l' e~ch end zone, the di"play' are :;1;2 fed lnng and 60 fed tall --_. taller than almo,'t every 

bnilding in Brookings, Fall>; wiJl gd tJwil' first L;uk <It thdl1 Satnrd:1Y when FuJbam (<llsu owned by Khml.l, 

a promillent E.llgli:;b t.eam, ;md D.e. I.l nited otJVlajor :U';lgue Soccer play an e~;hibition at E,vel'Bank F:ield. 

"\,Vhat vll-e'n~ doi ng is D pgradillg the exper~ellce for our fans/? Khan sa k1. "This is {mother step in the arrns 

r~l".' to get i:l18 fans hack intn the ~ta(lium, n 

The Cleveland gl'Owns ha"e not had pl'Oblems seJlillg ticket.s, but they tdt their 15'"ye,w-oJd st.adium 

neerled an upgr~dt'. A big piel".' llf theil' $];C(' millillll renovationllf Fir"tEnergy Stndimn wa,' the 

inst<llbtiun ufD<lkt]'unJe-s tlisVby" which m'e thre,_, times large]' than tbeir pn_,dect'ssu]'s, 

"\Ve feel like we h;ld to imp]'uve th,_, fan espe]'ienee," said A.kc Sebeine]" the Browll>;' V1'8,kknt. "And 

,,,,hen we get bet:kl' on the Geld, we fed like it ,,,,ill t.l'anslate into mom I'evenue, too." 

Khml has a keen interest in the disVl:iy, heeaust' hb m;lin hn,im_'ss, Fkx .. N .. Gate, make, antu palts, 

includillg lwadJmllps with lighh"mit:tillg diodes. He v-isited Daklronics in ,Vlay to see the di:;plays lwinii 

m~de, 

In (-1 brge sho'lNronnl 1n (-1 \'ast \'1iCl1'ehol!Se, l~.han anrl the tealn\;. president~ ;\.1Cl1'1:: l..amping~ srn'v Cl (-U~;;;,pby :{R 

feet L;ng by 14 led. tall th;lt was c]'ammed "itb <lbuut :Joo,o(Jo red, hlue <lml gn.'en diudes, ,_,aeb tbe size uf 

;1 pinkie fingernail. " 40th of the size of the disph1Ys to be installed in ,YadlSonville, it sbcwied graphics of 

the ,fClgUCll'S\ k)gn in stlmning dClr1t~v" 

The density oIthe pixels correlat.es closely wit.b tbe resoJut1oll of a display, 

Pi~e]:; were ofiell 16 millinwtercs ;lpart a few ye,m; ago, but. t.bey m'e now often H millinwter:; ;lpart. 

nakb.'on1c~;;;, has a]sn (le~igned inodl!les ~;;;,o dbplays elre eclsier tn read outrlnl)1's. 

"This dlsphlY technology t'eaHy punches tht'oDgh the Slnl," said r"lm~e J';:e:rnpany. a sales nwnager at 

Iiaktrllllies. "Tht'l'e elre II II 181' technologies out thert', h1lt tht'y rlnn't givt' the VilW, Lwtnr that this doe~." 

In bbnrCltor1e~;;;, neClr the ShO'lN"fOnnt. Khan clnd Lclnl}Jing '1Nere ~hl)'1Nn hO\'1i the displays \'1iere te~ted tn 

t'nSUl'e tbey cuuld "itb,;taml ,ITl;ng snnlight. dl;wnvonrs mld utber estreme we:lther condilil;ns fl;r at 

least a decade, 



A 14A~inch~squm'e mudult·. tJw typt· us,~,d for onttluor di"plays, has s:ll in n V:1t of w:1ler amI blinh,d for 

Lbree years. In tbe Highly :V,cekmted Liti" Testing cbamber, I.be tempenlture ranges ii'om minus I()() 

rlegrees lo :39:2 (legrees tcl see if diclplays can loler8te cold 8nd beat. eltber di"play' sit uJl(ler banks of 

inframd ligbts tbat simulate tIl<" intensity of tIl<" sun in Pboenix. Other I.ests replicate fmezing min and 

salty mist. 

"~We ha"e a goal t<::·r our pmclud, to last the same mnollnt oItime miianJJess of'Nhet'e they are," ,aid P;llll 

(iilk, who runs the reli8bility 18b. 

Edc .Johns, Gin~?s coneagDe~ pDt. it anot.her )/,iay, UVVe"re t.t-ying t.o break tbern to 3ee theit, ,o.,'eak points~" he 

s:lid. 

The heavy lifting of making mndnles ~~~. the lmilrling blclcks of the displays .~~~ OCc".lrCl in ,m "dj,wenl 

building. 'Wilh :111 the big orders P:1ktroni,,, hnd recei",~,d, the prodndion lilk' was l'llllning J1C~'ar cnp:1<oitv 

in t'NO lo~bour daily shifts~ 

Tbe l:J~step pn"oess to nl<lh, n muduk slnrt5 with milliclns ofrt·(1. gn~'en :md hllw dic".k". \Ylwn LED 

displays were introdnced abollt two deearles ago, the (licldes CclSt about 8 dollar e8dL Ncwv lhat they eo"l 

pennies, sporls knms b:we k'en :lble lo huy larger :md more :ldv:m<oed di"Vl:1Y' for kss. 

'1\) generate estra r,-:""/enue, D3ktrnnks clDrl other nlanHf3ctUi'er~;;;, h::.l"/e heen (levelnping Sl)ftvV31'e for 

knms to use on lh,jr displ:1Y". In ntltlit:ion lo c)'t'nting t:1ilor~made gl'apbi,,,, Daktrunks bclStS "el1lin:11'S ful' 

progt'<:lrnmen; v·,:ho operate 3con~boat'ds in 1\,h0or Leaglw BasebaH and N.F,L. stadiutnfL 

The scomboardswould not be possible 'Nitbout the hundmds of moduks that. come off tIl<" line evet,], day. 

The pnwess of making 8 mo(lule "I£lrts wilh a blank circuit hoa]'(lllwt nills lhrough nwchine,' that 8tl,wh 

tlJ'hrt.."rs, chip~;" res1st()rS~ cDpadtors and ut.her ('()tnpun~_~nts. 'Thn"~_~ rndinl n18l'hines ins~_~lt red? gret'H Dnd 

blue diode,. (Tbe hlCt.or:i uses about :>9 million ofthese L.EDs in an avenlge week) 

Al'ld' the LEDs :ln~' sulde1'8d tcl tlw <oinonit hoard, sign:1l CUnlk'ctor". c·np:1citor". c'oi),: and otber 

components ;]'re inserted manually, tben soldered as welL 

TIl<" b,xlrc];; ;]'re 'Nashed and dried to remove contaminants and pbcedin bard phlstic c;lsings. Any 

mndnles viith malfunctinning LEDs are repaired. Silicclne is 8pplierl to watel1'l'c'ofthe mndnles, whidl elre 

drit·d in 'll1 oven fclr ,ix minule,. A l'ubot drives "c)'t'w, intu lh,~, !nudules, nnd POWd' supplie, nre :ldded, 

In all, ill£lkes abOllt :;u minutes to huild a mndnle, and one lllorhik eome,' clffthe line e\'ery 65 secclnds. 

The precision nnd spx'd :we re,n lls clf an uvel'han I in pruduction tballook phce in recenl yem's, 

N~jj :\nth~J? \\'ho is in chnrgt' of irnpro'i./ing prl!t1udion pr()('e~se~~ s~:dd: ((Pnf cHstO"£nt'fS "it\rnnt tl! du 

sometbing bigiiet· and better, so ih<ie didn't improve our manufaduring, we couldn't keep up. C\;O one 

ever selid: '1 '1Nclnt a snwHer SCO"fehl)ar(t· " 

Bigger Is ,_, Bigger 

The pmces,', vihich is ha,'ed nn many Japelne,'e technirl1leS, is f8l' mOl'e efficient than it wa,' when 

Kurknba<ob nnd a fdlow eleclricalengiJ1Cx'ring prof,~'"sul' :It ne:1rby Sonth P:1kot:1 SlMt· slnlted lhe 

company in 19()8~ 

They were l1lore inleresled in biom,~,di';:ll in,tmment:1tiun lhan scorehoartls, Bnt an endy invc~'''tor in tJw 

compml:i who W;l, ;lCtlve in coJlqii;lte wt'estling asked I';:urtenbach to design a new scomboard.With hdp 

f],()!n thdr "tndents, Kurlen b:1Ch and bis pmtner bnilt :1 fonr~"kkd. fum'~foot~high towel' "ith 

incandescent. bDlbso 

A .. ': un1er" ,;:mw in, l,mtenb:1ch rwliwd tballhere waS:1 markd~ fur cllher s<oclrd)o:lrtls. Dnklrunic-s l1lnde 

,'oting tally boat'ds br nearly every ,tatebouse in the nation, then scoreboards t<::·r b igh scbools and 

eolkges, Laler, lhey cTeated seOl'ehclarrb with b8sic virleo di,'plays lY18de by Snny, Mil,'ubishi Eledl'ie and 

ulher". 

To offset the nnpredktnble nalun~' of tbe spurls markel, P:1ktroni,,, expanded into trnfilt' signs, 

('ornmercl;:ll display3 {md othet' rnore st;ible businesses, 



but it did not ",nt.er the pro sports mark",t unW 19HH, That y",m', Daktronics mad", a scoreb(xlrd I<::.rth", 

I\lilI~lo J:~iclowl, a CIa"s AA,A b"sebaU chih. At a Bi~l)n~ game, KUitenhach met ,Joe Speelr, the "t~dillm'~ 

m'ch ited, 'Nho invi t",d him to WOt'l1 otl ;l new ba llpark in Balti more, 

GmJden Yards opem"d in 1992 <1nd tlllldJed uif a frl'nzy of cunslruction tbal l'mphasizcd thnlwb<1ck 

design:;, I::dtet· sightline:;, fan ,ti'ienclly conc",;;sion;; and promin",ntly placed scomboanl;;. 

OJ'(,krs puu1'8d in, <1nd s<1k, cxpanded overse<1". D:lktronics -:m <1malgam of the"~ words Dakot:l and 

eledt'onics ""was li:;t.ed on the Na:;dwl :;tock tnat'ket in 199.l Tod;l>', nead:: ""·"'t'y C\] .F, I. .. :;ta(li um has 

SOH1t' Dnktrunil's t'qniprnenL ~:lnd lh~_~ C\yllJP~:lny'~; scorebo<lrds <lfe in rnany \\'en~kno\vn \Y~_~ntj("s, indutbng 

::\iIad"i.son Squ<:lre G;:lrden and Chi Fiejel 

CoHege ~;tat1hnns <lre D gro\'\ing oppl!rlunH-:,r" tl!U" paJ'lkuLrrl,v ~:tt. Divbiun Inniv("J'sittt,S "i"rh\)s~_~ <"v("Dllhy 

donot's am willinii to pay k,r a di;;play. 

One re<1,on Dal<.:tron ic" h<1" lhriVixl in :1 tuwn of abuut 22,000 h<1' bCl'n its proximity lu Soutb Dakota 

State in HrcK)klngs. At 3ny tilDe: Elbout :~oo ~tudeDts \'I.:nrk at the cornpan~v' as englneer~;~ in :marketiDg and 

s:lles, <1ml in gr<1pbic m'ls :md utber tkparlmenls, 

l~urteDhach rel~ngnized that eDlp]nYlng ~tudents WElS cruciat to gronDl1Dg the next generation of \,vnrkers 

withuul ha"ing to perslmdc peuVk dSt'wlJeJ'(,' to muve tu Suutb D<1kut<1, 

"They are el hel,k of a sllpplier of lalent hI' Wl," KUitenhach seli(l oIthe llniversity, v;here the ellgineel'ing 

school i:; in DaklTonic:; Hall. 

David L Cbicuine, tbe llnivt'l'SitYPJ'(,ddt'nt, s:lid: "It's iilllt:lSlic to givt, slll(ients an llplil1n, ,"'fhcn T wenllo 

school in SODth Dakola, if you had;l tech backgt'ODnd, ::OD had to !em'e," 

Dal<.:tronil's's dllsesl <Ollmpctitur in lh(" rollghly $Boo million marh,t, T\Jilsllbi"hi EleclTic, h<1' focll>:cd on 

nwrquee location:;. VI'ilb disphl::s d",;;ignedin Japan and a;;sembled in Pittsburgb, JVlitsubi;;hi con lends 

lh<1t ils :Klvanced li.'chnolug,v pnwkks higber resulntion <1nd "c:lmle,,: di"Vby,. II b:1S displays in Y:mke(,' 

Stadium, .AT&T Stadium outside Dallas and elsew here, 

"iVe are fucnsing on thc bigber end uf tbe m<1rh:t," s:lid Todd Still.:l nation<11 sak" manap:r at Mit"lIbishi 

Eled de';; scomboanl divi;;ion, "Tifbny ;;till bas 1.0 sell th", be:;t." 

Tbe workers <11' D:lktronics wonld di"<1gJ'(x', Thcy f<1"ten modlll(,,>: into m(,'!':ll-franw c:lbind." th<1l :W(,' Bled. 

4 ind18s ~ll and 7 feet ~ inches wick. Felns ell'" attach lOcI in the b,wk, amI the mochiks elre nm hard for an 

honrto ensnre lhat no LE1)s bnrn on!'. ,\ fnlly inst<11h:d ,,,iUnd, cumes off lhcline :ibont evcry nvc 

rninute3, 

'Th(" dbplays <1re so large/' s<1id Ambc.'r h,'per, <1 mastcr "cJwdnkr, "il's nul le:lsiblc tu build lhcm <111 al 

once because they're not gOlllg to instaH thetn at onceo" 

The .Jacksonville display mquimd 416 cabinets. Crates of eight cabinetsw",m ;;hri nIl "Nrapped and k,aded 

onto ilalbed trach, which were parked alloading <1,,,,k, before their fOlu' .. day lide lo EverBeln k Field. 

Ea<ob crate, w,:ighing :lLont 2,Boo puunds, W:1S nnmbcred lo indic:lte it" Vl:iCt' in tbe di''l)by\ fr<1mc, 

Before he 1efL kh(-lD \'vas given (-1 Sharpie and a~~ked to ~igD El c(-lhinet nnnlbererl ;)~)31~). On the slde~ he 
,,(""1'u1('; H','V~_~ \V8rt' hd'8. :\ ur: .. ~' 



New Dinlension in Scoreboard \Vatching 
Daktronics Plays Outsize Role as Ginnl Scordxm.rds Proliferate 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

ClipsUpdateShip <nick='collegeathleticsclips.com@maiI207.atl21.rsgsv.net> 

Sunday, July 27,20149:20 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 7-28-14 

x 

Dear Vince-

Greetings from th," Clips SundayShip. Hope you are welL 

This week was a blur. A lot happ"ned, but I am a blank right now. 

Let's try another of th"se 3-dot H"rb Caen (google him) rambl"s .. Tomorrow is the Big 

Ten FB Media Day (patriot Leagtw too) ... V\lhat will C:ommish Delany "ay to orH>up hi" 

peers? .. Bob Bowlsby's "BB Gun" and "Ho',vitzer" remark is the one to beaL. This is the 

fir,;t B1 G FB media days for f'Jiaryland and Rutgers ... and for 2-day new Penn State AD 

Sandy Barbour ... aillbour's rdurn makes thre," fermi," ADs in the Big 5: thal's 4.6'% of 

the 65 schools that make up the Big 5 ... great book out "The Opening Kickoff: The 

TUrl1ultuou,; Birth of a Football Nation" by BTN announGer Dave R"v,;ine ... Ohio State 

fims its band dimctor, yeah, no kidding ... KC F,oyal Orrm Infant," (no mlalion, bul still my 

fav bb player) went Ofer3 yesterday, now down to .260 ... new Virginia TeGh prez Tim 

Sands plays pick·up bk 2x a week; is anybody reililygoing to guard him? ... N least on 

Sundays, we should read the front page before the sports pages ... Front page of today's 

NY Time,;: American "mbas,;y in Libya evacuated (I'm not making this up), Taliban taking 

major portions of mal eslate in Afghanistan, Ismelis and Harms not blinking an ey'", 

Russian military massing at the Ukrainian border .. can't vve all just get along? .. more 

later .. 

Nick Infa nt" 

Clips Editor 

News 

Access Clips website: il.U" 

!>l$l.1!®!1!'!l3IiI Big Ten won't halt national-title drouqht bli 

Bu"''''' ~. .f &,%,$ adding Rutget'S, Maryland Clips Guest Commentary Here's 

,;om" savvy musin" about biml"r conf"mnc"s, eyd)alls. gN'graphic 

incrementalism, "cullum I fit and rational (sic) realignm,"nl. :" 

roIi'i'J:{§Il!!j!!W@ "The Opening Kickoff The Tumultuous Birth of a 
Football Nation" Clips Book Review Th" ()pening Kickoff i" a history 

book about the pivotal 1890-[(,-1915 em····with names, dales and places. But 

it is also a novel~with character development, dialog and a riveting story line. 

li!,,''''''1''''1'I10 f.\ Radical Realignment Plan for College Football What If 

Schools Ij\jNe Sorted Based on Football Slmn"th? ,., 



~ Sandy Barbour hired as new Penn State AD Clips 

eFlash At a noon Pf()SS conference in Happy Valley th," long··lime 

Cal AD was named as Penn Stat"',, nm,y AD. ".,. 

fijj!!i(OJt{il!$!'Uj"1 NCAA enforcement chief fires back Big 12 

Commis"ioner Bol:> Bowl"l:>y accused the NCAA of u"ing a "BB Gun," and 

NCAA Interim Enforcement Director Jonathan Duncan begg"d to differ. 

{!!:r;,~.Ii!*;;liljl Pac·12 is booming but still needs a football 
national championship Clips Guest Commentary DoddSp,"ak 

"Since Scott arrived in March 2009. the Pac-12 has done it bigger 

and b"tt"r than me,,;t ev"ryon" els" It had to, corning from a "Ieepy, und"r~ 

Il"wndiz,"d position." 

lolltl*wroll!§ Not in the game: College football players want NCAA 
video game back As colleg" football players prepare for th" s"ason, 

th"r,,'s an unusual void in th"ir liv"".::·,· .. ·· 

ElilSl Ohio State fires marching band dimctor Leader failed to stop a 

culture of hmassfYI,"nl and alcohol abuse. 

I:r1.VI®1!toJf,.1 Wichita State closely watches bigger conferences' 
power play r~o one knows "xactly what autonomy will be. 

fOIoW#3@!to1*1 'One True Champion' sounds nice, but might 
not be enough for Big 12 The message - part of the 

coniNence's m·branding. ml:>ool. gmnd'f()op,"ning ... was pounded 

horne th" length and breadth of Big 12 media days last week. , ..... . 

!i!::taoI3@:!iljl Tim Sands gives Virginia Tech another president 
engaged in athletics Pr"sid"nt Sand" applauds academic achi"lI"ment of 

non··ml/enue athldes. 

~ What's Karl Marx Doing In These Arguments Against 
College /\thlete Pay? Clips Guest Commentary OUI guest author 

invoke" the Marxian equality model to make his mgument that a doublE, 

standard is b,"ing made mgarding recent stat'"n1ents about the "effort" I:>,"ing 

made by football players relative to say, swimmers. , 

1i!!§Iit+1il!::&ltl!lll!!j!OOij New York Times article features 
Daktronics Clips eFlash Daktronics plays outsized role a" giant 

scoreboards pl"Oliiemte. "". 

' ...••. ij .•.•.• , .. " .•. ' ....•.••... h· .. ~. 00Bl! SEC Network 5th Most l..U. cr.ative Sports Channel In 
~l~r Country? Clips eFlash The SEC-ESPN joint venture might bring 

'" ",j in 5700 million in it" first year. ""': ,.,""':"""" ' ... " .. ,,'.,' 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Clips eFlash <nick=collegeathleticsclips,com@mail66.atI51 ,rsgsv,net> 
Tuesday, July 29,20142:07 PM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc,edu> 

Subject: Here we go; from "BB Guns and Howi1zers" to ''The observations are inaccumte" 

Dear Vince·· 

Greetings from the Clips MotherShip. Hope you ale well. 

This Football M"db Day,; period are always a time of hei"hten"d pa"siom; and dialog, but this 

year·····layered in with all the unknowns of the Autonomy mov"men!·····people me gdting outright 

nutty with some of th"ir cornm"nts. That's okay wh"n it's just a few of us in a bar hypothesizin". 

ruminating and b""H)elching, but when you stalt getlin" heavywEd"ht Big 5 COI"f1l11is"iol1(m; and the 

NCAA Pr"sident spatting with one another, well. that's a different thing. 

This lat,"st round was initiated wlwn Big '12 CommissionN Bob Bowlsby made som" very strong 

statements criticizin" the NCAA's supposed enforcement toothlessness. With plenty of microphones, 

reportNs' ears and vid"o cameras nearby, Bowlsby coura"eously? .. I"Ockles"ly? .. challengingly? .. 

said that NCAA "nforcement has be,"n so ineff,"ctive that "dwating pays" and that NCi\A 

enforcement is "broken." He went on to say that r~CAA enforcement people were doing their jobs 

with "BB guns in th,"ir hands" while the oHwr side is using "howitzers." Wow. 

When peopl" walk away from a Bowlsby "peech they sure dOI1't say to each oth"r, "Gee, what was 

he mally trying to say?" Bowlsby has all the subtlety of a runaway Mack truck at a Ferrari rally. 

Meanwhile, NCAA Preskknt Mark Emmert i" quite th" orator himsEdf. fully capable of bEdng 

impassioned, plincipl"d and articulate in advocating hislthe NCAi\'s ag,"nda. Irs .lust that his position 

requires him to be somewhat more dignified and stately than commissioners 

Emmert fired off a short and snappy (and maybe a little snippy too) letter defending the NCAA's 

"l1forcement dfolt", saying that "The obs"rvations am inaccurate," and h" took nine bullet points to 

point outthat .... ·among other things .... ,[nforcement has given noti<,," on 64 Lmml I, II or major 

allegations across'14 cases, that it is currently involved in one hundred investigations, has 

conducted OV"I' 250 interviews year to date al1d the long lead time of building cas"s. Thos" sound 

impressive to rne, but maybe those numbers are half '''''hat they were last year? 

Okay. One ror aowlsby, OfW for Emmert. 

Of co 1m",. th" NCAA i" "till "1"(1;onting from the botched Miami inve"tigatiol1 and the growing ""115" of 

heavy· handedness in Hw Penn State cas,", so I guess it has become ev"n more fashionable to take 

shots at the NCAA? 

Below is the letter released by President Emmert last night. as well as a recap of the situation from 

Denni" Dodd at C:BSSports.com. 

On anothr:?r rn~~it(:H. thr:~re INiH br:? ~~nother Clips eF!ash In ~~bout an hour. TtJere tluS been Q 

settfernent in a c!ass~actjon lawsuit brought by t'orrner co{fege f.dhletes to irJstitufe 'y'l/ide-rfJnging 

relonns to thr:? NCAA:s hec.?d··lruury pof1cfes. This stot)/ju:d brokr:? ~~ ldtk:~ lil/hife ago, so f it!in/{ ds 
worthy of an eFlash as well. This wil! be the first time we have ever sellt out two "bulk" emailed Ii. e. ~ 

sent to all Clips subscriber~) in the sat'ne day. 

Until later 

Nick Infant" 

Clips Editor 

Big Ten Football Media Days 
July 28-29 

Chicago, Illinois 



Emmert says recent criticisms of enforcement are 
inaccurate 

By Dennis Dodd, 7~28~ 14, 11.39 pm ET 

Mark Emmert responded to wcent critic;; of th" ~JCAA's "nforc"ment procm;s in a Monday I"tter 

to coll'"ge l"adNs obtained by CBSSpolts,com. 

Th" NCAA preskknt said it was "inaccurate" recently to "ay that "th"r" have b"en no casm; 

handled" by the association's infractions cornmittee. Emmert went on to mention the ,"nforcem"nt 

division is curr"ntly conducting 1 00 investigations as well as making 64 all"gations across 14 cas"s. 

Th" I"tter was addressed to all 32 Division I commission"rs and th" NCAA board as w,,11 as Purdue 

AD Morgan Burke and Mi%OIHi AD Mik" Akkn. Both Burke and .AJd"n I'''pms"ntnational AD 

organizations. 

Whll" Bi" '12 cornmis"ioner Bob Bowl"by \('Ia" not ;;p"cifically mentioned, Ernrn"lt's r"spons" cam" a 

we"k after 80wlsby said "cheiltin" pays" al th," Big 12 media days. 

Bowlsby went on to say ~JCj\l\ "nforcermnt is "broken," doing Hwir .lobs with "BB guns in their 

hands" while th" other side is us in" "howitzers." In th" letter, Emrn"rt did refer to "r"cent comrn"nts 

Urbarl Meyer, 011'0 Slate 



and stodes in the pfess.'~ 

Enforcement and infradions halle been under scrutiny in recent year" for perc"ived unev"n 

investigative techniques and rulings. Big Ten commissior10r ,Jim Delany silid mcently ,"nforcement 

'Nas "ov"rmatch"d." Th" division has also bNHl hurt by what has b""n call"d a brain drain of 

,;taff0l's 1'''lVing the r~(A". 

A new p"nalty matri)( w"nt into "ffect recently to addr"58 sonw of those criticisms. 

Without providing specific numb"rs Emmert said cas"s ar" being proc"ssed at a "higher-than

alwrage" mte. I.m;t week, NCAA enfor@ment director Jon Duncan told CBSSpolt".com his divi"ion 

is on track to bring mol'() than 100 all'"gatkms agilinst 20 schools. 

Enforc'>l'flent projects at least one infractions committee hearin" through th" 20'14-15 aca(kmic 

y,"ar, Emmert wrote. The enforcement division is responsible iOl' bringing ,"viden(,," in cases of 

wrongdoin" that it b"lieves should be act"d upon by th" infractions committe", r~ot all alle"ations, 

nor do illl cases, make it to th" infractions committee, which I"vi,"s penalties. 

"Counting allegations and cas"" is im;tructive, but m"asur"s only one facet of the (kpartment's 

much broader work," Emm0l't said. 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

ClipsLitigationShip <nick=collegeathleticsclips,com@mai190,at131,mcdlv.net:> 
Tuesday, July 29,20142:39 PM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc,edu> 
NCAA reaches concussion settlement tbr $70 million in testing 

Dear Vince·· 

Greetings from Clips (again). 

~Jop", thi" i" not a "enHwice Clip" eFla"h. Thl;; i" a s"cond "Flash, ""nt back+)-back 'Nith 

th" first The "Flash a little while ago was about th" rhdolic betwe"n the aigl2 

Commission"r and th" r~CAA President about th" suppos"dly lax "nforc"m"nt situation. 

This eFlash a preliminary settlement in a class~action lawsuit over concussions brought by 

former colle"e athld"" 

Jon Solomon of CBS Sports.com provides a gr"at recap (below), 50 I'll be sparing with my 

intro 

H"re are changes agreed to in the settlement: 

~ Baseline te"til1g in the presE,,"son for ev"ry athlde in which h" or "h" comp0l"" 

~ Requiring medical personnel who are train"d in concussion dia"nosis and tr"atment 

to attend all game" and practb,s for all r~(:AA contact sports. Th" sdtlem"nt ddin"s 

contact sports as football, lacrosse, wrestlin", ice hockey, field hockey, soccer and 

basketball. 

& Prohibiting athletes from returnil1g to competition 011 the same day th"y are 

diagnosed with a concussion. 

~ Requiring that schools provide NCAA-approved concussion training to athletes, 

coaches and athletic trainers prior to each season. 

& Implementing concussion tracking so schools will report concussions and their 

rm;oIutiom,. 

Have a good Tuesday. 

Hick Infant" 

Clips Editor 

908.879.9978 

Access Clips websile: tWL\!. 

Twitter: @CoileQ"AthClips 

NCAA reaches concussion settlement for $70 
million in testing 

8yJon Solomon, CBSSpor/s.com, 7~29~14, 9:36am ET 

CHiCAGO - The NCAA has reached a preliminary settleillent in a class·action lawsuit 

0'1"1' concussions brought by former college athl"tes. As pwviously r."pgrt\!.;! by 

CBSSporb.com's Dennis Dodd, the a"mermnt filed Tuesday calls for the NCAl\ to provide 
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$70 million for concus"ion testing and diagnosis of current and former ~JCAA play"rs to 

s0ttk~ sl~vera! dairlls. 

UnliKe the NFL'" propo"ed $765 million concu"sion settlem"nl, the NCAA'" proposed 

agre,"menl COVNS only diagnostic medical expenses. It pmserves college athleles' righls to 

su" their univ"rsiti"s or th" NCAA for p"rsonaHnjury damages. although some opponents 

of lh" sdtlEm1ent "ay the agr""menl i" nol a "ood one. 

The NCAA sdtlEm1enl was filed Tuesday rrwming in f"deral courl in the Northern [}i"lricl of 

Illinois. II still requims the approval of Judge John Z. Lee, who is holdin" a hearin" on lhe 

matt"r Tu"sday afternoon. 

The sdtlen10nl ,"stablishes a 50·yeil!' medical moniloring program for all currenl and former 

college athl"tes in any sport, with $75 million "oin" tO'Nard scre"nin" for long-term brain 

damage and 55 million goin" to rosearch. The HCIV\ agmed not to oppose attorneys' lees 

up to $15 million out of the $75 million assigned for medical monitoring and research. 

I\nwng the changes agmed 10 in the settlement: 

* Baseline lm;ling in the pmseason for "very athlete in which he or "he compet"s 

• Requiring medical p"rsonnd who ar" tmined in cOl1cu"sion diagnm;i" and treatment to 

attend all games and practices for all HCIV\ contact sports. The settlement ddines contact 

sports as football, lacrosse. wrestlin", ice hock"y. fi"ld hocKey, soccer and basketball. 

* Prohibitin" athldes fl'Om rdurning to competition on the sam," day lhey are diagnosed 

vv~th a concuss~on. 

< Requirin" that schools provide NCAA~approved concussion tmining to athlet"s. coaches 

and alhletic tminer" prior to "ach "eason . 

. < Implementin" concussion tmcking so schools will report concussions and their r"solutions. 

"The settlement basically etwn"es lhe futur" of colle"" sporls forevN:' said . .Ioe Siprul, a 

lead attorn"y in th" case. "It accomplishes for th" first tirrw in history implerrwntation of 

mturn 10 play guidelines thallhe NCAA has n,"ver r"ally had. That's whallhis case was 

about: the abs"nce of those guidelin"s." 

The first conCl.lssicm lawsuil was fll"d in Seplember 20'1'1 on behalf of former EastNn Illinois 

football player Adrian Arrin"ton. He was join"d by former Central Arkansas football player 

[}"mk Owem;, fonn0l' Ouachita Bapti"t Unbmrsity soccer play0l' AngEda Palacios and form0l' 

Mairw hockey player Kyl," Solomon in the initial lawsuit Copycat lawsuib were filed and th,"y 

were m0l'ged into one ca"e. 

The settlement states Arrington. Owens, Palacios and Solomon could each apply for S5.000 

from lh" medical rrwnilorin" fund du" to lheir time and "ervice. Eight oth,,1' named plaintiffs 

could apply for $2,500. 

'Fundamentally different than NFL settlement' 

Siprut estima10d that hundmds of thousands of currenl and former colleg" athldes are 

eli"ible for the rrwdical monitoring fund. The $70 million figure was cr"ated through analysis 

to ddermil1e lhe cm;l" to run the program over a p"l'iod of time and "houldn't be compawd 

10 the NFL's a!templed setU"ment, Siprul said. 

"II's fundamentally difl"mnt thanlhe NFL" Siprut said. "Th," difl"renc" is lhis doesn't 

purport to provide money for all the damages that every single athlet" has had. It's a 

cwalion of a m"dical monitoring program thal will help identify iI1.iul'ie" with a sepmate 

process on an individual basis. If you lhink aboullhe amounl of mon,"y lhalwill be 

necessary to pay for personal injuries of every single coll"ge athlete, it would be billions 

and billion" of dollars. That's not whal we're doin" with this settlEm·lent." 

If lh" m"dical rrwnilorin" fund i" (kplded before 50 year", the "dtlem"nl say" clas" 

m"mb"rs may PUI'SI.li" "on an individual, norH;lass basis claims s"eking medical nwnilorin"." ···················ii1lill 



If it appears the $70 million fund is going to be depleted before the expiration of the medical 

monitoring period. the plaintiffs' lawyers may serve the NCAA notice mquiring that th"y 

meet within 30 days to consider additional funding. 

"In 5uch event, the NCAA andiOl" its insuml',; may elect to d"posit or caU5" to b" depo"ited 

additional funds into the Settlement Account for the Medical Monitoring Fund but shall not 

b" requimd to do ';0," th" "dtl"ment 5tat"5. 

Within <15 days of the preliminary approval date of the settlem"nt. a requ"st for proposals 

will be i55lWd to medical institutions in at least 10 w"ionally ""ogl"aphic locatiom; to provide 

the evaluations to class members. Trw m,"dical monitoring progmm would start within 90 

days from th" effective date. 

Class members who want to participate must first complete a screening question nair" to 

determine wheth"I' th"y qualify for a m"dical "valuation. The scmenillg pro"ram will a55E";5 

"self··report"d symptoms and co"nitive, mood, b,"havioml. and motor problems that may b," 

associated with persist"nt post~concussion syndrome and/or mid~ to late-life onset 

problem", such "'; Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy (eTE) and l"0Ia1<,d di"OI"der5." 

according to Hw sdtl"ment. 

A medical science committ,"," would overs,"e the screening process and other aspeds of 

the medical monitoring fund. The proposed members of the committee are NCAA chief 

m"dical offb,I' Dr. Brian Hainlin". Dr Robert Cantu, Dr. Ruben Ech"mendla, and anoth"I' 

expelt still to b," nanwd. 

The committee would annually revie\l'l the scmenillg questionnaiw and the scope of th" 

m"dical "valuations. R"tired judge It,Jayne Andersen 'Nould chair the committe" as a tie

bwaking vote 

An algorithm would be desi"ned by the committee to scom responses from the 

qlw5tionnaim. which ddermines if athlet"" "d a medical evaluation. Evidence during the 

questionrwiw that an athl"te may commit suicide may warmnt immediate ,"valuation and 

possibl" intenmntion prior to a medical evaluation, the settlement states. 

Some of the terms of hO'N athletes would be monitor"d under the prowam: 

• Nhldes could complete trw screen in" questionnaire no mom than on<,," "very five years 

until they turn 50, and no more than onc" every two years after they turn 50 and befom the 

m"dical monitOl"iIlg period expim5 

'They could have up to fiv" total scmening questionnaires during the 50-year period. 

}Idditional scre"nin"s could b," provided on a case· by· case basis . 

• Athld"5 could qualify up to t\l'lO tim"5 for a mediGal evaluation during th" 50-year period If 

an athlete s,","ks a third medical evaluation "and can demonstrate a showing 01 significant 

symptoms or loss of function in th" ar"as of co"nition. behavior. mood or movement, the 

medical sci"nGe Gommitte" could detmmilw if furth"r "valuation is appropriate. 

* If an athl"te dO"5 thr"e 5c[0"ning qU"5tionnail"m; without qualifying for an "xaminatiol1, 

any further questionnaires would be sent to the medical science commill"" to review. 

The "ettlem"nt statm;, "The information g"nerated thl"ou"h th" f'.IIedical Monitoring 

Program, including but not limited to the evaluation 01 complet,"d Scm,"ning Qw"stionnaims. 

the results of Medical Evaluations, and written reports documenting the evaluation of 

II!kdical Evaluatiom;, does 110t and "halll1ot cOl1stitut" an admi"5ion by the NCAA or any 

othN Rel"ased Person." 

Can tile settlement get approved? 

How the question is wheHwr the NC/\,j\ and the concussion plaintiffs can get th," selllem,"nt 

approved. The f~FL has met resistance from potential ciass membNs and. at one point. the 

judg" to gd its concussion settlermnt finaliz,"d with more than 4500 former players. Trw 

HCM settlement alr"ady faces opposition. 

Brady Hoke, Michig<JCl 



}\ltolfley ,Jay Edelson, who mples,"nb form0f San Diego State football player Andy ~~ichols 

and former Pittsburgh football player Frank Moore, said there is a "large camp" of attorneys 

and client" who are very concemed about the settlement and plan to oppm", it. 

"lNhatthe case v'/as originally about v'/as peoplE, who suffered real injuries from 

concussions," Edelson said. "If you look al th," NFL s01tl,"menl, and I'm not taking a position 

whether it's good or bad, there's going to be people who gets hundreds of thousands of 

dollar" of cash. Hew nobody i" "etting anything. I think we lo"t focus of what the purpose of 

the case vvas: get cash in 1=.iI~op!e's hands," 

Eddson said the idea that players v'/ith concu""ioIHelated symptoms can fill out a 

questionnaire and possibly get another medical evaluation "doesn't do them any good. 

Havin" another doctor "ay they have medical i"sum:? So v'/hatT 

The settlement contends that it would be "un"upportable" to get a personal-injury class 

certified. 

"Lead Plaintiffs made the strate"ic deci"ion to support a S70 million Medical Monitoring 

Program with meaningful chang'"s to the NCAA's mtulfl to play practic,"s in return for 

waivin" a virtually non~e)(i"tent right to class personal injury claims," the settlement states. 

"In "um, Plaintiffs likely could not have achieved the same victory - a compwhensive 

Medical Monitoling Program for all living NCAA athletes under 50 stat,"s' laws and 

"ignificant changes to the NCAA's concu"sion~management a nd return~to-play guidelines -

on a contested ba;:,~s.~! 

r~(AA spokeswoman StaGey O"bum said the m;sodation is working through ddail" on 

lunding sources lor the setliement, but they are expected to include paYlllenlslrom NCi\A 

insurance carriers. 8i" Ten commissioner Jim Delany said his understandin" is that mom 

than 90 percent of the rrKlrley would come from insurance carrier". with "ome "mall amount 

of NCi\A reserve money "oing lowald mS'"ilI"ch. 

"Individual" can @I"tainly purslw thdr own cause of action if there's a cau"e of action," 

Delany said. "I think it's a good outcome whem you can setlle and you can provid," 

something that's not there now for future athletes. It makes people more aWOl'e. I think 

som"body noted, well. maybe Ohio State and Southern Cal aw doing these thin"". But 

there's thousands and thousands of athleles at a thousand schools so this probably ups 

the standards for everybody." 

Delany said college sports leaders and health officials are attempting to do the best they 

can with incomplde information about concu"siom;. "Right now v'/e'w acting a lillie bit in the 

dark b,"caus," there are 38 dilkmnt definitions of what concussion is," Delany said. 

In the "hOI1 term. the r~(:AA and th" plaintiffs' Iav'lY"rs willliy to "dl a settlement that's 

already been met with some opposition. Firwlizin" th," sdtlelH"nl could take several 

months. 

"VVhat I can tell you is in any lar"e class-action settlement there's invariably some people 

who will support it, "ome p<>ople v'/ho will not," Siprut "aid. "I'm incredibly proud of it and 'Ne 

hope the courl will approve it" 

,Jon S%n10n writes ror CBSSports.cot'n. Thh:: artlete has been reprinted on Clips v:lifh the 

author:s pr:~rrni,ssjon To access CBSSport,s eifel.;: t.{~r.@~ 

EXCERPTS FROM: 



By Ben Strauss, New York Times. 7~2fF14 

Thr:~ p .. J, C./LA. has reached t':r prr:?fi!ninat)l ,settlerru:mt in t':r c/~~S$··c.?ction /at1/,suit brought by 

former college athletes to institute wide~ranging refor(l1s to its head~injUly policies. 

Thr:~ sr:dUr:?rnr:~nt is the latest attetnpt by the N. C".LLA. to adarr:?,s$ concerns over ath!r:de,s' 

rights. it brings a significant change in the care and safety of all current and former coilege 

ath!r:de.s ...... rHe-?ie ana fr:~rn~~/e, in all .spor/s and across each aivision ..... inc!U(iing a $70 rnillian 

medical monitoring fund and a new nationai protocoi for head injuries sustained by players 

during games and practices. 

"This offers coliege athletes another level of protection which is \'itally important to their 

health, ,. said the lead ptaintiffs' lav:>yer. Stelle 8ernu~n. "8tudent~ath{etes ~ not lust footbatf 

piaY(:Hs ..... h~~ve (trapped out of sctJooi c.?nd ,suffered tlt.fge fong·,tr:?rrr; sytnptorn,s br:~cQusr:? of 

brain irJjuries. Any1hing we can do to enhance concussion n1anagernent h:: isr very irnportfJnt 

day for $ludent.,athfr:~te$. '1 

A key distinction in the iII.C.A.A. s settlement in comparison wfth the NFL. agreement is 

that co liege athletes would preserve their rights to sue their unillersities or the ill. C.A A. for 

pet:',,;;onal·injury hnancia/ darn~~gr:?s~ The N.F.L '$ agrer:~rnent, lil/hict! is pr:mdlng c.?pprova!, 

seeks to create a fund \.Il/orlh several htHldred rnHiion dollars to assist fornler ,tJrofessiot'!al 

footbalf players with treatt'nent for tl7e effects frorn their brain infuties. The N. C.A.A. :'> 
$r:~tUr:?rnr:mt co vers only ai~~gno$i1c rnedical r:~xpen,se$. 

Whiie Itwre are some 20,000 !orrrwr N.FL players ilf!("clr"d by its potentia! settlerrwnt, 

there are close to four (l1i11ion former college athletes, and 1.4 miilion in contact sports. 

Their experiences \/ar}' drasticaf!~t, Bennan said, fnaking t'nonefisrry dan;ages difficult to 

c.?ddress. 

"/f's hisrrd to create one class that includes swirnn1ets and footbaH players, gil/en how 

diffr:~rent thr:?lr ~~thletic cc.?reer,s arr:~, 'I .saId Bennan, l..11ho c.?dded th~~t the llJ'~C.A~A .. too, i/1,.ranled 

on!~t to d!~,>cuss polie.v chisrnges rather than financial rewards "t,{le feft indhtidua/s rernain 

best off bringing mdNidual sufis, whictl they Gan still do. " 

According to /\I. C. A. A. documents uncovered during discol/ery. there were more than 

3D, 000 concussions at colfeges frorn 2004 to 2009. Describing the organizf.dion's 

concussion policy, the N. C.A.A. S director of he,llitl ilnd safety, David Klossner; 11I'(01e in a 

2010 email to a colieague: "Since we don't currently require anything all steps are higher 

thfJn ours." 

"A nationai policy is a very good thing, "said Matthew J Mitten, the director of the National 

Sports Law fnstftutr:~ ana thr:? tonner chc.?irrnc.?n ot c.?n N. C.A.A. cotr!tnittr:~r:? on safely. "lIVe \,1/r:?re 

only able to make simple reco(l1mendations, but now there is consensus among the athietic 

and n1edicf.d cornn;unity The ttick i/l/i{f be enforcing it at ever}' school fJnd not just at Ohio 

Stale ilnd US.C." 

Br,'rman said fi(,? expected the $70 million would Mid up IDr the life of'ltie 50·yem 



Qgr~~~?rnent bec~~use testing for C~ TE, and other bn.?in djse~~ses shoa/a becorne ch~~aper~ 

The new diagnostic testing should also eliminate the need for future athletes to need 

postcareer screenings, lJe said 

"I'm cautiouslv optimistic." said Dr. Jeffrey k:utGher, a neurologist at the Unil/ersity of 

MiGhigilfl. "/1:'0 a good sir,p; It:,;; iI needr"d thing, But C, FE. is ve(v dilfiw/l to diagnose, and 

the medical monitoring is only as good as the quality of the evaluations these athletes 

receive." 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <ruck=collegeathleticsclips,com@maiJ9,wdcOLmcdlv,net> 
Wednesday, July 30,2014 12:52 PM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc,edu> 
Clips Mid-Week Summary 7-30-14 

Dear \!ince~ 

Greetings from th," ClipsWednesdayShip. Hope you ilIe well. 

Afli,r a couple v'/eek" of single~focu"ed football ov"r~aU"ntlon, the past fmN day,; hav" featured 

smorgasbord of non·football tidbits. 

LeI's go to the 3~dot rat~a~tat (thank you Herb Caen) to blat It all out. 

B~12 commish spar in th" press .. "8B gun" used (as a word) ... also "Howitzer" ... and "in,",·x,,,,,,,,,". 

intew"tin" that "wrong" and inaccurate" m"an pretty much th" same thing but 'wrong" sounds 

worse ... "jlirCalipariT ... exec summary below describes charter jet recruiting logistics 01 UK's 

CaliparL .. "Godfather" Barry Alvar"z muses sa""ly about coming changes in bi,,-time athletics 

bdow) ... Richard l.apchlGk~TIDES~UCF Colle"" Racial and G"nder RepOit C:ard hm; b""n wi . 

link to 25 charts (out of 200) below ... aig Ten F8 MD comes and goes with r1(; bloodshed or 

hurt fe"lings ... August 7 loom just ah"ad ... Clips Editor lookin" fOfward to Big 12's "State of Col 

NhidiGS Forum to b," held at the NY Hilton inlli1anhatlan (HY not KS) on Wed. Au". 6 ... Speal 

include aob 80wlsby, Steve Patterson, Donna Lopiano, rZevin Blackiston", Armen K"teyan, 

Luck, Judg" K"n Starr ONat"rgate. wm"mbm?, now Baylor), Julie Macur (NY Times) ... but W"",""W," 

Joe NOG,"ra?, what about Quincy I\dams Wagstaff? ... kiddin" about Wagstaff, not about Nocer 

Editor has not been invlt"d to b" a pan"list but I will make my availability known when I get the 

~Jdwork g"al'ing up for launch (on Aug. 14) ... NCAA conGu"sion s"Ulem"nt Galls fN a "medical 

trained in concussion tmatment to b," present at fj.!) games in D1 ,2,3 contact sports (t,"n 

money: $5 million? $10 rnilllon? .. per year. .. D3 pmz talks about recruitment: "we n@d to be 

responsi'.m to our consumers" ... arav," Hew World ... yesterday afternoon (eve Eastern time) a 

water main burst in Los Angeles and launch"d a 30~foot geyser 

"port", "x@pt that UCL.A'" fam"d Paul"y Pavilion 15 downhill from the 'Wis"r ... 75,000 "allom; 

minSiJr,> were spewed, totaling about 10 million galions ... pix below ... Sporls on Earth wriler 

merdl"ssl), diss"cts S~A W"lfar" r"marks by FB coach Sha'N 

Hav" a good Wedn"sday, 

r~Ick Infante 

Clip" Editor 

908.879.9978 

News 

iiiiiiiiiL. \ !i!,@31!!I!!M AirCalipari crisscrosses the country in search of 

•
. . . . o-star recruits He's everywhere I He's everywhere l John Calipari spreads 

. ".". his charter-jet wings in search of the best recruits there are. The result? Every 
Calipari recruiting class at Kentucky has been ranked No.1 or No.2 nationally. 

r"'"l!M'@lroll!il NCAA reaches concussion settlement for $70 million in 
testing Clips eFlash In a tentative agreement, the NCAA would set aside $70~million for 

concussion testing. But critics say the agreement falls short of forcing the association to 
reduce the risk of head injury. 

liM"JI!IiI'M Water main break floods Pauley Pavilion; water 
still gushing hours later Clips eFlash This was a breaking news story 
Tuesday night at 9:30pm ET. Hopefully the water stopped gushing overnight. 
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~ Autonomy for Power Five conferences on the way 
Wisconsin AD Barry Alvarez, who has been in college sports for five decades 
as a student-athlete, coach and administrator, says, "This will be the biggest 
change we've ever had." 

~ Few Hazing Victims See It That Way, Researcher Explains 
Students can describe what constitutes hazing, says Elizabeth Allan, a hazing expert from 
U-Maine, but there's often a disconnect between defining hazing and recognizing it when it 
happens to them. , . 

r;,~mW!i*1 Spending Shifts as Colleges Compete on Students' 
Comfort "The small town and the rural location is one of the major contributors on the 
attrition side," says Scott Miller, president of Bethany College president. "So it's up to us to 
be more responsive to our consumers and our marketplace, to provide greater activities 
outside of the classroom." 

. m just clueless? Clips Guest 
Commentary Confused by current criticism of NCAA amateurism? Not to worry. David 
Shaw is here to help. Unintentionally, of course. 

fijU@iIajjlMil'Uil Emmert says recent criticisms of enforcement are 
inaccumte NCAA President and Big 12 Commissioner have a, er, snappy difference 
of opinion on enforcement activity. ,'.,.' 

• 

!ili!@01'UloJiji1 The 2013 College Sport Racial and Gender 
> Report Card The Institute for Diversity and Ethics in Sport's annual report 

Z shows that the record of the NCAA and its member institutions dropped for 
gender and the combined grade, but increased for racial hiring practices. : .. 

WoRro:ro]i!ilWMl3Wr§:l '!\,loney' Reaches fm Objectivity in College 
Rankings Money magazine unveiled a new set of college ran kings on Monday morning, 
touting its list as a tool for identifying institutions that deliver "great value.": .. 

lif4OlIM!!® Georgia Southern plays football in "the prettiest 
little stadium in America" The Sun Belt Conference's newest 
member is looking for a great football season .. ",. 

~ Penn State !'James Barbour Dimctor of Athletics Here are 
contract details for Penn State's new AD, plus photos of introductory press 
conference.-:: .. 

r'l'f!1.-cml~lo!~~ Big Ten won't halt national··title drought by 
BliG adding Rutgms, Maryland Clips Guest Commentary Here's some 

savvy musing about bigger conferences, eyeballs, geographic incrementalism, 
"cultural fit" and rational (sic) realignrnent. " 







From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Clips eFlash <nick=collegeathleticsclips,com@maiI140,us4,mcsv,net> 
Tuesda)i~ August 5, 2014 8:21 PM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc,edu> 

Subject: Credibility ofUNC whb11eblowertakes a m~or hit 

Dear Vince·· 

Greetings lrom the Clips MotherShip. Hope you ale well. 

I jt,,;t stumbl"d acro"s th" artid" below-about a whistleblow"r aceu"ed of plagiari"m-and 

conciud,"d once again that you can't make this stufl up. 

By rlOwwe'v" all h"ard of Mary Willingham, a form"I' U~JC learning "peeiali,;t v'Iho beeam" famous 

(infamous?) as the whistle blower on a long-standing academic scandal involving lecture-style 

da%es that never met. About half of the students involved were U~JC football play"rs. 

The focus of Willingham's whistleblowing was ,julius Nyang'Oro, chairman of th" D"partm"nt of 

African and Afro-Ame!'iean Studi"" (v'Ihieh has since b"en di"ban(kd). He I'esign"d in 20'11 and

incredibly ...... was grant,"d walking money by th," university. 

Nyang'Oro repeat,"dly took a "no comment stane" with police and HCI\i\ investigators, but .... ·shorlly 

after he was indicted in Dec. 2013 for a single felony count of obtaining property by false 

pr01em",s-he suddenly agmed to talk. Amazing hov'I tho"" things happen 

The thing about whistleblow"rs i" that-unl"ss th"y me sqlwaky clean-their cwdibility "0"5 all to 

hell. Th," arlid" below e"rtainly paints a pidum of Mary \j\jillingham quil" possibly being a p"r5on 

v'Iho sp"aketh with forked tongue. 

On" would think that the beli"vability of UNC's academic fraud accusations will take a hit. but YOll 

never know what will happen next. 

YOLI read, you decide. You cannot make this stuff up. 

Nick Infant" 

Clips Editor 

908.879.8878 

Access Clips website: tWX?'. 

Twitter: @S;~Q!J.~g';>iW)_G!JJ!.1i 

UNC critic Mary Willingham accused of plagiarism in thesis 

By Dan 1\,1(,",. The News & Observ("r IRaleigh, N.C.j, 8 .. 5·14 

Three years ago. N.C. State fans put a hurt on LlNC-Chapel Hill by disC0verin" that a football 

play"r's term paper largdy com;i"tE?d of pa"sa"es cut and pa"ted from several source". It was the 

hrst hinl of a long·standing aead'"mic scandal involving lecluw .. style ciass,"s lhatnev"r met. 

This pa"t week"nd. it wa" the U~JC fans' tum to tap their computer keybom(b and "crutinize a 

colleg" pap"r. Butlhis (>I1i" was wriU"n by Mary Willingham, the former LlNC I,"arnin" sp,"cialist who 

!atE?r blew the v'Ihistl" on the mi"conduct 

They parsed the master's thesis she wrot" in 2009. and posted on the Inside Carolina Internet 

me "sag" board v'Ihat appem to be sev"ml examples in which her v'Iording eithe!' mirrol'" or clo"ely 

r0sernbk~s other :...:;our(;l~s. ~n :"':;Ofnl~ cases, she cites sources but dOI~sn!t put their in'fore-nation in 

Big Ten Football Media Days 
July 28-29 

Chicago, Illinois 



quotes, In others, she did not cite the source, 

The paper ~ "Academics & Athletics ~ A Clash of Cultures: Division I Football Programs" ~ helped 

eam her a master's degree from UNC Greensboro, Her thm;i5 is highly critical of the NCAA and its 

member colleg'"s that are bringing in millions of dollars from TV contmcls and oth,"r sources, and it 

contends that the stated goal of educating athletes has been pushed aside in the grab for dollars. 

\j\jillingham in a phone intNview said sh," worked hard on the paper, calling th," experience "brutal." 

She said any instances in which information was not properly cited or quoted were inadvertent The 

paper includes more than 60 cilations, at least a dozen passages that are in quoles and a 

bibliography of more than 30 sources, 

"Whalever I did, I did, and, you know, whatever," sh," said. "There's nothing I can do about it" 

VVillingham's claims 

\j\jillingham told The News t~, Observer in August 201 I lhatlhe Academic Support Program fOi 

Student~Athletes 'Nas steering athletes to classes in the former African and Afro~American Studies 

(kpartment that were 5uppo,;ed to be lecluf0~style but didn't actually meet. Her clairm; helped 

prompt a UNC immstigation that confirmed th," no··show classes several months lateL 

Willingham had worked as a learning speciali,;t for the athletes' tutoring program for selwn years 

before she left in 2010 to take a different job with the university, She resigned from that job in May, 

daiming she was being subjected to a ho,;tile wOI'k environment. She is suin" the univer,;ity for 

unspecifi,"d danmg'"s, 

Her whi,;tleblowing ha5 made her the enemy of many C:arolina fans who have sought to shoot down 

her claims. They and a vocal critic of \j\jillingham cited the susp,"Gt passa"es as mom evidence thal 

she cannot be trusted. 

"The former readin" specialist who decried the 'bogus,' 'no~shovl classes in which students were 

awarded high wades for 'cuh,nd~pa,;te' papers, we discovewd, completed her online master's 

degree by submitting a cut .. and·paste paper herself: wrot," Bradley aelhel in his "Coachin" th," 

Mind" blo", He was hired as a learning specialist for athletes in September 2011, after the university 

put a stop to the no~show cla5se5. 

The apparent plagiarism identified by UNC fam; doe5 not come dose to the kind of cuttin" and 

pasting apparent in othN high .. profile cases, such as the thesis of a Montana Senate candidat," 

recently exposed by The r~ew York Times, The News & Observer ran Willingham's paper through 

V\ki10Check, a v'Ieb,;ite that kkntifi"5 pot"ntial pla"iari51n, and al50 found many of the qu"stionable 

Th" pa5sag"s amount to a small pmcentage of th" pap"r's material, but two exp"lt5 5aid they rai"" 

enough questions that UNC Greensboro should re~e)(arnine the thesis, 

"I would say it's sloppiness thal has ris,"nto the level of pla"iarism," said Valerie Seiling Jacobs, a 

Columbia University writing professor and attorney who leads a project to help students avoid 

pla"iari51n. "It's not lik" (Willingham has) cut and past;,d her thm;i5 and claim"d it a,; hm own, but 

she has failed to properly cit," and atlribute the words and ideas of olher writms:' 

Harold "Skip" GarnN, a Virginia Tech bioch,"mistry professor who created a w,"bsit," that caleh,"s 

pla"iarisrn in scientific research articles, said some of the suspect passages are long enough to 

su"gest they w"re knowingly copied. Sometime,;, he 5aid. writms will inadv"rt"ntly copy from 

memory shorler phrases that th,"y carne aCf(;SS in their research, 

"It's clear that in ordN to get ,;om"thing lik" a whol" s"ntence or paragraph in, you did ttw (cut and 

pasle) somewhere, and that should b," an immediate signal that you should put il in quotes," he 

said. 

aut he could not say whether the copyin" reflected an intent to pla"iarize. 

"It's easy to figure out if something is identical to anothm segment," he said. "It's harder to figure out 

why it was done and what was the motivation," 
Gary Ar.oersen, WiSOOl1,!n 



Paul Mason, a UNC~Greensboro spokesman, would only confirm Willingham received her degree 

and submitted the the"is. He "aid qlw"tiom; about the paper could not be answered becal."'" of the 

federal Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act, which keeps private most student academic 

records. 

A congressman's letter 

One of the biggest issues with Willingham's thesis is how parts resemble a congressman's letter to 

the NCAA in 2006. Then-Rep. Bill Thomm;, a California Republican. rai,,,,d selwral concerns about 

the revenue glOwth in big·time college sports. I·k qw,stioned the NCAA's and Division I schools' 

commitment to educating athletes. 

"Rewarding alhletic instead of academic performance seems to be contradictory to the NCAi\'s tax .. 

eXEm'lpt mission. and sends a me%age to membN institutions and athldes that athldics is more 

important than academics," Thomas wrole. 

VVillingham wlOte in her thm;!,,: "Rev'/arding athldics in"tead of academic performance "eems to be 

contradictory to the ~~Cj\A's tax· exempt mission, and sends a message to member institutions and 

athletes that athletics is more important than academics." 

The only difference is "athletics' is plural in the first reference. It is one of more than 10 sentences 

that mirror or ck,,;ely match Thomas' letter, which is not cil;,d in Willingham's papN or li"ted in the 

bibliography. Willingham does note in her papN that Congress was asking questions of the NC/l"j\ 

and cites two other secondary sources for some of the information. 

\j\jillingham did not go public with her ciaims about UNe's lutoring progmm until an NI',C) reporl in 

November 2012. At that time. she also said she had worked with athletes, primarily football and 

basketball players, who struggled lo read and write. She contended program officials knew the 

classes were not legitimate but used them to help keep the players eligible. 

Since January. the university has vigorously denied some of her claims. She told CNN her research 

showed roughly 70 percent of athletes tested for learning deficits over an eight-year period could 

not read at the high school level. The university hired three experts to look over a "pwad"hed of 

vocabulary test scores she had compiled. The "xperts said she could not mach her conGiusions 

ba"ed on that data. Willingham "aid h"r findings 'New ba""d on more than thos" test "COW". 

Bethel and other critics later accused her of misleading the university as to the true nature of her 

f05earch. 

But other evidence has backed what Willingham has said about the classes. Investigations have 

found more than 200 daS5es dating back to the mid-1990" that aw confirmed or "usp"ct"d of n"VN 

having met. The term papers those students turned in typically received high grades with little 

"vidence they were actually read. 

Athletes accounted for 45 percent of the enrollments, Correspondence obtained by the r~&O show 

tutoring prowam staff st""md academically challenged athletes into one cla%. In another ca"e. a 

slaff member asked lhat a "msearch paper" class b" rep"aled. 

Bethel, meanwhile. told UNC Chancellor Carol Folt in an "mail a year ago thal th" university was 

admitting too many athletes who couldn't succeed academically. He did not intend for the email to 

b"com" public. but once it did. UNC officials then a"suwd him they were acceptin" far fewer 

academically chall"n"ed alhletes. 

ur~C: offidals have disput"d th" ties to athldics. cont"nding the fraud was not an athletic is"u" 

because nonathldes were also "11I·olled. A new inv"stigation I"d by I<ermeth Wainstein, a former top 

U.S. Justice Department official, is "xamining th" athletic connection" to the scandal. He "aid he 

hopes to have it completed by fall. 

Brady Hoke, Mchigan 



UNC critic Mary Willingham on accusation 
of piagiarism:IWhatever I did, I did and ... 
whatever' 

Julius l\I'yang'Oro 



Read more here: http://v<!',wv.thestate.com/2014!08!05i3602794/ullc>critic-marY~',villillgham

acct",,,d.hlml#storylink"cPV 





From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Clips Eyewitness Account <nick=collegeathleticsclips,com@maiI93,atlllxsgsv,net> 
Thursday, August 7,20144:29 PM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc,edu> 

Subject: Big 12 "State of College Atllletics" Forum in New York 

Dear Vince" 

For me things often revert back 10 th," Cilveman ,"rae 

Despite thinking capabilities only a fmction of our own, "om" pre~human gl"Oup" n"verthel"s,; 

hgumd out how to dominal,,;killisub.lugate I"sser thinking pm·humans. and the haves almost always 

'Non out over the havEHlotS. 

thjgh bcnG as ,'1-'G9,Oons, and thei proceeded tc fJumrrJeJ a rfv9{ group ;at e \1/eteriJcie they hari .sharer.! 

Of COlm;e, th"m's ahNay" one group that want,; to ""parate itself fl"Om anoth"r, and the D'1 

Autonomy mov"ment is r10 diil'emnl from a gazillion othN instances since caveman times. 

In most cases of separation one group (th," haves) possess somdhing thatth" othN group(s) 

(have~nots) do not possess. 

Ofl"n forgoU"n (or simply ignored) is the hOIN and why trw hmms carne into poss,"ssion of the things 

the have"nots don't have. Som"times those things were acquir"d through mercantile shre'Ndness, 

hard work or jt,,;t plain luck. Sorndimes they are acquimd by brute for@, theft or inheritance. 

But-fa,;t forv>fard from calwman timm;~Ne halle becorn" dviliz<,d and enli"htened conc"pt" like 

fairness, d,"cency and equality hmm "ntered into the mix. Of course, good old brute fOl"ce still 

persists in our enlightened times-like in Gaza, Libya and Ukraine all within th" past year. 

\j\jhich ali brings us to th," D1 Aulonomy issue······which, right now, 2pm ET, as this is being writl'"n·····is 

being hashed out .. heatedly debated? .. force fed? . solicitous!y negotia/ed?-in a guarded, 

"ound~proof, listening d"lIice"sw"pt conf"mnc" room in a s"cmt bunker one hundred f,,01 under th" 

NCAA headquarters. In attendance are the 18 members of the D1 Board of Directors, NCAA 

Pr"sident Mark Emmert and who know who ei"e? 

Big 12 
"State of College Athletics" 

Forum 
New 'York ffiltoll 

8-6-14 



NCAA Board of Directors 

AUG20!7 

ALG2()!6 

FCS AUG2(H6 

m 

DI AUG2(j!~ 

DI SEP 20J.4 

p~.?(rnar:r:lr:1 seat. S~w.::?r; FCS and C)ivjs.'or; f Gor;ferences rofatf.' ~~r:l~:1s As a rnjnir:;ai goa( (.tie 8eard rnemb'::??"8f:jp 

.sha{{ inctuCie at least O!ie fJerson v:-,'ho is a;; Btli;;!C. minority and at least one person I.V!";C.' ;S cf Ga·~ f[ Q9nCier and a 

And now a Clips quick word on governance, The Clips definition of governance is "the practices and 

procedur"s by vvhich a ruling body agme" to make rulE,,;, elect leaders and revise and rdorm things 

alter lhey are put into the real world," 

A k"y component of th" 01 autonomy und0ltaking i" a movement toward "weighted" voting dout 

which would allow the Big 5 conferences (with 65 schools) to have voting power disproportionate to 

thEdr number", This is nothin" new to NCAA governance, and that is born out by the D1 BOO 

numbers above, Of the 18 pmsldents, '10 arelrom D .. 1A, 3 arelrom D'I .. AA and 5 arelrom D'I .. AiV\, 

With a total of 351 DI schools, D1 ~A (125 schools) make up 35,6% of the schools, but 55,6% of the 

votes, 

Yesterday (Wednesday) your Clips Editor made his 'Nay into the maw of Manhattan to attend the Big 

12 "Stale of Colleg'" Athletics" Forum at the New York Hilton on 56th and }\venue of the Americas, 

just a couple short blocks from Radio City Music Hall, an avenue away from Rockefeller Center a fe'N 

blocks from Central F'mk 

Hmrnm, the Big 12 in New York? What's going on here? Isn't the closest Big 12 school in West 

Virginia, 580 miles distant? Isn't the Big 12 based in Oalla",l ,639 miles distant? 

Well, Metro Nevv York might not be a hotbed of big .. tirn" colleg" football, but it I" the epicenter of th" 

media 1N0rid (sony Bristol, sorry Charlotle) and reportNs, VIPs, nwy import,mie people and the 

Clips dude all showed up about a hundred strong, I sa'N people from the Wall Street Journal, r~ew 



York Times. Sl.com, ESPN.com, CBSSporls.com, i\P. JNsey.cOrl1, Bloomberg, FOI"bes, etc. And I'm 

sure there were others as well. 

PaneHsts \Nen~: 

o Bob BO'Nlsby. commissioner ofthe Big 12 Conference. 

o K'"VIn Blackistone is a Journalism professor at the University of Marylami. 

~ John Currie is AD at Kansas State University. 

o Armen K01eyian i" th" lead corrm;pondent for "60 Minute" Sports" on Shovvtime. 

o Dr. Donna Lopiano is lhe Pmsident and founder of Sports Manag,"menl Resources. 

~ Oliver Luck is the AD at West Virginia University, his alma mater. 

o Juliet Mawr i" a sport" columnist for The New York Time". 

o Slmm Patterson is lhe M,"n's i\D al The Universily of Texas. 

~ ,Jimmy Robert" (Moderator) is a 1 ~Hime Emmy Award-winning broadca"ter. 

~ Judge Ki"n Starr serves as th," chid executive olficer of aaylor UnivNsity. holding the litles of 

President and Chancellor. 

~ Sdvin Youn" is a former running back for the Derwer Broncos and led the Uniller"ity of Tmr.as 

Foolbalileam 10 a BCS National Championship. 

A" the panel progrm;sed, the !"ational" for moving toward autonomy was dearly articulated by 

aowles, Luck, Patterson, Stan and Currie. Anybody who has been paying any attention to alilhis 

over the past year has heard it all before. but the quartet above-like actors 011 Broadway (which, 

conveniently. was just a couple blocks away· ·deliv,"red lheir lines. er, mad," their poinls v'"ry 

compellingly. 

However, nol so well articulated was the unknown 01 whallhey will actually do with that aulorwmy if 

they "et it. 

Ij\jere il not lor lhe olher pan,"lisls (f(eteyian. MacuL Lopiano, Young and alackistone), lhislorum 

vvould haVE, been too much like a scripted event. 111 particular, l.opiano took Bowls by to tm;k several 

times. Lopiano criticized lhe I\ulorwrny movenwnl because she didn't think ilwould distribute the 

revenues fairly. 

Bowie,,: "I don't think that it's the responsibility of the 65 to pay for all th" other"." 

Lopiano was "aghast" at the concept of le"islative autonomy. 

Now it's all eye" on Indy .. 



!nside the NCAA 

Here's how autonomy could vvork: 

i"t t '$ 

ffilWt$ 

mit mi 
m·tet $: 
@wmw 

What Autonomy will look like ..... . 

The 65 The 286 



rZudos for the Big 12 for holding this Forum road show. 

Nick Illfa nte 

Clips Editor 

908.879.8878 

Access Clips website: hew 

Twitter: @Q.Q.U(W."il.,!klQ'!jR~ 

NEWS FLASH: ,just as I am putting th\~ finishing tOlidl€~s on this Clips Ey0witnns~; Report, it has tleE::l announced 

that the .Autonomy measure Vias approved by a '16-2 vote. The dissenting votes carne frorn ivy League rep and 

Da!imouth f-""!resident Phil Hanlon and Deiavvare Pr-esident Patr:ck Harker, the representative of the Colonial ,b.,thletic 

Cor:fE:1"E:nc:n [sE:e d0tail~; below] 



NCAA adopts new Division! mode! giving Power 5> autonomy 

By Jon Solomon. CBSSports, 8~7~ 14, '1:41pm ET 

As expected Thursday, the NCAA Division I Board of Directors passed a new model giving the five 

major conferences authority to create some of their own legislation and voting rights for athlet,"s. 

By a 16~2 'lot", the NCAA adopt"d the Divi,;ion I mo(kl reiem,ed to its member" la"t month. Divi,;ion 

I board chairman Nathan I'{atch, pmsident at Wak," Forest, said the vote "marks a significant step 

into a brighter future for Division I athletics." 

\j\jhat does all of this mean? Som<" questions and (attempted) answers: 

0: VVhat does "autonomy" mean for the Power 5 conferences and why is it happening? 

It Ids the SEC. ACe, Big T"n, Pa<>'12 and Big 12 create their own rule,; - oth"r conference,; can 

adopt them, too, if they want ..... in certain amas to benefit college athletes. Leaders of the maJor 

conferences say th"y have the resources to provide more to athletes and have tried for years but 

get blocked by small"r "chool". Extemal pressure by law,;uits and (;onw"s,; has also for@d the 

issue. 

Q: Is autorwmy a done deal for th," Pow"r 5? 

Not quite yet. OVN the n"xt two month,;, Division I schools have a chanc" to veto the new model. At 

least 75 schools would to vot," for an override to require the board to reconsider, and '125 schools 

are needed to suspend th" change until the board meets to reconsider. Many people in college 

SpOlts b,"lieve Hwm won't be '"nough votes to killtfw new model. 

Th"m V<fas one new wrinkle added to the model. The board reduc"d th" numb"r of conference" 

required to sponsor a proposal within the Power 5 from thre" conferences to one. "/\nyam"ndnwnt 

is subject to approval by a five-conference presidential group before consideration by the full voting 

gl'OUp," th" ~JCAA release stat"d. 

Now comes the heavy lifting. The next step is the ibm major conferences cmating a process for them 

to introduce and vet their own I"gislation. The Power 5 will "ubmit their own le"i"lation for 



consideration by Oct 1 that <:ould be adopted at th," ,January NCi\A convention lor 2015··1 S. 

Th"re will be two way" to pass new rulE,,;: (;"t 60 perc"nt of all the votm; from 65 "chool 

representatives and 15 athletes plus a simple majority from three of the Power 5 conl'0mnces; or get 

51 percent of the voti,s and a "imple majority from four of th" five Pow"r 5 conf"mnc"". 

0: Will Power 5 schools disagree among themselves? 

p,,: Yes, Them's a p,"rc"ption by some in the public that all 65 Power 5 schools me on the same 

page 'Nith every issu", That's not the case, The issues being contain have 'IS, have~not elements 

withinth" maiN confewnces as well, not ,iust in all of Division I, Btill, conf"rence commi"sion"rs and 

presidents can corral 80 like~minded votes easi"r than trying to change the majority of Division I. 

0: What about NCi\A isslws that don't fall under autonomy? 

Borne issues, such as transfN digibility rules, "nforcement and scholar"hips limit", remain govern"d 

by both tfw Power 5 and the rest 01 Division I. For those issues, there's weighted voting by a new 

body called the Council, 'Nhich becomes th" primary legislathm arm and largely includes athletic 

directors, who lelt Idt out of the old system. The Council·· which in "inside baseball" lingo is tfw old 

NCAA Leadership and Legislative councils ~~ consists of 32 conference representatives, four 

conference commis;;ioner", two athletes and two faculty 

The weighted voting breakdo'Nn: 37.5 percent for the Power 5 conferences; 18,8 percent for the five 

remaining FBS conf"mnc",,: 37.5 p"rcent fN th" FCS and non~Division I football confNences; 3, '1 

perc,"ntlor <:olIeg'" athletes: and 3,1 p"rcent for faculty athldic r"pres"r1tatives, It's the first time 

athldes have a 'lot" Some Division I membNs were upset there's weight"d voting on issues 

d"em"d to b" of equal concem to all HC/I.}\ schools, but they didn't have much I"verage in Hwse 

negotiations, The smaller schools needed to keep the Power 5 happy because they're subsidized in 

large part by the NCAA Tournam"nl. which genNates billions of do 11m" lar"ely fl'om the Power 5 

schools' market power. 

The pmposed model of how it could work, (NCAAorg) 

Cl: What is"u"s will the Pow"r' 5 tackl" on their own? 

The first bi" one is a cost of attendance stipend to cover the gap between an athletic scholarship 

and what financial aid office" determine to be the actual cost of att;,nding coll"ge, OthN topics 

could inciud" m,"dbal coverage lor athletes, time demands on athletes, ililowin" schools to pay lor 

athletes' families to attend games, loosening the rules on contact between athletes and agents, and 

puttir1g in d,"ad pNiods when athletes can't officially workout at tfwir school. 

0: Dom; the Division I board change? 

Yes, In the old H>person model, there were 11 F8B presidents and seven FCB presidents on the 

board Th" new 24~person model has 10 FBS pw"idents, five FCB pl'm;id"nt", fiv" Division I 

pmsidents ilt schools without 100tbaiL one athlete, Or1e athldic dir"c[or, one faculty athletics 

r0pres0ntat~ve and on~~ s~~n~or Vljotn~~n!s rept05entatb!0. 

0: INili new rules create further separation between the haves and have~nots? 

It's quit" possible, The Power 5 schools will be able to offer b"r1dib to recruits that othN schools 

may feel like they can't afford, But even many of the so~called have~nots acknowledge there's 

alroadya "ignificant competitive gap and the best recruits tend to cilOm", those "chools anY-Nay 

Some critics of the model have complained the PO'Ner 5 schools 'Nere the ones who led the NCAA 

down thi" path by commercializing college sport" for so many years, 

Cl: What's the time line for changes to happen based off this new model? 

Chiln"e is slow to occur in bureaucraci"s and the NCAi\ is no diffNenl. The NCAi\ says it's movir1g 

toward full implantation of the new model by mid~2015, In January 2015, the Power 5 

representathms will conduct a business s,"ssion 01'1 autonomy, Trw new Division I board and Cour1cil 

members start their terms in September 2015, The deadline for all proposals under the new 

"tructure i" Sept. 1,2015, and the Council ca"ts it" first vot"" in April 2016 

In a new tv,tist, NCAA rules will now only be adopted in April, not April and January, If a rule change is 



ddeat,"d, it can't be considered again for at least two years, 

Q: Will any of this stop th" ext"rnal pres,;ures fadng th" ~JCAA? 

Not likely, Ev"n ,;orn" critic" of Golleg" SPOIt" acknowl"dge the n"w modd S"Em',,; to be a step in the 

right dir"clion for th" NCAl\. although th," devil is in th" details and legal thmats won't stop, 

Rarnogi Huma, mr.ecutive director of the National C:olleg" PlaYN,; As,;odatiol1, said in a ,;tatem"nt 

that autonomy is "not nec"ssarily altruistic," Huma said many of th" miOl'fns being discllss"d could 

already have be"n don", such as improving m"dical coveI'age and extending scholarships for 

(kgree compldion "The autonomy ha,; a lot to do 'Nith the fact that play"rs have backed th"rn into 

a cornel' as well as th" fnon"y that the power conferences don't want to share with the othel' Division 

I coll"g"s," Huma "aid, 

Th" battles aren't over, Still, it's a significant day for th" NCAA by changing its rood,,!, 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Clips Mothel£hip <nick=collegeathleticsclips,com@maiI140,usil,mcsv,net> 
Friday, August 8, 2014 3:39 PM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc,edu> 

Subject: Clips Mid-Week Update 8-8-14 

Dear Vince· 

F:riday afternoon greetings from th," rviotherShip. Hope you are well.lHo[!e you am wei!? Irs 

Friday! Who could not be wei!?] 

What a week this has been, highlighted by th," no!·a .. surprise thumbs .. up vole by th," D1 aoard 01 

Directors for the so-called 8ig 5 Autonomy codification. I am fully capable of rambling about de facto 

and de juw, about have" and nots, about faux and wal, about fair and unfair, about "walking in 

somebody else's shoes" ('Nhich I always thought sounded rather icky). about opportunism. etc. etc. 

aut I will not. 

Instead I'll launch into a dot-dot-dot Herb Caen inspired 3-dot "cotter blast .. and first I will stOlt with 

III1r. Ca"n himself. who wrote his last column about 15 years ago and di"d "omm.vher" bdween that 

"column" and now ... column is in quotation marks becaus," Ca,"n was famous for his 3·dot slyl,", and 

he dash"d and fluttered through about 20-30 topics in a typical "column" ... an inveterate name

droppN and word·fabricator, Caen starled in Sacramento in the 50s and soon emigmted to what he 

called-rep"atedly-"8aghdad by the 8ay"-that being San Francisco ... when your Clips Editor 

crm;s-countryed it to San Fmnci,;co in 1980, Caen was th" King of the City, and I took to him 

imilledblely ... oops, "Th," City" is what San Francisco of that day was always called with prid," and 

awe and a little bit of braggery-as if it was the only city ther" was (see San Fmncisco Warriors' 

jersey from the 60s below) ... so now you know, my tom foolery, made-up words and overu"" of dot

dot·dot (and under us," of ,"xciamation points) all came hom Mr. C'lOn ... Blame him. .. 8ighlight of the 

week for m" (unl"s" "omethin" exeltin" happens on Sat or Sun) ... Sat is a maybe, w,,'re dining at th" 

Hov,"ns ... Bul th," highlight so for has been altending the ai" 12 "Stat," of (;oll'"ge Athldics" Forum 

(read award-worthy 5-star Clips Eyewitness report here) in which WNe discussed almost all of the 

is"u"s in bi,j-lim" coll"ge athletic" today ... no solutions, no "ilv"I' bullet", but pl"nty of good talk by 

great pan,"lisls (dick abov," fOI" their names, it detracts ff(;m the now of a three·dot to list long lisls .. 

best part of th" Forum (I thought) was some healthy gentl"manly (gentlewomanly?) back-and-forth 

between a fearless and confident Bob Bowl"by and an "qually fearlm;s and confid"nt [lonna 

Lopiano ... \/IIho won? ... ah, both ofthem? ... The Forum 'Nas held in N"w York (why not? NWN York is 

still the m"db capital of th" US) on W"dnm;day, and on Thur"day cam" th" all~but pr,,-ordained 

vote among the 18 pmsidents 011 the D1 Board of Dimctols ... the vote was1S·2 (many thought it 

would bel8-0?) ... and nO'N w" move on to uncharted territory .. I intend to win the Life ofthe Party 

Award at th" Hovens; I'll let you know next w""k if I do 

Big 12 
"State of College Atbletics" 

Forum 
New York Hilton 

s..6-14 



Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

Access Clips website: t1.~I'" 

Twitter: (wCollegeAthCiips 

News 

riiIoW*J!!'l!toJ'! Board adopts new Division I structure The 16-2 vote adopted 
the updated Division I model that was released to the membership last month .• ·.•· 

M::t: ........ · .. 1'141!'iM NCAA Executive Committee issues resolution 
addressing sexual violence The NCAA's highest-ranking governance body 
clarifies expectations of members for preventing, reporting incidents. 

~ Most hated college football team in each state Hate. 
right up there with love. is one of the most compelling of feelings 

MoW¥!;l!W@'! Big 12 "State of College Athletics" Forum in New 
York Clips Eyewitness Report Autonomy was only the "A' of a wide-ranging A-to-Z 
panel discussion .••... 

roaoml!l'W!jf@ When Good Compliance Systems and People are Not 
Enough in College Athletics and Corporations Commonalities between 
university athletic compliance and corporate finance can be strikingly similar .... 

1,11§'IflfOl','!M NCAA a bigger threat to NElA than H BA How can a sport 

trafficking in billions allow its brightest stars to fall into a nebulous area where top medical 
attention isn't assured? ....... .. 

~ I~efreshing critique of college sports model Clips Book 
Review The wife of a UNC assistant football coach who was fired as a result of the NCAA 
investigation into academic fraud has authored a book titled "Touchdowns for Jesus and 
Other Signs of the Apocalypse." 

~ Names, Symbols and f~ace Great strides have been made, 
but "syrnbols of Southern history" have been unsettlingly resonant with certain 
pockets of the populace .. 

~ CLC names top selling universities and manufacturers for 
2013-14 The ran kings represent royalties reported July 1, 2013 through June 30, 2014 
on all collegiate merchandise sold on behalf of company-represented institutions ...... 

~ How trailblazet' Cat Conti became the Big 12's flmt female 
official She has worked her way from reffing freshman games for free in Ventura 



County, Calif., to making a name for herself as line judge in the Southland and Mountain 
West 

!!"pol*f'l:!!OI A morning with Gene Smith Clips Interview Ohio 
State's AD Extraordinaire delves into the biggest challenges facing college 
athletics. ,",. 

~ The Joyless Triumph of ~~ick Saban Paul Finebaum 
explains how Alabama's coach conquered football-with hardly a smile. 

~ Bandwidth Exceeded The University of Texas announced it 
would make some students pay to access its network, even though part of 
what students pay for in tuition is used to fund IT infrastructure. Pricing is 

nominal: $3!month. ," 

f'ljl:tliK$'f,'l;lW§ Jell~O and Chobani: newcomers to college 
sports marketing Food ranks a distant ninth among all 
categories .. " .' . 

liJ5wUi!mr'ii Long NY Times article covers the "business" of 
basketball recruiting Right here and now, right among us, in big-box 
multi-gymnasiums situated among warehouses and in abandoned airplane 

hangars, there's a swirl of recruiting going on. :.' 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Clips MotherShip <nick=collegeathleticsclips,com@mail198,atJ21 xsgsv Jlet> 
Saturda)i~ August 9, 2014 9:19 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc,edu> 

Subject: Did the D1 Board ''Do the right thing?" 

Dear Vince~ 

,Ioe r~oc"r,L the r~ew York Timm; opinion columnist, has writt"n doz"n5 of columm; about what he 

s""s as lhe NCi\A's sharr1: their bmnd of amateurism th," so·call"d "collegial" model." 

Asid" from a relentlessly pungent writing style. Nocera hm; consistently pres"nt"d his opinions with 

the compelling "iHhen" logic of an economist. And. significantly, his work appears on the Opinion 

page of th" entir" nation's "n"w5pap"r of record" For many million5 of infllwntial readers (who are 

{Nt col leg'" sports fans} .... ·y"s ther" ar" about 200 million non·colleg'" SpOlts fans out there .... ·,Joe 

Nocera has b""n on" of the primary sources of what goes on in big~tim" colleg" athldics. 

In lh" artide b,"lolN. Nocera hmws in on the WQJiw.1i of the Big 5 conf"renc"s in lh"ir qu"sl for 

Autonomy. H" advanc"s the notion that "'doing the right thing" is not good "noLigh of its"lf. In a 

concept worlhy of discussion in a 400 .. I"vel philosophy class, Nocera suggests lhal Hw case could 

be mad" that Autonomy is no good if on" does the right thing for the wrong fNlsons. H"avy, huh? 

(my philosophy "nded at the 200 1"lIEd) 

Have a good Salurday. 

Nick Infa nt" 

Clips Editor 

Big 12 
"State of College Athletics" 

Forum 
New 'York ffiltoll 

8-6-14 



The 65 The 286 

Access Clips website: tNL9. 

Twitter: (wColiegeAthClips 

This Is Reform? 

The N C.A A. $ {';eeNe F:eform Impulse 

By Joe Nocer". New York Times, 8-8-/4 

OP,ED COUiMNIST 

This Is Reform? 
The N.CAA's Feeble Reform Impulse 

Joe Nocern 

TOO little, too late. 

On Thursday, th," '18 membNs of the N.C.AA's Division 1 board of directors voted I G to 2 to allow 

the five richest conferences to play by their own rules, at least a little bit. 

Those who have been advocating this "reform" ..... esp,"dally the athletic directors and conference 

commission"rs of th" Big 5 confN"ncm; - hav" talked "ndl"ssly about how it is all about giving th" 

athletes at the 65 big .. tim," schools that make up their conferences a better deal. 

If only. To be ,;ure, th" nm,y Division! plan would giv" the player" "om" help that th"y hav"n't had 

bdof(). The schools would be abl," to OHN their athletes a small stipend so th,"ir athletic 

scholarships would cover the "full cost of attendance." They could pass rules giving th"ir athletes 

b"tter m"dical in"uranc". The players could gain th" ability to hif() ag"nt" and adviser" whilE, th"y 

are still playing college ball. And so on. 

But these changes hardly constitute wholesale reform. Rather, the big confemnces thought they 



were doing the minimum lhey could get away with to make their probl,"ms go away. even as lawsuits 

have been bearing down on them, a union drive has taken place among the Nortlwfestefn University 

football player", and critics have given fulHhroated vob, to the "normOl'" inequities in big-time 

colleg'" football and men's basketball, the two sporls that genera Ie billions of dollars lor everyon," in 

colleg" athletics except the athletes therm;elllm;. 

Bob Bowlsby. th" commissioner of the 8ig12, admitted as much to my colleague Juliet Macur the 

other day. He told h"r. a" "h" put it in her Timm; column on Friday, that th" conference" "had to 

make a pm .. emplhm mov," to try to save themselves."' Precisely. 

As it turns out, it didn't wOI"k. On Friday. in California, JudW' Claudia Wilken, who pre"ided over the 

so-called O'Bannon case in June, ruled that, by limiting the amount of scholarship money the 

players could get, the ~J .c>AA. was in violation of the nation's antitrust law". Sh" ruled that not only 

should plaYNs get the full cost of atlendance, bl.lt that trust lunds should b," set up for players that 

could contain $5,000 a year. That may not sound like much, but according to the plaintiffs' la',vyers I 

spoke to, it could add up to "orne $300 million. 

In a recent article on the sports 'Nebsite Deadspin. the economist Andy Schwarz shrewdly noted that 

there are actually two v'"ry distinct schools of N.C.AA critics. He called them Team F{efonYi and 

Team Market. 

Team Reform. he wrote, consists of those who believe that college sports have gotten oul of hand, 

and are not reflective of the values of higher education. They 'Nant to put the genie back in the 

bottlE, - and they aw unlikely to be happy with theiudge's deci"ion. 

T"m"i1 1I!1arkd, to v'/hich Schwarz (and I) belong. believes that ther,;s nothing all that wl'on" with 

commercialized colleg'" sports ...... which has tens 01 millions of followers. aftN all· .... · so kmg as th," 

value. as he puts it. "oes to the value creators. which most definitely include the players. Team 

Market is thrilled 'Nith th" jud"e's d"cision 

The N.C.A.A. and the big-time college sports establishment are not terribly worried about Team 

RefOl"m, which hm; "enerally b"en toothless and has no wal way to eff"d its ag"nda. But th"y haVE, 

Ion" been terrified of Team Market. which has the potential to truly chan"e the nature of college 

"POl"t". The O'Bannon ca"e is only the fir"t lav'/suit to go to trial: there aw oth"r antitrust lawsuits 

corning down the pike lhat could lorce ,"ven bigger changes. 

I know there me tho"e v'/ho complain that all these chang"s will allow th" rich in colle"e "po ItS to 

becoming richer. at the '"xpense 01 all the olher schools in Division I. To which I say: so what. 

In fact I think that could polentially be a good thing. If you separale oil' the 65 schools in the Big 5 

conferences - plus a few others like Boise State in football and the University of Connecticut in 

basketball - and allow their athletic department" to become ever rich"I' and mor" powerful, they will 

be mOl"e easily se,"n for what they am: a form 01 professionalized and commercialized ,"nlerlaimnent 

that has very little to do with higher education. They are the ones that can afford to put money in 

trust for plaY"I's - and that is what i" likely to happ"n. They aw 110t goin" to "uddel1ly .ioin Team 

Rdorm. 

At the same time. the also·ran schools may be forced to I"ethink alhletics entimly. Unable to pay 

their players. perhaps they'll decide that the better part of valor is to de-emphasize SPOlts and make 

them tl"uly colle"iate adivitim; mth"r thal1 palt of a multibillion dollar "ntertaillment compl"x. 

Ultimately the Big 5 conferences hoped the chan"es they were making would be the last in a 

proce"s that would "hut off fUither rdorm As we I"amed on Friday, it i" mOl"e likely to be just the 

beginning. 



JO·(3 Nocera in hts New 'fork Times office 
Photo taken by ClipsEdiior, July 2011 

Ce;ma:;::t me C!::p:s;MQ(~f:Sh::p, tl1 e=::Hl {iT9 %75. 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

ClipsMotherShip <41ick=collegeathleticsclips.com@maiI18.atlll1.rsgsv.net> 
Sunda)i~ August 10,201410:40 PM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Clips Weekly Update 8-11-14 

Dear \!ince~ 

Greetings irom Clips. Hope you are welL 

It got lat" hme Oil me so I will have to pa,;5 Oil the 3~dot ramblE, 

What a 'Neek it was. First the 'lot" from th" 01 Board of Dir"ctors (16~2 in favor of 

}\utor10my). th,"n· ·the next day··ttle luling horn Judge Claudia Wilken on the O'Bannon trial. 

Consequently there are several postings below about those topics. 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

~~i(;k Infante 

Clips Editor 

Access Clips website: !1f,X.? 

Twitter: .@.CQ!!~~w.At.l!.Cjj.R.'" 

News 

[~";,~m[oJQ N9.AAJQ~§'§..Lr1mQ'.f:l§.nIJ.Q.nng.§~§'LQhlU}QP§'J9.tJIJ.E)mCl.f3.f3.Qgi.?.ti.QD 
remains The NCAA's loss in the O'Bannon case was not a total blow.:" . 

[~";,~m[oJQ O'Bannon decision signals the end of the collegiate model Many concepts 

of amateurism the NCAA holds dear are soon to be a thing of the past. 

r.Wf,o]@Wm Did the 0'1 Board do the" right thing?" Clips eFlash Some are saying that 
Autonomy is no good if it's done for for the wrong reasons. 

,TIIii W?liW1'f..111@# Princeton Review's Annual College Rankings They come in 62 
~;,.';2 categories. and we have provided the half dozen categories most closely related to college 

sports ...... . 

~ Why the O'Bannon victory is a vvin for everyone who stopped 
believing the NCAA's charade Clips Guest Commentary The ruling was a victory for 
the plaintiffs, and a blow to the NCAA, but not a knockout •••.. ". 

Wnol!fO'""iI NCAA Power Grab Clips Guest Commentary "The NCAA cannot fall to phony 
arguments about student welfare when the real goal of some of these so-called reformers is to create a 
plutocracy of athletic programs that serves no useful purpose in American higher education." 

~ Athletes score their biggest victory Judge rules against NCAA in 
O'Bannon case, proving players do have power .• ' 

~ HO\j\j Not To f~eform The NCAA Clips Guest Commentary Our guest 
author describes Team Reform-who believe that college sports have gotten out of hand, and they want to 
put the genie back in the bottle. The other-Team Market-believes there's nothing wrong with 
commercialized college sports, as long as the value goes to the value creators 

~ O'Bannon ruling could haunt i\jCA/-\ Judge Claudia Wilken ruled on Friday in the 

Ed O'Bannon litigation that the NCAA must eliminate its rules against payments to college athletes for 
commercial use of their names, images and likenesses .. : '-;.". 

~ OBannon judge rules i\jCAA violates antitrust law The ruling was not a 
surprise, and it will be no surprise when the NCAA appeals the ruling ...... 

r<ffiol7.lffilllWr93 Board adopts new Division I structure The 16-2 vote adopted the updated 
Division I model that was released to the membership last month .. ··•·· . 

Notable quotes from the week: 



M"fl1Ol""""'li.'4W!!ii@ ~~C!-v\ Executive Committee issues resolution addressing sexual 
violence The NCAAs highest-ranking governance body clarifies expectations of members for 
preventing, reporting incidents. 

Today', vole marks 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

ClipsMotherShip <41ick=collegeathleticsclips.com@maiI45.atlll1.rsgsv.net> 
Tuesday, August 12, 20149:24 PM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Clips Mid-Week Update 8- 13-14 

Dear \!ince~ 

Greetings from th," ClipsMolherShip. l'lope you are well. 

This is a rare Tlw"day night Clip" r',/Iid~W"ek Update. It'" fO!' lh" usual ma,'OI1: th"m ha" 

b,"en a ton of good stuff to pick from due 10 lhe afl"rnmlh 01 last we,"k's doubl," whammy····· 

th" vote for Autonomy by the D1 Board of Dir"ctors Oil Thursday and th" annoullcement of 

th" O'Bal1l1on verdict(,,) Oil Friday. 

Off of lho"" two milm;lone "V"l1t" hav" swirlE,d a surfdt of "upmb sumrnari"". analyses. 

proj"clions, critiques. hurmhs and doomsday pronouncem'"l1ls. 

fInd here's th," besl quot," of the (solar) 2 .. day w"ek. II comes from Ij\jest Virginia I\D OIiVN 

Lucie 

"Dean ActJ0S0n j/t/~~S secr~~tat)/ of state after thr:~ conclusion or Vi/orld ~lI~n if. f-tr:? l..11iinessed 

firsthand the irmnediate postwar political and economic reconstruction that led to the new 

balance of power ~~ the Cold INaI'. flt!r h;heson liked to say that he w"s 'present "t creation 

of the new world order.' " 

'jqfier thr:~ l\lCAA activity of Tt!uf,sday and F'nday! fer:~f like I\Ilt: Achr:?$on. !r 

r~ick Infante 

Clips Edilor 

908.879.9978 

News 

Access Clips website: here 

Twiltet: @(g.U(~.9.f,!-J,~Q!!ri? 

!;r0J."j'oli,g·!!!!'om CFEl adapts in times of major change Clips Guest 
Commentary Our guest author has churned out a superb history-of-modern-college
sports analysis in slightly more than a thousand words 

~ Next steps in O'Elannon case Both NCAA and the plaintiffs could 
appeal. . 

!i!3'I;l®'!I".'1Uol!! Are NCAA voting rights for athletes meaningful or 
window dressing? Student-athletes will have 18.8% afthe votes on all autonomy 
legislation proposed by the Power 5 conferences; for shared governance. they'll get 3.1 % 
of the vote. The chair of the SAAC will become one of the 24 members of the 01 Board of 
Directors. 

' ..... ~ ....... ; ..... ; .. ; .•. · .• 1 ... ; .. ; ... ~ ... ' ... ~ SEC schools are ready for netW.D.r.k la. unch Preparing for Ij;;' f' the SEC Network ,launCh has reqUired a $25-30 million cumulative Investment 
Ii<. ..;J by the conference s 14 schools. ·;·i···.· •• · ••• ;··· ... " .. ·,.···· •• :-" ..•.• : •• ; ......... . 

1m O'Bannon v. i\jCAA ...... i\jOW That's Old .. School Football Players want 
compensation for the use of their images? Right out of the 'Willie Heston's Cigars' 
playbook. 

You ,can', blame it 0" 
us anymore. 'We're 
nat e~.{eB. ~n the room. 



!!I!!!Wlloti,lI'1 The O'Bannon Ruling Doesn't Mean Pay For All or Retum 
of Video Games It is an unprecedented ruling, but plenty still needs to be sorted out. 

~ /\n Opportunity to Redefine College Sports Clips Guest 
Commentary Last week marked the end of an era for college sports and the National 
Collegiate Athletic Association. 

~ What People /-\re Saying /-\bout the OBannon Ruling An 
eclectic range of sources (including a special tongue in cheek "what they said/shoulda 
said" section from the ClipsTruthSquad) weigh in on the significance of the decision. 

~ Nothing and Everything Has Changed While the O'Bannon 
lawsuit was a strike at the heart of Mark Emmert and the NCAA, amateurism isn't dead .. 
yet :; .. , ...... 

~ Amateurism May Be Dead, but a New Educational Model 
Is 80m At the O'Bannon trial the plaintiffs' team, representing a class of big-time 

athletes who felt aggrieved over their place in college sports, pulled out quiver after 
quiver-slowly, surely shooting down the defense .. ' 

[;Ji'·.~m[.JQ NCAA loses in 0'8annon case, but hope for the 
association mrnains The NCAA's loss in the O'Bannon case was not a total 
blow.:'" 

~ 0'8annon decision signals the end of the collegiate 
model Many concepts of amateurism the NCAA holds dear are soon to be a thing of the 
past. ,'.,.' 

'."-"·]@wm Did the 01 Board do the" right thing?" Cljps eFlash Some are 
saying that Autonomy is no good if it's done for for the wrong reasons. 

,TIIii ffiMIf,'I!!ii'l Princeton Review's Annual College Rankings 
~;,.';2 They come in 62 categories. and we have provided the half dozen categories 

most closely related to college sports. 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

ClipsMotherShip <nick=collegeathleticsclips,com@mail140,us4,mc>'V,net> 
Friday, August 15, 2014 10:05 PM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc,edu> 
Clips Mid-Week Update 8-16-14 

Dear \!ince~ 

Greetings from th," rviotherShip. Hope you are ",miL 

VVh"n a critical mm;s of good bu,;iness~of~college~,;polt" cont0nt accumulate", pres"UI"e 

builds up to open the 1I00dgal"s to share the weallh with our maders. Now·····Friday night. 

Aug. 15-is one of those times. No n""d to wait for the usual Sunday atl Opm ET time slot. 

We're letting it all go flOW .. 

But what about the dot~dot~dot you "ay? INell, 'Ne me doing on", but it will be pla@d undN 

lh," links (al th," bottom of this email), b,"caus," w," do not wanl th," tms dots 10 be an 

obstacle for Clips read"fs 'Nho 'Nant to go straight to the postings. So go down to the bottom 

of thi" "mail for this 'Ne"k's rarnbl" of half~thoughts by the CIip';Editor. 

Have a good week"nd. 

~J ick Infa nt" 

Clips Editor 

908.879.9878 

News 

Access Clips website: h"!:'~. 

Twill€!: @(;9jJ."g.~!~thq!f,>~ 

r.m'·]@wm Could the Government End the Mess in College Sports? 
Clips Guest Commenr,l!Y A bipartisan commission to reform amateur athletics is vitally 
needed now 

M::t1.W;,~!f.},}Wl!jt§ The NCAA's Curious Move Did the NCAA need to tell 
schools not to interfere with sexual~assault investigations? ,.'''' . 

ii'l'f1l11}!i!!!i}i-i'$I!l!jt§ Supporting tile Sex Assault Bill Some individual universities 
are opting to either embrace the legislation outright or cautiously deferring judgment on it. 

~ D3 Proposes Cutting # of Garnes Legislation that would cut the number 
of contests in most 03 sports, some by more than 10%. ,". 

!*"I!!W'Ol@" Past can offer committee lessons ESPN.com looked 
to the past to better understand some of the issues the CFP committee might 
face in the future choosing the top four teams in the country via a truly 
subjective vote. , . 

!iM!!'!!"," Steel goes up for Syracuse indoor practice 
facility The facility will benefit all Orange athletics programs 

~ NCAA L.irnits on For-Profits The five current for~profit members of the 
NCAA will still be able to participate in championships and receive financial distributions, 
but they will not have a formal say in the creation of any NCAA rules and regulations .. 

!iM!!'!!"," NC State Athletics Dedicates New Indoor Practice 
Facility School announces $14 million building to be named for alums 
Close and King 

UNC President Frank Porter Graham campaigned for college 
athletics amateurism. ' . 



iilIil Brandon's Blog: Big House Cellular Coverage Efforts 
Continue Michigan AD discusses speed and connectivity in layman's terms, 
Translation "We're working on it" 

1:g°Ji.1iCOJNMII!toJ!! CFB adapts in times of major change Clips Guest 
Commentary Our guest author has churned out a superb history-of-modern-college
sports analysis in slightly more than a thousand words, , .. 

~ Next steps in OBannon case Both NCAA and the plaintiffs could 
appeal, :'" 

!i!!!OI>J®!!!lf1.,nOI!! Are I\JC/V\ voting rights for athletes meaningful or 
willdow dressing'? Student-athletes will have 18,8% of the votes on all autonomy 
legislation proposed by the Power 5 conferences; for shared governance, they'll get 3,1 % 
of the vote The chair of the SAAC will become one of the 24 members of the 01 Board of 
Directors, ' 

Three dot musings for Friday, AUQ. 15", Speaking of 
autonomy, exclusivity, separation, silo-lng, us/ffiem, S-M-L, La Cosa Nostra 
("our thing")",well, we weren't, but maybe we can now" ,Somebody made a 
big deal about "class struggle"" ,was it Groucho Marx maybe?",no, maybe 
Karl Marx", way back when the haves were the bourgeoisie, then it was the 
robber barons, and now-in college sports at least-the haves are networks, 
cable systems, half a thousand FB-MBK coaches", Marx (Karl, not Groucho) 
laced his propaganda about the injustice of it, he talked about labor being the 
prominent source of value", What does all that have to do with the business 
of college sports? .. ,plenty", Whereas the exploited have-nots in Marx's times 
were peasants, serfs and sundry other unfortunates, the have-nots in college 
sports are "exploited" student-athletes (or athlete-students, according to 
some",Armen, we heard you say that on Paul Finebaum's show)" Jast 
forward to Vaccaro, O'Bannon, Hausfeld, King, Wilken, Noll, Munson, Pilson, 
Skipper, Disney, etc, and now we have a ruling",but nobody seems to agree 
what it will mean .. ,oops I'm off the Autonomy topic, but maybe not, because 
O'B and amateurism and "student welfare" are all glommed together in the 
same pot w, Autonomy", The phrase "Be careful what you wish for" can come 
crushingly true, and the likely to be granted Autonomy of the 5/65 could well 
become something that was not wished for previously .. ,the most frequently 
cited possible casualties (ie-"collateral damage") are non-revenue sports and 
women's sports" ,but., many don't buy it that the brilliant orchestrators who 
made this Autonomy happen in the conception part are unlikely to drop the 
ball in the execution part", Was it Karl Marx who said, "I wouldn't want to be a 
member of a club that would have me as a member?" .. ,no, maybe it was 
Groucho Marx for that one" ,Segue", Football? .. ,did someone say 
football? .. .Playoffs, SEC, SEC Network .. ,Cobb to GSU", Fresno State AD on 
to another assignment .. name: Boeh, plus there's a Bohn at Cincy .. ,blah .. , 
blah .. , blah .. , 





From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

The Clips MotherShip <nick=collegeathleticsclips.com@mail13.us2.mcsv.net> 
Sunday, August 17, 2014 8:45 PM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Clips Weekly Update 8-18-14 

Deill'Vince·· 

Gl'8etings from the Clips SundayShip. Hop" you ar" wdl 

When I first launch"d Coll"ge Athldics Clips in 2003, I did not know wh"th"r a print"d (snail~mailed) 

new"ldter wm; the 'Nay to go. Or a w"bsite. 

I "ent out thwe monthly printed n"wslett"rs to 500 semi~sd"ntifically selected wcipient" and 

simultaneously launch,"d the lirst it"mlion of the Clips website. 

It was a very tough decision. I could not do both a printed n"wsletter and a w"bsit", I pretty much 

fiipp"d a coin and it landed in fallor of a w"b5it" , and I have rawly looked back since then. 

But I did look back on Saturday mOl'l1ing, wh"n Ileam"d that the Clip" w"bsili, was down That is th" 

absolute worst thing that can happ"n to a website, but aHer il little scrambling and a litll" help we 

were back Lip and running in a coupl" of hours. Thanks to th" folks at eLink for helping me get back 

up. 

By the way. I still have a few dozen of those printed Clips er~ewsletters from 2003. Anybody out there 

interested'? 

Have a good SundayiMonday. 

Nick Infant" 

Clips Editor 

News 

~ The Best College Football Coaches For The Money The best 
coach is not always the winningest. " .. 

w:roJ*fi.'lJ~la'lfi.l Five Reasons Why The SEC i\jetwork Is A Big 
Deal From school involvement to fiber cable everywhere, the nel:\"Iork will charge out of 
the gates at full stride. 

~ Lists of all lists: /\ college football season primer Clips Guest 
Commentary Let loose that imaginative mind of CBSSports' Dennis Dodd and then sit 
back and enjoy the wit, yucks and insights. 

IUi.\lla-1Jl!(olijj:l Playoff is a problem for the little guys It was tough enough for 

schools in non-Jumbo conferences to find their way to a championship game. Now-with 
the strict CFP criteria-it has gotten tougher than ever. " '.' 

1t48!i!!Ii!*l College Football I .. jall of Fame to open Aug 23 The CFB HOF 
in Atlanta will be an attraction for fans and non~fans alike 

~ NCAA reforms: Good for female athletes? Need proof that the 
college sports structure was working well for female athletes? Look no further than Val 
Ackerman. :" .. 



®* .. "" ..... 1-f.W!li!.§ /\t Oklahoma, a confusing handling of criminal 
incidents Clips Guest Commentary Our guest author makes the case that 
Oklahoma's handling of three sexual assaults sends a clear, disturbing message to not 
only members of the football team, but more important, victims of abuse. , 

'#jtomoIMll Could the Government End the Mess in College Sports? 
Clips Guest Commentary A bipartisan commission to reform amateur athletics is vitally 
needed now 

®* .... , ..... 1-f.W!li!.§ The NCAA's Curious Move Did the NCAA need to tell 
schools not to interfere with sexual-assault investigations? 

®reP/iOO}'f,'W!i,!.§ Supporting the Sex /\ssault Bill Some individual universities 
are opting to either embrace the legislation outright or cautiously deferring judgment on it. 

Il!!!U 03 Proposes Cutting # of Games Legislation that would cut the number 
of contests in most 03 sports, some by more than 10%. " 

ii'J~(i8Jj!i! Past can offer committee lessons ESPN.com looked 
to the past to better understand some of the issues the CFP committee might 
face in the future choosing the top four teams in the country via a truly 
subjective vote. "., , 

iift!OJlllj''W Steel goes Lip for SyracLise indoor practice 
facility The facility will benefit all Orange athletics programs ... 

~ NCAA Limits on For-Profits The five current for-profit members of the 
NCAA will still be able to participate in championships and receive financial distributions, 
but they will not have a formal say in the creation of any NCAA rules and regulations .. ' 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Clips eFlash <nick=collegeathleticsclips,com@maiI198,aU61Jncsv,net> 
Thursday, August 21, 2014 10:21 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc,edu> 
Bloomberg: "The Insurgent,> Who Could Bring Down the NCAA" 

Dem Vince·· 

ThursdayMomingGl"0etings from Clips 

Below are excerpts from a lengthy mtide that was posted on Bloomberg Businessweek just a little 

while ago. Bloomberg-like many-doesn't put a time stamp on their postin"s. but yom dever 

ClipsEditol' ,"stinmtes th," post time lo hmm been 8:30am ET b,"cause I checked the number of 

comments (at the bottom of the mtide) at 8:45am ET there was only one comment. So this is a bona 

lide "breakin" slory" artid,". 

The title of the artide certainly grabs our attention: "The Insurg,"nb Who Could Bring Down the 

NCAA." "Insurgents" conjures up ima"es of bandoleers, third-hand AK-47s and fightin" men in 

sandals, but it cNtainly draws us in. 

The writer-Paul Barwtt-provkks a compmi1em,ive mini-hi"tory of the a"sault on NCAA amateurism, 

but il is too long to post it on this d'iash verbatim. Furlher, most of this altid," is redundant to whal 

most Clips insiders already know, as vve have all lived through this for several months now. I have 

posted excerpt" and several good gmphics from the mtide. F'lus a link to the full article 

Bloomberg Businessweek is one of the go-to bu"ines" news sOUl·cm;. How do you know it'" a business 

publication? VVelL if th,"y have stock market aCl'OnYll'llinks, then il's a busin,"ss publication. Similar 

business publications are the NY Times. Wall Street Journal, Forbes. Fortune, etc. 

~\~~'!::::nt 'hd~'~f(~ taking::~ ~eln{}"n"n~unth.Joh in ~~,~;7 '<:...,·i·~h .~e·,,·t~H ~''c[~~t,t); l.~~.t~:::c' 

he p"t%uRded the $n".".~<'t milk,x to pili' j\~ "nd,)!'><NU{ml t",H\~'!l"w'f~;'j!io:tld 

I mention this because these business publications attract tens of millions of readers who are 

politically attun"dlinfiu"ntial. Th"y index far [QW<;>!: in big-tim" coll"g" football fandom and far ,big_b_,,!: in 

congr"ssional influence than the rest of th" population. And the rwrH'an portion of th" population is 

more than double the fan portion. (Source. 1,o,AG. which estimates that 100 million people are 

considered are "coilege SPOltS fans') I ju"t ch"ck"d, and th"r" ar" over 318 million p"ople in th" US, 

so that ""aves 218 million who al" lWJ col 

VVith all the courl cases, doomsday }\utorwmy scenarios, congressional hearings, union delib"mtions, 

big coach salaries, squabbling, posturing, veiled threats, class envy, etc., the formerly draconian idea 

of congl'C%ional intervention has become a le"s extrern" possibility. And-if it "et" that far-th" 218 

million above wouldlcould hal!" more clout than the 100 million above. You heard it her," first. 

Have a good Thul'sday. 



Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

The insurgents Who Couid Bring Down the NCAA 

By Paul M. Barrett. Bloomberg Business week, Il~ 21~ 14, 2,854 words 

Iklow am 710 words or 0Kce,ptso ..... 

j);1ark Enunert. president of' the /\/f.diona! Colfegiate Athletic Associatiot'7, doesnt cot'ne across as iSt 

vi/f~~jn. Trirn In physiqur:? v-iith $~~ndy·gray hair, he j,j,'eats his rr:?ctangulaf glass(:?$ f~~r d01..11n on his nosr:~ 

and peers over them . .... He jokes that he's "el'ery parentes nighirl1are: I went to college and never 

Idl." 

Emmert has sometimes been a punching bag to opponents' !n ,june, Emmert took the stand in 

fe(ir:~ral court in . OBt':?nnon tr. NCAA . . . A p/~~intjffs' fm..1lyer j,'1/t':rV$(t an $'·!najj Etnrruf.?rf rr:?ceiv(:?d in 

2010 from a senior aide [Ed.·Later described by the NCAA as a "provocateur'] noting that many 

obseil/ers regard the NCAA:" guiding principle-that athletes, first and foremost, are .students-as 

·'thr:~ grr:~at t!ypocrfsy of inierco!k:~gic.?te athletics."'. Thrr:?e V:l(:?e/{s /atr:.?r, Ernrneti r:mdure(t Q verbc.?f 

pummeling before the Us. Senate Committee on Commerce. ScienGe, and Transportation in 

1!\/'lshinglon. Afi"'r he explained the iirl'lils of Ihe NCAA:s role, Serwtor Claire McCaskill (D .. Mo) 

scoffed. "If youre just a monetary pass~through, why should you exist?" 

!1;1uitibiliiorHiollar Til deals ha',(8 eroded the conceit that the big"revenue sports "re primarily about 

sound minds in sound bodies. The recent realignment of the most powerful SGhools into five 

cont'eret'7ces pf.u:;kfJged for frJaxifrJut'n ciStpitalisn1 has brought even frJore t'noney into the picture. 

To those invo!i/ed in the struggle to pay coilege athletes, the demise of the current system is both 

inel/itable and tong ot/erdue. The story of hov/ it CiStrne about int/olves l-stn unfike!~/ group of activists. 

forn~er ph~yr:?rs, and fm..1lyens l..11ho toilr:?d in thr:? courts for yr:~ars be/ore achieving ttIe;r bIggest 

breakthrough this month. And at the center of it all is a 75~year~old forrl1er sneaker promoter named 

Sonny Vaccc.?ro, I.Nho helpea transfortrl carnpus spotts into a pecunic.?rYiuggernc.nd rHore than thrr:?e 

decades ago and is nOIf! leading the revolution against it. 'You teil 1I1ake .. believe stories about a 

business this size for tong enough, it:,,> going to catch up to you one day," say's Vaccaro. "Now the 

9ur:~stion is I.Nhr:~ther ttIe NCAA IS the one thc.?t still gets to say hov-/ ~~Il the Inoney gets dh/idea up. It 

looks like Emmert and those guys are losing control." 

As it trlade ds j/t/c.?)/ througtI the couds, OBannon bec~nne a groj/jdng source of constetnation for 

Ermnert and the NCAA, which paid miilions of dollars in legal fees for scores of motions trying to halie 

it and companion c"ses dismissed Meanwhile a broader, more basic threat to the NCAA\; control 

o,fer Ine liv"'lihoods of'siu(fenf.<Ithlel",s \,I/as t,lkmg snape. It tr"ces 10 a bag of groc"'ries Idllar " 

hungry young football star. 

iE(f.· There are many pamgraphs about Namogl Uuma ami "t/omey ,)eff Kessl"'r thai I dki nol include 

for the sake of brel/ity. Huma and Kessler have been cOI'ered repetitil'ely in summaries and reprints 

on the Clips i/l/ebsite l-stnd CUps eFfashes. CUck here to read the entire~y of thh:: BloofrJberg Business 

l..11r:~r:?l{ articlr:?j 



Emrrwrl recognizes trwl things rw ve gotten out of whilek, ilt leasl linanci<llly. "'TtJere are 

assistant coaches now rl1i1king $ L5 million," Emmed: marvels. "Everybody looks at that, ilnd it's kind of 

shocking. ., /-1e discusses the po,V escalation as if it's a force of nature. iStS irresisfibte as a hurricane. 

As pmsidenl of the NCAA, tie received tolal conlp(',(![wtion of $1, i million in 20'12 and tmvels by 

private jet, neither of which he apologizes for. 

On nlOre setiolls fronts, II(,? hi! msislance !'rom elemenls of Itw NCAA:s vast 1,200"sclwol 

rl1embership. Schools with smaller sports budgets gallii:mized an override in 2012 of Ermnerfs stipend 

propose/. Thh:: irrifated rnen1bets of the big five conferences. 'y'l//7ich threatened they v1loufrJ break 

alNay~atld take t/7eit Tl/ contracts wHh tl;efrJ~jf they coutdn 't offer rnore benefits to t/7eit athletic 

recruits, Et'nrnert i/l/as thwaded b,V the organization's bf.dffing lattfcewotk of con1fniftees and cornplex 

procr:~dures, hr:? says. "ilVe have a process that !nakes Congre,ss look functional,)} 

... , A mishandled NCAA staff ir!l'estigiltion at the Unhmrsity of Miami led to more criticism and a 

minor nwlldown ili a press con!("renw (fllfing Itle 20'13 Final Four baskdball toumament in Atianla, "I 

know you're disappointed." Emmert said to a joumalist, "out 1:'11 still here," 

The 10$,s of' cornpo$urr:~ j/t/t':?S tetnponwy, although re,sr:mt!neni cfr:~arly lingr:?rs, "ilVtJen I re$pondr:~d to the 

[Division IJ board that said they wanted a new face for the NCAA I didn't know that meant putting a 

buffs-eye on thet fiStce, ,. En1frJert fells frJe "But that:"> wl7at I s!~qned up for, so Of< " 

201·) 

Football and basketball have driven the surge 
in college~$port$ revenue '" 

lit &lSketb<l1! m,6 f>X)tbdl 
D Other sports 

Su+roportod ftNOOI}O ul'lwod by 1,064 
NCAA mtmbM schO(is 

$6b 

$2b iii $0 



... with sehools from the five biggest leagues benefiting most 
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Pay for Play: 'fhe Battles in the Courts 

Q'B·amu:m ll, NCAA 

Ed I)'Bannon, UCU\ baskethall 
star in the mid -199us, 
representlld by Mkhad 
Hausfeld, a class-action 
pbintiffs' attorney in 
Vi millington, 

Arguments Plaintiffs: Tlw NC\,.\\ viol.at~d 
federal antitru~t law by harming 
mlkge athletc,g fmm r("edviJlg 
cmnplHlMltion for llEie of their 
aarH{~:Sj inla.ges.. and lik{,Jl,e.').,'~£s~ 
N(~\l Paying playe,s more 
than thdr scholil.rship.~ would 
undermine amateurism and 
high,,~r eduCIltio n while driving 
~~wayhuIE. 

Outoome 

I.t'Jld 
Plaintiff 

On Aug. 8, U.S. DistridCourt 
,J\Jt1g~ Chmdia WilkNll1f 
Oakland !i<aicl the PI'~s<~l'vatkm uf 
anmtenri5ffi didl1'tjmdfy the 
NeAl\-\ !'I'gtridi()n~ I!.nd thal 
player5 may Ucel1.~l; thdr im<lges 
fi)1' bru.uicast ,ua:l video gmrl.?,s. 

Jenkins lJ. NCAA 

Martin ,krilcins, defen~ive hliCk 
("r (.1mnsnn, n?preM~!lt~cl by 
. kffrey Ke~sle:r, a pmfe.~~iona! 
~portsand~nmnlst hlwyerin 
N()wYork. 

Alston ll. NCAA 

Sna\'"IK' Alston. fornwl' "'"est 
Virginia Unlver~ity fUnnitlg 
bW$, .rcpf(,se\1.t~rl hy St~V() 
lkrman, a mamHort ~pedalist 
hilBed .in Seattle. 

Plaintiffs: The NCAAuJld five 
major {':Il.nferen.ees oo!L~pired to 
limit th,,,<il~w of ~dlok!rs.hip~ 
to J(';';,~ thiln the iletual rust of 
alkl1ding mlkgl'. 
NCAA: Ess~.ntially the sarrw as 
in O'BnmlfJ1L 

Pending. In the wake of 
O'BtWTWll, AJ.st()!lll1ok5likr~ Il. 
slam d\,mk. and the richest 
IIp<.-'lrt!l m!lferem~$ are aln~ady 
moving Ww<!rd {n~e.ing thdr 
mcmIwrs to provide iH1m111.l 

stipt? nd,~ of $ 2,000 per pbyer 
or mOf{', 

Ctmsnliliated in Chicago, multiple 
l.awsuits represent athletes at ri-~k of 
head injury . 

Plaiutiffs: l.(:>Ilw~tanding U.S. 
rO!llI)fJtitioulawrequ1res that th\)' 
NCAA permit a free market for 
athletes, Il:H~aulng that to p 
ci:ll1egr:;!\ wodd bid for tbe 
~ervkes of football and 
basketbaH ren-uits" 

Plaintiff(;<: Th(~ NCA..-%. m:.gligently 
failed to pwteet l'tudent athletes 
from conC\~'i$inn$1ind other ~!lli!)uS 
injuries. 
NCAA: Plliyers ree"lvcd adequate 
monitoring and care, 

Outcome 

N(,AA: Sabry wars l','Ould 
rmfe~"ion!llize tollege,iports 
and. underrnine ,edut"'t'ttaon. 

Pemlhlg. If it sllrviv<,~ on 
a!\pl'al,Wilken"s ruling in 
t)'BilmWI! (Ipens the (1<';(;r {(Ir 
Jimk-illS" It's difficult to en"hion, 
hClWt)W)T, hClwvr:;rsion~ofth{~, 
NIlAuIld NFL would upemie 
within the cn mines of 
coHege t'<'lrllpul!es. 

h! late ,Jllly, the NCAA agreed to p.ay 
$70 million for testing and diagnosk 
!Jf studeJnt al:hkk,~ who lImy lwv(\ 
;,'Ustained head injuries during 
ntlidil.l mmpetitlOl1. The ~{~ttlement 
dot,sn't prednde indi"idtlal injury 
claims III fiml.re la.wsuit~, 





From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

ClipsMotherShip <41ick=collegeathleticsclips.com@maiI213.at121.rsgsv.net> 
Friday, August 22, 201412:13 PM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Clips Mid-Week Update 8-22-14 

Dear \!ince~ 

}\ rare FlidayMorningGreeting 110m Clips. 

This i;; a FridayMorningGreeting because there occurred a "urge of time~""l1sitive item,; 

last night and this morning that rwcessitat,"d a quick Clips Updat'" be sent out lest things 

get "stale." 

In the int"rest of time, I will hold off on the three-dot stuff until Sunday night. 

Have a good F:riday. 

~~ick Infante 

Clips Editor 

908.879.9978 

News 

Access Clips website: b~I~. 

Twitter: ra'CoilegeAthClip" 

ti.1fi!3I!I!l41 Beer and Circus? The restrictions have started to be lifted 
on in-stadium, non-premium seating beer sales. Here's where/why. 

~ "The Insurgents VVho Could Bring Down the 
NCAA" Clips eFlash "Insurgents" conjures up images of bandoleers, rickety AK-47s 
and fighting men in sandals, but there are no firearms mentioned in this posting 

e *.41013,j'ti.1iJtID V\11iC.'h coll,ege football coaches have tried to 
TM trademark their name? Here's ClipsTM reportage, from the 

CllpsTruthSquad™ via a Clips Guest CommentaryTM of the growing trend for 
persons, places and things to be trademarked. ,., .• 

~ How colleges, administrators, and faculty are faring The 
Almanac of Higher Education 2014 serves up "Academe by the Numbers" 

~ Required Reading for College Sports: Saturday 
Millionaires Clips Book Review The book is a no-nonsense look at the financial and 
reputation impact that successful athletics can have on a university .. 

1041"· ... tolWli141 .. 1 Cardiac .Arrest Likely Kills Most in Football 
20'14 American football's possible role in a player's sudden death is difficult to assess, 
particularly in a case of cardiac arrest outside physical activity. But athletic exertion is 
presumably contributing to many player fatalities this year. , ..... 

4W"'"13t!ll0}1 Programs offer alternative path for athletes to finish 
degrees Clips Guest Commentary There is not a lack of student-athlete degree~ 
completion programs: there is a lack of awareness of all of the existing degree
completion programs. " ..... 

~ How College Football's Coaches Have Fared .Against Top-
25 Teams Stanford's Shaw has the best win percentage, while Oklahoma's Stoops 
has the most impressive record .. '",,,'" 

!!M::!E:!I!3::m.1'''A,*1!!3!W@ NCAA f~evenues & Expenditures f~eport: 
2014 Everything anybody would want to know about money out and money in, by school, 
by sport. by gender, etc. All artfully assembed by Chief Compiler Dan Fulks. NOTE: This 

""'()OING 
STIJDE~TFf 

FAl~S 

QuoteE fmm "ADs ~tmggk 10 J.:x;ep 
coneg~ foothall a young peruUtl'';; gRille" 
By Dan Wo!hn, USA Today, 8-21-14 

St'Jdents, who lurn into 
alm:Bnf~ who turn .in.to 
sea:wtl licket bu yet:<l and 
donors - <1t'e s.e.em~ngJy less. 
and J.esii i!ltereMed in 
sll'~nding th~iI Saturdays ill 
fodhall Etadlu.m. 

Dan WeiKer]" USA Teda}" 

And if I'm ~n athletic 
dif~ctor now ami I'm 
building 3. st3 .. dillrn or OJ 

b~ke!ban =00, I'd b~ very 
(:arefal ahout the !'lize of it 

J.ohn Swofford, ACe Cnrnrni&sioner 



was released in April 2014 (despite the Clips Aug. 2014 posting). : ... 

t<!0m*IIf.'liOl'! Can Congress (yes, Congress) help r\lCAA find 
solutions? Which Congress? The Congress that engages in repetitive 

......... logjams? .. the Congress that has earned abysmal popularity ratings? .. the 
Congress that has routinely ratcheted up the debt by the trillions? . .the Congress 
ensconced in its own little world inside the Beltway? That Congress. , ..... 

W0I!I!I':tOljilYAljfI!! ;\T&T brings \fI!i··Fi and IPTV to \fl!isconsin's 
Camp f~andall Stadium The reported $6.2 million project includes 700 

HD TV screens; plus a 10 Gigabit backbone connection and approximately 750 Wi-Fi 
access points 

~ The Best College Football Coaches For The Money The best 
coach is not always the winningest . 

TI,e likelihood (If ~on]('OlJe 
\vho .didn't go to garnes RS an 
underg!"ad b<)c()mi.!lg a fil:n at 
40 is probably one in a million. 

Rae k then, you sold" 
tickN, op.ened tile 
gateSi Ilnd they Ci:trrK~. 

kre:my Foley, HClrida AD 

School~ iliat traoditkmally 
t!1cJUghtthey'd nc\'<:rhave 
to hav~ a .:iales arm as part 
.,f th~h atllletic department 
n()w have a sales arm, That 
r~Hs y('}u somethi.ng. 



Right no'''" the demand for 
tickets may ~till he high 
avera]! in the m.arketplnce, 
but with~n Ih~t segment 
the demand isn't as strong, 

Joe C<s;>ligb:me, Oklahoma AD 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

ClipsMotherShip <l1ick=collegeathleticsclips,com@maiI9,wdcOl,mcdlv,l1et> 
Sunday, August 24, 2014 8:36 PM 
IlIe, Vil1ce <iIle@ul1c,edu> 
Clips Weekly Update 8-25-14 

Dear Vince· 

SUlldayNightGreetings from the Clips MotherShip. Hope you are well. 

The water that flo'Ns slowly and placidly down the Niagara River for many miles before it gets 

tumbled and pounded down Niagara Falls. Might be a clumsy analo",,', but the turmoil and 

craziness of the college football season are almost upon us. so let's enjoy the relative placidity of 

the pm-football time while we call. 

Before the falls After the jails 

Have il good Monday. Have a good week. (Tres dols ramble at bottom) 

Nick Infa nte 

Clip,; Editor 

News 

Access Clips website: h~x~ 

Twitter: (wCollegeAthCiips 

~ C)'Bannon lawyers seek $52.4 million from NCAA 

after victOly Led by Hausfeld LLP, 43 law firms are seeking attorneys' fees 
of $46.9 million and recoverable costs of $5.6 million::.','"" 

~ After offseason of change, Charlie Strong and Texas 

ready for results Texas's massive resources and excellent recruiting base beget big 
expectations 

~ New CFB Hall of Fame opens in new city The revamped College 
Football Hall of Fame in Atlanta opened its doors to the public on Saturday Aug 23 ..... ,,·· 

WilollWOl3§;m@ Syracuse Unlversi~{ confirms agreement of new 

multimedia rights contract with IMG IMG temporarily lost--then regained--a 
contract that covers both broadcasting and multimedia rights ..•.... 

~ Out Of Flo\jver How D.C.'s most prominent AAU leader landed 

in jail The one-time AAU powerbroker is seen by some as a benevolent mentor who 
sold drugs only to pay rent for needy players' families or to help out downtrodden friends 
from his childhood. But not by others. 

!!!!#!!.I::!jM'I Big splash on college football in the Sunday New 

Yark Ti mes The "Newspaper of Record" has plenty to say about the 
present and future of the business of big-time college football 

;2!; ~ My Conference Can Beat Your Conference Clips 
": .• :{I Book Review The SEC is on a roll, winner 7 of the last 8 national football 
.' championships. But broadcaster/author Paul Finebaum was on the SEC-is

the-a ber-conference bandwagon before it even had wheels.",."':.,"" ,." ..... " .. 

Football Recruiting Remark. 

You ,;an't have a football 

V\l()OIN(l 
ST'UDENrr 

JjlANS 

Quole~ from "AD~ ;;truggle 10 keep 
college fantball il ym:ll1g peg(}n'~ game" 
fly D~J1Woiken< USA Today; ~,,,21-14 

Students., whl) tum imo 
alumni, who Wm imn 
seas·an licket bllyers lind 
donors .". Olre s~emjogiy les;; 
and l.es. int~re;rted in 
sll"enditlg their Saturdays ill 
football stadium. 

A.nd jf I'm an athletic 
directoI Il{Wi and .I'm 
building a smdium or a 
, __ _ ~ __ .... '!:... _11 ______ _ 1<..:1: L_ 



g Move over, SEC Why the Pac-12 vvill be the nation's best 
football conference Clips Guest Commenr,l!Y It takes a bold fellow to make such 
a prediction, and our guest author is definitely that ,'" .... 

~ The Failure of College Sport as an Equal Opportunity 
Employer Clips Guest Commentary Our guest author says "it is especially 
embarrassing for me that colleges appear to have the worst record in sports for hiring 
women and people of color." 

Wil@!!UI@ Beer and Circus? The restrictions have started to be lifted 
on in-stadium, non-premium seating beer sales. Here's whereiwhy. 

~ "The Insurgents Who Could Bring Down the 
NCAA" Clips eFlash "Insurgents" conjures up images of bandoleers, rickety AK-47s 
and fighting men in sandals, but there are no firearms mentioned in this posting 

e Mil'IOIi!,,!,mrru Which college football coaches have tried to 
TM trademark their name? Here's Clips'" reportage, from the 

ClipsTruthSquad™ via a Clips Guest CommentaryTM of the growing trend for 
persons, places and things to be trademarked. ,','" 

~ How colleges, administrators, and faculty are faring The 
Almanac of Higher Education 2014 serves up 'Academe by the Numbers" 

~ f~equired f~eading for College Sports Saturday 
Millionaires Clips Book Review The book is a no-nonsense look at the financial and 
reputation impact that successful athletics can have on a university.::"'" 

Here goes, tres dots, stream of thought. fun & games .. .'Which SPOlts have goalies, which have 

goalt"nd"rs and which hav" »oal-ke"p',rs? ... 1 dunno ... Hov>/ about tlw Miami (Fla) wom"n's goalie 

that hat scol"d a goal? .. .r'hetorical (p.,,"stions: What constitutes th," 'Deep South?" .. Clips C;"o 

Dept says Mississippi & Alabama ... What do"s "Upstate New York" m"an? ... ls Albany "upstate 

NYT ... 15 I/Vestches10r County "up,;tate NY?" ... Clips C;"o says "vNything north Or w"st of 

Newburgh is "upstate" (sorry Boo) ... Do p"opl" liv" IN Lon» Island or ON Long Island? ... Clips 

Geo says ()~J ... Class action plaintiff law firm,; (if that's v>/hat they'r" called?) engag" in "Iitigation 

risk" all Hw tirne ... That's what Hausfeld LLP did five years ago when Hwy took on th," Craannon 

v. NCAA case .. Hausfeld was the I"ad firm and will be reimburs"d 517.1 rn in billable hours and 

$2.8m in exp"ns"s ... that's 38'10 of the 552.4m total that w"nt out to 43 law finns involved in th" 

case .. $68m CFll HOr-' opened in i\tlilnta Aug. 22 .. F:inebaurn book I"vi,"w ("My Conference Can 

Beat Your ConfNenc,,") posted this w""k on Clips .. Now that Jo" Pat"rno is gone, do any head 

F:B coaches {Nt w,"al' a headsd? .. .f3p"aking 01 coaches, Hw Clips }\clonym Clearinghouse S'"2 

that M8K is men's bask"tball and MBB is Men's (natch) baseball ... also, wom"n's basketball is 

WBK (not WBB, which v>/ould be wornen's baseball) ... The Univ"rsity of Wisconsin, University of 

North Carolina and Cal Slate syst"rns have the most prolific acronym lirw extension schools: 

UVVG8, UI/VSP, UNC~CH, UNCC. UNCA, UNCW, UNCG, CSUB, CSUN, CSUF, CSUMB, etc .. 

Samford i" to Stanford as Stamford is to Stratford ... Stanford is to til" Big T"n "'; Ur~(: is to th" 

ACC; Why? ... ls Penn Stat," in Slate Colhge or University Park? .. Or bolh? ... HolN about 

llilarybnd? .. VVho knov>/s what SUNY ,;tands for? .. 

John Swofford, ACe Comm[sstoller 

Th~ likdihood of somoon~ 
who didn'!: go [(J garnes as an 
ullocrgmd be;:'oming a fun at 
4{) i511wbably [me ill a mmiotl. 

Back therr, )'ml soLd a 
ti.c kct, opened th~ 
gates ~Ild til",y caine, 

Jeremy Foley, F!mid~ AD 

S.hool, that traditionally 
t!lought they'd never have 
to. h;r~,.'e a sales at'Ol as part 
of their ,,!luetic doo~rtment 



Morg<m :g<lrke, Purdue AD 

Right now the demand fOE' 
tiebets may still /}e high 
OV¢'ffi!l in the market[lla£c, 
but within that segrrwm 
the ciem&ndisn't a;; strong. 

Joe Casbgliolle, Ukla.homa AD 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Clips eFlash <nick=collegeathleticsclips,com@maiIISwdeOI ,mcdlynet> 
Wednesday, August 27, 20148:28 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc,edu> 

Subject: A "Legal Titan of Sports La\x)r Disputes" sets sights 011 the NCAA Yikes, 

Wedr10sday moming greetings from the ClipseFlashStlip. Hop'" you ale well. 

l.et m" ofkr a quick recap of thi1; "umm"r's goings~on in college athldb,: Thi" Saturday is the 

official starl of th," coll<o'g'" football season .. The stud'"I1I··athlete ul1iol1 movell10l1t really 9.[9. hapf.li"11 

(it was not a dream) and it is b"ing reviewed .. 00Bannon happened. the NCAA lost .. Autonomy was 

a16~2 vote ... C:ollegm; "tart their classes this w"ek and rHnt.. 

So if that all is not enough-let's say you are the NY Times sport" "ditor-why not assign on" of 

your lop writers to gd up to dat," with altorr10Y Jeff f(essler (bill,"d as "A. Legal Titan of Sports Labor 

Disputes")? Even though Kessler has nothing different to say than he did t'NO months ago? And four 

months ago? Why not? 

Th" t'NO articles (b"low) about Jeff Kessler were posted on the r~ew York Times website this morning 

at 6:19am E'L fInd her" lhey are b,"ing s'"111 out in a breaking·slory style vb this Clips eFbsfL 

College Sports 

A Legal 'f'ihm of Sports Labor Disputes Sds His 
Sight8 on th.e N,C,A.A. 
E{ ::: :.~.: ..... :: :-:';',:: .... 

Sd'l:ri!jr Ke,,~h,r, a 1m)'<', who hd;:wd hring ire<:' "gHKY to lhe 
KEL ,mel the RIl.A., Sll)'li. hi§ lm.%uit win tah dnwa the "cil:rtd" 
th~H: ~:'Hn,tr~iii~ e\:~Ht~g&. ~pOft~ .. 

A quick review of Kessler's suit ... VVhile the OBannon decision was a certified eye~opener, some 

would say that Ke%le(" "uit v'/ould go much furth"r; it would effeclbmly allow "bidding wal'"'' among 

the colleges for top high school pf(;spects, That would be a gam,"·changN, or "game over'" mayb,". 

The other side says. "What:s the big deal here?" That horse already left the barn a long time ago." 

Some think thai il Kessler pmvails, then that would be the final nail in th," final coffin of the NCAAs 

"collegiate model" (aka: amat"urism). Others will yawn and say that the NCAA "collegiate model," 

iil/hich itJey deriSIvely refer to a,s "st!8tnatr:?urisrn, ,. tlus/ong been a ,stJatn and th~~t V:l0 stJould codfly it 

with the transparency of open bidding. 

Some people think that KesslN's lawsuit could (in ClipsSpeak) "allow football and basketball players 

to participate in a fair and just share of monies generated by their labor." Others wiil continue to 

recoil and shudder thf.d it vi/ould be doornsda,V to actual/V pay atl7letes, and th-'.d doirJg so would fefHi 

to fan abandonment because it would then just be the minor leagues. 

KesslN looks at the collective billions gel1Nated by F81~&jK and says them could easily be a billiol1 

or two apportioned to the labor that makes it all happen. Others point out that alrl10st ail schools 

8cfr.u:o'tV lose r!loner on sports arid that f<essler pa,vouts would like/v corne trot'n cutting N70USfJrIds of' 

non rr:~venue tet':?rn,s (,;?nd ~~ffecting hun(trr:?ds of thousan(i,s of'studr:mf.-c.?thletr:?s). 

So thNe you have it. both sides, tak," your pick 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

Access Clips website: h(~.m. 

'VO()IN(l 
STlillEl\1T 

F· A"'N' '8· '.L~ k 

(J1'<""[O ~TAmVMS) 

Quotes frem "ADs "tmggle'!() keep 
college fooibill ~ young perso.n's game" 
By Dan Wolken, USA Toda~,S~21-14 

SrudeMs, wh() turn into 
alwrmc, who tum inca 
&~iI:,l}tl tick~t bllyen; lmd 
donors. - s:r~ se~mingJy k::f.t~ 

llTIG less interested in 
>pending their Saturd.ays ill 
!botbaU ~ladilJm. 

Dan Wolkcm, USA Today 

And ~r I'm an athletic, 
director I1nw and I'm 
building ,I stildiutu or a 
basketball ;)J:"cna, I'd b~ very 
c~:r~ ful about the Si2<' of it 

Jntn Swofford, ACe Cnmmi.siOllcr 



J::ifr~;.~/ K::'';~~$h::r" thd<::::}::}~' b'~-,:·::,.'(:~ ,,,,,::!,::,~> hf;p'S[ b::.-~n§: {S;:;i~~:~§:':;;r8,",)' ~(~, th-f "t{F.L~ h~~;:; i~ (,{::':;:::: ~~ndint: 

~~~i~~~n~~::, ~h~'~ N.C./~J\. 

A legal Titan of Sports labor Disputes Sets His Sights 
on the N,C.AoAo 

Jeffrey Kessler Envisions Open Market for College Athletes 

8y 51",,'e Edr,?(, Nevil YOlk Times, 8·2/·14, 6. Warn ET 

First there was Kain Colter, a brawny ~~orthw,"stelf1 quarterback who wanted to form a union. 

ThenthE?r" was Ed O'Bannol1, a formE?r U.e.LA. bm,kE?tball "tar who did not like ,;edng othE?r" make 

morlE?Y by featuring him in a vid,"o gamE? 

They both dealt seriou" blows to th" foundations of the embattled N.C AA, which rests upon the 

idE?a of the athlet," as an unpaid amatE?ur. 

But UlE? ~~.C.A.i\.'s most formidable OppOnE?rlt of all may bE? the orlE? coming down the pike: a stout. 

60~year~0Id antitrust lawy"r from Brooklyn nam"d Jeffrey K"sslE?r. 

In March, KesslE?r filed a lawsuit against UlE? ~~ .G.A.A. and the major college athlE?tics coniE?mncE?s 

that he says 'Nill takE? down th" "cart"I" that controls coll"gE? sports, and do away altogethE?r with 

rules against paying coll"ge athlet;,s. 

C:ollege SPOlt" E?xperts seE? KesslE?r's case ,"; the biml"st thmat of all, and, with rdorm in th" air, 

they say he has reason to fE?E?1 confident. IfUlE? N.C.A.A has shown an inclination to tipto," toward 

significant change, KE?ssler's caSE? takes a bazooka to the entire model of college athl"tics. 

"What WE? arE? seeking to do is mmov" the shackles so that schools can decidE? th,"mselv"s what is 

the fair and appropriat" 'Nay to tak" cam of their players," KesslE?l" said. 

Kessl"r "nvisions an op"n roarkE?t that would allow collE?g"s to compE?te for th" sE?rvices of top 

athlet"s by OifNing "l1hanc"d ";;holar,,hips, b01t;,r medical care - or cm;h. Potentially, lot" of cash. 

"If you have a school like Texas that earns close to $200 million for their football or bask"tball 

The likdihooo of someone 
\\~ho ,d~dn't go ~Q gmnes as; an 
undergmd oo<:on1mg ~ fan at 
4{) is probahly one in a million. 

Back (hell, ym! wid II 
ticket, of}~!led th<: 
gates and they came. 

S"hools tbat tradition.ally 
thought they'd never ha:v~ 
tn have &i s1ties ao:n a~ part 
of !heir athletic d.epa.rtmetlt 
now have a SRle,\ arm, Tha! 
Idh you something. 



programs, you might d,"dde it is fail' to give some or lhatto the players who are generating lhe 

money," he said, (Texas athletics generated S165] million in 2012~13, the university says,) 

KesslN b,"lieves thatlhere would be plenty 01 money 10 go alound, and that it is only lair fol' a 

market to (kcide hov'/ athle!;,s ale compem;ated for their performance, 

In rZessler's future world, a top high school basketball prospect could potentially be recruited by 

colleges .iust "'; the CI"veland Cavaliers courted LeBron James. Them could be a"ents, and 

money, and maybe mmn a salary cap down the road, The prospect could choose where to ,,0 
based on the coach, the facilities, the scholarship - or who is offering the most money, 

"The players won't get one dollar more than the markets decide they are worth," rZessler said. 

Kesslel"'s case is now working its way through lh," COUit system, The judge has held preliminary 

hemin"s, and if the suit makes it past the le"al challen"es ahead, a trial could take place as soon 

as the bll of 2015 

Meanwhile, the N.CAA. has been under siege both in the courts and in the court of public opinion, 

and the organization has taken steps toward rdorm. The Ihm wealthiest conferences I'ec,"nlly 

"ained the power to do more for their athletes, and a federal judge ruled that the N.C,AA's ban on 

payments violated antitrust laws. 

For all of his revolutionary ambition, Kessler is hardly a wide~eyed activist. He was the lawyer who 

successfully new,tiat"d the fre" ag"ncy systems in the N.F.L and th" r~.B.A., model" nO'N at the 

com of prokssional sporb. ~~ow, he is looking to do the same atlhe university level. 

Kesslel' hied the suit in f,"deral courl in New Jersey on behalf of Marlin Jenkins, a IMmel' Clemson 

football player. 

Kessler calls il "the freedom cas,"," but everyone ,"Ise calls it the Kessler case. (It's worth noting lhat 

in the other high-profile r~.CAA. lawsuit, it 'Nas the plaintiff, OBannon, who took top billing, not the 

lawy"I'.) 

With hi" Brooklyn accent and his Upper East Side addwss, Kessl"r haldly looks like a sports 

heavyvvei"hl. He completed his undergraduate studi,"s and law d'"glee at Columbia University, an 

academic powerhouse that nevertheless occupies "a distant 'Norld from what my case is about." 

He is a sell .. descl'ibed hacking "oifer who as a child mlied on his enthusiasm 10 overachieve at 

street football and basketball in the small community of Sea gate , near Coney Island. 

He heads the antitrust and competition practice at Winston & Strawn, often traveling to Japan to 

I'epr"sent clients th"re. But he has long been drav'/n to the plight of athldes, a group he believ"s to 

have been historically disadvanlag,"d. I\s a leading lawyer in the sporls "enre. K,"ssler has "ained 

fame and made millions of dollars a year, 

The colle"e sports world is walching I(essler clos,"ly. Gerry Gumey, a former athldics executive at 

Oklahoma who oppose" the pl'ofessionalization of "ports, fear" that if Kessl"r wins, colleg" sports 

will only become further remov,"d from meaninglul educaliorL 

"You can a%uwdly mr.pect coll"ge "ports to change drastically," Gumey said. "It would certainly end 

all \mstiges 01 the amateurism model," 

He says that tho"" pu"hing an academic agenda in bi,Hime coll"ge "ports aw living in a 'V/orld that 

doesn't exist." 

'VVhat they'd like to do is turn back the clock and not halw the "chool" running their O'Nn cable 

television networks, not havin" th," schools earning all this money, not havin" th," head coaches 

making $8 million or more," Kessler said, "They want to go back to a world where there weren't two 

gigantic businesses being lun in football and basketball by lhose schools who run it," 

No on" i" taking Kessl"r lightly. The N.e.A.A. ha" retained Jeffwy Mishkin. a longtime courtroom 

adversary or I(essler's who has mpres,"nted N.aA. owners in every major cas," they have faced 

over the past 35 years. 

Right llOW the demand for 
tickets mily stm be high 
overall in the marketpk,re, 
but within Um! segment 
th~ delll~tld :i~ll't &s ,trong" 

Joo C&'lliglione, Oklahoma AD 



Mishkin this year called Kessler"s lawsuit "a sweeping attack on the continued importance and 

vitality of the pril1ciple of amateurism in colle"e athldics." 

"Courts have upheld that principle against antitrust attack for more than 30 years," said Mishkin, a 

partner with Skadd"l1, Arps, Slat", Meagher ,'I< Flom He d"clined to comment for thi" alticle because 

of the pending litigation, 

Th" potential courtroom bout between K"s,;ler and lIi1ishkin, lwo titan" in the legal sport,; world, sets 

lip a dramatic showdown that could set the path for the future of college sports, 

"I've thought it was like Ali, F:razi," I' watching them go at ,"ach other with oral ar"umenls," said F{on 

Klempner, who was recently the interim e)("cutive director of the N,BA, players association and has 

partnemd vvith Kessler for 25 yems 

Kessler's past cases not only led to the free agency syst"ms in th" r~,F,L, and the N,B,A, but they 

also end,"d the 201 'I lockouts in ,"ach sporL I'k has eamed lans among prominent athletes, He likes 

recounting a conversation with Patrick bving, who told him: "I could see how you are great in the 

COUlt, but I don't think you'd b" very gwat on th" court," 

Kessler has closely watched the N,CAA take on other adversaries, 

A federal court ruling in th," C)'aannon case on /\ug, 8 open,"d the door to players sharing in the 

r"venues from broadcasts and video gam"s, The case, which i" bEdng appealed, could make way 

lor unhmrsiti,"s to set up trust funds fOl' athletes to collect on their lik,"nesses in broadcasts and 

video games, 

Earlier, ~~orthw,"stNn football players won the right to form a union, That decision, which is being 

appealed to the full National Labor Relations Board, notably recognizes the players as employe"s, 

Meanwhile, the N,C,AA agreed to settle lawsuits over its handling of concussions, yet another sign 

that the N ,C AA is trying to answer it,; critics, 

"As time goes on, and as other decisions come down, they only make us f"el more confident about 

th" ultimate outcom"," K"s"I0I' said, 

Kessler feels as if he might be on to som"thing big - and on the right side of history, During a 

r'e<,,"nt dinner with Fmd ~krkon, a friend of 20 years, the discussionturIl,"d toward the N,C,A,A, and 

Kessler told Berkon, "One day, kids will say, 'You mean college players didn't get paid at some 

point?' " 

How Kesslerjs Lawsuit Couid Change College Sports 

By Str:nr$ Edr:?r, Air:n1/ York TfInes, 8·,27,·14 

The thought of colleges bidding, maybe even with cash, for the services of the best 

football al1d baskdball pro,;p"cts would make most unill"rsity pmskknt,; blu,;h, 

But that's what could happen if Jeffrey Kessler gets his way, 

KesslN, a 60,year,0Id lawyer from Brooklyn, had a big hand in bringing he," a"ency to the H,F,L, 

and the N,BA And now he is turning his focus to the N,CAA 

A lawsuit filed by Kessler and his associates from the Winston & Strawn law firm earlier this year 

argue,; that th" N, C AA and its partl1er" have "ngaged ill antitrust violation" by limiting how football 

and baskdball players are comp,"nsated, 

Th" cas" s"eks to mmove th" w"trictiom; on remuneration for thos" athlete", allowing for all OP"11 

market to take hold whNe universities Ciln dedde what they want to olfer recruits, 



The ~~<>J\j\ has hired top lawyers to cont,"st the suit, which is pending, with a trial coming as soon 

as the fall of 2015. 

In an intervi,"w, K,"ssler explained his case and how the future world of college sports might look if 

he is succ"ssful: 

O. It ,;e"ms as if the N.e.A.A. is facing challengm; around "very corn"r. V\lhy do"s your cm", stand 

out? 

A. ()ur case is diwct"d sp"cifically at the cem, restrictions that pmllent schools from d"dding for 

thems"lves how they want to (r"at th"ir players. \/IIhat we am s""king to do is remove th" shackl"s 

so that the schools can decid" themselves what is the filiI' and appropriate way to take caw to their 

players. 

If you hav" a school like T"xm; that earns dos" to $20() million for their football or basketball 

programs, you might d,"dde it is fair to give some or that to the players who are generating the 

mon"y once you are no longer stopped from doing so. 

A This is a case to give the schools fr"edom to d"cide hO'N to fairly treat their players, to giv" the 

players freedom to get som" vallw for what th"y contribut" to thes" schools. 

FN many of th"se players who willnev"r go onto the prm;, this is th"ir only chance to r"alize value 

for what they contribute. fInd I think ultimately it is going to be a liberating case for those who are 

fans of those sports as 'Nell- because what w,,'ve seen is whenever more competition has been 

adckd in the play"r markds, whether it has been in the N.F 1... or th" N. B.A. or Major l.eague 

Baseball, every single time the game has gotten better, fan intemst has increas,"d and compdition 

has prov"n to b" a good thing for ev"rybody. 

O. But thos" are profm;sionalleagues, and w" am talkin" about the N.e.A.A., v'Ihich is rooted in th" 

idea of amateurism. Won't your lawsuit msult in an even small,"r emphasis on ,"ducation and anger 

critics on the academic side? 

ll. What th'4d like to do is tum back the dock and not have the schools running their own cable 

tel"vision netv'!orks, not having th" schools earnin" all this mon"y, not having th" head coaches 

making $6 million or more. 

They want to go back to a world wh"m th"m w"mn"t two gigantic businesses being nm in football 

and basketball by thos," schools who run it. \/lie me dealing with the wal world. Th," real world is that 

none of that is IIk"ly to "ver chan"". Th" money is only getting bigger. 

O. In a recent dedsion in the O'Bannon case, the judg" ruled that schools should make 

scholal'ships cover th," full cost of attending, but aiso set up trust funds fol' athletes that are 

potentially limited to $5,000 a year. Is that a good enough result? 

ll. The markd should decide what's the result. If a school wants to olfer $5,000 a year to their 

plaYNs, they can do that. And if another school wants to offer a different number, they can do that. 

Someon" might say. 'I..et's put it in a trust fund.' Someon" Ed"" might "ay, 'I'm "oing to pay through 

increased h"alth benefits or insurance' Someone "Ise mi"ht say I'm going to give you enhanced 

scholal'''hips.' That'" what market" decide. 

A. The players won't "et one dollar mor" than the mark"ts decide they ar" worth. Schools will make 

dilferent decisions. Some schools will not want to do this at all. 

Th" Ivy i..eaglw doe"n't offer athldic scholarship" - that's not going to change. The idea here is. 

Id schools decide, let's not hmm a cartel d,"cide. That's what's illegal? 



O. Will athldics spending get out of Gontml? 

A. They have to hire intelligent people, who make good decisions, who spend within th,"ir means. 

If there are ,;chool,; spending more than they can afford in athl0!ic". they may al,;o b" spending 

more than they can afiord on th," history depmtment or some other aspee[ 01 th,"ir schooL 

O. You are talking about Division I men's bask0!ball and football. INill this be a problem under the 

Title IX? 

A Right now, the spending by the schools on men's basketball and football at every single 

im;titution dwalf" the spending at all of th" wom"l]'s sports cornbin"d. No one says that's a Title IX 

violation b,"cause Titl," IX doesn't speak to '"qual spending. 

There's be,"n a lot of use 01 Tille IX as a kind of bogeyman. that just like the N,CJ\)\. likes to say we 

can't tr"at th" athl0!es fairly in these two sports because of amateurism or we can't treat them fairly 

because of cornp0!itiv" balance, "0 w" can't treat th,m1 fairly because they are students. 

O. So, is the plan h"re to officially profes"ionalize college baskdball and football in the top division? 

A. I don't think it will be the same as profe%ional sports. Hew'" why: The I"Om;on why colleg" sports 

is unique is not because 01 this myth of amateurism. It is because players are playing lor their 

schools. People have an affinity for their schools or a rooting interest in those schools, and that is 

diff"r"nt 

There will always be that great attraction of college sports because people will root for Michigan or 

Notr" Darn" or Texas or whatever their "chcwl might be. That's going to stay. That'" r"ally v'Ihat 

distinguishes college SpOltS. I think. from the professional SpOltS. 

O. It feels like the N.C.A.A. is on a bit of a losing streak. if you consider a recent ruling in the 

O'8annon case, coupl"d with settlem"nts. Does that mean mom"ntum for your cm",? 

A. We have been confident from the beginning that our case is the right case, and that ultimately we 

hope and expect to pmvail. As tim," goes on, and as othN decisions corne down, they only make us 

feel more confident about the ultimate outcome. 

O. Does the NCAA have a role in this future system? 

ll. I'd like to se," the H.C.AA do mom for player salety. That's clearly a role they can play. 

O. VVhat about competitive balance? 

A. There is nothing approaching a balance today. All you have to do is look at who are the top-IS 

teams evelY year and who wins the bowl championship series and which conferences dominate. 

Alabama could have the best coaches and the best facilities and the best promotion and they go 

out by the way and ,,01 th" bm;t players. Does anyone think th" Unbmrsity of Delaware is competin" 

lor the same football players as Alabama"? It is not ev,"n a close qu,"stion. 





From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Clips eFlash <nick=collegeathleticsclips,com@maiI12,wdeOI ,mcdlynet> 
Tuesday, September 2, 20147: 19 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc,edu> 

Subject: NY Times front page: Vandy researchers link top coach pay to CEO pay 

Doar Vinco--

TuosdayMomingGmelings from tho Clips MolhorShip, Yes, Tuesday, not Monday. Hop'" you are well. 

I.m;l you think you am n.,>t well, 101 m" wmil1d you thallh" nic", mlaxing, fun, productive, reg"l1eralive 10l1g l.abor 

Day weokend we just had has now seguod into a quick t~. tidy 4--day wo rli.wo," k, Isn't it nice when lho stars align like 

this? 

Last night-when your Clips Editor was in a doop slo"p counting sheep-th"r" was postod (at 10:35pm ET. see tirrw 

"tamp below) the umple"nlh "xplanalionimcap!jt,,;lification of. ah, er. /Jm. [insert your own word here ... ''malket" 

driven", <. ·Joutrt':?gr:?OUs" . . "unbeffevable ." .. ·'tnasier·of·it!0· univ(:?rs(:?" ,< "unsustainable"' <. 7ustffied" .. ·Jconfiscc.?tot)/j 

salaries of th" top college football coachos. 

. .............. "." ........... "." ........ :~: 

:" .......... ,:.: .... : ~~:~~~)t:;*~ ~., ~m·~ '~(!: >$: '::$ ?:~ :i: 

·:x!::~::·:::::-:.:::: .»:~!::: :;:::::::::::~::~:~ r~}:.;:~::;:: ~,,:::~~::·h:~c :::"~~) :-~~":::.~;" l:.:-::' .i.i:::""{:.:~~~; 

::X::~.::~~::*"" (:::' ~.::::~. ". ~:.:::X· ":::"y::"~ :.:~ ~r:::;. ~.~": ~E;d~ ':;;.:::~":r"~E:':;.:, 

The article-by St"ve Edor of the r~ew York Timos (one of th"ir go~to writers)-is largely a spin"off of a study by two 

Vanderbilt profe%ol" "ntilled "Are Football Coaches Overpaid.? Evidence from Their Employment Contracts. "This 

study is 53 pages of thick and gritty wordago. dwrtage alld plumag'" (no pictures), and yoU! ClipsEditor dutifully 

slogg"d through it at Gam ET (ch"ck th" timo stamp of this limited distribution Clips eFlash) and it reads not much 

diffewnlly than hi,;lorical tmati"es al1d rants from centuries ago about cia"s and privilege al1d ltw elile al1d favors 

frorn the [your I.Nord herr:?; "phan~oh}} ,. "king"" "pope"., "gr:merafis,slrno" " "rn~~gi,strate" " "coloniai governor" etcJ 

H"ro's the reduction of th" two sides: 

Q.1U?D.\?,,"'i9.'c is the "yeah it's outrageous" but it's rrmkel-·d rive Il , leHhe"chips"lall·whero"they·rmy crowd, 

QD.Jll<,,,.,>ttJ.\?.L~.ig.\? is lh" 'il',; outl'8g"ou". if,; not fair, we gotta do son'dhing about it" crowd 

Hey, I just pass lhese along, especially when they mako the front page 01 th," N,"w York Times. Sorla: [see NY 

Times front page at bottom] 

1·lavo a good Tw"sday. Have a good short woek. 

r~ ick Infa I1t" 

ClipsEditor 

iPS in'.JestIQE.dcrs Beh:arnia,'l be;;.!<:ers. I()l/estrnerit jJi9()r?ers, !Viercedes dealers. vacat,on home rea!tcrs etc 

'By 'soria' { mean items that are in the little band of prim8i)/"but"secondlll'j/ articles listed at the bottom of the front 
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By Dan Wolken, USA Today, 8,,2: 
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and leg;; iIltere;;ted in 
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And if I'm ~n atbletic 
dir~ctor now and I'm 
building 3, ~t:ld~UlI1 or a 
basketball ffi\lna, I'd be vcr 
c:arefiili ab()ut 1he size of it 

J()hn Swofford, ACe Cmmni.&Si 
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By Sieve Erler. Nr,?w '{olk Times, 9·1·14 

In late 2012, Arkansas hired Bret Bielema as its football coach. paying him a salary of $3.2 million a year. plus 

bonu"es, making him on" of the be"t-compensated coach"s in hi" indu"try and hi" "tah>'s highest'paid employee 

During Bielema's first season, the Razorbacks won their first thre" games before losing th"ir last nin", prompting 

somE? fans to won<kr whdher Arkansm; had ov"rpaid him. One fan took to Fac"book to "arca"tically thank th" 

coach for th" three wins: 'Good job, Bielema, her,,'s $3 million dollars for that.' Another posted on Twitter that th" 

coach "hould share hi" paychE?ck with his players who "get paid nothing but bring $ to th" univer"ity." 

But, according to a n"w study by res"archers at Vanderbilt, coaches lik" Bi"l"ma who command what are widely 

"een as I"Obu"t salariE?" am worth th" monE?Y bE?cau"e of the value thE?Y bring to their univer"itie" The Vanderbilt 

study, which includE?d 947 contracts fl"Om 2005 to 2013, bE?f1(;hmarkE?d coaching saladE?s against thoSE? of chid 

ex"cutive officers at public companies - another group that is often accused of being paid too much. 

"Coach"s are running large programs that have tr"mendous value,' said Randall S. Thomas, a law and business 

profes;;or and on" of the authors of thE? study "They am creating great value, and they am being paid for cmating 

that valu,"." 

In UniVE?rsities' zest to compet". many routinely court coachm; a" if they WE?m r"cruiting a new chid executive: 

ofj'"ring millions of dollars, the power to hiI''' and fir" oth,"rs. and ""!en th" USE? of a private jet. A result is that big 

paydays ar" hardly unusual in colleg" football, in which head coaches, win or lose, hav" b""n among th" bigg"st 

financial bendiciarim; of the ballooning amount of ca"h flowing into th" indu"try. 

The increasing d"mands to win, coupled with billion-dollar t"levision d"als, have combin"d to caus" the averag" pay 

for coachm; at the top I"VE?i of Divi"ion I football to double "inc" 2005 to $1.5 million, the Vand"rbilt study found. 

UkE? chid ,necutives. numerous coach"s make mom than $3 million a YE?ar and E?njoy "p"cial perks. th" r"searcher" 

foun(L 

~Jick Saban, thE? coach at Alabama, r"ceives p"rsonal u"" of a private jet each y"ar, in addition to hi" pay. I..e" Miles 

at Louisiana State has a provision in his deal that will automatically makE? him the highest· paid coach in the 

Southeastern Conferenc", by $1,000, should he coach his squad to another national championship. 

"If one b"lieves that CEO. compensation is set by the market at an appropriate I"vel, and that employment 

contracts refl"ct this "quilibrium, then one should reach the sam" conciu"ion about football coach"s," wrot<, Thoma" 

and co"author, R. Lawrence \Jan Hom, an associate professor of economics and management. The professors 

shared '""ith The N"w York Times a draft of their report, which has not b""n published or peeHeview"d. 

To b," SUI"8, therE? arE? significant difl'E?mnces bE?twE?E?n a football coach and a chief ex,"cutive, some of them 

acknowlE?dg"d by the authNs. On" dbmrgen@ i" that coache" oftE?n hav" hi"h"r fixE?d salmi"s, while compem;ation 

for chid executives tends to b," heavily influenced by pNformancE? In addition, executive pay is also suppoSE?d to be 

closely monitor"d by experts on company boards. In some cases, th" boards ev"n have the power to tak" back pay 

that wm; promi,,,,d to "xecutiv"s in pr"viou" awards. And the chief "xE?cutiv"s are often paid a "ubstantial part of 

their cornpE?nsation in company stock ..... which can fall in valw" if the finn underpE?rforms ...... something that does not 

exist in college football, at least as it stands. 

The d"bate over the pay of football coaches at big public institutions is especially in focus at a time when the 

r~.C.A.A. is facing inw,asin" critici"m 

Some contend that th" sizable coaching salaries are enabled by what critics call th" exploitative nonpaym"nt of 

coll"9" football play"rs. Other" bE?iiev" th" coach"s' comp"m,ation packa9"s arE? "vkk?nc" that the univer"iti"s arE? 

The likelihood of someone 
who di-dri't go tt) games as ~n 
\illdergrad be;:crm~l1g ~ fan at 
4V is probably {me ill a mi.!!io 

Back then, yem sold iI 
tkket, opeBcd th~ 
gates ~nd they came. 

Jeremy Foiey, Flmida AD 

Srhools that traditiOlmHy 
thaughl they'd neve, have 
Hl have a :;;aJ.e~ arm as part 
Dr their athletic -depilrtment 
nDW have a saks arm .. T11a,\ 
t:e1h; YULl son1ething. 



overly invested in athletics and spending to ke,"p up in sportsc At the sam" time, there are concerns that academics 

and budget cuts at large public universities are being minimized. 

"'It has gotten out 01 whack," said David Ridpath, a former athletics administrator at Marshall who has been critical of 

the r~cC.AA. Runav'Iay salari"s, Ridpath ,;aid, have "caused and fueled greater problerm; in coll"ge athletics." 

As it stands, coll"ge football coaches at public universities often make more than not only the athletic dk"ctor but 

also th" univ"rsity pmsident- and probably th" governor, too - which critics like Ridpath SiW pose" a dang"r to 

their institutions. "I don't believe that a football coach, undN any circumstance, should be paid mom than their boss 

becaus" it skews the power structure and caus"s many of th" problems in academia that we hav" now." Ridpath 

said 

But others SiW that a wality of big~time college athldic" is that top~level coaches are sp"cialtalents with hu»e jobs, 

and the markd demands that they b," well compensatedc The .lobs are often short .. lived, and th," stress I,"vel is highc 

"Th"y are 'North every penny," said f',/Iartin ,J. Gwenber», a 1I!1ilv'Iauk""-b",,,,d "ports Iav'lYer who ha" mprm",nted 

coaches in contract negotiations for 25 years. 

Gmenberg said that coaches r10wadays sulfered from what he call,"d "role stmin," meaning they have a huge range 

of msponsibilities, including fund .. raisin», recruiting, academics, being public figures and meeting with alumnL "They 

aw ask"d to do just about ev"rything under the guise of being the football coach," Gmenberg a(kkd 

r~"iI Comrich, an agent who repr"sents Bielema, as 'Nell as some of the other highly paid coaches, including Bob 

Stoop" at Oklahoma and Kirk Femntz at Iowa, said th" coach"s 'New cmating immense vallw, v'Ihich is not difficult to 

quantify, and that the salaries wem markd .. driven. 

"'There are very lew people that are able to properly handle these jobs, particularly for a pNiod or time. whem it 

adds weat value to the university," Cornrich said. 

When aielerna was court,"d by hkilnsas, th," Job opening was s,"en as one of the most chall,"nging and intriguing. 

The incoming coach would be the third in three years and would inherit a t"am coming off a four-win season, but he 

would al"o b" at the helm of a progmm cornp"ting with the besttearns in the SEC That'Nas all factowd into the 

compensation package that Arkansas offered Bielema, who 'Nas I"aving a high-profil" job at Wisconsin, where he 

coached the Badgers to thwe straight Rose Bowl appearances. 

As Bielema begins his second season on the job, Arkansas fans will be keeping a close eye on him, looking to how 

th" university's investment i" paying off. 

To Bielema's supporters, progress is alr"ady being made. 

"tt's already been a good inv"strnent because he has stabilized the ship," Cornrich said. 

To access this artid," in its original setting (the ~~y Times website) click D.\!.!:\!. 

To access the most recent compilation of FB CEO, er, FB coach pay ("USA Today: FB coach compensation, Nov. 

2013") click !W.r.? 

Morgan. Ilurke, Purdue AD 

R.ig,ht BOW the dermmd for 
tickets m<ly still t>e high 
overal.l in the markctplace, 
hut wi.thin !hat segment 
the demliind i5l1't as strong, 

Joe Cru;tigl~olle, Oklahoma AD 
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Evidence from Th",ir Empioyrncm C()ntnlCt~ 

By Randall S. Tho:mas* and R. Lawrence Van Hom .... 

Draft of AllgW';t 25, 2014 

"'John S. Beasley 11 Professor ofLilw and Bu .• loess, Vanderbill Law Sdw()!, Vandemill 
University. 

H MSQ"ial!;;c Professor of E(xJn.omics and MlJ.nagement, Owen Graduate Schoul ofM.lJ.nagemeflt, 
V:mderbiIt Unlvc:rsi.ry. 

We would like to thank John Dotson fur hb !JI,lt.';tllllding fe,careh a,sistancc on this w"je,;LVle 
aiM) wish to thank the athletic director:';, ~earch 111m rer~entatives, agem~, coachc!;, and 
rCJXlrters thaI we interviewed for their assisJance. We have kt!pt their names ctmHdential at thdr 
request. 

Abstract: 

The (:mnmentatots and the media pay particular attention to the compensation of high 

prom~ lndivhlwds. \Vbcther Ihcs(l atccnrpomtIC CEO" ()t cn!legc fbolhallc()ochICs, many ailks 

qucMiol:l whether their !.evels of rermmerntion me appropriate. in contrast, corporate governance 

whutart,;hip ha. asseJ1ed that as hmg 11~ the ·c,)mpen~atil:)n i~ tied tn "hardwlder i.ntere"t~ .. it is the 

cmployment contract and incentives the.min which should be the source of scrutiny, not the 

ab!;olute kvd of pay it,dI'. We employ thfs bgic to study the compensation Cl)!ltnKh> of 

Divi,ioll I FES college football coaches during the period 2005-2U13. Our analysis t1l16s many 

commo!lalitie's belw(,en the stru;;:tm"(' aud incentives ofihe ~mpb)yn1em ';ontmc!:s ofCEOs ill1.d 

these football cOil.cilc$, The.e c<mtrads:' featuw$aw consistent with what ecollomic theory 

wou.1d predkL As s\lch ,ve lind XH) C'Vh.!(''1K'C thal the Mruclure o'l\x)llege fo"tball coach col1l.ract~ 

is miM1igl'1(~d., or tl1at they are overpaid. 
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Sent: 
To: 

Clips eFlash <nick=collegeathleticsclips,com@maiI4,wdcOl ,mcdlv,net" 
Saturday, September 6, 2014 7:31 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc,edu> 

Subject: NY Times' Joe Nocera talks pro/con ofFB coach salaries 

Dear Vince·· 

SaturdayMomingGf0dings from Clips. Hop'" you are well. 

A fm,y day" aw' thew wm; a ~Jew YNk Time;; front page ilItide about a Vand"rbilt study exploring football coach pay. 

Comparisons were made bdween football coach pay and corporate CEO pay in the 53· page study. Your ClipsEditor 

read all 53 pages and it wasiis my opinion that the \land)' f0searcher-Randall S. Thomas and R. Lawrence Van 

Hom-were propNly ev"n~handed neutral in th" plm;uit and pres"ntation of the facts 

On Tum;day I i5,;u"d a "limited distribution" (in this cm",. to D1 ADs only) Clip" "Fla"h about the NY Time" article 

and th," study. My intro 10 th," eFiash was as n,"utml as that of the Vandy scholars. because lhe Clips editorial policy 

is strict 50150 bi~partisanship. 

Well. Joe Hocera, a columnist on the Tirnes' Editorial page (09.t the sports page), is not so encumbered as is lhe 

ClipsEditor. Joe has "made his bones" frorn a writing style that is d"cidedly opinionated, but '"",ith his impressive 

businessleconomics background and there .. to·f10re logic it is hard to argue wilh some of his se,"mingly "extreme" 

points. 

Joe's column .... ·posted on the editorial page, not th," sporis page tJ will "xpiilin. "T, {(;, .. "xp/'lin /fi(,? (fi.stinction of that 

belowJ-was posted on the r~ew York Tim"s websit" last night at 9:35pm ET, so this is som"thing of a "breaking 

n"ws" Clip" eFlash 

College Sports 

C:rj·f.d C-ci;mw::il",t 

Tllt~ Priee of Clot,), 
.. :\":" \ ... ': .... :' ::.:'.~ 

Have a good Saturday. Have a good w"eKend. 

r~ ick Inb nt" 

Clips Editor 

(;,.,,/1;, iJtUmW;r5;'lili'1rMH1MHIlM! 
: .......................................................... J 

Access Clips website: here 

Twitter: @(g.H'!.9.?N:~Q!!ri? 

ourslzeci jtnpact atnO!ig the educ9tec/. ;,l,iGll-reaCi a!id lI;tiI...IGntja! peop{e, More ofte!i than ;;r:A, these educated v'jell-read 9nCi j;;fiuentuaj 

9thletk::s, erhtorta! pages (9nCi Gther nGn-S,Dorts ,09Qe sourc.es) take Gn elrtra 9ttentton 

·''''Fine prj;;t reaciers ,D!ease note. j ern tapping this m'vay j;; the pre-da:vr? hours 9t t!lG S!ee,D i/in II; State Co{{ege. Pa. thjs !oS m~/ ttrst (eg 
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Quo1e~ fmen "ADs ~tmmrle 10 h~< 
coneg~ iootha.l1 a young p~r5(Pn 's 
By Dan Wolken, USA Today, 8~2: 

.stUdelU5·~ who mrn into 
alumni, who tum illto 

seascm Hekel bUYf'J, and 
donors -,at)! s.ee:rrl~ngly les...-o; 
and leg;; iIltere;;ted in 
sp.~ndjng tu,ir Satlliday. ill 
football stadimtL 

And if I'm ~n atbletic 
dir~ctor now and I'm 
building 3, ~t:ld~UlI1 or a 
basketball ffi\lna, I'd be vcr 
c:arefiili ab()ut 1he size of it 

J()hn Swofford, ACe Cmmni.&Si 



The Price of Glory 

By Joe Nooera, New York Times, 9~5-14 

"Are [,··ootball Coaches Overpaid?" asks a new papN by lwo Vanderbilt Universily professors, Randall S. Thomas 01 

the law school. and R. Lawrence Van Horn of the school of management. Irs amazing the things academics can find 

worthy of study, i"n't it? 

My am,wer is: Of COlm", they are At a time v'Ihen stat" legislature" ar" cutting back thdr "upport for public 

universities, when most big athletic progmms los" money, when tuition has rli,ver be"n higlwr, tfwre is something 

terribly askew about the skyrocketing compensation of college football (and men's bask"tball) coaches. At the 

University of Alabama, Nick Saban mak"s a mported $6.9 million a year, more than most professional football 

coacfws. I\t Ohio State, Urban M"y"r makes M.6 million. At the University of Texas, Mack Brown mad" more lhan $5 

million before he resigned last December. Navy's football coach, Ken Niumatalolo, makes over $1.5 million. Navy. no 

()klahoma'" Bob Stoop" commands a "almy that is markE+driven. according to his agent.On Sidelin"", Re""mch"rs 

Se" C.E.O.sSEPT. 1,2014 

But as my coll"ague Steve Eder reported in The Times earlier this week, the Thomas and Van Horn paper comes to 

a very diff"mnt conclusion. According to th" pap"r, football coache" am not overpaid. V\lhy not? B"cau"e theiriobs 

...... and lheir "mployment contracts ...... are very similar 10 those of chief "xecutiv"s. 

"V\lhile univ"rsily pmsidents ar" nominally the C.E.O. of th" university," Hwy wrile, "lhere are many commentators, 

including som" pr"sidents. who b"lieve that the football coach mtains the rol" as the most pow"rful decision mak"r. 

Football coaches have many of the "ame job characteri"tb; a" C.E.O.s of public companiE,,, - they run large 

organizations wilh many employe"s that g"n"rat" hundmds of millions of dollars in rev"nu"s." 

The idea that football coach"", who nln prowam" mack up of maybe 200 p"ople and gen"rating at mo"t $100 

million (and thai's at the lop) are compillable 10 public university preskknts with budgets of 52 billion is Jusl silly. aul 

th"I'e i" "omdhing apt about comparing them to chid executives After all, in the land of the ov"rpaid, chid 

executiv"s are at the lop of the h"ap. 

The justification for outlandish "xecutbm compensation i" that chid ,necutives are bdng mwarded for performance. 

But it doesn't always work that way. In truth, far 100 many corporate chieftains take home millions of dollars "ach 

year whether their compani"s pelform well or not. It's a rigged game: Th" board that sds chi"f executhl" pay is often 

made up of othm C.E.O.s, who am de"ply sympathetic to th" man whos" pay they aw setting. P"rformance 

measures can b" changed to make the chief "xecutiv" look good. And so on. 

Thomas and Van Horn make the point lhat it is much easi"r to measure th" performance of a college football coach 

- he "ither wins games or he doesn't. The average tenum of a Division I football coach. they report. is just thre" 

year". so the coach ha" every in@ntive to maximiz" hi" "amings. That may ind"ed ,nplain why football coachm; 

seek biggN salaries, bul it doesn't explain why they ar" getting th"m. 

ContinI.!<, reading the main storyContinl.!<' reading the main storyContinl.!<' reading the main story 

There are really two reasons, one of which Thomas and Van Hom mention and the other of which they don't. Th" 

on" they m"ntion i" televi"ion money, v'Ihich ha" flood"d into college sports in mcent year". They point out that aft"r 

the l'-'ac··12 Conference negotiated an "xpanshm TV d"al in 2011 ······nearly quadrupling tel"vision rmmnue for some 

t"ams in th" conference, Washington Stat" was abl" to pay its new football coach 52.25 million, up from $600,000. 

"A windfall," one athldic director calls it 

What they don't mention is that other than faciliti"". travEd cm;t" and coachm;' "alaries. th"re aren't many oth"I' 

places to spend the money. The players don't get paid, bul th" money has to go somewher". So Hw coaches grab 

the lion's share. Economists call this rent-seeking behavior. 

In the rec"nt O'Banr1(;n d"dsion, th" Judge rul"d thai univ"rsili"s would have to up the value of th"ir athletic 

scholarships to cover the full cost of att"ndanc". In most cases, that means an increase of bet'Neen $'1.000 to 

$3,000 per scholmship 

~Jotlong ago, the News & Obs0l"lwr of Raldgh, ~J C>, int"rview"d Bubba Cunnin"ham, the athletic director at the 

Universily of Horth Cal"Olina, about his concems in tfw wake of the O'aannon decision. Cunningham estimated lhat 

adding on the full cost of attendance 'Nould cost his univ"rsity $1.8 million. At LI.N.C. the football coach, Larry 

The likelihood of someon~ 
'who di-drt't go te> game~ a, ~n 
\ll1®l'grad biXQm~J1g alan at 
4!J is probahly {me ill a millio 

Back theil, yml wId a 
tkket, opeged th~ 
gat~s ~nd ihey ca.me. 

S~hooh that traditioll.aHy 
thQught they'd ne\-'~t hove 
to have a 5!aJ.~~ arm as part 
of their a.tllietic dep,m:rnent 
n()w have a SIlks arm., Thai 
teH~ Y[}U son1ething. 



"'We don't have $1,i,3 million discretionary," he said, referring to the full cost of attendancec "That's going to create 

challeng'"s."' I·k suggesled thai certain minor sports mighl b," "al risL" Bul h," also said thai certain olher options 

"aren't realistic." 

"Slowing dov'Il1 facility expansion, or "alarim;," he replied. 

VVhich i" th" fil1al way (;.E nc compem;atkm w"embl"s the pay of college football coach"s' It nev,,!' goes dowrL 

'{'he Opinion Pages rWf.D COLUMNIST 

The Price of Glory 

Joe Nocern 

NOTE: Below is the Clips eFlash that was sent ()ut Tuesday. Sept. 2 

Dea r \!ince~ 

TuesdayMomingGmelings from lhe Clips MolherShip. Yes, Tuesday. not Mondayc Hop'" you are welL 

I.m;t you think you am n.,>t well, 101 me wmil1d you that the nice, mbxing, fun, productive, reg"l1erative 10l1g l.abor 

Day weekend we just had has now segued into a quick t~, tidy 4c·day wo rl<.we," k. Isn'l il nice when lhe slars align like 

this? 

Last night-when your Clips Editor was in a deep sleep counting sheep-there was posted (at 10:35pm ET, see time 

"tamp below) the umpteenth "xplanationirecap!jt,,;tification of, ail, er, /Jm, [insert YOIJr own word herecc.'malkel~ 

driven", <. ·Joutrt':?gr:?OUs" . . "unbeffevable ." .. ·'tnasier·of·it!0· univ(:?rs(:?" ,< "unsustainable"' <. 7ustffied" .. ·Jconfiscc.?tot)/j 

salaries of the top college football coachesc 

':X!::~::':::::-:,:::: .»:~!:::. ,:.~ :;:::::::::::~:!~:~ r~}:';:~::;l; ~,,!::~~::·h:~c :!:.~~) :-~~.:::.~;. l:.:-:;- .i.i:::'.{:':~~~; 

::x::~.::~~::*" (:::' ~.::::~. '. ~:.:::X· ·:::·Y::.~ :.:~ ~r:::;. ~.~.: ~E;d~ ·:;;.:::~,;::r"~E:'"::.:. 

The article-by Steve Eder of the r~ew York Times (one of their go~to writers)-is largely a spin~off of a study by two 

Vanderbilt profe%Of" entitled "Are Football Coaches Overpaid,? Evidence from Their Employment Contracts. "This 

study is 53 pages of lhick and gritty wOldage, dwrlage and plunmg'" (no pictures), and yoU! ClipsEditor dutifully 

slogged through it at Gam ET (check the time stamp of this limited distribution Clips eFlash) and it reads not much 

diffewntly than hi"torical treati"es al1d rants from centuries ago about cia"s and privilege al1d the elite al1d favors 

frorn the [your I.Nord herr:?; "phan~oh}} ,. "king",. "pope"., "gr:merafis,slrno" ,. "rn~~gi,strate" ,. "coloniai governor" etcJ 

Here's the reduction of the two sides: 

FUg,ht BOW the dermmd for 
tickets m<ly still be high 
overaH in the markctplace, 
hut within Ihat segment 
the demliind i5l1't as strong. 

Joe Cru;tigl~one, Oklahoma AD 



Q.rU?JJ_\! __ "'i9_'c is the "yeah irs outrageous" but it's malket-driven, leHhe--chips-·lall-where--theY-lYIay crowd, 

Hey, I just pass lhese along, especially when they make the front page 01 th," N,"w York Times. Soria: [see NY 

Times front page at bottom] 

I-lave a good Tw"sday_ Have a good sholt week_ 

r~ ick Inb I1t" 

ClipsEditol 

manaQ9F S!.J,DGfVjSOt, cOBch, pcocah etc .. jn your fjtle 

*By 'soifa' I mean items that are in the little banri of primary-illJt-secol1dary articles listed at the bottom ofthe fmnt 

page. 

On Sidelines, Researchers See C£.OJ; 

By Steve Erler, ,f-r.,le'v1l York Tirnes. 9-1-14 

Access Clips website: tl.9..r.£ 

Twitter: (wCollegeAthCiips 

In late ZOiZ, Arkansas hired Bre! Bielema as its football coach, paying him a salary of $3.2 million a year, plus 

bOl1use,,_ making him one of th" best-compem;at"d coachm; in his industly and his stat"',, high""t-paid "mploye,,_ 

During Bielema's fir"t s"a"on, the Razorbacks 'Non thEdr first thme games before lo"il1g their last ninE', promptin" 

some fans to wonder whether i\rkansas had overpaid him_ One fan look to Facebook to sarcastically lhank Hw 

coach for th" three 'Nins: "Good job, Bielema, her"'s $3 million dollars for that." Another posted on Twitter that th" 

coach should share his paycheck with hi" player" who "gd paid nothin" but brin" $ to th" univ"rsity_" 

But. accordin" to a new study by researchers at Vanderbilt, coaches like Bielema 'Nho command 'Nhat are widely 

seen as robust salaries are worth the money because or the value they bring to lheir univ,"rsities_ The Vanderbilt 

study, 'Nhich included 9<17 contracts from 2005 to 2013. bench marked coachin" salaries against those of chief 

executive ofiic<,I'" at public compal1ies - anoth"r "roup that is often accused of beil1g paid too much. 

"Coaches are running lar"e programs that have tremendous value." said Randall S, Thomas, a law and business 

profe"sor and one of the author" of the "tudy_ '-They aw creating great value, al1d they aw being paid fO!' creating 

lhal value," 

He added that coach,"s compaw "quite dimctly to public company C.E_Cl,s_" 

In univ(m;itie,,' ze"t to compd", many routinely court coach"s as if they were recruiting a l1ew chid executive: 

olkring millions 01 dollars, Hw pow"r to him and lim others, and ev"n th," use of a private .let. A, result is that big 

paydays are hardly unusual in colle"e football, in which head coaches, win or lose, have been among the biggest 

financial b"neficiari"s of th" ballooning amount of cash flo\l'ling into the industry. 

The increa"ing (kmand" to \I'Iil1_ coupl"d with billion-dollar televi"ion (kal", have cornbin"d to cause the aV"I'a"e pay 

lor coach,"s allhe top I"vel of Division I lootballto double sinc" 2005 to $'1.5 million, th," Vanderbilt study found, 



found. 

r~ick Saban. the coach at Alabama. rec<>ive" per"onal use of a private jet "ach y"ar. in addition to his pay. [,,,s Mile" 

at Louisiana State has a provision in his deal thal will automatically make him the higlwsl .. paid coach in the 

Southeast0m Conferenc". by $1.000, should he coach his squad to anoth"r national championship. 

"If one b"lI"ves that C.E.O. comp"nsation is set by th" market at an appropriat" l"v"l, and that "mployment 

contract" mflecl thi" equilibrium. th"n on" "hould r"ach the "am" condusion about football coachm;," wrote Thomas 

and co· author , FL Lawrence Van Horn, an associal" professor of economics and manag,"menL Trw professors 

shared with The N"w York Times a draft of their report, which has not b""n published or peer .. revi"w"d. 

To be sure, thN" ar" significant differences b"tw""n a football coach and a chief e)(ecutive, some of them 

acknovvledged by th" author". ()ne diverg"nce is that coach"s often halw higher fi)(ed "alaries, vvhil" comp"nsation 

for chief ex,"cutives t,"nds lo be heavily inilw"nc"d by performance. In addition, ex,"cutive pay is also supposed to be 

closely monitor"d by e)(perts on company boards. In some cases, th" boards ev"n have the pow"r to tak" back pay 

that was promised to e)("cutillm; in previous award". And the chief ,,)(ecutillm; am often paid a substantial part of 

lh,"ir compensation in company stock ...... which can fall in value if Hw firm und"rperfomrs ..... sonwthing that do,"s not 

e)(ist in college football. at least as it stands. 

The d"bat" over the pay of football coaches at big public institutions is especially in focus at a time when the 

~J.c.A A i" facing increa"ing criticism. 

Some contend that th" sizable coaching salaries are enabled by what critics call th" e)(ploitative nonpaym"nt of 

colle"" football player". ()thers beli"ve th" coaches' comp"nsation packaw,,, are "videnc" that the universiti"" are 

overly invested in alhl"tics and spending to keep up in sporb. I\t Hw same time, th,"re are conCNns thal acad'"mics 

and budget cuts at larg" public univNsities are being minimized 

"It has "otien out of whack," said David Ridpath. a form"r athletics administrator at Marshall who has been critical of 

th" ~J,(;.A.A. Runaway "alaries, Ridpath said, have "cau"ed and fueled gmatN pmblems in coll"ge athldic"." 

As it stands, coll"ge football coaches at public universities often make more than not only the athletic dir"ctor but 

al"o the uniller"ity president - and probably th" govel"l1or, too - which critic" like Ridpath say po"es a danger to 

th"ir institutions. "I don't b"lieve that a football coach, under any circumstance. should b" paid more than th"ir boss 

becaus" it skew" the power structum and caus"" many of th" problem" in academia that we haVE, now>" Ridpath 

said. 

But oth0l"s say that a reality of bi,Him" college athletics is that top~level coach"s me spE,dal talent" with huge jobs. 

and the market demands that they be well comp,"nsated. The jobs me often short·liv"d. and the stress Imml is high. 

"They are worth ev"ry p,"nny." said Marlin Jc Greenb"rg, a Milwauke" .. based sporls lawyer who has repmsented 

coach"s in contract negotiations for 25 y"ars. 

Gr""nbNg said that coach,"s nowadays suffered hom what he called "rol" stmin:' meaning lhey have a huge rang'" 

of responsibilities. including fund .. raising. mcruiting, academics. b"in" public fi"ures and meetin" with alumni. "Th"y 

are ask"d to do just about "lIerything un(kr the gui"e of b<>ing the football coach:' Gre"nbNg added. 

~JEdi Cornrich, an agent who repw"ents Bielema. a" well as some of th" other highly paid coache,,> including Bob 

Stoops at Oklahoma and Kirk Ferentz at Iowa. said the coaches were cr"ating immens," value. which is not difficult to 

quantify, and that the salaries were market~driv"n. 

"ThNe are very few people that am abl" to propNly handle Hwse jobs, particularly for a period of tinw. where it 

adds gmat value to th" univ"rsity," Cornrich said. 

VVh"n Bielerna was courted by Arkansas. the job op"nin" was seen as one of th" most challenging and intriguin". 

The incomin" coach vvould b" the third in three y"ms and would inherit a t"am coming off a fOUl· .. win season, but he 

would also b" at the h,"lm of a i)l"o"mm comp"ting wilh th," best t,"ams in the SEC. That was all factored into lhe 

compensation package that Arkansas offered Bielel11a. who was I"aving a hi"h~profil" job at Wisconsin, whem he 

coach"d the Badg0l"s to three straight Rm", Bowl appearance" 

As Bielema begins his second season on the job, Arkansas fans will be ke"pin" a close "ye on him. lookin" to how 

the univ"rsily"s investment is paying ofL 

"tt's almady been a "ood inv"stm"nt because he has stabiliz"d the ship," Corn rich said. 



To access this article in its original setting (the NY Times website) click here 

To access the most recent compilation of FB CEO. ere FB coach pay ("USA Today: FB coach compensation, Nov. 

2013") dick hq:(~. 
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Evidence from Th",ir Empioyrncm C()ntnlCt~ 

By Randall S. Tho:mas* and R. Lawrence Van Hom .... 

Draft of AllgW';t 25, 2014 

"'John S. Beasley 11 Professor ofLilw and Bu .• loess, Vanderbill Law Sdw()!, Vandemill 
University. 

H MSQ"ial!;;c Professor of E(xJn.omics and MlJ.nagement, Owen Graduate Schoul ofM.lJ.nagemeflt, 
V:mderbiIt Unlvc:rsi.ry. 

We would like to thank John Dotson fur hb !JI,lt.';tllllding fe,careh a,sistancc on this w"je,;LVle 
aiM) wish to thank the athletic director:';, ~earch 111m rer~entatives, agem~, coachc!;, and 
rCJXlrters thaI we interviewed for their assisJance. We have kt!pt their names ctmHdential at thdr 
request. 

Abstract: 

The (:mnmentatots and the media pay particular attention to the compensation of high 

prom~ lndivhlwds. \Vbcther Ihcs(l atccnrpomtIC CEO" ()t cn!legc fbolhallc()ochICs, many ailks 

qucMiol:l whether their !.evels of rermmerntion me appropriate. in contrast, corporate governance 

whutart,;hip ha. asseJ1ed that as hmg 11~ the ·c,)mpen~atil:)n i~ tied tn "hardwlder i.ntere"t~ .. it is the 

cmployment contract and incentives the.min which should be the source of scrutiny, not the 

ab!;olute kvd of pay it,dI'. We employ thfs bgic to study the compensation Cl)!ltnKh> of 

Divi,ioll I FES college football coaches during the period 2005-2U13. Our analysis t1l16s many 

commo!lalitie's belw(,en the stru;;:tm"(' aud incentives ofihe ~mpb)yn1em ';ontmc!:s ofCEOs ill1.d 

these football cOil.cilc$, The.e c<mtrads:' featuw$aw consistent with what ecollomic theory 

wou.1d predkL As s\lch ,ve lind XH) C'Vh.!(''1K'C thal the Mruclure o'l\x)llege fo"tball coach col1l.ract~ 

is miM1igl'1(~d., or tl1at they are overpaid. 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Clips eFlash <nick=collegeathleticsclips,com@mail60.atI51 ,rsgsv,llet> 
Thursday, September 11, 2014 8:55 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@ullc,edu> 

Subject: Commentary: Oust NCAA, Replace with Congressional Oversight? 

Dear Villce-

Thur8daytvlorningGreetings from Clips. Hope YOli are well. 

Posled up lop and prominenl on Ihe fwnt page of 
,;omme1ltary provocativel lltled "'Don'tReform NCi\./\ . 

Inside Higber Ed \\lebsitei~ a 
[t ' 

Empty Seats Now, 
f:-Plo('\,£~.f ntY~n:f'ir;.:;: ~ ~t~r) 

This comJJl,';ntmy ······whidJ is as hard-hitting :18 its title·······V\ as :1llthoJ\xl by IJonna 
Lopiano alld (jerald ease for bmlillg out of I.he emhal.lIed 
NCAA and ceding 

1 di) not kllow Iv'[r. CrUnK'Y ( hcwe heard abou.t him). 1 di) know Donna 
Lopi:mo. and r have alV\ ay 8 bee1l in:q'I"<;ss,;d her unswervlllg [(.'r til,; 
welfare of everYi)ne involved in eollege atbletic5. And DOllna bas a \"tTl' compelling 
"yay of \V11:1t ~he says. 

FiJI ahout c1 nwntb ago I attended tbe Big 12 "State i)f College Athletics" 
Forum in New York (click to accp,\S tllP Clips EI'cH'iln<!ss R<!portl. 
Donna was s,';:l!ed n,;xt to the ,;,juaJ Iy arllcl.llate Big P. Cormni8si,mer Elob 
This was :1 p:mel of :lbout len people hUl Donna and Bob were·······r thonght······the st,lrs 
orthe Forum, and "oincidentally seakd n,';'It to each other rIgbt III the middle "f llx; 
group. Several tlllle5 the two of tbem locked horns, i!r, engc1geJ. 11l spirited cilseu.s5ion, 
IOn. agreed 10 about tbe college athletics is~ues of Ihe (by. It W:1S high lhe,!ler. 
:md the "fth,'; 

Here'~ a sampling of Ihe pulI··no·-puncbes pro~e of lhe Inside Higber Ed commentary 
below: 

PI"<:sidenfs' lockst<!p support o/lhe/iH·tun<!s o!:f";otha!! and m"n ~~ baskdbaU is 
serving and COlillterimuilive ill n:iatlON to their IIIsfiflitlONS' best mterest alld 
cdltcoliona! Inlsyion. 



The /,/CAA membership has established a pllitocracl' ill winch a oj the 
wealthiest mslifUliollS controls 0 constant escoiatiOiI spel/ding alld 
eXlravagOJu-,'e. 

The higllest few:l ill /i:iOtbol! and Its $ ././1) Imllioll jimr·feam lIatiolial 
championship playoflmedia )'eVemlf',\ are NO! o,med the NeL·J. and its 
are lining the cOinrnjssioncrs. athletics directors and 
coaclies instead of! NCAA atMaes, 

Of course. i I is fashionable 10 be critic" I of the NC/\A. And ifs 
guess whether tbe new /\utonomy gowI11ancewjJi improve tbe greater good for all 
pc1r!lCS ill\fGlved. 

IJut the Idea of calLIng In the F'eds? This idea sholl.ld definitely get sO.me attention. 

Ihwe c1 good Thursday. 

Nick lnhnlt 
ClIpS Editor 

Don't Reform NCAA - Replace It 

By Donna Lopiano and Gr:~rald Gurney, inside }-figher Ed, 9·, '/'{·14 

Access Clips website: here 

Twitter: @QQ.H(~.aQ.6th.Qjj.m,. 

Three weeks after a trial over the NCA,I,'s use of college athletes' likenesses ended this summer, 

U.S. Senator Jay Rockefeller',; Commerc" Committee began hearings on the v'/elfare of athlde,; and 

induded t,"stinwny hom ~~Cj\A Presid,"nt Mark EmnwrL hnid the senators' skepticism and lhe 

professed need for congressional oversight. Emmert once again promised more change to come 

and rd"rred to th" h"arings as a "useful cattle prod ," 

The e)(pressions of frustration, resignation and cynicism became 50 evident that one senator 

referred to Emmert as a mere minion for- college presid,"nb. It is dear lhatlhe NCAA is e)(periencing 

an era of discontent and public distrust. Emmert's promise of corrective change amounted to no 

mom than a power- gmb by the ,;o~called Big 5 conferences. givin" increased autonomy to the 

wealthiest schools to further ma)(imize mv,"nue. 

Th" NCAA has once again demonstmted that it i,; incapable of self~refonnation and in need of a 

complete overhaul from Congress. It is lime to mpeat history. 

From 1888 to HllS, th," Amateur Athletic Union (I\i\U) conlrolled open amateur sporl in the United 

States. It represented the United States in international sports governing bodies and selected U.8. 

((,ams for world championship" and the Olympic Games. The AAU cfeat"d eligibility ful"" and 

ddined "amat,"urism," strictly controlling whal athletes could mceive in prize money, sponsor-ship or 

other forms of support. Athletes possessed little or no power to question A,I,U rules or sanctions 

levi"d agaim;t thE'i11 for violating "uch rulm;. Athlete" mbell"d in opw,,;ition to antiquat"d rulm; of 

amateurism. 

Sound lamiliar-? 



In his book, The End of Amat"mism in Am"rican Track and Field. ,Io"eph Turrini pl"Ovides lh" 

following d,"scriplion of the stat" of affairs in op"n amateur sport and Hw dissatisfaction with P'A.U 

gov"rnanc" in the mid~1870s. prior to th" Unit"d Stat"s Congr"ss's intervention. It could very well 

be used to describe the current state 01 affairs belween athletes and increasingly wealthy HCAl\ 

football bowl subdivision institutions. 

& \It/hen the 1970's crested. "Ihlete opposition emerged as a much more potent force as the 

Qthk:~tes tool{ adv~~ntage of nett' resourc~~s in thr:?ir effort,s to forc(:? ttIe;r t':?gr:mda __ 

~ The poor treatment of the athletes by Ihe go Imming bodies andlhe unresolved institutions 

conflict between the AAU and Ihe NCAA pushed a reluctant federal governmenllo abandon 

its support of uml,lteml and ind('pemient AAU control. In the 19?Os the federalgovemmenl 

shifted from cooperative mediation to legislation and legally rmmdated institutional changes to 

address the cOl)flicts in track "nd field and to prolecl athletes. 

In 1975, the President's Commission on Olympic Sports was formed, and this effort resulted in the 

1878 Ted Stelwn" Olympic and Amateur Sport" Act that m;lablished a fed"l"illly charl"red nonprofit 

organization, the United States Olympic Committee, to replace the AAU. 

Ttw NCAA membNship has establistwd a plutoclacy in which a minority 01 th," w,"althi"st institutions 

controls a constant escalation of wasteful spending and e)(travagance. In 1997. the membership 

ce(kd control of the NCAA to the Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS), a121 ~member "ubset of a 

I ,061·active .. member assodation. caving in to the threat that FBS institutions might I"'l'<!e. This 

strategy was repeated in 2014, by the 65 most wealthy institutions kno'Nn as the Big 5 Conferences 

(i\'lIantic Coast Conferenc", the Southeastem Conference. the Big 12 Conkrence, the Big 10 

Conference and Pac~12 Conference), who so far have been successful in demanding more 

autonomy and contl"Ol. 

The 121 bowl subdivision institutions have used their power to block the NCAA from establishing a 

national football champion"hip at lhEdr lellEd, and im;tead, have establi"hed the ColI"g" Football 

Playolf that is wholly owned by the F·BS conferences. 

Unlik," the NCAi\. Final Four basketball championship. which provides funds to berwfit all NCi\.A 

athletes. the highest level championship in football and its $440 million four~team national 

champiom;hip playoff m"dia mvenues aw not owned by lh" ~JCAA, and its procee(b are lining lh" 

pockds 01 conference commissionms. athldics dimctors and c"l"brity coaches instead of ber10filing 

all NCAA athletes. 

More disconcerting is the abject failure of the NCAA to retain a ne)(us with the educational missions 

of the,;e Divi"ion I program" and a clear line of demarcation bdween collegiate ,;POlt" and 

prof,"ssional employment, as demonstlated in th," federal court's ruling in the lawsuitmenlioned 

above. 

Specifically. university presidents at our country's most prestigious acadmnic institutions deliberately 

waive admissions requirements for elite but often woefully academically deficient athletes and clear 

them for participation without insisting that they first achi,"v" minimal reading and writing skills 

necessary for academic success. 

NCi\.A President Emmert's oflen .. touted promise 01 a world·class educalion as payment for th,"ir 

services morphs into an educational travesty. Presidents' lockstep support of the fOltunes of football 

and m"n'" basketball i" "elf .. "mving and counlmintuitive in mlation to their institution,,' best interest 

and educational mission. 

Football and baskdball programs are routinely requiring 40 to 50 hours of sporH"lated activity 

during the regular season, making it almost impossible for serious academic achievement and 

curricular ")(ploration. Athldic d"p;ontments are running opaqlw academic "upport programs in 

which staff have dil"d conflids of intemst from managing athletes' eligibility by seeking ",!sy 

classes and friendly professors to ensure their continued participation on the field or COUlt to control 

of I"giom; of tutors who bring inlo que,;tionlh" authol',;hip of athlet",,' cbs"work. 

Even our finest public and private im;titution". like lh" Unbmrsities of ~Jorlh C:arolina and ~Jotl'" 

Dam". have been rocked by academic fraud scandals and flagrant institutional mismanagemmlt of 

academic oversight. First .. year competition of admitted athletes should be tied to those whose 



academic profiles are within one standard mmmge of th," student body of th," institution rath,"r the 

woefully inadequate current NCAA qualification standards. 

Practice should also be limited to r10 more than '10 hours per V'mek lor those students needing 

wmediation. A standard fOl" participation m"asur"d against th" student body of th" im;titution sets 

academic primacy OVN athletics and affords the opportunity for mmediation of colleg'" readiness 

bdor" imposing comp"tition on th" athlet". R"cruiting highly marginal athletes would b"come a 

lower priority for coach"s if th" Edit" athl"te would be w"tricted fl"Om comp"tition and limited from 

practice. 

Athlet" health prot"ction should b" a critical focus and it iSlft With concus,;ion~mlat<,d lawsuits 

gro'''-'ing. Congress is beginning to r"alize the NCAA has lost its way and our children are being 

placed at contimwd risk of mi"tr"atment. The NFL limits contact practb,s in football to twice per 

week whil," r10 similar restridions exist for college sporl. ColI'"ge football players at all division levels 

are at similar risk of brain injury. 

Even the USOC has a code of condud governing the behavior of coaches, while NCAA coaches are 

oifer"d no such guidance with regard to prohibiting th" physical, verbal and mental abuse of 

athletes. How long will Congress wait lor more young people to be harmed? 

Given th" cum,nt state of r~(:AA and in"titutional mismanagEm1ent of highly competitive football and 

baskdball programs, th," U.S. Congmss should immediately ad to establish a federally chartered 

organization to replace a dysfunctional NCAA to protect college athletes in the same way that it did 

to proted open amateur sports athl"te" in 1978. 

Failur" to becom" a m"mber of th" new organization could render th" im;titution ir1"ligible to r"ceive 

f,"deral funds under the Higher Education Act or 1965. Congress should mandate that the new 

organization have the e)(dusiv" right to establish national championships for its members in all 

sports, induding FBS football, and to use th"se pro@"ds to advance th" health. wEdfare and 

academic success of coll'"ge athletes rather than provide multimillion .. dollar salari,"s to coaches or 

fu,,1 the arms race of lavish "xciusiv" and unnec"ssary athletics facilities. 

Specific mandates could addr"ss athld" h"alth and medical protection and tenur"d faculty 

ov"rsightto prev"nt acad"mic exploitation. By strictly lin'Ming practb, and playing s"ason 

participation, athletes could rdurn to being students rather than putting in 50 .. hour weeks as 

"mploye"s. 

Further, Congress should ,")(empt this new OI'ganization from the antitrust laws 50 rules capping 

sport operating exp"ns"s, limiting "xpenditures on coaches' salaries and wages. prohibiting building 

athlde .. only facilities and other rules that combat commercial excesses in coll'"ge sports do not 

result in lawsuits r"t:luiring millions of dollars in legal fees or judgments. 

Such an antitrust exemption needs to be striclly limited and condition,"d on athlete protection and 

reform r"t:luirements including improved dlw process processes for athletes and coaches accused 

of lIiolating athletic association rulE,,,, whi"tle-bk,w"r protection for faculty, "tudent", and othE>rs too 

afmid to report rul,"s violations, and national championship revenues earmarked to provide 

incmasE>d scholar"hip bE>nefit" and athl"tic injury im;ul"8l1ce fN all college athlE>le" 

.Just as the Congress replaced a dysfunctional AAU in 1978, it should act now to repair a failed 

collE>>)e "PNt" model who"" leadership ha" wpeatE>dly (3E>mom;trated incapadty to "ecum 

,"ducatiorwl primacy 01' wellam for the athldes it serves. Rather than using a catlle prod to stir 

NCAA reform, perhaps Congress should put them out of their misery and stOlt afr"sh, 

Donna Lopiano is president and founder of Sports Management i'?esoufces, a consulting firm, and 

forn1er president of the VVornen's Sports Foundation. Gera/d Gurney h:: i'Jssisfant professor of 

educationc.?f leaderstnp ~~nd polfcy ,stuaie,s ~~nd lorrri(:?r hr:?ad of aca(ternic support for ~~thjetr:?s at the 

Unhiersity of Oklahoma. 





From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

CollegeUpdafeShip <hick=coliegeathJeticsclips,com@maiJitwdcOl,mcdJv,net> 
Thursday, September 11, 20148:55 PM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc,edu> 
Clips Mid-Week Update 9- 11-14 

Dear \!ince~ 

Greetings from Clips, Hope you are welL 

Here we are vvith another Clip;; MkPJlle<>i, Update. Induded aw a ClipsRoadTrip (The 

ClipsEditor made his waylmm the MotherShip to Perm State to Washington DC and then 

back to the MotherShip); a Clips Eyewitness Report from brand spanking new Clips intern 

Emily SOl1ni. a Penn State junior; the 1.)r',/ID~LJl1der Armour Gontmctmnewal ddails; a 

thought-provoking Clips Guest Commentary suggesting the elimination of the NCAA; an 

Eyevvitness RqlNt of the Knight Commission m""ting; de.; dc. 

Have a good Thursday night. Have a good Friday rooming, 

Nick Infant" 

Clips Editor 

News 

Access Clips website: b~I~. 

Twitter: ra'Coile9"AthClips 

~ Don't F~eform NCAA - I=<eplace It Clips Guest 
Commentary Here's as strong a case as can be made for actually bailing out 
of NCAA and ceding oversight of college sports to Congress ".' " ... 

~ A F~ally in the Valley Clips Eyewitness Report Everyone knew it wouldn't 
be a quiet night. Here is an eyewitness account of the rally that swept State College late 
Tuesday night. ,., 

~ UMD signs 1 O .. yem deal vvith Under Armour The deal totals 
$32.9 million in cash and product. •.•. 

IIJ*,.,o:or", ClipsRoadTrip: MotherShip to Penn State to 
Washington and back ClipsRoadTrip This trip featured it all big-time 

football, schmoozing with the movers and shakers of college athletics, generic 
value-priced hotels, an imposter 4-star hotel, a ClipsBike mishap, a biker bar, and more 

!it'l.'\,OllM!!® Empty Seats [\low, Fewer Donors Later? The allure of 
inexpensive TVs, Wi-Fi access and unrestricted alcohol has led students to leap out of 
their stadium seats and never look back .. 

~ Q&A How /-\didas \'Vill Play Catch .. Up in America Adidas has 
fallen behind not just longtime rival Nike Inc. in the U.S. but behind relative newcomer 
Under Armour Inc. 

~ Maryland extends vvith Under Armour, debuts "Star 
Spangled" uniforms UMD has extended its relationship with Under Armour for an 
additional 10 years through 2023-2024. UA founder Kevin Plank is a UMD graduate, so it's 
no big surprise for Maryland has re-signed. :'" 

~ At Meeting of Knight Commission, Old Ideas Are New 
/-\gain Here's an expert recap of the Wednesday meeting in Washington, DC 

_ Forde·Ymd Dash: Penn State's boon offers floundering Big 
Ten an upside Clips GuestComment",y Forty names, games, teams and minutiae 
making news in college football (trespassing, ref-baiting athletic directors sold 
separately). :'" 



W0l!_i§[OI!® Surnrnary of proposed i\jCAA concussions settlement 

agreement Here's a reduction of the 62-page document detailing all elements of the 
agreement. 

t<!°m*Wk'!iOl'! Change corning Autonomy members to rneet at '"15 
NCAA Convention In Washington DC in January 2015 history will be made when 
the 80 members representing the Power 5 will talk about (and conduct voting on) 
Autonomy issues 

~ In 'New York Tirnes' I=(anking, [lite Colleges Are Judged 

on [conomlc Diversity There are only three public institutions on the top-1 00 lis!. 

~ Sports stars vve love to hate GO has come up with a list of the top 
(bottom?) 25 lowlifes in sports. Four are from college sports. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dear Vince, 

mailei@infusiomnaiLcom on behalf of 
Tim Elmore <timelmore@.growingleaders.com> 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 3:00 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Leading Students With the Big Picture in Mind 

It's hard to believe that summer is upon us. I hope this semester has been a good one for you. 

I am always looking for ways to add value to our athletic partners. I am sending you a new article I just wrote that I thought you and your coaches 
might find helpful. It's called: Leading Students With the Big Picture in Mind.pdf. Enjoy. 

Let me know how we, at Growing Leaders, can serve you, with an event for coaches (Generation IY Athletes) or students 
(Habitudes For Athletes). We'd be honored to come alongside you and help you build great men and women. Chloe Lufkin 
coordinates our events and she can be reached at chloe@growingleaders.com if you would like to explore that option. 

Habitudes for Athletes offers a variety of different programs. If you are interested in adding one of these programs to help prepare your 
athletes for excellence in both their sport and life after school, please let us know and we'll be happy to help. 

Finally, I want to extend a personal invitation for you to join me at this year's National Leadership Forum which will be held June 27-28 in Atlanta, 
GA This year's theme is "Marching off the Map: Charting the Course for the Next Decade of Student Development." For more information or to 
register online, please click here. If you have questions or need any additional assistance, please contact Elise Warner at 678.367.4 189 or you 
can send her an email: elise@growingleaders.com . 

Thanks for all you do! 

For the cause that counts, 

Tim 

Tim Elmore 

270 Scientific Dr. NW, Suite 10 
Norcross, GA 30092 
Phone: 678-367-4187 
www.GrowingLeaders.com 

http://blog.growingleaders.com 
http://twitter.com/timelmore 
http://facebook.comfdrtimelmore 

If you no longer wish to receive our emails.click the link below: 
Unsubscribe 

Growing Leaders 270 Scientific Dr Ste 10 Norcross, Georgia 30092 United States (770) 495-3332 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dear Vince, 

mailei@infusiomnaiLcom on behalf of 
Tim Elmore <timelmore@.growingleaders.com> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 7:30 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Four Lessons We Can Learn From the Pittsburgh Pirates 

I hope your fall semester is going well. 

Today, I want to share my thoughts with you on leading well even when our resources are limited. This month we're looking to the Pittsburgh Pirates 
for our leadership lesson. The truth is, regardless of whether we have money or not. we should be intentional, resourceful, creative and visionary. I 
believe the Pittsburgh Pirates serve as a great example for us. I hope this article will spark conversations that will help you continue to lead well. 
Read more here: Four Lessons We Learn From The Pittsburgh Pirates. pdf 

As always, let me know how we, at Growing Leaders, can serve you, with an event for coaches (Generation IY Athletes) or 
students (Habitudes For Athletes). We'd be honored to come alongside you and help you build great men and women. Chloe 
Lufkin coordinates our events and she can be reached at chloe@growingleaders.com if you would like to explore that option. If 
you are a high school coach looking to take the next step in your leadership journey, please contact Elise Warner via email at 
elise@growingleaders.com and she will be happy to assist you. 

Habitudes for Athletes offers a variety of different programs. If you are interested in adding one of these programs {or if you need any 
additional resources} to help prepare your athletes for excellence in both their sport and life after school, please let us know and we'll be happy to 
help. 

Finally, registration is now open for our annual National Leadership Forum, which will be held June 19-20, 2014 in 
Atlanta, GA. I hope you'll make plans now to join us. For more information and to secure your seat{s} online, please click here. 

Thanks for all you dOl 

For the cause that counts, 

Tim 

Tim Elmore 

270 Scientific Dr. NW, Suite 10 
Norcross, GA 30092 
Phone: 678-367-4187 
www.GrowingLeaders.com 

http://blog.growingleaders.com 
http://tvvitter.com!timelmore 
http://facebook.com/dltimelmore 

If you no longer wish to receive our emails.click the link below: 
Unsubscribe 

Growing Leaders 270 Scientific Dr Ste 10 Norcross, Georgia 30092 United States (770) 495-3332 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20101:03:21 PM 

Video: Divers: 'Unbelievable' to see lost photos 

Ig~~""IFour years after divers Peter Trayhurn and Geoff Tosio documented being stranded at sea, they are 
reunited with the photos they took. They speak with TODAY's Ann Curry. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20101:13:32 PM 

HPV shot dilemma: Should gay boys be targeted? 

Ig~~""INew evidence suggests that HPV vaccination, once targeted primarily at girls and women, may protect 
males against life-threatening cancer, too. But is that enough reason to for everyone to get the shots? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20101:51:51 PM 

Tall tale: See 15 floors built in 2 days 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20101:52:17 PM 

Palin gives $5,000 to Miller in ballot fight 

Sarah Palin has given Joe Miller $5,000 for the ballot count in the hotly contested Alaska Senate race. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20101:54:49 PM 

Frustrated Tiger blown away Down Under 

Ig~~""~iger Woods fought his new swing in a strong wind and struggled to a 1-over 72, leaving him nine shots 

behind in the Australian Masters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20102:04:34 PM 

Splendor passengers get free cruise, no recourse 

Ig~~""[he ticket contracts signed by Carnival Splendor passengers almost assuredly protect the cruise line from 

future legal action. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20102:14:20 PM 

Short people burn more calories walking 

Scientists have come up with a new equation to determine how much energy people actually use while walking. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20102:27:44 PM 

Obama leaves G-20 empty-handed on currency spat 

Ig~~""ILeaders of 20 major economies on Friday refused to endorse a u.s. push to get China to let its currency 

rise, keeping alive a dispute that has raised the specter of a global trade war. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20103:11:32 PM 

PFT 10-pack: McNabb, Vick, Kolb prove Reid's value 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20103:24:50 PM 

Groovy! Layaways make a comeback 

Think 1982, legwarmers, permed hair and Blue light Specials. In the right frame of mind? Good. Now prepare to take 

this in: Layaway is making a comeback. For real. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20103:50:16 PM 

Men say they fake orgasms, too 

Women aren't the only ones who feign pleasure in bed, according to a new study. Men fake orgasm, too. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20103:52:39 PM 

First Read: McCain splits from husband on "Don't Ask, Don't Tell" 

The wife of the Arizona senator appears in a new video advocating a repeal of the controversial military policy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20103:57:30 PM 

Medvedev to spy agency: Get it together 

President Dmitry Medvedev told Russia's once mighty spy agency on Friday to put its house in order after a senior 

spymaster betrayed a network of agents to the United States. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20104:16:13 PM 

Clinton gives thumbs-up to 'Decision Points' 

"'Decision Points' is well-written, and interesting from start to finish. I think people of all political stripes should read it," 

Bill Clinton said in a statement released Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20104:31:42 PM 

Newsweek: The myth of the four-year degree 

With trying economic times, finishing an undergraduate degree in four years is becoming tougher than ever. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20104:34:30 PM 

Newsweek: The weirdest stunt diets 

Fad diets come and go and come again. The cabbage-soup diet, the low-carb diet, the glycemic-index diet, and others all 

cycle in and out of popularity. But stunt diets--crazy, funny, extreme food feats--are more rare. Read on for the most 

memorable ones. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20104:40:19 PM 

Salut! World's strongest liquors 

Ig~~""lsuper-strong liquors are making their way into upscale cocktails. The catch? You may have to travel 

abroad to find them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20104:43:47 PM 

Post Office posts $8.5 billion loss for last year 

The post office had an even larger loss than expected last year - $8.5 billion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20104:45:11 PM 

Video: Cindy McCain breaks with husband on 'Don't Ask, Don't Tell' 

Ig~~""IBreaking ranks with her husband, Cindy McCain speaks out against the controversial policy that forbids 
gays from serving openly in the u.s. military. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20104:46:14 PM 

Video: Nations to gather for tiger conservation summit 

Ig~~""~ODAYShow.comls Dara Brown talks with the Wildlife Conservation Society's Dr. Steven Sanderson about 

an international summit later this month in Russia to discuss the world's dwindling wild tiger 
population. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20104:47:03 PM 

5 years comatose, Israel's Sharon is taken home 

Ig~~""llsraells comatose former prime minister, Ariel Sharon, was moved back to his desert ranch on Friday, 

leaving the secure hospital ward that has been his home for almost five years, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20104:53:52 PM 

Palin e-mail hacker sentenced to 1 year, 1 day 

Ig~~""IA former University of Tennessee college student who hacked into Sarah Palin's e-mail during the 2008 

presidential campaign was sentenced Friday to a year and a day with the judge recommending the term 
be served in a halfway house, not prison. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20105:01:06 PM 

Video: Energy bubbles discovered at galaxy's heart 

Ig~~""~ODAYShow.com's Dara Brown talks with author Dr. Paul LaViolette about new NASA images that show 
gigantic masses of high-energy radiation at the Milky Way's center. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20105:01:54 PM 

Video: This concert is powered by the sun 

Ig~~""lsustainable Waves, a San Diego company run by two environmental entrepreneurs, provides stages, solar 

power and batteries to music festivals around the country. J.J. Ramberg reports for 
msnbc.com (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20105:05:15 PM 

Why Potter movies are better than the books 

Ig~~""IBeing confirmed contrarians, we asked lovers of J.K. Rawling's text to give us instances where the Potter 

movies are actually better than the books. And, probably against their better judgment, they did. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20105:21:59 PM 

Kanye West cancels TODAY concert 

Ig~~""IHiP-hOP star took offense to handling of interview related to President Bush and Hurricane Katrina. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20105:24:33 PM 

The wet dog shake: Physics revealed! 

Ig~~""lwet dogs and other wet animals shake their bodies in such a precise, effective manner that washing 

machine designers are taking notice, according to a new study that is the first to explain the physics of 
animal self-drying. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20105:46:33 PM 

Video: Investigators believe serial killer on loose in Calif. 

Ig~~""IDetectives in Los Angeles, Calif., reportedly believe the murders of three women are the work of a single 
individual. Msnbc's Contessa Brewer is joined by Christine Pelisek of the Daily Beast to discuss the 

case. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20105:47:37 PM 

'Black Friday week' now 'Black Friday month' 

Ig~~""IRetailers are choosing many different ways to break customers of their habit of waiting for last-minute 

discounts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20106:00:48 PM 

Castrodale: Small schools, but perhaps the biggest rivalry 

Ig~~""lcastrodale: Saturday's Division III battle between long-time rivals Hampden-Sydney and Randolph
Macon is more than just a football game - it's about honor and tradition. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20106:11:07 PM 

Video: Pacquiao, the people's champ, going for eigth title 

Ig~~""IBoxer Manny Pacquiao was an obscure fighter from the Philippines, when he first arrived in the u.s. in 

2001. Since then, he has become a record-breaking champion boxer who has transcended the sport. Now 
serving as a congressman in the Sarangani province, Pacquiao may have an eye on the presidency of the 
Philippines. NBC's Adrienne Mong reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20106:17:26 PM 

Facebook launching 'Gmail killer' on Monday? 

Ig~~""IFacebook's ceaseless march across the Internet likely will continue this Monday with the announcement 
of what is rumored to be a fully- functional e-mail that works not just within Facebook, but across the 

Web. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20106:49:26 PM 

High court refuses to block 'don't ask, don't tell' 

The u.s. Supreme Court declined a request to lift the Pentagon's ban that prevents openly gay men and women from 

serving in the u.S. military, rejecting a request by a gay rights group. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20107:26:16 PM 

First Read: What's 'permanent' in tax law? 

Is any provision in tax law "permanent"? And can any specific tax rate be extended "permanently"? No, not if one takes 

a look at income tax rates, thresholds, and other provisions since the income tax was created in 1913. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20107:37:23 PM 

Pacquiao tries to earn historic title Saturday 

Freddie Roach has a game plan to make life in the ring easier for Manny Pacquiao. If he had his way, it would be in place 

Saturday night when Pacquiao moves up in weight once again to take on Antonio Margarito. The problem is he'll never 

get Pacquiao to follow it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20107:39:28 PM 

Newsweek: Will G20 presidency help Sarkozy? 

French leader Nicolas Sarkozy began his year-long turn as president of the Group of 20 top economic powers Friday, 

after foreign leaders wrapped up a lackluster G20 summit in Seoul. The sense in France is that Sarkozy is counting on his 

star turn on the international stage to give him the domestic boost he desperately needs as he aims for reelection in 

2012. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20108:12:10 PM 

No pun intended: 'Joking disease' is no joke 

Witzelsucht is a brain dysfunction that causes all sorts of compulsive silliness: bad jokes, corny puns, wacky behavior. 

•• 5!-, .......... 5!-, ......... 5!-, ... .... 

1
'·;;; ...... ·-1·;;; ...... ·-1';;; ...... ·-1 

Ig~~ .... lsleep - Health - Sleep disorder - Conditions and Diseases - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20108:22:18 PM 

First Read: Pelosi on tax cuts, midterms, being 'demonized' 

The speaker of the House dishes with NPR. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20108:30:32 PM 

Two more women join Mexico's police chiefs 

With drug violence leading to a shortage of male candidates, two more women have joined the ranks of police chiefs 

along Mexico's border. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20108:38:26 PM 

Happy ending for porn shop lottery players 

A $129 million Powerbalilottery ticket sold at a Michigan porn shop is being split by members of a group calling itself 

Team Victory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20109:15:42 PM 

Newsweek: Best runaway-vehicle movies 

With "Unstoppable," Washington is joining a mini-genre of action movies: the vehicular thriller, in which vehicles turn on 

their operators and suddenly can't be stopped. Whatever the means of transport, these vehicles adhere to the Kanye 

West lyric "Run away fast as you can./I Here are the best runaway-vehicle movies through the years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2010 10:23:35 PM 

Auction features Madoff goods, down to his shorts 

An auction this weekend will feature virtually all the remaining belongings of convicted Pones schemer Bernard 

Madoff - right down to his size 40 boxer shorts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2010 10:54: 13 PM 

Doctors brace for possible big Medicare pay cuts 

Ig~~""IBreast cancer surgeon Kathryn Wagner has posted a warning in her waiting room about a different sort of 
risk to patients' health: She'll stop taking new Medicare cases if Congress allows looming cuts in doctors' 

pay to go through. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2010 10:57:40 PM 

Stocks record worst week in three months 

The stock market recorded its biggest weekly drop in three months as a feeling of malaise took over after the u.s. failed 

to rally world leaders to come up with plans to strengthen global growth. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2010 11:02:43 PM 

Video: Apparent grim end in search for missing girl 

Ig~~""llnvestigators think they have found the remains of missing N.C., 10-year-old Zahra Baker. NBC's Chris 
Clackum reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/201011:10:06 PM 

UN appeals for $164M to combat Haiti cholera 

Ig~~""~he United Nations asked for $164 million Friday to fight the cholera outbreak in Haiti that has already 

claimed 724 lives and is expected to continue spreading for up to a year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2010 11:47:05 PM 

Video: On return from Asia, Obama faces new reality 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama returns home from a bruising trip overseas, where world leaders failed to find much 
common ground on economic matters. NBC's Chuck Todd reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2010 11:50:07 PM 

Auburn QB's dream year now a nightmare 

Ig~~""~hiS was supposed to be the another huge step for Cam Newton in what had been a remarkably smooth 

season on the field, a chance for this wondrous quarterback to lead Auburn into the Southeastern 
Conference championship game and keep the Tigers on course for a shot at the national title. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2010 11:50:28 PM 

Video: Real World: The Sarah Palin edition 

Ig~~""lsarah Palin has kept a high profile this week as she gets ready for a book tour that will take her to several 

key presidential primary states and the launch this weekend of her own reality show. NBC's Andrea 
Mitchell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/201011:55:19 PM 

Video: Mexico's lost generation 

Ig~~""~here are 20,000 children living on the streets of Mexico City--all of them desperate, vulnerable and easy 
prey for Mexico's drug cartels. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2010 11:56:07 PM 

10 deadliest cancers - and why there's no cure 

Here's a look at the 10 cancers that killed the most people in the United States between 2003 and 2007, the most recent 

data available, according to the National Cancer Institute (NCI). 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/2010 12:09:39 AM 

Video: What's going to happen in Vegas? 

Ig~~""IAS Las Vegas tries to claw its way out of an economic implosion, the question of how to create jobs in a 

place so many have left behind leaves the city in a conundrum. NBC's John Yang reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/201012:16:43 AM 

Video: Grieving kids find comfort zone at camp 

Ig~~""IMaking A Difference: Providing kids who've lost a family member with a place they can meet others 

coping with similar grief, Camp Erin helps kids across the country to heal. NBC's Mara Schiavocampo 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/2010 12:49:24 AM 

Cosmic Log: Can science prove we're psychic? 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: A peer-reviewed study suggesting that humans have predictive 

powers is causing a splash in the scientific world, but it's too early to predict whether or not the research 
will hold up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/2010 12:55:21 AM 

3 charged in swastika branding case 

Three white New Mexico men accused of branding a swastika on a mentally challenged Navajo man's arm using a 

heated metal clothes hanger have been indicted by federal grand jury on hate-crime charges. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20102:16:24 AM 

Report: Bush lifted quotes for his memoir 

Ig~~""IFormer President George W. Bush lifted passages from other writings and passed them off as his own 

thoughts in his new memoir, "Decision Points," an article published Friday on the Huffington Post website 
alleges. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20104:01:36 AM 

ADL condemns Glenn Beck's Soros-Holocaust remarks 

Ig~~""[he Anti-Defamation League is criticizing remarks by Fox News Channel's Glenn Beck about billionaire 

financier George Soros and the Holocaust. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20104:39:23 AM 

FBI: Top county official, wife tried to hide cash 

Ig~~""IA married pair of top officials in a Maryland county is accused of tampering with evidence after FBI 

agents said they recorded the husband telling his wife to flush a $100,000 check from a real estate 
developer down the toilet and to stuff almost $80,000 in cash in her underwear. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20104:53:08 AM 

Wolves' Love posts 1st 30-30 game in 28 years 

Ig~~""IKevin Love grabbed a franchise-record 31 rebounds and scored 31 points, the NBA's first 30-30 game in 

28 years, and the Minnesota Timberwolves rallied from a 21-point, third-quarter deficit to stun the New 
York Knicks 112-103 on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20105:00:49 AM 

China unveils its latest from the moon 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Take a look at the first pictures from China's latest lunar orbiter, 
Chang'e 2. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20105:10:10 AM 

Murkowski gains in write-in tally 

Ig~~""lu.S. Sen. Lisa Murkowski's campaign declared she's headed for re-election, saying rival Joe Miller's 

unverified voter fraud claims point to his desperation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20105:45:48 AM 

Pacific leaders pledge to pursue free trade 

Ig~~""ILeaders of the U.S., China and Japan pledged Saturday to stick to free trade, apparently putting aside 

acrimony over currencies that threatened to revive pressures for protectionism. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20106:25:53 AM 

Thunder make late run past Blazers 

Ig~~""IRussell Westbrook scored 36 points, Kevin Durant had eight of his 34 during Oklahoma City's decisive run 
in the finalS minutes, and the Thunder beat Portland 110-108 Friday night for their second win over the 

Trail Blazers in eight days. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20106:47:12 AM 

Taliban attack airport, base in east Afghanistan 

Taliban insurgents attacked the main airport and a foreign military base at Jalalabad in Afghanistan's east on Saturday, 

Reuters witnesses and police said, with up to 10 of the attackers killed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20107:52:39 AM 

Mexican police arrest alleged child gunman 

Mexican police detained a minor accused of working as a gunman for a drug cartel after shocking videos and photos 

surfaced online of fresh-faced boys posing with guns, corpses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20108:24:46 AM 

Newsweek: Russian journalists inching toward justice 

Whenever Russian reporters were shot, attacked, or threatened during Vladimir Putin's presidency, many looked to the 

Kremlin as a culprit, or at least a silent accomplice to the violence. Under Dmitry Medvedev, attacks against journalists 

continue - but at least the Kremlin has adopted a very different tone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20108:27:51 AM 

Tiger drowns in the rain Down Under 

Ig~~""~iger Woods failed to make up any ground in the rain Saturday in the Australian Masters, leaving him 

resigned to going an entire year without a victory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20108:29:09 AM 

Newsweek: Confessions of real shopaholics 

For 6% of the u.s. population, America's favorite pastime is a risky compulsion. Some cautionary tales that might make 

you think twice before going on your next shopping spree. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20109:15:24 AM 

Leadership struggle averted by House Democrats 

Ig~~""IHouse Democrats averted a messy leadership struggle, clearing the way for Maryland Rep. Steny Hoyer to 

become second in command of their new minority without a challenge from South Carolina Rep. James 
Clyburn. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/2010 11:09:49 AM 

Obama offers extra $4 billion for nuke arsenal 

Ig~~""lln a bid to win approval of a nuclear arms control treaty with Russia, the Obama administration is offering 

to add billions of dollars in funding for the u.s. nuclear arsenal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20101:36:30 PM 

Fellow Nobel laureates celebrate Suu Kyi's release 

Ig~~""IFellow Nobel laureates celebrated freedom for pro-democracy leader Aung San Suu Kyi, who was 
released from house arrest Saturday by Myanmar's military government. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20105:02:42 PM 

Video: Minnesota sees season's first big snowstorm 

Ig~~""IAmid reports of scattered power outages and snowfall - in some areas - of nearly 10 inches, NBC 
meteorologist Bill Karins joins msnbc's Alex Witt with the latest on the path of the storm. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20105:26:09 PM 

Saudi Arabia unblocks Facebook after brief ban 

Saudi Arabia's communications authority unblocked Facebook on Saturday after shutting down the popular social 

networking website for a few hours. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20105:54:53 PM 

Emanuel announces run for Chicago mayor 

Ig~~""IRahm Emanuel officially announced Saturday what everyone has known since he quit his job as White 

House chief of staff, hugged President Barack Obama and returned to Chicago: He's in. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20106:21:23 PM 

Teen beaten to death at house party laid to rest 

Family members and friends remembered an 18-year-old who was beaten to death during a random attack at a house 

party as a smiling, happy peacemaker. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20106:25:37 PM 

Behind The Wall: Progress, but little change in Myanmar 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20106:42:46 PM 

WWII-era plane crash lands in NY; pilot injured 

A World War II military-style airplane has crash landed in upstate New York, and the pilot is injured. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20107:11:21 PM 

Nigerian military warns of possible militant raids 

Nigeria's military warned civilians Saturday to leave areas where militants hide in the creeks of its oil-rich southern delta, 

a potential sign of a major offensive in the region. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20107:20:12 PM 

French government resigns ahead of reshuffle 

French Prime Minister Francois Filion and his government resigned on Saturday before a long-awaited ministerial 

reshuffle, according to a statement from President Nicolas Sarkozy's office. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20107:27:22 PM 

Mystery deepens over N.C. girl's killing 

Ig~~""lpolice were confident a freckle-faced disabled 10-year-old girl was killed, but the mystery of how she died 

deepened when police said a set of remains was uncovered five miles away from where one of her bones 
was found. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20107:59:35 PM 

Hundreds mourn teen beaten to death at house party 

Cory Green stood over his nephew's coffin and asked the hundreds of mourners gathered to touch one another and 

repeat after him. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20108:46:05 PM 

Blood found in home of missing mom, kids 

Ig~~""IAn unusual amount of blood found in a missing woman's home is evidence of an injury apparently related 

to her disappearance with her two children and a female friend, a sheriff in Ohio said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20108:46:55 PM 

Iraq lawmakers approve deal to form new government 

Ig~~""llraqi lawmakers approved an agreement on Saturday that aims to bring all of Iraq's feuding political blocs 

into a new government led by Shiite Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki, although deep disagreements remain 
about the role to be played by the country's minority Sunnis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20108:50:57 PM 

New Mexico fossil find could be complete mammoth 

Archaeologists in New Mexico have discovered what they believe is a complete mammoth skeleton. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20108:57:44 PM 

Freshmen arrive for crash-course on Congress 

Ig~~""IMore than 90 members arrive in Washington this coming week for the first time since winning election. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20109:08:52 PM 

Predictions 101: No.9 Nebraska will fall 

Ig~~""lcheck out Predictions 101 for picks to college football bowl games 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/201010:16:11 PM 

Dog stuck on cliff rescued by sheriff's deputy 

Ig~~""IA springer spaniel stuck overnight on a cliff ledge in Lake Pueblo State Park is OK after a sheriff's deputy 

rappelled down a canyon to retrieve him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/201010:59:16 PM 

Mom, dad, 2 kids found shot dead in western Pa. 

Police in western Pennsylvania say a mother, father and two of their children have been found shot to death in a home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/2010 11:07:29 PM 

Netanyahu unveils U.S. plan for peace talks 

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu showed ministers a five-point u.s. peace plan that included a gO-day settlement 

freeze, a diplomatic source said on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/201011:15:25 PM 

Madoff engagement ring sells for $550,000 

Ig~~""~he lO.S-carat diamond engagement ring that Bernard Madoff gave to his future wife has garnered the 

highest price at an auction of thousands of belongings from the fallen financier's New York City 
penthouse. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/2010 11:33:36 PM 

Report: Trial unlikely for top 9/11 suspect 

Ig~~""~he self-proclaimed mastermind of the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks probably will remain in military detention 

without trial for the foreseeable future, The Washington Post reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/201012:32:10 AM 

Ariz. voters approve medical marijuana 

Ig~~""IArizona voters approve a measure that will legalize medical marijuana in the state, according to election 
officials' final tally of outstanding ballots. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20101:03:25 AM 

eFT: Newton's dad admits soliciting money 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20101:38:13 AM 

Transgender player scoreless for GWU 

Ig~~""IKye Allums' first game since publicly coming out as a transgender male turned out to be just another 

game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20101:55:25 AM 

Pa. police: Dad killed woman, 2 girls, then self 

Ig~~""IA man shot and killed a woman and their two daughters in his home late Saturday morning before 

turning the gun on himself, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20102:14:22 AM 

Snow buries Twin Cities; 2 dead in Wisconsin 

Ig~~""~win Cities area residents dig out from the season's first wintry storm that roared through early 

Saturday, leaving about a foot of snow and killing two in northern Wisconsin. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20102:14:35 AM 

Newton, No.2 Auburn put worries aside 

Ig~~""lcam Newton responded to allegations of wrongdoing with another brilliant performance Saturday, 

passing for two touchdowns and running for two more to lead No.2 Auburn into the Southeastern 
Conference championship game with a 49-31 victory over Georgia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20102:33:51 AM 

Obama tells Medvedev START vote is 'top priority' 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama, capping a far-flung Asian trip of mixed results, assured Russian President Dmitry 

Medvedev on Sunday that getting the Senate to ratify the START nuclear weapons treaty is a "top 
priority" of his administration. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20102:47:08 AM 

Jazz beat buzzer for 5th straight comeback win 

Ig~~""IDeron Williams hit a running hook shot with 0.8 seconds left to cap a fourth-quarter rally and the Utah 
Jazz beat the Charlotte Bobcats 96-95 on Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20103:41:59 AM 

Zsa Zsa Gabor released from hospital 

Ig~~""IActress Zsa Zsa Gabor was released from a hospital Saturday and was undergoing antibiotic treatment at 

home for leg and blood infections, her husband said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20104:12:50 AM 

Myanmar frees democracy leader Suu Kyi 

Myanmar's detained democracy leader Aung San Suu Kyi greeted cheering crowds at the gate of her house, NBC News 

reported, after a release order was read to her by the authorities. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: lop msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20104:14:29 AM 

'Bottom line' for No.3 leU is this: 11-0 

Ig~~""IAndY Dalton threw three touchdown passes to Jeremy Kerley as third-ranked TCU rallied from an early 
two-touchdown deficit, then held on for a 40-35 victory over San Diego State on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20105:19:04 AM 

SEC East title for Spurrier, No. 22 South Carolina 

Ig~~""~he ai' Ball Coach notched a huge win at his 01' stomping grounds. After years of being the top Gator, 

Steve Spurrier led South Carolina to its most significant victory in the stadium he nicknamed The Swamp. 
Marcus Lattimore ran 40 times for a career-high 212 yards and three touchdowns, Stephen Garcia played 
turnover-free and the 22nd-ranked Gamecocks upset No. 24 Florida 36-14 Saturday night to clinch the 
Southeastern Conference's Eastern Division for the first time in school history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20105:32:29 AM 

5 dead in crash involving 7 motorcycles 

Five people were killed Saturday in a head-on crash involving seven motorcycles and two passenger cars on a rural road 

80 miles east of San Diego, Calif. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20106:10:02 AM 

No.1 Oregon barely stays perfect, holds off Cal 

Ig~~""~eff Maehl caught a 29-yard touchdown pass and No.1 Oregon got stellar effort from its defense and a 
huge break on a missed field goal to beat California 15-13 on Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20106:33:23 AM 

Pacquiao packs away another title 

Ig~~""IManny Pacquiao wins a record eighth belt in an eighth different weight class in a unanimous decision 

over Antonio Margarita on Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20107:42:50 AM 

eFT: Saturday's winners & losers 

Ig~~""ICFT'S Saturday's winners & losers: Forget the off-the-field stuff for a minute. When it comes to on-field 

exploits, Auburn's Cam Newton proved again he's clearly the best player in college football. Meanwhile, 
the season to forget can't end soon enough for Texas and Florida. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20108:16:44 AM 

Afghan militants torch NATO convoy; blasts kill 3 

Ig~~""llnsurgents set fire to a convoy of NATO fuel tankers in eastern Afghanistan on Sunday, while a series of 

bomb blasts in the south killed a NATO service member and two civilians. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20108:47:09 AM 

Newsweek: Jeff Bridges battles childhood hunger 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/2010 10:34:23 AM 

More than 2 million Muslim pilgrims begin haj 

Ig~~""IAt least 2.5 million Muslims began the annual haj pilgrimage on Sunday, heading to an encampment near 

the holy city of Mecca to retrace the route taken by the Prophet Mohammad 14 centuries ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/2010 10:51:32 AM 

More ash-buried bodies found at Indonesia volcano 

Ig~~""IRescuers digging through several feet (a meter) of ash discovered nine more bodies on the slopes of 

Mount Merapi, whose explosive eruption a week ago buried whole villages. As confirmation of more 
deaths trickled in Sunday, the toll from a series of blasts at the Indonesian volcano rose to at least 250. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/2010 12:37:21 PM 

Suu Kyi to Myanmar junta: 'let's meet and talk' 

Ig~~""lpro-demOCracy leader Aung San Suu Kyi called on Sunday for freedom of speech in army-ruled Myanmar, 

urged thousands of supporters to stand up for their rights, and indicated she may urge the West to end 
sanctions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20101:22:37 PM 

Ohio town awaits word on 2 missing women, 2 kids 

Ig~~""IResidents of a central Ohio town held out hope Sunday that a mother who disappeared last week along 
with her two children and a friend would turn up after authorities found an "unusual amount of blood" 

found in her home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20103:38:50 PM 

NATO: 5 service members killed in Afghanistan 

Ig~~""~he strikes, which come a day after Taliban fighters stormed a NATO base in eastern Afghanistan, show 

the insurgents' fighting spirit has not been broken despite a surge of u.s. troops and firepower. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20104:07:42 PM 

Somali pirates free kidnapped U.K. couple 

Ig~~""IA British couple kidnapped off their private yacht by Somali pirates more than a year ago were set free 

Sunday, ending one of the most drawn-out and dramatic hostage situations since the rash of piracy began 
off East Africa. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20104:22:18 PM 

Best bets: 'Harry Potter' hopes for magic 

Ig~~""~he first of the two final "Potter" films hits theaters this week. Plus: Oscar favorite "The Kids Are All 
Right" hits DVD; female inventors get their shot at fame on "Homemade Millionaires." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20104:29:27 PM 

Muslims take new Mecca Metro to Hajj sites 

Ig~~""lsome Muslims beginning the annual Hajj pilgrimage in Saudi Arabia on Sunday have a new way to avoid 
the crowds: an elevated light-rail that will whisk them between holy sites. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20105:14:34 PM 

Japan is test case for Pac Rim free trade zone 

Ig~~""IAS Asia-Pacific leaders committed themselves to achieving a Pacific-wide free trade zone at an annual 

summit Sunday, host Japan may prove a key test case for how realistic that vision is. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20105:20:56 PM 

White House, GOP look for middle ground on taxes 

Ig~~""~he White House and Republican lawmakers set the terms of a looming tax debate Sunday, coalescing 

around a possible temporary extension of existing income tax rates that would protect middle-class and 
wealthy Americans from sharp tax increases next year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20105:23:11 PM 

Video: Gingrich poised for White House run? 

Ig~~""IFormer House Speaker Newt Gingrich discusses the possibility that he'll make a bid for the White House 
in 2012. (Meet the Press) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20106:31:46 PM 

Chinese mine in Afghanistan threatens ancient find 

Ig~~""llt was another day on the rocky hillside, as archaeologists and laborers dug out statues of Buddha and 
excavated a sprawling 2,600-year-old Buddhist monastery. A Chinese woman in slacks, carrying an 

umbrella against the Afghan sun, politely inquired about their progress. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20106:36:05 PM 

Boise State jumps TeU to No.3 in AP Top 25 

Ig~~""IBoise State jumped back ahead of TCU in The Associated Press college football poll after the Horned 

Frogs played their closest game of the season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20106:38:24 PM 

Brother's transplant gift carries unbearable cost 

Ig~~""lwhen Chad Arnold needed a liver transplant, his younger brother Ryan offered part of his liver. Ryan 

Arnold died following the surgery, leaving Chad with the struggle of living his life without the person who 
saved him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20106:59:00 PM 

Women with high job stress face heart risks 

Female workers with stressful jobs were 40 percent more likely than women with less job strain to suffer a heart attack 

or a stroke or to have clogged arteries, a big u.s. government-funded study found. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20107:05:01 PM 

Plan for Mideast talks bets on quick border deal 

Ig~~""lwaShington's new proposal for reviving Mideast talks rests on the bold expectation that Israelis and 

Palestinians will be able to sketch a border between them in three months. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20107:06:48 PM 

Family ties play big role in atrial fibrillation 

People who have a close family member with atrial fibrillation are 40 percent more likely to develop the heart condition 

than other people, u.s. researchers said on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20107:38:54 PM 

This may be week stocks' rally runs out of gas 

Without a boost from Washington or data showing budding strength in the economy, Wall Street's rally may be running 

out of fuel as the S&P 500 eases off its 2010 high. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20108:55:52 PM 

Fed's ability to influence market may be over 

The Federal Reserve took the first step in a $600 billion plan to boost the economy Friday. The same day, the Standard & 

Poor's 500 index tumbled to its worst weekly loss in three months. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20109:14:09 PM 

'Mega mind' tops box office for second week 

Animated comedy 'Megamind' topped film charts for the second week Sunday, claiming No.1 at North American box 

offices with $30 million and beating new releases, including action flick "Unstoppable." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20109:21:10 PM 

'Spillcam,' 'vuvuzela' declared top words of 2010 

The Texas-based survey uses a math formula to track the frequency of words and phrases in the English-speaking world 

of more than 1.58 billion people. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20109:26:52 PM 

Dolphins lose two QBs to injury - but prevail 

Ig~~""~he Miami Dolphins achieved their season-high point total against the Tennessee Titans, and it only took 

three quarterbacks, a flea-flicker and the revival of the wildcat, 29-17, Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20109:56:53 PM 

Logo by logo, N.D. school changes its brand 

Ig~~""IDuke without the Blue Devil? Notre Dame without the Fighting Irish? Most students and alumni at those 

proud universities wouldn't dream of dropping those enduring symbols of school pride. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/2010 10:23:41 PM 

DUI arrest after motorcycle crashes that killed 5 

A man was arrested on suspicion of driving under the influence after he slammed his car head-on into a group of 

motorcycle riders celebrating their club's 10th anniversary, killing four motorcyclists and his companion, authorities say. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/2010 10:25:51 PM 

Jets win 2nd straight game in aT 

Ig~~""lsantonio Holmes scored on a 37-yard touchdown pass from Mark Sanchez with 16 seconds left in 
overtime, giving the New York Jets a 26-20 win over the Cleveland Browns on Sunday for their eighth 

straight regular-season road win. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/2010 10:36:54 PM 

U.N.-backed investigators shake up Guatemala 

Ig~~""lln this nation whose murder rate more than triples that of Mexico, judges and prosecutors are underpaid, 
underprotected and under attack by organized crime. Guatemala teeters on the edge of failed-state 

status. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/2010 10:47:09 PM 

FBI: Man once thought dead arrested 

Ig~~""IA man who was declared legally dead 16 years ago in Mississippi was arrested Sunday in the kidnapping 

of a slain Las Vegas girl whose body was found in the woods of central Louisiana, the FBI said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/2010 11:02:01 PM 

Ranks of millionaire college presidents grow 

Ig~~""[hirty presidents received more than $1 million in pay and benefits in 2008, according to an analysis of 

federal tax forms by The Chronicle of Higher Education. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/2010 11:22:40 PM 

'Play of the year' from Jags stuns Texans 

Ig~~""IMike Thomas caught a SO-yard touchdown pass from David Garrard that Houston defensive back Glover 

Quin batted into his hands on the final play in regulation, giving the Jacksonville a 31-24 win Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/201011:44:14 PM 

Video: New D.C. reality greets Obama upon return 

Ig~~""IReturning home after a mixed 10 days in Asia, President Obama stepped off Air Force One to a tax fight 

that could prove to be just as tough. NBC's Mike Viqueira reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/201011:56:19 PM 

Video: Karzai calls for lower profile for u.s. troops 

Ig~~""INBC'S Lester Holt speaks with NBC's Atia Abawi. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/201011:59:16 PM 

Video: Report sheds light on how u.s. dealt with Nazis 

Ig~~""IA dark chapter in America's past is getting new attention with the disclosure of a Justice Department 
report on what the government did to hunt down Nazis after World War II - in some cases, giving them 

protection in the u.s. NBC's Pete Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2010 12:00:21 AM 

Video: Tufts students staff clinic for neighbors in need 

Ig~~""lseveral dozen medical students are expanding their learning from the library to their community by 
offering health care to the underserved. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2010 12:40:01 AM 

Reborn Cowboys turn out lights on Giants 

Jon Kitna passed for 327 yards and three touchdowns and the Dallas Cowboys looked revitalized under interim coach 

Jason Garrett in a 33-20 victory that served as reality check for the New York Giants on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20101:52:03 AM 

900 dead of cholera in Haiti as outbreak spreads 

Ig~~""~he death toll from Haiti's cholera epidemic has reached more than 900 and the disease is present in six 

of the 10 provinces of the earthquake-battered Caribbean country, the Health Ministry said on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20101:54:58 AM 

Bears beat Vikings, tie for NFC Central lead 

Ig~~""IBrett Favre is still clinging to playoff hope even if Minnesota has little left. Barely in postseason 

contention when the day began, Favre and the Vikings may be just about out of it. The Chicago Bears are 
sticking around, though. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: lop msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20102:00:43 AM 

Boise State narrows gap with lCU in BCS 

Ig~~""IBoise State has narrowed the gap on TCU in the BCS standings and put itself in position to pass the 

Horned Frogs down the stretch. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20102:24:49 AM 

Hotel blast kills 5 Canadians, 2 Mexicans 

Ig~~""IA powerful explosion likely caused by an accumulation of gas killed 7 people, including five Canadian 

tourists, on Sunday at a large resort hotel on Mexico's Caribbean coast, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20104:09:18 AM 

Slideshow: Pilgrimage to Mecca 

Ig~~""IMuslims begin the four-day hajj celebration that draws around 2.5 million worshippers each year to 

Mecca, Saudi Arabia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20105:24:31 AM 

Video: PFT One-an-One: Forget about Favre 

Ig~~""IMike Florio and Rodney Harrison think if Brett Favre were any other quarterback he already would have 

been benched this season and believe the Vikings need to start looking ahead to options for next 
season. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20105:43:38 AM 

Police: Blast kills 2 in northwest Pakistan 

A bomb exploded near the house of a slain anti-Taliban tribal elder in northwest Pakistan on Monday, killing two people 

and wounding three others, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20105:46:13 AM 

Brady continues his mastery over Steelers 

Ig~~""~he Patriots' defense stepped up to put the Steelers in a 23-3 hole through three quarters, and New 
England's offense helped hold off Pittsburgh's fourth-quarter rally for a 39-26 victory. With the win, New 

England ties the New York Jets for the best record in the AFC. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20105:50:36 AM 

Qantas 747 returns to Sydney, A380s stay grounded 

A Qantas flight bound for Buenos Aires returned to Sydney on Monday due to technical problems, the second safety 

incident for the airline since one of its Airbus A380 superjumbos made an emergency landing due to an engine failure. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20106:38:12 AM 

Suns beat Lakers with hail of 3-pointers 

Ig~~""~ason Richardson scored 34 points and the Phoenix Suns hit the second-most 3-pointers in NBA history to 
hold off the Los Angeles Lakers 121-116 on Sunday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20109:37:41 AM 

Universities vie for Obama's presidential library 

Ig~~""loffiCials with two universities that are interested in building Barack Obama's presidential library are 
already positioning themselves to win the Hawaii-born president's favor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20109:45:47 AM 

Millions climb Mount Arafat in hajj pilgrimage 

Ig~~""INearIY 3 million Muslims performing the annual hajj pilgrimage in Saudi Arabia began making their way 

up the rocky desert Mount Arafat on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20109:47:03 AM 

Girl safe, arrest made in missing family case 

Ig~~""IA girl missing for days was found bound and gagged but alive Sunday, and authorities hoped a man 

charged with kidnapping her might lead them to her mother, brother and another woman who 
disappeared with her. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2010 11:06:46 AM 

Cops suspect faulty Camry caused deadly crash 

Police suspect problems with a Toyota Camry's accelerator or floor mat caused a Utah crash that left two people dead 

and two others injured. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2010 11:25:34 AM 

'Boobies' charity wrestles with success 

Ig~~""IA small cancer charity's "i ., boobies" bracelets are selling like hotcakes - creating controversy in schools 

and posing bookkeeping and oversight challenges for the charity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2010 11:45:42 AM 

Rangel asks House ethics panel to postpone trial 

Ig~~""IRep. Charles Rangel of New York, saying "50 years of public service is on the line," implored a House 

ethics panel Monday to postpone his ethics trial until he can get a new lawyer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2010 12:26:38 PM 

Under Slovenia lie graves, many never to be found 

Below Slovenia's cornfields, ski slopes and school yards lie skulls, bones and teeth - the remains of thousands of people 

whose fates have been lost for decades. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2010 12:40:29 PM 

Video: Does 'Palin's Alaska' have hidden agenda? 

Ig~~""lwhile TLC executives call the eight-part "Sarah Palin's Alaska" a "docu-travelogue," critics claim it is free 
advertising for her possible 2012 presidential bid. NBC's Norah O'Donnell reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2010 12:41:55 PM 

Electric car wave offers opening to startups 

This week's Los Angeles auto show will feature a David-vs-Goliath battle as small startups try to gain traction in the 

rapidly growing electric car market. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2010 12:50:37 PM 

As GM tries to spin IPO, red flags still show up 

General Motors executives are playing up three bright spots in the company's future as they try to persuade investors to 

buy GM stock. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2010 12:52:02 PM 

GOP rallies new members, preps for tax-cut debate 

Ig~~""IDejected Democrats and invigorated Republicans returned to the Capitol Monday to face a mountain of 
unfinished work and greet more than 100 mainly Republican freshmen-elect lawmakers determined to 

change how they do business. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20101:51:23 PM 

GPS addict? It may be eroding your brain 

Three studies by McGill University researchers presented at the annual meeting of the Society for Neuroscience on 

Sunday show that the way we navigate the world today may indeed affect just how well our brains function as we age. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20101:52:20 PM 

Transplant recipient struggles amid brother's death 

Ig~~""lchad Arnold balances between grief and hope as he lives with his brother's liver. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20101:58:16 PM 

Jobless and hopeless? Here's some advice 

Few of us anticipate long chapters of unemployment. It can lead to defeatism and sorrow when we find ourselves in 

living through it. Here's some advice for getting back on your feet. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20102:10:56 PM 

Retail sales up more than expected in Oct. 

u.s. retail sales, helped by strong demand for autos, increased in October by the largest amount in seven months. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20102:11:58 PM 

Pitt's film company makes offer to Chilean miners 

A lawyer for the miners said Pitt's Plan B has made a multi-million dollar offer, and that some of the rescued miners 

would be cast in the film. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20102:27:28 PM 

The taxing debate begins 

Ig~~""~ax cut extension dominates the agenda as Congress kicks off its lame duck session. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20102:31:42 PM 

Freed by pirates, man told of dad's death 

Ig~~""lpaul and Rachel Chandler - the British couple held hostage by Somali pirates for 388 days - have been 

told that Paul Chandler's father died, the couple said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20102:49:57 PM 

Newsweek: Meet gay marriage's no. 1 opponent 

Brian Brown is leading the fight against gay marriage. And succeeding. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20103:21:11 PM 

Scientists propose one-way trips to Mars 

Ig~~""llnVOking the spirit of "Star Trek" in a scholarly article entitled "To Boldly Go," two scientists contend 

human travel to Mars could happen much more quickly and cheaply if the missions are made one-way. 
They argue that it would be little different from early settlers to North America, who left Europe with little 
expectation of return. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20103:24:01 PM 

Cops called on 13-year-olds for selling cupcakes 

A politician in a New York suburb called police on two 13-year-old boys for selling cupcakes and other baked goods 

without a permit, according to a report Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20103:30:31 PM 

Newsweek: 7 political messages from Palin's reality show 

Her new TlC series isn't just about the great outdoors--it's also about her greater career ambitions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20103:40:19 PM 

Lenders face lawmaker wrath over foreclosures 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20104:47:51 PM 

Video: Bugs make U.N.'s list as a potential food source 

Ig~~""~he Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations is promoting the use of insects as a food 
source as a way to combat hunger. TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20104:56:41 PM 

Guide horse opens doors for blind student 

Ig~~""IFor Mona Ramouni, getting a guide dog was an impossibility. From an observant Muslim family, 
Ramouni's parents didn't want a dog in the house. Now, Ramouni has a new companion: Cali the guide 

horse. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20105:01:42 PM 

Newsweek: Scandal isn't Berlusconi's only problem 

Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi, who has shown a miraculous knack for surviving charges of massive corruption and 

allegations that he leads the kind of life a decadent Roman emperor would have envied, suddenly appears to be losing 

his touch. Certainly he is losing key supporters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20105:01:42 PM 

Newsweek: Italy's problem with women 

With 9S percent of the TV market now under Berlusconi's umbrella, his cumulative influence on the way Italian women 

are seen and see themselves is hard to overstate. And while other European lands actively promote gender equality, 

Berlusconi has led the charge in the opposite direction, creating a world in which women are seen first and foremost as 

sex objects instead of professional equals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20105:04:38 PM 

Suu Kyi tries to revive her political party 

Ig~~""IMyanmar democracy icon Aung San Suu Kyi began the nuts and bolts work of reviving her political 

movement Monday, consulting lawyers about having her now-disbanded party declared legal again. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20105:47:36 PM 

'Boobies' bracelet ban tested in lawsuit 

Two mothers filed a free-speech lawsuit Monday against a Pennsylvania school district that suspended their daughters 

for wearing the popular "I (heart) boobies!" bracelets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20106:10:23 PM 

Video: William escapes wedding rumors in Afghanistan 

Ig~~""IBritain's Prince William makes a surprise visit to soldiers serving at Camp Bastion in Afghanistan's 

Helmand Province in honor of Veterans Day, leaving behind the gossip of a royal engagement. NBC's Sigi 
DeVos reports. (NBC News Web Extra) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20106:30:18 PM 

Facebook socializes e-mail, aims for simplicity 

Ig~~""IFacebook unveiled its e-mail strategy today, with facebook.com addresses, a conversation history that 
includes e-mail, social messages and SMS, and a "social inbox" that prioritizes friends and friends of 

friends to keep spam out of the picture. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20106:58:46 PM 

Early wrinkles no sign of an early grave, study says 

Early wrinkles, premature balding and gray hairs before you feel middle-aged can be distressing signs of time's relentless 

march. But looking older than you really are doesn't necessarily signal an early death, found a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20107:04:03 PM 

Netanyahu races to secure votes for u.s. plan 

Ig~~""IDesPite seemingly premature congratulations from President Barack Obama, Israel's prime minister was 

scrambling Monday to secure enough Cabinet votes to pass a u.s. proposal to halt West Bank settlement 
construction for 90 days, aimed at restarting peace talks with the Palestinians. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20107:07:10 PM 

Hearing for Fort Hood suspect ends 

Ig~~""IA hearing to determine if Maj. Nidal Hasan should stand trial for last year's Fort Hood shooting rampage 

ended Monday after defense attorneys presented no evidence and the Army psychiatrist declined to 
make a statement. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20107:23:52 PM 

Bill Clinton reportedly has 'Hangover 2' cameo 

According to People and TMZ (which first reported the news), the former president shot a cameo for the comedy on 

Saturday in Bangkok, Thailand, where the sequel is currently filming. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20107:27:33 PM 

HBT: Posey edges Heyward for top rookie 

Ig~~""IHBT: Giants catcher Buster Posey edges Jason Heyward for NL rookie of the year honors despite spending 

part of the season in the minors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20107:29:13 PM 

HBT: Rangers' Feliz named Al Rookie of Year 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20107:31:44 PM 

Executive says she was fired for her 'distracting' breasts 

A Florida woman fired from her company says she told she was "too sensual" for promotion and was dismissed because 

she complained of harassment. "You should try to hide your breasts because they are too distracting," one manager 

allegedly told Amy-Erin Blakely, 43. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20107:38:22 PM 

Night owls have a harder time quitting smoking 

Night owls may be more likely than early birds to smoke, and less likely to kick the habit over time, a new study suggests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20107:53:30 PM 

GOP Senate leader joins earmark ban 

Sen. Mitch McConnell - a previous supporter of earmarks - said Monday he was for a ban on earmarks in the next 

Congress. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20107:57:29 PM 

Newsweek: How redistricting spells trouble for Dems 

With redistricting looming, Ohio Congressman Dennis Kucinich's plight shows how the GOP will be able to make 2012 

more difficult for Democrats across the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20108:47:35 PM 

GM may raise target price range for IPO 

Strong investor demand for General Motors stock may prompt the automaker to raise the target price range for 

Thursday's initial public offering, a person briefed on the matter said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20109:30:06 PM 

City Hall unveils 3 finalists to be next NYC taxi 

Ig~~""~he competition to manufacture New York City's next official taxicab has been narrowed to three 

automakers who each came up with similar tall, boxy designs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2010 10:06:52 PM 

Officials: Deal close on missile shield over Europe 

Ig~~""~he U.S. and its NATO allies are close to an agreement to erect a missile shield over Europe, a project that 

would give the military alliance a fresh purpose while testing President Barack Obama's campaign to 
improve relations with Russia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/201010:11:26 PM 

Designer bacteria can heal concrete cracks 

Ig~~""IResearchers have designed bacteria that can produce a special glue to knit together cracks in concrete 

structu res. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/201010:12:46 PM 

Court OKs in-state tuition for illegal immigrants 

The California Supreme Court says illegal immigrants are entitled to the same in-state tuition breaks that are offered to 

citizens who attend public colleges and universities. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2010 10:21:53 PM 

Video: Freed couple tell of kidnap trauma 

Ig~~""IITV'S Juliet Bremner reports on Paul and Rachel Chandler, who were released after being held by Somali 
pirates for more than one year. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2010 10:22:22 PM 

Microsoft says sells 1 million Kinect devices 

Ig~~""IMicrosOft Corp said on Monday it has sold more than 1 million of its new hands-free Kinect gaming 

systems in the first 10 days since launch, putting it on track to beat its target of 5 million sales by the end 
of the year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2010 10:35:42 PM 

Companies crank up deals, put cash to work 

Ig~~""IFrom Caterpillar to Chevron to Google, some of the best-known names in corporate America are scooping 

up smaller companies, putting the piles of cash to position themselves for a stronger recovery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2010 10:38:26 PM 

The quest for power in an all-electric Leaf 

Ig~~""~he all-electric Nissan Leaf hatchback gets a real-world test - which highlights the need for plug-in 

electrical power at home, at work and on the road. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/201010:46:16 PM 

Posey, Feliz picked as Rookies of the Year 

Ig~~""lsan Francisco Giants catcher Buster Posey and Texas Rangers closer Neftali Feliz wound up together on 

the winning side Monday when they voted the Rookies of the Year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2010 10:50:40 PM 

U.S. officials defend stepped-up airport security 

Federal air security officials struggled Monday to reassure rising numbers of fliers and airline workers outraged by new 

anti-terrorism screening procedures they consider invasive and harmful. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2010 10:57:26 PM 

Health of Antarctic ice gets scientific checkup 

Ig~~""~eams of scientists are criss-crossing Antarctica's western coast to measure sea ice and glaciers - the 

huge rivers of ice that hold back the two vast ice sheets covering the continent. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2010 11:09:44 PM 

The secret sauce behind bloated state pensions 

No state does pension abuse like New Jersey, and no state is facing financial ruin sooner than the Garden State. The 

state's unfunded pension debt per capita is the largest in the nation, and its pension fund is on target to be the first to 

run dry, in 2018. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/201011:41:15 PM 

Internet fuels bad self-diagnoses and 'cyberchondria' 

Eight out of 10 Internet users go online to get their health-related questions answered. But all that information is 

leading to a rise in "cyberchondria," or anxiety borne from online health-related searches. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/201011:43:17 PM 

Video: TSA security rubs passenger the wrong way 

Ig~~""IA traveler in San Diego struck a populist chord when he posted a video of his recent run-in with TSA on 
YouTube. NBC's Tom Costello reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2010 11:47:40 PM 

Video: Rangel's legal wrangling 

Ig~~""IAfter pleading for more time to find legal counsel, disgraced Rep. Charlie Rangel walked out of his ethics 
trial on Monday, but the trial continued without him. NBC's Kelly O'Donnell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/201011:49:15 PM 

Video: Bush tax cuts compromise likely 

Ig~~""~he White House and members of both parties have signaled that a compromise extending Bush-era tax 
rates for at least one year is imminent. NBC's Chuck Todd reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2010 11:50:37 PM 

Video: Medal of Honor awarded to living soldier 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama will award the nation's highest military honor, the Medal of Honor, to Army Staff Sgt. 

Salvatore Giunta on Tuesday. This is the first time since the Vietnam War that a living recipient will 
receive the medal for his actions in a war still being fought on foreign soil. NBC's Brian Williams 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/201011:57:16 PM 

Video: Fishing for food solutions, aquaponics offers clues 

Ig~~""IAqUapOnics, a method of growing fish and plants together, creates a closed loop system that some say 

could help to address food shortages in places without access to fresh produce. NBC's Anne Thompson 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2010 12:03:34 AM 

More devices left behind during girls' gynecology surgery 

Girls under 18 undergoing gynecological surgeries have four times the rate of instruments left behind than other kids 

who had surgeries, according to a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2010 12:06:08 AM 

Bonus for the benched: Redskins extend McNabb 

Never mind whether Donovan McNabb can go for two minutes. The Washington Redskins have decided they'd like to 

have him around for another five years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201012:08:13 AM 

Ex-flight attendant Steven Slater has new job 

Steven Slater will put his vast experience of memorable air flights to use after signing a deal to judge travelers' 'craziest' 

stories. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2010 12:08:36 AM 

Disabled girl was dismembered, stepmom says 

Ig~~""ILaWyerS for the stepmother of a disabled North Carolina girl say in court documents that the girl was 

dismembered. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2010 12:28:27 AM 

World health officials debate new tobacco controls 

Health officials from across the world gathered on Monday in Uruguay to discuss tighter controls on tobacco that are 

rejected by farmers and the cigarette industry. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2010 12:33:09 AM 

NASA finds 4th crack on space shuttle fuel tank 

NASA engineers have found another crack - the fourth so far - in the metal skin of the external fuel tank attached to 

the space shuttle Discovery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2010 12:43:08 AM 

Taliban waging war of attrition, says leader 

Ig~~""~aliban leader Mullah Mohammad Omar said Monday that the insurgents' strategy aims to increase 
operations nationwide and battle the U.S.-led coalition in a war of attrition. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2010 12:52:40 AM 

Rangel found guilty of violating 11 House rules 

Ig~~""IRep. Charles Rangel, once one of the most influential House members, was convicted Tuesday on 11 

counts of breaking ethics rules and now faces punishment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20101:17:40 AM 

Three new frogs leap into the spotlight 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Researchers searched in vain for a long-lost amphibian species in 
Colombia - but on the bright side, they found three brand-new species. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20101:48:49 AM 

Ohio missing trio may be dead, cops say 

Ig~~""IA sheriff says it's possible that three people missing in central Ohio have been killed, a day after a 13-
year-old girl who disappeared along with them was found bound and gagged in a man's home nearby. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20103:53:08 AM 

'Dancing' semifinals prove semi-predictable 

Ig~~""~ennifer Grey's still leading the pack, Bristol Palin is still dead last and Brooke Burke still has nothing new 

to add to the show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20103:57:54 AM 

Haitians riot, blame UN troops for cholera 

Ig~~""lprotesters in Haiti who blamed United Nations peacekeepers for the epidemic of cholera there rioted in 

two cities Monday, hurling rocks and setting fire to a police station, police and eyewitnesses said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20104:50:59 AM 

Four detained in deadly Shanghai blaze 

Chinese state media report that unlicensed welders accidentally started a fire in a high-rise apartment building in 

Shanghai that has so far left 53 dead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20105:23:39 AM 

Mavs hand Hornets first loss of season 

Ig~~""~ason Terry came off the bench to score a game-high 26 points and spark the Dallas Mavericks to a 98-95 

victory over New Orleans on Monday night to hand the Hornets their first loss of the season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20105:38:03 AM 

College presidents getting fatter paychecks 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: The economic recovery may be struggling to find a foothold, but the presidents of America's 

private colleges aren't feeling the pinch. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20106:44:48 AM 

Vick leads record rout of Redskins 

Ig~~""IMichael Vick threw four touchdown passes, including an 88-yarder to DeSean Jackson on the game's first 

snap, and ran for two scores, helping the Philadelphia Eagles to a record-setting 59-28 victory over the 
Washington Redskins. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20109:24:54 AM 

Thailand extradites 'merchant of death' to u.s. 

r-~he Thai government extradited accused Russian arms trafficker Viktor Bout to the United States on 
uesday to face terrorism charges, rejecting heavy pressure from Moscow for him to be freed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20109:38:00 AM 

Cops test jawbone for Natalee Holloway link 

Ig~~""lpolice are investigating whether a jaw bone found on Aruba is linked to the disappearance of u.s. 
teenager Natalee Holloway, a Dutch newspaper reported Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20109:50:58 AM 

Beyond Clinton in 'Hangover': Other political cameos 

Former President Bill Clinton is just the latest in a long-line of politicians who have made appearances in movies and TV 

shows. Check out other politicians who have stolen scenes from actors. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2010 10:36:31 AM 

Swift Shanghai arrests reveal officials' unease 

Ig~~""~he government's swift steps to assign blame after a Shanghai apartment fire killed at least 53 people 

showed how worried officials were to ease alarm among residents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2010 11:57:23 AM 

U.S. missiles kill 20 in Pakistan border town 

A suspected u.s. missile strike targeting a home and a speeding vehicle near the Afghan border killed 20 alleged 

militants early Tuesday, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2010 12:03:01 PM 

Royal romance: From college to wedding bells 

Ig~~""IBritain's Prince William announced Tuesday that he will marry longtime girlfriend Kate Middleton in 2011. 
Here are some highlights of their relationship. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201012:10:08 PM 

Video: Prince William, Kate Middleton engaged! 

Ig~~""IBritainJs Prince William and longtime girlfriend Kate Middleton have announced their plans to marry in 

2011. NBC's Jim Maceda reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2010 12:33:32 PM 

Video: Royal watcher: It's a Westminster wedding 

Ig~~""IRobert Jobson, an authority on the British monarchy, says Prince William and Kate Middleton are 

expected to exchange their vows at Westminster Abbey, not St. Paul's Cathedral, where Charles and 
Diana wed. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2010 12:36:55 PM 

Video: New lawmakers head to Capitol Hill 

Ig~~""INearIY 100 newly-elected members of Congress are attending orientations and getting acquainted with 
incumbents. NBC's Kelly O'Donnell reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201012:37:17 PM 

U.K. to pay millions to ex-Gitmo terror suspects 

Ig~~""IBritain has agreed to pay settlements to a group of former Guantanamo Bay detainees who were suing 

the government for alleged complicity in their torture overseas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2010 12:43:31 PM 

How Black Friday became America's day to shop 

Ig~~""IDesPite a name only a marketer could love, Black Friday has become shorthand for retail's most 
important day, and this year's day-after-Thanksgiving could be the biggest in years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2010 12:46:40 PM 

Video: Santa penguins ring in holiday season 

Ig~~""~ODAYJS Ann Curry takes a look at adorable video showing a waddle of penguins dressed as Santa Claus 

and his reindeer parade through puffs of fake snow at a Korean amusement park. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2010 12:47:51 PM 

Video: Obama faces a lame-duck Congress 

Ig~~""lpolitical analyst Richard Wolffe weighs in on the challenges the president will face in the next few weeks 
as he presses for legislation on Bush-era tax cuts. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20101:00:25 PM 

Video: Driver in fatal accident sues victim's kin 

Ig~~""~he man who was convicted of manslaughter in the death of 14-year-old Matthew Kenney is suing the 
boy's parents for damages, leaving a grieving family enraged. NBC's Jeff Rossen reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20101:30:55 PM 

No pregnancy coverage in most individual policies 

Ig~~""llndividual health insurance policies generally don't cover maternity care, a recent investigation found, 

leaving many couples unexpectedly forced to pay thousands of dollars out of their own pockets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20101:52:25 PM 

Wal-Mart posts 9.3% rise in 3Q profit 

Wal-Mart Stores Inc. is reporting a 9.3 percent increase in third-quarter net income as the world's largest retailer 

benefits from cost controls and a robust international business. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20101:59:30 PM 

Hope fades in search of collapsed Indian building 

Ig~~""IAnna Halder sat on a patch of packed mud and dialed her cell phone Tuesday, clinging to the hope that 

her parents or sisters somehow survived under the wreckage of their collapsed apartment building and 
would pick up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20102:16:45 PM 

Palin scores big with 'refudiate' and 'Alaska' TV show 

Sarah Palin hit two home runs Monday when her new TV reality series set a ratings record for TLC and a mash-up word 

she made famous was named "word of the year" by the New Oxford American Dictionary. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20102:24:23 PM 

PFT power rankings: Falcons are best in the land 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20102:26:22 PM 

First Thoughts: Small ball 

Ig~~""~he drive to eliminate earmarks highlights what a small percentage of the federal budget they make up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20103:22:08 PM 

With Diana's ring, William and Kate are engaged 

Britain's Prince William is to marry his longtime girlfriend Kate Middleton in London in 2011, the royal family said on 

Tuesday. A spokesman for Prince Charles said William gave Kate the engagement ring that belonged to his late mother, 

Princess Diana. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20103:25:22 PM 

Success! Asteroid dust brought back to Earth 

Ig~~""IA spacecraft that touched down on a space rock during a billion-mile mission successfully returned the 

first-ever samples from the surface of an asteroid, Japan's space agency says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20103:30:48 PM 

Hero dog from Afghanistan mistakenly killed 

A dog named Target that lived through explosions in war-torn Afghanistan couldn't survive a brief stay at an Arizona 

animal shelter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20103:37:12 PM 

Ohio State shuts 4 buildings in bomb scare 

Ohio State University evacuated four buildings, including the main library, following bomb threats on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20103:40:54 PM 

Beatles are on iTunes today 

Ig~~""lwhen an iTunes banner announced that today would be a day "you'll never forget," we speculated that it 

probably hinted at the arrival of the Beatles catalog on iTunes. Today, our speculation proved correct. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20104:17:52 PM 

Newsweek: 8 professions that remain sexist 

With all the talk of mama grizzlies, paycheck fairness, and women becoming the majority of American workers, it's easy 

to declare the battle of the sexes dead. But actually, there are numerous professions in which women are lagging 

behind. Here's a look at a few of the fields where sexism persists. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20104:45:27 PM 

Video: Cat protects kids from alligators 

Ig~~""IA YouTube video captures a cat in action as the feline stands between nearby children and some hungry 
alligators. TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20104:55:46 PM 

Global markets slump amid Irish bailout talk 

World markets dived Tuesday as investors waited to see if Ireland will end up requesting a financial lifeline from its 

partners in the eurozone, and amid renewed fears over whether bailed-out Greece is doing enough to get more rescue 

funds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20104:56:47 PM 

Major upset as U.S. bishops elect new chief 

Ig~~""lln an upset, the archbishop of New York has been elected president of the u.s. Conference of Catholic 

Bishops. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20105:03:13 PM 

Bomb threat leads to Ohio State evacuations 

Ohio State University evacuated four buildings, including the main library, Tuesday morning because of bomb threats e

mailed to the FBI. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20105:05:51 PM 

Untold stories behind Kate's 18-carat sapphire 

Ig~~""~he world was dazzled by the gem on Kate Middleton's finger Tuesday, little knowing the colorful story 
behind the ring Princess Diana chose back in 1981 - and that Prince William took from a royal safe in a 

"cloak-and-dagger" operation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20105:34:49 PM 

Newsweek: Middleton is U.K.'s first modern princess 

If Diana Spencer's marriage to the Prince of Wales back in 1981 had the throwback quality of a dynastic union, Kate 

Middleton's looks like a very 21st-century affair. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20105:40:53 PM 

Newsweek: 7 secrets from the Harry Potter premiere 

The cast dishes on what happened behind the scenes, and why a male character was sporting a bra. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20105:51:30 PM 

Foreclosure mess could threaten banks - report 

Ig~~""lwidespread problems in how lenders documented foreclosures could spark a wave of legal challenges 

resulting in massive losses to banks and serious new troubles for the housing market. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20106:12:43 PM 

Leaked U.S. Marshal body scan images revealed 

Ig~~""INew evidence shows that body scanners used in airports and public buildings definitely are capable of 

storing and transmitting pictures. Following a Freedom of Information Act request, the u.s. Marshals 
released 100 censored body scan images taken from an Orlando, Fla. courthouse. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20107:09:08 PM 

HBT: No surprise, Halladay wins Nl Cy Young 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20107:12:15 PM 

Paris bitten by N.Y.-style bedbug problem 

Tiny, bloodthirsty and relentless, the insect pest that became a nightmare for millions of New Yorkers has found its way 

to Paris. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20107:24:10 PM 

1 in 3 terminal cancer patients die in hospitals 

One third of u.s. patients dying of cancer end up getting costly but futile treatment in hospitals, when hospice care to 

ease their suffering would be more appropriate, researchers reported. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20107:31:01 PM 

Video: William and Kate ready for their royal close-up 

1-llln their first post-engagement appearance, a beaming Prince William and Kate Middleton went public 
uesday with details of their courtship and engagement. ITN's Tom Bradby reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20107:53:35 PM 

Obama awards Medal of Honor to staff sergeant 

Ig~~""IAn Army staff sergeant who stepped into the line of fire to help a pair of comrades on the Afghan 

battlefield has been given a Medal of Honor, the nation's top military award. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20108:05:28 PM 

Does it matter that Beatles are on iTunes? 

Ig~~""~hat interminably long and inexplicably winding road has come to an end -long after fans who wanted 
the Fab Four's songs already had them. But this decision is all about the marketing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20108:16:05 PM 

A new wave of governors invigorates GOP 

No matter how charismatic the new GOP governors may be, they face the same problems as their Democratic 

predecessors: revenues that are below 2008 levels, staggering employee retiree costs, and high demand for government 

services. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20108:28:29 PM 

Why dark chocolate boosts heart health 

Health recommendations from experts often include exercising more and eating more whole grains, but perhaps one of 

the more welcome advances in medical research has been the declaration that chocolate is good for us. Now, new 

research may help explain why indulging in the sweet treat helps our heart health. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20108:33:07 PM 

Another blow for RNC chair Michael Steele 

Gentry Collins, one of RNC chair Michael Steele's top aides, has quit his post, skewering Steele in the process. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20109:00:42 PM 

1 in 7 Medicare patients harmed at hospitals 

Medicare's new chief called for more steps to improve patient safety Tuesday, in the wake of a government report that 

said one in seven hospitalized Medicare patients is harmed during their stay. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20109:18:32 PM 

APNewsBreak: US investigation comes to France 

Ig~~""lu.s. investigators interviewed French anti-doping officials at Interpol headquarters Tuesday as part of a 

probe into allegations of drug use by cyclists, including Lance Armstrong, a French official told The 
Associated Press. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20109:23:29 PM 

Chevy's Volt is Motor Trend's car of the year 

Ig~~""~he Chevrolet Volt electric car is Motor Trend magazine's 2011 car of the year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20109:41:04 PM 

Rep denies longoria, Parker divorce report 

Ig~~""~MZ says actress and NBA star have filed for dicorce in Texas after three years of marriage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20109:44:26 PM 

Life Inc.: You can't fire me! I quit! 

Life Inc.: With nearly 15 million people out of work, it may seem surprising that anyone would quit their job. But it turns 

out lots of folks are - more, in fact, than are getting laid off. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20109:56:15 PM 

Tarp, bags found in case of 3 missing in Ohio 

A sheriff in central Ohio says a tarp and trash bags were taken from the home of a 13-year-old girl who was found bound 

and gagged in the basement of a man's home about 10 miles away. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2010 10:00:47 PM 

Plastic bag ban OK'd in parts of L.A. County 

Parts of Los Angeles County have joined other California communities in banning stores from using single-use plastic 

bags. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201010:09:13 PM 

Video: Prince William and Kate to tie the knot 

Ig~~""lprince William and Kate Middleton have officially announced their engagement, appearing together 
before a blaze of flashing cameras. lTV's Paul Davies reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2010 10:35:06 PM 

Manufacturing bodes well for economy's future 

After leading the u.s. economy out of recession last year and then flagging over the summer, manufacturers might be 

getting a second wind. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2010 11:00:24 PM 

Pink diamond sells for record $46M at auction 

Ig~~""IA rare pink diamond smashed the world record for a jewel at auction Tuesday, selling for more than $46 
million to a well-known gem dealer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201011:36:10 PM 

Stocks end day down as Dow flirts with 11,000 

Stocks fell for a fourth day Tuesday as concerns over a slowdown in China and talks about a bailout for Irish banks 

combined to push the Dow to its largest one-day loss since August. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2010 11:51:28 PM 

TSA: Religion no pass to skip airport screening 

Ig~~""~he Transportation Security Administration says airline passengers won't get out of body imaging 

screening or pat downs based on their religious beliefs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201011:59:17 PM 

Video: TSA battles image problem over body scanner 

Ig~~""IAt least two passenger rights groups have called for travelers to opt out of the TSArs new security 

screening methods during the Thanksgiving travel rush. NBC's Tom Costello reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201012:19:19 AM 

Video: A visibly thinner Cheney slams Obama 

Ig~~""IFormer Vice President Dick Cheney made a rare public appearance at the groundbreaking for the George 
W. Bush Presidential Library in Texas on Tuesday. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201012:31:52 AM 

Cholera death toll in Haiti tops 1,000 

Ig~~""IHealth officials say death toll from cholera outbreak in Haiti has passed 1,000. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201012:38:29 AM 

Newsweek: Cambodia cracks down on pedophiles 

A crackdown in Cambodia is catching Western men, but locals are still mostly unhindered. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201012:51:31 AM 

Video: Haiti's cholera death toll grows, sparking riots 

Ig~~""IAnger turned to violence over the cholera epidemic in Haiti. Protestors blame United Nations troops for 
unwittingly bringing the bacteria in. NBC's Kerry Sanders reports (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201012:57:14 AM 

Are airport X-ray scanners harmful? 

Ig~~""lcosmic Log: Concern is on the rise about radiation exposure from the X-ray full-body scanners that are 

being deployed around the u.s. in an effort to thwart terrorist attacks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201012:58:34 AM 

Sewer gas may be behind deadly Mexico hotel blast 

New evidence discovered Tuesday suggests an accumulation of sewage gases may have caused the weekend explosion 

at a seaside resort that killed five Canadian tourists and two Mexican workers, officials said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20101:08:12 AM 

Hollywood publicist shot to death in Beverly Hills 

Ig~~""IA 64-year-old woman was shot at least five times while driving her Mercedes, and Los Angeles police 

were searching for suspects. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20101:14:28 AM 

Supreme Court justices must adapt to Facebook world 

Ig~~""lsupreme Court Justice Stephen Breyer points out that the high court's social media shortcomings have an 

impact on both judicial philosophy and issues of technological development. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20101:30:29 AM 

Fish build mucus cocoons to fend off parasites 

Ig~~""~ust as some people must sleep with mosquito nets to ward off the bloodsuckers, coral reef fish 

apparently spin cocoons of mucus before slumbering to keep away biting parasites, scientists find. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20101:36:29 AM 

Just how far can you go in a leaf? 

Ig~~"'l'Your mileage may vary" ... That time-honored saying is even more relevant for the newfangled Nissan 

Leaf electric vehicle, which has an advertised range of 100 miles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20101:46:54 AM 

Amazon.com launches social movie studio 

Amazon Studios - which secured a first-look deal with Warner Bros. - will seek out the next Spiel bergs and Scorseses 

through monthly contests and community feedback. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20102:11:03 AM 

775,000 copies of Bush's 'Decision Points' sold 

Ig~~""[he Decider has written a blockbuster. Random House Inc. says former President George W. Bush's 

"Decision Points" sold 775,000 copies through its first week of publication. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20102:24:37 AM 

Murkowski's lead jumps in Alaska Senate race 

Ig~~""lu.S. Sen. Lisa Murkowski now has a 10,400-vote lead over GOP rival Joe Miller and is returning to Alaska, 

where she could declare victory as early as Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20102:46:23 AM 

Singer Pink confirms her pregnancy 

Ig~~""IGet this party started! A week after Us Weeklyfirst reported the news, Pink confirms she's going to be a 

mom! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20103:09:17 AM 

No.1 UConn women extend win streak to 80 

Ig~~""IMaya Moore scored a game-high 30 points and top-ranked Connecticut staved off a strong second-half 
rally by No.2 Baylor to win 65-64 on Tuesday night and extend the Huskies' winning streak to 80. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20103:19:05 AM 

Four loko maker to scrap caffeine 

Ig~~""~he maker of Four Loko says its will strip caffeine out of its products as u.s. regulators plan to crack down 

on companies selling alcoholic beverages that include a jolt of caffeine. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20103:55:52 AM 

'Dancing' cuts yet another front-runner 

Ig~~""lperhaps Tuesday night's results weren't really that big of a surprise. Why? Bristol Palin has again 

outlasted a competitor who is infinitely more skilled. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20104:21:16 AM 

Ex-'Survivor' producer arrested as fugitive 

Ig~~""IMore than seven months after Monica Beresford-Redman's body was found in the sewer of an upscale 

Mexican resort, federal authorities arrested her reality TV producer husband and plan to extradite him 
for trial. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20104:43:06 AM 

Brown, Kobe star as Lakers end rare skid 

Ig~~""IKobe Bryant scored 31 points, Shannon Brown added 16 of his 21 in the fourth quarter, and the Los 
Angeles Lakers beat the Milwaukee Bucks 118-107 on Tuesday night to snap a two-game losing streak. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20107:51:06 AM 

For one night, 'Melo happy to beat Knicks 

Ig~~""lcarmelo Anthony scored 26 points and his teammates overcame his emotional blowup in the closing 
minutes to lead the Denver Nuggets past the New York i<nicks, 120-118 Tuesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201010:02:50 AM 

Vows of EU support but no bailout yet for Ireland 

Ig~~""llrish and EU officials vowed to stabilize the banks at the center of Ireland's financial crisis and keep it 

from spreading to other fragile euro-linked economies as an anxiously awaited meeting of European 
finance ministers ended without an agreement to bailout the debt-stricken Dublin government. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201010:06:16 AM 

Homeless woman charged in LA train track death 

Betty Sugiyama and her elderly sister were rushing to catch a train for a shopping trip when authorities say the 

unthinkable happened: A homeless woman leapt from a bench and shoved the 84-year-old Little Tokyo resident onto 

the tracks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201011:07:56 AM 

China cracks down on safety after blaze kills 53 

Ig~~""lchina ordered tighter fire prevention measures Wednesday following a blaze that gutted a high-rise 

apartment building in China's business capital, killing at least 53 people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201011:36:50 AM 

William, Kate to be very involved in wedding plans 

Ig~~""lprince William and Kate Middleton will be sitting down with advisers to plan their long-anticipated 

wedding - and promise to be very hands on in their approach. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201011:37:41 AM 

'The end': Fla. eyes pardon for Jim Morrison 

Ig~~""loutgOing Florida Gov. Charlie Crist is looking to pardon long-dead rocker Jim Morrison who was convicted 

of exposing himself at a raucous 1969 concert in Miami. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201012:11:32 PM 

Accident? Suicide pact? Twins' shooting baffles 

Authorities are trying to determine how twin sisters from Australia were both shot in the head at a Colorado shooting 

range - and which sister died and which is critically injured. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201012:32:47 PM 

Video: Can Kate Middleton handle spotlight? 

Ig~~""~om Bradby, the journalist who got the first interview with the newly engaged Prince William and Kate 
Middleton, and eNN's Piers Morgan weigh in on the intensity of the media scrutiny Middleton has signed 

herself up for. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201012:37:51 PM 

Video: TV honcho held in wife's Cancun killing 

Ig~~""lu.S. Marshals and FBI agents took Bruce Beresford-Redman into custody after Mexican authorities 

formally charged him in the murder of his wife at a Cancun resort. NBC's Miguel Almaguer 
reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20101:07:39 PM 

Top tips for a safe and sane Black Friday 

Ig~~""[hiS year's Black Friday deals will be hyped to the max. Here are some tips to help you develop a strategy 

for the big shopping day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20101:08:52 PM 

Video: Is your favorite seafood toxic? 

Ig~~""loverseas fisheries are not only impacting American jobs but Americans' health too. NBC's Jeff Rossen 
investigates the hidden filth and toxins of some imported seafood. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20101:15:08 PM 

Could your seafood contain toxic chemicals? 

Eighty percent of the fish and shrimp we eat comes from overseas - and a TODAY investigation reveals that some of 

that seafood may contain toxic substances that can cause serious health issues. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20101:33:17 PM 

Cops: Teen kills mom of 11, 61-year-old woman 

Ig~~""IAuthorities on Tuesday charged a Minnesota teenager with murdering two convenience store clerks at 

separate stores in northern Iowa. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20101:34:15 PM 

Preemie births inch down, but still a big problem 

Premature births may finally be starting to inch down, says a new report from the March of Dimes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20101:46:45 PM 

House Dems vote to keep Pelosi as leader 

Ig~~""IDemocrats in the u.s. House of Representatives voted Wednesday to retain Speaker Nancy Pelosi as their 

leader when Republicans take control of the chamber in January. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20101:55:47 PM 

Video: Who is People's Sexiest Man Alive? 

Ig~~""lsee which actor was honored with the magazine's annual title. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20102:04:11 PM 

GM IPQ boost good news for u.s. taxpayers 

General Motors expanded its initial public offering by 31 percent, bringing taxpayers and the government closer to 

recouping their huge investment in the revitalized automaker. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20102:07:45 PM 

Video: Scarborough denies rumors of 2012 run with Bloomberg 

Ig~~""~oe Scarborough insists he is not setting his sights on a White House run with the New York City mayor, 

making the case that the pair "have not talked about this directly, or indirectly, or super-super-secret 
indirectly." (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/2010 2 :30:24 PM 

Hefty surcharges a new holiday travel tradition 

Are you craving cranberries and planning to fly somewhere for the Thanksgiving holiday? If so, you likely will be paying a 

hefty surcharge to do so. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20102:35:36 PM 

Newsweek: Tiger Woods on how he has redefined victory 

'My life was out of balance, and my priorities were out of order.' Woods describes his ongoing struggle to learn from 

recent mistakes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20102:45:08 PM 

First Thoughts: Is this what change looks like? 

Ig~~""IAfter a change election, the same four people (Boehner, Pelosi, McConnell and Reid) who were running 

Congress still are running Congress. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/2010 2 :54:28 PM 

Buffett praises U.S. efforts to bailout economy 

Ig~~""lwarren Buffett has praised the u.s. government's efforts to bailout the economy during the financial 

crisis two years ago, preventing an economic collapse. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20102:59:08 PM 

Contador's tainted meat claim reportedly rejected 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20103:04:45 PM 

Willow Palin uses anti-gay slur in Facebook rant 

Sarah Palin's 16-year-old daughter mixes it up after user is critical of family's new reality TV series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20103:08:57 PM 

Archer: Right now, there are no Super favorites 

r-~rCher: This season, we might need until Christmas to know who the legitimate Super Bowl favorites are. 
he division leaders have warts, and very few teams are completely out of it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20103:09:12 PM 

Best time to see leonid meteor shower: now 

Ig~~""~he Leonid meteor shower of 2010 is peaking this week and the best time to see the sky show is now. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20103:17:35 PM 

Bug deactivates thousands of Facebook accounts 

Facebook's vigilance in sussing out fake profiles took some HAL 9000 liberties yesterday when perhaps thousands of 

accounts - seemingly all women - were deactivated by a bug in a system designed to weed out false identities. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/2010 3 :20:48 PM 

UN: 3 civilians killed by rebels in Congo 

Rwandan Hutu rebels attacked a truck in eastern Congo, killing at least three people and wounding several others, the 

United Nations said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20103:21:39 PM 

Palin: 'I'm engaged in the internal deliberations' for 2012 

The inner circle of Sarah Palin's political organization is notoriously difficult to crack, but in an over-7S00-word piece in 

the New York Times Magazine posted online Wednesday, Robert Draper offers a rare glimpse into Palin-land - as well as 

buzzy quotes from an hour-long interview with the former Alaska gov. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20103:49:53 PM 

U.S. Afghan exit strategy based on uncertain 'conditions' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20104:48:14 PM 

Next big thing? Big cholesterol drop with new drug 

An experimental Merck drug safely boosted good cholesterol to record highs while dropping bad cholesterol to 

unprecedented lows in a study that stunned researchers and renewed hopes for an entirely new way of lowering heart 

risks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20104:48:21 PM 

'Next Three Days' an implausible thriller 

A couple of thrilling chase sequences in the film's third act and intense moments within Russell Crowe and Elizabeth 

Banks' performances, as well as one great scene involving Liam Neeson, unfortunately can't salvage the whole endeavor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20104:54:11 PM 

World's oldest champagne uncorked, tastes like honey 

Ig~~""IAn accent of mushrooms merged with sweet notes of honey in a sampling Wednesday of what's been 

billed as champagne from the 19th century, salvaged from a shipwreck in the Baltic Sea. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20104:56:53 PM 

Newsweek: The cultural influence of the Post-it 

This year marks the 30th anniversary of the Post-it Note, a brand that has more than 4,000 products in its line. The 

original sticky pad, however, remains the best-known one and has been used for a lot more than note-taking. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20104:57:49 PM 

Pastor to church leaders: Thou shalt not Facebook 

A New Jersey pastor is telling his married church leaders to delete Facebook or resign. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20105:11:20 PM 

Slideshow: Life's small wonders 

Ig~~""ICliCk through the top 10 pictures of the 2010 Olympus BioScapes International Digital Imaging 

Competition. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20105:23:53 PM 

Doom and gloom dominate new 'Harry Potter' 

Fear and loathing, doom and gloom permeate nearly every minute of "Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 1," the 

beginning of the end of the behemoth boy-wizard series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20105:24:21 PM 

Video: Yankee Stadium transformation 

Ig~~""lcheCk out this footage of Yankee Stadium being transformed into a football field as they gear up for 

Notre Dame vs. Army Saturday at 7 p.m. ET. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20105:51:11 PM 

Eva Longoria files for divorce from Tony Parker 

Ig~~""~he actress filed for divorce Wednesday from her NBA star husband of three years, citing irreconciable 

differences. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20105:56:15 PM 

Senate moves forward on food safety bill 

The Senate has voted to move forward on a far-reaching food safety bill that would give the Food and Drug 

Administration more power to prevent food borne illnesses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20106:03:58 PM 

How to tell if an Android app is malware 

Ig~~""IAndroid's fairly wide-open Market, and the so-detailed-they're-overwhelming permissions requests from 

apps, make it harder to be certain about the good nature of some apps. So let's run through a few ways 
to keep yourself safe when you're downloading apps on your Android. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20106:05:25 PM 

NBC/WSJ poll: Record support for gays serving openly in the military 

Support for gays and lesbians serving in the military has jumped from a decade ago, according to the latest NBC News

Wall Street journal poll out today. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20106:26:45 PM 

Cosmic Log: Antimatter atoms caught at last 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: After years of effort, scientists confirm that they've corralled 

individual atoms of antimatter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/2010 6 :44:23 PM 

HPV shot can prevent anal cancer, panel says 

The Gardasil vaccine appears effective for preventing anal cancer, members of a u.s. advisory panel said. The FDA will 

decide whether to approve the shot for males and females ages 9 through 26 for preventing the cancer. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20106:46:19 PM 

National Enquirer publisher files for bankruptcy 

American Media Inc, publisher of the National Enquirer and Star supermarket tabloids, on Wednesday filed for Chapter 

11 bankruptcy protection. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20106:51:25 PM 

'Transvestite terrorist' refuses body scan in new video 

r-I~ si ng a t ra n svestite te rro rist, nude pa sse ng e rs 01 the lutu re and Bi II eli nto n as backg ro u nd p roteste r, the 
aiwanese news animation company that brought us Steve Jobs: Airport Ninja and Google CEO Eric 

Schmidt's contract with the Devil, shows us what's at stake. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20106:57:21 PM 

New lO-shot espresso drink is 'porn in a cup' 

A Brooklyn coffee shop is offering customers a real jolt: 10 shots of espresso in a single serving with the nickname "porn 

inacup." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20107:19:52 PM 

FDA warns makers of alcoholic energy drinks 

Ig~~""~he Food and Drug Administration is poised to announce a virtual ban of alcoholic energy drinks on 

Wednesday, even as a leading manufacturer is pulling its products off the market. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20107:35:31 PM 

'Slurpee Summit 2010' attendees 

It's being called the "Slurpee Summit," named after the drink that the president said Republicans were idly drinking 

while the economy festered. Here's a look at the summit's attendees and their views on post-midterm bipartisanship. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20107:42:10 PM 

Chicken abuse alleged at largest egg producer 

Ig~~""~he U.S. Humane Society took aim at the largest producer of fresh eggs in the country, releasing images 

and a report it said documents federal safety violations and inhumane treatment of chickens. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20108:00:20 PM 

Chinese brain-imaging device may be u.s. copy 

Ig~~""IA Chinese team's brain imaging device has come under question from developers of a u.s. device who 

say it's a near duplicate of theirs, LiveScience has learned. An article on the Chinese device was published 
in the prestigious journal Science, and the u.S. researchers are preparing a formal letter to the journal in 
response. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20108:13:15 PM 

GM offering may leave out many small investors 

Ig~~""lwhen General Motors finally offers stock to the public on Thursday, small investors will probably be left 

out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20108:14:41 PM 

AP: Murkowski beats Miller in Alaska Senate race 

After a two-week count of write-in ballots, the Associated Press has called the Alaska Senate race for incumbent 

Republican Lisa Murkowski. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20108:22:29 PM 

Bummer! Dutch to ban tourists from buying pot 

Ig~~""~he Dutch government said on Wednesday it wanted to ban tourists from buying cannabis in "coffee 

shops," where hash is on sale legally, as part of a national crackdown on drug use. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20108:24:10 PM 

Candid camera, in his head 

An assistant arts professor at New York University is going under the knife for his art (photography), having surgery in 

three weeks to install a camera in the back of his head that will broadcast a live stream of images to the museum in 

Qatar that commissioned the project. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/2010 8 :24:20 PM 

As ugly anniversary looms, Tiger rebuilds image 

Ig~~""~iger Woods in on Twitter, and that's not all. Newsweek posted an op-ed piece by Woods on Wednesday 
titled, "How I've Redefined Victory." He is scheduled to be a guest for two segments Thursday on ESPN 

Radio's "Mike & Mike in the Morning." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20108:35:35 PM 

GOP governors meet in San Diego, some eyeing 2012 

As the Republican governors gather in California on Wednesday for their annual meeting, some of them are staring 

directly at the 2012 presidential race. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20108:37:20 PM 

A chance to test GOP's governing strengths 

President Barack Obama and the Democratic-controlled Senate can foil the new Republican majority in the House, but 

for the next two years new GOP governors will have a chance to test a Republican way of governing in hard times. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20108:49:14 PM 

Germany: Terrorists plan attacks this month 

Germany says it has firm evidence Islamist militants were planning attacks in the next two weeks and ordered increased 

security at potential targets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20109:01:20 PM 

Rastafarian inmates no longer isolated over hair 

Ig~~""IMany Rastafarians and other inmates in Virginia who have spent years in isolation for refusing to cut their 

hair were moved to a prison where they can live together, the state Corrections Department said 
Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20109:21:17 PM 

TSA boss: New pat-downs are more invasive 

The top boss at the Transportation Security Administration is hearing privacy complaints from angry travelers, advocacy 

groups - and even members of Congress. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20109:43:48 PM 

Tactical Thanksgiving: holiday travel game plan 

Between crowded airports, packed planes and new, potentially confusing security initiatives, this holiday travel period is 

shaping up to be a rough one. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/2010 9 :54:42 PM 

Caribbean reef repair 'beyond our lifetimes' 

Ig~~""IA coral bleaching event in 2005 was the worst on record in the Caribbean, said experts who also warned 

that bleaching this last summer is likely to have proven even worse in parts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201010:11:34 PM 

How to steal a body-scan picture 

Ig~~""lcosmic Log: The Transportation Security Administration says the revealing images made by full-body 

scanners can't possibly be stored or copied. But critics say it can be done. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201011:24:17 PM 

Driving an electric Leaf is a smooooth move 

Ig~~""IAccelerating from a dead stop in an all-electric Nissan Leaf is a beautiful experience. You could do it all 
day long - but what if you only had two hours? Msnbc.com's Jim Seida reports on his date with a Leaf. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201011:33:12 PM 

Poll: Nation wants change, skeptical D.C. can deliver 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to the latest NBC/WSJ poll, almost seven in 10 registered voters say they voted in the midterm 

elections with the hope of seeing change. But they are doubtful of just how much change will actually 
take place. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201011:36:35 PM 

Fresno State student body president: I'm illegal 

Ig~~""~he president of Fresno State University's student body acknowledges that he is an illegal immigrant after 

an anonymous tip to the college newspaper, according to the Los Angeles Times. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201011:52:15 PM 

'Merchant of Death' pleads not guilty in N.Y. 

Ig~~""IA Russian arms trafficking suspect labeled the "Merchant of Death" has pleaded not guilty in a New York 

City court, where he's charged with helping terrorists trying to overthrow the government of Colombia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201011:53:03 PM 

Video: Hillary Clinton urges action on START treaty 

Ig~~""lsenate Republicans are blocking the required approval of a nuclear arms treaty, saying there isn't enough 
time to work out differences with the White House before this Congress ends. NBC's Kelly O'Donnell 

reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201011:56:42 PM 

Judge refuses to stop construction of Tenn. mosque 

A judge refused Wednesday to stop construction of a proposed mosque in Tennessee that was opposed by some local 

residents who tried to argue that there was a conspiracy by Muslims to impose extremist law on the United States. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201011:59:43 PM 

Harvard comedy show makes fun of Yale killing 

A comedy news show run by Harvard University students is making light of last year's killing of a Yale University graduate 

student in a parody video. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2010 12:04:56 AM 

Video: Tensions rise as cholera claims more victims 

Ig~~""IHealth officials warn that Haiti's deadly cholera epidemic will strike at least 200,000 people in the coming 
months. NBC's Kerry Sanders reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2010 12:08:48 AM 

Video: Testing of imported seafood a fishy business 

Ig~~""lour Planet: While the u.s. imports more than 80 percent of the fish eaten in this country, the FDA tests 
less than two percent--an equation that food safety officials say puts consumers at risk. NBC's Jeff Rossen 

reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/201012:10:16 AM 

China Web hijacking shows Net at risk 

The cyber cold war between China and the u.s. just got a little chillier. Twice this year, China demonstrated its ability to 

"substantially manipulate" the Internet. These incidents, both of which took advantage of well-known vulnerabilities, are 

a wake-up call for u.s. authorities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/201012:12:20 AM 

Good news, ladies: Estrogen makes you smarter 

The hormone estrogen can sharpen mental performance, and now scientists think they know why. Estrogen may boost 

the number of connections between brain cells, improving communication in the brain. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2010 12:25:46 AM 

Ohio city consumed by search for missing family 

Ig~~""lpeoPle in the tiny Ohio town of Mount Vernon used to have to think back years to recall a violent crime. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2010 12:45:24 AM 

Air Force warns troops about Facebook, Foursquare 

The Air Force is warning its troops to be careful when using Facebook and other popular networking sites because some 

new mobile features could show the enemy exactly where u.s. forces are located in war zones. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/201012:59:10 AM 

Deal of the day: Starbucks times two 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: From Thursday through Sunday, you can get two Starbucks fancy coffee beverages for the price 

of one, but only in the afternoon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20101:01:53 AM 

9-year-old saves 5 siblings from fire 

Three generations of a family that lost all their possessions in a house fire Monday night are praising their 9-year-old girl 

for rescuing five younger family members. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20101:25:04 AM 

Palin book knocks levi Johnston, 'American Idol' 

Ig~~""lsarah Palin isn't done with Levi Johnston. And she's also not crazy about "American Idol." These details 
are emerging from her new book "America by Heart," which isn't officially out until next week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20101:34:55 AM 

Jury clears Gitmo detainee of all but 1 count 

Ig~~""~he first Guantanamo detainee to face a civilian trial has been acquitted in New York City of all but one 

charge accusing him of a deadly 1998 plot to bomb two u.s. embassies in Africa. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20101:45:36 AM 

Qantas: 40 engines on planes need replacing 

Ig~~""~he world's fleet of Airbus A380 aircraft will need to replace around 40 Rolls-Royce engines to ensure 

safety after one such engine broke apart in flight this month, Australia's Qantas said on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20102:11:49 AM 

PBT: Parker closes curtain on Longoria divorce 

Ig~~""~ony Parker confirms divorce from Eva Longoria, won't comment on rumors of affair with ex-teammate's 

wife. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20102:22:39 AM 

Deficit commission debates Medicare overhaul 

President Barack Obama's deficit commission on Wednesday debated turning Medicare into a program in which seniors 

buy health insurance with government-issued vouchers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20102:26:19 AM 

Police clash with students at tuition protest 

Ig~~""lpolice arrested and pepper-sprayed University of California students during a violent protest Wednesday 

over a proposed tuition increase that left three officers injured. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20102:52:56 AM 

Bosh dominates as Heat scorch Suns 

Ig~~""lchris Bosh scored a season-high 35 points, LeBron James finished with 20 points and the Miami Heat beat 
the Phoenix Suns 123-96 on Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20103:13:09 AM 

Kobe, Lakers cruise past Pistons 

Ig~~""IKobe Bryant scored 33 points without playing in the fourth quarter, and the Los Angeles Lakers took 
advantage of Richard Hamilton's early ejection in a 103-90 win over the Detroit Pistons on Wednesday 

night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20104:20:45 AM 

Murkowski thanks Alaskans for write-in victory 

Ig~~""lsen. Lisa Murkowski declares victory and thanks supporters after apparently becoming the first u.s. 
Senate candidate in more than 50 years to win a write-in campaign. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20105:56:29 AM 

Reid plans Senate vote on military gay ban this year 

Ig~~""lsenate Majority Leader Harry Reid says he will call for a vote after Thanksgiving on legislation that would 

allow gays to serve openly in the military. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20106:11:38 AM 

Hong Kong official calms bird flu fears 

Hong Kong's health secretary says there is no increased risk from imported poultry after the territory confirmed its first 

case of human bird flu in seven years. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20109:10:03 AM 

Turtles, geckos, a roach: Kids arrested in heist 

Cops in Baltimore arrested two boys in the alleged theft of exotic animals - including turtles, geckos and an iguana -

from a nature center after their mom called authorities, a report said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20109:32:40 AM 

Boy, 13, admits killing his parents 

A Missouri judge ruled Wednesday that a 13-year-old boy who admitted shooting his mother and stepfather to death 

this summer should be held in juvenile custody indefinitely. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2010 10:06:06 AM 

Cops: Fake doc carried out breast exams in bars 

Ig~~""lpolice in Idaho say a woman posed as a physician and duped at least two other women into undergoing 
breast exams at her hands in Boise-area nightclubs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2010 10:09:09 AM 

Feds probe salaries at bankrupt megachurch 

Ig~~""IA federal bankruptcy official has questioned the salaries of three employees of the bankrupt Crystal 

Cathedral megachurch. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2010 10:24:22 AM 

7.5-magnitude quake? Fault found in Rockies 

Scientists have mapped a previously unknown and active seismic fault in the northern Rockies capable of unleashing an 

earthquake with a magnitude as high as 7.5. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2010 10:53:22 AM 

Myanmar junta not easing up, Suu Kyi says 

Ig~~""IMyanmar's democracy icon Aung San Suu Kyi said her recent release from detention did not signal a 
softening in the military's harsh, decades-long rule of the Southeast Asian nation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2010 12:36:39 PM 

ConsumerMan: Not all smoke alarms are equal 

Ig~~""~hat smoke detector outside your bedroom door could be giving you a false sense of security. As it turns 

out, not all smoke alarms are created equal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2010 12:38:46 PM 

Video: Trapped toddler hoisted out of well 

Ig~~""IRescuers in Argentina were able to talk a 3-year-old girl trapped nearly 100 feet down a well into clipping 
on her own harness so she could be scooped to safety. TODAY's Ann Curry has more details. (Today 

Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2010 12:48:05 PM 

Video: William and Kate already living together 

Ig~~""~he recently engaged prince and his fiancee prove they are a modern couple, living together in Wales for 
eight months prior to announcing their engagement. TODAY's Natalie Morales reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20101:19:31 PM 

Four in 10 say marriage is becoming obsolete 

Does marriage matter? Four in 10 Americans say it's becoming obsolete - but half of unmarried adults still want to get 

hitched. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20101:22:57 PM 

Roaches, mice, bacteria at some mall food courts 

A trip to the mall food court is a favorite for families looking for a quick bite. But a TODAY investigation reveals that 

many vendors have a disturbing pattern of health violations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20102:01:06 PM 

Video: Trump 'thinking about' 2012 bid 

Ig~~""~he real estate mogul joins the Morning Joe gang to discuss a possible White House run. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20102:01:35 PM 

HBT: Is Derek Jeter this year's Johnny Damon? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20102:05:34 PM 

Road work may slow your holiday road trip 

There's good news and bad news for motorists this holiday season. America's roads have never been safer, statistics 

show. But, depending where you live, they may never be slower. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20102:07:08 PM 

Lessons learned from 'Planes, Trains and Automobiles' 

Ig~~"'l'Planesl Trains and Automobiles" is the gold standard for films depicting holiday travel madness. But 

there are some teachable moments within the zaniness. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20102:15:53 PM 

Weekly jobless benefit claims rise slightly 

New U.S. claims for unemployment benefits rose slightly last week as expected, a government report showed on 

Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20102:32:55 PM 

Sabathia vs. Hernandez, who'll win AL Cy Young today? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20102:59:03 PM 

Newsweek: How Obama's books predicted his actions 

If the president is struggling these days, the critics say, it's perhaps because he's out of touch with Americans, and even 

at odds with his own principles. Yet Obama is doing exactly what he said he would do. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20103:00:04 PM 

Video: Deputy tackles motorcycle rider 

Ig~~""lpolice dashcam video shows a Texas Sheriff's deputy using a flying tackle on a motorcycle rider after a 

chase. KXAS-TV's Randy Mcilwain reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20103:06:10 PM 

Newsweek: lisa Kudrow's comeback of 'Comeback' 

When it debuted, the meta-ness ofThe Comeback was part of the problem. As a satire about the vapidity of reality 

television, it was acute but too insidery. Now, it's a more incisive, hilarious comedy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20103:31:23 PM 

Video: Grandmother brawls with Hooters security 

Ig~~""IA Chicago-area grandmother of four serving seven months for battery after wrestling with a Hooters 

security guard has filed a lawsuit against the restaurant, the security guard and the town. WMAQ-TV's 
Dick Johnson reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20103:41:58 PM 

Cher opens up about Sonny's womanizing 

Ig~~"'l'one woman, or even five, was not enough for him. I found all this out afterward," the actress told 

Parade magazine. "I'm not sure we should've ever been husband and wife." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20103:46:57 PM 

Video: Heroic hound saves 95-year-old neighbor 

Ig~~""IA dog alerts its owners to a 95-year-old neighbor's fall. KARE-TV's Karla Hult reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20104:07:49 PM 

Video: World's fastest coaster hits 150 mph 

Ig~~""~he Formula Rossa rollercoaster, in the new Ferrari World theme park in Abu Dhabi, gives riders the 
sensation that they're flying along in a Formula 1 racer. TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20104:13:43 PM 

Airport stops Germany-bound suspected bomb 

Ig~~""lpolice have found a suspected bomb in a parcel bound for Germany at an airport in Namibia, officials said 

on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20104:22:11 PM 

Motorist killed in SUV-school bus crash, police say 

Missouri authorities say the driver of an 5UV that hit head-on into a school bus with children on board Thursday morning 

has died, according to the St. Louis Post-Dispatch. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20104:52:12 PM 

Ireland expects to take a EU-IMF loan 

Ireland edged toward taking a bailout loan Thursday from the European Union to bolster its debt-crippled banks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20106:12:19 PM 

Just for the record, it's Guinness World Records Day 

From jumping rope to hopping on pogo sticks, walking in heavy shoes to dressing up dogs, some 300,000 people around 

the world are expected to attempt record-breaking stunts on the sixth annual Guinness World Records Day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20106:44:55 PM 

Newsweek: Why Ghailani verdict is a victory 

Here's a piece of news for: yesterday, the u.s. government successfully prosecuted a major terror suspect, putting him 

away for 20 years to life and showing that the civil trials offer a method that is both constitutional and effective for 

prosecuting the war on terror. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20107:01:19 PM 

King for a day! Hernandez wins Al Cy Young 

Ig~~""IFeliX Hernandez has been chosen the AL Cy Young Award winner. The Seattle ace won by an easy margin 
in results released Thursday by the Baseball Writers' Association of America. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20107:09:20 PM 

Sweden to issue int'l warrant for Assange 

Ig~~""~he elusive Australian behind the biggest leak of u.s. war documents in history is wanted by Sweden in a 

drawn-out rape probe, and could soon face an international arrest warrant curtailing his ability to jump 
from one country to another. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20107:09:48 PM 

One disaster after another for Haitian amputee 

Ig~~""lschneiIY Similien, 4, lost his leg in Haiti's January earthquake, but his family, like millions in Haiti, has 

faced poverty, hunger, the devastation of a hurricane, and, now, a growing cholera epidemic. He's still a 
happy boy, eager to run and ride his bike, but his parents worry because there's no money for school. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20107:19:05 PM 

'Teen Mom' star charged for domestic violence 

Ig~~""lpolice in Anderson, Ind., have officially charged "Teen Mom" star Amber Portwood with two felonies and 

one misdemeanor for domestic violence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20107:46:07 PM 

House GOP blocks bill to extend jobless benefits 

Republicans in the House have blocked a bill that would have extended jobless benefits for the long-term unemployed 

beyond the holiday season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20107:50:15 PM 

Mom pleads guilty to giving tot pot 

A woman has admitted giving her 2-year-old daughter marijuana and using her cell phone to record the child smoking it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20107:59:40 PM 

'Barefoot Bandit' pleads not guilty 

The teen accused of being the "Barefoot Bandit" has pleaded not guilty to federal charges, four months after an alleged 

cross-country crime spree ended with his arrest in a stolen boat in the Bahamas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20108:15:48 PM 

PFT picks: Patriots will take care of Colts 

Ig~~""lpiCkS: New England's potent passing attack will be too much for Indy this time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20108:21:14 PM 

CDC: Haiti's cholera part of old pandemic 

The cholera epidemic that has killed l,l1D people and sickened thousands more in Haiti is part of a 49-year-old global 

pandemic and was likely brought to the Caribbean country by a single infected person, scientists said on Thursday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20108:36:50 PM 

Chevrolet Volt wins green car prize 

Ig~~""lwhile General Motors Co. was seeing greenbacks in its initial public offering on Wall Street Thursday, its 

Chevrolet brand was burnishing its green credentials. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20108:39:45 PM 

Gay couple reportedly marries aboard jetliner 

Passengers on a red-eye awoke to an announcement slightly more interesting than the typical "fasten your seatbelts" as 

they approached New York. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20108:44:13 PM 

Fed-up fliers protest airport security measures 

r-I~or 30 years, Marcia Miller has flown to Toledo, Ohio, to join four generations of her family for 
hanksgiving. But this year, thanks to new airport security measures, she's opting to stay home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20108:52:41 PM 

Fliers liken pat-downs to sexual assault 

Ig~~""~ravelers who have undergone full-body put-downs by federal security agents describe a procedure that 
they say would be illegal sexual assault if it weren't being done by the government. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20108:54:28 PM 

Cosmic 'cannibalism' brings new planet to Milky Way 

Ig~~""IAstronomers have confirmed the first discovery of an alien planet in our Milky Way that came from 

another galaxy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20109:09:44 PM 

Movie fans, and Oscar voters, love the Brits 

Don't go getting any golden ideas, "Harry Potter." It's "The King's Speech" that has the Anglophile magic. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20109:15:12 PM 

Government insists full-body scanners are safe 

Ig~~""~hey look a little like giant refrigerators and pack a radiation dose big enough to peer through clothing for 

bombs or weapons, yet too minuscule to be harmful, federal officials insist. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20109:32:14 PM 

Performances elevate cliched 'Dagenham' 

Sally Hawkins does her best Sally Field impression in "Made in Dagenham," playing a plucky Ford factory worker who 

rouses her fellow female employees to go on strike in demand of equal pay. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20109:38:39 PM 

Video: Obama: Tough decisions paying off for auto industry 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama discusses the financial progress GM has made over the past year while pointing out that 

the company recently posted its most successful quarter in 11 years. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2010 10:26:29 PM 

Woman doesn't like bill collector on Facebook 

A Florida woman claims a debt collector went far beyond the usual phone calls in an attempt to recoup $362 for an 

unpaid car loan by sending her messages on Facebook. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2010 10:44:36 PM 

Older retirees may not save Social Security 

Raising the retirement age for Social Security would disproportionately hurt low-income workers and minorities, and 

increase disability claims by older people unable to work. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2010 10:55:32 PM 

Restaurants prepare for calorie 'sticker shock' 

Restaurant chains, including some accused of peddling "food porn," are slimming down their menus before new rules 

force them to expose astronomical calorie counts to diners. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2010 11:01:29 PM 

Drug-resistant malaria feared in Southeast Asia 

A form of malaria resistant to the most powerful drugs available may have emerged along the Thai-Myanmar border as 

well as Vietnam, and containment measures are planned, the World Health Organization said on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2010 11:04:01 PM 

Democrats plan vote on middle-class tax cuts 

Ig~~""lcongreSSiOnal Democrats said on Thursday they would vote to extend Bush-era tax cuts for the lower and 

middle classes only, setting up a clash with Republicans only two weeks after midterm elections. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/201011:07:53 PM 

Obama remains committed to closing Gitmo 

Ig~~""~he first court conviction of a Guantanamo Bay detainee makes it increasingly likely that President 

Obama's campaign promise to close the prison will remain unmet when his term expires. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/201011:12:19 PM 

How GM's return played in 3 cities with a stake 

Ig~~""IGeneral Motors returned to Wall Street with the satisfying roar of a muscle car's engine, embraced by 

traders at the New York Stock Exchange. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2010 11:37:31 PM 

Facebook causes asthma attack in teenager 

Facebook takes the blame for many modern problems, but a just-published case study introduces a brand new thing we 

may be able to blame the social networking giant for - asthma attacks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2010 11:45:41 PM 

GM's shares jump as carmaker goes public 

Ig~~""IGM returned to life as a public company Thursday, its share price hitting $36 on the New York Stock 

Exchange as it launched a stock offering worth potentially $23 billion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/2010 12:54:29 AM 

Miller seeks to stop election certification 

GOP Senate candidate Joe Miller is asking a federal judge to stop officials from certifying the election, in which rival Lisa 

Murkowski already has declared victory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20101:13:20 AM 

Video: Marriage fading from American mainstream 

Ig~~""IA new Pew research study shows how much families have changed in this country, especially when it 
comes to kids living in one-parent households. NBC's Kevin Tibbles reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20101:15:34 AM 

Suspicious bag delays Germany flight 

Ig~~""IAn Air Berlin flight from Namibia to Munich was delayed after police found a suspicious bag in the 

luggage hall of the airport in the southern African nation's capital, authorities said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20101:24:22 AM 

Video: Terror warning puts Germany on high alert 

Ig~~""IA suspicious package bound for Munich was discovered in an airport in Namibia Thursday, prompting 

officials to warn of a possible impending terrorist attack. NBC's Stephanie Gosk reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20101:25:41 AM 

Video: START treaty hits political headwinds 

Ig~~""IAS President Obama stepped up to push a signature foreign policy achievement across the finish line, 

Senator John Kyl has warned there's no chance the new arms control treaty will pass. NBC's Savannah 
Guthrie reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20101:26:21 AM 

Video: Rush on natural gas courts controversy 

Ig~~""lour Planet: Collecting the fuel that exists beneath the Pennsylvania hills involves a complicated process 

called hydraulic fracturing, one critics say threatens to contaminate the state's water supply. NBC's Anne 
Thompson reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20102:15:55 AM 

Investigators: Twins shooting was suicide pact 

The double shooting of Australian twin sisters was a suicide pact, investigators say after interviewing the one who 

survived. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20102:29:41 AM 

Ventre: Giving sports thanks an easy 'Decision' 

Ig~~""lventre: In the sports world, with the 24-hour news cycle and events changing by the minute, it's easy to 

get caught up in the maelstrom of developments and forget to reflect. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20102:40:07 AM 

Russia ID's double agent who exposed spy ring 

Ig~~""IA former KGB special forces soldier is being investigated as a double agent who tipped u.s. authorities to 

a Russian spy ring, European media reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20103:07:02 AM 

Rep. Rangel pleads for 'fairness and mercy' 

Ig~~""IRep. Charles Rangel of New York pleaded Thursday for "a drop of fairness and mercy" as he braced for 

likely punishment for his ethical misdeeds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20103:34:00 AM 

King Felix! Seattle ace Hernandez wins AL Cy Young 

Ig~~""IFor once, Felix Hernandez got all the support he needed for a big win. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20103:40:58 AM 

Woman found dead in foreclosed Fla. home 

Ig~~""IA body was discovered in a foreclosed home on Thursday, say Cape Canaveral, Fla., authorities say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20104:56:11 AM 

Nelson, Magic eclipse Nash-less Suns 

Ig~~""~ameer Nelson had 15 points and a season-high 12 assists, and the Orlando Magic easily handled a 
Phoenix Suns team playing without Steve Nash in a 105-89 win on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20105:51:22 AM 

Bears hand Dolphins rare home shutout 

ulius Peppers and a swarming defense allowed only 187 yards and a single third-down conversion O
·g~~..., 

hursday night, and the Bears won 16-0 to send the injury-ravaged Miami Dolphins to their second home 
shutout in 40 years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20105:54:28 AM 

30 missing after New Zealand coal mine blast 

An explosion has occurred in a coal mine on the west coast of New Zealand's South Island with up to 30 miners 

unaccounted for, the district's mayor said on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20106:04:35 AM 

Hong Kong judge orders American retried for murder 

A Hong Kong judge Friday ordered American Nancy Kissel to stand trial again for the "milkshake" murder of her banker 

husband, handing a big setback to her defense team in the high profile case. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20106:05:34 AM 

BLTWY: Freshmen orientation tips on Capitol Hill 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20107:52:50 AM 

Ailing Blazers rally past Nuggets 

Ig~~""ILaMarcus Aldridge scored 24 points, Wesley Matthews added 20 and the Portland Trail Blazers rallied 

during the second half to beat the Denver Nuggets 86-83 Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20108:07:10 AM 

Experts: Images show N. Korea building reactor 

Ig~~""INew satellite images show construction under way at North Korea's main Yongbyon atomic complex, 

according to a private American security institute. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20109:30:38 AM 

Bodies of missing Ohio trio found in tree 

Ig~~""IAn unemployed man arrested after a girl was found bound and gagged in his basement pointed the way 

to the bodies of her brother, mother and another woman, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/201011:46:17 AM 

Bad weather strands thousands near Everest 

Ig~~""IAround 2,000 foreign tourists and their porters have spent the past five days stuck in a tiny village 9,186 

feet up the slopes of a hill near Everest due to bad weather. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/201012:12:37 PM 

U.S. dummy bomb sparked airport terror scare 

A suspicious suitcase found at Windhoek airport that triggered an international alarm was only a test of local security 

and did not contain any explosives, the German minister said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/2010 12:22:26 PM 

Red Tape: 'Friendly fraud' a hassle for you, too 

The next time you call your bank to dispute a fraudulent credit card charge, get ready for some extra hassle. A rising 

number of consumers are capitalizing on the prevalence of identity theft by using the "it wasn't me" technique to steal 

from banks and merchants. And merchants are fighting back against what banks call "friendly fraud." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/2010 12:36:22 PM 

Plenty of car batteries, no magic bullet 

Battery-powered vehicles are capturing the spotlight at the current L.A. auto show. But drivers will depend heavily on 

conventional engines for the foreseeable future. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/2010 12:36:53 PM 

Video: Obama, NATO to plan Afghan 'transition' 

Ig~~""~he president is in Portugal for a NATO summit to discuss strategy to end u.s. and allied operations in 
Afghanistan by 2014. NBC's Lester Holt reports from Bagram Airfield in Afghanistan. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/2010 12:43:47 PM 

'Gay' coffins with nudes, rainbows go on sale 

Two undertakers are trying to tap into the gay market by selling coffins adorned with images of male nudes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/2010 12:45:35 PM 

Video: Rumors swirl over royal wedding location 

Ig~~""~here is intense speculation that Prince William will wed his fiancee at London's Westminster Abbey, the 
same church where he said goodbye to his mother. TODAY's Natalie Morales reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/2010 12:51:59 PM 

Video: Why was Hollywood honcho shot dead? 

Ig~~""lpolice in Los Angeles are searching for clues in the execution-style death of movie industry publicist 
Ronnie Chasen. NBC's George Lewis reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20101:05:43 PM 

Video: Charles to son: Don't listen to the media 

Ig~~""lln an interview with NBC's Brian Williams, England's heir to the throne talks about his son's pending 
nuptials under the intense scrutiny of the media, saying, "I feel for him deeply." (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20101:06:31 PM 

EcoRoamer: High-tech, zombie-proof survival RV 

Ig~~""IWith 46-inch tires and a biodiesel engine also used by construction equipment, the EcoRoamer looks and 
sounds terrifying. Its size belies its sophistication - it also uses a NASA-designed water-purifying system 

and broadcasts Wi-Fi a mile away. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20101:07:09 PM 

Video: 'I've Got a Feeling' that TODAY's going viral 

Ig~~""lcheck out TODAY's twist on the viral-video hit "I've Got a Feeling" by the Black Eyed Peas. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20101:21:32 PM 

Cats on a plane? Allergy sufferers can't escape 

Ig~~""IHoliday travelers with cat allergies may find the best advice is beware in the air, according to a new study 
that says it's nearly impossible to avoid feline fallout at 30,000 feet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20101:41:35 PM 

UK PM's aide resigns after glossing over austerity 

A senior adviser to Prime Minister David Cameron resigned on Friday after saying most Britons had "never had it so 

good" even though many face benefit cuts or unemployment due to a public spending squeeze. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20101:42:59 PM 

Video: 'We made mistakes' prioritizing, says Biden 

Ig~~""IReflecting on the Democratic Party's midterm performance, Vice President Joe Biden tells msnbc's Mika 
Brzezinski and Joe Scarborough that the White House has to "learn from those lessons and move 

forward." (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20101:45:22 PM 

Video: Biden: 'Drop-dead date' for Afghanistan is 2014 

Ig~~""lvice President Joe Biden joins msnbc's Mika Brzezinski and Joe Scarborough to discuss the u.S. exit 
strategy in Afghanistan, saying that the U.S.'s main goal is not to defeate the Taliban but to "degrade and 

only eliminate AI-Qaida." (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20102:13:51 PM 

Official: Australia 'extorted' us in scuba death case 

The state of Alabama reluctantly gave in to "extortion" by the government of Australia when prosecutors pledged not to 

pursue the death penalty against Gabe Watson if he returns to the United States, Alabama's top law enforcement 

official said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20102:19:13 PM 

Bernanke strikes back at stimulus plan critics 

Ig~~""IFed Chairman Bernanke hit back at critics of the u.s. central bank's controversial bond-buying program 

and issued a thinly veiled attack on China's policy of keeping its currency depressed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20102:34:01 PM 

First Thoughts: What we learned at the RGA meeting 

Even if 2012 doesn't go as planned for the GOP, Republicans deepened their bench in the 2010 elections for 2016 and 

beyond. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20103:08:12 PM 

Video: Author, WWII vet bond over tale of courage 

Ig~~""INBC'S Jamie Gangel takes a look at the incredible life of WWII vet and former POW Louis Zamperini as 
documented by author Laura Hillenbrand. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20103:17:29 PM 

'Dancing' voting system could soon see changes 

Although the source wouldn't explain the specifics of any proposed voting reform, the change is said to involve giving 

the judges a greater share in the celebrities' dance floor fates. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20103:26:20 PM 

Newsweek: Sen. Jim Webb's advice for Obama 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20103:36:21 PM 

Predictions 101: Get picks to bowl games 

Ig~~""lpredictions 101: Get picks to bowl games 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20103:41:28 PM 

Study: Few Afghans know of 9/11, reason for war 

Afghans in two crucial provinces are almost completely unaware of the September 11 attacks on the u.S. and don't 

know they precipitated the foreign intervention now in its 10th year. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20103:56:52 PM 

U.S. Embassy: Beijing air quality is 'crazy bad' 

Ig~~""lpoliution in Beijing was so bad Friday the u.s. Embassy, which has been monitoring air quality, ran out of 
conventional adjectives to describe it, resorting to "crazy bad." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20104:13:22 PM 

Fla. couple in line a week early for Black Friday 

A check of the calendar shows the day after Thanksgiving, known as Black Friday, is still a week away. But don't tell that 

to lorie and Ryan Davenport of St. Petersburg. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20104:20:01 PM 

Video: World's tallest couple crowned in Hollywood 

Ig~~""IA California couple earns the title of world's tallest since the pair, combined, stands more than 13 feet 
tall. TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20104:24:16 PM 

What's on Santa's list? Same for kids, adults 

Ig~~""~hiS year it's becoming increasingly difficult to distinguish between the Christmas cravings of grade

schoolers and grownups 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20104:30:55 PM 

Calif. granny made dummy bomb in terror scare 

A dummy bomb that sparked an international terror alert was made by an 80-year-old Calif. grandmother and was 

discarded in an Namibia airport because of "a boo boo," NBC reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20104:32:49 PM 

Thinner, more global iPad in the works? 

Ig~~""IAPPle is reportedly working on a slimmer version for 2011, and one that would be able to run on any of 

the Big Four wireless carriers' network in the United States, as well as on other networks around the 
world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20104:52:01 PM 

Murderess, 83, disappears on trip to Vatican 

Authorities are searching for Austria's purported oldest murderess, who was released early on grounds of ill health, then 

traveled to the Vatican and apparently never returned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20104:52:32 PM 

Michelangelo's David holding secret weapon? 

Ig~~""IMichelangeIOIS David might have held a secret weapon in his overly large right hand, according to new 

controversial research into the towering depiction of the biblical hero who killed Goliath. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20104:56:25 PM 

Holding their liquor makes women sicker than men 

Some women may be able to hold their liquor as well as men do, but there's no equality when it comes to whose health 

suffers more for it. Excessive alcohol use takes a higher toll on women's bodies, with a greater risk of liver, brain or heart 

damage, among other devastating conditions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20105:02:37 PM 

Best new cruise ship of 2010? Oasis of the Seas 

Rollout the red gangway for Cruise Critic's 3rd Annual Editors' Picks Awards, which showcase the best of the best in 

cruise travel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20105:30:23 PM 

theGrio: Wyclef Jean on Haiti's election, cholera 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: lop msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20105:35:35 PM 

Love her or hate her, Bristol's a 'DWlS' winner 

Ig~~""lpalin, an object of controversy since long before she managed to advance to the finals, is inflaming 
audience passions and keeping ratings sky high - and not because of her fancy footwork. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20105:37:16 PM 

Town grieves after 3 missing are found dead 

Ig~~""IAfter more than a week of searching and hoping, members of a tiny central Ohio town began grieving as 
they learned that the bodies of a missing mother, her ll-year-old son and a family friend were found 

stuffed into garbage bags and hidden in a hollow tree. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20105:58:40 PM 

Wife of accused Smart kidnapper testifies 

Ig~~""~he estranged wife of the man charged with abducting Elizabeth Smart in 2002 told jurors Friday that he 

began stalking young girls about a year earlier so he could practice polygamy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20106:16:09 PM 

Battling to control Haiti's cholera epidemic 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20106:20:16 PM 

Biggest disappointments of the TV season so far 

Ig~~""INO matter how much buzz these efforts had prior to premiere night, they all fell flat within the first few 

episodes. The letdown line starts here. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20106:20:16 PM 

Best new show surprises so far this TV season 

Ig~~""INOW that the new shows have had at least a couple of episodes to demonstrate just what they can do, it's 
time to take a closer look at the surprises out of this season's new offerings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20106:47:42 PM 

This jetpack can be yours for $100,000 

Ig~~""IA personal aircraft that requires minimal training and no pilot's license is about ready for production. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20107:07:12 PM 

Reports: 2,000 fetuses discovered at temple 

Ig~~""IAlmost 2,000 human fetuses have been found at a Buddhist temple in Thailand's capital, according to 

reports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20107:23:17 PM 

'Potter' conjures $24M at midnight showings 

That puts "Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 1" third in the record books for midnight debuts, behind the last 

two "Twilight" movies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20107:35:01 PM 

Joe Scarborough suspended over political donations 

Ig~~""IMsnbc TV host Joe Scarborough was suspended for two days Friday for making eight campaign donations 

from 2004 to 2008, in violation of NBC News ethics policy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20107:43:42 PM 

Newsweek: Is Karen Bass the next Nancy Pelosi? 

As the Democratic caucus convened this week in D.C., California freshman Rep.-elect Karen Bass was preparing to leave 

behind one budget mess and take on an even bigger one. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20107:46:18 PM 

Good job on the exam, kids! Here's a new nose 

With grueling university entrance exams finally behind them, exhausted South Korean students are now choosing their 

reward -- plastic surgery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20107:58:35 PM 

Wells to pay Citi $100M over Wachovia suit 

Wells Fargo & Co. has agreed to pay $100 million to Citigroup Inc. to settle a dispute related to its acquisition of 

Wachovia Corp. in October 2008, at the height of the financial crisis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20108:23:34 PM 

Ethics panel postpones Rep. Waters' hearing 

The ethics trial of Rep. Maxine Waters was postponed Friday, as the House ethics committee found new documents 

connected to charges that she improperly tried to help a bank in which her husband owned stock. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20108:43:19 PM 

Most 9/11 workers settle suit over toxic ash 

More than 10,000 people have joined a legal settlement that will pay hundreds of millions of dollars to ground zero 

workers exposed to toxic World Trade Center dust. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20109:15:32 PM 

Topless protesters gain fame in Ukraine 

Ig~~""IHOW to protest domestic violence, corruption and a visit by Russia's Vladimir Putin? Ukraine's answer: 

take off your bra! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20109:26:58 PM 

Iranian official says U.S. hikers might not be spies 

Three u.s. hikers arrested last year on espionage charges might not be spies after all, a top Iranian official told NBC 

News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20109:45:34 PM 

Newsweek: Cornyn takes on DeMint, Tea Party 

Sen. john Cornyn of Texas, the chair of the National Republican Senatorial Committee, took what's widely being 

interpreted as a shot at Sen. jim DeMint of South Carolina, a Tea Party favorite, during a closed-door meeting Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/2010 10:02:28 PM 

Anger builds in case of N.C. girl's death 

Ig~~""IAfter a disabled 10-year-old girl went missing in this small city in the foothills of the Blue Ridge 

Mountains, her family's former home became an impromptu memorial. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/2010 10:21:22 PM 

Prince Charles says Camilla may be queen 

Prince Charles stirs speculation in an interview with NBC's Brian Williams after suggesting his wife Camilla may be the 

next queen of England. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/2010 10:24: 13 PM 

On the prowl for man-eating tigers 

Ig~~""lsumatrals Jambi Province has become the focus of a showdown between tigers and people, who are 

increasingly encroaching on their diminishing habitat. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/2010 10:49:38 PM 

Transgender Americans face high suicide risk 

A staggering 41 percent of transgender people in the United States have attempted to commit suicide, according to a 

new survey. About 19 percent of transgender people report being refused medical care because of their gender

nonconforming status, and a shocking 2 percent have been violently assaulted in a doctor's office. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/2010 10:53:31 PM 

Wesley Snipes ordered to surrender in tax case 

Ig~~""IA federal judge ordered actor Wesley Snipes to surrender to authorities Friday so he can begin serving a 
three-year prison sentence for tax-related crimes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/2010 11:33:20 PM 

29 trapped in New Zealand mine blast 

Ig~~""IRescue crews waited impatiently Saturday outside one of New Zealand's largest coal mines for the go

ahead to begin a search for 29 men missing after a powerful gas explosion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/2010 11:47:38 PM 

Video: U.S.-made fake bomb source of German air scare 

Ig~~""lsecurity officials confirmed Friday that a device thought to be a terror bomb headed for Germany was in 

fact a non-hazardous fake, although no one has claimed responsibility for getting the device to Africa. 
NBC's Stephanie Gosk reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/201011:54:15 PM 

Video: u.s. ground troops step up in Afghanistan 

Ig~~""~he U.S. is shifting its war strategy in Afghanistan by escalating its ground tactics. NBC's Lester Holt 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/2010 11:58:59 PM 

Video: Hollywood reeling over publicist's murder 

Ig~~""IA who's who of Hollywood's film industry is expected to turn out Sunday for the funeral of publicist Ronni 

Chasen, who was gunned down while driving back to her Beverly Hills home after attending a movie 
premiere on Monday. NBC's George Lewis reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/2010 12:25:04 AM 

TSA: Pilots to skip some airport security checks 

The Transportation Security Administration has agreed to allow airline pilots to skip security scanning and pat-downs, 

pilot organizations said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/2010 12:54:31 AM 

UN worries its troops caused cholera in Haiti 

Ig~~""llt began as a rumor that farmers saw waste from a U.N. peacekeeping base flow into a river. Within days 

of the talk, hundreds downstream had died from cholera. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20101:19:00 AM 

Bishops must take more action on abuse: Vatican 

The Vatican has told Roman Catholic bishops around the world that they will have to take more responsibility to prevent 

sexual abuse of children by priests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20103:05:28 AM 

Town grieves after 3 missing are found dead 

Ig~~""IMembers of a tiny central Ohio town grieve as they retell the story about three people found dead and a 

fourth kidnapped but alive. Hollow tree that held bodies removed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20103:58:05 AM 

LeBron, Bosh save Heat against Bobcats 

Ig~~""ILeBron James scored 32 points, Chris Bosh added 22 points and 14 rebounds, and the Miami Heat wasted 
another huge lead before hanging on to beat the Charlotte Bobcats 95-87 on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20104:14:44 AM 

Durant-less Thunder beat Celtics 

Ig~~""IRussell Westbrook scored 31 points despite missing all seven shots he took in the fourth quarter and the 

Oklahoma City Thunder squandered most of a lO-point lead before holding on to beat the Boston Celtics 
89-84 on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20104:29:27 AM 

Air Force: Evidence points to F-22 pilot's death 

Ig~~""IEvidence found at the remote, rugged Alaska site where an F-22 Raptor crashed indicates the pilot died, 

an Air Force official said Friday evening. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20105:10:38 AM 

Minnesota stuns No.8 UNC in Puerto Rico 

Ig~~""IBlake Hoffarber scored 20 points, Ralph Sampson III and Trevor Mbakwe created havoc all over the court 

and Minnesota beat No.8 North Carolina 72-67 on Friday night in the Puerto Rico Tip-Off tournament. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20105:49:09 AM 

FBI: Letter with powder found at 'DWTS' studio 

ABC says an unknown substance in an envelope delivered to the "Dancing With the Stars" production office at CBS 

Studios in Los Angeles was later determined to be talcum powder. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20105:52:00 AM 

Russia, Afghanistan top NATO agenda 

Ig~~""INATO will invite Russia to take part in a U.S.-European missile defense shield Saturday, the closest 

cooperation between the powers since the end of the Cold War. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20106:17:39 AM 

Report: 'Pevasive insider trading' investigated 

u.s. officials are preparing insider trading charges against a host of financial players, including investment bankers and 

hedge fund managers, says The Wall Street Journal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20106:44:01 AM 

FBI: Letter with powder found at 'DWTS' studio 

ABC says an unknown substance in an envelope delivered to the "Dancing With the Stars" production office at CBS 

Studios in Los Angeles was later determined to be talcum powder. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20106:44:01 AM 

FBI: Letter with powder found at 'DWTS' studio 

ABC says an unknown substance in an envelope delivered to the "Dancing With the Stars" production office at CBS 

Studios in Los Angeles was later determined to be talcum powder. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20109:17:27 AM 

Judge: Alaska court must decide Senate dispute 

A federal judge has granted a temporary injunction halting the certification of Alaska's hotly contested Senate election 

- an order that requires Republican candidate Joe Miller file a formal challenge of the vote count in state court. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20109:37:00 AM 

Federal judge: I helped stripper buy cocaine 

Ig~~""IA veteran Georgia federal judge arrested after a stripper claimed he used cocaine with her has pleaded 
guilty to two drug-related charges. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/201012:23:10 PM 

Utah park ranger shot, law hunts suspect in canyon 

A Utah state park ranger was in critical condition after being shot three times, and authorities searched for his suspected 

attacker early Saturday around a rugged canyon west of Moab. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20101:15:46 PM 

Church votes, narrowly, that hymns not 'sinful' 

A Scottish church has voted to allow the singing of hymns and playing of musical instruments for the first time in 160 

years, according to a report. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20101:54:26 PM 

Tiger, elephant killers face 12 years in prison 

Bangladesh has approved a law that sets jail terms of up to 12 years for deliberately killing tigers and other wild animals, 

officials said Saturday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20101:54:26 PM 

Tiger, elephant killers face 12 years in prison 

Bangladesh has approved a law that sets jail terms of up to 12 years for deliberately killing tigers and other wild animals, 

officials said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20103:23:06 PM 

Report: 'Pervasive insider trading' investigated 

u.s. officials are preparing insider trading charges against a host of financial players, including investment bankers and 

hedge fund managers, says The Wall Street Journal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20103:25:29 PM 

PGT: LPGA to allow transgender members 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20104:34:08 PM 

Video: Video: Inside the battle of Marja 

Ig~~""~ODAY'S Lester Holt travels with u.s. Marines to the town of Marja, Afghanistan, the scene one of the 

biggest offenses to date in the battle to drive the Taliban out. The biggest question, Holt reports, is what 
will become of Marja after the u.s. "transitions" out of the region. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20104:41:56 PM 

Video: Afghanistan's hidden treasures 

Ig~~""IBeYOnd the ugliness of the fighting between the u.s. and the Taliban sits Bamiyan Province, a national 

treasure in a nation divided by war. NBC's chief foreign correspondent Richard Engel tours the region and 
speaks with its people about their hopes and dreams. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20104:51:31 PM 

TSA forces cancer survivor to show prosthesis 

For Americans who wear prosthetics, the humiliation of the TSA's new procedures - choosing between a body scan or 

body search - is even worse. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20105:31:22 PM 

Video: Obama: TSA 'under enormous pressure' 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama states his view on the current TSA pat-down procedure being used in airports across 
the u.s. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20105:58:53 PM 

Newsweek: Productivity is Europe's real problem 

While Europe has made a societal choice of more leisure time over more work, the major reason for slower growth is a 

widening productivity gap. Even when Europeans do work, they work less productively. The only way to unleash the 

dynamism and growth Europe needs to pay its debts is a new wave of structural reform. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20105:58:53 PM 

Newsweek: How religious troops are changing Israel's army 

A transformation is sweeping the Israeli military: deeply religious Jews are now filling leadership positions in numbers far 

exceeding their share of the general population. Given that religious Israelis tend to be more hawkish than most, the 

trend raises a real question about whether Israel can rely on the Army to implement the toughest parts of any future 

peace agreement with the Palestinians. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20105:58:53 PM 

Newsweek: How the DEA tracked Viktor Bout 

Posing as buyers for the Colombian insurgent group FARC, the DEA-which had played the same trick on Kassar

trapped Bout in a March 2008 sting operation in Bangkok; Thai police arrested him at the behest of the U.S., provoking a 

two-year battle with Russia, which wanted to keep Bout from being extradited to America. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20105:58:53 PM 

Newsweek: luxury stays at Sri lanka plantations? 

A series of newly opened luxury bungalows on plantations across Sri Lanka give tourists a way to explore the island in 

comfort. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20106:29:38 PM 

Mexico charges US-born drug suspect 'La Barbie' 

Mexican authorities have filed a formal charges against alleged drug kingpin Edgar "La Barbie" Valdez Villareal, and they 

also say he might be extradited to the United States. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20107:50:08 PM 

Obama: TSA pat-downs frustrating but necessary 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama on Saturday acknowledged some travelers' "frustrations" with having to go 
through full-body pat-downs and scans at airports, but he said the enhanced security measures are 

necessary to keep America safe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20109:00:23 PM 

New Orleans ordered to boil water until Sunday 

Mayor Mitch Landrieu says New Orleans' most widespread boil-water order since Hurricane Katrina will continue at least 

until 3 p.m. Sunday, because that's how long it will take to test for bacteria. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20109:22:38 PM 

Former Sen. Braun announces run for Chicago mayor 

Ig~~""IFormer U.S. Sen. Carol Moseley Braun kicked off her campaign Saturday for Chicago mayor, joining a 

crowded field that already includes former White House chief of staff Rahm Emanuel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/201010:14:35 PM 

Coroner: 3 Ohio victims stabbed, dismembered 

Ig~~""IA coroner says two Ohio women and an ll-year-old boy were stabbed to death before they were 

dismembered. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/201010:19:42 PM 

Officers swarm rugged Utah canyon, hunting shooter 

Nearly 100 officers tracking a gunman in a rugged Utah canyon Saturday were believed to be closing in on the suspect 

accused of shooting and critically wounding a park ranger, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/201010:22:10 PM 

Badgers keep rolling, crush Michigan 

Ig~~""IMontee Ball and James White combined for 354 yards rushing and six touchdowns, leading No.6 

Wisconsin one step closer to its first Big Ten championship since 1999 with a a 48-28 win at Michigan on 
Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/2010 10:23:55 PM 

Ex-Yankee Jim leyritz acquitted in fatal DUI crash 

Ig~~""IA jury in Florida on Saturday acquitted former major league baseball player Jim Leyritz of DUI 

manslaughter in a 2007 crash that killed a mother of two. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/2010 10:24:47 PM 

NATO: We won't abandon Afghanistan 

Ig~~""INATO nations formally agreed Saturday to start turning over Afghanistan's security to its military next 

year and give local forces full control by 2014. President Barack Obama said for the first time that his goal 
is to end u.S. combat missions in Afghanistan by that year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/2010 10:34:30 PM 

Pope: Condoms to stop AIDS may be OK 

Ig~~""lpope Benedict XVI has opened the door on the previously taboo subject of condoms as a way to fight HIV, 

saying male prostitutes who use condoms may be beginning to act responsibly. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/201011:08:55 PM 

Colombia: Top leftist rebel believed killed 

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos said on Saturday that security forces apparently killed a senior commander of 

the leftist FARC guerrillas who is wanted by the United States. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/201011:22:18 PM 

Namibia security officer arrested in fake bomb case 

Police have arrested the head of airport security at Namibia's main airport on charges he planted a dummy explosive 

device in luggage destined for a German flight earlier this week, Germany's interior ministry said on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/201011:30:13 PM 

Army court stays murder prosecution of soldier 

A military appeals court has ordered Army prosecutors to halt proceedings against one of five u.s. soldiers charged with 

murdering unarmed Afghan civilians and staging them to appear as combat casualties. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/2010 11:32:29 PM 

Facebook-banning NJ pastor acknowledges 3-ways 

Ig~~""IA pastor who said Facebook was a "portal to infidelity" and told married church leaders to delete their 
accounts testified to three-way sex with his wife and a male church aide. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/2010 11:58:02 PM 

Spartans rally past Purdue, keep Big Ten hopes 

Ig~~""IKirk Cousins lunged into the end zone from 3 yards out with 4:32 remaining, and No. 11 Michigan State 
kept its Rose Bowl hopes alive with a dramatic 35-31 victory over Purdue on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/201012:35:12 AM 

Pope creates 24 new cardinals amid cheers 

Ig~~""lpope Benedict XVI formally created 24 new cardinals on Saturday amid cheers in St. Peter's Basilica, 

bringing a mostly Italian group into the elite club that will eventually elect his successor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2010 12:40:24 AM 

Water emergency declared in Calif. city 

Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger declares a state of emergency in Barstow after samples of the city's water supply were 

found to be contaminated with a chemical used in rocket fuel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20101:03:36 AM 

Rat catching: Dark side of India's dream 

Ig~~""lput aside for a moment those stories about a great nation of engineering geniuses, billionaires and 

youthful promise, whose economy might one day outpace China's. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20101:25:50 AM 

Judge orders Gawker to pull Palin book pages 

Ig~~""IA federal judge on Saturday ordered Gawker Media to pull leaked pages of Sarah Palin's forthcoming 
book "America by Heart: Reflections on Family, Faith and Flag" from its blog. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20101:25:50 AM 

Judge orders Gawker to pull Palin book pages 

Ig~~""IA federal judge on Saturday ordered Gawker Media to pull leaked pages of Sarah Palin's forthcoming 
book "America by Heart: Reflections on Family, Faith and Flag" from its blog. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20101:39:24 AM 

No.8 Ohio St. rallies past No. 21 Iowa 

Ig~~""IDan Herron rushed for a i-yard touchdown with 1:47 left and No.8 Ohio State rallied to beat Iowa 20-17 
Saturday to keep its hopes for a Rose Bowl bid alive. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20103:00:47 AM 

Twin in suicide pact wrote to Columbine survivor 

Ig~~""lone of the Australian twin sisters who shot themselves in Colorado wrote letters to a 1999 Columbine 

school shooting survivor. They also had a Time cover image about the shooting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20103:16:52 AM 

Woman,3 children found dead in Fla. home 

Ig~~""lpolice in Florida say they found the bodies of a woman and three young children inside a home in north 

Florida. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20103:34:36 AM 

No.5 LSU thwarts Ole Miss upset bid 

Ig~~""~ordan Jefferson passed for a career-high 254 yards, threw for one touchdown and ran for another, and 
fifth-ranked LSU survived an upset bid by Mississippi 43-36 on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20104:51:53 AM 

Barbara Bush: Palin should stay in Alaska 

Former first lady Barbara Bush says in a Larry King interview that she hopes Sarah Palin stays in Alaska. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20105:15:35 AM 

Despair grows among trapped miners' relatives 

Ig~~""IRescuers prepared to drill a gas sampling hole through 500 feet of hard rock and into a New Zealand coal 

mine Sunday where a powerful blast trapped 29 workers nearly two days ago 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20105:19:32 AM 

Mexican hotel where blast killed 7 ordered closed 

A hotel on Mexico's Caribbean coast where an explosion killed five Canadians and two Mexicans a week ago has been 

closed to aid the investigation amid suspicions of a possible failure in a gas system, authorities said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20105:24:06 AM 

Grizzlies beat Wade-less Heat at buzzer 

Ig~~""IRUdY Gay hit a fadeaway jumper over LeBron James at the buzzer, and the Memphis Grizzlies took 
advantage of Dwyane Wade's absence to beat the Miami Heat 97-95. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20105:35:03 AM 

No. 13 Arkansas edges No. 22 Miss. St. in 20T 

Ig~~""IRyan Mallett threw for 306 yards and three touchdowns, including the game-winner to Knile Davis in 

double overtime, and No. 13 Arkansas beat No. 22 Mississippi State 38-31 on Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20105:40:28 AM 

Irish dominate Army at Yankee Stadium, 27-3 

Ig~~""~he bright lights of Yankee Stadium didn't distract Notre Dame Saturday night as the Irish dominated 
Army 27-3, making the 6-5 Irish bowl eligible. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20105:54:48 AM 

No. 18 Texas A&M boots No.9 Nebraska, 9-6 

Ig~~""lcyrus Gray ran for 137 yards and Randy Bullock kicked the go-ahead field goal with about three minutes 
left as No. 18 Texas A&M knocked off ninth-ranked Nebraska 9-6 Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20107:03:21 AM 

eFT's winners, losers: Robinson is Michigan's lone bright spot 

Ig~~""lwinners & losers: Rushing for a record-setting 1,593 yards this season, QB Denard Robinson is Michigan's 

lone bright spot. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20108:16:10 AM 

Polls: Brits want William to leapfrog Charles 

Ig~~""lprince William and his fiancee Kate Middleton should be Britain's next king and queen, not the heir to the 

throne Prince Charles and his wife Camilla, two polls showed on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20108:59:23 AM 

Ahmadinejad urges girls to marry at 16 

Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad urged young girls to marry at age of 16 in his latest rejection of the country's 

once effective family planning program, local newspapers reported on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2010 12:00:02 PM 

Tens of thousands mourn China high-rise fire dead 

Ig~~""~ens of thousands of Chinese swarmed Sunday to the site of a high-rise fire that killed 58 people to 

mourn and quietly cricitize a system that allowed illegal contracting and unsafe materials in the heart of 
China's most modern city. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20102:31:35 PM 

TSA has met the enemy - and they are us 

Ig~~""~he most surprising thing about increasingly heated frustration with the federal Transportation Security 

Administration may be that it took so long to boil over. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20102:47:07 PM 

Ireland going for international bailout 

Ireland is asking for a multibillion-euro international bailout of its crisis-hit economy, a move the country's finance 

minister said Sunday would help shore up the struggling country's finances. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20103:04:48 PM 

AI-Qaida says plane attack cost $4,200 

Ig~~""IDeath by a thousand cuts: The group's Arabian Peninsula arm vows more small-scale attacks like 

attempts to bomb U.S.-bound cargo planes, which it said cost a mere $4,200. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20103:21:55 PM 

Wild tigers could be extinct in 12 years 

Ig~~""IWild tigers could become extinct in 12 years if countries where they still roam fail to take quick action to 

protect their habitats and step up the fight against poaching, global wildlife experts told a "tiger summit" 
Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20105:16:37 PM 

Afghans losing patience in war 

Ig~~""lu.s. and NATO forces will stay in Afghanistan for at least another four years, yet there are growing signs 

that the West has already worn out its welcome. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20105:37:50 PM 

Abbas: No talks without Jerusalem freeze 

Ig~~""~he Palestinian president warned on Sunday that he would not accept a u.S. proposal for resuming peace 

talks unless Israel stops building homes for Jews in disputed east Jerusalem. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20105:38:21 PM 

Vaccination rates drop, putting more kids at risk 

Ig~~""IA recent drop in routine vaccinations is putting kids - and their communities - at risk, some experts 

warn. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20106:02:34 PM 

Generation Y getting hard finance lessons early 

In college, Matthew Bergh was ahead of the curve, working at a local Starbucks and setting aside a few thousand dollars 

a year to do what his parents taught him to do - invest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20106:09:45 PM 

California aims to remove toxins in products 

It's almost unthinkable now that environmentalists and manufacturers once stood together as Gov. Arnold 

Schwarzenegger signed a bill making California the first state to regulate toxic chemicals in consumer products. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20107:05:18 PM 

The hottest cars for 2011 watch their weight 

Ig~~""lsome of the hottest cars to hit the scene in years make their way to showrooms this spring. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20107:30:01 PM 

How the government killed safest car ever built 

r-~h i rty-five yea rs ago, the U.5. gave rn ment built a fleet of ca rs t hat we re safe r th a n a nyth i ng on the roa d. 

wenty-five years ago, the government shredded them in secret. Two escaped the crusher. This is their 
story. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20108:03:56 PM 

Some Calif. cities move to OK, tax marijuana farms 

Ig~~""lsome municipalities in Northern California are already moving aggressively toward creating government

sanctioned marijuana farms to help supply them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20108:26:56 PM 

Weak world economy cuts carbon pollution 

Here's one plus from the global economic recession: Carbon dioxide pollution last year dropped for the first time in a 

decade. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20108:57:04 PM 

Iran sets February trial date for 3 Americans 

Ig~~""~he lawyer for three Americans facing espionage charges in Iran said Sunday that a new trial date of Feb. 

6 has been set but that the judge has refused to allow him to meet with his clients to prepare a defense. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20109:09:17 PM 

TSA pat-down leaves traveler covered in urine 

Ig~~""IA retired special education teacher on his way to a wedding in Orlando, Fla., says he was left humiliated, 
crying and covered with his own urine recently after an enhanced pat-down by TSA officers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20109:14:37 PM 

Ireland second European nation to seek bailout 

Debt-struck Ireland on Sunday formally appealed for a massive EU-IMF loan to stem the flight of capital from its banks, 

joining Greece in a step unthinkable only a few years ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20109:39:26 PM 

Toxic gas holds up New Zealand mine rescue 

A robot will probably be sent into a New Zealand coal mine where 29 men have been trapped for nearly three days as 

toxic gas delays the start of a rescue operation, a district mayor said on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20109:59:28 PM 

Has 'Dancing' lost its cred thanks to Bristol? 

Ig~~""lconsistentIY last-place dancer Palin could actually win the competition, taking the mirror ball trophy and 

the competition's ballroom credibility with her. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2010 10:06:04 PM 

Why 'Skating With the Stars' is doomed 

Ig~~""llt/s easy to see how the new reality show was green-lighted by ABC: It's "Dancing," but on ice! However, 

it's hard to see why anyone will watch. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/201010:15:32 PM 

Believers find mixed blessings in pope's comments 

Some Catholic believers in the Americas greeted Pope Benedict XVI's comments on condoms as a sign that the church 

was stepping into the modern debate in the fight against AIDS. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/201010:17:30 PM 

TSA chief: Screening will be 'minimally invasive' 

Ig~~""~SA head John Pistole said in a statement Sunday that the agency would work to make screening 

methods "as minimally invasive as possible" while still providing security. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2010 10:35:07 PM 

Rodgers, Packers blowout Favre, Vikings 

Ig~~""IAaron Rodgers threw for 301 yards with three of his four touchdown passes to Greg Jennings, besting 
Brett Favre and Minnesota for the second time this season and sending the Green Bay Packers to a 31-3 

victory over the skidding Vikings on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2010 10:44:46 PM 

Best bets: 'Dancing' crowns a winner 

Ig~~""lcan Bristol Palin pull it off? Also this week: "The King's Speech" and "Love and Other Drugs" hit theaters; 
the entire collection of Michael Jackson's videos come to DVD. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2010 11:32:20 PM 

Jets pull off another escape to beat Texans 

Ig~~""lsantonio Holmes caught a 6-yard touchdown pass from Mark Sanchez with 10 seconds left, lifting the Jets 
to an unlikely 30-27 comeback victory over the Houston Texans on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2010 11:51:26 PM 

Video: Pope's words on condoms trigger global reaction 

Ig~~""~he pope's possible flexibility on condom use was met by intense - and wide-ranging - reaction, so much 

so that the Vatican rushed to clarify his remarks. NBC's Anne Thompson reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2010 11:55:08 PM 

Video: Back home, soldier wrestles with wounds of war 

Ig~~""INBC'S Richard Engel catches up with Sgt. Lewis Loftus, who earlier this year showed tremendous courage 
in battle and real emotion afterwards. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/201012:31:12 AM 

Johnson captures 5th straight NASCAR title 

Ig~~""~immie Johnson became the first driver in the seven-year history of the Sprint Cup championship to 

overcome a points deficit in the season finale, capturing his fifth consecutive NASCAR crown on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2010 12:54:09 AM 

Don't just sit there at work, stand up to stay alive 

Too much sitting during your workday can hamper your productivity, and it can also send you to an early grave 

according to a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20101:24:05 AM 

St. louis tops list of most dangerous US cities 

Ig~~""ISt. Louis overtook Camden, N.J., as the nation's most dangerous city in 2009, according to a national 

study released Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20101:24:05 AM 

St. louis tops list of most dangerous US cities 

Ig~~""ISt. Louis overtook Camden, N.J., as the nation's most dangerous city in 2009, according to a national 

study released Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20101:28:49 AM 

Officers broaden search for Utah shooter 

The search for a gunman accused of critically wounding a Utah park ranger stretched into a second day Sunday as 

helicopter and boat crews combed a rugged Utah canyon and law officers broadened their pursuit to include a railroad 

line. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20102:20:20 AM 

Patriots hold off Colts' comeback bid 

Ig~~""~om Brady connected on all but six of his 25 pass attempts, including two completions for touchdowns, 

as the New England Patriots held off a strong Indianapolis comeback attempt to beat the Colts, 31-28 on 
Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20104:26:42 AM 

Huge rocket launches u.s. spy satellite 

Ig~~""IA huge rocket carrying a secret spy satellite for the United States roared into space Sunday, delivering 
what one official has touted as "the largest satellite in the world" into orbit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20104:36:37 AM 

It's Bieber's night at American Music Awards 

Ig~~""~ustin Bieber is the top winner at Sunday night's American Music Awards, capturing four trophies 
including favorite artist. The 16-year-old teen heartthrob became the youngest person to ever win the 

award. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20104:52:37 AM 

Eagles take first place by rallying past Giants 

Ig~~""ILesean McCoy ran SO yards for the go-ahead score on a fourth-and-1Iate in the fourth quarter, and the 
Philadelphia Eagles rallied to beat the New York Giants 27-17 after blowing a 13-point lead Sunday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20105:01:14 AM 

U.S. OKs 2nd human study of embryonic stem cells 

Ig~~""IFor only the second time, the u.s. government has approved a test in people of a treatment using 
embryonic stem cells - this time for a rare disease that causes serious vision loss. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20105:01:22 AM 

Kids' ER visits fell after cold drugs' removal 

Removing cough and cold medicines for very young children from store shelves led to a big decline in emergency room 

visits for bad reactions to the drugs, government research found. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20105:18:40 AM 

Rescuers pull 21 from flooded coal mine in China 

Twenty-one miners trapped for nearly a day in a flooded Chinese coal mine have been lifted to safety and eight others 

still underground have been confirmed alive and stable, state media said Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20105:32:12 AM 

Rescuers pull 29 from flooded coal mine in China 

Ig~~""IAIl 29 miners trapped in a flooded Chinese coal mine were lifted to safety Monday, ending a daylong 

rescue drama, state media reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20105:32:42 AM 

Toxic metals found in cartoon drinking glasses 

Ig~~""IDrinking glasses depicting comic book and movie characters exceed federal limits for lead in children's 

products by up to 1,000 times, according to laboratory tests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20106:37:15 AM 

Own goal in overtime lifts Rapids to first MlS Cup 

Ig~~""IFC Dallas coach Schellas Hyndman knows soccer can be cruel sometimes. It certainly was for FC Dallas 

defender George John on Sunday night in the MLS Cup. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20107:05:01 AM 

3 men killed in plane that crashes in Calif. bay 

A single-engine plane crashed into a bay surrounded by homes Sunday and came to rest upside down in shallow water. 

Authorities said all three men aboard were killed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20109:24:31 AM 

Ranger's shooter eludes Utah canyon searchers 

Ig~~""IAuthorities hunting a gunman who critically wounded a Utah park ranger named a person of interest in 

the case as they continuted to search a rugged Utah canyon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20109:58:28 AM 

Hope fades, anger grows at New Zealand mine 

Ig~~""IEfforts to rescue 29 men trapped in a New Zealand coal mine stalled for a third day on Monday, with 

authorities fearing the colliery is a powder keg of explosive gases. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20109:58:45 AM 

Ex-Playboy bunny convicted of murder dies 

Ig~~""~he prison escape of former Playboy Club bunny and Milwaukee police officer Laurie "Bambi" Bembenek 

popularized the phrase "Run Bambi Run" and seemed tailor-made for the TV movie it inspired. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2010 10:07:04 AM 

U.S. boy held after Tiananmen peace protest 

Ig~~""IA 13-year-old American boy campaigning to turn the demilitarized zone between North and South Korea 

into a peace park has been taken away by Chinese police after staging a brief protest near Tiananmen 
Square. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2010 10:28:46 AM 

Irish bailout request boosts stocks, euro 

Ireland's application for a massive emergency loan has helped stocks and the euro currency get off to a solid start to the 

week Monday as investors breathed a sigh of relief that some sort of aid package is being cobbled together. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2010 10:32:40 AM 

Gunshot to head ends 70 years of marriage 

Ig~~""~he husband of an 86-year-old woman was arrested on suspicion of murder after his wife of nearly 70 
years was found dead from a gunshot to the head in a California nursing home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2010 10:52:27 AM 

'Scary stuff': Cyberattack arrest highlights risk 

A Malaysian found with stolen financial data also is accused of hacking into computer networks of the Federal Reserve 

and a Pentagon contractor. NBC's Michaellsikoff reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/201011:24:14 AM 

South Korea considers asking for u.S. nukes 

Ig~~""lsouth Korea's defense minister raised the possibility of redeploying u.s. tactical nuclear weapons in the 

country, after North Korea showed off its latest advances in uranium enrichment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2010 12:03:37 PM 

World's 3rd most-wanted Nazi dies before trial 

The world's third most-wanted Nazi suspect has died before he could be brought to trial, a German court said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2010 12:28:05 PM 

Video: TSA chief rethinking screening procedures 

Ig~~""~SA chief John Pistole tells TODAY's Matt Lauer that his team is looking at how to conduct less invasive 
screenings without sacrificing security. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2010 12:36:20 PM 

Video: Bone could crack open Holloway case 

Ig~~""lprosecutors are eager to see forensic test results on bone found on the same beach where missing U.S. 

teen Natalee Holloway was last seen. NBC's Michelle Kosinski reports from Oranjestad, Aruba. (Today 
Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2010 12:52:53 PM 

Envoy: Kids safer in Afghan cities than NYC 

Ig~~""lchildren are probably safer growing up in Afghanistan's major cities than in New York, NATO's top civilian 

envoy to Afghanistan has said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2010 12:55:43 PM 

Wall Street's Eeyore sees good times ahead 

Whatever happened to Richard Bernstein, Wall Street's favorite pessimist? He's an optimist now. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20101:45:53 PM 

Some South Africans mixing pot with AIDS drug 

Ig~~""IAIDS patients in South Africa are being robbed of their lifesaving drugs so that they can be mixed with 

marijuana and smoked, authorities and health experts say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20102:26:04 PM 

Analysis: AFC playoff picture clearing up 

Ig~~""lwesSeling: With 11 weeks in the books, the AFC playoff picture is beginning to clear up while the NFC 

remains tightly clustered at the top. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2010 2 :30: 17 PM 

10 alleged Somali pirates go on trial in Germany 

Ig~~""~he country's first piracy trial in hundreds of years got off to a shaky start Monday, with the court 

struggling to get even the most basic information from 10 Somali men and youth charged with hijacking a 
German container ship earlier this year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20102:37:58 PM 

First Thoughts: Three questions for Palin 

Ig~~""IWill Sarah Palin run for president? First Thoughts comes up with three questions to determine if she's 

truly serious about being a successful candidate in 2012. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20102:52:52 PM 

Playful push into pool leaves bride-to-be paralyzed 

Rachelle Friedman's bachelorette party turned tragic when her best friend pushed her into a swimming pool; she injured 

her spine and will probably never walk again. But the wedding is still on, and she's forgiven her friend. "I'm doing 

awesome," she said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20102:53:38 PM 

Escort: Sheen put hands around my throat 

Ig~~""lcapri Anderson tells "Nightline" she thought she'd gotten herself into a "bad, bad situation" with Charlie 

Sheen the night he lost it at the Plaza Hotel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20103:30:40 PM 

Photoblog: Remembering 47th anniversary of JFK's assassination 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20104:01:31 PM 

Kids of divorce have double the risk of stroke 

Children whose parents divorce are more than twice as likely to suffer a stroke at some point during their lives than 

other children, according to a new study. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20104:03:56 PM 

Ireland to prune its banks as part of bailout 

Ig~~""llreland's banks will be pruned down, merged or sold as part of a massive EU-IMF bailout taking shape, 

the government said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20104:05:37 PM 

'Christmas' is winning 'The War on Christmas' 

Ig~~""~he War on Christmas may be in its final days. This season, merry Christmas - not happy holidays or 
season's greetings - will dominate retailer's marketing messages. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20105:13:35 PM 

Video: India, Pakistan share aggressive border ceremony 

Ig~~""~he struts, stamps and puffed chests are all part of an aggressive, swaggering half century old ceremony 

at the Wagah Border between Pakistan and India. For the thousands of people who come to watch, the 
show is an entertaining choreographed show. Politicians on both sides have considered toning down the 
ceremony, but will they? NBC's Sohel Uddin reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20105:15:48 PM 

PFT: Vikings fire Childress as coach 

Ig~~""IMove comes day after brutal loss to Green Bay leaves Minnesota at 3-7. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20105:39:18 PM 

NYT: With Kinect controller, hackers take liberties 

Ig~~""loliver Kreylos is part of a crowd of programmers, roboticists and tinkerers who are getting the Kinect to 

do things it was not really meant to do. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20105:47:56 PM 

Newsweek: What food says about class in America 

Modern America is a place of extremes, and what you eat for dinner has become the definitive marker of social status; 

as the distance between rich and poor continues to grow, the freshest, most nutritious foods have become luxury goods 

that only some can afford. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20105:47:56 PM 

Newsweek: Three families, three meals 

Photographer Christopher Anderson visited three families in Brooklyn to capture the ways the food divide translates into 

the meals on the table. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20106:12:04 PM 

Report: Nuke weapon drivers got drunk on job 

Government agents hired to drive nuclear weapons in trucks sometimes got drunk on the job, the u.s. Energy 

Department's watchdog said in a document released Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20106:12:14 PM 

Video: Napolitano vows to listen to travelers 

Ig~~""lspeaking about the controversial TSA pat-downs, Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano explains 
why she believes the pat-downs are necessary. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20106:29:57 PM 

AI Gore's mea culpa for corn ethanol support 

Ig~~""IAI Gore said he made a mistake in supporting corn-based ethanol while he was in office, admitting he was 

more interested in farm votes for his presidential run than what was best for the environment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20106:54:32 PM 

Boy dies after plunge from deck at lakers game 

Ig~~""IA police investigation was under way Monday in the death of a toddler who plunged from a third-level 

luxury box at Staples Center after a Los Angeles Lakers basketball game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20107:00:12 PM 

Terror alert shuts part of German parliament 

Ig~~""IGermany closed down the famous glass and steel dome and rooftop terrace of the Reichstag parliament 

building to visitors Monday over concerns of a possible terror attack. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20107:11:53 PM 

Pope seeks debate on condoms and AIDS 

Ig~~""lpope Benedict XVI wanted to "kick-start a debate" when he said some condom use may be justified, 

Vatican insiders say, raising hopes and fears that the church may be starting to back away from its 
condom ban for its flock of 1 billion Catholics. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20108:03:12 PM 

Report: Capping BP spill was chaotic, creative 

Ig~~""IA single picture from a cell phone camera may have saved the Gulf of Mexico from a few more weeks -

if not months - of oil gushing from the BP well, according to a new report on how the spill was 
contained. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20108:22:57 PM 

Economists see slow, steady recovery next year 

The pace of the u.s. economic recovery will remain steady but slow in the face of persistently high unemployment and 

heavy debt burdens, according to a new survey. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20108:36:21 PM 

Reds' Votta wins NL MVP in a landslide 

Ig~~""ICincinnati's Joey Votta was overwhelmingly elected the National League's Most Valuable Player on 
Monday, ending the two-year reign of Albert Pujols. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20108:48:33 PM 

iPhone/iPad update makes you buy more stuff 

Ig~~""lwhen I finally got the latest iPad and iPhone as all loaded up, I came to realize that it only delivers on all 

promises if you spend a small fortune on a bunch of new stuff. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20108:55:06 PM 

Face shield for soldiers could shield brain, too 

Ig~~""IMIT'S rocket scientists have teamed up with a brain-injury expert in the military to show that a face shield 

could block much of the blast waves from roadside bombs, boosting protection for u.s. soldiers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20109:23:53 PM 

A gorgeous, if familiar, 'King's Speech' 

"The King's Speech" is the kind of handsomely photographed, weighty-yet-uplifting period drama that seems to arrive 

amid great fanfare come awards time each year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20109:39:33 PM 

Residents flee town hit by Mexico drug war 

Ig~~""lshell casings carpet the road outside a bullet-riddled subdivision on the outskirts of this colonial town on 
the Rio Grande Valley, abandoned by most of the 6,000 inhabitants following a nine-month battle by 

warring drug cartels. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/201010:15:06 PM 

Stocks fall on Ireland bailout, Wall Street probe 

Stocks pared their losses and ended narrowly mixed Monday amid anxiety over Europe's financial crisis and a widening 

probe into insider trading on Wall Street. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2010 10:22:43 PM 

Nissan leaf to get equivalent of 99 mpg 

Ig~~""INissanls new electric car, the Leaf, will get the equivalent of 99 miles per gallon in combined city and 

highway driving, based on government testing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2010 10:54:46 PM 

FBI raids offices of three hedge funds 

The FBI has raided three hedge funds, part of a widening investigation of suspicions of pervasive insider trading in the 

$1.7 trillion hedge fund industry. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2010 10:58:23 PM 

500th alien planet discovered 

Ig~~""~he SOOth alien world appears to have been discovered, according to the Extrasolar Planets Encyclopedia, 
a database compiled by astrobiologist Jean Schneider of the Paris-Meudon Observatory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/201011:05:59 PM 

Guilty verdict in Chandra levy murder case 

Ig~~""IA jury on Monday found an EI Salvadoran immigrant guilty of murdering Washington intern Chandra Levy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/201011:36:26 PM 

Cosmic Log: Will searches catch terrorists? 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Doing highly publicized, invasive screening on a random basis will 

probably never catch a terrorist ... but that's not the point, security experts say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/201011:39:16 PM 

III. school bus falls on side near tornado 

Authorities say a driver and several school children suffered minor injuries when a school bus rolled onto its side near 

the site of a tornado touchdown in northern Illinois. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/201011:41:29 PM 

Video: TSA considers new tweaks to screening policy 

Ig~~""lsince rolling out its plan in late October, the TSA has now begun to modify its highly controversial security 

policy in search of a better balance between airline security and privacy. NBC's Tom Costello 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/201011:43:47 PM 

Palin won't 'waste time' on Couric 

Sarah Palin is vowing -- in a FOX interview that will air later today -- to "clean up" journalism, and she says she will not 

"waste my time" with another interview with CBS's Katie Couric. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/201011:49:39 PM 

Video: FBI hedge fund raids escalate insider trading case 

Ig~~""lln the most visible sign yet of a massive investigation into possible insider trading on Wall Street, FBI 

agents showed up with search warrants for the offices of three hedge funds on Monday. NBC's Pete 
Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2010 11:54:51 PM 

Video: Media blitz fuels Palin's new book flap 

1-llln addition to being a cable news pundit, reality TV star, sought-after public speaker, and a fixture on 
witter, Sarah Palin is also a best-selling author, and her new book is already making waves. NBC's Andrea 

Mitchell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/201011:56:25 PM 

Vikings fire Childress at 3-7, promote Frazier 

Ig~~""IHastiIY hired five seasons ago to bring order to a disheveled franchise, Brad Childress vowed to lead the 
Minnesota Vikings the only way he knew how - in case this was his only crack at being a head coach. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/201012:04:11 AM 

Video: Watching the backs of men in battle 

Ig~~""IBusiness has been brisk in Afghanistan for the Air Force "P.J.'S", better known as Pedros, who tend to 
wounded soldiers under the most hostile of circumstances. NBC's Lester Holt reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/201012:06:12 AM 

Irish premier faces early election over bailout 

The Irish government stood on the brink of collapse Monday, a day after being forced to accept a massive bailout from 

the European Union and the International Monetary Fund. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/201012:14:32 AM 

TSA chief apologizes to traveler with ostomy 

A retired special education teacher who said he was left humiliated, crying and covered with his own urine after an 

enhanced pat-down at airport security has received an apology from TSA chief John Pistole. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2010 12:23:31 AM 

TSA workers face verbal abuse from travelers 

Airline passengers aren't the only ones complaining about the Transportation Security Administration's new enhanced 

security procedures. Many TSA employees aren't too happy, either. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2010 12:44:24 AM 

Kidney swap project aims to cut transplant wait time 

Ig~~...,~oo often, would-be kidney donors are wasted because the friend or loved one they want to help isn't a 

match. Now a new national database promises to help find matches for those frustrated pairs so they can 
be part of so-called kidney exchanges and cut the wait for a transplant. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2010 12:52:21 AM 

TSA chief warns against boycotts at airports 

The nation's airport security chief pleaded with Thanksgiving travelers for understanding and urged them not to boycott 

full-body scans on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2010 12:55:32 AM 

Slain woman was seeking owed child support 

A woman found dead in her home along with her three young children had been in court days earlier seeking child 

support from her slain 6-year-old twins' father, who has a lengthy criminal record, records show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20101:01:08 AM 

Anorexia risk may be determined by genetics 

Scientists have identified genetic changes that may increase the risk of developing the eating disorder anorexia, 

according to a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20101:10:20 AM 

New U.S. security rules not common elsewhere 

In much of the rest of the world, airport screening emphasizes identifying sophisticated threats in advance so that 

procedures many people consider personally invasive aren't the crucial last line of defense. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20101:37:32 AM 

Woman who told Obama she was 'exhausted' loses job 

The woman who told President Barack Obama that she was "exhausted" from defending him and his economic policies 

and waiting for the change she expected after voting for him has been laid off. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20101:38:03 AM 

Flying snakes' secret revealed 

Ig~~""~he snake dangles 49 feet (15 meters) off the ground, tail entwined around a branch. Suddenly, the 

animal rears up and launches, flinging its body toward the forest floor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20101:48:52 AM 

1,000 rescued rats up for adoption 

Ig~~""IAbout a thousand rats are awaiting adoption in California after being rescued from a house featured on 
the A&E reality TV show "Hoarders." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20102:39:59 AM 

Sheen sues escort for alleged shakedown 

Ig~~""~he actor sued the witness to his hotel-room freakout, claiming in the lawsuit that the "opportunistic 

pornographic film star" is trying to cash in on his celebrity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20102:41:21 AM 

NBA union chief '99 percent sure' of lockout 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20102:55:27 AM 

Robot sent into New Zealand mine breaks down 

Ig~~""IEfforts to rescue 29 men trapped in a New Zealand coal mine suffered yet another setback on Tuesday 

after a robot sent into the main shaft broke down, adding to agonizing delays as hopes for survivors 
faded. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20103:52:37 AM 

No dance floor redemption for Bristol 

Ig~~""lwhen Palin and her competition were offered a chance to make up for their respective weakest 

performances, it was an opportunity wasted for the teen mom. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20104:40:57 AM 

Rivers passes Chargers to rout of Broncos 

Ig~~""lphiliP Rivers tied his career high with four touchdown passes and the San Diego Chargers beat the Denver 
Broncos 35-14 on Monday night for their third straight victory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20104:57:37 AM 

PFT: Chargers in position for another late run 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20108:52:06 AM 

Cambodia festival stampede kills hundreds 

Ig~~""~housands of people stampeded during a festival in the Cambodian capital, leaving at least 378 dead and 

hundreds injured. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20109:47:29 AM 

Fall into sewage tank kills 14 people in Pakistan 

Ig~~""~he concrete cover of a sewage tank collapsed during a funeral Tuesday in northwestern Pakistan, 

causing 14 people to plunge to their death, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2010 10:29:01 AM 

Suu Kyi sees son for first time in a decade 

Ig~~""IMyanmar's pro-democracy leader Aung San Suu Kyi was reunited Tuesday with her youngest son she last 

saw a decade ago, in an emotional moment at the Yangon airport 10 days after she was released from 
detention. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/201011:02:35 AM 

Mortgage meltdown claims hidden victims 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2010 11:22:57 AM 

Dalai Lama wants to give up ceremonial duties 

r-~he Da la i La m a wa nts to give up his ce re mon ia 1 duties as head of the Ti beta n state-i n -exile, a n a ide sa i d 

uesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2010 11:38:05 AM 

Cambodia mourns worst tragedy since Pol Pot 

Ig~~""IRescuers trawled a muddy river for more bodies and Cambodia prepared for a day of mourning following 
a stampede by thousands of festival-goers which left at least 378 dead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2010 12:42:56 PM 

Black Friday strategy: Shop, or sleep 

Ig~~""~here are two types of people: Those who wait all year for Black Friday, and those who sleep in. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2010 12:42:56 PM 

Black Friday strategy: Shop, or sleep 

Ig~~""~here are two types of people: Those who wait all year for Black Friday, and those who sleep in. 

I~~~~:[~~~:j 
UUU 
View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2010 12:46:43 PM 

Feds warn retailers to have a safe Black Friday 

Regulators are warning the nation's top retailers to ensure the safety of their workers on Black Friday in the face of what 

could be a rush for holiday deals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20101:20:32 PM 

Ahead of Obama visit, glimmer of hope in one Indiana city 

President Barack Obama will visit one of several auto plants which make transmissions for all of Chrysler's vehicles in 

Kokomo, Ind., where some residents say the federal bailout saved the local economy. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20101:42:10 PM 

Woman who told Obama she was 'exhausted' loses job 

The woman who told President Barack Obama that she was "exhausted" from defending him and his economic policies 

and waiting for the change she expected after voting for him has been laid off. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20101:47:25 PM 

Pope: Condoms OK for women with HIV too 

Ig~~""lpope Benedict XVI's comments about condom use being a lesser evil than transmitting HIV also apply to 

women, the Vatican said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20102:05:11 PM 

Study: Your happiness is hitched to your spouse 

Ig~~""IA new study of long-married couples finds that a person's individual happiness is closely tied with that of 

their spouse. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20102:05:53 PM 

PFT: Bears rising up rankings 

Ig~~""lpFT power rankings: Chicago moves up to No. 11 but can be real contender with win over Philadelphia on 

Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20102:44:59 PM 

It's a date! Royal wedding set for April 29 

After a week of speculation, the royal family has announced that Prince William and Kate Middleton will marry on 

Friday, April 29 at Westminster Abbey. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20103:02:39 PM 

Report: 'Ugly Betty' actor slays mom with sword 

An actor who appeared on "Ugly Betty" was arrested early Tuesday after allegedly killing his mother with a samurai 

sword, according to a report. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20103:05:31 PM 

Sorry, doc, it's not in the budget 

Life Inc.: One-third of Americans have gone without health care treatments because of cost, a higher percentage than 

residents of 10 other industrialized countries. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20103:12:41 PM 

Breaking the 'Dancing' tie: Kyle vs. Bristol 

Disney Channel star Kyle Massey found himself in the same position Brandy landed in last time, earning 27 points for his 

foxtrot, while Bristol Palin jived her way to 27, too. Once again the question is, did the matching scores match the 

moves? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20103:25:50 PM 

Secretive X-37B drone may be near mission's end 

Ig~~""IA U.S. Air Force robotic space plane continues to maneuver in Earth orbit, according to the latest 

observations from skywatchers. The reusable space drone has been carrying out tasks using a suite of 
classified sensors and may be nearing its mission's end, according to comments from Air Force officials. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20103:47:01 PM 

Eleven detained in 3-nation anti-terror sweep 

Federal prosecutors said Tuesday 11 suspects have been detained in an anti-terror sweep in Belgium, the Netherlands 

and Germany. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20104:10:59 PM 

Video: Man punches window, retrieves snatched purse 

Ig~~""IA Texas man punches through a purse snatcher's car window to retrieve a stolen bag. KXAS's Susy Solis 

reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20104:15:06 PM 

Video: Funnel cloud weaves a path of disaster 

Ig~~""INorthern Illinois is recovering after a funnel cloud touches down, knocking down power lines and tossing 
a school bus. TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20104:18:35 PM 

Dad shot and killed in front of son's preschool 

Russell Sneiderman, 36, had dropped his 2-year-old son off at Dunwoody Prep Preschool in Dunwoody, Ga., when an 

unidentified man shot him point-blank in the chest and fled in an unmarked minivan. The Dunwoody police chief called 

it "a cold and calculated murder." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20104:19:09 PM 

Economy grew slightly faster over summer 

The economy grew slightly faster last summer than first thought, benefiting from stronger spending by u.s. shoppers 

and improved overseas sales of u.s. goods. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20104:42:26 PM 

Newsweek: Climate skeptics may get House science posts 

Environmental groups are dreading the 112th Congress, in which the number of members who are either skeptical or 

outright derisive of claims of anthropogenic global warming will skyrocket. But even in that group, the contenders to 

chair two House committees-Energy and Commerce, and Science and Technology-stick out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20105:04:34 PM 

'Alaska' packs bad news for the Pal ins 

Facebook slurs shed bad light on Willow's gate-hopping boyfriend, and the show falls hard in the ratings in week two. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20105:12:48 PM 

What not to wear? Clothing a security line issue 

It was no crime of fashion, but Wendy Gigliotti's bulky sweater and ankle-length skirt made her a target of airport 

screeners. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20105:16:05 PM 

J. Crew to be taken private for $3 billion 

J. Crew says it will be taken private in a deal with two investment firms, including its former parent, worth $3 billion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20105:52:21 PM 

Existing-home sales fall 2.2 percent 

Sales of previously owned homes slipped in October as the housing market continues to battle tough economic 

conditions including high unemployment and tight credit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20106:49:41 PM 

Daily AIDS pill helps gay men avoid infection 

Ig~~""lscientists have an exciting breakthrough in the fight against AIDS. A pill already used to treat HIV 

infection turns out to be a powerful weapon in protecting healthy gay men from catching the virus, a 
global study found. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20106:51:46 PM 

JoePa says he's coming back in 2011 

Ig~~""~oe Paterno says he plans to return as Penn State coach next season, putting an end to any speculation 

about retirement. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20107:04:50 PM 

TSA: Body-scan boycott could cause big delays 

Ig~~""IDesPite tough talk on the Internet, there was little if any indication of a passenger revolt at many major 

u.s. airports on Tuesday, one day before National Opt Out Day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20107:28:04 PM 

Video: Skinny inmate slips through prison bars 

Ig~~""IA angular inmate is back in custody after squeezing between his cell bars and walking away from jail. 
WMC's Janice Broach reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20107:28:42 PM 

Archer: Ryan, Falcons flying under radar 

Ig~~""IArcher: Don't look now but Matt Ryan and the Atlanta Falcons are playing an intelligent type of football 

that could quite easily vault them into the postseason. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20107:53:54 PM 

'Burlesque' shakes, shimmies, but doesn't stir 

Ig~~""IAlthough it is never the juicy diva smackdown of "Showgirls," to which comparisons are inevitable, the 

film is good enough as a guilty pleasure, simply because it's all splash and no substance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20107:54:04 PM 

Palin's schedule hugs her base 

Ig~~""IFor her upcoming book tour, the former Alaska governor will mostly be visiting areas where her fans are 
already plentiful - and where she's already enjoyed success with her name on the presidential ticket. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20107:55:41 PM 

Video: Wild weather across the u.s. 

Ig~~""IMsnbc's Thomas Roberts and the Weather Channel's Carl Parker report on the latest weather conditions 
across the country. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20108:07:54 PM 

U.K. bishop suspended after royal wedding slur 

The Church of England has suspended the bishop who called Prince William and fiancee Kate Middleton "shallow 

celebrities" and suggested their marriage would only last seven years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20108:15:00 PM 

Fed slashes growth forecast through 2011 

Federal Reserve officials have become more pessimistic in their economic outlook through next year and have lowered 

their forecast for growth. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20108:17:58 PM 

Cosmic Log: New blood test can determine age 

Ig~~""lcosmic Log: Crime scene investigators with little more to go on than a drop of blood have a new test that 

can help them determine the age of the person who was bleeding. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20108:25:31 PM 

Newsweek: Can Facebook save Newark's schools? 

Newark hit the jackpot with a $100 million donation from the Facebook founder to aid its ailing schools. Now the 

country will be watching for results-and mistakes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20108:27:46 PM 

Some Americans choose shopping over turkey 

Ig~~""lln a trend that alarms traditionalists, the financial downturn has prompted an increasing number of 

stores to open on Thanksgiving, which has been one of the least consumer-oriented of holidays. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20108:27:46 PM 

Some Americans choose shopping over turkey 

Ig~~""lln a trend that alarms traditionalists, the financial downturn has prompted an increasing number of 

stores to open on Thanksgiving, which has been one of the least consumer-oriented of holidays. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20108:30:32 PM 

The best Black Friday deal apps 

Ig~~""llf you're worried that tackling Black Friday sales in the flesh means missing better prices online, don't be. 

If you've got an iPhone or Android smart phone, you can venture forth knowing that a better deal could 
be just a tap and a swipe away. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20108:40:59 PM 

Man accused of running bomb factory at home 

An unemployed software consultant pleaded not guilty to running a bomb factory at his home, where prosecutors said 

they found the largest amount of certain homemade explosives in one location in u.s. history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20108:57:53 PM 

Feds warn retailers to have a safe Black Friday 

Regulators are warning the nation's top retailers to ensure the safety of their workers on Black Friday in the face of what 

could be a rush for holiday deals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20109:00:58 PM 

Aruba jawbone not Holloway's, prosecutors say 

Ig~~""IA jawbone with a tooth recently found on a beach in Aruba does not belong to missing Alabama teenager 

Natalee Holloway, the prosecutor's office there said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20109:04:03 PM 

Best diabetes fitness plan: aerobics plus weights 

People with diabetes should mix aerobics with weight training to get the best results in lowering blood sugar, a new 

study suggests. The combination worked best for weight loss too, compared to aerobics or weight training alone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20109:15:24 PM 

Newsweek: Why education reform could happen 

Washington can seem like a Venn diagram where the two circles-Republicans and Democrats-will never touch. But on 

the issue of education reform, the two parties may be able to come together. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20109:18:34 PM 

Rangers' Hamilton takes AL MVP award 

Ig~~""~exas Rangers outfielder Josh Hamilton was named American League Most Valuable Player on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20109:35:28 PM 

Look at this turkey. Do you feel nicer already? 

Ig~~""INew research suggests that if you really want your Thanksgiving dinner guests to be nice to each other, 

you may want to show them pictures of the turkey. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20109:59:40 PM 

ABC acknowledges voting issues at 'Dancing' 

So many viewers voted after Monday's "Dancing With the Stars" finale that they temporarily overwhelmed the show's 

voting system. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2010 11:01:24 PM 

Survey: 1 in 2 in U.S. says pat-downs go too far 

Ig~~""IHalf of Americans say the enhanced passenger security pat-downs at u.s. airports go too far, according to 

a poll published on Tuesday just before the busy holiday travel season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/201011:11:24 PM 

Flier hauled off plane over bathroom breaks 

Passengers on Fort Lauderdale-based flight complained potty breaks were weird. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/201011:12:34 PM 

Ex priest accused of trying to hire hit man 

Ig~~""lln a murder-far-hire case worthy of a Dan Brown novel, a Roman Catholic priest has been arrested on 

charges that he solicited a hit man to kill a teenager who had accused him of sexual abuse. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2010 11:20:33 PM 

Haiti cholera spreading faster than predicted 

Haiti's deadly cholera epidemic is spreading faster than originally estimated and is likely to result in hundreds of 

thousands of cases and last up to a year, a senior U.N. official said on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/201011:29:15 PM 

Republicans' ban on earmarks was short-lived 

Senate Republicans' ban on earmarks - money included in a bill by a lawmaker to benefit a home-state project or 

interest - was short-lived. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2010 11:32:09 PM 

Decoded turkey genome may mean better birds 

Ig~~""IMUCh of the turkey's genome has been sequenced, and - turkey eaters take note - this work could lead 

to meatier, healthier birds, according to the researchers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2010 11:46:45 PM 

Polar bears vs. grizzlies: Study foresees winner 

Ig~~""lpolar bears are likely to lose out to grizzly bears in fierce competition for food as climate change drives 

the two species closer together into shared habitat, biologists conclude. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/201011:46:55 PM 

Video: Asia expert: 'There will be no winners if this escalates' 

Ig~~""lpresident of the Council on Foreign Relations Richard Haass discusses the global implications of the 
confrontation between North and South Korea. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2010 11:50:02 PM 

Video: Air pressure: TSA braces for security bottleneck 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to a new Gallup poll, 71 percent of frequent fliers believe the new measures are worth the loss 

of privacy to prevent terrorism. NBC's Pete Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2010 11:56:55 PM 

Video: Weather woes move across Rockies 

Ig~~""IA ferocious first storm of the winter season paralyzed parts of the Pacific Northwest Tuesday. WNBC's 
Janice Huff reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/2010 12:04:50 AM 

Video: Wrecking ball levels Philadelphia Spectrum stadium 

Ig~~""~he home of Philadelphia sports since 1967 and a hallowed ground for rock and roll has been 
demolished. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/201012:18:36 AM 

Storm slams Northwest; next up, the Rockies 

Ig~~""IA vicious storm struck the Pacific Northwest and other Western states at the start of the holiday travel 

season, dumping heavy snow on roads, knocking out power to tens of thousands of people and causing a 
cargo plane to overshoot its runway in Seattle. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/201012:20:19 AM 

PFT's Thanksgiving picks: Cowboys could surprise 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/2010 12:26:32 AM 

Jury orders SAP to pay Oracle $1.3 billion 

A federal jury has ordered SAP to pay $1.3 billion to its archenemy, Oracle, for stealing customer support documents and 

software in a scheme to steal customers. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/2010 12:32:59 AM 

Deep-sea squid worm tantalizes scientists 

Ig~~""llt's not a squid. It's not a worm. It's a squid worm. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/2010 12:35:40 AM 

TSA: Some gov't officials to skip airport security 

Ig~~""lcabinet secretaries, top congressional leaders and an exclusive group of senior U.S. officials are exempt 

from toughened new airport screening procedures, the TSA said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20101:05:57 AM 

Video: Sharing the gift of health 

Ig~~""IMaking a Difference: Sixteen people with serious kidney failure have been matched with 16 living donors
-some of them total strangers--who have chosen to share the gift of health. NBC's Tom Costello 

reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20101:36:49 AM 

Sheen's lawyer: Actor didn't offer payoff 

The saga of Charlie Sheen and adult film actress Capri Anderson continued to unfold on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20101:37:40 AM 

Vatican shifts ground on condoms, HIV 

Ig~~""lln a seismic shift on one of the most profound - and profoundly contentious - Roman Catholic 

teachings, the Vatican said that condoms are the lesser of two evils when used to curb the spread of 
AIDS, even if their use prevents a pregnancy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20101:45:18 AM 

U.S.: Violence in Afghanistan in soaring 

Ig~~""lviolence in Afghanistan hit an all-time high in recent months as Western troops battled an increasingly 

sophisticated insurgency, the u.s. military says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20101:59:11 AM 

W. Va. blast: Coal firm had worst safety record 

Ig~~""IDesPite its claims that its safety record was "average," no coal company had a worse fatality record than 

Massey Energy Co., an analysis by American University finds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20102:15:30 AM 

Video: Conflict in S. Korea hits home for Korean-Americans 

r-I~ews olthe conflict on the Korean peninsula reverberated across Korean-American communities 
uesday. NBC's Miguel Almaguer reports from Koreatown, Los Angeles. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20102:57:08 AM 

Boy died of traumatic injuries in fall from l.A. skybox 

An autopsy conducted on a 2-year-old boy who fell from a skybox at Staples Center died of multiple traumatic injuries. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20104:00:28 AM 

And the winner of 'Dancing' season 11 is ... 

Ig~~""~he "Dirty Dancing" actress beat out charismatic Disney star Kyle Massey and Bristol Palin to win the 

coveted mirror ball trophy. Her win makes pro partner Derek Hough the first pro to reach three wins. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20104:46:24 AM 

Sarah Palin hints at political plans in new book 

Ig~~""llf seeing Sarah Palin as a cable television pundit and a reality show star has Americans wondering who 
she is, her latest book makes her case that she is not just a celebrity but a politician - one with what 

clearly sounds like plans for a White House run. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20105:35:50 AM 

Child saves brother in deadly murder-suicide 

Three children hurt, mom killed as boyfriend opens fire in North Miami Beach home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20105:38:37 AM 

Obama: U.S. will defend South Korea 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama and his South Korean counterpart Lee Myung-bak agreed to hold more joint 

military exercises in response to North Korea's artillery attack. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20105:59:19 AM 

Bristol's 'DWTS' streak finally comes to an end 

Ig~~""IFOrget the conspiracy theories, the politics and the unexpected early ousters. When it was finally time to 

crown the season 11 winner Tuesday night, the controversy fell to the side and all that mattered was 
dance floor perfection. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20106:41:45 AM 

No.8 Kentucky shakes off No. 13 Washington 

Ig~~""~errence Jones had 16 points and 17 rebounds, and Brandon Knight scored 24 points to help No.8 
Kentucky hold off No. 13 Washington 74-67 in the Maui Invitational semifinals Tuesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20106:50:30 AM 

UConn upsets No.2 Michigan St. in Maui 

Ig~~""IKemba Walker scored 30 points and hit a key jumper with less than a minute left, helping Connecticut 
outlast No.2 Michigan State 70-67 in a physical Maui Invitational semifinal on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20107:05:48 AM 

No.1 Duke shuts down No.4 Kansas State 

Ig~~""IKyrie Irving and Nolan Smith both had 17 points and led No.1 Duke's outstanding defensive effort in an 

82-68 victory over No.4 Kansas State on Tuesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20109:54:13 AM 

'Violent legal clash': Amanda Knox back in court 

Ig~~""IAmanda Knox briefly returned to court in Italy for the start of her appeals trial, about a year after the 

American student was convicted of killing her British roommate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/2010 10:20: 12 AM 

Indian village bans cell phones for unwed women 

A northern Indian village has banned unmarried women from using cell phones for fear they will arrange forbidden 

marriages that are often punished by death, a local official said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/201010:22:13 AM 

Indonesian cleric jailed for marrying 12-year-old 

An Indonesian Muslim cleric who sparked a national outcry by marrying a 12-year-old girl was sentenced Wednesday to 

four years in prison. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/2010 10:47:03 AM 

It's a boy! John Travolta welcomes new baby 

Ig~~""IActor John Travolta and his wife Kelly Preston announced on Tuesday the birth of their third child, a baby 
boy born nearly two years after the death of their 16-year-old son Jett. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/2010 11:55:06 AM 

Officials: Scrap color-coded terror alert system 

The Homeland Security Department is proposing to discontinue the color-coded terror alert system that became a 

symbol of the country's post-gill jitters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/2010 12:27:49 PM 

Video: S. Korea vows retaliation against North 

Ig~~""lsouth Korea is vowing "enormous retaliation" following North Korea's attack on Yeonpyeong Island as the 

first civilian casualties are discovered, bringing the death toll to at least four. NBC's Ian Williams 
reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/2010 12:30:33 PM 

Video: Holiday travel rush gets into gear 

Ig~~""INBC'S Tom Costello, Than Trang and Mike Taibbi are watching the roads, skies and rails as Americans 
flood the nation's airports, highways and trains prior to the Thanksgiving holiday. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/2010 12:31:47 PM 

Video: Cops grill one of their own in slaying 

Ig~~""lvideo shows LAPD detectives interrogating decorated fellow detective Stephanie Lazarus as they 
investigate the murder of her ex-boyfriend's wife. NBC's George Lewis reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/2010 12:35:53 PM 

TSA mess exposes communication gap 

Ig~~""lcontrary to public perception, TSA officers are generally well-trained, well-qualified and adequately paid, 

experts say. The breakdown has been in communication. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/2010 12:40:42 PM 

Chrysler aims to be next big comeback story 

Ig~~""IGeneral Motors' IPO far exceeded even the most optimistic expectations, raising a record $23 billion. 
Could long-troubled Chrysler ride on its crosstown rival's coattails? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/2010 12:52:23 PM 

ConsumerMan: Black Friday loses its luster 

Why is Black Friday losing its luster? Blockbuster sales are so common, especially this year, that they've become almost 

ho-hum. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/2010 12:56:58 PM 

Woman trapped in bathroom for three weeks 

An elderly French woman who was trapped in her bathroom for three weeks has finally been rescued, media reports 

said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20101:21:24 PM 

Buy these smart phones 

Ig~~""llt used to be, there were a few smart phones per carrier, and they were all expensive and lousy. Now 

every carrier has 20 smart phones, and they all look hot. Which one should you buy? We identify two 
very different models per carrier. Pick one, and be done. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20101:21:47 PM 

The best Black Friday deal apps 

Ig~~""lwhether you're out and about shopping or not, you can snag bargains using your phone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20101:45:41 PM 

U.S. conservatives at odds with Vatican over condoms 

Ig~~""IFaced with a changing outlook from Pope Benedict XVI on condoms and their role in preventing the 

spread of HIV, many prominent conservative Roman Catholics in the u.s. are rejecting the Vatican's own 
explanation of what the pope said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20102:02:49 PM 

Insurance for retirees may not cover adult kids to 26 

A provision in the new health law allows adult children to stay on their parents insurance until they turn 26 - but not 

necessarily if the plan is made up of retirees. Find out what the options are. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20102:06:01 PM 

Video: Want a juicy bird? Deconstruct your turkey 

Ig~~""lchef Tyler Florence says roasting a whole bird actually destroys the texture of the turkey. He 
recommends cutting it in half and roasting it with herbs for moist Thanksgiving meat. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20102:12:52 PM 

The Bristol Effect has changed 'Dancing' forever 

Ig~~"'l'Dancing with the Stars" may have surprised the world with Bristol Palin's popularity, but it is no surprise 

that the show itself is little more than a popularity contest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20102:26:48 PM 

Girl fakes sick to end abduction, officials say 

Police say a South Carolina girl abducted by her dad faked stomach pains to set up her rescue in Kentucky. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20102:26:54 PM 

Division Ill's Skidmore wins - in 70vertimes 

Only 142 people showed up to see Skidmore play Southern Vermont, most of them friends and family members of the 

players who were eager to start a Thanksgiving break. little did they know they would see a game like only two others 

in NCAA men's basketball history - a seven-overtime marathon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20102:44:55 PM 

Who's monitoring your baby monitor? 

It's surprisingly easy for strangers to snoop with baby monitors; should moms worry? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20103:02:42 PM 

Girl fakes illness to end abduction, officials say 

Ig~~""IA South Carolina girl abducted by her dad following a custody dispute faked stomach pains so that he 

would take her to a hospital where she could be rescued I police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20103:09:04 PM 

Christian killed in clashes over Egyptian church 

Ig~~""lone man died and dozens were wounded when hundreds of Christians clashed with police in Cairo 

Wednesday after construction work on a church was halted I witnesses and security sources said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20103:13:59 PM 

Slideshow: The Month in Space 

Ig~~""lsee the turning stars, glorious galaxies and other outer-space highlights from November 2010. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20103:17:32 PM 

Video: 32-person kidney swap sets record 

Ig~~""IDr. Keith Melancon, along with patients and donors he operated on, discusses the largest kidney 
exchange in history - a true tale of giving this holiday season. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20103:22:06 PM 

401(k) savers gain ground, but still come up short 

Life Inc.: If you're like most Americans, the financial meltdown of 2008 took a big bite out of your retirement savings. But 

don't give up on that 401(k) account just yet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20103:25:42 PM 

China 'worried' about Korean skirmish 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20103:34:11 PM 

How to get through airport security fast 

With a little planning, forethought and some realism about what is needed for the trip, every traveler can take steps to 

make the Thanksgiving travel gauntlet less harrowing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20103:40:10 PM 

Amanda Knox appeal 'not a gamble,' parents say 

The jailed American student's appeal of her conviction for murdering her roommate in Italy could result in her sentence 

being lengthened from 26 years to life. But her father, Curt Knox, said: "If they really look at the facts, this isn't that 

much of a gamble." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20103:53:55 PM 

Video: Obama pardons Thanksgiving turkeys 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama, standing alongside his daughters, Sasha and Malia, pardons two Thanksgiving 
turkeys. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20103:57:16 PM 

Giving thanks for a friend's second chance 

Ig~~""IAfter nearly eight months, as his physical condition deteriorated at alarming speed, one of my very 

closest friends Don Janney received a liver transplant. It was the ultimate second chance, when he was 
so close to the long goodbye. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20104:00:19 PM 

UBS, others accused of Madoff collaboration 

The trustee seeking to recover money for defrauded Bernard Madoff investors has sued UBS and others for more than 

$2 billion, accusing them of collaborating in the Ponzi scheme. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20104:46:52 PM 

Newsweek: Do legacy admissions boost college funds? 

New research shows that granting alumni offspring preferential treatment doesn't necessarily lead to more donations. 

And, the policy may also face legal challenges. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20105:02:44 PM 

Pentagon vs. WikiLeaks: Damaging documents or 'hyperventilating' 

Pentagon officials are expressing strong concerns about what they expect may be the biggest and most damaging 

WikiLeaks document dump yet: tens of thousands of internal u.s. government cables that reveal private 

communications with foreign governments on military matters, sources tell NBC News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20105:13:44 PM 

Newsweek: Panel mulled impeaching Ahmadinejad 

A new letter indicates a parliamentary committee had considered 'questioning and impeachment' of the Iranian 

president. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20105:15:12 PM 

Facebook close to securing 'Face' trademark 

It wasn't enough for Facebook to go after Lamebook and Teachbook. Now they want ownership over the "Face" part of 

their name too - at least when it comes to online chatting and bulletin boards - and they're awfully close to getting it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20105:33:54 PM 

Newsweek: Assessing real risk of TSA pat-downs 

Why the TSA should have taken into account public perceptions in determining its new screening procedures. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20106:30:13 PM 

Spending, incomes rise as layoffs drop 

Ig~~""~he number of people applying for unemployment benefits fell sharply last week to the lowest level since 

July 2008, a hopeful sign that improvement in the job market is accelerating. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20106:32:30 PM 

9 million Tylenol bottles recalled 

Johnson & Johnson is recalling 9 million bottles of its Tylenol painkiller because they did not adequately warn customers 

about the presence of trace amounts of alcohol. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20106:34:47 PM 

3 ways to contain the ugly holiday shopper within 

In the holiday spirit of good cheer and sanity, here are some simple ways to get what you want this shopping season 

without losing your mind. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20107:06:43 PM 

Cosmic Log: Nature inspires flying machines 

Ig~~""lcosmic Log: Researchers share their progress on the development of leaping robo-geckos, micro-sized fly 

spies and other flying machines inspired by nature. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20107:25:02 PM 

Video: Cosby takes education message to streets 

Ig~~""IBill Cosby takes his campaign on the importance of education to the streets of New Haven, Conn. NBC's 
Andrea Mitchell reports. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20107:30:39 PM 

Castrodale: With Young, nothing is easy or predictable 

Ig~~""lcastrodale: Vince Young can't help the injuries he's suffered. What he can control is his reaction to these 

setbacks, the way he deals with frustrations and his relationships with Jeff Fisher and his teammates. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20107:41:20 PM 

Anti-Facebook pastor taking leave over affair 

A pastor who barred church officials from using Facebook, saying it can lead to adultery, is temporarily stepping down 

from the pulpit following his admission that he engaged in a three-way sexual relationship a decade ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20107:53:34 PM 

Might be an out of this world Black Friday 

Ig~~""IMore Americans will be out shopping this year on Black Friday -- or at least that's how it looks from outer 

space. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20107:55:31 PM 

Palin's Korea mixup 

In a radio interview with Glenn Beck Wednesday J Palin briefly mixed up North and South Korea when discussing the 

boiling tensions in the region. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20107:57:36 PM 

Fake doctor saw ER patients for weeks 

A North Carolina man faced criminal charges after police say he posed as a health professional and got involved with 

patients at a hospital emergency room. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20107:57:40 PM 

Student strips down to Speedo at airport 

A college student has posted a video on the Internet in which he strips down to a Speedo bathing suit to protest security 

measures at Salt Lake City airport. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20108:10:29 PM 

Cholera-hit Haiti seeks nurses, doctors 

Ig~~""IHaiti needs a surge of foreign nurses and doctors to stem deaths from a raging cholera epidemic that an 

international aid operation is struggling to control, the United Nations' top humanitarian official said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20108:11:54 PM 

Controversial 'Dancing' finale seen by 24 million 

More than 24 million Americans watched "Dirty Dancing" actress Jennifer Grey triumph over Bristol Palin to win TV's 

"Dancing With the Stars" in what network ABC said on Wednesday was the show's biggest audience in three years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20108:17:39 PM 

Jury convicts 5 Somali men of piracy 

Ig~~""IA jury in Virginia has convicted five Somali men of piracy for their attack on a u.S. Navy ship off the coast 

of Africa. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20108:26:21 PM 

Belgium: 9 face terror charges in wake of sweeps 

Authorities said Wednesday they have charged nine people in Belgium with participation in alleged terrorist activities, 

involving a potential attack in the country and recruitment for militant organizations fighting in Chechnya, Afghanistan 

and Iraq. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20108:36:25 PM 

Irish government unveils harsh budget 

Ig~~""llreland has unveiled the harshest budget measures in its history, a four-year plan to claw back $20 billion 

using spending cuts and extra taxes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20108:53:33 PM 

Video: Mom confronts carjacker in amazing video 

Ig~~""IA woman is seen being dragged by her own car in a desperate attempt to save her baby, who is in the 
backseat while an unidentified man steals the vehicle. KSHB's Christina Medina reports. (NBC News 

Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20108:59:53 PM 

U.S. stimulus gave large jobs boost, CBO says 

Ig~~""~he massive U.S. stimulus package, widely viewed by voters to be ineffective, put 1.4 million to 3.6 

million people to work between July and September, the nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20109:28:54 PM 

Air Force: Not so fast on lesbian's reinstatement 

The Air Force said Wednesday a lesbian flight nurse discharged under "don't ask, don't tell" must prove she is still 

qualified and pass a medical exam before it will consider reinstating her. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20109:38:53 PM 

Notorious showdowns between fliers, TSA screeners 

Here are some of the most notorious incidents in which fliers say they have had their personal privacy violated by TSA 

screeners. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20109:39:25 PM 

Gulf spill fund gets flood of last-minute claims 

The administrator of a $20 billion fund set up to pay for damages from the Gulf oil spill said Wednesday he received a 

flood of last-minute emergency claims before a key deadline ended. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20109:46:33 PM 

U.S. urges China to restrain North Korea 

Ig~~""~he U.S. on Wednesday urged China to press North Korea to halt provocative actions against South 

Korea, after an artillery attack that Washington called a "premeditated" violation of the truce that ended 
the Korean War. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20109:53:19 PM 

Video: $200 million earmark hangs over Sen. Kyl 

Ig~~""ILObbYist Jimmy Williams explains why the GOP's ban on earmarks didn't last long. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20109:59:18 PM 

Deputies: Motel guest trashes room to find 'midget' 

A Spartanburg, S.c., motel room was trashed by a guest who told investigators he was following instructions from a 

caller to destroy hidden cameras and save a small man trapped next door. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/201010:12:10 PM 

Eat turkey, skip stuffing to keep the pounds off 

More turkey, less white bread and mashed potatoes. Just in time for holiday feasting, a large study found that diets 

higher in protein and lower in carbohydrates can help overweight adults who managed to drop some weight keep it off. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/2010 10:27:25 PM 

NASA delays Discovery launch to at least Dec. 17 

Ig~~""INASA'S latest launch delay for the space shuttle Discovery could push the spacecraft's final mission into 

the Christmas holiday, or even postpone it completely until February, agency officials said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/201010:56:19 PM 

GM: Volt will get 93 mpg in electric mode 

The Chevrolet Volt will get the equivalent of 93 miles per gallon of gasoline in combined city and highway driving while 

powered by its batteries, the company announced Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/201010:57:19 PM 

Polar bears get 'critical habitat' off Alaska 

The Obama administration is setting aside 187,000 square miles in Alaska as a "critical habitat" for polar bears, which 

could add restrictions to future offshore drilling for oil and gas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/201011:04:17 PM 

At 105, she battles SSA over death declaration 

A lOS-year-old Fort Myers, Fla., woman is alive again after she became bureaucratically deceased recently due to a 

Social Security Administration worker's snafu. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/201011:12:37 PM 

Jury convicts Tom Delay in money laundering trial 

Former U.S. House Majority leader Tom Delay - once one of the most powerful and feared Republicans in Congress -

was convicted Wednesday on charges he illegally funneled corporate money to Texas candidates in 2002. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/201011:22:36 PM 

New Zealand mourns 29 perished miners 

Ig~~""IA pall of gloom hung over this small New Zealand town on Thursday as the government promised an 

independent inquiry to try to answer what caused the country's worst mining disaster in nearly 70 years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/2010 11:26:23 PM 

U.S. moves to make synthetic marijuana illegal 

Cracking down on fake pot, the government moved Wednesday to outlaw five chemicals used in herbal blends to make 

the synthetic marijuana sold in head shops and on the Internet to a growing number of teens and young adults. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/2010 11:27:30 PM 

Coming soon to ads near you: Tiger Woods? 

Ig~~""IA year has passed since Tiger Woods' infamous crash that started all the controversy, and Woods appears 
ready to re-enter the marketing game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/2010 11:29:31 PM 

Planned airport protests fail to take off 

Ig~~""~he big Opt-Out looked like a big bust Wednesday as Thanksgiving travelers around the country patiently 
submitted to full-body scans and pat-down searches rather than create havoc on one of the busiest flying 

days of the year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/2010 11:52:44 PM 

Jury convicts Delay in money laundering trial 

Ig~~""IFormer U.S. House Majority leader Tom Delay - once one of the most powerful and feared Republicans 
in Congress - was convicted Wednesday on charges he illegally funneled corporate money to Texas 

candidates in 2002. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/201012:01:19 AM 

Radiation risk from flying trumps body scanners 

Amidst protests and rallies over airport security procedures, what's often overlooked is that flying itself dwarfs the 

radiation doses delivered by the new body scanners. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/2010 12:06:03 AM 

Former Miss Universe confuses Koreas with 'Chinas' 

Ig~~""lvenezuelan beauty queen Alicia Machado had to close her Twitter account after being mocked for 
confusing the Koreas with "the Chinas" in a muddled tweet for world peace. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20101:02:15 AM 

Rio police sweep slums; 14 dead 

Ig~~""lpolice raid Rio's gang-ruled shantytowns Wednesday, setting off clashes that kill 14 people as Brazil hopes 

to make the city a showplace for the 2016 Olympics. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20101:15:21 AM 

5 dead in Mexico military cargo plane crash 

A Mexican air force cargo plane crashed at Monterrey International Airport on Wednesday, killing five military 

personnel, Mexico's national security agency said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20102:09:42 AM 

Canada military families get fake death calls 

Canada's military is investigating fake calls to military families from a man who informs them that their loved ones have 

been killed in Afghanistan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20102:36:10 AM 

Powerful storm to bring snow, ice to Dakotas 

Ig~~""IA powerful storm that pummeled much of the West is promising to bring its chaotic mix of snow, sleet 

and ice to much of the Dakotas on Thanksgiving Day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20104:13:52 AM 

Australia deports American 'Honeymoon Killer' 

Australia Thursday deported an American convicted of manslaughter in his wife's honeymoon death. u.s. charges are 

likely in the 2003 drowning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20105:31:47 AM 

Magic hand Heat 3rd straight loss 

Ig~~""IDWight Howard had 24 points and 18 rebounds and the Orlando Magic beat Miami 104-95 on Wednesday 
night to hand the Heat's All-Star trio its first three-game losing streak. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20106:30:55 AM 

One year after scandal, Tiger tries to move on 

Ig~~""~iger Woods believes he finally is ready to move on after a self-destructive year that cost him his 

marriage, his mystique, millions in endorsements and, lastly, his No.1 ranking. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20107:17:39 AM 

UConn upsets No.8 UK for Maui title, respect 

Ig~~""IKemba Walker scored 29 points and Connecticut beat a Top 10 team for the second straight day, 
knocking off No.8 Kentucky with an 84-67 rout to win the Maui Tournament on Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20108:03:34 AM 

Pakistan, Afghanistan to begin joint drug ops 

Pakistan and Afghanistan say they plan to begin joint operations to fight drug trafficking. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20109:12:48 AM 

India test-fires nuclear-capable ballistic missile 

India successfully tested a short-range version of its most powerful nuclear-capable missile on Thursday during an army 

training exercise, the Defense Ministry said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20109:58:50 AM 

Gulf spill: Tar balls spark partial shrimping ban 

An area off the Gulf Coast hit hard by the BP oil spill was closed Wednesday to fishing for a deepwater shrimp species 

after a skipper hauled up tar balls in his net, regulators said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/2010 10:48:05 AM 

PM weeps as Cambodia mourns stampede dead 

Ig~~""lcambodia began a day of mourning Thursday with the prime minister weeping at the spot where 

hundreds died during a wild riverside stampede. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/201011:27:13 AM 

China wary as u.s. warship heads to S. Korea 

Ig~~""lchina expressed concern on Thursday about joint U.S.-South Korean military exercises in the Yellow Sea 

while North Korea threatened more attacks on the wealthy South. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/201011:49:36 AM 

Vacationing U.S. soldier slain in Trinidad 

Police in Trinidad say a 38-year-old u.s. Army soldier vacationing on the Caribbean island was killed when gunmen 

rammed his car from behind in a rough slum and then opened fire. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20101:07:19 PM 

'Miracle': Teens found alive after 50 days at sea 

Three teenagers have been rescued after 50 days adrift in the Pacific Ocean, according to reports; trio survived by 

drinking rainwater and sharing raw fish and a seagull. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20103:22:01 PM 

Video: Winter weather snarls holiday travel 

Ig~~""IRain, ice, and snow are moving across the Midwest and into the northeast, making Thanksgiving travel a 

challenge in those areas. But the feared slowdown at airport security checkpoints didn't 
materialize. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20103:29:04 PM 

Video: Americans question war in Afghanistan 

Ig~~""IAmerica has been fighting the war in Afghanistan for nine years, and since it began attitudes on the 

homefront have changed. NBC's Lester Holt talks with high school students in the U.S., as well as a 
Marine sergeant deployed in Afghanistan. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20103:46:18 PM 

Students occupy Pisa's tower, Colosseum in protest 

Ig~~""lltalian students have occupied the Leaning Tower of Pisa and Rome's Colosseum to protest education 

cuts and university reforms being considered by parliament. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20104:00:49 PM 

Double life: london cabbie fights for Taliban 

A London-based cabbie has admitted living a double life as a Taliban fighter, according to a report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20104:44:16 PM 

Holiday hassle: Storms spark travel chaos 

A powerful storm system left holiday travelers in the western u.s. contending with a chaotic mix of snow, sleet and ice. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20104:59:29 PM 

German retiree bricks himself into his cellar 

A German pensioner who wanted to seal off the entrance to his cellar ended up bricking himself into it, a police 

spokesman told Reuters Thursday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20105:19:29 PM 

Obama: 'We've got to look out for one another' 

Ig~~""lsaYing America has a history of doing what it takes to make a better tomorrow, President Barack Obama 

is calling on the country to summon that spirit again this holiday season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20105:30:49 PM 

PFT's picks: Vick vs. the Bears defense will be fun to watch 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20105:44:13 PM 

Thinking the unthinkable - euro zone breakup 

Ig~~""lunthinkable only a few weeks ago, a small but growing number of experts now worry about a breakup of 

the euro zone if policymakers fail to unite behind a more forceful strategy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20105:45:46 PM 

Poland charges 3 men in theft of Auschwitz sign 

Ig~~""lpOliSh prosecutors filed charges Thursday against a Swede with neo-Nazi ties and two Poles acting for 
profit and said all three had confessed to the brazen theft of the notorious "Arbeit Macht Frei" sign from 

the gates of the Nazi's Auschwitz death camp last year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20105:55:01 PM 

Thanksgiving dinner curbs holiday spending, study shows 

Ig~~""IMake your post-Thanksgiving food coma work for you: New research suggests that eating a big turkey 

dinner may keep you from spending impulsively on holiday sales. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20106:30:58 PM 

Epic battle over, Iraq PM must form new government 

Ig~~""llncumbent Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki cemented his grip on power Thursday, bringing an end to 

nearly nine months of political deadlock after he was asked to form the next government. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20106:53:06 PM 

Video: Down to the final seven dogs 

Ig~~""~hese seven dogs are the best in their breeds, but who will be Best in Show? (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20107:45:49 PM 

Video: The high price of going organic 

Ig~~""lorganiC foods can cost a pretty penny, but are they worth it? WVIT's Lisa Carberg reports. (NBC News 
Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20108:27:04 PM 

Egypt detains 156 protesters over church riots 

Egypt's attorney general ordered the detention of 156 protesters involved in clashes with riot police after authorities 

blocked construction of a church in a Cairo suburb, a report said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20109:01:38 PM 

Macy's Thanksgiving parade dazzles NYC 

r-~ high-kicking Kung Fu Panda and a diary-toting Wimpy Kid joined the giant balloon lineup as the Macy's 
hanksgiving Day Parade unfolded Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20109:02:48 PM 

Brady, Patriots feast on lowly Lions 

Ig~~""~om Brady threw a season-high four touchdown passes, all in the second half, to help the New England 
Patriots rout the Detroit Lions 45-24 on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20109:22:31 PM 

Massive mammals came after dinosaurs 

Ig~~""~hey just needed some leg room: New research shows the great dinosaur die-off made way for mammals 

to explode in size - some more massive than several elephants put together. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20109:43:53 PM 

Sarah Palin: 2012 contender or pretender? 

Ig~~""lsarah Palin, the telegenic Republican who exasperates and delights voters about equally, is dropping ever 

more hints of a presidential bid, including a visit Saturday to the key state of Iowa. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20109:55:40 PM 

Gulf Coast looks to retirees for post-spill boom 

Ig~~""IFor all the oil spill claims and cleanup work by BP, retirees from the North may be the best survival bet for 

some Gulf Coast resort towns this winter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/2010 10:05:44 PM 

KKR-Ied group to buy Del Monte for $4 billion 

By Megan Davies and Jessica Hall 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/2010 10:08:08 PM 

Rio police target slum in gang leader search 

Ig~~""IElite police units in borrowed navy tanks rumbled through a heavily fortified slum Thursday in an effort to 

apprehend drug gang leaders they blame for five days of widespread violence, even as scores of armed 
youth fled to a neighboring shantytown. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/201010:17:47 PM 

Judge has many options in sentencing Delay 

Former U.S. House Majority leader Tom Delay argued throughout his trial that the deck was stacked against him by a 

politically motivated prosecutor and a jury from the most Democratic city in one of the most Republican states. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/2010 10:35:25 PM 

Ohio gay-rights vote mirrors national debate 

Thirty years ago, a vote like the one just decided in this university town wouldn't have happened; gay-rights activism 

hadn't taken root across most of America. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/2010 10:52:59 PM 

'Honeymoon Killer' faces two murder counts 

Ig~~""IAn Alabama man who served 18 months in Australia for his wife's 2003 drowning death has been indicted 

on two murder counts after returning to the u.s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/201011:09:11 PM 

Mexico's Monterrey succumbs to drug violence 

Ig~~""IA 21-year-old university student lies dead from a gunshot to the head. Nearby, paramedics wrap the head 
of another woman in a blood-soaked shirt while her husband holds their cowering children. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/2010 11:33:59 PM 

Love of family and country 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/201011:49:13 PM 

Video: Celebrating an American holiday in Afghanistan 

Ig~~""INearIY 150,000 American troops will spend this holiday season between Afghanistan and Iraq. While 

some troops must remain engulfed in the duty of war, many others are still able to celebrate 
Thanksgiving traditions in their own way. Lester Holt reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/2010 11:50:28 PM 

Video: Fishing villagers hit hardest by North Korea 

Ig~~""lln the aftermath of the North Korean artillery attack along the sea border in dispute with South Korea, a 

small fishing village bears the brunt of the military damage. Local villagers describe the experience and 
anticipate next moves. Ian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/2010 12:03:29 AM 

Video: Black Thursday begins 

Ig~~""~he tradition of spending Thanksgiving Day with family and friends is being challenged not only by 

aggressive retailers and businesses but consumers themselves who would rather chase holiday bargains 
than prepare the turkey. Lee Cowan reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/2010 12:05:29 AM 

Video: Violence in Brazil 

Ig~~""IA different kind of fight broke out this week in Brazil with a police crackdown on drug gangs. Armored 

military vehicles have rolled into the slums of Rio de Janeiro since the offensive began last Sunday. Carl 
Quintanilla reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/2010 12:06:45 AM 

Video: Family of five deployed to Afghanistan 

Ig~~""IMeet the family from Des Moines, Iowa where five of its young members will be deployed together to 

Afghanistan this holiday season. They are part of the largest deployment of the Iowa National Guard since 
World War II. Kevin Tibbles reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/2010 12:08:38 AM 

Video: Genetically wired for gratitude? 

Ig~~""IAS families across the country gather to give thanks, scientists have taken an interest in the biological 

underpinnings of gratitude and kindness. New evidence has emerged to show how at least some people 
are genetically wired for gratitude. George Lewis reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/201012:12:22 AM 

Chimney fire damages Heidi Fleiss' Nevada home 

A Thanksgiving Day chimney fire has ravaged part of the Nevada home of former Hollywood madam Heidi Fleiss. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20102:22:00 AM 

Saints blow lead, rally to top Cowboys 

Ig~~""IDrew Brees and the Saints blew a 17-point lead, but went back ahead following a quick, long drive with 
1:55 left and held on for a 30-27 victory when the Cowboys' David Buehler narrowly missed a 59-yard 

field goal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20103:10:43 AM 

South Korea orders more troops to front line 

r-I~outh Korea's president ordered more troops to a front-line island and dumped his defense minister 
hursday, following the deadly North Korean artillery strike. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20103:38:48 AM 

Thanksgiving sales bring shoppers, grumbles 

Not all Americans tucked into turkey with their families on Thanksgiving. Some were out shopping, hitting sales ahead of 

the crowds expected Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20103:42:46 AM 

Spike in gang crimes plagues California valley 

Ig~~""IAuthorities have counted 19 homicides this year in the Coachella Valley, located about two hours 
southeast of Los Angeles, including a recent drive-by shooting that killed two and left three wounded. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20104:23:03 AM 

More than 600,000 killed by secondhand smoke 

Ig~~""lsecondhand smoke kills more than 600,000 people worldwide every year, according to a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20104:40:44 AM 

No. 17 Aggies run over longhorns 

Ig~~""lcyrus Gray rushed for 223 yards and had two long touchdown runs to help No. 17 Texas A&M beat Texas 
24-17 on Thursday night, sending the Longhorns to their first losing season since 1997. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20104:43:57 AM 

Big-play Jets pull away to beat Bengals 

r-I~ra d Sm ith' s two long touchdown plays h ave lifted the New Yo rk Jets past the Ci n ci n nat i Be nga Is, 26-10 

hursday night to keep the Jets tied atop the AFC East. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20105:09:56 AM 

Jobless flight attendants launch sexy calendar 

Ig~~""llt could be the Mexican remake of the "The Full Monty" - just swap the out-of-work British steel 

workers from the 1997 hit movie for curvy Latina flight attendants. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20105:27:00 AM 

Soyuz capsule lands safely with space station crew 

Two NASA astronauts and a Russian cosmonaut safely returned to Earth tonight after a five-month-Iong stay at the 

International Space Station. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20106:13:31 AM 

Knives, bribes and apathy in Egypt's election 

Ig~~""~ust 15 minutes after Manal Abdel-Karim began touring her middle class Cairo district as part of her 

campaign for a parliament seat, her modest procession of a few dozen supporters was confronted by a 
mob of angry knife-wielding youths. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20109:14:32 AM 

Teens reach dry land after 50 days adrift at sea 

Ig~~""~hree teenage boys who spent 50 days adrift in a tiny boat in the South Pacific Ocean walked ashore on 

shaky legs Friday after their chance rescue 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/201010:11:50 AM 

Pakistan police say bombing plot in capital foiled 

Pakistani police say they have foiled a plot to bomb a mosque and government buildings in the country's capital. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/201011:15:25 AM 

U.S. now in Afghanistan as long as Soviets 

Ig~~""~he Soviet Union couldn't win in Afghanistan, and now the United States has something in common with 

that futile campaign: nine years, 50 days. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/201011:30:13 AM 

Pakistan rebuked on anniversary of India's 9/11 

Ig~~""llndia marked the second anniversary of the Mumbai terror attack Friday with somber ceremonies and a 

renewed promise to seek justice for the 166 people slain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/2010 12:06:06 PM 

Thanksgiving slayings: 2 teen girls shot dead 

Two teenage girls were found shot dead in a wooded area on Thursday, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/2010 12:52:20 PM 

First book on the royal romance published 

Ig~~""IFirst came the royal engagement. Now - 10 days later - the first book. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20101:28:41 PM 

Ireland's economy has a split personality 

Ig~~""lcountry A is drowning. Country B has a huge and growing trade surplus. Both countries are Ireland. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20101:48:29 PM 

Secret Service: Ex-cop threatened to kill Obama 

Ig~~""IA former police officer has been arrested and accused of threatening to kill President Barack Obama. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20101:53:21 PM 

Iceland elects ordinary folk to draft constitution 

Ig~~""llceland's getting a new constitution - and it's really going to be the voice of the people. 

I~~~~:[~~~:j 
UUU 
View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20102:47:16 PM 

Newsweek: Why Sarah Palin might become president 

If the democrats think things are bad now, wait until Sarah Palin grabs them by their bleeding hearts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20102:51:46 PM 

Russia to miss deadline to destroy weapons 

Ig~~""IRussia will miss a 2012 deadline for destroying all of its chemical weapons, officials said Friday as they 

inaugurated a major new plant to dispose of them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20103:14:32 PM 

Video: Teens rescued after 50 days adrift at sea 

Ig~~""~hree teenage boys, who set sail in the South Pacific on October 5, have now been found alive by the 

crew of a fishing boat. One of the rescuers shared the remarkable details. NBC's Carl Quintanilla 
reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20103:17:55 PM 

Video: Velma Hart speaks out: 'I'm exhausted' 

Ig~~""~he woman who made headlines during a CNBC town hall forum back in September when she told 

President Obama that she was tired of defending him and she was worried about her future, talks to 
TODAY about losing her job and her memorable comment to the president. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20103:20:45 PM 

Video: Family of murder victims wait for justice 

Ig~~""ILast Thanksgiving, four members of a Florida family were brutally murdered. A year later, no trial date 

has been set and no depositions have taken place so the family just waits. NBC's Kerry Sanders 
reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20103:26:00 PM 

Boston aquarium rescues dozens of rare turtles 

More than two dozen rare sea turtles who were cold, hungry and lost were rescued over the Thanksgiving holiday after 

having washed ashore on Cape Cod, a spokesman for the New England Aquarium said on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20103:28:06 PM 

Newsweek: Confessions of a Viagra salesman 

Meet the man who inspired the new movie "Love and Other Drugs." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20103:28:10 PM 

Video: Justin Bieber on new book, music and love life 

Ig~~""~he 16-year-old pop superstar talks about his book "First Step 2 Forever," his acoustic album, how he's 

handled fame so far and answers some personal questions from his favorite fans. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20103:32:23 PM 

Video: Lots of leftovers? Try these next-day dishes 

Ig~~""IFrom turkey to the sweet potatoes, the Scotto family shares how you can turn all of the remaining food 
from your Thanksgiving feast into brand new meals. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20103:45:16 PM 

Murdered 6-year-old lives on via children's book 

Ig~~""IA year ago, Makayla Joy Sitton died in a tragic shooting rampage. But her parents kept hours of audio 
recordings of her, one of which - an impromptu story about a bear and a unicorn - has become a 

children's book that keeps her memory alive. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20104:40:01 PM 

How to score a hotel upgrade 

There are a few measures you can take to put yourself in a more favorable position for a hotel upgrade. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20104:57:56 PM 

Oxygen-rich atmosphere found on Saturn moon 

Ig~~""lsaturnls second-largest moon Rhea has a wispy atmosphere with lots of oxygen and carbon dioxide, a 

new study has found. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20105:01:31 PM 

Video: Man, 78, arrested for Obama death threat 

Ig~~""IA 78-year-old veteran was arrested after reportedly saying he'd like to shoot the president. WYFF's Mike 
McCormick reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20105:28:54 PM 

'Black Friday' shop-a-thon draws bargain-hunters 

Ig~~""INeither cold nor snow nor rain could keep crowds of shoppers from swarming malls in search of "Black 

Friday" deals on everything from apparel to electronics to toys. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20106:09:38 PM 

Scores of al-Qaida suspects held by Saudi Arabia 

Saudi Arabia has arrested 149 people from 19 cells linked to al-Qaida over the past 8 months and foiled attacks against 

government and security officials, the Interior Ministry said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20106:10:17 PM 

Officials pullout of US bomb factory, cite danger 

Explosives experts have pulled out of a San Diego County home described as a virtual bomb-making factory because it's 

too dangerous to remove some of the materials discovered inside the rental property earlier this month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20106:17:32 PM 

Watch Auburn-Alabama live online 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20106:19:27 PM 

Mako shark: 'cheetah of the ocean' 

Ig~~""lsome sharks bristle with more than just primal aggression when hunting their prey at high speed. The 

Shortfin Mako shark uses flexible scales on its body that allow it to pull off tight underwater turns during 
high-speed pursuits, according to researchers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20106:24:51 PM 

14 foods that could change a diabetic's life 

Ig~~""INutrition and diabetes experts singled out these 14 power foods because they're packed with healthy 

nutrients (fiber, omega-3s, calcium, and vitamin D) and they're exceptionally versatile, so you can use 
them in recipes, as add-ons to meals, or stand-alone snacks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20108:29:41 PM 

The game that could unify war-torn Afghanistan 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20108:41:16 PM 

Stocks close lower amid Europe debt worries 

Wall Street stocks declined in a holiday-shortened session Friday amid deep concerns that debt problems affecting 

countries such as Ireland and Portugal could spread to other euro zone members. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/2010 10:07:52 PM 

Irish banks' ratings downgraded by S&P 

The Standard & Poor's credit ratings agency downgrades Ireland's banks as speculation mounts that an EU-IMF bailout 

of Ireland could require senior bondholders to help cover the losses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/2010 10:46:38 PM 

Horse-drawn wagon delivers White House Christmas tree 

Ig~~""IA horse-drawn wagon delivers the White House Christmas tree on Friday, with first lady Michelle Obama 

and her children, Sasha and Malia, on hand to receive it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/2010 11:39:07 PM 

San Diego drug tunnel had railcar, tons of pot 

Ig~~""IA sophisticated cross-border tunnel equipped with a rail system, ventilation and fluorescent lighting has 
been shut down by u.s. and Mexican officials - the second discovery of a major underground drug 

passage in San Diego this month, authorities said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/2010 12:09:34 AM 

Video: From New Zealand, a tale of survival 

Ig~~""INBC'S Lee Cowan discusses the rescues of three boys from New Zealand, who found themselves adrift in 
the South Pacific for 50 days. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/2010 12:29:41 AM 

Video: Will North Korea attack again? 

Ig~~""INBC'S Richard Engel explains the reason behind North Korea's latest hostilities towards the 
South. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/2010 12:47:45 AM 

'Black Friday' shop-a-thon draws bargain-hunters 

Ig~~""INeither cold nor snow nor rain could keep crowds of shoppers from swarming malls in search of "Black 

Friday" deals on everything from apparel to electronics to toys. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/2010 12:52:54 AM 

Obama needs 12 stitches after being hit in lip 

Ig~~""lwhite House says the person who injured President Barack Obama during a basketball game Friday is Rey 

Decerega, who works for the Congressional Hispanic Caucus Institute. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/2010 12:53:52 AM 

U.S. warns allies over Wikileaks' new releases 

u.s. allies around the world have been briefed by American diplomats about an expected release of classified u.s. files 

by the WikiLeaks website. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/2010 1 :00:04 AM 

Cops, troops trap drug gang in Rio slum 

Ig~~""IBraZilian soldiers and police exchange gunfire with drug-gang members holed up in a massive slum 

complex Friday, but stand their ground, trapping the traffickers inside. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20101:42:17 AM 

No.2 Auburn's historic rally stuns 'Bama 

Ig~~""lcam Newton threw for three touchdowns and ran for another, leading No.2 Auburn back from a 24-point 
deficit Friday for a stunning 28-27 victory over No.9 Alabama that kept the Tigers on course for a shot at 

the national championship. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20102:15:20 AM 

Deal lets media exec lead NYC schools 

Ig~~""INew York's education commissioner will grant media executive Cathleen Black a waiver to serve as 

chancellor of the nation's largest school system, officials say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20105:17:43 AM 

Trustee for Madoff victims files 40 lawsuits in NY 

Relatives of both disgraced financier Bernard Madoff and his wife are among those being targeted in 40 lawsuits 

announced Friday by the trustee endeavoring to recover money for victims. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20105:21:29 AM 

Colo. store collapses; patrons, employees all safe 

Customers and employees have safely escaped after the partial collapse of a Colorado thrift store's ceiling. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20105:45:01 AM 

No.1 Oregon runs wild over No. 20 Arizona 

Ig~~""IDarron Thomas passed for three touchdowns and ran for another and top-ranked Oregon earned at least 
a share of a second consecutive Pac-l0 title with a 48-29 victory over No. 20 Arizona on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20105:49:50 AM 

Mavs end Spurs' winning streak at 12 

Ig~~""IDirk Nowitzki scored 26 points and the Dallas Mavericks halted San Antonio's winning streak at 12 games, 
beating the Spurs 103-94 on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20106:15:47 AM 

S. Korea commander vows retaliation 

Ig~~""lsouth Korea's marines commander Saturday vowed up to a "thousand-fold" retaliation for the North 

Korea artillery attack that killed four just days earlier. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20107:29:26 AM 

Jazz end lakers' run, get some revenge 

Ig~~""IDeron Williams scored 29 points and Andrei Kirilenko grabbed two key rebounds late as the Utah Jazz 
rallied from a 19-point first-half deficit for a 102-96 win over a Los Angeles Lakers team that swept them 

out of the playoffs last season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/2010 10:26:51 AM 

Myanmar's Aung San Suu Kyi meets UN official 

Ig~~""IReleased Myanmar pro-democracy leader Aung San Suu Kyi met Saturday with a senior U.N. official and 

said she hopes the talks will be the first of many with the world body to solve the country's problems. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/2010 10:42:06 AM 

Iraq arrests 12 over deadly Baghdad church siege 

Iraq's interior minister says a group of 12 insurgents suspected to be behind the deadly church siege a month ago has 

been arrested. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/2010 11:33:04 AM 

Iran foils hijack bid on Tehran-Damascus flight 

Iranian security forces foiled a hijack attempt on Saturday by arresting a man on a flight to Syria who said he had planted 

a bomb on board, the semi-official Fars news agency reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/2010 11:51:09 AM 

Suicide attack at Afghan police HQ kills 12 

Two suicide bombers wearing police uniforms blew themselves up at an Afghan police headquarters Saturday, killing at 

least 12 officers in a deadly border region that has long been a refuge for Islamist extremists from around the world, 

officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20101:04:04 PM 

Newsweek: Why Bill Ayers was snubbed for honor 

Former radical is denied Prof. Emeritus status when a Kennedy objects. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/2010 1: 10:32 PM 

Newsweek: Haiti faces challenges as it heads to vote 

Can Haiti overcome a plethora of logistical challenges to ensure a free and fair vote? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20102:19:48 PM 

Ohio man charged with murdering girlfriend, 2 kids 

Ig~~""IA man was charged with murder Saturday in the stabbing deaths of his girlfriend and her two children 

after she didn't show up for Thanksgiving dinner or work the following day, police and relatives said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20102:35:32 PM 

Video: Feds thwart car bomb plot in Oregon 

Ig~~""IA Somali-born teenager was arrested for allegedly plotting to bomb a crowded Christmas tree lighting 

ceremony in downtown Portland, Ore. NBC's Pete Williams reports .. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20102:59:29 PM 

Video: Tensions high in South Korea 

Ig~~""~ensions remain high in South Korea as United States and South Korean forces prepare for several days of 
war games. NBC's Ian Williams reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20103:33:26 PM 

Video: What will Cyber Monday bring? 

Ig~~""IBlack Friday gave retailers a lift going into the holiday shopping season. Economists are hoping that 

enthusiasm lingers on Monday, when people traditionally go online to purchase gifts for delivery in time 
for the holidays. NBC's Mike Taibbi reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20103:35:05 PM 

Video: Tiger: I'm feeling better every day 

Ig~~""IA year after the now infamous SUV crash, golf great Tiger Woods says he is feeling better "internally," 

despite the sex scandal that led to his divorce and no doubt played a role in his dismal season on the PGA 
Tour. TODAY's Amy Robach, CNBC's Darren Rovell and TODAYshow.com's Courtney Hazlett look back on 
Tiger's tumultuous year (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20103:38:17 PM 

Video: How to avoid sneaky scam artists 

Ig~~""IIS someone trying to get your bank account information? Been duped by a shopping or travel scam? A 

panel of experts offers some invaluable advice about how to avoid becoming a victim. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20104:28:23 PM 

Teens adrift at sea almost lost hope 

Ig~~""IFor more than 50 days, the three boys slurped rainwater that puddled in the bottom of their tiny boat, 

gobbled flying fish that leaped aboard and prayed for salvation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20104:40:47 PM 

Willie Nelson charged with pot possession in Texas 

Ig~~""IA U.S. Border Patrol spokesman says country singer Willie Nelson was charged with marijuana possession 

after 6 ounces was found aboard his tour bus in Texas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20104:40:47 PM 

Willie Nelson charged with pot possession in Texas 

Ig~~""IA U.S. Border Patrol spokesman says country singer Willie Nelson was charged with marijuana possession 

after 6 ounces was found aboard his tour bus in Texas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20104:51:21 PM 

Troops buck historical trend by saying gays OK 

Ig~~""lwhen a majority of troops told Pentagon interviewers this summer they didn't care if gays were allowed 

to serve openly in the military, it represented a sharp break from the past when America's fighting forces 
voiced bitter opposition to accepting racial minorities and women in the services. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20106:32:54 PM 

Unpopular president says Peruvians sad by nature 

Ig~~""lperUVians are a mopey lot. So says their president, Alan Garcia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20106:42:30 PM 

Cops, troops set to invade Rio gang haven 

Soldiers and police fought with gangsters hunkered down in the twisting alleys of a Rio de Janeiro shantytown, blocking 

the escape of drug traffickers in an escalating confrontation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20106:46:10 PM 

Newsweek analysis: Spooking the terrorists - and ourselves 

The arrest of a Somali-American teen in Oregon may tell us as much about the methods and thinking of the FBI when it 

comes to combating terrorism and looking good in the court of public opinion as it does about al-Qaida. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20107:10:14 PM 

Doubts rise over release of Mexican politician 

Diego Fernandez de Cevallos, a prominent former Mexican presidential candidate, remains missing after being 

kidnapped in May, a government official told Reuters on Saturday, casting further doubt on reports of his release. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20107:13:13 PM 

Online sales see 16 percent spike on Black Friday 

Shoppers who skipped the crowds on Black Friday gave online merchants a 16 percent spike in revenue, according to 

data released Saturday. That's spurring optimism for spending the rest of season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20107:13:13 PM 

Online sales see 16 percent spike on Black Friday 

Shoppers who skipped the crowds on Black Friday gave online merchants a 16 percent spike in revenue, according to 

data released Saturday. That's spurring optimism for spending the rest of season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20107:13:49 PM 

World events threaten Obama's economic message 

Ig~~""IForeign policy challenges are intruding on President Barack Obama's promise to focus on the economy 
after the Democrats' election debacle and threatening to knock the White House off message altogether. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

NCAA Eligibility Center <ecinfo@ncaa.org> 

Friday, August 31,20122:09 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

NCAA Eligibility Center Newsletter 

ro vi,,:w an online version of this email, click i":01"f:. 

:x: Member Institution Newsletter 

a prospective student-athlete registers with the NCAA 
igibility Center, the following notifications are provided to the 



prclsp·ectlve student-athlete as required per NCAA Bylaw 13.3: 

1. Admission and graduation data; 
2. Banned drug list and information about nutritional 

supplements; 
3. Notification of initial-eligibility standards; and 
4. Notification of organized-competition legislation (Division 

II). 

Chalk Talk with the NCAA Eligibility Center will be pre
and available in video format in late September. The 

Eligibility Center staff will provide you with reminders for 
prospective student-athletes enrolling 2013-14 and some 
tips for the upcoming winterlspring season. There will be a 

IVE Q&A session Tuesday, September 25 at 4 p.m. 
time. This will be a chance for member institutions to 

in and ask any questions they have after viewing the pre
,.,("',nr"l.,rl Chalk Talk presentation. The links for the pre-recorded 

ntation and the Q&A session will be available on the 
Institution Portal the week of September 17. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

NCAA Eligibility Center <ecinfo@ncaa.org> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 7:00 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

NCAA Eligibility Center Newsletter 

ro vi,,:w an online version of this email, click i":01"f:. 

:x: Member Institution Newsletter 

is the time of year that you may have late additions to 
nstitutional Request Lists (IRLs) and prospective student-

who are late registrants. Please allow for one day after 
prospective student-athlete has been added to the IRL or 

-n'"YIr,IQ1·.,ri his/her amateurism questions before contacting the 
rism certification staff. If the prospective student-athlete 

s competition that day, contact the NCAA Eligibility Center 
mer service staff with an urgent competition request. Due 
amount of time a review may take, the amateurism 

c:""tifi(c::lt,inn staff cannot guarantee a decision by the time of 

NCAA Eligibility Center understands how important it is for 
gh schools to be informed of the academic rule changes. As 
rt of the NCAA Eligibility Center's continuing outreach, letters 

been sent to the high school principals, school counselors 
athletics directors of every high school that has had at least 
prospective student-athlete register with the NCAA 

igibility Center in the last five years. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

NCAA Eligibility Center <ecinfo@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, November 1. 2012 9:30 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

NCAA Eligibility Center Newsletter 

ro vi,,:w an online version of this email, click i":01"f:. 

:x: Member Institution Newsletter 

Eligibility Center will close at noon Thursday, 
I\in,,""mr,pr 1 and will remain closed all day Friday, November 2 

the NCAA Eligibility Center's operational teams relocate 
NCAA national office. Please note that the NCAA 

Customer Service Center has provided some 
r"nnin,rl","" regarding sending a list of midyear enrollees; new 

mer service hours beginning in 2013; and IRL 
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NCAA Eligibility Center 
Certification Processing 
P.O. Box 7136 
Indianapolis, IN 46207 
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General: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

NCAA Eligibility Center <ecinfo@ncaa.org> 

Friday, November 30,20127:30 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

NCAA Eligibility Center Newsletter 

ro vi,,:w an online version of this email, click i":01"f:. 

:x: Member Institution Newsletter 

order to eliminate procedural variations, beginning this month, 
you call the NCAA Eligibility Center member institution 

e, 877/544-2950, you will be prompted to enter your 
s six-digit organizationallD prior to being connected 

a customer service assistant. You will no longer be required 
Ily provide your NCAA Eligibility Center Code and PIN. 

service assistants will verify the name of the caller in 
to confirm they are speaking to one of the individuals 
rized to call the NCAA Eligibility Center. As a reminder, 

list of authorized representatives is maintained by the 
institution via the Member Institution Portal. Please 

the NCAA Eligibility Center at S1gLOfg.@!Jg§.§);1Ig with 

ng January 2, 2013, the NCAA Customer Service 
will close at 5:30 p.m. Eastem time. This will allow the 

mer Service Center to dedicate additional staffing during 
hours of the day, which are generally the busiest. This 
ling change affects only the membership and high school 

. The public hours of operation will not change from the 
hours of 10 a.m. to 5 .m. Eastern time. 

CAA Eligibility Center will be closed for the holidays from 
, December 24, 2012 through Tuesday, January 1, 

3. Normal business hours will resume Wednesday, January 



n""nh,,,,o:: of the amateurism certification staff will be attending 
nal Soccer Coaches Association of America 

If your coaches are planning to attend and would 
with members from the amateurism staff, please 

Mike DeCesare (mdecesare@ncaa.org) or Jack Britton 
n@ncaa.org). 

it gets closer to mid-year enrollment, please be aware that 
prospective student-athletes may be Not Certified due to 

hI"",n,)n<,,,. If so, it means they have an outstanding task or 
from the amateurism staff. If you have questions 

rAr,,,,nrl,nn a prospective student-athlete that is Not Certified due 
Response, please contact the NCAA customer service 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

NCAA Eligibility Center <ecinfo@ncaa.org> 

Friday, FebmaJY 1, 2013 2:30 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

NCAA Eligibility Center Newsletter 

ro vi,,:w an online version of this email, click i":01"f:. 

:x: Member Institution Newsletter 

academic certification staff has provided some information 
rtaining to: 

1. Preliminary certification season and early academic 
qualifiers; and 

2. Tips and reminders for International prospective student
athletes. 

has received requests to reconsider initial-eligibility waiver 
EVV) decisions based on academic performance in the initial 

of full-time collegiate enrollment. Please note that pursuant 
lEW directive, coursework completed after initial full-time 

:::ollei;;lIat:e enrollment is not considered as part of the lEW 

I 

Thus, staff will not reconsider lEW decisions based on 
mic performance following initial full-time collegiate 

If a prospective-student athlete was on your 2012/13 I RL 
cycle and helshe deferred enrollment to 2013/14, remove 
the prospective student-athlete from the 2012/13 IRL cycle 
and add him/her to the 2013/14 IRL cycle. This well help 
the amateurism staff prioritize their case reviews. 

2. When looking at a prospective student-athlete's 
certification, if there is a decision for only one division and 
a decision is needed for both, please contact the NCAA 
Eligibility Center to inform it that the prospective student
athlete is on Divisions I and IllRLs and requires a 
ce rtificatio n fo r both. 



, is a new feature of this newsletter and is geared 
increasing the visibility and awareness of NCAA 

Center resources, which are located on the Member 
i Portal. In the coming months, "Tool Tips" will also 

ghlight other types of resourceful information the NCAA 
igibility Center provides to member institutions, high schools, 
rents and student-athletes. ==== 

Click here to subscribe. 

you would like to unsubscribe, please click the 'click here to be 
from this list' link in the footer of r email. 
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IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

NCAA Eligibility Center Newsletter 

ro vi,,:w an online version of this email, click i":01"f:. 

:x: Member Institution Newsletter 

Thank you for your feedback from the recent NCAA Eligibility 
Center Survey. There were several comments concerning 
high schools' lack of understanding about the NCAA 
Eligibility Center's processes and a lack of information 
provided to the high schools. Many of you are familiar with the 
High School Portal. There is a wealth of information on the 
Resources tab within the High School Portal. Read More 

Chalk Talk with the NCAA Eligibility Center will be pre
n'r,nrriAn and available in video format in late March. The NCAA 



Eligibility Center staff will provide you with information on NCAA 
Eligibility Center educational outreach activities-what's new and 

now, and will include available resources for the 
and future initial-eligibility rules, Intemational resources, 

an overview of the High School Portal Resources page. 
will be a LIVE Q&A session Thursday, March 28 at 4 

p.m. Eastern time. This will be a chance for member 
to call in and ask any questions they have after 

the pre-recorded Chalk Talk presentation. The links for 
pre-recorded presentation and the Q&A session will be 
'Iable on the Member Institution Portal the week of March 18. 

The NCAA Eligibility Center recently sent posters to over 
25,000 domestic high schools to provide visibility to the 
NCAA Division I academic requirements for students 
enrolling on or after August 1 , 2016. All schools that have had 
at least one student who has registered with the NCAA 
Eligibility Center within the last five years received five full
color posters. 

The NCAA Eligibility Center continues to process final 
academic certifications for the 2012-13 Institutional Request 
List (lRL) cycle as cases become "Final - Ready to Process" 
as a top priority. Additionally, cases which are "Final - Ready 
to Process" for the 2013-14 IRL cycle are also being 
reviewed, but at a lower priority. For these reasons, it should 
generally be unnecessary to contact the NCAA Eligibility 
Center to request an academic review. Remember, the 
process of activating a prospective student-athlete to the IRL 
informs the NCAA Eligibility Center of your interest in 
receiving an academic certification. If an expedited request 
needs to be made due to pending competition, please be 
prepared to provide the date of the next competition to the 
customer service staff. 

Th:s .;:n:ail was s,,~r.t to; iUe@JemaiLunc.edu 
This email vias sent : The NCAA Eligibility Genter 

P.O. Box 713E" if'-J "16207 

Click tl~L~i~. to VI'2W our pr~vacy policy" 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

NCAA Eligibility Center <ecinfo@ncaa.org> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 7:30 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

NCAA Eligibility Center Newsletter 

ro vi,,:w an online version of this email, click i":01"f:. 

The amateurism certification staff has provided information 
about the 2013 NCAA Eligibility Center Contingent Expected 
Graduation Date Determination Program for amateurism 
certifications and Six Newly Adopted NCAA Division I 
Amateurism Rules. as well as links to helpful documents for 
both topics. Read More 

The academic certification staff has provided helpful 
information for both International and domestic academic 
certifications. The International certification staff has also 



included information regarding three new documents to help 
in the recruiting process for International prospective student
athletes. Read More 

Beginning May 1, the NCAA Eligibility Center will add the 
14/15 recruiting cycle (prospective student-athletes enrolling 
in the 2014-15 academic year) to the "IRL Activation" and 
"Search Student Details" drop-down menus in the Member 
Institution Portal. The 13/14 cycle will continue to be the 
default setting. Additionally, due to new NCAA Division I 
legislation, an additional recruiting cycle for prospective 
student-athletes enrolling in the 2015-16 academic year will 
also be available beginning May 1. Please use care to select 
the correct cycle to avoid processing delays. 

As prospective student-athletes approach the conclusion of 
the academic year, please note the importance of conducting 
academic evaluations (on campus), which provide member 
institutions a timely opportunity to advise prospective student
athletes to rectify initial-eligibility deficiencies prior to initial 
full-time collegiate enrollment. In particular, the NCAA Division 
II membership should note the upcoming change to 16 core 
courses, effective for student-athletes first entering a 
collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013. 
In addition, as part of the Division I Academic Track, there will 
be a Regional Rules Seminar session (3:30-5:30 p.m. 
Wednesday and Thursday) that covers International 
academic certification, prospective student-athlete review and 
initial-eligibility waivers. 

Topics in the Did You Know? section this month include: 

1. Duplicate Institutional Request Lists (IRLs); 
2. Completion of Academic Tasks (especially International 

Academic Tasks); 
3. Not Certified - No Response amateurism status; and 
4. Proactive Initiatives by the NCAA customer service 

staff. 

QJ:m!k._IfljJs_witbJh~J\JJ:~l\8J;Jj.9.iJ1IUW_Q~mt~J was recorded for 
March and is available in video format on the Member 
Institution Portal Resources page. The NCAA Eligibility Center 
staff provided information on NCAA Eligibility Center 
educational outreach activities-what's new and available now, 
and will include available resources for the current and future 
initial-eligibility rules, International resources, and an overview 
of the High School Portal Resources page. 

Phone: 
Toll Free: 877/544-2950 (for member institutions) 
Int'l. Callers: 317/223-0700 
Fax: 317/968-5100 
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From: 

Sent: 
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Subjed: 

NCAA Eligibility Center <ecinfo@ncaa.org> 
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IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

NCAA Eligibility Center Newsletter 

ro vi,,:w an online version of this email, click i":01"f:. 

The NCAA Eligibility Center will be closed for the 
Memorial Day holiday Monday, May 27. Normal 
business hours will resume Tuesday, May 28. The 
Member Institution Portal and website will remain 
functional. 

The 2013 final academic certification season begins 
June 10! The academic certification staff has provided a 
few updates to help you prepare for the upcoming 
summer certification season: 

1. Reminders for International prospective student
athletes; 

2. Proof of graduation; and 
3. Regional Rules Seminars. 



NCAA Division II institutions are reminded that the core
course requirement is increasing from 14 to 16 effective 
for student-athletes who initially enroll in a collegiate 
institution on or after August 1 , 2013. The following 
questions and answers are designed to assist the 
membership in applying the legislation to various initial 
fall 2013 enrollees. Read More 

Beginning May 1, the default setting for Institutional 
Request List (IRL) activations will be the 13/14 cycle, 
(prospective student-athletes enrolling in the 2013-14 
academic year). The 14/15 cycle (enrolling in the 2014-
15 academic year), and the 15/16 cycle (enrolling in the 
2015-16 academic year), will also be available from the 
drop-down menus. Please use care to select the correct 
cycle to avoid processing delays. 

The 12/13 cycle will no longer be available for activation. 
Please note that If a student was activated on the 12/13 
recruiting cycle and has not been certified as a result of 
missing documentation or non-response; but still 
requires an academic or amateurism certification, 
please deactivate the 12/13 IRL and reactivate to the 
13/14 cycle. 

As prospective student-athletes approach the conclusion 
of the academic year, please note the importance of 
conducting academic evaluations (on campus), which 
provide member institutions a timely opportunity to 
advise prospective student-athletes to rectify initial
eligibility deficiencies prior to initial full-time enrollment. 
In particular, the NCAA Division II membership should 
note the upcoming change to 16 core courses, effective 
for student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution 
on or after August 1 , 2013. 
In addition, as part of the Division I Academic Track, 
there will be a Regional Rules Seminar session (3:30-
5:30 p.m. Wednesday and Thursday) that covers 
Intemational academic certification, prospective student
athlete review and initial-eligibility waivers. 

The customer service staff has provided the following 
reminders: 

1. Home school resources have increased; 
2. Documenting "Post Graduate" coursework; and 
3. Searching for an approved nontraditional program. 

Read More 



• Enrollment periods need to be correct so that the 
prospective student-athlete receives an accurate 
amateurism certification. The enrollment period 
should reflect initial full-time enrollment at an NCAA 
Division I or II institution. \/\then working with your 
prospective student-athletes, please remind them 
to enter the correct enrollment period. 

• It is easy to update and maintain your NCAA 
Eligibility Center contacts through the Member 
Institution Portal. From the NCAA Eligibility Center 
page, select "Resources." From the drop-down 
box, click on "View/Update Contacts". Please 
make sure your contacts are correct and contain 
the current titles, email addresses and phone 
numbers. 

Looking for a presentation to share with your coaching 
staff or others regarding the new NCAA Division I 
Academic Requirements, which will be effective August 
1 , 20167 Check the Member I nstitution Portal Resources 
page under the "Outreach Publications" section or click 
here to access the PowerPoint presentation. 
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The 2013 final academic certification season begins 
June 10. Watch for a special edition of this newsletter 
later this month, which will announce this year's 
streamlined procedures for requesting an expedited or 
urgent academic certification. Should you require an 
expedited review due to summer school enrollment or 
foreign tour prior to then, please contact the NCAA 
Customer Service Center. 



Preliminary Division II academic evaluations, which were 
completed earlier this year may not reflect all the correct 
eligibility codes. Programming was recently 
implemented to support the Division II requirements for 
prospective student-athletes enrolling on or after August 
1, 2013. Preliminary evaluations completed after May 
14, 2013, and all final evaluations will be completed 
using 16 core courses in accordance with NCAA 
Division II legislation. NCAA Division II institutions are 
reminded that the core-course requirement is increasing 
from 14 to 16 effective for student-athletes who initially 
enroll in a collegiate institution on or after August 1 , 
2013. Specifically, student-athletes will be required to 
present one additional core-course unit of English, math 
or natural or physical science, as well as one additional 
core-course unit in any core subject area. The following 
questions and answers are designed to assist the 
membership in applying the legislation to various 
circumstances, which may apply to fall 2013 enrollees. 
Read More 

As in the past, cases which meet "Early Academic 
Qualifier" legislation will be released as "Final 
Qualifiers". The term "Early Academic Qualifier" will 
appear in the "Waiver" section of the "PSA Detail 
Report" on the Member Institution Portal. 

The NCAA Eligibility Center has established a 
procedure to use certain core courses, which would be 
universally acceptable were the high school to have 
submitted the courses through the core-course 
submission process. Read More 

The domestic academic certification staff has provided 
reminders about the following topics this month: 

1. Final high school transcripts with proof of 
graduation; 

2. Duplicative coursework; and 
3. The importance of students logging into their 

NCAA Eligibility Center accounts. 

We hear you! In an effort to improve the NCAA Eligibility 
Center's service according to the needs expressed in 
the most recent membership survey, the International 
academic certification department phone line will be 
undergoing some changes. Coming soon, when callers 
reach the International department, they will enter a 
queue for two minutes prior to being transferred to 
voicemail, allowing staff more opportunity to answer calls 



live. If staff is unable to answer the call within the two 
minutes the caller is in the queue, the caller will be able 
to leave a voicemail for a call back. The Intemational 
academic certification department's email address is 
still available for quick responses to questions you might 
have (ec-international@ncaa.org). 

As a reminder, the NCAA Eligibility Center staff began 
processing initial-eligibility waivers (IEWs) and 
prospective student-athlete (PSA) review cases January 
14, 2013. The "Question and Answer" document that 
was released to the membership prior to the transition 
may be viewed here. Read More 

Please be sure all academic tasks are completed. This 
is a critical component to the finalization of an 
amateurism certification. Completion of academic tasks 
helps the NCAA Eligibility Center academic staff 
(domestic and International) determine the prospective 
student-athlete's expected high school graduation date. 
Once a high school graduation date is determined, the 
amateurism certification staff can determine if the 
organized competition legislation applies (NCAA Bylaw 
14). Even if your institution does not need an academic 
certification, if an academic task has been assigned, 
please be sure to have your prospective student-athlete 
complete it because it will be necessary for an 
amateurism certification. Big picture: to avoid delays, 
please be sure all academic tasks are completed as 
soon as possible. 

Did you know that in an effort to anticipate potential 
issues with NCAA Eligibility Center accounts ahead of 
final certification season, NCAA Customer Service has 
proactively worked with prospective student-athletes to 
correct more than 1,600 accounts with a 'Universal High 
School' chosen, matched over 5,000 unmatched 
transcripts and over 2,000 unmatched test scores to 
student accounts, and have reached out to numerous 
high schools without NCAA Lists of Courses to identify 
proper contacts for facilitating the review process? R.§!.§r;t 
M.QH~. 

When helping a student determine how to complete 
post-graduate coursework for initial-eligibility purposes, 
be aware that some online programs award credit for 
coursework completed, whereas other online programs 
do not award credit or only award "suggested" credit 
and rely on the home high school to award credit. If the 
online program does not award credit or only awards 
"suggested" credit, then the coursework must go back 
on the home high school transcript with course title, 



grade and credit to be considered for use. A letter from 
the high school stating how much credit would have been 
awarded is never acceptable when considering whether 
online/virtual coursework can be used. 

Updated Division I Initial-Eligibility Materials Available 
Soon. Due to recently approved changes to the Division I 
initial-eligibility requirements for prospective student
athletes enrolling on or after August 1 , 2016, available 
resource materials are in the process of being updated. 
Due to the 60-day override period, the NCAA Eligibility 
Center plans to have all materials and website links 
available the first week in July. Please watch for Member 
Institution Portal announcements and additional details in 
the July newsletter. 
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During the 2013-14 academic year, the PSA Review 
process will focus on identifying academic programs 
(e.g., computer-based instruction, altemative school, 
evening school, adult school, courses taught via the 
Intemet, distance leaming, independent study, 
individualized instruction, correspondence) that are not 
designated on the high school transcript (via program 
tasks sent to the prospective student-athlete), test-score 
inconsistencies (via inquiries submitted to the testing 
agency) and potential fraudulent activity (based on 
program task responses or information received 
regarding potential fraud). Read More 

There will not be any changes to the initial-eligibility 
waiver (lEW) process (e.g., case submission-



Requests/Self-Reports Online [formerly AMA Online]), 
case processing timeline, case precedent, direct 
communication with the case manager, weekly appeal 
teleconferences) for the 2013-14 academic year. Read 
More 

In amateurism reviews that involve NCAA Divisions I and 
II Bylaw 14 (organized competition legislation), the 
amateurism staff will request that the International 
academic certification staff (and on select occasions, 
the domestic academic certification staff) determine the 
expected date of high school graduation for prospective 
student-athletes. This is the date the amateurism staff 
uses to determine if any application of legislation is 
appropriate during an applicable delay period(s). 

[Note: Transfer student-athletes likely will be required to 
submit academic documentation, even if they do not 
require an academic certification to determine their 
expected date of high school graduation. This is 
especially true for International prospective student
athletes in countries whose educational patterns differ 
greatly from the domestic four-year high school 
programs in the United States.] As a best practice, the 
amateurism staff recommends that all International 
prospective student-athletes submit their academic 
documentation, regardless of their enrollment status. 

To prevent delays, ensure all your prospective student
athletes' academic accounts with the NCAA Eligibility 
Center are up to date and accurate. This includes all 
high schools attended, as well as, providing additional 
information when necessary (e.g., courses retaken, 
summer courses, online courses, college courses). 
Due to the summer volume, the NCAA Eligibility Center 
is unable to review unofficial documents. Please make 
sure all students have registered and submitted their 
documents officially through the mail. Please do not 
email the International department unofficial documents. 
Please allow 24 hours (one full business day), from the 
point of delivery, before contacting the NCAA Eligibility 
Center to check on a package or to provide a tracking 
number. Please be sure to always check the tracking 
number yourself through the courier's website before 
contacting the NCAA Eligibility Center to see if it has 
been received. 

Please note that the International department cannot 
answer student-specific questions for an un-registered 
student, nor can it review unofficial documents. To help 
the International certification staff respond to you as 
quickly as possible with the most accurate information 
for your prospective student-athlete, please make sure 
all students you are inquiring about have registered with 
the NCAA Eligibility Center. If you have questions 
regarding a student's documents, please make sure 
he/she has submitted the documents officially to the 



NCAA Eligibility Center (please see the NCAA's Guide 
tQJnt~rn9_tjQD9.L~19.J::L~t~mJ_§.JQLA!b!~!jg§LEJjg[Qmjy for 
directions on how to submit documents officially). The 
nature of Intemational eligibility is very unique and it is 
often impossible to give a "general answer" regarding an 
Intemational student's eligibility. The International 
certification staff wants to ensure that the information it is 
providing you with is accurate, and in order to do so, this 
information is needed. 

In the upcoming New School Registration application, 
high schools without a List of NCAA Courses will be able 
to create an account with the NCAA Eligibility Center 
completely online. The registration process consists of 
answering a series of required questions, as well as 
uploading all the necessary documentation. This new 
process will provide easier communication as high 
schools navigate the system and allow the NCAA 
customer service specialists visibility to much more 
information when you call with questions. 

1. Looking for information about how "plus one" 
coursework for Division I should be documented? 
An Educational Column entitled "Eligibility-Core
Curriculum Time Limitation Legislation-Exception 
One Additional Core Course after High School 
Graduation" issued February 13, 2009, may be 
helpful. The column also addresses questions 
related to completion of an additional core course 
while receiving academically or athletically related 
financial aid while enrolled in an institution's 
summer term. 

2. The Academic Certification Request Program was 
announced in the Special Edition of the NCAA 
Member Institution Newsletter issued June 20, 
2013. Please refer to the newsletter for a full 
description of the program. Please follow the 
procedures outlined in the newsletter when 
requesting an expedited academic certification. 

3. The new Guide for the College-Bound Student
Athlete and the Initial Eligibility brochure will be 
available online beginning July 3 . 

• Using the upload feature for submitting a 
matriculation letter to the NCAA Eligibility Center is 
the fastest way to submit the document? Faxing, 
scanning/emailing requires extra processing and 
can take longer to be reviewed. Sending a 
matriculation letter via fax, email, AND uploading it 
may seem like a way to cover all of your bases in 
ensuring it gets to the NCAA Eligibility Center, but 
it actually slows the process down. Try out the 
upload feature via the Member Institution Portal 
today! 

• Are you ever curious what is meant by a particular 
amateurism decision on a student's account? Did 
you know there is a list of possible amateurism 
g~gh?J.Q!J.§ with definitions available on the Member 
Institution Portal Resources page under 
"Amateurism Certification"? While viewing this 
information, keep in mind a prospective student 
athlete can be deemed "Not Certified Due to Non 
Response" either due to lack of response to an 
amateurism case manager's email inquiry or due 



to missing educational documents to determine 
the student's high school graduation date. In 
addition, when the "Not Applicable" amateurism 
decision is posted, it can result from either the 
student not needing an amateurism decision for a 
sport in a particular division, or at the time of the 
amateurism review, the student is not on an active 
IRL for a particular division (e.g., men's tennis 
student is only on a Division I I RL at the time of 
amateurism certification and the Division II 
decision is posted as "Not Applicable" but, if the 
student is later added to a Division II tennis IRL, the 
student or the member institution can call to 
request the amateurism review for that division. 

When a prospective student athlete is assigned a task 
(academic task, amateurism task, information only task, 
etc.) an email is sent to the email address on the 
student's account, so make sure your prospective 
student athletes are not missing out on important 
information by helping them to keep their email address 
up to date' 
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Register Now for 
Training! 

Click here to register. 

Watch members of the Compliance Assistant (CA) team demonstrate the basics of the 
CA program and the enhancements for 2013-14. Live chat provides participants the 
opportunity to ask questions during the session. 

The Introduction to CA session is intended for compliance administrators with less than 
one year of experience working with the CA program. The session will introduce the 
features of CA and its commonly used modules. Users wilileam about sport season 
startup and transfer of information that the institution sponsors, including how to set up 
sources of financial aid and create various reports. Users can also expect to gain a 
better understanding of the student-athlete module and the recruiting module. Finally, 
users will be provided with available resources for support. 

The What's New in CA session is open to all CA users. The session will demonstrate 
the legislative and user enhancements for 2013-14. 

Participants are encouraged to review the CA User Guide, Legislative and User 
Enhancements Summer 2013 document and related videos prior to the session. The 
CA User Guide and Enhancement document is available via links on the CA main 
screen, and videos can be found via the CA User Guide, through a direct link on the CA 
main screen or through the resources tab of LSDBi. Confirmations and further 
instructions will be emailed to participants Monday, July 29. 

Training is July 31 ! 
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The process of placing a prospective student-athlete on 
an Institutional Request List (IRL) informs the NCAA 
Eligibility Center of your request for an academic 
certification. The NCAA Eligibility Center standard of 
operation for initial review of a case is 10 business days 
or less once the case is on an active NCAA Division I or 
IIIRL and is "Ready to Process-Final". "Ready to 
Process-Final" means all documents (i.e., final high 
school transcript, transcripts from all high schools 
attended, test scores, assignment completion dates, no 
outstanding academic tasks) have been received. Actual 
performance for the 2012-13 academic year reflects that 
95 percent of cases were processed within seven (7) 
business days. Read More 

The NCAA Eligibility Center would like to remind all 



member institutions of the importance of ensuring that 
their prospective student-athletes are activated under the 
correct Institutional Request List (IRL) recruiting cycle. 
The recruiting cycle reflects the academic year during 
which the prospective student-athletes plan to enroll. 
Accordingly, fall 2013 and winter/spring 2014 
prospective student-athletes need to be activated on the 
13-14 recruiting cycle, which is currently set as the 
default. Read More 

The Intemational academic certification staff has 
provided some reminders: 

1. ISRC Advisory Opinion Form is now available; 
2. Member institution calls are now being taken live; 

and 
3. August results for exam-based countries. 

On July 15, 2013, the NCAA launched an enhanced 
initial-eligibility waiver (lEW) application via 
Requests/Self-Reports Online (RSRO) to improve the 
efficiency of the I EW process by ensuring complete and 
accurate information at the time of submission, thus 
minimizing additional requests for information or 
documentation. Read More 

The 2013-14 Prospective Student-Athlete (PSA) Review 
Trigger List and Process Directive, as well as a 
"Frequently Asked Questions" document, are available 
on the Member Institution Portal (via LSDBi). Please 
note that if a test-score trigger is present and an inquiry 
is submitted to the testing agency, questions regarding 
the timing, status or potential outcomes of the review 
process should be directed to the testing agency. 

The NCAA Eligibility Center wishes to provide additional 
clarification in response to inquiries it has received 
regarding test-score inconsistencies (inquiries 
submitted to the testing agency). As a reminder, when an 
inquiry is sent to the testing agency, the institution will be 
notified by email. Notification to the prospective student
athlete is provided through the task process. It is 
important to note that a test-score inquiry, by itself, will 
not prohibit the prospective student-athlete's final 
academic certification from being released. Once the 
NCAA Eligibility Center receives notification from the 
testing agency regarding the initial inquiry, member 
institutions, which were originally notified, will be 
informed of the result or response by email. The 
prospective student-athlete will receive this response or 
result notification through the task process. If a member 
institution activates a prospective student-athlete to its 
IRL after the initial test-score inquiry, the member 
institution is still able to see a record of the inquiry and 
any response through the student's task records. For 
additional information about this process, including the 
Test-Score Inconsistency scale, please see the article 
regarding PSA Review in the July 2013 newsletter. 



The customer service staff has provided reminders 
regarding the following topics: 

1. "Automatic Waiver Approved" status; 
2. Completion of tasks; and 
3. Best Practices - High School Document 

Submissions. 

The International academic certification staff has 
received numerous requests for samples of documents 
from various countries. The following databases provide 
sample documents for most countries around the world. 
Please note a subscription is required to these 
databases. Institutions should check with their 
admissions offices to see if they are subscribed. If so, 
they may be able to add you as a user to the 
subscription. 

1. N.9J[g; and 
2. 8.8.Q.fS8.Q. .. Egg§!.. 

When a prospective student-athlete registers with the 
NCAA Eligibility Center, he/she is able to choose the fee 
waiver option in the payment section. Once this option is 
chosen, the student is informed of the fee waiver 
requirements (in order to receive an NCAA Eligibility 
Center fee waiver the student must have been eligible for 
an SAT/ACT registration fee waiver) and directed to 
his/her current high school. The primary contact from that 
high school will need to attest to the fee waiver through 
the High School Portal at www.eligibilitycenter.org. The 
high school can submit fee waivers for any current or 
graduated students from that school and can still submit 
a fee waiver even if a prospective student-athlete has 
been enrolled in college full time. When a student has a 
fee issue on his/her account, the final academic decision 
will not be visible if an academic certification has been 
performed; and the prospective student-athlete will not 
be able to request his/her final amateurism certification. 
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The process of placing a prospective student-athlete on 
an Institutional Request List (IRL) informs the NCAA 
Eligibility Center of your request for an academic 
certification. The NCAA Eligibility Center standard of 
operation for initial review of a case is 10 business days 
or less once the case is on an active NCAA Division I or 
IIIRL and is [1 Ready to Process-Final Li. "Ready to 
Process-Final" means all documents (i.e., final high 
school transcript, transcripts from all high schools 
attended, test scores, assignment completion dates, no 
outstanding academic tasks) have been received. Actual 
performance for the 2012-13 academic year reflects that 
95 percent of cases were processed within seven (7) 
business days. Read More 

The Member Institution Portal Resources page has a 
very helpful document for member institutions who are or 



plan to recruit intemational prospective student-athletes. 
Click here to view the document and forward this link to 
your coaches who are recruiting intemationally. 
*Starting in October, please begin contacting the 
NCAA Eligibility Center to assure the proper 
documentation is being submitted for international 
prospective student-athletes. The NCAA Eligibility 
Center has an overwhelming amount of universities 
calling on National Letter of Intent (NU) students for the 
very first time in August 2013 for the fall 2013 
semester. This dialogue between your university and 
the NCAA Eligibility Center on international 
prospective student-athletes should begin early. and 
often. * 

A majority of intemational amateurism decisions require 
an established date of graduation to determine the 
seasons of competition a prospective student-athlete 
has available in his/her sport. I n order to establish an 
expected date of high school graduation, official school 
stamped transcripts must be submitted to the NCAA 
Eligibility Center. As a reminder, these cannot be faxed, 
emailed, or scanned. Read More 

The 2014-15 enrollment class is only one year away. The 
most important variable at this stage in the initial
eligibility process is accuracy during registration with the 
NCAA Eligibility Center. Accuracy prevents any 
misinformation that could potentially delay an academic 
certification review the following summer. Misinformation 
via an inaccurate registration could prevent the case 
from being reviewed or cause unnecessary work, thus 
delaying the process. Even if a prospective student
athlete has already registered, please encourage 
him/her to revisit his/her account to review the 
information, check any open tasks, and ensure all 
information is correct. Encouraging prospective student
athletes to take ownership in their initial-eligibility 
process can mean saving days to weeks of time 
because the case can be processed to completion the 
first time it is reviewed. 

Coursework taken through online programs are 
becoming more common as many states require high 
school students complete at least one virtual course to 
graduate. Currently, Virginia, Idaho, Alabama, Florida, 
and Michigan have legislation requiring virtual education 
for graduation, and many school districts have similar 
requirements including those in Georgia, Tennessee, 
and Wisconsin. R.~.9.g .. MQJ§!' 

1. Institutional Request List (IRL) Cycles and 
Enrollment Periods. As the school year begins, 
please verify that prospective student-athletes are 
on the correct IRL cycle. If there are prospective 
student-athletes no longer enrolling at your 
institution, please remove them from your IRL. This 
allows for more timely reviews by the amateurism 
certification staff. Any prospective student-athletes 
deferring their enrollment to January 2014 should 



log in to their NCAA Eligibility Center accounts and 
update their enrollment period. 

2. Graduation Dates. All prospective student
athletes, both first-time enrollees and transfer 
student-athletes, need their expected date of high 
school graduation determined by the academic 
certification staff in order to receive an amateurism 
decision. Please make sure prospective student
athletes are sending in all requested academic 
documents to the NCAA Eligibility Center. 

The NCAA Customer Service Center has provided a few 
reminders regarding: 

1. Cases that are "Ready-to-Process-Final"; 
2. Completion of tasks; 
3. "Universal School" designation on student's 

account; 
4. Tracking numbers for ovemight packages; and 
5. Member institution toll-free number. 

Read More 

It is a new academic year and time to make sure your 
institution's Contact list is up to date. It is easy to 
update and maintain your NCAA Eligibility Center 
contacts by logging in to the Member Institution Portal. 
From the Member Institution Portal, select D ResourcesD 
at the top of the page. From the drop-down box, click on 
DView/Update Contacts D. Please make sure your 
contacts are correct and contain the current titles, email 
addresses and phone numbers. This information is 
important to keep updated to ensure that those 
individuals on the Contact List can contact the NCAA 
Eligibility Center with questions regarding your 
prospective student-athletes. 

Did you know the enrollment period a prospective 
student-athlete reports in their NCAA Eligibility Center 
registration is their first, full-time enrollment into a 
Division I or II institution and does not include enrollment 
into a two-year college, NAIA or Division III institution? 
The NCAA Eligibility Center only reviews amateurism for 
a student who enrolls full time at a Division I or II 
institution in fall 2007 or later. To avoid delays in 
processing a studentDs amateurism, ensure your 
prospective student-athletes have the correct enrollment 
period listed on their account! 
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The academic certification staff has provided some 
updates this month regarding: 

1. Final certifications; 
2. Preliminary certifications; 
3. Early academic qualifiers; and 
4. Midyear enrollees (winter/spring 2014). 

1. Be sure your prospective student-athlete is on a 
current Institutional Request List (i.e., 13/14 cycle). 

2. Be sure your prospective student-athlete has 
entered the correct enrollment period. 

3. Be sure your prospective student-athlete includes 
§Jl sports participation information (i.e., club teams, 
expenses, prize money/awards etc.). 

4. On international cases, be sure your prospective 



student-athlete completes ill! academic tasks. 
*Please note: the vast majority of intemational 
cases pending review are still missing this 
information. Click here to leam why this is 
important. 

5. Be sure your prospective student-athlete enters 
any previous full-time enrollment at §ill'. college or 
university (start/end dates) in the Education tab of 
the student's "My Planner" page. 

1. To ensure that your PSA can compete this year, be 
sure he or she has requested final amateurism. 
Please note: One-third of fall 2013 enrollees have 
not yet requested final amateurism. 

2. As a reminder, beginning October 1, midyear 
enrollees can request final amateurism 
certification. The correct enrollment period for 
prospective student-athletes enrolling midyear is 
winter/spring 2014. 

3. At this time of year you may have late additions to 
IRLs and prospective student-athletes who are late 
registrants. Please allow one day after a 
prospective student-athlete has been added to the 
IRL or completed his/her amateurism questions 
before contacting the amateurism certification 
staff. Ifthe prospective student-athlete has 
competition that day, contact the NCAA Eligibility 
Center customer service staff to request expedited 
review. Due to the amount of time a review may 
take, the amateurism certification staff cannot 
guarantee a decision by the time of competition. 

The NCAA Customer Service Center has provided 
some reminders regarding: 

1. Academic certification processing; 
2. IRL management; and 
3. Academic Certification Disclaimer. 

Student-completed vs. NCAA Eligibility Center
completed tasks: Do you know how to determine 
whether a task must be completed by the student through 
his/her account on WW'!'!!,.S1]jgl!2Hltyr;;S1n1S1LQJ9 or by the 
NCAA Eligibility Center? If the task states DThis task will 
be automatically marked as D Complete D D D the NCAA 
Eligibility Center will complete this task once the 
appropriate information is received (this usually occurs 
with the "SAT/ACT score" and [JOfficial transcript 
needed D tasks). If this language is not present at the 
bottom of the task, then it is the studentDs responsibility 
to complete the task once the needed information has 
been requested/sent. Prevent delays in academic 
certification reviews by having your prospective student
athletes mark their tasks as complete once the required 
information is sent! 



How Courses Appear on a Transcript vs. the List of 
NCAA Courses: A frequently asked question is whether 
a course on a high school [Is List of NCAA Courses is 
the same as the course on a studentrJs transcript 
Ideally. course titles should mirror that which is present 

on the transcript. Not all changes are necessary, 
however. A resource available on the High School 
Portal explains the general rule of thumb. 
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The NCAA Eligibility Center will be closed for the 
Thanksgiving holiday Thursday, November 28 and 
Friday, November 29. Normal business hours will 
resume Monday, December 2. The website and Member 
Institution Portal will remain functional during this time. 

The academic certification staff has provided both 
domestic and intemational student reminders this month 
regarding: 

1. Official high school transcripts; 
2. Proof of high school graduation; 
3. Proof of high school graudation exception; 
4. Proof of high school graduation letter; 
5. Items that do not satisfy the proof of graduation 

requirement; 



6. Missing educational documents; and 
7. Unregistered students. 

The amateurism certification staff has provided updates 
this month regarding: 

1. Spring 2014 enrollees; 
2. Fall 2014 enrollees; and 
3. Sports participation information. 

In order to provide better visibility to the high school 
review process, the NCAA Eligibility Center is changing 
the way some schools appear on the NCAA Eligibility 
Center website: specifically, schools that do not respond 
or send incomplete responses to the review 
questionnaire and required documentation. Read More 

As a reminder, cases which do not meet initial-eligibility 
requirements but do meet NCAA Division I or II 
"obvious" or "automatic waiver" criteria are released as 
"nonqualifiers" or potentially "partial qualifiers" (Division 
II only). In these cases, the term "Automatic Waiver 
Approved" will appear in the waiver section found in the 
"PSA Detail Report" on the Member Institution Portal. 
Student-athletes with "Automatic Waiver Approved" 
status are eligible for aid, practice and competition. In 
prior years, these cases were released as "Final 
Qualifiers" with a designation of "Waiver Approved" in 
the waiver section for the division(s) for which the waiver 
is approved. This change maintains consistency in the 
treatment of all cases that have a deficiency waived and 
aligns with NCAA legislation. Click here to review the 
Division I Obvious Waiver Sliding Scale Index and here 
to review the Division II Obvious Waiver Sliding Scale 
Index. 

Division II institutions are reminded that under NCAA 
Division II Bylaw 14.3.1.1.2.1 [submission of final 
transcript(s)], an institution must submit a final high 
school transcript(s) (official or unofficial) to the NCAA 
Eligibility Center by November 15 following a student
athlete's initial full-time enrollment for any student-athlete 
who is certified as a qualifier pursuant to the early 
academic certification exception. 

The customer service staff provided reminders this 
month regarding: 

1. Mid-year enrollees; 
2. IRL management; and 
3. Ensuring high schools have a List of NCAA 

Courses. 



Summer school coursework taken after a prospective 
student-athlete's junior year in high school may be 
considered for inclusion in a preliminary academic 
review. Many high schools provide transcripts at the end 
of the regular school year. If you know a student has 
taken summer school coursework between the junior and 
senior year, please encourage him or her to ask the 
school to provide an updated transcript to the NCAA 
Eligibility Center. 
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The NCAA Eligibility Center will be closed for the 
holidays from Monday, December 23, 2013, through 
Wednesday, January 1, 2014. Normal business hours 
will resume Thursday, January 2, 2014. No academic 
certifications will be processed over the break. 
The NCAA Eligibility CenterDs member institution line, 
877/544-2950, will be monitored should you have an 
emergency involving competition over the break. 
However, it is important to make all possible efforts to 
avoid any last-minute emergencies. 

As a reminder, providing a list of your mid-year enrollees 
to ecinfo@ncaa.org , will enable the NCAA Eligibility 
Center to prioritize these cases. If the prospective 
student-athlete is expected to travel or compete during 
the holiday break, include this information in your 



message. Please encourage mid-year enrollees to 
provide all test scores and transcripts from all high 
schools attended as soon as possible to avoid delays 
once classes start. R~§.g .. MQr~ 

Academic certifications for accounts on an active 1314 
IRL are automatically placed in line for processing once 
the account is 0 Ready to Process-Final D. 0 Ready to 
Process-Final 0 means all documents (i.e., final high 
school transcript. transcripts from all high schools 
attended, test scores, no outstanding academic task) 
have been received. Because academic certifications 
are processed automatically, in most cases, it should not 
be necessary to submit a request for the certification to 
be processed. However, should an expedited review be 
needed, the Academic Certification Request Program 
should be used to initiate the request. As a reminder, the 
request program is not available for Intemational, split 
file, or home school cases. Please click here for 
complete details and instructions for the program. 

In response to suggestions from Division II member 
institutions, the NCAA Eligibility Center has begun 
processing o Partial QualifierD status updates several 
times daily. Previously, 0 Partial QualifierD status was 
updated overnight after the academic certification 
decision was released. Please note that a prospective 
student-athlete who meets the requirements of NCAA 
Division II Bylaw 14.3.2.1 is a 0 Partial QualifierD. 

The academic certification processing staff have 
provided updates this month regarding: 

1. Proof of graduation on final transcripts; and 
2. Missing Educational Documents tasks for 

International prospective student-athletes. 

Read More 

The NCAA Customer Service Center has provided 
reminders about the following topics: 

1. Summer school coursework taken after a 
prospective student-athlete's junior year; and 

2. How coursework taken prior to grade nine or the 
first year of high school can be used in academic 
certifications. 

One of the purposes for the Additional Information Box 
on the High School Portal is to communicate the status 
of a high school Li s nontraditional coursework. If the high 
school has nontraditional coursework and if the 
nontraditional coursework has been reviewed, there will 
be a statement in the Additional Information Box 
declaring the approval or denial of the nontraditional 



coursework. If the Additional Information Box contains no 
information about a nontraditional program, then the high 
school Os program has not been reviewed, and any 
student-athlete enrolled in the nontraditional coursework 
is in jeopardy of not being able to use those courses for 
their certification. 

Members of the NCAA Eligibility Center staff recently 
presented in a webcast for high school administrators 
geared towards educating this group on NCAA Eligibility 
Center procedures, NCAA legislation, and best 
practices for supporting high school students who are 
interested in becoming NCAA student-athletes. The 90-
minute webcast entitled [1 How to Navigate the NCAA 
Process 0 attracted a wide and actively engaged 
audience of over 650 high school administrators. As part 
of the presentation, participants were able to ask 
specific questions and provide suggestions to the NCAA 
Eligibility Center staff. The presentation is available for 
viewing through the High School Portal Resources page. 
Please note that due to the size of the presentation, it 
may take several minutes to download the presentation. 
The PowerPoint slides used in the presentation can be 
downloaded here. 

Recruiting Intemationally? Check out the Academic 
Certification - Intemational resources on the Member 
Institution Portal Resources page and be sure to raise 
questions to the International certification staff through 
the dedicated membership line or by emailing ec
international@ncaa.org. 
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As a best practice, ensure early high school graduates 
receive their final academic certification prior to initial 
full-time collegiate enrollment. In addition, as prospective 
student-athletes approach their eighth semester of high 
school, please note the importance of conducting 
preliminary evaluations, which provide member 
institutions a timely opportunity to advise prospective 
student-athletes to rectify initial-eligibility deficiencies 
prior to initial full-time collegiate enrollment. Finally, the 
directive and best practices are available on the NCAA 
Eligibility Center Member Institution Portal (lllnitial
Eligibility WaiversD heading) and Requests/Self
Reports Online (0 ResourcesD tab) . 

• Compliance staff should remind prospective 
student-athletes to copy the institution on emails 
with the staff member responsible for the 
amateurism certification. This helps to ensure that 



everyone is up to date on the review status. 
• To ensure your prospective student-athletes are 

certified in a timely manner, please place all 
midyear enrollees (i.e., those with a Owinter/spring 
20140 enrollment period) on your active 
Institutional Request List (IRL) for the 1314 
recruiting cycle. Similarly, please place any 
prospective student-athlete your institution is 
recruiting for the 2014-15 academic year (i.e., 
those with a Dfal120140 or Owinter/spring 20150 
enrollment period) on your active IRL for the 1415 
recruiting cycle. 

• Reminder: Please have prospective student
athletes enter the correct enrollment period to 
avoid delays. 

The Intemational academic certificaiton staff has 
provided reminders this month regarding: 

• The October 2013 International Student Records 
Committee report; 

• International urgent academic certification 
requests; and 

• Delays in the release of final certificates/diplomas 
for International students. 

During the coming months, the NCAA Eligibility Center 
will process as many preliminary evaluations as 
possible. Please encourage your prospective student
athletes to respond promptly to any academic tasks that 
are assigned after a preliminary academic review. Once 
the task is completed and the requested information is 
received, these cases go back in line for review with the 
new information. It is important for the student to 
complete any open academic tasks that do not 
specifically state Dthis task will be automatically be 
marked complete 0 as an open academic task will keep 
the account from going 0 Ready-to-Process-Prelim. 0 

Thank you for providing feedback regarding the NCAA 
Eligibility Center through the annual Membership Survey. 
The NCAA Eligibility Center is currently evaluating the 
survey results and information to continue to improve the 
service it provides. To help in that regard, the NCAA 
Eligibility Center needs your ongoing feedback. A 
recurring theme provided revolves around the need for 
improvement in the area of consistency. Concerns about 
consistency extended to the level of service provided by 
individuals as well as inconsistency of responses related 



to case status or expectations. The NCAA Eligibility 
Center is very focused on creating improvement in this 
area. You are encouraged to notify the NCAA Eligibility 
Center when you experience inconsistency in responses, 
service or process. Please send an email to 
ecinfo@ncaa.org. Please include case information such 
as NCAA 10 numbers if at all possible. This information 
will be used to enhance staff training and strengthen the 
NCAA Eligibility Center's processes. Your help is greatly 
appreciated I 
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The NCAA Eligibility Center is pleased to announce 
another enhancement to the Member Institution Portal. In 
order to improve the transparency regarding where a 
case stands within the academic certification process, 
two new status designations, in addition to the current 
Din ProcessD and DUnder ReviewD status 
designations, will appear under the DAcademic CertD 
column of the Student Details Report page. The two new 
status designations are DSecondary ReviewD and 
o HS Decision Pending D. Click here for additional 
information and a description of each status. 

The amaturism certification staff has provided updates 
this month regarding: 

1. Multiple-tiered education systems; 
2. Official school-stamped documents; 
3. IRL cycles; and 



4. Decisions for both Divisions I and II. 

On January 22, 2014, the first issue of the Home School 
Newsletter was sent to prospective student-athletes who 
are currently registered with the NCAA Eligibility Center. 
This newsletter includes links to all the information a 
home school student-athlete needs to help him/her 
through the NCAA initial-eligibility process. One of those 
links is to the Home School Checklist, which is the first 
step in the process. This checklist provides everything a 
prospective student-athlete needs to have for the 
evaluation process. In addition, the newsletter provides 
links to the Core-Course Worksheet and the Frequently 
Asked Questions documents on 
www.eligibilitvcenter.org. 
Issues of the Home School Newsletter will be archived 
on the Resources page of the High School portal; 
however, if you would like to subscribe to the Home 
School Newsletter, please email ec
homeschool@ncaa.org , and you will be added as a 
subscriber. 

The NCAA Customer Service Center has provided 
reminders this month regarding: 

1. Duplicative Courses; 
2. Credit by Exam; 
3. Maximum Credit Courses; and 
4. Amateurism Certification Requests. 

Read More 

As part of the NCAA Eligibility Center's continuing 
outreach and education efforts, more than 5,000 high 
schools have been contacted by phone to inform school 
administrators about NCAA Division I Initial-Eligibility 
Standards, which are scheduled to go into effect in 
2016. The NCAA Eligibility Center has received positive 
feedback about this project and plans to continue this 
effort. This project has also allowed the NCAA Eligibility 
Center to remind school administrators of the 
importance of maintaining their List of NCAA Courses 
and improve awareness regarding available resources. 

Need to add or delete a sport from your IRL activation 
list? Adding or deleting a sport on the Member Institution 
Portal is easy. Simply select the IRL tab. Your 
institution [js currently selected sports will appear on the 
left side of the screen. To deactivate one or more of the 
sports, click the DOe-Activate D link for the sport. 
Deactivated sports are listed to the right and may be 
activated by clicking the DAdd SportD link for the sport. 
You can access a tutorial on this process by clicking 
here. 
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The process for submitting an urgent or standard 
academic certification request using the Academic 
Certification Request Program has changed. Effective 
immediately, it is no longer necessary to complete and 
save individual forms and upload through the "Upload 
Documents" feature. Please follow the instructions to 
access the new online submission. 

Now that the Contingent Certification Program is no 
longer available for Amateurism Certification, here are 
the recommended practices for international prospective 
student-athletes that meet the following scenarios. Read 
More 



The international acadernic certification staff 
(international staff) is working toward delivering earlier 
advisement capability improvements for the membership 
in the area of international recruiting. However, even as 
those ongoing improvements are explored and pursued 
for future enrollment cycles, the NCAA Eligibility Center 
would like to highlight the advisement services currently 
offered today and ensure that the membership is 
leveraging all currently available resources. Read More 

As prospective student-athletes approach the conclusion 
of the academic year, please note the importance of 
conducting on-campus academic evaluations, which 
provide a proactive opportunity to identify potential 
issues (e.g., failed courses, duplicative coursework, 
nontraditional programs) and advise prospective 
student-athletes to rectify initial-eligibility deficiencies 
prior to initial full-time collegiate enrollment. 

Beginning the week of March 3, member institutions will 
have visibility to high schools' archived numeric grading 
scales. Currently, only a high school's most recent 
grading scale is visible on the school's List of NCAA 
Courses. This change only impacts schools with 
numeric grading scales, and only those schools that 
have changed their numeric grading scales at some 
point from the 2006-07 academic year and forward. 
R.f?§rJ .. MQ[f? 

The amateurism certification processing staff has 
provided some helpful information this month regarding: 

1. Updating the NCAA Eligibility Center on any 
additional information you may have regarding a 
prospective student-athlete; 

2. Correct recruiting cycles; and 
3. Final amateurism certification requests. 

Read More 

The NCAA Inclusion Forum brings together 
intercollegiate athletics leaders passionate about 
improving the educational and professional environment 
for student-athletes, coaches and staff. Sessions 
engage on a broad range of topics related to policy, 
research and best practices for racial and ethnic 
minorities, women, international student-athletes, 
LGBTQ and disability-access to sport. Read More 

The NCAA Customer Service Center believes that great 
service means never having to call us' To that end, the 
NCAA Customer Service Center continues to work 



behind the scenes on a number of projects to stop 
problems before they happen. Click .. b~[~ to view some 
highlights of the proactive efforts the customer service 
staff has completed in recent months . 

• The NCAA Eligibility Center is open to receiving 
feedback on its processes or case management in 
general via ecinfo@ncaa.org (per the policy 
posted on the Member Institution Portal).ln 
response to the regulatory review, it was 
recommended that the NCAA Eligibility Center 
remind the membership of its options for providing 
feedback all through the year, not just during the 
annual survey time . 

• Divisions I and II conference offices may initiate 
contact with the NCAA Eligibility Center staff for 
questions about specific accounts, NCAA 
Eligibility Center policies and procedures, or to 
request conference visits through the NCAA 
Eligibility Center Conference Contact program. 
Please email ecinfo@ncaa.org for additional 
information or program details. 

The NCAA Eligibility Center recently sent a newsletter to 
all home school students who have registered. The 
newsletter contains helpful information to assist home 
school students through the NCAA initial-eligibility 
process. To view the newsletter, click here. 
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The March 2014 International Student Records Review 
Committee (ISRC) minutes will be available by the end 
of April. Look for a Member Institution Portal 
announcement when these become available. Also, the 
International certification staff has noticed that many 
International prospective student-athletes' final 
evaluations are not "Ready-to-Process" simply because 
the accounts are missing only a matriculation letter 
and/or a student matriculation letter. As a reminder, 
please be sure to check open student tasks for missing 
matriculation letters (MTR). 

As prospective student-athletes approach the conclusion 
of the academic year, please note the importance of 
conducting on-campus academic evaluations, which 
provide a proactive opportunity to identify potential 
issues (e.g., failed courses, duplicative coursework, 



nontraditional programs) and advise prospective 
student-athletes to rectify initial-eligibility deficiencies 
prior to initial full-time collegiate enrollment. 

Member institutions now have visibility to high schools' 
archived core courses. Archived courses are those that 
the high school has indicated are no longer part of its 
curriculum. 

This new feature will provide visibility to archived 
courses in a rolling five-year period. For more 
information, please see the archived courses document 
on the Member Institution Portal. 

The amateurism certification staff has a few reminders 
for you this month: 

1. Final amateurism certification request; 
2. "Ready-to-Process" and Prioritization; 
3. NCNR status; and 
4. Amateurism status inquiries. 

The customer service staff has a few updates for you this 
month regarding: 

1. Contact lists; 
2. 2014 Regional Rules Seminars; and 
3. Final certification disclaimers. 

As a best practice, please confirm that all schools your 
prospective student-athletes have attended have been 
reviewed and have a List of NCAA Courses. If not, 
please contact the NCAA Customer Service Center or, if 
you are in contact with the high school, encourage it to 
contact the NCAA Customer Service Center to engage 
in the review process. 

1. Academic Evaluation Decisions. If you have 
questions concerning the decision of a prospective 
student-athlete's academic evaluation, be sure to 
look at his/her certification details by clicking on 
the student's NCAA 10, highlighted in blue, after 
you expand his/her details. This will show you 
which courses, grades, credits and test scores are 
being used in the evaluation. Note: If after 
expanding the student details, his/her NCAA 10 is 
not highlighted in blue, look at the status under the 
Academic Certification section. Ifthe status shows 
"Under Review" or "In Process," you will not be able 



to view the details of the academic certification 
until the status has been updated or released. 

2. Dual-Enrollment Coursework Taken at a College 
Prior to High School Graduation. Please note that 
a separate college transcript is no longer needed 
for college coursework taken prior to high school 
graduation. To be considered for use in an 
academic evaluation, the coursework must still 
appear on the home high school transcript with 
grade and credit However, some high schools 
add special designators to these courses to show 
they are dual-enrollment in nature. To avoid 
confusion and the assignment of unnecessary 
tasks at time of certification, ensure your students 
are updating their registration to indicate where 
this coursework was completed. 
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With graduation of the 2014 class quickly approaching, 
the NCAA Eligibility Center continues to see an increase 
in "split-file" students (students who previously attended 
school outside of the United States for some portion of 
his/her core curriculum time limitation). It is important to 
make sure these prospective student-athletes have 
submitted all international documentation for their time 
outside of the United States as soon as possible. 
Requesting these documents from other countries can 

often take as many as eight weeks to make it to the 
NCAA Eligibility Center. To assure international 
documents are not preventing an attempt for final 
academic certification, please make sure all "split-file" 
students on your Institutional Request List (IRL) have no 
open tasks and have submitted all necessary academic 
documents to date. 



As prospective student-athletes approach the conclusion 
of the academic year, please note the importance of 
conducting on-campus academic evaluations, which 
provide member institutions a timely opportunity to 
review final transcripts and advise prospective student
athletes to rectify initial-eligibility deficiencies prior to 
initial full-time enrollment. 

Additionally, as part of the Division I Academic Track 
during Regional Rules Seminars in Atlanta and San 
Diego, there will be sessions Wednesday (2:15 to 3:15 
p.m.) and Thursday (4:45 to 5:45 p.m.) regarding best 
practices for initial-eligibility waivers, as well as round 
tables Thursday (10 a.m. to noon) to discuss potential 
waivers and/or process questions. 

1. Be sure your prospective student-athlete is on an 
accurate recruiting cycle (i.e., 14/15 cycle). 

2. Be sure your prospective student-athlete has 
entered the correct enrollment period in his/her 
account. 

3. On intemational cases, be sure your prospective 
student-athlete completes ill! academic tasks. On 
intemational cases, the completion of academic 
tasks is a critical component to the finalization of 
an amateurism certification. Completion of 
academic tasks helps the international academic 
certification staff determine the prospective 
student-athlete's expected high school graduation 
date. Once the expected high school graduation 
date is established, the amateurism certification 
staff can determine if the organized competition 
legislation applies (NCAA Bylaw 14). 

4. Be sure your prospective student-athlete enters 
any previous full-time enrollment at §ill'. college or 
university. 

March 12, the NCAA Eligibility Center sent an email to 
over 10,000 high schools, reminding them that their List 
of NCAA Courses had not been updated in over 18 
months. The email encouraged high school personnel to 
either update their list or indicate the school had no 
updates, which refreshes the "last update" date in the 
High School Portal. Another email was sent April 23 to 
those schools who had not updated since the March 12 
reminder. 

Due to the email reminder, the courses are flooding in. 
The high school review staff uses several tools in 
reviewing core courses: 

• The core-course legislation. This is the primary 
source of direction for the high school review staff. 

• The context of the school's current list. Sometimes 
high schools do not review their current list before 
they submit, resulting in duplicate course 
submissions. 

• Knowledge of curriculum trends both statewide 
and nationwide. The high school review staff works 



frequently with state departments of education to 
keep up with various trends, including how that 
state may be implementing the common core 
standards in English and math. 

• More than 80 years combined experience in 
curriculum, instruction and course review. 

Just a quick reminder of what has been made visible to 
the membership in the last couple of months: 

• High School Account Log. Very similar to the 
student log. You can see core-course update 
information, as well as where a school might be in 
the school review process. 

• Grading Scales. Archive grading scales are now 
visible. If a school changed its numeric or weighted 
scale in the past, it will be visible when you access 
a prospective student-athlete's information. 

• Archived Core Courses. Courses a high school 
has archived in the past five years are now visible 
as well. 

Beginning May 1, the default setting for Institutional 
Request List (IRL) activations will be the 14/15 cycle, 
(prospective student-athletes enrolling in the 2014-15 
academic year). The 15/16 cycle (enrolling in the 2015-
16 academic year), and the 16/17 cycle (enrolling in the 
2016-17 academic year), will also be available from the 
drop-down menus. Please use care to select the correct 
cycle to avoid processing delays. 
The 13/14 cycle will no longer be available for activation. 
Please note that if a student was activated on the 13/14 
recruiting cycle and has not been certified as a result of 
missing documentation or non-response, but still 
requires an academic or amateurism certification, 
please deactivate the 13/14 IRL and reactivate to the 
14/15 cycle. 

The NCAA Customer Service Center has provided 
some reminders to help you prepare for the summer 
certification season on the following topics: 

1. Enhancements to high schoollcourse status 
visibility; and 

2. NCAA Divisions I and II obvious waiver sliding 
scale index and process. 

Read More 

Canadian high schools do not have an individual CEEB 
code nor will the individual high school need to have its 
own List of NCAA Courses. Rather, each Canadian 
province has a List of NCAA Courses. Click b.§!.[§!. to 
find the list of codes for each of the Canadian provinces. 



Member institutions can now submit the Academic 
Inconsistency Notification Form via the Member 
Institution Portal upload documents function. This form is 
used when a member institution receives transcripts or 
other academic documentation that is inconsistent with 
documentation that has been submitted to the NCAA 
Eligibility Center. As with the Matriculation Letter upload 
function, the Academic Inconsistency Notification Form 
and supporting documentation can only be submitted in 
pdf format and must be smaller than 2MB. 
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As a reminder, the Contingent Certification Program is 
no longer available. The March 2014 Member Institution 
Newsletter provided the following recommended 
practices for international prospective student-athletes 
that meet the following scenarios. Read More 

The process of placing a prospective student-athlete on 
an Institutional Request List (IRL) informs the NCAA 
Eligibility Center of your request for an academic 
certification. The NCAA Eligibility Center standard of 
operation for initial review of a case is 10 business days 
or less once the case is on an active NCAA Division I or 
IIIRL and is "Ready to Process-Final". "Ready to 
Process-Final" means all documents (i.e., final high 
school transcript, transcripts from all high schools 
attended, test scores, assignment completion dates, no 



outstanding academic tasks) have been received. 

To avoid last-minute emergencies, prospective student
athletes are encouraged to submit all transcripts, test 
scores and complete all academic tasks as soon as 
possible. While the NCAA Eligibility Center encourages 
member institutions to allow the certification process to 
work within the normal standard of operation, it 
recognizes that under certain extenuating 
circumstances, it may be necessary to request an 
exception to the normal service standard. 

Please continue to use the Academic Certification 
Request Program to request a review when an 
expedited decision is needed due to a specific event. 
PLEASE NOTE THIS REQUEST PROGRAM IS NOT 

AVAILABLE FOR INTERNATIONAL, SPLIT FILE OR 
HOME SCHOOL CASES. Click here for complete 
details and instructions on the new request process. 

Final academic certifications are now being processed 
for cases which are "Ready-to-Process-Final" and are 
activated to the 14/15 Institutional Request List (IRL) 
cycle. If a prospective student-athlete who was activated 
to a previous IRL cycle still needs an academic 
certification, please add him or her to the 14/15 cycle. 

Once your prospective student athletes have 
graduated, evaluate their final transcripts as soon as 
possible to determine if there is a deficiency. If so, 
create a plan to rectify these prior to full-time collegiate 
enrollment (e.g., plus one, plus three, retaking a test, 
etc.) As a best practice, ensure that the final academic 
certification has been released before providing 
athletics aid for summer school. 

Additionally, as part of the Division I Academic Track 
during Regional Rules Seminars in San Diego, there will 
be sessions Wednesday, June 4 (2:15 to 3:15 p.m.), and 
Thursday, June 5 (4:45 to 5:45 p.m.), regarding best 
practices for initial-eligibility waivers, as well as a round 
table Thursday (10 a.m. to noon) to discuss potential 
waivers and/or process questions. 

1. The ec-amateurism@ncaa.org mailbox can be 
used for general "sport-specific" amateurism 
questions. For example, please email this 
address if your member institution is interested in 
recruiting a soccer prospective student-athlete 
from Germany and would like general information 
about Germany's soccer league structure. 

2. Regional Rules Seminar: Amateurism Roundtable 
Open Forum.The amateurism certification staff will 
be available from 9 to 10:30 a.m. for any 
amateurism questions during Regional Rules in 
San Diego. To sign up for a time slot, feel free to 
email ec-amateurism@ncaa.org. If this time 
period does not work for you, please send an 
email in advance to ec-amateurism@ncaa.org and 
the staff will coordinate with you a more suitable 
time. 



San Diego. CA: Thursday, June 5 (9 - 10:30 a.m.) 
Location: Room Harbor E 
(walk-ins welcome) 

High schools that give weighted grades for their 
advanced levels of courses may request that those 
courses be weighted as part of the initial-eligibility 
process. Click here for a summary of the NCAA 
requirements. 

The NCAA Customer Service staff has provided the 
following reminders for June: 

1. Additional reports available via the Member 
Institution Portal; and 

2. Test score re-evaluation process update. 

Read More 

Several new features are now available on the Member 
Institution Portal. Among them, the "RTP-Final" date will 
be visible on the "Search Student Details" report. This 
will save member institutions time by eliminating the 
need to go into the individual student's details to see this 
date. Click here to view a screen shot 

It is easy to subscribe to the Home School, High School, 
and Coaches Newsletters. Simply click here, fill in your 
information, and select your Title as either "Home School 
Administrator" for the Home School Newsletter, "Coach" 
for the Coaches Newsletter, or any other title for the High 
School Newsletter. 
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The NCAA Eligibility Center and Customer Service 
Center will be closed Friday, July 4 in celebration of 
Independence Day. The website and Member Institution 
Portal will remain functional during this time. Normal 
business hours will resume Monday, July 7. 

The addition of the 0 Ready-to-Process - Final" (RTP-F) 
date on your Member Institution Portal sport summary 
lists and Student Detail Reports is a valuable resource. 
A date in the "Ready-to-Process" field means that the 
case is in line for a final review (or already has been 
reviewed and finalized). However, please note, a case 
will only receive a final certification decision if no 
additional information, documentation or further 
evaluation is required. Until a prospective student-athlete 
record shows a final certification decision, there is the 
possibility that the record could still have missing 



information. This can occur when registration 
information, or the absence of information, does not 
align with high school transcript information or other 
academic information. When this occurs, new tasks will 
be assigned and the RPT -F date on the Member 
Institution Portal sport summary and Student Detail 
Report will be removed. Please be sure to review your 
Institutional Request Lists (IRL) through final certification 
decisions and not just up until the point when the RTP-F 
date populates. 

The amateurism certification staff has provided a few 
reminders this month regarding the following topics: 

1. Organized Competition Legislation; and 
2. Ready-to-Process-Final status and Prioritization. 

Resources (e.g., Q.©.§.tJ;)[;;!s;;tiS;;l2§ , d.i[l2s;;til!'l2 , data tools 
[used to predict first-year GPAs]) for the 2014-15 
academic year are available on the NCAA Eligibility 
Center Member Institution Portal. 
Further, during its June 2014 teleconference, the NCAA 
Division II Academic Requirements Committee 
amended the obvious-waiver criteria, effective 
immediately. Click here for an overview of automatic 
waivers, which are applied during the academic 
certification process. 
Advise prospective student-athletes to rectify actual or 
anticipated deficiencies before initial full-time enrollment. 
Exhaust a/l options (e.g., completing additional core 
courses) before submitting an initial-eligibility waiver. 
Finally, please note that Division II test-score 
deficiencies are analyzed stringently. Significant and 
compelling mitigation must be present to receive relief. 
During the 2013-14 academic year, staff did not waive 
£!1Xtest-score deficiencies due to mitigating 
circumstances. 

Resources (e.g., trigger list, directive, frequently-asked 
q.\J.©.::?tjr;w.§.) for the 2014-15 academic year are available 
on the N.C.M ... Eligibil.itjl .. C.l2otl2LMl2mtl.©LJ.o.§.tjMiQJJ..EQrt.<lJ. 
Further, please note that Divisions I and II institutions 
must submit notification of inconsistencies between 
academic documentation obtained on campus (e.g., six
semester transcript) and that which was submitted to the 
NCAA Eligibility Center (e.g., final transcript). Such 
notification shall be submitted via the Academic 
Inconsistency Notification Form on the NCAA Eligibility 
Center Member Institution Portal. 

The High School Portal "Additional Information" field is 
reserved to provide decisions made for a high school or 
a high school Os programs. For example, if a high 
school Os nontraditional coursework has been reviewed, 
the "Additional Information" field will include the 
program Os name, the high school transcriptDs 
designation (if different than the program name), and if 
the program meets the NCAA nontraditional core-course 



legislation. All other questions concerning the high 
school should be directed to the NCAA Customer 
Service Center on the dedicated member institution 
phone number. 

The Customer Service Center staff has provided some 
reminders this month regarding the following topics: 

1. Automatic Waiver Approved status; 
2. High schools' archived numeric grading scales; 
3. "Non-applicable" amateurism status; and 
4. Partial Qualifier status. 

The 2014-15 Guide for the College-Bound Student-
8htl~1~ is now available online. Currently, the Guide is 
only available for download, but printed copies will be 
available for purchase in the near future. Also be sure to 
check out all of the other helpful resources available on 
the Member Institution Portal Resources page. 

The NCAA Eligibility Center is pleased to announce a 
new feature in the Member Institution Portal 0 Student 
Detail ReportD section. DRegistration Data 0 provides 
access to the information entered andlor updated by the 
student during the registration and account maintenance 
process. This page includes schools attended, 
coursework completed outside of the high school, 
repeated grades and previous collegiate enrollment. 
Also included are the students[] responses to the liMy 
Sports[] questionnaires. As shown in the screen shot in 
the link here, this new feature is found by accessing the 
[IPSA Detail Report!]. Please contact the NCAA 
Customer Service Center at 877/544-2950 or email 
ecinfo@ncaa.org with questions. 

The NCAA Eligibility Center registration fee will change 
effective September 1, 2014. The registration fee will be 
$75 for U.S., U.S. Territories and Canadian students 
(U.S. Territories include American Samoa, Guam, 
Northern Mariana Islands, Puerto Rico and U.S. Virgin 
Islands); and $130 for all other international students. For 
information about eligibility for fee waivers, please see 
the 2QJ1=1f2J:-JJ;'MJ,?!Jj(;t~_JQrJb~J-;'QH~9-~_~_6Q_Yng_ 
Student-Athlete which is now available. 

Click here to subscribe. 

If you would like to unsubscribe, please click the 'click here to be 
removed from this mailing list' link in the footer of your email. 
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Resources (e.g., best practices, directive, data tools 
[used to predict first-year GPAs]) for the 2014-15 
academic year are available on the NCAA Eligibility 
Center Member Institution Portal. 
Further, during its June 2014 teleconference, the NCAA 
Division II Academic Requirements Committee 
amended the obvious-waiver criteria, effective 
immediately. Click here for an overview of automatic 
waivers, which are applied during the academic 
certification process. 
Advise prospective student-athletes to rectify actual or 
anticipated deficiencies before initial full-time enrollment. 
Exhaust all options (e.g., completing additional core 
courses) before submitting an initial-eligibility waiver 
(lEW). 
Please note that Division II test-score deficiencies are 
analyzed stringently. Significant and compelling 
mitigation must be present to receive relief. During the 
2013-14 academic year, staff did not waive any test
score deficiencies due to mitigating circumstances. 
Finally, when submitting an lEW via Requests/Self
Reports Online (RSRO), select the appropriate sub-case 
type by deficiency (e.g., core course, grade-point 



average, test score). In addition, select all other 
applicable sub-case types, such as OEducation
Impacting DisabilityO (EID) if the student-athlete has a 
documented EID and/or o International StudentO if the 
student-athlete attended secondary school in a country 
outside the United States (including split files). This is 
important because some sub-case types require 
additional documentation or contain additional 

Effective June 2014, the amateurism certification staff 
will no longer verify whether a prospective student-athlete 
with a condition due to participating in organized 
competition per NCAA Division II Bylaw 14.2.4.2 
qualifies for the Exception (to the Academic Year in 
Residence) per Bylaw 14.2.4.2.1.3.1. Any condition 
issued by the amateurism certification staff due to 
participating in organized competition will include the 
Year in Residence requirement per Bylaw 14.2.4.2.1.3. 
This change was made to avoid delays in issuing final 
certifications with conditions for transfer student-athletes 
that participated in organized competition. 
After receiving a certification with conditions due to 
participating in organized competition, member 
institutions should determine whether a prospective 
student-athlete qualifies for the Exception per Bylaw 
14.2.4.2.1.3.1 after collecting transcripts from any 
previous collegiate institution the prospective student
athlete attended. Member institutions will then determine 
whether a prospective student-athlete is immediately 
eligible for competition. Further, member institutions no 
longer need to send written verification to the 
amateurism certification staff confirming whether the 
Exception per Bylaw 14.2.4.2.1.3.1. has been met. 

1. Academic records may be required for 
certification of transfer student-athletes. One 
of the most frequent questions the NCAA Eligibility 
Center receives this time of year is: [J\/\ihy do you 
need all transcripts for a transfer student? We 
don r]t need an academic decision. [1 For students 
who have delayed enrollment, it is necessary to 
establish the NCAA graduation date. In order to do 
so, official academic transcripts from all schools 
are required. Amateurism certification may not be 
processed until these documents can be reviewed 
and the graduation date has been established. 
This is often the reason why a prospective student
athlete Os amateurism status reflects 0 Pending 
Review. 0 

2. Automatic Waiver Reminder. As a reminder, 
cases that reflect [JAutomatic Waiver Approved [j 
in the Initial-Eligibility Waiver (I EW) section of the 
Member Institution Portal are immediately eligible 
for athletics aid, practice and competition. 

3. Documentation from High Schools. As a best 
practice, documentation from individual high 
schools should be submitted directly to the NCAA 
Eligibility Center by the NCAA contacts for the high 
school or district. To ensure that documentation 
submitted is accepted as official, high schools 
should submit faxes or emails from the school 
rather than using a personal email address. Also, 
documentation should be sent to the NCAA 
Eligibility Center directly from the high school or 
district, not forwarded by a member institution. 



Earlier this year, the NCAA Eligibility Center 
implemented a new process, which results in automatic 
re-evaluation of an academic certification previously 
released as a DFinal NonqaulifierD or DFinal Partial 
Qualifier upon receipt of new ACT or SAT results. As a 
result of this process enhancement, it should no longer 
be necessary to contact the NCAA Eligibility Center to 
request a re-evaluation of newly received scores. Re
evaluations are generally completed within two (2) 
business days of receipt. Please note, only prospective 
student-athletes whose accounts are activated to the 
current Institutional Request List (IRl) cycle will be 
automatically re-evaluated. Also, cases which reflect 
[JAutomatic Waiver Approved [j for both Divisions I and II 
will not be automatically re-evaluated. 
Additionally, under certain circumstances, the NCAA 
Eligibility Center has begun to automatically initiate re
evaluations after a high school updates its List of NCAA 
Courses. If you have questions about this process, or 
any NCAA Eligibility Center process, please contact 
ecinfo@ncaa.org. 

1. The NCAA Eligibility Center has heard your 
requests and is happy to announce the ability to 
export your Additional Reports (No CCl, Open 
Matriculation letter, and Open Tasks) on the 
Member Institution Portal to a Microsoft Excel file, 
in addition to the Adobe pdf format. 

Click b~r~ for a screen shot. 
2. Also, the NCAA Eligibility Center will soon be 

adding the primary and secondary contact email 
addresses to the High School Information section. 
An announcement will be placed on the Member 
Institution Portal when this becomes available. 

Click here to subscribe. 

If you would like to unsubscribe, please click the 'click here to be 
removed from this mailing list' link in the footer of your email. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Julie, 

IIle, Vince <iO~UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS/CN~VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8DO> 

Monday, February 4, 2013 8:00 PM 

jroe@ncaa.org 

Public Records Request 

NCAA Copy of document tor Julie 02 01 2013.docx 

I received your return voicemail and have attached the document sent by Amy Walker to Amy Herman at 9:12 a.m. on June 8,2012. As attached to Amy Walker's 
email, the document was named: 
TEXT,htm, Penalty Examples_ WorkingGroupEnf_OS1812_ U NC(BN),doc, M ime,822 

If you have any questions, please let me know. Thanks Julie and I hope you are doing well. 
Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 
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Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Mf. Media Training I Phillips Media Relations omQbi~ 0012 

.£ Media & Presentation Training 

Four 

A reporter comes to your office. You do a great job during your 
interview. 
Sorry, but that's not enough. 
If the journalist who comes to interview you wanders down the 
hallways of your office without an escort and makes casual 
conversation with the wrong person, you could end up with a 
bruising news story. 

,------------------, 
X Reporter Taking Notes 

Prevent that from happening by telling your staff t!:m.§~JQ.\iJ.tt!jJ19!? 
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before a reporter shows up at your office. (And read the great 
comments from readers on this post!) 

If so, remember to visit the Ml:, .. M.~.~H;~ .. :rm.inj.t).9..§.\<;>g after each 
of this month's presidential debates! 
We'll post our nonpartisan analysis of the key moments of each 
debate within an hour of its conclusion. The debate schedule is: 

Wednesday, October 3 
TONIGHT! Thursday, October 11 (vice presidential debate) 

Tuesday, October 16 
Monday, October 22 

A reporter comes to your office to interview you. After the reporter's 
crew finishes setting up, you begin the interview. The time moves 
quickly, the interview ends, and you're satisfied that you remained 
on message and compelling throughout. 
After you finish, the crew informs you that they'd like to shoot some 
"b-roll," or video of you doing something "natural," such as walking 
down a hallway or typing on a computer keyboard. 
ThaI's a reasonable request, since the crew just wants to film some 
shots in case they need to cover over an edit point or spice up their 
piece with a bit of action. 
But beware. It can also get you in a lot of trouble. Here's why. 

I;l 
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Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

.';i.: Media $. Presentation Training 

You know how you can tell the presidential election is really over? 
Only one politician made this month's media disasters list' 
On this month's list, you'll find a disgruntled young actor, two cable 
news hosts, and a new corporate leader who doesn't seem to like 
television interviews very much. 

>i; Oops Sign 

QH£Kh!1I'St 10 see Ihe five worst media disasters of November. 
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"I've decided to discontinue my long talks. It's because of my 
throat. Someone threatened to cut it." 
Here are ten of the best media training quotes ever, starring 
legendary actress Helen Hayes, public speaking legend Dale 
Carnegie, and the New York Yankees. 
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Special "launch" Promotion This Tuesday 
The soft cover edition of my new book, The Media Training Bible: 
101 Things You Absolutely, Positively Need to Know Before Your 
Next Interview, is now available, weeks earlier than expected! 
I'm hoping the book can make it onto Amazon's Business Bestseller 
list, and you're instrumental in making that happen. So I'm offering 
you a special incentive to help me. 
If you buy the book using Ul!j?.JIt).~ from Amazon.com this 
Tuesday, December 11, 2012 between 2 p.m. - 3 p.m. eastern 
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time, I will send you a lot of free bonus material. 

t~. The Media Training Bible 

Just send your receipt showing your purchase of the book 
during that hour to §gg.Kl1c@.§.P..!til.lISi!QQ9.E.m§.l1c&9J.n, and you 
will receive: 

• 10 Free Bonus Media Training Lessons 

• 10 Great Ways to Open a Speech 

• 10 Great Ways to Close a Speech 

• Our Template Message Development Worksheets 

The Media Training Bible is organized as 101 two-page lessons, 
each packed with tips you can use immediately. You can read more 
about the book and see the early reviews here. 
Please take a moment 10 enter Tuesday, December 11 between 2 
p.m. - 3 p.m. eastern time into your calendar. And please remember 
to visil this link 10 place your order. 
Thank you very much for your support. I hope you enjoy the book! 
Sincerely, 
Brad Phillips 
P.S. The eBook will a/so be available on or before January 8, 2013. 

~ L:J 
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On Thursday and Friday nights, Lance Armstrong finally admitted to 
doping during his seven Tour de France victories. 
His interview with Oprah Winfrey was nothing short of gripping. At 
moments, he seemed genuinely moved by the scandal impacting 
his legacy and reputation -- but at others, he appeared to still be the 
arrogant bully who tormented his critics. 
More than 170 people have voted in my poll so far; a whopping 63 
percent of you said he did more harm than good in the interview. 

"True to it,~ title, this book !~~ 
the bible of media training, It 
/s also tlK Rosetta 810110 of 
mooia training, And the Holy 
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>< LanceArmstrong Oprah Winfrey 

Here's my review of the interview, including video of one 
particularly defiant and tone-deaf moment. 
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Appearing on television can be an odd experience. 



In one of the stranger (but more common) formats, you may be 
escorted to a closet-size booth, in which you will speak into a 
camera operated by a technician hundreds of miles away. 
This post will help strip away some of the mystery by arming you 
with 10 logistical and technical details you need to know before 
your next television appearance. 

·x Television studio 

What you say in your interviews and speeches is incredibly 
important, but how you say it can make all the difference. 
When you listen to many of the most successful television and radio 
personalities, pay attention to how they alter their tempo or speak a 
little louder or softer when they want to emphasize a point. That 
change in their voice or pacing draws you in, signaling that what 
they just said - or what they are about to say - is something 
important you'll want to remember. 

Click here for an exercise that will help you use your voice the same 
way experienced radio announcers do. 
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I recently provided media training to a man who deals with a few 
controversial issues in his line of work. 

When we sat down to do a mock interview, he answered the more 
straightforward questions with relative ease. But when I began asking 
him about some of the particularly thorny issues he contends with, I 
noticed that one of his hands began to shake. 

As a journalist, that change in his body language signaled something 
important to me. It told me that he was uncomfortable with the more 
difficult topic - and that he might have been hiding information from 
me. 

"Brad Phillips' book will 
become THE Media Training 
Bible f!x CEOs, leaders, Jl!11d 
spokespersons who want to 
be a winner with lhe media. 
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Click here to find out why I read the situation completely wrong. 

V~9§~anto 
(:aroftJ~ ~n F~tJb~~C 
Some people are gelling revenge by publishing the details of their 
loudmouth neighbors' "private conversations" to their Twitter feeds and 
other social networks. 

Call it "Vigilante Tweeting," yet another reason to remain aware of 

your surroundings and your volume. 
Click here to learn more. 
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Imagine that you work for a small nonprofit organization dedicated to 
helping women who have been the victims of domestic abuse in your 
community. 

As much as you'd like to help everyone affected by domestic abuse, 
your organization runs on a tight budget and has a specific mission to 
offer support services only to women and girls who live within the city 
limits. So when an abused 14-year-old boy who lives just blocks 
outside of your city's borders approaches your group for help, you 
have to tum him away. 

When the boy shares his grueling story with a reporter and claims you 
refused to help him, your organization is suddenly cast as the most 
unpopular group in town. 

qJ.!;.~..!1.~I~ to learn more about making sure your answers keep 
your humanity in the forefront. 
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Join Us In NYC This July for Our Two-Day Message Development, Media Training and Crisis Communications Workshop' 
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ATTEND OUR TWO-DAY MESSAGE 
DEVELOPMENT, MEDIA TRAINING AND 
CRISIS COMMUNICATIONS WORKSHOP 

REGISTER BY MA Y 31 FOR $200 DISCOUNT 
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>< NewYorkCity 

Please join us in New York City on Monday, July 8 and 
Tuesday, July 9, 2013 for a special two-day message 
development, media training and crisis communications 
workshop. 
This session is perfect for spokespersons from companies, non
profit organizations and government agencies; book authors and 
marketers; and any other experts and individuals who interact with 
the media. 
This workshop is appropriate for spokespersons with any level of 
experience. We'll cover all of the basics beginners need to know, but 
at an advanced level that experienced pros will learn from. 
If you answer "yes" to any of these questions, this session is for 
you: 

• Do I lack a compelling message? 

• Could I be more effective when communicating with the 
media? 

• Would my reputation be at risk if I suddenly had to 
communicate with the public and the press during a crisis? 

During the two-day workshop, you will learn how to: 

• Develop a winning media message 

• Successfully incorporate memorable statistics, stories and 
sound bites into your answers 

• Master the rules of working with the media 

• Confidently interview for print, radio and television 

• Get the headline you want 

• Take control of an interview 

• Transition from a reporter's questions to your answers 

• Answer the tough questions 

• Spot and avoid journalist tricks 

• Look great on television, sound great on radio 

• Focus on non-verbal communication 

• Plan for the crises that are most likely to impact your 
organization 

• Communicate credibly during a media crisis 

• Interview for on-line and social media 

You will learn by: 

• Refining your messages and elevator speech 

• Being interviewed on-camera at least twice and reviewing 
your clips with the trainer 

• Participating in breakout exercises and drills to refine your 
skills 

• Reviewing videos of the good, the bad, and the ugly 

• Looking at case studies that worked - and those that didn't 
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After the workshop, you will: 

1. Have three winning media messages (and supporting 
messages), which we will develop together during the 
workshop. 

2. Know the three specific things you should focus on the most 
to dramatically improve your performance during media 
interviews 

3. Be able to put together a crisis plan for your company, 
organization, or government agency and conduct effective 
crisis drills 

The enrollment fee includes: 

1. Training with Mr. Media Training author Brad Phillips 
2. A copy of The Media Training Bible: 101 Things You 

Absolutely, Positively Need to Know Before Your Next 
Interview 

3. Training in a conveniently located midtown office building with 
a modern and comfortable conference room 

To register: 
Single registrations: 
The registration fee is $1 ,395 per attendee: we are offering an 
early registration discount rate of$1, 195 for all registrations received 
by May 31, 2013. 

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER 
Groups of three or more: Rate of $1 ,095 per person available for 
groups of three of more registering at the same time. Groups of 
three or more may register by contacting 
Info@PhillipsMediaRelations.com or calling 212-376-5070. 
You will receive an email confinnation of your registration, including 
location details, within 24 hours. (;;!lflLh.§![,,-for more information 
about Phillips Media Relations, travel information, and our 
cancellation policy. 

A Final Request: 

If you know any colleagues, managers, or clients who would benefit 
from this workshop, would you please forward this email to them? 
Thankyou! 
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I recently had the pleasure of staying at a Ritz-Carlton, a lUXUry 
hotel chain that operates 81 hotels in 25 countries. 

Upon visiting the indoor rooftop swimming pool at one of their New 
York hotels, I happened to see a sign containing the "pool rules." 

II was a strange sign. And it made me wonder what had gone wrong 
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inside the Ritz-Carlton's proofreading department. 

Click here to see the sign - and to see what it should have 
said instead. 
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It's not uncommon for politicians to mangle a fact or two. 
But during an interview last month, Stephanie Banister, a 27-year
old Australian running for a seat in parliament, took fact-mangling to 
a new extreme. Just see if you can count the number of errors she 
made. 

X Stephanie Banister 

!<.H£Kh!1I'St to watch the rather jaw-dropping video. 

President Obama's Latest Syria Surprise 

Last week, President Obama surprised his staff by announcing thai 
he wanted Congress to grant him authorization to attack Syria. 

II wasn't the first time he caught his slaff by surprise regarding 
Syria. And his abrupt policy shift leaves him in a vulnerable - and 
possibly dangerous - place. [oo.l~ 
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What's the best way to get people - an audience, your staff, a 
teenager - to do what you want them to do? 
If you're like a lot of companies, leaders, or parents, you create a set 
of rules and policies. Do not give customers a free upgrade without 
supervisor approval. Get your reports in by the 15th of each month. 
Don't stay out past midnight. 
But those of us who have issued sets of rules know that lack of 
compliance is a big problem. Many people don't like rules, so they 
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ignore them. They lapse back into old habits. Staff members wait until 
the end of the month to submit their reports. Your teenager stays out 
until 2 a.m. 

;,( null 

In many cases, there's a better way to get people to do what 
you want them to do. Click here for more. 
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Penn State's student newspaper ran a front-page story last week about 
a student who sent a racially incendiary tweet. 

Ashley Lytle, a 19-year-old student, tweeted: 

.X Ashley Lytle Tweet 

That's obviously an inappropriate and offensive tweet - one that I have 
no intent of defending. She deserves to be criticized for sending it. But 
instead of focusing on my usual angle of media training, I'd rather focus 
on the sticky question of journalistic responsibility. 

l',:at<;;kJ]-'t[~ for more (and to see the most lopsided poll in my 
blog's history) 

r:::l The Media Training Bible: 101 Things You 
~ Absolutely, Positively Need To Know Before 

Your Next Interview 
by Brad Phillips 
Paperback 
List Price: $24.95 
Our Price: $19.81 
Buy Now 
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I heard a story many years ago about a disgruntled ex-employee who 
became a thorn in the side of his former company's board of directors. 
After every board meeting, the ex-employee would write about the 
board's proceedings. The board members were confused about how 
he got the information - the meeting was closed - and surmised that 
someone must have been leaking to him. Trouble was, no one could 
determine who the leaker was. ~ 

That's Something Hitler Would Do 

If you listen to a political debate long enough, you'll probably hear 
some politician refer to an opponent's idea or tactic as something 
Hitler would have supported. It's so common, there's a name for il. ~ 

The Three Deadly Horsemen of Media 
Interviews 

In order to assess the skill level of each of our trainees, we often 
conduct an on-camera "baseline" interview at the beginning of each 
media training session. It's amazing to watch our trainees' reactions 
just before we begin. They're usually visibly nervous, wondering, What 
is this guy going to ask me? Do I have good [ ... l~ 
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()ne 

I rarely watch television commercials. We have a DVR at home, so it 
takes a particularly good ad to make me remove my finger from the 
fast-forward button. 

One series of commercials here in New York makes me stop and 
watch every time. These ads pack an emotional punch. Perhaps I'm 
going soft, but a couple of these reduced me to tears. 

Their power comes from their raw authenticity and vulnerability. They 
feature real people - patients and hospital employees; young and 
old; sick and healthy. 



QHf,.!;J).~r~ to watch a few of the ads - and see what lessons 
they hold for media spokespersons. 

F>lD 'Thhll1S ~rO [}f) VVh&ln -;~{O~.Jf Speech 
(3cts ()hortcned 

I recently received a question from a reader who asked: "What does 
one do if a speaking engagement is shortened, perhaps dramatically, 
at the lasl minute?" 

There's little more disheartening than planning and practicing a 
presentation only to have your boss or a meeting organizer tell you 
at the last minute you need to chop it in half. 

A few years ago, I experienced that firsthand. I was the third of three 
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speakers scheduled to speak during a 50-minute conference 
breakout session. The previous two speakers both went long, and I 
watched helplessly as the minutes ticked away. What was 
supposed to be my twenty-minute section was quickly reduced to 
eight. 

Here's what to do if that happens to you. 

()ther 

How To Conduct a Practice Media Interview 

This post will teach you how to conduct an effective practice 
interview and rate your performance. Even if the reporter has a 
particularly bruising deadline, try to do a quick "shortcut" version of 
this exercise. [ ... l~ 

John F. Kennedy: My Thoughts On November 22, 
1963 

Fifty years ago - on November 22,1963 - President John F. 
Kennedy was murdered while riding in an open-air motorcade in 
Dallas. Moments after he was shot, First Lady Jackie Kennedy 
climbed atop the back of the car in what has now become an iconic 
photograph. [ ... l~ 
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Welcome to the newly designed Mr. Media Training email! 

We'lie changed the lor mat, bul our cornrnitment 10 sharing our favorite media training and presentation 
lips remains the same. \IVe hope you like the new formal, but we want to hear your feedback' 

Please lake a moment 10 let us know if you like Ihis new format or whether you preferred Ihe "old" 
one. Just click "reply" to this email. and we'll see it. 
Thanks for reading. 
Brad Phillips 

Michael Bay is one of Hollywood's biggest directors. He's the 
man behind Transformers, Armaggedon. and The Texas 
Chainsaw Massacre. On Monday, he was set to deliver a 
speech at a major trade show. His teleprompter malfunctioned. 
And Mr. Bay melted down on stage. 

This video is hard to watch. But I've offered you five things to do 
if this unfortunate situation ever happens to you. 

Click Here For More 
-------------------------------------------------------
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Ha ppy Thursday! 

I'd like to thWlk ,~II of you who provided lJi' with feedback about our Ilewly redesiglled newslelter, 

TI1e results were clear: Many more of you liked than disliked tha new format. so wa'ra planning on 
k~eping it That i><lid, many of you ~)(p~M~nc~d t~chnic<ll troubl~s with out" I<lsi ~maiL W~ think 
we've !)orracted the iswe - bul ple,~se let us kn!wv if you're slill experienc!tl(j any diffbulties. 
As always, thank you \tart much for reading and sharing our work! 

Bmd Phillips 

"I am not a crook." 
"I did not hav~ s~xual r~lations with that woman." 
"I am not a bully." 

Too often, powerful people in crisis become defensive. 
uttering "quotes of denial" that rarely do them any favors. 

In this post, you'll see eight famous quotes of denial - and 



x 

learn a better alternative if you're ever faced with a similar 
situation. 

Click Here For More 

You've probably heard this advice before: When a journalist 
asks you a question containing a flawed premise, you 
should challenge the question. 

That's smart advice - but it's also incomplete. 

There's another type of flawed premise question that can 
get you into trouble: When a reporter's question is too 
charitable for the situation. 

Read More About Why You Should Beware of Kind Questions 

By now, you've probably heard about the West Virginia 
chemical leak that contaminated water for 300,000 local 
residents. 

The CEO of the company responsible delivered an awful 
press conference. He tried to leave halfway through, but a 
tough reporter wouldn't let him. 

It's a remarkable exchange that made him look weak - and 
surely made viewers question his competence. 

This may surprise you, but the television host I admire the 
most is American Idol's Ryan Seacrest. 
Seacrest may be the single most agile host of the television 
era. If that statement seems hyperbolic, keep in mind that 
the most famous television emcee of the 20th Century -
Dick Clark - personally handpicked Seacrest to be his 
successor. 
Even if you loathe American Idol, I encourage you to watch 
it as a dispassionate analyst. Dissect what makes Seacrest 
so good at his job. Then, apply those same traits to the next 
event at which you'll serve as the host or emcee. 

Here Are Six Reasons Seacrest Is The Best In The Business 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



>( BrBd Phillips 
Brad Phillips is the president of Phillips Media Relations. a media and 
presentation training firm with offices in NYC and DC. 

Before founding Phillips Media Relations in 2004, Brad worked as a 
journalist with ABC's Nightline with Ted Koppel and CNN's Reliable Sources 
and The Capital Gang. 

He is the author of "The Media Training Bible: 101 Things You 
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Christina Mozaffari is the Senior Writer for the Mr. Media Training Blog. 
She is the Washington, D.C. vice president for Phillips Media Relations. 

Before joining Phillips Media Relations in 2011, Christina worked as a 
journalist with NBC News, where she produced stories for MSNBC's 
Hardball with Chris Matthews, NBC Nightly News, and The Today Show. 
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It's been a while since I shot a new video media 
training tip. 
I think you'll like this one, as it offers one very easy 
tip that you can begin implementing immediately. 
Remember these three words: Click, clack, repeal. 

Click Here To Watch The Video 



x: Media TrainingCamera 

Since watching the Super Bowl, one advertisement has 
stuck with me more than any other, and not for a good 
reason. 
A Honda ad starring Bruce Willis - ostensibly about 
car safety - was manipulative at best, the advertising 
equivalent of a bail and switch. 
I hated this ad. 

Click Here To Watch The Ad 

Please join me in New York City on ApriIS-9, 2014 for our 
only small-group media and presentation training workshop 
of2014! 
I'll be leading the session personally, and I hope to 
have the opportunity to work with you, 
This workshop is appropriate for spokespersons and public 
speakers with any level of experience. The training will be 
content-rich, fast-moving, and yes - fun. 
So tell your boss you're coming to New York City this 
spring. You'll learn a lot and get to enjoy the City during its 
loveliest season. 

Click Here For Mom Details ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Let's say you've been invited to be a guest on a local 
radio show for a 30-minute segment. 
The show airs weekdays at 6pm, so you know that 
many people will be tuning in during their commutes 
home. Some will get in their cars a few minutes after 
your interview begins, others will get home before it 
ends, and others will take a phone call from their child 
halfway through. 
Those facts mean one thing if people are listening to 
the radio program on the radio - but they mean 
something entirely different if they're listening to the 
same show in the form of a downloaded podcast. 

Click Here For More 

I've always enjoyed looking at old photographs featuring 
groups of people. 
The photo to the left, taken of the Phi Kappa Psi fraternity at 
Mississippi's Jefferson College on June 24, 1884, is a 
perfect example of the type of photo I find thoroughly 
captivating. 

So what does any of this have to do with helping you reduce 
your fear of public speaking? 



:x Brad Phillips 
Brad Phillips is the president of Phillips Media Relations, a media and 
presentation training firm with offices in NYC and DC. 

Before founding Phillips Media Relations in 2004. Brad worked as a 
journalist with ABC's Nightline with Ted Koppel and CNN's Reliable Sources 
and The Capital Gang. 

He is the author of ::Ih~Ui~~9j~ __ II~jnjn\lJ:,HJ?J~; __ H1:LTl:1jnm; __ '1\lY 
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He tweets at @MrMediaTraining. 

Christina Mozaffari is the Senior Writer for the Mr. Media Training Blog. 
She is the Washington, D.C. vice president for Phillips Media Relations. 

Before joining Phillips Media Relations in 2011, Christina worked as a 
journalist with NBC News, where she produced stories for MSNBC's 
Hardball with Chris Matthews, NBC Nightly News, and The Today Show. 

She tweets at @PMRChristina. 
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Happy Monday! 

If you have experience delivering speeches or presentations, odds are you have a public speaking 
horror story to tell. 

This week, I'll focus on public speaking horror stories - mine and yours. 
The goal isn't simply to share fun stories about the public speakin~l nightmares we've all 
experienced (although I'll admit that they can make for fun reading). Rather, my hope is to use 
those experiences 10 share lessons aboul whal others should do if faced with a similar situaliorL 
I'll post a few of my own horror stories this week, but I'd also like to post yours. Please 
leave your horror story and the lessons you learned from that experience in the 
comments section at this link. 

And now, on with the newsletter. Thanks for reading! 

~Brad 
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If you've ever been deposed in a legal case, your attorney 
probably instructed you to answer questions using the 
fewest number of words possible. 
No wonder attorneys often make the worst media guests. 
They end Iheir answers abruptly, leaving the audience to 
wonder why their answers sound so artificially clipped and 
carefully parsed. 

The attorneys who bring their best legal advice to media 
interviews - "Say only what you have 10 say, Ihen stop" -
are missing one critical ingredient. 

Click Here For More 

You're in middle of a presentation when someone asks a 
question about a topic you planned to cover later in your 
talk. 

You're faced with a choice: You can answer the question
which may throw off the sequence of your presentation - or 
you can tell the questioner you plan on covering that 
maleriallater. 

Please join me in New York City on ApriIS-9, 2014 for our 
only small-group media and presentation training 
workshop of2014! 
I'll be leading the session personally, and I hope to 
have the opportunity to work with you. 
This workshop is appropriate for spokespersons and 
public speakers with any level of experience. The training 
will be content-rich, fast-moving, and yes - fun. 
If you refer someone to this workshop and they register 
and attend the session, we'll write you a check for $150. 
Refer two people, we'll write a check for $300. We'll give 
you $150 for each additional person, too. 
Just send an email to Contact@MrMediaTraining.comwith 
Ihe names of the people you referred. If they attend the 
session, we'll send you a check! 
Note: Due to anti-kickback laws, we are unable to extend 
this offer to government employees. 

Click Here For More Details About The Workshop 

x 
You may have heard about a Cleveland PR pro named 
Kelly Blazek, whose harsh rejection letter to a young 
public relations professional made the rounds last week. 

Among other Ihings, she wrote: 

"I love Ihe sense of entitlement in your generation. 
And therefore I enjoy denying your invite .. .Don't ever 
write me again." 

Her letter is admittedly awful. Butl do undersland where 
she's coming from. 

Click Here To Read More 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
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Last week, I asked whether it is ever a smart media 
relations strategy to wait to return a reporter's call until 
just before the deadline. 
By doing so in specific circumstances, I wrote, you might 
be able to minimize your role in the story while preventing 
the reporter from writing that you refused to comment. 
You had a lot to say on this topic - thank you for all of 
your thoughtful comments - and, as I suspected, you had 
a wide range of opinions. You'll find some of the highlights 
at the link below. 

Your Responses: Is This Smart or Dangerous? 

Brad Phillips is the president of Phillips Media Relations, a media and 
presentation training firm with offices in NYC and DC. 

Before founding Phillips Media Relations in 2004. Brad worked as a 
journalist with ABC's Nightline with Ted Koppel and CNN's Reliable Sources 
and The Capital Gang. 

He is the author of ::Ih~Ui~~9j~ .. II~jnjn\lJ:,HJ?J~; .. H1:LTl:1jnm; .. '1\lY 
At>j?g.M~.I.lt\.f'g.~mv~!Y .. N~.~g.TQ .. K[)9W .. !?~J9[~ .. yq.\!LN~.~.Unt~[l£!~W.,:: 

He tweets at @MrMediaTraining. 

Christina Mozaffari is the Senior Writer for the Mr. Media Training Blog. 
She is the Washington, D.C. vice president for Phillips Media Relations. 

Before joining Phillips Media Relations in 2011, Christina worked as a 
journalist with NBC News, where she produced stories for MSNBC's 
Hardball with Chris Matthews, NBC Nightly News, and The Today Show. 

She tweets at @PMRChristina. 
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Public Speaking Horror Stories 

Mf. Media Training I Phillips Media Relations March 2014 

)( Media & Presentation Training 

Happy Thursday! 

This special edition 01 the newsletter focuses on four public speaking horror stories -three of 
mine and one from ;a readeL I hope you learn from our mistakes so you don't commit these errors 
yourself. Thanks for reading, and good luck in your presentations! 

-Brad 

A few years ago, I was invited to join a panel discussion. 
The organizer didn't provide me with much detail in 
advance, so I emailed a few times to leam more about the 
panel. "It's just a loose conversation about the media," he 
told me. "No need to prepare anything specific." 
I asked whether I should prepare any opening remarks. He 
told me that there wouldn't be any and Ihat he'd jump 
straight into the conversation. 
As the four of us on the panel took our seats, the 
moderator introduced us. Then, without warning, he said: 
"We'll begin with each panelist giving five minutes of 



x 

>( Media Training Camera 

opening remarks. We'll start with Brad Phillips." 

Click Here For More 

I was already having a tough training. 

It was my fault, since I knew the format would be 
problematic even before I accepted the job. 

As a result, I felt a bit "off' during the training. But things 
took a quick turn for the worse when I tripped and fell hard, 
face first, onto the stage. 

Here are three things I wish I had said to the audience to 
help recover from my embarrassing fall. 

Click Here For More ------------------------------------------------------. 

Please join me in New York City on April 8-9, 2014 for our 
only small-group media and presentation training 
workshop of 2014! 
I'll be leading the session personally, and I hope to have 
the opportunity to work with you. 
Slots are filling up - and we only have space for the 
first 12 people to register. 
This workshop is appropriate for spokespersons and 
public speakers with any level of experience. It will be a 
content-rich and fast-moving couple of days that will 
deliver immediate results. 

Sometimes, I write an open to a presentation that I 
just know is going to work. 

I had written one such open and couldn't wait to 
deliver it to a group of about 100 PR professionals. 

After being introduced, I approached the front of the 
room. I started speaking. 

And then the caterers undermined my entire effort. 

Click Here To Read More 
---------------------------------------------------------------------



>( BrBd Phillips 

A reader shared her embarrassing public 
speaking horror story with us. 

She was using video to train a high-profile 
physician when a particularly graphic 
commercial about feminine odor popped up. 

She was mortified. 
Here's her story - and an easy way to avoid 
embarrassing video advertisements. 

Click Here To Read More 

The Media Training Bible: 101 Things You Absolutely, 
Positively Need To Know Before Your Next Interview 
by Brad Phillips 

Paperback 
List Price: $24.95 
Our Price: $21.79 
Buy Now 

Brad Phillips is the president of Phillips Media Relations, a media and 
presentation training firm with offices in NYC and DC. 

Before founding Phillips Media Relations in 2004, Brad worked as a 
journalist with ABC's Nightline with Ted Koppel and CNN's Reliable Sources 
and The Capital Gang. 

He is the author of "The Media Training Bible: 101 Things You 
A.Q.j;QJ.\i1~Jl',J:Q.~J.!j.\{.!1J.lI .. !'!~~,!l .. IQ .. K!)g.wJ}'1t[Q.L!1 . .YQ.!J.L!'!.!1!!J..l.l]l~L\!J.!1W,:.: 

He tweets at @MrMediaTraining. 

Christina Mozaffari is the Senior Writer for the Mr. Media Training Blog. 
She is the Washington, D.C. vice president for Phillips Media Relations. 

Before joining Phillips Media Relations in 2011, Christina worked as a 
journalist with NBC News, where she produced stories for MSNBC's 
Hardball with Chris Matthews, NBC Nightly News, and The Today Show. 

She tweets at @PMRChristina. 
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Is This Man's Tie A Distraction? I The President Who Urinated During a Speech i How To Be Kind To Yourself When Reviewing Your 
Interviews and Speeches I How To Stop Being a Fast Talker I How To Stop Being a Slow Talker 

Mf. Media Training I Phillips Media Relations March 2014 

.£ Media & Presentation Training 

If you're like many of our clients, you may find it far too 
painful to ever listen to your radio interviews or watch tapes 
of your speeches or television interviews. 

I get it. It's hard to listen to or watch yourself in action. But 
that's a mistake. As uncomfortable as the experience may 
be, do it anyway. 

There's an easy way to critique yourself without beating 
yourself up. It's a lesson I learned while cooking. 

Click Here For More 



>( Media Training Camera 

You may have seen aviation expert Greg Feith on NBC 
News discussing the disappearance of Malaysia Airlines 
flight 370. 
His insight into this tragic and disturbing story is incredibly 
valuable. His experience is relevant, and I've found what he's 
been saying to be thoughtful and responsible given all of the 
unanswered questions in this story. 
The problem is, I have to close my eyes when he speaks to 
hear a word he's saying. 

Click Here To Read More ..................................................................... 

Please join me in New York City on April 8-9, 2014 for our 
only small-group media and presentation training 
workshop of 2014! 
I'll be leading the session personally, and I hope to have 
the opportunity to work with you. 
We recently redesigned our presentation training 
program, and I'm confident it's the best public 
speaking training we've ever delivered. 
This workshop is appropriate for spokespersons and 
public speakers with any level of experience. It will be a 
content-rich and fast-moving couple of days that will 
deliver immediate results. 

Click Here For More Details About The Workshop 

The president of Colombia - a prostate cancer survivor
had an unfortunate moment earlier this week while asking 
an audience to re-elect him for a second term. 

During his speech, he urinated in his pants - and the video 
of his mortifying moment went viral. 

I feel terrible for President Santos, but the good news is 
that he handled this embarrassing moment in exactly the 
right way. 

Click Here For More ........................................................ 

Most people speak somewhere between 120-180 words 
per minute. 

But if you're much slower or faster than that, there's a 
chance you're going to alienate your audiences. 

"The good news about fast-talking," according to authors 
Laurie Schloff and Marcia Yudkin, "is that studies show 
listeners prefer a faster-than-average speaking rate to a 
slower-than-average rate." 

But that doesn't give you license to speak at a rapid-fire 
clip . 

.Are You a Fast Talker? Click Here! 

Are You a Slow Talker? Click Here! 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Brad Phillips is the president of Phillips Media Relations, a media and 
presentation training firm with offices in NYC and DC. 

Before founding Phillips Media Relations in 2004, Brad worked as a 
journalist with ABC's Nightline with Ted Koppel and CNN's Reliable Sources 
and The Capital Gang. 

He is the author of "The Media Training Bible: 10'1 Things You 
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He tweets at @MrMediaTraining. 

Christina Mozaffari is the Senior Writer for the Mr. Media Training Blog. 
She is the Washington, D.C. vice president for Phillips Media Relations. 

Before joining Phillips Media Relations in 2011, Christina worked as a 
journalist with NBC News, where she produced stories for MSNBC's 
Hardball with Chris Matthews, NBC Nightly News, and The Today Show. 

She tweets at @PMRChristina. 
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Plagiarize My Work? I My Executives Keep Watering Down My Messages. Help! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

:~:: Media & P"""ntation Tmining 

I often work with presenters who lack energy during their first 
practice speech. When we watch their videos back together, 
most people see for themselves that they fell a bit flal. Then 
we discuss how to fix the problem. 
We discuss what parts of their presentation they feel truly 
excited about - then we look for ways for that passion to 
shine through in a manner that feels genuine to the speaker. 
But then a curious thing happens during the next 
practice round. 

Click Here For More 
-------------------------------------------------------



>< Brad Phillips 

We've trained hundreds of top executives since launching our 
firm a decade ago. 

Working with executives requires trainers to remember a few 
important considerations. We constantly need to remember 
Ihe stress they're under, the pressure for their lime, and Iheir 
need 10 constantly scan the horizon for potenlialthreats to 
their business. 

In this post, I'll share seven things I've learned from my 
work with executive clients. 

Click Here For More 

I recently called out a PR professional who appeared to 
steal my work. 
It's not Ihe first lime I've done that. Unfortunately, a 
surprising number of people think lillie aboullifting 
someone else's work, and I regularly come across 
instances in which someone has claimed my work as 
their own. 
But after the last incident, a person on Twitter 
expressed her disappointment with me, comparing 
the act of publicly shaming a plagiarizer 10 the primitive 
punishment some countries dispense by cutting off Ihe 
hands of a shoplifter. 

Click Here For More ------------------------------------------------------. 

I received a phone call recently from a PR professional 
who is struggling with a frustrating and all-Ioo-common 
problem. 
He read my book and is trying to implement some of 
the messaging suggestions I wrote about - but he's 
running up against executives who are so scared of 
potentially alienating any slakeholder that Ihey hedge 
every statement and water down the messages to the 
point where Ihey're not even remotely engaging. 
He wondered what someone in his position can 
do when they know the right thing to do but keep 
getting thwarted by overly cautious colleagues. 

Click Here For More -------------------------------------------------------

Brad Phillips is the president of Phillips Media Relations, a media and 
presentation training firm with offices in NYC and DC. 

Before founding Phillips Media Relations in 2004, Brad worked as a 
journalist with ABC's Nightline with Ted Koppel and CNN's Reliable 
Sources and The Capital Gang. 

He is the author of ::Ih~JyJ~Q.if'LJI.?iJ]jJ19.J;'!H;t!jLjJ;1J_JJJjJlmLyQM 
@§.Q!1!t.gJ.lt_<_P.g_§Hl.y..'§tly. __ !ig,!1fl.Ig __ l:SIlgW. __ !?gJ9.I~_Xg_\iL~~!!_Ullt.!1D!.i.'§tltY.,:: 

He tweets at @MrMediaTraining. 

Christina Mozaffari is the Senior Writer for the Mr. Media Training Blog. 
She is the Washington, D.C. vice president for Phillips Media Relations. 

Before joining Phillips Media Relations in 2011, Christina worked as a 
journalist with NBC News, where she produced stories for MSNBC's 
Hardball with Chris Matthews, NBC Nightly News, and The Today Show. 

She tweets at @PMRChristina. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20107:38:12 PM 

Thousands protest Irish austerity plan 

Irish talks to secure a $112.5 billion aid package entered the final hours with opposition parties warning they would 

oppose any deal that forced the country to pay a high interest rate on EU/IMF loans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20108:58:25 PM 

Nigeria detains 12 in Halliburton bribery case 

Nigeria's anti-corruption police have raided the offices of the u.s. oilfield services group Halliburton and arrested 12 

people in a bribery case involving the former Halliburton unit KBR Inc, a spokesman said on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/2010 10:48:51 PM 

Qantas A380 returns to air after engine blowout 

Ig~~""IA Qantas A380 carrying more than 450 passengers, including the airline's chief executive, took to the 

skies Saturday in the first flight by one of its superjumbos since a midair engine explosion three weeks 
ago triggered a global safety review. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/201011:48:10 PM 

Scientist sets out to recreate Ice Age park 

Ig~~""IWild horses have returned to northern Siberia. So have musk oxen, hairy beasts that once shared this icy 
land with woolly mammoths and saber-toothed cats. Moose and reindeer are here, and may one day be 

joined by Canadian bison and deer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/2010 11:50:50 PM 

Video: Alleged bomb plot stuns Portland residents 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to court records, the 19-year-old suspect said he had been interested in jihad since his early 

teens, even writing for a jihadist website under an assumed name. NBC's Jim Forman reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/2010 11:52:38 PM 

Video: North Korea's dire warnings raise tension 

Ig~~""IAS the u.s. and South Korea prepare for military exercises, NBC's Richard Engel examines what's ahead 
for the crisis. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/2010 11:53:05 PM 

Video: Retailers hope to hook holiday shoppers 

Ig~~""IWith some good numbers backing up anecdotal evidence that Black Friday might have been just what 

retailers were hoping for, NBC's Mike Taibbi details the early effort to get the season rolling. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/2010 12:02:04 AM 

Ivory Coast issues curfew; opposition protests 

Ivory Coast's opposition leader said he would not respect a curfew because it would open the door to electoral fraud the 

day before historic elections that could restore stability to the world's biggest cocoa producer after a decade of unrest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/2010 12:35:41 AM 

Cargo plane crashes in Pakistan 

Ig~~""IA cargo plane crashed into a housing complex in Pakistan's largest city soon after takeoff Sunday, setting 

off a huge blaze and killing all eight Russian crew on board. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20102:07:08 AM 

Ore. bomb suspect wanted 'spectacular show' 

A Somali-born teenager plotted "a spectacular show" of terrorism for months, saying he didn't mind if children died at a 

Christmas tree-lighting, according to authorities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20102:20:36 AM 

No. 12 Arkansas makes BCS case vs. No.6 LSU 

Ig~~""IRyan Mallett threw for 320 yards and three touchdowns as No. 12 Arkansas made its case for the school's 
first BCS bowl game with a 31-23 win over No.6 LSU on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20102:31:36 AM 

No.8 Ohio St. makes it 7 straight vs. Michigan 

Ig~~""I-"The Game" is getting awfully one-sided. Jordan Hall broke the game open with an 85-yard kickoff 
return and No.8 Ohio State's defense stymied high-powered Michigan 37-7 on Saturday, stretching the 

Buckeyes' mastery in "The Game" to seven straight wins. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20102:47:56 AM 

Ex charged in NY with murdering Pa. dance student 

Ig~~""IA 20-year-old Pennsylvania dance student who vanished last week while on Thanksgiving break in her 
hometown was killed by her on-again, off-again boyfriend, who then dumped her body in a park "like 

garbage," a prosecutor said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20104:00:14 AM 

Palin says Iowa book signing stop not political 

Ig~~""IHundreds turned out for a Sarah Palin book signing in Iowa, an event the former Alaska governor and 

2008 Republican vice presidential candidate insisted was not for political purposes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20104:15:08 AM 

U.S., South Korea launch war games 

Ig~~""~he United States and South Korea launched war games Sunday as North Korea deployed missiles and 

threatened another attack if military exercises violate its territorial waters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20105:07:41 AM 

Britain in big freeze with most snow since '93 

Ig~~""IHeaVy snow was spreading across much of the United Kingdom on Sunday, with northeast England and 

eastern Scotland bearing the brunt of a wintry blast. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20105:20:47 AM 

No.7 Stanford routs Oregon St., eyes BCS spot 

Ig~~""IAndrew Luck threw four touchdown passes to set a single-season school record and No.7 Stanford stated 
its case for a berth in the Bowl Championship Series by beating Oregon State 38-0 Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20106:11:11 AM 

Burned by Mavs, Heat hold players-only meeting 

Ig~~""IAfter losing to Caron Butler and the Mavericks, 106-95 on Saturday night, the Heat (9-8) hold a players

only meeting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20106:20:16 AM 

No. 14 Oklahoma outguns No. 10 Okla. St. 

Ig~~""ILandry Jones matched the school record with 468 yards passing and threw two long touchdown passes in 

a wild finish to the Bedlam game, as No. 14 Oklahoma beat No. 10 Oklahoma State 47-41 on Saturday 
night to forge a three-way tie atop the Big 12 South. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20107:49:54 AM 

Police: 2 men shot inside suburban Detroit mall 

Ig~~""IA dispute between two rival groups of teenagers escalated into gunfire Saturday when members of one 

of the groups opened fire inside a shopping mall, critically injuring one teenager and a clothing store 
worker as holiday shoppers dashed for cover, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20108:46:48 AM 

First Black Thursday ... now it's Cyber Sunday 

Ig~~""IRetailers from BestBuy.com to Walmart.com and Staples.com have opted to offer Cyber Monday deals 
one day early, on newly coined "Cyber Sunday." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20109:41:13 AM 

3 missing Mich. boys feared to be in danger 

Ig~~""lpolice were searching Sunday for three young brothers who haven't been seen since their father tried to 

hang himself, and investigators unraveling the man's strange story fear the boys are in grave danger. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/201012:13:44 PM 

'We won': Rio cops claim victory at gang haven 

Ig~~""IRiO police backed by helicopters and armored vehicles invaded a shantytown complex long held by 

traffickers on Sunday, quickly taking over a key drug gang stronghold. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/201012:38:16 PM 

Macau casino mogul bids $330,000 for 2 truffles 

Ig~~""IA Macau casino mogul bid $330,000 for a pair of white truffles, including one weighing about two 

pounds, matching the record price he paid at the same event three years ago for one of the giant fungi. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20101:39:30 PM 

Bomb suspect to classmate: 'I hate Americans' 

Ig~~""~he university student met with an undercover FBI agent in August and told him he had found the perfect 
location for a terrorist attack: Portland's annual Christmas tree lighting ceremony. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20101:55:38 PM 

US asks WikiLeaks to halt document release 

Ig~~""~he Obama administration has told whistleblower WikiLeaks that its expected imminent release of 

classified State Department cables will put "countless" lives at risk, threaten global counterterrorism 
operations and jeopardize u.S. relations with its allies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20102:29:37 PM 

Full agenda as Congress tries to finish year 

The George W. Bush-era tax cuts, enacted in 2001 and 2003 and due to expire at year's end, will be at the top of agenda 

as lawmakers arrive in town Monday for the final stretch of the postelection session. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20102:43:04 PM 

Video: u.s. war games meant as warning to North 

Ig~~""INBC'S Richard Engel explains why joint military exercises in the waters just off the peninsula are raising 
tension across the region. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20102:46:56 PM 

Video: Officials probe Ore. bomb suspect's Pakistan link 

Ig~~""ICNBC'S Carl Quintanilla speaks with NBC counterterrorism expert Roger Cressey. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20102:52:46 PM 

Subject: China proposes emergency talks on Korea crisis 

O
·g~~..., 

China called for emergency talks on resolving a crisis on the Korean peninsula on Sunday, and Seoul and 
okyo said they would study the proposal, as the u.S. and South Korean militaries started a massive drill. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20103:05:52 PM 

Video: Kyl: START can wait until new Congress 

Ig~~""IWill the lame duck Congress begin debate over the new START treaty with Russia, or will it have to wait 

until the next session begins? Party leaders Sen. Dick Durbin, 0-111., and Sen. Jon Kyl, R-Ariz., 
debate. (Meet the Press) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20104:26:13 PM 

Adult picky eaters may actually have a disorder 

Thousands of people who are picky eaters may actually have the newly-recognized "selective eating disorder." They 

experience foods differently from the rest of us and often prefer bland, salty foods like grilled cheese sandwiches and 

french fries. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20104:27:48 PM 

8 ways to control blood sugar -- and save your life 

Save your life-and prevent diabetes-by soothing your blood sugar with this simple eight-step plan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20104:45:32 PM 

The new natural wonders of the world 

Ig~~""~hese sites represent the best of what nature has to offer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20105:41:53 PM 

Open Channel: Watching the Wikileaks release 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20105:54:53 PM 

Kyl: Arms treaty less urgent than other issues 

A leading Republican lawmaker on Sunday rejected the Obama administration's assertion that ratification of a new arms 

control treaty with Russia is so pressing that it must be dealt with by the lame-duck Senate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20106:03:06 PM 

Dealing with the best and worst gift cards 

Ig~~""IGift cards are a popular alternative to the traditional ribbon-and-wrapped present, but buyers and 

recipients should know that not all gift cards are created equal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20106:22:15 PM 

Investors to watch Europe, malls, jobs this week 

There is no sign that investors' headaches from Europe are going away, but indications of strong holiday spending and 

an improving labor market could soothe Wall Street next week. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20106:48:01 PM 

WikiLeaks defies u.s. demands on leaked cables 

Ig~~""~he online website WikiLeaks says it will go ahead with the release of hundreds of thousands of classified 

State Department documents in defiance of u.S. demands not to publish the files. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20107:48:50 PM 

Graham: No quick end to 'don't ask, don't tell' 

Ig~~""IA Republican senator on Sunday played down the chances that the ban on gays serving openly in the 
military would be lifted during the lame-duck session of Congress that resumes this week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20108:08:10 PM 

Police: Pa. couple hid 5 children from society 

Ig~~""~hey lived outside society, hidden from the world in a squalid row house with no heat, electricity or 

running water. They had no birth certificates, no schooling, no immunizations or evidence of medical care 
- nothing whatsoever to prove their existence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20108:45:17 PM 

NYT: Arab allies urged u.s. to strike Iran 

Ig~~""IDocuments obtained by WikiLeaks show how leaders from around the world offered their unvarnished 

opinions about how to negotiate with, threaten and perhaps force Iran's leaders to renounce their atomic 
ambitions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20109:11:51 PM 

Muslim orphans caught between Islamic, U.S. law 

Traditional, closed adoption violates Islamic jurisprudence, which stresses the importance of lineage. Instead, Islam has 

a guardianship system called kafalah that resembles foster care, yet has no exact counterpart in Western law. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20109:12:04 PM 

Hocutt: 'Better days are ahead' for Miami 

Ig~~""IHiS voice nearly cracking, Miami athletic director Kirby Hocutt somberly laid out some of the many 

reasons why Randy Shannon was right for the Hurricanes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20109:30:58 PM 

McCain: Time to discuss N. Korea 'regime change' 

Ig~~""lsen. John McCain said Sunday it was time to discuss "regime change" in North Korea, but the former 

Navy combat pilot didn't say how he advocates changing the government in the repressive and secretive 
dictatorship. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/2010 10:38:32 PM 

Tax break for employer health plans a target 

Ig~~""~ob-based health care benefits could wind up on the chopping block if President Barack Obama and 

congressional Republicans get serious about cutting the deficit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/201010:42:10 PM 

Guatemalan soccer player found dismembered 

Police in Guatemala have found the body of a professional soccer player dismembered and left in five plastic bags in a 

rural area. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/201010:47:17 PM 

Starbucks: Kraft screwed up our partnership 

Starbucks has accused Kraft of bungling sales of its packaged coffee in grocery stores and wants to end their 12-year 

partnership due to "material breaches" of their contract. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/2010 10:56:21 PM 

Saudi women sue guardians who stop marriage 

Ig~~""IYear after year, the 42-year-old Saudi surgeon remains single, against her will. Her father keeps turning 

down marriage proposals, and her hefty salary keeps going directly to his bank account. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/2010 10:58:49 PM 

NYT: Cables uncloak secret u.s. diplomacy 

A cache of confidential American diplomatic cables provides brutally candid views of foreign leaders and frank 

assessments of nuclear and terrorist threats. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/201011:09:37 PM 

Streaking Falcons edge Packers on late FG 

Ig~~""IMatt Bryant kicked a 47-yard field goal with 9 seconds remaining to give the NFC-Ieading Atlanta Falcons 
their fifth straight win, 20-17 over the Green Bay Packers on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/201011:17:27 PM 

Euro zone awaits market verdict on debt rescue plans 

EU finance ministers awaited the verdict of financial markets on Monday after unveiling a rescue package for Ireland and 

a long-term mechanism intended to prevent the debt crisis tearing the euro zone apart. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/2010 11:30:29 PM 

Johnson, Finnegan brawl in Texans' victory 

Ig~~""IHouston snapped a four-game losing streak while receiver Andre Johnson and cornerback Cortland 
Finnegan were ejected for fighting in the fourth quarter of the Texans' 20-0 win over Tennessee on 

Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/201011:53:17 PM 

Video: Leaked cables offer candid view of diplomacy 

Ig~~""~he materials tear the cover off some u.s. secret operations and offer up embarrassing critiques of world 
leaders. NBC's Jim Miklaszewski reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/201011:53:53 PM 

Video: Latest leak a game-changer for u.s. foreign policy? 

Ig~~""INBC'S Andrea Mitchell assesses the fallout from the release of confidential materials that offer a brutally 
frank view of foreign relations. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/2010 11:54:29 PM 

Video: All eyes on North during u.s. war games 

Ig~~""IWith tension soaring, China dispatched an envoy to Seoul and called for an urgent regional summit on the 
crisis. NBC's Ian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/201011:59:18 PM 

Video: Many anxious travelers spared holiday headaches 

Ig~~""IGOOd weather, good luck and good sense combined to keep most travelers from experiencing the 
annoyances that so many headlines suggested were inevitable. NBC's Mike Taibbi reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2010 12:00:58 AM 

Bowl Projections: How all 35 games shaping up 

Ig~~""IHOW the 35 postseason games are shaping up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2010 12:01:48 AM 

Video: NFL stars foster hope off the field 

Ig~~""lsometimes the real heroism happens long after the stadium lights are dark and the players have left the 

field. NBC's Lee Cowan shares the big-hearted efforts of San Diego's Phillip Rivers and Quentin 
Jammer. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2010 12:08:53 AM 

Video: Report: William doesn't want to leapfrog dad 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to a report in the British press, Prince William has no desire to jump ahead of his father and 
become king "before his time." NBC's Natalie Morales reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/201012:19:21 AM 

Spurs hand Hornets first home loss 

Ig~~""IManu Ginobili scored 15 of his 23 points in the second half, and the San Antonio Spurs overcame a 17-
point third-quarter deficit to hand the New Orleans Hornets their first home loss of the season, 109-95 on 

Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2010 12:35:49 AM 

Fire set at mosque attended by terror suspect 

Ig~~""IAnger over a Somali-born teen's failed plan to blow up a van full of explosives during Portland's Christmas 

tree lighting ceremony erupts in arson, authorities say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2010 12:40:02 AM 

Merchants happy after first holiday weekend 

Holiday spending appears to be off to a respectable start, with shoppers crowding stores and malls in bigger numbers 

than last year on Friday and steady traffic the rest of the weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2010 12:43:58 AM 

Newsweek: Wikileaks will get opposite of its goal 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20101:38:49 AM 

Health benefits of fish may outweigh mercury concerns 

NEW YORK (Reuters life!) - The benefits for heart health of eating fish may outweigh concerns over the potential 

negative impact of increased exposure to mercury as a result, according to a study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20103:16:02 AM 

White House condemns Wikileaks' release 

The White House says Wikileaks' decision to release classified u.s. diplomatic files endangers u.s. diplomats, 

intelligence agents and democratic activists who seek America's help. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20104:10:55 AM 

Major candidates call for halt to Haiti election 

Ig~~""INearIY all the major candidates in Haiti's presidential election have backed a statement calling for the 
cancellation of Sunday's election. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20104:25:28 AM 

'Airplane!' star leslie Nielsen dies at 84 

Ig~~""IActor Leslie Nielsen, star of such comedies as "Airplane!" and the "Naked Gun" series, died Sunday of 

complications from pneumonia. Nielsen was 84. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20105:08:41 AM 

Man dies after 20-foot fall at Chicago NFL stadium 

Authorities say a man has died after falling at least 20 feet from a ledge at Soldier Stadium while attending a Chicago 

Bears game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20105:35:12 AM 

Cops: 3 boys missing after dad's suicide bid 

Ig~~...,~wo planes, police dogs and FBI behavioral science experts are aiding the search for three southern 

Michigan boys missing after their father tried to hang himself, authorities say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20106:58:06 AM 

Chargers literally pick Manning, Colts apart 

Ig~~""lsan Diego intercepted Peyton Manning four times, returning two for scores, and Mike Tolbert scored on a 
3-yard run as the Chargers beat Indianapolis 36-14 on Sunday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20107:04:13 AM 

Comcast Internet outage hits eastern u.s. 

A failure of Comcast's Internet services hit a wide swath of the eastern u.s. on Sunday, and the company said the issue 

was a problem with its DNS servers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2010 11:31:09 AM 

Cops: Gang leader confesses to border massacre 

Ig~~""IMeXicols federal police have captured a presumed leader of a cross-border drug gang suspected in 

dozens of killings, including the slaying of u.s. consulate workers, authorities announced Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/201011:45:36 AM 

Hunt to resume for boys after dad's suicide bid 

Neighbors of three Michigan boys last seen the day before their father tried to commit suicide are holding onto hope 

that the children will be found safe. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/201012:27:16 PM 

Man who dies after Soldier Field fall identified 

Authorities have identified a man who fell to his death from a ledge at Soldier Field during the Chicago Bears game on 

Sunday afternoon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2010 12:40:46 PM 

Your Career: Surviving the office holiday party 

Ig~~""IYour Career: The holiday party has long been a tense event for many employees faced with a host of 

soiree questions: How to act? What to wear? How friendly to be? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2010 12:44:44 PM 

Video: Arson at terror suspect's mosque probed 

Ig~~""IAS 19-year-old Mohamed Osman Mohamud, charged with plotting to bomb a Christmas gathering in 

Oregon, prepares to make his first appearance in court, police in Portland are investigating a fire that tore 
through the suspect's mosque. NBC's Peter Williams reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2010 12:45:42 PM 

12 must-have toy hits from Christmases past 

That's the fun of hot holiday toys. No one knows that a Furby doll or a Tickle Me Elmo will cause otherwise rational 

shoppers, full of holiday spirit, to trample their fellow man. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2010 12:52:54 PM 

Cyber Monday tips for safe online shopping 

Ig~~""lonline consumers are kicking off another holiday shopping season, but there are dangers that come with 

cyber shopping. Here are some tips to keep it a safe experience. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20101:03:10 PM 

Video: Ex-boyfriend held in murder of ballerina 

Ig~~""llnvestigators in Syracuse, N.Y., believe Steven Pieper, 21, killed his girlfriend, 20-year-old Jenni-Lyn 

Watson, after she tried to break off their relationship. NBC's Jeff Rossen reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20101:04:50 PM 

Video: Cancer-stricken Douglas vacations with family 

Ig~~""IMichael Douglas spent the Thanksgiving holiday with his wife and two children in Orlando, Fla., despite 
grim reports that the actor is losing his battle with cancer. TODAY's Natalie Morales reports. (Today 

Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20101:07:11 PM 

Video: Tooth helps woman regain her sight 

Ig~~""IA blind woman regains her eyesight after doctors implanted her extracted tooth in her eye to anchor a 
lens linked to her poor vision. NBC's Kerry Sanders has her incredible story. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20101:17:50 PM 

U.S. Muslims plead for safety after bomb arrest 

Muslim leaders urged authorities to step up protection for the region's Islamic community, days after a Somali-American 

man was accused of trying to carry out a car bomb attack in downtown Portland, Oregon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20101:19:36 PM 

'Airplane!' star leslie Nielsen dies at 84 

Ig~~""IActor Leslie Nielsen, star of such comedies as "Airplane!" and the "Naked Gun" series, died Sunday of 

complications from pneumonia. Nielsen was 84. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20101:40:00 PM 

Sip and sniff? Scientists thwart wine allergies 

Ig~~""lsulfites long have been blamed for wine allergies, but new research suggests molecules called 

glycoproteins might be a bigger culprit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20101:59:18 PM 

Eating disorders rising fast among young kids 

A new report on eating disorders cites data showing a sharp increase in children's hospitalizations for such problems. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20102:04:37 PM 

Election debacle has Haiti again near turmoil 

Ig~~""IHaitians entered election day hoping for the best. Within hours, ballot boxes were ripped to pieces, 

protesters were on the streets and nearly every presidential hopeful was united against the government. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20102:07:07 PM 

De-stress after the holidays with luxury for less 

Need a getaway from stressful family reunions and holiday overeating? Why not use those vacation days for a relaxing 

and luxurious retreat. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20103:26:54 PM 

JetBlue, Continental soar in Zagat airline survey 

Americans may be flying more, but in the wake of new fees and fewer frills, the latest Zagat survey isn't finding them any 

happier about the experience. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20103:38:57 PM 

Video: Bieber mural in drug kingpin's home 

Ig~~""IA hand-painted mural of Justin Bieber was found during a raid on the wall of one of Brazil's most 
notorious drug kingpins. Willie Geist has the story. (ZeitGeist) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20103:42:07 PM 

Obama announces pay freeze for federal workers 

President Obama will announce a pay freeze for federal workers in a statement today, NBC's Savannah Guthrie reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20104:06:54 PM 

Revealed: U.S. diplomats slam world leaders 

Ig~~""IAmOng the hundreds of thousands of leaked State Department documents were candid and often 

unflattering assessments of foreign leaders. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20104:33:50 PM 

Kenya leader: Homosexuals 'should be arrested' 

Ig~~""IKenyaIS prime minister has said that homosexuals should be arrested, according to reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20104:55:51 PM 

Signs of disarray in S. Korea in wake of attack 

South Korea's military announced provocative new artillery drills on the front-line island shelled in North Korean attack, 

then immediately postponed them in a sign of disarray. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20104:59:10 PM 

Cops warn Rio gangs after seizing 'heart of evil' 

Ig~~""IRiO'S top security official hailed the taking by authorities of what was long the most dangerous slum in 

the city that will host the 2016 Olympics. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20105:02:35 PM 

Staggering Picasso trove turns up in France 

Ig~~""IA retired French electrician and his wife have come forward with 271 undocumented, never-before-seen 

works by Pablo Picasso estimated to be worth at least €60 million ($79.35 million), an administrator of 
the artist's estate said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20105:26:32 PM 

Hunt for 3 missing boys turns to Ohio 

Authorities searching for three Michigan boys last seen the day before their father tried to commit suicide focused their 

efforts Monday across state lines in Ohio, according to media reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20105:37:05 PM 

Behind the Wall: China's North Korea conundrum 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20105:53:04 PM 

Plants that glow on their own developed 

Ig~~""IRed roses with glowing petals, poinsettias lit up for Christmas and shrubbery that illuminates 
communities at night, rendering street lights unnecessary - that's the vision behind the company 

BioGlow, Inc., which has transplanted into tobacco plants the genes that allow marine bacteria to light up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20105:56:23 PM 

Hathaway, Franco to host Academy Awards 

James Franco and Anne Hathaway are headed for the Oscars. The "127 Hours" star and the "Love and Other Drugs" star 

will co-host the 83rd Annual Academy Awards, Access Hollywood has confirmed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20106:23:41 PM 

Government trying to block cell phones in cars 

Not content with laws banning talking or texting while driving, the u.s. Department of Transportation is considering 

adding technology to automobiles that would disable cell phones. The move is a response to the growing number of 

deaths and injuries related to distracted driving. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20106:23:41 PM 

Government trying to block cell phones in cars 

Not content with laws banning talking or texting while driving, the u.s. Department of Transportation is considering 

adding technology to automobiles that would disable cell phones. The move is a response to the growing number of 

deaths and injuries related to distracted driving. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20106:29:35 PM 

Irish taxpayers fume bailout is for the elite 

Ig~~""llreland's international bailout relieved investors Monday, but outraged many across the country who say 

it unjustly burdens average taxpayers for the mistakes of a rich elite. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20106:41:53 PM 

Clinton: Leaks 'tear at the fabric' of government 

Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton says the leak of secret diplomatic documents is an attack not only on the 

United States but also the international community. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20106:51:26 PM 

Uniform-wearing Afghan kills 6 U.S. troops 

The shooting - the highest toll for NATO forces since nine Americans died in a Sept. 21 helicopter crash - was the 

latest in a series of shootouts in which Afghan security forces have turned on their NATO partners. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20107:09:11 PM 

Video: Hispanics urge passage of Dream Act 

Ig~~""IMsnbcls Chris Jansing talks with Cesar Vargas and Erika Andiola, who are two undocumented college 

graduates calling for the passage of the bill. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20107:41:35 PM 

Christian woman faces death for insulting Islam 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20107:48:18 PM 

More teens getting dangerous prescriptions 

The chance that a teenager or young adult will receive a prescription for a controlled medication has nearly doubled in 

the last 15 years in the U.S., according to a new report. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20107:49:54 PM 

Video: 2010: The Year in Video 

Ig~~""IMsnbc.com's Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20107:59:02 PM 

Video: Police: Missing boys' dad lied 

Ig~~""IMiChigan authorities say they were questioning the validity of a father's account of what happened to his 
three young sons. WDIV reports. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20108:05:01 PM 

Video: Going green for the holidays 

Ig~~""INew green options make gift wrapping and other holiday traditions more eco-friendly. KING's Gary 
Chittim reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20108:10:48 PM 

London commuters hit by fourth Tube strike 

Ig~~""IMillions of Londoners battled to get to work in freezing conditions Monday as the city's underground rail 

workers staged a 24-hour strike, their fourth walkout since September over proposed station job cuts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20108:35:46 PM 

Cosmic Log: Virtual actor takes over in 'Tron' 

Ig~~""lcosmic Log: Actor Jeff Bridges goes digital as his younger self in "Tron: Legacy" - and the computerized 

performance worked so well that Bridges might let virtual actors do all his acting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20108:58:12 PM 

Iran blames Israel for nuke scientist slaying 

Assailants on motorcycles attached magnetized bombs to the cars of two nuclear scientists as they were driving to work 

in Tehran on Monday, killing one and wounding the other, Iranian officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20109:02:37 PM 

Egyptians riot, burn cars, claiming vote fraud 

Ig~~""lprotesters set fire to cars, tires and two polling stations in riots that erupted around Egypt on Monday 

over allegations the ruling party carried out widespread fraud to sweep parliamentary elections. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20109:05:37 PM 

Video: Fallen soldier's family outraged by planned protest 

Ig~~""IA Topeka, Ks., based church is known for its controversial messages, plans to protest an Ohio soldier's 
funeral. WDTN's Anthony Kiekow reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20109:22:31 PM 

Smoking in public targeted by Okla. health officials 

Oklahoma cities and towns would have more power to crack down on smoking in public under a plan unveiled Monday 

by health officials and a group that represents local governments. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20109:30:22 PM 

Man accused of branding swastika on Navajo 

Ig~~""IA New Mexico man pleaded not guilty Monday to federal hate-crime charges in the case of a mentally 

disabled Navajo man who had a swastika branded on his arm with a hot metal clothes hanger. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2010 10:04:47 PM 

NYT: Leaked cables show guessing about N. Korea 

Ig~~""IAmerican and South Korean officials early this year secretly began gaming out what would happen if 

North Korea, led by one of the world's most brutal family dynasties, collapsed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2010 10:27:44 PM 

U.S. can't let Wikileaks limit candor, diplomats say 

Current and former u.s. diplomats described the Wikileaks dump as highly damaging but stressed that it shouldn't 

change how American diplomats gather and report information. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2010 10:32:48 PM 

Smoking pot suppresses the immune system 

Smoking marijuana can suppress the body's immune system, which explains why pot-smokers are more susceptible than 

non-smokers to certain cancers and infections, according to a new study. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2010 10:44:38 PM 

MySpace owner's mood: Open to a sale 

News Corp is open to a sale of beleaguered MySpace after a relaunch of the social network as an entertainment site, 

Chief Operating Officer Chase Carey told Reuters. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2010 10:58:02 PM 

Courts: Using another's SSN isn't a crime 

Is using a forged Social Security number - but your own name - to obtain work or buy a car an identity theft crime? 

Lately U.S. courts are saying it's not. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/201011:27:12 PM 

Cosmic Log: What's your favorite geek gift? 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: How about a digital spoon, or a fractal construction set? Pick out 

your favorite gewgaw with a geeky angle and help someone win a holiday goodie bag. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/201011:52:10 PM 

Video: Legal experts: Case against WikiLeaks is weak 

Ig~~""lwikiLeaks' latest government document dump has prompted new calls for the government to bring 

criminal charges against the website's founder Julian Assange, but experts say prosecution won't be easy. 
NBC's Pete Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2010 11:53:52 PM 

U.S. looks for way to prosecute over leaks 

The Obama administration branded the WikiLeaks release of more than 250,000 sensitive files an attack on the United 

States Monday and raised the prospect of criminal prosecutions. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/2010 12:04:33 AM 

Video: U.S., S. Korea deploy 'gunboat diplomacy' 

Ig~~""~he mere presence of the nuclear-powered USS George Washington aircraft carrier is meant to send a 

blunt message to North Korea to stop aggression against the south. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201012:07:55 AM 

Video: Obama: Pay freeze 'not just a line item' 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama's latest effort to cut the massive federal budget deficit included an unexpected two

year pay freeze for federal workers. NBC White House Correspondent Savannah Guthrie reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201012:07:56 AM 

Does Yemen cable give al-Qaida new 'recruiting' tool 

Ig~~""~he disclosure by WikiLeaks of a State Department cable in which Yemen's president and his top 

ministers appeared to agree to cover up the extent of the u.S. military role in disputed air strikes is likely 
to renew the controversy over deadly attacks that killed civilians. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/2010 12:23:05 AM 

Video: Talk of Oscars for film about speech affliction 

Ig~~"'l'The King's Speech," about the relationship between King George VI and his speech therapist, has 

focused attention on the plight of those who stutter-- including the author of the screenplay himself. 
NBC's Lee Cowan reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/2010 12:39:02 AM 

Tell me! No, wait, don't! TV spoilers tear at fans 

Ig~~""IFans and TV show producers both - more and less - have control over what ultimately leaks about the 

fate of a series' plot or characters, and there are plenty of mixed emotions about this on both sides. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20101:00:30 AM 

Senate blocks repeal of health care provision 

The Senate has rejected efforts to repeal a tax provision that helps pay for President Barack Obama's new health care 

law. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20101:11:07 AM 

Residents condemn bomb plot, criticize FBI 

Some residents of this famously liberal city are unnerved, not only by a plot to bomb an annual Christmas tree-lighting 

ceremony last week but also by the police tactics in the case. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20101:18:48 AM 

George W. Bush appears live on Facebook chat 

Ig~~""IFormer President George W. Bush talked in a relaxed Facebook Live webcast about everything from the 

joy of spending time with his parents to some of the hard decisions he made as president. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20101:24:54 AM 

Watchdog: TARP to cost taxpayers $25 billion 

The Troubled Asset Relief Program, which risked up to $700 billion of government funds to bailout troubled banks and 

automakers, will cost taxpayers a mere $25 billion. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20101:49:27 AM 

60-day spud-a-thon diet draws to an end 

Ig~~""~he head of the Washington State Potato Commission is ending his highly publicized 60-day, all-potato 

diet lighter by 21 pounds and hungry for more than spuds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20101:49:27 AM 

60-day spud-a-thon draws to an end 

The head of the Washington State Potato Commission is ending his highly publicized 60-day, ali-potato diet lighter by 21 

pounds and hungry for more than spuds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20103:29:07 AM 

Video: Pres. Jimmy Carter on Wikileaks 

Ig~~""~he 39th President reacts to the massive leak of classified documents in an interview with Lawrence 
O'Donnell. His answer will surprise you. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20104:44:54 AM 

NZ mine fire thwarts recovery of miners' bodies 

Ig~~""lcoal inside a New Zealand mine where the bodies of 29 victims of one of country's worst industrial 

disasters remain has caught fire and could burn for weeks, a senior official said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20105:20:39 AM 

All hostages freed from Wis. classroom 

Ig~~""IA Wisconsin police chief says all people have been released from a high school in Marinette where an 

armed student had taken more than 20 other students and a teacher hostage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20105:37:04 AM 

Heat take 'step in the right direction' 

Ig~~""ILeBron James scored 30 points, Dwyane Wade added 26 and the Miami Heat pulled away steadily to beat 
Washington 105-94 on Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20106:05:56 AM 

N. Korea details nuclear program amid tension 

Ig~~""lsecretive North Korea detailed for the first time its expanded nuclear program on Tuesday, saying it had 

thousands of working centrifuges, as pressure built on China to rein in its ally amid tensions on the 
peninsula. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20106:30:38 AM 

Archer: Some surprising teams teams in NFL hunt 

Ig~~""IArCher: As the NFL season enters the stretch drive, many teams are in an unfamiliar position of being in 

the playoff hunt. But how many of them will manage to win more games than lose the rest of the way? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20106:56:29 AM 

Volcano flows force hundreds in Indonesia to flee 

Hundreds of people in Indonesia have fled their homes to escape fast-moving mudflows streaming down the slopes of 

the country's most volatile volcano. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20108:42:57 AM 

Public holiday in Iran's capital due to pollution 

Ig~~""llranian authorities have declared a two-day public holiday in the capital and some other cities in an 

attempt to reduce dangerous levels of air pollution, media reported Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20109:56:15 AM 

Missing Mich. boys' dad had lost job, custody 

Ig~~""~he father of 3 missing boys was jobless, his marriage had collapsed and he'd lost custody of his kids 

before he told police he gave the boys to an acquaintance and tried to kill himself. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/2010 11:37:02 AM 

S. Korea islanders find uneasy refuge at spa 

Ig~~""IResidents of a South Korean island shelled by North Korea last week have taken refuge at a mammoth 

spa, but life is anything but relaxing and the future looks bleak. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/2010 12:09:49 PM 

EU launches antitrust probe into Google searches 

The European Union's competition watchdog will investigate whether Google Inc. has abused its dominant position in 

the online search market - the first major probe into the online giant's business practices. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/2010 12:34:33 PM 

Video: Hostages safe, gunman shot in school standoff 

Ig~~""lpolice in Marinette, Wisc., say a 15-year-old gunman shot himself after releasing the 23 students and a 

teacher he held hostage for five hours. His condition is unknown. NBC's Kevin Tibbles reports. (Today 
Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201012:36:18 PM 

Video: Clinton to face criticized leaders 

Ig~~""lsecretary of State Hillary Clinton has her work cut out for her as she heads to Asia in the wake of 

numerous confidential diplomatic documents released by WikiLeaks. NBC's Andrea Mitchell has more 
details. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/2010 12:37:46 PM 

Video: Who gave Wikileaks confidential documents? 

Ig~~""IAn accomplished hacker, Army Pfc. Bradley Manning, the person suspected of giving classified documents 

to WikiLeaks, allegedly downloaded the files from classified computers onto CDs while serving in Iraq. 
NBC's Jim Miklaszewski reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201012:39:16 PM 

Video: Obama, GOP battle over Bush tax cuts 

Ig~~""IAS Congress returns for its final weeks, the president is pushing to pass adjustments to the Bush tax cuts, 

which are due to expire at the end of the year. NBC's Savannah Guthrie reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/2010 12:40:39 PM 

Video: Cantor: No compromise on tax rates 

Ig~~""INeWly-elected House Majority Leader Eric Cantor, R-Va., says his party is trying to keep tax rates the 

same for all Americans, shooting down the possibility of raising taxes on those earning above $250,000 
per year. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201012:42:16 PM 

Video: 'Spider-Man' musical in tangle of trouble 

Ig~~""~he most expensive and hyped show in the history of Broadway kicked off its preview run with a slew of 

errors and interruptions. NBC's Anne Thompson reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/2010 12:54:43 PM 

Video: Expect to pay more for your holiday meal 

Ig~~""~ODAY financial editor Jean Chatzky explains why the price of core foods are on the rise and what you 
can do to plan ahead for your family's food budget. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/2010 12:58:33 PM 

Phone buyer beware: 4G may not be for you 

Ig~~""lone day, we'll all have phones that pull data from networks that are labeled "4G." But right now, there 

are plenty of reasons you may want to avoid it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20101:15:03 PM 

Video: How Kate will become a proper princess 

Ig~~""IWith etiquette lessons, servants, coaches and bodyguards, NBC's Stephanie Gosk takes a look at how 
Kate Middleton will become Princess Catherine. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20101:44:18 PM 

Passengers soon allowed guns on most Amtrak trains 

Passengers will soon be allowed to carry guns aboard some Amtrak trains. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20101:51:05 PM 

Loved to death? Some want pets to die with them 

Donald Ellis loved his 2-year-old Yorkshire terrier to death. He left instructions in his will that when he died, his dog was 

to be put down. Other pet owners have made the same request, fearing no one will love their animals like they do. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20101:51:59 PM 

Google reportedly near deal to buy Groupon 

Google Inc is inching toward buying e-commerce coupon website Groupon Inc for as much as $6 billion, the New York 

Times said on Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20102:05:21 PM 

How much vitamin D is enough? Report sets new levels 

Ig~~""ILOng-awaited new dietary guidelines say there's no proof that megadoses of vitamin D prevent cancer, 

diabetes or other conditions. Some studies suggest that too much could actually increase risk of some 
cancers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20102:06:23 PM 

PBT: Spoelstra, front office standing up to LeBron 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20102:13:56 PM 

Brees is Sports Illustrated's sportsman of year 

Ig~~""IDrew Brees was honored as Sports Illustrated's sportsman of the yearfor his championship on the field 

and his charity off it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20102:37:31 PM 

Video: What should you eat at the mall food court? 

Ig~~""IHealth magazine's nutrition experts combed the food courts to find fresh, low-calorie dishes that are 
actually good for you. Editor Frances Largeman-Roth reveals which dishes are the healthiest 

offerings. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20102:37:46 PM 

McCain leads GOP skeptics of Pentagon 'Don't Ask' report 

Ig~~""~he fate of the u.s. military's "Don't Ask, Don't Tell" policy towards gay and lesbian service members 

might lie in the contents of a Pentagon review of the issue set to be released Tuesday. Or, it might not. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20102:39:19 PM 

Italian director jumps from hospital balcony 

Ig~~""IDeftly mixing comedy with tragedy, director Mario Monicelli laid bare Italy's flaws and sins for a half

century on the screen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20102:57:45 PM 

U.K. limits export of execution drug widely used in U.S. 

The United Kingdom placed strict export controls on a drug commonly used for executions in the U.s. on Monday, 

following pressure from death penalty opponents who sought to make it more difficult for the sedative to be obtained. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20102:58:55 PM 

Newsweek: Polish statue may become flash point 

The world's tallest statue of Jesus has been installed in a town on the border between Poland and Germany. Its 

geographical position makes it a visible sign of the cultural divide between the largely Roman Catholic Poland and an 

ever-more-secular Germany. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20102:59:35 PM 

Home prices down sharply in September 

Home prices are falling faster in the nation's largest cities, and a record number of foreclosures are expected to push 

prices down further through next year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20103:02:03 PM 

Newsweek: U.S., Europe can learn from Asian recovery 

As they try to recover, the u.s. and Europe could use a refresher course in Eastern studies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20103:03:49 PM 

Man charged with dropping anchor on moving cruise ship 

The FBI says a California man who says he was drunk dropped anchor on a moving cruise ship. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20103:10:32 PM 

Newsweek: CEOs who said too much 

A look at head honchos who opted perhaps not to think before they spoke. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20103:31:46 PM 

Toyota to fix 650,000 Prius hybrids over heat 

Toyota Motor Corp will pay to fix about 650,000 Prius models worldwide for a coolant pump glitch that could cause the 

top-selling hybrid to overheat and lose power, the carmaker said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20103:47:03 PM 

Consumer confidence hits a five-month high 

Americans' confidence rose to a five-month high in November amid more hopeful signs for the economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20103:54:26 PM 

'Times They are A-Changin' lyrics for sale 

Ig~~""IBOb Dylan's original handwritten lyrics for "The Times They are A-Changin"' are heading for the auction 

block in New York City. They could sell for an estimated $200,000 to $300,000. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20104:09:42 PM 

Tasty tats: Foodies get inked for the love of grub 

Ig~~""lcleveland grilled-cheese joint Melt Bar and Grilled offers 25 percent off for life if you get tattooed with its 

logo - and more than 160 people have done it. But tattoo artists say foodies are increasingly opting to get 
inked simply for the love of eating, honoring everything from pork to cupcakes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20104:27:39 PM 

Woman: I was kept in closet, raped for 10 days 

A woman who says she was tied up in a closet for 10 days and raped repeatedly said her captor told her he had intended 

to sell her as a sex slave but decided to keep her as "a pet." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20104:29:35 PM 

Physicists replicate a supernova in laboratory 

Ig~~""lwhat does it take to replicate a supernova in a laboratory? A test tube, water, glycerol and a miniature 

mushroom cloud, according to work done by university physicists. Sure, it's a tabletop analogue of the 
process, but it could still tell scientists a great deal about how supernovae form - particularly that initial 
explosion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20104:30:38 PM 

Video: Crews free boy from washing machine drum 

r-I~escue crews used a circular saw to free a Chinese boy who became stuck in a washing machine drum. 
ODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20104:37:48 PM 

Airline, hotel programs with the best payoff 

We deconstruct our top four picks in both airline and hotel reward programs, so you'll know exactly what you're getting 

when you sign up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20104:41:47 PM 

Cops fear worst in hunt for missing Mich. boys 

Ig~~""~he search for three missing Michigan boys is unlikely to end in a "positive outcome," a police chief 

warned Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20104:53:38 PM 

Study: u.s. military can safely end ban on gays 

Ig~~""IA Pentagon study on gays in the military has determined that overturning the law known as "don't ask, 
don't tell" might cause some disruption at first but would not create any widespread or long-lasting 

problems. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20104:57:10 PM 

And the 'Bad Sex in Fiction' prize goes to ... 

Author Rowan Somerville wins literature's little-coveted Bad Sex in Fiction Prize for the use of unsettling insect imagery 

in his novel 'The Shape of Her.' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20105:00:35 PM 

Is Mark Ruffalo really on a terror watch list? 

Ig~~""IReports have been popping up this week that the low-key, critically adored indie king has been deemed a 

possible terror threat and had his name added to a terror watch list compiled by, of all places, the 
Pennsylvania Office of Homeland Security. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20105:26:39 PM 

More teens getting high school diplomas 

Ig~~""~he number of so-called "dropout factory" high schools in the United States has declined since 2002, 

translating into at least 100,000 more students getting a diploma, a new report shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20105:57:25 PM 

Complacent South Koreans 'shook-up' by attack 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20105:58:50 PM 

Senate passes food safety bill in wake of outbreaks 

The Senate has passed legislation to make food safer in the wake of deadly E. coli and salmonella outbreaks, potentially 

giving the government broad new powers to increase inspections of food processing facilities and force companies to 

recall tainted food. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20106:00:19 PM 

Elizabeth Smart defendant suffers seizure 

Ig~~""~he former street preacher charged with kidnapping and assaulting Elizabeth Smart has suffered an 

apparent seizure in the courtroom. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20106:21:03 PM 

WikiLeaks: A tool for terrorists and criminals? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20106:34:16 PM 

FDA: Egg farm tied to salmonella to resume sales 

The Food and Drug Administration says it will allow an Iowa egg farm linked to a widespread salmonella outbreak that 

sickened more than 1,600 to resume selling its shell eggs to consumers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20106:46:57 PM 

Video: Obama says bipartisan meeting 'productive' 

Ig~~""IFoIiOWing a meeting with Republican congressional leaders, President Obama says, that the American 

people are "demanding cooperation and they're demanding progress and they'll hold all of us, and I mean 
all of us, accountable." Watch his entire statement. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20106:52:19 PM 

A new era? Or just a 'summit' with a catchy name? 

President Barack Obama's first formal meeting with Republican and Democratic top dogs since the midterm elections 

yielded mutual praise from both sides, cautiousness about the politically-charged debates to come, and no major 

breakthroughs on key policy negotiations. Which is pretty much what was expected. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20107:10:22 PM 

Obama, GOP cautiously optimistic post-summit 

Ig~~""IReaChing no quick fixes, President Barack Obama and Republican leaders in Congress on Tuesday vowed 

to seek a compromise on their sharply different views about tax cuts before year's end. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20107:13:14 PM 

U.S. cable: Karzai intervened for drug traffickers 

Ig~~""IA State Department cable reveals new details of alleged intervention by Afghan President Hamad Karzai 

on behalf of politically connected drug traffickers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20107:45:37 PM 

Video: Student: We chatted with gunman to keep him calm 

Ig~~""IA student trapped in a classroom with a gunman says that he and his classmates worked to keep their 
captor calm by chatting and laughing with him about hunting and fishing. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20107:45:59 PM 

Video: Arctic blast blankets UK 

Ig~~""lsnow and ice are causing major disruptions across Britain. Bitter winds are contributing to the misery 
while forecasts see no relief and say more snow is on the way. lTV's Paul Davies reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20107:53:22 PM 

Wis. gunman dies from self-inflicted wound 

Ig~~""IAuthorities say a 15-year-old boy who held 23 students and a teacher hostage in a Wisconsin classroom 
has died at a hospital from a self-inflicted gunshot wound. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20107:58:36 PM 

Bedding down with reindeer in Berlin 

Ig~~""lltls rather stinky and kind of loud, but an exhibit that allows visitors to bed down with 24 golden canaries 

and a dozen reindeer is one of the most popular ever at a Berlin museum. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20108:38:01 PM 

CDC: Fewer than half of Americans have had HIV test 

Fewer than half of Americans have had an AIDS test since guidelines were expanded to include routine screening, 

according to a government report released Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20108:49:25 PM 

Leftover oil spotted on Gulf floor 

Ig~~""lcosmic Log: Growing evidence suggests that a good portion of the estimated 4.9 billion barrels of oil lost 
during a months-long spill is sitting on the bottom of the Gulf of Mexico. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20108:51:50 PM 

Blindingly good sex? It literally can happen 

Physicians in Denmark reported the case of a 66-year-old man who literally went blind in one eye every time he had an 

orgasm. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20108:57:32 PM 

All U.S.-bound airlines to collect passenger data 

All 197 airlines that fly to the u.s. are now collecting names, genders and birth dates of passengers so the government 

can check them against terror watch lists, the Obama administration announced. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20109:02:08 PM 

Coalition ramps up air war in Afghanistan 

Ig~~""lonce sharply curtailed because of complaints over civilian casualties, U.S. and NATO forces have ramped 

up the air war in Afghanistan since this summer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20109:02:11 PM 

Twisters twice: Town gets hit six months later 

Ig~~""IA twister that ripped through a Mississippi town brought further misery to an area already decimated by 

a line of tornadoes that killed 12 people in April. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20109:24:34 PM 

Most meds for kids have inaccurate dosing 

When buying over-the-counter medications for their children, parents may expect a quick solution to their child's 

ailment, but a new study shows that measuring out that medication provides its own challenges. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20109:28:23 PM 

Cops: Tot dies after being thrown off mall walkway 

Ig~~""IA Virginia grandmother threw her 2~-year-old granddaughter several stories to her death from a 

walkway at a shopping mall after a family outing, police said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20109:36:14 PM 

Colo. lawyer sues over TSA airport screening 

A Colorado attorney has asked a federal judge to order the Transportation Security Administration to abandon its airport 

screening procedures for United States citizens. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20109:44:50 PM 

Newsweek: Chinese toothpaste pushes race buttons 

Of all the unfamiliar products in a Chinese supermarket, one of the most shocking to American visitors is a toothpaste 

featuring the logo of a minstrel singer in a top hat, flashing a white smile. Even more shocking: the paste, known as 

Darlie in English and as Black People Toothpaste in Chinese, is a product of a Hong Kong-based company established in 

1933, which is now owned in part by the Colgate-Palmolive Co. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20109:50:25 PM 

Ship covered in solar panels is making waves 

Ig~~""lwhatls 100 feet long by 50 feet wide, cost $17.5 million to build and runs on 38,000 photovoltaic cells? 

It's the Turanor PlanetSolar, a massive catamaran powered solely by the sun. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201010:13:53 PM 

Fiscal commission to vote by Friday 

The chairmen of the fiscal reform commission appointed by President Barack Obama announced Tuesday that the 

members of the panel will vote on a final deficit-cutting plan by the end of this week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/2010 11:23:09 PM 

Whoa! Royal wedding may be broadcast in 3D 

Ig~~""IRupert Murdoch's BSkyB wants to add an extra dimension to the April 29 wedding of Prince William and 
Kate Middleton - an event that could have the biggest global audience in TV history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/2010 11:37:43 PM 

Torrential rains leave 21 dead in Venezuela 

Ig~~""IFloOding and landslides unleashed by torrential rains have killed at least 21 people in Venezuela, forced 

thousands from their homes and idled an oil refinery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201011:42:19 PM 

Video: Do tell: Top brass says gays should serve openly 

Ig~~""IAt the Pentagon Tuesday, Defense Secretary Robert Gates said the time has come to repeal Don't Ask, 

Don't Tell and insisted that reversing the policy would not be as wrenching as many have feared. NBC's 
Jim Miklaszewki reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201011:44:17 PM 

Video: After summit, Obama, GOP says compromise possible 

Ig~~""~here were no breakthroughs during Tuesday's bipartisan summit meeting, but Republicans agreed to 

Obama's suggestion to have a small six-person working group negotiate a suitable tax cut compromise on 
their behalf. NBC's Chuck Todd reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201011:45:33 PM 

NYT: Memos show wary nuclear dance with Pakistan 

Ig~~""INYT: U.S. cables obtained by WikiLeaks make it clear that underneath public reassurances lie deep 

clashes over strategic goals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201011:46:29 PM 

Video: On the run, WikiLeaks' Assange speaks out 

Ig~~""lspeaking with TIME Magazine via Skype from an undisclosed location on Tuesday, WikiLeaks Founder 

Julian Assange took aim at Secretary of State Hillary Clinton even as he himself dodged a warrant for his 
arrest. NBC's Lisa Myers reports (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201011:48:58 PM 

Video: New guidelines for Vitamin D, Calcium 

Ig~~""IWith calcium already added to everything from Tums to orange juice, a new study finds that most people 

including older women don't need calcium supplements. NBC's Robert Bazell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/2010 11:59:34 PM 

Sex assault claim in N.C. missing-girl case 

Ig~~""INorth Carolina police investigated a claim that a 10-year-old girl who was killed and dismembered was 

sexually assaulted, according to court documents released Tuesday afternoon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2010 12:08:32 AM 

Police: Islamic center fire caused by liquid 

Ig~~""~he fire at an Islamic center where the man accused of plotting a bombing in Portland sometimes 

worshipped appears to have been started by someone who broke an office window and tossed a 
container of flammable liquid inside, police said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/201012:13:19 AM 

Video: Hostage taker who shot self dies 

Ig~~""lwisconsin teen shot himself after taking classmates hostage. NBC's Chris Clackum reports. (NBC News 
Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2010 12:26:24 AM 

Jackson's dad refiles wrongful death case 

Ig~~""~osePh Jackson originally filed the suit in federal court, but a judge declined to hear the case against Dr. 

Conrad Murray and said it should be handled in Los Angeles Superior Court. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/201012:38:19 AM 

Puppy without ears finds foster home 

Ig~~""IHe was found in the bottom of a Dumpster, after having his ears viciously hacked off. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2010 12:39:24 AM 

Dad charged with kidnapping 3 missing sons 

Ig~~""~he search for three young Michigan brothers went from rescue to retrieval on Tuesday, with police 

warning the public to expect the worst and charging the children's father with their kidnapping. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20101:15:38 AM 

Intensity high ahead of '18, '22 World Cup votes 

Ig~~""IWith sports and politics mixing at the highest level Tuesday, Russia's prospects of hosting the 2018 World 

Cup dimmed after reports that Prime Minister Vladimir Putin might not lead the bid's final presentation 
on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2010 1:21:21 AM 

Secret military mini-shuttle returning to Earth 

Ig~~""IA miniature robotic space shuttle has completed a nine-month classified mission and will head for a 

landing as early as Friday, Air Force officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2010 1:42:34 AM 

Report: Kill feral cats to control their colonies 

A report that recommends killing feral cats as a way to control the animals, including a primer on how to shoot a cat, is 

stirring emotions among bird and cat lovers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2010 1:59:50 AM 

Duchess of Windsor's jewels sell for $12.5 million 

Ig~~""IA set of jewelry once owned by American socialite Wallis Simpson - the woman who wooed King 

Edward VIII from the British throne - fetched nearly $12.5 million at auction late Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20102:08:59 AM 

Report: Mexico's disabled live in horrific conditions 

Mexico has done little over the past decade to improve the squalid living conditions of mentally disabled adults and 

children who are in institutions, an international advocacy group charged Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20102:13:59 AM 

Video: The Chevy Volt powers up 

Ig~~""~he highly anticipated electric hybrid rolls off the assembly line. NBC's Jay Gray reports. (NBC News 
Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20102:28:05 AM 

U.S. clamps down on access to secret files 

r-~he State Department severed its computer files from the government's classified network, officials said 
uesday, as u.s. and world leaders tried to clean up from the embarrassing leak that spilled America's 

sensitive documents onto screens around the globe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20102:40:21 AM 

Cavs' owner: I've moved on from LeBron 

Ig~~""lcavaliers owner Dan Gilbert expects Cleveland fans to be boisterous but behave when LeBron James 

returns this week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20104:06:32 AM 

Greyhound bus slams into logging truck 

A New York-bound Greyhound bus rear-ended a logging truck Tuesday evening on Interstate 95 near St. George, S.c., 

pinning the driver and injuring at least 18 others. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20104:08:01 AM 

Video: Jennifer Grey on Dancing with the Stars 

Ig~~""~he actress talks to Lawrence O'Donnell about winning the mirror ball trophy, beating Bristol Palin, and 
her Dirty Dancing legacy. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20105:10:48 AM 

Reeling Lakers suffer rare three-game skid 

Ig~~""IMike Conley scored 10 of his season-high 28 points in the fourth quarter, and the Memphis Grizzlies beat 

the Los Angeles Lakers 98-96 on Tuesday night, sending the defending champs to their third straight loss. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20105:29:42 AM 

Giant Noah's Ark bound for Kentucky? 

Ig~~""IA huge replica of Noah's Ark and an 800-acre creationist theme park reportedly are coming to Grant 

County, Ky., according to NBC station WLEX. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20108:17:00 AM 

Johnston: Forget BCS turmoil, we want Auburn-Oregon 

Ig~~""~ohnston: Some people want chaos. Some people want the Little Guy to get his shot. In this case, Auburn
Oregon is the best matchup for college football. It's also the correct one. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20108:20:06 AM 

China school stampede triggered by lost shoe 

Ig~~""IA young girl's lost shoe triggered a stampede that injured dozens of students at an elementary school in 

western China, state media reported Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2010 11:38:54 AM 

Spanish police arrest 7 linked to al-Qaida 

Police arrested seven people in Spain and three in Thailand in an international operation against a group suspected of 

forging passports for an al-Qaida-linked Islamic terrorist group, the Spanish Interior Ministry said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2010 12:01:03 PM 

Lowe's recalls 11 million shades, blinds 

Lowe's Stores are recalling about 11 million Roman shades and roll-up blinds after reports that two young children 

nearly strangled in the window coverings, the Consumer Product Safety Commission announced today. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2010 12:30:20 PM 

Weird weather leaves Amazon forest thirsty 

Ig~~""IAn intense months-long drought through November drained Brazil's mighty Negro River, showing what it 
looks like when the world's greatest rainforest is thirsty. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2010 12:35:08 PM 

Video: Powerful storm surges toward East 

Ig~~""IA powerful storm system that has left the Midwest flooded, snowed-in and windswept is now making its 
way toward the East Coast. The Weather Channel's Mike Seidel reports from Washington, D.C. (Today 

Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/201012:43:21 PM 

South Korea spy chief says more attacks likely 

North Korea is highly likely to attack South Korea again, the South's spy chief said on Wednesday, as a flotilla of 

American warships led by an aircraft carrier left the area. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2010 12:46:58 PM 

Video: Interpol hunts WikiLeaks chief 

Ig~~""IAS an investigation continues into Julian Assange's alleged involvement in rape and molestation, Interpol 
has issued a warrant for the arrest of the WikiLeaks founder and have placed him on their most-wanted 

list. NBC's Andrea Mitchell reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/201012:49:18 PM 

Video: Police search for clues in student's rampage 

Ig~~""~eaChers, neighbors and family members remember 15-year-old Sam Hengel as quiet and a good student. 

But what prompted the young man to take his fellow classmates and a teacher hostage, and then to kill 
himself? NBC's Kevin Tibbles reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/201012:51:51 PM 

Video: Gates: Time to repeal 'don't ask, don't tell' 

Ig~~""lon the heels of a new military survey, Pentagon chief Robert Gates says the time has come to accept 

openly gay servicemen and women. NBC's Jim Miklaszewski reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2010 12:53:59 PM 

Health care costs for retirees could top $100,000 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: Even with Medicare coverage, new research finds that 65-year-olds who retire this year could 

need more than $100,000 to cover co-pays, premiums and other non-reimbursed medical expenses 
through retirement. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2010 1:27:53 PM 

Millions to lose jobless benefits as holidays loom 

Ig~~""IExtended unemployment benefits for nearly 2 million Americans begin to run out Wednesday, 

guaranteeing a dismal holiday season for people already struggling with bills they cannot pay. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2010 1:45:09 PM 

DNA spit test springs girl from scoliosis brace 

Ig~~""lwhen Marissa Levy learned she'd have to wear a back brace 23 hours a day, the New York seventh

grader thought it might as well be a prison sentence. But a new genetic test revealed she didn't need the 
bulky treatment after all. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20101:56:19 PM 

Spy vs. spy: Travelers join surveillance fray 

Ig~~""lwhether it's cameras in airports, software that tracks online activity or applications that record your 

calls, someone is watching when you're away. Now, travelers are watching back. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20102:08:17 PM 

Chicago closes infamous public housing complex 

Ig~~""~he 70-acre development was initially hailed as a salvation for the city's poor that was emulated 

nationwide, but it quickly decayed into a virtual war-zone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20102:40:58 PM 

GOP to block all bills until tax cuts are addressed 

Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell will announce this morning that Republicans will block any legislation from 

coming to the Senate floor until two key economic issues are addressed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20102:41:04 PM 

Rangel asks supporters to call Capitol switchboard 

Ig~~""IRep. Charles Rangel of New York asked 25,000 campaign donors Wednesday to call the Capitol 

switchboard and urge their representatives to vote against censuring him for ethical misconduct. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20102:41:16 PM 

Newsweek: The Tea Party starts showing some cracks 

It always did seem awkward to have social values Christians and libertarians under one Tea Party umbrella. Now that the 

election's over, that uneasy alliance is showing its cracks. Andrew Ian Dodge, a long-haired libertarian from Maine, is 

leading the charge to boot conservative social values off the Tea Party agenda. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20102:41:17 PM 

Conrad, Gregg embrace deficit-commission's report 

Ig~~""IA tough new cost-cutting playbook submitted by the co-chairmen of President Barack Obama's deficit 

commission has been embraced by Sens. Kent Conrad and Judd Gregg, the first two elected officials to 
endorse it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20102:46:58 PM 

Kate Gosselin: 2 of 'Plus 8' suffer anger issues 

Ig~~""IReality mom defends children against tabloid claims that they were expelled from school. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20102:47:35 PM 

PBT: Belle tells Clevelanders, be nice to LeBron 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20102:55:04 PM 

Juicy Couture hit with case of bedbugs 

Liz Claiborne Inc.'s Juicy Couture clothing division said Tuesday that its store on Fifth Avenue in New York is closed due 

to a bedbug problem. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20103:15:04 PM 

Castrodale: There's no super NFL team, and it's great 

Ig~~""lcastrodale: This season's standings might be the result of league-wide parity. It might be mediocrity. It 
might be UGG-Iy. But whatever it is, I can't stop watching. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2010 4:04:43 PM 

Korean tensions may torpedo fake Kim Jong II's career 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20104:14:31 PM 

Baby names reveal more about parents than ever before 

Did you spend hours obsessing over what to name your child? Time well spent, experts say -- names communicate a 

wealth of social information, now more than ever 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2010 4:24:56 PM 

Assange: Clinton should resign over alleged spying 

The founder of the organization that leaked hundreds of thousands of secret American government files on Wednesday 

called for the resignation of u.s. Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20104:33:50 PM 

Vikings approached on moving team to Los Angeles: official 

Ig~~...,~wo Los Angeles groups have inquired about moving the Minnesota Vikings National Football League 

team to California, a Vikings official said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20104:53:42 PM 

Assange's lawyer blasts his 'persecution' 

Julian Assange, founder of the WikiLeaks website, appealed an arrest warrant for alleged sexual crimes, as his lawyer 

launched a blistering attack on Sweden's chief prosecutor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20105:01:12 PM 

Video: Video shows prison fight 

Ig~~""lsecurity cameras show a brutal prison fight at an Idaho correctional facility. Msnbc's Chris Jansing 
reports. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20105:32:53 PM 

Bitter cold kills 8, slams air traffic in Europe 

Heavy snow and subzero temperatures swept across Europe, killing at least eight homeless people in Poland, closing 

major airports in Britain and Switzerland and causing hundreds of highway accidents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20106:00:26 PM 

Starry starry starry night: Star count may triple 

Ig~~""~he night sky may be a lot starrier than we thought. A study suggests the universe could have triple the 

number of stars scientists previously calculated. For those of you counting at home, the new estimate is 
300,000,000,000,000,000,000,000. That's 300 sextillion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20106:00:39 PM 

Video: Child writes book about coping with grief 

Ig~~""IA 10-year-old boy writes a book about his father's death. Msnbc's Contessa Brewer talks with author 
Demetrius Martin. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20106:07:28 PM 

GOP upset with Dems on middle-class tax cuts 

Ig~~""IHouse Majority Leader Steny Hoyer reiterated Wednesday that the will of House Democrats was to bring 
to the floor legislation that would extend the Bush cuts only for the middle class - individuals who make 

$200,000 and below, and families at $250,000 and below. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20106:25:41 PM 

Super-Earth's atmosphere analyzed for first time 

Ig~~""~he first-ever analysis of the atmosphere of an alien planet classified as a so-called "super-Earth" has 

revealed a distant world that is likely covered with either water vapor or a thick haze, scientists 
announced Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20106:44:47 PM 

Rail service suspended between NYC and Newark, NJ 

Regional and commuter trains between Newark, N.J., and New York City have been suspended because of wire damage, 

threatening to disrupt the evening commute. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20106:47:08 PM 

Israeli firefighters: Hanukkah means house fires 

Hanukkah is the Festival of Lights for Jews - and a week of headaches for Israel's firefighters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20106:49:46 PM 

Man hopes digital love letter reaches girlfriend virally 

Ig~~""IYoulre not really in love these days unless the Internet knows about it - and this case, even before your 

GF knows about. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20107:05:16 PM 

Lee Harvey Oswald's coffin to be auctioned off 

Ig~~""lpresidential memorabilia collectors: Another piece of history has been dug up for your collection, but this 

one is a macabre memento. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20107:16:34 PM 

Newsweek: Cables show end of u.s. 'democracy agenda' 

The project of liberating the Middle East from tyrannical regimes and installing free governments was once a 

centerpiece of the United States' post-gIll strategy, but the latest cables released by WikiLeaks reveal a far different 

reality. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20107:22:50 PM 

FCC chief backs some rationing of Internet traffic 

Ig~~""llnternet service providers would be allowed to ration Web traffic on their networks under a strategy 

unveiled by the top u.s. communications regulator that no longer focuses solely on open access. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20107:26:38 PM 

Cyber Monday sales top $1 billion for first time 

Americans jumped on deals and promotions offered online on Cyber Monday, spending $1 billion and making it the 

busiest online shopping day ever, according to new data. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20107:49:00 PM 

Fed: More regions see better economic activity 

The u.s. economy improved in most parts of the country this fall as factories produced more and shoppers spent more 

money, a new Fed report shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20108:07:50 PM 

DDoS attack on WikiLeaks gathers strength 

Whoever wants to bury the Wikileaks documents is doing a better job today - apparently with an assist from 

Amazon.com. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20108:37:15 PM 

Ford, GM see Nov. sales gains as Toyota falters 

All major automakers but Toyota reported strong u.s. sales increases in November as the auto industry's slow-motion 

recovery continued to gain traction. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20108:39:12 PM 

Bitter cold kills 8, slams air traffic in Europe 

Heavy snow and subzero temperatures swept across Europe, killing at least eight homeless people in Poland, closing 

major airports in Britain and Switzerland and causing hundreds of highway accidents. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20109:03:24 PM 

Got a gut problem? Try swallowing worms 

Here's a medical version of the game "would you rather": Lose your colon? Or swallow 1,500 worms? One man with 

severe ulcerative colitis credits worms with restoring his health. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20109:15:10 PM 

Polygamist leader arraigned in Texas 

Ig~~""IA polygamist sect leader was quietly extradited from Utah to Texas, where he was arraigned Wednesday 

to face trial on bigamy and sexual assault charges. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20109:43:06 PM 

Obama: No offshore drilling in East Coast waters 

Ig~~""lln a reversal, the Obama administration said Wednesday it will not pursue offshore drilling off the East 

Coast of the u.s. and the eastern Gulf of Mexico. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20109:48:05 PM 

Woman strips to bra, panties for airport security 

Airport security agents got a surprise on Tuesday when a woman in a wheelchair approached a checkpoint in Oklahoma 

City, took off her trench coat and was wearing only a black lace bra and panties. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20109:49:40 PM 

High school reopens after class held hostage 

Ig~~""IA northeastern Wisconsin high school reopened Wednesday with teachers and counselors prepared to 

offer reassurances of safety and support a day after a sophomore who held his classmates hostage for 
hours died from a self-inflicted gunshot wound. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2010 10:26:03 PM 

Study says even being a bit overweight is risky 

Lugging around a few extra pounds? One of the largest studies to look at health and weight finds that you don't have to 

be obese to raise your risk of premature death. Merely being overweight carries some risk, too. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2010 10:54:43 PM 

Wisc. won't represent sexting ex-DA 

Ig~~""~he Wisconsin Department of Justice refused Wednesday to represent a disgraced former district 

attorney sued over suggestive text messages sent to a domestic abuse victim. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2010 10:56:50 PM 

Newsweek: Colleges innovate to fight binge drinking 

Some colleges are forming partnerships with community establishments to help penetrate the drinking culture. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/201010:58:11 PM 

Tanier: Don't laugh, 6-10 can win NFC West 

Ig~~""~anier: Never before have we seen a perfect storm of futility in a division as we have seen this season in 

the NFC West, prompting a scenario that even at 6-10 a team can reach the postseason. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2010 11:00:01 PM 

Cartel arrests fail to curb drug trade 

Ig~~""~he government is quick to boast about large arrests or drug seizures, but many of its most-publicized 

efforts result in little, if any, slowdown in the drug trade. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2010 11:05:38 PM 

South Korean refugees struggle after shelling 

Ig~~""IA South Korean fisherman whose neighborhood was swallowed by flames in last week's North Korean 

shelling saw a TV image of the North's leader, Kim Jong II, and cringed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2010 11:06:39 PM 

Dow up nearly 250 as Wall Street rallies to close 

u.s. job growth and signs of global manufacturing expansion sent stocks sharply higher Wednesday. Bond prices and the 

dollar fell as investors moved money into riskier assets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2010 11:41:41 PM 

Dad of 3 missing boys fights return to Mich. 

Ig~~""~he disappearance of the boys, who were last seen on Thanksgiving playing in their father's yard, has 

gripped those living in and around Morenci, a community of about 2,000 residents 75 miles southwest of 
Detroit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2010 11:42:28 PM 

Video: Russians dogged in latest Wikileaks docs 

Ig~~""lln the wake of WikiLeaks' deluge of u.s. State Department cables, the White House has launched a team 

of inspectors to tighten cyber security across all government agencies. NBC's Andrea Mitchell 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2010 11:43:56 PM 

Video: Assange makes Interpol's most wanted list 

Ig~~""IAS the fallout from WikiLeaks' latest data dump spreads across the globe, the man behind the 
whistleblower website is still nowhere to be found--but his lawyer insists he's not in hiding. NBC's Senior 

Investigative Correspondent Lisa Myers reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2010 11:46:02 PM 

Video: Taxing issues get hammered out on Capitol Hill 

Ig~~""lcritics on both sides of the aisle are hammering away at plans by President Obama's deficit commission 
to cut Social Security and Medicare and raise taxes. NBC's Kelly O'Donnell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2010 11:50:35 PM 

Video: Navigating the depths of the national debt 

Ig~~""IFederal deficit commission co-chairs Erskine Bowles and Alan Simpson speak with NBC's Brian Williams 
about their recommendations for cutting back on federal spending. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2010 11:50:56 PM 

'How to tie a tie' most-asked Web question 

News trumped celebrities in 2010 as the BP oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico and World Cup soccer in South Africa topped 

the list of most-searched items of 2010, according to Yahoo. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2010 11:53:27 PM 

Video: Deep freeze moves down East Coast 

Ig~~""IBoston took the brunt of a winter storm system that sent winds, rain and snow barreling across the 
Northeast on Wednesday. The Weather Channel's Jim Cantore reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2010 11:55:45 PM 

Video: Congress lets unemployment benefits expire 

Ig~~""lunless Congress takes action, tough times just got tougher for the two million Americans whose 

unemployment benefits will stop at the end of the December. NBC's Kevin Tibbles reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/201012:05:47 AM 

Video: Little Dresses: Sewing hope for little girls 

Ig~~""IMaking a Difference: An African safari turned into a lifelong mission for a Michigan woman who designed 

a way to lend a helping hand to her faraway hosts. NBC's Chris Jansing reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2010 12:09:52 AM 

J & J heartburn worsens with Mylanta recall 

Johnson & Johnson's consumer-product distress worsened on Wednesday as the company recalled 12 million bottles of 

over-the-counter Mylanta and almost 85,000 bottles of its AlternaGelliquid antacid. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2010 12:31:24 AM 

NYT: Cables offer dim view of Russia 

Ig~~""ILeaked diplomatic correspondence indicates the United States harbors a dim view of Russian leaders and 

little hope that Russia will become more democratic or reliable. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2010 12:35:41 AM 

PFT: 'I'm done, I'm done,' Favre says of future 

Ig~~""lpFT: Yes, it's a familiar story, but one that rings true given how the Vikings QB has struggled this season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/201012:46:15 AM 

Cavs fans have payback on their minds 

Ig~~""lwhen LeBron James, wearing a No.6 Miami Heat jersey, steps onto the floor of Quicken Loans Arena as a 

visitor Thursday, he will be the enemy and the eye of a fierce storm he created. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20102:00:20 AM 

NCAA rules Auburn's Cam Newton eligible to play 

Ig~~""IHeisman Trophy favorite Cam Newton can focus on playing for the SEC championship instead of worrying 
about pay-for-play. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20102:14:32 AM 

Northern Kentucky lands Noah's Ark park 

Ig~~""IA full-scale replica of Noah's Ark will highlight a creationism-themed amusement park going up in 

northern Kentucky, Gov. Steve Beshear announced Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20102:22:10 AM 

Report: Police know where WikiLeaks founder is 

WikiLeaks website founder Julian Assange is in Britain and police know his whereabouts but have refrained from acting 

on a European warrant for his arrest, a newspaper says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20102:27:45 AM 

Colin Powell promotes START nuclear pact 

President Barack Obama rallied support for a stalled nuclear treaty from former Secretary of State Colin Powell 

Wednesday, as both men warned of grave consequences if the U.S.Senate fails to ratify the agreement with Russia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20102:37:23 AM 

Remains of 6 killed by Afghan cop come home 

Ig~~""lseveral of President Barack Obama's top national security advisers stood on a silent, windy tarmac 

Wednesday night to watch as the bodies of six U.S. soldiers killed by a rogue Afghan policeman returned 
to U.S. soil. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20102:43:13 AM 

Rain, wind wreak havoc across East Coast 

Ig~~""lwinds whip across the East Coast as the region wrestled with yet another day of heavy rain and severe 

weather that knocked out power to thousands and slowed commuters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20103:32:54 AM 

Eminem nominated for 10 Grammys 

Ig~~""IEminem's "Recovery" was made complete on Wednesday night as the Recording Academy nominated the 

rapper for 10 awards, including the biggest prizes: album, song, and record of the year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20104:41:32 AM 

No.1 Duke handles No.6 Michigan State 

Ig~~""~he ACC may have lost its annual challenge with the Big Ten, but No.1 Duke remained the best team in 

the country with a victory against No.6 Michigan State. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20105:09:45 AM 

Heat beat Pistons, head to Cleveland 

Ig~~""ILeBron James scored 18 points in the final game before he heads back to Cleveland as an opponent, 
Dwyane Wade and Chris Bosh each added 16 and the Miami Heat rolled past the Detroit Pistons, 97-72 

on Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20107:53:41 AM 

Beckham seeks late support for England's bid 

Ig~~""IDaVid Beckham and Prince William met with FIFA executives late Wednesday night in a final push to 

garner support for England's bid to host the 2018 World Cup. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20107:53:49 AM 

For soccer peace, alter World Cup bidding 

Ig~~""llt will be great drama: Soccer supremo Sepp Blatter announcing which countries - by bending over 
backward, twisting arms and offering who knows what else in promises - have won the right to host the 

World Cups of 2018 and 2022. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20109:04:12 AM 

Qantas launching legal action against Rolls-Royce 

Ig~~""IAustralian investigators on Thursday identified the source of an oil leak that caused a superjumbo engine 

to blow apart in mid air last month, and said a suspected manufacturing defect in the Rolls-Royce engine 
was to blame. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/201010:11:42 AM 

House GOP stalls bill on lunches for needy kids 

House Republicans have temporarily blocked legislation to feed school meals to thousands more hungry children. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2010 10:52:27 AM 

Yeonpyeong left a ghost town after N. Korean shelling 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/201010:53:31 AM 

Women-only buses aim to halt sex harassment 

Ig~~""lwomen-onIY buses have been introduced in Malaysia in an attempt to stop sexual harassment, it was 

reported Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/201011:10:56 AM 

Will WikiLeaks fuel old Chinese paranoia? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/201012:16:06 PM 

Qantas to sue Rolls-Royce over 'defect' 

Ig~~""IQantas stepped up pressure on Thursday on engine maker Rolls-Royce to settle damages related to an 

engine failure on one of its giant Airbus A380 aircraft. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2010 12:20:04 PM 

Video: Suspect in publicist's slaying kills self 

Ig~~""lpolice in Los Angeles say the prime suspect in the shooting of Hollywood publicist Ronni Chasen took his 

own life as they attempted to question him. NBC's George Lewis reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2010 12:25:38 PM 

Video: Hunted WikiLeaks chief goes into hiding 

Ig~~""~ulian Assange, the man behind WikiLeaks, is the object of an international manhunt due to charges of 
sex crimes in Sweden, accusations the fugitive calls "dirty tricks." NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (TODAY 

show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2010 12:29:38 PM 

House passes extension on middle-class tax cuts only 

Ig~~""~he House was due to vote on extending middle-class tax cuts while letting tax cuts for high earners 

expire, as the White House held the door open for compromise with the GOP. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/201012:31:47 PM 

Video: Congress remains deadlocked on tax cuts 

Ig~~""IDemocrats and Republicans continue their battle on tackling Bush-era tax rates, which are set to expire at 
the end of the month. NBC's Kelly O'Donnell reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2010 1:00:20 PM 

Video: Disgusted Smart storms out of trial 

Ig~~""IAfter hearing unexpected and stomach-turning testimony from an expert at her kidnapping trial, an 
emotional Elizabeth Smart stormed out of the courtroom. NBC's Kristen Welker reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2010 1:02:25 PM 

Video: Sorority pledges tormented on Facebook 

Ig~~""lpolice say a predator, posing as a sorority sister, targets college coeds on Facebook, sexually harassing 

them and threatening violence and the revelation of personal secrets. NBC's Jeff Rossen reports. (TODAY 
show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2010 1:04:32 PM 

Video: Why won't this little boy eat food? 

Ig~~""IAfter suffering severe acid reflux as a baby, autistic toddler Daniel is afraid to eat solid foods, forcing his 

parents to feed him through a tube. NBC's Stephanie Gosk reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2010 1:34:20 PM 

Patients pay based on value with new insurance 

A new health care model completely covers many medications - but patients have to pay more out of pocket if they 

want certain procedures that their employers determine are "overused," like an MRI. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2010 1:40:59 PM 

NYT: For bartenders, mixing it up is a real pain 

Ig~~""lln these heady days of behind-the-bar showmanship, when theatrical agitations of shakers filled with 
heavy-duty ice are becoming the norm, the mixologist's physical lot is not so terribly far removed from an 

athlete's. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2010 1:56:20 PM 

Live-blogging the 'Don't Ask' hearings 

First Read live blogs the first day of hearings on the military's "Don't Ask, Don't Tell" policy starting at 9 a.m. ET. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20102:11:30 PM 

Black Friday gives retailers a holiday boost 

Ig~~""IGenerous discounts lured American to stores for holiday gifts in November, providing cheer and robust 

sales gains for retailers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20102:22:55 PM 

Vacationing in a native tongue 

Ig~~""lcollege-age students have traditionally studied abroad, but in recent years, a growing number of 30-

somethings, middle aged and older Americans are learning a language as part of their vacations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20102:39:21 PM 

Brain scan 'best thing so far' for detecting autism 

The way autism is diagnosed could become less subjective by using a brain-imaging-based test that is being developed 

by researchers and that, in early trials, was 94 percent accurate. and Statistical Manual IV." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20102:45:21 PM 

Incredible trips guaranteed to change your life 

Ig~~""~hese trips, offered by top tour operators and created exclusively for Travel + Leisure, are sure to change 

your life. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20103:02:32 PM 

Newsweek: 'Blue bonnet' novels bring Amish life to mainstream 

Amish romance novels are touching a nerve and being embraced by non-Mennonite followers. In fact, 'bonnet fiction,' 

sales are a sure bet in the weary publishing industry. What gives? 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20103:16:47 PM 

Wiki fallout? Canada's envoy offers to resign 

Canada's ambassador to Afghanistan has offered to resign ahead of potentially damaging revelations in an upcoming 

WikiLeaks release, Canada's The Globe and Mail newspaper reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20103:32:23 PM 

More people sign up for jobless benefits 

More Americans applied for unemployment benefits last week, but the broader trend points to a slowly healing job 

market. The average over the past month fell to a two-year low. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20104:05:16 PM 

Video: Machete-wielding clerk scares away thieves 

Ig~~""lpolice in New Jersey are searching for a trio of suspects who fled after a store clerk chased them off with 
a machete. TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20104:22:29 PM 

ConsumerMan: Holiday shopping tips 

Ig~~""~here/s still a lot of holiday gift buying left to do in the next three weeks. Here are 10 tips designed to 

help you find the good deals and stretch your holiday dollars. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20104:40:13 PM 

Bad omen as Lakers lose fourth straight 

Ig~~""[he Lakers have entered a world in which Shane Battier morphs into Kobe Bryant right in front of Bryant's 

fourth-quarter eyes and they can and do lose four consecutive games despite having Pau Gasol. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2010 4:50:49 PM 

Iran arrests suspects in nuke scientist's murder 

Iran's intelligence chief said Thursday that authorities have made an unspecified number of arrests over Monday's 

assassination of a prominent nuclear scientist. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20105:07:33 PM 

E.T. life? The truth will be out there 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: After days of speculation about a development in the "search for 
evidence of extraterrestriallife," NASA does the big reveal - and you can watch in real time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20105:24:39 PM 

Scientists grow life as we don't know it 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Researchers say they've forced earthly microbes to become arsenic
consuming aliens - but some of their colleagues aren't ready to believe it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20105:33:03 PM 

Google sucker-punches online retail bully 

Treat your online customers badly and it will move your company up in the search rankings? That bizarre and awful 

strategy may have worked for one company for awhile, but not anymore, says Google. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20105:41:45 PM 

Last decade warmest on record, review finds 

This last decade was the warmest since temperature records began in 1850, the U.N.'s World Meteorological 

Organization said in a review issued on the sidelines of U.N. climate talks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20105:53:47 PM 

Town says it won't give up hope for missing boys 

Ig~~""~he mayor and police chief of a small Michigan town said Thursday that hope is still alive that three 

young brothers will be found, NBC News reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20106:02:43 PM 

For jobless '9gers,' holidays are about surviving 

Ig~~""lunless Congress approves another extension of jobless benefits, the Labor Department estimates about 2 

million people will be cut off by Christmas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20106:51:29 PM 

Video: Fo' Shizzle? Snoop to attend royal bachelor party 

Ig~~""IEngland'S Prince William has reportedly invited rapper Snoop Dogg to his bachelor party after Dogg wrote 
a song about William's last days being single. Msnbc's Contessa Brewer reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20107:01:12 PM 

Video: Environmental entrepreneurs: Recycling buildings 

Ig~~""IDave Bennink wants to put landfills on a diet by deconstructing old buildings and saving building 
materials that still have some life in them. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20107:12:26 PM 

Newsweek: 10 best stores for customer service 

This month, the National Retail Federation put out its annual list of the 10 stores with the best customer service, based 

on surveys of more than 9,000 shoppers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20107:23:35 PM 

Town that Disney built has first homicide 

Ig~~""lcelebration, Disney's master-planned, picture-perfect central Florida community, has never reported a 
homicide in its 14-year existence - until this week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20107:25:16 PM 

The tax cut debate, by the numbers 

How much more would Americans pay in income taxes if Congress and President Obama cannot strike an agreement 

before the current tax law expires on New Year's Eve? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20107:28:16 PM 

Boehner calls middle-class tax bill 'chicken crap' 

Speaker-in-waiting john Boehner called the House Democrats' new bill to extend Bush-era tax cuts only for those making 

less than $250,000 "chicken crap" and "nonsense." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20107:34:13 PM 

Convicted killer preens on Facebook from prison 

Ig~~""IA man convicted of killing an Oklahoma sheriff used a smart phone from his prison cell to access 

Facebook, sharing photos of himself licking a prison-made knife and smoking from a bong behind bars. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20107:43:31 PM 

Video: Scientist describes arsenic-gobbling microbe 

Ig~~""IAstrobiOIOgy scientist Felisa Wolfe-Simon describes the process leading up to the discovery of bacteria 
that survives on normally toxic arsenic. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20108:06:51 PM 

Suspect in Hollywood publicist slaying kills self 

Ig~~""IA man wanted for questioning in the slaying of a Hollywood publicist killed himself in the lobby of a 

dreary Los Angeles hotel as police closed in with a search warrant. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20108:47:06 PM 

Nigeria to charge Cheney over Halliburton 

Ig~~""INigeriaIS anti-corruption police said on Thursday they planned to file charges against former Vice 

President Dick Cheney in a $180 million bribery case. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20108:58:09 PM 

Video: Eminem earns 10 Grammy nods 

Ig~~""IRapper Eminem gets nominated for 10 Grammy awards, LeBron James returns to Cleveland, and Steve 
Martin fans get a refund. TODAYshow.com's Courtney Hazlett has the scoop. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20109:57:38 PM 

Stocks end second day of rally with big gains 

Strong retail sales and a healthy reading on the housing market helped stocks start December with a two-day winning 

streak. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20109:59:22 PM 

A desert welcome to World Cup 2022 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/201010:11:18 PM 

NYT: Cables describe scale of Afghan corruption 

Ig~~""INYT: Corruption in Afghanistan is pervasive and dispiriting for American officials trying to build support 

for the Afghan government. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/201010:11:48 PM 

Snowman with noose appalls home's neighbors 

Ig~~""IA white separatist drew complaints from neighbors and a visit from law enforcement officers after 

erecting a snowman shaped like a member of the Ku Klux Klan on his front lawn. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/201011:13:11 PM 

Before censure vote, punishment downgrade failed 

Before the House voted to censure Rep. Charlie Rangel by an overwhelming 333-79 vote, the body considered a motion 

that would downgrade his punishment from a censure to a less severe "reprimand." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/201011:36:11 PM 

FIFA charts different course for World Cups 

Ig~~""~he tiny desert nation of Qatar beat out the United States as the 2022 World Cup host, with FIFA 
brushing aside doubts about blistering heat to bring soccer's showcase event for the first time to the 

Middle East. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/201011:41:31 PM 

Video: Attorney: Assange rape case 'personal, not political' 

Ig~~""IAn attorney for two woman charging WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange with sexual assault asserts that 

politics and the current intrigue caused by the site's latest data dump have nothing to do with reinstating 
the allegations. NBC's Lisa Myers reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2010 11:44:26 PM 

Video: WikiLeaks' latest: Afghanistan a 'cesspool' 

Ig~~""IAfghanistan is depicted as a cesspool of corruption in the latest diplomatic cables to be revealed by 

WikiLeaks. NBC's Chief Foreign Affairs Correspondent Andrea Mitchell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2010 11:55:00 PM 

Video: Parts of Great Britain at a stand-still from storm 

Ig~~""IA white-out storm in the UK has shut down airports and roads, forcing some people to sleep in their 
cars. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2010 11:55:39 PM 

Dozens of rescuers killed in Israeli fire 

Ig~~""IDozens of Israeli guards trying to rescue prisoners threatened by the worst forest fire in the country's 

history died Thursday when their bus became trapped in the same inferno. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2010 11:56:33 PM 

In Afghan cauldron, realism trumps rulebook 

Ig~~"'l'Clear, hold and build" is the official formula for fighting the Taliban, but in this southern river valley, the 

most dangerous place in Afghanistan, the experts say you have to be a realist to succeed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2010 11:58:00 PM 

Video: FDA considers loosening lap-band rules 

Ig~~""IAn FDA panel will consider a request by manufacturers of the lap band to loosen the rules on who should 

qualify for the surgery. NBC Chief Science Correspondent Robert Bazell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2010 12:03:33 AM 

Video: Web lights up over NASA's signs of alien life 

Ig~~""IFor the last 24 hours, speculation that NASA might announce that ET has finally phoned home went viral. 
NBC's Lee Cowan reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2010 12:03:52 AM 

Study says pollution makes birds gay 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: A five-year-Iong study suggests that mercury pollution can alter the 

hormones of white ibises to make males more likely to mate with other males. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/201012:47:03 AM 

A look inside Wikileaks' server bunker 

Ig~~""IAS if the media hasn't already painted WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange as something of a Bond villain, 

now there's even more circumstantial evidence: WikiLeaks is currently served up from hard drives 
spinning deep inside this nuclear-bomb-proof bunker. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2010 12:56:20 AM 

Tiger roars to lead at his own tournament 

Ig~~""~iger Woods has opened with a 7-under 65 to take the lead in the Chevron World Challenge, only the 

second time all year his name has been atop the leaderboard. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20101:16:37 AM 

House censures Rep. Rangel for misconduct 

Ig~~""~he Democratic controlled House of Representatives votes to censure one of their own, using a 

punishment used only 22 times previously. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20101:25:11 AM 

Lawyer condemns call to assassinate Assange 

Ig~~""IA lawyer for WikiLeaks' founder condemned calls for his assassination Thursday and claimed remarks by 

Sarah Palin may prevent him from getting fair trial in U.S. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2010 4:40:29 AM 

Obama, GOP closing in on tax deal 

Ig~~""IA critical compromise to head off a year-end tax increase is taking shape in private talks between the 

White House and congressional Republicans despite partisan outbursts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2010 4:44:08 AM 

Antarctic ozone hole smallest in 5 years 

Ig~~""llnternational efforts to phase out the use of chlorofluorocarbons and other substances may be paying off 

as the ozone hole over Antarctica is the smallest in five years, researchers say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20105:05:29 AM 

HBT: Yankees lock up Rivera for 2 more years 

Ig~~""IHBT: Closer Mariano Rivera reportedly agrees to a two-year, $30 million deal to return to the Yankees. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20105:35:51 AM 

Hundreds slowly freed from N.Y. snow gridlock 

Ig~~""lsome of the hundreds of motorists stranded on a snow-covered highway in western New York were 

being evacuated Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20106:10:44 AM 

LeBron gets last laugh in return to Cleveland 

Ig~~""ILeBron James answers the Cavs fans' chorus of boos with 38 points, eight assists and five rebounds to 
lead the Heat to a 118-90 victory in Cleveland on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20106:15:07 AM 

LeBron reminds Cavs fans what they're missing 

Ig~~""IReturning as a villain to his home state and the city he scorned this summer, LeBron James was greeted 

with deafening boos Thursday night as the Miami Heat beat the Cavaliers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20106:53:37 AM 

Vick comes up big, rallies Eagles past Texans 

Ig~~""IMichael Vick threw for 302 yards and accounted for three touchdowns, rallying the Philadelphia Eagles to 
a 34-24 victory over the Houston Texans on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20108:55:29 AM 

Activist: 150 'innocent civilians' killed in Nigeria 

A military raid involving soldiers and aerial bombing runs has killed as many as 150 people in Nigeria's oil-rich southern 

delta, according to a human rights activist. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2010 10:40:33 AM 

South Korea: We'll bomb the North if provoked 

Ig~~""lsouth Korea said Friday it would bomb North Korea if it tries a repeat of last week's attack, with the 
United States warning of an "immediate threat" from Pyongyang. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/201011:14:21 AM 

Phoenix cops: 11 smuggled kids found at house 

Ig~~""lpolice in Phoenix arrested three people late Thursday after finding 11 children at a drop house; suspects 

allegedly tried to extort money from some parents by threatening sexual assault. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2010 11:22:41 AM 

WikiLeaks cables paint picture of isolated, feared Iran 

Classified u.s. diplomatic cables released by Wikileaks suggest that Iran goes into next week's nuclear talks with few 

remaining allies, increasingly isolated from most of its neighbors in the Middle East, msnbc.com's Alex Johnson reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2010 11:51:56 AM 

Snow, but not anger, eases on N.Y. highway 

Ig~~""IEmergency procedures will be reviewed after a lake-effect snowstorm and a flawed response left 
hundreds of motorists stranded for hours on a highway near - of all places - Buffalo. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2010 12:43:23 PM 

'Extreme winter spell' keeps its hold on Europe 

Ig~~""~he Arctic chill enveloping Europe brought travel chaos Friday and killed a dozen people in Poland, while 
ducks had to be rescued from frozen lakes in an extreme pre-winter weather. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2010 12:43:46 PM 

Mind your money manners this holiday 

Ig~~""IHere are tips on eight key challenges in minding your money manners at the holidays. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2010 12:46:00 PM 

Video: Conn. murderer: Death sentence is 'welcome relief' 

Ig~~""IA judge in a Connecticut courtroom yesterday sentenced Steven Hayes, who was convicted of murdering 

a mother and her two daughters in a heinous crime, to death. NBC's Jeff Rossen reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/201012:47:34 PM 

Test: Verizon 4G wireless beat cable broadband 

Ig~~""IDuring my maiden test of Verizon's 4G LTE USB modem, I consistently experienced faster upload and 
download speeds than I get with my cable modem. It's astounding, but it won't last - when enough 

users pile on, these speeds will drop precipitously. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2010 12:55:27 PM 

Video: Mounting troubles for 'painter of light' 

Ig~~""~homas Kinkade, the most-collected living painter in the world, is facing new legal troubles after an arrest 
earlier this year. NBC's Miguel Almaguer reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/201012:58:15 PM 

Kids' sledding injuries top 20,000 a year 

Ig~~""lchildren and teens on sleds account for at least 20,820 injuries in the United States each year, according 
to a first-ever analysis of U.S. emergency room reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/201012:58:15 PM 

Kids' sledding injuries top 20,000 a year 

Ig~~""lchildren and teens on sleds account for at least 20,820 injuries in the United States each year, according 
to a first-ever analysis of U.S. emergency room reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2010 1:02:40 PM 

To look better, tilt your head, study says 

Ig~~""lwomen are seen as hotter when they tilt their chin down and cast their eyes up and men when they tilt 

their head slightly back, researchers say. It seems to work for Angelina Jolie. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2010 1:54:09 PM 

HBT: Ex-Cubs great Santo dies of cancer at 70 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20102:27:01 PM 

Parents fight carjacker to save baby in backseat 

Taken by surprise by a carjacker during a gas station stop, young parents Melanie and Aaron Richman snapped into 

action and were dragged by the speeding vehicle before Melanie managed to smash the window, allowing Aaron to get 

in and save their daughter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20102:27:22 PM 

Deficit-cut plan fails to advance to Capitol 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama's budget deficit commission failed to garner enough support Friday to spur quick 

congressional action, but it's austere spending blueprint will live on because a majority on the panel 
embraced it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20102:41:21 PM 

Allure elevates entertainment on the high seas 

Ig~~""IAlthough Allure and Oasis share the same basic layout - seven "neighborhoods," including the plant
filled Central Park and seaside pier-inspired Boardwalk - it doesn't take a maritime engineer to see the 

differences. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20102:48:01 PM 

106-year-old man quits smoking - for love 

Ig~~""IActor and singer Johannes Heesters has given up smoking for love -- at age 106. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20102:56:16 PM 

Newsweek: How to leave work at work 

Bringing work stress home with you can lead to a vicious cycle of irritability: your negativity might cause family members 

to react poorly to your mood and then you end up feeling unsupported or misunderstood. Here are tips for maintaining 

a better work-life balance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20102:56:26 PM 

Cleric offers reward to kill Christian woman 

A hardline Pakistani Islamic cleric has offered a reward to anyone who kills a Christian woman convicted of blasphemy 

against Islam. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20103:09:26 PM 

Kutcher not happy being linked to sex tape 

Ig~~""IActor's lawyers go after adult film company after press release uses his name in connection with star of 

film. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20103:09:33 PM 

Newsweek: The legacy of John Lennon's death 

We've spent a lot of time-and money-celebrating John's 70th birthday. But the 30th anniversary of his death offers a 

cultural milestone that's equally resonant today. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20103:37:44 PM 

Newsweek: Are we headed for another dotcom bubble? 

Too many investors are pouring money into Web-based startups, driving valuations to ridiculous heights. In days gone 

by, the rule of thumb was that a company with two or three employees would be valued at $5 million or less. But today 

we're seeing two- and three-person teams that are getting $30 million, $40 million, $50 million valuations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20104:17:55 PM 

Salmon and potato pancakes on the White House Hanukkah menu 

Ig~~""lsalmon and potato pancakes on the White House Hanukkah menu 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20104:23:04 PM 

Help police! Someone's stolen my snowman 

Ig~~""IAS Arctic blizzards swept across southeast England, stranding hundreds in their cars and bringing 

motorways to a virtual halt in whiteout conditions, Kent police received a strange calion their emergency 
number. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20104:26:05 PM 

Video: Venice canals overflow 

Ig~~""IHeaVy rains in Italy cause canals in Venice to rise and flood the streets while the Tiber River does the 
same in Rome. TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20104:31:17 PM 

Arlington finds 8 sets of remains in 1 grave 

The Army has launched a criminal investigation after Arlington National Cemetery officials found eight sets of cremated 

remains buried in a single grave with a headstone marked "unknown." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20104:37:22 PM 

Secretive X-37B robot space plane returns to Earth 

Ig~~""IAfter seven months in space, the u.s. Air Force's secretive X-37B unmanned space plane returned to 

Earth on Friday to wrap up a debut flight shrouded in secrecy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20104:39:55 PM 

Jobless rate jumps to a seven-month high 

The nation's unemployment rate climbed to 9.8 percent in November, a seven-month high, as hiring slowed sharply, the 

government's monthly employment report showed Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20104:41:17 PM 

Video: High-speed train zips from Beijing to Shanghai 

Ig~~""~he world's fastest train breaks another record by speeding at 302 mph as it zips along the track that 
connects Beijing to Shanghai. TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20105:13:23 PM 

Are 'Dancing' fans ready for another Palin? 

Ig~~""IHot on the dancing heels of Bristol Palin's third-place finish comes the news that her father, Todd, is the 
focus the latest attempted casting coup by the show's powers-that-be. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20105:16:55 PM 

Scans, pat-downs and the future of airport security 

Ig~~""~he pre-Thanksgiving standoff between the TSA and some airline passengers over the federal agency's 
new screening techniques has left many industry observers wondering: What's next? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20105:32:37 PM 

On reality TV, quitting can be winning strategy 

Ig~~""IQuitting on reality shows isn't what it used to be. There's been a rash of quitting in recent weeks, and 

while the end result is always the same, walking out has less consequence than it used to. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20105:46:15 PM 

Teenage Dutch sailor sets off to cross Atlantic 

Ig~~""~eenage Dutch sailor Laura Dekker said she is setting off to cross the Atlantic Ocean in her yacht, the 

most challenging leg yet in her ambitious plan to sail solo around the world, by stages. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20106:14:18 PM 

Newsweek: Should birth control on campus be free? 

Experts are discussing whether the birth-control pill should be considered preventive care under Obama's health plan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20106:24:45 PM 

Brown to support 'Don't Ask' repeal 

Sen. Scott Brown, a Republican from Massachusetts, just announced in a statement that he will support repeal of the 

military's Don't Ask, Don't Tell policy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20106:44:43 PM 

Video: Marine Corps commandant wants DADT repeal delayed 

Ig~~""~eh Johnson of the Defense Department talks about the top military brass' decision to support the future 
repeal of the "Don't ask, don't tell" policy, just not when the country's at war. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20106:55:23 PM 

Mind your money manners this holiday 

Ig~~""IHere are tips on eight key challenges in minding your money manners at the holidays. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20107:07:02 PM 

Rare 'Star-Spangled Banner' copy sells for $506,500 

Ig~~""IAn 1814 first edition of "The Star-Spangled Banner" has sold for more than half a million dollars. It's the 

only known copy in private hands and one of only 11 first-edition copies known to exist. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20107:35:38 PM 

2 kids, school bus-driving mayor hurt in La. wreck 

A tractor-trailer slammed into a school bus that had its lights flashing and stop signs extended, critically injuring three 

children and hurting the other 18 and both drivers, louisiana State Police said Friday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20107:46:09 PM 

Charles Manson had cell phone under mattress 

Ig~~""~he notorious murderer didn't post to Facebook using a smart phone, but he did make calls using a cell 

phone from prison. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20107:51:32 PM 

Man pleads not guilty to running vast spam network 

A 23-year-old Russian man accused of masterminding a vast worldwide spamming network pleaded not guilty Friday in 

federal court in Wisconsin to violating a u.s. anti-spam law. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20107:59:41 PM 

BP: U.S. estimate of spill is way too high 

Ig~~""IBP is mounting a new challenge to u.s. government estimates of how much oil flowed from the runaway 

well deep below the Gulf of Mexico. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20108:04:30 PM 

Jobs report sets back recovery hopes 

After a week of positive news, jobs data for November threw cold water on widening optimism that the u.s. economy is 

gradually recovering. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20108:07:27 PM 

Video: Buffalo digs out from under heavy snow 

Ig~~""IWith another two to five inches of snow forecast on top on the four feet already in some areas, The 
Weather Channel's Julie Martin says Buffalo, N.Y. is in for white weekend. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20108:40:57 PM 

Vote: Spending less this holiday season? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20108:40:57 PM 

Disney town sees death for 2nd time in a week 

Ig~~""~he owner of a failed security business barricaded himself in his soon-to-be foreclosed home, shot at 
deputies and then killed himself in this well-groomed Central Florida town built by Disney. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20108:41:33 PM 

Video: Alaska National Wildlife Refuge turns 50 

Ig~~""~he nation's largest wildlife refuge, ANWR, celebrates SO years. TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown talks with 
award-winning conservationist Dr. George Schaller about the controversial future of the protected 

area. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20108:51:36 PM 

Video: Cheaters may have genetic excuse 

Ig~~""IA new study shows that certain people may be tempted to cheat on their partner due to their DNA. Justin 
Garcia of Binghamton University talks about the findings. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20109:01:44 PM 

Buffett giving $50 million to stop nuke spread 

Ig~~""IBillionaire Warren Buffett on Friday said he was putting up $50 million for a new initiative aimed at 

preventing the spread of atomic bombs as more countries seek nuclear energy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20109:12:26 PM 

Video: Year's top baby names revealed 

Ig~~""lwhitney Casey takes a look at 2010's most popular names for both boys and girls according to 
BabyCenter. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20109:18:53 PM 

Video: Officer rescues woman from burning car 

Ig~~""IA Florida police officer fires his gun to smash a window and rescue a woman trapped inside a burning car. 
WTVJ's Jeff Burnside reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20109:21:19 PM 

Wife of Justice Thomas regrets call to Hill 

Ig~~""~he wife of u.s. Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas said on Friday that a recent telephone call to 

Anita Hill, the woman at the center of a 1991 furor at Thomas' confirmation hearing, was probably a 
mistake. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20109:21:26 PM 

Person of interest in publicist death was ex-con 

Ig~~""~he man who killed himself in front of police investigating publicist Ronni Chasen's death is identified in 
California legal documents as an ex-con who served time for robbery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20109:32:16 PM 

Drug tunnels put warehouses under scrutiny 

Ig~~""lpeoPle come and go at odd hours. The walls vibrate from jackhammers. Tenants pay rent in cash. 

I~~~~:[~~~:j 
UUU 
View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20109:56:56 PM 

Hold the brownies! Bill could limit bake sales 

Ig~~""IA child nutrition bill on its way to President Barack Obama - and championed by the first lady - gives 

the government power to limit school bake sales and other fundraisers that health advocates say 
sometimes replace wholesome meals in the lunchroom. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/201010:05:13 PM 

New York restaurateur to the stars dies at 81 

Ig~~""IElaine Kaufman, the colorful restaurateur whose East Side establishment, Elaine's, became a haven for 

show business and literary notables, died Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2010 10:26:09 PM 

NYT: Leaked cables shed light on Yemen's leader 

Ig~~""INYT: Diplomatic cables offer an intimate view of Ali Abdullah Saleh, the Yemeni leader, who has become 

steadily more aggressive against AI Qaeda, but seems to be savoring his leverage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2010 10:31:38 PM 

WikiLeaks chief: Expect UFO talk in future files 

Ig~~""lwikiLeaks founder Julian Assange said on Friday that there were some references to UFOs in "yet-to-be

published" confidential files obtained from the U.s. government. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2010 10:56:45 PM 

Obama pardons nine people 

President Barack Obama has granted the first pardons of his presidency, to nine people convicted of crimes ranging from 

cocaine possession to mutilation of coins. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/201011:13:04 PM 

'Love Hormone' could help treat severe mental illness 

In recent years, we've been bombarded with studies about the hormone oxytocin - researchers have demonstrated it 

increases trust and helps aid in social bonding. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/201011:16:06 PM 

14-year-old: Mexican gang made me behead 4 

Ig~~""IAn American-born 14-year-old told reporters that he helped a Mexican drug gang behead four people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/201011:27:19 PM 

World helps fight Israel's worst-ever wildfire 

Ig~~""~he death toll from Israel's worst fire ever reached 41 as fire crews and equipment from around the 

world began arriving to help the nation battle the devastating blaze. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2010 11:33:35 PM 

Chicago Cubs great Ron Santo dies 

Ig~~""IRon Santo's love for the Chicago Cubs stretched from his days as a standout third baseman who one 

season even jumped and clicked his heels to celebrate victories to the two decades he spent unabashedly 
pulling for his team as a broadcaster. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2010 11:42:06 PM 

Obama in Afghanistan on unannounced trip 

Speaking to nearly 4,000 U.S. troops in Afghanistan after a secret overnight flight, President Obama said they were 

making "important progress" against militants in Afghanistan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/201011:47:50 PM 

Video: Any good news in jobs report? 

Ig~~""IDiane Swank, the chief economist at Mesirow Financial, takes a closer look at what the November jobs 
numbers mean. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2010 11:50:56 PM 

Video: Holiday cheer hardly masks economic anxiety 

Ig~~""~he jobs numbers may have jolted Washington and Wall Street, but on Main Street, the fact that jobs are 

scarce and times are still very tough is far from top secret. NBC's Kevin Tibbles reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2010 11:54:03 PM 

Video: Assange declares that 'history will win' 

Ig~~""lln a Web chat with readers of Britain's Guardian newspaper, the WikiLeaks founder addressed the 
outlook for his site, declaring that its future "depends on you." NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly 

News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2010 11:56:48 PM 

Video: Paradise lost? Deaths devastate Disney-built town 

Ig~~""lcelebration, Florida was supposed to be Norman Rockwell's America, a place where neighbors know each 

other by first name. But as NBC's Kerry Sanders reports, it's starting to look a lot like other towns. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2010 11:59:01 PM 

Video: Cubs great Ron Santo dies at 70 

Ig~~""~he nine-time All-Star who then spent 21 years in the Wrigley Field broadcast booth calling games, died 
after a battle with cancer. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/201012:10:08 AM 

Vote: Spending less this holiday season? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/201012:15:48 AM 

Your toxic living room is making you sick 

Come winter, weatherproofing combined with heated, dry air can boost indoor pollution levels by sealing in airborne 

toxins and lowering levels of humidity. The combination of the two can pose a great health risk, but there are easy ways 

to combat it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/201012:19:05 AM 

Reputed drug cartel 'queen' acquitted 

Ig~~""IA Mexican judge Friday acquitted a reputed drug cartel"queen" of organized crime and other charges, 

the latest setback for a judicial system that has failed to convict the majority of suspects captured for 
drug crimes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/201012:22:08 AM 

Cosmic Log: Make your own geeky gift goodness 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: The MakerBot Thing-O-Matic 3-D printer kit is a versatile if pricey 

holiday present for the geek who wants to make everything. That's probably why it was voted this year's 

top Science Geek Gift. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2010 12:23:07 AM 

21 kids hurt when rig hits mayor-driven school bus 

Ig~~""IA tractor-trailer slammed into a school bus that had its lights flashing and stop signs extended, critically 

injuring three children and hurting the other 18 and both drivers, Louisiana State Police said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/201012:32:18 AM 

Technological hassles of Korean reunification 

Ig~~""lwhen Korean reunification does occur, tomorrow or a decade from now, one of the most technologically 

advanced countries will be paired with one of the most backward. While that technological disparity will 
complicate integration, it will also present new, intriguing opportunities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/201012:48:40 AM 

WikiLeaks developments: Site seeks refuge 

Ig~~""lwikiLeaks struggled to stay online Friday as corporations and governments moved to cut its access to the 

Internet, a potentially crippling blow for an organization dedicated to releasing secret information via the 
Web. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2010 1:31:47 AM 

Dozens of Rapanui hurt in Easter Island land fight 

Ig~~""IAuthorities in Chile say a police eviction in a land dispute on Easter Island turned violent as local Rapanui 

people refused to back down. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20102:16:34 AM 

Spain military takes over air traffic control 

Ig~~""lspain's military took control of the nation's airspace Friday night after air traffic controllers staged a 

massive sickout that stranded at least 330,000 travelers on the eve of a long holiday weekend, forcing the 
government to shut down Madrid's big international hub and seven other airports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20102:58:47 AM 

Dozens injured in Easter Island land disputes 

Ig~~""IA land dispute on Easter Island turned violent Friday when riot police evicting islanders from their 

ancestral home were surrounded by rock-throwing protesters. About two dozen people were injured in a 
seven-hours-Iong confrontation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20103:27:49 AM 

UMass ski bus flips in Vermont; 17 hurt 

Ig~~""IA ski tour bus chartered for a private UMass group flipped over on Interstate 91 and slid down an 

embankment near Putney, Vt., Friday afternoon, injuring 17 people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20103:51:13 AM 

Tiger shows no letdown, holds Chevron lead 

Ig~~""~iger Woods played bogey-free in the second round of the Chevron World Challenge for a 6-under 66 to 
take a four-shot lead into the weekend of his final tournament of the year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20104:12:24 AM 

FDA panel: Expand stomach-shrinking surgery 

A panel of federal health experts has recommended expanding approval of a stomach-shrinking band to help patients 

who are obese but lighter than patients currently recommended to receive the implant. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20104:59:53 AM 

Celtics show no love for Bulls, win 6th straight 

Ig~~""IKevin Garnett scored 20 points with a season-high 17 rebounds, and Rajon Rondo scored 12 and had 19 
assists on Friday night to lead the Boston Celtics to their sixth straight win, a 104-92 victory over the 

Chicago Bulls. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20105:11:58 AM 

Groupon rejects Google's $6 billion offer 

Ig~~""IGroupon, the two-year-old online coupon company, unexpectedly turned down a reported $6 billion 

offer from Internet giant Google on Friday, according to reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20105:41:29 AM 

NYT: Silicon bubble shows signs of reinflating 

Ig~~""INYT: Social networking and mobile apps have venture capitalists racing to invest, but some wonder if 
technology start-ups are headed towards another big bust. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20106:45:21 AM 

2 more rare red faxes confirmed in US 

Federal wildlife biologists have confirmed sightings of two more Sierra Nevada red foxes that once were thought to be 

extinct. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20106:49:18 AM 

BLTWY: Haley Barbour's Secret Weapon 

The folksy Mississippi governor has a leg up on the GOP competition if he runs for president: Haley Barbour's played the 

press like a violin. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20107:08:49 AM 

Lakers end 4-game skid with rout of Kings 

Ig~~""IKobe Bryant scored 22 points, Pau Gasol added 16 despite a strained left hamstring, and the Lakers 
snapped a four-game losing streak with a 113-80 victory over the Kings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20107:30:19 AM 

'Definitely the parting' for Nebraska, Oklahoma 

Ig~~""lsomething will be lost after Nebraska and Oklahoma square off on the football field Saturday night -

something intangible yet dear to the traditionalists who get sentimental about a bygone era when the 
two teams were titans of the old Big Eight Conference. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20107:31:11 AM 

Brazile wins his record 8th world all-around title 

Ig~~""~revor Brazile won his record eighth all-around gold buckle Friday night during the second round of the 

National Finals Rodeo, breaking a tie for the mark with Ty Murray. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20107:46:38 AM 

Towing ship steams to rescue of stricken tanker 

Ig~~""IA disabled cargo container ship carrying thousands of gallons of fuel oil near Alaska's Aleutian Islands 

began moving again on limited engine power late Friday, responders said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20108:07:29 AM 

Cops bust ring of girl pickpockets in Paris 

The leaders of a Bosnian ring of girl pickpockets in Paris ordered their charges to steal $400 a day or be beaten, burned 

with cigarettes and sometimes raped, French officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20109:04:01 AM 

Hollywood hit man or ex-con with a big mouth? 

Ig~~""lwhether he was a Hollywood hitman or an ex-con with a big mouth still isn't known. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20109:26:46 AM 

Clinton loses Iran minister at 'hello' 

Hillary Clinton lost him at "hello." The u.s. secretary of state had a rare chance to interact with Iran's foreign minister at 

a Bahrain security conference, but he turned his back on her. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20109:40:44 AM 

Newsweek: leaks to weaken Chavez's conspiracy theories? 

The cables might actually weaken some of the wilder conspiracy theories that have become prime political currency for 

Hugo Chavez and allies such as Bolivia's Eva Morales. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/201012:09:44 PM 

Philippine leader says media ruining his love life 

Ig~~""~he Philippines' bachelor president has appealed for privacy, saying journalists' prying eyes are ruining his 

love life. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/201012:12:18 PM 

Afghan minister: WikiLeaks hurts ties with u.s. 

Afghanistan's finance minister warned Saturday that the release of confidential u.s. diplomatic cables by WikiLeaks 

would hurt U.S.-Afghan relations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20102:00:10 PM 

PayPal cuts WikiLeaks from money flow 

Online payment service PayPal has suspended the WikiLeaks' account that the organization used to collect donations, it 

said in a statement. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20104:20:46 PM 

Baghdad bombs targeting Shiite areas kill 17 

Ig~~""IA string of bombings killed 17 people across Iraq's capital on Saturday, including Iranian pilgrims near a 

revered shrine and shoppers at a Shiite neighborhood market, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20104:42:25 PM 

Brazilian man suspected of 20 slayings found dead 

Authorities say a 26-year-old drug trafficker and robber suspected of killing at least 20 people has been found dead in 

northeastern Brazil. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20104:47:27 PM 

Nigeria: Village raid show dangers in oil delta 

As the heavily armed Nigerian soldiers slipped closer to a suspected militant camp in the country's oil-rich southern 

delta, they were ready for a fight after suffering casualties only days earlier. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20104:48:28 PM 

Two die as Russian plane's engines all fail 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20105:09:10 PM 

AP source: Yankees & Jeter near agreement on deal 

Derek Jeter and the New York Yankees are near an agreement on a three-year contract that would contain an option for 

2014. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20105:20:17 PM 

Striking Spain air traffic controllers return to work 

Ig~~""lspain placed striking air traffic controllers under military authority Saturday and threatened them with 

jail terms in an unprecedented emergency order to get planes back in the skies and clear chaotic airports 
clogged with irate travelers standing shoulder-to-shoulder or sleeping anywhere they could. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20105:45:43 PM 

Video: Obama: Middle class held 'hostage' by Senate's tax vote 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama comments on the latest decision by the u.s. Senate to vote down tax-cut extensions for 
the middle class. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20107:26:16 PM 

How crooks fake an ATM and steal your money 

Ig~~""~here's no dearth of sophisticated gear for the aspirational ATM thief. But skimmers don't exactly have 
an aisle at Wal-Mart. Gizmodo takes a look at the scary Internet black market where fraudsters get their 

tools - or get swindled themselves. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20107:28:13 PM 

Una bomber's Montana property for sale 

A l.4-acre parcel of land in western Montana that was once owned by Unabomber Ted Kaczynski is on the market for 

$69,500. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20108:15:50 PM 

North Carolina upends No. 10 Kentucky 

Ig~~""~Yler Zeller scored a career-high 27 points and hit the go-ahead free throws with 47 seconds left, helping 
North Carolina edge past No. 10 Kentucky 75-73 on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20108:36:48 PM 

Iran says UN agency sending spies, not inspectors 

Ig~~""llran's intelligence minister accused the U.N. nuclear watchdog agency of sending spies in the guise of 

inspectors to collect information about Iran's nuclear activities, state TV reported Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20108:51:07 PM 

Obama: S. Korean trade deal will help u.s. 

President Barack Obama says the newly sealed free trade deal with South Korea is a big victory for American farmers 

and ranchers, the aerospace and electronics industries, and u.S. automakers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20109:39:07 PM 

Ivory Coast dispute leaves 2 presidents, chaos 

Ig~~""~he two candidates in Ivory Coast's disputed presidential election took dueling oaths of office Saturday 

after each claimed victory, as the political crisis spiraled out of control and renewed unrest in this country 
once split in two by civil war. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20109:47:31 PM 

Jackson: Aretha Franklin 'doing very well' 

Ig~~""lsoul singer Aretha Franklin is "recovering and her spirits are high" after surgery for an undisclosed health 

issue, according to u.s. civil rights leader Jesse Jackson. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20109:52:13 PM 

Odds someone else has your SSN? One in 7 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20109:59:12 PM 

'Secret Santas' dole out $100 handshakes 

"Secret Santas" are roaming the streets of North Carolina, handing out $100 handshakes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/201010:32:14 PM 

As Arctic refuge turns 50, some want drilling ban 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama is being urged to bestow national monument status on the Arctic National Wildlife 

Refuge in what supporters say would finally put its coastal plain beyond the reach of oil companies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2010 10:50:49 PM 

Terrorism makes NYC more wary, gradually 

Ig~~""IAS the holiday tourist season begins in the Big Apple, there are reminders everywhere of how being the 
country's main target for terrorism has gradually changed this city. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2010 11:30:43 PM 

SWAT team sent as Easter Islanders take land 

Ig~~""IA military plane carrying riot police landed on Easter Island Saturday, and Chile said it will continue 

evicting natives who have been squatting in government buildings built on their ancestral properties. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2010 11:40:38 PM 

Video: Obama eyes tax deal as Senate bid fails 

Ig~~""IWith rates for all Americans set to go up at the end of the month, the fight in Congress spilled over into 

the weekend. NBC's Mike Viqueira reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2010 11:45:59 PM 

SpaceX tests rocket for space capsule launch 

Ig~~""IA rocket built by the private spaceflight company SpaceX performed an engine test on Saturday, just days 

ahead of its planned launch to send a new commercial space capsule on its maiden flight next week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/201011:47:57 PM 

Video: Defiant Assange fights legal, online attacks 

Ig~~""~ulian Assange - the target of a European arrest warrant - is fighting for his personal freedom amid an 

online game of cat and mouse to keep WikiLeaks online. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/201011:58:14 PM 

Video: Traveling home with America's wounded warriors 

Ig~~""INBC'S Lester Holt - just back from assignment in Afghanistan - recounts his trip out of harm's way in the 

company of wounded soldiers, sailors and Marines. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2010 11:59:46 PM 

Video: Publicist's death leaves Hollywood on edge 

Ig~~""llt's become a real Tinseltown mystery: Who murdered Ronni Chasen? Police thought they had a lead, but 

now, as NBC's George Lewis reports, they're not sure where the man they wanted to question fits in, if at 
all. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/201012:15:58 AM 

Colombia floods: 174 die, 1.5 million impacted 

Ig~~""IDozens of towns across Colombia remained flooded on Saturday, as the Colombian Red Cross noted that 

the number of impacted people had topped 1.5 million. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/201012:17:02 AM 

Obama eyes tax deal - with jobless extension 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama told Democratic leaders he was open to compromise on Bush-era tax cuts, but 

would oppose even a temporary extension if it did not include an extension of jobless benefits. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2010 12:21:23 AM 

Israeli police: Negligence likely caused blaze 

Ig~~""INegligenCe, not arson, appears to have caused the worst forest fire in Israel's history, police said Saturday 

as firefighters from around the world worked to quell the deadly blaze for a third consecutive day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2010 12:55:04 AM 

Holiday calendar: Tallest building visible from space 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: The world's tallest building, the $1.5 billion Burj Khalifa skyscraper in 

Dubai, casts a long shadow in our "Earth From Space" Advent Calendar. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20102:06:49 AM 

Newsweek: Foreign policy lessons from Wikileaks 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20102:14:15 AM 

Volcano erupts in central Ecuador 

Ig~~""IEcuadorean villagers fled their homes after the Andean country's "Throat of Fire" volcano erupted 

Saturday, spewing rocks, gas and ash that prompted officials to declare a maximum alert for nearby 
communities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20102:59:14 AM 

Fed workers told: Stay away from leaked cables 

Sure, tens of thousands of u.S. diplomatic cables are out in the open, but the Obama administration is stili warning 

federal government employees, and even some future diplomats, that they must refrain from reading any for 

themselves. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20103:41:47 AM 

Newsweek: Foreign policy lessons from Wikileaks 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20103:49:03 AM 

Newton, No.2 Auburn rule SEC, but party just starting? 

Ig~~""lcam Newton passed for a career-best 335 yards and four touchdowns, plus ran for a couple ofTDs to 
lead No.2 Auburn past 18th-ranked South Carolina 56-17 for the Southeastern Conference title Saturday. 

His performance assured the Tigers of a spot in the national championship game and likely secured the 
Heisman Trophy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20104:45:10 AM 

No.1 Oregon secures trip to BCS title game 

Ig~~""IAIOng with all that flash and dash and those snazzy uniforms, No.1 Oregon will bring a hefty dose of good 

old-fashioned grit to the BCS national title game. Heisman Trophy contender LaMichael James, Kenjon 
Barner and the fast-paced Ducks negotiated the last speed bump on the way to Glendale, Ariz., grinding out a 
37-20 victory against Oregon State in the Civil War on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20105:52:47 AM 

Aide to British lawmaker allegedly a Russian spy 

A Russian woman who works for a British lawmaker has been arrested on suspicion of being a spy for Russia and faces 

deportation, the Sunday Times of London reported. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20107:15:00 AM 

USC, UCLA fans brawl before rivalry game 

Dozens of fans brawled in a Rose Bowl parking lot before the Southern California-UCLA football game Saturday, leaving 

two men stabbed, two police officers with minor injuries and three men arrested, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20107:19:37 AM 

eFT: Saturday's winners, losers 

Ig~~""ICFT'S winners, losers: If Saturday's games are any indication, an Auburn-Oregon BCS title game will be a 

doosy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20108:14:07 AM 

WikiLeaks' 'insurance' file to ensure work goes on 

An encrypted cache of documents that WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange has circulated across the Internet may ensure a 

deluge of secrets if the website is shut down. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/201010:47:30 AM 

Landslide kills 3 people in Bosnia 

A landslide unleashed by heavy rain has killed three people and left several families homeless in the northern Bosnian 

town of Tuzla. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/201012:43:37 PM 

Tow vessel reaches struggling ship in Bering Sea 

Ig~~""IA crippled cargo ship carrying nearly a half million gallons of fuel oil was under tow toward a safe harbor 

Sunday, easing concerns the vessel could go aground in Alaska's remote Aleutian Islands. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2010 1:03:43 PM 

Bomb hits eastern Afghan army base, kills 4 

Ig~~""IA Taliban suicide bomb ripped through shop stalls inside an eastern Afghan army base on Sunday, killing 

two NATO service members and at least two civilians, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2010 1:52:27 PM 

Collinsworth: Ravens look to rough up Roethlisberger 

Ig~~""lcollinsworth: We have a great game on Sunday Night Football. AI and I called this game last year and it 

was a classic. So here are a few keys for this key divisional game: 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20102:23:46 PM 

Protesters demand China free Nobel winner Liu 

Hundreds of people marched in Hong Kong on Sunday to demand China free dissident Liu Xiaobo, a week before the 

human rights activist is formally awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in Norway. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20102:40:14 PM 

Una bomber's Montana land for sale 

A l.4-acre parcel of land in western Montana that was once owned by Unabomber Ted Kaczynski is on the market for 

$69,500. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20102:56:43 PM 

Gulf leaders to meet as Iran nuclear fears loom 

Ig~~""~he leaders of six U.S.-allied Gulf Arab nations come together Monday for talks expected to span from 

Qatar's surprise selection to host the 2022 World Cup to the region's deep concerns about Iran's nuclear 
program. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20103:18:38 PM 

Video: McConnell: Assange is a 'high-tech terrorist' 

Ig~~""lsen. Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., tells David Gregory that WikiLeaks founder "needs to be prosecuted to the 
full extent of the law." (Meet the Press) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20103:18:41 PM 

Spain's airports recovering from strike 

Ig~~""lspanish airports were back operating at normal levels Sunday after a 24-hour wildcat strike by air traffic 

controllers caused travel chaos for hundreds of thousands of people on one of the country's busiest 
holiday weekends. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20104:35:23 PM 

WikiLeaks server goes down, Swiss say 

Ig~~""lwikiLeaksl founder Julian Assange turned increasingly to Switzerland on Sunday, dodging a barrage of 

threats online and in the real world to keep access to a trove of u.S. State Department cables under a 
Swiss Web address. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20104:52:56 PM 

McConnell optimistic on deals with Obama 

Senate Minority Leader McConnell sounded optimistic on NBC's Meet the Press Sunday that Republicans will come to an 

agreement with President Obama that would allow current tax rates to continue. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20104:57:40 PM 

Car plows into group of cyclists in Italy, 8 dead 

Ig~~""IA speeding car plowed head-on into a group of cyclists in southern Italy on Sunday morning, killing eight 

of them, officials said. The driver had been smoking marijuana, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20105:08:58 PM 

Best bets: Depp, Jolie team up for 'Tourist' 

Can two of the day's biggest movie stars produce a hit? Also this week: President Obama appears on "Mythbusters"; 

BBCA honors the royals; "Inception" comes to DVD. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20105:16:16 PM 

'Small' portions can fool us into eating more 

Ig~~""lpeoPle are easily swayed by the size labels on our food, and will eat more if they believe they're 
consuming a "small" as opposed to a "large." And to make things worse, consumers aren't aware of their 

overindulgence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20105:52:56 PM 

Forbes: The biggest CEO screw-ups of 2010 

Ig~~""~hiS year, chief executives made enough massive PR blunders - and engaged in enough dirty dealings -

to remind us forcefully of their fallibility. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20105:57:02 PM 

U.S. tries to secure networks as hackers advance 

It will take several more years for the u.s. government to fully install high-tech systems to block computer intrusions, a 

drawn-out timeline that enables criminals to become more adept at stealing sensitive data, experts say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20106:01:33 PM 

Forget hemlines, ties may be the new indicator 

Ig~~""IRetailers say they're seeing more men in their stores this year. And so far, those men are spending more 

than women. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20106:16:18 PM 

Stocks are setting up for a strong December 

Europe's sovereign debt crisis will still hang over global markets this week, but on Wall Street, investors will not be afraid 

to bet on stocks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20106:25:37 PM 

NYT: As bullies go digital, parents play catch-up 

Ig~~""~he lawlessness of the Internet, its potential for casual, breathtaking cruelty, and its capacity to cloak a 

bully's identity all present slippery new challenges to this transitional generation of analog parents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20106:58:04 PM 

Russian satellites crash after failed launch 

Ig~~""~hree Russian satellites crashed into the Pacific Ocean on Sunday after a failed launch, in a setback to a 

Kremlin project designed as a rival to the widely used u.S. GPS navigation technology. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20107:21:03 PM 

Hairy vs. Harry: 'Tangled' wins box office 

Mandy Moore's animated musical "Tangled," a new take on long-haired fairy-tale princess Rapunzel, sewed up the No.1 

spot with $21.5 million in its second weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20107:32:14 PM 

Israeli leaders face scorching criticism over fire 

Ig~~""llsraeli officials came under sharp criticism Sunday for their handling of the country's deadliest wildfire 

ever, prompting critics to ask whether the nation's leaders can cope with more serious challenges, like 
rocket attacks and a nuclear-armed Iran. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20108:39:37 PM 

Israeli leaders face criticism over fire 

Ig~~""llsraeli officials came under sharp criticism Sunday for their handling of the country's deadliest wildfire 

ever, prompting critics to ask whether the nation's leaders can cope with more serious challenges, like 
rocket attacks and a nuclear-armed Iran. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20109:15:38 PM 

Visited porn? Web browser flaw secretly bares all 

Dozens of websites have been secretly harvesting lists of places that their users previously visited online, everything 

from news articles to bank sites to pornography, a team of computer scientists found. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20109:52:08 PM 

Republicans split on START ratification 

Key Senate Republicans reflected divisions in the party Sunday over ratifying a new treaty with Russia to reduce nuclear 

weapons before year-end. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2010 10:05:03 PM 

Iran claims nuclear advance ahead of talks 

Ig~~""llran delivered a resolute message Sunday on the eve of talks with six world powers: We're mining our 

own uranium now, so there is no stopping our nuclear ambitions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/201010:31:31 PM 

Bears hold off stubborn Lions 

Ig~~""~ay Cutler threw a go-ahead touchdown pass to Brandon Manumaleuna one play after a questionable call 

midway through the fourth quarter, lifting the Chicago Bears to a 24-20 victory over the Detroit Lions on 
Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2010 10:35:38 PM 

Yes, the economy is making steady gains, but ... 

Ig~~""~he economy is firing on almost every cylinder these days but the one that matters most: Job creation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2010 10:55:39 PM 

Medicaid patients' Rx drugs going to dealers 

Ig~~""lofficials have charged 33 people so far in a large-scale investigation involving medical patients who are 

selling their prescription drugs to dealers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2010 11:02:06 PM 

Giants run roughshod over error-prone 'Skins 

Ig~~""IBrandon Jacobs and Ahmad Bradshaw ran for two touchdowns apiece and the New York Giants 
steamrolled the mistake-prone Washington Redskins 31-7 Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/201011:45:14 PM 

Vikings overcome loss of Favre to crush Bills 

Ig~~""~arvaris Jackson came off the bench for the injured Brett Favre and threw for 187 yards and two 
touchdowns, and the Minnesota Vikings defense dominated Buffalo in a 38-14 victory on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/201011:50:21 PM 

Video: Parties offer signs that tax deal is taking shape 

Ig~~""IAfter weeks of political posturing over whether to extend the Bush-era tax cuts for some or all Americans, 

both sides appear to be on the verge on compromise. NBC's Mike Viqueira reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2010 11:51:24 PM 

Video: Assange readies 'poison pill' in case of arrest 

Ig~~""llt/s been one month since Julian Assange last appeared publically, but the elusive founder of WikiLeaks 

remains defiant, threatening to expose another tidal wave of sensitive information if anything happens to 
him. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/201011:53:31 PM 

Video: Are today's unemployed tomorrow's unemployable? 

Ig~~""~he rise of the jobless rate brings into focus one of the unfortunate realities facing the unemployed: the 

longer they're out of work, the harder it may be to find a job. NBC's Mara Schiavocampo reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2010 1:03:26 AM 

Mexican state will try boy accused of beheadings 

Ig~~""IA 14-year-old boy accused of participating in four beheadings for a Mexican drug cartel will be tried 

under a state juvenile law that carries a maximum of three years in prison if convicted, a judge said 
Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2010 1:37:24 AM 

McDowell slips past Tiger for Chevron win 

Ig~~""lu.s. Open champion Graeme McDowell capped off his greatest year with two clutch putts that gave him 

the greatest comeback ever against Tiger Woods. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2010 1:40:56 AM 

Diagnosis uncertainty stresses patients 

Uncertainty about a possible diagnosis causes more anxiety and can be more stressful than knowing you actually have a 

serious illness, a study said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2010 1:51:34 AM 

Bernanke takes defense of Fed to '60 Minutes' 

Ig~~""~he Fed chairman is stepping up his defense of a $600 billion bond-purchase plan, saying the economy is 

still struggling to become "self-sustaining" without government help. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20103:46:04 AM 

Landslide in northwestern Colombia buries 50 homes 

Ig~~""IA landslide following weeks of drenching rains buried more than 50 homes in northwestern Colombia, 

killing at least two people and likely leaving dozens trapped beneath mud and rubble, officials said 
Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20103:48:21 AM 

Cowboys make Peyton pay for INTs, top Colts 

Ig~~""lpeyton Manning had two interceptions returned for touchdowns Sunday and his fourth of the day set up 
David Buehler for a 38-yard field goal that gave Dallas a 38-35 victory in overtime. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2010 4:50:00 AM 

Steelers rally to beat Ravens, take division lead 

Ig~~""IBen Roethlisberger threw a 9-yard touchdown pass to Isaac Redman with 2:51 left after a Baltimore 
fumble, and the Pittsburgh Steelers beat the Ravens 13-10 on Sunday night to gain sole possession of the 

AFC North lead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20104:57:13 AM 

Winfrey, McCartney honored in DC 

Ig~~""loprah Winfrey has come a long way since her childhood years in a Mississippi shack and in public housing 

with a poster of The Beatles on her bedroom wall. Sunday, she was honored with Paul McCartney, one of 
the Beatles she so loved. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20105:02:42 AM 

It's official: Auburn vs. Oregon for BCS title 

Ig~~""IBCS title game first-timers to bring perfect records and potent offenses to Glendale, Ariz., for their Jan. 10 

matchup. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20105:49:48 AM 

NYT: Tax fear may move bonuses earlier 

NYT: Worried that lawmakers will let taxes rise for the richest, firms have studied whether to move their payouts from 

next year to this month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20105:58:21 AM 

'Ideal visa to exploit': U.S. fails to tackle abuses 

Ig~~""ILured by third-party brokers with promises of steady jobs and a chance to sightsee, some foreign college 

students on summer work programs in the u.s. get a far different taste of life in America. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20108:38:27 AM 

SKorea starts naval firing drills amid tension 

Ig~~""lsouth Korean troops pushed ahead with naval firing drills Monday, a day after North Korea warned such 
exercises would aggravate already high tensions between the rivals following the North's deadly shelling 

last month of a front-line South Korean island. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2010 10:01:54 AM 

Protected seals clubbed to death at sanctuary 

Ig~~""IAttackers wielding bats or clubs slaughtered two dozen fur seals, including newborn pups, at one of New 

Zealand's most popular sanctuaries for watching the animals, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2010 11:37:03 AM 

Blasts in government compound kill 50 in Pakistan 

Pakistani officials say the death toll in an attack by a pair of suicide bombers in a militant-infested area in the country's 

northwest has risen to 50. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2010 11:37:45 AM 

Man in Black's denim jumpsuit fetches $50,000 

Ig~~""IA jumpsuit worn by Johnny Cash set off a bidding war before selling for $50,000, soaring past original 

estimates, during an auction on Sunday of memorabilia owned by the Man in Black. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2010 12:45:29 PM 

12 holiday money mistakes to avoid 

Ig~~""~he holiday season is full of pitfalls that can drain your bank account. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201012:47:55 PM 

Video: Publicist murder case back at square one 

Ig~~""~he Beverly Hills police department is back at square one in solving the murder of well-known Hollywood 

publicist Ronni Chasen as the one lead they had appears not to be connected to the case at all. Martha 
Smilgis, friend of Chasen, talks to TODAY's Matt Lauer. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201012:58:15 PM 

Video: Kish - a part of Iran you can go to 

Ig~~""INearIY 10 miles off the Iranian coast is the only beach vacation spot in the country where there are no 

taxes and no special entry visas for visitors, even Americans. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20101:10:41 PM 

WikiLeaks reveals U.S. list of 'critical' sites 

Ig~~""IA list drawn up by u.s. officials of companies and installations around the world regarded as "critical" to 

the security of the United States has been published online by WikiLeaks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20102:01:25 PM 

German show will go on despite stunt accident 

A 23-year-old amateur stuntman suffered serious back and neck injuries attempting to jump and flip over a moving car 

on the show "Wanna Bet?" 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20102:05:14 PM 

'Spy' in U.K. parliament faces deportation 

Ig~~""IA member of the U.K. parliament's Defense Committee has confirmed that his Russian assistant is facing 

deportation as a suspected spy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20102:08:59 PM 

Museum needs a George Bailey miracle 

Ig~~""~he Jimmy Stewart Museum needs some George Bailey magic. lilt's touch and go right now," says 

museum executive director Timothy Harley. "We need a cash influx to help us get through this 
challenging time." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20102:15:32 PM 

Video: Is your bathroom as clean as you think? 

Ig~~""~ODAYJS Natalie Morales talks with microbiologist Joe Rubino about ways to keep your bathroom clean 

and stop the spread of germs and bacteria. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20102:26:06 PM 

Una bomber's Montana land for sale for $69K 

Ig~~""IA l.4-acre parcel of land in western Montana that was once owned by Unabomber Ted Kaczynski is on 

the market for $69,500. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20102:29:04 PM 

From sex to shopping -- 8 times you're naturally brilliant 

Ig~~""IYOU can burn more calories from exercise, work more efficiently and improve concentration, and even 
have better sex by learning how to synch your circadian rhythm and brain's power hours. Here's your 

daily guide. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20102:35:55 PM 

First Thoughts: A tax deal? 

Ig~~""IAS the White House and Senate GOPers close in on a deal to temporarily extend all the Bush-era tax cuts 

in return for an extension on jobless benefits, First Read asks: How did we get here? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20102:55:53 PM 

Newsweek: Signs of PTSD in Afghan civilians and Taliban 

u.s. troops aren't the only ones in Afghanistan who suffer from posttraumatic stress disorder. It also afflicts Afghan 

civilians-and the Taliban, too. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20103:01:48 PM 

Newsweek: A practical guide to the DADT repeal 

Critics worry that the policy change could affect unit cohesion and be a distraction at a time of war. So it's worth asking: 

what would repeal really entail? 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20103:04:14 PM 

Continental convicted in deadly Concorde crash 

Ig~~""IA French court found Continental Airlines and an airline mechanic guilty of involuntary manslaughter in 

connection with the 2000 Concorde crash that killed 113 people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20103:30:18 PM 

Video: Big fight in Foxboro 

Ig~~""IWith control of the AFC East on the line, Mike Florio is anticipating a chess match when the Jets and 
Patriots take to the field. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20103:43:53 PM 

PFT: 'Dandy' Don Meredith passes away 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20104:00:37 PM 

Newsweek: Why Michelle Rhee isn't done with school reform 

We can't keep politics out of school reform. Why I'm launching a national movement to transform education. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20104:23:04 PM 

Pat Gillick elected to baseball Hall of Fame 

Ig~~""lpat Gillick, whose teams won three World Series titles in 27 years as a major league general manager, 
was elected to baseball's Hall of Fame on Monday by the Veterans Committee. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20104:31:44 PM 

Should off-duty cops carry guns at bars? 

Recent shootings involving alcohol and off-duty officers in Baltimore have some experts decrying the department's gun 

policy as an outdated approach other big cities have abandoned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20104:35:18 PM 

Most anticipated movies of 2011 

Ig~~""llf a movie is based on a piece of material that has already been successful, audiences know what to 
expect, and there's likely already a built-in fan base. So it makes sense that those movies dominate our 

list of the Most Anticipated Movies of 2011. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20105:01:12 PM 

Iran, world powers hold first talks in a year 

Ig~~""llran and six world powers held their first talks in more than a year Monday, an exchange that officials said 

focused mostly on Tehran's need to diffuse fears about its nuclear programs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20105:22:59 PM 

Feds unveil massive probe into financial fraud 

Attorney General Eric Holder says a nationwide law enforcement effort targeting financial fraud has led to cases against 

343 criminal defendants and $8.3 billion in estimated losses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20105:35:35 PM 

Quirky CEO 'genius' behind Groupon's success 

Ig~~""IAndrew Mason, the 30-year-old CEO of Groupon, is a dot-com megastar for the new generation with 

book smarts, enterprising drive and a penchant for zany antics. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20105:36:41 PM 

Video: Billions in $100 bills may have to burned 

Ig~~""~he Federal Reserve is having major problems with the roll-out of its new $100 bills, and more than a 
billion bills may be unusable. CNBC's Eamon Javers has the details. (CNBC) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20107:06:56 PM 

Rust-eating bacteria destroying Titanic 

Ig~~""~he wreckage of the RMS Titanic may soon be lost, thanks to a newly discovered rust-eating bacteria. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20107:09:49 PM 

2,000 dead of cholera in Haiti, officials say 

Haitian officials say more than 90,000 people have been sickened and 2,000 people have died of cholera since late 

October. The outbreak has now spread to every region in Haiti. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20107:10:15 PM 

Video: Obama: America faces new 'Sputnik moment' 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama says the u.s. now faces a new "Sputnik moment" and must respond with a new vigor to 
global competition. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20107:17:30 PM 

Japan to China: You've hijacked our high-speed rails 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20107:20:34 PM 

Where were you when Lennon died? 

Dec. 8 marks the 30th anniversary of John Lennon's death. Where were you when you heard the news? What was your 

reaction? Share your stories with us, and we'll publish a selection. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20107:21:27 PM 

Gates 'not particularly optimistic' on DADT repeal 

Defense Secretary Robert Gates, a supporter of repeal of the military's Don't Ask Don't Tell policy, said Monday that he 

is "not particularly optimistic" that Congress will act on legislation before the end of the year to repeal the ban on gays 

and lesbians serving openly. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20107:51:04 PM 

Top court may throw out Wal-Mart bias suit 

Ig~~""~he Supreme Court said it will consider whether to keep alive a massive lawsuit charging that Wal-Mart 

systematically has held back up to 1.5 million women. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20107:55:27 PM 

Is your boss a bully, or just a tough cookie? 

Ig~~""lsometimes it's the hardest-to-deal-with managers who turn out to teach you the most, and they may 

actually help you climb the ladder of success. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20108:30:32 PM 

If seas swallow island state, is it still a nation? 

Ig~~""ISIOWIY rising seas tied to warming raise the question of what would happen to tens of thousands who live 
in low-lying nations like the Marshall Islands. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20108:55:30 PM 

Stolen dump truck leads Ohio cops on 50-mile chase 

Police in Ohio say a 50-mile pursuit of a stolen dump truck had officers dodging bricks hurled from its window and 

dodging the truck itself when it suddenly went into reverse. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20109:11:02 PM 

Country boys got it going on, puberty study finds 

Is everything really bigger in the country? Bulgarian doctors report results of a 6,200-boy survey showing "a modest 

though significant difference" when it comes to penis size. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20109:13:02 PM 

Remains of missing U.S. balloonists found 

Ig~~""IAn Italian port official says the remains of two American balloonists missing over the Adriatic since Sept. 

29 have been found by a fishing boat. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20109:25:18 PM 

China: Korea tensions may 'spin out of control' 

Ig~~""lchina is worried tensions in the Korean peninsula could spiral out of control if not dealt with properly, 

President Hu Jintao told u.s. President Barack Obama on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20109:25:45 PM 

Dead bears in pickup trucks mark N.J. hunt opening 

Ig~~""lpiCkUP trucks carrying dead bears lined up in northwest New Jersey to get carcasses weighed and 

measured on Monday, the opening day of the state's first official black bear hunt in five years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20109:26:55 PM 

Teen arrested in Oregon bomb plot led 2 lives 

Ig~~""lwhile the FBI describes Mohamed Osman Mohamud as a would-be terrorist, there were few hints of that 

hidden life to Mohamud's friends, who say he was a quiet teen who liked to drink gin and play video 
games. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20109:34:17 PM 

Newsweek: What's missing from the budget proposals 

What's missing from proposals to balance the budget is a moral rationale for change, except for some familiar 

platitudes: "American cannot be great if we go broke." The trouble with these pleasing lines is that they don't address 

the practical question of why existing recipients of government support-farmers, the elderly, local governments, for 

example-should lose it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20109:36:31 PM 

Newsweek: What holiday specials say about you 

Not unlike the alignment of the stars on the day you were born and where you went to kindergarten, your favorite 

Christmas cartoon special can say a lot about you. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20109:51:20 PM 

Harms may surface long after cancer drug approval 

Serious and sometimes life-threatening side effects often go unreported until years after cancer drugs have been 

approved, Canadian researchers said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201010:00:14 PM 

Smoking thins the brain, study finds 

Smoking may thin the outer layer of the brain - the cerebral cortex - according to a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2010 10:56:26 PM 

Blast kills 50 as anti-Taliban elders gather 

Ig~~""IA pair of suicide bombers disguised as policemen killed 50 people Monday when they attacked a 

government compound in northwestern Pakistan, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201011:10:34 PM 

Homeless man charged in Disney-town killing 

Authorities have arrested a homeless man in connection to the first homicide in Celebration, Disney's master-planned 

central Florida community. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2010 11:28:25 PM 

PFT: 3-9 record, Spygate II get McDaniels fired 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201011:36:21 PM 

Newton, James among 4 Heisman Trophy finalists 

Ig~~""IAuburn quarterback Cam Newton and Oregon running back LaMichael James will meet up in New York 

before heading to Arizona for next month's national championship game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201011:39:18 PM 

Hearing begins on Calif.'s gay marriage ban 

The legal fight over California's same-sex marriage ban reached the next legal level Monday when it went before a 

federal appeals court during a nationally televised hearing in San Francisco. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2010 11:46:58 PM 

Video: SCOTUS: Wal-Mart sex bias case may be too big 

Ig~~""~he Supreme Court agreed Monday to hear Wal-Mart's appeal in the biggest class action lawsuit ever, 

bringing the huge sex discrimination case to a temporary halt. NBC's Pete Williams reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201011:47:43 PM 

Lousy present: Gas prices hit a 26-month high 

Americans are getting a sour holiday surprise at the gas pump, where prices are the highest they've been in over two 

years. They may even hit $3 a gallon by January. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201011:50:19 PM 

Video: Obama closes in on tax cut deal 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama on Monday announced that Congress is close to striking a deal to keep tax cuts in 
return for jobless benefits extension. NBC's Chuck Todd reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2010 11:54:24 PM 

Ex-Cowboys QB, 'Monday Night' announcer dies at 72 

Ig~~""IDon Meredith was the happiest, most fun-loving guy wherever he went, whether crooning country tunes 

in the huddle as quarterback of the Dallas Cowboys or jawing with Howard Cosell in the broadcast booth 
as analyst on the groundbreaking "Monday Night Football." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2010 11:54:27 PM 

Video: Bracing for the big chill 

Ig~~""lwinter weather blasted much of the country on Monday with a taste of more freezing weather to come. 
NBC's Kerry Sanders reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2010 11:58:55 PM 

Video: Study: Daily aspirin keeps many cancers away 

Ig~~""IBritish researchers have concluded that in addition to helping to prevent colon cancer, a daily low dose of 

aspirin reduces the death rate from esophageal, pancreatic, stomach, lung and prostate cancers. NBC's 
Robert Bazell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2010 12:00:05 AM 

Video: New Benjamins break government printers 

Ig~~""IA production problem with the new high-tech $100 bills has caused government printers to shut down. 
NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201012:15:29 AM 

Daily aspirin may reduce cancer risk, study shows 

A new report from British scientists suggests that long-term, daily aspirin use may modestly lower the risk of dying of 

certain cancers, though experts warn a daily dose can carry risks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201012:16:24 AM 

NBC: Assange arranging to meet with police 

Ig~~""IBritish police were negotiating to meet with Julian Assange on Monday after the renegade WikiLeaks 

founder came under more pressure for leaking secret u.s. government diplomatic cables. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201012:16:59 AM 

WikiLeaks reveals U.S. list of 'critical' sites 

Ig~~""IA list drawn up by u.s. officials of companies and installations around the world regarded as "critical" to 

the security of the United States has been published online by WikiLeaks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2010 12:59:26 AM 

'Framework for a bipartisan agreement' on tax cuts 

President Barack Obama announces the parameters of a tentative deal with Republicans on extending the Bush tax cuts, 

acknowledging that he still strongly opposes the extension of cuts for the very wealthy but saying that continuing a fight 

at the expense of the middle class would be "the wrong thing to do." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2010 1:35:06 AM 

Video: Borrowing from China to pay Bush tax cuts 

Ig~~""IA Countdown Special Report looks at how much money the u.S. will have to borrow from other countries 
to finance extending Bush tax cuts. (Countdown) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2010 1:50:08 AM 

More than 100 missing after Colombia landslide 

Rescue workers recovered 23 bodies but said more than 100 people remained missing and feared dead Monday 

following a landslide that buried a poor Medellin suburb amid Colombia's heaviest rains in decades. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20103:51:31 AM 

Crosby scores, Penguins win 10th straight 

Ig~~""lsidney Crosby scored a goal and set up another, and the Pittsburgh Penguins matched the second-longest 
winning streak in franchise history, winning their 10th in a row by beating the New Jersey Devils 2-1 on 

Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20104:23:03 AM 

First private space capsule launch delayed 

Ig~~""IA rocket engine nozzle concern has delayed the maiden test launch of a new private space capsule to 

later this week, NASA and the spacecraft's builder said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2010 4:24:56 AM 

Stoudemire's 34 leads Knicks to 5th straight 

Ig~~""IAmare Stoudemire scored 34 points to lead the surging New York Knicks to their fifth straight victory, 
121-114 over the Minnesota Timberwolves on Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2010 4:34:25 AM 

Patriots overwhelm Jets 45-3 in showdown 

Ig~~""~om Brady threw for four touchdowns and 326 yards in leading the New England Patriots to a 45-3 rout 

over the New York Jets in their AFC East showdown Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20104:43:27 AM 

Japanese orbiter reaches Venus 

Ig~~""IA Japanese probe reached Venus on Tuesday and prepared to enter orbit on a two-year mission that 

would mark a major milestone for Japan's space program and could shed light on the climate of Earth's 
mysterious neighbor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20105:59:13 AM 

PFT: Jury's still out on Jets as contenders 

Ig~~""IA 45-3 debacle against the Patriots sends N.Y. to 9-3, but it's a deceiving record given how many issues it 

has. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20106:06:52 AM 

5-alarm fire under control in Baltimore 

Ig~~""IA five-alarm blaze that broke out in Baltimore's adult-entertainment district on Monday afternoon, 

spread quickly and sent thick smoke billowing throughout downtown was brought under control in the 
early evening, city fire officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20108:45:08 AM 

Tanier: Forget about Brady, Vick for a moment 

Ig~~""~he Most Valuable Player race this year comes down to Tom Brady, Michael Vick, and a few third-party 

candidates. Ho hum. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20109:21:29 AM 

China, 18 other states to skip liu's Nobel gala 

China and 18 other countries have declined invitations to attend Friday's Nobel Peace Prize ceremony for Chinese 

dissident Liu Xiaobo, the Norwegian Nobel Committee said on Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20109:30:09 AM 

U.S. announces $12 billion profit on Citigroup 

The government said Monday it had reached a deal to sell its remaining holdings of Citigroup common stock and will end 

up turning a profit of $12 billion on its bailout. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20109:36:54 AM 

Broncos fire McDaniels, Studesville replaces him 

Ig~~""INine days after having to fire his buddy for videotaping an opponent's practice, Josh McDaniels received 

his own pink slip. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20109:41:38 AM 

Nazi costume set to be pulled from shelves 

Ig~~""IA Japanese discount chain said Tuesday that it will pull a Nazi costume from its shelves after a complaint 

from a Jewish organization in the u.s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2010 10:02:08 AM 

'Wake-up call': u.s. students trail global leaders 

Ig~~""lunited States students are continuing to trail behind their peers in a pack of higher performing nations, 

according to results from a key international assessment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2010 10:48:53 AM 

Texas preserves World War II internment camp 

Ig~~""~exas historians are working to gather stories from some of the thousands who were interned in the 

state and to preserve the few visible signs of the camps set-up in the state. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201011:25:13 AM 

Is WikiLeaks hacker a villain or a hero? 

A hacker calling himself The Jester who claims to have knocked the WikiLeaks website offline on multiple occasions 

spurred debate about a touchy subject among computer hackers and other security experts: Is vigilante "hacktivism" 

ethical and productive, or does it do more harm than good? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201012:17:16 PM 

Video: WikiLeaks chief surrenders to police 

Ig~~""lwanted in connection to alleged sex crimes in Sweden, WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange voluntarily 

turned himself in to British police and awaits possible extradition. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (Today 
Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2010 12:34:00 PM 

Video: Can Obama sell GOP tax deal to Dems? 

Ig~~""lwhile the president has made an agreement with Republicans on Bush-era tax cuts and unemployment 

benefits, he faces skeptical lawmakers in his own party. NBC's Savannah Guthrie reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2010 12:35:20 PM 

Video: Tax deal: 'Early Christmas' for Wall Street 

Ig~~""ICNBC'S Erin Burnett says reports of an extension of Bush-era tax cuts is good news for investors, but she 

questions whether the strategy will help create new jobs. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2010 12:36:35 PM 

Russian vandals blow up Lenin statue 

Ig~~""IA statue of Soviet state founder Vladimir Lenin was damaged by a small bomb late on Monday, a 

reminder of lingering tensions over the legacy of Russia's communist past. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201012:38:51 PM 

Video: Snow, arctic cold blast Northeast 

Ig~~""IBitterIY cold weather, typical of January, grips the Eastern Seaboard, creating travel snags and leaving 
some areas buried in snow. The Weather Channel's Mike Seidel reports from North East, Penn. (Today 

Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201012:42:06 PM 

Video: Elizabeth Edwards suspends cancer therapy 

Ig~~""lon the advice of her doctors, Elizabeth Edwards has decided to stop receiving treatment for breast 

cancer after learning the disease has spread to her liver. NBC's Ron Mott reports from Chapel Hill, 
N.C. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201012:49:47 PM 

South joins Midwest under blanket of snow 

A Canadian high pressure system pushed a blast of winter weather through the Southeast on Monday, leaving people 

shivering as far south as Florida. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201012:52:16 PM 

Retailers offering gifts via Facebook 

Ig~~""IA handful of companies, including Starbucks, Burger King and Sears, are hoping to get Facebook users to 
leave more than just a witty comment on their friends' Facebook walls. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2010 12:58:32 PM 

More auto loans going to subprime buyers 

Consumers with less than stellar credit are getting car loans again. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20101:09:42 PM 

Verizon iPhone may drop fewer calls than AT&T 

Ig~~""lwhat has been considered an inherent weakness in Verizon's long-awaited iPhone may actually prove to 

be a strength: Because it would use separate channels to carry voice calls and Internet data, it may in fact 
drop fewer calls. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20101:13:59 PM 

Video: Accused honeymoon killer back in U.S. 

Ig~~""IGabe Watson, who prosecutors say hatched a plot to kill his new bride on their honeymoon in Australia, 
faces additional murder charges in his Alabama hometown. NBC's Jeff Rossen reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20101:25:18 PM 

Ala. dad admits burying children, blames stepmom 

Ig~~""IA father whose missing children are believed to be dead told investigators he buried one of them in 

Mississippi and the other in Alabama but says it was their stepmother who killed them, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2010 1:29:54 PM 

Video: Jolie: 'I've become a better woman' 

Ig~~""lln an interview with Matt Lauer, the actress reflects on aging, her hopes for her children, co-starring with 

Johnny Depp and working as a director. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2010 1:31:01 PM 

Nation of whiners shares every ache, pain 

Ig~~""IFrom raging sinus headaches to relentless insomnia to those weird toe cramps we get when we wear the 

wrong shoes, Americans are no longer suffering in silence about their aches and pains. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2010 1:31:47 PM 

Rare 'Birds of America' book fetches $l1.5M at auction 

John James Audubon's 'Birds of America' breaks records and beats expectations, selling for $11.5 million at Sotheby's 

auction; winning bidder calls book 'priceless.' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2010 1:54:51 PM 

JetBlue flight has close call at Boston airport 

A quick-thinking air traffic controller at Boston's Logan International Airport urgently told a JetBlue flight to "hold" just 

before it entered a runway where another plane was about to take off. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20102:00:08 PM 

A slew of green cars is coming in 2011 

Ig~~""~he first mass-market electric vehicles are about to go on sale in selected cities, kicking off the beginning 

of a wave of new green vehicles hitting showrooms over the coming year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20102:01:25 PM 

U.K. PM eyes 2011 Afghanistan pullback 

Ig~~""IBritish Prime Minister David Cameron, visiting Afghanistan on an unannounced trip, said troops could 

start withdrawing from the country as early as next year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20102:10:37 PM 

Shoppers treat themselves to lattes, lacy bras 

Ig~~""IAffordable luxury goods have been enjoying a comeback since the stock market began to rally in August 
and higher-income Americans started feeling better about their finances. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20102:13:06 PM 

In-flight thriller: Snakes get ride to Abu Dhabi 

Abu Dhabi police sayan airline passenger carried a bag filled with snakes and other animals on an eight hour flight with 

him from Indonesia to the United Arab Emirates. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20102:33:56 PM 

First Thoughts: Obama knows when to fold 'em 

The White House could have picked a fight on the Bush-era tax cuts, but in politics, especially during the December 

holiday season, you need to know when to hold'em and when to fold'em. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20102:44:08 PM 

Cops: Wife bites off husband's tongue during kiss 

A Wisconsin woman was arrested after she allegedly bit half of her 79-year-old husband's tongue off during a kiss, 

according to reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20102:52:23 PM 

UPS to require IDs for shipping packages 

UPS is now requiring photo identification from customers shipping packages at retail locations around the world, a 

month after explosives made their way onto one of the company's planes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20103:02:19 PM 

Newsweek: How to cut down on sibling rivalry 

Most students feel the need to match a high standard set by a sibling or else they will go the opposite directions and 

dismiss the success as stupid.At the root of the problem is how you as a parent-and how we as a society-measures 

success. Of course, the default measurement in school is test scores and grades. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20103:07:52 PM 

U.S. announces $12 billion profit on Citigroup 

The government said Monday it had reached a deal to sell its remaining holdings of Citigroup common stock and will end 

up turning a profit of $12 billion on its bailout. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20103:10:03 PM 

Newsweek: Are we running out of antibiotics? 

As more bacteria become resistant to the most powerful drugs in our arsenal, new weapons are getting harder and 

harder to find. Why we need to change the way we think about treating infection. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20103:30:28 PM 

Gates feels 'pretty good' about Afghan progress 

Ig~~""IDefense Secretary Robert Gates visited Afghanistan on Tuesday to assess progress in the nine-year 

conflict. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20103:49:59 PM 

Florida freeze breaks records in some cities 

Ig~~""lparts of Florida woke up to freezing temperatures on Tuesday, with some cities setting records for a Dec. 

7 and others expecting to break records on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20103:50:44 PM 

Philippines bans 'Merry Christmas' at airports 

Visitors to the Philippines may get smiles from airport immigration officials, but they shouldn't expect to hear "Merry 

Christmas. " 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20104:22:55 PM 

Video: Record-setting sausage tips scales at one ton 

r-I~hefs in Italy had to use a crane to lift the 2,On-pound pork sausage from its cooking vessel. 
ODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20104:29:04 PM 

Life Inc.: Signs that more people are hiring 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: The number of job openings increased again in October 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20104:37:21 PM 

Video: Motorcycles collide during charity ride 

r-I~ell phone video captures a crash between two motorcycles, which leaves one person seriously injured. 
ODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20104:47:46 PM 

PBT: Cavs fans chant 'traitor' at LeBron at restaurant 

Ig~~""lout for a celebratory dinner, LeBron is greeted with chants of 'traitor' by Browns fans in Miami. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20104:51:31 PM 

'Fockers' success, or failure, all on Ben Stiller 

Ig~~""lsure. Ben Stiller is a talented comic actor. But some critics don't think that can save this film franchise, 

which continues to rake in dollars despite negative reviews and word of mouth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20105:12:45 PM 

Co-star Bale rules in Wahlberg's 'Fighter' 

Ig~~""IMark Wahlberg and Christian Bale's "The Fighter" is a punch-drunk tale whose fitful ramble from Jerry 
Springer-style family seaminess to "Rocky"-like triumph is elevated enormously by knockout 

performances. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20105:59:47 PM 

Third 'Narnia' film should be the last 

Perfunctory perfectly describes every aspect of "The Chronicles of Narnia: The Voyage of the Dawn Treader," from the 

by-the-numbers script and lackluster direction to uniformly uninspired performances. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20106:43:38 PM 

Assange charges: Consensual sex or rape? 

Sexual encounters with two Swedish women last August are at the center of the arrest of WikiLeaks founder Julian 

Assange. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20106:51:01 PM 

Arrested Wikileaks chief denied bail in U.K. 

Ig~~""lwikiLeaks founder Julian Assange was refused bail and jailed for a week by a British court Tuesday, 

pending an extradition hearing over alleged sex offenses in Sweden. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20107:15:40 PM 

Live-blogging Obama's tax cuts press conference 

A day after announcing a "framework for bipartisan agreement" on the issue of Bush-era tax cuts, President Barack 

Obama will hold a press conference to field questions about the compromise 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20107:24:38 PM 

Chewing tobacco maker to pay $5 million to family 

A smokeless tobacco company has agreed to pay $5 million to the family of a man who died of mouth cancer in what the 

family's attorney and an expert called the first wrongful death settlement from chewing tobacco. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20108:00:38 PM 

E-cigs will be regulated as tobacco products 

A federal appeals court says the Food and Drug Administration can regulate electronic cigarettes as a tobacco product 

rather than a drug-delivery device like nicotine gum and patches. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20108:27:47 PM 

Obama staunchly defends tax deal with GOP 

Ig~~""IWith fellow Democrats balking, President Barack Obama declared Tuesday that a compromise with 

Republicans on tax cuts was necessary to help the economy and protect recession-weary Americans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20108:39:40 PM 

Ireland sets out record austerity budget 

The Irish government detailed the toughest budget on record on Tuesday, targeting 6 billion euros in spending cuts and 

tax hikes, and warning passage was crucial to avert a deeper crisis and free up EU and 1M F rescue funds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20109:05:28 PM 

Nigeria charges Cheney in bribery case 

Ig~~""INigeriaIS anti-corruption agency on Tuesday charged former u.s. Vice President Dick Cheney over a 

bribery scheme involving oil services firm Halliburton Co. during time he served as its top official. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20109:06:39 PM 

Jessica Simpson's brand made $750M this year 

Ig~~""~he Jessica Simpson brand includes more than 20 categories of fashion and accessories including shoes, 

jeans, swimwear, watches, and fragrance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20109:19:42 PM 

Obama staunchly defends tax deal with GOP 

One day after announcing a framework for a new tax cuts deal, a fiery President Obama today defended the agreement, 

saying that he did not want to hurt the American people or the economy with a protracted political fight. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2010 10: 10:53 PM 

Need a job? Run a remote wilderness resort 

Ig~~""llnterested in running a wilderness resort? Look no further than Washington's rugged North Cascades, 
where the National Park Service is seeking bidders to manage a 21-room lodge in Stehekin. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2010 10:24:54 PM 

U.S. drops demand for Israel settlement freeze 

The United States on Tuesday abandoned its effort to persuade Israel to freeze construction of Jewish settlements, 

officials said, dealing a blow to efforts to revive Israeli-Palestinian peace talks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2010 10:24:57 PM 

Bush tax cuts just 37 percent of the total deal 

Despite being billed as a great debate over Bush tax cuts, the extension of the 2001 and 2003 tax breaks represents only 

about 37 percent of the total cost of the agreement Obama announced Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2010 10:35:46 PM 

U.S. dilemma: No easy way to charge Assange 

Ig~~""lwhat does Attorney General Eric Holder mean by saying "there are other statutes, other tools that we 

have at our disposal," beyond espionage laws, to prosecute WikiLeaks' founder? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2010 10:40:53 PM 

Report: NASA sold computers with sensitive data 

NASA failed to delete sensitive data on computers and hard drives before dispensing with the equipment as part of its 

plan to end the Space Shuttle program, an audit released on Tuesday shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2010 10:41:52 PM 

Video: Edwards endured public life full of personal struggle 

Ig~~""IElizabeth Edwards, who died Tuesday after losing a six-year battle with breast cancer, said she hoped to 

be remembered not for the hardships she endured, but for who she was and how she lived. NBC's Kelly 
O'Donnell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201010:49:31 PM 

Report: Assange's accusers feared STDs 

Ig~~""~he two Swedish women who accuse WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange of sexual misconduct at first just 

wanted to track him down and persuade him to be tested for sexually transmitted diseases, Reuters 
reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201011:02:17 PM 

Cosmic Log: Viruses in your batteries? 

Ig~~""IResearchers harness a particularly nasty plant virus to help fabricate faster, smaller and more efficient 

batteries. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2010 11:09:58 PM 

Redskins suspend Haynesworth 4 games without pay 

Ig~~""lsimmering all year, the antagonism between Albert Haynesworth and Mike Shanahan finally reached the 
boiling point Tuesday when the two-time All-Pro defensive lineman was suspended by the Washington 

Redskins coach without pay for the rest of the season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201011:10:42 PM 

Even kids who play sports don't exercise enough 

Parents hoping to keep their kids active often sign them up for sports, but a new study finds that this may not be 

enough. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2010 11:42:39 PM 

Tax plan offers short-term relief, at a price 

The tax deal between the White House and congressional Republicans, if approved, will put a little extra money in your 

pocket for two years. But the bill will eventually come due. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201011:47:27 PM 

Video: A pragmatic Obama makes case for compromise 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama came out swinging against critics of his decision to extend tax cuts for the richest 

Americans, as part of a package of tax cut extensions, extended unemployment benefits and stimulus 
that will add hundreds of billions to the budget deficit. NBC's Chuck Todd (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2010 11:53:56 PM 

Video: China schools u.s. in standardized test 

Ig~~""IResults from a standardize test taken by 15-year-old students around the world reveal that students in 
China scored better than anyone else in the world-even after taking the test for the first time. NBC's 

Rehema Elis reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2010 12:01:50 AM 

Video: Remembering Pearl Harbor 

Ig~~""lpresident Franklin Roosevelt referred to December 7, 1941 as Ilia day which will live in infamy." NBC's 

Brian Williams reports on the 69th anniversary of the attack on Pearl Harbor. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2010 12:04:41 AM 

Video: The Sugarstrings: Sweet appreciation for classical music 

Ig~~""IWith their musical trio, three young students transform the way children appreciate classical music. 
NBC's Kevin Tibbles reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2010 12:09:34 AM 

Ex-spy's son avoids prison after turning on dad 

r-~he son of one olthe highest-ranking CIA officers to betray his country dodged a prison sentence 
uesday after making a deal with prosecutors to help build their case against his father. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201012:11:45 AM 

Newsweek: A look at Assange's friends and foes 

The founder of the Wikileaks website has plenty of enemies in high places. Start with the Swedes. Today, a london 

court remanded the 39-year-old Australian into custody while he awaits the full hearing of an application for his 

extradition to Sweden to face charges of sexual assault-accusations he's always denied. That could be just the start. 

America badly wants him, too. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201012:13:39 AM 

Derek Jeter admits he was angry with Yankees 

Ig~~""IDerek Jeter can admit it now: He was definitely getting steamed at the New York Yankees. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201012:16:25 AM 

Wal-Mart joins Homeland Security terror fight 

To expand its anti-terrorism campaign, the u.s. Department of Homeland Security has partnered with Wal-Mart, 

bringing its 'If You See Something' campaign to hundreds of stores nationwide. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201012:16:32 AM 

Great lakes snow piles up in N.Y., Pa. 

Cold, moist air blowing across the Great Lakes is pumping up snowfall totals in parts of New York and Pennsylvania, 

leading to traffic problems and school closures. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201012:17:03 AM 

Pearl Harbor marked, but by fewer survivors 

Ig~~""IA new $56 million visitors center was the centerpiece of this year's Pearl Harbor commemoration, one 

that also saw fewer survivors as their numbers decline. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201012:23:01 AM 

Jackson's first posthumous video hits the Web 

Ig~~""IA new Michael Jackson music video is hitting the Internet preceding the launch of a posthumous Jackson 

album. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2010 12:24:54 AM 

A winter birthday may affect your biological clock 

Being born in winter versus summer may affect your biological clock in the long-term, according to a new study on mice. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2010 12:33:27 AM 

New diet drug recommended by FDA panel 

u.s. health advisers recommended approval of the first new weight loss pill in a decade on Tuesday, backing Orexigen 

Therapeutics Inc's Contrave. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20101:05:43 AM 

Video: Stoplight deflates Rudolph's sleigh 

Ig~~""IAS crowds gathered in Richmond, VA to see Rudolph the red-nosed reindeer take flight at this year's 

Christmas parade, a stop light had a different plan in mind for the balloon. NBC's Brian Williams 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20101:17:04 AM 

Celebrating the life of Elizabeth Edwards 

Ig~~""lcelebrating the life of Elizabeth Edwards 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2010 1:29:04 AM 

CFT: Boise St. president blasts BCS over error 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2010 1:37:34 AM 

FBI: Barbie video cam could be used for child porn 

Ig~~""~he FBI says it recently issued an alert about a popular Barbie doll with a hidden video camera that could 

be used to produce child pornography, but stressed that the toy has not been linked with any reported 
crimes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20101:57:46 AM 

Get merry with these holiday TV specials 

Ig~~""lwelcome to the most wonderful time of the year. You're stuffed with delicious food, and you're ready for 
your greatest end-of-year role yet - as a Holiday Couch Potato. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20102:14:31 AM 

'Weird life' claims spark a backlash 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Alien life on Earth? Not so fast .... More doubts are being voiced 

about last week's claims for life that uses arsenic in place of phosphorus. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20102:59:47 AM 

Report: Saudi party has sex, drugs, rock 'n' roll 

Report: A world of sex, drugs and rock 'n' roll plays out behind the scenes of puritanical Saudi Arabian royalty, u.S. 

diplomats say in cables revealed by Wikileaks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20103:24:36 AM 

Self not happy after No.4 Kansas' victory 

Ig~~""IMarkieff Morris had 16 points and his twin brother Marcus added 14 to lead No.4 Kansas to an 81-68 

victory over No. 13 Memphis on Tuesday night in the Jimmy V Classic at Madison Square Garden. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20104:02:00 AM 

Bench sparks Mavericks to 10th straight win 

Ig~~""~hird-string center Ian Mahinmi had 12 points and a career-high 10 rebounds and fourth-stringer Alexis 

Ajinci provided quality minutes to help the Dallas Mavericks beat the Golden State Warriors 105-100 
Tuesday night for their 10th straight victory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20104:06:24 AM 

One loser races from first to last place 

Ig~~""~he players had to face off-ranch challenges with diet and exercise, prepare for a pre-finale marathon, 
and reflect on just how far they've come. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20104:13:07 AM 

4 teens killed and 1 injured in Conn. car crash 

A teen driving on a tree-lined road in rural Connecticut lost control and crashed into a tree Tuesday afternoon, killing 

four high school students and seriously injuring another, authorities said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20109:56:55 AM 

U.S. admiral warns N. Korea's 'bad guy' 

Ig~~""~he top U.S. military officer warned the "bad guy" in North Korea Wednesday that the United States' 
commitment to defend the South was "unquestioned." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2010 10:20:41 AM 

Suicide bomber kills 15 at market in Pakistan 

Ig~~""IA suicide bomber blew himself up him in a busy market in northwest Pakistan on Wednesday, killing 15 

people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201010:33:19 AM 

Millionaire arrested over honeymoon slaying 

Ig~~""IA millionaire whose wife was murdered while the couple were on honeymoon in South Africa has been 

arrested by British police on suspicion he planned the killing, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2010 10:51:36 AM 

Newsweek: Elizabeth Edwards - a personal remembrance 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201011:07:14 AM 

Islamists in Europe: A 'clash of cultures' looms 

Ig~~""IExperts estimate that there are 5,000 to 10,000 Islamists across Europe willing to engage in violence in 

support of Shariah law. Msnbc.com's Ian Johnston reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201011:07:21 AM 

Most of Pete Sampras' tennis trophies stolen 

Ig~~""~ennis star Pete Sampras says most of his trophies and other memorabilia were stolen from a West Los 

Angeles public storage facility. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201011:38:19 AM 

Disfigured Afghan teen's father-in-law arrested 

Ig~~""~he father-in-law of a young Afghan woman who said her nose and ears were sliced off in punishment for 

running away from her husband has been arrested, the Afghan Interior Ministry said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201012:27:51 PM 

Porn star with HIV: Make condoms mandatory 

An adult film actor who tested positive for HIV is calling for mandatory condom use in porn films. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201012:27:51 PM 

Porn star with HIV: Make condoms mandatory 

An adult film actor who tested positive for HIV is calling for mandatory condom use in porn films. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2010 12:30:20 PM 

Lennon's last interview: 'There's plenty of time' 

Ig~~""IRolling Stone magazine is publishing an interview with John Lennon, conducted three days before the 

former Beatie was gunned down in New York, in full for the first time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2010 12:39:24 PM 

Video: Remembering Elizabeth Edwards 

Ig~~""~he estranged wife of presidential candidate John Edwards battled breast cancer, survived the loss of her 
son and maintained grace as her marriage was torn apart by infidelity. NBC's Norah O'Donnell 

reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2010 12:41:53 PM 

Is the car market really on the mend? 

Ig~~""INovemberls car sales figures were strong, but will industry sales suddenly return to their former vigor or 

continue to creep along with just marginal gains? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201012:43:18 PM 

Elizabeth Edwards dies of cancer at 61 

Ig~~""IElizabeth Edwards, a best-selling author and the driving force behind husband John Edwards' political 

career before it was destroyed by his infidelity, has died of cancer. She was 61. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201012:51:48 PM 

The growing business of growing marijuana 

The story of marijuana's growing acceptance in America begins in the Colorado Rockies where cannabis is meeting 

capitalism head on. CNBC's Trish Regan reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2010 1:02:33 PM 

Game the holidays with these gadgets and gifts 

Ig~~""IFrom spare controllers to sly tool kits, these gadgets will please the gamer on your holiday list. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2010 1:28:02 PM 

Middle class falls short on retirement funds 

The average American has saved less than 7 percent of his desired retirement nest egg and will likely have to keep 

working in retirement to supplement his income. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20101:54:14 PM 

Dirty money: Tests find BPA on dollar bills 

Ig~~""IAS if holiday shopping weren't stressful enough, a new report says the dwindling stash of cash in your 

wallet might be tainted with BPA, a controversial chemical linked to cancer and infertility. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20102:33:36 PM 

First Thoughts: A 'West Wing' moment? 

With some House Oems still in revolt over the tax-cut deal, First Read asks: Did the White House get its "West Wing" 

moment from Obama's Tuesday press conference? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20102:42:40 PM 

Doc dressed as Elvis revives marathon runner 

Ig~~""llt wasn't blue suede shoes but a pair of sneakers that led a San Francisco doctor dressed as Elvis Presley 

to a woman who passed out at a Las Vegas restaurant after a marathon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20102:55:39 PM 

Newsweek: Things the Internet killed 

In a world where connectivity is everywhere, there are some traditions, values, and just plain ways of life that we no 

longer adhere to. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20103:22:55 PM 

10 ski resorts perfect for the entire family 

Ig~~""~hese 10 North American ski resorts provide opportunities for parents and children to spend precious 

time together, as well as rare time apart to ski at their own levels. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20103:29:04 PM 

Break the glass ceiling, fall off the glass cliff 

Life Inc.: So you've made it to the top in a field normally associated with the other gender. The hard work doesn't stop 

there. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20103:49:58 PM 

New Taliban video shows captive U.S. soldier 

Ig~~""IA new video released by the Taliban shows Spc. Bowe Bergdahl, the only known u.s. serviceman held 

captive in Afghanistan, with what appears to be an abrasion on his cheek. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20103:55:56 PM 

Video: Ted Turner: Down to his last few million? 

Ig~~""ICNN founder Ted Turner tells Morning Joe that he's down to his last few million dollars, just enough so 
his children don't have to worry about his funeral costs. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20104:53:54 PM 

Video: Purse snatched from 91-year-old near church 

Ig~~""lvideo shows a robber snatch purses from a 91-year-old lady and another elderly women. Msnbc's Chris 
Jansing reports. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20105:05:04 PM 

Leaks: Libya's threats over Lockerbie bomber 

Ig~~""ILibyan leader Moammar Gadhafi threatened to cut trade with Britain if the Lockerbie bomber died in jail, 

according to a report on the latest u.s. cables released by WikiLeaks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20105:14:23 PM 

Prodigal kitty returns home 5 years after Katrina 

Ig~~""IFive years after wandering away in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, a gray and white cat named Scrub 

has been reunited with his Mississippi family. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20105:59:17 PM 

Great lakes snow piles up - 4 feet in places 

Ig~~""IRelentless lake-effect storms pounded parts of northwestern Pennsylvania and upstate New York on 

Wednesday, with close to four feet of snow falling in the Syracuse area since the weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20106:10:22 PM 

Body of missing Ala. boy believed found 

Ig~~""IBones found Wednesday in the woods of rural Mississippi are believed to be the remains of a missing 3-

year-old Alabama boy whose father told authorities he dumped the child there in March, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20106:53:59 PM 

'Harry Potter' park works magic for Universal 

Ig~~""~he Wizarding World of Harry Potter at Universal Orlando has conjured all the magic Universal expected, 

and then some. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20107:00:28 PM 

BP official: Effort to shut Gulf well was 'late' 

Workers on the doomed Gulf of Mexico oil rig were distracted by multiple activities going on simultaneously, a BP vice 

president told a federal investigative panel Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20107:13:19 PM 

Haiti election protests spread through capital 

Ig~~""~he headquarters of Haiti's ruling party was set ablaze Wednesday as protests over disputed presidential 

election results spread through the Haitian capital, prompting the nation's president to call for calm. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20107:13:25 PM 

Obama: Tax deal will look better with more scrutiny 

Touting good reviews the tax deal announced this week received from economists, the president again called on 

Congress today to pass the bill. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20107:15:28 PM 

Prison blaze kills at least 81 inmates in Chile 

Ig~~""IA fire that began during a riot in a severely overcrowded prison killed at least 81 inmates Wednesday and 

seriously injured 14 others, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20107:15:52 PM 

Alien planet discovered, but it shouldn't exist 

Ig~~""IAn alien star has now been discovered to have an extra planet that astronomers so far cannot explain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20107:20:51 PM 

Reports: Aretha Franklin has pancreatic cancer 

Ig~~""INational Enquirer claims that doctors made the diagnosis after the singer broke her ribs in a shower fall 

over the summer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20107:21:48 PM 

Newsweek: Egypt shark attacks a conspiracy? 

In the past week the Egyptian resort town of Sharm ai-Sheikh has been hit by a spate of gruesome shark attacks, with 

one person killed. On Monday, the governor of South Sinai suggested that the Israeli Mossad might have deliberately 

sabotaged Egyptian tourism by "throwing the deadly shark in the sea." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20107:33:51 PM 

SpaceX's orbital capsule splashes down safely 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: SpaceX's Dragon capsule finishes its first-ever orbital mission with a 

Pacific Ocean splashdown, marking a huge step toward NASA's post-shuttle era. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20107:36:34 PM 

Middle class falls short on retirement funds 

The average American has saved less than 7 percent of his desired retirement nest egg and will likely have to keep 

working in retirement to supplement his income. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20107:38:28 PM 

Video: NFL looks at new helmet to curb concussions 

Ig~~""lon Wednesday, the NFL's Head, Neck and Spine Committee wrapped up a meeting on helmet safety 

standards. Chris Nowinski of the Sports Legacy Institute discuss the committee's plans to look at new 
designs to limit blunt head trauma. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20107:45:25 PM 

Violence flares as Haiti reveals election results 

Ig~~""~he headquarters of Haiti's ruling party was set ablaze Wednesday as protests over disputed presidential 

election results spread through the Haitian capital, prompting the nation's president to call for calm. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20108:53:52 PM 

China cracks down on foreign travel before Nobel ceremony 

Chinese sympathizers are barred from traveling to Norway - and elsewhere - for Friday's event to honor Peace Prize 

winner Liu Xiaobo. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20108:56:01 PM 

Man hacked, parts stuffed in backpack 

Ig~~""IAuthorities are looking for a Pennsylvania couple suspected of killing a man and stuffing his body parts in 

a backpack and under a bed at a Los Angeles hotel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20109:24:54 PM 

Bid to stop burning of explosives-laced home fails 

Ig~~""IA federal judge on Wednesday refused to halt Thursday's scheduled burning of a home that had been 

stuffed with explosive chemicals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2010 10:09:23 PM 

Holiday windows seek niche in wired world 

Ig~~""IEVery year major retailers spend millions of dollars on elaborate holiday window displays. Yet in an 

increasingly wired world, there is little evidence that the investment boosts sales. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201010:29:21 PM 

Why Groupon said no to Google's $6 billion 

Groupon board members stood to gain millions or even more than a billion dollars by accepting Google's $6 billion offer. 

Here is why they walked away. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2010 10:54:02 PM 

The growing business of growing marijuana 

The story of marijuana's growing acceptance in America begins in the Colorado Rockies where cannabis is meeting 

capitalism head on. CNBC's Trish Regan reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201011:12:40 PM 

Snipes files emergency motion for new trial 

Ig~~""IActor Wesley Snipes made a last-minute request for a new trial a day before he is scheduled to report to 

prison for failing to pay taxes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2010 11:32:54 PM 

Legal 'like': Ohio judges can friend via Facebook 

The Ohio Supreme Court says judges on Facebook can "friend" lawyers appearing before them but must be careful not 

to violate state ethics rules. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2010 11:40:06 PM 

Florida's Meyer stepping down as coach 

Ig~~""IFlorida coach Urban Meyer says he is leaving one of the premier jobs in college football for the second 

time to spend more time with his family. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2010 11:42:34 PM 

Police: Publicist's murder a 'robbery gone bad' 

Ig~~""llnvestigators said that they believe a Hollywood publicist was killed by the career criminal who 

committed suicide last week in a seedy apartment lobby as police closed in on him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2010 11:44:50 PM 

Video: Fury over election creates flash point in Haiti 

Ig~~""INine days after Haiti's chaotic election, thousands of protesters stormed through the streets of Port au 

Prince Wednesday and rioted with guns, rocks and burning tires, flaming more unrest as the city battles a 
major cholera epidemic. NBC's Ann Curry reports from Haiti. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201011:45:46 PM 

Video: Obama riles Dems in battle over Bush-era taxes 

Ig~~""~he Obama Administration is keeping the pressure on Democrats in Congress to pass the tax cut package 
that has many liberals furious. NBC's Kelly O'Donnell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201011:52:21 PM 

House Dems push through massive budget bill 

Democrats controlling the House have muscled through a catchall spending bill to freeze the budgets of many Cabinet 

departments and fund the war in Afghanistan for another year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201011:53:15 PM 

Video: Edwards' legacy: lessons about a life-threatening illness 

Ig~~""IElizabeth Edwards, who died Tuesday after a six-year battle with breast cancer, never missed an 

opportunity to use her perspective as a patient to campaign on behalf of universal healthcare. NBC's 
Nancy Snyderman reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/201012:07:31 AM 

Reid's 'Net bet bill would aid his casino backers 

Ig~~...,~wo Las Vegas casino companies that were big contributors to Nevada Sen. Harry Reid's re-election 

would benefit from an Internet gambling measure that the majority leader is attempting to add to a 
massive tax cut bill, lobbyists and staffers tell NBC News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/201012:19:13 AM 

Video: Assange loyalists wage Wiki-war 

Ig~~""lsupporters of jailed WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange launched a cyber-attack on VISA on Wednesday 

after successfully shutting down the websites of MasterCard, Swedish prosecutors and a Swiss bank. 
NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2010 12:20:36 AM 

Dad of 2 missing kids charged with murder 

Ig~~""IAn Alabama man who told authorities he dumped his two dead children in the woods, then covered them 

with twigs, was charged Wednesday with two counts of murder. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2010 12:22:36 AM 

Giant storks may have fed on real-life hobbits 

Ig~~""lln the "Lord of the Rings" books, hobbits were rescued by giant eagles, but real-life hobbits might have 

been hunted by giant storks, scientists find. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2010 12:31:00 AM 

Assange supporters attack Visa website 

Hackers rush to Wikileaks' defense, launching an attack on Visa after shutting down MasterCard, Swedish prosecutors 

and others who have acted against the site and its jailed founder. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2010 1:05:02 AM 

Gold coins land in Salvation Army kettles 

The Salvation Army red kettles are coming up golden in Indiana. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20101:11:48 AM 

'Unfortunate error' by bank and a home is gone 

Ig~~""INOW a new species of homeowner is getting pushed into foreclosure hell. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2010 1:33:48 AM 

Doctor: Suspected Smart kidnapper not mentally ill 

A forensic psychiatrist testified Wednesday that a former street preacher charged with the abduction of Elizabeth Smart 

did not suffer from severe mental illness at the time she was taken from her Utah home. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2010 1:39:45 AM 

Racy Aguilera pics leak onto the Internet 

Ig~~"'l'The photos of Christina Aguilera being leaked to the press were illegally obtained by a hacker who 

tapped into Christina's personal stylist's account," a rep for the pop star tells E! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2010 1:48:32 AM 

Police: Ga. college instructor stripped in class 

Students in a Kennesaw State University business class got an anatomy lesson. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2010 1:59:05 AM 

'Jihad' suspect held in alleged military bomb plot 

A man has been arrested for plotting to blow up a military recruitment center in the Baltimore area, authorities said 

Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20102:25:28 AM 

95-year-old returns library book 74 years overdue 

A California woman is proving it's never too late to make things right. When she stumbled upon a wildly overdue library 

book, she returned it and offered to pay the late fee - a whopping $2,701. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20102:35:50 AM 

House vote advances the Dream Act 

The House passed legislation Wednesday to give hundreds of thousands of foreign-born youngsters brought to the 

country illegally a shot at legal status, a fleeting victory for an effort that appears doomed in the Senate. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20102:43:29 AM 

As jurors go online, U.S. trials go off track 

The explosion of blogging, tweeting and other online diversions has reached into u.s. jury boxes, raising serious 

questions about juror impartiality and the ability of judges to control courtrooms. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20102:54:19 AM 

Red Tape: WikiLeaks vigilante war spills onto Web 

The vigilante cyberskirmish surrounding WikiLeaks has now spilled over onto the wider Internet, with websites for 

MasterCard and Visa becoming collateral damage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20103:55:57 AM 

Red-hot Crosby helps Pens to 11th straight win 

Ig~~""lsidney Crosby scored twice during his fourth multiple-goal game in his last six, and Pittsburgh won its 
11th game in a row by beating Toronto 5-2. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20104:04:16 AM 

India's sari-clad ambassador gets airport pat-down 

Ig~~""llndials sari-clad ambassador was pulled from a Mississippi airport security line and patted down by a TSA 

agent after attending a state university conference. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20104:19:20 AM 

Celtics rollover Nuggets for 8th straight win 

Ig~~""IRay Allen scored 28 points as Boston took advantage of an injury to Carmela Anthony and won its eighth 
straight game, beating Denver 105-89. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20104:46:42 AM 

No.1 Duke wins, but may lose Irving for season 

Ig~~""IAndre Dawkins scored a career-high 28 points in his first start to help top-ranked Duke beat Bradley 83-

48 on Wednesday night, moving coach Mike Krzyzewski into sole possession of third place on the all-time 
wins list. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20104:58:02 AM 

HBT: Red Sox, Crawford agree on 7-year, $142M deal 

Ig~~""IHBT: In a bold but brilliant move by a club that missed the playoffs last season, the Red Sox and free 

agent outfielder Carl Crawford reportedly agree on a seven-year, $142 million deal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20105:15:22 AM 

Red Sox, Crawford reach 7-year, $142M deal 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20105:32:09 AM 

Cliff-hanger: Yankees finally make offer to Lee 

Ig~~""IHOW hungry are the New York Yankees to sign Cliff Lee? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20105:52:29 AM 

Study: Wisc., N. Dakota top drunk driving rates 

More than 30 million Americans admit to driving drunk and more than 10 million say they drove while on illicit drugs, a 

federal study says. Wisconsin tops drunken driving rate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20106:20:03 AM 

Even a bit of social smoking can trigger heart attack 

Ig~~""IEven one puff- or inhaling someone else's secondhand smoke - could be enough to block your arteries 

and trigger a heart attack, says the newest surgeon general's report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20106:51:19 AM 

Body found on Calif. mountain believed to be hiker 

Authorities in California say a female body found on Mount Baldy is believed to be that of a hiker who disappeared over 

the weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20108:18:20 AM 

Tanier: Peyton's problem? He only trusts Wayne 

Ig~~""~anier: All of the inexperienced faces on offense finally have taken their toll on Peyton Manning. His 

timing is off, and it has affected his discipline. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20109:13:21 AM 

Zuckerberg vows to give away half of his wealth 

Ig~~""IAnother 17 U.S. billionaires, including Facebook co-founders Mark Zuckerberg and Dustin Moskovitz, 

have pledged to give away at least half their fortunes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2010 10:39:30 AM 

Sex offender charged in aspiring dancer's death 

Ig~~""IA sex offender was charged Wednesday with killing an aspiring dancer who vanished two years ago after 

leaving a New York City nightclub with him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2010 10:44:30 AM 

Reports: Lockerbie bomber in coma, near death 

Ig~~""~he Libyan former intelligence agent convicted of the Lockerbie bombing is in a coma and close to death, 

according to reports Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/201011:48:31 AM 

Israel launches strikes, warns on Gaza 

Israel launched retaliatory air strikes on the Gaza Strip Thursday hours after its top soldier warned troops to be prepared 

for possible "wider action" on the enclave's volatile border. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2010 12:29:27 PM 

Gift cards are improved this year, but not perfect 

Ig~~""~hiS year, thanks to the Credit Card Accountability, Responsibility and Disclosure Act of 2009, some of the 
worst gift card "gotchas" are gone or restricted. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2010 12:33:50 PM 

Green toys are red-hot this holiday season 

Ig~~""IEco-friendIY toys used to inhabit the "Island of Misfit Toys," but this year there will likely be more of them 
on Santa's sleigh than ever before. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2010 12:36:01 PM 

Regifting? Follow these five important rules 

Regifting is perfectly acceptable - not to mention economical. But if you're going to do it, make sure you do it right. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2010 12:39:39 PM 

U.S. blacklists Afghan security firm tied to Karzai 

Ig~~""~he U.S. military is cutting ties with an Afghan security firm run by relatives of President Hamid Karzai 

that has been accused of bribing both government officials and Taliban commanders, according to 
documents obtained Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/201012:45:12 PM 

Video: Democrats slam Obama's tax deal 

Ig~~""IDemocrats, angered over the president's compromise with GOP lawmakers, are threatening to shoot 

down the deal. But, as NBC's Kelly O'Donnell reports, some party leaders are urging them to take the deal 
now before Republicans gain more power next month. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2010 12:48:50 PM 

Video: WikiLeaks 'hactivists' launch attack on Palin 

Ig~~""lsarah Palin says WikiLeaks loyalists have hacked into her political action committee website and stolen 

her personal credit card information. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/201012:50:31 PM 

Video: Sex offender charged in dancer's death 

Ig~~""lofficials in Orange County, N.Y., have formally charged Michael Mele, a policeman's son with a history of 

sexual deviance, in the death of Laura Garza, a dancer pursuing her dreams in the Big Apple. NBC's Mara 
Schiavocampo reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2010 12:55:48 PM 

Video: Elizabeth Edwards to be buried next to her son 

Ig~~""IElizabeth Edwards' surviving children, 28-year-old Cate, 12-year-old Emma Claire and 10-year-old Jack, 

will bury their mother next to their late brother, Wade, who died in a car accident at 16. NBC's Norah 
O'Donnell reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2010 12:57:58 PM 

NYC imam in mosque plan sees hope after fury 

Ig~~""llmam Feisal Abdul Rauf saw his plans for an Islamic center near ground zero derided as a victory mosque 

for terrorists, exploited as campaign fodder and used as a bargaining chip by a Florida pastor who vowed 
to burn the Koran. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20101:13:49 PM 

Video: Gold, diamond ring found in charity kettles 

Ig~~""~ODAYJS Natalie Morales reports on some of the amazing and extremely generous donations some 

anonymous angels have made to the Salvation Army this holiday season. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2010 1:25:49 PM 

Dems help Chinese firm chase stimulus 

Ig~~...,~op Democratic lobbyists are behind a proposed wind farmthat stands to get $450 million in stimulus 

money, even though a Chinese company would operate the farm and its turbines would be built in China. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2010 1:29:42 PM 

Bushels of "Smurfberries" cost buckets of cash 

Ig~~"'l'The Smurfs' Village," a game for the iPhone and other Apple gadgets, was released a month ago and 

quickly became the highest-grossing application in the iTunes store. Yet it's free to download. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20101:30:11 PM 

Snow causes European travel chaos 

Ig~~""~ravelers in Paris and Frankfurt slept at the airport after snow and ice caused travel chaos. Pop singer 

Shakira canceled a concert in Germany, while the French prime minister missed a gala at Moscow's 
Bolshoi Theater. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2010 1:49:01 PM 

New developments in do-it-yourself travel 

Ig~~""~he magnetic-stripe boarding pass is all but extinct - a big deal according to lATA spokesman Steve Lott. 
"Barcoded boarding passes opened up the door to a lot of other self-service options." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20102:01:05 PM 

Potty talk: Secrets we share in the 100 

Ig~~""IRestrooms are a place for taking care of business. Sometimes literally - 1 in 3 say they talk about work 

with others in the restroom. Others gossip and talk about sex, a new study says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20102:06:05 PM 

Big PR goof? China's confusing Confucius prize 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20102:06:05 PM 

Big PR goof? China's confusing Confucius prize 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20102:06:32 PM 

Cousin: Aretha Franklin set to leave hospital 

Aretha Franklin's cousin says the ailing legendary singer is "doing better than doctors expected" and expects to be 

released from the hospital this weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20102:25:07 PM 

Palace issues guidelines on royal wedding souvenirs 

Ig~~""IHoPing to get a royal wedding T-shirt or tea towel with Prince William's coat of arms? You may be 

disappointed: The palace has banned the coat of arms from appearing on most textiles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20102:35:20 PM 

Babies on planes: Debate over safety renewed 

Ig~~""~he NTSB has repeatedly pushed the FAA for a rule requiring all airline passengers - including infants -

to be restrained in a separate seat aboard planes. Now the agency renews the debate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20102:37:04 PM 

First Thoughts: Scare tactics 

In what has been the most vigorous (and best?) sales job in months, the Obama administration began to use a little fear 

on Wednesday to sell its tax-cut agreement. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20102:37:30 PM 

'Sex tax' helps German city close deficit 

Challenged with a 100 million euro ($133 million) deficit, one western German city has introduced a day tax on 

prostitutes to help whittle down its budget gap. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20102:44:01 PM 

Fisher's buzzer-beater saves Lakers vs. Clippers 

Derek Fisher hit a layup at the buzzer to give the los Angeles lakers an 87-86 victory over the los Angeles Clippers on 

Wednesday night after the two-time defending NBA champions trailed for most of the second half. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20103:04:13 PM 

China anti-Nobel campaign winning it no friends 

Ig~~""lchina's campaign to vilify this year's recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize and sabotage the award ceremony 

showed signs of backfiring Thursday, as criticism of Beijing rose and the imprisoned Chinese dissident 
seemed to be turning into a celebrity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20103:32:29 PM 

HBT: Crawford deal not good for Red Sox 

Ig~~""IHBT: Carl Crawford's $142 million deal made the Red Sox better, but he won't age well enough to justify 

these dollars and a contract of this length. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20103:55:05 PM 

Crocodile attacks kayakers, drags guide away 

Ig~~""IRescuers say that a South African man leading two Americans on a whitewater expedition in Central 

Africa was attacked by a crocodile and pulled from his kayak. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20104:10:36 PM 

Controversial church to picket Edwards funeral 

A church that pickets funerals to protest what it calls American immorality says its members will be picketing the service 

this Saturday for Elizabeth Edwards, who died of breast cancer on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20104:27:18 PM 

Howard Stern signs new 5-year deal with Sirius 

Ig~~""~he shock jock's previous five-year, $500 million contract with Sirius XM Radio expires in December and 

investors worried subscribers would abandon the service if Stern moved on. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20104:41:15 PM 

House Dem Caucus votes to reject tax compromise 

In a non-binding vote Thursday, the House Democratic Caucus voted to reject the president's tax compromise. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20104:55:30 PM 

'The Tourist' a mindlessly enjoyable trip 

It's probably best to head into "The Tourist" with the mindset that you're going on an actual vacation yourself. If you're 

in the mood for mindless, escapist fun, you'll be fine. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20105:00:49 PM 

BLTWY: More potential 2012 candidates 

Ig~~""IWith Romney getting an exploratory committee, a look at other possible 2012 candidates 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20105:09:41 PM 

DREAM Act vote delayed in Senate 

After previously scheduling a procedural vote for this morning, the Senate has again pushed back a vote to take up 

legislation to allow a path to u.S. citizenship for some foreign-born young adults who came to the country illegally as 

children. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20105:15:24 PM 

Video: Teens bungee jump off rooftop in Russia 

Ig~~""IA group of teens in Russia have put together a homemade bungee ride in which they plunge off of a 
snowy rooftop. Msnbc's Chris Jansing reports. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20105:40:33 PM 

What happened to that 'adult conversation' on U.S. debt? 

Ig~~""~he feeling that Americans and their representatives in Congress were ready for serious "adult" work on 

reducing deficits and debt lasted about three days. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20106:08:19 PM 

Video: Australia hit by worst floods in decades 

Ig~~""lln Australia, hundreds of people have had to flee their homes after heavy rains caused severe floods. 
lTV's Sascha Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20106:19:51 PM 

Newsweek: 7 biggest movie-ratings fights of the 2000s 

Like a bad grade in college that you don't think you deserve, a Motion Picture Association of America movie rating is 

something you can sometimes appeal. Here's a look back at some successful (and unsuccessful) ratings battles in the last 

decade. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20106:21:29 PM 

Jim Morrison set to receive pardon in Florida 

The Doors singer jim Morrison will get a posthumous pardon for an indecent exposure conviction in Florida. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20106:27:29 PM 

U.S. life expectancy slipped as recession took hold 

Life expectancy in the United States fell in 2008, the first full year of a grueling recession that saw mixed effects, both 

good and bad, on the nation's health, according to new government data. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20107:08:50 PM 

Video: Battle over earmarks brewing in Congress 

Ig~~""lpOlitico'S Martin Kady discusses the appointment of Rep. Hal Rogers, R-Ky., as chair of the House 
Appropriations Committee. Some critics refer to him as the "Prince of Pork," because he's pushed 

through 135 earmarks worth almost $250 million in two years. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20107:22:32 PM 

Warrants detail abuse of kids buried by dad 

Ig~~""IA man charged with murdering his two children and dumping their bodies allowed their stepmother to 

bind them with duct tape for hours and shove socks in their mouths, according to arrest warrants. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20107:23:59 PM 

Video: Icy gutters? Wait, there's more 

Ig~~""IA video from YouTube shows two men trying to clear out icy gutters in Scotland when the roof provides 
some comic relief. TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20108:16:52 PM 

U.S. to probe hack attacks in wake of Wikileaks 

u.s. Attorney General Eric Holder said Thursday that authorities were looking into cyber-attacks on companies like 

Amazon.com and others targeted by hackers in the wake of the release of classified information by Wikileaks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20108:49:57 PM 

Assange's hiding place: U.K. club for journalists 

Ig~~...,~o the founder of the Frontline Club, where Julian Assange lived for about three weeks until his arrest, 

the WikiLeaks chief is a "hero" for the courage he has shown. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20109:12:35 PM 

Key vote on 'don't ask, don't tell' repeal fails 

A key procedural vote on the bill containing a repeal of the military's Don't Ask Don't Tell policy failed Thursday, likely 

dealing a final blow to advocates who hoped to overturn the 17-year old ban on gays and lesbians serving openly in the 

military during this session of Congress. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20109:32:24 PM 

DeMarco: Baseball's little guys lose big at meetings 

Ig~~""IDeMarco: If this offseason's developments are telling us anything, it's that economic disparity still is in 

charge here. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20109:42:03 PM 

WikiLeaks: U.S. helped Spain fight treasure hunter 

Ig~~""lsunken treasure, WikiLeaks documents and a priceless French painting. Suddenly, a great deal of 
international drama has touched down in Tampa and reads like a diplomatic thriller - with half a billion 

dollars in gold at stake. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20109:44:10 PM 

Israeli forest's road to recovery - plant or wait? 

Ig~~""IFor more than a century, planting trees in this mostly desert land has been an act of almost spiritual 

importance, starting with those who helped create the state of Israel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20109:58:59 PM 

Promising bone drug flops in breast cancer study 

One of the most promising new approaches for fighting breast cancer took a stunning setback Thursday when a major 

study showed that a bone-building drug did not stop cancer from returning or extend life for most women fighting the 

disease. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2010 10:22:09 PM 

Newsweek: More proof the Senate is broken 

If you think the Senate is broken, today's vote to block a defense appropriations bill that carries the repeal of the 

military's 'Don't Ask, Don't Tell' law provides certain proof. And if you don't think so, you might want to reconsider. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2010 10:29:41 PM 

Auburn QB Cam Newton says he did nothing wrong 

Ig~~""IHeisman Trophy favorite Cam Newton tells ESPN that he "did no wrong" in the recruiting process that led 

to him signing with Auburn. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/201010:36:19 PM 

Chicago expects one-two snow punch 

r-I~now moving east across the northern Plains was making a mess of Chicago's evening rush hour on 
hursday, part of a one-two punch being followed up by a weekend storm. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2010 10:53:46 PM 

Stocks end mixed as tax compromise stalls 

Stocks closed mixed Thursday as traders waited to see whether a tax compromise brokered by the White House and 

Republicans will pass the Democratic-controlled House. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2010 11:01:08 PM 

Protesters attack car containing Prince Charles 

Britain's parliament on Thursday approved plans to increase fees paid by university students despite a rebellion by 

members of the coalition government .. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/201011:09:19 PM 

Jim Morrison receives pardon in Florida 

Ig~~""~im Morrison was posthumously pardoned Thursday for a 1970 indecent exposure conviction in Florida, a 

move a woman who said she was married to The Doors lead singer called a cheap political ploy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2010 11:20:29 PM 

China's human rights detainees 2010 

As Oslo gets ready to award the Nobel Peace Prize to Chinese human rights activist, Liu Xiaobo, China has been hard at 

work preparing for a media storm. Read profiles of ten prominent Chinese social activists who have been jailed ahead of 

the Nobel Peace Prize. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/201011:46:15 PM 

Video: Report: Women's health failing on many fronts 

Ig~~""IA new report card on women's health contains disturbing findings about binge drinking, weight and 
diabetes. NBC's Nancy Snyderman reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2010 11:48:09 PM 

Video: Surgeon General: No 'safe' amount of tobacco 

Ig~~""~he U.S. Surgeon General's new report on smoking warns that even the smallest amount of tobacco 
smoke damages DNA and can lead to cancer. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2010 11:49:58 PM 

FBI: Md. bomb plot suspect knew about Oregon sting 

Ig~~""IA 21-year-old man charged with trying to blow up a Baltimore-area military recruiting center briefly 

hesitated when he heard about a federal sting operation that nabbed an alleged terrorist in Oregon last 
month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2010 11:51:05 PM 

Video: Neighbors return after bomb-filled house burned 

Ig~~""lcalifornia officials destroyed a suburban home north of San Diego that was found to be full of homemade 

explosives, the largest cache ever to be discovered in the u.s. NBC's Kristen Welker reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2010 11:52:54 PM 

Explosive-laden home is burned down 

Ig~~""IFire officials on Thursday torched a Southern California house so laden with explosives that authorities 

said they had no other choice but to burn it to the ground. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/2010 12:05:59 AM 

Video: 'Waiting for Superman' heroes get field trip of lifetime 

Ig~~""IA few of the students whose public education plight gained national attention in the "Waiting for 

Superman" documentary shared a magical moment at the White House. NBC's Rehema Ellis 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/2010 12:05:59 AM 

Video: 'Waiting for Superman' heroes get field trip of lifetime 

Ig~~""IA few of the students whose public education plight gained national attention in the "Waiting for 

Superman" documentary shared a magical moment at the White House. NBC's Rehema Ellis 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/201012:16:17 AM 

Visions of sugarplums may help you lose weight 

One way to avoid gorging on your favorite junk food may be to picture yourself eating it, one delicious bite at a time, 

according to a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/201012:44:14 AM 

Transgender woman files claim against DMV 

She says the clerk who handled her application for a new driver's license sent her a letter at home calling her gender 

change a "very evil decision" that would condemn her to hell. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/2010 12:45:05 AM 

Obama and family light National Christmas Tree 

Ig~~""lchristmas has arrived in Washington. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/201012:55:10 AM 

Heavy rains flood towns in eastern Australia 

Australia's attorney general declared 45 communities along the country's east coast disaster areas Friday, following 

weeks of drenching rains that have submerged homes, destroyed crops and killed four people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/201012:57:11 AM 

Howard Stern's deal may be worth $400 million 

Ig~~""lsirius XM and Howard Stern didn't detail financial terms of their new five-year relationship, but at least 

one analyst estimates it is worth $400 million over the term of the contract. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20101:30:23 AM 

Way cleared for tax cut bill; energy breaks added 

Ig~~""~he White House and key lawmakers cleared the way for swift Senate action to avert a Jan. 1 spike in 

income taxes for most Americans, agreeing to renew expiring breaks for ethanol and other forms of 
alternative energy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20102:08:09 AM 

Dear Santa, please send ... marijuana? 

Ig~~""lpolice in New Haven, Conn., found packages wrapped in Christmas paper, with ribbons, bows, and tags 

that said, "To Jessie, From Santa" containing about $400,000 worth of marijuana. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20103:00:47 AM 

3 officers guilty in post-Katrina death 

Ig~~""IA federal jury on Thursday convicted three current or former New Orleans police officers but acquitted 
two others in the death of a man during Hurricane Katrina's chaotic aftermath. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20104:01:08 AM 

Newsweek: Christian right eyes 2012 candidates 

Ig~~""INewsweek: Coalescing behind a single presidential hopeful is going to be tricky for the ever-fractured 

GOP. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20104:05:34 AM 

Pluto's in the spotlight, dead or alive 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Who killed Pluto? The dwarf planet is still kicking, thanks to a new 
book by its "killer" as well as new rounds of research that reference the icy world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20105:02:07 AM 

Nowitzki powers Mavs to 11th straight win 

Ig~~""IDirk Nowitzki had 21 points and 10 rebounds, Shawn Marion added 18 points, and Dallas stretched its 
winning streak to 11 games with a 102-89 victory over the New Jersey Nets on Thursday night in former 

Mavericks coach Avery Johnson's return to Dallas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20105:02:29 AM 

FAA missing key data on 119,000 planes 

Ig~~""~he FAA's aircraft registry is missing key information on who owns one-third of the 357,000 private and 

commercial planes in the u.s. - a gap the agency fears could be exploited by terrorists and drug 
traffickers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20105:23:22 AM 

Iranian TV: Woman who faced stoning not free 

Ig~~""IA European human rights group on Thursday backed off its earlier claim that an Iranian woman who had 

been sentenced to death by stoning had been freed along with her son. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20105:24:43 AM 

Garnett's bank shot lifts Celtics to 9th straight 

Ig~~""IKevin Garnett banked in a shot off an alley-oop pass with 1.4 seconds left to give the Boston Celtics their 
ninth straight victory, 102-101 over the Philadelphia 76ers on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20105:35:09 AM 

China mounts Nobel Prize clampdown 

Ig~~""lchinese authorities were clamping down on dissidents and blocking websites ahead of the Nobel Peace 

Prize ceremony to honor jailed Chinese dissident Liu Xiaobo. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20105:46:38 AM 

Philippine leader orders 43 suspected rebels freed 

Ig~~""lphiliPPine President Benigno Aquino III ordered prosecutors Friday to drop criminal charges against 43 

health workers arrested by the army as suspected communist rebels 10 months ago, saying their rights 
were violated. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20107:49:51 AM 

Pakistan papers sorry after running WikiLeaks hoax 

Leading Pakistani newspapers acknowledged Friday they were hoaxed after publishing reports based on fake WikiLeaks 

cables that contain crude anti-Indian propaganda. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20107:59:58 AM 

Croatian police issue arrest warrant for ex-PM 

Croatian police have issued an international arrest warrant for the country's former prime minister, who left the country 

just before parliament lifted his immunity amid suspicion of corruption. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20108:11:51 AM 

Colts jump on Titans' mistakes in crucial win 

Ig~~""lpeyton Manning threw for 319 yards and two touchdowns, and the Indianapolis Colts snapped their 
three-game skid by beating the Tennessee Titans 30-28 on Thursday night to stay just a half-game back in 

the AFC South. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20108:58:00 AM 

Russian boy names Putin's new puppy 'Buffy' 

Prime Minister Vladimir Putin has named his new male puppy Buffy, picking a name suggested by a five-year old boy in a 

nationwide competition. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/2010 10:29:21 AM 

WikiLeaks: Possible Myanmar nukes worry u.s. 

Ig~~""lu.s. diplomats expressed concern about Myanmar and North Korea's cooperation on nuclear technology 

and the potentially "fatal" economic situation in Cuba, cables out Friday show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/2010 10:29:28 AM 

Floods swamp dozens of towns in Australia 

Ig~~""IAustralia declared 45 communities along its east coast disaster areas Friday, following weeks of rains that 

have submerged homes, destroyed crops and killed four people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/2010 11:46:03 AM 

BTW: Scores of petitioners gather in Beijing 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20101:13:30 PM 

Cut the deficit, don't touch my programs 

Life Inc.: The majority of Americans think the federal deficit needs to be reduced, according to a new poll from the Pew 

Research Center for the People & the Press. They just don't like many of the ways of doing it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20101:18:16 PM 

'Messiah' give you chills? Find out why 

Ig~~""lsome people are so moved by the "Messiah" or even the opening notes of "A Charlie Brown Christmas" 

that they get chills. A new study says it all depends on whether you have a particular personality trait. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20101:27:47 PM 

Pacing cocktails may save your heart 

New research shows that occasional heavy drinking may be worse for your heart than drinking smaller amounts more 

frequently, perhaps upping the risk of heart attacks and deaths. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20101:45:53 PM 

U.K. cops under pressure after royal car attacked 

British police came under intense pressure on Friday after protesters furious at a controversial hike in university fees 

attacked the car carrying Prince Charles and his wife. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20102:23:51 PM 

First Thoughts: Breaking away 

Ig~~""lln rising above the partisan Congress on the tax deal, President Obama no longer seemed like a de facto 

majority leader or party whip. He was, well, presidential. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20102:28:53 PM 

Video shows Cyrus taking bong hit 

Ig~~""~he video obtained by TMZ was shot at a party at Miley Cyrus' house five days after her 18th birthday 

and reportedly involved smoking the legal herb salvia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20102:35:54 PM 

Dog-friendly winter destinations 

Ig~~""IAS the holiday travel season gets into gear, leisure industry insiders predict that more people will be 

traveling with their dogs to winter destinations than in previous years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20103:50:06 PM 

Lost civilization may have been beneath Persian Gulf 

Veiled beneath the Persian Gulf, a once-fertile landmass may have supported some of the earliest humans outside Africa 

some 75,000 to 100,000 years ago, a new review of research suggests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20103:56:34 PM 

Companies out to cut down on sick-day fraud 

Ig~~""lplaYing hooky without getting caught - immortalized in the film "Ferris Bueller's Day Off" - used to be 

an adolescent rite of passage. Now, in light of a large number of people calling out "sick," companies are 
calling in the detectives. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20104:15:32 PM 

The rich out-eat the poor too 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: The wealthiest Americans spent much more in 2009 just eating at restaurants than the nation's 

poorest spent on all their food for the year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20104:16:21 PM 

U.S. trade gap narrows more than expected 

The u.s. trade deficit narrowed much more than expected in October, as exports rose a robust 3.2 percent and imports 

declined slightly in the face of slackening demand. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20104:34:24 PM 

Video: Dylan handwritten lyrics fetch big price 

Ig~~""IA set of handwritten lyrics by Bob Dylan sold at a recent auction for $422,500, far more than experts had 
initially estimated. CNBC's Tyler Mathisen reports. (CNBC) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20105:00:19 PM 

A tough life, but one a cowboy can't resist 

Ig~~""~he travel is relentless, the money isn't great and the threat of serious injury lurks every night. But the 

allure of rodeo keeps cowboys coming back to the sport. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20105:07:33 PM 

Report: U.S. officials protected Gestapo agents 

A report to Congress reveals details on how u.s. intelligence officials used and protected some Nazi Gestapo agents 

after World War II and tracked Holocaust administrator Adolf Eichmann. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20105:15:07 PM 

Video: Soccer final turns into brawl 

Ig~~""lpunches fly as members of two Peruvian soccer teams fight during a recent match in Huanuco, Peru. 
Msnbc's Chris Jansing reports. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20105:26:24 PM 

Naughty or nice? Facebook app tells you 

You don't need to sit on Santa's lap to be asked whether you've been naughty or nice this year. A Facebook app answers 

that question - based on your Facebook postings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20105:48:16 PM 

N.Y. town pays tribute to 'Wonderful life' 

Ig~~""IFor years, civic boosters have pointed out intriguing parallels that suggest Seneca Falls, N.Y., was the 
inspiration for Bedford Falls, the make-believe mill town in "It's a Wonderful Life." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20106:07:16 PM 

Video: Massive light display raises money for charity 

Ig~~""IA Minnesota man illuminates his house with 140,000 dancing lights to raise money for charity. KARE's 

Boyd Huppert reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20106:14:08 PM 

Martian scene points to watery past 

Ig~~""lcosmic Log: Evidence of Mars' watery past is on full display in a new image of the Schiaparelli impact 

basin along the Red Planet's equator. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20106:16:07 PM 

Six-hour standoff snarls Milwaukee interstate 

Ig~~""lofficers sent in a robot they normally use to defuse explosives to break an SUV window and end a 

standoff that shut down a major Milwaukee freeway for six hours on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20106:26:42 PM 

Treasury secretary to undergo minor surgery 

Ig~~""lu.S. Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner was admitted to a local hospital Friday where he will undergo 

minor surgery to deal with a kidney stone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20106:26:42 PM 

Treasury secretary to undergo minor surgery 

Ig~~""lu.S. Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner was admitted to a local hospital Friday where he will undergo 

minor surgery to deal with a kidney stone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20106:31:07 PM 

Ga. donor puts $5,000 in Salvation Army kettle 

Donations to the Salvation Army in Fort Oglethorpe, Ga., have been down in 2010 - but bell ringers got a big boost this 

week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20106:36:25 PM 

McCartney offers up 'Yesterday's' scrambled eggs 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20106:43:00 PM 

Can two superstars double appeal of 'Tourist'? 

Ig~~""IAngelina Jolie and Johnny Depp should pull in plenty of fans for their new film, but other celebrity 

collaborations have flopped. "The Bounty Hunter," anyone? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20107:01:41 PM 

Video: Smoky end to Wis. police standoff 

Ig~~""IA WTMJ reporter is on the air as a police robot breaks the glass on an SUV, forcing the occupants out, 
ending a six-hour standoff in Milwaukee. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20107:06:00 PM 

Even if u.s. indicts, Assange extradition not certain 

Ig~~""IA lawyer for Julian Assange expects the u.s. to indict him soon, but the prospect of Assange being sent to 
Sweden in a sex-crimes inquiry may make it less likely that he'll wind up before a u.s. judge. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20107:16:39 PM 

Video: Child beats skill-crane game by climbing inside 

Ig~~""IA two-year-old girl crawls up and into a skill-crane game. WPXI's Renee Kaminski reports. (NBC News 

Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20107:24:20 PM 

Reid's push for online poker riles lotteries 

Sen. Harry Reid, the majority leader from Nevada, is pushing ahead with his efforts to legalize Internet poker before 

Congress adjourns this year, despite new criticism from state lottery officials, including a former Democratic National 

Committee chairman, that Reid's plan was an "outrageous" reward for big Las Vegas casino interests that heavily backed 

his campaign for re-election. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20107:40:56 PM 

Hackers steal Walgreens e-mail list, attack consumers 

Pharmacy giant Walgreens told customers that a computer criminal had stolen its e-mail marketing list, and was using it 

to send out realistic-looking spam that requested recipients to enter their personal information into a malicious website. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20108:06:13 PM 

Video: Guns for teens? 

Ig~~""ILadd Everitt of the Coalition to Stop Gun Violence talks about a Texas teen's crusade to carry a hidden 
handgun. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20108:06:18 PM 

Cops: Man dies after punch at Burger King 

The death of a 67-year-old Detroit Burger King customer who police say fell and later died after being punched by a 20-

year-old employee has been ruled a homicide. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20108:06:31 PM 

Newsweek: Are london protests being hijacked? 

Ostensibly, the demonstration, which attracted some 25,000 to Westminster, was called to protest government plans to 

hike university tuition fees. But the language and the violence suggest a wider challenge to authority from anarchists 

and far left groups looking to hijack the student cause. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20108:26:15 PM 

Video: 4-month-old hoping for holiday medical miracle 

Ig~~""IAn infant in Indiana is being denied Medicaid coverage for a fatal condition that prohibits the boy's ability 
to fight infections. The baby's father, Tim Petreikis, joins msnbc to talk about the situation. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20108:29:26 PM 

Comparing Obama in '10 and Clinton in '94 

First Read dusts off the record books and compares President Obama's current approval ratings to those of former 

President Clinton after the mid-90s midterm shellacking of the Democratic Party. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20108:51:22 PM 

Camel falls on audience at Fla. Christmas show 

A camel and its rider are unhurt after toppling onto audience members during a rehearsal for a costumed Christmas 

pageant at a South Florida church. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20109:04:39 PM 

Navratilova hospitalized after Kilimanjaro attempt 

Ig~~""IMartina Navratilova was hospitalized in Kenya because of fluid accumulation in her lungs after 
attempting to climb Mount Kilimanjaro. The 54-year-old tennis great is expected to recover. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20109:59:25 PM 

Newsweek: Moonshine goes upscale 

Modern moonshiners are among the artisanal, locavore, do-it-yourself foodies who made home-brewed beer, rooftop 

chickens, and at-home pickling part of the modern lexicon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/2010 10:07:29 PM 

Custer's 'Last Flag' sells for $2.2 million 

Ig~~""~he only U.S. flag not captured or lost during George Armstrong Custer's Last Stand at the Battle of Little 

Bighorn in southeastern Montana sold at auction Friday for $2.2 million. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/201010:10:18 PM 

At Obama's side, Clinton backs tax deal 

Ig~~""IFormer U.S. President Bill Clinton endorsed President Barack Obama's deal with Republicans to extend 
Bush-era tax cuts after the two men met at the White House on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/2010 11:38:32 PM 

PBT: Did Spurs' Ginobili see a UFO? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/201011:49:27 PM 

U.S. still trying to stop employees' WikiReading 

The Department of Homeland Security this week sent out a strongly worded memo to all employees and contractors 

telling them they may not download any of the classified Wikileaks memos onto their computers. NBC's Michaellsikoff 

reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/2010 12:04:25 AM 

Video: A handyman with a heart of gold 

Ig~~""IMaking a Difference: One man's simple idea to help neighbors who can't afford to pay for small repairs 
has brought a whole community together. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/201012:13:16 AM 

Trustee seeks $19.6 billion from Madoff 'soul mate' 

The trustee seeking to recover money for investors who lost billions of dollars in jailed financier Bernard Madoff's fraud 

has filed civil charges for some nearly $20 billion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/2010 12:47:53 AM 

Vermont senator bashes tax bill for 8.5 hours 

Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders fights President Barack Obama's proposed tax cut compromise with an 8.5-hour speech in 

the Senate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20101:51:18 AM 

Boyfriend arrested in NYC designer's death 

Police say the son of an Oscar-winning composer has been arrested on charges of choking his girlfriend, who was found 

dead in a tub at an upscale Manhattan hotel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20102:00:02 AM 

Bolivia lowers retirement age to 58 

Ig~~""IBoliVia enacted a law Friday lowering the country's retirement age to 58, bucking a global trend in which 

countries push people to work longer due to rising life expectancies and strained national treasuries. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20102:02:58 AM 

Mexico: La Familia drug cartel leader killed 

Ig~~""[he eccentric leader of the notorious La Familia drug cartel was killed in a shootout during two days of 

fighting, the office of Mexican President Felipe Calderon said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20102:05:00 AM 

Missing Va. girl found unharmed after 1 week 

Ig~~""IA 12-year-old girl who had been missing for one week was found unharmed Friday, and the man she was 

with was taken into custody. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20102:05:42 AM 

Woman shocked to find squirrel in toilet 

The owner of an Edmond, Okla., home discovers a squirrel swimming in her toilet. It was one of the most bizarre 

requests for help the 911 dispatchers had ever heard. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20102:17:13 AM 

Empty chair for Chinese Nobel winner 

Ig~~""IDemOCracy activist Liu Xiaobo is serving out a prison sentence in China as award ceremony takes place in 

Oslo. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20102:22:57 AM 

Clinton frustrated at Mideast impasse 

Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton says she is frustrated by the latest setback in efforts to get Israel and the 

Palestinians back to the peace table, but she insists the Obama administration will keep pushing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20102:40:52 AM 

Karl gets 1,OOOth win as Nuggets beat Raptors 

Ig~~""IGeorge Karl earned his l,OOOth coaching victory, as AI Harrington scored a season-high 31 points and 
Nene added 26 to help the Denver Nuggets hold off the Toronto Raptors 123-116 on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20102:49:52 AM 

Judge rules against Miller in Alaska Senate race 

Ig~~""IA judge has ruled against Republican Joe Miller's lawsuit challenging how Alaska counted write-in votes 

for rival Lisa Murkowski in their u.s. Senate race. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20103:23:44 AM 

Giant stork once roamed Indonesian island 

Fossils of a giant stork have been discovered on a far-flung Indonesian island that has been home to many extreme-sized 

creatures - from tiny human-like "hobbits" and dwarf elephants to the world's largest-known rats and lizards. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20104:09:59 AM 

Report: U.S. regrets India ambassador pat-down 

Ig~~""~he U.S. State Department says it regrets the pat-down of India's ambassador Meera Shankar last week 

at a Mississippi airport, according to a report in an Indian newspaper. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20104:58:04 AM 

Stoudemire leads Knicks to 7th straight win 

Ig~~""IAmare Stoudemire records his seventh straight 3D-point game, and New York beats the Wizards 101-95 
for its seventh straight win. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20105:03:01 AM 

Police: Fla. man cyber stalked sorority pledges 

A Florida man accused of using Facebook to harass Louisiana State University sorority pledges and pressure them into 

sending him nude pictures over the Internet also is a suspect in other states, authorities said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20105:29:00 AM 

Bulls hold off lakers for 4th straight win 

Ig~~""IDerrick Rose had 29 points and nine assists, and the Chicago Bulls held off a late rally by the Los Angeles 

Lakers for an 88-84 victory Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20105:53:20 AM 

Roadside bomb kills 15 civilians in Afghanistan 

Ig~~""IA roadside bomb planted by the Taliban has killed 15 civilians in a dangerous and remote region of 

southern Afghanistan, officials said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20109:50:33 AM 

Algerian army kills 10 rebels: security source 

Algerian troops killed 10 Islamist rebels on Friday in the eastern Kabylie region known as a stronghold of AI Qaeda in the 

Islamic Maghreb (AQIM), a security source told Reuters on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/2010 11:34:35 AM 

WikiLeaks: Pope impeded abuse investigation 

Pope Benedict refused to allow Vatican officials to testify in an investigation by an Irish commission into alleged child sex 

abuse by priests, diplomatic cables released by Wikileaks reveal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20101:36:47 PM 

NKorea sends top diplomat to Russia amid tensions 

Ig~~""INorth Korea warned Saturday that it is ready for an all-out war even as it dispatched its top diplomat to 

Russia amid a flurry of regional diplomatic efforts to defuse tensions over the North's deadly artillery 
attack on South Korea. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20102:09:29 PM 

Adults blame parents for education problems 

Blaming teachers for low test scores, poor graduation rates and the other ills of American schools has been popular 

lately, but a new survey wags a finger closer to home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20104:28:37 PM 

Amanda Knox: Murder conviction 'a mistake' 

Ig~~""lconvicted murderer Amanda Knox broke into tears as she made an emotional address to an appeals 
court in Italy, saying Saturday she is the innocent victim of an "enormous mistake" and that her life had 

been "broken" by three years in jail. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20104:59:43 PM 

Tax cut deal moves McConnell beyond Sen. 'No' 

Ig~~""IA cartoon on Sen. Mitch McConnell's office wall shows him getting slammed through a basketball hoop 

by President Barack Obama. But now McConnell is the one soaring. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20105:03:09 PM 

Smart 'thrilled' after kidnapping verdict 

Elizabeth Smart says she is "thrilled "with the federal jury's verdict in convicting the man who kidnapped her eight years 

ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20105:04:44 PM 

Police: Remains found believed to be missing girl 

Authorities say they have found human remains believed to be the daughter of an Alabama man already charged with 

murder in the girl's death. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20105:07:49 PM 

Madoff's son found dead in apparent suicide 

One of jailed financier Bernard Madoff's sons was found dead of an apparent suicide Saturday on the second anniversary 

of his father's arrest, according to a law enforcement official. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20105:11:57 PM 

Castrodale: Newton should accept, then return Heisman 

Ig~~""lcastrodale: Cam, you should take that 2S-pound bronze trophy Saturday night and hoist it just long 

enough to reflect several dozen flashbulbs. Then you should give it back. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20105:12:18 PM 

Scottish transport minister quits over snow chaos 

Scotland's transport minister has resigned after winter storms paralyzed the transit system. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20106:15:40 PM 

WikiLeaks supporters' group abandons cyber attacks 

Ig~~""IA loose grouping of cyber activists supporting WikiLeaks has abandoned its strategy of online attacks on 

organizations seen as hostile to the site in favor of spreading the leaked documents far and wide online. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20108:41:42 PM 

Violence rises ahead of US review of Afghan war 

Ig~~""IA NATO airstrike killed at least 25 suspected insurgents in eastern Afghanistan on Saturday, while 

violence elsewhere left 22 civilians dead in a wave of attacks days before the White House issues a review 
of u.S. war strategy, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20108:47:22 PM 

Climate conference approves preliminary deal 

Ig~~""IU.N. climate talks gave preliminary approval on Saturday to a deal to combat global warming despite 

objections by Bolivia, delegates said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20109:04:16 PM 

PFT: Giants-Vikings to be played Monday in Detroit 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20109:04:16 PM 

PFT: Metrodome roof reportedly has collapsed 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20109:04:16 PM 

PFT: Giants-Vikings moved to Monday night 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20109:04:16 PM 

PFT: Giants stranded on way to Minnesota 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20109:04:16 PM 

PFT: Giants stranded on way to Minnesota 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/201011:15:32 PM 

Hockey attendance record falls at Michigan Stadium 

Ig~~""IMiChigan and Michigan State set a world record for attendance at a hockey game Saturday, playing in 
front of an unofficial total of 113,411 fans in the Wolverines' 5-0 victory at Michigan Stadium. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/201011:46:35 PM 

Video: Family, friends mourn Elizabeth Edwards 

Ig~~""IHundreds gathered in Raleigh, N.C., to remember the woman who pushed past the troubles and 

tragedies of her life to establish a public identity all her own. NBC's Michelle Kosinski reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/2010 11:54:03 PM 

'Strippermobile' delivers Christmas donations 

The "strippermobile" has made another run in Las Vegas, this time with properly dressed Santa's helpers riding for a 

good cause. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2010 12:21:23 AM 

No bail for beau in designer's NYC tub death 

Oscar-winning rape suspect's son ordered held without bail Saturday during his first court appearance over the choking 

of his swimsuit designer girlfriend at a New York City hotel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2010 12:50:39 AM 

Navy sinks Army for ninth straight time 

Ig~~""~he Midshipmen had already lost the Commander-in-Chief's Trophy. They weren't about to lose to Army, 
too. Ricky Dobbs threw the longest touchdown pass in the l11-year history of the Army-Navy game, 

Wyatt Middleton had the longest fumble return in school history, and the Midshipmen extended their winning 
streak against Army to nine straight with a 31-17 victory Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20101:25:53 AM 

eFT: Florida hires MU5champ to replace Meyer 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20101:45:14 AM 

Wayward sea lion gets trooper escort off highway 

Ig~~""IA wayward sea lion trying to scoot down a highway along the Oregon coast got an escort from state 

troopers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20102:05:48 AM 

Envoy Holbrooke in critical condition 

Ig~~""~he State Department says Richard Holbrooke, the president's special envoy for Afghanistan and 

Pakistan, is in critical condition at a Washington hospital after surgery to repair a tear in his aorta. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20102:07:31 AM 

Madoff's son found dead in apparent suicide 

Ig~~""~ailed financier Bernard Madoff's eldest son is dead of an apparent suicide on the second anniversary of 

his father's arrest, law enforcement officials say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20102:13:43 AM 

Stanford law students appeal three-strike cases 

Ig~~""INearIY 15 years after sentencing, an inmate is getting an unexpected chance at freedom - and the judge 

a shot at redemption. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20103:05:08 AM 

1l0-year-old Honolulu Symphony seeks to liquidate 

The 110-year-old Honolulu Symphony is preparing to sound its own death knell. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20103:12:08 AM 

eFT vote: Will Newton ultimately be stripped of Heisman? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20103:13:07 AM 

Sweden calls Stockholm blasts 'terrorist attack' 

Ig~~...,~wo blasts rock the center of Stockholm, killing one person and wounding two in what Sweden's foreign 

minister calls "a terrorist attack." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20104:06:42 AM 

Family gathers to honor Elizabeth Edwards 

Family and friends gather to honor the life of Elizabeth Edwards, who has been praised for her strength amid a series of 

life tragedies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20104:25:49 AM 

Hockey attendance record falls at Michigan Stadium 

Ig~~""~he moment everyone was waiting for finally came during the third period, when fans at Michigan 
Stadium found out for certain they'd set a hockey attendance record. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20104:54:02 AM 

Nowitzki lifts Mavs past Jazz for 12th straight win 

Ig~~""IDirk Nowitzki had 31 points and 15 rebounds, and the Dallas Mavericks extended their winning streak to 
12 games with a 103-97 victory over the Utah Jazz on Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20105:33:38 AM 

WikiLeaks: Russia says it tracked ex-spy's killers 

Ig~~""IRussia said that it tracked the suspected killers of an ex-KGB agent in London four years ago, but was 

warned off by Britain, according to a u.s. diplomatic cable released by WikiLeaks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20106:04:00 AM 

Newton wins Heisman in landslide 

Ig~~""IDesPite controversy surrounding recruitment and protest vote, Auburn QB captures coveted prize. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20106:22:48 AM 

Blizzard pummels Midwest; Giants stuck in KC 

Ig~~""IHeaVy snow and strong winds have created blizzard conditions in parts of South Dakota, Iowa and 

Minnesota; New York Giants get stuck in Kansas City on way to Vikings game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20106:42:52 AM 

Fireworks blast in east China kills 8, injures 6 

A state news agency is reporting that illegally stored fireworks exploded in eastern China, killing eight people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20108:32:06 AM 

Iraqi officials say 17 killed in car bomb blast 

A car bomb exploded Sunday outside government offices in a province west of the Iraqi capital, killing 17 people, 

officials said. It was the latest deadly hit on a favorite insurgent target. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20109:16:09 AM 

U.K. pressed to keep Fla. pastor out of country 

The controversial Florida pastor who threatened to burn Qurans on the anniversary of the Sept. 11 attacks is facing 

backlash as he gears up for a February trip to the U.K. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/201010:56:17 AM 

Police: Stockholm explosions were terrorism 

Ig~~""lswedish police say that two explosions in central Stockholm were an act of terrorism by what appeared 

to be a suicide bomber, who killed himself and lightly wounded two people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2010 11:36:32 AM 

Woman extradited to Ala. in child deaths case 

Ig~~""~he woman accused of torturing two young children who were later killed and dumped in rural 

Mississippi and Alabama was expected to return to Alabama by extradition on Sunday to face charges. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20103:39:37 PM 

Bloomberg rules out 2012 presidential bid 

Appearing on NBC's Meet the Press Sunday, New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg flatly denied that he will launch an 

independent presidential bid in 2012. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20104:05:13 PM 

One small town's battle for tolerance 

Ig~~""~he cemetery lies beneath a grove of maples on a hill overlooking the farm. On a crisp November day in 
2009, it received its first guest - a 28-year old stonemason killed in a car accident two days earlier. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20105:17:49 PM 

Santa Claus rally could be running out of steam 

The December rally may be reaching its climax, with just two weeks to go before Santa Claus makes his midnight run. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20106:17:28 PM 

Fake doctor duped hospitals, universities 

Ig~~""IHe seemed like Superman, guiding planes through perilous skies and tubes through arteries. As a 
cardiologist and airline captain, William Hamman taught both doctors and pilots - but he didn't have a 

medical degree. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20106:21:50 PM 

U.K.: Protesters made 'contact' with royals 

Ig~~""IA British government minister says student protesters made physical contact with the wife of Prince 

Charles during an attack on the couple's car. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20106:28:27 PM 

Memorable product launches of 2010 

Ig~~""IMillions grabbed the latest product launches from tech giants Apple and Microsoft, but some smaller 

companies made impressive strides with some memorable unveilings in 2010. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20107:20:58 PM 

In Phoenix, urban mansions at 50 percent off 

Ig~~""IModeled on a turreted 1890s-era mansion, the sturdy, brick Chateaux on Central seems an unlikely 

symbol for the nation's devastating housing collapse. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20107:27:34 PM 

Failure of 9/11 health bill may hurt clinics 

Ig~~""~he network of health centers providing free medical tests and treatment to 58,000 people exposed to 

World Trade Center dust faces a less certain future if Congress doesn't pass legislation aimed at helping 
victims of 9/11's toxic legacy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20108:16:53 PM 

New Cosmopolitan in Vegas seeking an edge 

Ig~~""~he last major Las Vegas resort approved before the Great Recession will have to lure thousands of 

gamblers from established neighbors to survive after it opens Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20108:18:11 PM 

Afghan attack kills at least six foreign troops 

An insurgent attack in south Afghanistan killed at least six foreign troops and two Afghan soldiers on Sunday, officials 

said, days before Washington is due to complete a review of its war strategy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20108:39:55 PM 

Bea Arthur was a truck-driving Marine 

Bea Arthur served up the jokes, making America laugh for decades on TV - but, as it turns out, the late actress also 

served her country in the Marine Corps during her youth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20108:51:44 PM 

Would-be Haitian contractors miss out on aid 

Ig~~""lout of every $100 of u.s. contracts now paid out to rebuild Haiti, Haitian firms have successfully won 

$1.60, The Associated Press has found in a review of contracts since the earthquake on Jan. 12. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20108:59:55 PM 

Popularity of hunting wanes across the country 

Ig~~""IHunting'S popularity has waned across much of the country as housing tracts replace forests, aging 

hunters hang up their guns and kids plop down in front of Facebook rather than venture outside. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20109:08:51 PM 

Lions deal knockout blow to Rodgers, Pack 

Ig~~""IDrew Stanton threw a 13-yard touchdown pass to Will Heller midway through the fourth quarter, and the 
Green Bay Packers couldn't come back without an injured Aaron Rodgers in the Detroit Lions' 7-3 win 

Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20109:30:43 PM 

Palin urges Americans 'not to forget Haiti' 

Ig~~""IFormer Alaska Governor Sarah Palin on Sunday urged her fellow Americans not to forget Haiti as she 
wrapped up a two-day visit to the crisis-torn Caribbean country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20109:32:00 PM 

Another 30 for Amare, another win for Knicks 

Ig~~""IAmare Stoudemire scored 24 of his 30 points in the second half, Wilson Chandler made the tiebreaking 3-
pointer with 30 seconds left, and the New York Knicks beat the Denver Nuggets 129-125 on Sunday for 

their first eight-game winning streak in 16 years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2010 10:26:54 PM 

HBT: Mystery team has joined Cliff lee party 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2010 10:26:54 PM 

HBT: Rangers seem to be winning fight for Lee 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2010 10:43:09 PM 

Video: Watch the Metrodome roof collapse 

Ig~~""IA powerful storm dumps mounds of snow in Minneapolis, collapsing the roof of the Minnesota Vikings' 
stadium. Msnbc's Milissa Rehberger reports. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2010 10:45:44 PM 

More over fifties launching career second acts 

A growing number of fifty-somethings are pondering career second acts, or are looking to do something with a purpose. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/201011:18:44 PM 

Steelers hair and shoulders above once again 

Ig~~""lpolamaIU scores off INT, Roethlisberger plays with repaired nose in win over Bengals to improve to 10-3 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2010 11:28:57 PM 

WikiLeaks founder: Pentagon plans prosecution 

Ig~~""lwikiLeaks founder Julian Assange, who angered Washington by releasing secret cables, said in a 

documentary on Sunday he faced prosecution by the United States and was disappointed with how 
Swedish justice had been abused. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2010 12:00:37 AM 

eFT: Miami reportedly hires Temple's Golden 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2010 12:02:31 AM 

NAIA school wins by 100 points, misses out on record 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2010 12:02:31 AM 

NAIA school wins by 100 points, misses out on record 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2010 12:05:24 AM 

Best movie moments of 2010 

Ig~~""IDon't look for these films at Oscar time, but for one reason or another, they stand out in our cinematic 

memories. How about that disco gun battle? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/201012:17:24 AM 

Brady, Patriots rough up Bears 

Ig~~""~om Brady threw for 369 yards and two touchdowns, and the New England Patriots locked up their 

eighth playoff berth in 10 years with a 36-7 pounding of the Chicago Bears on a snowy, blustery, bone
chilling Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/201012:22:17 AM 

Saints cruise past Rams for 6th straight win 

Ig~~""IDrew Brees threw for three scores, Malcolm Jenkins returned one of his two interceptions 96 yards for 
his first career touchdown, and the New Orleans Saints won their sixth straight game 31-13 over the st. 

Louis Rams on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2010 12:40:21 AM 

Mexicans march in support of 'Craziest' kingpin 

Ig~~""IA peace march called by local authorities in western Mexico turned into a show of support for a slain drug 

lord Sunday, with adults and children carrying signs lauding the capo known for handing out Bibles to the 
poor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20102:48:20 AM 

Holbrooke critical after surgery for torn aorta 

Ig~~""lveteran diplomat Richard Holbrooke, a special U.S. envoy on the Afghanistan war, remained in critical 

condition Sunday after surgery to fix a tear in the large artery that moves blood from the heart. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20103:07:05 AM 

2 hurt when large boulders fallon Hawaii home 

Authorities say two people were hospitalized after two large boulders fell on their home in Hawaii. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20103:54:44 AM 

Swedes shocked by first terror attack in 3 decades 

Ig~~""INO one died except the suspected bomber, but two explosions in Sweden's capital tore at the fabric of 
this tolerant and open nation - a society that hadn't seen a terrorist attack in more than three decades. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20104:37:48 AM 

Big plays lift Eagles past Cowboys 

Ig~~""IDesean Jackson had 210 yards receiving, including a 91-yard, go-ahead touchdown early in the fourth 

quarter, sending the Philadelphia Eagles to a 30-27 victory over the Dallas Cowboys on Sunday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20105:59:49 AM 

Video: Highlights: Eagles slip past Cowboys 

Ig~~""~ake a look at highlights as big performances from LeSean McCoy, DeSean Jackson and Michael Vick 

helped Philly beat Dallas in Week 14. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20106:17:51 AM 

Storm socks Midwest, snarls travel 

Ig~~""IA powerful, gusty storm dumped mounds of snow across the upper Midwest on Sunday, closing major 

highways in several states, canceling more than 1,600 flights in Chicago and collapsing the roof of the 
Minnesota Vikings' stadium. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/201010:31:19 AM 

Bomb kills bus driver, wounds 2 kids in Pakistan 

A roadside bomb exploded near a school bus in northwest Pakistan's main city on Monday, killing the driver and 

wounding at least two children, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2010 10:46:30 AM 

SKorea boat sinks in Antarctic sea; 22 feared dead 

Ig~~""IA South Korean fishing boat sank in the Antarctic Ocean's frigid waters Monday, with 22 sailors feared 

killed in the open sea where vessels trawl for deep-water fish. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2010 12:24:25 PM 

Video: Putin sings 'Blueberry Hill' 

Ig~~""IWith Kurt Russell and Goldie Hawn as backup singers, Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin sings at a 
charity event. Morning Joe team discusses performance. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2010 12:49:32 PM 

Video: Tearful Amanda Knox opens appeal trial 

Ig~~""IFierCeIY maintaining her innocence, Amanda Knox pleads with Italian jurors, calling her murder conviction 
unjust and an "enormous mistake." NBC's Keith Miller reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20101:00:29 PM 

Video: Viral! YouTube's top videos of 2010 

Ig~~""~ODAY takes a look back at the viral videos that lit up the Internet. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20101:05:05 PM 

9 Christmas apps sure to bring holiday cheer 

Looking to spread some holiday cheer? Check out these fun and helpful phone apps. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20101:35:00 PM 

Rich people have no idea what you're thinking 

Ig~~""ILower-ciass people are better at reading emotions than wealthier folks. So, if you're looking for a little 

empathy, don't look to Donald Trump. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20101:46:57 PM 

Arrests in Afghan attack that killed 6 US troops 

Several suspects have been arrested for a suicide attack that killed six u.S. troops when an explosives-packed minibus 

blew up at the entrance of a joint NATO-Afghan base in southern Afghanistan, officials said Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20101:50:25 PM 

Video: High-res images reveal da Vinci codes? 

Ig~~""IArt historians studying high-resolution images of the famed Mona Lisa have found cryptic letters and the 
number 72 hidden within the Renaissance-era portrait. TODAY's Natalie Morales has more details. (Today 

Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20102:01:40 PM 

PhotoBlog: Rough seas batter cruise ship 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20102:10:38 PM 

Books about gay issues vandalized at Harvard 

Police at Harvard University say they are investigating vandalism to about 40 books about lesbian and gay issues at a 

school library as a hate crime. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20102:28:35 PM 

Video: Aga Khan seeks to mend Islam's image 

Ig~~""~he powerful leader of a branch of the Shiite Muslim faith, who some believe is a direct descendant of 

the Prophet Muhammad, is determined to change the world's impression of his religion. NBC's Richard 
Engel reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20102:44:41 PM 

First Thoughts: A consequential week for Obama 

Ig~~""lwhat happens this week, and HOW it happens, could definitely impact Obama's presidency, even if most 
of the country isn't paying much attention (because of the holidays or the weather). 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20102:58:15 PM 

Sword-wielding hostage-taker is detained 

Ig~~""IHalf a dozen children and their teacher were released safely Monday after being held hostage for four 

hours by a teenager armed with two swords at a nursery in the eastern French city of Besancon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20103:04:04 PM 

Ballerina faulted for 'too many sugarplums': I'm not fat 

Jenifer Ringer, a principal dancer in the New York City Ballet's" Nutcracker," was criticized for looking "as if she'd eaten 

one sugarplum too many," igniting a firestorm of online protest. "It made me feel bad," she said Monday. ''I'm not 

overweight." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20103:49:27 PM 

Jackson album required digital enhancement 

Recordings of Michael Jackson's voice on a new album being released this week were far from the finished article and 

required considerable digital enhancement, according to one of its main producers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20104:13:52 PM 

Eagle safety fears halt key wind projects 

Ig~~""IFears that whirling wind turbines could slaughter protected golden eagles have halted the biggest parts 

of the federal government's push to increase renewable energy on public lands. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20104:38:54 PM 

Donated bike stolen from boy with leukemia 

The parents of an 8-year-old western Pennsylvania boy with leukemia say someone stole his donated bike during their 

Make-A-Wish trip to Florida. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20104:52:46 PM 

Cosmic Log: It's a hot night for cool meteors 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: If you can stay up late and keep warm, you just might catch the 

coolest meteor show of the year. Get the scoop from the experts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20105:36:26 PM 

Newsweek: The covert war against Iran's nukes 

Someone is killing Iran's nuclear scientists. But a computer worm may be the scarier threat. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20105:53:01 PM 

Video: Video of violent student protestors released in U.K. 

Ig~~""lpolice have released dramatic images of people they want to question in relation to last week's violent 

student protests. lTV's Sally Biddulph reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20106:35:39 PM 

Toyota to recall Sienna minivans for brake risk 

Toyota Motor Corp said on Monday it would recall about 110,000 of the 2011 Sienna minivans due to a risk that drivers 

could damage the brake system as they use the parking brake. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20106:43:31 PM 

Fed's 'easy-money' plan may be backfiring 

Maybe running the money printing presses flat out just isn't working. And won't work no matter how much money the 

central bank creates out of thin air. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20107:47:23 PM 

Iran's president abruptly fires foreign minister 

Ig~~""llran's president abruptly fired his foreign minister Monday and named the nuclear chief as acting top 

diplomat, the latest sign of a rift at the top levels of the Islamic theocracy as the country faces intense 
pressure from the West over its nuclear program. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20108:03:36 PM 

Video: Sweden terror suspect warned of blast 

Ig~~""lpolice have been searching the London area home of the suspected Stockholm suicide bomber. He's 
been identified as 28 year old Taimour Abdulwahab al-Abdaly - a jihadi with extremist views who was 

married with 2 young children. lTV's Sascha Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20108:15:16 PM 

A&P bankruptcy may be good news for rivals 

Ig~~""~he fall into bankruptcy court by grocer A&P is the culmination of years of decline but creates an 

opportunity for its competitors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20108:22:29 PM 

French court annuls fine for driver in Muslim veil 

Ig~~""IA French court on Monday annulled a fine given to a woman driver wearing an Islamic face veil, months 

before a ban on wearing the garments goes into effect. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20108:29:32 PM 

'Tron' for beginners: It's nerd 'Twilight' 

Never saw the 1982 original "Tron"? Before you line up for "Tron: legacy," read our guide to the lightcycles and unique 

look of the film's universe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20108:30:50 PM 

Newsweek: No-confidence vote will cripple Berlusconi 

Berlusconi, 74, says he is confident he has enough votes to stay in power, but by any measure, he will not have enough 

to effectively govern the country. It may simply be time for Berlusconi to step aside and let someone else try to lead 

Italy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20108:34:34 PM 

Newsweek: How to stop cholera in Haiti 

The No.1 priority is to deliver quality care to the sick. Although cholera's profuse diarrhea can shrivel and kill a healthy 

adult in hours, early detection and expert care can save virtually anyone who contracts the disease. And proper care 

includes aggressive use of antibiotics. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20108:35:02 PM 

Official: Bomber aimed for major Swedish targets 

Ig~~""IA Middle East-born man who died in a blast in Stockholm was wearing an explosives belt and likely 

intended to attack a crowded train station or department store when the device went off prematurely, 
an official said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20108:40:52 PM 

No clear winner 1 year into Afghan surge 

Ig~~""lone year after President Barack Obama ordered a troop buildup to halt the Taliban's momentum, the war 
in Afghanistan has not broken decisively in favor of U.S.-led forces - at least not yet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20108:47:43 PM 

BP claimants get 'cash now' option, with a catch 

Ig~~""~he administrator of a $20 billion fund doling out money to Gulf oil spill victims says people who want 

more cash can now get a quick check within two weeks, but there's a catch. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20109:20:22 PM 

7 ways to be happier during the holidays 

Ah, the holidays. They're supposed to be the "most wonderful time of the year," and yet they have a way of turning into 

the most stressful time of the year. Whatever the source of your angst-family dynamics, finances, a lack of self

confidence, painful memories-you're certainly not alone, and there are solutions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20109:29:40 PM 

Madoff will not travel to his son's funeral 

Ig~~""lconvicted Ponzi-schemer Bernard Madoff won't attend his son Mark's funeral, according to CNBC. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20109:45:12 PM 

Judge rejects key part of Obama health care law 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama's historic health care overhaul was thrown into uncertainty Monday by a federal 

judge's decision to declare its central provision unconstitutional. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2010 10:03:24 PM 

Video: Baby sperm whale washes up on beach 

r-I~escuers in San Diego race to save a baby sperm whale that washed ashore at Torrey Pines State beach. 
ODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/201011:01:16 PM 

NASA halts monkey radiation experiment for now 

A controversial NASA plan to irradiate squirrel monkeys to better understand the risks of long-duration spaceflight on 

humans appears to have been scrapped. NASA ordered the project removed from consideration for lab time, although 

the space agency stopped short of saying the study had been canceled. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/201011:03:12 PM 

Holiday food baskets may give gift of botulism 

Ig~~""IMore people are canning and making and giving other homemade goods, thanks to a sluggish economy 

and an overall desire to get back in touch with our food. But that holiday goodwill also raises the risk of 
food poisoning - or worse. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2010 11:08:29 PM 

New anti-terror rules thwart US Cuban cigar trade 

As a result of the new regulations, authorities say seizures of Cuban cigars - considered the world's best but outlawed 

in the u.s. since a 1963 embargo on Cuba - have soared. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2010 11:40:50 PM 

Video: One nation, under snow 

Ig~~""IA punishing winter storm that blasted through the Midwest yesterday is being trailed by bitter cold 

across much of the country. NBC's Kevin Tibbles reports from Minneapolis, where the Metrodome lost its 
roof to heavy snow. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2010 11:46:48 PM 

Video: 'Obamacare' gets discouraging second opinion 

Ig~~""[he Obama administration's sweeping healthcare reform act hit a serious legal roadblock Monday after a 

federal judge in Virginia struck down the part that requires individuals to buy insurance. NBC's Pete 
Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2010 11:51:25 PM 

APNewsBreak: NFL concussion reports up this season 

Ig~~""IWith a late-season game on the line, Green Bay Packers quarterback Aaron Rodgers exits with a 
concussion and doesn't return. Pittsburgh Steelers tight end Heath Miller and Arizona Cardinals 

quarterback Derek Anderson sit out games altogether because of head injuries. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/201011:57:16 PM 

Video: Feds plan more drunk driving checkpoints 

Ig~~""~hink you can drink and drive, and get away with it? NBC's Tom Costello reports on why you should think 
again. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201012:10:08 AM 

Video: Battle of the bulge: Army fights weight problems 

Ig~~""~he Army has sets its sight on a new enemy - overweight soldiers. NBC's Janet Shamlian reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201012:17:12 AM 

Video: Mexico's drug war weapons mostly U.S.-made 

Ig~~""~he War Next Door: Most of the thousands of weapons fueling Mexico's brutally violent drug war are 
made in the U.S.A. NBC's Mark Potter reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201012:18:59 AM 

The future of TV doesn't belong to Netflix 

Ig~~""INetfliXIS success at rewiring our TV-watching circuits has made it one of the most successful companies of 

the Internet age, but because of that, its days at the top are numbered. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2010 12:25:59 AM 

Assange makes another attempt at bail 

r-I~awyers for Julian Assange, held in Britain over aliegations of sex crimes in Sweden, will try again on 
uesday to win bail for the WikiLeaks founder who provoked u.s. fury by publishing secret diplomatic 

cables. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2010 12:52:59 AM 

HBT: lee chooses Phillies over Yankees, Rangers 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2010 12:52:59 AM 

HBT: Phillies involved in pursuit of Cliff lee 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20101:18:21 AM 

Jets assistant suspended, fined $25K for tripping 

Ig~~""~urns out this was one costly trip for Sal Alosi. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20102:13:49 AM 

Ferrell, Reilly parody classic Christmas duet 

Ig~~""IWill Ferrell and John C. Reilly have added a comedic twist to David Bowie and Bing Crosby's classic 

Christmas duet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20102:28:38 AM 

RNC Chair Steele to run for re-election 

Ig~~""IEmbattled Republican Party chairman Michael Steele announced Monday that he will seek a second term 

despite a rocky two years marked by allegations of financial mismanagement and frequent verbal gaffes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20102:30:29 AM 

Midwest mess: Trapped drivers, canceled flights 

Heavy snow trapped dozens of travelers on at least two Indiana highways on Monday, while Chicago and other parts of 

the Midwest saw subzero wind chills, school closures and massive cleanup following a weekend storm. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20102:41:17 AM 

PFT: Favre's season -- and career? -- likely over 

Ig~~""lpFT: QB's consecutive starts streak ended on Monday and the signs point toward him sitting out the rest 

of the season as well. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20103:35:41 AM 

Vikings at a loss without Favre as Giants roll 

Ig~~""IAhmad Bradshaw broke free for a 48-yard touchdown run late in the third quarter, and the New York 
Giants took advantage of Brett Favre's absence by rolling to a 21-3 victory over the Minnesota Vikings 

Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20103:40:27 AM 

Brett Favre inactive, streak ends at 297 

Ig~~""INO more, Brett. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20103:52:50 AM 

Video: Remembering Richard Holbrooke 

Ig~~""IAndrea Mitchell, chief foreign affairs correspondent for NBC News, talks with Rachel Maddow about the 
remarkable career of veteran u.s. diplomat Richard Holbrooke. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20105:07:40 AM 

U.S. diplomat Holbrooke dies after illness 

Ig~~""lveteran diplomat Richard Holbrooke, a special u.s. envoy on the Afghanistan war, died Monday after 

falling ill Friday from what doctors said was a tear in the large artery that moves blood from the heart. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20105:16:48 AM 

Yahoo preparing to layoff 600 to 700 workers 

Yahoo Inc. 's holiday trimmings will include 600 to 700 layoffs in the Internet company's latest shake-up triggered by 

lackluster growth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20105:19:01 AM 

Slideshow: Winter storm hits hard 

Ig~~""IA powerful snow storm snarled travel Monday and collapsed the roof of Minneapolis's Metrodome on 

Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20105:21:58 AM 

Ravens blow big lead, but beat Texans in aT 

Ig~~""~OSh Wilson intercepted Matt Schaub's pass and returned it 12 yards for a touchdown in overtime, lifting 
the Baltimore Ravens to a 34-28 win over the Houston Texans on Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20105:44:45 AM 

HBT: What now for Yankees post-Lee failure? 

Ig~~""IHBT: The Yankees wanted Cliff Lee. The Yankees needed Cliff Lee. The Yankees failed to get Cliff Lee, 
however, and it was the first time that they failed to get their big-fish free agent target since they lost out 

on Greg Maddux back in 1992. So what do the Yankees do? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20105:44:45 AM 

HBT: What do the Yankees do now? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: lop msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20107:21:52 AM 

OlB: Gay fans asked to refrain from sex at World Cup 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20107:49:32 AM 

China hunts for slave boss of mentally disabled 

Chinese police are hunting a factory boss who enslaved mentally handicapped people, forcing them to work long hours 

without pay and beating them if they tried to escape, Chinese media reported on Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20109:14:24 AM 

Sheriff: 3 killed by Amtrak train in Calif. 

A Los Angeles County sheriff's deputy says three men have been struck and killed by an Amtrak train. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20109:38:09 AM 

AP Source: Lee agrees to $100M deal with Phils 

Ig~~""~urns out the Philadelphia Phillies do have enough money for both Cliff Lee and Roy Halladay - and Roy 

Oswalt and Cole Hamels, too. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2010 11:20:21 AM 

Cops question ex-crown prince in gun incident 

Ig~~""lpolice detained Nepal's former crown prince Tuesday for firing a gun into the air after an argument with 

two guests at a restaurant, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2010 12:32:48 PM 

Video: Dean: Tax plan is 'inside-Washington deal' 

Ig~~""IHoward Dean, former chief of the Democratic National Committee, calls the new tax plan an "inside

Washington deal," saying it "punches a hole in the deficit" with $900 billion in added debt. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2010 12:42:09 PM 

Helicopters used to save Fla. crop from chill 

Ig~~""IDozens of helicopters are whirring above Florida's valuable and sensitive veggie crops, an unusual 

approach by farmers worried that an uncommon freeze could wipe out the harvests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2010 12:50:54 PM 

Pickens Plan no longer features wind energy 

Ig~~""IOil tycoon T. Boone Pickens' TV commercials blasted the airwaves in 2008 with his big idea to get America 

off foreign oil imports: natural gas and wind. Today, it's just about natural gas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2010 12:54:08 PM 

Video: Shunned Madoff forgoes son's funeral 

Ig~~""~ailed Ponzi mastermind Bernard Madoff has announced that he will not attend the funeral of his son 

Mark, who committed suicide. It was not clear whether he would have been allowed to travel to the 
event. NBC's Jeff Rossen reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20101:02:33 PM 

America's worst-selling cars of 2010 

Ig~~""IAlthough sales of cars and light vehicles are up 11.1% through November, there are many models sitting 

on dealer lots waiting for buyers. We look at the bottom 10 vehicles in search of a driver. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20101:03:19 PM 

Whaaa? Justin Bieber is biggest failure of 201O? 

Ig~~""INice kids finish last - except perhaps in the FAIL Blog's second annual Top Ten Lists for the Biggest FAILS, 

which just named Justin Bieber the Prince of FAIL for 2010. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20101:12:33 PM 

25 killed in Bangladeshi factory blaze: witness 

Ig~~""IA devastating blaze raced through a multistory garment factory near Bangladesh's capital on Tuesday, 

killing as many as 25 people and injuring more than 100, witnesses and news reports said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20101:18:05 PM 

Golden Globes launch Hollywood awards season 

Ig~~""~he Golden Globes remain Hollywood's second-biggest film honors. Yet they are not the weather vane 

they used to be for predicting which film might triumph at the Academy Awards. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20101:32:15 PM 

Hugh Jackman injured in Oprah show stunt 

Ig~~""IAustralian movie star Hugh Jackman was slightly injured on Tuesday while performing a stunt during the 

taping of an Oprah Winfrey show at the Sydney Opera House. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20101:38:57 PM 

Bus driver resigns after snowman hit-and-run 

Online video shows driver taking aim at Jolly, Happy Goal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20101:43:55 PM 

S. African president says cartoon defamed him 

Ig~~""lsouth Africa's president has filed a $700,000 defamation suit over a cartoon depicting him with his pants 

undone, preparing to rape a blindfolded, female figure symbolizing justice, a lawyer said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20101:44:50 PM 

Firearms from u.s. used in Mexico drug violence 

Ig~~""IU.S. firearms agents estimate that around 80 percent of the weapons used by Mexican drug traffickers 

come from the United States, where cartel leaders are hiring Americans with clean records to make the 
purchases for them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20102:19:34 PM 

First Thoughts: Steele's surprise 

RNC Chair Michael Steele's decision last night to run for a second term surprised almost everyone (maybe even 

himself?). But if he wins, does the RNC remain relevant? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20102:34:25 PM 

UGG boots: 'Shearling' agony for your feet? 

Ig~~""lsome women are paying a price for sporting UGG boots beyond their $140 price tag. The uber-popular 

furry footwear may be a health risk as well as a fashion hazard. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20103:15:17 PM 

November retail sales up more than expected 

Retail sales rose for a fifth straight month in November, as the biggest jump in department store sales in two years gave 

the holiday shopping season a strong start. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20103:20:16 PM 

Wholesale prices rise, but inflation subdued 

u.s. producer prices rose more than expected in November as energy prices spiked, but underlying inflation pressures 

remained subdued. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20103:21:20 PM 

Heli-skiing targets intermediate skiers 

Ig~~""IHelicoPter-skiing operators, usually known for attracting extreme skiers, are gearing marketing efforts 

toward intermediate skiers. But is the experience really for everyone? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20103:36:42 PM 

Senate may punt final tax vote another day 

As of Tuesday morning, there are no votes scheduled for today in the Senate on the bill. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20103:37:11 PM 

To save holiday dollars serve fruit, not ham 

Ig~~""IAlthough the cost of food in general has stayed pretty steady this year amid a weak economy, prices on 

certain favorites have risen sharply. That's giving some shoppers sticker shock. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20104:52:46 PM 

Kids in apartments get more secondhand smoke 

Children may be at an increased risk of exposure to secondhand smoke by living in apartment complexes rather than in 

houses, a new study finds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20105:00:30 PM 

'King's Speech' leads Golden Globe nominees 

Ig~~""~he British monarchy tale "The King's Speech" led Golden Globe contenders Tuesday with seven 

nominations, including best drama and acting honors for Colin Firth, Helena Bonham Carter and Geoffrey 
Rush. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20105:06:21 PM 

Riots erupt after Berlusconi survives vote 

Ig~~""lviolent protests have erupted in Rome after Premier Silvio Berlusconi won back-to-back confidence votes 

in parliament, narrowly surviving one of his toughest political challenges yet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20105:06:51 PM 

Fireman admits causing farmer's death with siren 

A fireman has admitted causing the death of a farmer who was crushed to death by a herd of cows after they were 

startled by fire engine sirens. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20105:29:39 PM 

Mayor of Springfield, III., found dead at home 

The mayor of Springfield, ilL, was found dead in his home on Tuesday after failing to show up for a court-ordered 

appearance in a pending estate case. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20105:35:23 PM 

Tax package heads toward passage in Senate 

Ig~~""~he tax package negotiated by President Barack Obama and GOP lawmakers is headed toward passage in 

the Senate even as House Democrats consider changes to the estate tax. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20105:58:51 PM 

Inmate seeking kosher meals cites Festivus belief 

A Festivus for the rest of us? A convicted drug dealer in California thinks so. He cited his adherence to the holiday 

celebrated on a famous episode of "Seinfeld" to get better meals in jail. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20106:12:53 PM 

Republicans pick sides on tax deal 

While most of the intra-party angst over the tax cut measure has focused on infighting Democrats, the deal is also 

turning into a kind of political Rorschach test for the GOP. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20106:24:03 PM 

Four changes for a better 'Biggest Loser' 

Ig~~""~he upcoming season boasts a new and as-yet-unrevealed twist that promises to "change the game." And 

change is good. Even the best TV competitions could use a few tweaks to keep things exciting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20106:51:47 PM 

Video: As son fights for life, parents fight deportation 

Ig~~""IA family of a sick boy faces deportation. Msnbc's Contessa Brewer talks with Diana Audi and her son 
Omar. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20107:18:25 PM 

Madoff's son: 'No one wants to hear the truth' 

Before hanging himself as his two-year-old son slept nearby, Mark Madoff sent emails to his wife and lawyer that read in 

part" No one wants to hear the truth." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20107:19:38 PM 

Mullen presses Pakistan to rout militants 

The top u.s. military officer pressed Pakistan to rout militants on the border with Afghanistan, saying Tuesday that the 

government in Islamabad knows what the United States is demanding. Still, it is a pitch Pakistani military leaders have 

rejected before. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20107:28:50 PM 

Newsweek: 'Open source' protests grow in Europe 

Whereas grassroots rage at Washington is commonplace in every American election cycle, Europeans are only just 

starting to mobilize around a general distrust of the state. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20107:38:22 PM 

Tributes pour in for Richard Holbrooke 

Few U.S. diplomats had the breadth, depth or length of service of Richard Holbrooke, who wrote part of the Pentagon 

Papers, was the architect of the 1995 Bosnia peace accords and served as President Barack Obama's special envoy to 

Pakistan and Afghanistan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20107:50:37 PM 

Justice Dept. set to appeal healthcare ruling 

The Justice Department said Tuesday it intends to appeal to a u.s. appeals court a ruling by a judge in Virginia declaring 

a key part of President Barack Obama's landmark healthcare law unconstitutional. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20108:01:28 PM 

Video: Cruise passenger: 'We thought that was it' 

Ig~~""lpassengers aboard the 'nightmare' cruise ship are back on dry land after the liner docks safely. ITN's John 
Ray reports live from Malta. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20108:09:30 PM 

Video: Golden Globe nominees announced 

Ig~~""IGOlden Globes nominees include some surprises, Hugh Jackman gets injured doing a stunt on Oprah, and 
Michael Jackson's new album debuts. TODAYshow.com's Courtney Hazlett has the scoop. (MSNBC) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20108:16:52 PM 

Naked came the mail carrier 

A Wisconsin postal carrier says he simply wanted to cheer up a woman on his rounds when he decided to deliver mail in 

the buff. Upon further review, he told police, it was a stupid thing to do. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20108:21:43 PM 

Ryan Reynolds, Scarlett Johansson split 

Ig~~""IAdd another couple to the celebrity splits of 2010 list: Ryan Reynolds and Scarlett Johansson have 

separated. Us Weekly reports that the couple "are being very civil about it," and that they split about two 
weeks ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20108:30:28 PM 

YouTube 'Trends' spots what's 'poppin' 

For those overwhelmed by the 3S hours of video uploaded to YouTube every minute, Google has come up with a 

solution: they'll give you "what's poppin', as it's poppin' " via YouTube Trends. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20108:41:03 PM 

'Coral Triangle' trip reveals possible new marine species 

Ig~~""IA "Bubblegum coral" that features large, knobby polyps is among the swarm of nearly 100 possible new 

species found at an oceanic crossroads by a joint Indonesian-U.s. expedition this year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20108:49:07 PM 

Julian Assange wants to sleep on your couch 

Ig~~""IYesterday it was what very well might be Julian Assange's OKCupid online dating page. Today, it's the 

WikiLeaks leader's possible profile for CouchSurfing.org I an international network for travelers and hosts 
happy to put them up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20108:58:52 PM 

New appraisal rules frustrating home buyers 

Ig~~""~here are problems in appraisal land that transcend weak housing markets and debt-ridden borrowers, 

and that are causing home buyers to miss out on low rates and dream houses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20109:00:13 PM 

Cough drug dangerous for kids, FDA says 

The Food and Drug Administration warned consumers on Tuesday that the accidental ingestion of Tessalon liquid cough 

capsules pose a serious risk of side effects or death to children under 10 years old. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20109:04:47 PM 

TSA embraces new medical notification cards 

Following complaints from travelers with health issues, the TSA has embraced a new medical notification card that fliers 

can present to airport security screeners. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20109:10:05 PM 

Microsoft issues one of biggest-ever bug fixes 

Microsoft Corp issued one of its biggest-ever security fixes on Tuesday, including repairs to its ubiquitous Windows 

operating system and Internet Explorer browser for flaws that could let hackers take control of a Pc. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20109:18:03 PM 

So you can't make your sales goal? Enjoy Fargo 

Ig~~""~here is an old saying in the sales business: Always be closing. Here is a new one: Always be freezing, if 

you do not sell enough. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20109:35:33 PM 

French seize 354 fake Faberge eggs 

Ig~~""IFrench customs agents have uncovered a nest of 354 bejeweled eggs and declared them counterfeit 

copies of the famed Faberge collection. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20109:39:31 PM 

Video: Riots follow after Berlusconi survives ouster attempt 

Ig~~""~here's been an angry reaction on the streets of Rome to news that Italian Prime Minister Silvio 

Berlusconi will remain in office after surviving an attempt to oust him over corruption allegations. lTV's 
Martin Geissler reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201010:13:12 PM 

Fed not backing down on bond-buying program 

The Fed says it will maintain the pace of its $600 billion Treasury bond-buying program because a slowly improving 

economy with high unemployment still needs the support. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2010 10:22:32 PM 

Army birther pleads guilty to 1 of 2 charges 

Ig~~""IAn Army doctor who disobeyed orders to deploy to Afghanistan because he questions President Barack 

Obama's citizenship pleaded guilty Tuesday to one of two charges against him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201010:28:11 PM 

Even daily exercise can't keep middle age chub away 

Daily exercise over a period of 20 years helps to significantly reduce weight gain in middle age, but even that is not 

enough to keep away middle age bulges entirely, u.s. researchers said on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2010 10:40: 18 PM 

Report: U.S. ready to sue BP, partners over spill 

The Justice Department is expected to join the hundreds of civil lawsuits that have been filed as a result of the Gulf of 

Mexico oil spill, the Wall Street Journal said on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201010:56:11 PM 

Sweden appeals Assange's bail ruling 

Ig~~""lswedish prosecutors will challenge an order by a British judge that granted bail to WikiLeaks founder 

Julian Assange. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2010 11:07:49 PM 

Dow closes at highest level since Sept. 2008 

Bonds prices fell sharply Tuesday, sending long-term interest rates to their highest level in seven months, after the 

Federal Reserve said it would continue its efforts to lift the economy. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2010 11:35:04 PM 

Gawker hacking triggers password reset hysteria 

Yahoo, Linkedln, even World of Warcraft's Battle.net are forcing users to reset their passwords, and surely others are 

following suit. The services appear to be cross referencing the leaked database of Gawker commenter e-mail addresses 

with their own user e-mail addresses. If there's a match, the user gets a note saying they need to come up with a new 

password. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201011:42:29 PM 

Cure for HIV claimed, but not yet proven 

A man with HIV living in Germany may have been cured of his infection by a bone marrow transplant J researchers claim. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201011:43:24 PM 

Video: White-outs strand motorists on roads to nowhere 

Ig~~""IA blast of arctic air tightened its grip on the eastern half of the country Tuesday, bringing snow and 
record lows from the Dakotas to New England. NBC's John Yang reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2010 11:44:58 PM 

Video: In a deep-freeze, Florida disappoints tourists 

Ig~~""~ourists who thought visiting Florida meant leaving their hats and gloves in their hotel rooms discovered 

that even here, temperatures can dip below freezing. NBC's Kerry Sanders reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201011:48:22 PM 

Stranded motorists get airlift out of snow 

Ig~~""IMUCh of the u.s. was in a deep freeze on Tuesday, as the Northeast woke up to below-freezing 

temperatures and parts of the South were about 20 degrees colder than normal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2010 11:49:21 PM 

Video: Lawmakers make last-minute rush on earmarks 

Ig~~""IA sudden firestorm broke out on Capitol Hill Tuesday over the old issue of earmarks, those pet projects 
lawmakers hang on must-pass bills like ornaments on a Christmas tree. NBC's Kelly O'Donnell 

reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201011:49:58 PM 

Air Force blocks media sites posting leaked cables 

Ig~~""~he U.S. Air Force has blocked employees from visiting media websites carrying leaked WikiLeaks 

documents, including The New York Times and the Guardian, a spokesman said on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201011:51:53 PM 

Video: Assange granted bail, sent back to prison 

Ig~~""lwikiLeaks founder Julian Assange scored a victory Tuesday in his fight to be get out of prison, but was to 
be held for another 48 hours. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2010 11:54:55 PM 

Passengers on nightmare cruise get full refund 

The nearly 2,060 Brilliance of the Seas passengers who endured a horrifying early morning in the Mediterranean won't 

be paying a dime for the experience. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201011:57:10 PM 

Video: High drama on the high seas 

Ig~~""IHundreds of American vacationers were eager to share their horror stories Tuesday as the storm
battered cruise ship Brilliance docked safely in Malta. ITN's John Ray reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2010 12:20:22 AM 

Controversial PatriotApp lets citizens alert feds 

Ig~~""IA safe and secure society is at the heart of the new PatriotApp for iPhones, and while it's quickly gaining 

popularity, it's also attracting scorn from people who disagree with the controversial law on which it is 
based. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/201012:31:15 AM 

Police: Gunman killed self at Fla. school meeting 

A gunman opened fire at a school board meeting Tuesday, sending spectators scrambling before he exchanged shots 

with a security guard and then killed himself, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2010 12:41:39 AM 

Mother killed, 5 hurt in gun battle at Calif. mall 

A woman loading her 2-year-old child into a vehicle has been killed and five others wounded in a shooting at a strip mall 

in south Sacramento. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2010 12:44:46 AM 

Casino bandit escapes with $1.5 million in chips 

An armed bandit escaped Tuesday on a motorcycle after stealing at least $1.5 million in casino chips from the posh 

Bellagio resort and may have pulled a similar caper across town less than a week ago, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20102:24:11 AM 

Oakland hands No.7 Tennessee first loss 

Ig~~""IKeith Benson had 26 points and 10 rebounds and Oakland beat No.7 Tennessee 89-82 on Tuesday night, 
three days after losing by a point to then-No.7 Michigan State. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20102:41:51 AM 

Lakers power past Wizards in Bynum's return 

Ig~~""IKobe Bryant scored 24 points and Andrew Bynum added seven in his season debut Tuesday night as Los 

Angeles beat Washington 103-89. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20102:46:37 AM 

Twister rips up homes, cars - in Oregon 

Ig~~""IA tornado struck the small town of Aumsville on Tuesday, tearing roofs off buildings, hurling objects into 

vehicles and homes and uprooting trees. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20104:57:26 AM 

Flyers end Penguins' 12-game win streak 

Ig~~""lscott Hartnell scored a power-play goal at 9:54 of the third period and the Philadelphia Flyers snapped 
the Pittsburgh Penguins' 12-game winning streak with a 3-2 victory on Tuesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20105:48:37 AM 

Berkeley tables vote on calling alleged Wikileaker a hero 

Some consider a soldier's alleged release of classified information to WikiLeaks an act of a traitor. But one City Council is 

considering another title. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20106:24:10 AM 

Carmela leads Nuggets, faces trade questions 

Ig~~""lcarmelo Anthony scored 35 points in the Nuggets' 111-94 win over the Magic, and then faced questions 

about a rumored trade to the Nets on Tuesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20107:00:51 AM 

Violent storm reveals ancient art on the coast of Israel 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20109:47:43 AM 

Dissident: Cuba won't let me accept rights prize 

Ig~~""IA Cuban dissident said he had been prevented from attending a ceremony to accept the European 

Parliament's top human rights prize by Cuban authorities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/201010:27:17 AM 

San Jose to outlaw plastic bags at checkouts 

San Jose is to become the largest city in the u.S. to ban plastic carry-out bags, according to a report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2010 11:09:28 AM 

Report: N. Korea set for 3rd nuke test by March 

Ig~~""INorth Korea appears to be readying for a possible third nuclear test as early as next March, a newspaper 

reported, as New Mexico Gov. Bill Richardson headed to Pyongyang. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2010 11:52:04 AM 

Small plane carrying 22 people missing in Nepal 

A small passenger plane with 22 people on board went missing Wednesday while flying over a mountainous region of 

Nepal, an official said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/201012:14:03 PM 

Video: Video captures gunman's rage, board's heroics 

Ig~~""IDramatic video shows a frightening standoff between gunman Clay Duke, 56, and members of a Florida 

school board. Before he opened fire and then shot himself, one woman tried taking Duke out with her 
purse. NBC's Mark Potter reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2010 12:38:33 PM 

Rioters clash with police in Athens during rally 

Ig~~""IHundreds of protesters clashed with riot police across central Athens on Wednesday, smashing cars and 

hurling gasoline bombs during a nationwide labor protest against the government's latest austerity 
measures. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2010 12:46:06 PM 

Forbes: How to avoid holiday overspending 

Ig~~""IBefore you head out to Target, Best Buy, Nordstrom or your local mall this holiday season, give yourself 

a big gift: restraint. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20101:00:55 PM 

Video: Time's Person of the Year revealed 

Ig~~""~ime/s Richard Stengel announces who earned the cover as the magazine's Person of the Year. (Today 

Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20101:03:03 PM 

Time magazine's 2010 Person of the Year is ... 

Ig~~""~he co-founder of the omnipresent social-networking site Facebook is the second-youngest individual 
ever to be named Time's Person of the Year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20101:04:05 PM 

Video: Record cold grips Sunshine State 

Ig~~""IBitterIY cold temperatures have sent much of Florida into a deep freeze, threatening crops and tourism. 
NBC's Kerry Sanders reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20101:17:46 PM 

A pill to prevent PTSD? It could happen, study hints 

Along with first aid supplies, paramedics may one day carry a stash of pills designed to protect patients from post 

traumatic stress disorder, a new study suggests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20101:27:06 PM 

Prosecutor: Kenya's deputy PM is war criminal 

Ig~~""~he prosecutor of the International Criminal Court has asked judges to charge six Kenyans, including the 

country's deputy prime minister, with crimes against humanity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20101:30:06 PM 

U.S. v. WikiLeaks: Can Assange be prosecuted? 

Three eminent attorneys discuss potential u.s. charges against WikiLeaks and its founder, Julian Assange. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20101:31:25 PM 

Want to look hotter? H it the sack 

Ig~~""~urns out there's a reason they call it beauty sleep. New research shows people are seen as more 
attractive after getting a good night's sleep (left) than after staying up all night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20102:15:02 PM 

Security contractor: Afghan police running amok 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20103:30:27 PM 

Yahoo image search: type puppy, find porn 

For a few hours last night, those who used Yahoo to search for images found much more than what they were looking 

for: lots and lots of porn. Every image result, no matter what search words were typed in, led to one depiction that left 

nothing to the imagination: a close-up of a man and a woman having sex. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20103:43:52 PM 

Rip Torn pleads guilty in Connecticut break-in 

Ig~~""~he 79-year-old actor was given a 2 l/2-year suspended sentence and three years of probation. 

Conditions include a ban on firearm possession and random drug and alcohol tests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20103:58:43 PM 

Video: Young girl gets gift of sight 

Ig~~""IA 4-year-old British girl who has been blind since birth is able to see for the first time after having 
pioneering stem cell treatment in China. lTV's Becky Johnson reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20104:12:24 PM 

Patrick House is season 10'5 'Biggest Loser' 

Ig~~""~he formerly unemployed father of two once described 2010 as a "terrible year," but by Tuesday night, 

all of that seemed like another life as a healthier, happier and 181 pounds lighter Patrick won the grand 
prize 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20105:01:20 PM 

Gay activist Lt. Dan Choi is hospitalized 

Ig~~""ILt. Dan Choi, the openly gay Army veteran who has been an outspoken critic of the military's "don't ask, 
don't tell" policy, confirms that he has been hospitalized after suffering a "nervous breakdown." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20105:39:30 PM 

After dozens of deaths, drop-side cribs outlawed 

Ig~~""lltls the end of the traditional crib that has cradled millions of babies for generations. The government 

outlawed drop-side cribs after the deaths of more than 30 infants and toddlers in the past decade and 
millions of recalls. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20105:51:38 PM 

Tainted food sickens 48 million each year 

Foodborne illnesses kill 3,000 Americans every year and make 48 million sick, and most are never identified, u.s. health 

officials reported on Wednesday as Congress prepared a major food safety overhaul. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20105:57:23 PM 

Newsweek: Celebrities hawking random products 

There's no faster way to pump up a product than to have a famous face singing its praises, so it's no real surprise that 

companies turn to celebs to hawk their wares. NEWSWEEK looks at both the high-profile and the largely unknown 

commercials famous folks are appearing in. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20106:01:08 PM 

White House hammers GOP stalling on START 

The White House is calling a GOP senator's stalling tactic to delay a vote on a strategic arms treaty with Russia "a new 

low" and a "political stunt" that jeopardizes national security. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20106:02:57 PM 

NBC/WSJ poll: Nearly 60% approve of tax deal 

With the Senate set to give final approval to President Obama's compromise tax deal -- and with the House expected to 

take up the measure afterward -- nearly 60 percent approve of its major components, according to a new NBC/Wall 

Street Journal poll. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20106:04:22 PM 

Lawyer: Assange has half of cash needed for bail 

Ig~~""IA lawyer for Julian Assange said on Wednesday that the WikiLeaks founder's backers had raised around 

half of the cash he needs to secure bail in his Swedish sex crimes case. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20106:09:42 PM 

Video: Player attacks ref during high school game 

Ig~~""IA Florida high school basketball player attacks a referee after being ejected from a game. WBBH's 
Saundra Weathers reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20106:29:40 PM 

Poor women more obese than poor men 

Ig~~""lwomen who are poor are much more likely to be obese but men are not, u.s. government researchers 

said on Tuesday in a report that contradicts some common perceptions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20106:34:02 PM 

Police: Thief burns down city's Christmas tree 

Talk about a Grinch: Police say someone trying to steal copper wire burned down the city of Birmingham's 35-foot-tall 

Christmas tree. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20106:37:21 PM 

After 25 years, Larry King giving up his throne 

Ig~~""IAt the end of June, Larry King announced he was retiring from his show - a weeknight fixture since June 

1, 1985. After Thursday's edition, King will indeed hang it up, suspenders and all. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20106:44:31 PM 

A glowing snail? Now that's scary! 

Ig~~""lcosmic Log: A tiny marine snail that looks as if it could be at home dangling from a Christmas tree emits 

its green glow to scare off would be predators, according to a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20106:45:20 PM 

Money flying from car gives away bank robbers 

Authorities in Alabama say all they had to do to catch six bank robbery suspects was follow the money flying out the 

window of a speeding car. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20106:49:48 PM 

Polar bears no longer on thin ice? 

Ig~~...,~wo groups of scientists are suggesting a sliver of hope for the future of polar bears in a warming world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20107:38:15 PM 

'Do you believe?' Santa hands out $100 bills 

Ig~~""lsecret Santa II hit the streets Tuesday in a long-standing Kansas City tradition of handing out $100 bills -

sometimes several at a time - to unsuspecting strangers in thrift stores, food pantries and shelters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20107:42:38 PM 

Suicide attackers kill dozens at Iran mosque 

Two suicide bombers blew themselves up near a mosque in southeastern Iran on Wednesday, killing at least 39 people 

at a Shiite mourning ceremony, state media reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20107:47:53 PM 

Too fat? Blame your 'thrifty gene' 

Looking beyond obvious causes of obesity like overeating, scientists said on Wednesday they may have found a gene 

that also plays a role, one that helped our ancestors survive famines. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20107:55:48 PM 

Cops: Four bodies found on N.Y. beach all women 

Ig~~""~he FBI is offering its resources to assist New York homicide investigators chasing a possible serial killer 

after four women's bodies were found dumped alongside a remote beach highway. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20108:18:20 PM 

Bandit got $1.5 million in casino chips. Now what? 

Ig~~""lsome compare a helmeted motorcyclist's $1.5 million casino chip armed robbery at the posh Bellagio 

resort with a Hollywood movie script. Others see it more like a liquor store smash-and grab. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20108:22:23 PM 

Newsweek: Will Supreme Court end health care law? 

Will all five Republican appointees on the Supreme Court, who usually form a bloc in close decisions, vote to overturn 

the individual mandate? Justice Anthony Kennedy, who was appointed by Ronald Reagan, sometimes sides with the 

court's more liberal wing. And this might be such a case. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20108:40:22 PM 

Russians launch new crew to space station 

Ig~~""IA Russian Soyuz spacecraft blasted off from Central Asia on Wednesday, carrying three new crew 

members to the International Space Station. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20109:05:51 PM 

Government sues BP, 8 others in Gulf oil spill 

Ig~~""~he Justice Department on Wednesday sued BP and eight other companies in the Gulf oil spill disaster in 

an effort to recover billions of dollars from the largest offshore spill in U.S. history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20109:11:30 PM 

Wall Street's 2010 bonuses may top last year 

Ig~~""~he average bonus for New York City's securities industry may top last year's gain because so many 

bankers and brokers have been laid off, the state comptroller said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20109:19:02 PM 

What's a parent to do with a little Santa-phobe? 

Ig~~""IFor some kids, a visit to Santa is anything but a magical experience: Try terrifying. Who is this strange old 

guy with all the facial hair, and why am I on his lap? How to deal when your child suffers from Santa
phobia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20109:26:06 PM 

Obama courts CEOs on economy, jobs 

President Barack Obama and leaders of major corporations took a step toward thawing what has been a chilly 

relationship Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20109:30:47 PM 

Cosmic Log: How art brings dinosaurs to life 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: A book titled "The Artist and the Scientists" shows how fragmented 
fossils are transformed into beautiful views of long-extinct species. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20109:52:51 PM 

Senate passes package extending Bush tax cuts 

Ig~~""~he Senate has passed a sweeping tax package that would save millions of Americans thousands of 

dollars in higher taxes for the next two years while also reducing their Social Security taxes and extending 
jobless benefits. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2010 10:41:54 PM 

Stolen VW bus returned - after 36 years 

After 36 years it is finally home. Michelle Squires' 1964 VW Bus was trailered back to Spokane, Wash., from California 

where it was found last year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2010 10:51:55 PM 

Prepared stores mean less panic discounting 

Ig~~""ILate start on your holiday shopping? You won't find uncommonly deep discounts, but you won't have to 

worry about finding something to buy, either. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2010 11:03:28 PM 

Border Patrol agent killed in southern Arizona 

Ig~~""IA U.S. Border Patrol agent was shot and killed north of the Arizona-Mexico border while trying to catch 

bandits who target illegal immigrants, officials said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2010 11:08:38 PM 

Tanier: Pats' offense actually better than '07 version 

Ig~~""~anier: This year's offense, with no Randy Moss, Kevin Faulk or Donte Stallworth, can't possibly be as 

good as the 2007 model, can it? In fact, it might just be a little better. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/201011:15:03 PM 

House passes repeal of 'don't ask, don't tell' 

The House voted on Wednesday to repeal the "don't ask, don't tell' policy that has stifled the service of gays in the 

military. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2010 11:32:35 PM 

Woman describes hitting school board gunman 

Ig~~""lln a stunning incident caught on video, Ginger Littleton sneaked up behind a gunman threatening her 

school board colleagues and hit his right arm with her purse. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2010 11:39:35 PM 

Video: Braving winter's first bitter blast 

Ig~~""~herels no end in sight to the bone-rattling cold that has brought record-low temperatures to Florida, 

buried the Midwest in snow and stranded hundreds of drivers in Canada. NBC's John Yang 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2010 11:42:21 PM 

Video: In moment of crisis, heroes emerge 

Ig~~""~he ordinary people who did extraordinary things to try and stop a gunman who opened fire at a Florida 
school board meeting on Tuesday talk about their ordeal. NBC's Mark Potter reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2010 11:48:08 PM 

Video: Poll: Nearly 60 percent approve of tax deal 

Ig~~""INBC Political Director Chuck Todd discusses the results of the latest NBC News/Wall Street Journal poll, in 

which Americans weighed in on the tax deal and how pessimistic they are about the direction of the 
economy. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2010 11:52:46 PM 

Video: TIME gives face time to Facebook's founder 

Ig~~""~IME editor Rick Stengel talks about why Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg was chosen as the 
magazine's 2010 Person of the Year. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2010 11:58:45 PM 

'Bodies allover': Refugee boat sinks 

Ig~~""IA wooden boat packed with dozens of asylum seekers smashed apart on jagged rocks off an Australian 

island Wednesday, killing at least 28 people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2010 12:04:43 AM 

Cosmic Log: Movie meddles with moon mission 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: The movie trailer for "Transformers: Dark of the Moon" remixes the 

Apollo 11 moon mission to add aliens. Only problem is, some folks just might actually take it seriously. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2010 12:06:48 AM 

Video: USPS' Operation Santa delivers Christmas dreams 

Ig~~""IMaking a Difference: For a growing number of children writing heartbreaking "Dear Santa" letters about 

their parents' economic struggles, the u.S. Postal Service's Operation Santa program is making Christmas 
dreams come true. NBC's Mike Taibbi reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2010 12:06:49 AM 

1,200 dogs euthanized after distemper scare 

An estimated 1,200 dogs at a Kansas kennel were euthanized after an outbreak in Wyoming of the highly contagious 

disease distemper was linked to the large-scale breeding operation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/201012:12:29 AM 

Life Inc.: A boom in Boomers' inheritance 

Life Inc.: Baby boomers - who already have inherited some $2.4 trillion from older generations - are in line to inherit 

$8.4 trillion more, according to a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2010 12:58:02 AM 

More sex assaults reported at military academies 

Sexual assault reports at the three u.S. military academies rose 64 percent in the 2009-10 academic year, but many 

more victims probably didn't come forward, the Defense Department said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20102:09:20 AM 

Cops: Stolen booty under security firm owner's tree 

Ig~~""~he owner of a security firm implicated in a scheme to burglarize his own clients allegedly wrapped some 
stolen items and placed them under his Christmas tree - including a copy of "How the Grinch Stole 

Christmas" from a school's gift drive. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20103:05:41 AM 

Stupidity leads to wrath of Jane on 'Survivor' 

Ig~~""IMore questionable moves by certain members of Jane's alliance leads the dog trainer to give them all a 

piece of her mind. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20105:36:15 AM 

Baseball Hall of Famer Feller dies at 92 

Ig~~""~he Cleveland Indians say Hall of Famer Bob Feller has died. He was 92. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20105:40:14 AM 

Celtics escape N.Y. on Pierce's last-second shot 

Ig~~""lpaul Pierce made a tiebreaking jumper with 0.4 seconds left, Amare Stoudemire's 3-pointer at the buzzer 
was ruled too late, and the Boston Celtics pulled out a thrilling 118-116 victory over the New York Knicks 

on Wednesday night for their 11th straight win. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20106:22:46 AM 

Visitors pack Vegas' Cosmopolitan opening 

Ig~~""~he $3.9 billion Cosmopolitan of Las Vegas opened to the public Wednesday night as Sin City's last new 
major casino-resort for at least a few years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20108:09:08 AM 

Indonesian fishermen find old sunken ship 

A sunken ship that may be several centuries old and containing green and gray ceramics has been found off remote 

Indonesian islands recently hit by a tsunami, officials said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2010 10:23:58 AM 

Julian Assange back in court to fight for bail 

Ig~~""IA British judge will rule Thursday whether WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange may be freed on bail over 

alleged sex crimes in Sweden. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/201011:17:42 AM 

Okla. set to execute inmate with substitute drug 

Ig~~""IA man on Oklahoma's death row for the 2001 slaying of his cellmate is believed to be the first u.s. inmate 

set to be executed using a sedative commonly used to euthanize animals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/201012:51:13 PM 

Obama war review: Taliban, al-Qaida diminished 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama's expansion of the war in Afghanistan has eroded the power of the al-Qaida 

terrorists who attacked America in 2001 and the resurgent Taliban militants who gave them cover, 
according to his own government's review. The findings ensure that Obama will stay the course, with u.s. 
forces to remain at war through 2014. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2010 12:53:41 PM 

Video: Moore, Jagger's ex help raise Assange bail 

Ig~~""lwikiLeaks chief Julian Assange, who is embroiled in a sex scandal, has raised the $350,000 to pay for bail 

thanks in part to celebrities such as documentary filmmaker Michael Moore and Bianca Jagger. NBC's 
Peter Alexander reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/201012:54:18 PM 

ConsumerMan: Busting infomercial myths 

Ig~~""IDemand for liAs Seen on TV" products is stronger than ever. TV-related shopping will hit a record $200 

billion this year. That's a lot of ShamWows, Shake Weights and Belly Burners! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2010 12:58:05 PM 

Video: Resale of drop-side cribs to be banned 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to new tougher regulations to take effect in June of 2011, the resale of drop-side cribs on eBay 
and Craigslist will be illegal. NBC's Pete Williams reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20101:06:41 PM 

Video: Storm of trouble for forecaster after rape report 

Ig~~""lpolice in New York say that WABC meteorologist Heidi Jones lied about being attacked by a Hispanic male 

while jogging in Central Park, leading to her suspension from the station. NBC's Mike Taibbi 
reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20101:09:11 PM 

Video: Defense: Lacrosse star died from drug abuse 

Ig~~""~he legal team for accused murderer George Huguely says their client's girlfriend, Yeardley Love, died as 

the result of abusing prescription drugs such as Adderall. NBC's Jeff Rossen reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20101:18:30 PM 

Video: Nuns cheer as shirtless acrobats perform for pope 

Ig~~""~he troupe - known as Fratelli Pelligrini - removed their shirts before their routine, much to the 
excitement of the assembled nuns. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20101:46:07 PM 

Afghan war review: AI-Qaida and Taliban weakened 

A long anticipated review of President Barack Obama's war strategy concludes that it has eroded the power of the al

Qaida terrorists and the resurgent Taliban militants who gave them cover. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20101:46:32 PM 

S. Korea to hold drill on disputed island 

Ig~~""lsouth Korea is to hold a live-fire artillery drill on an island shelled by North Korea last month, as New 

Mexico Gov. Bill Richardson visits Pyongyang to try to lessen tensions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20101:54:40 PM 

Holiday spices can be both naughty and nice 

Ig~~""INutmeg, cinnamon, vanilla: They seem so innocent. And for the most part, they are - unless they're 
ingested in large amounts. That's when they become dangerous. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20101:55:02 PM 

Video: What do you need to retire? 

Ig~~""lpersonal finance guru Suze Orman offers financial planning advice for boomers who are a decade away 
from retiring. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20101:59:05 PM 

Poll: Obama down but not out 

Ig~~""IAfter his party's midterm losses and with the unemployment rate still hovering around 10 percent, 
President Barack Obama might be down. But he's far from out - especially when it comes to his 

prospects for re-election in 2012. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20102:04:45 PM 

School board shooter: Bipolar, money troubles 

Ig~~""lclay Duke was a troubled, broke ex-con with bipolar disorder, an interest in anarchy, a wife whose 

unemployment benefits had run out and frustrations that reached a boiling point. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20102:07:24 PM 

Newsweek: Inside the teenage brain 

How adolescents' developing brains make them more likely to be cruel, and how cruelty and other stressors of teenage 

life permanently alter the teenage brain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20102:08:56 PM 

Newsweek: Can schools teach kindness? 

Several schools have attempted anti-bullying curricula, with varied success. The truth is, experts have no idea how to 

instruct kids on empathy. A look at what we think might work - and why we still have doubts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20102:23:44 PM 

Traveling over the holidays? Prepare for the worst 

Traveling over the holidays can be frustrating, patience-testing, character-building experience, but there is one thing it 

isn't: predictable. Here's how to prepare. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20102:24:40 PM 

First Thoughts: A second term for Obama? 

Ig~~""IHere's the clear conclusion from our new NBC/WSJ poll: If the current political environment for President 

Obama has hit rock bottom, then his prospects for re-election are quite good. If it hasn't, then watch out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20102:33:12 PM 

Wealth gap becomes chasm at Christmas 

Ig~~""IWith just a few days left in the holiday shopping season, reports from retailers of strong sales are 
prompting analysts and investors to declare that lithe American consumer is back." Make that "some 

consumers." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20102:33:12 PM 

Wealth gap becomes chasm at Christmas 

Ig~~""IWith just a few days left in the holiday shopping season, reports from retailers of strong sales are 
prompting analysts and investors to declare that lithe American consumer is back." Make that "some 

consumers." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20102:39:42 PM 

Blogger's year of mystery meat: School lunch every day 

Ig~~""llnsPired by an awful bagel dog, one school employee decided to eat lunch at her school's cafeteria every 

day and blog about it. She says the experience has opened her eyes to the need for better school 
nutrition - and she never wants to see another chicken nugget in her life. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20102:41:41 PM 

Newsweek: Silly ideas that sold millions 

From my pet rock to dog goggles, these business ventures sound ridiculous but still managed to turn their creators into 

millionaires. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20103:02:00 PM 

PFT: Vick leads Pro Bowl voting with 4 days to go 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20103:04:42 PM 

Kinect sex game is in the works (shudder) 

Ig~~""llt was only a matter of time before someone made the first Kinect sex game. And sure enough, the folks 

who created "3D SexVilla," and "3D Slut," have unveiled a prototype for a game that lets players use 
Microsoft's new motion sensing gadget to get down and dirty. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20103:42:28 PM 

Video: Christmas has gone to the dogs 

Ig~~""~ODAYJS Sara Haines takes a look at a hilarious YouTube video that will lighten up mundane holiday 

routines with some puppy love. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20103:55:48 PM 

Foreclosures fall to lowest level in 18 months 

Ig~~""~he number of u.s. homes taken back by lenders dropped to the lowest level in 18 months in November, 

the result of foreclosure freezes enacted by several banks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20104:03:23 PM 

Video: Mummy head in attic is king's, researchers say 

Ig~~""IA team of researchers have discovered that a 400-year-old skull hidden in an attic belonged to France's 
King Henri IV. Msnbc.com's Dara Brown reports. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20104:14:18 PM 

Home construction up, foreclosures down 

Ig~~""~he home construction industry showed signs of life in November and foreclosures fell, but analysts say 

there is little reason to expect a big housing rebound in the year ahead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20104:16:36 PM 

Jobless claims data point to improvement 

Ig~~""IA further decline in the number of Americans applying for unemployment benefits capped a strong week 

for the economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20105:06:16 PM 

Pope: Christians are most persecuted group 

Pope Benedict XVI says Christians are the religious group that suffers most from persecution. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20105:20:37 PM 

Obama: U.S. 'on track' to achieve Afghan goals 

President Barack Obama said Thursday that the United States is "on track to achieve its goals in Afghanistan." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20105:29:50 PM 

Steve Jobs targeted in anti-gay iPhone app war 

Ig~~""ISteve Jobs is being called "Big Brother" in a video by a group angry because Apple pulled a pro

heterosexual marriage app from the App Store for the iPhone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20105:41:23 PM 

False explosives alarm at Conn. home 

Police now say no explosive devices were found in a New Haven, Conn., apartment where neighbors had earlier 

reported smoke. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20106:22:56 PM 

Sanitary pad company: Wiki 'leaks,' but you won't 

They've infuriated government officials, provoked Internet hackers, and now, the secret cables exposed by WikiLeaks 

have inspired an ad for feminine products in Pakistan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20106:33:29 PM 

False explosives alarm at Conn. home 

Police now say no explosive devices were found in a New Haven, Conn., apartment where neighbors had earlier 

reported smoke. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20106:48:46 PM 

Tax bill hits speed bump in the House 

The Rule for President Obama's tax cut compromise has been pulled from the House floor temporarily. This is a 

temporary setback. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20107:00:54 PM 

School security guard: 'I'm not a hero, folks' 

Ig~~""~he Florida security guard who brought down a gunman during a school board meeting said Thursday 
that he was "no hero" and wasn't thinking about bullets or dying. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20107:25:12 PM 

Under US tax plans, it's great to be rich 

Ig~~""IBusinessweek: A bonanza of new and extended tax benefits could make it as easy as ever for the rich to 

stay that way. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20107:55:41 PM 

Court: Irish abortion ban violates women's rights 

Ig~~""llreland's constitutional ban on abortion violates pregnant women's right to receive proper medical care 

in life-threatening cases, the European Court of Human Rights ruled Thursday, harshly criticizing Ireland's 
long inaction on the issue. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20108:03:16 PM 

Pollutants linger long after smoker moves out 

Pollutants from cigarette smoke may linger long after a smoker has moved out of a home, a new study shows, even if 

the home has been cleaned and vacant for months. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20108:29:51 PM 

Airline wars: The battle for overhead bins 

Ig~~""lltls probably the most precious thing on planes this holiday season: space in the overhead bin. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20108:36:35 PM 

LAPD releases photos in 'Grim Sleeper' killer case 

Ig~~""IBraCing for a flood of tips from the public, detectives released dozens of photographs of unidentified 

women that were found at the home of the suspected "Grim Sleeper" serial killer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20108:50:08 PM 

Video: Reid lashes out at earmark 'hypocrites' 

Ig~~""lsenate Majority Leader Harry Reid addresses the media on Capitol Hill regarding congressional spending, 
saying 'I'm going to fight as hard as I can against President Obama on these earmarks and my Republican 

colleagues.' (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20108:58:29 PM 

Msnbc.com's happiest stories of 2010 

You picked 'em! Find out what stories you chose as the year's most wonderful. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20109:02:25 PM 

Aretha Franklin 'so grateful' to be alive 

The "R.E.S.P.E.C.T." chanteuse declined to detail the reason behind her recent surgery and hospitalization; many sources 

have said Franklin is suffering from pancreatic cancer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20109:18:25 PM 

Here's a Christmas surprise: You're dumped! 

Ig~~""lscarlett Johansson and Ryan Reynolds are the latest couple to fall prey to the decidedly unfestive 

tradition of pre-Christmas break ups. More couples split in December than almost any other time of the 
year, researchers find. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20109:28:07 PM 

'Pink Panther' director Blake Edwards dies 

Ig~~""IEdwards, 88, directed "Breakfast at Tiffany's," "10," and many other popular films. He was married to 

actress Julie Andrews. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20109:35:36 PM 

Timeline: The top sports stories of 2010 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20109:49:12 PM 

Best and worst movies of 2010 

Ig~~"'l'Black Swan" soared, and "The Fighter" scored a knockout. But not every film was well received - even 

megastars Jennifer Aniston and Gerard Butler couldn't save "The Bounty Hunter." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20109:51:46 PM 

Supposedly slain al-Qaida terrorist reappears in photo 

Ig~~""IA key al-Qaida figure wanted in the attack on the USS Cole has resurfaced in Yemen, two months after he 

was reported killed in a CIA drone strike in Pakistan, NBC News reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2010 10:05:43 PM 

Hybrid polar-grizzly bear a sign of Arctic's future? 

Ig~~""lseveral hybrid animals have appeared in and around the Arctic, including narwhal-beluga whales and 

mixed porpoises, experts say. The culprit might be melting Arctic sea ice. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2010 10:26:34 PM 

Julian Assange: An unlikely crush object 

Ig~~""~ulian Assange may seem like an unlikely babe magnet, but the pasty, weak-chinned Wikileaks founder 

apparently has a number of women in a hormonal twist, despite being accused of committing sexual 
crimes against two Swedish women. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2010 10:34:42 PM 

The five weirdest Christmas movies ever 

Ig~~""IAlonso Duralde, author of "Have Yourself a Movie Little Christmas," discusses five of the weirdest lumps 

of cinematic coal. Satan meets Santa? A tree that talks like Charles Nelson Reilly? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2010 10:56:08 PM 

Code-cracking agency expects it is compromised 

The u.s. government's main code-making and code-cracking agency now works on the assumption that foes may have 

pierced even the most sensitive national security computer networks under its guard. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2010 11:24:26 PM 

Army doctor who refused to deploy gets 6 months 

An Army doctor who disobeyed orders to deploy to Afghanistan because he questioned President Barack Obama's 

eligibility to be commander in chief has been sentenced to six months in a military prison and will be dismissed from the 

Army. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2010 11:25:39 PM 

Poachers kill rare black rhino 

Poachers have killed one of five critically endangered east African black rhinos that were relocated to their natural 

habitat in Tanzania's Serengeti park from South Africa in May. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2010 11:44:03 PM 

Video: Assange: WikiLeaks survives 'decapitation' 

r-~fter spending more than a week in a London prison, the founder of WikiLeaks appeared triumphant on 
hursday after being released on bail. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2010 11:49:37 PM 

Video: Obama administration unveils state of war report 

Ig~~""lone year after President Obama announced he was sending 30,000 more troops to fight in Afghanistan 

the administration has a new assessment touting progress in that war, but with plenty of caveats. NBC's 
White House Correspondent Savannah Guthrie reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2010 11:49:46 PM 

Ice, snow make for car crashes, flight delays 

Ig~~""llce-slicked roads created treacherous driving conditions that caused a fatal accident Thursday and 

delayed school openings across a swath of the country, mainly in the South, while the East Coast braced 
for more snow. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2010 11:53:08 PM 

Video: New nuclear attack guide causes fallout flashback 

Ig~~""IReports in both the New York Times and USA Today about new federal guidelines for what to do in the 
event of a nuclear attack prompted a lot of anxiety--as well as a lot of distant memories. NBC's Pete 

Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201012:01:26 AM 

Calif. on verge of major greenhouse gas rules 

Ig~~""lcalifornia is on the verge of creating the first system in the nation to give polluting companies such as 

utilities or refineries financial incentives to emit fewer greenhouse gases. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201012:07:58 AM 

Video: Bringing up baby ... elephants 

Ig~~""IMaking A Difference: Wild baby elephants need all the things most babies do: 3:00 am feedings, warm 

blankets and lessons in right and wrong. But when it's time to let these little ones go, things get a little 
less familiar. NBC's Maria Menounos reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201012:09:35 AM 

Avastin shouldn't be used for breast cancer, FDA says 

Federal health authorities are recommending the blockbuster drug Avastin no longer be used to treat breast cancer, 

saying recent studies failed to show the drug's original promise to help slow the disease. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201012:09:38 AM 

Assange and other cellblock celebs 

Ig~~""IAsSange and other cellblock celebs 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201012:10:58 AM 

700K Ecstasy tabs seized, Customs agent arrested 

Ig~~""lprosecutors in Georgia say they have seized 700,000 tabs of Ecstasy and have charged a u.s. Customs and 
Border Protection agent along with 13 others in what they say was a large-scale drug trafficking scheme. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201012:24:30 AM 

Video: Film director Blake Edwards dies 

Ig~~""IBlake Edwards, who gave American moviegoers such classics as "Breakfast at Tiffany's" and the Pink 

Panther series, died Thursday. He was 88. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201012:31:21 AM 

Christmas trees bum non-Christians out, study shows 

Here's a new twist to the annual "War on Christmas" debate: Reminders of Christmas can make religious minorities feel 

ill at ease - even if they don't realize it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201012:32:54 AM 

Okla. executes inmate with substitute drug 

Ig~~""IA man on Oklahoma's death row for the 2001 slaying of his cellmate is believed to be the first u.s. inmate 

executed using a sedative commonly used to euthanize animals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201012:43:35 AM 

Mobile broadband the next big hacking risk? 

As usage of mobile broadband services explodes, security experts are debating whether hackers will find a way to 

intercept and decode the transmissions. You know they'll be trying, writes Bob Sullivan in the latest installment of "The 

Red Tape Chronicles." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/2010 2 :20:30 AM 

GOP Senate resistance kills giant spending bill 

Ig~~""IDemocrats controlling the Senate abandon a huge catchall spending measure that includes $158 billion 

for military operations in Iraq and Afghanistan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/2010 3 :40: 14 AM 

Texas couple accused of funneling money to Iran 

A Texas couple and the head of an Oregon charity secretly sent millions of dollars to an Iranian bank and to a contact in 

Iran for nine years, violating the u.s. embargo on the Middle East country, according to a federal indictment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20103:49:30 AM 

Celtics top Hawks for 12th straight victory 

Ig~~""IKeVin Garnett had 17 points and 13 rebounds - one of three Boston players with a double-double - to 
lead the Celtics to their 12th straight win, 102-90 over the Atlanta Hawks on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20104:13:03 AM 

25 missing after ship capsizes off China; 2 safe 

Rescuers have found two survivors and are searching for 25 men missing after a Vietnamese ship capsized in heavy 

winds and waves near China. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20104:30:54 AM 

Chargers jolt 4gers, help playoff hopes 

Ig~~""lvincent Jackson had a career-high three touchdown catches, Philip Rivers surpassed 4,000 yards passing 
for the third straight season and the San Diego Chargers beat Alex Smith and the San Francisco 4gers 34-7 

on Thursday night to stay alive in the AFC West race. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20105:40:01 AM 

Romo gets engaged to former Miss Missouri 

Ig~~""llnjUred Dallas Cowboys quarterback Tony Romo is engaged to be married to former Miss Missouri 

Candice Crawford. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20107:58:30 AM 

Man attacks commuters on bus; 13 injured 

Ig~~""IA Japanese man was arrested Friday morning after a knife attack that left over a dozen people injured 

near a train station in a city northeast of Tokyo. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20108:15:52 AM 

Pakistani officials: US missiles kill 15 in NW 

Two American missile attacks killed 15 people Friday in a region in northwest Pakistan that has seen few such strikes in 

the past, Pakistani officials said, in an apparent expansion of the CIA-led covert war inside the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201010:07:04 AM 

Toll from Australia boat crash may never be known 

Ig~~""~he number of people killed when a boat packed with asylum seekers was smashed to pieces on rocks at 

a remote Australian island may never be known, officials said Friday, as the passenger total was uncertain 
and bodies may be lost to the sea. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201010:11:18 AM 

Moody's downgrades Ireland's debt 

Ratings agency Moody's downgraded Ireland's government bonds by five notches Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201010:35:21 AM 

WikiLeaks: India accused of widespread torture 

Indian security forces fighting a 20-year insurgency in Kashmir beat suspects, used electricity on them and tortured them 

with water, the Red Cross told u.s. officials. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201011:19:45 AM 

Cops: Store owner kills 3 would-be robbers 

Ig~~""IA jewelry store owner shot and killed three armed men who tried to rob his business, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201011:25:17 AM 

North Korean nukes: Big fears, few facts 

Longtime NBC News producer Bob Windrem explores what's known and unknown about North Korea's development of 

nuclear weapons. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201012:31:46 PM 

Video: Assange: Rape probe a 'smear campaign' 

Ig~~""lwikiLeaks chief Julian Assange tells TODAY's Matt Lauer that "something is wrong in Sweden and the 
U.S." regarding the manner in which investigations against him and his website are being conducted, 

asking: "Where is the evidence?" (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201012:39:37 PM 

Video: Kerry on tax deal: 'American people win' 

Ig~~""lsen. John Kerry, D-Mass., says American taxpayers have won in the short term, but cautions that long
term planning is needed to create jobs and tackle the deficit. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201012:43:08 PM 

Slow growth no surprise to forecasters 

Ig~~""IEconomic forecasters on msnbc.com's panel of experts were fairly accurate in predicting this year's 

painfully slow growth. But none were more accurate than two longtime members of the panel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201012:52:58 PM 

Assange denies knowing alleged Army leaker 

WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange on Friday denied any knowledge of the former u.s. Army intelligence analyst accused 

of providing his organization with classified reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20101:08:53 PM 

10 Christmas light shows sure to blow the grid 

Ig~~""lchances are you have a Clark Griswold in your neighborhood that goes all out each year with the holiday 

decorations. Maybe you are that Clark Griswold. Either way, it would be hard to compete with the ten 
displays featured here. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20101:26:47 PM 

Wasted and warm? Booze a boneheaded cure for chills 

Booze makes you feel all warm and fuzzy, sure. But does it actually ward off the cold weather? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20102:08:42 PM 

Larry King exits CNN after 25 years 

Ig~~""ILarry King pulled the curtain on his CNN talk show, "Larry King Live," after 25 years Thursday, cable 

television's once dominant voice now faded in a sea of sharp talkers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/2010 2 :20:42 PM 

Fancy Florida ATM spits out gold bars 

Ig~~""lshoppers who are looking for something sparkly to put under the Christmas tree can skip the jewelry and 

go straight to the source: an ATM that dispenses gold bars and coins. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20102:26:53 PM 

Video: Chimp attack survivor reunites with ER staff 

Ig~~""lcharla Nash, the woman who survived a vicious attack by a friend's chimpanzee, goes back to visit the 
doctors and nurses who worked to save her life. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20102:27:02 PM 

Hotels revamp rooms for business travelers 

Ig~~""IMore business travelers work on the road. As a result, many hotels are improving the workspace in 

rooms, adding bigger desks, better lighting, more outlets and ergonomically correct chairs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20102:32:34 PM 

Newsweek: How one town reinvented Main Street 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20102:32:34 PM 

First Read: A big win for Obama, but ... 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20102:36:44 PM 

Will Prince William and Kate snub the Obamas? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20103:22:05 PM 

Tax cuts brighten still-dim economic outlook 

The u.s. economy is definitely on the mend. But it's got a long way to go to repair the damage from the worst financial 

collapse since the Great Depression, forecasters tell msnbc.com 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20103:28:50 PM 

Fancy Florida ATM spits out gold bars 

Ig~~""lshoppers who are looking for something sparkly to put under the Christmas tree can skip the jewelry and 

go straight to the source: an ATM that dispenses gold bars and coins. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20103:42:40 PM 

Neon Boneyard highlights Sin City's glitzy past 

Ig~~""lln a city that hums of impulse and overstimulation, the three-acre lot that displays relics from classic Las 

Vegas buildings offers a rare opportunity for retrospection. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20103:50:10 PM 

Snow grounds 800 flights across Europe 

Heavy overnight snowfall disrupted air travel across western Europe Friday, forcing more than 800 flight cancelations 

and leading to major delays in Germany, the Netherlands and Switzerland. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20103:58:31 PM 

Mexican government drone crashes in EI Paso 

Federal authorities are investigating why a Mexican drone was in Texas airspace and what caused the unmanned 

surveillance aircraft to crash into a backyard in EI Paso. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20104:01:20 PM 

CIA gave waterboarders $5 million legal shield 

The CIA agreed to cover at least $5 million in legal fees for two contractors who were the architects of the agency's 

interrogation program, former u.s. officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20104:19:53 PM 

Video: Pregnant teen beaten in bus brawl 

Ig~~""IFive females, all between the ages of 15 and 19, were charged for beating up a pregnant 17-year-old and 
her boyfriend on a Seattle bus. TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20104:22:36 PM 

CIA pulls top spy from Pakistan amid threats 

The CIA has pulled its top spy out of Pakistan after his identity was revealed and terrorists threatened to kill him, current 

and former u.s. officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20104:24:04 PM 

Video: 'Beer Band' goes caroling on YouTube 

r-~ group of holiday revelers perform Christmas carols by blowing the tunes on beer bottles. 
ODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20104:31:45 PM 

Video: Feathers fly in Prague 

Ig~~""IHundreds gather in Prague's Old Town Square for a massive pillow fight that was organized in the Czech 
Republic's capitol over Facebook. TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20104:58:33 PM 

Off the Bench: Blatter apologizes to gays 

Ig~~""IFIFA president Sepp Blatter has apologized for saying that homosexuals should refrain from any sexual 

activities at the 2022 World Cup in Qatar. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20105:21:49 PM 

Deciphering clues to North Korea's mysteries 

Ig~~""IRecent military incidents and the unveiling of a nuclear facility may be aimed at easing a transition of 

power in North Korea and securing its current leader's legacy, u.s. officials say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20105:25:14 PM 

Madoff investor estate returns $7B to victims 

Ig~~""~he trustee recovering money for Bernard Madoff's burned investors has reached a $7.2 billion 

settlement with the estate of a Florida philanthropist and businessman who had been the single-largest 
beneficiary of the fraud. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20105:37:42 PM 

Word lens app translates signs, but icuidado! 

It's one of the stock sci-fi fantasies: Look at a sign written in another language, and it's instantly translated. And it's here, 

now. An iPhone app called Word Lens interprets words it sees. But like many machines, it's mostly good for hilarious 

mistranslation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20105:49:50 PM 

Amazing spectacle: Total lunar eclipse Monday night 

Ig~~""IFor a few hours on the night of Dec. 20 to Dec. 21, the attention of tens of millions of people will be 

drawn skyward. If the weather is clear, favorably placed skywatchers will have a view of one of nature's 
most beautiful spectacles: a total eclipse of the moon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20105:55:48 PM 

Cheers! Red wine, cranberries good for your teeth 

When you pop open that bottle of red wine this holiday season, consider toasting its benefits to your teeth. After all, 

compounds in red wine can prevent cavities and plaque build-up, researchers say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20106:28:02 PM 

SIDS deaths rise 33 percent on New Year's Day 

A sharp increase of babies dying of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome on New Year's day may be linked to parents' 

drinking, a new study suggests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20106:33:52 PM 

Madoff investor's estate giving up $7.2 billion 

Ig~~""~he trustee recovering money for Bernard Madoff's burned investors has reached a $7.2 billion 

settlement with the estate of a Florida philanthropist and businessman who had been the single-largest 
beneficiary of the fraud. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/2010 6 :34:43 PM 

Fla. tourism industry reeling from dismal year 

r-~he Hubbard family, owners of a marina complex and seafood restaurant on Florida's Gulf coast near 
ampa, would just as soon forget that 2010 ever happened. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20106:48:09 PM 

Newsweek: Manufacturers increasingly turn to automation 

The phenomenon of manufacturers using technology to trim the workforce is not new. Between 2000 and 2007, the 

manufacturing sector had already chopped around 30 percent, or 3 million, of its workers as it became more 

technologically savvy. But during the recession and subsequent recovery, that process of adopting technology 

accelerated at a breakneck pace. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20107:03:27 PM 

Video: Will DADT be repealed? 

Ig~~""lsen. Joe Lieberman, I-Conn., previews the Senate vote, expected on Saturday, to repeal, "Don't ask, don't 
tell," which has already passed in the House. (Mitchell Reports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20107:15:42 PM 

'Dr. Doom' think housing has bottomed? 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: Nouriel Roubini, the New York University economist who gained renown for accurately calling 

the housing bubble, has purchased a condominium worth $5.5 million. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20107:15:42 PM 

Fire damages historic Provo Tabernacle in Utah 

Ig~~""IFirefighters are battling a blaze at the historic Provo Tabernacle in Utah. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20107:51:01 PM 

Newsweek: Biggest political lies of the year 

Politifact tabulates the year's biggest political lies and half-truths. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/2010 7 :54:07 PM 

What's Facebook worth? How about $56 billion 

Ig~~""lprivate shares market Sharespost just sold 165,000 Facebook shares for $25 each. That price implies a 

$56 billion valuation of Facebook. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20107:55:31 PM 

Marriage may be bad for your physical fitness 

Men and women who get married experience a dip in cardiovascular fitness, as measured by treadmill tests, a new study 

finds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20108:02:39 PM 

Video: Men out-shopping women for holidays 

Ig~~""IA CNBC panel discusses a new report by the National Retail Federation which concludes that men spent 

$100 more than women on Black Friday weekend. (CNBC) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20108:12:08 PM 

Video: Snow place like home 

Ig~~""IHomeowner Betty Ehlers tells msnbc about how a blizzard managed to blow in a door and fill her home 
with snow while she was out of town. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20108:56:04 PM 

1 in 2 seniors face antidepressant drug interactions 

More than half of older Americans taking an antidepressant for the first time were already taking another drug that 

could interact with it and cause side-effects, researchers reported on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20109:07:44 PM 

Video: WikiLeaks has 'done damage,' says Biden 

Ig~~""lln an exclusive interview airing Sunday on "Meet the Press," the vice president tells NBC's David Gregory 
that the release of diplomatic cables has "made it more difficult for us to conduct our business with our 

allies and our friends." (Meet the Press) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20109:28:03 PM 

Stock markets end the week on a mixed note 

Wall Street ended the week on a mixed note Friday, with the Dow Jones industrials closing slightly lower and the 

broader market inching higher. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20109:35:13 PM 

Exchange student killed in school fight 

A South Korean exchange student who died after a fight with a fellow pupil was remembered Friday by schoolmates and 

administrators who called the death a "tragic accident between good friends." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20109:47:56 PM 

Obama signs massive tax bill, hails deal with GOP 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama saluted a new spirit of political compromise Friday as he signed into law a huge 

tax bill extending cuts for the rich along with billions of dollars in help for the middle class and jobless 
workers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20109:49:31 PM 

FAA often misses airline inspection deadlines 

Government inspections to uncover serious maintenance problems that could cause airline crashes are often delayed for 

years or miss the biggest risks, according to a government watchdog. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20109:53:30 PM 

Lawmakers stretching out START treaty debate 

President Barack Obama's call for a world without nuclear weapons divided Republicans and Democrats on Friday as the 

Senate slogged through debate on a new arms control treaty with Russia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201010:01:58 PM 

Olympic bobsledder reflects on Army duty in Afghanistan 

u.s. bobsled star john Napier recently returned from a six-month stint serving in the u.s. Army in Afghanistan. He said 

he was too busy to think about bobsledding but now he can't stop thinking about war. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201010:10:29 PM 

Slideshow: Year in Review: Newsmaker Farewells 2010 

Ig~~""IFrom Sen. Robert Byrd (pictured) to Merlin Olsen, remembering newsmakers, sports stars and other 

intriguing personalities who died in the past year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201010:23:11 PM 

Obama signs tax cut bill into law 

Ig~~""lcapPing off a two-week long sales effort, President Barack Obama signed a tax bill Friday that he said 

would help spur economic growth and create jobs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201010:57:53 PM 

Purse in school board shooting up for auction 

Ig~~""llt was the purse seen 'round the world, and now it's for sale on e8ay. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201011:00:10 PM 

141 inmates walk out of Mexico prison 

A state government official said Friday a final count found that 141 inmates had escaped a prison near the u.s. border -

and that the prison director had vanished as well. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201011:16:09 PM 

U.S. proposes cell phone ban for truck, bus drivers 

The u.s. government on Friday proposed prohibiting commercial truck and bus drivers from using cell phones while 

behind the wheel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201011:39:02 PM 

Some late fliers fast-tracked through customs 

Ig~~""IAiriine passengers on edge about missing connecting flights when their international flights into the 

United States are late may have reason to relax. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201011:42:59 PM 

Video: President Obama strikes tax cut deal 

Ig~~""IAfter long negotiations with leaders on Capitol Hill, President Obama signed into law Friday a deal to 
extend Bush-era tax cuts as well as unemployment benefits for out-of-work Americans. NBC's Savannah 

Guthrie reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201011:45:12 PM 

Video: Congress looks past tax deal 

Ig~~""IWith the tax compromise signed into law, leaders on Capitol Hill still seek to determine what issues, if 
any, the lame-duck Congress will address before the holiday break. NBC's Kelly O'Donnell 

reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201011:47:46 PM 

TV weatherwoman denies claiming rape 

TV meteorologist Heidi Jones never told police she was the victim of rape or attempted rape and has been portrayed 

wrongly "one-sided and unfair" press accounts, her lawyer says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201011:51:39 PM 

Video: 'Grim sleeper' serial killer photos released 

Ig~~""~here is controversy in Los Angeles after the LAPD released photos found in the possession of a serial 

killer and the LA Times published the pictures. NBC's Kristen Welker reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201011:55:23 PM 

Video: Winter weather spans globe 

Ig~~""ICOld weather is sweeping across Europe, while a large storm heads toward the American West. The 
Weather Channel's Chris Warren reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201011:59:40 PM 

Video: Lawsuit finds little joy in Happy Meal toys 

Ig~~""~he McDonald's Happy Meal, a long-time presence on the American landscape, is under fire after a 
lawsuit was filed claiming the toys amount to unfair marketing. NBC's Lee Cowan has the story. (Nightly 

News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/2010 12:04:43 AM 

Video: Medal of Honor recipient Melvin Biddle dies 

Ig~~""IMelvin Biddle, who was awarded the medal for his actions in Belgium in 1944, died Friday. He was 87. His 

death leaves 86 living recipients of the Medal of Honor. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/2010 12:09:48 AM 

Video: Leaving a legacy of happiness in LeRoy 

Ig~~""IMaking A Difference: In a small Minnesota town on the border with Iowa, a 94-year-old retired farmer 
named Loren Krueger died last year, but left behind a legacy the whole town would remember. KAREls 

Boyd Huppert reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/201012:10:39 AM 

Duke lacrosse accuser convicted of child abuse 

Ig~~""IA woman who authorities said falsely accused three Duke University lacrosse players of rape four years 

ago has been found guilty by a North Carolina jury of child abuse and damaging property. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/201012:15:08 AM 

LAPD deluged with calls in 'Grim Sleeper' case 

Investigators received hundreds of calls after releasing photographs of women seized at the home of a mechanic 

accused of the "Grim Sleeper" serial killings, authorities said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/201012:28:12 AM 

Threatened store owner fights fire with gunfire 

A robber in Florida threatens his victim with a bottle of gasoline and a lighter, only to find out the store owner is packing 

even more firepower, authorities say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/2010 12:35:00 AM 

World's most deadly delicacies 

Diners travel the globe to sample these most famous fatal foods. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/2010 12:35:09 AM 

World's strangest illegal souvenirs 

Ig~~""lwear, admire, or consume them overseas-but don't even think about bringing these souvenirs home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/2010 12:51:47 AM 

Can stocks continue rally into next year? 

Ig~~""lcan stocks continue to rally into next year? While analysts are cautious about lofty predictions, many 

agree conditions are in place for a further rally. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/20102:40:26 AM 

LeBron has triple-double as Heat rule Knicks 

Ig~~""ILeBron James delivered another vintage performance at Madison Square Garden, scoring 32 points and 
finishing with his 30th career triple-double to help the Miami Heat beat the New York Knicks 113-91 on 

Friday night for their 11th straight victory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/20103:06:37 AM 

Mexican government drone crashes in EI Paso 

Ig~~""IA Mexican government official says a drone that crashed in EI Paso this week had been flying over 

Mexican airspace, but a malfunction forced controllers to crash it across the border. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/20103:10:51 AM 

Venezuela congress grants Chavez decree powers 

Venezuelan lawmakers granted President Hugo Chavez broad powers Friday to enact laws by decree, undermining the 

clout of a new congress that takes office next month with a bigger opposition bloc. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/20104:12:26 AM 

Joe Johnson returns, Hawks beat Bobcats 90-85 

Ig~~""~oe Johnson's teammates figured it was all just a joke. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/20106:52:27 AM 

Mexico outraged by killing of anti-crime crusader 

Ig~~""IAnger over Mexico's creaky, inefficient justice system boiled over after a mother who waged a two-year 

battle to bring her daughter's killer to justice was herself shot to death, possibly by the same man 
suspected of murdering the teenager. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/201011:39:12 AM 

Sudan dismisses allegation Bashir has billions abroad 

Ig~~""lsudan on Saturday dismissed allegations President Omar Hassan al-Bashir had deposited up to $9 billion 

overseas, saying it was impossible because of sanctions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/201011:44:15 AM 

Could WikiLeaks provoke crackdown on leaks? 

WikiLeaks' founder Julian Assange's crusade for greater official transparency could backfire by provoking a u.s. 
government crackdown on leaks that might entangle even journalists, legal experts warn. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/20103:09:59 PM 

Bank of America cuts off Wikileaks payments 

Ig~~""IBank of America Corp said on Saturday it will not process payments intended for WikiLeaks, which has 

angered u.S. authorities with the mass release of u.S. diplomatic cables. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/20104:35:39 PM 

First Read: DREAM Act blocked in Senate 

A measure that would have offered provisional legal status to some adults who came to America illegally as children 

failed to advance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/20104:53:48 PM 

Pakistani spy agency denies it unmasked CIA chief 

Pakistan's top spy agency denied Saturday that it helped unmask the CIA's station chief in Islamabad, dismissing 

speculation it was retaliating for a u.s. lawsuit linking the Pakistani intelligence chief to the 2008 attacks in Mumbai, 

India. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/20106:26:03 PM 

Series of storms bears down on California 

A series of winter storms bearing down on California could be the largest system the region has seen in the last decade, 

the National Weather Service said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/20106:41:48 PM 

Space Superfund needed to clean orbital trash 

The orbits around Earth are cluttered with chunks of space junk high-speed riffraff that poses a growing threat to robotic 

satellites and human-carrying spacecraft. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/20106:57:39 PM 

U.S. may vote on Armenian genocide measure 

Ig~~""~he House may vote next week on a measure that could damage u.s. relations with critical ally Turkey: a 
resolution declaring the World War I-era killings of Armenians a genocide. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/20107:46:45 PM 

Is this where Amelia Earhart died? 

Ig~~""lsatellite imagery highlights Nikumaroro Island, a tiny Pacific coral atoll where famed aviator Amelia 

Earhart may have spent her final days 73 years ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/20108:18:23 PM 

Bank of America cuts off Wikileaks payments 

Ig~~""IBank of America Corp said on Saturday it will not process payments intended for WikiLeaks, which has 

angered u.S. authorities with the mass release of u.S. diplomatic cables. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/20108:24:00 PM 

Italian court OKs evidence review for Knox 

Ig~~""IAmanda Knox won an important victory in her appeals trial of her murder conviction in Italy on Saturday, 

when a court ruled that it will allow an independent review of crucial DNA evidence after defense claims 
that samples were inconclusive and possibly contaminated. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/20108:42:13 PM 

Rescuers say 35 die in boat capsize in Bangladesh 

A boat packed with passengers capsized on a river in northeastern Bangladesh late Saturday, leaving at least 35 people 

dead and about 20 others missing, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/20109:31:17 PM 

Senate votes to end military ban on gays 

In a landmark for gay rights, the Senate on Saturday voted to let gays serve openly in the military, giving President 

Barack Obama the chance to fulfill a campaign promise. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/20109:48:13 PM 

Iranian president announces start to subsidy cuts 

Ig~~""llran's president on Saturday announced the start of a plan to slash energy and food subsidies, part of 
government efforts to boost the country's ailing economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/2010 10:22:09 PM 

Cross-dressing arson suspect sought in Texas 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/2010 10:26:37 PM 

Cuban-Americans haul goods home on holiday visits 

Ig~~""lln Cuba, Santa's sleigh is a Boeing 737. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/201011:08:20 PM 

PBT: Magic land Arenas, Richardson, Turkoglu 

Ig~~""lpBT: Orlando clearly wants to win now, making two trades Saturday involving eight players, landing 

Gilbert Arenas, Hedo Turkoglu and Jason Richardson. Gone are Vince Carter, Rashard Lewis and others. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/2010 11:08:49 PM 

White House issues scientific integrity memo 

President Obama's science and technology advisor issued a memo to federal science agencies Friday to guide them in 

making rules to ensure scientific integrity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/201011:16:11 PM 

Satellites give a heads up on thunderstorms 

Thunderstorm predictions are notoriously unreliable, but satellites could greatly improve these forecasts, suggests one 

research team. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/201011:17:02 PM 

Pentagon: Lifting gay ban to take time 

Ig~~""IDefense Secretary Robert Gates says "don't ask, don't tell" will remain military policy for at least a while 

longer as the Pentagon prepares for a historic change. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/201011:39:18 PM 

Anti-crime crusader's family's business torched 

Ig~~""IRelatives of an anti-crime crusader who was gunned down this week outside a Mexican state governor's 

office had their family business burned down Saturday by unknown arsonists, firefighters reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2010 12:01:51 AM 

Video: Landmark vote overturns 'don't ask, don't tell' 

Ig~~""~he Senate's action sends the bill to the desk of President Barack Obama, who on Saturday expressed 

eagerness to fulfill a campaign pledge to overturn the ban on gays in the military. NBC's Kelly O'Donnell 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2010 12:03:06 AM 

Video: Reaction flows to 'don't ask' repeal 

Ig~~""IFrom supportive to concerned, the historic vote - which overturned the 17-year-old rule barring gay 
troops from serving openly - is eliciting an array of reactions from those who served under the ban. 

NBC's Kevin Tibbles reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/201012:05:17 AM 

Video: Americans eye wallets ahead of holiday travel 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to AAA, both airports and roads will be busier this year than last, but as NBC's Ron Matt 

reports, for many families, the trip will be a bit of a stretch. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/201012:09:12 AM 

Video: Reviving a neighborhood with brush strokes 

Ig~~""IA downtrodden warehouse district in Miami is in the midst of a curious transformation. As NBC's Kerry 

Sanders reports, artists are turning ugly into trendy and, in the process, luring crowds. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/201012:11:52 AM 

Lady Gaga leads DADT repeal tweets 

Ig~~""lsinger Lady Gaga wasn't in the Senate chamber Saturday, but she was among the celebrities taking part 
in the historic vote to repeal the 17-year policy known as "don't ask, don't telL" 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2010 12:38:52 AM 

Snow and ice bring chaos to Britain, Europe 

Ig~~""IBlizzards and freezing temperatures shut down runways, train tracks and highways across Europe on 

Saturday, disrupting flights and leaving shivering drivers stranded on roadsides. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2010 12:58:38 AM 

Florida shuts down No.6 Kansas St. 

Ig~~""IKenny Boynton scored 15 points to shake a slump Saturday, and Florida held No.6 Kansas State to 27 
percent shooting for a 57-44 victory in the one-day Orange Bowl Classic. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/20101:29:54 AM 

U.N. refuses Ivory Coast leader's exit order 

U.N. peacekeepers will remain in Ivory Coast and fulfill their mandate despite calls by President Laurent Gbagbo for 

them to leave, the U.N. chief said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/20102:12:47 AM 

U.N. Security Council to meet on N. Korea 

Ig~~""IU.N. Security Council schedules an emergency meeting Sunday at Russia's request amid concerns over 

rising tensions on the divided Korean peninsula. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/20104:12:15 AM 

Foreign troop death toll hits 700 in Afghanistan 

A member of the NATO-led force in Afghanistan is killed, taking the total number of foreign troops killed in 2010 to 700, 

by far the deadliest year of the war. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/20104:15:59 AM 

Sky-diving plane crashes in la.; 3 killed, 2 hurt 

Ig~~""IA small plane carrying a group of sky divers crashed Saturday in south-central Louisiana, killing three 

people and injuring two others on board. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/20104:52:01 AM 

NY senator renews hope for 9/11 health bill 

Ig~~""lsen. Kirsten Gillibrand says she and other sponsors of the stalled 9/11 health bill have won new GOP 

support and may get the measure passed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/20106:08:48 AM 

Heat avoid upset, beat Wizards for 12th straight 

Ig~~""IHours after trading Gilbert Arenas to Orlando, the Wizards nearly conjure up their own magic. But 
Dwyane Wade and the Heat rally, 95-94, for their 12th straight win Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/201010:14:08 AM 

Iraqi Christians get set for a grim Christmas 

Ig~~""~hey saw their brethren murdered during Mass and then were bombed in their homes as they mourned. 

AI-Qaida vowed to hunt them down. Now the Christian community of Iraq, almost as old as the religion 
itself, is sensing a clear message: It is time to leave. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2010 10:35:23 AM 

Philippines fire kills 15, many nursing students 

A fire rapidly swept through a budget hotel in the northern Philippines early Sunday burning to death 15 people -

several crammed in bathrooms where they fled in panic. Nine of the victims were nursing students in town to take a 

licensing exam. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/201011:19:33 AM 

Abu Dhabi hotel regrets $l1M Christmas 'overload' 

Ig~~""IAn Abu Dhabi luxury hotel that boasted an $11 million Christmas tree decorated with gold and gems 

admitted Sunday it may have taken the holiday spirit a bit too far. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/20101:11:06 PM 

Snow, ice ground planes, halt trains in Europe 

Ig~~""IHeaVy snow on Sunday shut down European airport runways, forced fast trains to slow down on a 

weekend where many people were trying to head home for the holidays. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/20102:27:45 PM 

Biden defends Obama's tax deal with GOP 

Vice President Joe Biden said on NBC's "Meet the Press" Sunday that the compromise tax-and-unemployment benefits 

package that President Obama signed into law last week was a matter of pragmatism. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/20103:19:38 PM 

Video: Biden on Afghanistan: u.s. leaving in 2014 'come hell or high water' 

Ig~~""lln an exclusive interview on "Meet the Press," the vice president tells NBC's David Gregory that it 
"remains to be seen" if the u.s. is making sufficient progress fast enough in the war. (Meet the Press) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/20107:29:39 PM 

Slideshow: The Year in Pictures - News 

Ig~~""lview the best news images from around the world and close to home and vote for the best. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/20107:40:22 PM 

Newsweek: Iran's protests go online 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/20109:02:05 PM 

For stocks, it was the year of living dangerously 

The daredevils are winning big this year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/20109:25:22 PM 

2010 a deadly year for natural disasters 

Ig~~""IEarthqUakeS, heat waves, floods, volcanoes, super typhoons, blizzards, landslides and droughts killed at 

least a quarter million people in 2010 - the deadliest year in more than a generation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/20109:46:01 PM 

Praise, scorn heaped on women who helped cops 

After three Florida women came to the aid of two mortally wounded police officers, the three were praised for their 

courage and compassion. They also were criticized, even scorned, by those who view anyone who helps the police as a 

traitor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/201011:17:29 PM 

UConn wins 88th straight, ties UCLA's record 

Ig~~""lconnecticut won its 88th straight game to match the record set by the UCLA men's basketball team, 
beating No. 11 Ohio State 81-50 on Sunday in the Maggie Dixon Classic. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/201011:51:15 PM 

Video: Obama locks on to next target: START ratification 

Ig~~""IAfter two big wins on domestic issues, the president is going all out for victory in Congress on a key 

foreign policy priority: a new nuclear arms accord with Russia. NBC's Mike Viqueira reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2010 11:54:04 PM 

Video: Holiday shoppers cautiously open wallets again 

Ig~~""IAfter a hard recession that put the American consumer on the endangered species list, this Christmas, 

the shopper appears to be making a comeback. NBC's Kevin Tibbles reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2010 12:01:39 AM 

Shoppers on deadline still crowding the malls 

Ig~~""lshoppers came out in droves on the last weekend before Christmas, tackling their gift lists and driving 

traffic up at malls across the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/201012:03:35 AM 

Prince William approves wedding souvenirs for sale 

Ig~~""~he memorabilia - a tankard, plate and pill box - each feature the couple's entwined initials, the 
prince's coronet emblem and the date of the wedding - April 29, 2011. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/201012:08:15 AM 

Eagles score 28 in final 7:28 to stun Giants 

Ig~~""IDesean Jackson scored on a 65-yard punt return on the final play of the game and the Philadelphia Eagles 
scored 28 points in the final 7:28 to stun the New York Giants 38-31 Sunday and take over first place in 

the NFC East. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/201012:11:09 AM 

It's time to move beyond passwords 

The fallout from a hacking attack on Gawker Media Inc. a week ago underscores a basic security risk of living more of our 

lives online: Using the same username and password for multiple sites is convenient, but costly. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2010 12:56:50 AM 

Jets boost playoff hopes with win over Steelers 

Ig~~""IMark Sanchez stood up to the pressure created by the Steelers' defense and his team's two-game losing 
streak, scrambling for the Jets' first offensive touchdown in 12 quarters and leading a decisive field-goal 

drive as New York beat Pittsburgh 22-17 on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20101:07:55 AM 

Video: Rice: U.N. deadlocked on Korea crisis 

Ig~~""IU.S. Ambassador Susan Rice says the U.N. Security Council failed to agree on a statement to address 
rising tensions on the Korean peninsula. Watch her entire news conference. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20102:57:54 AM 

Death toll from Mexico pipeline blast rises to 28 

Ig~~""IA pipeline exploded in central Mexico early Sunday as thieves were trying to steal oil, killing at least 28 

people and sending rivers of flaming crude through city streets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20104:26:29 AM 

Pats fend off Packers with fourth-quarter rally 

Ig~~""llt wasn't the blowout win many predicted, but the New England Patriots rallied in the fourth quarter to 
beat the Green Bay Packers, 31-27 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20104:41:51 AM 

'Survivor' 21 was all about playing dumb 

Ig~~""~ime and again during "Survivor: Nicaragua," fans of the show complained loudly that this latest batch of 

contestants was by far the dumbest group to ever play the game. And during the finale, the proof of that 
was in the win. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20105:00:11 AM 

Video: Highlights: Lineman's amazing kick return 

Ig~~""lwatch highlights from Week 15's game between the Packers and Patriots, where New England's Dan 
Connolly returned a kickoff 71 yards. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20105:14:33 AM 

Plenty of kids' doctors, but in the wrong places 

There are enough children's doctors in the United States, they just work in the wrong places, a new study finds. Some 

wealthy areas are oversaturated with pediatricians and family doctors. Other parts of the nation have few or none. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20107:29:17 AM 

Google to delay launch of TV sets: report 

Google Inc has asked some manufacturers to delay the launch of TV sets based on the internet company's software, the 

Wall Street journal reported, citing people briefed on the company's plans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2010 10:37:43 AM 

Malaysia bus crash kills 28, mainly Thai tourists 

Ig~~""IA double-decker bus carrying Thai tourists overturned on a Malaysian highway Monday, killing 28 people 
on their way back from a hill resort in the country's worst road accident in years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/201011:11:52 AM 

Headaches for u.s. as contractors behave badly 

When u.s. security contractors behave badly - or break the law - they cast a cloud over the American presence in 

Afghanistan, Iraq and beyond. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2010 12:26:44 PM 

Your Career: What happened to casual days? 

Ig~~""~he rules governing employee appearance are getting tougher thanks to the weaker economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2010 12:30:33 PM 

Video: Obama gets key victories with DADT, taxes 

Ig~~""IMore than a month after the president took a "shellacking" in the midterm elections, he scores a 

bipartisan victory over tax cuts and job benefits while also securing historic legislation on gays serving in 
the military. NBC's Savannah Guthrie reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/201012:31:12 PM 

Sloth? 7 deadly sins of holiday shopping 

Ig~~""IAt holiday time, shopping has its own Seven Deadly Sins. Here's a sin-by-sin breakdown of why you must 

resist the urge to cave into human frailty while on the hunt for holiday gifts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2010 12:33:28 PM 

Video: Judge in Knox appeal orders DNA review 

Ig~~""IAmanda Knox broke down in tears as she heard the appeals judge declare a full review of the forensic 

evidence used to convict her. Could this be key in overturning her murder conviction? NBC's Keith Miller 
reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2010 12:36:23 PM 

Belarus election condemned; candidates held 

Ig~~""llnternational monitors said Monday Belarus' presidential election was seriously flawed and condemned a 

police crackdown on protesters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/201012:45:18 PM 

Jobless feel relief, anger for benefits extension 

Ig~~""IKimberIY Smith holds up the piece of paper that is the only thing keeping her from bankruptcy: an 

application for extended unemployment benefits. She's not happy that she needs it. And she's upset that 
it was nearly taken away. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2010 12:59:57 PM 

Video: Police: Mom admits suffocating baby 

Ig~~""IAfter a yearlong investigation, police in Arizona say that a taped phone call reveals Elizabeth Johnson, the 
mother of baby Gabriel, telling the boy's father that she suffocated their child and threw him in the trash. 

NBC's Kristen Welker reports and baby Gabriel's great-grandfather discusses the case. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20101:04:59 PM 

Video: Official china celebrates royal vows 

Ig~~""IAS Prince William and his fiancee make their first public appearance since announcing their engagement, 

the official royal china commemorating their wedding goes on sale. NBC's Stephanie Gosk 
reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20101:14:38 PM 

Ernst & Young may be sued over lehman 

Ig~~""lprosecutors in New York are set to file civil fraud charges against accounting firm Ernst & Young LLC over 

the collapse of Lehman, the Wall Street Journal said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20101:31:31 PM 

Video: Cord blood transplant saves boy, 6, from rare illness 

r-l~iC Volker spent almost two years of his young life in the hospital and was down to just 17 pounds. 
hanks to a cord blood transplant, he's possibly cured. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20101:52:12 PM 

Why Google's Chrome notebook will succeed 

Ig~~""lln the past two weeks, Google has started sending out its pilot notebook for testing. It is little more than 

a Web browser tucked inside a netbook. Yes, all it does is surf the Web. And it's going to be huge. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20102:19:16 PM 

'Don't Ask' repealed, but restrictions remain 

Ig~~""lwhile President Barack Obama this week is expected to clear the way for gays to serve openly in the 

military, the new law won't go into effect immediately and unanswered questions remain: How soon will 
the new policy be implemented, will it be accepted by the troops and could it hamper the milita ry in 
Afghanistan and Iraq? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20102:22:02 PM 

Cold caps may help cancer patients keep their hair 

Ig~~""IAn experimental technique that uses extreme cold to chill the scalp may help cancer patients keep their 

hair, doctors says. A small U.S. trial is testing the safety of a hat that uses circulating coolant during 
chemotherapy treatments. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20102:37:00 PM 

Ms. Senior America pageant celebrates women over 60 

Senior women are trading bingo and bridge for singing and dancing at the Ms. Senior America pageant held in Atlantic 

City. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20102:39:56 PM 

Egypt charges businessman for spying for Israel 

Egyptian authorities have charged a local businessman and two Israelis for recruiting agents in Egypt, Syria, and Lebanon 

to spy for Israeli intelligence, a State Security prosecutor said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20102:47:52 PM 

Amenities making a comeback on some airlines 

Ig~~""IMost air travelers are no longer surprised when asked to pay for snacks, pillows and other services that 

were once free. On some airlines, however, amenities are making a comeback. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20102:57:15 PM 

More see walking on mortgage as viable plan 

Ig~~""IMore Americans than ever are showing a willingness to walk away from their underwater homes, 

according to a recent survey. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20103:17:15 PM 

Computer monitor causes scare at Newark Airport terminal 

A computer monitor that was checked as baggage caused a security scare Monday morning at Newark Liberty 

International Airport, prompting officials to shut down a terminal for two hours as a precaution 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20103:34:08 PM 

Mexico investigates deadly oil pipeline blast 

Ig~~""IAt least 28 people were killed, 13 of them children, in an oil pipeline explosion Sunday that Mexican 

authorities are blaming on fuel thieves. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20103:48:55 PM 

Slain U.S. tourist 'loved Israel' 

An American tourist killed in a forest outside jerusalem was involved in an evangelical ministry that promotes 

Christianity among Jews, it emerged Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20103:59:07 PM 

Can Jack Black go beyond lovable lunatic roles? 

Actor will play goofy again in "Gulliver's Travels/ but critics believe he has the talent to display a more dramatic side if 

he chooses to do so. By Michael Ventre 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20104:17:55 PM 

U.K. hit by fresh travel chaos as Europe freezes 

Snow and frigid temperatures caused disruption across northern Europe for a third day on Monday, stranding travelers, 

snarling traffic and shutting schools. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20104:30:48 PM 

Facebook's CEO visits China's top search engine 

Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg toured the offices of China's top search engine Monday during a visit that has sparked 

speculation the social networking magnate is looking for business opportunities in the world's largest Internet market. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20104:54:19 PM 

For Vikings, a rare return to frigid football 

Ig~~""IMinnesotans often brag about surviving the state's brutal winters, but for the past three decades, their 

pro football team has played in the shielded warmth of the Metrodome. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20105:08:39 PM 

Holy Land a theme park of biblical proportions 

Ig~~""lorlandols Holy Land Experience aims to look, sound, and feel a world away from the gravity drops, 

splashy screams and mouse ears that fill other nearby family attractions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20105:20:40 PM 

N. Korea: 'Not worth reacting' to South's drills 

Ig~~""INorth Korea said it would not react to "reckless" military drills by the South on Monday, despite an earlier 

threat to retaliate that further heightened tensions between the two neighbors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20105:51:18 PM 

Video: Family digs out of snow-filled home 

Ig~~""IBlizzard winds blasted the front door open of one Iowa family's home, burying their kitchen and living 
room under inches of snow - giving a new meaning to being snowed in. KTIV's Katie Gannon 

reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20105:56:08 PM 

NY gov fined for soliciting World Series tickets 

New York Gov. David Paterson was fined $62,125 for obtaining free tickets to a 2009 World Series game at Yankee 

Stadium, the state's Commission on Public Integrity announced on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20106:03:34 PM 

Newsweek: Gates, Weingarten on fixing our schools 

Can the billionaire philanthropist and the president of the American Federation of Teachers find common ground-and 

fix our nation's education system? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20106:26:14 PM 

Israel, Palestinians worked against Hamas 

A U.S. cable leaked on Monday said Israel and President Mahmoud Abbas's forces worked closely together against 

Hamas as it took over Gaza in 2007, a potentially embarrassing revelation for the Palestinian leader. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20106:28:35 PM 

'True Grit' entertains, but lacks resonance 

The western is one of the most mainstream, crowd-pleasing films Joel and Ethan Coen have ever made. But compared to 

their masterpiece, "No Country for Old Men," it feels like nothing is at stake. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20106:30:12 PM 

Blimey, a ban on Web porn in Britain? 

Britain's minister for culture, communications and creative industries is taking aim at all three areas by asking the 

nation's ISPs to block porn from going to home Internet users. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20106:55:43 PM 

Dems push ahead on U.S.-Russia arms treaty 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama lobbied senators by phone Monday to back an arms treaty with Russia that he's 

called a national security imperative, as a top Senate Democrat conceded "house by house combat" 
would be needed to win enough GOP votes to prevail. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20107:08:37 PM 

Amazon pedophilia author arrested 

Ig~~""IFlorida officials filed an obscenity charge Monday against the author of a self-published how-to guide for 

pedophiles that was yanked from Amazon.com last month after it generated online outrage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20108:10:10 PM 

It's showtime for the total lunar eclipse 

Ig~~""IAfter weeks of buildup, it's finally time to go outside and see the full moon go dark - or, if it's cloudy, 

watch the total lunar eclipse over the Internet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20108:32:32 PM 

Top travel stories of 2010 

Ig~~""IFrom a volcano that disrupted air travel across Europe to JetBlue flight attendant Steve Slater's infamous 

exit on an emergency chute, here's a look at the top travel stories of 2010. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20108:35:33 PM 

Hollywood-style special effects give girl new ear 

Ig~~""IElise Lutz never let her friends see what was left of her ear after she was badly burned as a toddler. Now, 

medical artists using a highly-specialized technique have given her an ear she no longer hides. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20108:36:20 PM 

Winter won't cool gasoline prices as usual 

Those stubbornly high gas pump prices might seem like an unwelcome house guest who overstays his welcome, come 

January. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20108:37:56 PM 

Video: Aretha tells Jet magazine she's 'grateful' 

Ig~~""IMsnbcls Tamron Hall talks with Jet magazine's Clarence Waldron about his interview with the "Queen of 

Soul," who is reported battling pancreatic cancer. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20108:42:53 PM 

Video: Scoop: Eminem, Lil Wayne on SNL 

Ig~~""~oday show's Courtney Hazlett talks with Msnbc's Tamron Hall about Eminem and Lil Wayne's 

appearance on Saturday Night Live. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20108:43:26 PM 

12 arrested over suspected U.K. terror plot 

Ig~~""lln the biggest anti-terrorist sweep in Britain in nearly two years, police on Monday arrested a dozen men 
accused of plotting a large-scale terror attack on targets inside the United Kingdom. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20108:51:29 PM 

Brain scans predict which dyslexics will read 

Sophisticated brain scans accurately predicted which teens with dyslexia would learn to read within three years, a 

finding that could lead to better ways to treat the common learning disability, researchers said on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20109:25:31 PM 

America to start using less gasoline for good 

Ig~~""IAfter decades of steady growth, u.s. gasoline demand is at the start of a long-term decline. By 2030, 

Americans will burn at least 20 percent less gasoline than today, experts say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/201010:19:27 PM 

Video: Deer rescued from icy Mississippi 

Ig~~""IA helicopter was able to generate enough wind to blow one of the deer to shore, where it soon made its 

way back to the woods. Two men went out onto the ice with a rope and dragged the other deer to 
shore. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2010 10:21:49 PM 

The Women of Twitter: Behind those sexy tweets 

Welcome to the seedy world of Twitter marketing, where images of sexy women are used to peddle shaky business 

deals, DVDs and even escort services. Red Tape Chronicles introduces you to 10 of these spammers and explains what 

they're actually up to. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2010 10:48:49 PM 

Tracy Morgan resting after kidney transplant 

Ig~~""IActor and comedian Tracy Morgan is recovering from a kidney transplant undergone earlier this month, 

his publicist said in a statement on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2010 10:56:01 PM 

In tough economy, Santas are also suffering 

Ig~~""lcraig McTavish - a.k.a. Santa - has the beard. He has the belly. He even has a few tricks up his sleeve, 

like pulling up to parties on his Harley-Davidson in full Kris Kringle garb. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/201011:04:10 PM 

Investigator: Billions in aid wasted in Afghanistan 

Waste and fraud in u.s. efforts to rebuild Afghanistan while fighting al Qaeda and the Taliban may have cost taxpayers 

billions of dollars, a special investigator said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/201011:46:56 PM 

Video: Snow brings Heathrow airport to a halt 

Ig~~""IAirport officials said Monday that Heathrow airport will start to operate at full capacity by Wednesday 

morning at the earliest, but admitted the backlog could last through Christmas. NBC's Stephanie Gosk 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2010 11:50:00 PM 

Video: Legislative dramas drag on, down to the wire 

Ig~~""IAS the clock ticks down to the Christmas holiday, Congress is dragging out debates over arms control and 
help for 9-11 first responders. NBC's Kelly O'Donnell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/201011:51:25 PM 

Video: Expanding ranks, air marshals mind unfriendly skies 

Ig~~""INine years after 9/11, air marshals insist their service has evolved to match the constantly changing 
terrorist threat. NBC's Tom Costello reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201012:09:11 AM 

PFT: Favre starting tonight, but Peterson inactive 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201012:09:15 AM 

Got a cold? Echinacea won't help much, study says 

Ig~~""~he largest study of the popular herbal remedy finds it won't help you get better any sooner. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201012:11:05 AM 

FCC set to back Internet traffic rules 

Ig~~""~he Federal Communications Commission is poised to adopt Internet traffic rules on Tuesday that would 

ban the blocking of lawful content, but allow high-speed Internet providers to manage their networks, 
senior agency officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201012:11:05 AM 

FCC set to back Internet traffic rules 

The Federal Communications Commission is poised to adopt Internet traffic rules on Tuesday that would ban the 

blocking of lawful content, but allow high-speed Internet providers to manage their networks, senior agency officials 

said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/2010 12:30:47 AM 

Video: Compton choir sings of a hope-filled future 

Ig~~""IMaking a Difference: In a part of Los Angeles that's famous for all the wrong reasons, the Voice of Destiny 

choir is sharing the gift of hope. NBC's Kristen Welker reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/2010 12:31:52 AM 

At least 7 killed in powerful Iran earthquake 

At least seven people were killed in a 6.S-magnitude earthquake that jolted southeastern Iran on Monday, damaging 

buildings in outlying mountainous areas, the region's governor said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20101:03:03 AM 

Nuns' Honus Wagner card goes to new buyer 

A new buyer has emerged for the rare Honus Wagner baseball card that was bequeathed to an order of Roman Catholic 

nuns in Baltimore. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20101:34:02 AM 

Ventre: 2010 was year of turmoil in sports 

Ig~~""lventre: In the sports year that was 2010, turmoil stayed for the duration. Everywhere you turned, he was 

there. From Tiger Woods to Brett Favre to LeBron James and more, turmoil was the life of a wild party 
that degenerated into a brawl. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20101:34:15 AM 

'Barney Miller' star Landesberg dies at age 65 

Ig~~""ISteve Landesberg may have been best known for his role as the intellectual and sometimes annoying 
Detective Sgt. Arthur Dietrich on the long-running 1970s cop comedy "Barney Miller." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20101:50:29 AM 

Alzheimer's researcher hit by car in Ohio, dies 

Police say a renowned Alzheimer's disease researcher has died after being hit by a car in Ohio, and the man suspected of 

hitting him also has been found dead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20102:35:21 AM 

3 billion-year-old genetic 'fossil' traced 

Ig~~""lcosmic Log: The collective genome of all life on Earth today went through a rapid growth spurt between 

3.3 billion and 2.8 billion years ago, according to scientists who used computer algorithms to reconstruct 
the evolutionary history of thousands of genes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20103:14:10 AM 

Video: DADT repealed, now what? 

Ig~~""IAir Force Lieutenant Colonel Victor Fehrenbach, Major Mike Almy, former Cadet Sergeant Katie Miller 
and Captain Jonathan Hopkins talk with Rachel Maddow about their fight against "Don't ask, don't tell" 

and what the policy's repeal means to their future with the u.S. military. (The Rachel Maddow Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20103:25:23 AM 

Mavericks end Heat's 12-game streak 

Ig~~""IDirk Nowitzki scored 26 points, Jason Terry hit two big 3-pointers in the final 2Yz minutes, and the 
Mavericks ended Miami's 12-game winning streak by beating the Heat 98-96 on Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20104:14:46 AM 

New-look Magic can't conjure win vs. Hawks 

Ig~~""IAI Harford scored 24 points and the Atlanta Hawks rolled to a 91-81 victory over Dwight Howard and the 

reconstructed Orlando Magic on Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20104:23:05 AM 

Toyota to pay $32.4 million in extra fines 

Ig~~""~oyota Motor Corp. has agreed to pay the government a record $32.4 million in additional fines to settle 

an investigation into its handling of two recalls at the heart of its safety crisis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20104:34:13 AM 

Worsening conditions loom as rain pummels Calif. 

Ig~~""IA powerful storm system with drenching rain, heavy snow and high winds lashed California on Monday, 

but forecasters warned the worst was yet to come. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20104:43:29 AM 

Bears knock out Favre, clinch NFC North title 

Ig~~""IBrett Favre threw a 23-yard touchdown pass to Percy Harvin in the first quarter before Bears defensive 
end Corey Wootton slammed him to the turf and knocked him out of Monday night's game with a head 

injury as Devin Hester and Chicago beat the Minnesota Vikings 40-14 to clinch the NFC North title. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20105:18:44 AM 

Australian man jailed for lying about being a POW 

An elderly Australian man has been sentenced to four years in jail for lying about being a prisoner of war in order to 

claim hundreds of thousands of dollars in pension payments. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20105:28:56 AM 

S. Korean troops bracing for possible attack 

Ig~~""IA destroyer prowled the sea and fighter jets screamed across the skies Tuesday as South Korea braced for 

possible North Korean surprise attacks a day after launching provocative artillery drills on an island the 
North shelled last month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20108:23:59 AM 

Malaysia gay man threatened over online video 

A Muslim gay man in Malaysia says he fears for his safety after speaking about his sexuality in an Internet video that 

attracted online death threats and accusations by religious authorities that he is insulting Islam. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20109:57:21 AM 

WikiLeaks' Assange fights friends and foes 

WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange slammed both friends and foes Tuesday as he defended himself against criticism over 

his conduct and his website's publication of secret documents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201010:11:03 AM 

Guatemala makes Christmas push against gangs 

Ig~~""~he Guatemalan military has declared a month-long state of siege in Alta Verapaz in hopes of reclaiming 
cities that have been taken over by Mexico's brutal Zetas drug gang. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201011:08:39 AM 

US probes use of models to lure marrow donors 

Ig~~""~ustin Judkins was approached at a shopping mall by a pretty young model, "all dolled up," wearing high 

heels, a white lab coat and electric blue wig. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201011:10:04 AM 

PhotoBlog: Total lunar eclipse 

Ig~~""lview and discuss images of the total lunar eclipse. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/2010 12:38:37 PM 

Credit unions pay for risky behavior by a few 

The nation's 7,500 credit unions are paying to clean up a multibillion-dollar mess created by a handful of failed 

institutions that invested in risky mortgage-backed securities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/2010 12:44:58 PM 

Video: Video captures 'Spider-Man's' fall 

Ig~~""llt was a scary scene at Monday night's performance of Broadway's troubled "Spider-Man: Turn Off the 
Dark" as an actor fell nearly 30 feet after his harness broke. TODAY takes a look at the video. (TODAY 

show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201012:48:50 PM 

Video: Report slams release of lockerbie bomber 

Ig~~""IAS family members mourn the loved ones who died on Pan Am Flight 103 22 years ago, victims' families 
and u.s. senators are slamming the Scottish government for releasing convicted bomber Abdel Baset al

Megrahi. NBC's Michaellsikoff reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/2010 12:50:45 PM 

Video: Missed last night's eclipse? Check it out! 

Ig~~""IAstroPhYSicist Neil deGrasse Tyson walks you through the stunning beauty of the first lunar eclipse to 
land on the winter solstice since 1638. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/2010 12:52:37 PM 

Video: Inmate: Madoff 'distraught' at son's death 

Ig~~""lln an interview with The New York Post, a former inmate in the same federal prison as Bernie Madoff said 
the Ponzi-scheme mastermind "didn't come out of his cell" after learning of his son's suicide. NBC's Jeff 

Rossen reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20101:19:12 PM 

Report: U.K. greased Lockerbie bomber's release 

Intense political and business pressures by the regime of Libyan dictator Moammar Gadhafi led to last year's release of 

the Lockerbie bomber, according to a report released Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20101:23:01 PM 

Video: Men recount grisly crocodile attack 

Ig~~""IBen Stookesberry and Chris Korbulic watched their friend and Congo tour guide die in the jaws of a giant 
crocodile. They describe the horrifying event to TODAY's Matt Lauer. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20101:32:59 PM 

Most adults don't get the vaccines they need 

Doctors may remind their patients to get flu shots, if they discuss immunizations at all, but that's where conversation 

usually ends. The rates of adult immunization are far below what they should be, new data shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20101:50:18 PM 

TD Bank to buy Chrysler Financial for $6.3B 

Toronto-Dominion Bank has agreed to buy Chrysler Financial from private equity firm Cerberus Capital Management for 

$6.3 billion, the companies said on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20101:56:08 PM 

Prince William won't be home for Christmas 

Ig~~""IDuty calls: Prince William to be on military assignment in Wales for the holiday. At least he and Kate 

won't have to decide which set of parents to visit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20101:58:05 PM 

Highly toxic rat poisons killing owls, other wildlife 

Owls are dying under gruesome circumstances, bleeding to death in an agonizing and days-long decline. The culprit: an 

extra-potent class of rodenticides. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20102:02:57 PM 

One wedding, two divorces, one scandal 

1-1':1 think people are focusing on the negative, but there was a lot of positive," says a former New York City 
V reporter in the wake of the backlash from the New York Times story about how she and a fellow 

Manhattan professional broke up their marriages to be with each other. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20102:08:25 PM 

'Rubber Man Syndrome' turns man into real-life Gumby 

Ig~~""~Odd Schaeffer can turn his head 180 degrees backward, bend his fingers completely back and fold his 
ears forward. He has Ehlers-Danlos syndrome, a connective tissue disease also known as 'Rubber Man 

Syndrome.' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20102:24:02 PM 

Italy police: Suspicious device had no detonator 

Ig~~""IA suspected explosive device found in a subway train in Rome on Tuesday could not have blown up 

because it lacked a detonator, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20102:27:21 PM 

Ommm. Free yoga for stressed out jobless 

Ig~~""lsome yoga studios are offering their own jobless benefit: free classes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20102:36:38 PM 

Fees, fares and the future of air travel 

u.s. airlines collected $2.56 billion in baggage fees during the first nine months of the year. With industry experts 

expecting slower economic growth and rising oil prices in 2011, those ancillary fees aren't going anywhere. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20102:50:52 PM 

Video: 2010's most amazing and bizarre moments 

Ig~~""lcheCk out the amazing plays, bizarre moments, violent brawls, and funny announcers from the world of 

sports in 2010. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20102:55:09 PM 

Lindsay and Mel among 2010's worst moments 

Ig~~""IHere's what made us want to hide the kids, hide the wife ... and hide our husbands, too, in 2010. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20102:56:00 PM 

Innocent man accused of being serial strangler 

A Philadelphia man fearing vigilantes had to call police for help after someone posted his picture on fliers falsely naming 

him as the suspect in a string of strangling deaths. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20103:08:38 PM 

Sister of missing showgirl in emotional plea 

The sister of a Las Vegas burlesque dancer who went missing Dec. 12 told NBC's "Today" show Tuesday that she was 

sure Debbie Flores-Narvaez did not run away and pleaded for new information that might help find her. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20103:37:20 PM 

The do-something Congress 

Ig~~""IDesPite its low approval rating, there is one unmistakable fact about this Congress: It accomplished more, 

legislatively, than any other Congress since the 1960s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20103:50:51 PM 

U.K.'s 'Crossbow Cannibal' sentenced to life 

Ig~~""IA British man who called himself the "Crossbow Cannibal" has been sentenced to life in prison Tuesday 

after pleading guilty to killing three prostitutes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20104:01:50 PM 

Barbour comes under fire for account of racial integration 

Mississippi Gov. Haley Barbour, a potential Republican presidential candidate, rebutted critics Monday who said he is 

sugar-coating his state's history of racial integration. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20104:04:14 PM 

How to battle shady landlord schemes 

Greedy landlords will resort to a range of tactics to make you pay more than you should. Here are 15 examples of shady 

schemes and how to respond. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20104:07:43 PM 

Video: Dog gives birth to 17 puppies 

r-I~elebrations in Germany after a Rhodesian Ridgeback gives birth to 17 puppies, and all survive. 
ODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20104:20:18 PM 

GOP support gives START the votes for ratification 

With a flurry of additional announcements this morning, there is now enough support from Republican senators to ratify 

the New START treaty, dealing another lame-duck session victory to the Obama administration in the final days of the 

l11th Congress. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20104:43:18 PM 

Vatican: Condoms OK, but not as contraceptive 

The Vatican clarified the pope's controversial comments about condoms and HIV, saying he by no means suggested they 

could be condoned as a means of avoiding a pregnancy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20104:49:16 PM 

Census: Population growth slowest since 1940 

After knocking on 50 million doors and handling tens of millions of surveys, the Census Bureau on Tuesday announced 

that the official population of the United States is now 308,745,538. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20105:21:10 PM 

South gains eight House seats in Census tally 

Ig~~""IEVery 10 years, a few states gain representatives in the House while others lose them, to reflect 

population shifts. Your guide to the politics of the u.s. Census. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20105:29:21 PM 

UConn women a win away from topping UCLA 

Ig~~""IUCLAIS 88-game winning streak had just been snapped by Notre Dame in 1974 when Bruins coach John 

Wooden was asked how long it would be before somebody beat the streak. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20105:51:31 PM 

Barbour walks back comments on civil rights era 

Haley Barbour has issued a statement to clarify his recollections of "Citizens Council" groups and segregation in the 

South. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20105:58:42 PM 

Ernst & Young sued over Lehman's collapse 

Ig~~""IAccounting firm Ernst & Young was sued by New York state prosecutors on Tuesday, accused of helping 

to hide financial risks at Lehman before the firm's 2008 collapse. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20106:19:18 PM 

Kindergarten near-miss highlights Gaza risks 

Ig~~""IA rocket fired from Gaza exploded near an Israeli kindergarten Tuesday as cross-border violence surged in 
the approach to the second anniversary of Israel's war in the Hamas Islamist-run enclave. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20106:31:12 PM 

'Open' Internet just a pipe dream 

As long as you buy Internet access via cable provider, wireless carrier or telecom, you're going to have to play - or at 

least pay - by their rules. They'll just have to make sure to tell you what those rules are. That seems to be the real gist 

of the FCC order that was ratified today. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20106:39:49 PM 

Recession surprise: U.S. teen births hit all-time low 

The u.s. teen birth rate hit an all-time low in 2009 - a decline that stunned experts say is partly because of the 

economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20106:48:49 PM 

Economy, of course, is business story of 2010 

In 2010, the economy rebounded fitfully from the Great Recession - starting strong, wobbling at midyear but showing 

enough vigor to quell fears of a second recession. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20108:14:52 PM 

Ordinary people, extraordinary giving 

Ig~~""~hree students pledge a portion of their income for life to charity, a retired couple gives away $11.2 
million won in a lottery and more stories of unselfishness that's making a difference. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20108:35:15 PM 

START moves a step closer to approval 

The Senate stepped closer to approving the START treaty Tuesday, with 67 senators voting to tee up a final vote to ratify 

the nuclear arms pact before Christmas Eve. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20108:49:04 PM 

Bill Clinton planning massive 65th birthday bash 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to Life & Style, the ex-president's camp is "in talks with Paul McCartney, Mary J. Blige, Jay-Z 

and Bruce Springsteen" for a huge party in L.A. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20109:03:01 PM 

6 feared dead in guard copter crash in Puerto Rico 

Ig~~""IA Puerto Rico National Guard helicopter crashed in the ocean while en route to a drug raid. The body of 

one of the six people on board has been found and the remaining five are feared dead, officials said 
Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20109:10:48 PM 

Angry fingerpointing in EU's travel nightmare 

Britain's prime minister offers troops to help clear airport delays as exhausted and outraged passengers struggle to get 

home for the fourth day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20109:11:46 PM 

Rapper confesses to 1993 murder, police say 

The 1993 killing of a man outside a housing complex was a cold case for years until a suspect appeared on detectives' 

doorstep last week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20109:21:51 PM 

Spain says 'Adios' to smoky bars, cafes, eateries 

Spain's smoke-filled bars, corner cafes and restaurants are on the verge of extinction after lawmakers on Tuesday 

approved a tough new anti-smoking law that will rid the country of its reputation as one of Western Europe's easiest 

places to light up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201011:03:44 PM 

Video: Skunk toy saga's sweet ending 

Ig~~""IDonations pour in to replace charity gifts ruined by a skunk. KFOR's Ed Doney reports. (NBC News 
Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201011:11:31 PM 

Armed woman arrested after scare at TV station 

A woman with a gun was arrested inside the lobby of a TV station in Charlotte, N.C., on Tuesday, local police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201011:17:30 PM 

'Spider-Man' will resume performances 

"Spider-Man: Turn Off the Dark," the most expensive production in Broadway history, suffered its fourth accident in a 

month when a stuntman playing the web-slinger fell about 30 feet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/2010 11:30:07 PM 

Travel-trained: Americans take security with sigh 

Ig~~""IAS the Christmas travel week arrives, it appears Americans are getting used to flying under the specter of 

terrorism and the new inconveniences the government deems necessary to combat it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201011:40:28 PM 

Video: Census data shows southward migration 

Ig~~""~he first results from the 2010 Census show a country growing at the slowest pace since the Great 

Depression, and more Americans flocking to the South and Southwest, NBC's Tom Costello reports on the 
social and political implications of the numbers. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201011:42:11 PM 

Video: Torrential rains continue to flood S. California 

Ig~~""~here were more torrential rain for already-drenched Southern California, Southern California and Day-6 

of the torrential rain that has turned huge areas into a flooded, dangerous mess. NBC's Miguel Almaguer 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201011:47:12 PM 

Subject: Video: 9/11 first responders urge passage of health bill 

he fight over a bill to provide health care to thousands of 9/11 first-responders reached a fever pitch O
·g~~..., 

uesday as several first responders made personal pleas in a final effort to get the bill passed. NBC's Kelly 
O'Donnell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201011:48:52 PM 

Video: New START treaty passes key Senate vote 

Ig~~""~he Senate voted 67 to 28 to advance a new arms control treaty that would scale back American and 
Russian nuclear arsenals. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/2010 11:51:45 PM 

Mexican violence hitting America's salad bowl 

u.s. importers of fresh fruits and vegetables from Mexico say they are beginning to face losses from delays after quality 

inspectors pulled out of Mexico fearing escalating violence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/2010 11:51:52 PM 

Quickie: Winners & losers from Internet rules 

The Federal Communications Commission adopted Internet traffic rules on Tuesday that would ban Internet service 

providers from blocking or discriminating against traffic on their networks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201011:55:18 PM 

Video: Price of Admission: America's College Debt Crisis 

Ig~~""IStudent loan defaults have doubled in the last five years, half of them at for-profit colleges that operate 
as a business. CNBC's Scott Cohn reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2010 12:00:43 AM 

Holiday travel ahead? Calm kids with smart apps 

Ig~~""~here is nothing like the holidays to bring a family together ... in a car, or on an airplane, for long 

stretches of time ... time in which children grow bored and frustrated and really really grumpy. That 
makes this time of year a really really good time of the year to invest in some quality children's applications for 
your iPhone or iPad. Here's a look at some of the apps that just might tame and even teach your kids while 
you're on the road. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2010 12:07:40 AM 

Video: Toy drive pays tribute to a boy who made his mark 

Ig~~""IMaking A Difference: A little boy who knew all too well how hard it is for a kid to be sick at Christmastime 

made sure other kids going through what he did were remembered during the holidays. NBC's Kevin 
Tibbles reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/201012:17:31 AM 

Iraq approves new government with Maliki as PM 

Iraq's parliament approved Prime Minister Nuri al-Maliki and his new government on Tuesday, nine months after an 

inconclusive election left politics in limbo and delayed investments to rebuild the country after years of war. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2010 12:39:21 AM 

Student loans leave crushing debt burden 

Ig~~""[he cost of a college education is rising faster than the cost of medical care and as much as three times as 

fast as consumer prices in general. But that's just the beginning of the price of admission. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2010 12:54:32 AM 

London, New York among hot spots for 2011 

Ig~~""IAnniversariesl events, celebrities and the economy will influence travel in 2011, from the royal wedding 

in London to the 10th anniversary of the Sept. 11th attacks in New York. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2010 12:57:41 AM 

Cancer patients fare worse in Denmark, UK 

Cancer patients in Australia, Canada and Sweden had a better chance of surviving for five years than those in Denmark 

and the U.K. in recent years, a new study says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20101:09:27 AM 

20,000 fossils tell how life escaped extinction 

Ig~~""IA giant cache of nearly 20,000 fossil reptiles, shellfish and a host of other prehistoric creatures unearthed 

from a mountain in China is now revealing how life recovered after the most devastating mass extinction 
on Earth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20101:46:37 AM 

WikiLeaks: U.K. trained 'death squad' 

The British government has trained a paramilitary force accused of hundreds of killings in Bangladesh, according to 

leaked u.s. embassy cables. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20101:54:32 AM 

7.4 quake hits off Japanese islands 

A 7.4 magnitude earthquake struck in waters off Japan's Bonin Islands in the Pacific, the u.s. Geological Survey reports. 

At least 28 moderate temblors followed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20102:00:05 AM 

Alleged victim: Lohan snuck out, was drinking 

Authorities say Lindsay Lohan is being investigated for an alleged misdemeanor battery against a female staffer at a 

rehab facility where the actress is receiving treatment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20102:14:03 AM 

Soaked Southern Calif. set to get hammered 

Hillside Southern California residents fortified their defenses and began fleeing mud-besieged homes Tuesday as an 

even worse storm system was expected to hit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20102:25:53 AM 

Blacks, women, gays: Military to adjust again 

Ig~~""~he military has a new social challenge: Allowing gays and lesbians to serve openly in the ranks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20102:31:08 AM 

Will 2011 be the year reality TV dies? 

Ig~~""IReality TV is dead. Toast. Six feet under. Kaput. Had a fork stuck in it - one of those big serving forks, 

too, not a little oyster fork. Well, not so fast. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20102:31:23 AM 

Most shocking TV moments of 2010 

Sometimes television informs, sometimes it entertains and every now and again it leaves viewers slack-jawed and 

uncertain of what they just witnessed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20102:51:09 AM 

Mavs beat new-look Magic for Florida sweep 

Ig~~""lcaron Butler scored 20 points, Dirk Nowitzki had 17 and the Dallas Mavericks became the latest team to 
topple the reconstructed Orlando Magic in a 105-99 victory Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20103:05:05 AM 

6 to stand trial in Calif. homecoming gang rape 

A judge ordered six defendants Tuesday to stand trial on felony charges in the 2009 gang-rape of a teenage girl outside a 

Northern California high school homecoming dance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20103:10:15 AM 

How penguins got their cold-weather coats 

Ig~~""~hose tuxedo-wearing birds that inhabit Earth's coldest continent may have evolved a means of retaining 

heat when they were still living in warm climates, scientists now suggest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20103:11:06 AM 

Happy holidays from a Saturn moon 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Pictures from Rhea reveal the composition and structure of the icy 

Saturnian moon in festive colors of green, blue and 3-D red. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20103:53:20 AM 

UConn alone at the top after 89th straight win 

Ig~~""lone of the biggest streaks in sports now belongs to the UConn women's basketball team. The No. 1-
ranked Huskies topped the 88-game winning streak by John Wooden's UCLA men's team from 1971-74, 

beating No. 22 Florida State 93-62 on Tuesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20108:23:36 AM 

Feds to pay $2.5 million over 'terrorist' wiretaps 

Ig~~""IA federal judge Tuesday ordered the u.s. government to pay more than $2.5 million in attorney fees and 

damages after he concluded investigators wiretapped the phones of a suspected terrorist organization 
without a warrant. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20108:38:27 AM 

India tests nuclear-capable, short-range missile 

India successfully tested a short-range, nuclear-capable missile with a range of 220 miles (350 kilometers) on 

Wednesday, an official said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20109:02:14 AM 

Calif. boy, 9, is youngest U.S. chess 'master' 

A 9-year-old California boy has become the youngest-ever chess "master" in the United States. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20109:03:48 AM 

Behind the Wall: Ex-NBA stars dominate in China 

While Congress has worked hard in recent years to compel China to increase imports of American goods, the u.s. has 

been extremely successful in exporting at least one product to the mainland: NBA-proven talent. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/201011:49:34 AM 

EPA on verge of curbing use of rat poisons 

Ig~~""~he EPA has known for decades that kids have easy access to a new generation of super-toxic rat poisons. 

New regulations to protect children and wildlife go into effect next year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2010 11:55:48 AM 

Village flooded with doomsday survival theorists 

Residents of a tiny French village say it is being overwhelmed by outsiders who believe that the peak looming above may 

be a shelter for a lucky few if the world ends in 2012. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2010 11:59:30 AM 

WikiLeaks: Vatican reneged on Holocaust deal 

Ig~~""~he Vatican abandoned plans to join an international Holocaust remembrance body amid tensions over 

the role of the war-time pope, according to a leaked u.s. diplomatic cable. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2010 12:24:01 PM 

Ten electric cars for the coming year 

Ig~~""~he first modern, mainstream electric vehicles are coming to market in 2011. Here are some of the 

models that will really, truly be available to car shoppers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2010 12:41:02 PM 

Video: West braces for mudslides 

Ig~~""IA state of emergency is declared in the Golden State amid fears that the heavy rains will trigger 
dangerous flooding and even mudslides. NBC's Miguel Almaguer reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/201012:50:11 PM 

Worst gifts you could give 

Ig~~""IHanderpants (underpants for your hands), inflatable fruitcakes and razor blade soap are among the worst 
gifts you could give - or get. Even a lump of coal would be an upgrade. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20101:11:05 PM 

Monster storm heads for California 

After days of relentless rain, Southern California was awaiting the most intense storm system yet, with evacuations 

ordered and rescue crews on standby. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20101:14:23 PM 

Few seniors prepared for long-term illness 

People don't like to think about what will happen if they become too ill or infirm to manage on their own. Experts say 

that partly explains why only 10 percent of seniors have long-term-care insurance policies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20101:27:14 PM 

Flood washes away 4 Ariz. homes 

Flood waters on Tuesday ripped through a retirement community in northwestern Arizona, washing away four homes; 

Utah, Nevada besieged. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20101:31:58 PM 

Video: Criminals turning to Hollywood for disguises? 

Ig~~""IAS NBC's Lee Cowan reports, expensive, highly detailed masks, often used for characters on the big 
screen, are being used to help shield criminals' true identity. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20101:33:42 PM 

Brr! Disorder makes some super sensitive to cold 

Ig~~""IRaynaUd'S phenomenon is a painful, annoying and sometimes embarrassing disorder of the blood vessels. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20101:40:09 PM 

Success could be Ford's biggest enemy 

Ig~~""IFord has shown a worrisome pattern, dating back to its earliest days, of snatching defeat from the jaws of 
victory. It's something top Ford executives admit they're worried about today. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20101:41:39 PM 

Video: The best mug shots of 2010 

Ig~~""lln a special tribute, Willie Geist counts down the top mug shots of the year. (ZeitGeist) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20101:49:03 PM 

Analysis: A political rebound, but can it hold? 

President Barack Obama, whose first two years were marked by staunchly partisan votes on his signature initiatives, 

finds himself at a crossroads. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20102:05:36 PM 

DADT repeal timeline still uncertain 

As President Barack Obama signs legislation to roll back the Don't Ask Don't Tell policy, Pentagon officials still don't have 

a clue how long it will take to implement the repeal and lift the ban on gays and lesbians openly serving in the military. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20102:07:12 PM 

Brides vie for plastic surgery: New low for reality TV? 

A new E! reality show "Bridalplasty" is stirring up controversy because it features brides-to-be competing for plastic 

surgery procedures. Does the show cross the line? Experts discuss the issue. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20102:13:27 PM 

PFT: Latest Jets controversy is strangest yet 

Ig~~""IRex Ryan's wife is allegedly involved in foot-fetish videos, and she won't deny it, calling it a 'personal 
matter.' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20102:51:51 PM 

Smaller cities offer alternative to big-city trips 

Ig~~""IFleXible travelers might save time and avoid hassles if they skip the larger cities and instead book 
vacations in the "alt-cities" in which they land. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20102:53:20 PM 

No austerity for Spain's $3 bin "EI Gordo" winners 

MADRID (Reuters Life!) - Spain's "EI Gordo," one of the world's biggest lotteries, gave out 2.3 billion euros ($3 billion) in 

Christmas prizes on Wednesday with Spaniards spending almost the same as last year on tickets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20102:58:41 PM 

Castrodale: Please, Santa, don't let there be a lockout 

Ig~~""lcastrodale: My Christmas wish list this year is what I'd like as a sports fan, as someone whose wardrobe 

consists largely of shirts with other peoples' names stitched on the back. Pay attention, Claus. This is 
important. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20103:11:43 PM 

Obama signs repeal of 'don't ask, don't tell' 

Ig~~""IFUlfiliing a campaign pledge, President Barack Obama signed a landmark law Wednesday that tells 

America's armed services to let homosexuals serve openly for the first time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20103:30:42 PM 

Rehab worker fired in Lohan incident 

A day that began with authorities confirming Lindsay Lohan was being investigated for battery on a female staffer at a 

California rehab facility treating the starlet ended with the worker fired after giving an interview about the incident. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20103:31:25 PM 

Video: Do green luxury cars need tax incentives? 

Ig~~""IWith some high end automakers making hybrid and electric vehicles, cnbc's Jane Wells asks if the general 
public should be subsidizing cars for the wealthy. (CNBC) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20103:54:08 PM 

Video: Santa gives books? 'Pooh!' says 3-year-old 

r-~ YouTube video shows Christmas 2009 was not exactly the gift-fest this 3-year-old boy was expecting. 
ODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20103:59:17 PM 

Microphilanthropist donates daily 

Ig~~""llt's been more than 230 days since Carlo Garcia bought a cup of coffee. That's because in April, the 
Chicago resident realized that he could change lives and inspire others to do the same - all for the price 

of his morning joe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20104:13:49 PM 

Facebook's new filters let you control news feed 

Facebook's latest additions makes the News Feed more like an RSS feed reader: filters in the form of a drop-down menu 

below the "Most Recent" tab that allows users to view only Status Updates, Photos, Links, Pages and Games, depending 

on what they choose. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20104:32:56 PM 

'Punish the enemy': S. Korea set for huge drill 

Ig~~""lsouth Korea announced land and sea military exercises on Wednesday including its largest-ever live-fire 

drill near North Korea just as tension on the peninsula was beginning to ease. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20104:44:04 PM 

Obama plans pre-holiday press conference 

President Barack Obama plans to make year-end remarks and take questions from reporters as Congress wraps up a 

busy post-election session. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20104:58:11 PM 

Santa Claus really does exist - in Indiana 

Ig~~""lwelcome to Santa Claus, Ind., population 2,041, the only town in all America named after the Jolly ai' Elf 

and dedicated to celebrating the evergreen virtues of Christmas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20105:12:25 PM 

China cracks down on media's use of English 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20106:00:26 PM 

Fossil DNA points to new branch of humanity 

Ig~~""IA finger bone from Siberia now reveals that a previously unknown group of ancient humans once existed 

there, one neither like us nor Neanderthals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20106:05:20 PM 

Deal is reached on 9/11 health bill 

A deal has been reached to pave the way for Senate passage of a health bill to aid 9/11 first responders, according to a 

source close to the negotiations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20106:50:20 PM 

Travel chaos eases, but not Heathrow criticism 

Managers at Heathrow boasted last month that the airport was working flat out to ensure it "will once again be 

prepared for the onset of winter. II Then a few inches of snow fell. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20107:20:05 PM 

New experimental HIV drug stalls early infection 

A new kind of experimental HIV medicine can halt one of the earliest stages of HIV infection and may eventually lead to 

a novel class of drugs to fight other dangerous viruses, German scientists said on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20107:34:11 PM 

Holiday shoppers pick up pace near the finish 

Ig~~""IHoliday shoppers are racing to the end of the season at a more feverish pace this year, with retail 

revenue up 5.5 percent during the last weekend before Christmas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20107:38:24 PM 

9/11 health bill passes Senate 

After days of stalemate, the Senate has passed a health bill to aid 9/11 first responders -- without a single "no" vote. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20108:17:01 PM 

Skype service 'gradually returning to normal' 

Internet video calling service Skype experienced an outage Wednesday, but the service was slowly returning to normal, 

the company said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20108:38:39 PM 

Video: Watch live: Obama discusses Senate action 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama responds to Senate action on the 9/11 first responders health bill and the START 
nuclear treaty. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20108:57:42 PM 

Senate ratifies nuke pact, giving Obama another big win 

Ig~~""~he U.S. Senate approved a new strategic nuclear arms treaty with Russia on Wednesday, handing 

President Barack Obama a major foreign policy victory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20109:12:46 PM 

Man returns book after 76 years 

Ig~~""IMark McKee is lucky a Michigan library isn't charging him a late fee for returning a book 76 years late. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20109:25:10 PM 

FAA proposes Continental, American Eagle fines 

u.s. aviation regulators proposed fines Wednesday of $275,000 against Continental Airlines and $330,000 against 

American Eagle for alleged maintenance violations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20109:28:06 PM 

Video: Assange: Manning a 'political prisoner' in U.S. 

Ig~~""lln an exclusive interview with msnbc's Cenk Uygur, the WikiLeaks chief denies that he conspired to 

commit espionage with u.s. Army Specialist Bradley Manning, asserting that such claims are "absolute 
nonsense." (Dylan Ratigan Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2010 10:00:30 PM 

WikiLeaks details Anna Nicole's Bahamas havoc 

Ig~~""~he cables, classified as confidential, described how Smith's remarkably rapid success in gaining 

permanent residency led to political upheaval. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/201010:13:56 PM 

Video: Google inks massive real estate deal 

Ig~~""ICNBC'S Brian Shactman has the details on Google inking the biggest real estate deal for a single building 
this year in the u.s. (CNBC) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/201010:19:56 PM 

360 million diabetes testing strips recalled 

The Food and Drug Administration said Wednesday that Abbott Laboratories is recalling up to 359 million testing strips 

used by diabetics because they can give falsely low blood sugar readings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/201010:48:19 PM 

Virtual Santa brings the holidays to sick children 

Ig~~""IFor children in the hospital over Christmas, a visit from Santa Claus - especially a cool, virtual Santa 
beamed in from the North Pole - is like a breath of fresh air. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/201011:06:21 PM 

Producers cancel performance of 'Spider-Man' 

Producers of Broadway's troubled "Spider-Man: Turn Off the Dark" said the show will resume Thursday after 

Wednesday's sold-out performance was canceled to put new safety procedures in place to prevent falls. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/201011:06:53 PM 

Obama hails 'season of progress' 

President Barack Obama celebrated a bipartisan "season of progress" on Wednesday at a year-end news conference 

marking an up-and-down second year in office that blended a thrashing at the polls, slow progress on the economy and 

late victories in Congress. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/201011:28:18 PM 

Assange warns of 'digital McCarthyism' 

WikiLeaks' founder calls politicians Mike Huckabee and Sarah Palin "just another idiot trying to make a name" with calls 

for the execution of whoever leaked secret u.S. documents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/201011:33:58 PM 

Mexico probes report of 50 missing migrants 

Mexican authorities said Wednesday they are investigating the possible kidnapping of 50 illegal migrants in the southern 

state of Oaxaca, a day after saying there was no evidence of the crime. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2010 11:40:09 PM 

Video: After 'shellacking,' Obama takes victory lap 

Ig~~""IRiSing out of the ashes of massive midterm losses, President Obama cobbled together a string of 

bipartisan victories in final weeks of this congress. NBC's Savannah Guthrie reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2010 12:00:31 AM 

Video: 'Lone Ranger' Fred Fay dies 

Ig~~""IFred Fay, the voice behind the legendary Lone Ranger, died Tuesday. He was 89. NBC's Brian Williams 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/201012:09:11 AM 

Video: Spirit of giving grows at Walter Reed 

Ig~~""IMaking a Difference: Providing gifts for the children of wounded or deployed soldiers, the Walter Reed 

Auxiliary recognizes the sacrifices made by even the littlest members of military families. NBC's Norah 
O'Donnell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/201012:12:31 AM 

More retirees moving in with their children 

As retirement investments erode during the economic crisis, the number of multigenerational family households has 

been growing - returning to a trend from half a century ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2010 12:24:38 AM 

Mud, more evacuations in wake of L.A.-area storm 

The tail end of a storm that dumped rain on Southern California for nearly a week buried houses and cars in mud, 

washed hillsides onto highways, flooded urban streets and threatened dozens of canyon homes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2010 12:31:55 AM 

Some things to know when returning presents 

Not all gifts are created equal, especially at the return counter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/201012:43:15 AM 

'Large Guy' convicted in Chicago racketeering case 

Ig~~""IA reputed Chicago mobster accused of orchestrating the bombing of a rival video gaming company was 

convicted of racketeering Wednesday, along with four members of his alleged crew. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2010 12:54:00 AM 

Last-minute gifts that take seconds to deliver 

Ig~~""llf you are in a ridiculous hurry, but you still care what your cherished friend or family member thinks 
about you, look into the following ideas. They'll mean as much as something tangible - and hopefully a 

whole lot more than some old virtual pig. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20101:08:53 AM 

Man who killed Angel pitcher gets 51 years to life 

Ig~~""IA construction worker who killed a promising rookie pitcher for the Los Angeles Angels and two other 

people in a horrific drunken driving crash said Wednesday he had all but ended his own life that night by 
getting behind the wheel after drinking. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20101:12:40 AM 

Alaska high court rejects claims in Senate race 

Ig~~""~he Alaska Supreme Court delivers a stinging setback to Republican Joe Miller, refusing to overturn u.S. 

Senate election results that favored incumbent Lisa Murkowski. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20101:34:47 AM 

Spy death inquiry looks at bondage link 

A spy who was found dead in his london flat visited bondage websites and a drag club and had $23,000 worth of 

unworn designer womenswear in his wardrobe, detectives say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20101:49:42 AM 

Firefighters rescue dog from 60-foot-deep hole 

A dog named Rocky that fell into a 60-foot-deep hole near Malibu, Calif., is rescued by firefighters equipped with lunch 

meat. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20105:11:47 AM 

Celtics hold off 76ers for 14th straight win 

Ig~~""IRay Allen scored 22 points, and Paul Pierce recovered after missing his first seven shots to score 11 in the 

second half and lead the Boston Celtics to their 14th straight victory, 84-80 over the Philadelphia 76ers on 
Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20105:30:24 AM 

Watch an eclipse and sunset on Mars 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Scientists use imagery from NASA's Opportunity rover to create 

videos showing a partial solar eclipse and a sunset as seen on the Red Planet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20105:50:21 AM 

2 Chicago firefighters die, 17 hurt in blaze 

Tragedy at abandoned building strikes on the lOath anniversary of Chicago's worst fire disaster. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20105:57:44 AM 

Turn to the weird side of science 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Caterpillars who whistle? Crickets with giant cojones? Help us decide 

which scientific tales from the past year are worthy of the Weird Science Awards. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20106:03:24 AM 

Back in form, Boise State dominates Utah 

Ig~~""IDOUg Martin sparked Boise State with an 84-yard touchdown run, and the 10th-ranked Broncos 
dominated No. 20 Utah 26-3 in the MAACO Bowl. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20108:38:28 AM 

Driver crashes muscle car onto Bush's lawn 

A man was questioned by the Secret Service Wednesday night after driving a muscle car onto the lawn of former 

President George W. Bush's home near Dallas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20108:55:53 AM 

Chavez seeks 'totalitarian state,' opposition says 

Ig~~""lvenezuela's opposition accused President Hugo Chavez on Wednesday of a "coup d'etat" after the 

outgoing parliament gave him the power to rule by decree for 18 months. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20109:36:25 AM 

Iraqi Christians cancel Christmas amid threats 

Ig~~""llraqi Christians called off Christmas festivities across the country as al-Qaida insurgents threatened more 

attacks on a beleaguered community. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2010 10:08:25 AM 

'Spider-Man' to resume after safety changes 

Ig~~""~he curtain will go up again Thursday on "Spider-Man: Turn Off the Dark" after the producers of the 

accident-plagued Broadway musical agreed to new safety precautions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2010 10:28:02 AM 

Cops hunt killer after finding body in suitcase 

Police are searching for a man recorded in a surveillance video on a dark New York City street wheeling a suitcase that 

later was found stuffed with a strangled woman's body. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2010 10:51:54 AM 

Gays ousted from military now hoping to return 

Ig~~""~osePh Rocha reported being cruelly hazed by Navy colleagues. Katherine Miller resigned from West 

Point halfway through, weary of concealing her sexual orientation. David Hall was outed by a fellow Air 
Force cadet and booted from the career he loved. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2010 11:29:30 AM 

Parents still cling to hope after 2004 tsunami 

Ig~~""ISiX years after a powerful tsunami swept more than 200,000 to their death, Titik Yuniarti still clings to 

hope at least one of her children is alive. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/201012:14:10 PM 

N. Korea threatens nuclear 'holy war' 

Ig~~""INorth Korea's minister of armed forces said Thursday its military was prepared to wage a "holy war" 

against the South using its nuclear deterrent. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20101:11:10 PM 

Kremlin hails Senate's approval of nuclear treaty 

Ig~~""lpresident Dmitry Medvedev on Thursday welcomed the u.s. Senate's decision to ratify a landmark U.S.

Russian nuclear arms control treaty, but Russian legislators said they need to study a resolution 
accompanying the document before following suit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20101:14:11 PM 

Video: TODAY looks back at 2010 

r-I~rom the devastating earthquake in Haiti to the royal engagement of Prince William and Kate Middleton, 
ODAY looks back at the year's biggest news events. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20101:53:56 PM 

Former WikiLeaks official writing tell-all book 

Ig~~""~he former spokesman for WikiLeaks is writing a book that promises to reveal "the inner workings and 

tensions" within the secretive whistleblowing group, Crown Publishing Group said on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20102:28:30 PM 

Explosions hit embassies in Rome 

Two people were injured in separate explosions at the Swiss and Chilean embassies in Rome on Thursday, authorities 

said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20102:29:42 PM 

Economy ending year in a more upbeat mood 

The economy gave off signs that it was continuing to heal, although slowly and in fits and starts, as one of its roughest 

years ever was drawing to a close. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20102:32:37 PM 

GM recalls almost 100,000 vehicles 

General Motors Co. is recalling almost 100,000 vehicles to fix two problems that could cause the rear axle to lock and 

the passenger-side airbag not to work. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20103:00:14 PM 

Wesseling: Playoff implications for Week 16 

Ig~~""lwesSeling: After 15 weeks of action, only four playoff spots have been sewn up: the Patriots, Falcons, 
Bears and Steelers. No team has clinched a first-round bye just yet, though all four can do so with wins 

this week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20103:25:12 PM 

PGT: Win a chance to golf with Tiger ... in Dubai 

Ig~~""lpGT: When Woods makes his 2011 debut at the Dubai Desert Classic, one lucky fan will get to play 

alongside him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20103:33:39 PM 

Video: 'Liquid hills,' 'sea of mud' out west 

Ig~~""lln the wake of a week of torrential rain, beleaguered Westerners start cleaning up from flooding and 

damaged homes. Miguel Almaguer reports from Highland, Calif. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20103:35:46 PM 

Video: Mudslide survivor: 'We have nothing left' 

Ig~~""IFighting back tears, Californian Karen Hernandez describes surviving a muslide that swallowed her 
home. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20103:38:24 PM 

Heathrow flights resuming, Dublin hit by snow 

Ig~~""lweather-wracked Christmas travel eased in Britain on Thursday after days of snow-related delays, with 
most services running normally at Heathrow Airport and on cross-Channel Eurostar trains. Across the Irish 

Sea, heavy snow shut Dublin Airport for several hours. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20103:38:34 PM 

Devils fire Maclean, replace him with Lemaire 

Ig~~""~he New Jersey Devils have fired rookie coach John Maclean and brought back Jacques Lemaire to 

replace him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20103:50:29 PM 

Video: Outspoken NY Jets coach under fire 

Ig~~""lln the wake of foot-fetish videos surfacing on the Internet that appear to show his wife, Michelle Ryan, 
outspoken New York Jets head coach Rex Ryan is declining to comment (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20103:51:50 PM 

Video: Travel prices rise in busy season 

Ig~~""IAS the holiday travel season begins gets underway in earnest, the costs of gasoline and air travel are 

going up. Tom Costello reports from Bethesda, Md. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20103:54:11 PM 

Video: Close Spider-Man musical, actors demand 

Ig~~""IWith a stuntman in serious condition after an accident during a performance of "Spider-Man: Turn Off 
the Dark" - the latest in a series of mishaps plaguing the expensive Broadway musical - some are saying 

the show must not go on. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20104:39:38 PM 

Beijing's traffic woes drive talk of relocating capital 

Traffic gridlock in the city is prompting commentators to suggest a radical solution: moving China's capital somewhere 

else. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20105:17:53 PM 

eFT: Five Buckeyes suspended for start of' 11 

Ig~~""ICFT: Pryor among those who will miss first five games of next season, but can play in Sugar Bowl. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20105:28:32 PM 

Board hears residency case against Rahm Emanuel 

Chicago election officials heard challenges to Rahm Emanuel's bid to be Chicago mayor on Thursday after a hearing 

officer recommended the former White House chief of staff's name should appear on the February ballot because he 

never intended to permanently move away from the city. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20105:35:30 PM 

Caution urged for alternative meds in kids 

Giving alternative treatments such as homeopathic remedies instead of conventional medicines to children may have 

deadly side effects in rare instances, a new study says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20105:51:05 PM 

Holiday high heels? Tips to save your soles 

Ig~~""IHoliday heels may look dazzling, but can be agony on your feet. But you don't have to switch to wearing 
only Crocs. You can still wear stilettos (sometimes) and sidestep heinous maladies by treating your feet 

right. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20105:54:25 PM 

Emanuel gets OK to run for Chicago mayor 

Ig~~""IA board of elections has ruled that former White House chief of staff Rahm Emanuel should be allowed 

on the February ballot for Chicago mayor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20106:13:02 PM 

Saddam's 'Blood Quran' causes controversy 

Ig~~""IA Quran written in Saddam Hussein blood is a macabre reminder of the dictator's brutal reign. According 
to art experts, it's also both a continuation of - and a departure from - artistic tradition. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20106:14:49 PM 

New home sales and prices rose in Nov. 

Ig~~""IMore people purchased new homes in November, but not enough to signal better times are ahead for 

the battered housing industry. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20106:16:51 PM 

School board hero's purse raises $26,000 

Ig~~""~he purse used by a Florida school board member to smack a gunman has raised more than $26,000 for 

charity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20106:18:07 PM 

Pizza prankster decides to quit his low-down ways 

A man wearing a Bob Dylan backstage pass who ordered 178 pizzas for Dylan's crew from a Massachusetts pizza parlor 

but never picked them up has agreed to hand over the dough. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20106:24:24 PM 

Flu kills 27 in Britain, spreading in Europe 

Flu has killed 27 people in Britain since the influenza season began in October and transmission of the virus is picking up 

across the European Union, health officials said on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20106:31:05 PM 

Holiday flights going smoothly - mostly 

Ig~~""lonIY one major airport reported flight delays Thursday morning, helping travelers get to their holiday 

destinations between wicked West Coast storms and the possibility of snow along the East Coast over the 
weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20106:46:58 PM 

PhotoBlog 

Ig~~""lview and discuss the pictures and issues that caught our eyes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20107:15:16 PM 

UK: Heathrow launches inquiry as flights resume 

Ig~~""lweather-wracked Christmas travel eased in Britain on Thursday after days of snow-related delays, with 
most services running normally at Heathrow Airport and on cross-Channel Eurostar trains. Across the Irish 

Sea, heavy snow shut Dublin Airport for several hours. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20107:18:53 PM 

Swiss judge urges charges in nuke smuggling plot 

Ig~~""INBC News: A Swiss judge recommends that charges be brought against three men associated with the 

nuclear smuggling ring of Pakistani scientist A.Q. Khan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20107:27:37 PM 

Video: Man trapped in Fla. Mine collapse 

Ig~~""IRescue efforts have been suspended in Central Florida after learning that the victim in the accident had 
been trapped underwater for nearly 30 minutes. Msnbc's Tamron Hall has more details. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20107:42:34 PM 

Stephen Baldwin sues Costner over BP centrifuge 

Ig~~""IStePhen Baldwin has sued fellow actor Kevin Costner over their investments in a device that BP PLC used 

in trying to clean up the massive Gulf of Mexico oil spill. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20107:43:28 PM 

WWII pilot who forever repaid rescuers dies 

Ig~~""IFred Hargesheimer, a World War II Army pilot whose rescue by Pacific islanders led to a life of giving back 

as a builder of schools and teacher of children, died Thursday morning. He was 94. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20108:01:30 PM 

'Stroke belt' mystery: Fried fish may be cause 

People who live in the South's stroke belt were 30 percent more likely to eat two or more servings of fried fish every 

week than those living in the rest of the country, a new study says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20108:11:00 PM 

PFT's Picks: 'Boys can handle Cards on Christmas 

Ig~~""lpFTIS Picks: No matter who plays quarterback, Dallas won't have any problems with Arizona. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20108:13:12 PM 

The physics behind the movie magic 

Ig~~""lcosmic Log: Scientists say advances in the algorithms used for computer-generated animation should 

lead to even more realistic visuals in the years to come, at significantly less cost. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20108:15:22 PM 

Somali militants announce merger, threaten attacks 

Ig~~""lsomalia's top two insurgent groups announced Thursday that they plan to merge, a development that 
could see the country's insurgency gain strength. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20108:23:26 PM 

Post Foods to cut some cereals' sugar content 

Starting next month Post Foods LLC will reduce the sugar content of its Fruity and Cocoa Pebbles cereals in order to 

provider a healthier food option for children. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20108:34:09 PM 

Doc sued for child's costs after vasectomy fails 

A Eugene couple has sued a local doctor and medical group for $650,000 for a botched vasectomy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20108:45:05 PM 

Gas pump prices rise above $3 

The national average for a gallon of regular gasoline topped $3 on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20108:47:12 PM 

HBT: Cliff Lee boosted Philly's Jewish community? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20108:51:26 PM 

'Gulliver's Travels' is strictly kiddie fodder 

Ig~~""~he really annoying thing about Jack Black's "Gulliver's Travels" is not so much that it's a bad movie but 

that the movie sullies a piece of literature that has endured for nearly 300 years for the sake of a cheap 
kiddie flick that'll be forgotten in a month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20108:55:52 PM 

Wondering about the 'Star of Wonder' 

Ig~~""lwhat could the Christmas Star have been? Astronomers say the most likely candidate was actually a 

series of planetary conjunctions that peaked on June 17 in the year 2 B.C. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20108:59:56 PM 

Fake bath salts send drug users to ERs 

Dangerous new drugs are being sold as fake bath salts, fake fertilizer or fake insect repellent - and sending drug 

abusers to emergency rooms around the country after snorting or smoking them, poison center officials say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20109:00:43 PM 

Opinion: Good, bad and ugly from NFL season 

Ig~~""lltls cold, windy, maybe snowy outside, and your football team stinks. Hardly a way to enjoy the end of 

the NFL season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20109:33:28 PM 

What's wilderness? Bush-era curbs are repealed 

The Obama administration on Thursday undid a Bush-era policy that curbed wilderness protections within the 245 

million acres managed by the federal Bureau of Land Management. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20109:39:56 PM 

Video: Manning's pal on conditions of detention 

Ig~~""IDavid Chase - who recently visited Army Pfc. Bradley Manning - joins guest host Jonathan Capehart to 
discuss Julian Assange's claim that the imprisoned soldier is a "political prisoner." (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20109:42:19 PM 

Video: Legendary chupacabra found in Kentucky? 

Ig~~""IWAVEIS Marisela Burgos reports on a Kentucky man who captured a mysterious beast in his front 

yard. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20109:52:07 PM 

Holiday calendar: Holy land from on high 

Ig~~""~he Cosmic Log Space Advent Calendar features a wide-angle picture of the locale for the Nativity story, 

as seen by space shuttle astronauts flying more than 200 miles above. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20109:59:29 PM 

Coach pays for fans' gas money after team's poor play 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2010 10:00:37 PM 

U.S. issues timetable for carbon emissions cuts 

The EPA released a plan for the nation's power plants and refineries to cut greenhouse gas emissions, pressing ahead 

with a strategy of tackling emissions in the absence of federal climate legislation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2010 10:02:05 PM 

'Wave of terrorism': Blasts hit Rome embassies 

Ig~~""IAn Italian anarchist group claims responsibility for parcel bombs that have wounded two people at the 

Swiss and Chilean embassies in Rome. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2010 10:07:04 PM 

Expedia sides with rival over American Airlines 

Expedia made it more difficult for consumers to find the listings of American Airlines. The move comes days after the 

carrier pulled its flight and fare information from Orbitz. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2010 10:29:56 PM 

FCC seeks conditions on Comcast-NBC deal 

The head of the Federal Communications Commission is laying out regulatory conditions to ensure that cable giant 

Comcast Corp. cannot stifle video competition once it takes control of NBC Universal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2010 10:44:55 PM 

Pryor among 5 Buckeyes banned for 5 games in 2011 

Ig~~""lwelcome to Tattoo U. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2010 10:45:24 PM 

Space junk rivals weapons as a major threat 

Ig~~""lwhat began as a minor trash problem in space has now developed into a full-blown threat. A recent 

space security report put the problem of debris on equal footing with weapons as a threat to the future 
use of space. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2010 10:49:37 PM 

Never bring an iPhone to a knife fight 

Ig~~""IAn accused would-be restaurant robber pretending to have a gun had a change of heart after cooks at 

the Connecticut establishment grabbed knives to defend themselves, police say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/201011:12:52 PM 

1 tourist dies, 10 ill after meal in Jamaica 

An apparent case of food poisoning has killed an Argentine tourist and sickened 10 other people who were vacationing 

in a rural parish in northern Jamaica, diplomatic and tourism officials said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2010 11:35:50 PM 

Key spill evidence compromised by BP partners? 

Ig~~""~he Obama administration is under pressure to investigate whether employees of two companies tied to 

the failed blowout preventer in the BP oil disaster compromised the investigation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/201011:46:34 PM 

Video: Drenched California deals with storm's aftermath 

Ig~~""ICities across California are drying out and cleaning up after heavy rain pounded Southern California for 
nearly a week. NBC's Miguel Almaguer reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2010 11:50:42 PM 

Video: Obama extends Hawaiian holiday 

Ig~~""IAfter getting some early Christmas presents in the form of last-minute congressional approval on several 

key bills, President Obama joined his family in Hawaii on Thursday to start the First Family's official 
Christmas holiday. NBC's Mike Viqueira reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/2010 12:01:02 AM 

Mucky Christmas for L.A. storm victims 

As damage estimates ranging from $17 million in one neighborhood to $60 million in a farm area started to roll in, many 

victims of the California storms faced the prospect of not being able to spend Christmas at home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/201012:05:16 AM 

Video: Unwitting getaway driver seeks to clear name 

Ig~~""IA young man's kind gesture toward his elderly neighbor took an unexpected turn when he became her 

unknowing accomplice in a bank robbery. KARE's Boyd Huppert reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/201012:06:27 AM 

Video: Royal Mint unveils Kate & William coin 

Ig~~""IBritain's Royal Mint has issued a new coin commemorating the engagement of Prince William and Kate 

Middleton, but many find Kate's likeness to be way off the mark. NBC's Carl Quintanilla reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/201012:15:57 AM 

For many BP spill victims, a glum Christmas 

Ig~~""IEven before the Gulf oil spill, Jennifer Reddick was just getting by, living paycheck to paycheck as she 

tried to support six children on the $400 a week she made working part time as a deckhand and shrimp 
net maker. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/2010 12:22:43 AM 

Video: Volunteers light the way to holiday cheer 

Ig~~""IMaking a Difference: For military families separated by service, the holidays are sometimes full of 
sadness--and while there are many holiday gift drives for those servicemen and women who are far 

away, one program offers something special for the families who give just as much on the homefront. NBC's 
Janet Shamlian reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/2010 12:25:32 AM 

Strangers bring holiday cheer to less fortunate 

Ig~~""IA 5-year-old Santa, a fresh start after a devastating fire and more holiday stories from NBC affiliates and 

newspapers nationwide. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/2010 12:38:40 AM 

Woman found dead at home of August Busch IV 

Authorities were investigating the death of a 27-year-old woman whose body was found earlier this week at the 

suburban St. Louis home of former Anheuser-Busch CEO August Busch IV. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/201012:59:12 AM 

Late Sen. Edward Kennedy's dog, Splash, dies 

Ig~~""~he late Sen. Edward Kennedy's dog, Splash, who was the star of a children's book about Capitol Hill, has 

died. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20101:23:11 AM 

Pal: Accused WikiLeaker suffers in solitary 

A U.S. soldier accused of leaking classified material to WikiLeaks receives inhumane treatment at a Marine Corps brig, a 

friend who visits him regularly charged Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20101:40:59 AM 

Toyota to pay $10 million in Lexus lawsuit 

Ig~~""~oyota has agreed to pay $10 million to the family of four people killed in a runaway Lexus crash that led 
to recalls of millions of the automaker's vehicles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20102:16:47 AM 

Holiday travel going smoothly - for now 

Ig~~""lonIY one major airport reported delays Thursday, helping holiday travelers get to destinations depsite 

storms. The TSA adds screening for insulated beverage containers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20104:30:58 AM 

Big Ben, Steelers romp past Panthers 

Ig~~""IBen Roethlisberger threw for a touchdown and ran for another score, helping the Pittsburgh Steelers to a 
27-3 victory over the Carolina Panthers on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20104:52:00 AM 

Steelers' defense ensures strong season finish 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20106:30:16 AM 

LeBron, Heat warm up for Christmas special 

Ig~~""ILeBron James scored 36 points, Chris Bosh had a double-double and the Miami Heat beat the Phoenix 
Suns 95-83 on Thursday night to set up a Christmas Day showdown with the Los Angeles Lakers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20106:41:06 AM 

'Skid Row Santa' hands out $20K to homeless 

A retired lawyer handed out $10 bills to thousands of destitute people who queued up for several hours to receive their 

gift at the Midnight Mission, downtown Los Angeles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20107:37:26 AM 

'Spider-Man' makes safe return to Broadway 

Ig~~""lsPider-Man returned to the stage without any apparent hitches Thursday, a day after two performances 

were canceled due to a scary fall that left a stuntman seriously injured. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20107:37:26 AM 

'Spider-Man' makes safe return to Broadway 

Ig~~""lsPider-Man returned to the stage without any apparent hitches Thursday, a day after two performances 

were canceled due to a scary fall that left a stuntman seriously injured. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20108:06:59 AM 

Pakistan clash kills 11 soldiers, 24 insurgents 

Some 150 militants attacked five security posts in Pakistan's tribal area near the Afghan border overnight, sparking a 

clash that killed 11 soldiers and 24 insurgents, officials said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20108:17:02 AM 

Parents, 2 children found dead in Mississippi home 

Investigators said they don't know what prompted a man to apparently fatally shoot his two young boys and their 

mother before killing himself at the small Mississippi home they shared, but they are looking into whether the couple 

had past domestic problems. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20108:17:37 AM 

Haiti urged to halt lynchings of voodoo priests 

Ig~~""~he head of Haiti's voodoo religion appealed to authorities Thursday to halt lynchings of voodoo priests 

by people who blame them for causing the country's deadly cholera epidemic. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/201012:10:44 PM 

Dozens die as militants attack 5 Pakistan posts 

Ig~~""lsome 150 militants attacked five security posts in Pakistan's tribal area near the Afghan border, sparking 

a clash that killed 11 soldiers and 24 insurgents, officials said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/201012:20:13 PM 

Alleged Russian spy released on bail in Britain 

A Russian woman who was detained in Britain on suspicion of spying has been released on bail, her lawyers said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20102:00:08 PM 

Russian parliament tentatively approves arms pact 

Ig~~""IRussials lower house of parliament on Friday gave preliminary approval to a U.S.-Russian arms treaty, but 

decided to delay the final vote until next month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20102:41:30 PM 

Lawyer: Assange's accusers support WikiLeaks 

Ig~~""~he two Swedish women accusing Julian Assange of sex crimes are supporters of WikiLeaks, not pawns of 

the CIA, and they simply seek justice for a violation of their "sexual integrity," their lawyer says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20102:55:11 PM 

Video: Last-minute Christmas shoppers crowd stores 

Ig~~""IAS shoppers hit the stores in the final days before Christmas, retailers look to be on track for the best 
season for holiday sales since 2006. NBC's Jeff Rossen reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20102:59:56 PM 

Video: High-end squatters take to mansions 

Ig~~""IAcross the country, high-end foreclosed homes saw an invasion of squatters who often demand money 
before they'll agree to leave. NBC's George Lewis reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20103:39:08 PM 

Drug overdoses on the rise in most age groups 

NEW YORK (Reuters Health) -- More and more people are dying from abusing or misusing drugs, including both 

prescription and illegal drugs, new research suggests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20103:42:10 PM 

India's Mumbai on alert; terror plot suspected 

Ig~~""lpolice launched a manhunt in Mumbai Friday for alleged Pakistani militants authorities believe entered 

the city to carry out a terrorist attack, a police official said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20103:56:52 PM 

Last-minute dash caps banner shopping season 

Ig~~""IHoliday procrastinators packed stores Friday morning, grabbing those last few presents, snagging gift 

cards and the finishing touches for Christmas dinner. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20104:27:44 PM 

Damage estimates soaring in California storms 

Ig~~""lcalifornia officials are counting up the cost of a series of devastating storms, with estimates in the tens of 

millions of dollars. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20104:38:02 PM 

Video: u.s.: Terrorists may hide explosives in thermoses 

Ig~~""IAirport screeners are being told to keep a close eye on insulated beverage containers like thermoses. 
Msnbc's Richard Lui talks to NBC News terrorism analyst Roger Cressey about the threat. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20105:02:33 PM 

The self-destruction of Merrill lynch 

Ig~~""IA group formed in 2006 by Merrill Lynch took on unwanted securities with disastrous consequences. 

While many executives profited, within a year the bank was forced to reveal billions in losses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20105:14:46 PM 

TSA alert: Thermoses could be used as bombs 

u.s. authorities are warning air travelers to expect greater scrutiny of thermoses and other insulated drink containers at 

security checkpoints after intelligence suggested they could be used to hide explosives. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20105:30:40 PM 

Self says Selby's ready to start for Kansas 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20106:20:10 PM 

Video: Storm brings chance of White Christmas 

Ig~~""llf you're dreaming of a white Christmas this year, you may be in luck. The Weather Channel's Samantha 

Mohr forecasts the possibility of Christmas Day snow in Memphis, Tenn., Charlotte, N.C., and even 
Atlanta. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20106:22:49 PM 

PBT: NBA getting serious about India as a market 

Ig~~""lpBT: Country has never produced an NBA player, but league intent on marketing to world's second-most 

populous nation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20106:23:55 PM 

Man crashes through Obama roadblock 

Ig~~""IA man fleeing from local police drove through an outer perimeter checkpoint set up near President 

Barack Obama's Hawaii vacation home Friday, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20106:42:58 PM 

Snow strands Christmas travelers in Europe 

Ig~~""~ravelers spent Christmas Eve camped in airports in Paris and Brussels instead of at feast-laden family 

tables, after new snowfall and shortages of deicing fluid trapped passengers and snarled travel across 
Europe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20107:18:37 PM 

New Ariz. homeowner: Bristol Palin 

Ig~~""IBristol Palin, the 20-year-old daughter of Sarah Palin, has purchased a five-bedroom home in an Arizona 

suburb, The Arizona Republic reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20107:23:14 PM 

Biden says gay marriage 'inevitable' 

Ig~~""lvice President Joe Biden predicted Friday the evolution in thinking that will permit gays to soon serve 
openly in the military eventually will bring about a national consensus for same-sex marriage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20108:05:00 PM 

Fake Christmas trees get nod over fresh 

Far more Canadians, Americans and Britons will celebrate Christmas on Saturday with artificial Christmas trees in their 

houses than real ones, according to a survey released on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20108:10:26 PM 

Lichtenstein, Warhol works stolen from N.Y. home 

Ig~~""IAuthorities are ramping up their effort to solve a Manhattan mystery: Who drilled a hole into the home 

of a beef fortune heir and stole a collection of iconic artworks by Roy Lichtenstein and Andy Warhol? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20109:43:08 PM 

US troops in Iraq celebrate Christmas 

Ig~~""llt's the fourth time Chief Warrant Officer Archie Morgan is celebrating Christmas in Iraq but he is not 

complaining. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20109:49:43 PM 

Cops probe model's death at beer mogul's home 

Ig~~""lpolice found the body of a 27-year-old woman in the upscale home of ex-An heuser-Busch CEO August 

Busch IV, though it could take at least a month before authorities know how she died. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/201010:15:41 PM 

TSA probes pilot critical of airport security 

Federal authorities are investigating a pilot who posted videos on YouTube that were critical of security at San Francisco 

International Airport, the pilot's attorney said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/201011:06:22 PM 

Pilgrims, clergy converge on Bethlehem 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/201011:50:12 PM 

Video: Christmas eve travel testing patience, wallets 

Ig~~""IMillions of Americans are on the road and in the air headed for holiday destinations this Christmas eve, 

and many will encounter higher gas prices and some nasty weather. NBC's Ron Matt reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/201011:55:15 PM 

Video: Last minute shopping rush in full force 

Ig~~""IWith just hours until Christmas day, holiday procrastinators are in full force in malls -- and online. NBC's 
John Yang reports from Chicago's Magnificent Mile. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/2010 12:02:25 AM 

Imam touring to promote NYC Islamic center 

Ig~~""~he Muslim cleric who hopes to build an Islamic center near the World Trade Center site say he'll tour the 

country in an effort "to inspire interfaith understanding" for the controversial project. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/2010 12:04:45 AM 

Video: Merry musicians spread the holiday magic 

Ig~~""IFrom hospitals to rehabilitation centers and hospices, a volunteer group called Holiday Express brings 

cheer to places that need it the most. NBC's Natalie Morales reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/201012:18:42 AM 

First lady helps NORAD field Santa-seeker calls 

Ig~~""IFirst lady Michelle Obama helps NORAD phone volunteers take calls from Santa seekers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/2010 12:29:40 AM 

Police: Man had loaded gun in bag at Miami airport 

Ig~~""IA man headed to Cuba has been arrested at Miami International Airport after security screeners said they 

found a loaded gun in his fanny pack. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/20105:32:21 AM 

Tulsa overwhelms bowl host No. 24 Hawaii 

Damaris Johnson broke loose for a career-high 326 all-purpose yards to set an NCAA career record and O
·g~~..., 

ulsa took advantage of six first-half turnovers to beat No. 24 Hawaii 62-35 in the Hawaii Bowl on Friday 
night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/20106:54:09 AM 

NATO: Two killed after u.s. embassy threat 

Afghan and foreign troops killed two men during a raid in downtown Kabul after receiving a "credible threat" to attack 

the u.s. Embassy in the capital, ISAF said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/20107:37:02 AM 

Suicide bomber kills dozens in Pakistan aid line 

Ig~~""IA suicide bomber attacked a gathering of people receiving aid in northwest Pakistan on Saturday and at 

least 40 people were killed and 70 injured, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/20109:27:23 AM 

Bethlehem sees record pilgrim crowd 

Ig~~""~he largest number of pilgrims in a decade gathered in Bethlehem to celebrate Christmas, with tens of 

thousands flocking to the Church of the Nativity for prayers Saturday morning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/2010 12:33:27 PM 

Pope tells Catholics in China to be brave 

Ig~~""lpope Benedict encouraged Catholics in Iraq and communist China to resist persecution in his Christmas 

message read amid heightened security on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/20101:15:58 PM 

Busch family touched by scandal, tragedy 

Ig~~""IFor generations, the Busches of St. Louis were the first family of American beer-making, but they have 

also been touched by scandal, tragedy and allegations of reckless behavior. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/20101:28:53 PM 

Balloon takes Santa on wild Utah ride 

A man in a Santa outfit took a wild ride through Utah skies Christmas Eve when his balloon took off without a pilot. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/20103:17:09 PM 

Your stories of extraordinary giving 

Ig~~""IMsnbc.com readers share stories of how extraordinary giving by ordinary individuals can profoundly 

change lives. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/20104:17:44 PM 

Hundreds spend Christmas at Europe airports 

Hundreds of stranded travelers spent Christmas morning in European airport terminals after sleeping on camp beds 

overnight as icy weather grounded flights. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/20104:41:10 PM 

38 killed at churches, festivities in Nigeria 

Ig~~""IEXPlosions in Nigeria's central region killed 32 people on Christmas Eve and six people died in attacks on 

two churches in the northeast of Africa's most populous nation, officials said on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/20104:50:59 PM 

Tsunami warning cancelled after quake 

A tsunami warning was issued for the Pacific islands of Vanuatu, New Caledonia and Fiji after a powerful earthquake 

struck Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/20105:50:29 PM 

Schwarzenegger leaves mixed legacy in California 

Ig~~""IArnold Schwarzenegger landed in the governor's office after announcing his upstart bid on late night TV 

and railing against government spending during raucous campaign rallies - at one playing a spirited 
round of air guitar to the rock anthem "We're Not Gonna Take It." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/20105:57:06 PM 

Dutch detain 12 Somalis on terror suspicions 

Dutch police have arrested 12 Somali men in the key port city of Rotterdam on suspicion of preparing a terrorist attack, 

the public prosecutor said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/20106:40:55 PM 

Mexican soldiers on trial in death of u.s. citizen 

Ig~~""IMeXican soldiers, locked in a brutal battle with drug cartels, have been accused of killing innocent 

civilians, including a u.s. citizen, and faking evidence in cover-ups. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/20107:04:58 PM 

Haitian orphans settling in with adoptive families 

Ig~~""INearIY a year after the devastating earthquake, hundreds of Haitian orphans are settling in with their 

adopted families in the United States. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/20108:25:38 PM 

PFT: Blizzard might hit Vikings-Eagles game (NBC) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/20108:32:38 PM 

Newborn girl dropped off at LA fire station 

Los Angeles firefighters received an unusual Christmas delivery at a downtown station this year - a baby. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/20108:36:39 PM 

Man, 5-year-old girl killed in Wyo. ski collision 

Authorities say two people have died and one is injured after a man on a snowboard collided with a woman and her 

daughter on skis at a Wyoming ski area. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/20108:55:45 PM 

New-look Knicks use tough defense to top Bulls 

Ig~~""IAmare Stoudemire and Raymond Felton each scored 20 points, and the New York Knicks limited the 

Chicago Bulls to two baskets in the first 10 minutes of the fourth quarter, pulling away for a 103-95 
victory Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/2010 11:50:06 PM 

Strong Magic finish ends Celtics' streak at 14 

Ig~~""IBrandon Bass scored 21 points and the Orlando Magic ended the Boston Celtics' 14-game winning streak 
with a 86-78 victory Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/2010 11:52:42 PM 

Video: East Coast storm will 'pack a punch' 

Ig~~""INBC'S Kate Snow speaks with Samantha Mohr of the Weather Channel. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/2010 11:54:00 PM 

Video: Soldiers try to change tempo on Christmas 

Ig~~""INBC'S Jim Maceda is with America's men and women in uniform as they momentarily ease the tempo of 
operations and celebrate the holiday far from home. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/2010 11:54:24 PM 

Video: Mud-stricken Calif. braces for more rain 

Ig~~""IMany are spending Christmas cleaning up after last week's record-setting storm, and with more weather 

on the way, they're preparing for the possibility of difficult days ahead. NBC's Kristen Welker 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/2010 11:59:30 PM 

Video: Eying safety, FAA looks to revamp air traffic control 

Ig~~""~he nation's air traffic control system - currently guided by 60-year-old technology - is undergoing a 

sweeping upgrade designed to dramatically improve efficiency. NBC's Tom Costello reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2010 12:05:20 AM 

Video: Stitching project spreads lifesaving warmth 

Ig~~""ILike an old-fashioned bee, groups of volunteers are turning out handmade sleeping bags for people 
they've never met. NBC's Chris Jansing reports on the genesis of My Brother's Keeper. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20102:42:54 AM 

LeBron, Kobe have words during Heat rout 

Ig~~""~he Los Angeles Lakers finally got their first look at the revamped Miami Heat, and the champs might be a 

little bit disturbed by what they saw. LeBron James had 27 points, 11 rebounds and 10 assists while 
hitting a season-high five 3-pointers, and the Heat thrived on the holiday stage in a 96-80 victory over Kobe 
Bryant and the Lakers on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20103:36:13 AM 

PhotoBlog: Obama greets Marines in Hawaii 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20104:06:51 AM 

PFT: Christmas craziness - Cards edge 'Boys 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20104:43:42 AM 

Obamas visit Marines, families at Hawaii base 

President Barack Obama and the first lady take drop by a Hawaii Marine Corps base on Saturday, where they greeted 

service men and women during Christmas dinner. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Tap msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20105:26:44 AM 

Medicare revives end-af-life planning 

A new health regulation issued this month offers Medicare recipients voluntary end-of-life planning, which Democrats 

dropped from the monumental health care overhaul. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20106:44:47 AM 

Storm, blizzard warnings stretch along Atlantic 

A winter storm that brought a rare white Christmas to parts of the South barreled up the East Coast on Saturday night, 

spawning blizzard warnings for New York to Boston. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2010 10:30:51 AM 

Playboy's Hefner announces engagement 

Ig~~""IHUgh Hefner, the twice-married founder of Playboy, is taking the plunge again. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2010 12:32:23 PM 

Eight American tourists killed in Egypt crash 

Ig~~""IA tour bus slammed into a truck in southern Egypt on Sunday, killing eight American tourists and injuring 

21 others in the latest fatal crash involving tourists, the state news agency said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20102:22:00 PM 

Video: East Coast braces for monster storm 

Ig~~""~he massive storm that gifted part the South a white Christmas is barreling up the coast and threatening 

to dump a foot of snow in areas from New York City and New England. Adam Berg and Eric Fisher of the 
Weather Channel report. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20103:17:50 PM 

Afghanistan to probe missing medicine 

The Afghanistan Defense Ministry said Sunday it will investigate missing U.S.-donated medicines and pharmaceutical 

supplies meant for its army and police. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20103:30:53 PM 

Thousands greet Turkish protest ship 

Ig~~""~housands of pro-Palestinian activists on Sunday welcomed back to Istanbul the ship that was the scene 
of bloodshed during an Israeli raid on a Gaza-bound aid flotilla in May. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20103:55:51 PM 

Iran passes death sentence on 'Israeli spy' 

Iran has imposed a death sentence on a man suspected of spying for Israel, local media reported on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20104:51:52 PM 

Icy rain shuts down Moscow's airport 

Ig~~""IICY rain on Sunday shut down Moscow's largest airport for nearly 15 hours, coated roads with ice and left 

more than 300,000 people and 14 hospitals without electricity in winter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20105:16:59 PM 

Best bets: Love's painful in 'Blue Valentine' 

The Ryan Gosling-Michelle Williams love story is earning raves. Also this week: "My Strange Addiction" premieres; 

George Clooney's "The American" comes to DVD. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20105:22:57 PM 

Attention shoppers: Best after-Christmas sales 

Ig~~""IEVerYOne knows Christmastime means deals, as stores compete to lure holiday shoppers. But while it's 

great to save money on gifts, don't think the deals end once the presents are unwrapped. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20105:24:45 PM 

Israeli foreign minister: Peace is 'impossible' 

Ig~~""llsraells foreign minister said Sunday a peace deal with the Palestinians is impossible under current 

conditions and that Israel should pursue a lesser deal instead - a concept the Palestinians swiftly 
rejected. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20105:37:34 PM 

Party's over: Time for the post pig-out plan 

Ig~~""IFace it, you've been indulging since Thanksgiving. Many of us never lose those 1 to pounds we gain during 

the holidays and over the years, they add up. This 3-day recovery plan will get you out of party excess 
mode and put you on a healthy eating track for the new year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20105:43:12 PM 

Pope decries Filipino, Nigeria church attacks 

Ig~~""ILaSagna, veal and cake were on the menu Sunday as Pope Benedict XVI invited about 250 poor people to 
join him for a post-Christmas lunch and denounced as "absurd" new attacks on the faithful around the 

globe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20105:46:40 PM 

Spider-Man actor walking after back surgery 

Ig~~""IA stunt actor who fell 30 feet while playing Spider-Man on Broadway is walking again, and his father said 

Saturday that he can't wait to return to the role despite injuries that have him confined to the intensive 
care unit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20105:47:53 PM 

'Santa rally' might ho ho ho right into January 

Wall Street will see the year-end rally carry into the last week of 2010, but the question on everyone's mind is, "what's 

next?" 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20105:54:25 PM 

Deadly Afghan year takes toll on 101st Airborne 

Ig~~""~he 101st Airborne Division, a force in America's major conflicts since World War II, is seeing its worst 

casualties in a decade as the u.s. surge in Afghanistan turns into the deadliest year in that war for the 
NATO coalition. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20105:56:19 PM 

Tyler Perry to rebuild woman's burned home 

Ig~~""IEntertainment mogul Tyler Perry is offering to rebuild the home of an 88-year-old great-grandmother 

who lost all her belongings in a fire. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20106:15:53 PM 

Thousands fear hunger after Pakistan bombing 

Ig~~""lsome 300,000 desperately poor villagers impoverished by fighting in Pakistan's tribal belt are scrambling 

to feed themselves after a female suicide bomber killed 45 people outside a World Food Program food 
distribution center, triggering a district wide suspension of the relief project. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20106:19:11 PM 

'Little Fockers' tops holiday weekend box office 

The poorly reviewed Ben Stiller comedy was No.1 at the box office on a weekend when Hollywood competed with 

Christmas gatherings and fierce snow storms in the Northeast and Southeast. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20106:25:11 PM 

Vikings-Eagles postponed because of snow 

Ig~~""~he NFL has moved the Vikings at Eagles game from Sunday night to Tuesday because of an expected 

blizzard that could dump up to 20 inches snow on Philadelphia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20106:46:59 PM 

Porsche among road warriors that won't die 

Ig~~""lcertain cars can drive for years and years and hundreds of thousands of miles. Here are a select 10. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20107:03:49 PM 

Growing market opportunity is U.S. Muslims 

Ig~~""IAIOng with new customers, u.s. companies that cater to Muslims draw critics and can become targets in 

the ideological battle over Islam and terrorism. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20107:17:29 PM 

Playboy bets on the Year of the Rabbit in Asia 

Ig~~""IFebrUary marks the start of the year of the rabbit in the Chinese lunar calendar. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20108:04:26 PM 

Citing police abuse, Hispanics leave Conn. town 

Santiago Malave has worked law enforcement jobs in Connecticut for more than four decades, but as a Puerto Rican, he 

says he cannot drive through his own town without worrying about police harassing him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20108:35:50 PM 

Cheap concert seats due after cruel summer 

Ig~~""lconcertgoers sick of ballooning ticket prices should have some extra pocket change to rattle with their 
rock In' roll in the new year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20108:36:39 PM 

Man quits job, makes living suing spammers 

Ig~~""IDaniel Balsam hates spam. Most everybody does, of course. But he has acted on his hate as few have, 

going far beyond simply hitting the delete button. He sues them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20108:47:36 PM 

Among tax deal breaks: Writing off racehorses 

The massive new tax bill signed into law by President Barack Obama is filled with all kinds of holiday stocking stuffers for 

businesses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20109:23:24 PM 

Bradford sets record, Rams eliminate 4gers 

Sam Bradford set an NFL record for completions in a rookie season and his first touchdown pass in four games gave the 

St. Louis Rams breathing room in a 25-17 victory over the San Francisco 4gers on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20109:40:38 PM 

East Coast storm snarls post-Christmas travel 

A powerful winter storm lay a snow blanket from the South to the Northeast on Sunday, turning roads slick, stranding 

thousands of airline, train and bus passengers and putting a chill in retailers' day-after-Christmas sales. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/201010:10:44 PM 

Ivory Coast's Gbagbo faces threat from neighbors 

Ig~~""lwest African leaders are giving the man who refuses to leave Ivory Coast's presidency a final chance to 

hand over power and are threatening to remove Laurent Gbagbo by force if needed, though doubts exist 
about whether the operation could be carried out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/201010:23:16 PM 

Bears stay hot, but Jets back into playoffs 

Ig~~""~ay Cutler threw three touchdown passes, Matt Forte ran for 113 yards and the Chicago Bears closed in 
on a first-round bye, beating the playoff-bound New York Jets 38-34 on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/201011:46:29 PM 

Video: Winter blast puts the brakes on holiday travel 

Ig~~""~he powerful winter storm is pounding the East Coast, turning roads slick, stranding thousands of 

travelers and dumping up to 20 inches of snow in some areas. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/201011:51:59 PM 

Your images, tales of East Coast snow 

A massive storm that gifted part of the South a white Christmas is dumping a foot or more of snow in areas from New 

York City to New England. Msnbc.com readers share their images and stories from the blizzard-like weather. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2010 11:55:32 PM 

Video: Civilian investigators aid cops amid budget cuts 

Ig~~""lwhen it comes to looking for clues, the police in budget-challenged Mesa, Ariz., are getting help from an 
unlikely source. NBC's Thanh Truong reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2010 12:00:02 AM 

Video: Goodwill offers needy more than just clothing 

Ig~~""INBC'S Ron Mott explains how an American institution that provides clothing to those in need also helps 

people get back to work. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20102:09:40 AM 

Packers thump Giants, keep hopes alive 

Ig~~""IAaron Rodgers threw for 404 yards and four touchdowns in his return from a concussion and the Green 
Bay Packers beat the struggling New York Giants 45-17 at Lambeau Field on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2010 2 :44: 14 AM 

Brazil woman almost buried alive dies 2 days later 

Brazilian police are investigating the case of an elderly woman who was declared dead - only to wake up hours later 

inside a coffin in a funeral home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20103:21:39 AM 

Video: PFT One-an-One: Some Giant changes needed 

Ig~~""IMike Florio and Rodney Harrison think the Vikings and Eagles should have gone ahead and played the 

game despite the snow and wonder what kind of precedent was set by the NFL's decision to 
postpone. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20104:21:31 AM 

Summer snow, floods in weird Australia weather 

Torrential rains across eastern Australia have left some towns flooded while the southern state of Tasmania has been hit 

by an unusual flurry of summer snow. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20104:29:36 AM 

Is dispersant still being sprayed in the gulf? 

The use of chemical dispersants in the wake of the massive BP oil spill ended on july lS, according to federal agencies. 

But photos and chemical lab results obtained by msnbc.com suggest that the controversial chemicals have been sprayed 

much more recently than that. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20104:52:23 AM 

NATO service member killed by bomb in Afghanistan 

Ig~~""INATO says one of its service members has been killed in a roadside bombing in southern Afghanistan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20105:10:18 AM 

PFT: 4gers fire Singletary 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20105:47:28 AM 

Police: Ariz. lawmaker Pratt attacked at business 

Authorities sayan Arizona state lawmaker was attacked and beaten into unconsciousness Christmas Day at his business 

in Casa Grande. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20105:56:48 AM 

R&B queen Teena Marie dies at 54 

Ig~~""~eena Marie, the "Ivory Queen of Soul" who developed a lasting legacy with her silky soul pipes and with 
hits like "Lovergirl," "Square Biz," and "Fire and Desire" with mentor Rick James, has died. She was 54. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20108:58:52 AM 

Owing $450K, octuplet mom faces eviction 

Ig~~""~he man who sold his Southern California home to "0ctomom" Nadya Suleman said Sunday that he's 

going ahead with eviction proceedings because she hasn't made a long overdue $450,000 payment. 
Suleman and her 14 children have lived there for two years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/201010:13:20 AM 

Sabotage? Train with gifts for Kim's heir derails 

A train packed with birthday gifts for North Korea's leader-in-waiting Kim Jong Un derailed this month in a possible act of 

sabotage, a Seoul-based radio station reported Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2010 11:04:49 AM 

Panel challenges Gulf seafood safety all-clear 

Ig~~""ICiting what it calls state-of-the-art laboratory analysis, a New Orleans law firm is charging that 

government assurances that Gulf Coast seafood is safe to eat in the wake of the BP spill pose "a 
significant danger to public health." Msnbc.com's Kari Huus reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2010 12:34: 13 PM 

Video: Monster blizzard pounds the East Coast 

Ig~~""IFrom the Carolinas to Maine, a massive winter snowstorm has grounded flights, closed highways and 
forced five major cities to declare states of emergency. TODAY covers the blizzard of 2010. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2010 12:38:27 PM 

Forbes: The most entrepreneurial supermodels 

Ig~~""lwhile it pays have a pretty face, the real money is in slapping it on fragrances, clothes, shoes, skincare 

lines, food and television shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2010 12:42: 12 PM 

Most important tax changes from the IRS 

Ig~~""IBefore getting started on filing to the IRS, there are three key changes to the tax code that preparers 

need to know. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2010 12:51:30 PM 

911 call released after model dies at Busch home 

Ig~~""lpolice have released the emergency call placed from the home of former Anheuser-Busch chief executive 

August Busch IV to report a woman who was "just not waking up" and who was later found dead at the 
home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2010 12:55:46 PM 

Video: Model found dead in Busch mansion 

Ig~~""lpolice in Missouri say that 27-year-old Adrienne Nicole Martin's life came to a mysterious end inside the 
home of beer heir August Busch IV. NBC's John Yang reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20101:00:17 PM 

Video: Mysterious road threatens 'Great Migration' 

Ig~~""IA controversial development project in Tanzania may be putting one of the last pristine environments on 
earth in danger. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20101:09:23 PM 

Morocco says cell plotting foreign attacks arrested 

Security forces have arrested six Moroccans suspected of planning attacks in the country and abroad, the interior 

ministry said on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20101:16:43 PM 

Video: Bird flees snow inside Studio 1A 

Ig~~""IA little bird found his way out of the cold and into the warmth of TODAY's Studio lA as TODAY's Natalie 
Morales reads the morning's news. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20101:23:13 PM 

R&B queen Teena Marie dies at 54 

Ig~~""~eena Marie, the "Ivory Queen of Soul" who developed a lasting legacy with her silky soul pipes and with 
hits like "Lovergirl," "Square Biz," and "Fire and Desire" with mentor Rick James, has died. She was 54. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20101:31:47 PM 

Package bomb found at Greek embassy in Italy 

Ig~~""IA package bomb was found at the Greek Embassy in Rome on Monday, four days after similar mail bombs 

exploded at two other embassies injuring two people. The device was defused and no one was injured. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2010 2 :20:21 PM 

Death is in store for one of the Fantastic Four 

r-I~arvel Comics said last week that a member of the foursome - Mr. Fantastic, Invisible Woman, Human 
orch and the Thing - will die in issue No. 587 next month, a change that the company said will ripple 

across the Marvel Universe like never before. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2010 2 :30:36 PM 

PFT's lO-pack: Is snow delay a bad precedent? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20102:34:47 PM 

Puerto Rico baffled by high asthma rate 

Ig~~""lone in 3 children in Puerto Rico has asthma, one of the highest rates of prevalence in the world. Experts 

are mystified whether it's due to genetics, the environment or both. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20102:43:44 PM 

US missiles hit Pakistan borderlands, killing 18 

Suspected u.S. missiles struck two vehicles in a Taliban stronghold on Pakistan's side of the border with Afghanistan on 

Monday, killing 18 alleged militants, Pakistani intelligence officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20103:58:59 PM 

Most American couples unfaithful ... about finances 

Ig~~""IA survey says about 80 percent of spouses acknowledge making secret purchases for items such as 

clothing or food, and nearly one-fifth of those married admit to having credit cards their spouse knows 
nothing about. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20104:00:01 PM 

Video: Ferry crew rescued at sea 

Ig~~""lsouth Korea's Coast Guard rescues 15 crew members off a sinking ferry boat that capsized during rough 
weather. TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20104:01:30 PM 

Package bomb found at Greek embassy in Italy 

A package bomb was found at the Greek Embassy in Rome on Monday, four days after similar mail bombs exploded at 

two other embassies injuring two people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20104:17:01 PM 

Nebulas dazzle in new space telescope photos 

Ig~~""INASA'S WISE infrared telescope, which recently celebrated the one-year anniversary of its launch into 

space, has returned some stunning photos lately of interstellar clouds of gas and dust called nebulas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20104:28:16 PM 

A chilly end to the holiday shopping season 

Ig~~""IA major snowstorm on the u.s. East Coast kept many people away from malls just after Christmas, 

casting a pall on the final act of the holiday shopping season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20105:05:36 PM 

Deadly Iraq blasts slam ex-al-Qaida stronghold 

Ig~~""~win suicide bombings rocked a government compound in Iraq's western city of Ramadi on Monday, 

killing 17 people, a deputy interior minister said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20105:55:37 PM 

Militias stem Pakistani Taliban, but at what cost? 

Ig~~""~ribal militias allied with the government helped block a Taliban advance in this corner of northwest 

Pakistan close to the Afghan border, but their success has come at a price. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20106:57:39 PM 

Miller lifts opposition to certifying AK election 

Republican Joe Miller has formally declared that he no longer opposes state officials certifying Alaska's u.s. Senate 

election. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20107:09:53 PM 

Ariz. strip club shooting leaves 2 dead, 2 wounded 

Police say a man who began firing a gun in a Phoenix strip club, killing two people, had a "personal agenda" but isn't 

giving further details about his motive. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20107:48:17 PM 

iPad warning denies existence of other e-reader apps 

The other day I removed iBooks from my iPad, because, in a world where major book retailers including Amazon and 

Barnes & Noble have very nice e-book apps for iPad, it is utterly superfluous. To my surprise, I was greeted with the 

following warning ... 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20107:48:44 PM 

4gers fire coach Mike Singletary 

Ig~~""IMike Singletary made a name for himself as a coach with that bold "I want winners!" declaration more 

than two years ago. Ultimately, he didn't produce enough victories to save his job. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20108:31:41 PM 

Video: Christmas terror plot targeted london landmarks 

Ig~~""INine men have been remanded in custody after appearing in court on terrorism charges. The men, who 

were arrested in dawn raids a week ago, are charged with planning a series of bombings. It's understood 
the alleged attacks were planned on a number of high profile targets in London. lTV's Dan Hewitt 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20108:33:28 PM 

Northeast blizzard leaves travelers 'twisted' 

Commuters and long-distance travelers across the Northeast dealt with snow drifts, stranded and crashed vehicles, as 

well as hundreds of canceled flights on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20108:38:42 PM 

Twin suicide blasts kill 9 in western Iraq 

Ig~~...,~wo suicide bombers blew themselves up Monday front of a government office in Iraq's western Anbar 

province, killing nine people including family members of security officials who were killed in another 
bombing at the same place less than a month ago, security officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20109:07:53 PM 

Orbiter spots gigantic storm on Saturn 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: You think the East Coast snowstorm is a biggie? Get a load of the 

monster storm system that astronomers are watching on Saturn. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20109:15:31 PM 

Netanyahu: Interim Mideast peace deal is option 

Ig~~""llsraells prime minister said Monday that if negotiations don't resolve the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, he 

could seek an interim accord instead of the comprehensive deal the United States wants. Palestinians 
reject that idea. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20109:32:40 PM 

Russian tycoon Khodorkovsky again found guilty 

Ig~~...,~o Russian prosecutors, imprisoned oil tycoon Mikhail Khodorkovsky is guilty of more crimes: They say he 

stole nearly $30 billion in oil from his own company and laundered the proceeds. To others, he is a 
dissident who stood up to the powerful Vladimir Putin. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20109:35:19 PM 

Snore-busting implant might get you more ZZZs 

Ig~~""ILOUd snoring may do more than irritate your spouse: It can signal sleep apnea, depriving you of enough 

zzzz's to trigger a car crash, even a heart attack. Now scientists are beginning to test if an implanted 
pacemaker-like device might help certain sufferers, keeping their airways open by zapping the tongue during 
sleep. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20109:48:28 PM 

Consumers' holiday splurge may be just that 

Ig~~""IAS U.S. retailers get ready to box up their Christmas decorations after a better-than-expected holiday 

season, many shoppers plan to join them by putting their wallets back in storage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2010 10:21: 16 PM 

Baby boomers facing retirements in jeopardy 

Ig~~""[hrough a combination of procrastination and bad timing, many baby boomers are facing a personal 

finance disaster just as they're hoping to retire. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2010 10:36: 16 PM 

Nonprofits turn foreclosures into first homes 

Ig~~""IFranCisco and Pam Cruz maneuvered around boxes of new flooring and open cans of paint as they 

surveyed the foreclosed Phoenix house they would soon call their own. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2010 10:52:39 PM 

Ten things Web users should fear in 2011 

The year 2010 marked a major turning point in the world of cyberscares. Now computer criminals are being credited 

with stalling a rogue nuclear power plant program and with bringing world diplomacy to its knees. And 2011 will likely 

provide even more dramatic examples of how the Internet has changed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2010 10:59: 11 PM 

2 mutilated bodies found in Acapulco 

Police in the Pacific coast resort of Acapulco have found the decapitated, mutilated bodies of two men in front of a bar 

where 11 men were reportedly abducted earlier this month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2010 11:04:34 PM 

New Yorkers upset about unplowed streets 

Ig~~""IA windy winter storm that dumped nearly 2 feet of snow on New York City also whipped up criticism 

about how the city responded to it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2010 11:06:49 PM 

Cop, suspect die as gunbattle ends jewelry heist 

Two men pleaded not guilty Monday to charges they were involved in the shooting death of a veteran police officer who 

responded to an armed robbery at a department store jewelry counter. One suspect was also killed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/201011:10:47 PM 

Video: Gone, but not forgotten 

Ig~~""IA final farewell to those we lost in 2010. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/201011:11:12 PM 

Along coast, storm's stranded tell their stories 

The winter storm that has been slogging up the East Coast for three days is leaving some travelers in desperate straits. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/201011:19:35 PM 

For 3rd year, poll ranks Obama 'most admired' 

Ig~~""IFor the third straight year, President Barack Obama ranks as the man most admired by people living in 

the U.S., according to an annual USA Today-Gallup poll. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2010 11:34:45 PM 

'Teen Mom' Amber reportedly in jail 

Ig~~""lportwood'S troubles stem from footage aired on season two of MTV's hit program, which showed the 20-
year-old repeatedly punching and hitting then-fiance Gary Shirley. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2010 11:46:25 PM 

Video: Snow takes a bite out of the Big Apple 

Ig~~""INew York City took the full force of a historic winter storm that closed airports, brought local 

transportation to a standstill and left record snowfall in its wake. NBC's Jeff Rossen reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2010 11:51:06 PM 

Video: Blizzard tapers off as towering snowdrifts loom 

Ig~~""~he Weather Channel's Mike Seidel reports on the aftermath of the East Coast's epic snowstorm. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2010 11:54:23 PM 

Video: What's in store for gift returns 

Ig~~""IFor those not housebound by the blizzard back east, it was a big day to hit the stores to bring back the 

estimated 33 percent of gifts that get returned every year. NBC's John Yang reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2010 12:29:30 AM 

Somali Islamist insurgents threaten u.S. attack 

A leader of Somalia's Islamist insurgency threatened to attack America during a broadcast speech. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2010 12:33:57 AM 

Holiday spending nears a record in overtime 

Ig~~""lpeoPle hit the stores after Christmas to buy, indulging the rediscovered retail appetite that may have 

made 2010's holiday shopping season the biggest ever. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20103:05:59 AM 

Top science videos from around the Web 

Ig~~""lcosmic Log: The year's top-rated science videos include reports on 3-D water displays, a towel-folding 

robot and an underwater confrontation between a sea lion and an octopus. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20103:42:05 AM 

Mavs beat Thunder, lose Nowitzki to injury 

Ig~~""~he Dallas Mavericks lost Dirk Nowitzki to a knee injury in the second quarter, but beat the Oklahoma 
City Thunder 103-93 on Monday night for their 17th victory in 18 games. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20104:01:54 AM 

No.6 Pitt locks down Walker, No.4 UConn 

Ig~~""IAshton Gibbs scored 21 points as Pittsburgh's balance overcame Kemba Walker's one-man offense for 
No.4 Connecticut, and the No.6 Panthers easily won the Big East's first matchup of Top 10 teams by 78-

63 on Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20104:12:10 AM 

Man accused of attacking dad with samurai sword 

A man is accused of attacking his 69-year-old father with a samurai sword while the elder man slept in his home in 

Southern California. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20104:46:26 AM 

Saints edge Falcons, return to playoffs 

Ig~~""IDrew Brees shook off two fourth-quarter interceptions, throwing a 6-yard touchdown pass to Jimmy 
Graham with 3:24 remaining that gave New Orleans a 17-14 victory over the Atlanta Falcons and clinched 

a return to the playoffs for the defending Super Bowl champions Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20105:12:59 AM 

At 62, Elton John becomes a first-time dad 

Ig~~""IElton John and husband David Furnish have become parents to a 7-pound, is-ounce baby boy born on 

Christmas Day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20105:12:59 AM 

At 62, Elton John becomes a first-time dad 

Ig~~""IElton John and husband David Furnish have become parents to a 7-pound, is-ounce baby boy born on 

Christmas Day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20105:27:17 AM 

Flights resume at New York airports 

Planes began landing again Monday at two of the nation's busiest airports after a blizzard that clobbered the Northeast 

with more than 2 feet of snow grounded flights. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20105:43:41 AM 

PFT: Saints send message to Falcons, and NFL 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20106:29:35 AM 

Calif. thieves ditch TV too big for getaway car 

Police in California say thieves who stole a large television from a Sacramento home were thwarted when it wouldn't fit 

in the getaway car. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20108:15:17 AM 

China moving toward deploying anti-carrier missile 

China is moving closer to deploying a ballistic missile designed to sink an aircraft carrier, the commander of the u.s. 
Pacific Command said in newspaper interview published Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20109:26:33 AM 

Iran executes alleged Israeli spy 

Iran on Tuesday hanged a man sentenced to death for spying for Israel's intelligence services, the officiallRNA news 

agency quoted a judiciary statement as saying. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2010 10:00:43 AM 

U.S. Embassy on British terror suspects' hit list 

Ig~~""~he U.S. Embassy in London was a target of a group of men arrested last week in Britain and charged with 

conspiracy to cause explosions and preparing acts of terrorism, the U.S. State Department said on 
Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2010 10:22:58 AM 

Jackie O's half brother held after sex conviction 

Ig~~""~he half brother of Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis spent Christmas in an Oregon jail for a possible probation 

violation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2010 10:38:28 AM 

Chinese investigative reporter dies after attack 

A Chinese journalist died Tuesday from injuries sustained in a gang beating that some say was linked to his investigative 

work, a colleague at his newspaper said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2010 10:41:35 AM 

Pastor allegedly burglarizes parishioner's home 

A Texas pastor caught by police with a laptop and fur coats said she was protecting the valuables, not stealing them 

from the home of a parishioner. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2010 12:22:25 PM 

Business schools embracing do-gooders 

Ig~~""~he popular image of a modern-day business school student as a sharp-suited individual fixated on 

business strategy and Excel spreadsheets is being turned on its head as more business schools embrace 
social enterprise programs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2010 12:24:47 PM 

5 teens found dead in Florida motel room 

Five young men celebrating a birthday likely died due to carbon monoxide from a car they left running in a garage under 

their South Florida motel room, investigators said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2010 12:24:47 PM 

5 teens found dead in Florida motel room 

Authorities believe that carbon monoxide from a running car killed five teenage friends whose bodies were found in a 

South Florida motel room. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2010 12:29:35 PM 

January is the best time to buy these 15 items 

Ig~~""llnstead of waiting for the next heat wave, the best time to buy an air conditioner is January. Here are a 

host of other items that you can get at a sharp discount in the first month of the year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2010 12:30:49 PM 

Intel: 3 suspected US strikes kill 17 in Pakistan 

Three suspected u.s. missile strikes targeting a militant-riddled tribal region near the Afghan border killed 17 people 

Tuesday, including at least two who were retrieving bodies from the first attack, Pakistani intelligence officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/201012:44:14 PM 

For Japan, 2010 was a year to forget 

Ig~~""IFor once-confident Japan, 2010 may well mark a symbolic milestone in its slide from economic giant to 

what experts see as its likely destiny: a second-tier power with some standout companies but limited 
global influence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2010 12:48:03 PM 

Video: Northeast digs out from blizzard aftermath 

Ig~~""IResidents up and down the Eastern Seaboard are digging out after being buried in as much as 2 feet of 

snow. NBC's Jeff Rossen reports from New York City, NBC's Michelle Kosinski reports from Philadelphia, 
Pa., and The Weather Channel's Mike Seidel reports from Natick, Mass. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2010 12:52:09 PM 

Video: Blizzard-stranded family 'desperate' for rescue 

Ig~~""~he Lauda family, who found themselves stranded on a New York expressway for more than eight hours 

during the blizzard of 2010, say they are grateful for a stranger's help in their time of desperation. They 
share their story with TODAY's Ann Curry. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2010 12:53:57 PM 

Video: Southern states shudder in bitter cold 

Ig~~""llt/s a cold winter wonderland in the usually warm Sunshine State, where farmers are facing a crippling 

loss of their crops due to the deep freeze. NBC's Kerry Sanders reports from Plant City, Fla. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20101:02:57 PM 

Life Inc.: The new math of your 2010 taxes 

Ig~~""ILife Inc. The Tax Policy Center has updated their handy online web calculators to reflect the recently 

brokered tax deal. Run your numbers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20101:04:24 PM 

La. blaze kills 8 seeking shelter from cold 

A blaze in a small, abandoned warehouse in New Orleans killed eight homeless people who were burning wood in a 

barrel to stay warm, the fire department said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20101:08:57 PM 

Video: Tips for driving in ice and snow 

Ig~~""INBC'S Tom Costello shows viewers hot to navigate their cars on roads covered in a slippery mixture of ice 
and snow that was left in the blizzard's wake. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20101:29:44 PM 

Video: 2010's biggest moments in pop culture 

Ig~~""IFrom Betty White to "Jersey Shore" and Sandra Bullock, TODAY looks back at what had everybody talking 
over the past year. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20101:37:32 PM 

Man charged after reading wife's e-mail 

Ig~~""IA Michigan man who says he learned of his wife's affair by reading her e-mail on their computer faces 

trial Feb. 7 on felony computer misuse charges. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20101:37:32 PM 

Man charged after reading wife's e-mail 

Ig~~""IA Michigan man who says he learned of his wife's affair by reading her e-mail on their computer faces 

trial Feb. 7 on felony computer misuse charges. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20101:46:43 PM 

Navy officer jumps to death after drug arrest 

A U.S. Navy officer jumped to his death at Manila's airport after he was arrested with what was thought to be cocaine, 

Philippine officials said Tuesday, but tests later showed the white powder wasn't an illegal drug. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20101:51:15 PM 

Many U.S. companies are hiring ... overseas 

Ig~~""IMany American companies are hiring - just maybe not in your town. They're hiring overseas, where 

sales are surging and the pipeline of orders is fat. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20102:17:53 PM 

Serious health issue - or are you just getting old? 

These six symptoms could spell annoying but harmless signs of aging--or they could indicate you should get something 

checked out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20102:52:39 PM 

Late-night fiasco nothing if not entertaining 

Ig~~""~he dramatic upheaval of late-night at NBC was chosen as 2010's entertainment story of the year, as 

voted on by Associated Press members. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20103:06:03 PM 

Doctor arrested in Calif. fertility scandal 

Federal officials are working to extradite a fugitive physician at the heart of a University of California, Irvine fertility 

scandal in that resulted in 15 births from improper egg transfers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20103:12:51 PM 

Brave the chill for these winter road trips 

Ig~~""lwinter makes for dramatic road trips. Even the familiar can seem new and surprising when the landscape 

is transformed, naked and swaddled in snow. Just stock up on the antifreeze and bump up the heater. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20103:39:17 PM 

Is snooping in your spouse's e-mail a crime? 

Leon Walker, 33, whose wife was allegedly having an affair, faces felony charges for reading her e-mails without 

permission. But his lawyer said that if the prosecution succeeds, "they better build a bunch more courthouses" to 

accommodate a flood of similar cases. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20103:48:32 PM 

Consumer confidence dips amid job worries 

A new survey shows consumer confidence in the u.s. dipped in December, even after other reports suggest people 

increased their holiday spending at the biggest rate in four years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20104:11:20 PM 

Police fatalities jump 37 percent in 2010 

Ig~~""lcluster killings of more than one officer helped make 2010 a particularly dangerous year for law 

enforcement. Deaths in the line of duty jumped 37 percent to about 160 from 117 the year before, 
according to a nonprofit that tracks police deaths. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20104:11:39 PM 

Data tempers confidence in recovery 

Ig~~""lu.s. consumer confidence unexpectedly deteriorated in December, while prices of u.s. single-family 

homes fell almost double the expected pace in October, tempering growing optimism on the economy's 
recovery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20104:22:05 PM 

Video: Ancient teeth may alter human origin theory 

Ig~~""IArcheOIOgists in Israel uncover teeth that date back about 400,000 years that could alter the theory of 
man's origin in Africa. TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20104:40:34 PM 

Video: 'New Year punches' clear the air in Peru 

r-Illnd ige nou s peo pie in Pe ru air the i r grieva n ces a head of t he new yea r with fists, kicks and hugs. 

ODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20105:04:40 PM 

Twitter lifeline during snowpocalypse 

Planes are delayed, public transit slowed or non-existent, but Twitter is in full gear - and proving to be a key source of 

information for stranded travelers and commuters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20106:01:37 PM 

Video: Sister of missing dancer: Police should do more 

Ig~~""lceleste Flores-Narvaez, sister of missing Las Vegas dancer Debbie Flores-Narvaez, tells msnbc she doesn't 
believe the police are doing enough to try and find her sibling. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20106:13:32 PM 

'Asian flush' red flag for risk of cancer 

Ig~~""IFor some people of Asian descent, drinking alcohol can trigger a bright red blush, which can also increase 

their risk of esophageal cancer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20106:37:32 PM 

Video: Hackers to target phones, social media in 2011 

Ig~~""~ech expert Aton Edwards tells msnbc's Richard Liu that an upswing in the use of social media, and 

mobile phones is drawing the attention of hackers, who will concentrate their efforts on these platforms 
in 2011. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20106:48:50 PM 

Reagan, WALL-E among new postage stamps 

Ig~~""lpostage stamps honoring the 150th anniversary of the Civil War and the centennial of President Ronald 

Reagan's birth are part of the lineup of new stamps for 2011. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20106:53:21 PM 

Video: End of an era for the Kennedys 

Ig~~""IFor the first time in 63 years, there will be no Kennedys serving in elected office in Washington, D.C. 

when Congress starts back up in January. Msnbc's Contessa Brewer talks with Vote I.Q.'s Richard 
Shenkman about the end of an era. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20107:13:02 PM 

Is coal-fired power plant killing trees? 

Ig~~""IAIOng a stretch of Highway 21, in Texas' pastoral Hill Country, is a vegetative wasteland. Visible above the 

horizon is what some believe to be the culprit: a coal-fired power plant. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20107:30:41 PM 

Abandoned cars, buses slow blizzard cleanup 

The Blizzard of 2010 continued to impact millions on Tuesday - from travelers stuck at airports across the country to 

New Yorkers mad that their streets still hadn't been plowed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20107:55:59 PM 

'Teen Mom' Amber released from jail 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20108:40:43 PM 

700 NATO soldiers killed in 2010; new firefights 

Ig~~""IA coalition patrol fought off an insurgent attack in mountainous eastern Afghanistan Tuesday, on a day 

when two servicemen were killed in the country's troubled south, bringing the death toll for foreign 
troops in the country 2010 to 700, according to an AP count. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20109:01:05 PM 

Report: Lead 'Spider-Man' actress quits show 

Ig~~""INatalie Mendoza, who plays the villainess Arachne, has been working out an exit agreement for the past 

several days, The New York Times reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20109:08:25 PM 

The beauty of snowflakes magnified 

Ig~~""lcosmic Log: With the gripes and groans piling up in the aftermath of this week's East Coast blizzard, let's 

remember that snow has a beautiful side, especially when seen under a microscope. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20109:24:14 PM 

More tiny babies surviving, but with health issues 

Ig~~""lwhile still extraordinarily unlikely, the chances of survival are on the rise for infants born weighing less 

than 400 grams, or about the size of a potato, hints a new survey of the world's tiniest babies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2010 10:06:42 PM 

Confidence, housing shows recovery still weak 

Ig~~""lu.s. consumer confidence unexpectedly deteriorated in December, while prices of u.s. single-family 

homes fell almost double the expected pace in October, tempering growing optimism on the economy's 
recovery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/201011:15:01 PM 

Iraq leader: u.s. out by end of 2011 

Ig~~""lu.s. troops will complete their pullout from Iraq by the end of 2011, says Prime Minister al-Maliki in a 

newspaper interview in which he cited the deadline established in 2008. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/201011:15:13 PM 

Clooney, Google, UN team up to monitor Sudan 

A group founded by American actor George Clooney said Tuesday it has teamed up with Google, a U.N. agency and anti

genocide organizations to launch satellite surveillance of the border between north and south Sudan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2010 11:26:44 PM 

CDC: Salmonella outbreak spreads to 16 states 

An outbreak of salmonella that was tied to tainted alfalfa sprouts has grown to at least 94 cases in 16 states. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Tuesday, March 9, 2010 7:45 AM 

Lee, laimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: l-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 10 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

kalee2@bsu.edu i FW: Wbat TIger Woods SHOULD bave said 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Wednesday, March 17, 2010 8:45 AM 

Lee, laimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 2-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 2 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 12 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

2 12 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Kale Meeks <katesully81@hotmail.com> I DJonesFF 15MarlO attacbment 
bounce-26614847-21380368@listserv.unc.edu i [bfscdiscusslOn] ~·)IS()-8859-1 ~?[S()-8859- !?Q? 

45/Llbrary __ newsand __ events_~BB_Blog __ Arc?~ ~?]S()-8859-1 ?Q'Ihive_ 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 

16?~ 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/201011:43:50 PM 

Video: Travel mess to last till 2011? 

Ig~~""IDesPite the reopening of airports in the Northeast, the nightmare is expected continue for weary 
travelers. NBC's Jeff Rossen reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/201011:45:33 PM 

Video: Tough going for ambulances 

Ig~~""~he snow storm that paralyzed much of New York City also made it difficult for emergency workers to get 

patients to hospitals. NBC's Robert Bazell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/201011:49:11 PM 

Video: Rendell on 'wussification' of America 

Ig~~""lpennSYIVania Gov. Ed Rendell joins Brian Williams to talk about his recent radio statements about the 
cancelation of last Sunday night's football game because of the weather, and discusses whether America 

is becoming "too soft." (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2010 11:49:46 PM 

Jamaica police: Canadian tourist tried to kill wife 

A Canadian tourist has been charged with attempted murder in Jamaica, accused of slitting his wife's throat in a rental 

car and fabricating a phony carjacking story, police said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2010 11:54:52 PM 

Video: Deadliest New Orleans fire in 40 years 

r-~he fire in an abandoned warehouse killed eight people seeking shelterfram the freezing cold. NBC's 
hanh Troung reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/201012:06:16 AM 

Video: 'Ruff times: Helping dogs and owners stay together 

Ig~~""IA Massachusetts organization is helping dog owners who have fallen on hard times to keep their best 

friends. NBC's Anne Thompson reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/201012:08:14 AM 

E-mails, letters favor pardon for Billy the Kid 

Ig~~""IMore people say they favor a pardon for Billy the Kid than oppose the idea after Gov. Bill Richardson's 

office set up a website and e-mail address to take comments on a possible posthumous pardon for one of 
New Mexico's most famous Old West outlaws. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2010 12:09:31 AM 

PFT: Brady, Vick get starting nod in Pro Bowl 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/201012:30:12 AM 

Stuck on the tarmac: Headaches begin at landing 

r-~he East Coast blizzard that forced airlines to cancel thousands offlights - including 800 more on 
uesday - is far from being forgotten, and its effects are far from over. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2010 12:37:27 AM 

New economic adviser, new direction? 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama's choice for top economic adviser will be a decision that could signal a new direction for 

the administration as it struggles to jumpstart the economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20101:06:17 AM 

Extinct fighting bird swung its wings like clubs 

Ig~~""lsome dinosaurs had club-like tails that they smacked into foes, and now researchers have discovered that 

the wings of an extinct Jamaican bird evolved into similar structures that the bird would use to clobber 
rivals during fights. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20101:17:03 AM 

41 Mexican prison guards charged in mass jailbreak 

More than 40 prison guards have been charged with helping 153 inmates escape from a prison in a northern Mexican 

border city. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20101:22:24 AM 

Last police officer in Mexico border town vanishes 

The last remaining police officer in the Mexican border town of Guadalupe has disappeared, and prosecutors in northern 

Chihuahua state said Tuesday they have started a search for her. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20101:38:23 AM 

Cuba commutes death sentence against US man 

Cuba's Supreme Court on Tuesday commuted the death sentence against a Cuban-American who was the last person 

remaining on death row in the island nation, according to a veteran human rights activist. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20104:05:10 AM 

NBA-best Spurs rout Bryant, reeling Lakers 

Ig~~""~ony Parker scored 23 points and the San Antonio Spurs, backing up their NBA-best record against the 

defending champions, beat Kobe Bryant and the reeling Los Angeles Lakers 97-82 on Tuesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20104:14:57 AM 

Arizona inmate mistakenly released from jail 

Arizona authorities are searching for a shooting suspect who was mistakenly released from jail. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20104:20:31 AM 

Cosmic Log: How to pour that drink, scientifically 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: What's the best way to pour a glass of New Year's Eve champagne or 

winter stout? Once again, science has the answer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20104:22:08 AM 

Webb, Vikings deal Eagles damaging defeat 

Ig~~""~oe Webb threw for 195 yards and ran for a touchdown in his first career start filling in for an injured 

Brett Favre, and the lowly Minnesota Vikings stunned Michael Vick and the NFC East champion Eagles 24-
14 in the NFL's first Tuesday game since 1946. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20104:28:24 AM 

Judge clears way for Murkowski's Alaska Senate win 

A federal judge on Tuesday dismissed a lawsuit by Republican Joe Miller and lifted a stay on certification of Alaska's u.s. 
Senate election, clearing the way for Sen. Lisa Murkowski to officially be declared the winner. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20107:02:55 AM 

Russian military plane crash kills 12 

An aging Russian military cargo plane has crashed, killing all 12 people aboard, officials said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20107:35:43 AM 

Official: U.S. can't seal Afghan-Pakistan border 

u.s. troops are focusing on fighting the Taliban and defending towns, as it has become practically impossible to stop 

insurgents from slipping across, a senior u.s. military commander said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20109:18:16 AM 

New Orleans blaze killed musicians, artists 

Ig~~""IEight homeless squatters who died in a fire at an abandoned warehouse were accomplished musicians 

and artists who rejected the label "gutter punk," acquaintances said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20109:28:22 AM 

2 bombs explode at Italian right-wing party HQ 

Police say two small bombs have exploded overnight in front of the northern Italian headquarters of a right-wing party 

that is a member of Premier Silvio Berlusconi's government. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/201010:05:17 AM 

Cop, two others found dead in Texas apartment 

A police officer and two other people were found dead Tuesday night after the cop responded to a domestic violence 

call, according to reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/201010:48:19 AM 

China: No wild parties at taxpayer expense 

China plans to crack down in the coming year on lavish parties and seminars organized by government officials, hoping 

to placate a public angered by corruption and accounts of sex and booze-fueled fetes held at taxpayer expense. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/201011:43:25 AM 

'Let them do it!': Chavez dares u.s. to cut ties 

Ig~~""lvenezuelan President Hugo Chavez dared the United States to expel his ambassador or cut off diplomatic 
ties in retaliation for his rejection of Washington's choice for ambassador to Caracas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2010 12:03:40 PM 

Israel deputy PM: West has 3 years to stop Iran 

Ig~~""~he U.S. and its allies have up to three years to curb Iran's nuclear programme, a senior Israeli official said 

on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2010 12:30:57 PM 

Just one luxury item can spark a shopping spree 

Just as a tiny bite of chocolate cake can dash a dieter's will-power, the purchase of one special item that's nicer than our 

other possessions can spark a shopping spree, a new study shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2010 12:46:23 PM 

Top money-saving innovations of the last decade 

Ig~~""IA product becomes truly successful when it enters the lexicon as a verb. Did you 'skype' your friends 

recently? Here are 10 innovations, including the internet telephone service Skype, that can save money. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2010 12:53:49 PM 

Video: Skiers describe chair lift ordeal 

Ig~~""ILiza Tarr and Derek Miller, two of the riders on the derailed chair lift at Sugarloaf Mountain, tell TODAY's 
Ann Curry about their ordeal. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2010 12:55:01 PM 

Video: Northeast struggles to dig out of blizzard mess 

Ig~~""IAS residents wait for plows to clear more roadways, many passengers at airports across the Northeast 
remain stranded. NBC's Jeff Rossen reports from New York City. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2010 12:55:35 PM 

Blow that bonus on one of these pricey cars 

Ig~~""[hink you've seen an expensive car or two? Have you ever seen one with lambswool carpeting? You'll 

find that and more as part of this list of the world's most expensive cars. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20101:18:25 PM 

Video: Is your restaurant fave a food offender? 

Ig~~""IDavid Zinczenko, of Men's Health magazine, dissects the fat and calorie counts in some of America's 
favorite chain restaurants to see which plate is 2010's top food offender. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20101:20:30 PM 

Video: William, Kate say no to servants 

Ig~~""~he engaged royals say they don't need to have butlers, maids and cooks, just a quiet home for two. 
NBC's Martin Fletcher reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20101:24:30 PM 

Cops: Man playing real-life 'Frogger' hit by SUV 

A man has been hospitalized after police in South Carolina say he was hit by an SUV while playing a real-life version of 

the video game "Frogger." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20101:49:10 PM 

Rising rivers prompt evacuations in Australia 

The military cleared a town in eastern Australia on Wednesday, airlifting the entire population of 300 people by 

helicopter from an area where waters were continuing to rise after days of drenching rain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20102:06:04 PM 

Why your child's school bus has no seat belts 

Most U.S. school buses don't have seat belts or similar restraints to protect children in an accident. That's because 

research suggests they're safer that way. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20102:09:46 PM 

Video: Should my baby go pro? 

Ig~~""IAre parents putting too much pressure on their kids - even toddlers - to become professional athletes? 
Parenting expert Brooke de Lench weighs in. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20102:43:44 PM 

Suspect package at u.S. embassy a false alarm 

Ig~~""lpolice say a suspicious package reported by the u.s. Embassy to the Vatican was a false alarm. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20102:57:19 PM 

Vote: Should William and Kate live without servants? 

Ig~~""~he young royal couple is determined to live a "normal" life, without the help of butlers, chauffeurs and 

personal chefs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20103:00:00 PM 

Police: Man stole video game system from boy's casket 

State police are trying to find a man who they say stole a hand-held video game system and accessories from the casket 

of a teen who had been killed in a traffic accident on Christmas Day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20103:05:03 PM 

Five held over 'imminent' attack over cartoons 

Ig~~""IDenmark's intelligence service arrested four people suspected of planning a terror attack on a newspaper 

that printed the Prophet Muhammad cartoons. Sweden arrested a fifth suspect. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20103:05:40 PM 

Video: Son triumphs over mother's deadly disease 

Ig~~""IAfter battling breast cancer with humor and grace, Sara Adair passed away in 2007. But despite her son's 

sterility from cystic fibrosis, he was able to father Adair's dream grandchild. NBC's Kristen Welker 
reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20103:08:58 PM 

Video: Helping women survive childbirth in Ethiopia 

Ig~~""~enna Bush Hager takes a look at how one group is training midwives to help reduce maternal mortality in 
the poor African nation. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20103:38:31 PM 

Alaska looks to cash in on Palin, 'Deadliest Catch' 

Ig~~""IAlaska tourism promoters are hoping the flash of Sarah Palin, "Deadliest Catch," "Ice-Road Truckers" and 

other popular media stars will translate to more visitors to the 49th state. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20103:39:05 PM 

Bison ranchers struggle to meet demand 

Ig~~""~he deep snow blanketing the Midwest prairie didn't bother the bison on Ed Eichten's ranch one bit. The 
hardy animals evolved to survive - even thrive - year-round on the open range, and with their big 

heads, they can plow right through drifts 5-feet tailor more. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20103:43:15 PM 

Concrete jungle: Department store's zoo sparks fury 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20103:57:19 PM 

Video: Fireworks explode during police raid in Peru 

r-~ vendor sets of his fireworks at police as they raid a market that sells the fireworks illegally. 
ODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20104:17:09 PM 

Video: Brawl trashes Hollywood diner 

Ig~~""IA group of patrons at Mel's Diner on Hollywood's Sunset Boulevard continue their fight from the dining 
room to the parking lot. TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20104:17:41 PM 

U.S. foreclosures jumped in the third quarter 

u.s. home foreclosures jumped in the third quarter and banks' efforts to keep borrowers in their homes dropped as the 

housing market continues to struggle, u.s. bank regulators say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20104:29:59 PM 

Video: Student invents high-tech coat for homeless 

Ig~~""IA Michigan college student is trying to get 25 of the potentially life-saving coats to homeless people this 
winter. Roger Weber reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20104:54:04 PM 

Video: Explosion rocks Mich. furniture store 

Ig~~""lone person is critically injured after a natural gas explosion at a furniture store in Wayne, Mich. WDIV's 
Jim Kiertzner reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20104:55:12 PM 

Poll: Baby boomers fear outliving Medicare 

Ig~~""~he first baby boomers will be old enough to qualify for Medicare Jan. 1, and many fear the program's 

obituary will be written before their own. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20105:09:21 PM 

Video: Man quits job, makes a million suing spammers 

Ig~~""IMsnbcls Richard Lui talks with Daniel Balsam who quit his job in marketing to sue companies who violate 

anti-spamming laws. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20106:16:25 PM 

NFL fines Favre $50K for 'failure to cooperate' 

Ig~~""~he NFL has fined Brett Favre $50,000 for a "failure to cooperate" with the investigation into allegations 

he sent inappropriate messages and lewd photos to a former New York Jets game-day hostess. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20106:30:25 PM 

Man arrested for punching teenager on plane 

Ig~~""lpolice in Boise, Idaho, arrested a 68-year-old man on Tuesday for reportedly punching a 15-year-old boy 

who refused to turn off his iPhone on a flight. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20106:52:52 PM 

N.Y.-area airports running (mostly) on time 

Ig~~""INew York-area airports were running mostly on time Wednesday, but clusters of tired, resigned 

passengers were still camped out waiting to go home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20106:57:41 PM 

Blizzard delays $1 billion in retail spending 

Ig~~""~he blizzard that swept through the Northeast on Sunday and Monday delayed $1 billion in retail 

spending, according to estimates by a research firm. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20107:09:45 PM 

Opinion: 'Death panels' alive - and healthy 

When talk of end-of-life planning stirred a political storm over "death panels," Democrats dropped it from the health 

care reform bill. Now, the plan is back in the form of Medicare regulation. Here's why you shouldn't be scared. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20107:13:06 PM 

Palestinians target settlements in U.N. resolution 

Ig~~""~he Palestinians plan to ask the U.N. Security Council in the coming days to declare Israeli settlements 

illegal and demand a halt to their construction, officials said Wednesday, in a high stakes gamble aimed at 
increasing pressure on Israel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20107:26:52 PM 

Meat, poultry to have nutrition labels by 2012 

Nutritional labels will be mandatory on 40 popular cuts of meat and poultry products beginning in 2012, a measure the 

u.s. Department of Agriculture said make it easier for consumers to understand the content of the foods they buy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20107:34:05 PM 

Iran reports arrest of 7 al-Qaida suspects 

Iran's state news agency reported Wednesday that security forces have arrested seven people near the border with Iraq 

and alleged they are al-Qaida suspects. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20108:27:29 PM 

Texting trolley driver admits guilt in crash 

Ig~~""IA subway driver who authorities say was texting his girlfriend just before his trolley slammed into the 

back of another one near an underground station, injuring more than 60 people, pleaded guilty 
Wednesday and was sentenced to probation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20108:37:40 PM 

Jet slides off runway at Jackson Hole Airport 

An American Airlines jet went past the end of a snowy runway while landing at Wyoming's Jackson Hole Airport on 

Wednesday, but no one was injured and the plane was not damaged, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20108:40:58 PM 

Probation for killing after dog pees on prize lawn 

A former Marine who was convicted of second-degree murder in the shooting death of a man whose puppy urinated on 

his award-winning lawn was sentenced Wednesday to four years probation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20108:41:42 PM 

Model in anti-anorexia campaign dies 

Ig~~""llsabelle Caro, a French actress and model whose anorexic image appeared in a shock Italian ad campaign, 

has died at the age of 28. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20109:14:13 PM 

'Weird life' arguments reveal science at work 

Ig~~""lcosmic Log: Scientists say the arguments raging over the existence (or non-existence) of arsenic-based 

life demonstrate the strengths rather than the flaws of the scientific method. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20109:34:50 PM 

Professors challenge rich to give back tax cuts 

Upset about the recently extended tax cuts for the rich, three professors have created a website that encourages 

wealthy Americans to give their tax savings to charities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20109:56:31 PM 

Christmas trees: 'Green' fuel of the future? 

Ig~~""lcosmic Log: Roasted Christmas trees could become an energy source if a scheme cooked up by British 

engineers is successful. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2010 10:04:35 PM 

Maine ski area: lift had problem before failure 

Ig~~""IA Maine ski area says workers who were trying to realign a ski lift cable had stopped to get riders off the 

lift when the cable jumped its track, sending skiers plummeting 25 to 30 feet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/201010:18:22 PM 

Armored car sales jump as drug war batters Mexico 

Ig~~""IArmored cars and body armor in Mexico are no longer exclusively for government officials, foreign 

executives and the super rich, as a raging drug war spreads across the country, leading to a spike in 
orders. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2010 10:20:33 PM 

Politicians get the superhero treatment 

Ig~~""lpOliticians get the superhero treatment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2010 10:27:25 PM 

Jazz musician Billy Taylor dies at 89 

Ig~~""IBiIIY Taylor, a leading jazz musician and composer who introduced the genre to wider audiences as a TV 

broadcaster, teacher and booster of new talent, died Tuesday in New York of heart failure, age 89. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/201010:33:12 PM 

No duh: The year in obvious scientific studies 

Along with some truly groundbreaking discoveries, scientists this year told us a few things we already kind of knew. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2010 10:53:20 PM 

Countless Juarez residents flee 'dying city' 

Ig~~""~he mother of four raised a finger, pointing out abandoned and stripped concrete homes and counting 

how many families have fled the Western Hemisphere's deadliest city on her street alone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2010 10:56:42 PM 

Prosecutor: Defense to claim Jackson killed self 

Ig~~""~he defense for the doctor facing trial for involuntary manslaughter in Michael Jackson's death will 

suggest the singer actually killed himself, a prosecutor said during a hearing Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/201011:13:42 PM 

Travelers say airlines' customer service failed 

Ig~~""lpassengers are lashing out at airlines for poor customer service after this week's storm on the East Coast 

left thousands stranded and unable to get through to reservation agents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/201011:43:28 PM 

Video: Bloomberg takes blame for blizzard meltdown 

Ig~~""~empers flared over New York City's slow response to the blizzard after tragedy struck several New York 

City residents who couldn't be reached by emergency services because of impassable roads. NBC's Jeff 
Rossen reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/201011:43:33 PM 

Video: Another storm slams West Coast 

Ig~~""IAlreadY soaked from last week's weather beating, California got hit with another punishing storm system 
on Wednesday. NBC's Kristen Welker reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2010 11:53:33 PM 

Video: Mystery surrounds death at Busch heir's home 

Ig~~""IA sudden death at the St. Louis home of August Busch IV, the heir to the Anheuser-Busch beer fortune, 

has drawn the spotlight back on to a fabled and frequently troubled American family. NBC's John Yang 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/201012:02:36 AM 

Waitress returns $1,200 to customer 

Ig~~""IAn Ohio waitress returns more than $1,000 cash to a customer who left his money for buying Christmas 

presents on a table she had waited on. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2010 12:04:47 AM 

Video: Manatees seek refuge from frigid waters 

Ig~~""IEndangered by a cold spell that set low-temperature records throughout the South, hundreds of Florida's 

beloved manatees have sought shelter in the warm waters of nearby power plants. NBC's Kerry Sanders 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20101:00:59 AM 

U.S. revokes Venezuelan ambassador's visa 

Ig~~""lu.s. revokes visa of Venezuelan ambassador to Washington in apparent retaliation for Venezuela's 

rejection of the u.s. envoy to Caracas, a diplomat said on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20101:53:41 AM 

Maryland wins Military Bowl in Friedgen's finale 

Ig~~""IMarYland coach Ralph Friedgen is heading into unemployment as a winner. The Terrapins handled East 
Carolina, 51-20, in the Military Bowl in Washington on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20101:55:58 AM 

Buzz Aldrin sues trading-card company Topps 

Ig~~""IFormer lunar astronaut Buzz Aldrin is not over the moon about the use of his photo on a series of trading 

cards. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20102:14:56 AM 

Winds, cold blast slam California after storm 

Ig~~""ICOld blasts of wind hit California on Wednesday in the trail of a storm that dumped more rain and snow 

on the soggy state but failed to trigger significant new mudflows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20102:22:13 AM 

'Zombie' satellite comes back to life 

Ig~~""IA "zombie satellite" that spent months sending out signals while it was adrift in orbit has sprung back to 

life, resetting itself after its unexplained breakdown in space earlier this year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20102:22:32 AM 

No. 15 Notre Dame tops No.9 Georgetown 

Ig~~""~im Abromaitis scored 20 points and Tyrone Nash added 15 points and 10 rebounds to lead No. 15 Notre 
Dame to a 69-55 win over No.9 Georgetown on Wednesday night in the Big East conference opener. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20103:02:08 AM 

Leshoure's 3 TDs send Illinois past Baylor 

Ig~~""IMikel Leshoure ran for 184 yards and three touchdowns as Illinois earned its first bowl victory since 1999, 
beating Baylor 38-14 Wednesday night in the Texas Bowl. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20103:26:32 AM 

Celtics lose Garnett to injury, fall to Pistons 

Ig~~""IKeVin Garnett left in the first quarter with a leg injury, and the Boston Celtics looked ragged without him 
in a 104-92 loss to the Detroit Pistons on Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20103:45:01 AM 

Lakers snap slide with Odom coming off bench 

Ig~~""ILamar adam responded to his first time out of the starting lineup this season by scoring 24 points, and 

the Los Angeles Lakers convincingly ended a three-game losing streak with a 103-88 victory over the New 

Orleans Hornets on Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20104:39:58 AM 

Rescuers recover 2 bodies from store rubble 

Rescuers pull two bodies and the injured owner of Detroit-area furniture store from the rubble after a suspected 

natural-gas explosion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20105:01:47 AM 

Online we're as likely to buy digital goods as 'real' ones 

Two-thirds of Internet users go online to buy "tangible" products like books or clothing, and nearly the same percentage 

now are also turning to the Web to buy "intangibles" like software, games and digital music, ringtones, books and 

newspaper subscriptions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20105:29:37 AM 

ConsumerMan: DIRECTV changes its ways 

Thousands of unhappy satellite TV customers around the country will get refunds in the New Year, courtesy of DIRECTV, 

the nation's largest satellite TV service. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20105:38:14 AM 

Wade scores 45 to lead Heat past Rockets 

Ig~~""IDWyane Wade scored 45 points and the Miami Heat extended their road winning streak to 10 games with 
a 125-119 win over the Houston Rockets on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20107:03:04 AM 

Haiti judge declines charges against US aid worker 

An American aid worker has been released from a notoriously overcrowded Haitian prison after a judge apparently 

cleared him of allegations that he kidnapped an infant from a hospital where he worked as a volunteer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20107:17:19 AM 

No. 16 Okla. St. stomps Arizona in Alamo Bowl 

Ig~~""~ustin Blackmon caught two touchdown passes, including a 71-yard strike, and No. 16 Oklahoma State 
finished its first ll-win season with a 36-10 victory over Arizona in the Alamo Bowl on Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20109:17:19 AM 

Sister's kidney donation condition of parole 

Ig~~""IMiSSiSSiPPi Gov. Haley Barbour has suspended the life sentences of two sisters for a 1994 armed robbery 

on the condition that one of the women donates a kidney to her sister. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20109:46:45 AM 

Greece: Blast at court buildings 

Ig~~""IAn explosion has damaged two administrative court buildings in central Athens. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2010 10:37:37 AM 

Thousands without fresh water in N. Ireland 

Ig~~""INorthern Ireland's government will hold an emergency meeting to address the country's mounting water 

crisis as tens of thousands of people remained without water for a ninth day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/201011:24:15 AM 

For bayou tribe, new year brings only uncertainty 

Ig~~""IFor a Native American tribe in Louisiana's bayou, a way of life that depends on the marsh is rife with 

uncertainty in the wake of the oil spill. Even the holiday menu has changed. By msnbc.com's Kari Huus. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2010 11:48:05 AM 

PhotoBlog 

Ig~~""llndia slum fire kills 4 kids, leaves 100 homeless 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2010 12:32:07 PM 

Denmark terror suspect freed, 3 others to court 

Ig~~""IAn Iraqi asylum seeker accused of plotting a shooting attack on the newspaper that published cartoons of 

the Prophet Muhammad was freed Thursday due to an apparent lack of evidence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/201012:46:36 PM 

Video: Woman: N.Y.'s slow snow response killed my mom 

Ig~~""INearIY four days after the last snowflakes fell in the blizzard of 2010, many roads have still not been 

plowed, creating a big problem for emergency services. NBC's Jeff Rossen reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20101:13:01 PM 

Video: Video shows 'Crossbow Cannibal' moments after slaying 

Ig~~""INew video shows Stephen Griffiths, with crossbow in hand, proudly staring at a CCTV camera moments 

after killing a sex worker. NBC's Martin Fletcher reports and criminal profiler Clint Van Zandt weighs in on 
the case. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20101:26:25 PM 

Russian tycoon Khodorkovsky gets 6 more years 

Ig~~""~ailed Russian oil tycoon Mikhail Khodorkovsky was sentenced to six more years in prison Thursday 

following a trial seen as payback for his defiance of Vladimir Putin's power. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20101:38:16 PM 

Cold and flu season ramps up across u.s. 

If it seems like everyone around you is sick, you're right. Flu and cold season is starting around the U.S., experts say. And 

all that holiday togetherness provided a perfect environment for germs to spread. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20101:42:44 PM 

Will 2011 be a stretch of bad road for autos? 

Ig~~""~he waning days of 2010 offer an opportunity to look back on what might charitably be described as a 
"learning experience" for much of the auto industry. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20101:47:00 PM 

Planning a 'polar bear plunge'? How your body reacts 

Ig~~""llmmerSing your scantily-clad body in ice-cold water may give you serious bragging rights. But does it pose 
any risks - or offer any benefits - for your health? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20101:55:24 PM 

Video: Video: Willie Geist rounds up 2010's best moments 

Ig~~""IFrom smoking babies to surfing alpacas, Morning Joe's Willie Geist counts down his favorite wacky and 
weird stories of the year. (Morning Joe) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20102:06:16 PM 

Queen Elizabeth II becomes great-grandmother 

Ig~~""IAutumn Phillips, wife of the queen's grandson, Peter Phillips, has given birth to a baby girl. The baby is 
the queen's first great-grandchild and is 12th in line to the throne. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20102:25:16 PM 

Cold, flu myths: Sorting fact from fiction 

Ig~~""lcan going outside with wet hair make you sick? Do allergies go dormant in the winter? These myths 

about the health perils of winter rank up there with the abominable snowman 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20102:57:35 PM 

Blast kills at least 14 civilians in Afghanistan 

Ig~~""IA roadside bomb blew up next to a minibus at a crowded intersection on a major highway in southern 

Afghanistan on Thursday, killing at least 14 civilians, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20103:05:26 PM 

Video: How past presidents spent their vacations 

Ig~~""lpresidential historian Doris Kearns Goodwin reflects on how former presidents have spent their vacation 
time away from the White House. (The Daily Rundown) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20103:06:15 PM 

Ford recalls 15,000 trucks and crossovers 

Ford is recalling nearly 15,000 trucks and crossovers due to problems with electrical systems that can short and create a 

fire. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20103:08:00 PM 

Timeline: Biggest political events of 2010 

Ig~~""~he newsmakers and headlines that shaped this year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20103:08:12 PM 

Pending home sales up 3.5%, Realtors say 

Contracts for pending sales of previously owned u.s. homes rose faster than expected in November, though sales 

remained below "normal" activity levels, a real estate trade group says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20103:14:29 PM 

America's best cities for New Year's Eve 

Ig~~""llt takes more than a dropping ball or a big crowd to make for a great New Year's Eve celebration. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20103:25:39 PM 

Authorities crack down on flea market fakes 

Ig~~""lused to be, if you wanted a knockoff handbag or fake fragrance, Lower Manhattan's Canal Street was a 

mecca. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20103:33:07 PM 

Tanier: Is Bradford best rookie QB ever? 

Ig~~""~anier: No matter who wins the NFC West on Sunday night, Sam Bradford has already won. He has 

enjoyed one of the greatest rookie seasons by a quarterback in NFL history, but is he the best? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20103:45:14 PM 

Video: Baby's favorite word? No! 

Ig~~""IA 16-month-old from Nashville is winning hearts on YouTube as she repeats her favorite, one-word 
answer to all of her parents' questions. TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20103:58:25 PM 

Video: Science behind your New Year's Kiss 

Ig~~""lwant to start the new year right? Pucker up! It's not just a silly tradition - there may be some science 
behind those New Year's Eve lip locks. MSNBC's Norah O'Donnell talks with Sheril Kirshenbaum, author of 

the liThe Science of Kissing." (The Daily Rundown) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20104:06:12 PM 

Economy ends 2010 with sigh of relief 

Ig~~""~he number of people applying for unemployment benefits fell to its lowest point in nearly two and a half 

years, a sign that the job market is slowly improving. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20104:12:15 PM 

Video: What had you talking this year? 

Ig~~""IFrom Elizabeth Edwards to school bullying, iVillage's Kelly Wallace reveals which events and people had 
the online community buzzing in 2010. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20104:16:34 PM 

Verizon iPhone due within weeks, says Bloomberg 

A report from Bloomberg Businessweek says that not only is the Verizon iPhone likely to appear by Valentine's Day, but 

that Apple will probably hold "one of its splashy product introductions" announcing the new product - and the end of 

AT&T iPhone exclusivity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20104:36:46 PM 

O'Donnell blames disgruntled former aides for probe 

Failed u.s. Senate candidate Christine O'Donnell said accusations she misspent campaign funds are politically motivated 

and stoked by disgruntled former campaign workers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20105:00:50 PM 

Airlines able to absorb costs of crippling blizzard 

Airlines were well positioned to absorb the costs of the blizzard that stranded thousands of passengers this week, but 

they might be less lucky if a similar storm hits in January when business travel picks up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20105:04:48 PM 

What you pay into Medicare won't cover costs 

People only put a third of the amount into the Medicare system that they'll get back in benefits, finds a newly updated 

financial analysis that raises concerns about the growing gap. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20105:21:03 PM 

Video: Man swears 'Drunken Raisins' help with arthritis 

Ig~~""IA Colorado man is making a business out of producing gin-soaked raisins that he claims help 
arthritis. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20105:32:48 PM 

Haiti suffers year of crisis with nobody in charge 

Ig~~""~he silhouetted bodies moved in waves through the night, climbing out of crumbled homes and across 

mounds of rubble. Hundreds of thousands of people made their way to the center of the shattered city 
by the thin light of a waning crescent moon. There was hardly a sound. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20105:36:13 PM 

Inspiration for 'Rosie the Riveter' dies at 86 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20105:43:30 PM 

Magnitude 3.8 earthquake rattles Indiana 

A magnitude 3.8 earthquake shook parts of Indiana and four other states Thursday, prompting a wave of calls to local 

authorities from rattled residents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20106:22:19 PM 

PFT's picks: Packers, Colts will advance 

Ig~~""lpFTIS picks: In the final week of the regular season, Green Bay, Indianapolis will triumph in must-win 

games Sunday. But as for Seahawks-Rams ... well, we're split. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20106:28:28 PM 

Former Israeli president convicted of rape 

Ig~~""IFormer President Moshe Katsav was convicted Thursday of raping an employee when he was a Cabinet 
minister, the most serious criminal charges ever brought against a high-ranking official in Israel and a case 

that shocked the nation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20106:51:22 PM 

Video: Ex-Shell CEO: Gas prices could reach $5 by 2012 

Ig~~""~ohn Hofmeister, former CEO of Shell's u.S. operations and author of the book "Why We Hate Oil 

Companies," tells NBC's Norah O'Donnell why gas prices could reach $5 per gallon by 2012. (Mitchell 
Reports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20107:09:40 PM 

U.S.: Khodorkovsky sentence an abuse of justice 

Ig~~""~he United States suggested Thursday the sentencing of a former Russian tycoon to six more years in 

prison was an abuse of justice and a senior U.s. official said it may impede Russia's entry into the World 
Trade Organization. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20107:19:53 PM 

NYT: Kodachrome's road ends at Kansas photo lab 

r-~he celebrated 7S-year run from mainstream to niche photography is scheduled to come to an end on 
hursday when the last processing machine is shut down here to be sold for scrap. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20107:49:07 PM 

Say what? Docs debunk health tips of the stars 

Science campaigners laid bare some of the most dubious celebrity-endorsed health tips on Wednesday, rubbishing ideas 

such as reabsorbing sperm and wearing silicone bracelets to boost energy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20107:58:07 PM 

48 coal mine deaths in 2010 is worst since 1992 

The u.s. coal industry had its deadliest year in nearly two decades in 2010, with much of the death toll stemming from a 

single explosion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20108:02:37 PM 

Octomom's home may be sold to porn king 

Ig~~""lporn kingpin may buy Nadya Suleman's California home after she fell behind in mortgage payments 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20108:16:15 PM 

Barbour's freeing of Miss. women, any political implications? 

Haley Barbour, the Mississippi governor mulling a 2012 Republican presidential run, will issue the early release of two 

sisters serving life sentences in his state for armed robbery. So was his move politically motivated? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20108:20:18 PM 

Video: Triplets born 11 years apart 

Ig~~""IDr. Jani Jensen with the Mayo clinic explains how a British woman delivered triplets 11 years 
apart. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20108:24:06 PM 

Child cancer cluster confounds tiny Ohio town 

Ig~~""~ust about every mom and dad in the rural northern Ohio town of Clyde gets nervous whenever their 

children get a sinus infection or a stomachache lingers. It's hard not to panic since mysterious cancers 
have sickened dozens of area children in recent years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20108:31:52 PM 

Was NYC snow plow effort sabotaged? 

Mayor Michael Bloomberg on Thursday promised to investigate claims that some plow supervisors had sabotaged the 

city's snow removal effort in an act of revenge. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20108:37:36 PM 

Budget woes force state parks to delay maintenance 

At state parks across the nation, this is the toll of the deepening budget crisis and years of financial neglect: crumbling 

roads, faltering roofs, deteriorating restrooms. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20109:14:43 PM 

He may not walk softly, but he carries a big stick 

As a Manassas, Va.} store owner opens his business, a man barges in wielding a pole taller than he is. As far as police are 

concerned, it's an armed robbery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20109:16:07 PM 

UConn women bring 90-game win streak to Stanford 

Ig~~""~op-ranked Connecticut owns the gO-game winning streak that started after a loss to Stanford in the 

2008 NCAA semifinals. The Cardinal have their own impressive streak: 51 consecutive victories on their 
home floor in Maples Pavilion. Now they meet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2010 10:42:36 PM 

Gulf spill fund adviser being paid with BP cash 

A law professor being paid $950 an hour with BP's money has declared that the czar of the $20 billion claims fund for 

Gulf oil spill victims is independent of the oil giant. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2010 10:50:42 PM 

2 die as blizzard conditions tear across West 

Ig~~""IDenver and other parts of Colorado as well as New Mexico were getting hammered Thursday by blizzard 

conditions that earlier were tied to the deaths of a snowboarder and a snowmobiler. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2010 10:57:40 PM 

Gunmen target Christian homes, 2 killed 

Militants attacked at least four Christian homes Thursday night with a combination of grenades and bombs, killing two 

people and sending fear into the already terrified tiny Christian community. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/201011:25:50 PM 

Video: Italy rings in 2011 with a bag ban 

Ig~~""IA ban on single use plastic bags will go into effect in Italy at the beginning of the new year. Msnbc.com's 
Keva Andersen reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/201011:36:50 PM 

8 tech ways to curb New Year's drunkenness 

Ig~~""[hiS New Year's Eve, many of us will raise a toast or two to the dawn of 2011, and afterward we might 

feel inspired to contact exes, bosses or others with whom it's best not to communicate while under the 
influence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/201011:48:20 PM 

Video: Weather made snowboarder rescue 'impossible' 

Ig~~""~he powerful winter storm created blizzard conditions in parts of the country, including Lake Tahoe, 

Calif., where a missing snowboarder was found dead. NBC's Kristin Welker reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/201011:51:17 PM 

Video: In Miss., an unusual case of executive clemency 

Ig~~""IGov. Haley Barbour has ordered the release of two sisters who were serving a life sentence for armed 

robbery. One of them needs a kidney transplant, and the other has agreed to be the donor. NBC's Pete 
Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2010 11:52:31 PM 

Video: Oil tycoon sentenced for taking on Putin? 

Ig~~""~he U.S. government condemned a Russian judge's sentence of former Russian oil tycoon Mikhail 

Khodorkovsky, saying the ruling is an "abuse of power." U.S. officials, however, say that President Obama 
will continue to try to improve relations with Moscow. NBC's Andrea Mitchell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/201011:53:32 PM 

Video: Hidden perils in kidney dialysis 

Ig~~""IWhY is the government withholding data on clinics that perform dialysis treatments? NBC News teamed 

with the investigative group ProPublica. Senior Investigative Correspondent Lisa Myers reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/201011:58:30 PM 

Video: Woman who inspired 'Rosie the Riveter' dies 

Ig~~""IGeraldine Doyle was a 17-year-old metal plant worker when her photograph inspired the famous "We 

Can Do It!" poster. She passed away Sunday at 86 years old. NBC's Lester Holt reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/2010 12:06:02 AM 

Video: A road ruin for the Serengeti? 

Ig~~""~he Tanzanian government plans to build a road straight through the Serengeti National Park, an eden of 

biodiversity. The construction could bring prosperity to a poor nation, but could also destroy an 
environmental treasure. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/2010 12:24:59 AM 

Syracuse holds off K-State in Pinstripe Bowl 

Ig~~""IDelone Carter ran for 198 yards and two touchdowns, Marcus Sales caught three long TD passes and 
Syracuse got some help from a celebration penalty on Kansas State to beat the Wildcats 36-34 in the first 

Pinstripe Bowl at Yankee Stadium. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20101:06:46 AM 

Noah's Ark park sails forth despite flood of criticism 

The creationist ministry planning to build a $172 million theme park around a full-size Noah's ark says it deserves 

Kentucky tax breaks for its non-religious tourist attraction. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20101:11:14 AM 

HBT: little League bans composite bats 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20101:28:49 AM 

Securing New Year's Eve in Times Square 

Ig~~""llt's the biggest public party in the country. Nearly a million revelers will cram into the streets of Times 

Square to watch the ball drop on New Year's Eve. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20101:39:23 AM 

NFL fines Jets $100,000 in Alosi tripping incident 

Ig~~""~he New York Jets are paying for their sideline shenanigans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20104:30:02 AM 

U.S. helps Ukraine secure two bombs' worth of uranium 

The United States has helped Ukraine send to Russia enough uranium to build two atomic bombs in a secret operation 

aimed at securing nuclear material. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20105:14:15 AM 

Bomb explodes outside closed Athens night club 

Ig~~""lpolice in Greece say a powerful bomb has exploded outside a closed night club in Athens, causing no 

injuries, in an attack linked with criminal extortion groups. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20105:28:55 AM 

New Orleans getting rid of last FEMA trailers 

Ig~~""~he era of the FEMA trailer - a symbol of the prolonged rebuilding from Hurricane Katrina - might be 

drawing to a close in New Orleans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20106:04:08 AM 

Stanford halts UConn women's streak at 90 

Ig~~""~eanette Pohlen scored 31 points and the Stanford women snapped the longest winning streak in college 
basketball history, 71-59, over top-ranked Connecticut on Thursday night in an emotion-packed battle of 

the sport's elite powers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20106:10:35 AM 

Aussie flood zone bigger than France, Germany 

Ig~~""IMore than 200,000 people have been affected by relentless flooding in northeast Australia, with the 

flood zone now stretching over an area bigger than France and Germany combined, officials said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20106:22:22 AM 

Word warriors vanquish 'viral,' eradicate 'epic' 

It's official: Viral went viral, and now it's been virtually vaporized. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20106:42:09 AM 

Spurs keep rolling, top Dirk-less Mavericks 

Ig~~""~he San Antonio Spurs beat the Dallas Mavericks 99-93 in a showdown between the top two teams in the 

Western Conference on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20107:44:34 AM 

Washington tops No. 17 Nebraska in Holiday Bowl 

Ig~~""~ake Locker bounced back from an injury and scored on a 25-yard run in the third quarter, and tailback 
Chris Polk ran for 177 yards and a score to help the Washington Huskies to a 19-7 win over the listless No. 

17 Nebraska Cornhuskers in the Holiday Bowl on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/2010 10:48:20 AM 

Spy Anna Chapman gets her dream pet: a lion 

Ig~~""IRussian spy Anna Chapman has revealed her secrets in her first TV interview: She has a passion for 

shooting and wants a lion as a pet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/201011:13:06 AM 

Albino boy killed in Burundi, witchcraft suspected 

A twelve-year old albino boy was killed late on Thursday by armed men in the central Burundi district of Kiganda in what 

authorities suspect could be linked to witchcraft. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/201011:16:14 AM 

Dinner cruise boat runs aground off Maui 

A boat carrying 60 people on a dinner cruise ran aground in an Hawaiian harbor, but passengers were rescued by 

another vessel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20101:11:05 PM 

These old brands are poised for a '11 comeback 

Ig~~""IWill 2011 produce a new Old Spice? The incredible success of the "Old Spice Guy" ad shows the potential 

of heritage brands to revive themselves younger generations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20102:12:47 PM 

Australia flood zone is larger than Texas 

Ig~~""IMilitary aircraft dropped supplies to towns cut off by floods in northeastern Australia as the prime 

minister promised new assistance Friday to the 200,000 people affected by waters covering an area 
larger than France and Germany combined. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20102:28:29 PM 

Snowstorm causes 100-car pileup in N.D. 

A wintertime onslaught of snow, rain and bitter wind continued to wreak havoc into New Year's Eve, pounding westerly 

states and causing a lOO-car pileup further east in North Dakota. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20102:55:13 PM 

Video: The most memorable photo of 2010 

Ig~~""~ODAYJS Lester Holt takes a look back at some of the most inspiring images from 2010 and reveals the 

photo of the year (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20102:57:35 PM 

10 most popular brand pages on Facebook 

Ig~~""IFacebook has become the home page of choice for millions, prompting an ever-increasing interest in 

brand pages. Here are the 10 most popular of those pages on the social-networking website. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20103:21:14 PM 

Video: Cheers! Spa uses booze for massage treatment 

Ig~~""~ODAYJS Jenna Wolfe visits a Florida spa that's using a non-traditional technique for massage therapy: 

beer! (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20103:22:48 PM 

Australia flood zone is larger than Texas 

Ig~~""IMilitary aircraft dropped supplies to towns cut off by floods in northeastern Australia as the prime 

minister promised new assistance Friday to the 200,000 people affected. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20103:28:09 PM 

Afghan officials say Taliban commander killed 

Ig~~""IAfghan and coalition troops killed the Taliban "shadow governor" of a northern Afghan province in an 

overnight raid, local officials said Friday, while NATO said insurgents attacks claimed the lives of two 
coalition service members. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20104:17:43 PM 

New Year's passion spikes pregnancy panic 

Ig~~""~he dawn of the new year typically sees a sharp spike in requests for pills that can prevent pregnancy 

after unprotected sex, say researchers, health advocates and drug makers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20104:29:00 PM 

The year in weird: 2010's oddest health stories 

Oh, the odd things we learned this year: Hannah Montana can give people seizures, Facebook can trigger asthma attacks 

and something you're probably doing right now -- sitting! -- is slowly killing you. Here, we remind you of all the things 

that made us say 101 wut in 2010. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20104:49:08 PM 

Video: Iowa to allow visible gun possession in public 

Ig~~""INBC'S Pete Williams reports on this and other eye-opening laws that are going into effect in 2011. (msnbc 
tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20105:40:25 PM 

Ivory Coast election fallout now a 'war situation' 

Ig~~""IA top ally of Ivory Coast's internationally recognized leader said Friday that the country is already in a 

"civil war situation," and urged the incumbent leader who refuses to cede power to step down by a 
midnight deadline. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20106:13:31 PM 

Video: Snipers stationed on Times Square rooftops 

Ig~~""INBC'S Mara Schiavocampo reports on precautions being taken by authorities in New York City as revelers 
begin to ring in 2011. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20106:25:29 PM 

Video: They said what?! 2010's jaw-dropping quotes 

Ig~~""IRelive the words that raised America's eyebrows in 2010. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20107:20:33 PM 

From dragon fireworks to prayers, globe greets 2011 

Ig~~""IDaZZling fireworks lit up Australia's Sydney Harbor, while communist Vietnam held a rare, Western-style 

countdown to the new year as the world ushered in 2011. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20107:29:02 PM 

eFT: Your New Year's Day bowl guide 

Ig~~""ICFT: From Wisconsin-TCU in the granddaddy of them all to the Fiesta, here's what to watch Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20107:54:48 PM 

No. 11 Kentucky handles No. 22 Louisville 

Ig~~""IBrandon Knight scored 25 points and Josh Harrellson added a career-high 23 points and 14 rebounds as 
No. 11 Kentucky defeated No. 22 Louisville 78-63 on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20108:04:39 PM 

NM governor: No pardon for outlaw Billy the Kid 

Ig~~""~he rehabilitation of Billy the Kid lies dead in the dust. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20108:38:38 PM 

Discovery cancels Michael Jackson autopsy TV show 

The Discovery television network on Friday said it canceled plans to air a reenactment of the autopsy on Michael 

Jackson's body, citing an upcoming court hearing and concern by the late pop star's estate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20108:54:31 PM 

S. Florida earns first bowl win over BCS school 

Ig~~""IB.J. Daniels threw two touchdowns passes and ran for a third and South Florida finished coach Skip 
Holtz's first season with a 31-26 victory over Clemson on Friday in the Meineke Bowl. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/2010 10:08:50 PM 

Alcohol cravings tied to obesity 

People with a family history of alcoholism, especially women, have an elevated risk of also becoming obese, according to 

a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/2010 10:26:36 PM 

Whale tangled up in ropes gets human help 

Ig~~""IA severely entangled North Atlantic right whale - a species whose numbers are down to just a few 
hundred - was swimming off Florida on Friday after experts managed to cut off much of the fishing 

ropes holding it back. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/2010 10:38:32 PM 

Hostages freed, 2 arrested in bank robbery 

Ig~~""IA standoff at a suburban Houston bank where two gunmen took hostages ended on Friday after a 

negotiation of more than four hours. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/2010 10:43:32 PM 

Stocks mixed on last day of year; 2010 still solid 

Ig~~""IStoCk indexes finished mixed Friday in quiet New Year's Eve trading. The Dow industrials ended the year 

at their highest levels since August 2008, before the height of the financial crisis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/201010:45:18 PM 

Predicted rains pushes Winter Classic to nighttime 

Ig~~""lwayne Gretzky and Mario Lemieux never took their can-you-top-this rivalry outdoors, back to the purest 

form of hockey played on ponds instead of indoor palaces. Where whipping winds and a frozen shooting 
hand can influence the result as much as a hot goaltender. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/2010 10:55:37 PM 

Irish dominate Hurricanes to win Sun Bowl 

Ig~~""IFreshman Tommy Rees passed for 201 yards and two touchdowns to Michael Floyd as Notre Dame beat 
Miami 33-10 in the Sun Bowl on Friday, making Brian Kelly the first Fighting Irish coach to win a bowl 

game in his first season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/201011:54:16 PM 

For investors, a gut-wrenching 2010 ends well 

Ig~~""IFor investors, 2010 was a 12-month tug of war between optimism and doubt. Stocks initially 

strengthened, the job market didn't, and fears of economic collapse in Europe and a chilling "flash crash" 
left many investors almost too stunned to act. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/201112:17:20 AM 

Explosion hits Egypt church, injuries reported 

An explosion went off in front of a Coptic Christian church in the Mediterranean port city of Alexandria early Saturday, 

hitting worshippers emerging from a New Year's Mass, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/201112:36:30 AM 

These old brands are poised for a '11 comeback 

Ig~~""IWill 2011 produce a new Old Spice? The incredible success of the "Old Spice Guy" ad shows the potential 

of heritage brands to revive themselves younger generations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/20115:50:02 AM 

NYC ball drops to ring in 2011 

Nearly a million u.s. revelers have cheered the traditional ball drop in New York's Times Square to mark the start of 

2011. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/201112:25:55 PM 

N. Korea: War would bring 'nuclear holocaust' 

Ig~~""INorth Korea welcomed the new year Saturday with a push for better ties with rival South Korea, warning 
that war "will bring nothing but a nuclear holocaust." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/20111:16:42 PM 

Russian passenger jet explodes; 1 dead, 10 injured 

A Russian passenger jet carrying 128 people caught fire and later exploded at a Siberian airport on Saturday, killing one 

person and injuring lD, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/20111:36:57 PM 

3 US missile attacks kill 18 in northwest Pakistan 

Three u.s. missile strikes hours apart killed 18 people in a militant stronghold near the Afghan border in northwest 

Pakistan on Saturday, two Pakistani intelligence officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/20111:44:57 PM 

Twister outbreak in Midwest, South kills six 

Tornadoes fueled by unusually warm weather pummeled the South and Midwest on Friday and early Saturday, killing at 

least six people and injuring dozens more. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/2011 2:53:45 PM 

Twisters claim 7th victim as survivors clean up 

Ig~~""lshaken residents spent New Year's Day sifting through the wreckage wrought by tornadoes that touched 

down in several states in the final hours of 2010, killing seven people in two states and injuring dozens of 
others. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/2011 3:27:04 PM 

Bomb at New Year's Mass kills 21 in Egypt 

A powerful bomb exploded in front of a Coptic Christian church half an hour into the New Year, hitting worshippers 

emerging from a holiday Mass in Alexandria and killing at least 21 people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/20114:00:11 PM 

Video: Health care changes kick in 

Ig~~""~he new year brings with it some of the sweeping changes to the nation's health care system that were 
adopted by Congress after President Obama took office in 2009. TODAY's Lester Holt runs down some of 

the key changes with health care expert Andrew Rubin. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/2011 4:02:22 PM 

Video: Got a hangover? Do this, not that 

Ig~~""IDid you overdo it a bit with the champagne while ringing in 2011? Before you try to grab the hair of the 
dog that bit you, Food & Wine magazine's Ray Isle has the skinny on how to cure what ails you. (TODAY 

show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/2011 5:01:13 PM 

Video: Obamas hold New Year's family talent show 

Ig~~""INBC'S Mike Viqueira takes a closer look at the area where President Obama spent most of his youth and 
reveals how the first family spent New Year's Eve. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/2011 5:18:56 PM 

Kick off 2011 with a resolution vacation 

Ig~~...,~o keep a resolution from becoming more than a joke, some say you need to start with a plan of action

and what better plan of action than to plan a trip? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/2011 6:15:13 PM 

10 killed in South Africa New Year's bar stampede 

Police say 10 people have been killed in a stampede during the early hours of New Year's Day at a tavern in a South 

African township. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/2011 6:33:41 PM 

Inmates riot at low-security prison in England 

Ig~~""IRioting inmates caused heavy damage to a low-security prison Saturday, smashing windows and setting 

fires that engulfed buildings and spewed clouds of black smoke. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/2011 6:50:16 PM 

Brazil swears in first woman president 

Ig~~""IA one-time Marxist guerrilla who was tortured under Brazil's long dictatorship became the first female 

president of Latin America's largest nation when she was sworn in Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/2011 6:52:48 PM 

Russian jet explodes; 3 dead, 43 hurt 

Ig~~""IRussian officials say the death toll from a plane that caught fire and then exploded on a runway at a 

Siberian airport has risen to three. The number of injured is at 43, including six who were badly burned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/2011 7:30:49 PM 

Son of Iran woman to be stoned wants new sentence 

Ig~~""~he son of an Iranian woman sentenced to death by stoning for adultery demanded Saturday that his 
mother's verdict be commuted. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/2011 8:03:24 PM 

3 killed, 3 injured in fire at Iowa trailer home 

Three people, including two small children, died in a Saturday morning fire that consumed their northeast Iowa trailer 

home, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/2011 8:19:46 PM 

US Capitol briefly evacuated by airspace violation 

Authorities say the u.s. Capitol and all Senate and House buildings were evacuated and fighter jets were scrambled after 

an airliner flying into Washington's Reagan airport went out of radio contact. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/2011 9:16:00 PM 

Blizzard took the storm mojo out of New York 

Ig~~""lwhen nearly 2 feet of thick snow fell across of the city the day after Christmas, New Yorkers did what 

they usually do: move forward, confident that they could. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/2011 9:19:54 PM 

Spending showdowns will test new Congress 

Two early showdowns on government spending and debt will signal whether the new Congress can find common ground 

despite its partisan divisions or whether it's destined for gridlock and brinkmanship that could threaten the nation's 

economic health. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/201110:04:05 PM 

4 children, man die in apartment fire 

Five people, including four children, died in an early morning apartment fire, officials in a Seattle suburb said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/201110:05:46 PM 

Belarus throws out EU watchdog after election 

Ig~~""IBelarus declares that Europe's top rights watchdog could no longer work there, after it criticized the 

presidential election and condemned a police crackdown on the opposition. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/201110:11:07 PM 

eFT: We'll barely remember RichRod's time at Michigan 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/201110:33:28 PM 

Florida sends Meyer out winner in finale 

Ig~~""lurban Meyer closed out a highly successful run at Florida that included a pair of national championships 
by leading the Gators back from a second-half deficit to beat Joe Paterno and Penn State 37-24 in the 

Outback Bowl on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/201110:57:16 PM 

Rose Parade gets sun after L.A. soaking 

Ig~~""IAfter a holiday season of relentless rain in Southern California, the annual Rose Parade saw some 

sunshine as it got underway on Saturday morning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/201111:06:46 PM 

eFT: Pitt fires new coach day after arrest 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/201111:32:58 PM 

DC-bound plane loses radio contact, pilot erred 

A passenger plane briefly lost radio contact with air traffic controllers when the pilot turned to the wrong frequency as 

he approached Washington, leading to the scrambling of fighter jets and the evacuation of the u.s. Capitol, federal 

officials said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/201111:33:37 PM 

Blaze kills 60 cats at Calif. pet sanctuary 

More than 60 cats perished in an early morning blaze inside a California no-kill shelter that was built to save them, The 

Merced Sun-Star reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/201112:08:06 AM 

Video: Death toll rises following New Year's tornadoes 

Ig~~""lshocked residents hit by a series of deadly holiday weekend storms are assessing the damage and helping 
each other recover. The Weather Channel's Julie Martin reports from Cincinnati, Arkansas. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/201112:12:06 AM 

Video: New challenges await Obama 

Ig~~""IAS President Obama winds up his vacation in Hawaii, a new Congress, including a new Republican 

majority in the House, prepare for the coming legislative agenda its attendant political battles. NBC's 
Mike Viqueira reports from Honolulu. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/201112:13:48 AM 

Video: New year, new economic solutions? 

Ig~~""IWith economic woes and high unemployment still plaguing the nation, some wonder whether there's 

reason for economic hope in the new year. NBC's John Yang reports from Chicago. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/201112:22:21 AM 

Video: New year brings new laws 

Ig~~""IWith the new year comes new laws and regulations to the books. NBC News justice correspondent Pete 
Williams takes a look at what changes have been made. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/201112:25:23 AM 

Ohio sheriff: Deputy, suspect killed in standoff 

Ig~~""IA sheriff's deputy investigating a report of gunfire at a trailer park was shot dead Saturday, and the 

shooting suspect was killed after a furious standoff with police, authorities said 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20111:00:07 AM 

End of the line for RichRod? Michigan whipped 

Ig~~""lchris Relf threw three touchdown passes, Vick Ballard ran for three scores and No. 21 Mississippi State 
overwhelmed Michigan 52-14 Saturday in the Gator Bowl. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20111:01:52 AM 

Mexico border city has record drug killings in '10 

Ig~~""~he embattled border city of Ciudad Juarez had its bloodiest year ever with 3,111 people killed in drug 

violence, an official said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: lop msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20111:19:04 AM 

leU triumphs in Rose Bowl, finishes 13-0 

Ig~~""IAndY Dalton threw a touchdown pass and ran for a score, linebacker Tank Carder swatted down a 2-point 

conversion pass attempt with 2 minutes to play, and No.3 TCU completed a perfect season with its first 
Rose Bowl victory, 21-19 over fourth-ranked Wisconsin on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20112:07:29 AM 

Beijing launches car quota to counter gridlock 

Ig~~""IFor thousands of hopeful commuters in China's capital, 2011 started with a click, not a bang. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20112:36:07 AM 

Nursing students ousted over placenta photos 

Four students who posed for photos with a human placenta have been kicked out of a suburban Kansas City nursing 

program after a placenta pictures was posted on Facebook. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20112:43:13 AM 

Chavez, Clinton shake hands, chat amid tensions 

Ig~~""lpresident Hugo Chavez and u.s. Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton shook hands and chatted 

briefly Saturday in a rare cordial encounter amid a diplomatic dispute that has left Venezuela and the 
United States without ambassadors in each other's capitals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20113:23:18 AM 

Cardinal says Cuba will free prisoners as promised 

Catholic Cardinal Jaime Ortega assured on Saturday that "in coming months" Cuban leaders would release 11 political 

prisoners as promised under a landmark deal with the government. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20113:41:10 AM 

Ohio hospital's 'street med' team serves homeless 

Ig~~""~heir backpacks full of ointments, antibiotics, gauze and other supplies, the team followed a snowy path 

through the woods and into a still-sleepy camp. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20114:11:41 AM 

First victim dies in Australia's 'biblical' flood 

Ig~~""IResidents of a coastal city were evacuated Saturday as surging floodwaters edged closer to their 

community, with one official describing the devastation as reaching "biblical proportions." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20114:16:07 AM 

Reports of missing Hotmail e-mails mount 

Some users of Microsoft Hotmail are starting off the new year scrambling to get back e-mails of old. A chorus of frantic 

users has posted complaints on Microsoft's online forum. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20114:42:46 AM 

Gas leak fixed after evacuation of 900 NY homes 

Workers have fixed a propane gas leak that caused authorities to evacuate 900 homes and shut down roads and railroad 

service on New York's Long Island. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20115:07:08 AM 

Schwarzenegger's next act: return to LA, go green 

The Terminator always said he'd be back. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/2011 5:21:32 AM 

Universal Orlando ride evacuated after fire 

An island ride at Universal Orlando Resort was evacuated Saturday after a fire engulfed a roof structure under which the 

ride carries visitors. No major injuries were reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20115:34:33 AM 

Wet Winter Classic worth the wait for Capitals 

Ig~~""IRain may have pushed the start time of the 2011 Winter Classic back, but it didn't slow down the Capitals 
as Washington defeated the Penguins, 3-1, outdoors at Heinz Field in an Eastern Conference showdown. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20116:42:43 AM 

Stoops, au snap BCS bowl skid with Fiesta rout 

Ig~~""ILandry Jones threw for a school bowl-record 429 yards and three touchdowns, and No.9 Oklahoma 
ended a five-game BCS bowl losing streak with a 48-20 win over Connecticut in the Fiesta Bowl on 

Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/2011 6:51:54 AM 

Calif. house burns after man says he'd shoot wife 

Investigators found a body Saturday night in a San Diego County house destroyed by fire, after a man called 911 saying 

he was going to shoot his wife and himself, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/2011 7:13:29 AM 

Chuck Berry collapses at Chicago show: reports 

Ig~~""IA Chicago fire official says 84-year-old rock-and-roillegend Chuck Berry felt ill and was checked out by 

ambulance medics before a show Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/2011 8:16:20 AM 

More than 1,000 dead birds fall from sky in Ark. 

Ig~~""~he Arkansas Game and Fish Commission said Saturday more than 1,000 dead blackbirds fell from the sky 

in Beebe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20119:20:30 AM 

Agent says Berry collapsed from exhaustion 

Ig~~""IAn agent for Chuck Berry says exhaustion was the reason the rock-and-roillegend felt ill before a Chicago 

show and had to have medics check him out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/201111:18:16 AM 

Visitors snap up 100 trillion Zimbabwe bank notes 

Ig~~""lwestern visitors to Zimbabwe are looking for zeros. They're snapping up old, defunct Zimbabwe bank 

notes, most notably the one hundred trillion Zimbabwe dollar bill, as an economic souvenir. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/2011 2:07:36 PM 

Report: Iran shoots down two spy planes in Gulf 

Iran has shot down two unmanned western reconnaissance drone aircraft in the Gulf, a senior Revolutionary Guards 

commander told the semi-official Fars news agency on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/2011 2:22:11 PM 

Pope calls Egypt church attack vile gesture 

Pope Benedict on Sunday condemned a bomb blast outside a church in Egypt which killed at least 21 people, the latest 

in a series of attacks on Christians in the Middle East and Africa. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20112:34:50 PM 

Favre inactive for Vikings' finale 

Ig~~""IMinnesota lists Brett Favre as inactive for what he has said will be his final game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/2011 2:36:56 PM 

PFT: Elway set to run Broncos 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/2011 3:42:57 PM 

GOP agenda: Major impact may be on 2012 election 

Ig~~""~he Republican agenda for the new Congress that convenes Wednesday may have a greater impact on 

the 2012 elections than on the lives of Americans in the next two years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/2011 3:45:14 PM 

Spain enacts tough anti-smoking law 

Ig~~""~apas bars - the noisy and bustling Spanish success story that combined delicious morsels with good 
wine and often a cloud of cigarette smoke - are now smoke-free. So are restaurants, discos, casinos, 

airports and even some outdoor spaces. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20114:31:10 PM 

Egypt church bomb probe focuses on local group 

Ig~~""~he police investigation into a New Year's church bombing that killed 21 people is focusing on a local 

group of Islamic hard-liners inspired by al-Qaida, Egyptian security officials said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/2011 4:58:39 PM 

Reports of sea lion shootings on rise in Calif. 

The weak and woozy California sea lion found on a San Francisco Bay-area beach in December with buckshot embedded 

in its skull has become an all-tao-common sight for wildlife officials. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/2011 5:10:20 PM 

Among young Chinese, cult of the coupon rises 

Ig~~""IDing Can is obsessed with bargains. Her purse is crammed with more than 30 shopper discount cards and 

dozens of coupons. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/2011 5:21:04 PM 

Despite law, N.H. commits only 2 sex offenders 

Four years ago, amid great fanfare, New Hampshire passed a law allowing the state to indefinitely lock up the worst 

sexual predators. Since then, only two men have been civilly committed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/2011 5:45:21 PM 

How to build a home gym on the cheap 

People with home gyms are 73 percent more likely to be active than those without one. Don't worry about knocking 

down walls, either - you need only one tool to get your heart rate up and some strength equipment to firm up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/2011 6:59:44 PM 

NATO service member killed in south Afghanistan 

Ig~~""INATO forces captured two key insurgent leaders in Afghanistan, while a service member was killed in a 

deadly bombing that raised to three the number of coalition troops killed since the new year began, the 
multinational alliance said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/2011 7:20:26 PM 

Mexico plans immigration shake-up 

The year saw some of the worst atrocities against illegal migrants trekking through the country - including the mass 

slaughter of 72 Central and South Americans trying to reach the United States. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/2011 7:27:04 PM 

Stocks appear ready to pull back in the new year 

Ig~~""IA bout of profit taking seems likely early in the new year after the S&P 500 ended its best December in 

almost two decades, but stocks may have further to run at the start of 2011. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/2011 7:27:32 PM 

Why many financial New Year's resolutions fail 

With 2011 here, you may already have an idea for a financial resolution. The only problem with New Year's resolutions is 

that it can be difficult to stick to them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20118:08:03 PM 

Best bets: The Visitors of 'V' return 

Ig~~""[he lizard people continue to invade Earth as the sci-fi show launches its second season. Also this week: 
"The Biggest Loser" returns for Jillian's final season; "Machete" and "Howl" come to DVD. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/2011 8:38:23 PM 

'Little Fockers' holds on to box-office lead 

Ig~~""IRobert De Niro and Ben Stiller's "Little Fockers" remained the top draw at the weekend box office with 

$26.3 million, according to studio estimates Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/2011 8:45:26 PM 

Major 7.1 magnitude earthquake hits Chile 

A major earthquake of 7.1 magnitude hit central Chile Sunday, but there were no immediate reports of serious damage 

or casualties, local emergency officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20119:03:48 PM 

Jobs growth may pick up, but not by that much 

Ig~~""IEmpIOyers have recorded 11 consecutive months of job gains, yet the number of people who are so 
discouraged that they have given up searching for work stands at an all-time high. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/2011 9:06:50 PM 

Insurgent attacks kill 4 Iraqi security officers 

Insurgents killed four members of Iraq's security forces and a city engineer in separate incidents across the Iraqi capital 

Sunday evening, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/2011 9:18:12 PM 

1 week after blizzard, NYC garbage is piled high 

One week after a blizzard paralyzed the city, the snowdrifts were melting Sunday but the mountains of trash were 

growing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/2011 9:54:55 PM 

After rehab release, more uncertainty for Lohan 

Lohan remains under investigation for an alleged attack on a rehab worker at the Betty Ford Center and she could land 

back in jail for six months if charged with misdemeanor battery or another probation violation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/201110:11:36 PM 

War hero's tour: A soldier adjusts to fame 

Ig~~""IStaff Sgt. Salvatore Giunta would have you believe there's nothing special about braving rocket-propelled 

grenades, machine guns and a wall of bullets to help one comrade, then free another from the clutches 
of the Taliban. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/201110:20:53 PM 

Family says teen killed at Atlanta train station 

Friends and family say a 14-year-old boy who went out for a midnight celebration was knifed to death at a downtown 

Atlanta train station after he was accosted by a man who accused him of stealing a cell phone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/201110:53:35 PM 

Looking for a job in 2011? Here's how to stand out 

Ig~~""llf you're planning to look for a new job in 2011, here's a list of six questions to ask yourself, and advice to 

get you started on rejiggering your job-hunting approach. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/201111:26:50 PM 

Dead suspect in trailer park shootout identified 

Ig~~""IAuthorities have identified a man suspected of killing a sheriff's deputy and injuring a police officer in a 

gun battle at a western Ohio trailer park. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/201111:39:52 PM 

Video: Navy to probe raunchy videos featuring carrier skipper 

Ig~~""[he USS Enterprise will deploy overseas soon, but likely without its current commanding officer, who 
finds himself at the center of an investigation over an embarrassing video that's just gone public. NBC's 

Jim Miklaszewski reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/201111:47:59 PM 

Video: Amid 'biblical' flood disaster, Australia faces more rain 

Ig~~""llt/s been a miserable start to 2011 for the northeast state of Queensland, where flooding is affecting an 

area bigger than the state of Texas. As ITN's Nina Nannar reports, thousands have been forced to 
flee. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/201111:53:29 PM 

'Mission accomplished' -- Steelers earn bye 

Ig~~""IBen Roethlisberger began the regular season sitting out. He and the Pittsburgh Steelers ended it sitting 
atop the AFC North - again. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/201111:54:34 PM 

Video: Departing Gov. Schwarzenegger offers Obama his 'star power' 

Ig~~""IHeJs a man known for reinventing himself again and again, but the question Arnold-watchers are asking 

now is: what's next for the soon-to-be former California governor? NBC's George Lewis reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbe.com: Top msnbe.com headlines 

1/2/201111:54:58 PM 

Bues beat Saints, but miss out on playoffs 

Ig~~""~OSh Freeman passed for two touchdowns and the Tampa Bay Buccaneers beat the New Orleans Saints 
23-13. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/201111:57:26 PM 

Video: Facebook looks to balance profits, privacy concerns 

Ig~~""INBC'S Lester Holt explains what Facebook knows about you, and how it's making them a fortune. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/201112:02:43 AM 

Video: Does Mona lisa's gaze hold clues to painting? 

Ig~~""IMore than 500 years after Leonardo da Vinci finished the iconic work of art, there are new questions 
about what he had in mind while was working on it. NBC's Martin Fletcher takes a closer look. (Nightly 

News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/201112:09:30 AM 

Packers prevail vs. Bears, clinch playoff spot 

Ig~~""IAaron Rodgers' 1-yard touchdown pass to tight end Donald Lee gave the Green Bay Packers the lead in 

the fourth quarter, and their defense held on to clinch a wild card berth with a 10-3 victory over the 
division rival Chicago Bears on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/201112:53:25 AM 

Colts clinch AFC South on last-second FG 

Ig~~""lpeyton Manning threw two touchdown passes and Adam Vinatieri made a 43-yard field goal as time 

expired, giving the Colts a 23-20 victory Sunday and their seventh AFC South title in eight years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/201112:54:04 AM 

Obama signs Sept. 11 first responders bill 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama has signed into law a bill to provide aid to survivors of the Sept. 11 attacks and 

first responders who became ill working in the ruins at the World Trade Center. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20111:33:54 AM 

Navy orders probe into raunchy videos 

The u.s. Navy has launched an investigation into the production of raunchy videos aboard a nuclear-powered aircraft 

carrier, NBC News reported Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20112:20:52 AM 

Military planes flying in Australia flood relief 

Ig~~""IMilitary planes were flying food and other supplies toward a major city being slowly swamped in 

Australia's flood emergency on Monday, and police were increasing patrols in evacuated regions amid 
reports of looting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2011 4:28:00 AM 

Sea hawks sneak into playoffs by beating Rams 

Ig~~""IBecOming the first NFL team with a losing record to win its division, the Seattle Seahawks shut down the 
St. Louis Rams 16-6 to clinch the NFC West title and earn a spot in the playoffs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2011 5:01:32 AM 

Blood test to spot cancer gets big boost 

Ig~~""IA blood test so sensitive that it can spot a single cancer cell lurking among a billion healthy ones is moving 

one step closer to being available at your doctor's office. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20116:17:22 AM 

Analysis: NFL playoffs more wide open than ever 

Ig~~""IRosenthal: The NFL playoffs are always wide open. This year is just more obvious than usual. There are 

legitimate Super Bowl contenders at the No.5 and No.6 seeds both conferences, especially in the NFC 
with the Saints and Packers. That should provide a fun postseason and a compelling wild-card round. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2011 9:23:29 AM 

Schwarzenegger cuts sentence for politician's son 

Ig~~""IGOV. Arnold Schwarzenegger on Sunday commuted the manslaughter sentence of the son of California's 

former Assembly speaker and granted clemency to a woman who killed her former pimp. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/201111:08:55 AM 

End of Days in May? Believers enter final stretch 

Ig~~""llf there had been time, Marie Exley would have liked to start a family. Instead she'll spend the next six 

months spreading a stark warning: Judgment Day is almost here. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/201111:21:02 AM 

iPhone alarm glitch leaves users snoozing 

Some iPhone users in Asia and Europe complained of malfunctioning alarms on the first working day of 2011, even after 

Apple reassured users that its phones' built-in clocks will work from Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/201112:24:13 PM 

Home prices are down, so why not insurance? 

Ig~~""~he average cost of insuring a home has been rising in recent years, even as home prices have fallen 

sharply in the wake of the severe housing bust. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/201112:28:10 PM 

Reliefflights help flood-ravaged Australian city 

Ig~~""IMilitary flights rushed Monday to restock an Australian city before it is cut off by floodwaters that have 

turned a huge swath of the Outback into a lake. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/201112:38:04 PM 

Video: Washington braces for new political order 

Ig~~""lwhile President Obama eases back from his vacation in Hawaii, Washington is getting ready for 

Republicans to officially take control of the House. NBC's Chuck Todd reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/201112:40:25 PM 

Video: Navy brass under fire for raunchy video 

Ig~~""lcaPt. Owen Honors of the USS Enterprise faces fallout over his star appearance in a raunchy YouTube 
video laced with profanity and gay-bashing. NBC's Jim Miklaszewski reports (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/201112:42:26 PM 

Video: Deputy, mother gunned down on the job 

Ig~~""lwhile investigating shots fired at an Ohio trailer park, Sheriff's Deputy Suzanne Hopper, a mother of two, 

was fatally wounded by the suspect she was pursuing. NBC's John Yang reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20111:32:19 PM 

7 ways the new health law will hit home 

Opponents of the new health care overhaul law are threatening to repeal, defund and kill it in court, but that isn't 

stopping Washington from implementing a number of important provisions in 2011. While many people will welcome 

the new benefits, some will face higher costs as a result of the law. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20111:37:24 PM 

Why did 2,000 dead birds fall from sky? 

The carcasses of some of the nearly 2,000 red-winged blackbirds that inexplicably fell on an Arkansas town on New 

Year's Eve night will be sent for testing to determine the cause of death. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20111:47:36 PM 

Oscar-nominated actor Pete Postlethwaite dies 

Ig~~""~he craggy-faced British character actor described by director Steven Spielberg as "the best actor in the 

world," has died at age 64 after a long battle with cancer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2011 2:26:52 PM 

Uncollected trash saves man after 9-story fall 

Authorities in New York City say a man who tried to jump to his death from his ninth floor apartment was saved by a 

heap of trash bags that had gone uncollected since last week's blizzard. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2011 2:48:30 PM 

First Thoughts: 10 questions for 2011 

Ig~~""IAnother year, another round of political stories, including the new balance of power in Congress and GOP 

jockeying ahead of 2012. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20112:50:40 PM 

Bombing opens vein of Christian anger in Egypt 

Ig~~""~he New Year's Day suicide bombing of a church that killed 21 people has opened up a vein of fury 

among Egypt's Christians, built up over years of what they call government failure to address persistent 
discrimination and violence against their community. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20113:08:07 PM 

NTSB: Carrier violates standards in Wyo. probe 

Federal officials investigating an incident in which an American Airlines jet went off the end of a runway say the airline 

improperly downloaded information from the plane's flight recorder before turning it over to the government. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2011 3:18:12 PM 

Cleveland Browns fire Mangini 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2011 3:51:14 PM 

Dollar General to hire 6,000 for new stores 

Discount-store operator Dollar General Corp. says it plans to open 625 new stores and hire more than 6,000 workers in 

2011. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2011 3:56:09 PM 

Uncollected trash saves man after 9-story fall 

Authorities in New York City say a man who tried to jump to his death from his ninth floor apartment was saved by a 

heap of trash bags that had gone uncollected since last week's blizzard. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2011 4:20:55 PM 

'Friends' forever: Stars can't leave roles behind 

Ig~~""IDesPite all of their work and success since the huge NBC hit ended in 2004, the sitcom stars still find it 

hard to distance themselves from the roles that made them famous. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2011 4:43:28 PM 

Poll: Tax the rich to balance the budget 

Most Americans think the United States should raise taxes for the rich to balance the budget, according to a 60 

Minutes/Vanity Fair poll released on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2011 5:18:37 PM 

'Magic pythons' in Cambodia begin wedded blissssss 

Ig~~""IHundreds of villagers flocked to a wedding ceremony Monday between a 16-foot (4.8-meter), 200-pound 
(gO-kilogram) female python and her slightly smaller mate - both believed to be magic snakes that bring 

prosperity and peace. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20115:34:54 PM 

Wall Street kicks off 2011 with a rally 

Stocks started 2011 with a lift Monday thanks to better news on the economy. Manufacturing activity and construction 

spending both rose more than analysts were predicting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2011 6:03:16 PM 

Senate Dems vow to block health care repeal 

Top Senate Democrats are warning House Speaker-elect John Boehner they'll block any Republican effort to repeal 

President Barack Obama's health care overhaul. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20116:06:07 PM 

Sheriff: Son, 10, is suspect in mom's death 

An Ohio sheriff says a lO-year-old boy is in juvenile custody after telling a neighbor he had shot and killed his mother. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20116:17:08 PM 

No poison found in birds that fell on Ark. town 

Preliminary autopsies on 17 of the up to 5,000 birds that fell on this town indicate they died of blunt trauma to their 

organs, the state's top veterinarian told NBC News on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2011 6:57:03 PM 

Docs trying to avoid amputation for Zsa Zsa 

Ig~~""IDoctors are treating Zsa Zsa Gabor with powerful antibiotics in hopes of avoiding amputating part of her 

leg. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2011 7:17:51 PM 

Zsa Zsa Gabor awaiting decision on leg amputation 

Actress Zsa Zsa Gabor was resting in a Los Angeles hospital on Monday, awaiting a decision on whether her leg should be 

amputated because of gangrene, her husband said on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2011 7:24:24 PM 

PhotoBlog: Sharing war via social networking 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2011 7:30:04 PM 

Can't kick bad habits? Blame the brain 

Uh-oh, the new year's just begun and already you're finding it hard to keep those resolutions to junk the junk food, get 

off the couch or kick smoking. There's a biological reason a lot of our bad habits are so hard to break - they get wired 

into our brains. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2011 7:54:58 PM 

Lindsay Lohan out of rehab after 90 days 

After serving 90 somewhat controversial days at the Betty Ford Center, LiLo quietly made her exit from the facility 

Monday morning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2011 8:07:17 PM 

Focus on final body in Egypt church attack 

Ig~~""IEgYPtian investigators are focusing on a remaining set of unidentified remains from the bomb attack on 

an Alexandria church that may be linked to the attacker, a security official said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2011 8:24:41 PM 

Airports toy with the idea of tossing the TSA 

Ig~~""IFUIl-bOdY scanners and enhanced pat-downs have spurred a loud outcry from an angry public, and some 

airports are considering moving the TSA out and private contractors in. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2011 8:36:25 PM 

Kitty not eating? Maybe the furry faker's mad at you 

They don't talk, but when cats are upset about a change in their environment they let you know by acting sick - refusing 

to eat and vomiting excessively, even if they're healthy, a new study finds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2011 8:45:57 PM 

Ohio State looks to redeem Big Ten in Big Easy 

Ig~~""IOhiO State coach Jim Tressel and Arkansas coach Bobby Petrino posed in front of the Sugar Bowl trophy 

Monday, smiling for the cameras and mumbling pleasantries. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20119:00:38 PM 

Jerry Brown returns to lead a troubled Calif. 

Democrat Jerry Brown was sworn in Monday as California's 39th governor, returning to the office he left 28 years ago 

but inheriting a much different and more troubled state than the one he led then. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2011 9:20:57 PM 

World's most unique travel destinations 

Ig~~""IMany travel destinations offer an amenity or two that other places don't - but there are only a few 

locations in the world that offer a truly unique experience. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2011 9:30:58 PM 

Subject: 4 bumblebee species declining in North America 

he populations of four species of North American bumblebee have declined, a new study has confirmed. O
·g~~..., 

he study also found that fungal infections are more likely to plague these bees than other, more stable 
bumblebee species. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2011 9:36:28 PM 

Iran invites EU, others to tour its nuke sites 

Iran has invited Russia, China, the European Union and its allies among the Arab and developing world to tour its nuclear 

sites, in an apparent move to gain support ahead of a new round of talks with six world powers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/201110:33:05 PM 

Some good uses for your payroll tax 'raise' 

It's almost like Oprah is taking over payroll departments nationwide: Everyone is getting a raise! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/201110:41:50 PM 

Rate the best picture nominees 

Review the 10 nominees and rate their chances of winning an Oscar on Sunday, Feb. 27 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/201111:03:23 PM 

Facebook's Zuckerberg worth up to $14 billion? 

An injection of cash that values Facebook at $50 billion will help it delay going public for at least another year, giving the 

company breathing room to focus on long-term ambition. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/201111:08:38 PM 

U.S. eases up on deepwater drillers in Gulf 

Ig~~""~hirteen companies whose deepwater drilling activities were suspended last year may be able to resume 

drilling without detailed environmental reviews, the Obama administration said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/201111:29:49 PM 

Favre sued for sexual harassment 

Ig~~...,~wo former Jets massage therapists have sued Brett Favre for sexual harassment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/201111:45:34 PM 

Video: Vulgar videos leave Navy captain in hot water 

Ig~~""lcaPt. Owen Honors will be temporarily relieved of his command of the aircraft carrier Enterprise pending 
the Navy's formal investigation into lewd, sexist and anti-gay videos that Honors made. NBC Pentagon 

Correspondent Jim Miklaszewski reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/201111:47:46 PM 

Goldman deal means Facebook will go public 

Facebook is going to have to register as a public company - and soon. Why? The answer is the Securities Exchange Act 

of 1934, rule 12gS-1(b)(3), of course. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/201111:50:00 PM 

Gulf residents document washed up gunk 

Shirley Tillman of Pass Christian, Miss., sends photos to Open Channel documenting what she believes is a mix of BP Oil 

and chemical dispersant, despite government assurances that the latter's use was suspended in mid-july. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/201111:50:44 PM 

Video: Obama returns to new year, new challenges 

Ig~~""lcounting down the final hours of his family vacation in Hawaii, President Obama will return to a much 
different Washington than the one he left. NBC's Savannah Guthrie reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/201111:57:21 PM 

Video: More than 200,000 displaced by Australian floods 

Ig~~""IMilitary relief flights arrived to help a flood-ravaged Australian city on Monday as the waters rose to 
cover an area the size of France and Germany combined. Talitha Cummins of Australia's Channel Seven 

News reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/201111:59:10 PM 

Video: Massive fish kill deepens dead bird mystery 

Ig~~""IAlthough Arkansas wildlife experts insist the discovery of at least 4,000 bird carcasses was unrelated to 

100,000 drum fish found dead along a 10-mile stretch of the Arkansas River, conspiracy theories have 
abounded in the absence of any answers. NBC's Janet Shamlian reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/201112:19:35 AM 

Donald Duck groping lawsuit gets green light 

A Pennsylvania woman who claims Donald Duck groped her at Disney's Epcot theme park can have her day in court, a 

federal judge has ruled. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/201112:21:49 AM 

NYC records 532 murders in 2010, up from 2009 

New York City recorded a double-digit increase in murders during 20l0, with more than half the victims shot to death by 

someone they knew, likely related to drugs, according to preliminary figures from the police department Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/201112:33:51 AM 

Cosmic Log: Chase the eclipse on the Web 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Find out how to see this week's partial solar eclipse on the Web, 

even if you're outside the eclipse zone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/201112:47:49 AM 

Body of u.s. military expert found in Del. landfill 

Police on Monday were investigating the killing of a former Reagan and Bush administration official whose body was 

found at a landfill. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/20111:06:06 AM 

Obama may name William Daley to a top job 

A person familiar with the matter says President Barack Obama is considering naming former Commerce Secretary 

William Daley for a top White House job, possibly chief of staff. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/2011 4:51:21 AM 

No.5 Stanford shows it's not just about Luck 

Ig~~...,~wo plays, 97 yards and 29 seconds. That was all Stanford needed to take command of the Orange Bowl. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/2011 8:35:00 AM 

Cuba begins laying off 500,000 state workers 

The first layoffs have begun in the communist government's program to cut the jobs of 500,000 state workers, according 

to the head of the Cuban Workers Confederation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/20119:43:20 AM 

Main Pakistan opposition says will not move against PM 

Ig~~""lpakistan's Prime Minister Yusuf Raza Gilani and his minority government is likely to survive after the main 

opposition group said on Tuesday it would not push for a no-confidence vote, but without support of a 
partner which quit at the weekend, will struggle to enact policies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/201110:30:29 AM 

Two-month-old starved to death at shelter 

Ig~~...,~wo family caseworkers have been suspended after a 2-month-old boy starved to death at a Philadelphia 

homeless shelter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/201111:09:01 AM 

Communion hepatitis scare worries church 

Hundreds of people may have been exposed to hepatitis A while receiving communion on Christmas Day at a church, 

health officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/201111:36:17 AM 

'Impressive job': Thieves tunnel into bank 

Ig~~""~hieves dug a 100-foot-long ventilated and lit tunnel from a neighboring building into a bank and emptied 

the contents of up to 140 safety deposit boxes, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/201112:34:58 PM 

10 new car companies set to hit the road 

Ig~~""ILike a big-budget sports team on a free-agent acquisition binge, the car industry has been rapidly 

acquiring new players. Here are 10 rookies to look out for. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/201112:42:17 PM 

Video: Reagan, Bush aide's body found in landfill 

Ig~~""IAuthorities are searching for clues in the murder of John P. Wheeler, a military expert and aide to 

President Reagan and both Bush administrations, whose body turned up in a Delaware landfill. NBC's 
Pete Williams reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/20111:39:32 PM 

IKEA stops selling incandescent light bulbs 

Home decor and furniture company IKEA is no longer stocking or selling incandescent light bulbs in its u.s. stores, 

instead offering longer-lasting and energy-efficient bulbs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/20111:48:25 PM 

After cheating death, the challenge of living begins 

Ig~~""lwhat happens on the day after the worst day of your life? Half of all Americans will face a major 

traumatic experience, researchers say. We read about the devastation every day, but not what happens 
next. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/2011 2:01:50 PM 

Video: Raunchy videos may cost Navy officer his job 

Ig~~""lwhile the Navy calls the videos "clearly inappropriate" and "not acceptable," an outpouring of support 

for Captain Honors is lighting up Facebook. NBC's Jim Miklaszewski reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/2011 2:40:54 PM 

Left may not like Obama's chief of staff pick 

Bill Daley, the White House's potential pick for chief of staff, offers managerial experience and a business background. 

But the left is unlikely to embrace him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/20113:46:07 PM 

10-year-old girl discovers a supernova 

Ig~~""IA 10-year-old girl from Canada has discovered a supernova, making her the youngest person ever to find 

a stellar explosion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/20114:11:44 PM 

Leading Pakistani politician slain by own guard 

Ig~~""~he governor of Pakistan's Punjab province was shot dead in the capital Tuesday by one of his guards, 

who told interrogators he was angry about the politician's stance against the blasphemy law. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/20114:18:53 PM 

Slain official snapped photo of his killer 

Ig~~""lphiliPPine police investigating the New Year's Eve shooting death of a local councilman did not have to 

look further than the last photograph the victim took. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/2011 4:32:44 PM 

Partial solar eclipse visible over Mideast, Europe 

Ig~~""lwintry skies darkened over Switzerland on Tuesday morning, but Romanians were treated to a pinkish 

ethereal light and Swedes to a beautiful sunrise, as a partial solar eclipse that began over the Mideast 
extended across much of Europe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/2011 5:13:16 PM 

Obama set to sign '21st century' food safety bill 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama is set to sign a $1.4 billion overhaul of the food safety system, giving Washington 

new power to increase inspections and force companies to recall tainted products. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/2011 5:28:16 PM 

Texan declared innocent after 30 years in prison 

Ig~~""IA man who served 30 years in prison for a rape and robbery he did not commit had his conviction 

overturned Tuesday after having served 30 years in prison, more time than any other DNA exoneree in 
his state. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/2011 5:46:25 PM 

'Unkillable' cow puts elderly man in hospital 

Bovine withstands bullets, truck ramming after attack on rancher. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/2011 5:52:36 PM 

Video: Australia residents brace for more flooding 

Ig~~""IResidents of Queensland, Australia are being told to stay out of the water with warnings they are at risk 
of being attacked by snakes and crocodiles. ITN's Will Matt reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/2011 6:00:58 PM 

Rookie governors facing unhappy new year 

Ig~~""IFor the nation's 29 new governors, inauguration day may feel like having a brutal hangover even while 

the cork is being popped on the celebratory bottle of champagne. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/2011 6:04:48 PM 

CES: Hardware is back 

Ig~~""lcomputer processing has leaped so far so fast that sometime in the past decade it became commodified 

and consumers didn't think much about it. At CES 2011, however, things have changed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/2011 7:23:58 PM 

Judge: Emanuel can run for Chicago mayor 

Ig~~""IA Cook County judge has ruled that former White House Chief of Staff Rahm Emanuel can run for Chicago 

mayor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/2011 7:32:20 PM 

1 in 5 heart implants questionable 

One in five heart defibrillators may be implanted for questionable reasons without solid evidence that the devices will 

help, according to a first-of-its-kind analysis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/2011 7:39:24 PM 

Fight over Facebook results in stabbing 

Despite the violence, the couple remains "friends" on the social network. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/2011 7:47:46 PM 

Navy relieves officer over lewd videos 

The Navy on Tuesday permanently removed a senior Navy officer from command of an aircraft carrier over raunchy 

comedy videos he made and showed to the crew. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/2011 7:57:27 PM 

Washington, D.C. full of do-nat-enter entrances 

Ig~~""lln Washington, D.C., sweeping marble staircases, sculptures, manicured gardens and ornate doors 

beckoned citizens of the past. Now most stand empty and sealed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/2011 8:39:53 PM 

Partial solar eclipse amazes skywatchers 

r-~he morning skies over Europe, the Mideast and elsewhere dimmed in an unnatural twilight early 
uesday when the moon blocked part of the sun in the first partial solar eclipse of the year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/2011 9:02:31 PM 

Pelosi says 'no regrets' on last day as speaker 

Ig~~""IDemocrat Nancy Pelosi says she has no regrets on her last day as House speaker, a reign that last four 

years and is ending after the November elections. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/2011 9:14:52 PM 

Aussie city expects 4,400 swamped properties 

Ig~~""IAn Australian city cut off by floodwaters that also brought in snakes and crocodiles was told to expect a 
crest on Wednesday - but not before 4,400 properties have water in or around them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/2011 9:16:34 PM 

Air bags, poor economy save road lives 

Air bags and the economic recession have contributed to the biggest drop in road deaths in the United States since 

World War II, U.S. researchers said on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/2011 9:28:10 PM 

Walk faster and you just might live longer 

Doctors who are interested in measuring life expectancy may now have a simple way to do it - researchers have 

discovered that walking speed can be a useful predictor of how long older adults live. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/2011 9:40:31 PM 

Netanyahu asks u.s. to free convicted spy 

Ig~~""llsraells prime minister made a public appeal Tuesday for the freedom of an American who spied for 

Israel, asking in a letter to President Barack Obama for clemency after the spy has spent 25 years behind 
bars. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/201110:00:08 PM 

Video: Charles, Camilla attack video released 

Ig~~""IBritish authorities releases a video of a mob attacking a limo carrying Prince Charles and his wife Camilla 

during student protests last month. The security camera video shows several people kicking and hitting 
the Rolls-Royce after the car was forced to slow down during the central London demonstrations. Watched 
the edited video. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/201110:06:00 PM 

Cosmic Log: Sun gets double-crossed 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: French astrophotographer Thierry Legault captures an amazing 

picture of a "double eclipse" involving the sun, the moon and the International Space Station. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/201110:24:17 PM 

Lots of kidding around in 2011 family films 

Parents, you're in for a treat, or 10. In addition to new film faces, old favorites like Winnie the Pooh and the Muppets are 

back, as are the vrooming vehicles of "Cars" and a certain "Kung Fu Panda." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/201110:27:36 PM 

'Baker Street' singer Gerry Rafferty dead at 63 

Gerry Rafferty's agent says the Scottish singer behind hit songs "Baker Street" and "Stuck in the Middle With You" has 

died. He was 63. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/201110:40:11 PM 

Detroit's Big Three post solid 2010 sales 

Ig~~""IAuto sales rose in the United States last year for the first time since the recession. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/201110:48:06 PM 

Landfill mystery: How did Bush aide wind up dead? 

Ig~~""lpolice trying to piece together the last days of a slain national defense consultant say he was last seen 

alive 24 hours before he was found dead in trash at a landfill. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/201110:59:35 PM 

Court: Cops can search cell phone without warrant 

The next time you're in California, you might not want to bring your cell phone with you. The California Supreme Court 

ruled Monday that police can search the cell phone of a person who's been arrested -- including text messages -

without obtaining a warrant, and use that data as evidence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/201111:00:28 PM 

Witness: Jackson was sick days before death 

Ig~~""lone of Michael Jackson's bodyguards says two of the pop star's children watched as the doctor charged 

in the singer's death frantically attempted to revive the performer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/201111:12:45 PM 

Did Islamist websites incite Egypt attack? 

Ig~~""lln the weeks before the New Year's Day suicide bombing of an Egyptian church, al-Qaida-linked websites 
carried a how-to manual on "destroying the cross." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/201111:20:13 PM 

Marvin Lewis will stay as Bengals coach 

Ig~~""~he front office won't change significantly. The Bengals will still be practicing in the cold. Even with all 

that, Marvin Lewis decided to stay. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/201111:30:52 PM 

More birds fall from sky - this time in La. 

Some 500 dead and dying birds fell onto a Louisiana highway on Monday, just three days after a similar incident in 

Arkansas. But a key federal agency emphasized that mass bird die-offs are not that rare. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/201111:47:42 PM 

Video: Second deluge of dead birds falls in Southeast 

Ig~~""~hree days after thousands of red-winged blackbirds were found dead in Arkansas, another 500 were 
discovered along a quarter-mile stretch of highway outside Baton Rouge. NBC's Janet Shamlian 

reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/201111:49:25 PM 

Jones expects to pick Cowboys coach soon 

Ig~~""IAS Jerry Jones considered minority candidates for his next head coach, front-runner Jason Garrett 

remained hard at work, too, on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/201111:52:17 PM 

Video: erocs, snakes infest Australian floodwaters 

Ig~~""IAustralian authorities warn it could be another two weeks before flooding across the state of Queensland 
begins to recede. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/201112:00:58 AM 

Video: Money for nothing: Billions lost in earmarks black hole 

Ig~~""lwhile many members of the incoming congress have made it clear they want to do away with earmarks, 

an NBC News/USA Today investigation has found that billions of dollars allocated for those projects over 
the past 20 years have gone unspent. NBC's Tom Costello reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/201112:02:29 AM 

Power Balance admits no science behind wristbands 

Australian authorities say the California-based company behind the wildly popular Power Balance wristbands and 

pendants has no business claiming that they can improve balance, strength and flexibility. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/201112:05:28 AM 

Live: Ohio State vs. Arkansas in Sugar Bowl 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/201112:09:50 AM 

Video: Free at last: Innocent man exonerated after 30 years 

Ig~~""IA Texas man wrongfully convicted of rape 30 years ago was finally set free on Tuesday after DNA 

evidence proved his innocence. NBC's Lee Cowan reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/201112:20:00 AM 

States lose out on unused funds 

What if a member of Congress pulls strings to make sure that a state gets money for a road project, but that road never 

gets built? The state loses the money, which it could have used for another project. That's happening quite often, a joint 

USA Today-NBC News investigation has found. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20111:02:33 AM 

'Golden-voiced' homeless man lands radio spot 

An Internet video of a homeless man showing off his self-described "God-given gift of a great voice" has landed him a 

spot on a local radio show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20111:30:48 AM 

'Brady Bunch' star sued for assault and battery 

Ig~~""llt's a very Brady ... lawsuit? Christopher Knight (best known as The Brady Bunch's Peter) is being sued by 

his former accountant for assault and battery, RadarOnline.com reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20111:52:38 AM 

Courtney Love's tweets lead to court trial 

Ig~~""~he rocker's online tirade forms the basis of a groundbreaking lawsuit headed to court in Los Angeles on 
Jan. 18: the first high-profile defamation trial over a celebrity's comments on Twitter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20111:53:14 AM 

Edition removes N-word from Mark Twain classics 

Ig~~""IMark Twain wrote that "the difference between the almost right word and the right word is really a large 
matter." A new edition of "Adventures of Huckleberry Finn" and "Tom Sawyer" will try to find out if that 

holds true by replacing the N-word with "slave. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20111:56:23 AM 

Gunmen kill 3 in Mexico, including 13-year-old boy 

Gunmen opened fire on people gathered at a street corner in the northern city of Monterrey, killing two adults and a 13-

year-old boy, authorities said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 2:22:00 AM 

AP source: Rodriguez, Michigan to meet Wednesday 

Ig~~""IRiCh Rodriguez has his job for at least another day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 2:53:02 AM 

PFT: Raiders fire Cable, deny Jackson is replacement 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 2:53:02 AM 

PFT: Raiders let coach Tom Cable go 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20112:54:45 AM 

Palin retweet: Support for 'don't ask' repeal? 

So does Sarah Palin support repeal of the military's "don't ask, don't tell" policy or doesn't she? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 3:08:12 AM 

New trainers help 'Loser' set weight-loss record 

Ig~~""lone contestant sheds an astonishing 41 pounds in the first week - without the help of longtime trainers 

Bob and Jillian. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 3:16:21 AM 

Tanier: Plays NFL wild-card teams can't do without 

Ig~~""~anier: How did the Ravens, Chiefs, Packers, Eagles, Colts, Saints, Jets and Sea hawks reach the playoffs? 
By relying on these bread-and-butter plays. All plays are taken from game tape of the 2010 season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 4:32:20 AM 

School to allow 12-year-old epileptic boy's service dog 

An epileptic 12-year-old boy who experiences up to 20 seizures a day will be able to take his specially trained service dog 

to school in Fairfax County, Va.} NBC News has learned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 4:32:20 AM 

School to allow 12-year-old epileptic boy's service dog 

An epileptic 12-year-old boy who experiences up to 20 seizures a day will be able to take his specially trained service dog 

to school in Fairfax County, Va.} NBC News has learned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20115:15:39 AM 

200,000 brace for Australia flood peak 

Ig~~""IMore than a week of pounding rains has left much of northeastern Australia under a sea of muddy water 

that is making its way through river systems toward the ocean. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20115:15:39 AM 

200,000 brace for Australia flood peak 

Ig~~""IMore than a week of pounding rains has left much of northeastern Australia under a sea of muddy water 

that is making its way through river systems toward the ocean. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 7:15:12 AM 

Pryor leads Sugar Bowl win, says he'll return 

Ig~~""IOhiO State might want to send a thank-you note to the NCAA for helping to end its bowl misery against 

the SEC. Terrelle Pryor threw two touchdown passes, helping the No.6 Buckeyes build a big lead, and 
Solomon Thomas made an interception with 58 seconds remaining that sealed a 31-26 victory over eighth
ranked Arkansas in the Sugar Bowl on Tuesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 8:06:36 AM 

Fish story: Big tuna sells for record $396,000 

Ig~~""IA giant bluefin tuna fetched a record 32.49 million yen, or nearly $396,000, in Tokyo on Wednesday, in 
the first auction of the year at the world's largest wholesale fish market. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 8:47:55 AM 

%&*#! No more tickets for swearing in Pa. 

Firing off a few curse words can't be charged as a crime anymore in the u.s. state of Pennsylvania - at least when state 

police are involved. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20119:27:13 AM 

Mexico arrests high priest of 'Saint Death' cult 

Ig~~""IMexican police have arrested the leader of Mexico's "Saint Death" cult and accused him of kidnapping 

and posing as a member of the feared Zetas drug cartel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/201110:14:31 AM 

Cops chase New Mexico hospital shooter 

Albuquerque police are searching for a gunman who opened fire Tuesday inside University of New Mexico Hospital. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/201110:23:23 AM 

Suspect charged in dad's slaying at preschool 

Ig~~""IA suspect has been charged in the shooting death of a businessman outside of a suburban Atlanta 
preschool minutes after the victim dropped off his 2-year-old son. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/201111:05:35 AM 

Afghanistan says attacks against VP thwarted 

Afghanistan's intelligence agencies said Wednesday that they have thwarted two major attacks in Kabul in the past 20 

days: a plot to assassinate the country's first vice president and a bombing near the president's palace. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/201111:10:15 AM 

Afghanistan to ban extravagant weddings 

Extravagant weddings were banned by Afghanistan's Taliban as un-Islamic and now the government plans to again rein 

in lavish celebrations, but this time to stop grooms going broke. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/201111:54:16 AM 

How Wall St. execs bankrolled GOP victory 

A small network of hedge fund executives pumped at least $10 million into Republican-allied groups before November's 

elections, according to a review of campaign records and interviews by the Center for Public Integrity and NBC News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/201112:21:03 PM 

Hackers use fake Obama e-mail to steal data 

Cybercriminals faked an e-mail Christmas card from the White House to steal documents and other data from law 

enforcement, military and government workers, analysts say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/201112:33:04 PM 

Auto stocks riding high as sales rebound 

Ig~~""IGM shares are up nearly 15 percent since the auto giant returned to public trading six weeks ago. Ford 

shares have rebounded from barely $1 a share. And analysts see more room for growth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/201112:36:25 PM 

7 steps toward tackling credit-card debt 

Ig~~""IMost of us know we're supposed to make more than the minimum payments due on our credit cards. But 
when money's tight and jobs are scarce, it's easy to get stuck treading water. Follow these steps to 

navigate a path out of minimum-payment purgatory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/201112:36:25 PM 

7 steps toward tackling credit-card debt 

Ig~~""IMost of us know we're supposed to make more than the minimum payments due on our credit cards. But 
when money's tight and jobs are scarce, it's easy to get stuck treading water. Follow these steps to 

navigate a path out of minimum-payment purgatory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/201112:49:15 PM 

Video: Navy captain fired over lewd videos 

Ig~~""lln a fierce public statement, Admiral John Harvey said he had lost confidence in Capt. Owen Honors' 

ability to helm the USS Enterprise, following his appearance in a series of raunchy videos. NBC's Jim 
Miklaszewski reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20111:20:30 PM 

For teens, 'tanorexia' starts with Mom 

Ig~~""ILike mother, like daughter - especially at the tanning salon, as it turns out. Many teenage girls hit the 

tanning salon for the first time with their moms in tow, says a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 2:03:36 PM 

WikiLeaks prompts internal federal crackdown 

The Obama administration is telling federal agencies to take aggressive new steps to prevent more WikiLeaks 

embarrassments 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 2:13:08 PM 

Kate Middleton to forgo horse-drawn carriage 

The fairy-tale royal wedding is getting a modern update: Instead of the traditional horse-drawn carriage, Kate Middleton 

will travel to the church by car, palace officials announced on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 2:15:32 PM 

Video: Wrong turn costs marathon win 

Ig~~""INatsuki Terada, leader of a relay marathon in Tokyo, makes a wrong turn just before the finish. Morning 
Joe's Willie Geist reports. (Morning Joe) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 2:37:47 PM 

Ski report: Deals, snow dumps trump tough times 

Ig~~""~hanks to the three-pronged combination of early snow, good deals and a rebounding economy, 

snowsports enthusiasts are once again heading for the slopes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 2:47:29 PM 

Boehner: It's the 'people's House' 

Ig~~""IAS Rep. John Boehner becomes the House's 53rd different speaker, First Read looks at what GOP control 
means and what it doesn't. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20113:17:06 PM 

Gibbs to leave White House 

He'll continuing working for the president but as an outside consultant for Obama's re-election campaign. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 3:27:51 PM 

'Butt-dial' leads SWAT team to storm school 

SWAT teams swarmed a Chicago-area school on Monday evening after some hip-hop music and an accidental phone call 

led a woman to believe her husband was being held hostage, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 3:28:47 PM 

'Golden-voiced' homeless man lands dream job, house 

An Internet video of a homeless man showing off his self-described "God-given gift of a great voice" has landed him a 

spot on a local radio show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 3:53:45 PM 

Private sector job growth surges 

Private employers added 297,000 jobs in December -- far more than expected -- according to a report that often serves 

as a bellwether for the government's monthly employment report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 3:53:45 PM 

Private sector job growth surges 

Private employers added 297,000 jobs in December -- far more than expected -- according to a report that often serves 

as a bellwether for the government's monthly employment report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 4:04:02 PM 

Video: Fear factor: Anchors attempt wild stunts 

Ig~~""lln a new series, the TODAY anchors attempt amazing, frightening and awe-inspiring stunts like swinging 

on a trapeze and scaling a giant suspension bridge. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20114:19:55 PM 

eFT: Michigan fires RichRod after 15-22 tenure 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 4:26:33 PM 

Change coming to the Obama White House 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama is shaking up his senior leadership team to deal with the new realities of his 

term: The era of big legislation is over, his massive re-election effort needs energy and people, and the 
White House is taking a toll on those who run it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20115:00:13 PM 

Surveillance video shows 'confused' Wheeler 

Ig~~""IMilitary expert John Wheeler was caught on video appearing confused in an office building just hours 

before his dead body was apparently put into a trash dumpster, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 6:14:42 PM 

Fourth victim dies from Puerto Rico kerosene attack 

A fourth victim died early on Wednesday as a result of a kerosene attack by an island man on his family during a New 

Year's dinner. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20116:54:44 PM 

$380 million jackpot: Winners in Idaho, Wash. 

After a nationwide frenzy for a life-changing chance to win a $380 million Mega Millions jackpot, the two winning tickets 

were sold in small Pacific Northwest towns just 125 miles apart. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 6:56:56 PM 

'Miracle on the Hudson' plane is museum-bound 

Ig~~""~he US Airways jet that made a near-miraculous landing on the Hudson River in 2009 will finally reach its 

destination, but as a museum piece rather than in service. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 7:00:53 PM 

Alomar, Blyleven get call to Hall of Fame 

Ig~~""IBert Blyleven ended a long wait Wednesday when he was elected to the Baseball Hall of Fame on his 14th 

time on the ballot. Roberto Alomar also made the Hall, while Rafael Palmeiro, Mark McGwire and Jeff 
Bagwell missed out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 7:04:21 PM 

Russian Facebook investors have sparked u.s. concerns 

The Russian Internet company that this week purchased a stake in Facebook was prominently mentioned last February 

in a u.s. intelligence report questioning whether Russian oligarchs, operating on behalf of the Kremlin, were gaining too 

much control of the Internet in the former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 7:07:05 PM 

Goldman: Facebook has 600 million users 

Facebook has "600 million+ monthly active users/ according to a document Goldman Sachs is showing clients interested 

in investing in Facebook at a $50 billion valuation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 7:33:23 PM 

Administration reverses on end-of-life counseling 

Reversing a potentially controversial decision, the Obama administration will drop references to end-of-life counseling 

from the ground rules for Medicare's new annual checkup, the White House said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 7:36:24 PM 

First Read: Who didn't vote for Pelosi? 

A total of 19 Democrats broke with their party to vote for someone other than Pelosi, whose low approval ratings have 

been frequently cited as one reason for heavy Democratic losses in the November election. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 7:55:11 PM 

Video: Boehner promises 'more responsive' House 

Ig~~""IElected speaker of the House of Representative John Boehner says he will restore an "open, honest" and 
"more responsive" House. Watch his entire speech. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 8:01:15 PM 

Drive-by shooting kills 6-year-old; arrests made 

Three men are charged with capital murder in the death of a 6-year-old girl who was sleeping when 18 rounds from a 

rifle were fired into her home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 8:21:27 PM 

Meet the season 11 'Biggest loser' hopefuls 

Twenty-two hopefuls compete for the title of "Biggest Loser' for the show's 11th season. Meet the contenders and learn 

why they want to change their lives. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 9:03:16 PM 

Army general to lead flood recovery in Australia 

Ig~~""IAustralia put an army general in charge of flood recovery Wednesday after weeks of heavy rains deluged 

the country's coal-producing northeast, crippling the area's economy and sending out reverberations felt 
in coal markets around the world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 9:16:20 PM 

Watchdog: IRS tormenting struggling taxpayers 

A government watchdog says the IRS is tormenting struggling taxpayers in the midst of a slumping economy by 

increasing the number of liens the agency has filed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 9:35:31 PM 

Sean Penn and Haiti: love in time of cholera 

Ig~~""~he actor, 50, has been a fixture in Haiti since moving there almost immediately after the Jan. 12,2010, 
earthquake that threw the country into chaos, and the actor's own life, too. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2011 9:46:10 PM 

Census: Number of poor may be millions higher 

The number of poor people in the u.s. is millions higher than previously known, with 1 in 6 Americans - many of them 

65 and older - struggling in poverty due to rising medical care and other costs, according to preliminary census figures 

released Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/201110:06:52 PM 

U.S. building a network to hit militants 

The Obama administration has ramped up its secret war on terror groups with a new military targeting center to oversee 

the growing use of special operations strikes against suspected militants. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/201110:21:47 PM 

Muslim scholars praise killer of Pakistan governor 

Ig~~""ILaWyerS showered the suspected assassin of a liberal Pakistani governor with rose petals as he entered 

court. Some 170 miles away, the prime minister joined thousands to mourn the loss of the politician. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/201110:37:31 PM 

Plot thickens? Dead birds found in Sweden, Kentucky 

Ig~~""IAdding to the dead bird mystery, 50-100 jackdaws - a bird species in the crow family - fell dead in 

central Sweden late Tuesday night, according to reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/201110:37:39 PM 

Romania's witches curse income tax ruling 

Ig~~""IEVerYOne curses the tax man, but Romanian witches angry about having to pay up for the first time are 

planning to use cat excrement and dead dogs to cast spells on the president and government. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/201111:43:34 PM 

Video: GOP's top watchdog goes on the attack 

Ig~~""IDarrelllssa, the new chairman of the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, has made 
it clear that he has a long list of investigations--including Wikileaks and the bank bailout--that he's ready 

to delve in to. NBC's Andrea Mitchell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/201111:47:35 PM 

Video: A changing of several guards 

Ig~~""lchief White House Correspondent Chuck Todd and Meet the Press moderator David Gregory discuss 

shake-ups in senior leadership in the Obama White House, and the dramatic first day of the 112th 
Congress. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/201111:50:01 PM 

Video: Leaked panel report: Gulf oil spill was avoidable 

Ig~~""~he final report by President Obama's oil spill commission concludes that the Deepwater Horizon 

blowout and subsequent massive oil spill was caused by a series of failures on behalf of BP and the 
industry overall. NBC Chief Environmental Affairs Correspondent Anne Thompson reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/201111:51:42 PM 

Video: Dead bird mystery spreads to Sweden 

Ig~~""IAt least 50 dead birds turned up in Sweden on Wednesday, days after similar events took place in 
Arkansas and Louisiana. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/201112:02:23 AM 

PGT: Tiger dropped from cover of own video game 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/201112:13:38 AM 

Video: Revised 'Huck Finn' without 'n' word ruffles feathers 

Ig~~""IAS a Mark Twain scholar scrubs the "n" word from a new version of "The Adventure of Huckleberry Finn," 

some say that being a slave to political correctness isn't the right way to go about making the frequently 
banned masterpiece more readily available. NBC's Mike Taibbi reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/201112:24:00 AM 

Recession slowed health care spending 

It sounds like good news: The recession slowed the growth of the nation's health care bill to the lowest levels ever 

measured. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/201112:59:59 AM 

Massive cruise ship docks in Cuba amid fanfare 

Ig~~""IA salsa band, dancing schoolchildren and showgirls welcomed some 1,500 tourists on a British cruise liner 

that officials described as among the biggest ships to visit Cuba in years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20111:39:05 AM 

BP and others blamed in massive Gulf Spill 

Ig~~""IBP and its partners made a series of cost-cutting decisions that ultimately contributed to the oil spill that 

ravaged the Gulf of Mexico coast over the summer, the White House oil spill commission said on 
Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20111:45:18 AM 

Bodyguard says Jackson doc concealed vials 

A bodyguard testified Wednesday that he saw a doctor charged in Michael Jackson's death grab a handful of vials and 

put them in a bag during frantic efforts to revive the King of Pop. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20111:52:55 AM 

Ore. police chief shot to death during struggle 

The police chief of a small northwest Oregon city is shot to death during a struggle with a man at shopping complex. The 

suspect is wounded. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 2:02:27 AM 

Mexico cops allege U.S. Border Patrol shot teen 

A Mexican teenager who threw rocks at Border Patrol agents in the Arizona city of Nogales died early Wednesday, but 

the manner of death is now in dispute. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 2:11:18 AM 

Motorola Xoom Android tablet may be first iPad killer 

Ig~~""~hough there have been tablets running Android on the market since last year, the Motorola Xoom, 

debuted today at CES in Las Vegas for the very first time, represents the first real Android tablet 
sanctioned by Google, running an operating system designed explicitly for tablets. Forget the Samsung Galaxy 
Tab, forget it completely. This is Google's first attempt to take on the iPad, and it's a worthy one. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 2:11:58 AM 

Probe into Navy videos to include higher-ups 

Ig~~""IDefense officials said Wednesday that investigators will likely question those who served as Capt. Owen 
Honors' superior officers at the time he was making a series of lewd videos aboard a nuclear-powered 

aircraft carrier. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 2:31:57 AM 

'Golden-voiced' homeless man lands job, house 

An Internet video of a homeless man showing off his self-described "God-given gift of a great voice" has landed him a 

spot on a local radio show, a dream job, and a house. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20113:09:33 AM 

The year of the UFO? Let's get real 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Amid all the chatter about UFOs and alien disclosures, scientists are 

working on a solid foundation for discussing the prospects for life beyond Earth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20113:44:25 AM 

Police: School official shot by student dies 

Ig~~""IAn Omaha vice principal who was one of two school administrators shot by a teen later found dead has 

died from her wounds, police say. The suspect warned of trouble in a Facebook post. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20113:48:55 AM 

Man in custody following standoff at Arizona mall 

Ig~~""IA shootout at an upscale shopping center in suburban Phoenix sent shoppers fleeing and prompted a 

maillockdown Wednesday as the suspect who had exchanged gunfire with officers holed up in a fast 
food restaurant, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20113:53:11 AM 

Video: Children of rape are latest legacy of Haiti quake 

Ig~~""lsocial breakdown fuels sexual violence and its aftermath in disaster-ravaged tent cities. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 4:05:03 AM 

Microsoft quietly kicks off CES: No Win 8 or MS TV 

Microsoft CEO Steve Ballmer gave the opening keynote speech at CES 2011 in Las Vegas, but alas, it has come to an end 

with much less ambition than had been expected. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20114:12:50 AM 

'Twilight' is People's Choice for favorite movie 

Ig~~"'l'The Twilight Saga: Eclipse," TV's "House M.D." and Eminem each won four awards at Wednesday's 

ceremony at the Nokia Theatre in Los Angeles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 4:27:35 AM 

Celtics beat Spurs in battle of NBA's best 

Ig~~""IRajOn Rondo had 22 assists, 12 points and 10 rebounds for his 11th career triple-double, and Ray Allen 

scored 31 points to help Boston beat San Antonio 105-103 on Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 4:32:31 AM 

Will 'The Cape' unveil a new prime-time hero? 

Ig~~""lproducers are aiming to capitalize on the success movie studios have found in recent years thanks to 

comic-book adaptations. Sounds like a no-brainer, yet the spandex trend has not spread to TV. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 4:46:21 AM 

Police: Man fires gun in Jamaica airport 

An argument between two men erupted in gunfire at Montego Bay's airport and three local people were injured by a 

richocheting bullet, a police spokesman said late Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 8:53:43 AM 

More than 200 Chinese children poisoned by lead 

More than 200 Chinese children have been poisoned by lead from battery plants located too close to houses in the east 

of the country, state media said on Thursday, the latest in a string of heavy metal pollution cases. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/201110:11:41 AM 

Passengers thwart midair hijacking attempt 

r-I~assengers overpowered a would-be hijacker as a plane landed in Istanbul on Wednesday, witnesses told 
urkish media. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/201110:14:25 AM 

Sightseeing bus crashes in northern India, 22 dead 

A sightseeing bus overturned and plunged into a gorge, killing 22 Indian tourists and injuring 12 others who were visiting 

a hill town at the foot of the Himalayas in northern India, officials said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/201110:37:41 AM 

US protests over treatment of diplomat in Vietnam 

The u.s. government has strongly protested to Vietnam over the treatment of an American diplomat, the ambassador 

said Thursday. A media report said the human rights officer was roughed up while trying to meet with a prominent 

dissident. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/201112:32:47 PM 

Video: Will Bachmann be on 2012 GOP ticket? 

Ig~~""lwhile calling for President Obama to cut back on spending, Rep. Michele Bachmann, R-Minn, talks about 

her upcoming trip to Iowa, the first stop in the presidential race. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/201112:35:46 PM 

Busted well component approved in just 90 minutes 

Ig~~""IA request by BP to set an "unusually deep cement plug" on the Gulf oil well that subsequently exploded 

was approved by u.s. officials in just 90 minutes, report says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/201112:58:08 PM 

Video: Homeless man with golden voice 'thankful to be here' 

Ig~~""lpanhandling only days before appearing on TODAY, Ted Williams expressed gratitude for the outpouring 
of support he's received since becoming a YouTube sensation, and says he's found "a new sense of 

spirituality." (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20111:01:30 PM 

Video: Scorned Edwards cut hubby out of will 

Ig~~""~ust days before she passed away, Elizabeth Edwards signed a new will, leaving everything in her sole 
possession to her children. NBC's Norah O'Donnell reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20111:13:30 PM 

112th Congress sworn in, GOP flexes muscles 

Ig~~""IWith the ceremonial swearing in of the 112th Congress, Republicans have taken control of the House of 

Representatives, promising a fierce challenge to President Barack Obama. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20111:16:14 PM 

These cars may be the stars of the Detroit show 

Ig~~""~anuary in Detroit isn't glamorous. But everyone who is anyone in the auto industry will be there next 

week to see for themselves just how good the industry's prospects are for 2011. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20111:50:20 PM 

Siberian tiger kills bus driver as tourists watch 

A rare Siberian tiger attacked and killed a tour bus driver in northern China while the man's horrified passengers 

watched, Chinese media reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 2:14:53 PM 

IRS agent faces 9 years for tax fraud 

A California-based Internal Revenue Service agent could spend up to nine years in prison after acknowledging that he 

cheated on his own taxes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 2:25:24 PM 

Jobless claims rise more than expected 

More people applied for unemployment benefits last week, just a week after applications fell to their lowest level in 

more than two years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 2:41:19 PM 

Jobless claims rise, but positive trend intact 

More Americans applied for unemployment benefits last week, but not enough to reverse a downward trend that 

suggests employers will accelerate hiring in the coming months. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 3:10:20 PM 

God was behind Big Bang, pope says 

Ig~~""IGOdIS mind was behind complex scientific theories such as the Big Bang, and Christians should reject the 

idea that the universe came into being by accident, Pope Benedict said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 3:28:51 PM 

Apple launches app store for Macs, a la iPhone 

Ig~~""IAPPle Inc is launching an applications store for Mac computers, replicating a model that proved wildly 

popular on its iPhones. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 3:56:30 PM 

Linkedln plans to go public in 2011: sources 

Linkedln, the social networking site for professionals, plans to go public in 2011 and has selected its financial 

underwriters, three sources familiar with the process told Reuters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20114:04:18 PM 

Rep. Bachmann lands post on intelligence committee 

Ig~~""IOutsPoken Rep. Michele Bachmann of Minnesota, a Tea Party favorite and possible Republican White 

House contender in 2012, has been tapped by Speaker John Boehner for a coveted slot on the House 
intelligence committee. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 4:36:37 PM 

Video: Anchor raises debt ceiling, literally 

Ig~~""luSing himself as a prop MSNBC's Richard Lui explains the economics and politics in the debate over the 
national debt. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 4:36:39 PM 

Southern Sudan referendum: What's at stake? 

Southern Sudanese will cast ballots in a historic referendum starting Jan. 9 to decide whether or not to split Africa's 

largest country in two. Read more about what's at stake at the southern Sudanese head to the polis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 4:45:52 PM 

Doctor defends research tying vaccine to autism 

Ig~~""~he first study to link a childhood vaccine to autism was based on doctored information about the kids 

involved, shows a new report on the widely discredited research. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 4:49:43 PM 

ConsumerMan: Avoid these 8 rotten 'deals' 

Here are eight products or services that for most people are a waste of money. They're not scams. They're just bad 

deals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 5:07:25 PM 

Russian hockey team kicked off N.Y. flight 

Russia's gold-medal celebration went into overtime. And that prevented them from boarding their flight Thursday 

morning, a day after they won the World Junior Hockey Championships. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 5:20:29 PM 

Obama picks Daley as next chief of staff 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama is hiring William Daley to be his chief of staff, choosing a veteran political 
manager with Wall Street ties to direct an operation now steaming toward re-election mode. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 5:21:01 PM 

AP source: Cowboys pick Jason Garrett as new coach 

Jason Garrett nailed his audition. He gets to remain coach of the Dallas Cowboys. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 5:54:56 PM 

Blood test could spot Alzheimer's 

u.s. researchers have developed a way to harness the immune system to test for Alzheimer's, an approach they say 

could lead to a blood test for the disease within months. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 6:02:29 PM 

Fractured Android leaves orphan tablets behind 

Ig~~""INearIY every major computer maker already has an Android tablet or is debuting one (or more) at CES. 

But by mid-year, consumers will have to wade through a half-dozen different Android operating systems. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 6:06:17 PM 

Video: 82-year-old holds robbers at gunpoint 

Ig~~""IRetiree Joe Harper held two would-be crooks at gunpoint and shot out the tires of their getaway vehicle 
after the men allegedly tried to rob him. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 6:10:09 PM 

Judge dismisses conviction of Howard K. Stern 

Ig~~""IA judge Thursday dismissed the drug conspiracy convictions of the late Anna Nicole Smith's boyfriend

lawyer Howard K. Stern and her psychiatrist, allowing only one conviction to remain against the physician 
and reducing it to a misdemeanor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 6:16:36 PM 

GPS device keeps track of kids at ski school 

Ig~~""lparents nervous about sending their children off to ski or snowboarding school may fret over the 

possibility that their kids might be cold or get hurt, but now they no longer need to worry that they'll get 
lost on the mountain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 6:16:49 PM 

AP sources: Harbaugh to meet next with Dolphins 

Two people with knowledge of the situation say Stanford coach Jim Harbaugh is set to meet Miami Dolphins officials in 

the San Francisco area. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20116:34:30 PM 

U.S. commander: AI-Qaida targets Iraq's Christians 

AI-Qaida in Iraq is targeting Christians in their homes after Iraqi authorities increased protection around the minority 

group's churches, a u.s. commander said on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 6:36:03 PM 

Video: Boehner: Health care law is destroying jobs 

Ig~~""IAt his first news conference as House Speaker, John Boehner says that "to fix the economy, we need to 

fix our Congress," and is taking steps to repeal the Obama health care law. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 6:57:58 PM 

U.S. sending 1,400 more troops to Afghanistan 

The u.s. plans to send lAOO additional Marines to Afghanistan to boost its combat forces ahead of the spring fighting 

season, the Wall Street Journal reported on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 7:16:39 PM 

Stop the waterworks, ladies. Crying isn't sexy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 7:19:17 PM 

Studded tires may harm your lungs, heart 

Drivers who hit the road in winter with studded tires may be ruining more than just the pavement beneath their cars. 

They also could be harming their hearts and lungs, a new study shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 7:20:21 PM 

Ski resorts gear programs toward kids 

Ig~~""IYoung skiers used to be an afterthought at many winter resorts, banished to the bunny hill or daycare 

centers while adults enjoyed the mountain. Not anymore. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 8:12:51 PM 

Boehner addresses birthers 

"The state of Hawaii has said that President Obama was born there. That's good enough for me." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 8:16:52 PM 

Video: Venomous snakes threaten Aussie flood victims 

Ig~~""IAnti-venom is being distributed to victims of record-breaking floods in Queensland, Australia, as highly 

poisonous snakes are seeking refuge in people's homes. NBC's Stephanie Gosk reports on this and vital 
infrastructure being destroyed as a result of this $5 billion disaster. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 8:18:41 PM 

Banned Four Loko gets new use as auto fuel 

Ig~~""[rUCkIOads of Four Loko and similar drinks are being recycled into ethanol and other products after 

federal authorities told manufacturers the beverages were dangerous. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 8:46:32 PM 

Video: Man with golden voice, mom reunite after 20 years 

Ig~~"'l'Hi Mommy!" shouts Ted Williams, a homeless man-turned-YouTube sensation, as he greets and hugs his 

mother Julia, who he has not seen in about 20 years. Watch TODAY on Friday, Jan. 7, to hear more about 
their emotional reunion. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 9:02:14 PM 

Pentagon anticipates $78B in budget cuts 

Ig~~""IDefense Secretary Robert Gates announced Thursday he will cut $78 billion from the Pentagon's budget 
in the next five years - money that will come from shrinking the military's ground force, increasing 

health care premiums for troops and other politically unpopular cost-saving measures. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20119:10:00 PM 

Ex-CIA officer charged with leak to reporter 

A former CIA officer is under indictment, accused of leaking classified information about Iran to a New York Times 

reporter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 9:52:42 PM 

Stanford's Luck to remain in school 

Ig~~""IStanford quarterback Andrew Luck has decided to stay in college to get his degree instead of immediately 

cashing in on the riches of being the likely No.1 pick in the NFL draft. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 9:56:43 PM 

Iran didn't arrest American 'spy,' state TV says 

Iranian authorities have detained a 55-year-old American woman on spying charges, a state-owned newspaper reported 

Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2011 9:58:29 PM 

School that fired, rehired teachers still struggling 

Ig~~""~he teachers at Central Falls High School struck a deal to get their jobs back last year after the entire staff 

was fired. But if the administrators thought the teachers would be grateful for a second chance, they 
were wrong. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/201110:07:24 PM 

Aretha Franklin says medical problem 'resolved' 

Aretha Franklin says the undisclosed ailment that led the Grammy Award-winning singer to have surgery in Detroit has 

been resolved. But she's not saying what was wrong. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/201110:37:02 PM 

Protests grow over treatment of Bradley Manning 

Ig~~""IRights groups and supporters of alleged WikiLeaks whistleblower Bradley Manning say they're 
increasingly alarmed that the conditions under which the 22-year-old Army private is being held could 

amount to torture. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/201110:56:44 PM 

Videos show attacks on disabled women 

Ig~~""ILOS Angeles sheriff's investigators have uncovered shocking video showing a group of men sexually 

assaulting at least 10 severely handicapped women. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/201110:56:55 PM 

Oath flub could affect health repeal bill timing 

Three would-be members of Congress were never sworn in yesterday, including National Republican Congressional 

Committee Chairman Pete Sessions, which could have an impact on when the health care repeal bill is brought to the 

floor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/201111:02:05 PM 

Facebook opens door for IPa in 2012 

A Facebook IPO in 2012 appears to be likely - unless the social-networking company begins publically disclosing 

financial data. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/201111:36:36 PM 

Will autism fraud report be a vaccine booster? 

Ig~~""lsome believe the latest news that researcher Andrew Wakefield faked his data linking vaccine to autism 

will put an end to the claim of scientific underpinnings for the anti-vaccine movement. But will it really 
make a difference? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/201111:47:14 PM 

Video: Down to business on Day Two of new Congress 

Ig~~""lwhile the Democratic Senate hasn't changed, the mood on the House side of the building has shifted. 

NBC Capitol Hill Correspondent Kelly O'Donnell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/201111:48:02 PM 

Video: Obama taps Bill Daley for top post 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama has hired William Daley, a veteran political manager with Wall Street 

connections and the brother of Chicago Mayor Richard Daley, to be his chief of staff. NBC's Savannah 
Guthrie reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/201111:48:19 PM 

Video: Boehner: 'I'm just a regular guy with a big job' 

Ig~~""lln an exclusive interview with Rep. John Boehner, his first as the new Speaker of the House, Boehner 

insists that being second in the line of succession behind the president does not change the fact that he's 
just a small businessman who's come to Washington to restore America's faith in Congress. NBC's Brian 
Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/201111:53:27 PM 

$380m jackpot winners have 23 grand kids 

A couple with 23 grandchildren claimed half of the $380 million Mega Millions jackpot on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/201111:56:50 PM 

Woman announced suicide on Facebook, no one helped 

Ig~~""IWith Facebook expanding the center of our social life, we increasingly encounter the same fraught issues 

that stymie us face to face. Such seems to be the case of Simone Back. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/201111:57:40 PM 

Video: Northeast braces for more snow 

Ig~~""IAS New York continues to recover from a blizzard that botched thousands of holiday travel plans, the 
Northeast is bracing for more back-to-back winter storms. The Weather Channel's Chris Warren 

reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/201112:06:55 AM 

Williams cheers departure of NPR exec who fired him 

Commentator Juan Williams cheers the resignation the senior executive at National Public Radio who fired him; NPR top 

boss loses bonus. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/201112:15:08 AM 

Here's the problem with winning $380 million 

A chance to split a $380 million jackpot. Where's the problem in that? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/201112:38:15 AM 

Boehner: I don't question Obama's citizenship 

New Republican House Speaker John Boehner tells NBC Nightly News he doesn't question President Barack Obama's 

place of birth but it's not within his purview to tell others what to think. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/201112:47:21 AM 

Psychic evidence? Skeptics strike back 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: A study laying out evidence of psychic precognition is catching lots of 

heat from critics in advance of its publication in a peer-reviewed journal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/201112:49:20 AM 

Cleanup at Rio's slums drives out the poorest 

Ig~~""IA program to bring services to Rio de Janiero's long abandoned slums has improved many things, but the 

changes also have driven up rents and increased bureaucracy, pushing many of the poorest residents 
further to the margins. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/201112:53:03 AM 

Microsoft's answer to the iPad is still in pieces 

Ig~~""llnstead of unveiling an elegant response to the iPad, Microsoft came to the tech industry's premier 

gadget show with a collection of exposed computer guts, news about microchips and a shallow preview 
of yet another Windows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20112:15:39 AM 

Dioxin scare shuts 4,700 farms in Germany 

More than 4,7000 farms across Germany have been shut down after cancer-causing dioxin was found in animal feed, the 

agriculture minister says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20112:47:16 AM 

No. 24 Cincinnati still perfect, throttles Xavier 

Ig~~""IYancy Gates scored a season-high 22 points, and 24th-ranked Cincinnati extended the second-best start 
in school history, beating Xavier 66-46 on Thursday night to win back the city's backyard bragging rights. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20114:11:22 AM 

PFT: Dolphins reportedly keeping Sparano as coach 

Ig~~""IDesPite rumors of Jim Harbaugh heading to South Beach, Miami won't make any changes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20114:11:22 AM 

PFT: Dolphins reportedly keeping Sparano as coach 

Ig~~""IDesPite rumors of Jim Harbaugh heading to South Beach, Miami won't make any changes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20114:19:28 AM 

Illinois House votes to abolish death penalty 

The Illinois House has approved a plan to abolish capital punishment in a whirlwind reversal on a historic vote. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/2011 4:50:26 AM 

Thunder too much for short-handed Mavs 

r-l~eVin Durant scored 28 points, Russell Westbrook had 15 points and nine assists and the Oklahoma City 
hunder beat the short-handed Dallas Mavericks 99-95 on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20115:10:36 AM 

Fiery Md. mail injures 2; message slams road signs 

Ig~~...,~wo small packages that ignited at Maryland state government buildings, slightly burning two people, 

contained messages from someone upset about road signs, NBC News reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20116:18:45 AM 

Philippine police arrest suspect in victim's photo 

Ig~~""IA man who appeared in a photograph aiming his gun at a local councilman moments before he was 

fatally shot in front of his family has been arrested in his northern Philippine hide-out, police said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20116:47:35 AM 

Rosenthal: Packers better, but Eagles have Vick 

Ig~~""IRosenthal: Logic points to the Packers winning Sunday, who are peaking at the right time. They have 

fewer mountains to climb. Logic also said Kevin Kolb would be Philadelphia's quarterback this season and 
that Vick would never regain the skills he had in Atlanta. Michael Vick's game has never been about logic. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/2011 7:14:04 AM 

Train with hydrochloric acid tips, leaks in Mich. 

Authorities have evacuated dozens of residents near a derailed Canadian National Railway freight train where a tank car 

carrying hydrochloric acid overturned and started leaking. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/2011 7:53:45 AM 

Teen shooter showed no signs of turning violent 

Ig~~""IHours before opening fire on two high school principals, a Nebraska teenager accepted a suspension, 

then went home to speak with his father, giving no hint of turning violent. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20119:34:15 AM 

Leader of CIA's Vietnam-era secret army dies 

Ig~~""lvang Pao fought the Japanese as a teenager. He later led Hmong guerrillas in their CIA-backed battle 

against communists during the Vietnam War. More recently he was a father figure to the Hmong 
refugees who fled Loas for the United States. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20119:52:06 AM 

Saudi Arabia mulls axing female driving ban 

Saudi Arabia is to examine overturning its ban on women drivers, according to reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20119:55:25 AM 

FIFA boss: 2022 World Cup should be in winter 

DOHA, Qatar (AP) - FIFA president Sepp Blatter made his strongest endorsement yet of moving the 2022 World Cup in 

Qatar to winter, saying Friday that players should be spared from the blistering summer heat in the desert nation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/201110:42:09 AM 

Judge dismisses Harry Potter plagiarism case 

A U.S. judge on Thursday dismissed a lawsuit accusing "Harry Potter" author J.K. Rawling with copying the work of 

another author when writing "Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/201110:42:09 AM 

Judge dismisses Harry Potter plagiarism case 

A U.S. judge on Thursday dismissed a lawsuit accusing "Harry Potter" author J.K. Rawling with copying the work of 

another author when writing "Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/201110:48:24 AM 

Televangelists escape penalty in Senate inquiry 

Ig~~""IA senator's high-profile investigation of spending by televangelists wrapped up after more than three 

years Thursday with no penalties for the pastors who refused to cooperate and no definitive findings of 
wrongdoing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/201111:04:12 AM 

Craigslist 'robberies by appointment' turn violent 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/201112:02:41 PM 

Bomber kills at least 17 in Afghan bath house 

Ig~~""IA suicide bomber struck a bath house in a southern Afghan town as men gathered to wash up before 

Friday prayers, killing 17 people, a provincial official said 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/201112:33:33 PM 

10 places to buy a home in 2011 

Ig~~""~he ups and downs of the bipolar housing market appear to be behind us. And that begs the question: 

Where are the best places to buy a home? Here's an unscientific top 10. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/201112:35:11 PM 

Technology to blame for animal die-off panic 

Ig~~""IFoIiOWing reports of mass animal die-ofts, blogs joked about the "aflockalypse" and others saw signs of 

something more sinister. In reality, they happen all the time and are unrelated, biologists say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/201112:39:06 PM 

Floods and storms kill 39 in rural South Africa 

South African authorities say at least 39 people have died in flooding and thunderstorms in the eastern part of the 

country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/201112:39:57 PM 

Avoid these common tax-filing mistakes 

Ig~~""IWith all the records to gather, it's easy to make a mistake on your federal tax return. Here are some of 

the most common errors to avoid. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/201112:51:27 PM 

U.S. to renew military ties with a rising China 

China's growing military capabilities are redrawing the security landscape in Asia, putting the country on a potential 

collision course with the United States. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/201112:52:29 PM 

Video: Snowstorm swirls over Northeast 

Ig~~""~ODAYJS AI Raker tracks the big winter storm due to impact states from Pennsylvania to New 

England. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/201112:56:07 PM 

Video: Boehner: Room to cut defense spending 

Ig~~""INew Speaker of the House John Boehner, R-Ohio, tells NBC's Brian Williams that he believes there's 
"room to find savings in the Department of Defense," saying Secretary Gates has a reasonable plan to 

"root out wasteful spending." (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20111:30:57 PM 

Repeal effort defines GOP House debut 

Ig~~""~ust ten months after health care reform was signed into law the House is kicking off the new year and 

the new Congress by trying to undo what Democrats did last year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20111:36:09 PM 

Fluoride causing spots on teeth, u.s. says 

Fluoride in drinking water - credited with dramatically cutting cavities and tooth decay - may now be too much of a 

good thing. It's causing spots on some kids' teeth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20111:47:12 PM 

Egypt Christians mark mournful Christmas Eve 

Egyptian Christians, many sobbing, set aside fears to pack churches for Christmas Eve Masses, amid tight security after 

the New Year suicide bombing that killed 21 worshippers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20111:50:51 PM 

Fox News to interview Obama on Super Bowl Sunday 

President Barack Obama will sit for an interview with Fox News Channel host Bill O'Reilly on Super Bowl Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20112:05:44 PM 

Latin lovers? Frigid Brits? Mythbusting sexy stereotypes 

Ig~~""IAre Latin lovers really more passionate? (We're talking to you, Javier Bardem.) Are the British cold fish in 

the bedroom? And if the French are having sexual woes, is anything we think true? We look at how sexy 
reputations began - and if they're accurate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20112:09:44 PM 

What's stranger than birds falling from the sky? Meat 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20112:15:53 PM 

Why jobless rate is falling so slowly 

It took just 18 months for the nation's unemployment rate to go from 5 percent to over 10 percent. It likely will take 

years before it drops back anywhere near 5 percent, economists say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20112:16:20 PM 

School bans 'enticing' flavored safe-sex kits 

Officials at a New Hampshire high school say they will no longer allow a group to distribute safe-sex kits to students 

because the contents include flavored lubricant and candy as well as condoms. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20112:21:07 PM 

Video: Despite loss, soldier makes mission to help others 

Ig~~""IMaj. Anthony Smith returned from Iraq with brain damage, missing an arm, a hip, a kidney and half his 
vision. Now Smith has made it his mission to help at-risk youth. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20112:26:01 PM 

Is Seth Rogen too goofy to play 'Green Hornet'? 

Ig~~""lsome superhero purists think the comedic actor will make the new film a joke, but others look forward to 

a humorous take on the action genre. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20112:37:19 PM 

Facebook apologizes to Iowa birth photographer 

Ig~~""IFacebook apologized Thursday for disabling the account of an Iowa birth photographer who posted 

pictures the company initially deemed inappropriate, including shots of a friend and her newborn 
moments after birth that partially showed her friend's breasts, but not her nipples. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20112:40:45 PM 

Businesses stepped up hiring in December 

Ig~~""IBusinesses stepped up hiring in December, adding a net total of 103,000 jobs during the month and 

offering a little hope for a sustained improvement in the u.s. jobs market. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20112:47:45 PM 

Jobless rate weighs on 2012 presidential race 

Heading into 20l2, the most important political story is the strength of the u.s. economy. The good news: 

Unemployment has fallen to 9.4 percent. The disappointing news: The economy added fewer jobs than expected last 

month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20113:04:47 PM 

'Heil Rover!' Hitler-imitating dog enraged Nazis 

Ig~~""IGermanyls Nazi government was so angry about a dog trained to imitate Hitler that it started an 

obsessive campaign against its Finnish owner, according to newly discovered documents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20113:12:48 PM 

What's stranger than birds falling from the sky? Meat 

Flocks of birds falling en masse from the sky in Arkansas, Louisiana, Kentucky and even Sweden is strange, but these 

mysterious mass deaths don't hold a candle to the "Kentucky Meat Shower" of 1876 when it comes to airborne oddities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20113:36:06 PM 

What next? More airline fees possible in 2011 

The airline industry made $22 billion from ancillary fees in 2010 according to one forecast. In an era of low fares, high 

costs and a tough business climate, travelers can count on more a la carte fees - some they've never seen before. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20114:14:38 PM 

Testing a hard drive, with a shotgun 

Ig~~""llosafe claims that their hard drives can survive abuse, like shotgun blasts, underwater dunks, and 

crushing. At CES 2011 in Las Vegas, Wilson Rothman took a shot at the rugged drives to see how they 
performed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20114:17:40 PM 

Video: Musician performs with glacial ice instruments 

r-~ Norwegian composer practices for a London concert with instruments he made from glacial ice. 
ODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/2011 4:42:06 PM 

CES: Four-wheeled computers take to the road 

Ig~~""IWith USB ports, WiFi, touchscreens, voice GPS - even Android - cars are on the verge of becoming 

indistinguishable from your desktop computer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/2011 4:44:24 PM 

Back at school after shooting: Hugs, uncertainty 

Ig~~""IStudents and staffers return to a high school where a 17-year-old student fatally shot an assistant 

principal and wounded the principal before killing himself. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/2011 4:52:51 PM 

Great Barrier Reef among Aussie flood victims 

Ig~~""IArmed with water samples and historical flood data, Australian researchers are warning that the massive 

flooding in Queensland State is also impacting a neighbor: the Great Barrier Reef. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/2011 5:02:52 PM 

Video: Professor: Strong evidence ESP is real 

Ig~~""IDarYI Bem, Professor of Psychology at Cornell University, joins msnbc's Chris Jansing to discuss his studies 

which he says give strong evidence that extrasensory perception is genuine. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20115:11:42 PM 

Northeast snow causing some airline headaches 

Snow fell across the mid-Atlantic and Northeast states on Friday, adding to the region that has scarcely dug out from the 

Christmas weekend blizzard. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20115:37:46 PM 

Sources: John Edwards engagement rumors false 

The National Enquirer report claiming former Sen. John Edwards is engaged to his mistress Rielle Hunter is false, two 

sources have told NBC News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20115:47:47 PM 

Egypt threatens to remove Central Park obelisk 

Ig~~""lsince 1881, the obelisk known as Cleopatra's Needle has stood in New York's Central Park, but Egyptian 

authorities threatens to change that if the monument is not taken better care of. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20115:50:50 PM 

Flooded Australians return to mud and mess 

Ig~~""lsome residents of waterlogged northeast Australia returned to homes caked in sludge and nervously 

watched the skies for more rain Friday while waiting for swollen rivers to recede. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20115:51:48 PM 

Obama taps Sperling for top economic post 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama named Gene Sperling as his new director of the National Economic Council, a role that 

will give Sperling broad oversight of the administration's economic policy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/2011 6 :20:23 PM 

Video: Is oil the secret to a peaceful future in Sudan? 

Ig~~""IAS South Sudan votes on secession from the north of the country, NBC's Nina Saddar examines the issues 
that have brought the biggest country in Africa to the brink of separation - and asks what happens 

now? (NBC News Web Extra) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/2011 6 :20:28 PM 

Birds in trouble? You bet ... here's why 

Ig~~""lcosmic Log: Birds are indeed in trouble, but experts say this is due to a laundry list of long-term issues 

such as pollution and global climate change, and not the recent spate of bird deaths reported around the 
world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20116:51:22 PM 

Video: Poll: Obama losing support of white voters 

Ig~~""~he National Journal's Ron Brownstein explains the hurdles awaiting President Barack Obama in his re

election campaign. (Mitchell Reports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20116:58:44 PM 

Banks lose important ruling on foreclosures 

Massachusetts' highest court voided the seizure of two homes by Wells Fargo & Co. and u.s. Bancorp after the banks 

failed to show they held the mortgages at the time they foreclosed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/2011 7:08:44 PM 

Holding a grudge can be good for your marriage 

Everyone from relationship gurus to religious authorities tout the benefits of forgiveness. But new research suggests 

that in some cases, it may be better to emulate Elizabeth Edwards - who left her cheating husband John Edwards out of 

her will - than Hillary Clinton, who forgave Bill Clinton for his dalliances with a White House intern. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/2011 7:24:03 PM 

Girlfriend: Murray called her morning Jackson died 

Sade Anding testified Friday she was talking to Dr. Conrad Murray but at one point realized he wasn't paying attention to 

her. She says she heard coughing and mumbling but didn't recognize the voice as Murray. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/2011 7:37:05 PM 

Rescued Chile miner tours Graceland 

Ig~~""IRescued Chilean miner Edison Pena says he was living a dream as he toured the Graceland estate of his 

late idol, Elvis Presley. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/2011 7:40:44 PM 

Coptic Christians just want to be treated 'like Egyptians' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/2011 8:36:22 PM 

Number of young people in nursing homes rising 

Ig~~""IAdam Martin doesn't fit in here. No one else in this nursing home wears Air Jordans. No one else has 
stacks of music videos by 2Pac and Jay-Z. No one else is just 26. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/2011 8:39:59 PM 

Electric Ford Focus to go on sale this year 

Ig~~""IFord Motor Co. said Friday that an electric version of its Ford Focus sedan will go on sale in North America 

by the end of this year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/2011 9:03:27 PM 

AP source: Stanford's Harbaugh headed to 4gers 

Ig~~""IA person with knowledge of the situation says Jim Harbaugh is leaving Stanford to coach the San 
Francisco 4gers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/2011 9:49:52 PM 

Kidney-swap sisters eager to start life 

Ig~~""~he woman released from a Mississippi prison on the condition she donate a kidney to her younger sister 

says she would have gone through the procedure even if she hadn't been released from prison. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20119:55:40 PM 

2 men ID'd in videotaped disabled abuse case 

Ig~~""IAuthorities have identified two of the suspects recorded in sexual assaults of profoundly disabled 

women, officials said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/201110:34:50 PM 

Newer antipsychotics overused, study suggests 

Although first approved to treat schizophrenia, new antipsychotic medications are increasingly being prescribed for a 

host of other uses, even when there is little evidence they work, u.s. researchers said on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/201111:13:26 PM 

Polaroid lets Lady Gaga design something 

Ig~~""ILadY Gaga stood up on stage and proclaimed "This is the camera of the future." This futurecam also 
happens to be a set of shades with a outward-facing l.4-inch OLED display under each eye. Funky. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/201111:35:46 PM 

Showers of blackbirds air out conspiracy theories 

Ig~~""~he moon turns blood red. The earth shakes. Soldiers die in wars. And the world keeps spinning, even 

though these events fit neatly into apocalyptic predictions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/201111:46:46 PM 

Verizon iPhone to be announced Tuesday: report 

The news many consumers have been waiting for, Apple's iPhone carried by Verizon Wireless, will be announced 

Tuesday, according to a report in the Wall Street Journal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/201111:48:35 PM 

Video: U.K. terror threat level raised to 'severe' 

Ig~~""~he British government has warned aviation officials that al-Qaida is considering an attack on an airport 

or some other target connected to the airline industry. NBC's Stephanie Gosk reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/201111:52:07 PM 

Video: FBI probes deadly Mexico border shooting 

Ig~~""~he shooting death of a Mexican teenager by u.s. Border Patrol agents has once again put the issue of 

security amid an increasingly violent drug war into sharp focus. NBC's Miguel Almaguer reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/201112:37:05 AM 

5 makeup moves for a younger you 

Here are tips to camouflage crow's feet, lift your brows, slim a double chin and other makeup tricks that will make you 

look rested, vibrant and many years younger. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/20111:15:17 AM 

Package addressed to Napolitano ignites 

Ig~~""IMail addressed to Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano ignited Friday at a u.S. Postal Service 
facility in D.C., a day after similar letters "flared up" in Maryland. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/20111:32:18 AM 

Hottest doctors to ever grace television screens 

While "Grey's" and now "Off the Map" dazzle us with doctors hotter than a Texas Fourth of July, it's not the first time 

we've experienced sexual healing on the small screen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/20111:43:56 AM 

Cops: Woman raped boy, 13, she met online 

Ig~~""IA 36-year-old California woman has been arrested on suspicion of child molestation and rape for 
allegedly flying across the country to have sex with a 13-year-old boy she befriended online, authorities 

said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/20111:55:40 AM 

Kardashian sisters sued for $75 million 

Ig~~""IMore than a month after pulling out of a debit card venture, the company that licensed their images has 

sued the sisters, claiming they breached the contract by abruptly terminating the deal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/20112:30:01 AM 

Word of the year? There's an 'app' for that 

A term beloved by techies and geeks has nabbed the title of word of the year from the American Dialect Society. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/20113:04:12 AM 

Divers say they've found shipwreck from 1811 

Ig~~""IA team of divers say they've discovered the remains of the USS Revenge, a ship commanded by u.s. Navy 

hero Oliver Hazard Perry and wrecked off Rhode Island in 1811. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/20113:56:12 AM 

10-year-old girl survives Venezuela plane crash 

A lO-year-old girl has survived a plane crash in western Venezuela that killed the five other people on board, apparently 

her family members. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/20114:05:17 AM 

Baby-swinging video freaks out parents, the Internet 

Ig~~""llt could be real or it could be an elaborate hoax. Either way, a video - one that seems to show a Russian 
woman swinging and tossing an infant around her head - is driving the denizens of the Web into a 

frenzy of speculation, outrage, fear and more speculation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/20114:12:00 AM 

Odor sickens basketball players, fans in S.c. 

Dozens of people in South Carolina are being screened by emergency responders after an odor at a high school 

basketball game sickened players and fans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/2011 4:41:44 AM 

Scientists find a protoplanet's guts 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Astronomers identify a space rock that they say came from the 

interior of Vesta, a big asteroid thought to be in a class by itself. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/2011 6:12:21 AM 

Heat stay hot with aT win over Bucks 

Ig~~""lchris Bosh had 16 points and 12 rebounds, leading the surging Miami Heat in a 101-95 overtime victory 

over the Milwaukee Bucks on Friday night that extended their road winning streak to 12 games. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/2011 7:03:54 AM 

Actor injured in 'Spider-Man' returns to the show 

Ig~~""~he actor badly hurt when he tumbled from the stage at the Broadway musical "Spider-Man: Turn Off the 

Dark" returned to the theater for the first time since his accident, going backstage to wish the 
castmembers good luck and then watching Friday's performance from the safety of the orchestra seats. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/2011 7:42:09 AM 

Knicks rout Phoenix in Stoudemire's return 

Ig~~""IAmare Stoudemire scored 23 points in his return to Phoenix, and Raymond Felton recorded his first 
triple-double as the Knicks beat the Suns 121-96 Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/201110:35:50 AM 

Cold weather kills more in northern India 

Ig~~""INear-freeZing temperatures have killed more than two dozen people in northern India in recent days 

despite government efforts to distribute blankets and medicine to the poor, an official and a news report 
said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/201112:08:05 PM 

Gunman fires on police during Colo. standoff 

A gunman fired on police as he holed up in a Lakewood home with a woman and three young children for more than five 

hours before being arrested Saturday, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/201112:43:16 PM 

U.S. subpoenas WikiLeaks' Twitter account 

WikiLeaks says its Twitter account details have been subpoenaed by the u.s. government and that it hopes to fight the 

order. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/20111:49:54 PM 

Iran police arrest foreign woman for spying 

Iranian border police have arrested a foreign woman on suspicion of spying, a police official told state radio on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/2011 2:54:53 PM 

Video: Remembering Elvis as a young man 

Ig~~""lln his new exhibit, photographer Alfred Wertheimer shares rare, intimate photos of Elvis Presley from his 
early years performing. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/2011 3:51:04 PM 

Somali Islamists ban men, women from shaking hands 

Somalis say Islamist insurgents have banned unrelated men and women from shaking hands, speaking or walking 

together. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/2011 4:42:51 PM 

Iraqi cleric tells followers: 'We are still fighters' 

Ig~~""IAnti-American cleric Muqtada al-Sadr - in his first speech since returning to Iraq from exile in Iran - told 
followers they were still "fighters" and urged resistance to the u.s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/2011 5:28:08 PM 

Sudan clashes turn deadly before referendum 

Ig~~""lseveral people were killed in clashes between rebel militias and south Sudan's army on Friday and 

Saturday, the military said, a day before a referendum in which the south is expected to vote for 
independence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/2011 5:43:35 PM 

North Sudan faces its likely truncated future 

Ig~~""lsudan will lose a third of its land, nearly a quarter of its population and much of its main money-maker, 

oil, if south Sudanese vote for independence in a referendum Sunday as seems all but certain. Khartoum's 
government wants to make sure it doesn't lose its grip on power as well. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/20116:02:34 PM 

11 dead in latest violence in central Nigeria 

Christian youths attacked a car full of Muslims returning from a wedding in central Nigeria, killing seven people inside 

the vehicle and sparking retaliatory violence that left one other person dead, an official said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/2011 6:18:39 PM 

Hillside collapse leaves houses on the brink 

Ig~~""IFour Calif. homes were declared uninhabitable Friday after a hillside collapse left them on the edge of an 

almost vertical drop of up to 50 feet, newspapers reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/2011 6:26:54 PM 

History network pulls plug on Kennedy project 

Ig~~""IA controversial miniseries on the Kennedy family will not air on the History Channel because the 

completed multimillion dollar project does not fit the "History brand," the network said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/20116:50:42 PM 

Video: Doctor: 'Optimistic' of Giffords' condition 

Ig~~""IDr. Peter Rhee of University Medical Center in Tucson, Ariz., provides an update on the condition of U.s. 

Representative Gabrielle Giffords. The congresswoman was rushed to the hospital Saturday after being 
shot in the head. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/2011 7:04:21 PM 

Off the Bench: Spain's national broadcaster bans bullfighting 

Ig~~""lspainls leading broadcaster said Saturday it will no longer show the country's centuries-old tradition of 

bullfighting in order to protect children from viewing violence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/2011 8:13:16 PM 

Charged with beheading wife, NY man to claim abuse 

Ig~~""llt has been nearly two years since Muzzammil Hassan directed police officers in this serene Buffalo 
suburb to the decapitated remains of his estranged wife inside the Muslim-oriented television station the 

couple ran. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/2011 8:35:10 PM 

Video: Obama: 'Gabby is as tough as they come' 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama comments on the shooting of Rep. Gabrielle Giffords, D-Ariz., calling the 

congresswoman "a friend." (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/20118:45:20 PM 

Congresswoman, others shot in Ariz. 

Ig~~""IRep. Gabrielle Giffords of Arizona was shot in the head Saturday and an aide and federal judge killed 

when an assailant opened fire outside a grocery store as the Democratic lawmaker met with constituents, 
officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/2011 9:36:22 PM 

France says 2 Frenchmen kidnapped in Niger killed 

Ig~~...,~wo French hostages kidnapped in the Niger capital were killed by their captors despite a rescue attempt 

by French forces, President Nicolas Sarkozy said in a statement Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/201110:13:22 PM 

Fiery package in DC triggers memories of anthrax 

Ig~~""lpostal workers who returned to work Saturday said a package that ignited at a government mail facility 

conjured painful memories of the anthrax attacks that killed two of their colleagues in 2001. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/201110:44:38 PM 

Wounded congresswoman faced previous threats 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/201110:46:20 PM 

Open Channel: Giffords discusses previous threats 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/201111:11:12 PM 

Cosmic Log: Tragedy's impact extends to space 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: The Arizona shooting is likely to have reverberations that extend 

beyond Earth, for personal as well as political reasons. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/201111:31:51 PM 

Obama, colleagues call shooting a tragedy 

Expression of sadness over the shooting Saturday of Rep. Gabrielle, D-Ariz., came swiftly Saturday from friends and 

colleagues in the political world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/201111:33:19 PM 

Trailblazer Giffords known for speaking her mind 

Ig~~""IRep. Gabrielle Giffords, who was shot and seriously wounded Saturday at a meeting with constituents, is 

not your typical congressional Democrat. The former Republican businesswoman is an avid motorcycle 
rider, a proud gun owner and is married to an astronaut. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/201111:42:38 PM 

US says American woman said jailed in Iran is free 

The State Department says an American woman reportedly arrested in Iran for espionage is safe and not in Iranian 

custody. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/201112:05:02 AM 

NFL playoff live updates: Jets vs. Colts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/201112:38:13 AM 

Ex-boyfriend booked in case of missing dancer 

The former boyfriend of a missing las Vegas Strip burlesque dancer has been arrested on suspicion of murdering her. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/201112:48:33 AM 

Gates: China moving fast on new weapons 

China is farther along in its development of a new stealth fighter jet than the u.s. had predicted, and that plane and 

other Chinese military advances are worrisome, u.s. Defense Secretary Robert Gates said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20111:43:47 AM 

Video: Sheriff: Second person of interest in Giffords shooting 

Ig~~""lclarence Dubnik of the Pima County Sheriff's Dept., updates the status of the investigation into 
Saturday's shooting of Rep. Gabrielle Giffords. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20111:45:22 AM 

What dat? Sea hawks send Saints limping home 

Ig~~""IMatt Hasselbeck threw four touchdown passes and Marshawn Lynch scored on an electrifying 67-yard 
run in the final minutes to lead the Seattle Sea hawks to an improbable 41-36 victory over the defending 

Super Bowl champion New Orleans Saints in the opening round of the playoffs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2011 2:18:28 AM 

Open Channel: Few assassins fit the 'profile' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20112:39:10 AM 

Video: House leaders condemn Giffords attacks 

Ig~~""~he Washington Post's Eugene Robinson talks about the response from House Speaker John Boehner and 

House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi as well as how Congress should handle threats of violence against 
members. (Countdown) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20113:01:48 AM 

Idaho town to lottery winner: Please show yourself 

Ig~~""~ammy Deaton has a message for Idaho's unknown $190 million lottery winner: Have mercy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2011 3:47:17 AM 

Portuguese TV star slain, castrated at NYC hotel 

A celebrity Portuguese television journalist was found castrated and bludgeoned to death in a New York City hotel, and 

his companion, a male model who had recently been a contestant on a Portuguese reality TV show, was in police 

custody Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2011 3:57:18 AM 

Hackers celebrate North Korea heir's birthday 

Ig~~""IHackers have attacked North Korea's official Youtube and Twitter accounts, posting a cartoon showing 

Kim Jong-il's heir apparent driving a sports car into a crowd of starving countrymen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20115:17:22 AM 

Jets, Ryan get kick out of beating Colts for a change 

Ig~~""IFOlk'S 32-yard field goal on final play lifts N.Y. to 17-16 victory over Indy; Jets to play at New England next 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2011 5:18:53 AM 

A look at victims in attack on Giffords 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2011 5:28:55 AM 

Bomb scare halts Fla. plane; Search finds nothing 

Authorities say a plane about to take off from a South Florida airport was returned to the gate after a passenger found a 

bomb threat scribbled in a magazine. A search of the plane turned up nothing suspicious. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20115:54:15 AM 

Millions start voting on South Sudan independence 

Ig~~""~he long-~waited independence referendum is expected to result in the war-ravaged region emerging as 

a new nation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2011 6:36:57 AM 

Loughner: I can't trust this government 

Ig~~""lprofile of Jared Loughner, suspected in the shooting of a federal judge, congresswoman and others in 

Arizona on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2011 6:55:05 AM 

27 deaths, including 14 decapitated, rock Acapulco 

The image of this beach mecca has taken a new hit from Mexico's drug violence, with 27 people killed in less than a day, 

including 14 men whose bodies were found with their heads chopped off at a shopping center. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/201110:49:08 AM 

Judge slain in Ariz. shooting wins wide acclaim 

Ig~~""INamed Arizona's chief federal judge in 2006, U.S. District Judge John M. Roll won wide acclaim for a 

career as a respected jurist and leader who had pushed to beef up the court's strained bench to handle a 
growing number of border crime-related cases. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/201110:49:46 AM 

Cops hunt 2nd suspect in deadly Ariz. rampage 

The Arizona sheriff helping investigate the shooting of Rep. Gabrielle Giffords and several others says the gunman may 

not have acted alone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2011 2:37:46 PM 

Jerusalem hotel demolished for Israeli apartments 

Ig~~""IBulldozers demolished a hotel in Jerusalem Sunday to make way for a new Israeli enclave in the heart of a 

Palestinian neighborhood, moving ahead with a plan that has angered the Palestinians and the u.S. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2011 3:03:19 PM 

Pope baptizes newborns in Sistine Chapel 

Ig~~""lpope Benedict XVI baptized 21 newborns in an intimate ceremony in the Sistine Chapel on Sunday that 

marked the end of the Christmas season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2011 3:04:31 PM 

Cop, other man shot dead near Baltimore club 

A fight at a Baltimore nightclub spilled onto the street early Sunday and led to an eruption of gunfire that killed a police 

officer and another man and left four people hurt, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2011 3:23:22 PM 

PFT: Ravens offense out of excuses 

Ig~~""lpFT: Baltimore enters its game vs. Kansas City on Sunday looking much worse than last year's 9-7 team in 

many respects. Time to step up, Ravens. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2011 5:02:34 PM 

Cruise returns to Fla. after 150 aboard get sick 

A Royal Caribbean cruise has returned to the Tampa, Fla., port after 150 passengers and crew members suffered a 

stomach illness. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2011 6:28:30 PM 

Abortions in China on rise, especially among young women 

Ig~~""~he leaf-strewn median on Eternal Peace Road hides a grim secret: Numerous tiny fetuses lie in 

unmarked graves dug by women from the abortion clinic across the street. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2011 7:18:16 PM 

To your brain, music is as enjoyable as sex 

Whether it's the Beatles or Beethoven, people like music for the same reason they like eating or having sex: It makes the 

brain release a chemical that gives pleasure, a new study says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2011 7:34:53 PM 

'True Grit' rides tall at weekend box office 

Ig~~"'l'True Grit" seized the reins at the weekend box office with $15 million, taking the No.1 spot and 

becoming the first Western to top the $100 million mark since the 19905. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2011 7:39:36 PM 

Confident workers are starting to spend more 

A steady decline in layoffs is giving the vast majority of adults who have jobs the confidence to spend more freely and 

help energize the economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2011 7:54:32 PM 

Earnings at top of investors' minds this week 

Investors head into this week on the defensive as the potential for u.s. equity gains could be limited even if earnings 

begin on a strong note. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2011 7:59:43 PM 

Cost of gas up about 9 cents in the last 3 weeks 

The twice-monthly Lundberg Survey has found the price of regular gasoline has risen about nine cents a gallon over 

three weeks to $3.08. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2011 7:59:43 PM 

Cost of gas up about 9 cents in the last 3 weeks 

The twice-monthly Lundberg Survey has found the price of regular gasoline has risen about nine cents a gallon over 

three weeks to $3.08. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2011 8:15:25 PM 

TlC reportedly pulls plug on 'Palin's Alaska' 

Ig~~""lsunday'S season finale of Sarah Palin's Alaska is said to be the show's last episode, Entertainment Weekly 

reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2011 9:06:00 PM 

No estimate for reopening of Alaska oil pipeline 

Ig~~""~he Trans Alaska Pipeline was shut for a second day on Sunday, with no indication of when it would 

reopen, after a leak was discovered at Prudhoe Bay, forcing oil companies to cut production to 5 percent 
of their average 630,000 barrels per day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2011 9:39:05 PM 

71 dead, 35 survive crash of IranJet airliner 

Ig~~""IAn IranAir passenger jet carrying 106 people crashed as it was making an emergency landing Sunday in a 

snowstorm in the country's northwest and broke into several pieces, killing 71 of those on board. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2011 9:53:58 PM 

Tower damaged on 9/11 finally coming down 

Ig~~""~he contaminated bank tower stood shrouded in black netting for years over ground zero, filled with 

toxic dust and the remains of 9/11 victims. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/201110:25:57 PM 

After shooting, hoops game a 'healing moment' 

Ig~~""~amelle Horne, who lost his starting job one game before the Pac-l0 season began, scored 16 points and 

grabbed 12 rebounds and Arizona completed a home sweep of the Bay Area schools with a 67-57 victory 
over Stanford in a contest pushed back a day because of Saturday's mass shooting in suburban Tucson. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/201110:54:12 PM 

Suspect charged in lawmaker's attack 

Ig~~""IFederal prosecutors brought charges Sunday against the gunman accused of attempting to assassinate 

U.S. Rep. Gabrielle Giffords and killing six people at a political event in Arizona. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/201112:06:22 AM 

Video: South braces for blast of winter weather 

Ig~~""INBC'S Lester Holt speaks with Mike Seidel of the Weather Channel. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/201112:43:05 AM 

Packers hold off Eagles to advance 

Ig~~""IAaron Rodgers threw three touchdown passes as the Green Bay Packers beat the Philadelphia Eagles 21-
16 on Sunday to advance to the second round of the NFL playoffs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/20111:27:01 AM 

Driving rain brings new flood woes to Australia 

Ig~~""IFloodwaters from a swollen river poured into businesses in yet another northeastern Australian 

community Monday, as relentless rains brought more misery to a region battling its worst flooding in 
decades. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2011 3:06:45 AM 

Video: Who was the Tucson shooter? 

Ig~~""IAS Arizona and the nation mourn this blood-soaked moment in suburbia, investigators are learning more 

about the man they say made an attempt to assassinate an elected official. Who is the shooter? Chris 
Hansen reports. (Dateline NBC) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2011 3:13:52 AM 

Video: Nine-year-old victim's parents speak 

Ig~~""IWhO was 9-year-old Christina Taylor, one of the victims of the assassination attempt on Congresswoman 

Giffords? Her parents fondly remember their patriotic daughter, born the day of the 9/11 attacks. Lester 
Holt reports. (Dateline NBC) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2011 3:34:38 AM 

Slain girl's dad: We wish we could have been with her 

Although only in the 3rd grade, 9-year-old Christina-Taylor Green knew the difference between right and wrong and very 

much wanted to do her part to make things right in the world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2011 5:13:27 AM 

Pakistan's release of militant stirs questions 

He is a self-declared warrior against u.s. and NATO troops in Afghanistan. He allegedly ran terrorist training camps there 

when the Taliban was in power. He was suspected of involvement in the attempted assassination of two Pakistani 

leaders. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2011 5:56:54 AM 

For jubilant voters in S. Sudan, new country nears 

Ig~~""~housands of people began casting ballots Sunday during a weeklong vote to choose the destiny of this 
war-ravaged and desperately poor but oil-rich region. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/201111:18:03 AM 

Iran jet's black box found as death toll rises 

Ig~~""llnvestigators on Monday found the black box from a passenger jet that broke to pieces on impact while 

trying an emergency landing in a snowstorm in northwestern Iran, killing at least 77 people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/201112:20:45 PM 

America's best and worst job markets 

Ig~~""llf you're struggling to find a job, have you thought of looking for work in the cities seeking the most new 

hires? As a guide, here's a list of the best and worst job markets in America. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/20111:55:07 PM 

Hero intern may have saved Giffords' life 

Ig~~""IA congressional intern with some basic nursing training said Monday that he knew he had to stem the 
flow of blood from u.s. Rep. Gabrielle Giffords' head after she was shot. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2011 2:04:15 PM 

Mandatory resort fees frustrate hotel guests 

Ig~~""IResort fees, like a la carte airfares and invasive security procedures, are becoming more prominent and 

getting harder to avoid, and are testing the patience of travelers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2011 2:10:42 PM 

Gluten-free? Luxury hotel chain caters to guests 

Ig~~""~oronto-based Fairmont Hotels and Resorts last week introduced a new series of menus chain-wide with 

different dishes specifically created for guests with special dietary needs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2011 2:26:07 PM 

Pa. man crashes into ambulance carrying daughter 

Medics say a Pennsylvania man rushing home after his daughter suffered a seizure struck the ambulance carrying the 

girl, injuring several people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2011 2:28:57 PM 

Giffords 'holding her own,' doctor says 

Arizona Rep. Gabrielle Giffords is "holding her own" and continues to respond to simple commands, Dr. G. Michael 

Lemole Jr., the chief of neurosurgery at Univ. of Ariz. said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2011 2:38:25 PM 

First Thoughts: A new chance for civility? 

Ig~~""~ragiCaIIY, the shooting Saturday at a congressional event in Arizona now has the ability to do what 

elected officials haven't been able to do: usher in a more civil era in politics and, at a minimum, simply 
start a SERIOUS conversation about political rhetoric. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2011 2:39:39 PM 

Slain girl's dad: We wish we could have been with her 

The 9-year-old girl who was among the fatalities in the shooting tragedy in Arizona "was still alive when she got to the 

hospital," Christina-Taylor Green's father, John Green, said Monday. "We wish we had a chance to be with her while she 

was down." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2011 3:08:42 PM 

The paucity of hope 

Ig~~""IAfter the shootings at a congressional event in Arizona on Saturday, can Obama - or anyone - bring 

America back from the brink? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2011 3:11:51 PM 

Model charged in NYC hotel slaying, castration 

Ig~~""IA Portuguese male model has been charged with murder in the slaying of a celebrity Portuguese 

television journalist. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2011 3:15:51 PM 

PhotoBlog: Farewell to WWII Major Dick Winters 

Ig~~""~he central character of 'Band of Brothers' passed away in central Pennsylvania. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2011 3:31:24 PM 

Big Three poised to dominate at auto show 

Ig~~""lwhen the doors open at Detroit's Cabo Center on Monday, Motor City's automakers will be hoping to get 
a home field advantage - and some investors will even be betting on it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2011 3:33:13 PM 

GM's Volt named 2011 Car of the Year 

Ig~~""~he Chevrolet Volt plug-in electric car, the centerpiece of General Motors' comeback, was named 2011 

North American Car of the Year at the Detroit auto show Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2011 4:34:16 PM 

Swiss village: pay your dog tax or fido gets it 

A Swiss village has found a drastic way to compel dog holders to pay their pet's annual tax: cough up, or the dog gets it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2011 5:17:58 PM 

eFT: Auburn, Oregon will light up scoreboard 

CFT: The time for talk is almost over, and the high-octane, quick-strike offenses for Auburn and Oregon will battle for the 

BCS championship Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2011 5:19:06 PM 

36 killed as Sudan votes on independence 

Ig~~""IAt least 36 people have died in clashes near Sudan's north-south border, leaders in the contested Abyei 
region said on the second day of a week-long referendum on southern independence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2011 6:15:12 PM 

International support helps keep Haiti's schools open 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2011 6:43:39 PM 

Meth dealers use technology meant to stop them 

Ig~~""~echnOIOgy meant to help stop the meth epidemic has actually created a vast market for profiteers to 
buy over-the-counter pills and sell them to meth producers at a huge markup. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2011 6:58:52 PM 

Freezing rain adds to South's headaches 

Ig~~""IMUCh of the South was expecting freezing rain overnight from a storm that caused at least 8 traffic 

deaths and forced the world's busiest airport to come to a near standstill. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2011 7:20:04 PM 

Probe finds 'planetary missing link' 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Astronomers say they have confirmed the existence of a rocky world 

that serves as a "planetary missing link," far beyond our solar system. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2011 7:20:04 PM 

Probe finds 'planetary missing link' 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Astronomers say they have confirmed the existence of a rocky world 

that serves as a "planetary missing link," far beyond our solar system. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2011 8:29:22 PM 

Shootings bring out worst of Web rumor mill 

After a national tragedy like this weekend's shooting in Tucson, it can feel like the Internet has been overrun by a 

something like a computer virus that spreads exaggerations, lies and distortions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2011 9:48:41 PM 

Basque militants call permanent Spain cease-fire 

Ig~~""[he militant Basque separatist group ETA declared a permanent cease-fire Monday in what it called a 

firm step toward ending a decades-long independence fight. But Spain's government quickly dismissed 
the announcement as not going far enough, and demanded ETA disband and lay down its arms. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2011 9:49:39 PM 

Verizon big winner from having iPhone? Not so fast 

Ig~~""lverizon Wireless would seem to be a big winner after its expected announcement Tuesday that it will 

start selling the iPhone and break Apple Inc.'s monogamous relationship with AT&T Inc. in the u.s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/201110:12:08 PM 

Biden in Afghanistan to assess war progress 

Vice President Joe Biden made a surprise visit to Afghanistan Monday to meet with President Hamid Karzai and assess 

progress toward a key objective of handing over security from foreign to Afghan forces. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/201110:18:44 PM 

Exercise doesn't help serious couch potatoes 

Spending more than four hours a day sitting in front of a television or computer more than doubles your risk of dying 

from or being hospitalized for heart disease, according to a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/201110:46:57 PM 

Kinect injuries afoot? Doc says 'wear shoes' 

Ig~~""llt seems the Kinect-related injuries continue unabated as gamers learn the hard way that full-body 

motion controls do need to be approached with some care. One doc has a helpful tip: Wear your shoes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/201110:57:00 PM 

Full recovery for 'miracle' Haiti quake survivor 

Ig~~""~he smiling teen who pokes her head out of the doorway of her grandmother's house is the embodiment 

of human resilience, someone whose very existence seems utterly impossible. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/201111:06:17 PM 

31 dead in 4 days in Mexico's Acapulco 

The body of a murdered man was found Monday on the main highway to Acapulco, bringing to 31 the number of people 

killed in the Pacific resort city over four days. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/201111:06:36 PM 

Friends tell of Ariz. suspect's anger, paranoia 

Ig~~""IFormer high school friends of Jared Loughner, who allegedly shot 20 people including Rep. Gabrielle 
Giffords, say they drifted away as he got into a "nihilistic rut." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/201111:37:34 PM 

Playboy agrees founder Hefner's buyout offer 

Ig~~""~he publisher of Playboy magazine has agreed to accept a sweetened buyout offer from a partnership 

headed by founder Hugh Hefner, who will take the company private. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/201111:44:38 PM 

Video: Picking up the pieces in Tucson 

Ig~~""IAS Congresswoman Gabrielle Gifford continues to fight for her life, families of the six victims killed in 
Saturday's shooting sought answers in the aftermath of the tragedy. NBC's Lester Holt reports. (Nightly 

News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/201111:44:45 PM 

Video: Unabomber attorney assigned to defend Loughner 

Ig~~""~ared Loughner, the suspected gunman accused of killing six people and wounding 14 others including 

Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords, made his first court appearance on Monday. NBC's Miguel Almaguer 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/201111:48:31 PM 

Video: Two heroes return to the scene of tragedy 

Ig~~""IDavid Hernandez, Jr., who had just begun an internship with Rep. Gabrielle Giffords five days earlier, and 

retired Army Colonel William Badger recall the critical moments after they rushed to aid the victims in 
Saturday's deadly shooting. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/201111:51:13 PM 

Video: Despite tragedy, gun control still a tough sell 

Ig~~""~he shooting in Arizona on Saturday has prompted renewed calls for changes in the nation's gun laws, 

including a restriction on high-capacity magazines like the ones that allowed the suspected gunman to 
load 30 rounds of ammunition into his Glock 9mm pistol. NBC's Pete Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/201112:03:55 AM 

Video: Seeking reason in the absence of answers 

Ig~~""~he tragedy in Tucson left many Americans well beyond Arizona's borders grieving over a tragedy that 
struck at the heart of a government institution. NBC's Lee Cowan reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/201112:35:09 AM 

Michael Douglas begins waiting game 

Ig~~""lwhen Michael Douglas announced that he was being treated for late-stage throat cancer, many fans took 

that as a death sentence. But the actor told TODAY that his tumor is now gone. That's the first hurdle, 
doctors say, but it will take three years to consider him in the clear. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/201112:41:31 AM 

Conservatives scoff at attempted linkage to shooting 

Ig~~""lconservative commentators on Monday pushed back at liberals' argument that the Tea Party movement 

and Republican politicians had contributed to a climate that might have encouraged Saturday's shootings 
in Tucson. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/201112:47:34 AM 

Judge sentences Delay to 3 years in prison 

Ig~~""IA judge ordered former u.s. House Majority leader Tom Delay to serve three years in prison Monday for 

his role in a scheme to illegally funnel corporate money to Texas candidates in 2002. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/20111:30:14 AM 

2 arrested in turtle smuggling case 

Two men from Japan have been arrested on charges that they hid more than 50 live turtles and tortoises in snack food 

boxes to smuggle them into the United States. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2011 3:09:57 AM 

China media says Gates visit alone cannot heal ties 

Ig~~""IA visit by Defense Secretary Robert Gates to China cannot itself solve deep military distrust between the 

two powers, state media said on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2011 4:52:05 AM 

Arizona shooting suspect could face death penalty 

Ig~~""~ared Loughner, head shaved, a cut on his right temple and his hands cuffed, stared vacantly at a packed 

courtroom Monday and sat down. His attorney, who defended "Unabomber" Ted Kaczynski, whispered 
to him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2011 6:27:59 AM 

eFT: Newton will leave a tainted legacy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2011 8:24:14 AM 

U.S. abortion rate rises for first time since 1990 

The long-term decline in the u.s. abortion rate stalled as the recession took hold, according to the latest comprehensive 

survey of America's abortion providers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2011 9:47:04 AM 

Chinese stealth fighter makes first test flight 

Ig~~""lchina's radar-eluding stealth fighter made its first-known test flight Tuesday, marking dramatic progress 
in the country's efforts to develop cutting-edge military technologies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/201110:01:48 AM 

Widow faces new trial over 'milkshake murder' 

Ig~~""IAn American housewife accused of drugging then clubbing her banker husband to death in Hong Kong 

seven years ago stood trial for murder for a second time Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/201110:09:53 AM 

Assange case: Has feminism gone too far? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/201111:07:04 AM 

Newton, fluke play lift Auburn past Oregon for title 

Ig~~""lwes Byrum kicked a 19-yard field goal as time expired and No.1 Auburn beat No.2 Oregon 22-19 to win 

the BCS national championship Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/201111:46:12 AM 

Gates: N. Korea will be threat to u.s. in 5 years 

North Korea will pose a direct threat to the United States within five years if the communist dictatorship isn't reined in, 

U.S. Defense Secretary Robert Gates said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/20111:12:43 PM 

Behind the Wall: No snow days for freezing Chinese kids 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2011 2:05:15 PM 

Video: For these men, money bought brides, not sex 

Ig~~""~ohn Adams and Mark Davis, along with their Eastern European wives, rebut critics who say the mail

order bride business is prostitution, maintaining that it's no different than a bicoastallove affair within 
the u.s. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2011 2:21:10 PM 

Assange: WikiLeaks to step up spilling secrets 

WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange vowed to increase the release of revelations related to secret u.s. diplomatic cables 

after he appeared in British court Tuesday as part of his fight to avoid extradition to Sweden. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2011 2:28:52 PM 

Hyundai rising, not making 'disposable' cars 

Ig~~""IHYUndai was once criticized for making "disposable" cars, but now its vehicles are impressively well

made, earning plaudits from new car reviewers and quality surveys. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2011 2:52:53 PM 

La Nina: Where to ski this winter, and why 

Ig~~""llf you missed meteorology in college, or haven't followed current events in over a decade, read on for a 

description of the predicted La Nina event. Then, start planning trips to the slopes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2011 3:28:38 PM 

Mail-order bride trade is flourishing in downturn 

Bloomberg Businessweek: The global economic downturn has only been a boon to the international business of helping 

single men get hitched, though scams abound, and some say the industry is not that different from human trafficking 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2011 3:36:25 PM 

First Thoughts: The right pushes back 

Ig~~""IDesPite calls for civility, it didn't take long for the right and left to point fingers after the Tucson 

shootings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2011 3:54:28 PM 

10 die as 'instant tsunami' hits Australia town 

Ig~~""IMilitary helicopters searched Tuesday for scores of people missing after a tsunami-like wall of water 

ripped through an Australian valley. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2011 4:01:53 PM 

Verizon finally gets an iPhone 

Ig~~""~oday, Lowell McAdam, president and COO of Verizon, took to the stage at Lincoln Center in New York, to 

voice something sweet to many phone lovers' ears: Verizon Wireless would indeed be carrying the 
iPhone, after years of speculation, rumors and outright pleas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2011 4:22:38 PM 

Dumbing soon: Guilty pleasure films of 2011 

Ig~~""lvampire sex, clawmarks on the moon, Smurfs in 3-D - what else could you ask for? 2011 may have its 

share of superhero blockbusters, but the movie slate also offers promise for those who miss "Mystery 
Science Theater 3000." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2011 4:24:02 PM 

Chinese stealth fighter makes first test flight 

Ig~~""lchina confirmed it held its first test-flight of a stealth fighter jet on Tuesday, a show of muscle during a 

visit by u.s. Defense Secretary Robert Gates aimed at defusing military tensions between the two big 
powers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2011 4:26:01 PM 

Who 'wins' in Verizon announcement? You do 

There's a lot of discussion out there about who wins, who loses with Verizon's long-awaited addition of the iPhone: But 

who really wins? You do. You, the consumer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2011 4:34:59 PM 

'Shared failure' in BP spill cited in panel report 

r-I~laming the massive BP oil spill on government and industry complacency, a White House panel on 
uesday called for a dramatic overhaul of the way the u.s. regulates offshore drilling. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2011 4:59:41 PM 

Clinton in Yemen to press counterterror efforts 

u.s. Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton on Tuesday urged Yemen to step up security cooperation with the United 

States during an unannounced visit to shore up ties with a nation that is fast becoming a major focus of American 

counterterrorism efforts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2011 5:13:34 PM 

Judges no strangers to balancing security 

Ig~~""~he measures that thousands of judicial officials take every day show the challenges faced by members of 

Congress as they attempt to control their own unpredictable environments. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2011 5:45:43 PM 

200,000 pounds of ground beef recalled 

More than 200,000 pounds of ground beef products are being recalled after an inspection found them may be spoiled. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2011 6:21:50 PM 

Video: WikiLeaks' Assange vows to spill more secrets 

Ig~~""~ulian Assange's legal team will argue he should not be extradited from Britain to Sweden over alleged 

sex crimes because he could end up in the u.s. facing the death penalty. NBC's Peter Alexander was in 
court as the Wikileak's founder fights extradition. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2011 6:30:57 PM 

Young people crave self-esteem more than sex 

Young people crave boosts to their self-esteem more than sex and money, according to a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2011 6:39:35 PM 

Video: Watch live: Loughner's parents speak to media 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO: The parents of Jared Loughner make a statement (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2011 7:30:09 PM 

New Miss America might be beautiful - and bald 

Ig~~""IMiSS Delaware Kayla Martell - who has alopecia areata, a rare condition that results in unexplained hair 
loss - won't let her baldness hold her back from competing for her lifelong dream. The 22-year-old 

beauty is determined not only to win Miss America, but to shed some light on alopecia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2011 8:05:44 PM 

Warhol print owned by Hopper fetches $302K 

Christie's says the "Mao" print that sold Tuesday contained two bullet holes. It happened during a wild night when 

Hopper mistook the portrait for Mao himself and shot at it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2011 8:32:53 PM 

Space shuttle Discovery launch aims for Feb. 24 

Ig~~""INASA is hoping to launch space shuttle Discovery on its final voyage no earlier than Feb. 24, after months 

of delays due to cracked fuel tank supports, the space agency announced Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2011 9:23:23 PM 

eFT: Michigan hires Hoke as head coach 

Ig~~""ICFT: Spurned by Les Miles, Michigan moved quickly to hire Brady Hoke from San Diego State. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2011 9:42:20 PM 

FDA helped states obtain lethal-injection drugs 

The Food and Drug Administration, which has long maintained that it has nothing to do with drugs used in executions, 

has quietly helped Arizona and California obtain a scarce type of anesthetic so the states could continue putting inmates 

to death. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/201110:05:07 PM 

Job prospects good in 2011 ... for employers 

Companies planning to ramp up hiring this year will have an added luxury: their choice from a flood of applicants, 

without having to pay a premium for top talent. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/201111:17:40 PM 

Ariz. suspect's parents: 'Don't know why this happened' 

The parents of Jared Loughner, the 22-year-old suspect in fatal shooting of six people and attempted assassination of 

Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords, expressed sorrow on Tuesday and said they didn't understand the "heinous event." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/201111:28:05 PM 

Beyond vaccines: 5 things that may cause autism 

If vaccines are off the table, what does cause autism? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/201112:44:19 AM 

Tiny breaks from sitting can whittle your waist 

Taking short breaks from sitting, even for only one minute, might whittle your waistline and improve your heart health, 

according to a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/20111:01:34 AM 

Tanier: NFL playoffs aren't the time to get fancy 

Ig~~""~anier: It's diagram time again! This week, we'll break down some signature plays of the eight remaining 

playoff teams, including plays that helped teams through last week's wild-card weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/20111:12:41 AM 

iPad that runs on Verizon network coming? 

Verizon Wireless will be getting an iPad with an embedded COMA network chip, said Verizon parent company CFO 

Francis Shammo, in an interview with Bloomberg. Sadly, that's all he said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/20111:24:59 AM 

Jackson doctor ordered to stand trial 

Ig~~""IA judge ordered Conrad Murray to stand trial for involuntary manslaughter after hearing testimony that 

he administered a lethal dose of propofol then left the pop star alone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/20111:51:52 AM 

Calif. pot patient convicted in thief's death 

A California man who is authorized to grow marijuana under the state's medical marijuana law has been convicted of 

fatally shooting a man who was trying to steal his pot. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2011 2:26:20 AM 

New threat note found in Tucson shooting 

Ig~~""~he suspect in Rep. Gabrielle Giffords' shooting wrote the words "Die, bitch" on a note found in his home, 
a sheriff's official says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2011 2:31:35 AM 

Law passed to ban picketing at Tucson funerals 

Arizona legislators quickly approve emergency legislation to head off picketing by a church near the funeral service for a 

9-year-old girl who was killed in Saturday's attack. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2011 3:00:09 AM 

Despite doughnuts, everyone wins on 'Loser' 

Ig~~""lwhile Team Unknowns continued its mostly unseen routines with the mystery trainers Tuesday night, the 

on-ranch crowd had a chance to get the upper hand. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2011 3:13:40 AM 

Woman who tried to save child relives horror 

An Arizona woman who tried to save the slain 9-year-old girl from a gunman's rage was reliving the horror from her 

hospital room, her husband said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2011 4:33:24 AM 

10 key players for NFL's divisional playoff games 

Ig~~""lwesSeling: Everything's crucial during the NFL postseason. Like having game-breaking players. Here are 

10 to watch this weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/20114:44:19 AM 

Twinkle, twinkle, twinkle: 3-star system found 

NASA's Kepler spacecraft, an observatory originally designed to hunt for alien planets, has stumbled upon an intriguing 

discovery: a set of triplet stars circling a massive stellar parent. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2011 5:33:38 AM 

Floods enter Brisbane, 20,000 in danger 

Ig~~""IDeadIY floodwaters that have cut a swath across northeastern Australia flowed onto the streets of the 

nation's third-largest city Wednesday, forcing people to flee suburbs and skyscrapers as rescuers 
elsewhere searched for 67 people still missing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2011 5:55:02 AM 

Actor David Nelson of famous TV family dies at 74 

Ig~~""IDavid Nelson, who starred on his parents' popular television show "The Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet," 

has died. He was 74. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2011 5:55:02 AM 

Actor David Nelson of famous TV family dies at 74 

Ig~~""IDavid Nelson, who starred on his parents' popular television show "The Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet," 

has died. He was 74. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2011 6:19:21 AM 

Lakers hand lowly Cavs 11th straight defeat 

Ig~~""~he Los Angeles Lakers humiliated the Cleveland Cavaliers while sending them to their 11th straight loss, 
rolling to a 112-57 victory on Tuesday night in their best defensive performance ever. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2011 7:20:06 AM 

'Very heavy snow' falling in Northeast 

The snow-and-ice storm that shut down much of the South slowly rolled into the Northeast late Tuesday as part of a 

double-whammy, joining a blast from the Midwest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2011 8:30:34 AM 

III. governor weighs bill to abolish death penalty 

Illinois again finds itself at the center of the death penalty debate as advocates on both sides wait to hear whether Gov. 

Pat Quinn will support abolishing capital punishment in a state that had 170 people awaiting execution less than a 

decade ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2011 9:40:55 AM 

State's lawmakers pass 66 percent tax increase 

Illinois lawmakers have approved a politically risky 66 percent income tax increase in an effort to solve a historic budget 

crisis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/201110:03:12 AM 

2nd person convicted in honor student's death 

Ig~~""IAgain and again defense attorneys and prosecutors played the same graphic video of 16-year-old Derrion 
Albert being beaten to death - grainy, shaky and just a few minutes long. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2011 10:40:49 AM 

First dead birds, then dead fish ... now crickets 

A virus has killed millions of crickets raised to feed pet reptiles and those kept in zoos. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/201110:56:50 AM 

Romanian pair charged with selling baby in France 

Romanian authorities say two people have been arrested on charges of having sold their child six years ago to a couple 

living in France. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/201111:36:14 AM 

Hezbollah plans to resign from Lebanese government 

The Islamic militant group Hezbollah and its allies plan to resign from the lebanese Cabinet and topple the government 

on Wednesday over tensions stemming from the international investigation of the 2005 assassination of former Prime 

Minister Rafik Hariri, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/201111:46:22 AM 

Long road before Ariz. death penalty decision 

Ig~~""~ared Loughner, identified as the gunman in the killings of a federal judge and several others, stands 

accused of crimes eligible for the federal death penalty. Will he get it? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/201112:12:03 PM 

Bombs targeting Afghan intelligence kill 6 

The Taliban took aim at Afghanistan's intelligence services Wednesday, killing six people and wounding more than 30 in 

two attacks, including a suicide bombing on a bus in the capital, officials said, while roadside bombs killed four NATO 

service members. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/201112:42:02 PM 

Video: Second snowstorm pounds Northeast 

r-~nother large winter storm has pounded the region, wreaking havoc on roadways and at airports. 
ODAY's AI Roker reports from Boston, Mass., NBC's Jeff Rossen reports from Hartford, Conn., and 

WNBC's Tracie Strahan reports from New York City. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/201112:45:13 PM 

Video: 'Die B****' note found in Loughner home 

Ig~~""IAS police combed the Loughner family home for evidence about the Tucson shootings, the suspected 
gunman's parents issued an apology. NBC's Lester Holt reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/201112:47:14 PM 

Video: Giffords' family 'elated' with her recovery 

Ig~~""Ic.J. Karamargin, a spokesman for Rep. Giffords, tells TODAY's Matt Lauer that he, as well as the Tucson 
community and the nation, is inspired by the congresswoman's "fighting spirit." (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/20111:37:35 PM 

Carmakers enjoy electric buzz - within reason 

Ig~~""~he floor of this year's Detroit auto show is awash with electric vehicles, but industry executives are 

carefully hedging their bets, developing other alternative power sources, too. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/20111:50:18 PM 

Birds get drunk, fall from sky 

BUCHAREST (Reuters Life!) - There was nothing mysterious about the death of a flock of birds in Romania last week -

they were simply drunk, veterinarians said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2011 2:19:43 PM 

Biden counters Pakistan "misperceptions" 

Ig~~""lvice President Joe Biden attempted on Wednesday to dispel what he called common anti-American 

misperceptions in Pakistan while urging the government to fight growing religious extremism. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2011 2:39:51 PM 

Russia blames Polish crew in Kaczynski air crash 

Ig~~""IRussian officials investigating the plane crash that killed Polish President Lech Kaczynski placed the blame 

squarely on the Poles on Wednesday, saying the crew was pressured to land in bad weather by an air 
force commander who had been drinking. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2011 3:11:27 PM 

Palin: Critics create 'blood libel' after Tucson shooting 

Sarah Palin has posted a nearly eight-minute video on her Facebook page condemning those who blame political 

rhetoric for the Arizona shooting that gravely wounded u.S. Rep. Gabrielle Giffords. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2011 3:16:59 PM 

Dutch government enforcing taxes on prostitution 

Ig~~""lworkers in the world's oldest profession are about to get a lesson in the harsh reality of Europe's new 

age of austerity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2011 3:34:34 PM 

Clinton: Women can be force for Mideast peace 

Ig~~""lwomen can be a major power in convincing Mideast leaders to agree to a comprehensive Arab-Israeli 

peace deal, u.s. Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton said Wednesday as she urged regional leaders 
to embrace the rising expectations of their skyrocketing youth populations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2011 3:52:33 PM 

Survey: 'Pervasive' bedbug woes in U.S. 

One in five Americans has either had an experience with bedbugs themselves or knows someone who has and a majority 

say the tiny blood-suckers are a source of worry for them, according to a new survey. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2011 4:57:39 PM 

Biden reasures Pakistan in speech as bomb kills 18 

Ig~~""lvice President Joe Biden warned Pakistanis Wednesday about the dangers of failing to counter growing 

Islamist extremism in a speech that also hit back at what he said were popular Pakistani misconceptions 
about America and its motives. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2011 5:54:49 PM 

Thousands protest in Berlin over dioxin scandal 

Thousands of German protesters marched in Berlin on Saturday to demand a change in farming methods and vent their 

anger at a food scandal in which cancer-causing dioxin was found in some eggs, poultry and pork. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2011 6:22:45 PM 

No Twinkies? Vending machines go organic 

Ig~~""~here's never been a better time to be a vending machine, as long as you're dispensing organic foods and 

snacks, that is. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2011 6:24:22 PM 

New law prohibits genetic screening for jobs 

Federal regulations making it illegal for employers to discriminate against workers or job applicants based on their 

genetic information became effective Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2011 6:32:14 PM 

Loughner pal: 'Jared didn't get help' 

Zane Gutierrez, who befriended the alleged Tucson shooter while they attended high school, said he was stunned by the 

news that his former friend was the suspect in the bloody attack that left six people dead last weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2011 6:59:59 PM 

Suspicious package reported at DC mail facility 

Bomb technicians were investigating a report of a suspicious package at a Washington mail facility on Wednesday, days 

after three incendiary parcels shook the region. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2011 7:59:22 PM 

Rediscovered frogs raise hopes for Haiti 

Ig~~""lcosmic Log: Conservationists say the rediscovery of six "lost" frog species in the wake of Haiti's 

earthquake is a cause for hope, but the nation's ecosystem is a cause for concern. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2011 8:37:38 PM 

Fed: Economy ended 2010 on a strong note 

Ig~~""~he U.S. economy ended last year on an encouraging note, with all parts of the country showing 

Improvements. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2011 8:41:59 PM 

Year 'was hell for us': Will Haiti be rebuilt? 

Ig~~""IHaitians, many dressed in white in mourning, honored victims of the devastating 2010 earthquake on 

Wednesday in a somber anniversary clouded by pessimism over slow reconstruction and political 
uncertainty. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2011 9:16:38 PM 

U.S. cancer costs could hit $207 billion by 2020 

A new study by researchers at the National Cancer Institute predicts how much more the nation can expect to spend on 

its collective cancer care a decade from now. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2011 9:22:34 PM 

At Dr. Phil's behest, 'golden-voiced' man entering rehab 

Ig~~""~ed Williams, the formerly homeless man who became a viral sensation for his "golden voice," has 

decided to check into rehab after taping television segments with Dr. Phil during which family members 
allege that, despite his claims of sobriety, he has been drinking daily. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2011 10:00:05 PM 

Another major winter storm wallops Northeast 

The third winter storm in three weeks buried parts of the Northeast in nearly 2 feet of wet, blowing snow Wednesday, 

smothering highways, halting trains, and causing thousands of homes and business to go cold and dark. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/201110:08:24 PM 

Floods turn Australian city into ghost town 

Residents of Australia's third-largest city woke Thursday to find their community submerged in muddy water after 

floodwaters pouring through streets reached their crest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/201110:16:07 PM 

Lebanon government falls after Hezbollah pulls out 

Ig~~""ILebanonls government collapsed Wednesday after Hezbollah and its allies resigned from the Cabinet in a 

dispute with Western-backed factions over upcoming indictments in the 2005 assassination of former 
Prime Minister Rafik Hariri. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/201110:28:53 PM 

Air travelers in Northeast face more cancellations 

Airlines canceled more than 3,000 flights on Wednesday, mostly in the snowy Northeast, but they said travelers won't 

be stuck for days as they were after a Christmas weekend storm. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/201110:53:36 PM 

Rain, slides in Brazil kill more than 250 

Ig~~""IFIOOdS and landslides devastated mountain towns near Rio de Janeiro and killed dozens, bringing the 
death toll on Wednesday from heavy rains in Brazil's south to at least 257. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/201111:33:53 PM 

theGrio: 25 most influential black American leaders 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/201111:47:46 PM 

Video: Palin video prompts backlash over 'blood libel' 

Ig~~""IAfter days of debate over Sarah Palin's use of gun imagery against Congresswoman Giffords and 19 other 

Democrats last year, Palins' response is setting off more controversy. NBC's Andrea Mitchell 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/201112:08:14 AM 

Ariz. hospital workers fired for accessing records 

Three employees at the University Medical Center in Arizona have been fired for accessing the confidential medical 

records of victims in the shooting rampage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20111:17:03 AM 

Campus police records show Loughner was feared 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 2:21:29 AM 

Carrie Fisher's goal: Fit back into that metal bikini 

Ig~~""~he former "Star Wars" actress, who was unveiled as Jenny Craig's latest celebrity spokesperson 

Wednesday, said, "I would like to have the option of getting back into the metal bikini. I won't be doing 
that, but I'd like the option." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 2:28:09 AM 

No.5 Pitt adds to woes of No. 22 Georgetown 

Ig~~""IAshton Gibbs hit five 3-pointers and scored 22 points, and No.5 Pittsburgh broke open the game early 
Wednesday night and remained unbeaten in the Big East with a 72-57 win over No. 22 Georgetown. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 3:17:23 AM 

Mom's boyfriend 'person of interest' in Texas case 

The mother of a missing 13-year-old West Texas girl on Wednesday denied having anything to do with her daughter's 

disappearance, while an official said the woman's boyfriend had been identified as a "person of interest" in the case. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 3:39:12 AM 

Scientists size up monstrous black hole 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: The most massive black hole in our celestial neighborhood gets its 

most accurate measurement yet, and scientists say they hope to see it someday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20114:14:38 AM 

Florida st. hands No.1 Duke first loss of season 

Ig~~""IDerwin Kitchen scored 22 points, Chris Singleton added 18 and Florida State snapped No.1 Duke's 25-

game winning streak with a 66-61 victory Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 4:32:53 AM 

Obama issues a call for national soul searching 

Ig~~""lsearChing for the right tone in an evening service, President Barack Obama aimed to console the country 

after a weekend massacre that left six people dead and 13 wounded. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 5:43:59 AM 

Idaho lawmakers take state history quiz; some fail 

Audience members got a brief chuckle during a legislative hearing at the Idaho Capitol, when lawmakers were hit with a 

pop quiz on their state's history - and not everyone passed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 6:08:47 AM 

Kobe's late flurry lifts Lakers past Warriors 

Ig~~""IKobe Bryant scored 17 of his 39 points in the final 5:49 and the sluggish Los Angeles Lakers rallied late to 
beat the Golden State Warriors 115-110 on Wednesday night for their sixth straight victory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 6:16:42 AM 

Clippers put an end to Heat's amazing run 

Ig~~""IBlake Griffin had 24 points and 14 rebounds for his 30th double-double, and the Los Angeles Clippers 
surprised Miami 111-105 Wednesday night, ending the Heat's 13-game road winning streak. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 7:03:01 AM 

Cops: Toy salesman admits raping 96 kids 

A toy salesman has admitted to raping at least 96 boys, according to Indonesian police. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 8:17:48 AM 

Cops: Brett Favre's sister arrested at meth lab 

The sister of Vikings quarterback Brett Favre faces drug charges after she was arrested in a raid on a condo where 

people were making crystal methamphetamine, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 8:45:36 AM 

Report: Warnings in Nashville flood came late 

Ig~~""~he National Weather Service failed to warn of major flooding in Nashville in the spring until after it had 

already taken place, and residents did not heed warnings because they didn't reflect the urgency of the 
flooding, which killed 22 people around the state, a new report shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 8:51:05 AM 

China hotel fire kills 10,4 others hospitalized 

At least 10 people were killed Thursday in a hotel fire in the central province of Hunan, China's state news agency 

reported, while at least nine others perished in an illegal fireworks factory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 9:49:36 AM 

Calif. man arrested over threats to congressman 

Ig~~""IA California man was arrested Wednesday on a charge that he made threatening, obscene phone calls to 

the office of u.s. Rep. Jim McDermott last month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/201111:13:14 AM 

Irish police seize IRA dissidents' weapons factory 

Irish police say they have arrested five suspected IRA dissidents and seized a weapons-making factory at a remote farm. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/201111:18:58 AM 

On Tucson and politics, Palin plays by own rules 

Sarah Palin is weighing a run for the presidency in unprecedented and even daring ways, commanding nationwide 

attention with her selective use of Facebook and Twitter, and choosing provocative words where others would be more 

diplomatic. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/201111:32:00 AM 

Report: Loughner lost it after teen break-up 

A woman who says she dated Tucson shooting suspect Jared Loughner for a year told a British newspaper that he 

started to go "off the rails" after she broke up with him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/201112:38:44 PM 

ConsumerMan: High cost of cash-back cards 

Credit card companies are hungry for new customers, so they're flooding themail with offers for rewards cards. But is 

receiving that cash back costing you in the long run? It depends. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/201112:39:59 PM 

America's 25-year love affair with Glocks 

Ig~~""IFor a company that has been doing business in the u.s. for only a quarter century - one of its 
competitors has been in business in since 1852 - Glock has been remarkably successful. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/201112:52:27 PM 

Video: Northeast snowstorm sets records 

Ig~~""~ODAYJS AI Roker details the record-setting snow accumulation in cities across the Northeast. (TODAY 

show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/201112:54:00 PM 

Video: Delay: liberals sentenced me to jail 

Ig~~""IFormer House Majority leader Tom Delay, along with his attorney Dick DeGuerin, says that his recent 

criminal conviction was more about politics than proof that he had a hand in money laundering. (TODAY 
show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/201112:57:10 PM 

Video: 'Golden-voiced' man heads to rehab 

Ig~~""~ed Williams, the Ohio homeless man with the amazing radio pipes and a history of drug abuse, is taking 
a timeout after an altercation with his daughter. NBC's George Lewis reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20111:07:47 PM 

Foreclosure problem will worsen in 2011 

Ig~~""ILenders are poised to take back more homes this year than any other since the u.s. housing meltdown 

began in 2006, a report says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20111:40:12 PM 

Acid-laden tanker capsizes on Rhine in Germany 

Ig~~""IA tanker loaded with sulfuric acid capsized early Thursday on the Rhine river in Germany and two crew 

members were missing, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20111:46:04 PM 

Jobless claims rise to two-month high 

More people applied for unemployment benefits last week after retailers shed temporary holiday employees. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20111:49:10 PM 

Bullet to the head can be overcome, survivors say 

Ig~~...,~wo years after Jory Aebly suffered a point-blank gunshot wound to the head, he offers advice to u.s. 
Rep. Gabrielle Giffords: "You have to keep working, no matter how hard it is." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20111:49:58 PM 

Video: Infidelity in marital bed: The ultimate betrayal? 

Ig~~""lsome spouses can forgive a cheating partner, but for many, the worst betrayal is when infidelity takes 

place in the marriage bed. Psychologist Judith Sills explains why the marital bed has special 
significance. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20111:51:11 PM 

Video: Noonan: Obama's Tucson speech was 'large-spirited' 

Ig~~""~he Wall Street Journal's Peggy Noonan - a former speechwriter for President Ronald Reagan - praises 
the commander in chief's address at a memorial service for victims of the Tucson shootings, arguing "he 

got the sound and tone of the presidency right in a way that he hasn't in the past two years." (Morning Joe) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 2:05:43 PM 

Video: Cromartie stands by harsh words 

Ig~~""~ets CB Antonio Cromartie doesn't back down from his harsh words for Patriots QB Tom Brady. (NBC 

Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 2:22:34 PM 

Actor Peter Fonda finds dead body in car 

Ig~~""~he Oscar-nominated actor discovered a dead body inside a car parked on Hollywood's Sunset Boulevard 

and called 911. Police said he is absolutely not a suspect in the death. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 2:31:47 PM 

First Thoughts: Obama recaptures his 2004 voice 

Ig~~""lln his Tucson address last night, the president recaptured the voice that launched him into the national 
spotlight in 2004 and addressed the civility debate head-on. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 2:40:26 PM 

Obama to Americans: 'We can be better' 

President Barack Obama mourned victims of the Tucson shooting spree Wednesday and urged Americans not to let a 

political debate over the tragedy be used as "one more occasion to turn on one another." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 2:49:19 PM 

Shut up and fly! Cell phones on planes 

Arianna Huffington's recent refusal to turn off her mobile during a flight is just the latest example in the debate over 

whether to allow in-flight cell phone conversations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 3:05:28 PM 

Delay: Conviction all about politics 

A defiant former u.s. House Majority leader Tom Delay reiterated Wednesday that he was sentenced to three years in 

prison for political reasons and that he had done nothing wrong. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 3:14:40 PM 

'Queensland spirit' prevails amid the floods 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 3:19:37 PM 

Brazil mudslides kill 350 people, more missing 

Walls of earth and water swept away homes in the mountains north of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, killing more than 350 

people in three towns. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 3:38:46 PM 

Video: Woman saved by daring rescue in Brazil 

r-~ woman is pulled to safety in Brazil as floodwaters rage down the mountains north of Rio de Janeiro. 
ODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 3:48:51 PM 

'Social Network,' 'King's Speech' duel at Globes 

Ig~~""~he top prize at Sunday's Golden Globes sets old media against new media as the 1930s-era British 
monarchy saga "The King's Speech" and the up-to-the-minute Facebook drama "The Social Network" 

square off as front-runners. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 3:56:11 PM 

Tax refund loans disappear; now, more fees 

Whither refund anticipation loans? H&R Blocks' RAL lending partner, HSBC, abruptly ended its contract at the direction 

of federal regulators. It looks like the long-criticized loan sharking tool may have met its demise, taking 10 percent of 

H&R Block's revenue with it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 5:04:49 PM 

iPhone home button to go the way of the dino? 

The next generation of iPhone and iPad users may be using those devices without the familiar, round "home" button on 

front to guide them back to their home screens. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 5:21:07 PM 

Luxury is common trait of 2011's hottest trucks 

Ig~~""~he Ford F-1S0 SVT Raptor is one cool customer. The pickup has a 6.2-liter V8 engine with 3S-inch tires 

and a screaming rear paint job that looks like it's been shredded by talons. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 5:51:17 PM 

America's best cities for winter travel 

Ig~~""~he latest Travel + Leisure survey shows that there's more to a great vacation spot than sunny weather. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 5:51:22 PM 

10 quick winter getaways 

Whether soaking up the sun or schussing down the slopes makes for your ideal vacation, we've rounded up 10 

international destinations that are just a quick flight from many u.s. cities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 5:58:36 PM 

Quota imposed to try to boost 'Davos Woman' 

Organisers of the annual gathering of the world's rich and powerful in the Swiss ski resort of Davos are imposing a 

gender quota on top companies to try to lift the number of women at the male-dominated event. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 6:22:29 PM 

Video: Search dog, trainer fight cancer together 

Ig~~""IA search dog and handler who have worked on several high-profile cases are each fighting cancer the 
same time. WPMI's Darwin Singleton reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 6:27:26 PM 

4 in 10 people have at least one step relative 

Study finds that major demographic changes, including a rise in divorce and more babies born to single moms, have 

contributed to the rise of the stepfamily over the past decades. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 6:46:18 PM 

Video: Beginning of the end for Facebook? 

Ig~~""IAuthor Douglas Rushkoff tells msnbc that Goldman Sachs investment in Facebook may well prove to be 

the peak for the company, which like other social networks, are destined to come and go. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 7:02:58 PM 

Hezbollah aims for more power in Lebanon 

Ig~~""IHeZbollah, already Lebanon's most potent military force, is now making a bid to expand its political 

power by installing an ally as prime minister now that it has brought down the government. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 7:28:00 PM 

Most postal rates going up in April 

Postal rates will go up in April, but the cost of sending the basic letter will remain the same. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 7:44:49 PM 

Snowman's genitals removed after complaint 

A Union County, S.c., man reluctantly removes the pink male genitalia from the snowman on his front lawn after a 

deputy tells him he must or be arrested. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 8:02:42 PM 

Confucius shows up in China's Tiananmen Square 

Ig~~""IA mammoth sculpture of the ancient philosopher Confucius was unveiled this week off one side of the 

vast plaza - a jarring juxtaposition for a square the ruling Communist Party treats as politically hallowed 
ground. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 8:04:05 PM 

Tunisian president suggests he won't seek new term 

Ig~~""~unisia's autocratic president, facing deadly riots that have rocked his nation, ordered prices on food 
staples slashed and suggested he will leave the presidency - but not until 2014. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 8:22:41 PM 

Cosmic Log: DARPA wants smarter machines 

Ig~~...,~wo new DARPA programs highlight a desire for intelligence-gathering machines that do most of the dirty 

work - and a good deal of the thinking, too. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 8:27:33 PM 

Thieves make BMW hottest car in Detroit 

Ig~~""lwhen carmakers like BMW say they hope people find their next car at auto shows like the one in Detroit 

this week, this wasn't exactly what they meant. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 8:30:19 PM 

Don't choke! Students write off test anxiety 

Students who are the biggest worrywarts before taking a test might calm their nerves -- and improve their results -- by 

writing about their fears for 10 minutes before the exam, a new study suggests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 8:56:46 PM 

Chickens modified to keep from spreading bird flu 

British scientists have developed genetically modified (GM) chickens that cannot transmit bird flu infections -- a step 

that in future could reduce the risk of avian flu spreading and causing deadly epidemics in humans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 9:00:56 PM 

Video: Moroccan man pulls 3 buses, SUV, with hair 

Ig~~...,~wo world records are broken in Morocco as a man nicknamed Dallas pulls three buses and one SUV with 

his hair then has 350 concrete blocks smashed on his head. TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown 
reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 9:36:35 PM 

Wobbly Earth means your horoscope is wrong 

If you look to your horoscope for a preview of your day, look again: You're probably following somebody else's supposed 

fate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 9:45:44 PM 

Dog head butt sends Martha Stewart to hospital 

Ig~~""IMartha Stewart was sent to the emergency room on Tuesday night after one of her beloved dogs left the 

domestic diva with a cut on her face. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 9:58:02 PM 

Woman whose breasts exposed settles with TSA 

A woman who claims Transportation Security Administration officials exposed her breasts during a pat-down in 2008 will 

receive compensation from the agency, the Daily Mail reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 9:58:25 PM 

Sen. Hutchison will not run for re-election in '12 

Ig~~""IRepublic~n U.S. Sen. Kay Bailey Hutchison of Texas has announced that she will retire after her current 

term expires next year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2011 9:58:34 PM 

Astronomers search for 'Galaxy X' 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: The search for Planet X may be problematic, but astronomers believe 
there's a "Galaxy X" lurking on the other side of the Milky Way. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/201110:45:00 PM 

How to talk to kids about the Tucson shooting 

Wondering how to explain the tragedy to your kids? Sometimes less is more 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/201110:59:06 PM 

Freed hostage: 'Iran will always be with me' 

Ig~~""IFormer Iranian hostage Barry Rosen touched down on an American tarmac 30 years ago and spilled into 

the arms of a wife and two young children lost to him during 444 days of captivity. Then came the 
exhilarating bus ride to West Point along a route lined with yellow ribbons and thousands of cheering people, 
waving and chanting, "USA! USA!" 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/201111:04:48 PM 

Is Arizona the epicenter of divisiveness? 

Ig~~""IA feeling resonates among some reisdents in the days since the Tucson shooting that Arizona has become 

the nation's epicenter of divisiveness, the forefront of so much that's gone wrong. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/201111:12:16 PM 

Subject: Pawlenty's pitch in D.C. 

O
·g~~..., 

If Minnesota Gov. Tim Pawlenty embarks on a 2012 White House bid, his speech in Washington D.C. on 
hursday could provide a framework for the message he would deliver to primary state voters later this 

year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/201111:12:54 PM 

Seniors may have to pay for Medicare home health 

Medicare recipients could see a new out-of-pocket charge for home health visits if Congress follows through on a 

recommendation issued Thursday by its own advisory panel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/201111:16:43 PM 

Delta wants travelers to bid to be bumped 

Delta Air lines wants its customers to name their price. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/201111:22:36 PM 

Drug testing middle-schoolers? Board says yes 

Students as young as 11 could be asked to pee in a cup and be randomly tested for drugs under a policy adopted by a 

small New Jersey school district. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/201111:30:04 PM 

Brazil mudslides death toll nears 500 

"We were like zombies, covered in mud, in the dark, digging and digging" after the slides hit, says a survivor as search 

crews find even more bodies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/201111:32:14 PM 

San Francisco students ingest rat poison 

Seven San Francisco middle school students should be fine after they ate or came into contact with rat poison cubes that 

they mistook for candy, authorities said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/201111:40:35 PM 

Mount Etna blasts lava high into the sky 

Ig~~""IMount Etna, the famous Sicilian volcano, turned on the fireworks Wednesday as it shot lava and ash 

hundreds of feet into the air. More eruptions could be on the way. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/201111:43:17 PM 

Lawrence Taylor pleads guilty to 2 NY misdemeanors 

Ig~~""IFormer NFL star Lawrence Taylor pleaded guilty Thursday to sexual misconduct and patronizing a 16-
year-old prostitute, misdemeanor charges that carry no jail time but require him to register as a sex 

offender. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/201111:47:00 PM 

Video: Sen. Gillibrand: 'Giffords is inspiring a nation' 

Ig~~""INY Senator Kirsten Gillibrand, who started in Congress with Rep. Gabrielle Giffords and with whom she 

has remained close, offers an emotional eyewitness account of Giffords' first waking moments since the 
shooting. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/201111:49:37 PM 

Breaking down the four NFL divisional games 

Ig~~""lsilva: A breakdown of the four NFL divisional games this weekend, which focuses on each team's 
strengths, weaknesses and the X-factors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/201111:51:44 PM 

Video: School records detail Loughner's decline 

Ig~~""lpima Community College records show accused Tucson gunman Jared Loughner was warned several 

times about his "disruptive behavior" at school and had been flagged by campus police as a "mental 
health concern." NBC's Mike Taibbi reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201112:11:30 AM 

Computer beats 'Jeopardy' champs in test round 

Ig~~""~he clue is "Watson." The answer, stated in the form of a question, is: Which IBM supercomputer has 

beaten two top players of the "Jeopardy" game show during a practice round? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201112:12:41 AM 

Video: Youngest Tucson shooting victim laid to rest 

Ig~~""IHundreds of mourners lined the streets outside a Tucson church on Thursday to pay their last respects to 
Christina Taylor Green, the 9-year-old little girl killed in Saturday's shooting rampage. NBC's Lee Cowan 

reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201112:52:09 AM 

U.S. hopeful citizen held in Cuba to be tried, freed 

The United States is cautiously optimistic a U.S. aid contractor held by Cuba on suspicion of spying will be tried and then 

freed, a U.S. official said on Thursday, raising hopes of an end to a case that has hindered better ties. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201112:58:47 AM 

'Gabby, you've got to get better' - she responds 

Ig~~""IRep. Gabrielle Giffords' friends say it's nothing short of a miracle: Days after being shot in the head point

blank, the injured congresswoman opens an eye for the first time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/20111:46:06 AM 

'Touched by an Angel' star Dye dies at age 47 

Actor John Dye, best known for his role in the CBS drama, "Touched By an Angel/' died this week in San Francisco, 

according to his family. He was 47. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 2:09:48 AM 

eFT: No surprise -- Auburn's Newton declares for draft 

Ig~~""ICFT: Heisman Trophy winner Cam Newton declared for the NFL draft Thursday, leaving Auburn after one 
title-winning season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 2:35:16 AM 

Biden chokes up as he praises troops in Iraq 

Ig~~""lvice President Joe Biden appeared to become briefly overcome with emotion during a speech in Iraq as 

he praised the dedication to duty of wounded service personnel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 2:35:47 AM 

Atlanta learns lessons from snow storm 

Ig~~""INew Englanders dug out from under more than 2 feet of snow and children in hundreds of Days after a 

few inches of snow crippled the city, children are still home from school, icy highways are still littered 
with hundreds of abandoned cars and grocery stores are still running Iowan staples such as milk and juice. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 4:01:28 AM 

Minnesota hands No.8 Purdue first Big Ten loss 

Ig~~""~he Minnesota Golden Gophers were eager to prove they belong in the headlines for beating top teams, 

not simply for trouble off the court. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 4:03:25 AM 

Won and done: Auburn QB Cam Newton to enter draft 

Ig~~""IHeisman Trophy winner Cam Newton will skip his senior season and enter the NFL draft after leading 

Auburn to a national championship and drawing nearly as much attention for a pay-for-play scandal as 
for his dynamic performances. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 4:20:05 AM 

Australia floods recede, reveal 'heartache and grief' 

Ig~~""IDeadIY floodwaters that swamped Australia's third-largest city were receding Friday, revealing streets 

and homes covered in a thick layer of putrid sludge. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 4:20:40 AM 

Woman recreates da Vinci's 'Last Supper' with lint 

Ig~~""IA northern Michigan woman has put her own spin on Leonardo da Vinci's "The Last Supper" by making a 

replica out of laundry lint. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 4:27:00 AM 

Slain Vegas dancer remembered by family, friends 

Ig~~""IMore than 80 friends and family members of a Las Vegas dancer whose body was found dismembered 

and encased in concrete have gathered to remember her at a church memorial service. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 5:11:23 AM 

PFT's picks: Only sure bet is Pats over Jets 

Ig~~""lpFTIS picks: Mike Florio and Gregg Rosenthal agree the Patriots will eliminate the Jets, but they are split 

on each of the other three divisional playoff games. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 5:31:54 AM 

Durant, Westbrook power Thunder past Magic 

Ig~~""IKeVin Durant scored 36 points, Russell Westbrook added 32 in his fourth career triple-double and the 
Oklahoma City Thunder fought off the Orlando Magic 125-124 Thursday night for their fourth straight 

win. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 6:28:43 AM 

Nuggets take advantage of LeBron-less Heat 

Ig~~""IReserve J.R. Smith scored 28 points and Carmela Anthony added 21, leading the Denver Nuggets to a 
130-102 win over a Miami Heat team missing LeBron James on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 6:37:01 AM 

Cruise lines flee California ports 

Ig~~""lcarnival Cruise Lines is pulling the last of its ships out of San Diego, and other operators are departing 

Southern California because of economic woes and Mexico travel fears. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 6:46:14 AM 

Gates: NKorea must show good faith for new talks 

Ig~~""INew international disarmament talks with North Korea are possible only if the North backs off recent 

aggression against South Korea and demonstrates it is willing to bargain in good faith, u.S. Defense 
Secretary Robert Gates said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 6:46:14 AM 

Gates: NKorea must show good faith for new talks 

Ig~~""INew international disarmament talks with North Korea are possible only if the North backs off recent 

aggression against South Korea and demonstrates it is willing to bargain in good faith, u.S. Defense 
Secretary Robert Gates said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 8:07:31 AM 

Republicans seek more Latino outreach 

Republicans gathering in South Florida to improve the party's outreach to Hispanic voters will tackle trade, education -

and the elephant in the room, immigration - at a conference organized by the new Hispanic Action Network. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 9:34:54 AM 

Decrepit don, 93, faces 12 years in prison 

Ig~~""IMOb boss John "Sonny" Franzese is so old, he knew Frank Sinatra in his heyday. He's so old, his recent 
extortion trial became nap time - even when his turncoat son took the stand. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201110:31:57 AM 

Gates: U.S. troops in Pacific keep China at bay 

Ig~~""lu.S. military presence in the Pacific is essential to restrain Chinese assertiveness, Defense Secretary 

Robert Gates said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201110:46:00 AM 

Thousands march in Tunisia, urge president to quit 

Ig~~""~housands of angry demonstrators marched through Tunisia's capital Friday, demanding the resignation 

of the country's autocratic leader a day after he appeared on TV to try to stop deadly riots that have 
swept the North African nation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201111:02:17 AM 

Chinese farmer gets life for evading highway tolls 

A Chinese farmer has been sentenced to life in prison for avoiding highway tolls adding up to more than 3.5 million yuan 

($530,000) by pretending his trucks were military vehicles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201111:21:59 AM 

Study: Babies may need more than breast milk 

Feeding solid food earlier and not relying solely on breastfeeding for the first six months might benefit babies, a team of 

researchers say in a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201112:18:04 PM 

Italy PM probed over links to teen prostitute 

Ig~~""lltalyIS leading newspaper reported Friday that Premier Silvio Berlusconi is under investigation in a 
prostitution case involving a 17-year-old Moroccan girl. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201112:33:49 PM 

Sainthood next? Pope John Paul to be beatified 

Ig~~""~he late Pope John Paul II was moved a major step closer to sainthood in the Roman Catholic Church on 

Friday when his successor approved a decree attributing a miracle to him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201112:37:44 PM 

Homes of Golden Globe Awards nominees 

With the Golden Globe Awards just around the corner, we did a roundup of the homes of actors and actresses who kept 

us entertained in 2010. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201112:40:24 PM 

Video: Tucson mourns as 9-year-old victim buried 

Ig~~""lwhile Rep. Gabrielle Giffords continues to make progress in her recovery, Christina Green, the youngest 

victim of the mass shooting in Tucson, was laid to rest. NBC's Miguel Almaguer reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201112:43:20 PM 

Video: Rep. Giffords' recovery 'miraculous, lucky' 

Ig~~""INBC'S chief medical editor Dr. Nancy Snyderman calls Gabrielle Giffords' progress a combination of 
miraculous and lucky, also crediting the "stellar" team of doctors and medics who cared for the wounded 

congresswoman. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201112:47:40 PM 

JPMorgan reports 47% jump in 4Q profit 

JPMorgan Chase & Co reported fourth-quarter earnings jumped, helped by narrowing losses on bad loans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201112:51:54 PM 

Thousands mourn at funeral for Tucson 9-year-old 

Thousands mourn at the funeral for the youngest victim of last weekend's shooting spree Thursday, the same day a 

bagful of ammunition believed left by the gunman was found. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/20111:06:01 PM 

Video: Did events foreshadow gunman's rage? 

Ig~~""~hose who encountered accused Tucson gunman Jared Loughner say his behavior became more erratic 

and frightening in the months and moments leading up to last Saturday's shootings. NBC's Mike Taibbi 
takes a closer look at his decline. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/20111:08:32 PM 

Video: Inside the world of animal hoarders 

Ig~~""IDr. Karen Cassiday, a clinical psychologist, looks into the bizarre problem of animal hoarding and talks 
with a recovering hoarder about this issue. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/20111:19:08 PM 

13 most surprising health food impostors 

You're probably interested in buying the healthiest foods, but unless you're a supersavvy shopper, be warned: Your diet 

may conceal some nasty surprises. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/20111:39:21 PM 

Video: He 'was my best friend,' says Zimmerman's dad 

Ig~~""lln his own words, Ross Zimmerman - father of slain congressional staffer Gabe Zimmerman - reflects on 
his son's legacy as someone who cared about people and served the public's interest. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/20111:47:41 PM 

Report: Man accused of stalking Kennedy girl 

Ig~~""IA drifter has been accused of stalking Caroline Kennedy's daughter, sending gifts and letters to the 20-
year-old he reportedly called "Hunny Bunny." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 2:14:14 PM 

Tunisian UNESCO ambassador resigns amid unrest 

Ig~~""~unisia's ambassador to the U.N. cultural and educational agency has resigned amid deadly riots in his 

North African country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 2:24:16 PM 

Retail sales rise and inflation remains tame 

Ig~~""IRetail sales rose for the sixth straight month in December, as 2010 ended on an upbeat note after the 

economy crawled out from the deepest recession since the Great Depression. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 3:14:12 PM 

Trading isn't brain surgery, but the pay is better 

Life Inc.: Wall Street traders can take comfort in one factoid reported by Bloomberg this week: They stili earn much 

more than brain surgeons and top u.S. generals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 3:16:21 PM 

Friends: Loughner was 'opposite of what he's become' 

Jared Loughner, the accused shooter in the Arizona tragedy that took six lives, used to be "kind, intelligent" and "the 

complete opposite of what he's become," according to childhood friends interviewed Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 3:48:28 PM 

First Thoughts: Michael Steele's last day? 

Unless the shocking happens, the Republican National Committee will elect someone other than Michael Steele to be 

the party's next chairman. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 3:49:37 PM 

The beginning of the end for Facebook? 

For every bullish perspective on Facebook, there are the apocalyptic naysayers that think the $500 million investment by 

Goldman Sachs will be as good as it gets for Facebook, and that this is the beginning of its end. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 3:51:29 PM 

Global food chain stretched to the limit 

Ig~~""IRiSing demand and bad weather have stretched the global food supply chain to the limit, sending prices 

soaring and sparking concerns about social unrest in developing countries. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 4:11:51 PM 

Clinton: China must end unfair trade policies 

The United States and China must work together for balanced economic growth but Beijing must end discriminatory 

practices that leave U.S. firms at a disadvantage, U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 4:17:50 PM 

Biden taps former Clinton aide as chief of staff 

Bruce Reed, who most recently headed up President Barack Obama's deficit commission, was a top domestic policy 

advisor during the Clinton administration. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 4:24:35 PM 

Gwyneth Paltrow, typical working mom? 

Ig~~""lln a new blog post, movie star Gwyneth Paltrow offers her oh-so-relatable advice to 'other' busy working 

moms 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 4:37:09 PM 

Video: China opens first capsule hotel 

Ig~~""IFor around $5 a night, visitors to Shanghai can sleep in a capsule that is less than eight feet long and four 
feet high. TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 4:38:52 PM 

Video: Woman bounced from bar for being pregnant 

Ig~~""IAn Illinois woman was drinking water in a bar before a bouncer kicked her out for being pregnant. 
Msnbc's Chris Jansing talks with the expecting mother. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 5:13:48 PM 

Giffords' condition: Doctors say she's making progress 

Doctors at the Tucson hospital where Rep. Gabrielle Giffords is being treated say she's making progress, but they didn't 

say when her breathing tube would be removed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 5:20:33 PM 

Steele withdraws from RNC chair race 

Michael Steele has dropped out of the race to retain his job at the helm of the Republican National Committee and 

endorsed Maria Cino to be the committee's next chair. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 5:20:33 PM 

Steele's final pitch: 'You won' 

"You shocked the world," he told the assembled members, as he delivered the chairman's report on the past two years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 5:26:33 PM 

Spud-only eater gets Potato Man of Year award 

Sticking to an ali-potato diet for 60 days has earned Chris Voigt the National Potato Council's Potato Man of the Year 

honor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 6:05:28 PM 

Tunisia's embattled president surrenders power 

Prime Minister Mohammed Ghanouchi said late Friday in a televised address that President Zine EI Abidine Ben Ali has 

surrendered power and left Tunis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 7:05:11 PM 

3 people electrocuted at California home 

A mother, father and their son were electrocuted in their backyard in Southern California after one touched a downed 

power line and the other two attempted rescues, a Fire Department spokesman said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 7:09:46 PM 

Rosenthal: like Ravens-Steelers? Says lot about you 

Ig~~""IRosenthal: There are only two reasonable options to choose from as the NFL's best rivalry over the last 
decade: Patriots-Colts or Ravens-Steelers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 7:28:39 PM 

Here come the invisible war machines 

Ig~~""lcosmic Log: Within a few years, invisible cloaking technology that would make Harry Potter proud could 

be deployed on the battlefield. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 7:32:46 PM 

100 pilgrims killed in stampede at Indian festival 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 8:10:09 PM 

Gun fair organizer acquitted in boy's death 

The organizer of a gun fair in which an 8-year-old boy accidently killed himself with an Uzi submachine gun was 

acquitted by a jury on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 9:34:42 PM 

Amphibious assault vehicle sinks in Calif. 

An amphibious assault vehicle apparently belonging to the Marines sank Friday in the waters near Oceanside, local 

media reports said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2011 9:47:10 PM 

Bank of America online banking down 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201110:11:30 PM 

Loughner took photos in G-string with Glock 

The New York Times reports that accused shooter Jared Loughner took photos showing a Glock handgun and his naked 

buttocks before the fatal shooting in Tucson. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201110:14:24 PM 

Menu nutrition labels don't change habits 

Letting consumers know exactly how many calories are in their food might do little to change their eating habits, a new 

study suggests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201110:23:52 PM 

eince Priebus elected new RNC chairman 

The new chairman of the Republican National Committee is Reince Priebus. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201110:26:23 PM 

Mom accused of playing on Facebook while baby died 

A Colorado mother who told police her 13-month-old son drowned in the bathtub while she was playing a game on 

Facebook was charged on Friday with child abuse resulting in death. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201110:27:26 PM 

Schwarzenegger: Governorship cost him $200M 

Ig~~""~he action star turned politician adds up the expenses and lost income from Hollywood films, but says it 

was worth it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201110:42:45 PM 

'Still a lot of people buried' in Brazil 

Ig~~""IRescuers uncovered more corpses buried under mud and wrecked homes in southeastern Brazil on Friday 

as the death toll from torrential rains and massive floods hit 540 people and looked certain to climb. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201110:49:22 PM 

Priebus wins RNC chairmanship 

Wisconsin Party Chairman Reince Priebus was elected chairman of the Republican National Committee after seven 

rounds of voting and more than four hours. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201110:59:45 PM 

Toddler calls 911 to report dad to Santa 

A 4-year-old Florida boy calls 911 to report that his dad was "being bad" and that he needed to get that urgent message 

to Santa. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201111:00:54 PM 

BoA online banking system hit by outage 

Ig~~""IBank of America Corp. says its online banking service has been restored to all of its customers after a 

partial outage of about 10 hours on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201111:11:57 PM 

Facebook used to get to nude e-mail photos 

Ig~~""IA California man faces six years in prison for using personal information found on women's Facebook 

profiles to take over their e-mail accounts, steal nude pictures of them and sometimes even blackmail 
them. One victim likened it to "virtual rape." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201111:12:57 PM 

100 pilgrims killed in stampede at Indian festival 

A stampede of pilgrims returning from one of India's most popular Hindu festivals killed more than 100 people and 

injured 25 others Friday night, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201111:19:30 PM 

Doctor 'confident' of Giffords' recovery 

Ig~~""~he neurosurgeon treating U.S. Rep. Gabrielle Giffords said Friday doctors are "actually confident" she's 

making progress in her recovery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201111:27:47 PM 

The secret note from Bush to Clinton 

Ig~~""~he secret note from Bush to Clinton 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201111:31:06 PM 

Ex-Army translator acquitted of working as agent 

A jury on Friday acquitted a former military translator of secretly working as an Iraqi agent in the u.s. but convicted him 

of making false statements when he sought a security clearance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201111:35:44 PM 

Can't get health coverage? Some states have options 

Are there other health insurance options besides high-risk pools for people who can't get coverage in the individual 

market because of a preexisting conditions? It depends on where you live. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201111:37:34 PM 

Ten things to know about MlK, Jr. 

Ig~~""~en things to know about MLK, Jr. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Tuesday, March 30,2010 7:46 AM 

Lee, laimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: l-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 20 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

bounce-26698060-11321595@hstserv.unc.edu I [seanc 1 M. news (fwd) 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Saturday, April 3, 2010 7:46 AM 

Lee, laimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 5-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 5 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 26 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

cewald@~emai1.unc.edu i FF 3<-~O 
s]ane@~unc.edu I Feedback Form 
WbItney Walker <wlwalker@emarLunc.edu> I feedback Euwell, Wbile, Barbam. Jackson 3/30-3/31 
Jbbarns05@holmail.com i FW Harvey C3anlt Endorses J..:en Lewis I 
calan@;emai1.unc.edu I Feedback forms attacbed 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201111:38:11 PM 

47 million packages of Tylenol, Sudafed recalled 

Johnson & Johnson said Friday it is recalling nearly 47 million packages of Tylenol, Sudafed and other nonprescription 

drugs manufactured at a Pennsylvania facility that has already been subject to a series of massive recalls, battering the 

company's household brand. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201111:40:36 PM 

Video: Taking it day by day in Tucson 

Ig~~""lln a hopeful Twitter message in which he thanked people for their support on Friday, Rep. Gabrielle 
Giffords' husband Mark Kelly wrote, "GG Has been improving each day." NBC's Kristen Welker 

reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201111:41:16 PM 

Tunisia: a 'wake-up call' for Arab leaders 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201111:44:33 PM 

Video: Timeline of Tucson shooting 

Ig~~""IAS each day after the tragedy in Tucson brings to light bizarre new details about accused killer Jared 

Loughner, a discovery on Friday revealed disturbing photos Loughner dropped off to be developed a day 
before the attack. NBC's Mike Taibbi reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201111:49:49 PM 

Tunisians drive leader from power in uprising 

Ig~~""lprotesters enraged over soaring unemployment and corruption drove Tunisian President Zine EI Abidine 
Ben Ali from power Friday after 23 years of iron-fisted rule. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201111:51:20 PM 

Video: More than 500 dead in Brazil flooding 

Ig~~""IWith the death toll rising and hundreds missing, survivors are still reeling from the floods and mudslides 

that ripped through the mountains near Rio de Janiero. NBC's Mark Potter reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201111:58:25 PM 

Poll: Most see progress toward racial equality 

Having a black president hasn't exactly led Americans to believe their country has moved closer to the ideal of racial 

equality preached by Martin luther King Jr., according to a new poll. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/201112:01:45 AM 

Slain Ariz. judge laid to rest 

Ig~~""~he suspected gunman in the Arizona mass shooting had photos developed, bought bullets at a Walmart 

and posted "Goodbye friends" on the Internet before he went on his rampage, authorities said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/201112:04:36 AM 

Video: The answer in Tucson, blowing in the wind 

Ig~~""IMaking a Difference: What started out as a memorial for a little boy has become a gift for a community in 

pain. NBC's Lee Cowan reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/201112:14:53 AM 

Flights delayed after pilot loses bag with gun 

A JetBlue pilot lost his government-issued handgun after a passenger mistakenly picked up his carry-on luggage, 

authorities said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/201112:31:05 AM 

Marine dies after amphibious vehicle sinks 

Ig~~""IA Marine died Friday in an amphibious assault vehicle that sank off the San Diego County coast at Camp 

Pendleton; five others were saved. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/201112:38:00 AM 

Obama to ease Cuba travel restrictions 

President Barack Obama plans to loosen Cuban travel policy to allow students and church groups to go to the 

communist country, the administration announced Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/201112:50:28 AM 

Military panel: Allow women in combat 

Ig~~""IA military advisory commission is recommending that the Pentagon do away with a policy that bans 
women from serving in combat units, breathing new life into a long-simmering debate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/20111:08:31 AM 

'American Idol's' 10 biggest mistakes 

Ig~~""lsure, it's great to celebrate yet another year on the air, but recognizing missteps is important to ensuring 

that the bad history doesn't repeat itself. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/20111:30:13 AM 

Scientific shifts go beyond the zodiac 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: The world was shocked to learn that astrology no longer reflects 
astronomical realities, but the zodiac isn't the only thing that's changing in the cosmos. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/20111:34:55 AM 

Obama administration ends high-tech border fence 

Ig~~""~he Obama administration on Friday ended a high-tech southern border fence scheme that cost 

taxpayers nearly $1 billion but did little to improve security. Congress ordered the high-tech fence in 
2006 amid a clamor over the porous border, but the project yielded only 53 miles of protection. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2011 2:27:48 AM 

Slate: McCain praises Obama as 'patriot' 

The Arizona Republican extends a hand to his old rival in an essay in The Washington Post, praising the president's 

address for the victims of the Arizona mass shootings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2011 4:02:02 AM 

Spurs kick aside Dirk-less Mavericks 

Ig~~""[ony Parker, DeJuan Blair and Tim Duncan help San Antonio hand the reeling Dallas Mavericks their 
fourth straight loss, 101-89 on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2011 6:10:57 AM 

Lakers beat Nets for 7th straight victory 

Ig~~""IKobe Bryant scored 27 points, Pau Gasol had 20 points and nine rebounds, and the Los Angeles Lakers 
hung on for their seventh straight victory, 100-88 Friday night over the New Jersey Nets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2011 6:14:27 AM 

Miss America contestants show their shoes in Vegas 

Ig~~""IWith intricate beading and down-home charm, 53 Miss America contestants strutted outside a Las Vegas 

Strip casino Friday to show off shoes decorated for their native states. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2011 6:29:32 AM 

Official: Gunmen torch 14 NATO tankers in Pakistan 

A government official says gunmen in Pakistan's southwest have set ablaze 14 tankers carrying fuel for u.s. and NATO 

troops in Afghanistan. A driver also was wounded during the Saturday attack. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2011 8:07:33 AM 

'Act of a madman': Dad kills wife, 2 kids, self 

A man killed his wife and two children in the bedrooms of their stately home before apparently committing suicide 

inside his sport utility vehicle in a Wal-Mart parking lot, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2011 8:24:45 AM 

N.J. cop shot dead in 'execution-style killing' 

Ig~~""IA man being questioned pulled a handgun and fired three bullets into a police officer in what the county 
prosecutor called "a heinous, execution-style killing." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2011 9:06:48 AM 

Envoys to tour 2 key Iranian nuclear facilities 

Ig~~""lseven international envoys are getting a look inside two key Iranian nuclear sites in a tour that Tehran 

hopes will build support ahead of more talks on its disputed atomic work. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/201110:41:38 AM 

Loughner video: 'This is my genocide school' 

Ig~~""~ucson shooting suspect Jared Loughner described his college as a "genocide school" and discussed "the 

torture of students" in a video he posted online last year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/201110:52:28 AM 

Iraqi soldiers wound three u.s. soldiers in Mosul 

Two Iraqi soldiers opened fire on u.s. troops in the northern city of Mosul Saturday, wounding three of them, Iraqi army 

and police sources said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/201111:24:03 AM 

New RNC chairman faces host of challenges 

Ig~~""~he new Republican Party chairman's celebration may be short-lived. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/201112:37:52 PM 

Lessons of Tucson: Can we learn them? 

Ig~~""IA week after the shootings, a city and a nation struggle for answers to why this happened in Tucson -

and how such a tragedy can be avoided. NBC News' Mike Taibbi reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/201112:45:31 PM 

South Korean freighter hijacked by Somali pirates 

Somali pirates seized a South Korean freighter with 21 crew members in the Arabian Sea, South Korea's government said 

Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2011 2:42:39 PM 

Obama to U.S.: Work together after rampage 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama urged Americans Saturday to maintain the "spirit of common cause" that arose 

from grieving over the Arizona shootings and use it to solve the nation's problems. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2011 3:47:17 PM 

US soldiers killed while training Iraqis 

Two U.S. troops were killed Saturday by an Iraqi soldier who apparently smuggled real bullets into a training exercise 

and opened fire, raising fresh concerns about insurgents worming into the nation's security forces as the Americans 

prepare to leave by the year's end. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2011 4:15:36 PM 

Video: Chief negotiator: Iran doesn't want nuclear weapons 

Ig~~""INBC'S Richard Engel reports on the upcoming tour of Iranian nuclear sites extended to several nations 

and whether this event will give Iran credibility when expressing peaceful nuclear intentions. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2011 4:41:49 PM 

Trouble lurking ahead for Obama's education focus 

Signs of trouble are arising for President Barack Obama's plan to put education overhaul at the forefront of his agenda 

as he adjusts to the new reality of a divided government. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2011 5:54:42 PM 

Brazil flood survivors left to fend for themselves 

Ig~~""~hey are tired, hungry, traumatized - and resigned to saving themselves without the aid their 

government promised after massive mudslides that killed nearly 600 people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2011 6:30:26 PM 

Loughner video: 'This is my genocide school' 

Ig~~""~ucson shooting suspect Jared Loughner described his college as a "genocide school" and discussed "the 

torture of students" in a video he posted online last year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2011 6:44:08 PM 

Suspect's violent descent came on chaotic night 

Ig~~""~ared Loughner's descent into violence took place on a furious all-night excursion through the dark 

streets of his hometown, meandering through stores as he prepared to take revenge on a world from 
which he had become increasingly alienated. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2011 7:12:39 PM 

Deadly riots engulf Tunisia as interim leader sworn in 

Ig~~""ILooting, deadly prison riots and street chaos engulfed Tunisia on Saturday, a day after mass protests 

forced its strongman to flee. A new interim president was sworn in, promising to create a unity 
government that could include the long-ignored opposition. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2011 7:29:01 PM 

Venezuela not amused by 'Little Hugo' soap opera 

Venezuelan authorities are demanding that a private television station stop airing a Colombian soap opera that they say 

is denigrating to their country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2011 7:57:57 PM 

Elephant at Tenn. zoo crushes trainer to death 

An 8,OOO-pound elephant at a Tennessee zoo backed a trainer into a wall and crushed her to death, and the zoo said on 

Saturday it had temporarily closed its elephant exhibit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2011 7:59:12 PM 

Teen dancer says Berlusconi gave her $9,350 

Ig~~""IA teenager at the heart of the latest criminal probe of Italian Premier Silvio Berlusconi said Saturday the 

billionaire media mogul gave her euro7,OOO ($9,350) when she came to a Valentine's Day soiree at his 
villa but reiterated she didn't have sex with him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2011 8:00:33 PM 

Woman who trained Obama family dog Bo dies 

Dawn Syivia-Stasiewicz, the trainer who prepared President Barack Obama's dog Bo for life as the first dog, has died. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2011 9:39:57 PM 

Live updates: Ravens at Steelers 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2011 9:44:09 PM 

Timeline shows delays for ambulances in Tucson 

How fast was the emergency response in Tucson? It depends on your perspective. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/201110:41:34 PM 

Is Jolie poised for a Golden night? 

Ig~~""IDepending on how much you want to read into the seating chart for Sunday's Golden Globes, Angelina 

Jolie could be positioned for an upset win for her role in "The Tourist." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/201111:02:59 PM 

Chimps bite off Nebraska zoo keeper's fingers 

Two chimpanzees at a Scottsbluff, Neb., zoo attack a keeper and bit off two of her fingers, police said on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/201111:04:51 PM 

Duke gets back on track with big win over Va. 

Ig~~""INolan Smith scored 29 points and No.1 Duke bounced back from its first loss in 10 months by pulling 
away to beat Virginia 76-60 on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/201111:41:21 PM 

Video: 'Alii saw was chaos': Tucson first responders describe scene 

Ig~~""~he earliest firefighters and paramedics on the scene recount their frantic first minutes outside the 
Safeway grocery store. NBC's Lee Cowan reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/201111:43:53 PM 

Video: Tucson gun show draws crowds, questions 

Ig~~""~he latest chapter in the nation's gun control debate was on the minds of many as they lined up - just 
miles from the scene of the shooting - to attend the Crossroads of the West. NBC's Kristen Welker 

reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/201111:50:51 PM 

Video: Iran's lead negotiator: We're not interested in nukes 

Ig~~""lsaed Jalilli, the Islamic republic's chief nuclear negotiator, tells NBC's Richard Engel: "We have broadly 
and frankly announced that we consider nuclear weapons illegitimate." (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/201112:03:10 AM 

Video: Will Titanic vanish right before our eyes? 

Ig~~""INinety-nine years after it struck an iceberg and sank in the North Atlantic, the ship is facing a fresh threat 
at sea. NBC's Kerry Sanders reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/201112:12:08 AM 

Giffords removed from respirator, has tracheotomy 

Ig~~""IDoctors remove Rep. Gabrielle Giffords from a respirator a week after she and 18 other people were shot 

in Tucson, but she undergoes surgery to insert a tracheotomy tube. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/201112:17:38 AM 

Young shooting victim's organs help save child 

Ig~~""IAn organ donation from the 9-year-old Tucson shooting victim has saved the life of a child on the East 

Coast, media reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/20111:00:28 AM 

Steelers rally past Ravens, reach AFC title game 

Ig~~""IBen Roethlisberger hit rookie Antonio Brown on a 58-yard pass play on third-and-19, and Rashard 
Mendenhall scored from the 2 with 1:33 remaining to give the Pittsburgh Steelers a 31-24 comeback 

victory over the Baltimore Ravens in an AFC divisional playoff game Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/20111:04:34 AM 

Actress Susannah York dies at age 72 

Ig~~""IBritish actress Susannah York, one of the most memorable film faces of the 1960s, has died from cancer 

at age 72, British media reported late on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/20111:04:34 AM 

Actress Susannah York dies at age 72 

Ig~~""IBritish actress Susannah York, one of the most memorable film faces of the 1960s, has died from cancer 

at age 72, British media reported late on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/20111:10:04 AM 

Live: Updates from Packers-Falcons playoff game 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/20111:24:26 AM 

New No.1? Ohio St. survives scare to win again 

Ig~~""IFreshman Jared Sullinger scored 19 points and hit a three-point play with 13.2 seconds left to lift No.2 
Ohio State to a 69-66 victory over Penn State on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2011 2:11:02 AM 

Trouble lurking ahead for Obama's education focus 

Signs of trouble are arising for President Barack Obama's plan to put education overhaul at the forefront of his agenda 

as he adjusts to the new reality of a divided government. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2011 2:30:59 AM 

Migrant boat found off Corfu, 22 missing 

A Dutch-flagged vessel rescued 241 immigrants stranded on a wooden boat about 30 miles off the Greek island of Corfu 

and coastguards are searching for 22 missing migrants, coastguards said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2011 4:22:09 AM 

Police name suspect in murder of NJ police officer 

Ig~~""lpolice signed murder charges Saturday against a 19-year-old man they accuse of fatally shooting a New 

Jersey police officer who had driven up beside him and started to question him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2011 4:37:33 AM 

She's just 17! Nebraskan wins Miss America title 

Ig~~""~eresa Scanlan of Nebraska - just 17 years old - won the 2011 Miss America pageant in Las Vegas on 

Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2011 4:48:56 AM 

Astronaut hurt in bike accident 

Ig~~""~im Kapra, an astronaut slated to launch on space shuttle Discovery next month, was injured Saturday in 

a bicycle accident that could impact his duties. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2011 4:59:22 AM 

More than 80 skiers rescued after Ohio lift stalls 

Ig~~""IA chairlift stalled Saturday at a northeast Ohio ski resort, leaving more than 80 people stuck for several 

hours until emergency crews used ropes and a pulley to lower them to safety, authorities said. No injuries 
were reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2011 5:03:51 AM 

Bulls just a bit better than LeBron-less Heat 

Ig~~""IDerrick Rose scored 34 points and Kyle Korver hit a crucial 3-pointer with 25 seconds left Saturday night 
as the Chicago Bulls withstood a stellar performance by Dwyane Wade to beat the Miami Heat 99-96. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2011 5:09:58 AM 

Nowitzki returns, gets ejected as Mavs fall 

Ig~~""lzach Randolph had 23 points and 20 rebounds, and the Grizzlies ruined Dirk Nowitzki's abbreviated 
return with an 89-70 victory over the Mavericks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2011 5:11:05 AM 

MlK III: Shootings underscore father's message 

One of the sons of slain civil rights leader Martin luther King Jr. said Saturday evening that the Arizona shootings that 

claimed six lives and left a congresswoman critically wounded show his father's work must continue. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2011 5:36:14 AM 

'You're dead!' victim yells at Tea Party spokesman 

Ig~~""IA victim from last weekend's Tucson, Ariz., mass shooting is arrested Saturday at a town hall event taped 
for ABC-TV for allegedly threatening a Tea Party spokesman. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2011 5:53:45 AM 

Husband: Gabor talking after amputation 

Ig~~""lzsa Zsa Gabor smiled and ate ice cream on Saturday, a day after doctors amputated much of the actress' 

leg to fight a gangrene infection that could have killer her, her husband said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2011 5:55:16 AM 

Packers pour it on, advance to NFC title game 

Ig~~""IAaron Rodgers threw three touchdown passes, ran for another score and led the Green Bay Packers to 
their second straight postseason road victory with a stunning 48-21 rout of the top-seeded Atlanta 

Falcons on Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2011 6:25:34 AM 

Noah's Ark has nothing on this Calif. forecast 

This mega-storm scenario would bring more calamity than a major quake, scientists say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2011 9:17:07 AM 

She's just 17! Nebraskan wins Miss America title 

Ig~~""~eresa Scanlan of Nebraska - just 17 years old - won the 2011 Miss America pageant in Las Vegas on 

Saturday night. She's the youngest Miss America since the pageant implemented age limits in 1938. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/201110:12:10 AM 

Australia floods sweep south, disaster grows 

Australian floods wreaked fresh havoc on rural communities in the south on Sunday, leaving a trail of destruction across 

four states, at least 17 dead and the prospect of reconstruction of historic proportions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/201111:10:27 AM 

Egypt sentences Muslim to death for Coptic shooting 

An Egyptian state security court on Sunday sentenced a Muslim man to death for killing six Coptic Christians and a 

Muslim police officer in a drive-by shooting on Coptic Christmas Eve in January 2010. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/201112:11:31 PM 

Swiss banker vows to hand secrets to Wikileaks 

A Swiss banker whose actions caused a u.S. judge to briefly shut down Wikileaks three years ago has promised to hand 

over banking secrets to the secret-spilling organization on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2011 2:30:23 PM 

For the Tea Party, the hard part begins 

Now that they're freshmen in a GOP-run House, the political movement's candidates are running smack into the 

traditions, partisan divisions and powerful competing interests that make it so hard to redirect the government. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2011 2:35:46 PM 

More apartments planned in contested Jerusalem 

Ig~~""llsraeli authorities said Sunday they are moving ahead with a new proposal to build 1,400 apartments in a 

contested part of Jerusalem, enraging Palestinians who denounced the plan as another settler land grab. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2011 2:53:50 PM 

Attacks down almost 20 percent in Pakistan 

Ig~~""~he number of suicide bombings and other attacks in Pakistan declined nearly 20 percent last year as a 

result of Pakistani military operations and better surveillance by law enforcement agencies, a think tank 
says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2011 3:18:10 PM 

Daughter succeeds dad at French far-right party 

Ig~~""IFrancels far-right National Front party elected the daughter of its founder, Jean-Marie Le Pen, as its new 

leader Sunday, who says she wants to broaden the appeal of a party known best for its anti-immigration, 
anti-Islam platform. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2011 3:51:35 PM 

Rome prepares for 2 million pilgrims 

Ig~~""lcroWd control experts were rushing to ready Rome for an estimated 2 million pilgrims for Pope John Paul 

II's beatification on May 1, when the city will be thronged with Easter week tourists. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2011 3:57:17 PM 

Early Sudan returns show big vote for secession 

Ig~~""lsouthern Sudan's president offers a prayer of forgiveness for northern Sudan and the killings that 

occurred during a two-decade civil war, as the first results from a weeklong independence referendum 
show an overwhelming vote for secession. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2011 4:33:31 PM 

Scoop: Expect Golden night for 'King's Speech' 

Ig~~""IHere are Courtney Hazlett's for Sunday night's Golden Globe Awards. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2011 5:10:08 PM 

World Blog: Waiting for real change in Tunisia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2011 5:57:52 PM 

Poll shows raw feelings easing over health law 

As lawmakers shaken by the shooting of a colleague return to the health care debate in Congress, an Associated Press

GfK poll finds raw feelings over President Barack Obama's overhaul have subsided. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2011 6:33:50 PM 

As shock subsides, pain sets in for Ariz. victims 

Ig~~""lprofound pain is settling in as victims of last weekend's shooting spree - and their tight-knit community 
- enter the toughest part of their healing process. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2011 7:31:31 PM 

Police arrest suspect in NJ officer fatal shooting 

Ig~~""IA frenzied manhunt for a suspected cop killer ended early Sunday morning in the bedroom of a Camden 
apartment, where a SWAT team arrested the 19-year-old suspect without incident. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2011 9:28:52 PM 

Live updates: Jets-Patriots 

Live updates: Follow along as New York, New England battle for a spot in the AFC championship game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2011 9:50:53 PM 

Break in rain allows Brazil to reach slide victims 

Ig~~""IA break in near-constant rain Sunday allowed Brazilian rescue helicopters to deliver desperately needed 

food and water to some of the neighborhoods buried under tons of earth in mudslides that killed more 
than 600 people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/201110:03:37 PM 

Starbucks to roll out biggest drink size yet 

Ig~~""IStarbucks will roll out its biggest drink size yet -- the 31-ounce "Trenta" -- in all its U.S. coffee shops by 

May 3, the company said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2011 10:04:55 PM 

Gunbattles, food shortages temper Tunisia joy 

Tunisian authorities struggled to restore order Sunday, arresting the top presidential security chief and trying to stop 

gunfights that erupted across the capital. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/201110:17:18 PM 

China's Hu resists U.S. yuan concerns 

Ig~~""lchinese President Hu Jintao urged an end to a "zero sum" Cold War relationship with the United States 
but resisted U.S. arguments for allowing China's currency to strengthen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/201110:32:54 PM 

Sweet home Chicago as Bears blast Sea hawks 

Ig~~""~he Bears' 35-24 dismantling of overmatched Seattle on Sunday sets up the biggest game in their gO-year 

series with the Packers. Chicago and Green Bay will play for the 182nd time next Sunday, but their first 
meeting for the NFC title. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2011 10:40:26 PM 

Ariz. shooting victim goes to hospital after arrest 

Ig~~""IGrief-stricken after the Tucson supermarket massacre, shooting victim James Eric Fuller found comfort 

writing down the Declaration of Independence from memory while still recovering in the hospital. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/201111:53:27 PM 

Video: Was u.s. behind attack on Iran's nuclear program? 

Ig~~""lsaed Jalilli, the Islamic republic's chief nuclear negotiator, acknowledges the cyber assault in an interview 

with NBC's Richard Engel, and says evidence points to the United States as the source. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201112:09:35 AM 

'Social Network' leads Globes with four awards 

Ig~~""~he Facebook tale "The Social Network" has won top honors at the Golden Globes with four prizes, 

including best drama and director, solidifying its prospects as an Academy Awards favorite. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201112:32:49 AM 

Late ejections mar Clippers' 99-92 win over Lakers 

Ig~~""IAlthough the Clippers were just a few seconds away from finishing off the Lakers and their seven-game 

winning streak, Blake Griffin and Lamar adom refused to stop grinding and digging for one last rebound. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201112:45:10AM 

Jets fly past Patriots, into AFC title game 

Ig~~""IMark Sanchez threw three touchdown passes, Tom Brady was sacked five times and the trash-talking 

New York Jets reached their second straight AFC championship game with a stunning 28-21 win over the 
New England Patriots on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20111:16:57 AM 

PFT: Jets turn in defensive masterpiece vs. Patriots 

Ig~~""lpFT: New York mixes up defensive coverages, pressures Brady and leaves no doubt about backing up the 

big talk. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20111:19:38 AM 

Risk-takers fuel fun fashion on Globes carpet 

Ig~~""IFashion risk-takers helped the red carpet at Sunday's Golden Globes live up to its reputation as the 
liveliest of the awards season, with Helena Bonham Carter leading the way in mismatched - one red, 

one green - shoes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20111:28:55 AM 

Former dictator "Baby Doc" Duvalier back in Haiti 

Former Haitian dictator Jean-Claude "Baby Doc" Duvalier made a surprise return from exile to his Caribbean homeland 

on Sunday, saying he wanted to help in the rebuilding of his earthquake-battered nation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20112:50:30 AM 

Police: Gun pointed at Illinois state legislator 

Chicago police say someone pointed a handgun at a member of the Illinois House. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/2011 4:39:21 AM 

Rosenthal: Juicy storylines for Steelers-Jets, Bears-Packers 

Ig~~""IRosenthal: Now that the shock of the Jets' impressive win in Foxborough has worn off, it's time to look 

ahead to this week's biggest storylines. At this point, seeing two No.6 seeds face off in the Super Bowl 
wouldn't really surprise anyone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20114:56:22 AM 

De Niro presented with DeMille Award 

Ig~~""IRobert De Niro's filmography has generally been divided between early drama and late comedy. In 

accepting the Cecil B. DeMille Award for lifetime achievement, he leaned heavily on the latter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20116:49:16 AM 

In NFL, home field proves no advantage again 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/2011 7:27:46 AM 

Explosion on bus in NW Pakistan kills 18 

An explosion ripped through a minibus traveling in a militant-infested area of northwestern Pakistan on Monday, killing 

18 people, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20119:03:52 AM 

Israel's defense minister quits Labor Party 

Israeli Defense Minister Ehud Barak abruptly announced Monday that he was leaving his Labor Party and forming a new 

parliamentary faction inside the governing coalition, completing a split in the iconic party over the handling of peace 

talks with the Palestinians. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20119:42:10 AM 

Do video games fuel mental health problems? 

Ig~~""~here might be trouble brewing behind the glassy eyes of kids who spend too much time and energy on 

video games, according to a controversial new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20119:42:10 AM 

Do video games fuel mental health problems? 

Ig~~""~here might be trouble brewing behind the glassy eyes of kids who spend too much time and energy on 

video games, according to a controversial new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201111:12:16 AM 

Ex-dictator 'Baby Doc' Duvalier returns to Haiti 

Ig~~""IFormer dictator Jean-Claude "Baby Doc" Duvalier made a surprise return from exile to Haiti on Sunday, 

saying he wanted to help in the rebuilding of his earthquake-battered nation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201111:19:12 AM 

Rain slows Brazil mudslide rescue effort 

Ig~~""IEfforts to fly rescue helicopters to hundreds of people stranded by massive mudslides were slowed by 

renewed rains in a region north of Rio de Janeiro, as the death toll rose to 633. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201111:19:12 AM 

Rain slows Brazil mudslide rescue effort 

Efforts to fly rescue helicopters to hundreds of people stranded by massive mudslides were slowed by renewed rains in 

a region north of Rio de Janeiro, as the death toll rose to 633. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201111:33:42 AM 

Australia floods could be costliest disaster ever 

Ig~~""IFIOOdS that ravaged Australia's northeast and swamped a major city could be the country's most 

expensive natural disaster ever, the government said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201111:55:45 AM 

Husband: Giffords 'continues to make progress' 

Ig~~""~he condition of a u.s. congresswoman wounded in a Jan. 8 assassination attempt improved to serious 

Sunday after procedures to remove a ventilator were successful. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201111:55:45 AM 

Husband: Giffords 'continues to make progress' 

Ig~~""~he condition of a u.s. congresswoman wounded in a Jan. 8 assassination attempt improved to serious 

Sunday after procedures to remove a ventilator were successful. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201112:27:40 PM 

Loners like Tucson gunman 'fly below the radar' 

Ig~~""~ucson shooting suspect Jared Lee Loughner was not on any government watch list that might have 

warned someone not to sell him a gun or caused police to investigate his unstable behavior. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201112:50:58 PM 

Video: Rep. Giffords' aide laid to rest in Tucson 

Ig~~""IAS Gabrielle Giffords continues to recover, her staff's community outreach director, Gabe Zimmerman, 

who was killed in the rampage that injured the congresswoman, was honored during a memorial 
service. NBC's Miguel Almaguer reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201112:52:48 PM 

Video: Obama urges Congress to embrace civility 

Ig~~"'l'AS business resumes, I look forward to working together in that same spirit of common cause with 

members of Congress from both parties," President Obama stated in his weekly address. NBC's Chuck 
Todd reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201112:54:21 PM 

Video: Inside an Iranian nuclear research facility 

Ig~~""INBC'S Richard Engel takes a rare tour of Tehran's controversial nuclear reactor, which the government 

claims is mainly producing medical isotopes. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20111:07:43 PM 

Video: Bank accused of mistreating military families 

Ig~~""IA Chase official tells NBC News that 4,000 U.S. service members may have been illegally overcharged on 

their mortgages and that as many as 14 military families were wrongly foreclosed on. NBC's Lisa Myers 
reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20111:12:13 PM 

Video: More bullies at school of Phoebe Prince? 

Ig~~""lwhile friends and family remember Phoebe Prince on the anniversary of her death, another teen at 

South Hadley High School says she is the victim of vicious bullying. NBC's John Yang reports. (TODAY 
show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/2011 2:00:25 PM 

Self-burnings spread across northern Africa 

The self-immolation that set off the protest wave which toppled Tunisia's leader has led to apparent copycat protests in 

other north African states. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20112:12:09 PM 

Federer rolls into 2nd round at Aussie Open 

Ig~~""IDefending champion Roger Federer, the biggest threat to Rafael Nadal winning his fourth Grand Slam in a 
row, has advanced to the second round at the Australian Open, beating Lukas Lacko of Slovakia 6-1, 6-1, 

6-3. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20112:12:50 PM 

Venus wins opener at Australian Open 

Ig~~""lvenus Williams has advanced to the second round of the Australian Open, beating Sara Errani of Italy 6-3 
6-2. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20112:27:12 PM 

Online diet pills -- the next drug safety 'catastrophe'? 

Ig~~""IMore and more, weight loss products are being "adulterated" with potentially dangerous ingredients by 

their manufacturers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20112:57:04 PM 

Video: How healthy is the bread you're eating? 

Ig~~""lwhole wheat, multigrain or gluten-free? Which should you be eating? TODAY diet expert Joy Bauer 
breaks down the nutritional value of your favorite bread. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20113:27:47 PM 

Iran suspends hanging sentence in stoning case: MP 

Ig~~""llran has suspended a sentence to hang a woman at the center of a global outcry about a separate stoning 

sentence, a member of parliament was quoted Monday as saying, but another official suggested the 
comments were false. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20113:45:09 PM 

Tunisia announces unity government 

Ig~~""IDeposed president's family reportedly took $66 million in gold out of country on fleeing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20113:45:40 PM 

R. Sargent Shriver in critical condition in Md. 

Ig~~""IFormer Peace Corps director and vice-presidential nominee R. Sargent Shriver was in critical condition 

Monday morning at a hospital in Maryland, a spokeswoman for the family said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/2011 4:16:54 PM 

Top budget travel destinations for 2011 

Ig~~""lwe analyzed a year's worth of news, trends, and statistics to identify the world's best value destinations 

for 2011. From China to our own backyard, here are 10 places that you can't afford to miss. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/2011 4:33:50 PM 

After tragedy, Arizona eyes more gun rights 

Arizona has become a national leader in the gun rights movement in recent years as the state enacted law after law to 

protect the people's right to bear arms nearly anywhere, at anytime. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/2011 4:33:50 PM 

After tragedy, Arizona eyes more gun rights 

Arizona has become a national leader in the gun rights movement in recent years as the state enacted law after law to 

protect the people's right to bear arms nearly anywhere, at anytime. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20115:00:15 PM 

Video: Priebus's first move 

Ig~~""INBC'S Domenico Montanaro looks at newly installed RNC Chairman Reince Priebus's first move - firing a 

Michael Steele ally. Plus, can he marry the tea party with the GOP? (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20115:16:26 PM 

Video: After the first date, don't text! Call! 

Ig~~""IMaXim's Joe Levy and Yahoo's Jennifer Romolini talk about traditional and high-tech approaches to 
dating. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20115:27:57 PM 

Apple's Jobs takes medical leave of absence 

Ig~~""IAPPle Inc. founder and CEO Steve Jobs, a cancer survivor, sent a note Monday to employees saying he's 

taking a medical leave of absence so he can focus on his health. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20115:28:04 PM 

Smishing: scary new malware scam 

A new security risk has crept into the world of online shopping, and it combines the trickery of phishing scams with the 

ease and availability of text messages. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20115:58:16 PM 

Swiss banker hands secrets over to Wikileaks 

A former Swiss private banker handed over data on hundreds of offshore bank account holders to Wikileaks founder 

Julian Assange on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20115:58:50 PM 

UBS workers now allowed to wear red undies 

Good news for Swiss bankers: They may soon be allowed to wear red underwear, black nail polish - and even eat garlic. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20116:11:39 PM 

Obama to host state dinner for China president 

Ig~~""lwhen Hu Jintao makes what is likely his final trip to Washington as China's president, he will get an honor 

he desperately wanted but was denied during his first visit nearly five years ago: a White House state 
dinner. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20116:19:01 PM 

Rate the Golden Globe fashions 

TODAY show style editor Bobbie Thomas shares her opinion on some of the red-carpet gowns. Rate them on a scale of 1 

to 10 and see how other TODAYshow.com readers voted. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20116:36:44 PM 

'Bachelor' Brad is back - but will fans watch? 

Ig~~""IBrad Womack is the most reviled "Bachelor" star in the show's history, and people love to hate villains on 

reality TV. So his return to the show should have been well-watched; instead, it brought the second 
lowest debut audience ever for the show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20116:55:57 PM 

Giffords doing well after two surgeries over weekend 

u.s. Rep. Gabrielle Giffords is doing well after two surgeries this weekend: a tracheotomy and a repair to fractures in the 

right eye, doctors at University Medical Center in Tucson, Ariz., said at a news conference on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20116:56:12 PM 

Tucson rampage looms as King is honored 

Ig~~""~he U.S. holiday honoring slain black civil rights leader Martin Luther King, Jr. has taken on added 

meaning for most Americans this year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/2011 7:12:33 PM 

Gervais says 'everyone took it well' at Globes 

Ig~~""IGOlden Globes host Ricky Gervais disappeared from the stage for about an hour during Sunday's show, 

prompting many to think that he was being reprimanded for his acerbic jokes. Turns out, it was nothing 
more than a long break in his part of the program. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/2011 7:13:22 PM 

Video: McCain praises Obama, defends Palin 

Ig~~""~he Washington Post's Dan Balz shares his thoughts on Sen. John McCain's op-ed written in response to 
the Arizona shootings. (Mitchell Reports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/2011 7:15:07 PM 

Century-old scotch returned from Antarctic trip 

Ig~~""lsome people brag about serving scotch whisky that's 15 years old. But three bottles of Mackinlays scotch 

flown to Scotland by private jet Monday date back to the late 19th Century. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/2011 7:23:15 PM 

Israeli ex-PM Barak quits Labor Party 

Ig~~""llsraeli Defense Minister Ehud Barak abruptly announced Monday that he was leaving his Labor Party and 

forming a new parliamentary faction inside the governing coalition. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20118:00:07 PM 

Friends feel like family? You may be genetically tied 

You might have more in common with your BFF than a shared passion for football, politics, or cats. Just like members of 

the same family, you and your "bestie" could be sharing some very compatible genes, according to a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20118:01:56 PM 

Video: MLK Blvd: Dividing line, or road to diversity? 

Ig~~""IMsnbc's Tamron Hall talks with MsnbcjThegrio.com's Jeff Johnsons about his report on Martin Luther 
King, Jr. Blvd in Baltimore. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20118:13:46 PM 

Wife helped undermine Tunisian strongman 

Ig~~""~unisians couldn't stand her even more than they couldn't stand him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20118:17:37 PM 

Video: More violence in Tunisia 

r-~unisian security forces have used tear gas and fired shots into the air to break up further protests in the 
unisian capital. Hundreds of demonstrators today called for the ruling party to give up power. lTV's John 

Ray reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20118:21:58 PM 

PFT: Jets fan killed after celebratory sled ride 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/2011 8:26:39 PM 

Iranian official: U.S. involved in cyberattack 

Tehran's chief nuclear negotiator is charging that the United States was involved in a cyberattack that he said disrupted 

a peaceful program aimed at creating nuclear energy, not weapons. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20118:28:40 PM 

Video: Houston couple stopped from feeding homeless 

Ig~~""IAmanda and Bobby Herring join NewsNation to explain why the lack of a permit has prevented them 
from helping the homeless. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20118:38:07 PM 

Detroit police look for man suspected of raping 7 

Detectives are searching for a man who they believe sexually assaulted seven women since New Year's Day and tried to 

attack another, Detroit's police chief said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20118:40:45 PM 

Off the Bench: Lacrosse team sorry for lap dance contest 

Ig~~""[he Boston Blazers pro lacrosse team is apologizing for a halftime lap dance contest that upset several 

fans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20118:46:06 PM 

Suns overcome Stoudemire's 41 to top Knicks 

Ig~~""lvince Carter scored 29 points, including the 20,OOOth of his career, and the Phoenix Suns ran past the 
New York Knicks 129-121 on Monday to match a season high with their third straight victory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/2011 8:59:36 PM 

Globes exec: Ricky Gervais 'crossed the line' 

Add Hollywood Foreign Press Association president Philip Berk to the chorus of those who believe that Ricky Gervais 

went too far as host of the Golden Globes on Sunday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20119:55:48 PM 

Jobs' medical leave may be due to rare cancer 

Once again, Apple Inc Chief Executive Steve Jobs is taking medical leave - the third time since 2004 - and once again, 

the company's stock price is plunging as jobs declines to share details about his condition. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201110:07:44 PM 

Grand jury probes what Edwards knew about spending 

Ig~~""IA federal criminal investigation targeting John Edwards is examining how much the two-time presidential 
candidate knew about money used to cover up his extramarital affair and out-of-wedlock child and 

whether other practices of his violated campaign finance laws, people involved in the case have told The 
Associated Press. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201110:09:37 PM 

Online consumers need to take more precautions 

Although consumers are well aware of the risks they take being online and engaging in e-commerce, most of them 

aren't taking the necessary precautions to protect themselves, according to a recent survey. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201110:22:50 PM 

Overcharges on soldiers' mortgages investigated 

JP Morgan & Chase Co.'s admission that it overcharged thousands of American servicemen has triggered investigations 

by a congressional committee and a federal prosecutor. NBC News has learned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201110:25:00 PM 

Jackpot winner, husband's troubled past revealed 

An Idaho woman who is splitting America's second-largest lottery jackpot may need some legal luck to hold onto all of 

her share, according to media reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201110:39:25 PM 

Walker saves No.8 UConn in win vs. No.7 Villanova 

Ig~~""IKemba Walker hit a drive down the lane with 2.5 seconds to play to give No.8 Connecticut a 61-59 
victory over No.7 Villanova on Monday, snapping the Wildcats' ll-game winning streak. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201110:43:09 PM 

Weight loss may send pollutants into bloodstream 

Weight loss may have an unwanted side effect, according to a new study in the journal Nature: It may send a flood of 

environmental pollutants into the bloodstream. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201110:45:34 PM 

Video: 'Tiger Mother' takes over global culture wars 

Ig~~""IWith her new book "Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother," Amy Chua has set off a cultural firestorm with her 
strident defense of strict Chinese parenting. NBC's Rehema Ellis has the details. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201110:57:22 PM 

Nicole Kidman, Keith Urban welcome baby girl 

Ig~~""loscar-Winning actress Nicole Kidman and her country star husband, Keith Urban, announced on Monday 

they were parents of a new baby daughter born with a surrogate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201111:33:49 PM 

Kitty Hiccups captures 2011 Miss'd America crown 

Ig~~""~he top cat at this year's Miss'd America pageant is the leopard print-clad Kitty Hiccups. Hiccups, also 
known as 32-year-old David Hyland, topped the drag-queen strut at Boardwalk Hall in Atlantic City. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201111:39:37 PM 

Video: MDs: Giffords showing strong signs of recovery 

Ig~~""IDoctors at Tucson's University Medical Center said it was a good weekend for Congresswoman Gabrielle 

Giffords, who continues to make huge strides in her recovery from a gunshot wound to the head. NBC's 
Kristen Welker reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201111:44:48 PM 

Video: Cheney on heart pump: 'It's second nature' 

Ig~~""lln an exclusive interview with NBC's Jamie Gangel, Former Vice President Dick Cheney offers a look at the 
medical device that's keeping him alive. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201111:47:24 PM 

Video: After 25 years in exile, 'Baby Doc' back in Haiti 

Ig~~""IA quarter century after he was thrown out by a people's revolt and a push from the United States, Jean
Claude Duvalier--better known as "Baby Doc"--is back in Haiti. NBC's Kerry Sanders reports. (Nightly 

News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201111:47:51 PM 

Video: Street clashes continue in Tunisia 

Ig~~""IA brand-new Tunisian government is trying to contain a new wave of street protests amid growing 

concerns that civil unrest could spread to other countries in the region. NBC's John Ray reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/201112:45:02 AM 

PFT: Hue Jackson will be Raiders' next coach 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/201112:45:19 AM 

Police: Suspected Kensington Strangler arrested 

Ig~~""lphiladeIPhia police say Antonio Rodriguez, the person of interest in the Kensington Strangler case, was 

arrested Monday night in the murders of 3 women. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/20111:04:23 AM 

20 areas still cut off after Brazil mudslides 

Brazil's army on Monday sent 700 soldiers to help throw a lifeline to desperate neighborhoods that have been cut off 

from food, water or help in recovering bodies since mudslides killed at least 665 people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/20111:11:29 AM 

Family of Mexican teen killed by border agent sues 

Ig~~""IA federal lawsuit filed Monday in Texas accuses the u.s. Border Patrol of wrongful death and civil rights 
violations in an agent's fatal shooting of a 15-year-old Mexican boy in June. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2011 3:56:52 AM 

Garnett returns, helps Celtics beat Magic 

Ig~~""IKeVin Garnett returned after missing nine games with an injured leg and came up with a steal in the final 
seconds to help the Boston Celtics beat the Orlando Magic 109-106 on Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2011 6:35:13 AM 

Kobe, Lakers hold off Thunder 

Ig~~""lpau Gasol scored 21 points, Kobe Bryant added 21 and seven assists, though he missed three last-minute 
free throws, and the Los Angeles Lakers held off the Oklahoma City Thunder 101-94 Monday night for 

their eighth win in nine games. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2011 7:10:57 AM 

Palin explains 'blood libel' comment 

Former Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin said Monday that she used the term "blood libel" to describe comments made by those 

who falsely tried to link conservatives to the assassination attempt against Rep. Gabrielle Giffords. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2011 9:46:53 AM 

Peaking river splits Australian town in two 

Authorities urged residents to flee more Australian towns Tuesday as swollen rivers carried deadly floodwaters deeper 

into another state and worsened the natural disaster. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/201110:09:31 AM 

7 rapes since Jan. 1: Cops hunt 'monster' 

Detectives are searching for a man who they believe sexually assaulted seven women since New Year's Day and tried to 

attack another, Detroit's police chief said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/201110:22:40 AM 

Suicide bomber kills 42 police recruits in Iraq 

A suicide bomber wearing a vest filled with explosives attacked Iraqi police recruits on Tuesday in former dictator 

Saddam Hussein's hometown of Tikrit, killing at least 42 and wounding over lOO, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/201111:19:28 AM 

'I wake up screaming': A Gitmo nightmare 

It has been two years since Saad Iqbal Madni left Guantanamo Bay, but the Islamic scholar has not recovered from the 

experience. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/201112:12:44 PM 

China lends more than World Bank to poor states 

China has lent more money to developing nations than the World Bank in the past two years, a newspaper said, 

underlining Beijing's ambitions to increase its global influence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/201112:30:02 PM 

Video: Cheney: Obama's still a one-term president 

Ig~~""lwhile praising President Obama for his handling of the Tucson massacre, former Vice President Dick 
Cheney remains critical of Obama's policies, telling NBC's Jamie Gangel he'll be "a one-term 

president." (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/201112:32:48 PM 

Video: Giffords could be released from hospital soon 

Ig~~""IDoctors remain surprised at the congresswoman's progress after taking a gunshot to the head, saying her 

interaction with her husband is a positive sign in her recovery. NBC's Miguel Almaguer reports. (TODAY 
show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/201112:36:09 PM 

Video: Palin calls crosshair comparisons 'ridiculous' 

Ig~~""IA defiant Sarah Palin appeared on Fox News Channel to defend her words and her politics, which have 
become tangled in the Arizona tragedy. NBC's Kelly O'Donnell reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/201112:45:31 PM 

Dying to leave a lower carbon footprint 

Ig~~""IAS some Americans push ever harder to leave a smaller carbon footprint, the funeral industry is taking a 

step to help. Instead of being buried or cremated, the dead now can be dissolved. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/201112:52:09 PM 

Warning signs you're about to get fired 

Ig~~""IMany people know of someone - a friend, family member or even co-worker - has been laid off in the 

past year, and you begin to wonder: Am I next? Here are eight signs you're about to get fired and what to 
do to save your career. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/20111:03:40 PM 

Giffords' husband would meet suspect's parents 

Ig~~""~he husband of Rep. Gabrielle Giffords said he would be willing to meet with the parents of the 22-year

old man accused of the deadly Tucson shooting spree. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/20111:28:52 PM 

Citigroup posts $1.3 billion quarterly profit 

Ig~~""ICitigrOUp Inc posted a $1.3 billion quarterly profit on Tuesday, as the third-largest u.s. bank rounded off a 

year of recovery from the financial crisis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/20111:30:16 PM 

Brazilian saved after 16 hours buried in mud 

A man has been rescued after being trapped for 16 hours by a landslide in Brazil. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/20111:34:01 PM 

Experts warn about 'awake' plastic surgery 

Ig~~""IA new cosmetic surgery procedure is cheap and uses only local anesthesia. Sound like a bargain? In 

reality, the procedures are done by barely trained surgeons who profit from dangerous operations no 
hospital would let them do. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/20111:34:35 PM 

Apple again turns to Cook in CEO Jobs' absence 

Ig~~""llf the past is any indication, Tim Cook's mastery of inventory management and his high expectations of 

employees should leave Apple Inc. in good hands while its charismatic leader is away. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/20111:43:29 PM 

Pirates seized record 1,181 hostages in 2010 

Ig~~""lpirates took a record 1,181 hostages in 2010 as ship hijackings in waters off Somalia escalated, a global 

maritime watchdog said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/20111:43:58 PM 

Cheney: Obama finding we were right about terror 

In an exclusive interview that aired Tuesday, former Vice President Dick Cheney said that Barack Obama has learned that 

Bush administration policies on terrorism were "far more appropriate than he thought," but said the Tucson shooting 

tragedy was "handled well." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2011 2:00:13 PM 

Video: Dr. Laura: N-word incident was a blessing 

Ig~~""IRadio therapist Dr. Laura Schlessinger speaks with Matt Lauer about her controversial choice to 
repeatedly reference a racial epithet while speaking to an African-American caller on-air last August. 

Though it led to her moving from broadcast to satellite radio, she called the incident a blessing in 
disguise. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2011 2:12:03 PM 

Up to half in U.S. have pre-existing conditions 

As many as 129 million Americans under 65 have medical problems putting them at risk of being rejected by insurance 

companies or having to pay more for coverage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2011 2:14:07 PM 

Royal wedding sparks debate on UK succession 

Ig~~""ILawmakers say it would be the perfect wedding gift - changing Britain's rules of succession so any 
daughter born to Prince William and wife-to-be Kate Middleton would enjoy an equal right to the throne. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2011 2:20:37 PM 

Ditch the cubicle for a life-changing sabbatical 

Ig~~""INot long ago, leaving a solid, stable career to go traveling might have seemed rash - but that mind-set is 

rapidly changing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2011 2:44:50 PM 

Video: Starbucks supersizes iced coffees 

Ig~~""INeed something larger than a venti? Coffee giant Starbucks wants latte lovers to sip on its newest 
offering - the trenta - a 31-oz. beverage hitting stores this spring. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2011 3:14:31 PM 

Catholic church uneasy over Berlusconi probe 

Ig~~""IAn influential Italian Catholic newspaper said the prostitution probe into Premier Silvio Berlusconi's 
encounters with a Moroccan teenager was like a "devastating tornado." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2011 4:00:49 PM 

Regis Philbin to retire from weekday talk show 

Ig~~""~he 79-year-old veteran broadcaster delivers the news at the start of Tuesday morning's "Live With Regis 
and Kelly," which he has hosted for more than a quarter-century. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2011 4:01:30 PM 

In airfare dogfight, consumers caught in the middle 

Recent winter storms have snared fliers from Atlanta to Boston, but the ticketing tussle between American Airlines and 

online travel agencies may have longer-term consequences for travelers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2011 4:20:28 PM 

Video: Blaze consumes India oil depot 

r-I~ire engulfs an oil depot outside Mumbai, India, that firefighters say took six hours to burn down. 
ODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2011 4:34:33 PM 

Facebook won't share phone numbers & addresses 

Facing an onslaught of backlash, Facebook quickly rescinded an option that allowed third party applications to request 

mobile phone numbers and addresses of its users. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2011 4:38:28 PM 

Video: Face transplant candidate waits for call 

Ig~~""IDallas Wiens, a 25-year-old Texas father who sustained severe burns, has been placed at the top of the 
recipient list to get the nation's third face transplant. KXAS' Meredith Land reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2011 4:47:59 PM 

8th grader's iPhone game plucks Angry Birds' feathers 

Ig~~""IA 14-year-old boy has created an iPhone game that's taken over the No.1 spot on Apple's top free apps 

chart. You know who used to be sitting in that spot? Unstoppable app store behemoth "Angry Birds," 
that's who. In other words - a game made by a bunch of grown-ups was just taken out by a game made by a 
kid. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2011 5:09:25 PM 

Video: Passengers rescued from sinking ship 

Ig~~""IA YouTube video shows the rescue of at least 17 people after a boat with 36 passengers on board sinks in 

the Philippines. TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2011 5:40:30 PM 

Video: Philly strangler suspect arrested 

Ig~~""lpolice believe the man arrested is behind a recent string of murders and sexual assaults. WCAU's 

Rosemary Connors reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2011 6:11:22 PM 

Report: College students not learning much 

A study finds 45 percent of students show no significant improvement in the key measures of critical thinking, complex 

reasoning and writing by the end of their sophomore years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2011 6:32:15 PM 

Icy commute, canceled flights across Northeast 

A mix of snow, sleet and freezing rain iced over roads, driveways and sidewalks from Philadelphia to upstate New York 

on Tuesday, making for a slippery morning commute. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2011 6:39:32 PM 

EBay auctions promise to identify artist Banksy 

Ig~~""~he man behind the popular street art has remained a mystery, but listings on eBay promise to change 
that - for the right price. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2011 7:37:31 PM 

Don Kirshner, pop music promoter, dies at 77 

Ig~~""IDon Kirshner, the impresario behind Brill Building pop, the Monkees, the Archies and his own music

television show, has died of heart failure. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2011 8:19:46 PM 

Sprint's $10 smart phone fee: How it affects you 

On Jan. 3D, Sprint will apply its $10 "premium data add-on" to all new smart phone accounts. We've confirmed this with 

the company, and gotten answers to the biggest questions. Here's what it means for you. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2011 8:21:26 PM 

Monk nabbed with nun's skeleton at airport 

A Cypriot monk caught at a Greek airport with the skeletal remains of a nun in his baggage told authorities he was taking 

the relics of a saint back to his monastery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2011 8:31:57 PM 

Government OK's Comcast purchase of NBC 

The federal government on Tuesday gave Comcast Corp., the country's largest cable company, the green light to take 

over NBC Universal, home of the NBC television network. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2011 8:41:55 PM 

'50S' leads to survivors 6 days after Brazil slides 

Ig~~""~he call for help was clearly visible from the helicopter: 50S, carved into the immaculate lawn of an 

upscale home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2011 8:44:44 PM 

Video: Canine thwarts crook 

Ig~~""IA dog chases armed robber out of a liquor store. WVIT's Doug Greene reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2011 8:54:27 PM 

Hard to muster sympathy for 'Company Men' 

Ig~~""IFilm asks us to feel some sympathy for the guys on top - the executives who've luxuriated in Porsches 

and private jets and $500 lunches, and are suffering the pain of having all those goodies taken away. It's a 
tough request. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2011 9:05:13 PM 

Study: Sports fans surprisingly sober when leaving pro games 

Ig~~""lwe hear there are a couple of very important football games this weekend. But here's a surprising 
finding: When fans leave those games, whether they're stumbling out of Chicago's Soldier Field or 

Pittsburgh's Heinz Field - most of them will be surprisingly sober, a new study suggests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2011 9:19:47 PM 

Video: Chihuahua attacked by owl 

Ig~~""IA winter's night walk turned into a nightmare for an Illinois dog owner, after his Chihuahua was attacked 

by an owl. WMAQ's Nesita Kwan reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2011 9:39:54 PM 

Briefcase found may hold clue to missing N.C. girl 

Ig~~""ILOggerS in North Carolina discover a briefcase containing what may be a blanket or clothing related to the 
case of Zahra Baker, a 10-year-old girl missing since October. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2011 9:51:56 PM 

Obama walks fine line with rules review 

The White House says its broad review of government regulations to spur the economy was not politically motivated. 

But that may not be necessarily the case. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/201110:09:39 PM 

Apple's net income soars in holiday quarter 

Apple says its net income for the most recent quarter rose 78 percent as holiday shoppers snapped up more iPads than 

analysts predicted. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/201110:13:43 PM 

Tunisian ministers quit; police break up protest 

At least four opposition ministers quit Tunisia's day-old unity government Tuesday, aligning themselves with 

demonstrators who insist democratic change is impossible while so many supporters of the freshly ousted president are 

hoarding posts of power. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/201110:23:00 PM 

Magnitude 7.2 quake hits Pakistan 

The quake was centered in Baluchistan province, the country's most sparsely populated area, said the United States 

Geological Service, occurring at 1:30 a.m. local time at a depth of some 50 miles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/201110:27:26 PM 

eFT: Suspended Buckeyes will return for next season 

Ig~~""ICFT: Terrelle Pryor, Dan Herron and Mike Adams among the five who will come back to Columbus, 

fulfilling their promise to do so. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/201111:05:23 PM 

Doping evidence continues to mount against lance 

Ig~~""IA Sports Illustrated report finds numerous instances where cyclist may have ran afoul of drug use. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/201111:46:39 PM 

Video: Arab leaders fear spread of Tunisian unrest 

Ig~~""IAware that the struggle to achieve the first successful popular revolt in the Arab world in decades is far 

from over, protestors in Tunisia took to the streets again Tuesday, clashing with police in the most violent 
confrontation since President Zine el-Abidine Ben Ali was forced to flee to Saudi Arabia last week. NBC's 
Richard Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/201111:53:38 PM 

Video: Tapes reveal vivid details in Tucson shooting 

Ig~~""IAS Congresswoman Gabby Giffords continues to make progress in her recovery from Saturday's shooting, 

another shooting victim was released from the hospital Tuesday in Tucson, where investigators revealed 
more about the events as seen from the Safeway surveillance tape. NBC's Miguel Almaguer reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/201111:54:18 PM 

B of A redefines 'grace period' with new fee 

Some Bank of America mortgage customers will receive an unwelcome Valentine's Day gift when the bank's policy 

toward grace period mortgage payments changes on Feb. 14. Essentially, it means those customers will have six fewer 

days to pay their mortgage each month without facing additional fees. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/201112:01:11 AM 

'Baby Doc' questioned by Haiti judge 

A judge will decide whether former Haitian dictator Jean-Claude Duvalier will be tried on charges that include corruption 

and embezzlement for allegedly pilfering the treasury before his 1986 ouster, a lawyer for the ex-strongman said 

Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/201112:01:11 AM 

'Baby Doc' questioned by Haiti judge 

A judge will decide whether former Haitian dictator Jean-Claude Duvalier will be tried on charges that include corruption 

and embezzlement for allegedly pilfering the treasury before his 1986 ouster, a lawyer for the ex-strongman said 

Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/201112:04:39 AM 

Sargent Shriver, first Peace Corps leader, dies 

Ig~~""lsargent Shriver, a former Democratic vice-presidential candidate and the first leader of the Peace Corps, 

has died at age 95. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/201112:05:49 AM 

Video: Media response to missing teen case criticized 

Ig~~""IEntering their third week of searching for a missing teenager--a North Carolina honors student who 
vanished while visiting relatives--police in Baltimore, Maryland are frustrated that the case isn't getting 

more attention. NBC Justice Correspondent Pete Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/201112:14:38 AM 

Bomb kills dozens in Saddam's hometown 

A suicide bomber blew himself up in a crowd of police recruits on Tuesday, killing at least 60 people and undercutting 

Iraqi security efforts as the nation struggles to show it can protect itself without foreign help. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/201112:21:12 AM 

Struggling N.J. city lays off cops, firefighters 

Ig~~""~he mayor of crime-ridden Camden, N.J., said 168 police officers, 67 firefighters and about 100 other city 

employees were laid off Tuesday due to a budget deficit and declining state aid. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/201112:40:28 AM 

Ex-CIA spy collected Russian 'pension' in U.S. prison 

One of the highest-ranking CIA officers ever convicted of espionage will spend eight more years in prison after pleading 

guilty to betraying his country a second time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/201112:56:03 AM 

Slipping through cracks, 1 background check at a time 

Ig~~""~he tragic shooting in Tucson, Ariz., has already prompted several major gun proposals on Capitol Hill. 

But none of them address how to stop an obviously mentally unstable individual like Jared Lee Loughner 
from buying a gun. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/201112:59:42 AM 

First lady fashion hits and misses: State dinner edition 

Ig~~""IFirst lady fashion hits and misses: State dinner edition 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20111:17:02 AM 

Report: Store video shows Tucson shootings 

Ig~~""lsurveillance videos clearly show a gunman shooting Rep. Gabrielle Giffords in the face from less than 

three feet away, the Washington Post reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20111:21:31 AM 

2 shot accidentally with 1 bullet at L.A. high school 

Ig~~...,~wo students, one left in critical condition, were shot at a Los Angeles high school Tuesday when a 

student dropped a backpack containing a gun and it went off, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20111:58:37 AM 

Missing teen: Ignored because she's black? 

The mother of a missing teen is pleading for information about her daughter in a case police say they might have be 

closer to solving if the girl were white. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 2:06:41 AM 

Photoblog: Nature's Best Photography 

Ig~~""lsee and discuss a Windland Smith Rich International Award winning photograph. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 3:00:23 AM 

'Deliberate' weight gain angers 'Loser' trainer 

Ig~~""IAfter two weeks in the shadows, the mystery trainers revealed their true identities. Too bad that much
hyped moment took a backseat to Tuesday night's unfortunate weigh-in-gone-wrong. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 3:18:10 AM 

FBI: Spokane bomb is 'domestic terrorism' 

A bomb found on the route of a Martin Luther King Jr. march in Spokane reportedly had a remote control detonator, and 

the FBI calls this "domestic terrorism." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 3:34:47 AM 

Heat fall to Hawks in aT for 4th straight loss 

Ig~~""~OSh Smith made a go-ahead layup with 34.7 seconds left in overtime, Joe Johnson scored 19 points and 
the Atlanta Hawks beat Miami 93-89 on Tuesday night to send the Heat to a fourth straight loss. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 4:20:02 AM 

Behind the Wall: Why the u.s. should REALLY fear China 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 4:36:18 AM 

Obama, Hu share intimate dinner at White House 

Ig~~""IEager to soothe tensions, President Barack Obama and Chinese President Hu Jintao shared an unusual 

and intimate dinner Tuesday night to discuss the strains and common goals that define the complicated 
relations between the two rival powers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 6:12:07 AM 

MacArthur grants go to 11 non profits 

A group that promotes sexual health in India, a Chicago-based center that fights to end poverty and an environmental 

group in the small Himalayan kingdom of Bhutan are among the 11 winners of the 2010 MacArthur Foundation grants 

for nonprofit organizations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 8:08:07 AM 

Armstrong says not worried by new doping claims 

Lance Armstrong says he has nothing to worry about "on any level" over new doping allegations raised in a report by 

Sports Illustrated. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 8:54:08 AM 

Roadside bomb kills 13 civilians in Afghanistan 

A motorized rickshaw packed with civilian passengers struck a roadside bomb in eastern Afghanistan Wednesday, 

triggering a blast that killed all 13 people in the vehicle. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 9:19:52 AM 

Iraqi police again targeted by attacker, 12 killed 

A suicide bomber driving an ambulance killed 12 people and wounded more than SO in an attack on an Iraqi police 

training center in volatile Diyala province, an official said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/201110:16:53 AM 

Hong Kong seizes $39M in cocaine on ship container 

Hong Kong customs officials say they have seized $39 million worth of cocaine from a freight container that was being 

shipped to mainland China. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/201110:34:41 AM 

Report: Ailing Mullah Omar treated in Pakistan 

Ig~~""IAfghan Taliban leader Mullah Mohammad Omar was treated in hospital with the help of Pakistan's 

intelligence agency after suffering a heart attack, the Washington Post reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/201111:29:54 AM 

Dog was American's best friend 9,400 years ago 

Nearly 10,000 years ago, man's best friend provided protection and companionship - and an occasional meal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/201111:40:29 AM 

Giffords' husband thought she was dead 

Ig~~""IFor about 20 minutes, Rep. Gabrielle Giffords' husband broke down in a plane's bathroom after believing 

incorrect media reports that his wife had been fatally shot. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/201111:45:56 AM 

US veterans help Vietnam find war-era mass grave 

American veterans of the Vietnam War have helped the Communist country locate a mass grave of 81 of its soldiers who 

died in battle more than 40 years ago, the Vietnamese military said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/201112:23:03 PM 

Gas explosion rocks Philadelphia 

An explosion in a gas main in northeast Philadelphia spawned a three-alarm fire that left one person dead and five 

injured and prompted evacuation of several dozen residents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/201112:37:44 PM 

Superpower status? Not us, say most Chinese 

Behind the Wall: But there is a large bloc that says it's true - and about time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/201112:39:51 PM 

Video: Red carpet rolled out for China's president 

Ig~~""IAS President Obama pulls out all the stops to host China's President Hu Jintao, critics say the fanfare can't 

disguise deep tensions over trade, currency, human rights, North Korea and an expanding Chinese 
military. NBC's Andrea Mitchell reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/201112:41:16 PM 

Video: Deadly gas explosion caught on video 

Ig~~""lln Philadelphia, a gas main break ignited a 50-foot fireball that rocked the city's Tacony neighborhood, 
killing one utility worker and injuring five other people. TODAY's Ann Curry reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/201112:42:49 PM 

Video: Clinton: Haven't committed to second term 

Ig~~""lsecretary of State Hillary Clinton tells TODAY's Meredith Vieira that while she intends to serve out the 
remainder of this term, she is not "in any way committing to or even thinking about" a second 

term. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/201112:52:38 PM 

Toyota still struggling to turn things around 

Ig~~""~oyota, the world's largest car manufacturer, is desperately struggling to reverse a series of setbacks 

related to an ongoing safety scandal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/201112:54:59 PM 

Video: Video provides new clues in Tucson shootings 

Ig~~""lsources who have seen surveillance video of the Tucson massacre say it's a gruesome piece of evidence 

in the case against suspected gunman Jared Loughner. NBC's Miguel Almaguer reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20111:02:56 PM 

Video: Glenn Beck: 'I was a very bad man' 

Ig~~""~he television host and his co-author, Keith Ablow, discuss their new book, liThe Seven Wonders That 

Will Change Your Life," and Beck's personal recovery from alcohol, drugs and dysfunction. Beck also 
defended his political discourse, saying it should be put in historical context. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20111:24:22 PM 

Three big lies about business networking 

Ig~~""lonce you.k.now the truth about networking, you can build connections that provide continuous business 

opportunities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20111:26:22 PM 

Collinsworth: Rex has turned the NFL upside down 

Ig~~""lcollinsworth: Jets coach Rex Ryan may make the NFL feel uncomfortable, but his style is drawing 
Muhammad Ali-like ratings and reactions on both sides. You may like or dislike Rex Ryan and his style, 

but, regardless, you have to watch. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20111:31:41 PM 

Hospitals try to curb emergency room crowding 

A growing number of emergency departments are trying new approaches to ease crowding. The efforts have added 

urgency as some experts predict the problem could worsen in coming years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20111:33:40 PM 

Dude wears unwashed skinny jeans for 15 months 

Ig~~""IHiPster or health hazard? A Canadian college student demonstrates that dirty jeans are flattering -

albeit fetid. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20111:41:33 PM 

Life Inc.: Life's little embarrassments, at work 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: Almost everyone has done something at the office that still makes them cringe -including most 

bosses. Like these somethings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20111:50:58 PM 

Video: 90 students become pregnant at one high school 

Ig~~""INBC'S Ron Matt reports from Memphis, Tenn., where teen pregnancy has become a big problem in the 
city's school district. Mental health experts Dr. Janet Taylor and Dr. Dale Atkins discuss this alarming and 

troubling statistic. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 2:00:05 PM 

Report: Giffords may leave hospital on Friday 

The mother of Rep. Gabrielle Giffords has told friends and family that her daughter could be released from hospital as 

soon as Friday, according to The New York Times. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 2:02:27 PM 

Kelly Preston, mom at 48: I didn't consider risks 

Ig~~""~he actress and wife of John Travolta tells TODAY the couple is "really happy and fortunate" to have new 

son Benjamin. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 2:13:20 PM 

Glenn Beck: How he recovered his life and free will 

In their new book, "The Seven Wonders That Will Change Your Life," Glenn Beck and Keith Ablow, M.D., candidly discuss 

how the nationally syndicated radio and television host managed to turn his life around. Read an excerpt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 2:14:13 PM 

Home construction near record low in 2010 

Builders began work last year on the second fewest number of homes in more than half a century, as the weak economy 

kept people from buying houses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 2:17:56 PM 

Painful Venus in tears but wins at Aussie 

Ig~~""IAfter appearing on the verge of a painful early exit, Venus Williams made a remarkable recovery to beat 
Sandra Zahlavova 6-7 (6), 6-0, 6-4 on Wednesday and advance to the third round of the Australian Open. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 2:20:04 PM 

Chinese Kung-fu, cash hit town 

Ig~~""lchinese investors, flush with cash, are seeking out deals big and small in the u.s. For one town, cash 

from China has saved an iconic theater. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 3:39:35 PM 

Report: Giffords may leave hospital on Friday 

Ig~~""[he mother of Rep. Gabrielle Giffords has told friends and family that her daughter could be released 

from hospital as soon as Friday, according to The New York Times. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 4:00:27 PM 

Tunisia probes foreign assets of deposed leader 

Ig~~""IA Tunisian prosecutor opened an investigation into the overseas assets of the ousted president and his 

deeply resented family Wednesday, as the U.N.'s human rights chief said more than 100 people have died 
during five weeks of unrest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 4:17:09 PM 

Video: Pigeon caught carrying drugs to inmates 

Ig~~""IA pigeon is captured by Colombian police after it tries to fly over a prison wall carrying packets of 
marijuana. TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 4:18:24 PM 

Video: Beck reflects on 'losing everything' 

Ig~~""IGlenn Beck, conservative TV host and author, chokes up as he talks to TODAY's Natalie Morales about his 
darkest moment after his divorce in 1996, saying he felt like "such an amazing failure" who had "lost 

everything." (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 4:22:05 PM 

Boy grieves for brother who gave his life for him 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 4:27:16 PM 

Facebook shaming for drunk drivers voted down 

There will be no Facebook shaming of those arrested for driving under the influence by posting their mug shots, the 

council of a California beach city decided late Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 4:57:33 PM 

Poll: Economists more upbeat on growth 

Recent evidence a u.s. economic recovery may be gaining traction has led economists to raise their forecasts for the 

pace of growth in the world's largest economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 5:03:41 PM 

What are you lookin' at? America's rudest cities 

Ig~~""~he least friendly Americans tend to live on one coast. But there's a new champion in the contest for 
America's rudest cities. (Hint: It's not New York City.) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 5:05:42 PM 

Cheney opens door to tighter gun restrictions 

Former Vice President Dick Cheney, a staunch gun advocate, says tighter weapons regulations might be "appropriate" to 

prevent another tragedy like the Arizona mass shootings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 5:23:40 PM 

Goldman pay is eight times U.S. average 

Goldman Sachs' earnings fell S3 percent in the fourth quarter of 2010 as it set aside less pay for its staff, although bank 

employees earned more than eight times the u.S. average. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 6:03:46 PM 

NBC/WSJ poll: Public split on health care bill, repeal 

Thirty-nine percent believe the health plan that Obama signed into law last year is a good idea, versus another 39 

percent who think it's a bad idea. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 6:07:26 PM 

Sen. Lieberman announces he won't run in 2012 

Ig~~""lsen. Joe Lieberman, the Connecticut lawmaker whose successful re-election run as an independent in 

2006 resurrected him after defeat in the state's Democratic primary, announced he will not seek a fifth 
term. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 6:14:58 PM 

Cheers? Booze bottles may get nutritional labels 

Ig~~""IDiageO, the world's leading distilled spirits, beer and wine company, is supporting a proposal to list 

nutrition information on alcoholic beverage packaging. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 6:29:08 PM 

High-tech toilet is super-luxe, super expensive 

Ig~~""IFrom Japan now comes perhaps the throne of thrones, a toilet that does everything for you except ... 

well, you know. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 6:42:15 PM 

Irish abuse victim: Letter proves Vatican cover-up 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 6:51:04 PM 

Dem compares GOP health care argument to Nazi propaganda 

In a little-noticed floor speech last night, Democratic Rep. Steve Cohen of Tennessee invoked Nazis, the Holocaust, 

Germany's infamous Minister of Propaganda Joseph Goebbels, and - yes - blood libel in describing how Republicans 

have characterized the health care law as a "government takeover." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 7:22:34 PM 

FAA: Laser incidents soar, threaten planes 

More than 100 incidents occurred at Los Angeles International Airport last year in which the safety of planes was put at 

risk by people pointing at them with lasers, and nearly as many incidents at Chicago's O'Hare International Airport, 

federal officials said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 7:41:58 PM 

Burglars mistake man's ashes for coke, snort away 

Burglars snorted the cremated remains of a man and two dogs in the mistaken belief that they had stolen illegal drugs, 

Florida sheriff's deputies say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2011 7:58:24 PM 

Video: President Hu: Shades of gray? 

Ig~~""INBC'S Adrienne Mong takes a look at "The Most Powerful Person in the World" - President Hu Jintao of 
China. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/201110:15:36 PM 

Ala. gov. apologizes for remarks on non-Christians 

Ig~~""I~labama Gov. Robert Bentley is apologizing for his remarks about only Christians being his brothers and 

sisters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/201110:21:05 PM 

After Tunisia, Arab leaders wonder: Should I pack? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/201111:19:55 PM 

PBT: Nets owner no longer interested in 'Melo 

Ig~~""lpBT: Nets owner Mikhail Prokhorov tells team officials to end trade talks with the Nuggets for Carmelo 

Anthony. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/201111:24:21 PM 

'House of horrors' alleged at abortion clinic 

Ig~~""IAn abortion doctor has been charged with eight counts of murder in the deaths of a woman patient and 

seven babies that prosecutors say were born alive and then killed with scissors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/201111:29:18 PM 

NBC/WSJ poll: Obama bouncing back 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to the latest NBC News/Wall Street Journal poll, Obama's approval rating has surged above 50 
percent; confidence in the economy also has spiked; and the Democratic Party - but not the GOP - now 

enjoys a net-positive rating from the American public. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/201111:39:56 PM 

Video: Doctors: Giffords facing months of rehab 

Ig~~""IAlthough doctors say Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords has continued to make strides in her recovery 

and could soon be released to a rehab center, they also cautioned that the most difficult part of recovery 
is yet to come. NBC's Miguel Almaguer reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/201111:43:48 PM 

Tunisia calms as government rejects old guard 

Tunisia's new government said Wednesday it has freed all the country's political prisoners and also moved to track down 

assets stashed overseas by its deposed president and his widely disliked family. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/201111:48:59 PM 

Video: NBC-W5J Poll: Obama's approval rating surges 

Ig~~""IAS the GOP-led house voted to repeal Obama's health care law on Wednesday, a new NBC News/Wall St. 

Journal poll shows a dramatic turn in opinions regarding the president himself, despite divided opinions 
over the repeal of his health care law. NBC Political Director Chuck Todd reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/201111:53:36 PM 

Video: FBI hunts for suspects in MLK parade bomb scare 

Ig~~""~he FBI is looking for possible racial links in their investigation of a bomb scare in Spokane, Washington, 

shortly before a Martin Luther King Day Parade was set to take place. NBC's Pete Williams 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/201111:55:43 PM 

Video: Cross-country storm aims for Northeast 

Ig~~""IAS parts of the Midwest endured a season's worth of bad winter weather in just the past week, the 
Northeast is bracing for the same storm system to bring in more snow. The Weather Channel's Chris 

Warren reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/201111:59:08 PM 

Moroccan teen: Berlusconi never touched me 

Ig~~""ISiIViO Berlusconi and the Moroccan teenager at the center of an underage prostitution probe targeting 

the Italian premier both denied any sexual contact in separate comments Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/201112:06:36 AM 

Video: New digital archive honors JFK's call to service 

Ig~~""lon the 50th anniversary of her father's inauguration, Caroline Kennedy discusses the JFK library's digital 

archive project, and what it means to be able to keep her father's legacy alive for the next generation of 
Americans. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/201112:13:54 AM 

Giffords to relearn basic skills in Houston rehab 

Ig~~""ILess than two weeks after surviving a bullet through the brain, Rep. Gabrielle Giffords is to be moved to 

Houston to begin an arduous journey of intensive mental and physical rehabilitation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/201112:47:37 AM 

Nearly 100 abused animals found at Idaho ranch 

Authorities have seized nearly 100 emaciated and dehydrated animals, including two nearly dead horses, from a ranch 

west of Boise, Idaho in a case that animal welfare workers described as one of the worst in their memory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/201112:49:38 AM 

Faulty equipment cited in deadly W.Va. mine blast 

Ig~~""IFederal investigators say a small methane gas ignition fueled by excessive coal dust that piled up at 

Massey Energy Co.'s Upper Big Branch mine caused the AprilS explosion that killed 29 miners. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20111:34:37 AM 

Giffords reportedly stands, could leave hospital Friday 

Ig~~""IRep. Gabrielle Giffords was reportedly able to stand with some help and look out her hospital window 

Wednesday, marking another milestone in her recovery as the congresswoman's family made plans to 
move her from the hospital and into a Texas rehabilitation center. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20111:36:32 AM 

Grand jury indicts Arizona shooting suspect 

A federal grand jury indicts Jared Loughner on three counts in connection with the Jan. 8 attack that killed six people and 

wounded 13, including u.s. Rep. Gabrielle Giffords. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20111:49:30 AM 

PBT: So where will Anthony end up? 

Ig~~""lpBT: With the Nets halting trade talks, Carmela Anthony could wind up with the Knicks, Bulls, Mavs or 

stay with the Nuggets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20111:57:56 AM 

Detroit police arrest person of interest in rapes 

Ig~~""IA person of interest has been arrested in a series of rapes that have terrorized Detroit's east side since 

Jan. 1, police said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 2:06:52 AM 

Canadian charged with plotting to kill US troops 

A Canadian man is arrested on charges that he helped a terror network carry out bombings in Iraq that killed five u.s. 
soldiers and numerous Iraqi citizens. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 2:13:32 AM 

Obama presses China on human rights 

Chinese President Hu Jintao declared Wednesday that "a lot still needs to be done" to improve his country's record on 

human rights, a rare concession that came after President Barack Obama asserted that such rights are "core views" 

among Americans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 2:15:06 AM 

A jazzy all-American state dinner for China's H u 

Ig~~""IMichelle and Barack Obama welcomed a mix of Hollywood A-listers, big business types and prominent 
Chinese-Americans to the state dinner for the president of China. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 2:38:21 AM 

No letdown for No.1 Ohio State 

Ig~~""IDaVid Lighty scored 18 points and Ohio State wasn't tested in its first game as No.1, rolling over Iowa 70-
48 on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 2:41:40 AM 

Report: UK officer sent to spy, marries activist 

A police officer sent to spy on the environmental movement in Britain married an activist and had children with her, the 

Guardian newspaper reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 3:26:31 AM 

Spokesman: Passport delays Duvalier's exit 

Ig~~""IA spokesman for Jean-Claude Duvalier says the former Haitian dictator intends to leave Haiti when he 

gets a new passport but cannot be forced to leave his homeland against his will. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 4:20:59 AM 

Say what?! Tyler gets 'Idol' off to a fun start 

Ig~~""~he new crew looks like it will do two things: have more fun than the group did a year ago, and keep the 

Fox lawyers up at night worrying that Steven Tyler will do something that gets the network sued. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 5:57:47 AM 

16 inmates bolt Philippine jail using blankets 

A mayor says 16 inmates have broken free from a jail in the southern Philippines by cutting the iron bars of their cell and 

using blankets to lower themselves into a nearby river. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 6:04:25 AM 

Super subs help Mavs end six-game skid, beat lakers 

Ig~~""~ason Kidd broke out of an awful shooting slump to score a season-high 21 points, and Jason Terry and 

Shawn Marion provided solid scoring as reserves, helping the Dallas Mavericks beat the Los Angeles 
Lakers 109-100 on Wednesday night and end an ugly six-game losing streak. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 6:10:06 AM 

Nets' withdrawal doesn't ease 'MelD's mind 

Ig~~""lcarmelo Anthony's 35 points helped the Denver Nuggets beat the Oklahoma City Thunder 112-107 
Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 6:37:11 AM 

Ventre: Best QB in football? Rodgers can take big step 

Ig~~""lventre: This weekend, Aaron Rodgers visits the Chicago Bears, and naturally it will be another major 
chapter in his evolving legacy. If he's ordinary, the Packers lose, and the talk will shift from "ls Aaron 

Rodgers becoming the NFL's best quarterback?" to "Why can't Aaron Rodgers win a big game?" 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 7:13:17 AM 

UK bars U.s. pastor who threatened to burn Koran 

An American Christian preacher who caused global uproar by threatening to burn the Koran has been barred from 

visiting Britain, the British government said on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 8:26:14 AM 

NY subway bomb plotter waiting in wings as witness 

Ig~~""INearIY a year after pleading guilty in a foiled terror plot targeting the New York City subways, al-Qaida 
associate Najibullah Zazi hasn't been back in court and probably won't be until he's called as a witness -

possibly against his own father. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 8:37:26 AM 

Breaking down AFC, NFC championship games 

Ig~~""IEvan Silva break down the AFC, NFC championship games, including the keys to victory, coaching 
tendencies, x-factors and more. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 9:13:31 AM 

Surgeon general: Ease hurdles to breast-feeding 

The surgeon general is issuing a call Thursday to eliminate obstacles to breast-feeding - and working moms may see the 

first steps: The new health care law requires that many employers start offering "reasonable" break times to pump milk 

and a private place to do it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 9:50:33 AM 

With Baby Doc back in Haiti, Aristide calls next 

Ig~~""IHaitians adjusting to the sudden return of one exiled ex-president could soon have another on their 

hands. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/201110:12:33 AM 

U.S. 'playing catch-up' vs. lone-wolf terrorists 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/201110:52:18 AM 

Report faults Daniel Pearl murder investigation 

Ig~~""IFour men imprisoned for killing u.s. reporter Daniel Pearl were not at his beheading but were convicted 

because Pakistani authorities relied on perjured testimony, a report says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/201111:01:08 AM 

'Wall of water' swamps another Australian town 

Ig~~""IA surging river that crested Thursday flooded and isolated a new community as Australia's flood disaster 

continued. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/201112:19:44 PM 

Ex-cop faces 30 years over torture of suspects 

Ig~~""~on Burge prided himself on sending bad guys to prison by getting them to confess to terrible crimes -

and by committing terrible crimes himself in the process, prosecutors say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/201112:41:13 PM 

After 'mancession,' women falling behind 

Ig~~""IAS the economy slowly limps back to health, new research shows that men appear to be faring better 

than women in the job market. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/201112:55:48 PM 

Video: Bomber targets MLK Day parade 

Ig~~""IFederal investigators are asking for the public's help in finding out who planted a bomb along the route of 

the annual Martin Luther King parade in Spokane, Wash. NBC's Pete Williams reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20111:12:59 PM 

All about iPad 2: What we know, what we wish 

Ig~~""INOW that the long wait for the Verizon iPhone is over in all but product itself, it's time to focus on that 

other elusive Apple product: the iPad 2. The second iPad is right around the corner, and the rumor mill is 
churning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20111:24:35 PM 

Tentacled tipster Paul the Octopus gets memorial 

BERLIN (AP) -Paul the celebrated octopus has finally got his tentacles wrapped around a soccer ball. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20111:28:27 PM 

Soldiers fire warning shots at Tunisia protest 

The Tunisian army fired warning shots in the capital Thursday as demonstrators marched toward the headquarters of 

the longtime ruling party. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20111:36:45 PM 

Video: Kidnapped 23 years ago, reunited with kin 

Ig~~""IA young woman who had doubts about her identity helps solve her own cold case and meets the mother 
she was snatched from more than two decades ago. WNBC's Tom Llamas reports (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20111:41:17 PM 

Meet the toddler who survived breast cancer 

Struck by an extremely rare form of breast cancer, toddler underwent a full mastectomy, with her mom and teddy bears 

by her side. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20111:50:10 PM 

Nadal breezes into 3rd round at Aussie Open 

Ig~~""llf Rafael Nadal is getting nervous as he eases closer to winning his fourth consecutive Grand Slam, he sure 
isn't showing it. After his 6-2, 6-1, 6-1 win Thursday over American qualifier Ryan Sweeting, the Spanish 

star appeared as comfortable talking about his next match - against 18-year-old Australian Bernard Tomic - as 
he was in beating Sweeting so convincingly. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 2:00:27 PM 

SKorea accepts NKorean proposal for defense talks 

Ig~~""lsouth Korea said Thursday it accepted a North Korean proposal to hold high-level defense talks a day 

after the leaders of the u.s. and China called for better communication between the two Koreas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 2:06:06 PM 

Woman can speak again after voice box transplant 

Ig~~""IA woman is able to speak again after she had a rare operation to replace her voice box, her doctors said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 2:07:48 PM 

GOP-led House votes to repeal health care law 

Ig~~""INeWIY empowered Republicans pushed legislation to repeal the nation's year-old health care overhaul 

through the House Wednesday night, brushing aside implacable opposition in the Senate and a veto 
threat from President Barack Obama. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 2:11:41 PM 

UN: 2010 tied for warmest year on record 

Ig~~""~he warmest year on record is a three-way tie: 2010, 2005 and 1998. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 2:16:47 PM 

Kidnapped girl finds her own mom after 23 years 

More than 20 years ago, a newborn was snatched from a New York City hospital. On Wednesday, police said the baby -

now a woman who located her real mother with help from the National Center for Missing & Exploited Children - has 

been found. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 2:39:45 PM 

First Thoughts: Are the political winds changing? 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to a new NBC/Wall Street Journal poll, Obama's approval is at 53 percent, confidence in the 

economy jumped eight points from last month, and the Dem Party's favorability rating is now at a net 
positive. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 3:25:49 PM 

Oldest elephant in North America dies 

Ig~~""~aj, the oldest elephant in North America, has died at age 71 at a California theme park, after years of 

performing for crowds and painting on canvas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 3:34:01 PM 

Officer gave boy ticket for throwing ball at truck 

A police officer who gave a 7-year-old boy a ticket for throwing a ball which hit the officer's truck has been suspended, 

according to a newspaper report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 3:41:36 PM 

World Cup octopus oracle Paul gets memorial 

Ig~~""lpaul the celebrated octopus has finally got his tentacles wrapped around a football. The Sea Life 
aquarium in Oberhausen on Thursday unveiled a memorial to the World Cup's most unlikely star: A 2-

meter (6 i/2-foot) tall plastic replica of Paul clutching a ball in his eight arms. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 3:42:36 PM 

ConsumerMan: Free credit scores (for some) 

Have you ever applied for a credit card and be told that you do not qualify for the advertised rate? Now, lenders are 

required to document the reason. Some are providing your actual credit score. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 3:43:33 PM 

Recovery looks to be on track, data signal 

The economic recovery showed signs that it had staying power as the new year began, with home sales surging as 2010 

ended and weekly jobless claims posting the biggest decline in almost a year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 3:54:51 PM 

Fifty years later, America is still in love with JFK 

Ig~~""IFiftY years later, America is still in love with JFK 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 4:22:50 PM 

Video: Report: 9/11 mastermind killed Daniel Pearl 

Ig~~""lofficiaIS have matched a vein in the hand of Khalid Sheik Mohammed to the killer in the videotaped 
murder of Wall Street Journal reporter Daniel Pearl. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 4:36:50 PM 

NY school bus, plow collide; 17 kids, driver hurt 

Authorities say a school bus full of elementary school students collided with a snowplow on a central New York road, 

injuring 17 children and the bus driver. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 5:36:51 PM 

Sparks fly when jet makes emergency landing 

A jet with a landing gear problem made an emergency landing in Arkansas on Wednesday night, causing sparks to fly as 

the plane touched down. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 5:48:53 PM 

Wal-Mart unveils plan to push healthier food 

Ig~~""lwal-Mart Stores Inc unveiled a plan to promote healthier and more affordable foods at its stores, a move 

that was eagerly endorsed by first lady Michelle Obama. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 5:57:10 PM 

Canadian charged with plotting to kill US troops 

A Canadian man is arrested on charges that he helped a terror network carry out bombings in Iraq that killed five u.s. 
soldiers and numerous Iraqi citizens. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 6:15:46 PM 

Robotic fish has all the right moves 

Ig~~""lcosmic Log: Researchers have built a robotic fish that can go forward and backward like other 

underwater robots, as well as shoot up vertically almost instantaneously. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 6:34:02 PM 

Revamped 'American Idol' loses viewers 

Some 26.1 million Americans tuned in for the 10th season premiere of the singing contest, down 13 percent on last 

year's opening show when nearly 30 million watched. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 7:10:35 PM 

One sex scandal too many for Berlusconi? 

Did you hear the one about Silvio and the Moroccan belly dancer? Unfortunately, for the 74-year-old Italian leader, most 

of Italy has. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 7:12:22 PM 

How to make the most of wave season deals 

The cruise industry's "Wave Season," which takes place between January and March, is when cruise lines showcase their 

very best extra-value offers for the year to come 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 7:13:00 PM 

6 places germs breed in a plane 

Ig~~""IFIU season is in full swing, so it's more important than ever to protect yourself against illness. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 7:31:59 PM 

Bombs kill 51 along Iraq pilgrim route 

Three suicide car bombers struck Shiite pilgrims south of Baghdad on Thursday, killing at least 51 people and wounding 

more than 180 in a third straight day of attacks across Iraq. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 8:02:14 PM 

Video: Cloning the woolly mammoth 

Ig~~""IAfter 10,000 years of extinction, a team of geneticists plan to extract cells from preserved mammoth eggs 

and implant them into modern elephant eggs. Curator Ross MacPhee from the American Museum of 
Natural History talks about some of the hurdles awaiting them. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 8:04:15 PM 

Texting fountain lady: Shame on mall cops 

Ig~~""IA week after becoming the National Face(plant)for the Perils of Modern Mobility, Cathy Cruz Marrero 
(aka "Fountain Girl") is both speaking out, and speaking to her lawyer. What of it? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 8:29:14 PM 

Video: 'American Idol's' new judges debut 

Ig~~"'l'American Idol's" debut dips below 2010 levels, MTV feels the heat from over "Skins," and is Snooki's 

book a bestseller? TODAYshow.com's Courtney Hazlett has the scoop. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/201110:03:55 PM 

George Clooney OK after contracting malaria 

Ig~~""~he actor had traveled to Sudan last month to work with the U.N. on trying to prevent new fighting from 

breaking out in the war torn country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/201110:16:13 PM 

Google CEO shake-up: Page in, Schmidt out 

Ig~~""IGoogle Inc. co-founder Larry Page is taking over as CEO in an unexpected shake-up that upstaged the 
Internet search leader's fourth-quarter earnings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/201110:27:31 PM 

2 officers, suspect killed in Miami shootout 

Ig~~...,~wo Miami-Dade police officers and a suspect were killed Thursday during a shootout while a warrant for 

a violent fugitive was being served, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/201110:32:21 PM 

Verizon challenges FCC's net neutrality rules 

Verizon Communications Inc. on Thursday filed a legal challenge to new federal regulations that prohibit broadband 

providers from interfering with Internet traffic flowing over their networks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/201110:35:44 PM 

How the GOP could force a repeal vote in the Senate 

Ig~~""IRepublican leader Mitch McConnell "assured" the public yesterday that he would force a vote on repeal. 

And there's a reasonable chance that he can pull it off. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/201110:47:53 PM 

FDA panel sees promise in Alzheimer's drug 

A federal panel of medical experts said Thursday a first-of-a-kind imaging chemical designed to help screen for 

Alzheimer's disease could be useful pending additional study and training for physicians. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2011 10:50:46 PM 

Tracing lost steps of Grauman's first footprints 

Ig~~""IA critical piece of Hollywood history is missing from the theater's famous forecourt. The potentially 

priceless original concrete slabs are in storage at an airport hangar east of Los Angeles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/201110:51:31 PM 

Reform the tax code? Yeah, good luck with that 

Even the commissioner of the Internal Revenue Service says he pays someone to do his taxes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/201111:07:55 PM 

Video: Gulf War team, 20 years later 

Ig~~""lon the 20th anniversary of the Gulf War, President George Bush brought together key members of his 

foreign policy team for a roundtable discussion, including former vice presidents Dan Quayle and Dick 
Cheney, and former secretaries of state James Baker and Colin Powell. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/201111:23:24 PM 

Slate: What happens to Camden after police cuts? 

Camden, N.J. 's decision to layoff 168 police officers during a budget crisis may be the most drastic example of police 

cutbacks in recent memory. But it likely won't be the last. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/201111:39:36 PM 

Video: Mark Kelly: Wife's rapid recovery 'quite inspiring' 

Ig~~""lwhile Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords continues to make "fantastic advances," according to her 

doctors and family, alleged shooter Jared Loughner has been indicted by a federal grand jury for 
attempted murder of a member of Congress and two federal employees. NBC's Kristen Welker 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/201111:52:31 PM 

Video: Desert Storm commanders, together again 

Ig~~""IMore than a half-million Americans served in Operation Desert Storm, the first major military effort of 

the post-Vietnam era. On the 20th anniversary of the Gulf War, President George Bush brought together 
key members of his foreign policy team for a roundtable discussion. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/201111:54:27 PM 

Video: Kidnapping cold case ends in warm reunion 

Ig~~""IA woman who solved her own kidnapping mystery is finally reunited with the mother she never knew, 23 

years after being abducted from the hospital as an infant. NBC's Rehema Ellis reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/201112:02:30 AM 

On Hu's second visit, a tale of two economies 

Ig~~""lchinese President Hu Jintao's bargaining power has strengthened since he last visited Washington in 

2006. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/201112:03:26 AM 

Video: January 20 marks many key dates in U.S. history 

Ig~~""lon this day in 1961, President John F. Kennedy was inaugurated; 30 years ago, 52 U.S. Embassy workers 

in Iran were freed after being held hostage for 444 days; and two years ago, the nation's first black 
president took his oath of office. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/201112:10:59 AM 

Why buying coffee with your iPhone matters 

For years, payment geeks have promised that cell phones would soon replace the jingle of pocket change, but the 

promise never materialized. All that may have changed this week, as Starbucks announced that it had begun accepting 

payments made with iPhones and Blackberries at most stores. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/201112:22:01 AM 

NASA gives go-ahead for added shuttle flight 

Ig~~""INASA has officially added another space shuttle flight to its schedule: Atlantis' trip to the International 

Space Station, which is now due to take place on June 28 or later. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/201112:31:28 AM 

Video: Paula: Simon left 'Idol' because he missed me 

Ig~~""lpaula Abdul talks about how she knew it was the right time to leave "American Idol," and why she thinks 
Simon Cowell really left the show. (Access Hollywood) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/201112:40:52 AM 

Money questions follow Duvalier in Haiti's streets 

Why has former Haitian dictator Jean-Claude Duvalier returned to Haiti? If it's not to exercise political power, could it be, 

as longtime critics suggest, a simple money grab? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/20111:03:27 AM 

More than a million immigrants land u.s. jobs 

Over the past two years, as u.s. unemployment remained near double-digit levels, over a million foreign-born arrivals to 

America found work, many illegally. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/20111:05:27 AM 

More than 120 alleged mobsters arrested 

More than 110 suspected members and associates of leading Mafia families were arrested Thursday in a massive law 

enforcement operation, Attorney General Eric Holder said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/20111:18:00 AM 

20 years after, Bush defends Gulf War as 'moral' 

Former President George H.W. Bush defended the decision to kick Saddam Hussein out of Kuwait in the first Gulf War on 

Thursday and said his own adviser's criticism of his son's policies and invasion of Iraq in 2003 didn't bother him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/20111:26:57 AM 

Tunisia's Islamists eye place in politics 

For decades, Tunisians espousing political Islam were banned, jailed and forced underground. Now they are seeking a 

place in government. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 3:02:04 AM 

Hu: China no military threat, seeks win-win with u.s. 

Ig~~""lchinese President Hu Jintao denies his country is a military threat despite its arms buildup and presses 

the u.s. for closer cooperation between the global powers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 3:08:15 AM 

Why bedbugs are back: Gene study offers clue 

Researchers in the United States have sequenced most of the genetic map of the bedbugs, and said they may be able to 

find out how and why the little pests can survive strong pesticides. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 3:27:58 AM 

Youngest singers shine at La. 'Idol' audition 

Ig~~""~hiS is the first year that 15-year-olds could audition for "Idol," as 19 Entertainment and Fox look to jump 

on the Bieber bandwagon and catch that next big teenage star. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 4:12:14 AM 

Giffords taken outside for first time since shooting 

Ig~~""lu.s. Rep. Gabrielle Giffords can now stand with assistance, has tried to speak, and on Thursday got her 

first breath of fresh air since she was shot in the head 12 days ago, doctors and her husband said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 4:27:03 AM 

Reynolds Price, author and Duke professor, dies 

Reynolds Price, a long-time Duke University professor and award-winning writer whose novel "Kate Vaiden," received 

national acclaim, died Thursday after suffering a heart attack. He was 77. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 5:41:12 AM 

Rosenthal: Cutler can crash Packers' coronation 

Ig~~""IRosenthal: Bears QB Jay Cutler walks a fine line between out of control and simply amazing. Against the 

Packers on Sunday, he can erase the misconception that he's not a winner. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 6:34:50 AM 

Rose shoulders load, leads Bulls past Mavs 

Ig~~""IDerrick Rose scored 26 points as the Chicago Bulls beat the Dallas Mavericks 82-77 on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 7:40:21 AM 

Special forces seize ship from Somali pirates 

Ig~~""lln a daring and rare raid Friday, South Korean special forces rescued all 21 crew members aboard a 

freighter hijacked in the Arabian Sea near Africa, killing eight, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 8:05:10 AM 

Vintage Federer advances to fourth round 

Ig~~""IROger Federer was back to his vintage best, beating Xavier Malisse 6-3, 6-3, 6-1 in a third-round match 

Friday at the Australian Open. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 8:29:53 AM 

Mexican journalist to ask judge for US asylum 

A Mexican journalist who said he fled across the border with his teenage son in 2008 after receiving daily death threats 

while covering the country's bloody drug war was scheduled Friday to finally plead his case for u.s. asylum before a 

federal immigration judge. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 8:41:25 AM 

Manson follower Krenwinkel denied parole 

Ig~~""IA parole board panel on Thursday refused to consider releasing Patricia Krenwinkel, who told the board 

she killed for the love of Charles Manson. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 9:25:28 AM 

Report: Hickey partially paralyzes woman 

A woman in New Zealand was partially paralyzed from a hickey that caused her to have a small stroke, the New Zealand 

Medical Journal said according to media reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/201110:45:26 AM 

'Reboot': GE's Immelt to head Obama jobs panel 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama is restructuring his economic advisory board to place an emphasis on job 

creation, and he is naming General Electric CEO Jeffrey Immelt as its new head. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/201111:49:18 AM 

Mass bird die-off: Feds poisoned them 

Hard answers have been tough to come by in the die-off of thousands of birds in separate events in the u.s. and 

Sweden. But there's an absolute explanation for the Yankton event. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/201112:42:23 PM 

Video: Video: Freed Myanmar activist speaks out 

Ig~~""IAUng San Suu Kyi, who calls Gandhi an inspiration, is refocusing her nonviolent movement for democracy, 
telling TODAY's Ann Curry that she is willing to engage in dialogue with the military regime and plans on 

reviewing the position of international sanctions. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/201112:49:28 PM 

U.K. PM aide quits after royal phone-tap flap 

Ig~~""~he British prime minister's communications chief Andy Coulson resigned on Friday, as prosecutors 

stepped up their inquiries into illegal phone hacking by a newspaper he edited. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/20111:10:43 PM 

Big breakfast may make you fat after all 

Ig~~""IFor years, dieters have been told that the path to weight loss begins with a big breakfast. But now a new 

study suggests that the only thing a big breakfast does is lard on more pounds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/20111:10:59 PM 

5 great homes around u.s. for less than $400K 

We're thinking outside the box this morning, from homes in vacation destinations to a style of home you may never 

have considered. And they're all for under $400,000. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/20111:22:28 PM 

For India's newly rich, it's time for happy hour 

Ig~~""llndia's growing upper class wants high-end liquors and fine wines that define "the good life" they've seen 

on European vacations and in Hollywood films. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/20111:42:06 PM 

Video: MTV's 'Skins' too risque for TV? 

Ig~~""IA controversial new TV show on MTV is drawing criticism for showing teen actors half-naked and abusing 
drugs. NBC's Jeff Rossen reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/20111:46:10 PM 

Does 'Skins' violate child porn laws? 

Ig~~""~ust days after the u.s. version of the British teen series first aired, one parents group has urged the 

federal government to investigate the show for possible violations of child pornography laws. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 2:06:06 PM 

A way out of a government debt standoff? 

Ig~~""IA guide to the impending decision by Congress on whether to increase the limit on federal borrowing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 2:13:09 PM 

Housing market still holds economy back 

The housing recession has shown signs of abating, but analysts say any meaningful housing rebound is still years away. 

By john W. Schoen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 2:14:23 PM 

Skip the gym: 10 gadgets for getting fit at work 

Ig~~""IGet in shape at the office with equipment that can, among other things, turn your work chair into a 
punching bag - or a balance ball - or add some 'arms' to it so you can set up a resistance training 

regime. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 2:52:14 PM 

First Thoughts: The House GOP's first impression 

Ig~~""IAfter spending months talking about how the Obama administration wasn't talking about jobs, House 

Republicans are, well, not talking directly about jobs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 3:08:17 PM 

Iraq war inquiry steps up grilling of U.K.'s Blair 

Ig~~""IA full year before the U.S.-led invasion of Iraq, then-British Prime Minister Tony Blair told his chief of staff 

the West should be "gung-ho" on toppling Saddam Hussein, a panel looking into the conflict disclosed 
Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 3:12:10 PM 

French court convicts Warner head Bronfman 

A French court has fined Warner Music Group CEO Edgar Bronfman Jr. $6.7 million for misleading investors about the 

Vivendi media conglomerate when he was a top executive there. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 3:22:53 PM 

How Gordon Gekko made one mom a better parent 

Guilt is good: The 'Wall Street' antihero inspired this blogger to embrace her mommy guilt 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 3:28:26 PM 

Video: Woman calls 911 over manicure scuffle 

r-~ Florida woman is facing charges after repeatedly calling 911 after she received a bad manicure. WESH
V's Claire Metz reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 3:36:27 PM 

Flight attendant punched over blocked aisle 

A 63-year-old man flying into New York knocked over a beverage cart and punched a flight attendant when his path to 

the bathroom was blocked, the New York Post reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 3:45:36 PM 

In chilly Moscow, a heated debate over Lenin's burial 

Ig~~""IRed Square without Lenin? Hard to imagine. Like Trafalgar Square without Nelson. Or Times Square 
without the Naked Cowboy. But it's an idea that's floated every couple years - and it was proposed again 

yesterday, on the eve of the anniversary of Lenin's death. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 3:50:02 PM 

Video: Robot helps sick teen go to school 

Ig~~""ILyndOn Baty suffers from kidney disease and has virtually no immune system. Doing normal things, like 
going to school, used to be impossible for him. KFDX-TV's Ryan Robertson reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 3:55:28 PM 

U.K. OKs extradition of NYC subway plot suspect 

A British court on Friday approved the extradition of a terror suspect wanted in the United States over an alleged plot to 

detonate explosives in the New York City subway system. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 3:58:35 PM 

Abducted girl's aunt: Kidnapper 'destroyed my family' 

Two aunts of Carlina White, who found her own family 23 years after being abducted from a New York hospital as an 

infant, described their powerful emotions on Friday. Of the kidnapper, Lisa White-Heatley said: "I want her to go to jail. 

She destroyed my family." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/20114:11:07 PM 

Video: Rubbish! A hotel room that's already trashed!? 

Ig~~""IROCk stars and Charlie Sheen have nothing on Spain's Save the Beach Hotel, sponsored by Corona, which 
is made entirely of post-consumer waste and designed by H.A. Schult. NBC's Natalie Morales has more 

details. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 4:18:53 PM 

Paris cabbie turns sleuth to return lost bag 

A little black bag lost in a Paris taxicab and its six-week journey to its owner in Oregon illustrate the strength of one 

honest man and a single good deed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 4:21:31 PM 

MlK's daughter won't lead group he founded 

The Rev. Bernice King says she will not assume the presidency of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 4:23:51 PM 

Video: Drug war causing armored car market to flourish 

Ig~~""IAS Mexico's drug war escalates the demand for armored cars is growing at a rapid rate. CNBC's Michelle 
Caruso-Cabrera takes a look at a Utah company that has seen its business skyrocket as a result of the 

violence. (CNBC) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 4:30:41 PM 

Deals duel: 'Google Offers' takes on Groupon 

After Groupon rejected Google's $6 billion offer to buy it in December, Google has quickly moved on to creating its own 

Groupon-like product, Google Offers. It's another boon for consumers, who continue to reap the rewards of bargain 

shopping through these kinds of middlemen deals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 4:40:03 PM 

Body Odd: Tan, schman. For a better 'glow,' eat your veggies 

Ig~~""IFOrget tanning. Loading up on fruits and veggies actually gives your skin a healthier, more attractive glow, 
a new Scottish study says. (Sorry, Snooki.) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 4:46:37 PM 

Venus injured, quits Australian Open 

Ig~~""IClutching her side and crying out in pain, Venus Williams lasted just seven points Friday at the Australian 

Open and withdrew from a Grand Slam singles match for the first time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 4:51:04 PM 

Video: Man launches web campaign to find mystery photographers 

Ig~~""~ODAYShow.com's Dara Brown talks with Todd Bieber, a Brooklyn man who found a roll of lost film 

during New York's blizzard of 2010 and has launched an online campaign to find the photos' 
owners. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 4:56:05 PM 

Video: Gorings galore at amateur bullfight festival 

r-~t least 48 people have been gored in amateur bullfights held during Colombia's Corraleja Festival. 
ODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 5:09:00 PM 

Get lost! Hottest travel destinations of 2011 

Ig~~""lwhether you're a sybarite or an adventurer, T +L spotlights the hottest new destinations for 2011 travel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 5:24:34 PM 

Officials: Teacher watched kids' sex acts 

A California elementary school teacher has been suspended indefinitely after school officials said a pair of second

graders performed sex acts in class with the teacher present, San Francisco media reported Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 5:38:22 PM 

'Rubbish hotel' booked up for Spanish tourism fair 

Ig~~""lcelebrating a tourism fair staged this week to promote Spain's biggest industry is a new hotel in central 

Madrid whose maker freely admits is rubbish. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 5:48:02 PM 

Video: 'Skater-cam' shows ice stars' dizzying world 

Ig~~""IMichael Weiss and other skating stars took to the ice on Rockefeller Plaza today - and a video camera 
attached to Michael shows his wild and crazy ride. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 5:59:19 PM 

Brrrr! Snow hits East, Midwest shivers 

A winter storm in the Northeast was causing hazardous road conditions on Friday as the upper Midwest was gripped by 

a deep freeze. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 6:14:10 PM 

Walking in space is a tough slog for astronauts 

Ig~~""~he replacement of an astronaut scheduled to make a spacewalk on NASA's next space shuttle mission 

and the plan for a Russian spacewalk outside the International Space Station today (Jan. 21) have put a 
spotlight on the physical challenges of working outside in space. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 6:26:50 PM 

3 dead in clashes against Albanian leader 

Ig~~""IA clash between police and some 20,000 opposition supporters outside the prime minister's office on 

Friday left three civilians dead, hospital officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 6:37:25 PM 

Green machine takes root in Jordan 

Ig~~""lcosmic Log: A green machine that promises to turn sun and seawater into food, fuel, and drinking water 
will be tried out in the desert near the Red Sea in Jordan. It's the sort of thing environmentalists might 

dream about. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 6:41:50 PM 

'Reboot': GE's Immelt to head Obama jobs panel 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama on Friday named General Electric's CEO Jeffrey Immelt as the chair of the White 
House's new Council on Jobs and Competitiveness. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 6:58:52 PM 

Former Iran hostages reunite at West Point 

Ig~~""IFormer Iran hostages reuniting 30 years after their release were greeted by a long line of cheering, 

clapping cadets Friday, echoing the rousing hostage reception here in 1981. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 7:09:52 PM 

Video: Jobless rate jumps among African-Americans 

Ig~~""IMarc Morial of The National Urban League, shares his thoughts on what he wants to hear about 
unemployment from President Barack Obama's State of the Union address. (Mitchell Reports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 7:23:00 PM 

Phone keeps ringing in crocodile's tummy 

Ig~~""IGena, a 14-year-old crocodile at an aquarium in the Ukraine, has been refusing food and acting listless 

after eating a cell phone dropped by a woman as she tried to photograph the creature. And the phone, in 
its tummy, keeps ringing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 7:32:15 PM 

Death penalty drug discontinued by u.s. maker 

The only u.s. manufacturer of a key lethal injection drug is discontinuing the drug's production - a decision that could 

disrupt executions in states already struggling with a shortage of the drug. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 7:32:34 PM 

Migration may help animals fend off disease 

Ig~~""IMigrations can resemble an extreme endurance sport, in some cases taking animals thousands of miles 

across continents or oceans to feeding, breeding and overwintering grounds. New research shows these 
feats may offer a surprising benefit: protection from disease. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 7:36:37 PM 

Video: Arctic blast moving towards Northeast 

Ig~~""IAS one winter storm finishes slamming the Northeast, another blast of winter weather prepares to move 
in. The Weather Channel's Mike Seidel reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 7:37:56 PM 

Video: Berlusconi sex scandal prompts comment from pope 

Ig~~""lltalyIS Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi finds himself in the middle of a political firestorm after he was 

alleged to have had sex with an underage girl. The reports prompted Pope Benedict to make a comment 
regarding moral responsibilities of political leaders. NBC's Stephanie Gosk reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 8:13:25 PM 

Twitter worm leads users to malicious site 

A nasty worm on Twitter preys on users who click on a shortened link that takes them to a fake anti-virus site for 

"Security Shield" software. Once there, the aim is to get users to download what is billed as anti-virus protection, but is 

really malicious code. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 8:25:10 PM 

iPad 2 expected to ship in April 

Two days ago, our own Wilson Rothman gave you a rundown of what we know about the Apple iPad 2 -including 

details about the dual cameras, the body and SD card slot - and now we've got another tidbit to add to the pile: mass 

shipments of the highly anticipated device are scheduled in April. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 8:34:50 PM 

How the numbers shifted against gun control 

Ig~~""lcongress seems unlikely to enact gun restriction measures, despite a flurry of rhetoric in the aftermath of 

the Tucson killings. Why? Look at the numbers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 8:57:31 PM 

Video: Tucson victim to Green: 'Do not leave me here by myself' 

Ig~~""~ucson shooting victim Suzi Hileman, who escorted nine-year old Christina Taylor Green to Gabrielle 
Giffords' event, recalls her conversation with Green immediately following the attack. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2011 8:58:48 PM 

Greenland ice sheet saw record melt 

Ig~~""~he ice sheet covering Greenland melted at the fastest rate since records began in 1979, a new study 

shows. That's important because the ice sheet is becoming a major contributor to projected sea level 
rises in coming decades. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/201110:29:01 PM 

'Big Brother' champ gets 4 years in prison 

Ig~~""IAdam Jasinski was sentenced to four years in prison by a federal judge in Boston today after pleading 

guilty to both possession with attempt to distribute oxycodone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/201110:50:36 PM 

Jogging strollers with faulty hinge recalled 

Thousands of jogging strollers are being recalled in the United States and Canada after reports of users getting fingers 

caught in a hinge mechanism. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/201110:54:26 PM 

Ex-Chicago cop gets 4 years in torture case 

Ig~~""IAn ex-Chicago cop whose name has become synonymous with police brutality was sentenced Friday to 

more than 4 years in federal prison for lying about torture of suspects. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/201111:11:54 PM 

East Coast ready for winter to be done 

Ig~~""~ust one month into winter, major cities up and down the East Coast have already gotten clobbered with 

more snow than they usually get all season. And officially, winter still has two months left. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/201111:26:42 PM 

Rat kill begins on Galapagos Islands 

Ig~~""IA full-scale assault is targeting invasive rats that threaten the survival of birds, tortoises, iguanas and 

native plants of the Galapagos Islands, whose unique flora and fauna were studied by Charles Darwin as 
he developed his theory of evolution. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/201111:53:48 PM 

Citi CEO Pandit's salary soars to $1.75 million from $1 

Ig~~""IBY Maria Aspan 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/201111:55:56 PM 

Video: Obama, GE's Immelt tout jobs at turbine plant 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama and General Electric CEO Jeffery Immelt visited a GE factory in New York state 
on Friday to discuss job growth. NBC's Savannah Guthrie reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/201112:05:55 AM 

Video: Oldest football rivalry takes Soldier Field 

Ig~~""~he historic rivalry between the Green Bay Packers and Chicago Bears is so intense that it divides towns, 
neighbors and sometimes even families. NBC's Kevin Tibbles reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/201112:09:15 AM 

Duvalier apologizes to victims, urges unity 

Ig~~""lln his most extensive public statement since his surprise return to Haiti, former dictator Jean-Claude 
"Baby Doc" Duvalier said it was the devastating earthquake last year that brought him back. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/201112:11:38 AM 

Video: Just trying to help in Tucson 

Ig~~""IMaking a Difference: For the past two weeks, contributions from ordinary people in Tucson and from 

around the country have been offering solace to a community still suffering in the aftermath of the 
tragedy. NBC's Lee Cowan reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/201112:43:19 AM 

Cosmic Log: Why we love mad scientists 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Mad scientists such as the interdimensional inventor on the TV series 
"Fringe" are inspired by the personalities of real-life geniuses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/201112:53:18 AM 

Fashion faceoff: Golden Globes vs. the state dinner 

Ig~~""IFashion faceoff: Golden Globes vs. the state dinner 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/20111:00:23 AM 

10 places to beat the winter blues 

Ig~~""IFOrget about the slush and snow at one of these rejuvenating winter destinations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/20111:18:59 AM 

HBT: Rays agree to terms with Manny, Damon 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2011 2:12:20 AM 

Up to 4 bodies found at scene of Ind. house fire 

State police say as many as four people have been found dead at the scene of a house fire in southern Indiana. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2011 3:10:38 AM 

Olbermann signs off msnbc 

Commentator Keith Olbermann signed off his msnbc cable television show Friday night after nearly eight years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2011 3:26:27 AM 

Abortion foes see chance for tougher curbs 

Ig~~""IBUOyed by huge election gains for their allies, anti-abortion activists head into their annual March for Life 

rallies sensing a prime opportunity in many states to rein in the broad abortion access established 38 
years ago by the Roe v Wade decision. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2011 4:02:44 AM 

Angels acquire All-Star CF Vernon Wells from Jays 

Ig~~""~he Los Angeles Angels acquired Ali-Star center fielder Vernon Wells from Toronto on Friday night, giving 

them the big bat they wanted to add this winter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2011 4:40:04 AM 

Sargent Shriver remembered at D.C. wake 

Ig~~""IFormer colleagues, friends and admirers gathered Friday to remember R. Sargent Shriver, an in-law of the 

Kennedys and the first director of the Peace Corps. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/20114:47:10 AM 

Little progress reported at Iran nuke talks 

World powers enter a second and final day of talks with Iran on Saturday, having made scant progress toward 

persuading the Islamic Republic to curb its nuclear program on the first day of the meeting in Istanbul. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2011 5:17:51 AM 

Olbermann signs off msnbc 

Commentator Keith Olbermann signed off his msnbc cable television show Friday night after nearly eight years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2011 5:27:36 AM 

Spurs top slumping Knicks for 8th straight win 

Ig~~""~im Duncan had 21 points and 16 rebounds, and the San Antonio Spurs took revenge on the slumping 
New York Knicks to win their eighth in a row, 101-92 on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2011 5:28:34 AM 

Hawaii says it can't release Obama birth info 

Ig~~""IDemocratic Gov. Neil Abercrombie will end his quest to prove President Barack Obama was born in 

Hawaii because it's against state law to release private documents, his office said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2011 6:03:24 AM 

Deadly CA crashes end with man beaten by a mob 

In a bizarre and deadly chain of events, a pedestrian was twice struck by hit-and-run drivers, the woman who came to 

his aid was also hit, and finally the driver trying to help her was beaten and robbed by a mob, police said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2011 6:45:24 AM 

Peacock Killer Found Not Guilty of Cruelty 

The 70-year-old Makaha woman could have faced jail time if she was convicted. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2011 7:23:27 AM 

Lakers add to 'Melo drama, beat Denver 

Ig~~""IAfter criticizing Denver fans for booing Carmela Anthony, Kobe Bryant gave the Pepsi Center crowd little 
to cheer about as he led the Los Angeles Lakers past the Nuggets, 107-97 on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2011 8:04:37 AM 

Report: Gingrich tells insiders he'll run for president 

Former House Speaker Newt Gingrich has told several Republicans in his former state of Georgia that he intends to run 

for president in 20l2, according to a newspaper column. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2011 8:54:56 AM 

Lawsuit planned over L.A. high school shooting 

A 15-year-old boy who was shot in the neck at a L.A. high school has called for more security to protect students and 

spoken of his fears he would die in a television interview. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2011 9:39:33 AM 

Woman who raised stolen child may be on run 

The woman who raised a child kidnapped from a New York hospital two decades ago has violated her probation and is 

believed to be on the run from authorities, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/201111:05:02 AM 

Experts to review evidence at Knox appeals trial 

Independent forensic experts will have 90 days starting next month to review crucial evidence linking American student 

Amanda Knox to the murder of her British roommate, an appeals court said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/201111:59:09 AM 

Obama pitches open markets as key to jobs 

President Barack Obama pitched freer trade as a prescription for u.s. job growth Saturday and said the nation must 

spare no effort to open markets abroad. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2011 3:34:57 PM 

World Blog: The race to contain drug resistant malaria 

The border crossing between Thailand and Cambodia was once the last holdout of the murderous Khmer Rouge. Now a 

new killer has taken over: the mosquito-infested area is raging with malaria. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2011 3:36:31 PM 

Pope: Marriage is not an absolute right 

Ig~~""lpope Benedict XVI told priests Saturday to do a better job counseling would-be spouses to ensure their 

marriages last and said no one has an absolute right to a wedding. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2011 4:08:35 PM 

Irish premier resigns as party leader, stays as PM 

Ig~~""lprime Minister Brian Cowen announced Saturday that he has resigned as leader of Ireland's dominant 

Fianna Fail party but intends to keep leading the government through the March 11 election. Opposition 
chiefs demanded his immediate ouster as premier. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2011 5:27:07 PM 

Mystery surrounds Idaho winner of $190 million 

Ig~~""IHOIIY Lahti burst into the spotlight a week ago in a feel-good story about a single mother who won a $190 

million Mega Millions jackpot. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2011 6:41:32 PM 

Apple hits 10 billion apps mark 

Apple says that its app store has hit the 10 billion downloads mark. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2011 7:20:33 PM 

No.7 'Nova's shooting clinic wins at No.3 '(use 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2011 7:33:39 PM 

Thousands demand ouster of Yemen's president 

Drawing inspiration from the revolt in Tunisia, thousands of Yemenis fed up with their president's 32-year rule 

demanded his ouster Saturday in a noisy demonstration that appeared to be the first large-scale public challenge to the 

strongman. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2011 7:37:11 PM 

Algeria police break up march; at least 19 injured 

Ig~~""IHelmeted riot police armed with batons and shields on Saturday clashed with rock- and chair-throwing 

protesters who tried to march in defiance of Algeria's ban on public gatherings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2011 8:19:58 PM 

Apple exceeds 10 billion apps downloaded 

Ig~~""IAPPlels App Store hit the 10 billion mark Saturday, a little more than 2-1/2 years after it started the app 

craze for mobile devices, beginning with its iPhone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2011 8:53:56 PM 

Oldest living member of 'Band of Brothers' dies 

Ig~~""IA member of the "Band of Brothers" who fought in some of World War II's fiercest European battles, Ed 

Mauser kept his service in the Army unit a secret, even from some of his family. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2011 9:20:04 PM 

S.F. dog owners howl over proposed leash rules 

Ig~~""IA new federal proposal to tighten leash rules on parkland in and around San Francisco has many dog 

owners barking mad. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2011 9:43:50 PM 

No.1 OSU survives on late Illinois gaffe 

Ig~~""~ared Sullinger had 27 points and 16 rebounds, and top-ranked Ohio State scored 14 straight points in the 
second half to rally past No. 23 Illinois 73-68 on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/201110:17:23 PM 

Nods in N.H. for Romney, and tea party activist 

Ig~~""INew Hampshire Republicans elected a tea party figure as their leader and picked Mitt Romney as their 

presidential choice in a straw poll. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/201110:17:34 PM 

Off the Bench: Homeless man wins fantasy football title 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/201110:32:48 PM 

Obama: Speech to focus on jobs 

Under pressure to energize the economy, President Barack Obama said Saturday he will use his State of the Union 

address to outline an agenda to create jobs now and boost American competitiveness over the long term. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/201111:03:19 PM 

R. Sargent Shriver remembered as idealist 

Ig~~""IR. Sargent Shriver was always an optimist, pioneering the Peace Corps and running the War on Poverty 
during the turbulent 1960s - an idealist even as the running mate on a Democratic presidential ticket 

doomed for failure. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/201111:17:58 PM 

No. 10 Texas hands No.2 Kansas its first loss 

r-~'covan Brown scored 23 points and keyed a second-half run that erased a is-point deficit and led No. 10 
exas past No.2 Kansas 74-63 on Saturday, snapping the Jayhawks' 69-game home winning streak. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/201111:26:23 PM 

U.S. shivers from season's coldest weather 

Bitter cold gripped most of the nation on Saturday, with wind chills pushing the mercury to its lowest temperatures of 

the winter so far, forecasters said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/201111:44:53 PM 

Video: Deep freeze grips much of the nation 

Ig~~""IAn especially tough winter is getting a lot tougher as an Arctic chill grabs hold of the snow-fatigued 
Northeast. NBC's Jeff Rossen reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/201111:45:43 PM 

Video: Giffords 'surprised' doctors at Houston hospital 

Ig~~""IArriVing in Texas after a heartfelt send-off in Tucson, Rep. Gabrielle Giffords and her family are embarking 
on the next leg of the lawmaker's road to recovery. NBC's Janet Shamlian reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/201111:47:53 PM 

Video: With eye on 2012, Obama targets economic growth 

Ig~~""lln a pre-State of the Union message to supporters, the president left no doubt as to the theme of his 

upcoming address, as well as the agenda for his next two years in office. NBC's Mike Viqueira 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/201111:51:28 PM 

Cops: 4 found dead in burned house were shot 

A 30-year-old southern Indiana woman and her three children were found shot to death in a burned home, state police 

said on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/201111:55:01 PM 

Video: In small win for Knox, evidence will be reviewed 

Ig~~""IAmanda Knox, the American college student who's spent three years in an Italian prison for her 
roommate's murder, is getting another chance to prove she's innocent. NBC's Michelle Kosinski 

reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/201112:18:30 AM 

Giffords 'doing well' at Houston hospital 

Ig~~""IRepresentative Gabrielle Giffords has begun what will likely be a months-long recovery at a Houston 

rehabilitation center two weeks after being shot in the head by an Arizona gunman, medical staff said on 
Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/201112:33:00 AM 

EU force says piracy raids endanger hostages 

Despite successful raids by Malaysian and South Korean navies that rescued two ships and their crew members from 

Somali pirates, the European Union Naval Force said it would not follow suit because such raids could further endanger 

hostages. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/201112:53:18 AM 

Women: Pa. abortions left us sterile, near death 

Ig~~""lprosecutors who charged a Pennsylvania abortion doctor with eight counts of murder say his practice 
"showed nothing but a callous disdain for the lives of his patients." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/20111:43:37 AM 

Haiti president: Duvalier should face justice 

Ig~~""IHaitian President Rene Preval said Saturday that ex-dictator Jean-Claude "Baby Doc" Duvalier had every 

right to return home from exile, but must now face an investigation of alleged abuses during his reign. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2011 2:16:43 AM 

At least 31 dead animals found in vacant home 

Investigators found at least 31 pets dead inside a foreclosed and abandoned Washington state home after a locksmith 

reported a foul odor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2011 2:24:45 AM 

After failed Iran nuke talks, what next? 

The collapse of another attempt at international outreach to Iran has left world powers with few options except to wait 

- and hope that the bite of sanctions will persuade Tehran to reconsider its refusal to stop activities that could be 

harnessed to make nuclear weapons. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2011 3:31:09 AM 

Few leads in search for boy taken from grandmother 

The search for a 4-year-old boy who authorities say was snatched from his grandmother's arms stretched into a fourth 

day Saturday, with crews pulling yet another vehicle from a California canal where a man earlier in the week reported 

seeing a car linked to the kidnapping plunge into the water. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2011 3:34:06 AM 

Bar owner to roast bear for Packers-Bears game 

A sports bar owner in Minnesota is showing his support for the Green Bay Packers in this weekend's game against the 

Chicago Bears in a very literal way - by roasting a bear. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2011 4:47:52 AM 

Soldiers kill 10 gunmen in northern Mexico clash 

Soldiers patrolling a rural area on the border with Texas killed 10 suspected drug gang gunmen at a training camp, 

Mexico's Defense Department said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2011 5:00:11 AM 

Gabor out of hospital after leg amputation 

Actress Zsa Zsa Gabor has been released from the hospital eight days after she had her right leg amputated, her 

spokesman said on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2011 5:11:04 AM 

Durant's first game-winner sinks Knicks 

Ig~~""IKeVin Durant scored 30 points and hit the first game-winner of his career with a 3-pointer from the right 
wing as time expired to lift the Oklahoma City Thunder to a 101-98 win against the New York Knicks on 

Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2011 5:26:19 AM 

Hornets snap Spurs' streak, extend own to 8 

Ig~~""IDavid West had 18 points and 10 rebounds, and the New Orleans Hornets earned their eighth 
consecutive victory and ended the San Antonio Spurs' eight-game winning streak, 96-72 on Saturday 

night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/201110:56:07 AM 

Yemen arrests female activist in student protest 

Ig~~""IYemen has arrested a woman activist who led student protests against the government in the capital last 

week, a security source said on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/20111:11:30 PM 

Art lovers wait all night for glimpse of Monet 

Ig~~""~housands of art lovers queued in freezing temperatures on Saturday night for a final glimpse of a major 

retrospective on French Impressionist Claude Monet, after Paris' Grand Palais opened round the clock to 
cope with demand. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2011 2:40:06 PM 

Video: Cantor: 'Everything' is on the table for spending cuts 

Ig~~""lln an exclusive interview on NBC's "Meet the Press," House Majority Leader Eric Cantor tells David 

Gregory Republicans will not vote to raise the debt ceiling without "serious spending cuts and 
reform." (Meet the Press) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2011 2:45:57 PM 

Arizona 'honor killing' trial set to start 

An Iraqi immigrant is due to begin trial on Monday to face charges he murdered his daughter by running her over with a 

Jeep because he believed she was too Westernized. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2011 2:51:32 PM 

Roddick is last American ousted at Aussie 

Ig~~""IDefending champion Roger Federer matched Jimmy Connors' record for consecutive Grand Slam 
quarterfinals appearances, beating Tommy Robredo 6-3, 3-6, 6-3, 6-2 on Sunday in the Australian Open. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2011 2:55:57 PM 

Easterners have had enough of winter 

Ig~~""~ust one month into winter, major cities along the East Coast have already gotten clobbered with more 
snow than they usually get all season, a one-storm-after-another barrage that is eating up snow-removal 

budgets and forcing schools to close. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2011 3:11:14 PM 

Tea Partiers: Defense budget in the mix for cuts 

Back home, supporters of the conservative tea party movement clamoring for the debt-ridden federal government to 

slash spending say nothing should be off limits. Tea party-backed lawmakers are echoing that argument. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2011 3:21:10 PM 

Southeast Australia braces for more flooding 

Rural Australian towns braced for another week of flooding Sunday as a vast lake continued to spread across the 

country's southeast and a potential tropical storm threatened the northeast. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2011 3:27:46 PM 

Boat with 5 Americans found in Philippines 

Philippine coast guard rescuers found five missing Americans on Sunday aboard their sailboat reported lost en route 

from Guam. All were in good health, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2011 5:09:20 PM 

McConnell keeping his seat for State of Union 

Don't look for the Senate's Republican leader to take a different seat during Tuesday night's State of the Union address. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2011 5:21:34 PM 

Stuck in limbo, families pursue Nepal adoptions 

Ig~~""ILast summer, Vicki and Jed Taufer excitedly traveled from their home in Illinois to Nepal to adopt a baby 
girl. "We'll be back in September," Vicki wrote Aug. 4 in a new blog named after their daughter-to-be. 

That hopeful timetable didn't hold. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2011 5:44:04 PM 

Cynical earnings season may weigh on stocks 

The much anticipated pullback is finally under way, some investors say, after a mid-week wobble. But the market is 

showing it stili has some juice left. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2011 6:06:17 PM 

Fraud plagues global health fund backed by celebrities 

Ig~~""IA $21.7 billion development fund backed by celebrities and hailed as an alternative to the bureaucracy of 
the United Nations sees as much as two-thirds of some grants diverted by corruption. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2011 6:07:12 PM 

Flurry of deadly bombs strikes Baghdad 

Ig~~""IA series of bombs in and around the Iraqi capital killed 10 people on Sunday, and an intelligence official 

warned of a campaign to undermine security before a much anticipated meeting of Arab heads of state in 
March. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2011 6:31:56 PM 

Civil War site is now a battlefield for Wal-Mart 

Ig~~""INearIY 150 years after Robert E. Lee and Ulysses S. Grant fought in northern Virginia, a conflict over the 

battlefield is taking shape in a courtroom. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2011 6:37:51 PM 

Gas prices rise almost 3 cents in last 2 weeks 

A new survey finds the average price of regular gasoline in the United States has jumped 2.99 cents in the last two 

weeks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2011 6:46:52 PM 

U.S. diplomacy embraces Twitter amid global crises 

Ig~~""~he State Department is tightening its embrace of Twitter and other social media as crises grip the 

Middle East and Haiti, with officials finding new voice, cheek and influence in the era of digital diplomacy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2011 7:40:08 PM 

Case in Giffords shooting likely to take years 

The next step is an arraignment scheduled Monday afternoon in Phoenix for Jared Loughner, who is accused of opening 

fire on a political event two weeks ago in a rampage that wounded 13 people and killed six others. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2011 7:48:39 PM 

Best bets: 'The Mechanic' ready for action 

Jason Statham stars as an elite assassin out for revenge in this remake of a Charles Bronson film. Also this week: Goofy 

animated spy "Archer" returns; "Secretariat" and "Nowhere Boy" come to DVD. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2011 7:51:28 PM 

Live: Updates on Packers-Bears 

Ig~~""ILive updates: Follow along as Green Bay, Chicago battle in NFC championship game. The winner goes to 

the Super Bowl. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2011 7:58:37 PM 

'No Strings Attached' ties up top box-office spot 

Ig~~""IAUdiences weren't afraid of committing to "No Strings Attached," making it the No.1 movie at the box 

office in its opening weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2011 8:04:50 PM 

Egypt blames Gaza militants for church bomb 

Egypt on Sunday accused a Palestinian militant group, the Army of Islam, of carrying out a deadly New Year's Day church 

bombing with the help of a local accomplice. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2011 8:30:28 PM 

Expect a subdued Fed appraisal of the economy 

Ig~~""IFederal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke may have to muffle his applause for the sturdier u.s. economic 

recovery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2011 8:31:43 PM 

Businesses spending even as consumers won't 

The Steve Jobs is taking a leave of absence was a big story. But something else about Apple got far less attention and 

could be even more important to investors this year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2011 9:02:58 PM 

A wing and a prayer: outsourcing at Boeing 

Ig~~""~he 787 is not merely a historic feat of engineering. The program also marks Boeing's departure from its 
own time-honored manufacturing practices. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2011 9:24:22 PM 

More advertisers flee controversial 'Skins' 

Ig~~""IAfter the Parents Television Council urged a federal investigation into the series for possible violations of 

child porn laws, advertisers are following in the footsteps of Taco Bell and are pulling their ads. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/201110:43:53 PM 

Royal engagement photos 'inspired by Diana' 

Ig~~""~he engagement photos of Prince William and Kate Middleton were inspired by the mood at photo 

shoots with Princess Diana, photographer Mario Testino said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/201110:51:27 PM 

Search goes on for missing Americans in Iraq 

Ig~~""~he U.S. soldier was out of uniform when he sneaked off base on a motorcycle to visit his Iraqi wife in 

central Baghdad. The militiamen hiding nearby weren't fooled. They were seen seizing him at gunpoint. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/201111:10:21 PM 

Suspect in 1987 baby-stealing case is being held 

Ig~~""IA woman who raised a child kidnapped in 1987 from a hospital surrenders to authorities, days after a 

widely publicized reunion between the biological mother and the daughter taken from her as a baby. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/201111:16:04 PM 

Green Bay holds off Bears, packs for Super Bowl XLV 

Ig~~""IAaron Rodgers ran for a touchdown and made a saving tackle, B.J. Raji returned an interception for a 
score and Sam Shields had two interceptions to lead the Green Bay Packers to a 21-14 win over the 

Chicago Bears in the NFC championship game Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/201111:48:04 PM 

Carnival cruise ship rescues 3 men, cat 

Three Florida men and a cat were rescued from their boat by crew members of a Carnival cruise ship after sending out a 

distress call Saturday afternoon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/201111:51:55 PM 

Video: Another storm takes aim at East Coast 

Ig~~""INBC'S Lester Holt speaks with Adam Berg of the Weather Channel. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/201111:53:03 PM 

Video: Suspect in 1987 baby kidnap turns herself in 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to officials, Ann Pettway - the North Carolina woman who raised a child taken from a New 
York hospital- surrendered to the FBI on a warrant from North Carolina. NBC's Tom Llamas 

reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/201111:54:26 PM 

Video: Loughner's mental state to be major legal issue 

Ig~~""IAS the case against Jared Loughner proceeds, the question of his mental state - first and foremost, if he is 
competent to stand trial- is certain to be a key point of contention. NBC's Pete Williams reports. (Nightly 

News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/201112:02:46 AM 

Brain fluid buildup delays full rehab for Giffords 

The Houston hospital treating Rep. Gabrielle Giffords said Sunday that her condition is improving daily, but gave no 

update on the buildup of brain fluid that has kept the Arizona congresswoman in intensive care. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/201112:36:41 AM 

Scientists close to new definition of the kilogram 

Scientists say they are close to achieving a 200-year-old goal of creating a universal system of measurements based on 

stable quantities, as they progress toward changing how the kilogram is defined. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/201112:46:33 AM 

Ireland faces election next month after Green exit 

Ireland's deeply unpopular prime minister has been dealt another blow after the small but pivotal Green Party withdrew 

from his coalition government, forcing a national election to be held next month rather than March and raising pressure 

on the premier to quit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 2:49:54 AM 

Steelers stay tough vs. Jets for another Super Bowl berth 

Ig~~""~he Pittsburgh Steelers advanced to their third Super Bowl in six years thanks to a big-play defense that 
returned a fumble for a touchdown and staged a late goal-line stand in a 24-19 victory over the New York 

Jets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 2:56:06 AM 

Mexico: Hit man linked to Acapulco deaths caught 

Mexican officials say they have nabbed the alleged top hit man for an Acapulco drug gang suspected in the slayings of 22 

people earlier this month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 3:37:10 AM 

Steelers vs. Pack: A hair-raisin' game in Big D 

Ig~~...,~roy Polamalu and the Steel Curtain led Pittsburgh into the big game for the third time in six years, 

holding off Rex Ryan and those big-talkin' Jets 24-19 in the AFC championship game, while long-haired 
Clay Matthews and the Packers beat the Bears in the NFC Championship. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20114:19:42 AM 

Astronaut teacher still mourned in N.H. hometown 

Ig~~""IA quarter-century after teacher Christa McAuliffe and six other astronauts died in the Challenger shuttle 

explosion, her former students are making sure that people who weren't even born then know about 
McAuliffe and her dream of going into space. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 4:55:04 AM 

PFT: Doctors decided Cutler shouldn't play after injury 

Ig~~""IBears QB took heat for not playing most of the second half, but his coach defended the move. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 5:21:22 AM 

Rosenthal: Super storylines that will get old real fast 

Ig~~""IRosenthal: With 14 days before the Super Bowl, a nation of sportswriters has a long time to break out 
themes for Packers-Steelers, and then beat fans over the head with them. Here are nine storylines we're 

already tired of just thinking about. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 5:47:18 AM 

PFT: Can Packers do a Patriots on the Steelers? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 8:03:52 AM 

New attack on Shiite pilgrims kills 6 in Iraq 

A car bomb killed six pilgrims Monday in the latest deadly attack on Shiites headed to mark religious rituals in a holy Iraqi 

city, police and hospital officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 8:11:03 AM 

Precinct shooting forces look at police security 

A 38-year-old gunman who opened fire in a Detroit police station came through the front door into an open, 

unprotected lobby. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 9:37:09 AM 

Mugabe describes health problems as 'naked lies' 

Zimbabwean President Robert Mugabe denies he has been gravely ill and describes reports he underwent surgery in 

Malaysia as "naked lies." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 9:39:12 AM 

Iran hangs 2 convicted opposition members 

Iran has hanged two members of the opposition People's Mujahedeen convicted over the 2009 post-election turmoil. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/201110:19:20 AM 

Japan to slaughter 410,000 chickens for bird flu 

An official says bird flu has been detected on a farm in southern Japan and its 410,000 chickens are to be slaughtered. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/201110:53:44 AM 

Palestinians offered big concessions, leaks show 

Ig~~""lpalestinian negotiators secretly offered to hand over almost all of East Jerusalem to Israel, according to 

leaked documents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/201111:29:08 AM 

Dozens cheer killer of Pakistani politician 

More than three dozen people outside a Pakistan prison cheered the confessed killer of a prominent liberal politician as 

he appeared before an anti-terror court. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/201111:40:13 AM 

Industrial heartland showing signs of life 

The economy in Elkhart, Ind., is growing again, but the recovery is two tales of one city: one told by those who are hiring 

or being rehired, and another by those who have been left behind. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/201112:27:57 PM 

Video: Brrr! Arctic cold grips the nation 

Ig~~""~he majority of the nation is battling bitter cold and brutal wind chills. NBC's Peter Alexander 
reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/201112:30:07 PM 

Video: Fluid buildup is setback for Giffords 

Ig~~""IWith a buildup of fluid on her brain, wounded Rep. Gabrielle Giffords is staying put in an leu before being 
moved to a rehab facility in Houston. NBC's Janet Shamlian reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/201112:31:31 PM 

Video: Knox guardedly hopeful over new trial 

Ig~~""IAS NBC's Michelle Kosinski reports, jailed American Amanda Knox may have reason to smile with her 
murder-conviction appeal seemingly going her way. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/201112:33:06 PM 

Video: Obama preps for State of the Union 

Ig~~""IWith unemployment still high and midterm losses still fresh, the president is expected to continue a more 

centrist course, emphasizing bipartisanship, jobs creation and the need for tough decisions on the deficit. 
NBC's Savannah Guthrie reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/201112:35:25 PM 

Video: London braces for royal-wedding invasion 

Ig~~""IAS Prince William and Kate Middleton finalize their wedding plans, London flights and hotels are filling up, 

with some taking advantage of the excitement over the nuptials. NBC's Stephanie Gosk reports. (TODAY 
show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/201112:47:03 PM 

Your Career: Dealing with a bloated inbox 

Ig~~""IYour overflowing e-mail inbox is making you less productive and it may be time to do something about it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/201112:48:48 PM 

New Durango has powerful, smooth ride 

Ig~~""~he 2011 Dodge Durango shows how far the SUV has come from the stone ax-simple pickup truck

derived model that debuted in 1998. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/201112:52:48 PM 

Fla. man lets son drive because he was too drunk 

A man in central Florida has been charged with child neglect after authorities say he let his 15-year-old son drive 

because the man was too drunk. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/201112:57:34 PM 

Video: Fitness icon Jack lalanne dies at 96 

Ig~~""~ODAY looks back at some of the inspirational appearances and advice the famous health and fitness 
guru brought to the show. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20111:02:28 PM 

More Australians flee as floods move across SE 

Townspeople huddled behind sandbag walls Monday as the inland sea swamping southeastern Australian snaked 

toward them down a tangle of swollen rivers, and the prime minister urged big business to help pay for a disaster big 

enough to threaten economic growth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20111:04:03 PM 

Video: Father to alleged kidnapper: Why, for 23 years? 

Ig~~""lcarl Tyson, recently reunited with daughter Carlina White 23 years after she was kidnapped as an infant, 
tells TODAY's Matt Lauer that he wants to know "why" suspect Ann Pettway raised Carlina, and described 

the challenges of getting acquainted with his daughter for the first time. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20111:21:37 PM 

Fitness guru Jack lalanne, 96, dies at Calif. home 

Fitness guru Jack LaLanne, who inspired television viewers to trim down and pump iron decades before exercise became 

a national obsession, has died at age 96. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20111:42:29 PM 

Video: Pink, princesses may be corrupting little girls' brains 

Ig~~""IAuthor Peggy Orenstein and psychotherapist Stacy Kaiser discuss hidden detriments of the girlie-girl 
culture that advertisers may be aggressively pushing on kids. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20111:47:41 PM 

Dial it down: Pesky CDC callers incite fury 

Hundreds of people have posted online pleas begging the Centers for Disease Control to remove their phone numbers 

from lists used to conduct government telephone health surveys. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20111:54:45 PM 

'Rafa Slam' is still alive at Australian Open 

Ig~~""~he "Rafa Slam" is still alive after Rafael Nadal beat Marin Cilic 6-2, 6-4, 6-3 at the Australian Open on 

Monday to maintain his chance of owning all four Grand Slam trophies at once. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20111:58:03 PM 

What to do when a sick kinkajou bites you 

Ig~~""IKinkajOUS, a big-eyed, raccoon-like creature, are undeniably adorable. But a new case study tells the tale 

of a sick kinkajou who bit its owner, infecting him with a rare disease that caused his bitten finger to swell 
and his joints to stiffen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 2:25:55 PM 

The humble minivan gets a makeover 

The minivan has been alternately pronounced dead and revived repeatedly as various alternatives have debuted and 

departed. But the van chugs onward. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 2:44:24 PM 

PFT: Cutler had tears in his eyes over criticism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 3:26:03 PM 

Canna Cola, Doc Weed: Pot meets pop 

A California entrepreneur has plans to market a line medical marijuana soft drinks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 3:43:13 PM 

Who'll get nominated, snubbed by the Oscars? 

Ig~~""IAcademy Award nominations - and arguments over nods -are due Tuesday morning. Why wait? Let's 

start the griping now with some fearless (and possibly incorrect) predictions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 3:48:23 PM 

True minivan confessions 

Ig~~""~he cool new ride, really? Parents speak out on why they love or hate the minivan 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20114:17:42 PM 

Video: Marker-faced mugshot 

Ig~~""IAn Indiana man tried to disguise himself by coloring in his face with a black marker. It did not work. Willie 
Geist has the photo and the story. (ZeitGeist) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 4:42:26 PM 

Detroit official IDs police station gunman 

A gunman who was fatally shot after wounding four officers at a police station had a relative who was scheduled to be 

sentenced Monday in a double-homicide case, Detroit's police chief said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 4:46:46 PM 

Promises Obama kept, promises he broke 

In his 2010 State of the Union speech, President Obama made a lot of promises, and he fulfilled many of them. But he 

also had some failures, mostly due to bills stalling in the Senate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 4:48:59 PM 

Court: Company can't fire employee's fiance 

The Supreme Court ruled Monday that a federal law barring retaliation against a worker for complaints about on-the-job 

discrimination also protected the employee's relative from unlawful dismissal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 5:09:18 PM 

As Arctic warms, Titanic-style disaster feared 

Ig~~""~he Arctic Ocean needs tough new shipping rules as a rapid thaw opens the remote, icy region and brings 

risks of disasters on the scale of the Titanic, politicians and experts said on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 5:11:45 PM 

U.K. council slammed for plan to heat pool with crematorium 

Life Inc.: A cash-strapped council in the United Kingdom has come under fire for its plan to use the heat from a nearby 

crematorium to heat a public swimming pool. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 5:45:26 PM 

Social networking sites make us 'less human'? 

If you've had your head buried in Facebook and other social networking sites, as many of us do, it might be contributing 

to making you and the rest of the world "less human," contends an MIT prof. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 6:11:33 PM 

'Multiple' gas fires spark Ohio mass evacuation 

Ig~~""IBuilt-uP pressure in natural gas lines led to a house explosion in an Ohio town Monday morning, caused a 

series of fires and prompted a brief evacuation order for the village of about 3,000 people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 6:19:14 PM 

Italy's top bishop slams Berlusconi for scandal 

Italy's top bishop issued scathing criticism of Premier Silvio Berlusconi for his role in a sex scandal Monday, insisting that 

public officials must control themselves and warning of the damage to the country and its reputation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 6:26:48 PM 

Companies are spending on Super Bowl again 

Ig~~""IFoIiOWing a three-year period when even the legendary Playboy Enterprises Super Bowl parties fell victim 

to belt-tightening, companies are staging an entertainment comeback. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 6:27:44 PM 

Iraq: Car bombs targeting Shiite pilgrims kill 26 

Ig~~...,~wo car bombs tore through parking lots packed with Shiite pilgrims Monday in an Iraqi holy city, pushing 

the death toll from a week of attacks to more than 170. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 7:34:01 PM 

Video: Hawk invades Library of Congress 

Ig~~""lofficials at the Library of Congress are trying to capture a hawk that flew in through an open window. 
WRC's Tom Sherwood reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 7:49:13 PM 

'Twilight,' 'Airbender' lead Razzies with 9 noms 

Ig~~""lvampiresl werewolves and airbenders lead the pack at the Razzies, an Academy Awards spoof that hands 

out prizes for the year's worst films. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 7:56:24 PM 

Postal Service mulls closing a slew of offices 

The cash-strapped u.s. Postal Service plans to begin closing as many as 2,000 post offices around the country and is 

reviewing another 16,000, The Wall Street Journal reported on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 8:07:41 PM 

Fla. suspect dead after 2 cops killed 

Two police officers were shot to death and a u.s. marshal was wounded Monday as they tried to serve an arrest warrant 

on a suspect hiding in a St. Petersburg, Fla., attic, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 8:27:18 PM 

Video: After leaving game, Cutler under fire 

Ig~~""~he Chicago Bears QB Jay Cutler is facing criticism from fans, analysts and even fellow players for leaving 
the NFC title game with a knee injury. Is the criticism fair? Msnbc's Tamron Hall talks with Chicago 

Tribune's David Haugh. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 8:36:17 PM 

Video: Justices to attend SOTU? 

Ig~~""IWill Supreme Court justices attend President Obama's State of the Union address? NBC's Pete Williams 
reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 8:51:52 PM 

Gunman identified in Wash state Walmart shootout 

Ig~~""IAuthorities have identified a Salt Lake City man as the person who ran from deputies before opening fire 

in a Walmart parking lot in Washington state, sparking a shootout that killed him and a young woman 
and wounded two deputies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 9:02:46 PM 

Dow average nears 12,000 as tech stocks climb 

The Dow Jones industrial average neared 12,000 for the first time since June 2008 Monday as technology and materials 

companies led broad gains in the stock market. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 9:12:21 PM 

Sexy in the sky: A history of the stewardess 

Ig~~""~he changing dynamic of airline service seems to parallel the shifting role of airline personnel. Here's a 

look at the charming, capable and alluring companions once known as stewardesses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 9:13:45 PM 

Analysis: Attack shows 'security loophole' at airports 

Monday's Moscow bombing shows much more must be done to protect the world's airports from ground attacks, a risk 

long overlooked in the post-September 11 rush to secure passengers in-flight, analysts said on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 9:14:14 PM 

Loughner pleads not guilty to Tucson shootings 

Tucson shooting rampage suspect Jared Lee Loughner pleaded not guilty Monday to federal charges of attempting to 

assassinate u.s. Representative Gabrielle Giffords and attempting to murder two of her staff members. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 9:31:20 PM 

Police fear 'war on cops' after 11 shootings 

Ig~~""IA spate of shooting attacks on police has officers concerned that a war on cops has broken out; death toll 

this year on track to match deadly 2010. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 9:39:31 PM 

Is China's 'Mr. Ferrari' slowing down at 607 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2011 9:52:25 PM 

No bail for woman in '87 baby-stealing case 

A North Carolina woman who the FBI says confessed to raising a child she snatched from a New York hospital more than 

two decades ago was ordered held without bail Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/201110:10:30 PM 

Indiana mother killed three children, then herself, police say 

A 30-year-old southern Indiana woman shot and killed her three children, set her house on fire, then killed herself, 

Indiana State Police said on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/201110:15:38 PM 

35 dead in blast at busiest Moscow airport 

Ig~~""IA suicide bomber carrying a suitcase walked into Moscow's busiest airport and set off a huge explosion 

Monday, killing 35 people and wounding 180. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/201110:36:08 PM 

Oprah's secret? She has a half-sister 

Ig~~""[alk maven announced during Monday's show that she has a long-lost half sibling, who she met for the 

first time on Thanksgiving. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/201111:03:19 PM 

Dubai restaurant's meals will make your ears pop 

Dubai's boom may have fizzled, but you can still live the high life perched atop the world's tallest building as the glitzy 

Gulf emirate unveils one of the world's highest restaurants. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/201111:25:30 PM 

'Skins' exec doesn't understand all the fuss 

Ig~~""~he original British show "Skins," he pointed out, has been blithely airing in the U.K. for five years, and 

indeed on BBe America more recently, without any uproar from any quarter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/201111:26:53 PM 

Planned Parenthood seeks FBI probe of possible ruse 

Planned Parenthood notifies the FBI that a man purporting to be a sex trafficker visited at least 12 health centers and 

may be part of an attempted ruse to entrap clinic employees. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/201111:28:35 PM 

Fans rarely punish stars for bad behavior 

Ig~~""IMel Gibson and Charlie Sheen may anger viewers, but 'The Beaver' and 'Two and a Half Men' are unlikely 

to suffer. Americans have short memories, and a long history of entertainers with issues. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/201111:43:47 PM 

Video: MD: Giffords' rehab delay not a long-term setback 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to Dr. Reid Thompson, Director of the Vanderbilt Brain Tumor Center, the buildup of cerebral 

spinal fluid is a common complication with traumatic brain injury patients and is unlikely to be a "major 
setback" for Rep. Gabrielle Giffords. NBC's Robert Bazell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/201111:46:44 PM 

Video: Moscow suicide bomber: 'I'll kill you all' 

Ig~~""IExperts say the massive suicide bombing that killed more than 30 people at Moscow's busiest airport on 

Monday could lead to a crackdown in Russia, if only to ease international security concerns. NBC's Andrea 
Mitchell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/201111:56:01 PM 

Video: Public alarmed by spate of police shootings 

Ig~~""lln a brutal month for law enforcement officials, two more police officers were killed in the line of duty in 
Florida on Monday--it was the latest in a stretch of five similar incidents in as many days. NBC's Mark 

Potter reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/201111:57:55 PM 

Video: State of the Union: It's all about the economy 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama is expected to focus on jobs in his State of the Union Address Tuesday. NBC Chief White 

House Correspondent Chuck Todd reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/201112:05:54 AM 

Video: 'Race for the Cure' brand battle courts controversy 

Ig~~""lsusan G. Komen Race for the Cure, one of the country's largest and best-funded breast cancer charities, is 

being questioned about its aggressive tactics when it comes to protecting its trademark. NBC's Anne 
Thompson reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/201112:11:59 AM 

Ex-convict arraigned in 5 Detroit rapes 

A 31-year-old man who has spent much of his life in prison was charged Monday with kidnapping and raping five women 

in Detroit in assaults that began on New Year's Day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/201112:46:57 AM 

Nutrition info coming to fronts of food packages 

Ig~~""lsome of the nutrition information listed in government-mandated food labels will be repeated on 

package fronts under a new system that food makers and major grocers are introducing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/201112:55:01 AM 

NBC: U.S. can't link Army private to Assange 

Ig~~""lu.s. military officials tell NBC News that investigators have been unable to make any direct connection 

between a jailed army private suspected with leaking secret documents and Julian Assange, founder of 
the whistleblowing website WikiLeaks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/201112:58:09 AM 

Alabama law firm to Taco Bell: That's not beef 

An Alabama law firm has filed a lawsuit claiming that Taco Bell is using false advertising when it refers to using 

"seasoned ground beef" or "seasoned beef." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/20111:03:22 AM 

Video: 'Dead Space 2' - play it with the lights on 

Ig~~""~he story is again a descent into what feels like madness. It is a psychological thriller as much as it is a 
horror story. Msnbc.com's Todd Kenreck gives it a 8 out of 10. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/20111:36:21 AM 

Jesse Ventura sues in pat-down smackdown 

Former Minnesota Gov. Jesse Ventura has filed a lawsuit alleging that full-body scans and pat-downs at airport 

checkpoints violate his right to be free from unreasonable searches and seizures. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/20111:36:23 AM 

Japanese monkey captured after cage break 

Ig~~""IA marauding monkey confined to a zoo after it bit 120 people during a two-month rampage in resort 

towns of central Japan briefly escaped captivity - but was captured again on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 2:00:34 AM 

Report finds Bush White House violations 

The White House Office of Political Affairs during the George W. Bush administration violated the law by giving briefings 

to political employees, concludes a government report issued Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 3:56:49 AM 

Extreme cold tests mettle of New Englanders 

Train equipment froze, cars sputtered, schools canceled classes and cold-weather enthusiasts opted to stay inside 

Monday as a bitter blast of below-O degrees Fahrenheit temperatures and minus-50 degrees Fahrenheit wind chills 

gripped the u.s. Northeast. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 4:31:23 AM 

Engineer gets 32 years for military secrets sale 

Ig~~""IA former B-2 stealth bomber engineer was sentenced to 32 years in prison Monday for selling military 

secrets to China in the latest of several high-profile cases of Chinese espionage in the u.s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 4:56:09 AM 

7 killed at park in besieged Mexican border city 

Ig~~""IGunmen spraying automatic weapons fire killed seven people at a park that had been built as an anti

violence measure in the besieged Mexican border city of Ciudad Juarez, authorities said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 4:57:37 AM 

Got a date? Mixed seating at State of Union 

Ig~~""ICiVility or just silly, the push to mix Republicans and Democrats through the audience of President Barack 

Obama's televised State of the Union address spread across Capitol Hill on Monday, fueled by signals that 
Americans want to see more cooperation among the nation's leaders. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 5:01:20 AM 

Airlines' path for profits: Fly less, charge more 

Ig~~""IAfter a decade of multibillion-dollar losses, u.s. airlines appear to be on course to prosper for years to 

come for a simple reason: They are flying less. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 5:01:20 AM 

Airlines' path for profits: Fly less, charge more 

Ig~~""IAfter a decade of multibillion-dollar losses, u.s. airlines appear to be on course to prosper for years to 

come for a simple reason: They are flying less. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 6:36:53 AM 

Obama climate adviser to depart in latest staff change 

A key climate change adviser to President Barack Obama will step down soon, administration officials said on Monday, in 

the latest staff departure as the White House adapts to a shift in power in Congress. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 7:39:26 AM 

Lebanon boosts security ahead of 'day of rage' 

Ig~~""lsecurity forces are fanning out across Lebanon after Sunni lawmakers called for a nationwide "day of 
rage" to protest Hezbollah's gains in the government. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 9:09:57 AM 

Lion tacos off the menu following threats 

An Arizona restaurant has scrapped plans to offer African lion meat in its tacos. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 9:51:31 AM 

Montel Williams pushes medical marijuana bill 

Ig~~""IFormer talk show host Mantel Williams is urging Maryland lawmakers to legalize medical marijuana, 

saying it has a role helping those with painful ailments such as his own. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/201110:11:54 AM 

Video: Iraq's Christians under siege 

Ig~~""IExtremists have stepped up attacks on Iraqi Christians in recent months, threatening the ancient 
community's very existence. NBC News' Stephanie Gosk reports. (NBC News Web Extra) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/201110:16:48 AM 

Alaska teen freezes to death on way home 

A 14-year-old boy died of exposure while walking home from a friend's house in the southwestern Alaska village of 

Kipnuk, Alaska State Troopers said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/201110:58:07 AM 

Lebanese rally against Hezbollah in 'day of rage' 

Ig~~""~housands of Sunnis waved flags, burned tires and torched a van belonging to AI-Jazeera on Tuesday 

during a "day of rage" to protest gains by the Shiite militant group Hezbollah, which is on the brink of 
controlling Lebanon's next government. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/201110:59:20 AM 

GOP lawmakers take aim at United Nations 

Newly empowered Republican lawmakers are taking their first shots at the United Nations, depicting it as bloated and 

ineffective as they seek to cut government funding for it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/201111:05:35 AM 

Red Tape: Judge throws out online ammo sales ban 

Gun rights supporters won a major legal victory when a California judge struck down as unconstitutional a law they say 

would have effectively banned online handgun ammo sales. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/201111:34:06 AM 

Calif. man held over sledgehammer massacre 

A California martial arts instructor suspected of being involved in a 1982 massacre during a civil war in Guatemala was 

arrested in Canada and is awaiting extradition to the u.s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/201111:45:49 AM 

Explosion on Philippine bus kills 4, wounds 14 

Ig~~""IA powerful explosion apparently caused by a homemade bomb ripped through a passenger bus in the 

Philippine capital's financial district Tuesday, killing at least four people and wounding more than a 
dozen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/201112:33:31 PM 

Consumers not warming to new light bulbs 

Ig~~""IAS the u.s. transitions away from incandescent bulbs, consumers will be left with two lighting 

alternatives: CFLs and LEDs. Americans have been slow to take a shine to either one. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/201112:48:38 PM 

Video: Gnarly, dude! Huge wave surprises surfers 

Ig~~""IDozens of surfers are taken by surprise when a 25-foot wave bears down, knocking many off their boards 
as they awaited their turn to ride the swells at a surfing competition in California. TODAY's Natalie 

Morales has more details. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/20111:18:41 PM 

Federer rolls into Aussie Open semifinals 

Ig~~""IROger Federer edged closer to a showdown with Rafael Nadal at the Australian Open with a 6-1, 6-3, 6-3 
win over Stanislas Wawrinka on Tuesday in an all-Swiss quarterfinal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/20111:33:54 PM 

Sleeping with pets brings risk of serious disease 

Ig~~""lsleePing with and kissing your animals on their little pet lips can put you at risk for some serious medical 
problems -- including the plague, says a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/20111:34:13 PM 

2 in 3 Americans are icky flu spewers 

Ig~~...,~wo in three Americans admit to spewing germs like walking influenza factories, a new survey shows just 

as flu season kicks into high gear. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/20111:39:16 PM 

Engineer gets 32 years for selling secrets to China 

A former B-2 stealth bomber engineer was sentenced to 32 years in prison Monday for selling military secrets to China in 

the latest of several high-profile cases of Chinese espionage in the u.s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 2:00:37 PM 

Video: 'Tiger Mom': People take me too seriously 

Ig~~""IAmy Chua, who has spurred controversy with the strict approach to parenting espoused in her book 
"Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother," told TODAY's Meredith Vieira that some critics can't tell when she's 

kidding. She also defended such practices as calling her child "garbage," which she said she did only 
once. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 2:31:03 PM 

First Thoughts: What has changed (and what hasn't) 

Many of the themes President Obama is expected to discuss in his State of the Union address aren't new. But the 

political environment in Washington has certainly changed since last year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 2:50:09 PM 

Protect yourself from Super Bowl scams 

Ig~~""lwant to be among the non-scammed Super Bowl fans? Study these tips from the experts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 2:53:24 PM 

Dallas-area sights await Super Bowl fans 

Ig~~""lsuper Bowl travelers are packing everything from T-shirts to wool overcoats for Dallas-Fort Worth's fickle 

winter weather, and they'll have plenty of indoor/outdoor options for their itineraries. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 3:05:07 PM 

Keys for watching the State of the Union 

In a new political landscape, here are some tips on what to listen for in President Barack Obama's big speech tonight. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 3:25:20 PM 

Home prices hit lowest levels since bust 

Home prices are falling across most of America's largest cities, and average prices in eight major markets have hit their 

lowest point since the housing bust. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 3:37:36 PM 

Video: Steinfeld on Oscar nod: Thought I was 'dreaming' 

Ig~~""IActress Hailee Steinfeld, 14, tells TODAY's Kathie Lee Gifford and Hoda Kotb that she awoke to her 

parents screaming when her name was read as an Academy Award nominee for Best Supporting 
Actress. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 3:50:48 PM 

'King's Speech' rules over Oscar race 

Ig~~""~he British monarchy saga "The King's Speech" leads the Academy Awards with 12 nominations, including 

best picture and acting honors for Colin Firth, Helena Bonham Carter and Geoffrey Rush. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 4:03:05 PM 

Consumer confidence jumped in January 

The Consumer Confidence Index rose in January to its highest level in eight months with Americans growing a little more 

confident about the job market and business conditions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/20114:06:13 PM 

Jet descends 25,000 feet after cabin loses pressure 

The pilot on a Qantas airliner was forced to rapidly descend more than 25,000 feet on Tuesday after the cabin lost 

pressure due to an air conditioning problem, according to a report from AFP. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 5:19:26 PM 

Red Cross seeks blood donors after winter storms 

The American Red Cross said that recent winter storms have forced thousands of donors to cancel giving blood and its 

January supply had fallen to the lowest in a decade. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 5:48:28 PM 

Official: Obama to call for 5-year spending freeze 

A White House official says President Barack Obama will call for a five-year freeze in non-security, discretionary spending 

during his State of the Union address. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 6:16:50 PM 

Hackers hijack North Korea's YouTube, Twitter 

Online hackers took on a dangerous target this past weekend when they hacked into North Korea's official YouTube and 

Twitter accounts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 6:28:36 PM 

Gitmo detainee gets life for embassy bombings 

Ig~~""IA judge on Tuesday handed down a life sentence against the first Guantanamo detainee to have a civilian 

trial. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 7:07:25 PM 

Video: PFT live: Brees gives the edge to Steelers 

Ig~~""lsaints QB Drew Brees believes Pittsburgh's recent experience on the Super Bowl stage gives them an 
advantage over Green Bay in this year's game. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 7:13:16 PM 

Jackson's doc pleads not guilty in star's death 

Ig~~""IMichael Jackson's doctor has pleaded not guilty to a charge of involuntary manslaughter in the pop star's 

death. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 7:15:44 PM 

Smoking, obesity to blame for lag in U.S. lifespan 

The u.s. spends more on health care than any other nation yet has worse life expectancy than many - and a new report 

blames smoking and obesity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 7:35:02 PM 

Grand piano found on sandbar in Miami bay 

A grand piano recently showed up on a sandbar in Miami's Biscayne Bay, about 200 yards from condominiums on the 

shore. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 7:47:34 PM 

III. high court will hear Emanuel's appeal 

Ig~~""~he Illinois Supreme Court has agreed to hear Rahm Emanuel's appeal of a decision that threw him off 

the ballot for Chicago mayor and ordered the city to include his name on any ballots being printed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 7:52:42 PM 

When a stutter appears out of nowhere 

It seems stammering is having a moment: "The King's Speech" received 12 Academy Award nominations and the buzz 

about actor Colin Firth's portrayal of the stuttering king is everywhere. But few have heard of sudden onset stuttering, a 

rare form that strikes adults who've never before had the speech impediment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 7:55:35 PM 

'Bionic bride' critical, but 'a little better' 

Ig~~""IAIlY Smith Babineaux, who became known as the "Bionic Bride" when a mechanical pump enabled her to 

marry her fiance despite her damaged heart, remains in critical condition in a Texas hospital, but is "a 
little better," her doctor reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 7:58:56 PM 

Map reveals where Twitter profanity is worst - or best 

Ig~~""IFalse assumptions are hard to block once you get a look a this color-coded map of profanity on Twitter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 8:11:50 PM 

'Golden-voiced' Ted Williams reportedly quits rehab 

Ig~~""~ed Williams, the formerly homeless man whose "golden voice" triggered a media sensation earlier this 

month, has reportedly left a rehab facility after less than two weeks of treatment for drug and alcohol 
addiction. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 8:12:21 PM 

Hess: Is media right to hype Kemba, Sullinger, Fredette? 

Ig~~""IHess: Who's your Player of the Year? It seems like the only names I hear when talking heads broach the 

subject are Kemba Walker, Jimmer Fredette, and Jared Sullinger. But are they worthy of that? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 8:24:14 PM 

Video: Obama to tout ice cream shop's success 

Ig~~""IA small California business is all set to be featured in tonight's State of the Union address after the 

owners posted a video praising the government assistance that helped them get started. KNBC's Robert 
Kovacik reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 8:26:43 PM 

Sky Sports commentator fired for sexist comments 

Ig~~""lone of British soccer's leading television commentators was fired Tuesday, a day after being taken off the 

air and temporarily suspended for making sexist remarks about a female match official. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 8:37:16 PM 

'My Virtual Girlfriend' is real-world creepy 

Ig~~""llf you're the kind of guy who finds dating real women a bit too taxing, there's an app for that. Launched 

just in time for Valentines Day, it's called "My Virtual Girlfriend" - an iPhone app that is part game, part 
entertainment novelty and all kinds of creepy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 8:40:28 PM 

Video: Autistic photographer speaks through photos 

Ig~~""IA photographer with severe autism has learned to share his world with others through images he 
captures with his camera. KING's Linda Brill reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 8:58:44 PM 

Checks of Pa. abortion clinics reveal problems 

When they finally resumed routine inspections of abortion clinics last year after more than lS years, Pennsylvania health 

regulators ordered 14 of the state's 22 freestanding clinics to remedy problems, a review of records shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2011 9:24:13 PM 

Gaddafi fears foreign meddling in Tunisia turmoil 

Ig~~""ILibyan leader Muammar Gaddafi said on Tuesday he feared the change of power in Tunisia was being 

exploited by foreign intervention. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/201110:03:45 PM 

U.S.: Gun raids show cartels at work in Ariz. 

Ig~~""IFederal officials say 20 arrests show that Mexico's most violent drug cartels are exploiting U.S. gun laws 

to acquire massive quantities of assault rifles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/201110:05:32 PM 

Taco Bell answers lawsuit: Yes, that is beef 

Taco Bell Corp is pushing back against a lawsuit that claims the fast food chain's "seasoned ground beef" is not all it's 

made out to be. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/201110:10:10 PM 

Clinton decries Hezbollah's power in Lebanon 

Ig~~""~he billionaire chosen by Hezbollah and its allies as Lebanon's prime minister called for a unity 

government as U.s. Secretary of State Clinton warned that a government dominated by the group would 
mean changes in U.S. relation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/201110:26:08 PM 

Oscar extends warm welcome to newcomers 

Ig~~""IEight of the 20 actors nominated for the movie industry's highest honors are first timers. And in close-knit 

Hollywood, three of the five directors are also new arrivals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/201110:43:39 PM 

Son accused of allowing maggots to feed on mom 

Police have charged a man with neglecting his invalid mother, whose body was infested with maggots as she lay dying. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/201111:22:27 PM 

Rampage tests public access to police stations 

Ig~~""lsome police departments and unions are taking another look at their security measures and grappling 

with how to serve the public while also protecting officers' lives. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/201111:38:38 PM 

Up to 10 inches of snow set for Northeast 

Ig~~""~he Northeast warmed up on Tuesday from below zero temperatures a day earlier, but a storm packing 

snow as well as freezing rain was moving in Wednesday and behind it was another cold front. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/201111:50:13 PM 

3 dead in anti-government protests in Egypt 

Ig~~""~housands of anti-government protesters, some hurling rocks and climbing atop an armored police truck, 

clashed with riot police Tuesday in the center of Cairo in a Tunisia-inspired demonstration to demand the 
end of Hosni Mubarak's nearly 30 years in power. Three people were killed in confrontations around the 
country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/201111:51:18 PM 

Video: Moscow commuter: 'I'm used to the risk' 

Ig~~""IRussian President Dimitry Medvedev postponed a trip to the world economic forum in Davos intended to 

woo foreign investment, staying home instead to try and persuade the Russian public that the 
government can keep them safe. NBC's Stephanie Gosk reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/201111:54:05 PM 

BofA's Countrywide sued for 'massive fraud' 

Bank of America Corp's Countrywide mortgage unit has been sued by investors claiming they were victimized in a 

"massive fraud" when they bought mortgage-backed securities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/201111:54:31 PM 

Video: Feeling the heat, Berlusconi reaches boiling point 

Ig~~""IAS the sex scandal involving Italy's Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi draws out more sordid details by the 

day, the billionaire media mogul better known as the "Teflon prime minister" showed signs this week that 
he may be losing his cool. NBC's Michelle Kosinski reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/201112:18:13 AM 

Putin vows revenge for deadly airport blasts 

Prime Minister Vladimir Putin vowed revenge on Tuesday for a suicide bombing that killed at least 3S people at Russia's 

busiest airport. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/201112:37:43 AM 

Live-blogging the State of the Union 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/201112:48:29 AM 

Boyfriend claims rough sex killed woman 

Man drove around with body in cardboard barrel for four hours. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/201112:48:39 AM 

Dieting may not curb disease risk 

Losing weight is often touted as a way to improve health, but many weight-loss programs may not help stave off disease 

since people tend to gain the weight back, Australian researchers say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/20111:08:04 AM 

Video: President Obama's State of the Union address 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO: President Obama delivers the State of the Union address. Watch NBC News 
coverage. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/20111:12:49 AM 

Police: 90-year-old man fends off female robbers 

Police say a 90-year-old man in Tennessee put up a fight after three women attempted to rob him Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 2:00:45 AM 

Pizza! Cake! Pasta! 'Losers' face temptations 

Ig~~""IRacks filled with cheesecake, ribs, fried chicken and more surrounded the now weight-loss-wise players 

as they competed for the power to send another couple away to train with the off-ranch crowd. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 2:24:24 AM 

Ranchers rally to save starving horses 

The first major donation aimed to help save hundreds of horses east of Billings is brought to the ranch Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 2:24:30 AM 

10 fearless 'Idol' predictions: Tyler in trouble? 

Ig~~""lseason 10 of "American Idol" has already been full of surprises, and more are reportedly in store. Does 

that mean it will be an unpredictable year? Heck no! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 2:34:30 AM 

Bearded man can't be prison guard, Calif. says 

Ig~~""lcalifornia's attorney general says religious beliefs aren't enough to trump a corrections department ban 
on prison guards wearing beards - a stance that drew protests Tuesday from civil rights organizations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 2:46:50 AM 

PHT: Ducks sued by ex-prospect for 'anti-Semitic attacks' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 2:48:17 AM 

Mexican government: La Familia cartel in retreat 

The Mexican government vowed Tuesday not to back down in its fight against La Familia drug cartel, despite mysterious 

banners proclaiming that the brutal gang has dissolved itself. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 2:51:34 AM 

Speech fact check: More spending than cutting 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama urges more spending on one hand and a spending freeze on the other. Savings 

may not add up, an analysis shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 2:52:39 AM 

Missing woman's phone was used on Long Island 

A call made from a missing prostitute's cell phone on the day she was last seen alive came from a town near where her 

body was found more than a year later, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 3:42:47 AM 

Video: Ryan stresses government accountability 

Ig~~""IGiVing the Republican response to President Barack Obama's State of the Union address, Rep. Paul Ryan, 
R-Wis., tells America that the government owes them "a better choice and a different vision." (NBC 

News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 3:44:08 AM 

Science shifting in 'Sputnik moment' 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: The "Sputnik moment" of 1957 almost certainly won't be repeated, 

but political shifts may nevertheless bring changes to science and technology policy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 3:47:43 AM 

Tucson hero among State of the Union guests 

Ig~~""IAn intern who cared for Arizona Rep. Gabrielle Giffords and the parents of a 9-year-old girl killed in the 

same shooting are among more than 20 people with first lady Michelle Obama. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 3:58:07 AM 

Obama urges cooperation and innovation 

President Barack Obama called for sweeping bipartisan "investments" in science, education and infrastructure in his 

State of the Union address Tuesday night - all without increasing government spending. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 4:09:17 AM 

Video: Obama emphasizes cooperation, innovation 

Ig~~""lln his State of the Union address, President Barack Obama reassured Americans that "our destiny 
remains our choice" and that the country remains poised to do "big things." (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/20114:14:55 AM 

No.1 Ohio State trounces No. 12 Purdue 

Ig~~""lwilliam Buford had 19 points, Jared Sullinger added 17 and No.1 Ohio State played almost flawlessly in 
rolling past No. 12 Purdue 87-64 on Tuesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 4:51:02 AM 

Video: Bachmann: Obama put U.S. deeper in debt 

Ig~~""IDeliVering the Tea Party response to the State of the Union address, Michele Bachmann says that under 

President Obama "instead of cutting, we saw an unprecedented explosion of government spending and 
debt." Watch her entire speech. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 4:54:08 AM 

Ga. man executed for 1988 killing of teacher 

A Georgia man convicted of killing an Atlanta preschool teacher more than two decades ago has been executed by state 

corrections officials. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 6:12:35 AM 

Lakers rout Jazz for 7th straight home win 

Ig~~""IKobe Bryant scored 21 points in three quarters and the Los Angeles Lakers led all the way in defeating 
Utah 120-91 Tuesday night, handing the Jazz their fifth straight loss overall and on the road. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 8:22:45 AM 

Russian parliament approves arms pact with u.s. 

Russia's parliament approved the first nuclear arms reduction treaty with the United States in nearly a decade on 

Wednesday, voting to ratify the pact at the center of improved ties between the former Cold War foes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 9:51:41 AM 

$170 million mock city rises at Marine base 

Ig~~""IA mock city roughly the size of downtown San Diego has risen in a remote Southern California desert to 

train military forces to fight in urban environments. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 9:56:24 AM 

Moscow attack could 'easily' happen in U.S. 

Ig~~""~he suicide bombing at Moscow's busiest airport is a tragedy that "could have just as easily happened 

here," the commander of NORAD and the u.s. Northern Command said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/201110:49:03 AM 

GOP, Tea Party both respond to Obama speech 

Barack Obama was blamed for plunging the country into deeper debt in the Republican response to his address, but a 

separate Tea Party message hinted at the party's divisions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/201111:06:16 AM 

Afghan president inaugurates new parliament 

Ig~~""lpresident Hamid Karzai swore in the country's new parliament Wednesday in a ceremony that marked 
the end of a drawn-out battle over with lawmakers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/201112:53:28 PM 

Where home prices will rise, fall the most in '11 

Ig~~""ILike the two years proceeding it, 2010 was a tough year for home owners. Foreclosure rates broke 2009's 
record-breaking numbers and we can expect even more in 2011. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/20111:06:27 PM 

Video: 'Tiger Mom' tells Colbert: 'It's not a parenting book' 

Ig~~""IYale professor Amy Chua, who has spurred controversy with her new book, tells the Comedy Central 
host, "I do not believe that Chinese mothers are superior." (Way Too Early) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/20111:09:48 PM 

Video: Jackson attorney: Dr. Murray was 'reckless' 

Ig~~""IGeorge Lewis Tom Meseraeu, the attorney who successfully defended Michal Jackson against 

molestation charges, says he thinks his former client's personal doctor is guilty in the involuntary 
manslaughter charge he faces. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/20111:34:13 PM 

Health law could affect fertility treatment coverage 

Ig~~""IA panel of experts convened by the Institute of Medicine will decide whether infertility treatments should 

be included in exchange policies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/20111:38:30 PM 

'Godzilla-like creature' nabbed in Calif. town 

Ig~~""IA 5-foot Monitor lizard wandering around a condo complex in the city of Riverside was way bigger than 

animal control officer Jenny Seiter could have imagined. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/20111:58:08 PM 

Low in the alphabet? You may spend more 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/20111:58:08 PM 

New spirit in Washington, same old divisions 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama's call for more investments in education, infrastructure and research clash with 

Republican focus on slashing the deficit and debt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 2:29:00 PM 

First Thoughts: An 'exceptional' speech 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama's State of the Union wasn't exceptional in the traditional sense, but it was a strong 
rebuttal to some conservative critics who have charged that Obama doesn't believe in "American 

exceptionalism." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 2:43:37 PM 

Which breed is America's top dog? 

Bully for the bulldog: On the American Kennel Club's annual list of most popular breeds in the U.S., the jowly pooch with 

the stubby tail has reached its highest rank in 100 years. But which is the top dog in America? Here's a hint: It's an old 

standby. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 3:06:03 PM 

Calif. girls hospitalized after eating pot cookie 

Police in California say two children were hospitalized after eating a marijuana cookie they found on a kitchen counter, 

and their mother was arrested on suspicion of child endangerment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 3:31:04 PM 

Opinion: Physical style makes Nadal prone to injury 

Ig~~""~ennis.com: Even as Rafael Nadal is winning, he holds out the possibility of disaster. He plays matches on 
razor's edges and always seems one lunge away from his next injury. With every mad scramble across the 

court, he seems to be taking a day off of his career. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 4:06:08 PM 

Final word? T. rex indeed a ferocious killer 

Ig~~""lwas Tyrannosaurus rex a fearsome hunter, or merely an opportunistic scavenger? By looking at both 

potential rivals and prey of the ancient carnivore, scientists now have evidence that it had to indeed have 
been a fierce killer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/20114:12:04 PM 

Old Spice guy returning for round three 

Ig~~""ILast year's advertising sensation will soon make its 2011 debut, as Old Spice's suave, shirtless star returns 

in round three of his commercials for the Procter & Gamble Co. brand. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 4:55:33 PM 

Video: Monkeys and chimps slurp hot soup in Spain 

Ig~~""lzookeepers in Valencia, Spain, are keeping their chimp and monkey residents warm by serving them hot 
soup. TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 4:55:47 PM 

Toyota recalls 1.7 million vehicles for fuel leaks 

Ig~~""~oyota recalled nearly 1.7 million cars worldwide Wednesday for fuel leaks, the latest in a ballooning 

number of quality problems. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 5:08:23 PM 

What to do when a friend has memory loss 

Has a friend gotten forgetful? Psychologist Dale Atkins offers six tips for coping when a friend has memory loss: listen to 

music together, take a walk ... and stay connected. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 5:37:18 PM 

She's leaving home ... to major in Beatles 

Ig~~""IA former Miss Canada finalist has become the first graduate of a Liverpool university's groundmaking 

degree program based on analyzing the Beatles' music and their impact on Western culture. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 5:46:15 PM 

Video: Mother meets recipient of son's donated heart 

Ig~~""IAfter her son, Anthony, was killed by a drunk driver, Renee Varela decided to donate his organs. Now, she 
is meeting the man who was given a second chance by receiving her son's heart. KXAS's Randy Mcilwain 

reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 6:10:07 PM 

Calif. girls hospitalized after eating pot cookie 

Police in California say two children were hospitalized after eating a marijuana cookie they found on a kitchen counter, 

and their mother was arrested on suspicion of child endangerment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 6:13:52 PM 

Despite the despots, millions of smiles in Myanmar 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 6:20:05 PM 

Video: 'Homeboy' salsa changing lives, ringing up sales 

Ig~~""IHomebOY Industries, a company started to help counsel and rehab former gang members, hits the big 

time as a major supermarket chain begins distributing their products. KNBC's Cary Berglund reports. (NBC 
News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 6:33:32 PM 

Mosque opposed by some gets Calif. city's OK 

Ig~~""~he city council of Temecula, Calif., voted Wednesday to allow about 150 Muslim families to build a 

mosque after months of angry debate over the plan that included protests and letter-writing campaigns. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 6:44:52 PM 

'Rafa Slam' hopes dashed - Nadal swept out 

Ig~~""IRafael Nadal wiped the tears from his eyes with his taped-up fingers. His Rafa Slam was evaporating. The 
25-match winning streak in Grand Slams and his bid to become the first man since Rod Laver in 1969 to 

hold all four major titles at once was three games from ending. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 6:47:48 PM 

3-time Tour de France champ Contador suspended 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 6:47:56 PM 

Reid to Obama on earmarks: "Back off" 

Dismissing President Barack Obama's opposition to earmarks as "an applause line," Senate Majority leader Harry Reid 

told NBC News on Wednesday that the president should "back off" and let lawmakers continue to direct spending to 

their home districts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 6:54:01 PM 

Tunisia issues arrest warrant for ousted dictator 

Ig~~""~unisia has asked Interpol to help arrest ousted president Zine al-Abidine Ben Ali, his wife Leila Trabelsi 

and other members of the family who fled the country during an uprising. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 7:13:33 PM 

Video: Priests bless Romania's ice church 

r-~ church made of ice is open for worship services in the Carpathian Mountains of Romania. 
ODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 7:20:46 PM 

CBO forecast: frightening fodder for both parties 

Ig~~""~he big headline number from Wednesday's Congressional Budget Office report is a jolting shot of bad 

news: a budget deficit this fiscal year of close to $1.5 trillion, or 9.8 percent of gross domestic product 
{GDP}. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 7:21:21 PM 

Accused killer: I performed surgery on myself 

Ig~~""lwhile on the lam for 2~ years, a Japanese man wanted for the murder of a British woman says he 

scissored off his lower lip, dug two moles out of his cheek with a box cutter and gave himself a nose job in 
an attempt to obscure his identity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 7:30:51 PM 

CBO: U.S. budget deficit to hit $1.5 trillion 

Ig~~""IA continuing weak economy and last month's bipartisan tax cut legislation will drive the government's 

deficit to a record $1.5 trillion this year, a new government estimates predicts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 8:05:09 PM 

Israel: 2 indicted in killing of u.s. tourist 

Ig~~""llsraeli authorities indicted two Palestinians on Wednesday in the killing of an American woman late last 

year and said the men were also linked to another death and attacks aimed at Israelis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 8:07:33 PM 

Breast implants may be linked to rare cancer 

Ig~~""lwomen who have breast implants may be at greater risk for a rare but serious cancer, U.S. health 

regulators warned Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 8:14:38 PM 

Passenger enraged by JetBlue's 'credit only' policy 

A JetBlue flight was diverted to Salt Lake City early Monday after a passenger who requested a headset became upset 

when told that he needed to pay with a credit card and said, "I will take this plane down." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 8:16:28 PM 

Mining, oil fuel jobs vs. environment debate 

The Obama administration's own experts say proposed new coal mining regulations to protect streams would eliminate 

thousands of jobs across the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 8:17:42 PM 

Rumor: Facebook phones are coming!!! 

HTC is slated to unveil not one but two Facebook phones in February, according to City AM, a UK news site. They will be 

"high-end smart phones," running Android with Facebook "branding and colors." Their purpose will be to make life 

easier for Facebook addicts by featuring Facebook messages on the home screen, and integrating calling and e-mailing 

using Facebook friend info. Wait, don't most smart phones do that? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 8:26:13 PM 

Video: Obama: Not in Green Bay 'because I lost a bet' 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama jokes with Packers fans while speaking in Green Bay, Wis. Obama notes that he 
received three Packers jerseys after being in Green Bay for less than an hour. Obama is a well-known 

Chicago Bears fan. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2011 8:40:39 PM 

Video: Police battle protesters in Egypt 

Ig~~""IA second day of street protests aimed at forcing Egypt's president out of office were met with a violent 

crackdown today. Police clashed with thousands of demonstrators, using riot vans and baton charges to 
break up the crowds. lTV's John Ray in the capital, Cairo, when the security forces moved in. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/201110:14:06 PM 

Statham shines in 'Mechanic' remake 

It's probably blasphemy, but "The Mechanic" starring Jason Statham is better than the 1972 original starring Charles 

Bronson - and Statham is better in the lead role than Bronson was. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/201110:21:58 PM 

Abortion doesn't trigger mental distress, says study 

A new study suggests having an abortion does not increase the risk of mental health problems, but having a baby does. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/201110:25:20 PM 

Thousands defy Egypt's leader in fresh protests 

Ig~~""IEgYPtian anti-government activists pelted police with firebombs and rocks in a second day of clashes 

Wednesday that left two dead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/201110:36:51 PM 

Fed: Recovery isn't affecting joblessness enough 

The economy isn't growing fast enough to lower unemployment and still needs help from the Federal Reserve's $600 

billion Treasury bond-purchase program. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/201110:43:20 PM 

Owner: Kitten froze to death in plane's cargo hold 

Ig~~""IHeather Lombardi paid nearly $300 to fly Snickers, an ll-week-old, 3-pound hairless kitten, from Utah to 

Connecticut. When Snickers arrived, she was icy cold and died shortly afterwards. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/201110:49:23 PM 

Giffords to get speaking valve in breathing tube 

Doctors treating Rep. Gabrielle Giffords say they plan to put a speaking valve in her breathing tube to help her speak. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/201111:03:44 PM 

State of our personal finances? Better, but ... 

Just as President Barack Obama took a reassuring tone in the State of the Union address, there are reasons for optimism 

when it comes to our personal finances. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/201111:15:34 PM 

Ford recalls Windstar minivans over steering 

Ford is recalling more than 400,000 Windstar minivans in cold-weather states to fix brackets and mounts which could 

cause a driver to lose control. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/201111:24:40 PM 

Nintendo's big, pricey bet on 3-D 

Ig~~""~he Nintendo 3DS arrives in U.S. stores on March 27 for $250 - that's the same price Nintendo launched 

its Wii console for back in 2006. That $250 price tag puts it in direct competition with the current line-up 
of consoles, with the Wii and Xbox 360 now selling for $200 and the Playstation 3 selling for $300. Will gamers 
be willing to pay that price? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/201111:43:47 PM 

Video: Rep. Giffords working with speech pathologist 

Ig~~""IDoctors upgraded Congresswoman Gabby Giffords' condition from "serious" to "good" on Wednesday 

after she was moved from a hospital intensive care unit to a rehab facility in Houston. NBC's Janet 
Shamlian reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/201112:02:04 AM 

Video: Storm plows into Northeast 

Ig~~""IA winter storm that has shut down Washington D.C. is rolling up the East Coast and bringing heavy, wet 
snow along with it. NBC's Tom Costello reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/201112:02:19 AM 

Officials: 21 killed in Colombia mine blast 

Ig~~""IAn explosion likely caused by a methane gas buildup ripped through an underground coal mine in 

Colombia during a shift change Wednesday, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/201112:03:34 AM 

Video: Obama takes SOTU message to Midwest 

Ig~~""IFresh off the State of the Union Address, President Obama hit the road and headed for a state that will 
be crucial to him if he's going to win another term in office. NBC's Chuck Todd reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/201112:04:45 AM 

Video: Violent clashes continue in Cairo 

Ig~~""IEgYPtian security forces cracked down hard Wednesday as protesters took to the streets for a second 
day, calling for the ouster of President Hosni Mubarak. ITN's John Ray reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/201112:05:17 AM 

Video: No more 'orange alert': Terror color codes to expire 

Ig~~""IHomeland Security has announced plans to replace the color-coded system of terrorism alerts that 

frequent fliers are all too familiar with. NBC's Kevin Tibbles reports from O'Hare Airport. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/201112:16:46 AM 

White House delays assault weapons reporting rule 

The White House, facing fierce criticism from the gun lobby, has delayed approval of a proposed rule that federal 

officials say could slow the flow of u.s. assault rifles to Mexico's drug cartels. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/201112:17:48 AM 

A decade since Sept. 11, West's threat list grows 

The 10th anniversary of the 9/11 attacks on the United States is likely to spur al-Qaida to redouble its efforts to instigate 

a big attack on U.S. and other Western targets, Western officials say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/201112:54:16 AM 

Drug maker: Don't use our sedative for executions 

Ig~~""~he sole U.S. manufacturer of a sedative used to execute death row inmates opposes the practice and 

asked the Oklahoma to stop and Ohio not to start. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20111:12:15 AM 

Drug catapult discovered on Mexico border 

Drug smugglers used a catapult to fire contraband over the border between Mexico and Arizona near Naco, authorities 

said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20111:21:17 AM 

Video: Smugglers caught using catapult to traffic drugs 

Ig~~""lsurveillance video appears to show drug smugglers using a catapult to transport narcotics over the 

border between Mexico and Arizona near Naco. Video courtesy of u.s. Customs and Border 
Protection. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20111:27:21 AM 

Ex-gov, Argentine lover frolic on Uruguay beach 

A week after divorced South Carolina Gov. Mark Sanford left office, he and his Argentine lover were spotted frolicking on 

the same Uruguay beach where their romance began. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20111:53:05 AM 

1 dead as snow slams East again 

Another snowstorm sweeps over the East, paralyzing roads and airports in the Washington area and adding to winter 

misery elsewhere. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2011 2:45:05 AM 

U.S. missionary shot in Mexico, dies in Texas 

Nancy Shuman Davis, 59, was rushed to a hospital in McAllen, Texas, with a gunshot wound to the head after her 

husband drove against traffic to cross the Pharr International Bridge from Mexico, police say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2011 2:57:35 AM 

Space disasters still have lessons to teach 

Ig~~""IEven though the space shuttle era is winding down, a new generation of spaceship builders would do well 

to reflect on the lessons gleaned from NASA's Apollo 1, Challenger and Columbia disasters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2011 4:05:49 AM 

Durant scores 47, spoils love's 31 and 21 night 

Ig~~""IKevin Durant had career highs of 47 points and 18 rebounds, and the Oklahoma City Thunder overcame a 
31-point, 21-rebound night from Kevin Love to beat the Minnesota Timberwolves, 118-117, in overtime 

on Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20115:05:10 AM 

Fredette's 43 helps BYU hand No.4 SDSU 1st loss 

Ig~~""~immer Fredette scored 43 points and ninth-ranked BYU beat No.4 San Diego State 71-58 before a 

frenzied crowd Wednesday night, handing the Aztecs their first defeat of the season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2011 5:26:55 AM 

Li upsets Wozniacki to reach Aussie Open final 

Ig~~""ILi Na became the first Chinese player to reach a Grand Slam singles final, saving a match point before 
beating top-ranked Caroline Wozniacki 3-6, 7-5, 6-3 Thursday in the Australian Open semifinals. She'll 

face Kim Clijsters, who advanced with a comfortable win over Vera Zvonareva. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2011 6:51:46 AM 

Sony reveals PSP successor: code name NGP 

Ig~~""IAfter months of intense speculation, Sony has finally revealed the successor to the PSP and PSPgo game 
devices it currently offers. It's code named NGP or Next Generation Portable and will be available this 

coming holiday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/201112:34:43 PM 

Foreclosures spread into previously safe areas 

The foreclosure crisis is getting worse as high unemployment and lackluster job prospects force homeowners in an 

increasing number of metropolitan areas into dire financial straits. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/201112:36:13 PM 

ConsumerMan: The go-to guy on Web safety 

Ig~~""~he Commerce Department is currently working with the White House Cybersecurity Coordinator to 

develop a program that will create greater levels of online trust and privacy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/201112:38:13 PM 

10 best Super Bowl ads of the (young) century 

The first 10 years of the new century have been a surprisingly fruitful period for Super Bowl advertising. Here is a look at 

the best of the past decade, from the silly to the somber. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20111:01:45 PM 

Video: 'Snow' way! Northeast buried in snow again 

Ig~~""IA major snowstorm has pummeled the Northeast once again, dumping nearly 2 feet all the way up 

through New England. TODAY reports from Greenwich, Conn., and Braintree, Mass., while TODAY's AI 
Roker tracks the storm. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20111:03:17 PM 

Video: What's causing winter's wicked weather? 

Ig~~""lscience professor Michio Kaku explains why many cities across the u.s. are being blanketed in record 
snowfall. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20111:07:03 PM 

Video: Loughner prepped for assassination aftermath? 

Ig~~""lln an exclusive interview with NBC's Mike Taibbi, Capt. Chris Nanos, who is heading the investigation in 
the Tucson massacre, describes the alleged gunman's actions during and after the attack. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20111:08:21 PM 

Video: Reid blasts Obama for targeting earmarks 

Ig~~""IDemocratic Majority Leader Harry Reid tells NBC's Kelly O'Donnell that the president's State of the Union 
promise to veto pork-laden bills was an "applause line." (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20111:33:59 PM 

Video: See how supermarkets get you to spend more 

Ig~~""IFrom supersized shopping carts to illuminated displays, grocery stores are pulling out all the stops to get 

you to consume and spend more. So are you being tricked into buying more? Find out with CNBC's Tyler 
Mathisen. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20111:48:35 PM 

Army base locked down after 'serious concern' 

An Army base where military weapons are tested was locked down for several hours to resolve a "serious concern," 

officials said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2011 2:09:09 PM 

First Nadal, and now Federer KO'd at Aussie 

Ig~~""IFirst Rafael Nadal, now Roger Federer. Federer, the 16-time Grand Slam winner, was knocked out of the 

Australian Open 7-6 (3), 7-5, 6-4 on Thursday by 2008 champion Novak Djokovic. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20112:17:50 PM 

Cheers! 10 best apres-ski scenes 

Ig~~""~he exhilaration needn't end after the pistes close when the apres-ski scene ranks supreme. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20112:19:23 PM 

Jobless claims pushed higher by wintry weather 

The number of people applying for unemployment benefits rose sharply last week, but the figures were largely distorted 

by rare snowstorms that swept through the Southeast. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2011 2:22:35 PM 

Yemenis join Mideast protest wave 

Ig~~""~housands of Yemenis took to the streets of Sanaa Thursday to demand a change of government, 

inspired by the unrest that has ousted Tunisia's leader and spread to Egypt this week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20112:29:18 PM 

First Thoughts: External affairs 

Ig~~""~he political unrest in Egypt is another reminder of how external events always have the potential to 
knock the White House off its planned focus - in this case, the economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2011 2:38:02 PM 

Four seconds is all it takes for silence to get awkward 

A Dutch psychologist may have uncovered exactly what it is that makes those disruptions in conversation so horribly 

uncomfortable: They elicit deep-seated, primal fears of social acceptance and belonging. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2011 2:41:49 PM 

Salty snacks harm your heart in just 30 minutes 

Just a half hour after you scarf down a salty snack, clear changes can be seen in your arteries, a new study 

shows. Researchers found that salt-laden foods impair the ability of blood vessels to widen for up to two hours. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2011 2:48:32 PM 

Ford recalls more than 400,000 minivans 

Ford Motor Co. recalled more than 400,000 Windstar minivans in cold-weather states on Wednesday to fix brackets and 

mounts which could separate from the vehicle's subframe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2011 2:57:32 PM 

Mystery piano prankster steps up to face the music 

The mystery of the baby grand piano that appeared out of nowhere on a sandbar near Miami has been solved - and it 

turns out to involve an epic music video that never happened, a New Year's Eve party, and plenty of alcohol. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2011 3:30:45 PM 

Walk like a man: Gorilla strolls on hind legs 

Ig~~""IA gorilla has achieved fame for walking upright on his hind legs like a human at a British animal park. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2011 3:39:53 PM 

American man burns himself to death in India 

Police sayan American man has died after setting himself on fire in an abandoned Buddhist center in northwestern 

India. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2011 3:41:07 PM 

U.S. embassy worker shoots 2 dead in Pakistan 

An American consular employee traveling in a car in Pakistan shot and killed two armed men on a motorcycle as they 

tried to rob him on Thursday, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2011 3:49:44 PM 

Teach For America gets $100 million 

Teach For America, the education organization that has placed recent college graduates in low-income public schools, is 

getting $100 million to launch its first-ever endowment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2011 4:00:48 PM 

Egyptian bloggers brave police intimidation 

Their voices may not be the ones heard on the streets of Egypt, but what the nation's bloggers are saying is coming 

through loud and clear over the Internet, via websites and social networking sites, like Facebook and Twitter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2011 4:23:58 PM 

Grab a hanky for 'Idol's must-see moment 

Chris Medina shares a heartbreaking story, belts out his song and earns a trip to Hollywood. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20114:39:10 PM 

'Dating Game' serial killer indicted in '70s deaths 

Ig~~""IA convicted California serial killer is being charged with the 1970s killings of two women in New York, a 

law enforcement official said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2011 4:56:50 PM 

PBT: Lakers' Jackson confirms he won't return 

Ig~~""lpBT: Lakers coach Phil Jackson confirms in an interview that he's done coaching after this season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2011 5:20:24 PM 

Verizon offering AT&T iPhone trade-in program? 

Verizon Wireless is reportedly offering up to a $360 for your current iPhone if you buy an iPhone from them, along with 

signing up for a two-year contract. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2011 5:23:40 PM 

Panel blames deregulation for financial crisis 

Ig~~""IA deeply divided u.s. investigative panel issued a scathing critique of the culture of deregulation 

championed by Former Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2011 5:26:01 PM 

Winter weather once again wallops travelers 

Thousands of flights were canceled Wednesday and Thursday, and travelers heading in and out of the East Coast are 

facing major headaches after the region took yet another major winter weather pounding. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2011 5:46:06 PM 

Biological weapons base reopens after scare 

Ig~~""IA Utah military base that carries out tests to protect troops against biological attacks was locked down 

for nearly 12 hours overnight because a small amount of a nerve agent was unaccounted for. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20115:53:16 PM 

Writer of '0: A Presidential Novel' reportedly revealed 

Ig~~""lwaShington need wonder no more who wrote "0: A Presidential Novel," about an administration that 

looks a lot like Barack Obama's: According to a Time magazine reporter, the mystery author is a longtime 
speechwriter and adviser to Sen. John McCain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2011 6:32:49 PM 

Challenger: 25 years later, the wound still aches 

Ig~~""IA quarter-century later, images of the exploding space shuttle still signify all that can go wrong with 

technology and the sharpest minds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2011 7:16:54 PM 

Alaska must release Palin e-mails by May 

The state of Alaska has until May 31 to release about 25,000 pages of e-mails from former Gov. Sarah Palin and senior 

members of her administration, the state attorney general declares. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2011 7:30:12 PM 

He'll forgive infidelity, as long as it's another girl 

Half of men would forgive their female partner's infidelity, as long as it was with another woman, according to a new 

study on cheating. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2011 7:49:28 PM 

Feeling SAD? Coping when the sun goes away 

About 1 to 10 percent of adults in the United States suffer from seasonal affective disorder, which is type of major 

depression. From exercise to light-box treatments, here's what can help you get through the rest of the season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20118:21:10 PM 

Cow guts and energy: Seeking biofuel's holy grail 

Ig~~""llt may not be glamorous, but the holy grail for efficient biofuels - the kind that don't compete with our 

food supply - could end up being found inside the guts of cows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2011 8:26:42 PM 

Video: Video shows SUV slamming into shop 

Ig~~""lsurveillance video captures a terrifying scene in Kentucky as a speeding SUV shears off a power pole and 
crashes into a Subway sandwich shop. WPSD's Jennifer Horbelt reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2011 9:02:02 PM 

Senate Tea Partiers aim for interactive 'caucus' 

About 100 activists gathered in the cavernous Capitol Hill hearing room Thursday for the inaugural meeting of the 

Senate "Tea Party Caucus." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20119:07:16 PM 

Dozens die as car bomb targets Iraq funeral 

Ig~~""IA car bomb explodes at a funeral in a Shiite part of the Iraqi capital, killing at least 48 people, health and 

security sources said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20119:11:30 PM 

World Blog: Watching Egypt's protests 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2011 9:19:45 PM 

Carney to be new White House press secretary 

According to senior White House officials, the president is going to name Jay Carney J currently the communications 

director for Vice President Biden J to replace Robert Gibbs as White House press secretary. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2011 9:40:55 PM 

Bulgarian gets 2 years for stealing dead boy's ID 

r-~ Bulgarian man who lived for 14 years as an American citizen was sentenced to two years and one day 
hursday for stealing the identity of an Ohio boy who was kidnapped and killed at age 3. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2011 9:41:31 PM 

Video: Egypt opposition leader joins protesters 

Ig~~""IDemonstrators in Egypt defied a ban on street protests for a third day on Thursday as Mohamed 
EIBaradei returned to join them in their continuing bid to change President Hosni Mubarak IS powerful 

ruling regime. lTV's John Ray reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/201110:43:16 PM 

Obama picks Carney for press secretary 

President Barack Obama has chosen Jay Carney, the communications chief to Vice President Joe Biden and a former 

magazine journalist, to be the next White House press secretary. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/201111:18:23 PM 

PGT: Tiger off to strong start in 2011 

Ig~~""lpGT: Tiger Woods made an encouraging start to his 2011 season, firing a 3-under-par 69 on Thursday, but 

he is still five shots behind the leader. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/201111:48:43 PM 

Video: As Arab revolt spreads, Egypt braces for 'Day of Rage' 

Ig~~""IAS the clock ticks down to a demonstration expected to draw tens of thousands of Egyptian protesters to 

the streets on Friday, one of America's biggest allies in the Arab world is under siege. NBC Chief Foreign 
Correspondent Richard Engel reports from Cairo. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/201111:52:26 PM 

Jackson says in interview this is his last season 

Los Angeles Lakers coach Phil Jackson has reiterated this will be his last season working the sideline. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/201112:01:02 AM 

Gay activist on paper's 'hang them' list killed 

Ig~~""IA Ugandan gay rights activist slain after his photo was printed on the cover of a newspaper that called for 

gays to be executed was likely killed during a robbery, police said on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/201112:06:30 AM 

Video: Brain injury progress comes in baby steps 

Ig~~""IMany of the professionals who'll be helping Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords regain function have 

experience treating brain-injured military veterans. NBC's Chief Science Correspondent Robert Bazell 
reports on the rigorous process of rehabilitating patients to a new normal. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/201112:11:14 AM 

Video: Beached piano caper ends on a sour note 

Ig~~""~he pranksters behind the now-famous grand piano that's been sitting on a sandbar in the middle of 

Biscayne Bay for more than three weeks had their comeuppance on Thursday as officials ordered its 
immediate removal. NBC's Mark Potter reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/201112:13:08 AM 

Red Tape: Buy a new car and get $5,0007 

Here's a proposition you don't hear every day: Buy a new car, put no money down, and walk out of the dealership with a 

check for $5,000. Is it possible? Yes. It is a good idea? Almost certainly not. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/201112:24:30 AM 

Video: Prime Super Bowl parking spot, only $990 

Ig~~""lsnagging a prime parking spot for the Super Bowl, just across the street from Dallas' Cowboy Stadium is 

still possible, but it will cost you dearly. KXAS's Ellen Goldberg reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/201112:41:06 AM 

PFT: Fisher-Titans split raises more questions 

Ig~~""lpFT: The parting of Jeff Fisher and the Titans on Thursday raises plenty of issues - from Vince Young's 
fate to Fisher's successor - writes Mike Florio. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/201112:41:57 AM 

Potential scams top 7,000 in BP spill compensation 

The $20 billion fund responsible for compensating victims of BP's Gulf of Mexico oil spill has received more than 7,000 

potentially fraudulent claims, many of which have been referred to the Justice Department for criminal investigations, 

the fund's administrator told a Senate panel on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/20111:17:04 AM 

Muslim birth rate falls, slower population growth 

Falling birth rates will slow the world's Muslim population growth over the next two decades, reducing it on average 

from 2.2 percent a year in 1990-2010 to 1.5 percent a year from now until 2030, a new study says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/20111:21:57 AM 

Opinion: The new Tiger may not be so bad after all 

Ig~~""loPinion: Tiger Woods may not win this week. But if his opening round of 2011 is any indication, he's 
going to win this year - and maybe even add to his majors collection. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/20111:29:55 AM 

Report: Sheen suffering from stomach hernia 

Ig~~""~MZ says actor was taken from his home on a stretcher and hospitalized with abdominal pains. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/20111:37:39 AM 

LeBron, Wade to lead East vs. West in All-Star game 

Ig~~""ILeBron James and Dwyane Wade are headed to the All-Star game together, and Kobe Bryant earns his 

13th straight selection. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/20111:45:25 AM 

Family booted from plane over infant carrier 

A California mother says she was forced off a United Airlines flight in a dispute over a seat row too narrow to 

accommodate an infant carrier. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 2:14:14 AM 

Hyde: 10 infamous moments in Super Bowl history 

Ig~~""~he Super Bowl brings out the best in players and teams. Sometimes it brings out the worst. Here are 10 
infamous moments in Super Bowl history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 2:15:36 AM 

Titans, Fisher parting ways after 16 full seasons 

Ig~~""lln a surprising move, the Tennessee Titans have parted ways with Jeff Fisher, who was the NFL's longest

tenured coach. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 2:42:14 AM 

III. high court: Emanuel can run for Chicago mayor 

Ig~~""~he Illinois Supreme Court has put Rahm Emanuel back on the ballot for Chicago mayor after an appellate 

court said Emanuel could not run because he did not meet a residency requirement. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 2:55:09 AM 

How to handle Super Bowl distractions? Ask the Saints 

Ig~~""IAllee-walsh: The Saints got a week of R&R before the Super Bowl, when players were advised "to take 

care of all the B.S. before you get to Miami." With one reminder, it actually worked, too. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 3:14:48 AM 

Awkward! 'Idol' makes exes perform a duet 

Ig~~""IA pair of exes inspired the judges to turn their podium into a cross between "Loveline" and liThe Dating 
Game," and were as subtle as a grandma urging her 3D-something grandkid to just get married already. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 3:18:15 AM 

NYC Mayor Bloomberg responds to NRA critics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 3:23:19 AM 

Okla. official questions hiring pregnant woman 

A member of Oklahoma's Board of Education drew heated reaction Thursday after saying a newly hired administrator 

would be "worthless" as a legislative liaison if she took immediate maternity leave. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 3:33:46 AM 

Scientists want to probe Egypt's Great Pyramid 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Scientists from Quebec want to test an unorthodox claim that the 
Great Pyramid was built inside-out and contains two hidden chambers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/20114:11:47 AM 

Egypt braces for 'day of rage' 

Ig~~""IEgYPt's government disrupted Internet service and deployed an elite special operations counterterrorism 

force Friday, hours before anti-government protesters prepared for a new wave of mass rallies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 5:00:09 AM 

Knicks don't back down, beat Heat 

Ig~~""IDanilo Gallinari and Landry Fields made consecutive 3-pointers in the final 1:18, and the New York Knicks 
took advantage of LeBron James's miserable shooting night to beat the Miami Heat 93-88 on Thursday 

night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 5:53:55 AM 

S. Africa: 'No need to panic' about Mandela 

Former South African President Nelson Mandela is undergoing specialized tests in a hospital and there is no reason to 

panic, Deputy President Kgalema Motlanthe said in a statement on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 5:56:10 AM 

New spaceships should be safer than shuttle 

Ig~~""INASA says private-sector spaceships will have to satisfy safety standards that the space shuttle can't 
meet - and the companies building those spaceships say they'll rise to the challenge. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 6:36:54 AM 

Trial of activist artist in China ends; no verdict 

The trial of a Chinese artist who led a daring march toward Tiananmen Square and was later accused of assaulting police 

ended Friday without an immediate verdict in a case his supporters say is revenge for his activism. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 8:04:47 AM 

Ferry burns in Indonesia; at least 11 dead 

Ig~~""IA crowded ferry caught fire in Indonesia early Friday, killing at least 11 people and sending passengers 

jumping into the sea, officials said. Five people also died when two passenger trains collided. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 9:31:30 AM 

House GOP debates Medicare privatization plan 

Months after they hammered Democrats for cutting Medicare, House Republicans are debating whether to relaunch 

their quest to privatize the health program for seniors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/201110:31:21 AM 

WikiLeaks: Mubarak allows suffering to avoid 'chaos' 

u.s. diplomats repeatedly raised concerns with Egyptian officials about jailed dissidents and bloggers and followed 

reports of torture by police, according to cables released by WikiLeaks Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/201111:26:00 AM 

Spy, Olympian? Top official exposed as fantasist 

New Zealand's prime minister has admitted it was "a little embarrassing" after an official with high-level security 

clearance was exposed as a fantasist. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/201111:38:48 AM 

Medvedev signs ratification of nuke pact with US 

Ig~~""IRussian President Dmitry Medvedev on Friday signed the ratification of a nuclear arms cut pact with the 

United States, the centerpiece of President Barack Obama's efforts to reset ties with Moscow. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/201112:30:40 PM 

Five fabulous homes you can get for $350,000 

This week TODAY'S Barbara Corcoran goes from Houston to New York in search of truly unique properties you can get 

for $350,000 or less. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/201112:44:22 PM 

A student's 'gap year' need not break the bank 

The growing popularity of delaying college for a "gap year" has generated much attention about the cost. Prepackaged 

programs promising life-altering experiences can charge $30,000 or more. But it's possible to get the benefits of time off 

without digging into college savings, if you have a plan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/20111:04:47 PM 

Life Inc.: Telling the IRS what it wants to hear 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: An IRS-commissioned poll finds that the vast majority of Americans think cheating on taxes is 

bad. No word on how they feel about being personally audited. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/20111:06:45 PM 

Video: Northeast digs out as another storm looms 

Ig~~""~he Northeast continues to dig itself out of the snow after yet another winter storm, with more 
accumulation on the way. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/20111:09:00 PM 

Too much optimism may harm cancer patients 

An optimistic outlook is often argued to have a positive impact on cancer. But "unrealistic optimism," which a new study 

has found to be common among patients enrolling in early phase drug trials, may have a downside. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/20111:09:48 PM 

Permanent makeup infection raises eyebrows 

We've all heard of infectious laughs. But how about infectious eyebrows? That's what 12 women from Switzerland were 

left with after a freelance artist with a pot of tainted ink applied permanent makeup to the women's brows, resulting in 

a serious mycobacterial infection. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/20111:11:09 PM 

Video: Palin comes down hard on Obama 

Ig~~""~ODAY'S Meredith Vieira talks with MSNBC's Lawrence O'Donnell about Sarah Palin's harsh criticisms of 
President Obama's State of the Union address. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/20111:13:13 PM 

Video: Forget the dog! Mailman faces angry bird 

Ig~~""IWhO you callin' a turkey, buster? In Cape Cod, Mass., a local fowl's feathers are clearly ruffled by the 
postman. TODAY's Natalie Morales takes a look at the hilarious video. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/20111:14:14 PM 

Video: Nelson Mandela released from hospital 

Ig~~""IFormer South African President Nelson Mandela was released from a Johannesburg hospital Friday after 

tests. NBC's Stephanie Gosk reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/20111:16:19 PM 

Video: 25 years later: The Challenger disaster 

Ig~~""~oday marks the 25th anniversary of the Challenger space shuttle disaster. NBC's Tom Costello reports on 
this solemn day for NASA. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/20111:18:12 PM 

10 essentials for surviving Doomsday 2012 

Ig~~""IDoomSday'S right around the corner. Well, actually it's slated for Dec. 21, 2012, if you believe the 

believers. But now's the time to get prepared. If you don't have an 87-tool Swiss Army knife, a $400,000 
survival vehicle or a wearable sleeping bag, what are you waiting for? Get the essentials today! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/20111:22:57 PM 

Afghan police: 9 die in Kabul supermarket blast 

Ig~~""IA suicide bomber blew himself up inside a Western-style grocery store on Friday in Kabul, killing at least 

nine people in what was the deadliest attack in the capital against a location frequented by foreigners in 
just over a year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/20111:23:15 PM 

Video: Protesters, police clash in Egypt 

Ig~~""lprotesters in Cairo are calling for President Hosni Mubarak to step down as unrest continues to spread. 
NBC's Richard Engel reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/20111:36:21 PM 

U.S. economy picked up speed as 2010 ended 

Ig~~""~he U.S. economy gathered speed in the fourth quarter, though a touch below expectations, with the 

biggest gain in consumer spending in more than four years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/20111:43:55 PM 

Nelson Mandela discharged from hospital 

Ig~~""INelson Mandela was discharged from hospital Friday after a doctor said he had "responded very well" to 

treatment for a lung infection. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/20111:57:42 PM 

Video: Mary Kay Letourneau: Fallout of case was 'tragic' 

Ig~~""~he teacher who was jailed for having sexual relations with one of her students when he was only 12, is 
now married to him, and a new grandmother. She tells TODAY's Meredith Vieira that "there were tragic 

things" about her high-profile case, but says "I don't look back." (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 2:21:07 PM 

Bumps remain on economy's road to recovery 

The u.s. economy is picking up speed on the road to recovery. But there are still plenty of bumps and potholes ahead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 2:21:48 PM 

More wintry weather heads to the Northeast 

The storm-weary East Coast could get more snow Friday, as residents continued to dig out from heavy snowfall earlier 

this week and thousands remained without power. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 2:25:40 PM 

Marriott pulls skin flicks from hotel rooms 

Skin flicks soon will be stripped from all Marriott TV screens, but industry insiders say X-rated offerings are not likely to 

disappear soon from America's hotel rooms. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 2:27:20 PM 

Celebrating the Year of the Rabbit 

This year marks the Year of the Rabbit, so it's a great time to jump in and join a Chinese New Year celebration in 

Singapore, Beijing, New York City, Washington, D.C. or one of these other good luck cities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 2:56:02 PM 

Taco Bell using ads to battle back on beef 

Ig~~""[aco Bell is launching an advertising campaign Friday to fight back against a lawsuit charging its taco 
filling isn't beef. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 3:07:06 PM 

PhotoBlog: A bird's eye view of southern Afghanistan 

Ig~~""IA rural idyll, but also a warzone: a bird's eye view of southern Afghanistan 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 3:10:49 PM 

Charlie Sheen released from hospital 

Ig~~""~he actor's publicist says he was home resting Thursday night and will be on the set of "Two and a Half 
Men" on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 3:13:22 PM 

Video: Inside the underbelly of New York City 

Ig~~""IFOIiOW urban explorer Steve Duncan and videographer Andrew Wonder on their Indiana Jones-like 

adventure through the labyrinth of subway and sewer tunnels beneath the concrete jungle of New York 
City. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 3:28:10 PM 

Egypt shows how easily Internet can be silenced 

The move by Egyptian authorities to seal off the country almost entirely from the Internet shows how easily a state can 

isolate its people when telecoms providers are few and compliant. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 3:32:06 PM 

Keebler recalls 17,000 cartons of fudge sticks 

Keebler has recalled 17,000 eight-count cartons of Keebler Fudge Shoppe jumbo fudge sticks because the mislabeled 

cartons contain individually wrapped jumbo peanut butter sticks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 3:33:39 PM 

First Thoughts: Shades of 2004? 

Ig~~""lwhile it's still very early, and we don't yet know who'll actually run, the potential GOP presidential field 

right now looks very similar to the Democratic one that lined up against George W. Bush in 2004. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 3:40:18 PM 

PFT: Suspicious package turns out to be trash 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 3:40:18 PM 

PFT: Suspicious package at Cowboys Stadium 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 3:42:51 PM 

Police: Calif. school cop lied about being shot 

Law enforcement officials allege Officer Jeffrey Stenroos was lying when he said a gunman shot him in the chest as he 

patrolled near a San Fernando Valley high school Jan. 19. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 3:54:56 PM 

Kindle books now outsell paperbacks 

One month after Amazon announced that its third-generation Kindle "eclipsed 'Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows' as 

the bestselling product in Amazon's history," CEO Jeff Bezos announces: "Kindle books have now overtaken paperback 

books as the most popular format on Amazon.com." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/20114:19:40 PM 

Letourneau: I wouldn't want daughters dating teacher 

Mary Kay Letourneau, who was jailed for having sex with her student Viii Fualaau when he was 13, is now 48 - a new 

grandmother and the wife of Fualaau, now 27. On Friday, she said that she would not want her own teenage daughters 

dating their teachers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 4:34:16 PM 

Ford 2010 profit up; stumbles as year ended 

Ford earned its largest profit in more than a decade in 2010, as demand for its cars and trucks rose and it benefited from 

years of restructuring. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 4:55:37 PM 

Taliban: Deadly store blast targeted Xe worker 

Ig~~""IA suicide bomber blew himself up inside a Western-style grocery store in Kabul on Friday, killing at least 

eight people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 5:01:39 PM 

Robber shot after using hostage as human shield 

A man who allegedly took a woman hostage during a Friday bank robbery in suburban Washington, D.C., has been killed, 

authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 5:12:50 PM 

Video: College dropouts make a killing 'flipping' websites 

Ig~~...,~wo college dropouts from Florida are earning a lot of money by "flipping" web sites. WTVJ's Adam 

Kuperstein explains. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 5:35:24 PM 

Man charged in deaths of girlfriend, mom of 2 

Ig~~""IA 34-year-old man has been charged with murder in the shooting deaths of a mother of two and another 

woman after authorities found their bodies buried in southwest Michigan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 5:44:29 PM 

13 percent of biology teachers back creationism 

The majority of high school biology teachers don't take a solid stance on evolution with their students, mostly to avoid 

conflicts, and fewer than 30 percent of teachers take an adamant pro-evolutionary stance on the topic, a new study 

finds. Also, 13 percent of these teachers advocate creationism in their classrooms. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 5:46:43 PM 

U.S. official faces murder charges in Pakistan 

Pakistan will pursue murder charges against a u.s. consular employee suspected in the shooting deaths of two armed 

men possibly intent on robbing him, a prosecutor said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 5:54:17 PM 

Demolition set for Okla. town plagued by lead 

Ig~~""INearIY every commercial building left standing in Picher, Okla., a town plagued by lead pollution and 

sinkholes, is to be demolished. But one man says he's staying put for now. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 6:17:40 PM 

Video: Okla. politician: Pregnant woman 'worthless' if hired 

Ig~~""IFormer Oklahoma Senator Herb Rozell is feeling some heat after publicly criticizing the potential hiring of 
a pregnant woman by the state's school board. KFOR's Marika Lorraine reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 6:20:19 PM 

Video: Engel: Mubarak regime restores cellphone service 

Ig~~""INBC'S Richard Engel describes the Egyptian people's reaction to President Obama's remarks on the unrest 

in Egypt, and reports that the Mubarak regime has restored access to the Blackberry and 
cellphones. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 6:41:48 PM 

What Egypt's rulers don't want you to see 

In an unprecedented move to prevent the world from seeing the escalating protests and other displays of internal 

tumult, the Egyptian government has slammed the door on the Internet. But, like those pesky dinosaurs in Jurassic Park 

that find a way to survive and thrive, so too does footage that the government doesn't want you to see find a way to 

viewers around the globe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 6:46:23 PM 

Video: Warning signs for Romney 

Ig~~""lpOlitiCOJS Jonathan Martin explains why some Republican Party notables may not back Mitt Romney if he 

runs for president in 2012. (Mitchell Reports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 7:05:54 PM 

Single mom run over by own car gets new set of wheels 

You could call it a twist of fate or perhaps a fortunate accident. But Caressa Jones says if she hadn't been run over by her 

own car last year, she wouldn't have the new van she so desperately needs and she wouldn't know how many people in 

the community care. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 7:08:40 PM 

Video: Cash discovered hidden in donated records 

Ig~~""IAfter checking in a treasure-trove of 1,400 classical records, record store employees find, and return, 
thousands found tucked inside the album covers. KING's Tonya Mosley reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 7:48:50 PM 

Is Internet access a human right? 

Ig~~""lwhile most people, including most Egyptians, took Internet access for granted as a constant, the 

suddenness of Egypt's Internet shutdown raises the question: Is access to the Internet a human right? 
Most Egyptians say yes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 7:56:45 PM 

Egyptian military deploys in Cairo under curfew 

Ig~~""IShots were heard in central Cairo on Friday after military units moved in to quell an "open revolt" against 
President Hosni Mubarak's 30-year rule by tens of thousands of protesters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 7:59:20 PM 

Did Sheen turn down offer of help from show? 

Ig~~""ICBS and Warner Bros. TV reportedly approached the "Two and a Half Men" star and offered to halt 

production so he can "seek the help he needs." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 8:18:16 PM 

Did spam text kill a Russian suicide bomber? 

A spam message wishing a Russian woman happy new year may very well have killed her, and saved hundreds of 

intended targets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 8:29:54 PM 

Sun erupts with a double whammy 

Ig~~""lcosmic Log: A spectacular double eruption on the sun was captured by NASA's Solar Dynamics 

Observatory, but Earth and its satellites are in no danger of interference from the storm. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 8:50:17 PM 

In future, cars might decide if driver is drunk 

Ig~~""IAn alcohol-detection prototype that uses automatic sensors to gauge a driver's fitness to be on the road 

has the potential to save thousands of lives, but could be a decade away from everyday use. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 8:56:18 PM 

U.S. to review its $1.5 billion in aid to Egypt 

Ig~~""~he Obama administration appealed Friday for Egyptian authorities to halt their crackdown on swelling 

anti-government protests, and White House press secretary Robert Gibbs said u.s. aid to the country 
would be reviewed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 9:04:13 PM 

Pirates release Thai fishing vessel after 8 months 

Somali pirates appear to have released a Thai fishing vessel and its 28 crew members eight months after the ship was 

hijacked, the European Union Naval Force said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 9:18:46 PM 

Man arrested after ricin found in house 

The FBI has announced the substance found in a Coventry Township home was ricin. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 9:52:12 PM 

What the United States has at stake in Egypt 

Ig~~""llf the $68 billion in U.S. aid to Egypt is seen is an investment in political stability in the Middle East, the 

question now is: has this investment worked in U.S. interests, and is it now failing, and perhaps even 
backfiring? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/201110:15:06 PM 

Net-less Egypt may face economic doom Monday 

Egypt's government must return Internet access to the country by Monday or perhaps suffer massive economic damage, 

as banks and other economic institutions return to work without the ability to conduct commerce. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/201110:30:16 PM 

Americans change Egypt travel plans 

An increasingly unstable situation in Egypt forced cruise companies, tour providers and solo u.s. travelers to cancel trips 

and change plans Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 10:34:36 PM 

Turmoil in Egypt roils oil markets 

Ig~~""IOil prices surged Friday as traders bid up prices on fears that the widening protests against the 

government in Egypt could spread across the Middle East to major oil producers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/201110:46:39 PM 

Stocks slide amid worries about Egypt, profits 

Stocks suffered their biggest one-day loss in nearly six months as anti-government rioting in Egypt prompted investors to 

flee to less risky assets to ride out the turmoil. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/201110:46:39 PM 

Stocks slide amid worries about Egypt, profits 

Stocks suffered their biggest one-day loss in nearly six months as anti-government rioting in Egypt prompted investors to 

flee to less risky assets to ride out the turmoil. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2011 10:54:33 PM 

Video: Challenger a 'tragic loss' 

Ig~~""~wenty five years ago: the tragedy that changed the space program, the country, and many families. June 

Scobee Rodgers, widow of shuttle commander Dick Scobee, reflects on the Challenger disaster and the 
legacy it left behind. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/201111:07:00 PM 

Charlie Sheen checks into rehab 

Ig~~"'l'TWO and A Half Men" actor Charlie Sheen has entered rehab, his publicist said on Friday, a day after 
being hospitalized following reports of a 36-hour drug and drink-fueled party at his home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/201111:31:27 PM 

BLTWY: Olive pit hero? Kucinich settles suit 

Ig~~""IBLTWY: Olive pit hero? Kucinich settles suit 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/201111:43:54 PM 

Execution-drug shortage widespread in U.S. 

Ig~~""IMost of the 35 states with capital punishment have run out of a key lethal injection drug or will soon, 

according to an Associated Press review. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/201111:45:06 PM 

Video: Mubarak defends crackdown, promises reform 

Ig~~""IAfter a day of violent clashes between police and protesters continued to smolder in Cairo late Friday, 

President Mubarak appeared on national television to offer concessions, saying he has fired his cabinet 
and will form a new government. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/201111:49:21 PM 

Video: Egypt's uprising creates crisis for Obama 

Ig~~""IAS Egypt's President Hosni Mubarak began losing control of Cairo's streets Friday, the White House 

toughened its stance toward its longtime ally, warning it could cut aid if the government crackdown 
escalates. NBC's Andrea Mitchell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/201111:58:47 PM 

Brazilian kept wife in cellar for 16 years: police 

A Brazilian man has been arrested on suspicion of keeping his wife locked in a squalid basement for 16 years while he 

lived with another woman in the same house. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/201111:59:34 PM 

Video: Detroit police release tapes of shooting rampage 

Ig~~""~he Detroit Police Department released disturbing video on Friday of a man who walked into a precinct 

and opened fire on several officers. NBC's Kevin Tibbles reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/201112:08:38 AM 

Graphic video shows Detroit cop station shooting 

Ig~~""IA graphic 68-second video released by Detroit police Friday shows a gunman striding into a station and 

spraying volleys from a shotgun before being fatally wounded. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/201112:20:09 AM 

PGT: Tiger avoids collapse, trails Haas by 5 

Ig~~""lpGT: Tiger Woods nearly shot himself out of the Farmers Insurance Open on Friday until a strong 

recovery over the final three holes for a 3-under 69. He trails the leader, Bill Haas, by five. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/201112:21:46 AM 

Looters damage ancient treasures in Cairo 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Despite the efforts of security forces and a "human chain" of Cairo's 

citizens, looters damaged some of the Egyptian Museum's priceless treasures. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/201112:21:46 AM 

Egyptians rush to save Tut's treasures 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Cairo's residents as well as the Egyptian army reportedly rushed to 

protect the Egyptian Museum and Tutankhamun's treasures from harm. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/201112:45:17 AM 

Pets poisoned by your pills, group says 

Ig~~""IHuman medications sickened more pets in the United States last year than any other toxin. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/20111:28:11 AM 

Fortunetellers: Year of the Rabbit not too cuddly 

Ig~~""~he Year of the Rabbit conjures images of fluffy bunnies, but fortunetellers in Asia predict that the 

coming year on the Asian lunar calendar will be anything but cuddly. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/20111:48:58 AM 

Police: Mother kills her 2 'mouthy' teens 

Ig~~""~he wife of a military officer serving overseas told detectives she fatally shot her teenage son and 

daughter because they were "mouthy," police said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2011 2:19:09 AM 

Car pulled from canal, no sign of abducted boy 

Ig~~""IDivers on Friday pulled a kidnapping suspect's car from a central California canal but it did not contain the 
bodies of a missing 4-year-old boy or his abductor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2011 2:36:10 AM 

'Cuse women's coach accused of sexual harassment 

Ig~~""~he Office for Civil Rights of the u.s. Department of Education is investigating a Title IX sexual harassment 

complaint filed by a former Syracuse University women's basketball player against women's coach 
Quentin Hillsman. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2011 3:14:31 AM 

LeBron, Heat survive scares vs. Pistons 

Ig~~""ILeBron James recovers from a knee to the head in the second quarter to lead all scorers with 39 points, 
and the Miami Heat rally late to beat the Detroit Pistons 88-87. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2011 3:15:25 AM 

Video: Understanding the anger in Egypt 

Ig~~""IRichard Engel, chief foreign correspondent for NBC News, talks with Rachel Maddow live from Cairo as 

the Egyptian military attempts to restore order to the streets after a dramatic day of popular 
protests. (The Rachel Maddow Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2011 3:23:45 AM 

33 ex-mayors accused of corruption in Mexico 

More than 30 former mayors in the Mexican Gulf coast state of Veracruz have been ordered arrested on suspicion of 

corruption. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2011 3:42:38 AM 

Escaped killer who hoped to be 'bear food' sentenced 

A convicted murderer who broke out of an Arizona prison and led a multi-state manhunt last summer was sentenced to 

38 years behind bars on Friday for a crime spree he hoped would end with bears devouring him at Yellowstone National 

Park. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2011 5:20:27 AM 

Rose overcomes ulcers, leads Bulls past Magic 

Ig~~""IDerrick Rose scored 22 points despite two painful stomach ulcers, Luol Deng added 26, and the Chicago 
Bulls beat Dwight Howard and the Orlando Magic 99-90 on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2011 5:35:55 AM 

Beijing faces longest wait for snow in 60 years 

China's capital is facing its longest wait for winter snowfall in 60 years as drought in the northern part of the country 

affects millions of people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2011 6:51:44 AM 

Parolee arrested in congresswoman threats case 

A parolee was arrested Friday in connection with a series of recent phone calls threatening to kill retired u.s. 
Congresswoman Diane Watson, the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2011 7:20:30 AM 

Kobe's 38 not enough as Kings crown lakers 

Ig~~""IDeMarcus Cousins had 27 points and 10 rebounds, and the Sacramento Kings snapped an eight-game 
losing streak to the Los Angeles Lakers with a stunning 100-95 victory on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2011 9:02:42 AM 

Protesters return to Cairo's main square 

Hundreds of anti-government protesters have returned to Cairo's central Tahrir Square, chanting slogans against Hosni 

Mubarak just hours after the Egyptian president fired his cabinet but refused to step down. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/201111:14:54 AM 

U.S. demands release of diplomat who killed 2 

The United States demanded the immediate release of an American diplomat arrested in the shooting deaths of two 

Pakistan men, saying Saturday that the man had immunity from prosecution. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/201111:23:21 AM 

Suicide bomber kills Kandahar deputy governor 

r-I~laYing is a big blow to U.S.-led forces trying to bolster governance and fight a robust insurgency in the 
aliban's heartland. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/201111:30:48 AM 

Clijsters rallies to top Li in Aussie final 

Ig~~""lcoming back from a set down, No.3 Kim Clijsters captured her fourth Grand Slam singles title with a 3-6, 
6-3, 6-3 victory over No.9 Li Na. Despite being broken six times, Clijsters used seven breaks of her own to 

keep Li from becoming the first Chinese player ever to win a major singles title. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/201112:57:08 PM 

Obama streaker wanted $1 million, gets probation 

A man has been sentenced to probation for streaking at a rally for President Barack Obama. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/20111:31:58 PM 

Video: Engel: Protesters climb tanks in 'iconic moment' 

Ig~~""~anks belonging to the Presidential National Guard and Egyptian army are visible in the streets of Cairo. 

But as NBC's Richard Engel reports, protesters have gone as far as to write anti-Mubarak vulgar phrases 
and even climb on top of the steel war machines. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/20111:59:37 PM 

Soldiers shoot at university students in Nigeria 

Soldiers in a central Nigerian city opened fire Saturday on university students protesting continuing violence between 

Christians and Muslims, witnesses said, with at least five people killed in the ensuing violence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2011 3:31:21 PM 

Li lashes out at Chinese fans during Aussie final 

Ig~~""ILi Na told her coach and husband she would love him "forever" after she lost the Australian Open final 
Saturday, but she had little love for the "amateur coaches" in the stands who broke her rhythm against 

Kim Clijsters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2011 4:46:09 PM 

Comcast takes control of NBC Universal 

Com cast, the nation's largest cable TV company, has acquired a majority stake in NBC Universal, the owner of the 

fourth-ranked NBC broadcast network, a bevy of cable channels and the Universal Pictures movie studio. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2011 5:04:26 PM 

Bomber kills Kandahar deputy governor 

Ig~~""lslaYing sends a blow to U.S.-led forces trying to bolster governance and fight an insurgency in Taliban 

heartland. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2011 5:05:38 PM 

NFL riding remarkable TV ratings into Super Bowl 

Ig~~...,~o understand just how good the NFL's ratings have been this season - the best in about 15 years - it 

helps to take a moment and compare the league to the rest of TV. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2011 6:04:26 PM 

Tunis shopkeepers turn against protesters 

Ig~~""IDesperate to return to work after weeks of protests brought Tunis to a standstill, shopkeepers armed 

with sticks and knives guarded the entrance to the covered market on Saturday and pushed back a small 
gang of protesters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2011 7:03:49 PM 

Iran hangs Iranian-Dutch woman for drug smuggling 

An Iranian-Dutch woman, arrested in Iran after taking part in demonstrations has been hanged for drug smuggling, 

prompting the Netherlands to freeze official contacts and issue a travel advice to such nationals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2011 7:32:59 PM 

Israel watches Egypt uprising with fear 

Behind an official wall of silence, Israel watched nervously Saturday as anti-government unrest worsened in Egypt, 

fearful that the violent and growing street protests could topple Israel's most important ally in the Arab world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2011 7:55:35 PM 

Echoes of Egypt swirl around World Economic Forum 

Ig~~""lwhere anti-capitalist protesters failed at the World Economic Forum, the protests in Egypt have become 

the most-talked about subject at the annual Swiss Alpine retreat of global political and business leaders. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2011 7:57:37 PM 

Court won't hold 'Don't ask, don't tell' lawsuit 

Ig~~""IA federal appeals court has denied the government's request to suspend a lawsuit challenging the 

military's ban on openly gay servicemembers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2011 8:07:14 PM 

Va. man's abuse story moves legislators to act 

Wayne Dorough didn't come to Virginia's Capitol planning to get involved. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2011 8:12:17 PM 

Police: 4 related killings at ND home, trailer 

Police in the north central North Dakota town of Minot said Saturday they've made no arrests in the slayings of four 

people in two homes and would not say whether a person questioned in the deaths was being held. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2011 8:28:58 PM 

U.S. to Egypt: Don't 'stand pat' need 'real reform' 

The u.s. said Saturday that Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak needed to take concrete action to achieve "real reform," 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2011 8:35:49 PM 

Commerce cuts coming in Obama's reorganization? 

Ig~~""llt was a big laugh line in President Barack Obama's State of the Union speech: "The Interior Department is 

in charge of salmon while they're in fresh water, but the Commerce Department handles them when 
they're in saltwater. I hear it gets even more complicated once they're smoked." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2011 8:36:58 PM 

Police: Georgia girl died from alcohol poisoning 

Police say a 4-year-old who died after being removed from an Alpharetta apartment suffered from extreme alcohol 

poisoning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2011 9:24:54 PM 

Hungary hit by strongest earthquake since 1985 

Rescue officials say parts of western Hungary and Budapest, the capital city, have been affected by a 4.8 magnitude 

earthquake, the strongest in the country since 1985. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2011 9:31:18 PM 

No. 23 Louisville rallies, tops No.5 UConn in 2 aT 

Ig~~""lpeyton Siva scored 19 points, including two driving layups in the second overtime, and No. 23 Louisville 
upset No.5 Connecticut 79-78 on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2011 9:36:58 PM 

Video: Cairo resident: 'Optimistic' riots will oust Mubarak 

Ig~~""123-year-Old Cairo resident Ahmed Ramez predicts President Hosni Mubarak will be removed from power 

within a matter of days, and explains that a major portion of the protesters are well-educated, young 
people wanting political change. Ramez talks to msnbc while armed in his home in an attempt to defend his 
family against looters. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/201110:05:13 PM 

Video: Wildfires scatter flames in Oklahoma 

Ig~~""IDry and windy weather conditions spur fires outside Oklahoma City, Okla., sending firefighters scrambling 
to contain the flames. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/201110:21:45 PM 

Your questions on Egypt answered 

Ig~~""IStePhen Zunes, professor of politics and chair of Middle Eastern Studies at the University of San 

Francisco, answers questions from msnbc.com readers about the Egyptian crisis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/201110:38:36 PM 

PGT: Tiger tumbles, shoots 74 

Ig~~""lpGT: Tiger Woods said he was in good position heading into the third round of the Farmers Insurance 

Open at Torrey Pines, a place he has won the last five times he has competed. On Saturday, Woods failed 
to take advantage of his position, though. Woods shot a 2-over 74 that left him on 4-under par through 54 
holes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/201110:51:57 PM 

Alpha Natural reaches $7.18 deal for Massey Energy 

Massey Energy Co., struggling with losses after an explosion that killed 29 workers at a West Virginia coal mine, agreed 

Saturday to be taken over by Alpha Natural Resources Inc. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/201110:57:54 PM 

Orange woes continue with loss at Marquette 

Ig~~""~ae Crowder scored 13 of his 25 points in the second half and Marquette handed No.9 Syracuse its fourth 
straight loss, 76-70 on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/201111:23:56 PM 

PGT: Mickelson, Haas lead at Torrey Pines 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/201111:46:10 PM 

Divers find no bodies in canal search for boy 

Ig~~""IDivers on Saturday ended their search in a canal without finding the bodies of a missing 4-year-old boy 

and his alleged kidnapper near the underwater site where the suspect's car was found. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/201111:46:30 PM 

Video: Mubarak clings to power as Cairo protests swell 

Ig~~""~he groundswell that began days ago continues to build, and Saturday, with police retreating and the 

army standing down, thousands of demonstrators had the run of the city. NBC's Richard Engel 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Julie, 

IIle, Vince <iO~UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS/CN~VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8DO> 

Monday, February 4, 2013 8:00 PM 

jroe@ncaa.org 

Public Records Request 

NCAA Copy of document tor Julie 02 01 2013.docx 

I received your return voicemail and have attached the document sent by Amy Walker to Amy Herman at 9:12 a.m. on June 8,2012. As attached to Amy Walker's 
email, the document was named: 
TEXT,htm, Penalty Examples_ WorkingGroupEnf_OS1812_ U NC(BN),doc, M ime,822 

If you have any questions, please let me know. Thanks Julie and I hope you are doing well. 
Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Wednesday, April 28, 2010 7:42 AM 

Lee, laimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: l-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 4 messages in your quarantme 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

email-al ert@une.edu I E-mail Secunty Alert l 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/201111:57:33 PM 

Video: Egyptian-Americans take to streets a world away 

Ig~~""IWith their country on the edge of history, thousands from New York to Los Angeles echoed the call for 

political reform, while others nervously awaited word from family. NBC's Lee Cowan reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/201111:59:23 PM 

Video: Cost of snow removal adds up quickly for cities 

Ig~~""ICities throughout the Northeast are facing the same problem: what to do with all this snow? NBC's 
Michelle Franzen shares the creative ways that some are trying to come in under budget. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/201112:03:37 AM 

SF weighs free parking for nannies 

Ig~~""lone category of drivers may soon get a break, thanks to a group of local parents who are lobbying for car

owning nannies to be included in the city's residential parking permit program. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/201112:08:46 AM 

Mom charged in kids' slayings treated at hospital 

Ig~~""~he army officer's wife who authorities say killed her teenage daughter and son because she was fed up 

with them talking back did not appear in court Saturday because she's being treated at a hospital for an 
unknown condition. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/201112:26:46 AM 

Russia IDs airport bomber as Caucasus man 

The suicide bomber who killed 35 people at Moscow's busiest airport was deliberately targeting foreigners, investigators 

say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/201112:43:38 AM 

New Mexico knocks out No.9 BYU, Fredette 

Ig~~""IFreshman Tony Snell scored a career-high 16 points and had a strong defensive effort in the first half 
against BYU All-American Jimmer Fredette, helping New Mexico beat the No.9 Cougars 86-77 on 

Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/201112:44:03 AM 

Mexican military finds drugs on commercial plane 

Mexican soldiers seized nearly 200 pounds (90 kilograms) of drugs from the cargo area of an Aeromexico commercial 

plane scheduled to fly to the northern border city of Tijuana, the military said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/20111:05:41 AM 

U.S. to Egypt: Don't 'stand pat' need 'real reform' 

President Barack Obama issued a plea for restraint in Egypt after meeting with national security aides Saturday to assess 

the Cairo government's response to widespread protests threatening the stability of the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/20111:45:57 AM 

Egyptians defiant as street battles persist 

Looted stores, torched cars and the stench of blazing tires filled the streets of Cairo early on Sunday as clashes persisted 

between police and protesters seeking to drive President Hosni Mubarak from power. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/20111:47:55 AM 

No.1 Ohio State survives at Northwestern 

Ig~~""~ared Sullinger hit the second of two free throws with 3.5 seconds left Saturday night and No.1 Ohio 
State overcame a furious rally by Northwestern to beat the Wildcats 58-57 - the unbeaten Buckeyes' 

22nd straight victory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 2:19:21 AM 

PBT: 10 things to know about modern Celtics-Lakers 

Ig~~""lpBT: The Celtics and Lakers square off for the 20th time since the start of the 2007-08 season on Sunday. 
Here's a look at 10 things to know heading into their showdown. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 2:39:39 AM 

Russian cargo ship docks with space station 

Ig~~""IAn unmanned Russian cargo ship docked with the International Space Station to deliver three tons of 

supplies to the outpost's crew, including a tiny satellite and birthday gifts for the orbiting lab's 
commander. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 3:11:17 AM 

6-year sentence in death that outraged Chinese 

A lawyer says the son of a senior police official in northern China has been sentenced to six years in prison for his role in 

a deadly hit-and-run. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 3:17:07 AM 

FBI offers to help find Blackhawks' Cup-winning puck 

Ig~~""~he puck Blackhawks Ali-Star Patrick Kane scored the Stanley Cup winning goal with last year is missing 

and the FBI has offered to help a Chicago businessman try to find it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 3:52:44 AM 

4 months later, man reunited with lost cat 

After four months of searching, days of driving and a case of mistaken feline identity, a California man has been reunited 

with the pet cat he lost in Idaho last year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 4:00:28 AM 

Ketchup attack on library: Woman pleads guilty 

An Idaho library has closed the book on a string of condiment attacks against its book-drop now that the ketchup

wielding criminal has been jailed, a Boise librarian says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 4:03:30 AM 

6-year sentence in death that outraged China 

The son of a senior police official in northern China was sentenced Sunday to six years in prison for his role in a deadly 

hit-and-run that stoked public anger over abuse of power by the country's elite, a lawyer said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 4:33:04 AM 

Sun Yat-sen's granddaughter dies in Taiwan 

Ig~~""INora Sun, a former u.S. trade consul and granddaughter of the founder of Asia's first republic in China, 

has died in Taipei from injuries sustained in a car accident. She was 72. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 4:35:55 AM 

PHT: FBI offers to help find 'Hawks' Cup-winning puck 

Ig~~""lpHT: FBI offers to help find 'Hawks' Cup-winning puck 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 4:53:49 AM 

PFT: Packers begin Super week amid controversy 

Ig~~""lpFT: Just when the Packers wanted a quiet week of preparation, controversy has hit. QB Aaron Rodgers 

criticized injured players who complained about being left out of the team photo, and two of them shot 
back via Twitter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 4:53:53 AM 

Friends? Zuckerberg, Eisenberg face off on 'SNl' 

Facebook co-founder Mark Zuckerberg and his "The Social Network" doppelganger Jesse Eisenberg made friends on 

"Saturday Night Live." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 5:11:19 AM 

In turnabout, Dems say GOP has dropped job focus 

Ig~~""IRepublicans won dozens of elections last fall after claiming Democrats had focused too little on creating 

jobs. Now GOP lawmakers stand accused of the same charge, using their new House majority to push to 
repeal the president's health care law, restrict abortions and highlight other social issues important to their 
most conservative supporters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 6:27:22 AM 

Egypt's uprising unites society in rage 

The thousands of protesters who have thrown Egypt's 30-year-old regime into tumult range from conservative Muslims 

and Christians, yuppies and the unemployed, young and old. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 6:56:13 AM 

Kings pull off another shocker, beat Hornets 

Ig~~""IDeMarcus Cousins had 25 points, 12 rebounds and seven assists and the Sacramento Kings snapped the 
New Orleans Hornets' winning streak at 10 games with a 102-96 victory Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 7:23:05 AM 

'Almost flying': Climber survives l,OOO-foot fall 

A climber who felll,OOO feet down a near vertical cliff in Scotland was found by rescuers standing at the bottom of the 

mountain reading a map, according to reports Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 8:44:28 AM 

Over 99 pct in Southern Sudan vote for secession 

The Southern Sudan Referendum Commission says over 99 percent of the people in the south voted for secession in its 

first official primary results since the vote was held earlier this month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/201111:25:32 AM 

Blasts, fire at Venezuela arms depot, 40 wounded 

A fire set off a series of explosions at a military arms depot in the city of Maracay on Sunday, injuring about 40 people 

and leading authorities to evacuate the area, an official said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/201112:43:18 PM 

Blasts, fire at Venezuela arms depot, 1 killed 

A fire set off a series of explosions at a military arms depot in the Venezuelan city of Maracay on Sunday, killing one 

person and leading authorities to evacuate around 10,000 people from the area, an official said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/20111:28:39 PM 

Djokovic dominates Murray Down Under 

Ig~~""IAfter digging deep to take the first set, No.3 Novak Djokovic scorched through the next two, breezing 
past No.5 Andy Murray by a 6-4, 6-2, 6-3 score to capture his second career Australian Open title. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 2:41:24 PM 

Video: u.s. wants 'free, fair' Egypt elections, says Clinton 

Ig~~""lsecretary of State Hillary Clinton tells NBC's David Gregory, "I want the Egyptian people to have the 
chance to chart a new future." (Meet the Press) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 2:42:19 PM 

Video: Engel: Army trying to make 'show of force' 

Ig~~""IWith jets flying overhead and thousands protesting in Cairo's Tahrir Square, NBC's Richard Engel offers 
the latest details on the nationwide protests against President Hosni Mubarak's 3D-year rule. (Meet the 

Press) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 2:55:56 PM 

Giffords' husband to decide soon on space trip 

Ig~~""~he astronaut husband of a u.s. congresswoman seriously wounded when she was shot in head will 

decide by mid-February whether to join the last NASA shuttle launch as scheduled, the space agency said 
Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 3:14:54 PM 

U.S. report: Iraq's security at risk without aid 

Ig~~""IWithout more help - and quickly - Iraqi security forces may not be able to protect the fragile nation 

from insurgents and invaders after American troops leave at the end of the year, according to a u.s. 
report released Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 3:25:54 PM 

Israeli court jails Hezbollah spy for nine years 

An Israeli court sentenced an Israeli-Arab human rights activist to nine years in prison on Sunday after convicting him 

last year of spying for the Lebanese guerrilla group Hezbollah. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 3:45:42 PM 

10 killed in German train crash, toll could rise 

Ig~~""IA head-on collision between a cargo train and a passenger train killed 10 people and injured 23 others in 
eastern Germany, and left wreckage scattered across a frost-covered field. Authorities said Sunday they 

believe the death toll in one of the country's worst train accidents ever could still rise. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 3:49:00 PM 

Video: Could Egypt dramatically alter Mideast stability? 

Ig~~""INBC'S veteran Middle East correspondent Martin Fletcher, author of "Walking Israel," joins TODAY's 

Jenna Wolfe to discuss the impact that popular uprisings across the Arab world could have on the stability 
of the region. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 3:50:08 PM 

Video: 3-year-old calls 911 to save dad's life 

Ig~~""IAaron Hayes - the victim of an at-home wood-carving accident - is lucky to be alive, and for that, he 

has his son A.J. to thank. The pair, along with Aaron's fiancee, Tonya, join NBC's Savannah Guthrie to 
recount the tale of survival. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 3:51:07 PM 

Video: Tablet talk: Which PC is right for you? 

Ig~~""~he iPad continues to be a big seller for Apple, but it's just the tip of the iceberg when it comes to the 
year's must-have device. Lance Ulanoff of PCMag.com joins NBC's Savannah Guthrie with tips to help you 

figure out which one is right for you. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 3:52:08 PM 

Video: Delicious dishes: Food trends for 2011 

Ig~~""IFrom cookies and chips to soda, Dana Cowin of Food and Wine magazine offers a sampling of what's 
coming to your grocery store this year. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/20114:12:49 PM 

Sudanese police clash with students in Khartoum 

Sudanese police beat and arrested students on Sunday as hundreds protested throughout the capital demanding the 

government resign, inspired by a popular uprising in neighbouring Egypt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 4:28:04 PM 

5 Somalis brought to S. Korea on piracy charges 

Ig~~""IFive Somali pirates captured during a raid on a hijacked cargo ship in the Arabian Sea were brought 

Sunday to South Korea, where they could face life imprisonment, the coast guard said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 5:02:52 PM 

Elephant refuge starts anew after founder's firing 

Ig~~""INestled on a secluded tract in the wooded hills of rural Tennessee is a sight that would likely startle an 

outsider, if outsiders were permitted to see it: the nation's largest sanctuary for old, sick and rescued 
elephants. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 5:05:15 PM 

Clinton urges 'transition to a democratic regime' in Egypt 

Ig~~""IWith Egyptian President Mubarak's regime in danger of being toppled by waves of street protests, 
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton on Sunday urged "a peaceful, orderly transition to a democratic regime." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 5:33:01 PM 

150 years of diet fads and still no quick fix 

Ig~~""IAS the government prepares to update u.s. dietary guidelines, a look back at what people have tried to 

lose weight shows what hasn't changed is the quest for an easy fix. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 5:34:28 PM 

How much sodium? Decoding nutrition labels 

When you're deciding what to make for dinner, experts say that having a bit of background information allows you to 

make more informed decisions about the information you see on food labels. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 5:37:12 PM 

Sedatives used to free whale from fishing line 

Ig~~""IResearchers have a new tactic to save endangered whales tangled in fishing line: Get them to calm down 

with sedatives shot from a dart gun so they can pull closer and cut the potentially fatal gear away. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 5:43:52 PM 

Get wet! Top 10 indoor water parks in the u.s. 

Ig~~""INO matter how cold it gets outside, you'll always find temperatures in the 80s in these indoor water 

parks, where you can do everything from surfing 35-mph waves to riding a lazy river. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 5:44:30 PM 

Investors will open week with eyes on Egypt 

u.s. stocks may struggle to return to firmer footing this week if anti-government riots in Egypt destabilize the Middle 

East, keeping investors on edge. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 5:46:22 PM 

Calif. cilantro recalled over salmonella fears 

A Central California company is recalling four brands of fresh cilantro because they may be contaminated with 

salmonella. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 5:56:42 PM 

Ice, snow heading for Midwest, then East 

Ig~~""IA massive storm system bringing heavy snow, sleet, and freezing rain could potentially impact 100 million 

people as it slams the Rockies, Plains, and Midwest regions early this week before traveling to the eastern 
seaboard Wednesday, according to forecasts on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 6:36:58 PM 

An era of cheap food may be drawing to a close 

Ig~~""lu.s. grain prices should stay unrelentingly high this year, according to a Reuters poll, the latest sign that 

the era of cheap food has come to an end. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 6:58:50 PM 

Poverty and joblessness fueling Mideast unrest 

Ig~~""~he once formidable mix of economic cronyism and hard-line policing - which authorities sometime 
claim was needed to fight Islamic hard-liners or possible Israeli spies - now appears under serious strain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 7:03:26 PM 

Best bets: 'Sanctum' set to make a splash 

An underwater 3-D adventure from James Cameron? Sign us up! Also this week: Don't miss the Puppy Bowl; "Glee" cast 

does Michael Jackson's "Thriller." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 7:26:32 PM 

It's good to be the 'King' at SAG Awards 

Ig~~""~he British monarchy saga "The King's Speech" won the best-actor trophy Sunday for Colin Firth and a 

second honor for its overall cast at the Screen Actors Guild Awards. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 7:43:08 PM 

'The Rite' wins box office, Oscar films see bump 

The Anthony Hopkins' horror film "The Rite" topped the box office on a weekend notable for the bump many Oscar

nominated films received. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 7:45:59 PM 

Who's responsible when reality TV goes too far? 

Ig~~"'l'Teen Mom" and "Toddlers & Tiaras" have recently featured segments viewers call disturbing and 

potentially abusive, yet the crew never stepped in to stop the alleged violence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 7:46:10 PM 

'Toddlers & Tiaras' producer explains pageant moms 

Though Tom Rogan isn't exactly an advocate of beauty pageants, he's clear that the world of babes in bikinis is one 

worth exploring and understanding ... even if his audience doesn't always agree. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 7:57:11 PM 

Tunisian Islamist party leader returns home 

Rachid Ghanouchi and about 70 other exiled members of Ennahdha, or Renaissance, flew home from Britain two weeks 

after autocratic President Zine EI Abidine Ben Ali was forced from power by violent protests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 8:14:43 PM 

Clinton in Haiti to mediate political crisis 

Ig~~""lu.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton is in Haiti for a one-day visit and says the u.S. has no plans to halt 

aid despite the country's presidential election crisis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 8:22:57 PM 

St. John's stuns No.3 Duke with blowout win 

Ig~~""IDWight Hardy scored 26 points and St. John's stunned No.3 Duke 93-78 on Sunday, capping the Red 
Storm's run of eight straight games against ranked teams with their third win. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 9:04:53 PM 

Thousands in Pakistan rally against American 

Ig~~""IHard-line Islamic leaders on Sunday rallied at least 15,000 people against an American official arrested in 

the shooting deaths of two Pakistanis and warned the government not to cave in to U.S. pressure to 
release the man. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2011 9:40:33 PM 

Snowplow leads way to hospital for expectant mom 

A special delivery for one Connecticut mom made for a dramatic story with a happy ending. Cynthia Mello was expecting 

her second child when her water broke 11 days early. It happened during the height of Thursday's snowstorm. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/201110:10:24 PM 

Woods off to a slow start to new season 

Ig~~""~iger Woods began a new year with his worst season debut. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/201110:24:01 PM 

In Tunisia, '500 scenarios' for political future 

Ig~~""IEuPhoric Tunisians have a chance to do what was undreamable three weeks ago: Build a democracy from 

the ground up. But the challenge has plenty of risks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/201110:45:33 PM 

Back together, Big 3 power Heat past Thunder 

Ig~~""IEddie House hit the go-ahead 3-pointer with 22.2 seconds left, then added two free throws to seal the 
Miami Heat's 108-103 victory in a Sunday showcase in which their All-Star triumvirate played together for 

the first time in nearly three weeks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/201111:11:15 PM 

Celtics beat Lakers in NBA finals rematch 

Ig~~""lpaul Pierce scored 32 points, Kevin Garnett had 18 points and 13 rebounds with a large bandage over a 

cut on his head, and the Boston Celtics won their NBA finals rematch with the Lakers on Sunday, 
overcoming Kobe Bryant's 41 points in a 109-96 victory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/201111:59:47 PM 

Video: Chaos, show of force doesn't slow Egypt protests 

Ig~~""IAt the end of a breathless and violent weekend, the streets of Cairo are becoming increasingly dangerous 

as protesters defy the curfew once again. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/201112:02:56 AM 

Video: Chris Hansen confronts air duct cleaners 

Ig~~""IDateline NBC exposes a scam as it unfolds in this extended version of Chris Hansen's confrontation with 
two air duct company "cleaners". (Dateline NBC) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/201112:06:26 AM 

Video: AI Jazeera nets peoples' trust, governments' wrath 

Ig~~""INBC'S Martin Fletcher explains why the pan-Arab satellite channel is so trusted among the citizens of the 

Middle East, but seen as controversial by governments, including our own. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/201112:07:41 AM 

Video: Egyptians survey damage to priceless artifacts 

Ig~~""IArcheOIOgists and Egyptologists from across the world are studying grainy images and conferring with 

each other online, but as NBC's Kate Snow reports, trained eyes, such as those of Archaeology magazine's 
Bob Brier, already know the destruction is devastating. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 2:27:01 AM 

Egypt reform leader calls for Mubarak to resign 

Ig~~""IEgYPt's most prominent democracy advocate took up a bullhorn Sunday and called for President Hosni 

Mubarak to resign, speaking to thousands of protesters who defied a curfew for a third night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 3:23:13 AM 

Bolivia flash flood sweeps away bus, truck; 30 die 

Police in Bolivia say a raging river has swept at least 30 people to their deaths after swamping a bus and a truck that 

tried to cross. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 4:06:31 AM 

NFC wins laugher of a Pro Bowl vs. AFC 

Ig~~""IMVP DeAngelo Hall had one of his team's five interceptions and returned a fumble 34 yards for a 
touchdown to help the NFC match a Pro Bowl scoring record in a 55-41 victory over turnover-prone AFC 

in a game that was not nearly as interesting as the final would indicate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 4:32:12 AM 

Guard strangled at Wash. state prison 

Ig~~""IA corrections officer who had raised concerns about being the sole guard in the chapel of a Washington 

state prison was strangled there over the weekend, and an inmate serving a life sentence is the primary 
suspect, authorities say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 5:22:52 AM 

Indonesian star gets jail time in sex-tape scandal 

Ig~~""IAn Indonesian pop star who rocked this predominantly Muslim nation after several homemade sex tapes 

found their way to the Internet was sentenced Monday to 3X years in jail. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 5:27:54 AM 

PFT: Steelers-Packers an uncommonly good matchup 

Ig~~""lpFT: Finally, no questions about unbeaten teams or some QB's legacy. Just an uncommonly good 

matchup between two exceptional teams. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 6:12:47 AM 

Man arrested with explosives at Michigan mosque 

Ig~~""IA 63-year-old Southern California man who was traveling with explosives in his vehicle with the intention 

of blowing up one of the nation's largest mosques where mourners had gathered for a funeral was 
arrested in the Detroit suburb of Dearborn, Michigan authorities said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 8:09:27 AM 

Bombings targeting police kill 5 in NW Pakistan 

A pair of bombings targeting police in the northwestern city of Peshawar on Monday killed five people, including a 

senior police officer, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/201110:05:33 AM 

As Myanmar parliament opens, junta's shadow looms large 

An elected parliament convened in Myanmar on Monday for the first time in half a century but inspired scant 

enthusiasm among a skeptical public convinced it is just a smokescreen for continued military rule. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/201111:03:01 AM 

5-0scar winner, composer John Barry, dies at 77 

Ig~~""lcomposer John Barry, who won five Oscars for his film work but was best known for his contributions to a 

dozen James Bond movies, has died. He was 77. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/201111:25:12 AM 

'One with the sky': Funeral pyres in Colo. town 

Ig~~""~he outdoor funeral pyre in this southern Colorado mountain town is unique. Funeral and cremation 

industry officials say they are unaware of any other place in the nation that conducts them regardless of 
religion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/201111:53:52 AM 

Cyclone roars toward Australia's flooded north 

Ig~~""IA strong tropical cyclone roared toward Australia's flood-ravaged northeast on Monday, prompting 
evacuations and warnings from officials that the storm could be the worst the already-swamped region 

has ever seen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/201112:03:55 PM 

16 killed in shootout between Somali army, police 

Fighting between Somali government troops and police killed 16 people in Somalia's capital on Monday, witnesses said, 

underscoring the weak U.N.-backed government's inability to control its armed forces. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/201112:56:19 PM 

Your Career: Law to help nursing mothers 

Ig~~""IMany working moms find it challenging to continue to breastfeed when they return to work because 

there is often little employer support for it. A new law is expected to change that. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/201112:57:15 PM 

Video: Climber falls 1,000 feet off cliff - and lives! 

Ig~~""IFriends of Adam Potter watched in horror as the Scottish mountain climber lost his footing on a near 
vertical cliff. Miraculously, Potter only sustained minor injuries. TODAY's Natalie Morales has more 

details. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/201112:59:14 PM 

Your smart phone is a car navigation system 

Ig~~""~he latest crop of GPS navigation apps for smart phones work just as well as stand-alone dashboard units, 

and the cost is much lower than the price of a new device. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20111:17:08 PM 

Conservative high-rollers gather to plot strategy 

Ig~~""IA phalanx of sheriffs deputies with riot gear blocked all access to one of southern California's most 

luxurious resort hotels on Sunday as more than 200 conservative donors gathered inside. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20111:28:22 PM 

Video: Surfer to rescuer: 'Thanks, man!' 

Ig~~""~acob Trette, who survived a vicious wipeout under a massive rogue wave at a surf competition in 

Northern California, is reunited with the Australian photographer who helped save his life. They speak 
with TODAY's Matt Lauer. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20111:37:11 PM 

Video: King Tut's treasures defiled in Egypt 

Ig~~""IAmid political clashes, looters tore through 14 cases of priceless artifacts at the Egyptian Museum In 
Cairo, damaging some of the world's most historic relics. NBC's Kate Snow reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20111:50:41 PM 

PFT's lO-pack: Steelers will be real quiet this week 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 2:11:36 PM 

Video: Bieber talks success, changing voice, hair 

Ig~~""IWith his new movie "Never Say Never" due out in theaters, teen idol Justin Bieber talks to TODAY's Matt 
Lauer about his journey to success. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 2:13:12 PM 

Video: Tot is seizure-free after docs remove half her brain 

Ig~~""~he parents of 2-year-old Katie Verdecchia say their daughter is doing "extremely well" after 

hemispherectomy surgery that removed the part of her brain suspected of causing her severe 
seizures. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 2:40:11 PM 

'Born Free' composer John Barry dies at 77 

Ig~~""IFive-time Oscar-winning composer John Barry, who wrote music for a dozen James Bond films, including 
"You Only Live Twice" and "Goldfinger" but couldn't persuade a jury that he composed the suave spy's 

theme music, has died. He was 77. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 2:45:22 PM 

TripAdvisor gets kudos for list of dirtiest hotels 

Ig~~""lwhile many see it as a ploy to generate attention, TripAdvisor has received a thumbs-up from hotel and 

hygiene experts for its recently unveiled list of 10 dirtiest u.s. hotels. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 2:50:54 PM 

It's the Super Bowl-let's get social! 

Ig~~""~he explosion of Facebook, Twitter and other sharing sites has pushed even the most traditional brands 

to dip their toe into the world of social media, even for the Super Bowl. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 2:56:12 PM 

Consumer spending up sharply in December 

u.s. consumer spending rose more than expected in December to post the sixth straight month of gains. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 3:32:48 PM 

Cyclone roars toward Australia's flooded north 

Ig~~""IA strong tropical cyclone roared toward Australia's flood-ravaged northeast on Monday, prompting 
evacuations and warnings from officials that the storm could be the worst the already-swamped region 

has ever seen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 3:40:00 PM 

Wealthy women fear outliving retirement funds 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: Wealthy women expect to be more active than men in their retirement years, but they're also 

more worried about outliving their retirement money. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 3:44:38 PM 

Android topples Symbian as top smart phone 

Ig~~""IGoogle's Android dethroned Nokia's Symbian as the most popular smart phone platform worldwide in 

the last quarter of 2010, ending a reign that began with the birth of the industry 10 years ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 4:19:08 PM 

7 teens arrested in kidnapping, assault 

Seven high school students in suburban Philadelphia were arrested Monday following the kidnapping and assault of a 

14-year-old. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 4:28:34 PM 

Hold the salt! New food rules lower sodium 

American diets need to get less sweet and a lot less salty, according to new government food rules. Registered dietician 

Elisa Zied explains what that means for your family. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 5:38:37 PM 

Kazakh leader calls early vote, rejects referendum 

Kazakhstan's veteran leader called an early presidential vote on Monday and rejected a plan to rule unopposed for 

another decade, pre-empting any unwelcome parallels with authoritarian leaders in the Arab world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 6:13:26 PM 

Get a sense of scale for planets 

Ig~~""lcoSmig Log: Earth really isn't all that big compared to other planets in the solar system, shows a viral 

video that is also proving to be a good lesson in the scientific process. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 6:41:33 PM 

As Myanmar parliament opens, junta's shadow looms large 

An elected parliament convened in Myanmar on Monday for the first time in half a century but inspired scant 

enthusiasm among a skeptical public convinced it is just a smokescreen for continued military rule. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 6:54:20 PM 

Cairo airport a 'zoo' as foreigners flee 

Ig~~""~housands of Americans and other foreigners scrambled Monday to flee unrest in Egypt, sending Cairo's 

international airport into a scene of cramming and confusion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 6:55:15 PM 

Video: Prison guard strangled 

Ig~~""IA female corrections officer in Washington state was strangled to death in the prison chapel. An inmate 

serving a life sentence is the primary suspect. KING's Tonya Mosley reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 7:12:15 PM 

Gestational diabetes also poses later risk 

A type of diabetes that strikes during pregnancy may disappear at birth, but it remains a big red flag for moms' future 

health - one that too many seem to be missing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 7:15:41 PM 

Video: Evacuated Americans arrive in Athens 

Ig~~""~he first charter flight carrying Americans fleeing the unrest in Egypt arrives at the airport in Athens. 

NBC's Tom Aspell reports. (Mitchell Reports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 7:18:03 PM 

Factory workers claim $50 million lottery jackpot 

A group of 24 Canadian factory workers arrived at the Ontario lottery headquarters on Monday to claim a $50 million 

lottery jackpot, local media reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 7:21:01 PM 

Egyptian army says it won't use force 

The Egyptian army says it considers the Egyptian people's demands "legitimate" and will not use force against protesters 

on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 7:21:17 PM 

Mexico offers $658,000 reward in massacre case 

Mexican prosecutors are offering 8 million pesos ($658,000) for information leading to the capture of two suspects in 

the massacre of 72 illegal Central and South American migrants. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 7:25:32 PM 

Video: Lights over Jerusalem spark UFO buzz on web 

Ig~~""IA YouTube video creates controversy by appearing to capture unidentified lights hovering over Jerusalem 
and the Dome of the Rock. TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 7:34:38 PM 

Sheen in rehab could cost crew of hit show 

Ig~~""lpayments are usually tied to the production of episodes, so the crew of "Two and a Half Men" could be 
hit by the star's hiatus. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 8:04:57 PM 

Video: Couple tries to break world's largest yo-yo record 

Ig~~""IA Florida couple spent 18 months in an attempt to build the world's largest yo-yo. WTLV's Lewis Turner 
reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 8:10:45 PM 

Fla. judge rules health care law unconstitutional 

A federal judge has ruled that the health care reform bill signed into law by President Barack Obama in March is 

unconstitutional. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 8:28:00 PM 

Ex-British Airways employee admits terror charges 

A former British Airways employee has admitted some terror charges ahead of his London trial. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 8:31:34 PM 

Report: Mom hit teen daughter before shooting 

Ig~~""IA suburban Florida soccer mom showed signs of trouble in the months before she was accused of killing 
her two teenage children: Her 16-year-old daughter told police in November she had been hit by her 

mother, and troopers investigating a car crash thought the woman had been using drugs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 8:40:36 PM 

Exxon shares rise as profit tops Street view 

Ig~~""IBY Anna Driver 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 8:47:14 PM 

Canadian sentenced for running pedophile brothel 

A Canadian man was sentenced on Monday to 25 years in u.s. prison for running a brothel in Thailand that provided 

boys, some as young as 4 years old, to pedophiles, federal prosecutors said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 8:55:55 PM 

'Freaking out' over Midwest mega storm 

A monster winter storm had the central u.s. gearing up its defenses on Monday against a potentially deadly mix of sleet, 

snow and ice that could affect 100 million people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 9:11:04 PM 

Video: PFT live: Roethlisberger not supported by Steelers? 

Ig~~""lpeter King says Ben Roethlisberger's Pittsburgh teammates didn't rally to support him when NFL 

Commissioner Roger Goodell was deciding the QB's punishment earlier this season. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 9:11:52 PM 

Video: TV prices fall as Super Bowl approaches 

Ig~~""IAS the Super Bowl nears, television sales skyrocket and prices dip. NBC's Mark Barger reports. (NBC News 

Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2011 9:16:39 PM 

A turning point in Egypt? Watch the army 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/201110:36:33 PM 

Unrest hits Egypt during high tourist season 

Ig~~""~he violence in Egypt is already hurting the country's tourism industry, and in turn, its economy. It's also 

raising fears that other Middle Eastern countries will suffer as well. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/201110:43:54 PM 

Small plane lands on New Jersey interstate 

A small plane made an emergency landing Monday on Interstate 80, according to authorities in northern New Jersey. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/201111:01:42 PM 

Consumer watchdog not waiting to begin role 

Ig~~""~he Consumer Financial Protection Bureau was created as part of the sweeping overhaul of financial 
regulations last year known as the Dodd-Frank Act. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/201111:11:55 PM 

Attorney: Navy officer never told to stop videos 

An officer fired from command of his aircraft carrier for broadcasting raunchy videos to thousands of sailors was never 

ordered to stop, the officer's attorney said Monday, disputing the Navy's claim that it put an end to the "inappropriate 

content." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/201111:20:09 PM 

Egypt shutting off cell networks again 

The Egyptian Information Ministry tells CNN it's shutting down mobile phone networks ahead of tomorrow's "March of 

the Millions" demonstrations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/201111:25:52 PM 

Huntsman offers his resignation 

It is now widely expected that Huntsman, a Republican, will consider running for the 2012 GOP presidential nomination. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/201111:45:04 PM 

Video: Nerve-wracked Americans evacuate Egypt 

Ig~~""IA mad dash to the Cairo airport became more of a crawl on Monday as a government-imposed curfew in 

Egypt complicated efforts by hundreds of American tourists and diplomats to flee the country. NBC's 
Lester Holt reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/201111:46:18 PM 

Video: Hovering on the brink of a revolution 

Ig~~""IAS a seventh day of street demonstrations set the stage for what protest leaders in Egypt are calling a 

"march of a million" set for Tuesday, the Egyptian government could no longer protect foreigners as it 
struggles to stay in power. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/201111:51:06 PM 

Video: Israel's PM warns of Islamic takeover in Egypt 

Ig~~""IAfter days of conspicuous silence from Israel, Egypt's critical ally in Mideast peace, Prime Minister 

Netanyahu on Monday publicly voiced the growing concern of many that Egypt could turn into another 
Iran. NBC's Michele Kosinski reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/201111:53:23 PM 

Video: Arab leaders fear Egypt protest's domino effect 

Ig~~""IA new slogan-"Today Egypt, tomorrow Yemen"-has given voice to the potential for protests in Egypt to 

spread across the Arab world, leaving many to wonder whether full-scale revolt will erupt in neighboring 
countries as well. NBC's Martin Fletcher reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/201111:57:32 PM 

Video: Effects of chaos hitting home in Cairo 

Ig~~""IAS lawlessness spreads and storefronts are padlocked, gas stations are closed and bank machines are 

broken down, Egyptian people-panicked about dwindling food supplies-are rushing grocery stores as 
vigilante groups protect their neighborhoods from looters. CNBC's Erin Burnett reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/201112:17:34 AM 

Paper: Cable shows UK briefed libya on Lockerbie 

A British minister briefed his libyan counterpart on the procedure for securing the release of convicted Lockerbie 

bomber Abdel Baset Ali al-Megrahi shortly following his 2008 cancer diagnosis, according to a leaked u.s. diplomatic 

cable cited in The Daily Telegraph newspaper. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/201112:24:58 AM 

World's oldest person dies at 114 

Ig~~""IA Texas woman cited as the world's oldest person has died at the age of 114. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/201112:33:56 AM 

Techies make way for stranded Egyptians to be heard 

For those stuck in Egypt without the Internet, Google, Twitter and SayNow have teamed up to create an innovative 

voicemail system: Call a number and leave a message, and the system blasts it out into the universe in the form of a 

tweet with the hashtag #egypt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/201112:53:04 AM 

Iran summons American hiker for Feb. 6 trial 

Ig~~""llran has summoned an American woman to return to the country and stand trial on Feb. 6 along with two 

other Americans still in custody and accused of spying after crossing the border from Iraq, a judiciary 
spokesman said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20111:03:40 AM 

Sheen's playboy antics don't ruin 'Men' for fans 

Ig~~""IMUCh of these shenanigans resemble the antics of his on-screen persona, Charlie Harper. But how much 

can he blur the line between life and art before it hurts the hit comedy? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20111:21:06 AM 

Super Bowl a magnet for under-age sex trade 

Ig~~""lpimps will traffic thousands of under-age prostitutes to Texas for Sunday's Super Bowl, hoping to do 

business with men arriving for the big game with money to burn, child rights advocates said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20111:32:42 AM 

NYC mayor probes Arizona gun-show sales 

Ig~~""lweeks after the shooting in Tucson, sellers at an Arizona gun show allowed undercover investigators 

hired by New York City to buy semiautomatic pistols even after they said they probably couldn't pass a 
background check, Mayor Michael Bloomberg said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20111:33:02 AM 

Illinois allows civil unions for same-sex couples 

Ig~~""IGovernor Pat Quinn on Monday made Illinois the 16th u.s. state to give spousal rights to same-sex 

couples by signing into law a measure allowing civil unions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20111:36:49 AM 

Polamalu beats Matthews for top defensive player 

Now that the voters have chosen Troy Polamalu over Clay Matthews for The Associated Press 2010 NFL Defensive Player 

of the Year award, the two stars can prove their worth against each other on the field. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20112:48:45 AM 

Opinion: This really is the perfect Super Bowl 

Ig~~""lventre: This Super Bowl is about the Green Bay Packers and the Pittsburgh Steelers, two franchises that, 

regardless of their respective team colors, are proudest of their blue collars. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2011 2:55:48 AM 

Big bang machine to keep running in 2012 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: The managers of the world's biggest particle collider say they'll keep 

the machine running in 2012 rather than shutting it down as previously planned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2011 2:59:33 AM 

100 dogs in Canada killed after business slows 

Ig~~""IAn organization that fights animal abuse is calling the slaughter of 100 sled dogs by an outdoor adventure 

company in British Columbia a bloodbath and police are investigating. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2011 3:23:15 AM 

Russian police arrest dozens at anti-government rallies 

Ig~~""IRussian police detained several dozen people at anti-Kremlin rallies in Moscow and St Petersburg on 

Monday as they tried to protest against limits to freedom of assembly. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2011 3:23:20 AM 

No mercy as Heat hand Cavs 21st consecutive loss 

Ig~~""IDWyane Wade scored 26 of his 34 points in the first half, LeBron James added 24 points and eight assists 
against his former team and the Miami Heat beat Cleveland 117-90 on Monday night, sending the 

Cavaliers to their 21st straight loss. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2011 3:59:30 AM 

Concessions in Egypt before march of a million 

Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak makes a few concessions to protesters Monday ahead of a planned million-strong 

march. The army vows not to fire on peaceful protesters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20114:03:16 AM 

Japan volcano erupts with big blast of ash, rocks 

Ig~~""IA revived volcano in southern Japan erupted Tuesday with its biggest explosion yet, shooting out a huge 

plume of gas, boulders and ash and breaking windows 5 miles (8 kilometers) away. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2011 4:43:05 AM 

Discovery rolls out for its last launch ... again 

Ig~~""~he space shuttle Discovery repeated history Monday night, making its final trip to the launch pad - for 

the second time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2011 5:06:39 AM 

Republican lawmakers paying for tough crime laws 

When Harry Coates campaigned for the Oklahoma state Senate in 2002, he had one approach to crime: "Lock 'em up 

and throwaway the key." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20115:27:10 AM 

Study finds red light cameras cut fatal crashes 

Ig~~""IRed light cameras are helping drivers remember that red means stop and are saving lives, according to a 

new study out Tuesday by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2011 6:08:17 AM 

Gaming with your daughter is good for her 

Ig~~""IA new study has found that girls who play video games with a parent behave better, feel more connected 

to their families and have fewer mental health issues. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2011 6:47:34 AM 

Feds probe Calif. 'sham university' for visa fraud 

The government of India is urging the United States to show leniency toward Indian students who were enrolled at a 

"sham university" in California that U.S. authorities say was a front for illegal immigration. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2011 9:11:22 AM 

BP reports $3.7 billion annual loss 

BP PlC announced Tuesday it is resuming dividends for the first time since the Gulf of Mexico well disaster, as the oil 

company reported a 30 percent gain in fourth-quarter profits. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2011 9:43:52 AM 

Pakistan won't release u.s. official who killed 2 

Ig~~""IA Pakistani court ordered the government Tuesday not to release an American official arrested in the 

shooting deaths of two Pakistanis despite u.s. protestation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/201112:37:11 PM 

U.S. manufacturing is No.1, for now 

Ig~~""IAmerica remains by far the No.1 manufacturing country. It out-produces No.2 China by more than 40 
percent. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/201112:48:28 PM 

Video: Egypt's biggest protest demands changes 

Ig~~""lcroWdS of angry protesters pour into Cairo's Tahrir Square demanding the resignation of President Hosni 

Mubarak. NBC's Richard Engel reports from the Egyptian capital. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/201112:49:52 PM 

Video: Egypt army avoiding 'Tiananmen' moment 

Ig~~""IAnalyst Hisham Melhem says the Egyptian military can't afford jeopardizing international aid by being 
seen on mass media using excessive force against protesters. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/201112:53:48 PM 

Video: Teen 'wolf pack' accused of bullying boy 

Ig~~""lpolice say 13-year-old Nadin Khoury was savagely ambushed by a group of teenagers while walking home 
from school. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/201112:55:40 PM 

Future of food: Drinkable bagels and beyond 

Ig~~""lln a high-tech kitchen laboratory in Seattle, Nathan Myhrvold is putting the finishing touches on 

Modernist Cuisine, his obsessive 2,438-page cookbook documenting the future of food. I recently visited 
for a futuristic breakfast. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/201112:57:06 PM 

Video: White House to appeal health-care ruling 

Ig~~""~he Obama administration says it will appeal Judge Roger Vinson's declaration that new legislation 

requiring all Americans to buy health insurance is unconstitutional. NBC's Pete Williams reports. (TODAY 
show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/201112:59:38 PM 

Social media to lead parade of 2011IPOs 

Ig~~""llt/s not quite the dot-com boom of the late 1990s, but this year analysts expect to see a flood of Internet 

companies offering shares on the financial markets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20111:20:01 PM 

Does money make you happy? Absolutely 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: Scientists have finally shredded the old saw about money and happiness. Apparently, money can 

purchase a whole lot of happiness. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20111:29:31 PM 

White House: Huntsman to leave China post 

Ig~~""lu.s. ambassador to China Jon Huntsman, a Republican with potential presidential ambitions, submitted a 

letter of resignation to the White House on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20111:33:29 PM 

Getting tonsils removed tied to kids' weight gain 

Kids who have their tonsils removed seem to gain weight after the surgery and may be more likely to become 

overweight compared to children who never went under the knife, a new study suggests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20111:36:29 PM 

Video: New details emerge in murder of TV producer's wife 

Ig~~""lwhile prosecutors in L.A. fight for the extradition of Bruce Beresford-Redman to Mexico, a released 

autopsy report details the graphic violence Monica Beresford-Redman suffered before she was 
murdered. NBC's Lee Cowan reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20111:38:55 PM 

Video: 'Bath salts': The new designer drug? 

Ig~~""IDrUg experts say some "bath salts," marketed as "white china" and "euphoria," are really cheap, 

accessible highs for addicts, made of synthetic cocaine. NBC's Kerry Sanders reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2011 2:41:45 PM 

No quick fixes for Tunisia's economy 

Ig~~""~ackling corruption and expanding the private sector will be key to Tunisia's ability to transform its 

economy and spur the job creation its disaffected youth is demanding, but there are no quick policy 
solutions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2011 2:43:27 PM 

Relive the Underground Railroad at these B&Bs 

Ig~~""IHistory buffs can relive slavery times - especially during Black History month - by staying at these bed 
and breakfasts once thought to have been "stations" or safe houses on the Underground Railroad. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2011 3:16:41 PM 

PFT: Live blog from Super Bowl XLV media day 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2011 3:48:58 PM 

Dems choose Charlotte for 2012 convention 

The Democratic National Committee today announced the selection of Charlotte, NC, as the site of the party's 2012 

convention, a clear sign that Democrats will once again target the Tar Heel State in the upcoming presidential contest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2011 4:53:00 PM 

Jordan's king fires government in wake of protests 

King Abdullah II of Jordan fired his government following street protests and ordered an ex-prime minister to launch 

immediate political reforms on Tuesday, but the opposition dismissed the move as insufficient. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20115:04:54 PM 

Swiss police: man admits abusing 100 in his care 

A 54-year-old man has admitted sexually abusing more than 100 mentally disabled children and adults in care homes in 

Switzerland and Germany during almost three decades, in what Swiss police described Tuesday as an unprecedented 

case. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2011 5:25:59 PM 

One-third of Americans have bad cholesterol 

Health officials say only about half of u.s. adults with high levels of bad cholesterol are getting treatment. Worse, not all 

those treated are managing to control the problem. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20115:44:54 PM 

New vaccine guide aims for better pneumonia protection 

Children will be better protected against pneumonia and other infections caused by the pneumococcus bacterium with 

this year's updated immunization schedule, experts say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2011 5:56:23 PM 

Video: Terrorists may be targeting Wall Street 

Ig~~""INBC'S Jonathan Dienst reports that terrorists may be plotting threats against Wall Street banks and 
executives. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2011 6:27:21 PM 

Video: EIBaradei: 'Without democracy, there is no life' 

Ig~~""lln an interview with NBC's Brian Williams, opposition leader Mohamed EIBaradei says he sees hope and 
dignity for the first time in young Egyptians and declares, "there is no going back." (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2011 6:38:12 PM 

Ireland expels Russian diplomat over spy passports 

Ireland ordered a Russian diplomat expelled Tuesday after an investigation found that the country's intelligence service 

used six stolen Irish identities as cover for spies operating in the United States. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2011 6:39:03 PM 

Your images of the wintry blast 

Msnbc.com readers share their images and stories from the snowy weather. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2011 7:01:11 PM 

Now we're rolling: Packers, Steelers meet media 

Ig~~""~he Green Bay Packers got their first real test of the Super Bowl, meeting the assembled press at Media 
Dayan Tuesday. Now it's the Steelers' turn. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2011 7:04:23 PM 

PFT: Steelers' Harrison mocks Goodell 

PFT: Pittsburgh lB James Harrison takes a potshot at Roger Goodell, suggesting the league 'lay pillows down' on the field 

to protect players. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2011 7:31:39 PM 

Did the Vikings navigate with a 'sunstone'? 

Ig~~""lcosmic Log: Vikings could have navigated the oceans in inclement weather with the aid of a crystal that 

pinpointed the sun's location behind banks of clouds and fog, a new study suggests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2011 8:13:16 PM 

PFT: Rodgers gets no Super advice from Favre 

Ig~~""lpFT: Aaron Rodgers credits Bart Starr, Kurt Warner and Steve Young for mentoring him, but says he has 

gotten no advice from Brett Favre. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20118:20:50 PM 

Comfort food sparks vicious cycle, study suggests 

A case of the sads is often best addressed with a bowl of ice cream, a bag of Cheetos or whatever is the comfort food of 

your choice. Now, a new study shows that eating junk food is linked to depression. We spot a potential vicious cycle. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2011 8:29:02 PM 

Berlusconi critic says she's being kicked out of party 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2011 8:55:57 PM 

Lawsuit: iPhone users systematically overcharged 

A lawsuit filed in California alleges that AT&T may be overcharging consumers millions of dollars, comparing the 

communications giant's data service to a gas station that "charges for a full gallon when it only pumps nine-tenth of a 

gallon into your tank." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2011 9:29:14 PM 

Millions banking at their supermarket 

Life Inc.: Instead of looking to traditional institutions or check-cashing stores, millions of low-income Americans are 

instead turning to their local big-box retailer for their banking needs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2011 9:39:59 PM 

Opinion: Hard to cheer Big Ben's 'redemption' 

Opinion: How do you root for this guy? How do you root for Bad Ben Roethlisberger? Yes, he's back in "good" graces. 

It's amazing what a trip to a third Super Bowl will do for a guy. But let's not hear anything about him overcoming 

adversity, or earning redemption. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2011 9:58:41 PM 

Senate GOP to try to force health care repeal vote 

Ig~~""IGOP sources tell NBC News that Republican Leader Mitch McConnell will try to force a Senate vote on the 

House-passed motion to repeal the health care reform law this week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/201110:01:42 PM 

Tourists leave Egypt in mass exodus 

Ig~~""IMore than 18,000 passengers converged on Cairo International Airport on Tuesday, frantic for a way out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/201110:13:24 PM 

Husband says Zsa Zsa Gabor ill after surgery 

Ig~~""~he actress has a high fever, fluid in her lungs, an infection that developed after her recent leg 

amputation, and hasn't recognized anyone since the surgery, her husband said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/201110:14:24 PM 

Automakers' sales gains continue in new year 

Ig~~""lu.s. sales of cars and trucks rose in January, a strong start to what the auto industry hopes will be an 
extension of last year's recovery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/201110:15:42 PM 

Shopping center evacuated over stinky box 

An entire Florida shopping center is evacuated after a suspicious package, which turned out to be a box full of chicken 

and goat parts, is discovered near a Bank of America. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/201110:28:56 PM 

Worker claimed PTSD after 100-dog slaughter 

Ig~~""~he 100 dogs were shot dead over two days after an expected post-Olympics boon in dogsledding 
business at an adventure company didn't pan out. Most died instantly, but others suffered - like the one 

that ran away with its "face blown off and an eye hanging out." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/201110:44:18 PM 

Model pleads not guilty in corkscrew castration 

The lawyer for a Portuguese model accused of castrating a celebrity TV journalist with a corkscrew and killing him says 

he is planning a "vigorous defense." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/201111:02:25 PM 

U.S. court upholds life sentence in plot to kill Bush 

A U.S. appeals court Tuesday upheld a life imprisonment sentence for an American citizen convicted in 2005 of plotting 

to assassinate then-President George W. Bush and conspiring with al-Qaida. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/201111:21:13 PM 

'Jihad Jane' terror suspect pleads guilty in Pa. 

Ig~~""IA Pennsylvania woman who called herself "Jihad Jane" online pleaded guilty Tuesday to her role in a plot 

to kill a Swedish cartoonist who had offended Muslims. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/201111:42:55 PM 

Video: Led by 'Hope,' protesters reject Mubarak's concessions 

Ig~~""lorganiZed by a small group of volunteers who are led by a single mother whose name means hope in 
Arabic, protesters in Cairo's Tahrir Square on Tuesday rejected President Mubarak's concession that he 

will not seek another term in office. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/201111:50:02 PM 

Video: Jordan's King Abdullah fires government 

Ig~~""IAS turmoil in Egypt reverberates throughout the region, Jordan's King Abdullah dismissed his government 

on Tuesday and asked a new prime minister to begin the process of instituting reforms. NBC's Martin 
Fletcher reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/201111:52:59 PM 

Video: Monster storm bears down on Midwest 

Ig~~""IA massive blizzard brought a crippling combination of snow, sleet, and ice across a huge swath of the 

country's midsection late Tuesday, forcing the cancellation of more than 6,000 flights and prompting 
power outages from Texas to Michigan. NBC's Kevin Tibbles reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/201111:55:01 PM 

Video: Northeast braces for ice storm 

Ig~~""INBC'S AI Raker has the weather forecast for midweek as a massive winter storm moves east. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201112:10:01 AM 

Video: Among the protesters: Tea, not tear gas 

Ig~~""INBC News' Brian Williams and Richard Engel walk through the site of Egypt's demonstrations -- from the 

scene of last week's violence to today's massive, though peaceful, protest. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201112:10:41 AM 

Scientists find 5 new Parkinson's genes 

Scientists have identified five new genes linked to Parkinson's disease in a large genetic analysis of the illness, according 

to a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201112:14:08 AM 

Video: Obama to Egypt: 'We hear your voices' 

Ig~~""IAddreSSing events in Egypt, President Obama on Tuesday said that the u.s. has been inspired by the 

passion and dignity of the people in Egypt and insisted to President Mubarak that "orderly 
transition ... must begin now." NBC's Savannah Guthrie reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201112:14:08 AM 

Dow soars to close above 12,000 

The Dow Jones industrial average has closed above 12,000 for the first time in 2 1/2 years - yet another sign that the 

economy is extending its recovery from the recession. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201112:14:42 AM 

Video: Dallas beefs up security for Super Bowl 

Ig~~""IDallas police promise this Super Bowl will be the "safest" ever. KXAS's Kevin Cokely reports. (NBC News 

Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201112:14:43 AM 

Ice, snow force thousands of flight cancellations 

Airlines canceled thousands of flights on Tuesday, erasing much of their service in the middle of the u.s. as ice coated 

runways in Dallas and Chicago braced for a major snowfall. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201112:38:57 AM 

Watchdog: u.s. security on Canada border lacking 

Fewer than one in every 100 miles of the u.s. border with Canada is adequately secured, a government watchdog 

agency said on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201112:52:33 AM 

Life on other planets? Leading expert weighs in 

Ig~~""lsince astronomers discovered the first planet beyond our own solar system back in 1992, they've been on 
somewhat of a roll - the tally now tops 500. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20111:20:27 AM 

Tanier: Packer, Steeler D's will inspire imitators 

Ig~~""~anier: On the surface, the Packers and Steelers have similar defenses: dangerous linebackers, crazy 

personnel groupings, all-angles blitzes. Scratch the surface, and you find that they are still pretty similar. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20111:31:49 AM 

Brady wins top offensive player award 

Ig~~""~om Brady tore up the NFL with his precision passing and dynamic guidance of the New England Patriots' 

offense. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20112:05:51 AM 

Duvalier: 'Not important' how history remembers me 

Former dictator Jean-Claude "Baby Doc" Duvalier credits himself with starting Haiti's democratic process with his 1986 

flight into exile and did not inform anyone that he would be coming back last month, the returned leader told Univison 

in an interview scheduled to be aired Tuesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20112:07:35 AM 

Australia braces for monster cyclone 

Ig~~""~housands of Australians were urged Wednesday to gather their loved ones and flee a monster cyclone 

that strengthened overnight and threatens hours of terrifying winds and torrential rain for the northeast. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20112:19:45 AM 

Behind the scenes at 'Puppy Bowl VII' 

Ig~~""IWhO cares about football? (OK, maybe a few million of you.) Puppies are totally going to steal the Super 

Bowl spotlight on Sunday! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2011 2:41:32 AM 

Simon who? Steven Tyler re-invigorates 'Idol' 

Ig~~""IGOing into season 10, fans knew they'd miss judge Simon Cowell sorely. But the Brit's absence hasn't left 

the show in ruins, thanks to the Aerosmith frontman's humor and credibility. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2011 2:59:56 AM 

'Biggest loser' totally gained weight - again! 

Ig~~""llt should have come as no surprise when Don put on a repeat performance to earn his own exit this 

week. So why did it seem like such a shock anyway? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20113:00:30 AM 

Did mental health issue lead to Wikileaks dump? 

A mental health specialist said that the soldier accused of leaking classified material to WikiLeaks should not be 

deployed to Iraq, but he was sent anyway, a newspaper reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2011 3:11:20 AM 

Rosenthal: Once panned, Packers' brain trust gets last laugh 

Rosenthal: It takes time to build the most talented team in the NFL. For Packers General Manager Ted O
·g~~..., 

hompson, it took six seasons of unpopular decisions and steadfast belief in his way of doing things, most 
notably siding with Aaron Rodgers over Brett Favre. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2011 3:34:21 AM 

Mexico: Botox behind bars for reputed drug 'queen' 

Ig~~""IBars and barbed wire couldn't keep a reputed Mexican drug cartel"queen" from getting Botox in prison, 

authorities said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20116:17:55 AM 

18 killed while riding on roof of Indian train 

Eighteen young job seekers riding on the roof of an overcrowded train were killed when they slammed into a low 

overhead bridge in northern India, police said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2011 7:01:33 AM 

Brazil looks at adding 'happiness' to constitution 

Ig~~""lln a nation known for its jubilant spirit, massive parties and seemingly intrinsic ability to celebrate 

anything under the sun, is a constitutional amendment really required to protect the pursuit of 
happiness? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2011 7:03:19 AM 

Colossal storm roars across nation 

A winter weather colossus roared into the nation's heartland Tuesday, laying down a paralyzing punch of dangerous ice 

and whiteout snow. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20118:12:47 AM 

Protesters defiant after Mubarak speech 

Ig~~""IEmbattled President Hosni Mubarak announced Tuesday that he would not run for another term in 

office, a concession that seemingly failed to appease many Egyptians. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20118:42:20 AM 

Indonesian cleric charged with plotting terrorism 

Prosecutors have formally charged Indonesia's best-known radical cleric with planning terrorist attacks, a crime that 

carries a maximum penalty of death. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20119:14:04 AM 

Clinic manager fired after anti-abortion sting 

Ig~~""IA member of staff at a New Jersey clinic has been fired after an anti-abortion group released undercover 

video showing operatives posing as a pimp and a prostitute. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2011 9:35:51 AM 

Slate: How rally was organized without Internet 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201110:22:21 AM 

Egyptians dream of freedom, opportunity 

The demonstration felt like a street party. Egyptians handed out candy and dates, banged drums and joined hands to 

dance through Cairo's main square. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201110:33:59 AM 

Yemen's president: I won't extend my term 

Ig~~""IYemeni President Ali Abdullah Saleh said he will not seek to extend his presidency in a move that would 
bring an end to a three-decade rule when his current term expires in 2013. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201110:49:18 AM 

Are we about to fill up the Internet? 

The spread of Internet use in Asia and the proliferation of Internet-connected phones worldwide are causing the 

Internet to run out of numerical addresses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201110:49:18 AM 

Are we about to fill up the Internet? 

The spread of Internet use in Asia and the proliferation of Internet-connected phones worldwide are causing the 

Internet to run out of numerical addresses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201111:44:04 AM 

Relief on the way? Punxsutawney Phil predicts ... 

The world's most famous groundhog predicted an early spring Wednesday, but wasn't willing to go out on a limb to 

forecast whether the nearby Pittsburgh Steelers will win Sunday's Super Bowl. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201111:44:04 AM 

Relief on the way? Punxsutawney Phil predicts ... 

The world's most famous groundhog predicted an early spring Wednesday, but wasn't willing to go out on a limb to 

forecast whether the nearby Pittsburgh Steelers will win Sunday's Super Bowl. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201111:44:04 AM 

Punxsutawney Phil sees no shadow, predicts early spring 

Ig~~""~he world's most famous groundhog predicted an early spring in his 125th annual weather forecast 

Wednesday on a tiny hill in Pennsylvania. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201112:07:51 PM 

Freed sailor: 'Pirates trampled and beat me' 

Ig~~""lsouth Korean sailors held captive by Somali pirates for a week said they were frequently beaten and their 

lives were repeatedly threatened before South Korean commandos rescued them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201112:10:39 PM 

Video: Tempers flare as Egypt protests continue 

Ig~~""lprotestors and troops remain on streets across Egypt today, despite President Mubarak's decision to step 

down at the next elections. ITN's Emma Murphy reports from Alexandria, where there was gunfire 
Tuesday night after Mubarak's historic announcement. (NBC News Web Extra) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201112:41:50 PM 

Pitched battle over heavy machinery industry in China 

Politicians and pundits in China and the u.s. have long espoused an idea of win-win scenarios, whereby both countries 

and their respected companies can coexist and thrive. In China's heavy machinery market though, all signs point to a 

pitched battle for market supremacy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201112:43:50 PM 

Video: Monster storm cripples Midwest 

Ig~~""lpUbliC schools and airports in the Windy City remain closed while residents dig out from the latest winter 
blast. TODAY's AI Raker reports from Chicago, III. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201112:46:49 PM 

Video: Massive cyclone swirls over Australia 

Ig~~""IA Category 5 cyclone, the Pacific region's equivalent of a hurricane, threatens to devastate the already 

flooded northern region of Australia. Speaking from the capital, Canberra, journalist Michael Best tells 
TODAY's Meredith Vieira about the "scary and terrifying" storm. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201112:48:55 PM 

Video: NBC's Engel: Egypt situation 'much more hostile' 

Ig~~""lprotesters in Egypt continue to call for President Hosni Mubarak to step down immediately despite the 
leader's announcement that he will not seek re-election in September. NBC's Richard Engel reports from 

Cairo. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201112:51:35 PM 

Egypt's neighbors share catalysts for unrest 

Ig~~""~he odds of unrest spreading elsewhere in the Middle East depend heavily on a volatile mix of the 

conditions that sparked revolt in Egypt and Tunisia. By John W. Schoen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201112:53:28 PM 

Video: Tired of winter? Groundhog eyes early spring! 

Ig~~""IFebrUary's famous forecasting rodent, Punxsutawney Phil, didn't see his shadow at Gobbler's Knob in 

Pennsylvania, a supposed sign that warmer weather is not far away. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201112:57:32 PM 

Fiat marks return to u.s. with tiny 500 

Ig~~""lln the weeks ahead the first Fiat 500s will roll into the carmaker's new u.s. showrooms. It's one of the 

smallest cars on the road, but it will have a lot riding on its success. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20111:07:26 PM 

Bomb kills 9, wounds 20 in NW Pakistan 

Ig~~""IA car bomb killed nine people close to the main northwestern city of Peshawar on Wednesday, the latest 

in a rash of attacks that are challenging police claims of progress against Islamist militants in the region. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20111:24:59 PM 

Video: Are school lunches making your kids obese? 

Ig~~""IDaVid Zinczenko, author of "Eat This, Not That!," dissects what your kids are eating in the school 
cafeteria. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20111:37:49 PM 

Life Inc.: And the Oscar, and divorce, goes to ... 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: It's a common question - does a woman have to choose between work and happiness. It may 

be true, if you're an actress. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20111:41:00 PM 

Video: Live video stream from Cairo's Tahrir Square 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO: Watch live video provided by APTN from Cairo's Tahrir Square. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20111:59:43 PM 

5 ways to keep your commute from killing you 

Ig~~""lwhether you carpool, ride the train or take your own wheels, a lengthy commute can increase stress, 

bring on fatigue and contribute to your waistline, experts say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20112:00:04 PM 

Video: Custody battle forces Berry to quit latest film 

Ig~~""loscar-Winning actress Halle Berry has pulled out of her next movie because of a bitter custody battle with 
the father of her daughter Nahla. NBC's Lee Cowan reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20112:17:32 PM 

Fawcett's red swimsuit going to Smithsonian 

Ig~~""~he red swimsuit that helped make "Charlie's Angels" actress Farrah Fawcett a 1970s icon became part of 
the Smithsonian's collection Wednesday on what would have been her 64th birthday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2011 2:18:20 PM 

Private employers add 187,000 jobs in Jan. 

u.s. private employers added more jobs than expected in January, underscoring views the employment picture is slowly 

improving. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2011 2:34:21 PM 

Muslims seek change in their Hollywood story 

After years of watching Muslims portrayed as terrorists in mainstream TV and movies, an advocacy group hopes to 

change that image by grooming a crop of aspiring Muslim screenwriters who can bring their stories - and perspective 

- to Hollywood. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2011 2:38:24 PM 

EPA to limit rocket fuel chemical in tap water 

The Environmental Protection Agency is setting the first drinking water standard for a toxic rocket fuel ingredient linked 

to thyroid problems in pregnant women and young children. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2011 3:13:45 PM 

Extended-stay hotels a home away from home 

Ig~~""IExtended-stay hotels have traditionally lured business travelers, but leisure travelers have found they can 

help with vacation costs. Hilton unveils its new extended-stay brand, Home2 Suites, on Feb. 3. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20113:34:58 PM 

Police take alleged Lohan theft to prosecutors 

Ig~~""ILindSay Lohan remains under investigation for possible grand theft hours after detectives obtained a 

search warrant to try to retrieve a necklace reported stolen, police said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2011 4:26:49 PM 

Pro-Mubarak protests took u.s. by surprise, Daley says 

All indications are that several thousand supporters of President Hosni Mubarak are instigating today's clashes, a 

development White House chief of staff William Daley says comes as a surprise. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2011 5:01:44 PM 

How do you survive parent-teacher night? 

Ig~~""lltls like speed dating, only less fun 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2011 5:15:01 PM 

Video: Protesters ordered to leave Tahrir Square 

Ig~~""INBC'S Richard Engel reports Egyptian state television has ordered all protesters to leave Cairo's Tahrir 
Square, where pro-Mubarak forces continue to block the major exits. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2011 5:26:08 PM 

Flight cancellations mount for 2nd straight day 

Airports across the country continue to be hampered by ice and snow. Over 5,500 flights in or out of the u.s. have been 

canceled Wednesday as of 11 a.m. EST, according to flight tracking service FlightAware. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20115:35:13 PM 

Not bothered by Gervais? You must be older 

Older people have more trouble detecting social gaffes committed by others, the result of a decline in how they 

perceive emotions, according to a New Zealand study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20115:40:00 PM 

Airport chaos eases, violence flares in Cairo 

The near mayhem at Cairo's airport over the past few days gave way to slightly more organized chaos on Wednesday, 

with between lD,OOO to 13,000 passengers making their escape aboard about 95 flights. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2011 5:57:49 PM 

Video: Condo assoc. threatens home tutoring program 

Ig~~""IA California woman who hosts free after school tutoring sessions for out of her garage is running into 

opposition from her homeowners association, who want her to stop. KNBC's Vikki Vargas reports. (NBC 
News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2011 6:10:18 PM 

Video: Storm hits Chicago hard 

Ig~~""~he massive winter storm punishing much of the country has hit Chicago especially hard as high winds 

hampered rescue crews which had to resort to snowmobiles to help stranded drivers. NBC's Andy 
Roesgen reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20116:24:36 PM 

Traveling with baby? Get the right airplane seat 

Ig~~""IA California family booted from a United Airlines flight last week in a dispute over an infant carrier raises 

the question: How do parents choose the correct airline seat for their baby? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20116:40:39 PM 

NASA spots scores of potentially livable worlds 

Ig~~""IAn orbiting NASA telescope is finding whole new worlds of possibilities in the search for alien life, 

including more than 50 potential planets that appear to be in the habitable zone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2011 6:45:52 PM 

Video: Ride along with a snow plow driver 

Ig~~""lsnow plow driver Andrew Huffman lets WVIT's Ben Sosenko ride along to show first-hand the danger and 
fatigue involved in plowing the streets during heavy snow. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2011 6:46:52 PM 

Study: Students need more paths to career success 

The current u.s. education system is failing to prepare millions of young adults for successful careers by providing a one

size-fits-all approach" a Harvard University study published Wednesday concludes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2011 7:30:51 PM 

Video: No, don't park on my Ferrari! 

Ig~~""lwes Moschetto, the owner of this two-week-old Ferrari, talks with TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown about 
the accident that perched a Ford F-1S0 on top of his 2011 Ferrari. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2011 8:12:28 PM 

Egypt's fate may rest on top soldier's shoulders 

Ig~~""ILt. Gen. Sami Enan has so far refused to use force against protesters demanding the removal of President 

Hosni Mubarak. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2011 8:23:33 PM 

Who are the pro-Mubarak protesters? 

As the clashes between anti- and pro-Mubarak protesters spiraled into bloody violence, questions arose about just who 

was instigating the mayhem. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20118:46:08 PM 

Gene test may help spot lethal prostate tumors 

Prostate tumors with a distinctive four-gene "signature" are far more lethal than others, laying the groundwork for a test 

to predict which tumors need aggressive treatment, u.s. researchers said on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2011 8:58:12 PM 

Drug czar: 'Bath salts' drugs pose 'serious threat' 

White House Drug Czar Gil Kerlikowske warned people Tuesday against taking the newest synthetic drugs, often 

marketed as "bath salts" and being sold legally on the Internet and in drug paraphernalia stores. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20119:17:25 PM 

Video: This live event has concluded 

Ig~~""lplease select another video. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2011 9:42:16 PM 

Charles Manson found with another cell phone 

Charles Manson, one of California's most notorious and high-profile inmates, was found with a smuggled cell phone 

inside his cell at Corcoran State Prison for a second time, according to a source with California's Department of 

Corrections and Rehabilitation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20119:44:13 PM 

How Google plans to beat the iPad 

Ig~~""~oday we got the best look yet at Google's anti-iPad, the Honeycomb tablet as. It's finally clear what 
Google is doing to differentiate its tablets from the iPad - and what Google thinks works so well on 

Apple's platform that they're borrowing it for themselves. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2011 9:46:30 PM 

Obama, McCain end long-running feud 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama and Republican Senator John McCain completed a thaw Wednesday when they 

sat down for Oval Office talks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2011 9:56:35 PM 

Fearful, frigid night on iconic Chicago road 

Ig~~""lsome of the hundreds stuck in vehicles, or who tried to get out, during Chicago's blizzard overnight 

recount their desperation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201110:01:01 PM 

Get a cold one at Austrian hotel's ice dome bar 

Ig~~""IKiddY igloos grow up in the latest engineering feat in Austria, where a huge ice dome has been erected 
and now serves as a bar -as long as temperatures stay chill enough. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201110:26:17 PM 

Blizzard cuts power as deep freeze sets in 

Blizzard conditions lifted across the Midwest by Wednesday afternoon, but subzero temperatures overnight will test the 

hundreds of thousands still without power. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201111:24:54 PM 

Police: Janitor fatally shoots N. Calif. principal 

Ig~~""IA janitor fatally shot an elementary school in Placerville, Calif., on Wednesday, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201111:27:09 PM 

Senate Dems defeat health care repeal measure 

Ig~~""lsenate Democrats remained united on Wednesday in killing a Republican effort to repeal the health care 

bill signed into law last March. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201111:48:25 PM 

Video: Mubarak cracks down in Cairo 

Ig~~""lpresident Mubarak proved on Wednesday he will not go down without a fight, sending thousands of 

goon squads to battle anti-government demonstrators for control of Tahrir Square. NBC's Richard Engel 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201111:53:54 PM 

Video: Cairo's fury reflected in neighboring cities 

Ig~~""lwhile Alexandria was spared the violence that erupted in Cairo on Wednesday, the city remains on edge 

and could be the next flashpoint in the wave of protests. NBC's Ron Allen reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/201112:02:33 AM 

Video: Husband tweets 'huge day' for Giffords 

Ig~~""lcongresswoman Gabrielle Giffords, recovering from a gunshot wound to the head, is making great strides 
according to her husband. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/201112:04:23 AM 

Video: Powerful cyclone strikes Australia 

Ig~~""~he monster core of Cyclone Yasi made landfall on Wednesday, leaving a trail of devastation as it tore 

across Australia's northeastern coast. Channel 7's Michelle Tapper reports from Cairns. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/201112:05:42 AM 

Smoking now off-limits in NYC parks, Times Square 

New York City's parks, beaches and even Times Square will be off-limits to smokers under one of the nation's toughest 

anti-cigarette laws passed Wednesday by the City Council. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/201112:09:55 AM 

Video: Holt: Cairo events could cause 'whiplash' 

Ig~~""INBC'S Brian Williams and Lester Holt share their observations from Cairo as clashes between 
demonstrators and pro-Mubarak forces continue to escalate. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/201112:17:00 AM 

Man arrested for Facebook slur on Nigeria governor 

A man who used Facebook to post a curse directed at a northern Nigerian governor has been arrested and jailed, police 

said, a chilling warning about freedom of speech ahead of the oil-rich nation's coming elections. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20111:54:38 AM 

Judge: Gulf claims czar not independent of BP 

Ig~~""IA federal judge says the administrator of the $20 billion compensation fund for Gulf oil spill victims is not 

independent from BP and he must stop telling potential claimants that he is. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20112:49:07 AM 

Video: Battle for Tahrir Square rages through the night 

Ig~~""IRichard Engel, NBC News chief foreign correspondent, reports live from Cairo overlooking Tahrir Square 

as anti-government protesters clash with pro-Mubarak protesters with sounds of gunshots and protest 
chants filling the air. (The Rachel Maddow Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20112:54:25 AM 

NYT: Egypt's upheaval puts militants in lurch 

NYT: As antigovernment demonstrators battle with government supporters in Cairo's Tahrir Square, jihadi groups find 

themselves curiously on the outside. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20113:02:19 AM 

Nowitzki scores 29 as Mavs rough up Knicks 

Ig~~""IDirk Nowitzki had 29 points and 11 rebounds, and the Dallas Mavericks seized control in the third quarter 
before beating the New York Knicks 113-97 on Wednesday night for their sixth straight victory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2011 3:02:37 AM 

Rosenthal: 11 reasons why Packers will win 5B XLV 

Ig~~""IRosenthal: Why will the Packers win Super Bowl XLV? Aaron Rodgers is playing at elite level, while the 
defense can overwhelm Pittsburgh' offensive line. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20113:02:44 AM 

U.S. officials: 'This is a train out of control' 

u.s. officials are expressing increasing pessimism that Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak would be able serve out the 

remainder of his term. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2011 3:21:34 AM 

Pacers hand Cavaliers 22nd straight defeat 

Ig~~""lcleveland's slide reached 22 games - one shy of the NBA's single-season record - as Danny Granger 
scored 23 points and Darren Collison added 22 to lead the Indiana Pacers to a 117-112 win over the 

Cavaliers, now winless in 2011 and losers of 32 of 33. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2011 3:23:52 AM 

Gunfire breaks out as Mubarak allies and foes clash 

Ig~~""~he battle between allies and foes of Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak enters a second day when 

supporters of the beleaguered leader open fire in Tahrir square, a witness says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20113:30:12 AM 

No. 17 Syracuse ends skid, upsets No.6 UConn 

Ig~~""IRiCk Jackson had 13 points and 13 rebounds to lead the 17th-ranked Orange to a 66-58 victory over No.6 

Connecticut on Wednesday night, avoiding the first five-game losing streak in coach Jim Boeheim's 35 

seasons. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2011 3:32:50 AM 

Cowboys and crazy shtick take over 'Idol' 

Ig~~""~he show kicked off with a cheap trick in the form of a faux-pology to get folks to tune in, but the talent 

mix that came out of Texas was worth watching without the fake Tyler drama. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2011 4:39:26 AM 

Snow sends dozens to shelters in northern Mexico 

The coldest weather in 60 years blanketed the Mexican border city of Ciudad Juarez with snow Wednesday, forcing 

dozens of people into shelters and businesses to close as power failed in some areas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2011 4:54:23 AM 

WikiLeaks cable revives talk of 9/11 support network 

A State Department cable released this week by WikiLeaks has revived a lingering debate about whether the 9/11 

hijackers may have had a covert "support network" within the United States that was never fully identified by the FBI 

before its members fled the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20115:15:32 AM 

Relief as Australia mops up from giant cyclone 

A powerful cyclone ripped across Australia's northeast coast early Thursday, blasting apart houses, laying waste to 

banana crops and leaving boats lying in the streets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20115:42:12 AM 

'Day of rage' protest urged in Syria 

Syrian opposition groups are using social networking sites to call for a "day of rage" protest in the country Friday as 

other Middle East countries take step to halt Egypt-inspired disruptions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2011 7:21:48 AM 

Cairo's Tahrir Square tense after gunfire erupts 

Ig~~""IAnti-gOVernment protesters continued to face off against supporters of Egyptian President Hosni 

Mubarak Thursday morning after a night of heavy gunfire in Cairo's Tahrir Square. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2011 7:30:17 AM 

Bangladesh arrests clerics over whipping a girl 

Police in Bangladesh said Thursday they have arrested four Islamic clerics after a teenage girl was whipped to death for 

allegedly having an illicit relationship with a married man. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20119:20:14 AM 

Yemen next: 20,000 on streets in 'day of rage' 

Ig~~""IMore than 20,000 Yemenis filled the streets of Sanaa on Thursday for a "day of rage" rally, demanding a 

change in government and saying President Ali Abdullah Saleh's offer to step down in 2013 was not 
enough. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2011 9:22:53 AM 

Pakistan court extends detention of u.s. diplomat 

An American who killed two Pakistani men in Lahore last week will be held for eight more days to allow for further 

investigation, a prosecutor said on Thursday, despite u.s. statements that he enjoys diplomatic immunity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2011 9:57:32 AM 

Que frio! Mexican city breaks 1951 cold record 

Ig~~""~he coldest weather in 60 years blanketed the Mexican border city of Ciudad Juarez with snow 

Wednesday, forcing dozens of people into shelters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/201110:24:10 AM 

Fireworks blaze destroys 5-star hotel in China 

Ig~~""IA fire set off by fireworks to celebrate the Lunar New Year destroyed a five-star hotel in northeast China, 

state media reported Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/201111:29:24 AM 

'Ravages of time' leave Auschwitz decaying 

Ig~~""~he red brick barracks that housed starving inmates are sinking into ruin. Time has warped victims' 

leather shoes into strange shapes. Hair sheared to make cloth is slowly turning to dust. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/201112:05:14 PM 

Obama lookalike pitches for KFC in Hong Kong 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/201112:40:00 PM 

Video: Epic snowstorm leaves Midwesterners buried 

Ig~~""IAS freezing temperatures continue to grip most of the country, residents in the Midwest are digging out 
from a record snowfall. NBC's AI Roker reports from Chicago. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/201112:40:16 PM 

ConsumerMan: Video late fees 'scam' spreads 

Hundreds of thousands of people who rented movies from Hollywood Video or Movie Gallery had collection notices put 

in their credit files without notice. Six states are fielding complaints from irate consumers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/201112:42:40 PM 

On minimum wage, we're a lot like Greece 

Life Inc.: Here's something the United States and Greece have in common: Our workers earn nearly the same minimum 

wage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/201112:44:09 PM 

Video: Armed with knife, retiree waits out unrest in Egypt 

Ig~~""IMary Thornberry, who remains holed up in her Cairo apartment near Tahrir Square, tells TODAY's 

Meredith Vieira that after protesters tried to break into her home, she is ready to leave the country she 
loves. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20111:11:20 PM 

Video: Lohan snapped wearing missing necklace? 

Ig~~""~roubled actress Lindsay Lohan finds herself in more hot water, with allegations that she stole a unique 

necklace valued at $2,500. And, as NBC's Kristen Welker reports, the proof may be in a paparazzo's 
photo. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20111:17:22 PM 

Video: Famed NYC apartment building faces race lawsuit 

Ig~~""IA lawsuit against New York City's Dakota co-op, which has housed stars like Judy Garland and John 
Lennon, claims that the board rejected a black tenant's bid to buy another unit. NBC's Jeff Rossen 

reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20111:33:30 PM 

States seek to copy Arizona immigration law 

As state legislatures return to work after November's elections, at least 15 are considering Arizona-style proposals to 

draft local police to crack down on illegal immigrants. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20111:52:36 PM 

Stop slouching! You'll feel more powerful, study shows 

If you're a nobody who desperately wants to be taken seriously, Northwestern University researchers have this advice: 

Stop slouching, already. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2011 2:09:27 PM 

NASA weighs plan to keep shuttle until 2017 

Ig~~""INASA is considering a plan to keep the space shuttle Endeavour in flight-like condition after its last 

scheduled mission, a move that could lead to its transformation into a privatized spaceship rather than a 
museum piece. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2011 2:16:42 PM 

Pay gap widening between male, female doctors 

Newly trained female doctors in the United States make nearly $17,000 less than their male counterparts, even though 

women increasingly are choosing careers in higher-paying medical specialties, U.S. researchers said on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2011 2:23:14 PM 

Video: She learned her longtime fiance was gay 

Ig~~""IKiri Blakeley, whose memoir "Can't Think Straight" describes the shock she experienced when she 

learned her fiance of 10 years was secretly pursuing relationships with men, tells Meredith Vieira that she 
"couldn't get as angry" as she would have if he'd been having an affair with a woman. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20112:34:52 PM 

First Thoughts: Big 10 focus 

r-I~bama is set to visit Penn State today, bringing into focus the electoral importance olthe Big 10 states. 
he president won all of those states in 2008; Democrats did not, however, fare so well in the Big 10 in 

2010. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20113:04:43 PM 

'Last Tango in Paris' star Schneider dies 

Ig~~""IFrench actress Maria Schneider, most famous for her role as Marlon Branda's lover in "Last Tango in 

Paris", has died aged 58, French media reported on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2011 3:29:30 PM 

Jobless claims drop, raising hopes for hiring 

Ig~~""IFewer people likely sought unemployment benefits last week, after bad weather caused a spike in the 

number of those seeking benefits the previous week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20113:34:39 PM 

Giffords' husband: 'Good' can come from shooting 

Rep. Gabrielle Giffords' husband said he has become more spiritual since the tragedy, believing that some good might 

come from it and perhaps "this is just one small part of a larger plan." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2011 3:39:21 PM 

'Hacktivists' launch second attack on Egypt 

Well, that didn't take long. No sooner had the government of Egypt restored Internet service to its citizens early 

Wednesday than the loosely organized cybervandals known as Anonymous were back at work trying to knock official 

Egyptian websites offline. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20114:12:34 PM 

Ex-nanny admits spiking sex shop magnate's soup 

A former nanny employed by the boss of a chain of British sex shops pleaded guilty Thursday to spiking her employer's 

soup with windshield washer fluid in an attempt to get the household's chef in trouble. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2011 4:32:36 PM 

Video: Mumbai teacher pushes 92 pencils in mouth 

Ig~~""IA teacher from Mumbai is trying to get into the Guinness Book of World Records and makes a YouTube 

video to prove he can put 92 pencils in his mouth. TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2011 4:59:40 PM 

'String of failures' by FBI, Defense before Fort Hood 

The Department of Defense and the FBI had enough information about the suspect in the 2009 Fort Hood massacre to 

have discharged him from the military before he killed 13 DOD employees and wounded 32 others, according to a new 

bipartisan Senate report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2011 5:49:26 PM 

Rumsfeld defends handling of Iraq war in new book 

Ig~~""IFormer Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld concludes in his new autobiography that the war in Iraq has 

been worth the cost and remains largely unapologetic about his handling of the conflict, The Washington 
Post reported on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2011 6:12:23 PM 

10 U.S. cities with the worst drinking water 

Ig~~""IA surprising number of u.s. cities have drinking water with unhealthy levels of chemicals and 

contaminants. If you live in Pensacola, Fla., you may want to invest in a water purifier. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20116:42:40 PM 

Census shows big gains for u.s. minorities 

Ig~~""lu.s. racial minorities accounted for roughly 85 percent of the nation's population growth over the last 
decade - one of the largest shares ever - with Hispanics accounting for much of the gain in many of the 

states picking up new House seats. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2011 8:37:02 PM 

The worst celebrity Super Bowl ad moments 

Not all Super Bowl commercials featuring celebrities are bad. But looking at the success rate, you're much better off 

going with a chimp, exploding mosquito or flatulent horse 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2011 8:38:45 PM 

Bernanke: More jobs needed for real recovery 

Ig~~""IFederal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke said on Thursday that despite recent signs of improvement in 

the u.s. economy, the recovery still needs help from the Fed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2011 8:39:18 PM 

Year of the Rabbit predictions for Kate & Wills 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20118:50:34 PM 

Ditch TSA? Airports no longer can 'opt out' 

The Transportation Security Administration has said it won't allow any more airports to "opt out" and bring in private 

security contractors in place of the agency's federal workers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2011 8:53:08 PM 

Amazon drought led to huge C02 emissions 

Ig~~""IA widespread drought in the Amazon rain forest last year was worse than the "once-in-a-century" dry 

spell in 2005 and may have a bigger impact on global warming than the United States does in a year, 
scientists said on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2011 8:59:45 PM 

Rosenthal: 11 reasons why Steelers will win SB XLV 

Ig~~""IRosenthal: Why will the Steelers win Super Bowl XLV? Defensive pressure, experience and Big Ben's 

playmaking knack will be key. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2011 9:09:21 PM 

Genius or just stunt? Snails track pollutants 

Ig~~""lltls a snail-paced solution to pollution woes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2011 9:47:19 PM 

Journalists attacked by mobs, detained in Cairo 

Ig~~""~he United States and Britain condemned the intimidation of reporters covering the protests against 

President Hosni Mubarak Thursday and said the Egyptian government must not target journalists. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/201110:14:32 PM 

Video: PFT live, Segment 1: All eyes on Vick 

Ig~~""IMike Florio thinks Eagles fans will be holding their breath and hoping nothing bad happens when QB 

Michael Vick hosts a big Super Bowl party. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/201110:33:11 PM 

Training, not nature, causes pet bullies 

Ig~~""[he majority of American pet owners believe a well-trained dog is safe - even if it comes from one of the 
"bully breeds." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/201110:41:52 PM 

Census estimates show big gains for US minorities 

Ig~~""IRacial and ethnic minorities accounted for roughly 85 percent of the nation's population growth over the 
last decade - one of the largest shares ever - with Hispanics accounting for much of the gain in many of 

the states picking up new House seats. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/201110:57:21 PM 

Video: Packer fans from birth 

Ig~~""ISt. Vincent Hospital in Green Bay is getting its newest arrivals ready for Super Bowl Sunday, complete 
with tiny cheesheads. Msnbc.com's Keva Andersen reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/201111:04:12 PM 

Tunisia Islamists say they're being excluded 

Tunisia's Islamists have been shut out of the interim government, Islamist leader Rachid Ghannouchi said, calling for a 

cabinet that brings together all parties and for the dismantling of Zine al-Abidine Ben Ali's police state. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/201111:07:15 PM 

Madoff trustee: Chase was complicit in scheme 

E-mails and other internal documents show that executives at JP Morgan Chase were complicit in Bernard Madoff's 

massive fraud, the victims' trustee alleges. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/201111:11:11 PM 

Muslim Brotherhood strategist calls for Mubarak trial 

Ig~~""IA longtime strategist for the Muslim Brotherhood said Thursday that Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak 
and his senior associates must be put on trial and held to account for their "crimes" against the Egyptian 

people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/201111:20:06 PM 

Officer shoots defendant in Ala. courtroom 

A judge pulled a gun on a crutch-swinging defendant who went wild in a crowded rural courtroom after being found 

guilty of harassment Thursday, a witness said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/201111:38:46 PM 

'Idol' singer John Wayne released album as teen 

Ig~~""llf cowboy and country singer John Wayne Schulz appeared comfortable during his "American Idol" 
audition that aired this past Tuesday night, there's a good reason -- the 23-year-old released an album by 

the time he was 14 years-old. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/201111:40:35 PM 

Some Girl Scouts protest cookie sale 

Ig~~""IA Minnesota Girl Scout council's decision to sell some of its camps has so upset one Scout that she and 

others in her troop plan to sit out the big annual cookie sale that starts Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/201111:47:14 PM 

Video: Street battle rages on in Cairo 

Ig~~""IAS protestors prepared for another major demonstration from their makeshift battle camp in Tahrir 

Square on Friday, a campaign against reporters appeared to be timed to stop news coverage of the event. 
NBC's Richard Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/201111:51:01 PM 

Video: Attempt to rescue U.S. retiree in Cairo thwarted 

Ig~~""IAfter hearing the story of American expat Mary Thornberry, who was unable to leave Cairo before 

violence erupted, NBC News attempted to escort her out but restless crowds prevented the crew from 
reaching her. NBC's Lester Holt reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/201111:54:11 PM 

Video: Emboldened by Egypt, protests spread 

Ig~~""IAS the clamor for regime change spreads across the Arab world, there are signs that some governments 

are getting the message and making promises of reform. NBC's Martin Fletcher reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/201111:59:02 PM 

Video: Midwest shovels way out of winter storm 

Ig~~""IMUCh of the Midwest remained in recovery mode on Wednesday as airlines scrambled to resume 

services after a historic storm shut out more than 16,000 flights. NBC's Kevin Tibbles reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/201112:00:05 AM 

Global obesity rates have doubled since 1980 

The world is becoming a heavier place, especially in the West. Global obesity rates have doubled since 1980, new 

research shows. Among developed countries, Americans are the fattest and the Japanese are the slimmest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/201112:01:29 AM 

Video: Obama: 'My faith ... is a sustaining force' 

Ig~~""IAt the National Prayer Breakfast in Washington on Thursday, President Obama talked about having his 

Christian faith questioned by others and welcomed Mark Kelly, husband of wounded Congresswoman 
Gabrielle Gifford, to say the closing prayer. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/201112:13:13 AM 

Egypt online users weigh merit of more protests 

Egyptian web activists were divided over whether to stay on the streets during the "Friday of Departure/' the planned 

mass rally that organizers hope will be the breaking point of President Hosni Mubarak's 30-year rule. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/201112:23:25 AM 

Arrest in $1.5 million casino chip heist 

Ig~~""lpolice have arrested a 29-year-old Las Vegas man in the brazen armed robbery of $1.5 million in casino 

chips from the posh Bellagio resort on the Las Vegas Strip. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/201112:30:02 AM 

Video: Egypt's protesters brace for second major battle 

Ig~~""IAS protesters in Egypt brace for the second major battle of their week-long demonstration, the tone has 

shifted from one of exuberance to one of potentially violent defiance. NBC's Richard Engel 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/201112:41:43 AM 

Game-playing kid falls onto subway tracks 

A lO-year-old boy who was playing a video game on a Sony PlayStation Portable was so engrossed that he stepped off a 

subway platform and fell onto the tracks. The incident, which happened in Milan, Italy, was caught on video (shown 

here). An off-duty policeman jumped onto the tracks to rescue the boy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/201112:48:21 AM 

Opinion: Perfect time for perfect Steeler to cement his legacy 

Ig~~""lsmith: Revered by Pittsburgh teammates for toughness, leadership, Hines Ward would bolster his Hall of 

Fame credentials with a third Super Bowl win. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20111:00:09 AM 

Castrodale: XLV things to know about Super Sunday 

Ig~~""lcastrodale: In honor of just under a half-century's worth of history, here are 45 things to watch, things to 

know and things that fell out of my head. Let's do this. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20111:18:11 AM 

Astronauts reach fake Mars orbit 

A six-man crew on a virtual SO~-day trip to Mars reached "orbit" around the Red Planet yesterday after 244 days of fake 

interplanetary travel. The crew is scheduled to "land" on Feb. 12, and will make three trips out onto simulated Martian 

terrain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20111:25:35 AM 

PBT: Four Celtics, Griffin among Ali-Star reserves 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20111:29:16 AM 

Egyptians brace for another mass protest 

Ig~~""~housands of protesters barricaded themselves in a central Cairo square and chanted "Leave, leave, 

leave" into the night on Thursday as they prepared for an eleventh day of protest against President Hosni 
Mubarak's rule. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/2011 2:08:37 AM 

Video: Exclusive: Courageous Iowa student speaks out 

Ig~~""lzaCh Wahls, The University of Iowa student who bravely defended his upbringing by lesbians to state 
lawmakers joins The Last Word, along with his family. (The Last Word) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20112:14:05 AM 

Pettitte to announce retirement Friday 

Ig~~""IAndY Pettitte is going ahead with his decision to retire, leaving the New York Yankees with two huge 

holes in what appears to be a rather wobbly starting rotation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/2011 2:51:40 AM 

Bill seeks to criminalize cell phones in prison 

A California state senator has had it with prison inmates, like Charles Manson, who get cell phones smuggled to them, 

and plans to introduce a bill to criminalize cell phones in prison. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20113:08:46 AM 

Griffin, record-tying 4 Celtics picked as reserves 

Ig~~""IBlake Griffin is going to his first Ali-Star game, and Kevin Garnett matched an NBA record Thursday with 
his 14th straight selection as one of a record-tying four Boston Celtics headed for the midseason event. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/2011 3:09:37 AM 

Weirdos take over 'Idol' in los Angeles 

Ig~~""~he show has kept its promise to be nicer this season, but hey, it needs to introduce some oddballs in 

order to use them for filler in the finale. And boy, did L.A. deliver some strange hopefuls. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/2011 3:34:58 AM 

Sheen's problems don't guarantee end of 'Men' 

Ig~~""~he actor isn't the first TV star to leave his hit show high and dry. Other troubled show leads have created 

big problems for their programs in the past, and usually, the series go on with or without them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/2011 4:55:03 AM 

Video: Anti-government protesters hold Tahrir Square 

Ig~~""INBC News correspondent Ron Allen updates Ed Schultz on the events of the day in Egypt, live from 
Cairo. (The Ed Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/2011 5:28:29 AM 

LeBron scores 51 to help Heat hold off Magic 

Ig~~""ILeBron James stressed the importance of this game before it started, and backed up his words with 51 
points in the Miami Heat's 104-100 win over the Orlando Magic on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20115:45:13 AM 

Mubarak warns of chaos if he quits now 

Ig~~""IEgYPtian President Hosni Mubarak said Thursday that if he stepped down now after days of massive 

street protests, Egypt would fall into chaos and the Muslim Brotherhood opposition group would take 
control. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20116:00:10 AM 

PFT's Pick: Super Bowl is a high-scoring tossup 

Ig~~""lpFT Picks: Mike Florio says the Steelers will win because they are the better franchise, while Gregg 

Rosenthal picks the Packers because of their offensive attack. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/2011 6:18:11 AM 

Big Obama donor quits envoy job amid criticism 

As a supporter of presidential candidate Barack Obama, Cynthia Stroum was a superstar whose financial backing of the 

campaign landed her a plum diplomatic posting in Europe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/2011 7:24:38 AM 

22,000 Pakistanis flee fighting near Afghan border 

About 22,000 Pakistani villagers have fled military operations against Islamist militants in a tribal region near the Afghan 

border, a government administrator and the army said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/2011 7:33:00 AM 

McDyess tips Spurs past Lakers at buzzer 

Ig~~""IAntonio McDyess tipped in Tim Duncan's missed jump shot right before the buzzer, and the San Antonio 
Spurs survived the Los Angeles Lakers' late rally for an 89-88 victory Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/2011 8:55:55 AM 

'Rogue officers'? Video shows teen being beaten 

A surveillance video that appears to show former city police officers kicking and stomping a black teenage burglary 

suspect last year has been made public by a community activist. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20119:05:34 AM 

Egyptians desperate as protests stall paychecks 

The protests engulfing Cairo have shuttered businesses, forced factories to halt operations, and closed banks. Three 

days into February, many salaries had not been paid, even as rents are due. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20119:44:41 AM 

Thugs beat protesters at Egypt vigil in Syria 

Human Rights Watch said that Syrian authorities failed to intervene as 15 people who tried to hold a candle vigil in 

support of the Egyptian revolution were beaten in Old Damascus. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/201110:32:54 AM 

State radio: Zimbabwe PM wants Egypt-style uprising 

Ig~~""lzimbabwe's state-run radio has accused the prime minister of trying to spark anti-government uprisings 

similar to those seen in Tunisia and Egypt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/201110:51:05 AM 

German sues over alleged CIA kidnapping 

Ig~~""IA German man who says he was snatched by the CIA in Macedonia and tortured at a secret prison after 

being mistaken for a terrorism suspect will begin a legal battle Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/201111:08:07 AM 

Report: Giffords' husband to fly shuttle mission 

Ig~~""~he astronaut husband of wounded Rep. Gabrielle Giffords will announce Friday that he will fly on space 

shuttle Endeavour's final voyage, according to a report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/201111:33:00 AM 

On Twitter, Egypt conflict is riveting, confusing 

Red Tape: Never before has an extended conflict provided so much on-the-ground information to a global audience. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/201111:48:40 AM 

NYT: Cubans warily become entrepreneurs 

Ig~~""IHoPing to resuscitate Cuba's crippled economy, President Raul Castro opened the door to a new, if 

limited, generation of entrepreneurs last year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/201112:06:10 PM 

An adoption tale more dramatic than 'Blind Side' 

It's a story even more dramatic than "The Blind Side": How jennifer Annable, who worked with troubled kids and took in 

five foster children, met her biggest challenge when she adopted a sullen 16-year-old who was an incredible athlete but 

trusted no one. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/201112:08:08 PM 

Highway hijacking: Gunman seizes Greyhound bus 

An armed passenger hijacked a Greyhound bus Thursday night along a North Carolina highway, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/201112:43:26 PM 

Video: Egyptian unrest continues, journalists targeted 

Ig~~""lln Egypt, NBC's Richard Engel reports that Cairo's Tahrir Square has become a fortified camp of anti

government demonstrators; meanwhile, foreign journalists have been targeted. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/201112:47:52 PM 

Video: u.s. says Egypt's President Mubarak must go 

Ig~~""INBC'S Andrea Mitchell reports on President Obama's call for a transition to democratic government in 

Egypt; meanwhile, the White House is trying to avoid putting a "made in the U.s." label on any ouster of 
President Mubarak. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/201112:52:17 PM 

Give him a kiss that will last forever 

Ig~~""IA kiss is the bright and happy side of love. So when I found the personalized Kiss Portraits from DNA 11, I 

knew I had to get one. Kiss Portraits takes an impression of my kiss and then makes a fine art-quality 
canvas print that my husband can hang on our wall. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/201112:53:18 PM 

10 ways to live large in cramped quarters 

Ig~~""IEven if you don't have a lot of real estate you can go big by investing in these 10 extreme 21st-century 

space-saving solutions for the home, from the sofa/bunk bed to the 3-in-l breakfast maker to the toilet 
lid sink. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20111:21:48 PM 

Couples who talk alike are more compatible 

A new study shows that couples who have similar speaking styles might actually be more compatible. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20111:45:57 PM 

Homes that you can get for under $300,000 

Each week TODAY's Barbara Corcran scours the country for unique homes for sale. This week she goes from California to 

Florida looking for homes that can be had for under $300,000. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20111:47:13 PM 

Job creation smaller than expected in January 

u.s. employment posted a fourth straight month of gains in January, but the pace of job creation last month was much 

smaller than expected. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20111:59:35 PM 

U.S. mom, 76, rescued from Cairo apartment 

Mary Thornberry, the feisty American retiree whose Cairo apartment door was smashed by protestors, was rescued 

from her building and spent the night at the airport preparing to reunite with her son in the u.s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/2011 2:29:14 PM 

Verizon halts iPhone sales after best 'first day' 

Verizon Wireless ended online sales of Apple Inc's iPhone on Thursday evening after what it said was "the most 

successful first day sales in the history of the company." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/2011 2:52:27 PM 

A trip to Mars: It's not as far as you think 

Ig~~""~he only world domination these Martians are concerned about involves the Pittsburgh Steelers. "Gh, 

yeah, Mars is Steeler country," said Dick Settlemire, mayor of the tiny town of Mars, Pa., pop. 1,745. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20113:14:25 PM 

Watch and rate all the Super Bowl ads 

Ig~~""IMissed an ad from the Super Bowl XLV or couldn't believe what you saw? Check msnbc.com during the 
game for the ads as they air and commentary on TODAY's "The Clicker" blog. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20114:10:33 PM 

Super Bowl 'a desirable target' for terrorists 

u.s. counterterrorism and law enforcement officials have concluded that the Super Bowl's high profile "could make it a 

desirable target" for terrorists. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20114:14:35 PM 

Is the health care law constitutional? 

Ig~~""lcan the federal government force citizens to buy health insurance? Legal scholars weigh in. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/2011 5:13:35 PM 

Simple life changes could stop common cancers 

About a third of all common cancers in the United States, China and Britain could be prevented each year if people ate 

healthier food, drank less alcohol and exercised more, health experts said on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/2011 5:37:14 PM 

Teens arrested over bizarre Facebook death plot 

We may sometimes whine about the weird stuff that happens because of Facebook J but - unlike one very unfortunate 

middle schooler - we have at least never found ourselves scared for our lives because of the social networking site. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/2011 5:45:56 PM 

'Dating' site posts 250K Facebook profiles without consent 

To make a point that putting trust in Facebook comes at a price, a media artist and media critic created a "dating" 

website where they placed 250,000 Facebook profiles - without asking for any permission. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/2011 5:57:17 PM 

Kids put on pounds when mom works 

Children whose mothers work continuously over their lifetime are more likely to have a higher body mass index (8MI) 

than those whose moms work less, according to a new study, but they're not necessarily worse off in terms of their 

overall health. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/2011 6:55:17 PM 

Egyptian turmoil forces u.s. students to flee 

The violence and political turmoil in Cairo over the past week that prompted the evacuation of thousands of tourists 

have also disrupted the studies of American students in Egypt, many who have been forced to flee the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/2011 7:13:16 PM 

U.S. to BP claims czar: Loosen purse strings 

Ig~~""~he Justice Department on Friday told the administrator of the $20 billion fund for Gulf oil spill victims 

that his job is not to preserve money or return it to BP, and is insisting he loosen the purse strings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/2011 7:16:54 PM 

2nd imam out at Islamic center near WTC site 

Ig~~""IA Muslim scholar recently named just three weeks ago as the new senior imam at the Islamic center 

being built near the World Trade Center has parted ways with the project. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/2011 7:56:05 PM 

Ronald Reagan, doodler in chief 

Ig~~""IRonald Reagan, doodler in chief 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/2011 8:05:39 PM 

Frigid U.S., warm Arctic - what gives? 

Ig~~""lwhile much of the u.s. is seeing a wicked winter, the Arctic is going through just the opposite. So experts 

are asking themselves: are these two events intertwined? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/2011 8:22:40 PM 

Caller asks 911 about trouble 1 pot plant could bring 

The problem started when Robert Michelson called 911 and asked how much trouble he could get into by growing one 

marijuana plant, police say. The police decided to show as well as tell. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/2011 8:30:05 PM 

In Cairo, AI-Jazeera finds itself in line of fire 

Ig~~""IAS events in Egypt have riveted world attention on the Middle East, al-Jazeera, the Arabic television 
network that is the region's dominant messenger, once again is taking fire. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/2011 9:05:54 PM 

Canary Island spa simulates life in the womb 

Ig~~""~he Cora Ilium Spa at the Lopesan Costa Meloneras resort on the Canary Islands has created a "womb 
room" designed to "re-create the journey of life starting with where it all began." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/2011 9:34:57 PM 

If score is close, losing teams go for it 

Ig~~""lcosmic Log: Assuming the score is remotely close, expect the losing team to go for it on a fourth down, as 

time runs out in the Super Bowl on Sunday, according to new research. For football fans, the finding isn't 
too surprising. But the research may provide business managers insight on motivating their workers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/2011 9:38:47 PM 

Video: PFT live, Segment 3: Shootin' the Brees 

Ig~~""IMike Florio talks with Saints QB Drew Brees about Madden 2011, the Labor negotiations and more. (NBC 

Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/201110:17:55 PM 

Sombreros and jelly beans: A look back at Ronald Reagan's life 

Ig~~""lsombreros and jelly beans: A look back at Ronald Reagan's life 

I~~~~:[~~~:j 
UUUU 
View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/201110:41:00 PM 

The secrets of wine tasting in Paris 

Ig~~""IFor some people, it can be overwhelming to try to make sense of the vast range of French wines, 
particularly when faced with a no-nonsense winemaker or sommelier. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/201111:20:17 PM 

Exploding manholes add to wicked winter 

Record snowfall is turning the city's mean streets even meaner, with 65 manholes exploding or catching fire since New 

Years, a utility spokesman said on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/201111:53:06 PM 

Video: Prayer, peace mark Egypt's 'Day of Departure' 

Ig~~""llt felt more like a victory party than a protest in Cairo's Tahrir Square on Friday as several hundred 

thousand protesters gathered after prayers to denounce President Mubarak and celebrate their 
unprecedented 11 days of continuous demonstrations. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/201111:55:43 PM 

Video: Dallas sacked by snow ahead of Super Bowl 

Ig~~""~ust as tens of thousands of football fans are trying to travel in to Dallas, DFW airport was forced to 

cancel more than 700 flights on Friday as more snow and ice blanketed runways. NBC's Janet Shamlian 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/201112:02:18 AM 

Video: Mark Kelly prepares for April space flight 

Ig~~""IAstronaut Mark Kelly, the husband of Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords, said Friday his wife is doing so 

well in her recovery that he is returning to NASA and assuming command of the Space Shuttle Endeavour. 
NBC's Tom Costello reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/201112:05:27 AM 

Video: In Little Egypt, a lot of anxiety 

Ig~~""~he turmoil taking place on the streets of Egypt is a world away for most Americans, but for the nearly 

150,000 people living in the u.s. who were born in Egypt, it's hitting very close to home. NBC's Mara 
Schiavocampo reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/201112:11:37 AM 

Ice falls off Super Bowl stadium, injures workers 

Hard ice and heavy snow slid off Cowboys Stadium's domed roof Friday, injuring six workers hired to prepare the venue 

for the Super Bowl, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/201112:47:01 AM 

Lions' Suh easy choice for defensive rookie award 

Detroit lions tackle Ndamukong Suh has won The Associated Press 2010 NFL Defensive Rookie of the Year award. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/20111:50:27 AM 

Rams quarterback Sam Bradford top offensive rookie 

Ig~~...,~op draft choice, top rookie. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/20111:57:19 AM 

Can Power Rangers stage mighty revival? 

Ig~~""~he mighty ones return Monday with the debut of "Power Rangers Samurai" on Nickelodeon. This latest 

iteration of the spandexed heroes carries with it a complicated mythos and heavy expectations, but do 
we really need another Power Rangers series? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/20111:58:18 AM 

Cuba to seek 20-year sentence for u.s. contractor 

Cuban prosecutors will seek a 20-year prison sentence for u.s. aid contractor Alan Gross, accused of crimes against the 

state, Communist Party newspaper Granma said on Friday, in a case that has stalled progress in U.S.-Cuba relations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/20112:10:27 AM 

Video: Egypt's day of departure 

r-I~BC News Chief Foreign Correspondent Richard Engel and the Huffington Post's Howard Fineman join 
he Last Word with the latest on Egypt. (The Last Word) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/2011 3:32:44 AM 

Mubarak hangs on after mass protests 

Ig~~""lprotesters remained camped out Saturday in Tahrir Square, the hub of demonstrations in the heart of 

Cairo, vowing to wait President Hosni Mubarak out as Egypt's unrest entered its 12th day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/2011 3:53:08 AM 

Cavs match NBA record with 23 straight losses 

Ig~~""~he Cleveland Cavaliers matched the longest single-season losing streak in NBA history, dropping their 
23rd straight with a 112-105 loss to the Memphis Grizzlies on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/20114:15:27 AM 

Wade's triple-double leads Heat over Bobcats 

Ig~~""IDWyane Wade had 22 points, 12 rebounds and 10 assists, showing no ill effects from a sore back, to lead 
the Miami Heat past the Charlotte Bobcats 109-97 on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/2011 6:13:33 AM 

Palin: U.S. out of step with Reagan's values 

Ig~~""lsarah Palin says America is dangerously out of step with the values of Ronald Reagan and on the "road to 
ruin." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/20119:05:58 AM 

'Most wanted' Hells Angel held over murder 

Ig~~""IA Hells Angel Motorcycle club member accused of murdering a woman who insulted the group at a party 

has been captured in Argentina, the Arizona Republic newspaper reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/20111:22:01 PM 

Massive explosion hits Egypt gas terminal 

Ig~~""IA natural gas pipeline that runs through Egypt's North Sinai exploded Saturday, disrupting flows to Israel 

and Jordan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/20111:29:22 PM 

Runners dash 2 miles, scarf doughnuts, sprint back 

On your marks, get set, stuff your face. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/20112:04:54 PM 

Clinton: Mideast faces 'perfect storm' of unrest 

Ig~~""~he Middle East faces a "perfect storm" of unrest and regional leaders must quickly enact real democratic 

reforms or risk even greater instability, u.s. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/20112:20:53 PM 

Video: Protesters now focused on 'week of resistance' 

Ig~~""IAfter the "Friday of departure" came and went, anti-Mubarak protesters in Cairo now shift their attention 
to the "week of resistance" NBC's Ron Allen reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/2011 2:31:21 PM 

Video: Rubin: Obama trying to 'nudge' Mubarak out 

Ig~~""IFormer Assistant Secretary of State Jamie Rubin explains the political tight rope u.S. officials are walking 

as an apparent transition of power begins to take place in Egypt. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/20113:54:45 PM 

Fresh Thai-Cambodia clash kills 1 before new truce 

Ig~~""IRenewed fighting between Cambodian and Thai troops along the countries' disputed border killed a Thai 

soldier Saturday and sent thousands of people fleeing before military commanders agreed on the second 
cease-fire in two days. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/2011 4:02:09 PM 

Iraqi prime minister won't run for third term 

Ig~~""lprime Minister Nouri al-Maliki will not run for a third term in 2014, an adviser said Saturday, limiting 

himself in the name of democracy and with an eye on the popular anger directed at governments across 
the Middle East. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/20114:24:10 PM 

Bellagio heist soured quickly for accused bandit 

The scenes that led to the Beliagio casino bandit's downfall look less like "Ocean's Eleven" and more like "America's 

Dumbest Criminals." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/2011 4:31:03 PM 

Video: Protesters confront Egyptian Museum looters 

Ig~~""lprotesters in Cairo claim they have recovered two ancient artifacts stolen from the Egyptian Museum by 
a group of robbers. Msnbc's Alex Witt reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/20114:47:31 PM 

Obama: Government, business help shape US future 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama says the American government has a responsibility to make the u.s. the best 

place in the world to do business, but companies have a responsibility to invest in the nation's future by 
keeping jobs here, hiring workers and paying decent wages. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/2011 5:11:49 PM 

U.S.-Russia nuclear arms treaty takes effect 

Ig~~""IA new U.S.-Russia nuclear arms control treaty went into effect Saturday, securing a key foreign policy 

goal of President Barack Obama and raising hopes among officials on both sides that it will provide the 
impetus for Moscow and Washington to negotiate further reductions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/20115:20:09 PM 

Health care fraud: Not a faceless crime any longer 

Health care fraud once was a faceless crime. Now it has a mug shot, even a smile. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/2011 5:39:42 PM 

House Republicans slash agencies, nick themselves 

Even as they take a cleaver to many domestic agencies, Republicans now running the House are barely touching 

Congress' generous own budget. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/2011 5:41:53 PM 

Bush visit to Geneva canceled after protest threat 

A visit former u.s. President George W. Bush planned to make to Switzerland next week has been canceled because of 

security concerns, after left-wing groups called for mass protests and rights activists proposed legal action against him 

for allegedly ordering the torture of terrorism suspects. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/2011 6:18:30 PM 

Video: WikiLeaks talks of fifth 9/11 suicide team 

Ig~~""INew WikiLeaks cables indicate that there may have been a fifth suicide team deployed by al Qaeda to 

take part in the 9/11 attacks on the U.s., only to abort its plans at the last minute. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/2011 6:21:35 PM 

Health care fraud no longer a faceless crime 

Ig~~""IHealth care fraud used to be a faceless crime - until now. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/2011 6:41:30 PM 

Man repeatedly stabs himself in neck before arrest 

A man remains in critical condition after repeatedly stabbing himself in the throat when police arrived to take him into 

custody in connection with a Kentucky rape, authorities said on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/2011 6:43:59 PM 

Report: Lohan to face criminal charge in theft 

Ig~~""lprosecutors have decided to file charges against Lindsay Lohan following a police probe into whether the 

troubled actress stole a $2,500 necklace from a jewelry store, according to TMZ.com. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/20118:24:23 PM 

Wolverhampton stuns Manchester United 

Ig~~""IManchester United's unbeaten start to the Premier League season finally ended Saturday with a surprise 
2-1 defeat at last-place Wolverhampton Wanderers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/20118:34:24 PM 

Mauritanian army arrests al-Qaida suspect 

A suspected al-Qaida militant killed himself by detonating an explosive belt to avoid capture Saturday as security forces 

arrested his alleged accomplice in connection with an explosion earlier in the week, an army official said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/2011 8:38:14 PM 

PFT: Packers LB Walden may miss Super Bowl 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/2011 8:51:02 PM 

Video: Unrest spreads from Egypt into Jordan 

Ig~~""lprotesters are gathering in the streets of Amman, Jordan, in response to their newly appointed prime 

minister's structuring of his Cabinet. The demonstrations come amid growing concerns over a pipeline 
explosion, cutting off Jordan's natural gas supply from Egypt. NBC's Martin Fletcher reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/2011 8:59:43 PM 

Belgian completes 365th marathon in as many days 

Ig~~""IBelgian runner Stefaan Engels has set a Guinness World Record after crossing the finish line of his 365th 

consecutive marathon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/2011 9:12:05 PM 

Hackers penetrated Nasdaq computers 

Ig~~""~he company that runs the Nasdaq stock market said Saturday that hackers had penetrated a service that 

handles confidential communications between public companies and their boards. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/2011 9:26:14 PM 

Nasdaq hackers target service for corporate boards 

Ig~~""~he company that runs the Nasdaq stock market said Saturday that hackers had penetrated a service that 

handles confidential communications between public companies and their boards. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/2011 9:39:14 PM 

Video shows Cuban fears of Internet, social media 

Cuba fears the United States is encouraging dissent through social media such as Facebook and Twitter with the goal of 

toppling the government, according to the video of what appears a meeting of Cuban officials posted on websites this 

week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/2011 9:51:23 PM 

Opposition divided over Egypt's power shift plan 

Ig~~""IOPPosition groups demanding the resignation of President Hosni Mubarak failed to agree a common 

stance before negotiations with Vice President Omar Suleiman to pull Egypt out of its worst crisis in 30 
years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/2011 9:51:23 PM 

Opposition divided over Egypt's power shift plan 

Ig~~""IOPPosition groups demanding the resignation of President Hosni Mubarak failed to agree a common 

stance before negotiations with Vice President Omar Suleiman to pull Egypt out of its worst crisis in 30 
years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/201110:26:28 PM 

Video: Thousands in Italy tell Berlusconi to resign 

Ig~~""INearIY 10,000 people gathered Saturday in Milan, Italy, in an attempt to pressure controversial Italian 

Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi into resigning. Reports recently surfaced that he paid a teenage nightclub 
dancer for sex, prompting public outrage. Msnbc.com's AI Stirrett reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/201110:33:37 PM 

Surf and turf: Expired bovine meets the shoreline 

Authorities in Seattle say bovine met the shoreline when beachfront residents found the body of a 400-pound cow 

washed up by the surf. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/201111:00:34 PM 

Tunisian police chief fires on crowd, kills 4 

The official Tunisian news agency says a police chief in the northwestern town of Klef fired at a crowd of angry people, 

killing at least four people and injuring 17 others. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/201111:12:53 PM 

Egypt ruling party leaders resign; regime holds 

Ig~~""~he top leadership body of Egypt's ruling party resigned Saturday, including the president's son, but the 

regime appeared to be digging in its heels. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/201111:32:36 PM 

35 zoo animals freeze to death in northern Mexico 

Thirty-five animals at a zoo in the northern Mexico state of Chihuahua freeze to death during the region's coldest 

weather in six decades. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/201111:43:33 PM 

Video: High-stakes gamesmanship keeps Egypt on edge 

Ig~~""~he resignation of top party leaders is doing little to quell the belief that the standoff in Egypt is now an 

endurance contest between Hosni Mubarak and the demonstrators. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/201111:45:49 PM 

Tunisian police fire on crowd, killing 2 

Police fired at an angry crowd of 1,000 attacking the police station in the northwestern town of Klef on Saturday, killing 

two people and injuring 17 others, the Interior Ministry said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/201111:55:09 PM 

Amanda Knox lawyers seek to stop film 

Ig~~""ILaWyerS for u.s. student Amanda Knox and her ex-boyfriend, who were found guilty of killing Knox's 

British roommate in Italy, have formally demanded that u.s. television channel Lifetime scrap a planned 
film about their trial. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/201111:55:09 PM 

Amanda Knox lawyers seek to stop film 

Lawyers for u.s. student Amanda Knox and her ex-boyfriend, who were found guilty of killing Knox's British roommate in 

Italy, have formally demanded that u.s. television channel Lifetime scrap a planned film about their trial. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/201111:56:36 PM 

Video: 76-year-old Texan emerges safely from Cairo 

Ig~~""IMary Thornberry - trapped for days in her apartment above Tahrir Square - recounts her dramatic walk 
to freedom to NBC's Lester Holt. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/201111:57:47 PM 

Snow makes Dallas feel more like Green Bay 

Ig~~""IFootball fans whose flights had been canceled struggled Saturday to get to Dallas for Sunday's big game, 

while those already in town for the Super Bowl were contending with temperatures and snow typical of 
Pittsburgh and Green Bay but unusual in Texas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/201112:48:52 AM 

Packers fan in ad ill, will miss first Super Bowl 

The streak is over: One of the four men featured in a national commercial for never missing a Super Bowl game will not 

be at Sunday's showdown between Pittsburgh and Green Bay. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/201112:49:58 AM 

PFT: 'It's Prime Time' in Canton 

Ig~~""lpFT: Deion Sanders, Marshall Faulk, Shannon Sharpe, Richard Dent, Chris Hanburger, Les Richter and Ed 

Sabol are headed to the Pro Football Hall of Fame. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20111:59:41 AM 

PGT: Mickelson in contention at Phoenix Open 

Ig~~""lpGT: Phil Mickelson thrilled the huge crowd on the par-3 16th with a 3D-foot birdie putt Saturday and 
closed within four strokes of leader Tommy Gainey halfway through the frost-delayed Phoenix Open. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/2011 2:29:58 AM 

Royal bod squad to get stunning new weapon 

An attack on a car carrying Prince Charles and the duchess of Cornwall last year has prompted the police to offer a new 

weapon to officers protecting the royal family. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/2011 2:29:58 AM 

Royal bod squad to get stunning new weapon 

An attack on a car carrying Prince Charles and the duchess of Cornwall last year has prompted the police to offer a new 

weapon to officers protecting the royal family. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20114:10:36 AM 

Gasol, Kobe power Lakers past Hornets 

Ig~~""lpau Gasol had 34 points and 10 rebounds, and Kobe Bryant added 32 points as the Los Angeles Lakers 
beat the New Orleans Hornets 101-95 on Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20114:14:54 AM 

Japan scraps sumo tourney after match-fixing scandal 

Ig~~""~he Japan Sumo Association called off its March tournament Sunday, the first cancellation in 65 years, as 

the country's ancient sport grapples with a match-fixing scandal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/2011 4:26:59 AM 

Cavs lose 24th straight, set new mark for futility 

Ig~~""[he Cleveland Cavaliers set an NBA record for consecutive losses in a season with their 24th straight, 
falling to the Portland Trail Blazers 111-105 on Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/2011 5:21:54 AM 

Egypt's battle turns to the workplace 

President Hosni Mubarak's government aimed to get people back to work with banks and businesses reopening in a test 

of protesters' determination. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20116:49:07 AM 

Cheney says Mubarak a good friend, u.s. ally 

Ig~~""IFormer Vice President Dick Cheney on Saturday called Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak a good friend 

and u.S. ally, and he urged the Obama administration to move cautiously as turmoil continued to shake 
that nation's government. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/2011 7:55:25 AM 

Mystique and tradition in Super Bowl XLV 

Ig~~""~he history of success the Packers and Steelers have had over the years bonds them together as they 

meet for the first time with a Super Bowl title on the line. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/201111:58:46 AM 

30 soldiers die in north Sudan army fighting 

Soldiers in north Sudan's army fought each other, killing at least 30 in a dispute over who gets to keep the artillery they 

are holding in Southern Sudan, officials said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/201112:45:48 PM 

Foreign recipes banned on Iranian state TV 

A state-owned news website says Iran's broadcasting authority has banned Iranian TV channels from showing cooking 

programs that present recipes for foreign cuisine. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/2011 2:01:16 PM 

Thai and Cambodia troops clash again on disputed border 

Ig~~""~hai and Cambodian soldiers exchanged fire on a disputed stretch of their border on Sunday, witnesses 
said, the third flare-up in three days in an ancient feud over territory surrounding a 900-year-old Hindu 

temple. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20112:42:02 PM 

Video: Engel: 'Major breakthroughs' after Egypt talks 

Ig~~""INBC'S Richard Engel, reporting from Cairo, reveals the concessions that the Egyptian regime is agreeing to 

after talks with a wide representation of major opposition groups. (Meet the Press) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20114:02:15 PM 

WikiLeaks' Assange faces extradition hearing 

WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange and his entourage of lawyers, supporters, protesters and journalists are headed back 

to a London court Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/2011 5:19:25 PM 

Many adults in the dark when it comes to sex ed 

Discussions regarding sex education usually revolve around educating teenagers. But increasingly, sexual health 

researchers say, adults are in need of sex education too. Public health educators and hosts of sex toy parties are 

stepping up in to fill the gap. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/2011 5:22:16 PM 

Palin blasts administration's handling of Egypt 

Ig~~""lsarah Palin says the Obama administration must tell Americans what it knows about who will be Egypt's 

next leader. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/2011 5:22:21 PM 

Young stutterers crown 'King's Speech' a hit 

Ig~~""lln demystifying the little-understood speech impediment, the award-winning film reveals myths and 

fascinating truths about stuttering, and has won praise from stutterers of all ages. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/2011 5:25:40 PM 

How to watch the Super Bowl in style 

Whether you'll be cheering for the Pittsburgh Steelers or the Green Bay Packers, we've rounded up a group of amazing 

man caves that scream, "Super Bowl Sunday!" 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20115:42:49 PM 

PFT: Pats' Brady wins unanimous MVP 

Ig~~""lpFT: Pats QB Tom Brady, named as the unanimous NFL MVP by the AP, says he's still haunted by New 

England's playoff losses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/2011 5:51:20 PM 

Stocks' rally doesn't appear to be losing steam 

With earnings continuing to surprise and minimal technical resistance ahead, the bears may have to wait a bit longer for 

the much-anticipated end to the current stock rally. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/2011 5:53:30 PM 

Officials confirm 3 cases of cholera in NYC 

New York City officials have confirmed that three New Yorkers contracted cholera while in the Dominican Republic for a 

wedding. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/2011 5:53:30 PM 

Officials confirm 3 cases of cholera in NYC 

New York City officials have confirmed that three New Yorkers contracted cholera while in the Dominican Republic for a 

wedding. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/2011 5:57:52 PM 

'The Roommate' moves into box office top spot 

Ig~~"'l'sanctum,,, a 3-D underwater adventure produced by James Cameron, followed at a distant No.2 with 

$9.2 million. Last weekend's champion, the Anthony Hopkins thriller "The Rite," tumbled to No.6 with 
$5.6 million. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20116:00:02 PM 

Obama's budget director: 'Tough choices' ahead 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama's budget director is pointing to spending cuts in three programs as examples of 

the "tough choices" ahead in the White House budget blueprint that will propose lower spending overall 
but money for some new initiatives. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20116:30:52 PM 

World's most visionary cities 

Ig~~...,~o see the future, visit these forward-thinking metropolises. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/2011 7:15:14 PM 

South Eugene High students drown near Yachats 

Teens who took a trip to the coast drowned after waves took them under. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/2011 7:26:21 PM 

Average cost of gas nationwide rises to $3.13 

Ig~~""~he average price of a gallon of gasoline in the United States rose slightly in the last two weeks and will 

likely hold steady for some time, according to an industry analyst. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/2011 7:57:55 PM 

Ohio fraternity house shooting kills 1, hurts 11 

Ig~~""IAuthorities in northeast Ohio say a shooting at a fraternity house just north of the Youngstown State 

University campus killed one student and injured 11 people, including six students. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/2011 9:02:31 PM 

Iran opens espionage trial of u.s. hikers 

All three - two in person and one in absentia - entered not guilty pleas during the five-hour hearing, said their lawyer, 

Masoud Shafiei. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/201110:33:12 PM 

Obama: Egypt not going back to way it was 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama said Sunday that Egypt is not going to go back to the way it was before pro

democracy protests roiled the country, and played down prospects that the Muslim Brotherhood would 
take a major role in a new government. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/201110:58:58 PM 

Ohio train fire expected to burn for up to 2 days 

Ig~~""lseveral tanker cars carrying volatile chemicals continued to burn Sunday evening after a freight train 

derailed and caused an explosion in northwest Ohio, a fire official said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/201111:51:05 PM 

Video: Egypt at a turning point? Talks spar concessions 

Ig~~""IAS anti-Mubarak activists held their ground in Tahrir Square, the powerful and formerly banned Muslim 

Brotherhood was at the bargaining table, winning sweeping concessions. NBC's Richard Engel 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/201111:59:19 PM 

Rondo carries Celtics past Magic 

Ig~~""IRajOn Rondo scored 11 of his 26 points in the third quarter when the Boston Celtics capitalized on 
Orlando's cold shooting to go on to a 91-80 win over the Magic on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/201112:00:25 AM 

Video: Super mad: Some ticket holders denied entry to big game 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to an NFL statement, fans who "are not accommodated with seats inside the stadium" - due to 
the failure to complete temporary seating - willI/receive a refund of triple the cost of the face value of 

the ticket." NBC's Janet Shamlian reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20111:11:42 AM 

Aguilera repeats line of national anthem 

Ig~~""lwhen she was supposed to sing the line "O'er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming," 

she instead repeated an earlier line, with a slight variation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20111:30:19 AM 

Video: Palestinians watch Egypt with revived sense of hope 

Ig~~""IGaza remains largely cut off by an economic blockade imposed by Israel and Egypt, but as NBC's Michelle 

Kosinski reports, many hope change in Egypt will mean change for them as well. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20111:51:48 AM 

Mubarak still in power amid Egypt talks 

President Hosni Mubarak held onto power Monday, defying a popular uprising against his autocratic rule, after the 

government opened talks with opposition groups to resolve Egypt's deepest crisis in 30 years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20112:35:04 AM 

Super Bowl ad reveals Sony's gaming smart phone 

Ig~~""IDuring the Super Bowl on Sunday, Sony finally broke its long silence and revealed its smart phone/game 

machine love child: the Xperia Play. The Frankenstein-referencing ad came complete with gnarly stitched 
human thumbs and showed off the Android phone with a slide-out game pad officially for the first time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20113:26:33 AM 

Watch and rate in our Super Bowl ad showdown 

Our interactive application allows you to view all the ads from Sunday's big game and rate them to let us know what was 

a touchdown and which companies fumbled. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20113:35:08 AM 

Rosenthal: Packers, Patriots teams to beat in 2011 

Ig~~""IRosenthal: Every offseason is unpredictable, but 2011 is different. We're not even sure if there will be a 

traditional offseason this year. That said, here are our teams to beat in 2011. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2011 4:09:48 AM 

Celebrities rule in Super Bowl ads 

Ig~~""lln the Super Bowl of advertising, Eminem was everywhere, Roseanne Barr took a big hit from a log and 

Joan Rivers became a GoDaddy girl. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2011 4:30:27 AM 

Best and worst jobs, from actuary to roustabout 

Ig~~""IA rundown of the five worst and best jobs for 2011, according to CareerCast, including what the jobs pay, 

job prospects and working conditions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20115:02:18 AM 

Video: Rodgers: 'I've never felt monkey on my back' 

Ig~~""lpaCkers QB Aaron Rodgers talks to reporters after being named Super Bowl XLV MVP. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20116:40:04 AM 

Fans take to the streets in Green Bay 

Ig~~""IAfter 14 long years of frustration, Green Bay Packers fans raised their arms to the night sky Sunday and 

howled in victory as their beloved team won the Super Bowl. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2011 7:30:12 AM 

Two arrested over deadly frat house shooting 

Ig~~...,~wo men angry over a dispute at an Ohio fraternity house party sprayed bullets into a crowd, killing a 

student who was trying to separate two groups, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20118:20:18 AM 

Fearful Russian lawmaker flees to u.s. 

Ig~~""IA wealthy Russian lawmaker has fled with his family to the United States, where he says he fears 

assassination over accusations that some of Russia's richest and most influential people swindled him in a 
real estate deal. Back home, he's been charged with financial crimes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20118:45:14 AM 

Somali gangs move into sex trafficking, fraud 

Ig~~""lsomali gangs known in recent years for armed robberies, burglaries and even killings of fellow East 

Africans have evolved into more lucrative activity, and are taking their crimes to other parts of the 
country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/201110:23:58 AM 

Egypt demonstrators entertain to keep morale high 

Ig~~...,~wo rows of men greet demonstrators at the main entrance to Tahrir Square, clapping as people enter, 

and chanting in the rhythms of a traditional Egyptian wedding procession. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/201110:46:40 AM 

Universal flu vaccine tested on humans 

A universal flu vaccine has been successfully tested on humans with the disease for the first time, it was reported 

Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/201110:46:40 AM 

Universal flu vaccine tested on humans 

A universal flu vaccine has been successfully tested on humans with the disease for the first time, it was reported 

Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/201111:02:22 AM 

AOL buying Huffington Post for $315 million 

Ig~~""lonline company AOL Inc. is buying online news hub Huffington Post in a $315 million deal that represents 

a bold bet on the future of online news. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/201111:15:41 AM 

Concerns grow over Egypt's WMD research 

Egypt has quietly carried out research into weapons of mass destruction and missiles for three decades, according to 

u.s. officials and intelligence documents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/201111:59:01 AM 

Starting solid foods early tied to obesity risk 

Babies raised on formula who start eating solid foods before they are 4 months old may be more likely to become 

obese. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/201112:46:22 PM 

Factories boom, but with few new workers 

Ig~~""[he U.S. manufacturing sector is roaring back after the worst recession in generations. So why aren't 

factory jobs coming back as quickly? By John W. Schoen 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/201112:48:52 PM 

How to choose a good surge protector 

Ig~~""~he electronics we enjoy and rely on are very susceptible to big spikes in current, which means it's 

increasingly important to protect them. However, not everything needs the always-on capabilities 
afforded by being connected to a battery backup, which is where the surge protectorfits in. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/201112:48:52 PM 

How to choose a good surge protector 

Ig~~""~he electronics we enjoy and rely on are very susceptible to big spikes in current, which means it's 

increasingly important to protect them. However, not everything needs the always-on capabilities 
afforded by being connected to a battery backup, which is where the surge protectorfits in. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/201112:49:12 PM 

Get your online dating profile in 5 minutes 

Ig~~""llf you're in a hurry to get into the online dating scene, and don't know where to start when it comes to 

writing an online profile about yourself, one service does it quickly and cheaply by having you choose 
photos that best describe your personality. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/201112:49:12 PM 

Get your online dating profile in 5 minutes 

Ig~~""llf you're in a hurry to get into the online dating scene, and don't know where to start when it comes to 

writing an online profile about yourself, one service does it quickly and cheaply by having you choose 
photos that best describe your personality. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20111:07:38 PM 

Chase pulls about-face on military loans 

Ig~~""~PMOrgan Chase, already under fire for overcharging troops on active duty, decided two months ago to 

end a program which allowed service members to defer student loan payments, NBC News has learned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20111:41:24 PM 

Father and son suffer post-Iraq brain injuries 

Ig~~""[he crisply ironed uniforms of the father and son hang side by side in what they have dubbed the 

"Marine Corps closet," a dark space filled with vestiges of their tours of duty. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20111:45:44 PM 

Fire Sends Smoke Cloud Over National Mall 

Roads are closed after a large smoke cloud is spotted over the National Mall. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20111:46:40 PM 

Packers super once again by beating Steelers 

Ig~~""IAaron Rodgers threw three touchdown passes and Nick Collins returned an interception for another 
score, leading the Packers to a 31-25 victory over the Pittsburgh Steelers on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20113:07:29 PM 

Wildfire burns 35 houses in Western Australia 

Ig~~""lwildfires tore across the outskirts of an Australian city on Sunday, destroying at least 35 homes, 

authorities said. One firefighter was reportedly injured. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20113:07:49 PM 

Fire breaks out near Smithsonian museum 

Ig~~""IA fire broke out at a building near the Smithsonian's National Museum of Natural History in Washington, 

emitting a plume of black smoke and closing area streets, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20113:51:49 PM 

PFT: NFL offers free tickets to next Super Bowl to ousted fans 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20114:16:24 PM 

Assange fights extradition at U.K. hearing 

Ig~~""lwikiLeaks founder Julian Assange appeared in court Monday for a showdown with Swedish authorities to 

fight an extradition bid over sex crimes allegations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20115:01:00 PM 

PFT: Super Bowl earns mammoth ratings 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20115:07:04 PM 

Obama, big business seek common ground 

u.s. President Barack Obama said Monday he wanted to lower the corporate tax rate and eliminate tax loopholes to pay 

for that, requesting support from the business community to achieve that goal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20115:10:13 PM 

Your allergies might protect against brain cancer 

Finally, allergies may have an upside. People who are prone to the sniffles and sneezes they bring on could have a 

reduced risk of developing brain cancer, according to a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20115:15:17 PM 

South Sudan in landslide vote for independence 

South Sudan voted overwhelmingly to declare its independence in final results of a referendum made public on Monday, 

opening the door to Africa's newest state and a fresh period of uncertainty for the fractured region. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2011 5:22:35 PM 

Shark attacks rose 25 percent last year 

The number of reported shark attacks last year increased globally but declined in Florida, the shark capital of the world, 

according to an annual report released Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20115:37:31 PM 

Gunmen sprayed frat party after ejection 

Partygoers stampeded to escape gunfire that killed one college student and wounded 11 people at an Ohio fraternity 

house, authorities said Monday as they searched for a motive in the weekend shooting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2011 6:33:33 PM 

Video: Assange afraid of 'execution' if extradited 

Ig~~""~ulian Assange asserts that if he is extradited to Sweden to face rape charges, that he would eventually 

end up in U.S., where he could face the death penalty. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2011 6:33:33 PM 

S. Sudan prepares to be world's newest country 

Ig~~""IFinal results from last month's independence referendum announced on Monday show that 98.8 percent 
of the ballots cast were for secession from Sudan's north. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2011 6:33:59 PM 

Man allegedly cuts up mom, stuffs her in freezer 

Ig~~""IA Southern California teenager who told police he butchered his mother and put her cut-up parts in their 

freezer is being held without bail. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2011 7:04:17 PM 

Water, gas shortages also part of wicked winter 

Ig~~""~hiS wicked winter is not just about snow and ice: Thousands in EI Paso, Texas, are without water and 

tens of thousands across New Mexico are without natural gas for heating. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2011 7:48:19 PM 

Families of u.s. hikers hope for resolution 

The families of two Americans charged with spying in Iran said Monday they're glad that Shane Bauer and Josh Fattal 

were able to proclaim their innocence in a court in Tehran and that they hope the case is nearing an end. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2011 7:56:21 PM 

Fire in Rio destroys Carnival costumes and floats 

Ig~~""IA fire Monday gutted warehouses holding many of the elaborate, feather-and-sequin costumes and 

extravagant floats for Rio's Carnival parade, destroying the dreams and hard work of thousands of mostly 
poor Brazilians who toil year-round to stage one of world's most spectacular celebrations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20118:04:47 PM 

WikiLeaks sells coffee mugs to raise funds 

Dealing with strange lawsuits and angry governments is expensive. And money's pretty tight at WikiLeaks. So what's a 

controversial secret-spilling website to do? Start selling shirts, sweaters, coffee mugs and tote bags. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/201110:06:14 PM 

Janet Jackson opens up about her body, father 

In an exclusive interview with TODAY's Meredith Viera, the singer/actress reveals her struggles with her body image and 

how she wasn't allowed to call joe jackson "dad." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/201110:52:00 PM 

Egypt frees Google manager, now protest hero 

Ig~~""IEgYPt on Monday released Wael Ghonim, a Google executive who became a hero of anti-government 

protesters after he vanished nearly two weeks ago while taking part in demonstrations calling for the 
ouster of President Hosni Mubarak. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/201111:08:48 PM 

A guide to Arianna Huffington's rise to power 

Ig~~""IA guide to Arianna Huffington's rise to power 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/201111:09:11 PM 

Slate: Who speaks for Egypt's youthful protesters? 

Who's in charge of Egypt's youthful protesters? No one, it seems. And that's becoming a problem. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/201111:14:20 PM 

Muslim-TV exec found guilty of beheading wife 

Ig~~""IA jury in Buffalo, N.Y., finds a local TV producer, who ran a cable station with his wife to promote Muslim 

understanding, guilty Monday of beheading his wife in their TV studio. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/201111:20:16 PM 

Smoking pot may hasten onset of mental illness 

Ig~~""lsmOking marijuana has been linked with an increased risk of mental illness, and now researchers say that 

when pot smokers do become mentally ill, the disease starts earlier than it would if they didn't smoke 
pot. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/201111:25:39 PM 

Airline bomb threat suspect: 'I did it for love' 

Ig~~""IAuthorities say Grace Guajardo phoned in a false bomb threat that forced the evacuation of 312 airline 

passengers to keep her boyfriend from flying off to a new job. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/201111:46:59 PM 

Video: In Egypt, new media is part of message 

Ig~~""INBC'S Ron Allen talks to protesters in Egypt about how they've managed to stay organized throughout 
almost two weeks of unprecedented demonstrations. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/201111:47:05 PM 

U.S. presses Pakistan to free American 

Ig~~""~he U.S. ambassador to Pakistan pressed the country's president Monday to release an American official 

who Washington says was illegally detained after he shot dead two men trying to rob him in Lahore. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/201111:51:14 PM 

Police: Las Vegas man talked about casino theft 

Ig~~""IA tipster told Las Vegas police that Anthony Michael Carleo had mused about robbing the posh Bellagio 

casino of high-value chips three days before the dramatic stickup, according to a police report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/201111:54:17 PM 

Russia expels Briton who reported on 'mafia state' 

Ig~~""IRussia expels a British journalist who wrote about a "virtual mafia state" in what is believed to be the first 

such removal since the end of the cold war, the Guardian reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/201111:56:30 PM 

A college hoops primer for those just tuning in 

Ig~~""IBeYOnd the Arc: Duke's good, but is missing a key player, while Ohio State's unbeaten, the Big East is still 

a beast and the Player of the Year race finally fun. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201112:02:20 AM 

Grand homecoming for Packers 

Ig~~""~housands of exhausted but euphoric Packers fans welcomed their cherished team home to Green Bay as 

Super Bowl champions on Monday after a nail-biting victory over the Pittsburgh Steelers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201112:05:14 AM 

Video: Cairo protesters: 'We stay as long as Mubarak stays' 

Ig~~""IAS epic protests in Egypt enter a third week, the disruptions to the country's economy are becoming 
more evident. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201112:20:50 AM 

Fla. governor proposes $5 billion in spending cuts 

Ig~~""IFlorida's Tea Party-backed Governor Rick Scott proposed cutting more than $5 billion from state spending 

Monday while also slashing taxes as he laid out his first budget proposal aimed at closing a deficit of 
nearly $4 billion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201112:32:33 AM 

Islamist rebel says he ordered Russian bombing 

Ig~~""llslamist rebel leader Doku Umarov said on Monday he ordered a suicide bombing that killed 36 people at 

Russia's busiest airport. He seeks a Muslim state in the Caucasus region. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20111:02:21 AM 

Detroit mayor nixes idea for a RoboCop statue 

Ig~~""I~hiladeIPhia has its Rocky statue, but do not look for Detroit to celebrate its connection to RoboCop any 

time soon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20111:41:46 AM 

Ariz. lawmakers don't vote on citizenship bill 

The Arizona lawmaker who proposed a challenge to automatic u.s. citizenship for children of illegal immigrants called 

off a scheduled vote on his measure Monday because he didn't have enough votes to get it out of committee. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20111:44:07 AM 

UK wooed Gadhafi before lockerbie bomber freed 

Ig~~""llnternal British government documents provide new details about how Prime Ministers Tony Blair and 

Gordon Brown curried favor with Libyan dictator Muammar Gadhafi before Scottish officials freed 
Lockerbie bomber Abdulbaset Ali al-Megrahi 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20111:50:28 AM 

Will Eminem recover his Grammy glory? 

Ig~~""IEminem, Jay-Z, Cee Lo Green, John Legend and a couple of Ladies (Antebellum and Gaga) gave Grammy 

plenty of big hits to choose from, but just because the noms are obvious doesn't mean the same can be 
said of the upcoming winners. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20111:53:58 AM 

Mubarak cabinet meets as protesters dig in 

Ig~~""lpresident Hosni Mubarak's new cabinet on Monday held its first full meeting since an uprising started 

nearly two weeks ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2011 2:16:23 AM 

Indonesia demands probe into attack on Muslim sect 

Ig~~""llndonesia's president ordered an investigation into an attack on members of a minority Muslim sect after 

a gruesome video emerged of a mob beating several victims to death with machetes, sticks and rocks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2011 2:22:39 AM 

Armed rooster kills Calif. man 

A California man attending a cockfight has died after being stabbed in the leg by a bird that had a knife attached to one 

of its limbs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20113:02:26 AM 

Tempers flare as Bobcats hold off Celtics 

Ig~~""IGerald Wallace scored 19 points, including the clinching free throws with 3 seconds left, and the 
Charlotte Bobcats overcame top scorer Stephen Jackson's ejection to beat the short-handed Boston 

Celtics 94-89 on Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20113:58:36 AM 

New Year celebrations cause 194 Beijing fires 

Ig~~""IState media are reporting that people celebrating the Lunar New Year by setting off fireworks in Beijing 

caused 194 fires in the Chinese capital, double the number from last year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20114:30:19 AM 

Cavs hit another all-time low with loss to Mavs 

Ig~~""~he surging Dallas Mavericks beat Cleveland 99-96 on Monday night, making it 25 straight losses for the 

Cavs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2011 7:07:58 AM 

Toyota's profit plunges amid recall concerns 

Toyota reported a 39 percent slide in quarterly profit but raised its full-year forecasts for earnings and sales, citing a 

global auto recovery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2011 7:45:30 AM 

Zuckerberg: I'm being stalked on Facebook 

Facebook co-founder Mark Zuckerberg believes he is being stalked by a man through the social networking site. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20119:19:43 AM 

Indonesian mob burns churches, attack police 

Hundreds of Islamic hard-liners stormed a courthouse and set two churches on fire Tuesday in central Indonesia to 

protest what they considered a lenient sentence for a Christian convicted of blaspheming Islam. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20119:30:25 AM 

Teens from Texas school killed in Mexico 

Two of the three teenage boys who were shot to death in the Mexican city of Ciudad Juarez had crossed the border from 

Texas for a party, then stayed to buy a car, a friend says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201110:07:42 AM 

U.S. army: Taliban set to 'come back at us hard' 

Ig~~""~en loud explosions that rocked Kandahar one day last week actually signaled good news on the front line 

of the war against the Taliban. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201110:42:02 AM 

Illegal worker crackdown bites Chipotle 

Ig~~""IChiPotle Mexican Grill has a lot going for it - an upscale burrito concept, a hip and eco-friendly image, 
expansion plans galore - but a crackdown has forced it to fire hundreds of allegedly illegal workers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201110:59:43 AM 

U.S., Israel trust Egypt's VP, but do Egyptians? 

u.s. is placing its trust in Omar Suleiman's ability to serve as an intermediary, but the new Egyptian vice president's 

animosity toward some in the Egyptian resistance may make that difficult. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201111:36:18 AM 

Survey: Consumers say ID theft down 28 percent 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201111:47:01 AM 

2 Koreas talk at DMZ to ease tensions since attack 

r-I~ilitary officers from North and South Korea held talks inside the heavily guarded Demilitarized Zone on 
uesday in the rivals' first official dialogue since the North's deadly artillery barrage of a South Korean 

island in November. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201112:05:11 PM 

Alleged gold smugglers held after Congo car chase 

Millions of u.s. dollars and gold were seized and a suspected American smuggler arrested in Democratic Republic of 

Congo, according to officials. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201112:05:17 PM 

Cops: Mom planned 'massacre' of 'mouthy' kids 

Ig~~""IA Tampa mom accused of killing her "mouthy" children wrote a note before the shootings in which she 

complained about a three-day waiting period Florida imposes on gun sales, police say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201112:46:44 PM 

Video: Suleiman: We are on road to democracy 

Ig~~""lwhile weary protesters continue to demonstrate, Egypt's new vice president, Omar Suleiman, announces 

that he has a roadmap for a peaceful transition from Mubarak's regime to democratic elections this fall. 
NBC's Richard Engel reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201112:50:21 PM 

Video: Excuse me, has 'polite robber' been nabbed? 

Ig~~""lpolice in Washington state say they have arrested a 65-year-old suspect who allegedly was caught on 

tape apologizing to a convenience store clerk after robbing his store. NBC's Ann Curry has more 
details. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201112:53:52 PM 

Video: Report: Drugs found in body of Busch gal pal 

Ig~~""~OXiCOIOgy results reportedly indicate that the girlfriend of brewing heir August Busch IV had cocaine and 

oxycodone in her system at the time of her mysterious death in his mansion. NBC's Kevin Tibbles 
reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201112:58:24 PM 

Video: You too can play princess with wax William 

Ig~~""IAmerican artist Jennifer Rubell has created a life-size wax statue of Prince William, complete with a 

sapphire and diamond engagement ring to try. NBC's Stephanie Gosk reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20111:03:15 PM 

Video: Kristol: 'A little disappointed' in Palin 

Ig~~""~he Weekly Standard's Bill Kristol discusses his controversial op-ed calling out Fox News' Glenn Beck, and 

says that Sarah Palin hasn't quite lived up to his expectations. (Morning Joe) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20111:10:16 PM 

For affordable luxury, you might want a truck 

Ig~~""lshOPPing for a luxury car this year? Get a truck. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20111:40:29 PM 

Video: Car surfers: Catching a ride to death? 

Ig~~""IAS NBC's Kerry Sanders reports, the fearless gamble of bare-handedly hitching a ride on the back of a car 
may have deadly consequences. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20111:44:36 PM 

Giffords' rehab fully covered, but not so for others 

Ig~~""IRep. Gabrielle Giffords' recovery from a gunshot wound to the brain will be fully covered by a federal 

workers compensation program, msnbc.com has learned. Other brain injury victims struggle to find care. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20111:55:19 PM 

Home Depot fails to convince China to DIY 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2011 2:00:17 PM 

Oil tanker seized by pirates off India coast 

Somali pirates firing small arms and rocket-propelled grenades hijacked an Italian-flagged oil tanker in the Indian Ocean 

on Tuesday, the European Union's anti-piracy task force said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2011 2:18:23 PM 

After years on sidelines, some find work again 

Ig~~""IAfter years without work, those who are back on the job say they appreciate the paycheck, as well as the 

psychological reward of having a job again. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2011 2:33:02 PM 

Little girl is allergic to cold 

Ig~~""lwinter days, chilly water, even eating ice cream could trigger a life-threatening allergic reaction in 9-year

old Priscilla. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2011 2:52:25 PM 

Illegal worker crackdown bites Chipotle 

Ig~~""IChiPotle Mexican Grill has a lot going for it - an upscale burrito concept, a hip and eco-friendly image, 
expansion plans galore - but a crackdown has forced it to fire hundreds of allegedly illegal workers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20113:05:10 PM 

Mother of girl abducted in '87: 'We're strangers' 

The joy of reuniting with daughter Carlina White 23 years after she was kidnapped as an infant was quickly replaced by 

heartbreak, Joy White revealed Tuesday - and hard feelings about money. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2011 3:12:11 PM 

Cowell says 'Idol' doing fine without him 

Not that the man once known as "Mr. Mean" has actually watched an entire episode of his old series since his exit last 

season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20113:25:48 PM 

'Spider-Man' wrapped in web of bad reviews 

Ig~~""lsome theater critics are weighing in on the $65 million musical even though it doesn't officially open until 
March 15, a move that violates the time-honored agreement between producers and journalists. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2011 3:56:34 PM 

Woman's lip bit off; another woman charged 

Prosecutors have filed a felony assault charge against a woman accused of biting the lower lip off another woman at a 

nightclub in eastern Washington. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2011 4:02:42 PM 

Job openings fall for second straight month 

Job openings fell for the second straight month in December, a sign that hiring is stili weak even as the economy is 

gaining strength. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2011 4:31:05 PM 

Video: Racing reindeer in Norway 

Ig~~""IReindeer races take place in Tromsoe, Norway, as the country celebrates Sami Day and honors traditional 
reindeer herdsmen. TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2011 4:42:25 PM 

Keith Olbermann headed to Current TV 

Keith Olbermann, who last month abruptly left his MSNBC talk show, is headed to the Current TV public-affairs channel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2011 4:43:20 PM 

'Golden Hippie': J. Paul Getty III dead at 54 

Ig~~...,~. Paul Getty III, the grandson of the billionaire oil tycoon who shared his name, has died in Britain. He 

was 54. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20114:55:11 PM 

Video: Climbing frozen waterfalls in China 

1-lllee climbing is a growing sport in China as city residents flock to the country to scale frozen waterfalls. 
ODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20115:25:44 PM 

Video: Pepsi ad seen by some as racist 

Ig~~""lcritics argue that a Pepsi ad aired during the Super Bowl promotes racial stereotypes. Sophia Nelson with 
Jet magazine talks about the controversy. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20115:30:39 PM 

More charged as insider trading probe expands 

Federal authorities expanded their crackdown on insider trading that masks itself as legitimate market research with 

two new arrests and the announcement of two guilty pleas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20115:43:03 PM 

Live Chat: Ask NBC's Ron Allen your Egypt questions 

As the situation in Egypt seems to be at standstill, Ron Allen, NBC News' correspondent in Cairo answers your questions 

about what to expect next. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20115:46:02 PM 

Elderly woman foils heist with handbag 

A retired woman clobbered a gang of sledgehammer-wielding robbers with her handbag outside a jewelry store 

Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2011 6:12:37 PM 

U.S. ups pressure on Pakistan to free American 

Ig~~""lwaShington may scrap talks with Pakistan about the Afghan war to up pressure on Islamabad to free an 

American who shot dead two Pakistanis, officials say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2011 6:34:15 PM 

From cat lovers to salad toppings: 17 niche dating sites 

Ig~~""lso you say eHarmony leaves you feeling a little blase? Match.com makes you say, "Meh"? Not to worry: 

An explosion of niche dating sites is allowing picky date-seekers to find, well, just about anyone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2011 6:49:27 PM 

PFT: North Texas widely panned as Super Bowl host 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2011 6:52:39 PM 

UK man with low IQ banned from having sex 

A man with a low 10 has been banned from sex by a judge who said the case raised questions about civil liberties, The 

Telegraph newspaper reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2011 6:57:02 PM 

NYT: Airport security wait times based on trust? 

Ig~~""lproposals to change airport security checkpoints include the Transportation Security Administration using 

known information about travelers to apply different screening techniques. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2011 7:25:20 PM 

Video: Dramatic scene as truck hits bus in Turkey 

Ig~~""lsurveillance video captures the moment of impact when a truck hits a passenger bus in Turkey, injuring 

18 people. TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2011 7:41:02 PM 

President Obama kicks his smoking habit 

First lady Michelle Obama says the president has quit smoking. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2011 8:01:16 PM 

Wake baseball coach donates kidney to player 

Ig~~""lwake Forest baseball coach Tom Walter has donated a kidney to a freshman player who suffers from a 

disease that can lead to kidney failure. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2011 8:11:11 PM 

U.S.: No electronic flaws in Toyota cars 

Ig~~""IA lO-month study of Toyota vehicles has found there was no electronic cause of unintended high-speed 

acceleration in Toyota vehicles, the u.s. government said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2011 8:36:54 PM 

Woman dies after butt implant procedure at hotel 

A British tourist recently died after she allegedly flew to Philadelphia to get silicone injections into her buttocks at a 

Hampton Inn, sources say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2011 8:38:22 PM 

Activists target dog sled rides after dog deaths 

The slaughter of 100 sled dogs in Canada has re-energized efforts by some animal activists to ban or boycott dog sled 

rides, a popular activity among tourists in many winter vacation spots, from New England to Minnesota to Alaska. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2011 8:59:12 PM 

U.S. plans to inject $53 billion into passenger rail 

Vice President Joe Biden on Tuesday announced an ambitious $53 billion u.s. program to build new high-speed rail 

networks and make existing ones faster over the next six years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2011 9:22:19 PM 

Medal of Honor winner opts not to re-enlist 

Ig~~""IMedal of Honor recipient and Iowa native Staff Sgt. Sal Giunta will end his Army career in June. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2011 9:26:46 PM 

Violence continues in Iraq as mission changes 

Ig~~""~he White House says the u.s. combat mission in Iraq is over, but Army Lt. Daniel McCord and his fellow 

American soldiers feel anything but safe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20119:49:07 PM 

High farce at the Thai-Cambodian border 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20119:56:01 PM 

The death of the DLC 

Ig~~""~he centrist Democratic Leadership Council, which helped Bill Clinton win the White House in 1992, is on 

the verge of closing its doors. What hurt the DLC more than anything else? It never figured out how to 
survive when Clinton was no longer the Democratic Party's center of gravity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201110:13:49 PM 

Snow melt in East reveals 'disgusting' items 

Ig~~""~he mountains of snow on city streets are finally melting, revealing oozing lumps of garbage, gaping 
potholes, bicycles, rat-infested sofas, discarded Christmas trees - even bodies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201110:31:12 PM 

Texas petroleum plant ablaze 

Ig~~""IEXPlosions and fire ripped through a Houston-area natural-gas processing plant, leaving one person 

unaccounted for Tuesday afternoon, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201110:37:24 PM 

EPA under fire - if only 'E' stood for jobs 

Ig~~""~he Environmental Protection Agency feels the heat in Congress over regulations seen as threatening 

jobs even if they do protect health and safety. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201110:41:53 PM 

DA to charge lohan with felony grand theft 

Ig~~""IDistrict Attorney's spokeswoman Jane Robison said the charge will be filed Wednesday. She is due in 

court for an arraignment on Wednesday afternoon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201110:47:21 PM 

Rebels wage veggie war with 'seed bombs' 

Ig~~""IFOrget potted plants and privet hedges; a group of Buenos Aires artists want to make the Argentine 

capital a free-far-all kitchen garden, turning neglected parks and verges into verdant vegetable patches. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201110:51:16 PM 

Court tells man to stay away from Facebook founder 

Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg has obtained a temporary restraining order against a California man accused of 

stalking him, his girlfriend and his sister. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201110:54:40 PM 

Egypt VP: 'We can't put up with' continued protests 

Vice President Omar Suleiman warns that the crisis must be ended as soon as possible in a sharply worded sign of 

increasing regime impatience with 16 days of mass demonstrations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201111:06:19 PM 

Achoo! Cold and flu season is worse this year 

So far, 2011 has been a bad year for colds and flu, worse than the past two years, at least according to a new survey 

from the Gallup-Healthways Well-Being Index. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201111:21:32 PM 

GOP leader: Stop radical Islam in Egypt 

A top House Republican said Tuesday the primary goal of u.s. policy in Egypt should be to "stop the spread of radical 

Islam," an objective that has been little mentioned by Obama administration officials in recent weeks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201111:28:59 PM 

Pregnant woman mistakenly gets abortion drug 

A Colorado woman who is six weeks pregnant says a pharmacist at a grocery store mistakenly gave her an abortion drug 

instead of an antibiotic and now she fears she will lose her unborn child. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201111:45:32 PM 

Video: Breast cancer study: Node removal not always necessary 

Ig~~""INew research suggests that for 20 percent of breast cancer patients, removing lymph nodes does not 

improve the prognosis and can cause unnecessary pain and other complications. NBC's Dr. Nancy 
Snyderman reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201111:47:16 PM 

Video: Good egg: FDA says eggs are getting healthier 

Ig~~""INew data from agriculture officials shows eggs contain 14 percent less cholesterol and 65 percent more 
vitamin D than the last time they were tested a decade ago. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201111:48:11 PM 

Video: Caught between poverty and protest in Cairo 

Ig~~""lwhile the roots of the uprising in Egypt run deep, many people are so poor that they can't afford a long 
and drawn-out stalemate over President Mubarak's last few months in office. NBC's Richard Engel 

reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201111:51:55 PM 

Ex-mayor's name too funny for Ind. center 

Ig~~""IA former Fort Wayne, Ind., mayor who won four terms is proving less popular with current city leaders, 

who say they probably won't name a new government center for him because of the jokes his moniker 
could inspire. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201111:56:34 PM 

Video: Days of despair in Australia 

Ig~~""IHaVing suffered through months of seemingly non-stop natural disasters, Australia's Prime Minister made 

an emotional address to Parliament on Tuesday as she presented them with an Australian flag found by 
rescue workers in the floodwaters. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/201112:06:32 AM 

Video: Black female chopper pilot soars above stereotypes 

Ig~~"'l'The Grio's lOa" series profiles African Americans who are making history every day--among them 

LaShanda Holmes, who overcame tremendous hurdles to become the Coast Guard's first black female 
chopper pilot. NBC's Ron Mott reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/201112:09:36 AM 

Doctor: Goal for Giffords to see husband's launch 

Ig~~""~he doctor for Rep. Gabrielle Giffords hopes the wounded congresswoman can make enough progress to 

attend her husband's space launch in two months. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/201112:27:11 AM 

Taco Bell offers free taco in lawsuit's wake 

Taco Bell will offer Facebook fans a free taco as it tries to recover from a lawsuit questioning the content of its taco 

filling. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20111:28:34 AM 

Hess: Duke's ranked higher, but Heels playing better 

Ig~~""IHess: Duke may be wishing its game against North Carolina had been played back in November, as the 

two teams have been on opposite tracks since then. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20111:40:43 AM 

Extension of Patriot Act provisions fails in House 

The House on Tuesday rejected legislation to extend for nine months three key surveillance tools that are part of the 

nation's post-Sept. 11 Patriot Act. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20111:55:25 AM 

S.c. mom arrested after newborn found in toilet 

Authorities have arrested a 25-year-old mother they say left an infant she had just delivered in a toilet at a South 

Carolina sports and concert arena. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20113:00:24 AM 

Temptation leads to betrayal on 'Biggest loser' 

Ig~~""lsweet treats weren't the only draw. Whoever consumed the most calories in three minutes had a chance 

to anonymously change the status quo and swap two players from each team. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20113:07:35 AM 

Hatch says his goals are not unlike tea party's 

Ig~~""lsen. Orrin Hatch doesn't want to follow his fellow Utah Republican Bob Bennett out of the Senate with 

the tea party hot on his heels. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20113:45:47 AM 

School bus collides with big rig; 3 dead 

Ig~~""~hree adults were killed when a tractor-trailer sideswiped a school bus and collided head-on with a 

second school bus Tuesday on a highway bridge in northern Mississippi, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20114:12:46 AM 

LeBron's 41 helps hot Heat rally past Pacers 

Ig~~""ILeBron James had 41 points, 13 rebounds and eight assists, Chris Bosh added 19 points and the Miami 
Heat rallied from 14 points down to beat the Indiana Pacers 117-112 on Tuesday night for their seventh 

straight victory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20114:19:55 AM 

No. 18 Kentucky ruins Pearl's return to Vols 

Ig~~""IDeAndre Liggins tied a career-high with 19 points and No. 18 Kentucky ruined Tennessee coach Bruce 
Pearl's return to the bench with a 73-61 victory on Tuesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20114:31:12 AM 

Skakel: I didn't do it, trial lawyer inept 

Kennedy cousin Michael Skakel blasted prosecutors and his former attorney during a court hearing Tuesday and insisted 

on his innocence in his most extensive comments since he was sentenced after his murder conviction in 2002. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20115:49:50 AM 

China prepares for 'severe, long-lasting drought' 

Chinese officials said Wednesday they were preparing for "a severe, long-lasting drought" in the key wheat-producing 

eastern province of Shandong, with no rain in sight until mid-month and possibly beyond in the parched region. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2011 6:32:01 AM 

Missouri executes man in 1991 slaying of girl, 11 

Ig~~""IA Missouri man has been put to death for the 1991 killing of an ll-year-old St. Louis girl. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20116:40:02 AM 

Israeli air force strikes Gaza, 8 wounded 

Ig~~""lofficials in Israel and Gaza say Israeli aircraft have carried out retaliatory airstrikes in the territory after 

militants launched rockets into Israel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2011 7:01:07 AM 

Bomber names ex-CIA operative in Cuba bombings 

Ig~~""IA Salvadoran man jailed in Cuba in connection with a string of 1990s hotel bombings says he told a u.S. 

prosecutor that he got explosives and money directly from a former CIA operative now on trial in Texas, 
and that he is willing to testify against him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20119:33:16 AM 

Report: Afghan war kills two children daily 

Ig~~""IAn average of two children per day were killed in Afghanistan last year, an independent Afghan rights 

watchdog said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/201110:08:25 AM 

Robber-bashing 'Supergran': I use a wheelchair 

A 71-year-old U.K. woman dubbed "Supergran" after she foiled a jewelry store heist by hitting a gang of robbers with her 

purse sometimes has to use a wheelchair. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/201110:33:38 AM 

CIA officers make grave mistakes, get promoted 

Ig~~""lln the years since the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks, officers who committed serious mistakes have 

received only minor admonishments or no punishment at all, an AP investigation has revealed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/201110:59:17 AM 

Do Egypt protests make al-Qaida 'irrelevant'? 

Weeks have passed since protests erupted in Tunisia and Egypt and there is still no word from Osama bin Laden. u.s. 
analysts say the events in Egypt could be a setback for al-Qaida, proving that violence isn't necessary to change regimes 

in the Middle East. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/201111:42:08 AM 

Moscow airport bomber's teen siblings arrested 

Ig~~""IRussian authorities named the suicide bomber who targeted Moscow's airport and arrested his teenage 

brother and sister, an official said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/201112:21:28 PM 

Video: Heavy snow pummels Plains, Midwest 

Ig~~""lsnow-buried states in the Midwest are bracing for yet another winter wallop. The Weather Channel's 

Mike Seidel reports from Oklahoma City, Okla. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/201112:23:00 PM 

Video: Crowds of protesters reconvene in Cairo 

Ig~~""IMassive crowds of protesters have gathered again in Cairo as Vice President Omar Suleiman rejects calls 

for President Mubarak to step down. NBC's Ron Allen reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/201112:24:21 PM 

Video: Cancer study questions lymph node removal 

Ig~~""IA new study finds that breast cancer patients who did not have their lymph nodes removed, as often 

recommended, were more likely to survive. NBC's chief medical editor Dr. Nancy Snyderman weighs in on 
the findings. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/201112:36:34 PM 

Video: Theft charges may be Lohan's toughest battle 

Ig~~""~roubled actress Lindsay Lohan faces a possible seven years in jail for allegedly stealing a necklace from a 

Los Angeles boutique while on probation. And, as defense attorney Rikki Klieman says, her past history 
with legal issues does not help her case. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/201112:49:43 PM 

Chrysler's ad creates much-needed buzz 

Ig~~""lsunday/S Super Bowl game saw a powerful ad air for u.S. automaker Chrysler - a company desperately 

in need of some serious buzz. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/201112:58:22 PM 

Putting 4G to the speed test 

Ig~~""lwe got the chance to test T-Mobile's newest, fastest phone, the Galaxy S 4G, and decided to see how fast 

some other top 4G-labeled phones were. It turns out, not all 4G is equal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20111:01:10 PM 

Video: First lady: No smoking, no Facebook in White House 

Ig~~""lln an interview with TODAY's Matt Lauer, first lady Michelle Obama praises her husband in his effort to 
quit smoking and says her daughters do not use social networking site Facebook. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20111:24:25 PM 

7 relationship mistakes smart people make 

Ig~~""IA new book applies the market rules of cold hard capitalism to the economy of your marriage to help you 

efficiently allocate limited resources such as time, money, sanity and, yes, even your sex drive. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20111:58:44 PM 

Bombings in northern Iraq oil city kill 7 

Ig~~""IA suicide bomber struck a Kurdish security headquarters in the first of a string of attacks Wednesday 

against the oil-rich Iraqi city of Kirkuk that killed seven and wounded up to 80 people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2011 2:58:08 PM 

Move over, alfalfa! There are new sprouts in town 

Ig~~""IIS it really possible that sprouts are hip again? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2011 3:12:23 PM 

Ice fishing goes upscale in Mille lacs, Minn. 

Family rooms on Mille Lacs Lake, Minn., are like any other across America with one distinct difference: Here, at any 

moment, you can haul a trophy walleye straight through the floor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2011 3:22:12 PM 

Meet the dog who knows 1,022 words 

Can dogs learn like children? On TODAY Wednesday, Chaser the border collie successfully identified objects by name 

among a group of 2S, demonstrating that she knows more nouns than any other dog in the world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2011 3:31:26 PM 

Camera in man's head proves painful 

A professor recently decided to become the envy of every parent in the world by installing a camera in the back of his 

head. The only problem? His body has rejected the implant, forcing him to have the gadget removed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2011 4:00:28 PM 

Biff! Pow! Using comics to sell health law 

Ig~~""IAn MIT economist and adviser to President Barack Obama is turning to comic books to help make the 

pitch for the administration's embattled health care law. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2011 4:25:25 PM 

Video: Kayaker plunges down a huge waterfall 

Ig~~""IExtreme kayaker Rafa Ortiz talks about plunging down a 128-foot waterfall in Mexico called the "Big 
Banana." (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20114:41:12 PM 

Virginia Democrat Sen. Jim Webb won't seek re-election 

First Read confirms the news that Virginia Sen. Jim Webb (0) won't seek re-election next year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20114:48:13 PM 

Video: Pistol-packing pastor stops church burglars 

Ig~~...,~wo Texas teenagers are in police custody after a pastor found them burglarizing his church and held 

them at gunpoint until authorities arrived on the scene. KBMT's Michael Seiden reports. (NBC News 
Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20115:30:05 PM 

Giffords speaks, asking for toast with breakfast 

Arizona Rep. Gabrielle Giffords has recovered enough from a bullet to the brain to ask for toast with breakfast. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20115:47:29 PM 

Suit filed in Dallas over Super Bowl seat problems 

Ig~~""IFootball fans have filed a lawsuit accusing the NFL, the Dallas Cowboys and team owner Jerry Jones of 

deceiving hundreds of people who bought Super Bowl tickets and had no seats, or got seats they felt 
were inadequate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2011 5:52:32 PM 

War on coal? EPA plan under fire in House 

Ig~~""lln the first salvo of a new battle over global warming, House Republicans charged that emissions rules 
sought by the Obama administration would mean "higher prices and fewer jobs." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2011 5:58:10 PM 

Daily diet soda tied to higher heart attack risk 

People who drank diet soda every day had a 61 percent higher risk of vascular events, including stroke and heart attack, 

found a new study that followed 2,500 New Yorkers for nine years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2011 6:05:59 PM 

Ashlee Simpson, Pete Wentz to divorce 

Ig~~""~he actress/singer filed documents in Los Angeles in which she cites "irreconcilable differences." The 

couple married in 2008 and have a son together. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2011 6:15:36 PM 

Fed chief says inflation not a threat to u.s. 

Ig~~""IIS inflation a growing threat or isn't it? Fed chief Bernanke thinks not, and he told lawmakers that even as 

they expressed worries about rising fuel and food prices. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2011 6:24:47 PM 

Video: Report: 27% of homeowners under water 

Ig~~""lpersonal finance expert Carmen Wong Ulrich reports that 15.7 million U.S. homeowners owe more than 
their house is worth. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2011 6:31:20 PM 

Second blizzard in week blasts central u.S. 

A second powerful blizzard in a week roared through parts of the central U.S., bringing biting winds and dumping more 

than a foot of snow on areas stili digging out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2011 7:06:01 PM 

Huge volcano under Yellowstone Park rising 

Ig~~""~he huge volcano under Yellowstone National Park has been rising at an unprecedented rate during the 

past several years, according to a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2011 7:19:42 PM 

Slideshow: Most romantic movies of all time 

Ig~~""~heY're the films that make hearts race and eyes mist. And whether they're boy-meets-girl, boy-meets
boyar ogre-meets-princess, they all have one essential ingredient in common: love. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2011 7:23:25 PM 

Worker strikes add to Egypt turmoil 

Ig~~""~housands of state workers and poor Egyptians went on strike and protested around the country on 
Wednesday over their economic woes, adding to unrest sewn by anti-government activists seeking to 

oust President Hosni Mubarak. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2011 7:29:33 PM 

Video: Snow sweeps through Plains, South 

Ig~~""IA record-setting winter storm has brought up to 20 inches of snow and unseasonably frigid temperatures 
to the Midwest and parts of the South. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2011 7:41:20 PM 

Beckham assist: Star helps stranded motorist 

Ig~~""IDaVid Beckham stopped to help a stranded family whose car broke down on the way to school. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2011 7:57:15 PM 

Tanker with $200 million in oil hijacked 

Ig~~""lsuspected Somali pirates captured a U.S.-bound tanker carrying around $200 million worth of crude oil in 

the Indian Ocean on Wednesday in one of the biggest hijackings in the area so far. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2011 8:21:10 PM 

Brutal drug war spreads to Mexico's second city 

Ig~~""lcartel hitmen are killing rivals and terrifying residents across Mexico's second city as it prepares to host 

the Pan American Games in a deepening of the country's drugs war. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2011 8:33:25 PM 

Video: New law would prohibit passing gas 

Ig~~""IA bill is expected to be introduced that would prohibit passing gas in public in the African country of 
Malawi. Msnbc.com's AI Stirrett reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2011 8:36:59 PM 

5 most inappropriate Valentine's Day movies 

Ig~~""IAnYOne can run out and rent a romantic comedy starring Julia Roberts for Valentine's Day. But it requires 

real guts to sit down with that special person and take in one of these massively uncomfortable choices. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20118:44:13 PM 

PGT: U.S. serviceman plays with Tiger in Dubai 

Ig~~""ILt. Col. Michael Rowells says he was 'nervous' to play with Tiger Woods, but made a connection with the 
golf star at the Dubai pro-am. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2011 8:46:57 PM 

Inside job? 700,000 condoms missing in Malaysia 

Police are investigating the disappearance of a shipment of more than 700,000 ultrathin condoms destined for Japan, 

with officials saying it's not a stretch to suspect an inside job. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2011 8:57:26 PM 

Video: Snowblower puts out house fire 

Ig~~""IA quick-thinking Michigan man rushes his snowblower into action to extinguish the flames in a neighbor's 
burning house. WLUC's Nikki Junewicz reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20119:07:01 PM 

See the turmoil inside Jupiter's mysterious belt 

Ig~~""lcosmic Log: Scientists are getting a detailed look inside the turmoil behind the disappearance - and slow 
re-emergence - of a prominent stripe of clouds on Jupiter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20119:54:01 PM 

Seven-year-old boy buys fighter jet on eBay 

Ig~~""~hanks to eBay, a seven-year-old London boy managed to purchase a real-life Harrier fighter jet. It was 

easy: All he had to do was click on a bright "buy it now" button on the auction site, send a payment of 
about $113,000, and he'd be ready to live out every young man's fantasy. There was just one problem: He 
didn't have the money - and his dad found out about his shopping spree. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/201110:01:05 PM 

Fake-marriage market gives China's gays an out 

Slate: In China, the pressure to form a heterosexual marriage is so acute that most gays marry straight people, according 

to a sexologist. Enter the fake-marriage market. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/201110:02:10 PM 

Berlusconi: Sex trial aims to discredit my government 

Ig~~""lscandal-PlagUed Premier Silvio Berlusconi defiantly accused prosecutors Wednesday of trying to topple 
his government by seeking to put him on trial on charges he had sex with a 17-year-old girl and then tried 

to cover it up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/201110:11:55 PM 

Lindsay Lohan pleads not guilty to theft charge 

Ig~~""llf convicted, the 24-year-old "Mean Girls" star could be sent to prison for up to three years, prosecutors 

say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/201111:22:17 PM 

Wis. woman pleads not guilty to 1957 infant death 

A Wisconsin woman accused of killing her infant more than 50 years ago has pleaded not guilty. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/201111:46:03 PM 

Video: With a word, Giffords signals more progress 

Ig~~""lwounded Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords confirmed that she does have the ability to speak when she 
uttered the word "toast" during breakfast on Monday. NBC's Janet Shamlian reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/201111:53:52 PM 

Video: Bin Laden no longer Public Enemy No.1 

Ig~~""IDuring a hearing of the House Homeland Security Committee on Wednesday, one of the nation's top 

security officials told Congress that Osama bin Laden is no longer the biggest threat to u.S. security; that 
title now belongs to Anwar al-Awlaki. NBC's Pete Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/201111:56:07 PM 

Video: Chase admits mishandling loans to military 

Ig~~...,~p Morgan Chase admitted Wednesday that it has mistreated thousands of military service members by 

overcharging them on their mortgages or outright foreclosing on their homes, in some cases while they 
were on war duty in Iraq or Afghanistan. NBC Senior Investigative Correspondent Lisa Myers reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/201111:58:00 PM 

Video: Study ties diet soda to heart attack risk 

Ig~~""IResearChers say results of a nine-year study suggests daily diet soda drinkers are at a far greater risk of 
suffering heart attack and stroke. NBC's Tom Costello reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/201112:09:22 AM 

Video: Coach goes to bat, donates kidney to player 

Ig~~""IA college baseball coach steps up to the plate by making a very personal sacrifice for one of his players in 
trouble. NBC's Ron Matt reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/201112:16:27 AM 

ConsumerMan: Same scam, different city 

Can artists like to use what's happening in the news to trick their victims. The chaos in Egypt has given the bad guys a 

new story line for a long-running and very successful swindle. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/201112:17:28 AM 

Fetal surgery spares babies from spine defect 

Pregnant women were afraid to have it. Doctors were afraid to do it. Hospitals stopped performing the surgery because 

the u.s. government wanted evidence it was safe and worth doing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/201112:28:09 AM 

Congressman quits over Craigslist scandal 

Ig~~""IA married congressman from upstate New York resigns suddenly amid a scandal over emails and a 

shirtless photo supposedly sent in response to a Craigslist dating ad. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/20111:31:23 AM 

House GOP leaders scramble to find more cuts 

Pushed by rebellious conservatives, House Republican leaders scramble to find deeper cuts, hours after laying out a plan 

to save $35 billion by eliminating at least 60 federal programs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 2:06:16 AM 

CPAC straw poll lists 15 potential GOP candidates 

First Read has obtained a copy of the straw poll for the Conservative Political Action Conference, which kicks off 

Thursday. It includes 15 potential GOP presidential candidates - along with some interesting questions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 2:58:30 AM 

No. 11 Hoyas get rare win at No. 12 Syracuse 

Ig~~""IAustin Freeman had 14 points to lead four Georgetown players in double figures, and the 11th-ranked 
Hoyas rallied late to beat No. 12 Syracuse 64-56 on Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 3:06:34 AM 

Cosmic Log: Hidden universes revealed 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Is it preposterous to consider the existence of parallel universes? Or 

is it preposterous not to? Physicist Brian Greene would tend toward the latter view. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 3:25:02 AM 

Baggage handler gets trapped in cargo hold 

A baggage handler at Reagan National almost found himself as a piece of luggage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 3:26:31 AM 

'Idol' sob stories sing their way to Hollywood 

Ig~~""lwhat happened to sunny California? The San Francisco auditions brought on a torrent of gloomy tales, 

but fortunately, the talent of Julie Zorrilla, James Durbin and Stefano Langone brightened things up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/20114:03:16 AM 

Behind the Wall: Missing child found after three years 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 4:07:45 AM 

Texas plant worker found dead at blast site 

Ig~~""~he remains of a worker have been found one day after an explosion and fire at a Houston-area 

petroleum plant left him missing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 4:19:31 AM 

Prison time in Calif. for 80-year-old jewel thief 

An 80-year-old woman with a decades-long criminal history has been sentenced to five years in prison for stealing an 

$8,900 diamond ring from a Macy's department store in San Diego. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 5:11:39 AM 

Mexico violence not 'emergency,' White House says 

Ig~~""lwhite House officials have scuttled - at least for now - a proposal requiring gun stores in four 

Southwest border states to report multiple sales of semiautomatic assault rifles and other long guns to 
authorities, officials tell NBC News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 6:02:51 AM 

Comeback for the ages lifts Duke past UNC 

Ig~~""INolan Smith scored 22 of his career-high 34 points in the second half, and No.5 Duke rallied from 16 
points down to beat No. 20 North Carolina 79-73 on Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 6:05:51 AM 

Report: India, Pakistan to resume peace talks 

India and Pakistan have agreed to resume formal peace talks that were broken off by New Delhi after the 2008 Mumbai 

attacks, Indian sources said on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 6:34:29 AM 

Beyond the Arc: Duke's Smith states case for player of year 

Ig~~""IBeYOnd the Arc: Nolan Smith's dazzling performance against North Carolina shows why the Duke senior 

belongs in the player of the year conversation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 7:11:59 AM 

Qat addiction may stem Yemen protests 

Ig~~""IYemenls opposition has drawn tens of thousands of people to the streets to rally against three decades of 

autocratic rule of President Ali Abdullah Saleh, but by noon the protesters quietly vanish. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 8:45:34 AM 

Suicide bomber kills 27 soldiers in NW Pakistan 

A suicide bomber linked to the Pakistani Taliban attacked soldiers during morning exercises at an army training camp in 

the northwest Thursday, killing 27 troops and wounding 40 others. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 8:52:38 AM 

Dubai executes rapist who killed boy in mosque 

The father of a boy murdered in a Dubai mosque says the convicted killer has been put to death by a firing squad. It's the 

first execution in the United Arab Emirates in three years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 9:41:11 AM 

1st grade teacher charged with choking students 

Ig~~""IA teacher has been charged with choking and hitting 6 and 7-ear-old students during the school day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/201110:05:19 AM 

German school shooter's dad guilty of negligence 

A German court has convicted a 52-year-old man of negligent manslaughter for failing to properly secure a gun that his 

teenage son used to kill 15 people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/201111:10:55 AM 

Reputed mobster found raising cows in Idaho 

Ig~~...,~o his neighbors, he was Jay Shaw, the guy with the vaguely New York accent. He was known for fixing 

computers, buying everything with cash, raising cows and knowing how to handle a gun. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/201111:25:36 AM 

Video: Gas blast demolishes houses in Pennsylvania 

Ig~~""IHundreds of people were evacuated and many houses were destroyed after a natural gas explosion 

ripped through an Allentown neighborhood. NBC's Lynn Berry reports. (NBC News Web Extra) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/201112:41:02 PM 

Extreme weather pushes food prices higher 

Ig~~""IAmOng the economic havoc brought by this winter's extreme weather, none has been more severe than 

the impact on the global food supply chain. By John W. Schoen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/201112:42:35 PM 

Extreme weather batters the insurance industry 

Ig~~""llt's a tough time to be in the $500 billion u.s. property insurance business. Storms are happening in 

places they never happened before, at intensities they have never reached before and at times of year 
when they didn't used to happen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/201112:48:02 PM 

Video: Giffords may attend husband's shuttle launch 

Ig~~""IMaking remarkable strides on her road to recovery, including speaking her first words, Gabrielle Giffords 
may attend her husband's space shuttle launch. NBC's Janet Shamlian reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/201112:50:19 PM 

Video: Gov. Pawlenty: I can tackle the deficit 

Ig~~""lwhile discussing his possible presidential run in 2012 with TODAY's Meredith Vieira, former Minnesota 
Gov. Tim Pawlenty criticizes Obama's handling of government spending. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/201112:53:24 PM 

Video: Egypt's precious artifacts restored after looting 

Ig~~""IEgYPt's Minister of Antiquities, Dr. Zahi Hawass, shows NBC's Richard Engel how objects damaged amid 
violent protests in Cairo are being restored. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/20111:03:48 PM 

Report: Facebook, Google eyed Twitter takeover 

Ig~~""IGoogle Inc and Facebook Inc, plus others, have held low level takeover talks with Twitter that give the 

Internet sensation a value as high as $10 billion, the Wall Street Journal reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/20111:06:38 PM 

Video: Lohan's real problem may be probation violation 

Ig~~""IFamed defense attorney Mark Geragos tells TODAY's Matt Lauer that troubled starlet Lindsay Lohan 

could win the grand theft case, but lose on violating her probation, and expects that the actress will likely 
settle for a plea deal. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/20111:17:21 PM 

Viagra demand surges before Valentine's Day 

Ig~~""lvalentine's Day is notorious for spiking sales of chocolates, roses and Hallmark cards, but new research 
shows that demand also rises for a surprising lovers' secret: erectile dysfunction drugs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/20111:33:24 PM 

Real cooties? Boys catch flu from boys, study says 

Grade-school boys are three times more likely to spread flu to classmates of the same sex than the opposite sex, found a 

new study on how the flu is transmitted. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/20111:59:06 PM 

Video: Live video: Conservative Political Action Conference 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO: Speakers include u.S. Rep. Michele Bachmann, Sen. Pat Toomey, Senate Minority Leader 

Mitch McConnell, Newt Gingrich, Rep. Rand Paul, Donald Rumsfeld, and Speaker of the House John 
Boehner. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/20111:59:26 PM 

Video: 'Gnomo-sexual' Elton talks new flick, fatherhood 

Ig~~""lsinger Sir Elton John talks about being an executive producer on the new animated movie "Gnomeo & 
Juliet," jokes about being characterized as a glammed-out garden gnome and dishes on being a new dad 

with partner David. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 2:01:29 PM 

Jobless claims drop to lowest in almost 3 years 

Ig~~""~he number of people applying for unemployment benefits plunged last week to the lowest level in 

nearly three years, boosting hopes that companies will step up hiring this year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 2:19:55 PM 

This Valentine's Day, we're buying more love 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: Here's another sign Americans are feeling a bit better about the economy - We're willing to 

spend a bit more on Valentine's Day flowers, cards and trinkets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 2:33:16 PM 

Verizon iPhone hits store shelves, ends AT&T's lock 

Ig~~""lverizon Wireless began selling Apple's iPhone at long last, ending AT&T Inc's more than three-year 

stranglehold on the device in the United States. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 3:56:32 PM 

Kyl becomes latest senator to retire 

NBC News has confirmed through sources that Kyl, the No.2 in the GOP Senate leadership, will announce his retirement 

at a press conference today from Phoenix. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 4:18:58 PM 

Bank launders drug money for Hezboliah, u.s. says 

The Treasury Department on Thursday was blacklisting one of the largest banks in Lebanon, accusing it of being part of 

what one official calls a "mind-boggling" international criminal enterprise laundering money to benefit Hezbollah. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 4:20:52 PM 

GOP's slow ride to 2012 

Ig~~""IFour years ago today, Barack Obama announced his presidential bid. It's equally striking to think that on 

the first day of the Conservative Political Action Conference only one Republican has even formed an 
exploratory committee: Herman Cain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 4:22:30 PM 

Beauty queen claims she was told to 'get off the tacos' 

Domonique Ramirez, 17, named Miss San Antonio last spring, is suing pageant officials, claiming they unfairly stripped 

her of her title for failing to "maintain" her weight and told her stop eating chips and soda. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 4:36:40 PM 

Video: Live video from Cairo's Tahrir Square 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO - Crowds of protesters gather in Cairo's Tahrir Square. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 5:03:01 PM 

Natalie Portman's best and worst roles 

She gave birth in a Wal-Mart, married Darth Vader, and may just pirouette her way to an Oscar. Here's a look at her top 

three roles, and three that she might regret. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 5:28:05 PM 

Video: Live video: Obama speaks in Michigan 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO: President Obama delivers remarks at Northern Michigan University. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 5:53:32 PM 

Nicolas Cage swings from cheesy to cinematic 

Ig~~""IHe won an Oscar for 'Leaving Las Vegas,' so why is he playing a convict who broke out of Hell in 'Drive 
Angry 3-D'? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 5:57:24 PM 

Cosmic Log: Be my X-ray valentine 

Ig~~""IHere's some eye candy to share with your honey this Valentine's Day: a ring of stars encrusted with black 
holes that glow like pinkjewels, thanks to NASA's Chandra X-ray Observatory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 6:38:47 PM 

Open Channel: Mubarak could leave with $2 billion 

Estimates circulated inside the u.s. government, developed by various agencies, put Mubarak's wealth at between $2 

billion and $3 billion. How much of that total is outside of Egypt, and in what form, is uncertain. How much is 

recoverable is an even smaller fraction, NBC News' Robert Windrem reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 6:45:27 PM 

PBT: Sloan will resign as Jazz coach 

Ig~~""lpBT: Shocker! Jerry Sloan is reportedly stepping down as Utah Jazz coach. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 7:04:30 PM 

Video: Live video: Egyptian President Mubarak speaks 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO: President Hosni Mubarak addresses the Egyptian people. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 7:10:39 PM 

Bomber in school uniform slays Pakistan troops 

Ig~~""IA suicide bomber in a school uniform attacked soldiers during morning exercises at an army training 

camp in the northwest Thursday, killing 31 troops and wounding 42 others. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 7:56:20 PM 

Oklahoma sees record cold: -31 

Ig~~""IICY blasts tugged temperatures to well below zero in chunks of the South early Thursday, leaving at least 

three people dead and farmers fretting about their animals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 7:59:31 PM 

Video: u.s. officials describe Muslim Brotherhood 

Ig~~""lpete Williams reports on comments made by the u.s. Director of National Intelligence James Clapper 
while discussing the role of the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 8:57:48 PM 

6 killed, 6 injured as plane crashes in Ireland 

Ig~~""IA small commuter aircraft carrying 12 people crashed and flipped on its back Thursday while trying to 

land in heavy fog at Cork Airport in southwest Ireland, killing six people in the first crash of its kind in Irish 
history, the police and government said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2011 9:49:29 PM 

French judges revolt, shut down courthouses 

Ig~~""IMagistrates shut down almost all French courthouses this week, with judges hearing only urgent cases, in 

protest over complaints about incompetence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/201110:14:54 PM 

Gay conservative group tests GOP unity at conference 

Ig~~""lsome participants in this year's CPAC conference in Washington, D.C., aren't happy about the presence of 
GOProud - a group for gay conservatives. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/201110:15:47 PM 

Crocodile tears? How to spot a fake apology 

The best judgment call made by ex-congressman Christopher Lee may have been to have someone else read his apology. 

Canadian scientists have discovered that there are ways to tell the difference between people who are sincerely 

remorseful and those who are just faking it - but you have to be able to watch them while they're saying they're sorry. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/201110:42:47 PM 

Is flying becoming more dangerous? 

Slate: The question of how often air traffic controllers make errors has no bearing on national security, and answering it 

risks no potential release of information that private companies might wish to remain proprietary. Why the secrecy? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/201110:45:18 PM 

Test gets almost 1 in 5 syphilis cases wrong 

Hundreds of people may have been told they tested positive for syphilis when they didn't actually have the disease, 

health officials say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/201110:54:16 PM 

Wall Street dragged down by tech stocks 

Stocks finished flat, dragged down by Cisco Systems and Akamai Technologies. Both issued weak earnings forecasts, 

raising concerns about business and technology spending. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/201111:13:32 PM 

5 dead after massive Pa. gas blast 

Investigators and utility workers picked through the smoldering ruins of a rowhouse neighborhood O
·g~~..., 

hursday, trying to determine whether an 83-year-old cast-iron gas main was the culprit in a thunderous 
explosion that killed five people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/201111:30:48 PM 

Arizona countersues federal government 

Arizona Gov. Jan Brewer files a counter-lawsuit against the federal government for failing to control the border and 

enforce immigration laws. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/201111:43:32 PM 

Video: Confusion, outrage erupt in Cairo 

Ig~~""IExpecting to hear President Mubarak's resignation speech, the huge crowd of protesters gathered in 
Cairo's Tahrir Square broke out into loud chants of "get out" while waving shoes in the air in a sign of 

disrespect. NBC's Ron Allen reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/201111:50:15 PM 

Video: Mubarak's words flummox White House 

Ig~~""IKeePing a close watch on events in Egypt while talking about the economy in Michigan on Thursday, 

President Obama was taken by surprise by Mubarak's announcement that he was not immediately 
stepping down. NBC Chief White House Correspondent Chuck Todd reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/201111:58:49 PM 

Video: Egypt's ambassador: VP now in power 

Ig~~""IAsked to clarify the words of Hosni Mubarak, Sameh Shoukry, Egypt's ambassador to the u.s .. confirms 

that it is his understanding that Egypt's president has in fact transferred all power to the vice 
president. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/201112:02:18 AM 

Video: EI Paso school mourns students slain in Mexico 

Ig~~""~he War Next Door: Although one in five students at Cathedral High in EI Paso live in nearby Ciudad 

Juarez and cross the Mexican border on a daily basis, the trip proved deadly for two students who were 
fatally shot while visiting a friend in Juarez last weekend. All three teens were killed. NBC's Mark Potter 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/201112:04:05 AM 

Video: Mubarak stays put 

Ig~~""~he reaction among protesters in Tahrir Square was one of utter disappointment on Thursday after 

President Mubarak, seemingly looking for a middle ground, announced he would remain president. NBC's 
Richard Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/201112:05:23 AM 

DNA tests could reveal proof of incest 

Scientists conducting DNA tests on disabled children may inadvertently make startling discoveries of incest, sparking a 

range of ethical dilemmas that require guidance, doctors say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/201112:22:02 AM 

Spotlight turns to Egypt's vice president 

Hundreds of thousands of demonstrators expected President Hosni Mubarak to quit; instead they learned he would turn 

over some powers to Vice President Omar Suleiman, who then told protesters to go home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/201112:24:52 AM 

Angry protesters reject Mubarak speech 

Ig~~""loutraged chants erupt in Cairo's Tahrir Square after Egypt's president dashes hopes that he would make 

a clean transition from power. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/201112:38:29 AM 

Gunman shot dead, hostages freed at bank 

Police snipers shot a gunman as he came out of a bank with a hostage, ending a standoff that began after a failed 

robbery attempt, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/201112:53:55 AM 

Lohan open to plea deal - if there's no jail time 

Ig~~"'l'we will entertain a discussion concerning a plea if it means no jail so that she can move forward with her 

recovery and her career," star's lawyer says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/20111:13:30 AM 

Facebook 2010 profit put at $600 million 

Facebook generated about $250 million of net income in the fourth quarter of 2010, two sources briefed on Facebook's 

finances tell Business Insider. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/20111:31:30 AM 

Lohan: 'I was not raised to lie, cheat, or steal' 

Ig~~"'l'FYi- i would never steal, in case people are wondering," she wrote on her Facebook, a statement posted 

in part on her official Twitter account. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/20111:35:30 AM 

DeMarco: Nine spring storylines to follow 

Ig~~""IDeMarco: Albert Pujols' contract uncertainty, Giants' search for offense are among the nine major issues 

in baseball as spring training camps prepare to open. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 2:27:37 AM 

St. John's rips No. 10 Connecticut 

Ig~~""IDWight Hardy scored a career-high 33 points and St. John's took command in the second half in an 89-72 
victory over No. 10 Connecticut on Thursday night, the Red Storm's fourth win over a top-13 team this 

season at Madison Square Garden. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 3:22:07 AM 

You're out! 'Idol' makes huge cuts in Hollywood 

Ig~~""~he show brought about twice as many singers to Hollywood as it has in the past, so the first two days 
there were devoted to getting rid of the folks who shouldn't have advanced in the first place. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/20114:14:24 AM 

Lakers spoil Allen's record night in Boston 

Ig~~""IKobe Bryant scored 20 of his 23 points in the second half, and the Los Angeles Lakers spoiled Ray Allen's 

record-setting night by beating the Boston Celtics 92-86 in an NBA finals rematch on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 5:38:05 AM 

Gunmen kill 8 in violent north Mexico border city 

Ig~~""IGunmen barged into a bar in the battered border city of Ciudad Juarez and opened fire late Thursday, 

killing seven women and one man, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 5:57:32 AM 

Gas explosion rocks small Ohio village 

A gas explosion rocked a small eastern Ohio village only a day after a house explosion in neighboring Pennsylvania took 

the lives of five residents and destroyed several homes in Allentown. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 7:57:46 AM 

Egypt protesters vow massive demonstrations 

Ig~~""lprotesters enraged by Hosni Mubarak's latest refusal to step down streamed into Cairo's central square, 

promising to drive the Egyptian president out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 7:59:54 AM 

Afflalo's shot snaps Mavs' lO-game win streak 

Arran Afflalo hit a 19-footer at the buzzer and the Denver Nuggets beat the Dallas Mavericks 121-120 on Thursday, 

ending the Mavericks' lO-game win streak. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 8:34:00 AM 

Slain Ohio man's family opposes inmate's execution 

The family of an Ohio storekeeper fatally shot in the head during a 1994 robbery opposes the upcoming execution of the 

man convicted of the crime, arguing it won't change anything and they're satisfied with a life sentence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 9:25:09 AM 

Nokia, Microsoft team up against Google, Apple 

Ig~~""INokia and Microsoft have teamed up to take on Google and Apple in the fast-growing smart phone 

market. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 9:25:48 AM 

Tiger Woods claws back in Dubai with 6-under round 

Ig~~""~iger Woods has surged up the leaderboard at the Dubai Desert Classic, shooting a6-under 66 to pull him 

back into contention for his first tournament victory in more than a year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 9:46:52 AM 

Hurry! Delete your ex from your life by Valentine's Day 

Ig~~""IFor people recently flattened by a still-painful breakup, Valentine's Day can be intolerable. But take heart: 

Empathetic souls are stepping up and helping people move on before Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/201110:55:27 AM 

Defense: 'Toxic atmosphere' clouds Assange case 

Ig~~""ILaWyerS for WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange complained Friday that comments from the Swedish prime 

minister have poisoned efforts to give Assange a fair hearing on sex offense allegations in Sweden. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/201111:16:43 AM 

Craigslist congressman: A swift fall from grace 

Republican Rep. Christopher Lee fell from power this week with a velocity seldom seen in the annals of Washington sex 

scandals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/201111:50:14 AM 

PGT: Tiger roars back into contention in Dubai 

Ig~~""lpGT: Bogey-free second round gives Woods a chance at first tournament win in over a year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/201112:24:30 PM 

Everything you know about beating stress is wrong 

Ig~~""llf deep breaths and weekly yoga classes aren't helping you relax it's not your fault. New studies show 
that these supposedly tried-and-true anxiety busters often don't help. Read on for the surprising truth 

about what really helps-and what doesn't. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/201112:31:20 PM 

BLTWY: Best political kisses of all time 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/201112:50:44 PM 

Video: Obama slammed over tactics in Egypt crisis 

Ig~~""lcritics are calling for President Obama to take a tougher stand in backing democracy advocates in Egypt 

and to do more to get rid of longtime U.S. ally Hosni Mubrarak. NBC's Andrea Mitchell reports. (TODAY 
show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/20111:36:13 PM 

Police: Father wrote he killed missing Swiss twins 

Ig~~""~he father of the missing Swiss twins wrote a letter to his estranged wife saying he had killed them and 

intended to kill himself, Swiss police said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/20111:38:37 PM 

White House aims to wind down Fannie, Freddie 

The Obama administration is seeking to wind down financially-troubled housing finance giants Fannie Mae and Freddie 

Mac. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/20111:41:51 PM 

Alcohol kills more than AIDS, TB or violence 

Ig~~""IAICOhOI causes nearly 4 percent of deaths worldwide, more than AIDS, tuberculosis or violence, the 

World Health Organization warned on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/20111:56:29 PM 

Video: Girl, 4, treks through snow to save family 

Ig~~""IAfter a car accident, 4-year-old Averie walked a quarter mile through a snow-covered field to save her 
mother Jamie Carrion and l-year-old brother Abel. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/20111:59:07 PM 

Massive gas explosion rocks Ohio countryside 

A gas pipeline explosion shook residents in eastern Ohio a day after a house explosion in neighboring Pennsylvania took 

the lives of five residents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 2:09:26 PM 

How the brain responds to OMG! moments 

Unexpected happenings may give us a jolt, but to our brains, it's business as usual, a new study suggests. Swiss 

researchers used brain scans to show that processes in our brain's orbiotfrontal cortex remain the same, no matter how 

unexpected or frightening an event may be. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 2:21:49 PM 

'Just Go With It' is pretty good if you go with it 

The plot sounds all kinds of nonsensical, but if you're willing to suspend your sense of disbelief and just go with it, it 

actually kind of works. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 2:35:47 PM 

A garden-variety 'Gnomeo & Juliet' 

Ig~~""lsPirited and brisk as this animated family film can be, its energy can't disguise the fact that it's an 

awkward mash-up of Shakespeare puns, hackneyed pop culture references and familiar Elton John songs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 2:37:28 PM 

Fashion Week moment: Going mad for plaid 

Keep up to date with the latest styles and trends from New York Fashion Week Fall 2011. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 2:49:26 PM 

White House wants Fannie, Freddie to go 

The White House Friday opened a debate over the future of mortgage giants Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. The outcome 

could determine who can afford to buy a home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 2:51:48 PM 

Video: Pregnant with someone else's child 

Ig~~""IKaren and Sean Savage tried in vitro fertilization and were later told the traumatizing news that the 
doctors had transferred the wrong embryo and Karen was pregnant with another man's child. (TODAY 

show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 2:52:46 PM 

Billy Joel still feeling the love for Elton John 

Ig~~""IBiIIY Joel still feels the love tonight for his pal and touring partner Elton John, despite the Englishman's 

stern words for his piano-pumping, New York counterpart. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 3:01:39 PM 

Smoke 'em if you got 'em? DOT says no to e-cigs 

DOT says the use of smokeless electronic cigarettes on airplanes is prohibited and plans to issue an official ban this 

spring, according to a letter from Transportation Secretary Ray LaHood. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 3:21:29 PM 

A little love for Intercourse - in Pennsylvania 

Ig~~""ILetJs get this right out of the way: Intercourse - the one in Pennsylvania - has nothing to do with 

intercourse, so get your mind out of the gutter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 3:22:12 PM 

Lohan's sold-out courtroom dress causes 'frenzy' 

Ig~~""lshe might be in trouble with the law, but when it comes to style, Lindsay Lohan has a solid record. The 

actress's $575 white minidress caused a frenzy for the designer, with fashionistas clamoring to get their 
hands on it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 3:32:05 PM 

Video: NBC News: Mubarak has left Cairo 

Ig~~""IAmid the largest protests to date, Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak has left Cairo for the Red Sea resort 
of Sharm el-Skeikh. NBC's Richard Engel reports from Cairo. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 3:58:26 PM 

Five homes you can get for $450,000 or less 

Ig~~""~hiS week she goes from California to New York in search of truly unique properties you can get for 

$450,000 or less. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 4:28:36 PM 

Video: Jubilant crowds celebrate Mubarak's ouster 

Ig~~""lshouting "freedom, freedom," crowds gathered in Cairo's Tahrir Square celebrate Hosni Mubarak's 
resignation. NBC's Ron Allen reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 4:38:09 PM 

105 die in Southern Sudan fighting 

Fighting in Southern Sudan between the region's army and a rebel faction has killed 105 people, including civilians, 

according to a southern army spokesman. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 4:46:49 PM 

America's biggest problem? Unemployment 

Ig~~""lunemployment - and not the economy in general- ranked as the most important problem facing 

Americans for the second month in a row, according to a Gallup poll released Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 4:48:02 PM 

Video: 'Egypt is free': Mubarak gives up office 

Ig~~""lcroWdS in Tahrir Square erupted in jubilant cheers on Friday after Vice President Suleiman, appearing 

briefly on Egypt state TV, announced that President Mubarak has stepped down from presidency. NBC's 
Brian Williams, Richard Engel and Ron Allen report. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 5:05:20 PM 

America's biggest problem? Unemployment 

Ig~~""lunemployment - and not the economy in general- ranked as the most important problem facing 

Americans for the second month in a row, according to a Gallup poll released Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 5:07:17 PM 

Big recall of baby monitors linked to 2 deaths 

Ig~~""INearIY 2 million Summer Infant video baby monitors were recalled Friday after being linked to the 

strangulation deaths of two infants. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 5:08:46 PM 

Romney: 'It's going to take a new president' 

In remarks heavily focused on the economy, foreign policy and American exceptional ism Friday, former Massachusetts 

Gov. Mitt Romney squarely challenged the competence and the authenticity of the man he'd like to replace in the White 

House. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 5:16:59 PM 

First Read: Is this 'affirmation' of Obama's leadership? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 5:20:37 PM 

Chandra Levy's killer gets 60 years 

Ig~~""~h.e man convicted of killing Chandra Levy nearly a decade ago was sentenced on Friday to 60 years in 

prison. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 5:32:18 PM 

Video: Passengers catch passing train in Myanmar 

Ig~~""lwhile a tourist waits for his train in Yangon, Myanmar, he captures this YouTube video that shows some 

passengers hopping aboard passing trains. TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 5:40:52 PM 

Video: Should the Constitution mandate a balanced budget? 

Ig~~""IRepublican Senator from Utah Mike Lee speaks at CPAC on Friday afternoon. He is also a leading voice in 
the Tea Party movement and a co-founder of the Senate Tea Party Caucus. He joined Chuck and 

Savannah from Capitol Hill to talk budget, CPAC, and next year's election. (The Daily Rundown) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 5:48:50 PM 

Biden on Egypt: 'pivotal moment in history' 

Vice President Joe Biden said Friday the change of power in Egypt was a "pivotal" moment in history for that country and 

the Middle East. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 5:49:31 PM 

Video: Egyptians celebrate on tank as symbol of freedom 

Ig~~""IEgYPtians in Cairo celebrate Hosni Mubarak's resignation as president by standing on a tank. NBC's 
Richard Engel explains the symbolism of the moment. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 5:56:06 PM 

Growing number of farm animals spawn new diseases 

Ig~~""IA growing number of livestock, such as cows and pigs, are fuelling new animal epidemics worldwide and 

posing more severe problems in developing countries as it threatens their food security, according to a 
report released on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 6:00:04 PM 

Losing 'moon trees'? Time to turn over new leaf 

r-I~undreds of space travelers are living in the United States, but no one knows where most olthem are. 
here could be one in your town right now! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 6:10:24 PM 

New challenges for U.S.-Egyptian military ties 

Ig~~""IFor 30 years, the u.s. has been Egypt's weapons supplier, military trainer and financier. How that 
military-to-military relationship might change is one of the biggest unknowns for the Obama 

administration. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 6:24:52 PM 

Photo of disfigured Afghan woman wins prize 

A South African photographer's portrait of an Afghan woman whose husband sliced off her nose and ears in a case of 

Taliban-administered justice won the World Press Photo award for 2010, one of the industry's most coveted prizes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 6:27:32 PM 

Brain-zapping 'thinking cap' just might work 

Ig~~""IStimulating the brain using a type of "thinking cap" may provide flashes of insight for solving problems, 

scientists from Australia report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 6:50:49 PM 

Cavaliers on brink of dubious history tonight 

Ig~~""~he nightmare season for the Cleveland Cavaliers could take an even darker turn as another defeat would 

given them ownership of the longest losing skid in all four major North American professional sports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 6:59:47 PM 

Mubarak resignation revives investors' hope 

Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak's decision to step down after almost three weeks of protests against him is being 

seen a step toward restoring investor confidence in the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 7:14:12 PM 

Pakistani police: US man committed 'murder' 

Ig~~""lpakistani police on Friday accused an American held in a pair of shootings of committing "cold-blooded 
murder," while a judge ordered the man's detention extended for 14 days and asked the Pakistani 

government to clarify if he has diplomatic immunity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 7:56:58 PM 

Live updates: u.s.: Egypt must honor Israel treaty 

Ig~~""IAny new government of Egypt must honor 1979 Egypt-Israeli peace treaty, White House press secretary 

Robert Gibbs says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 8:07:30 PM 

Video: Robot travels to Calif. coffee house for scone 

Ig~~""lpatrons of a Calif. coffee house witness a robot ordering a scone and post their videos on YouTube. 

Anybot, Inc.'s Daniel Casner controlled the robot and talks with TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown about the 
adventure. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 8:16:57 PM 

German takeover of NYSE seen next week 

The board of NYSE Euronext is expected to meet on Sunday to discuss a planned takeover by Deutsche Boerse and a deal 

announcement is likely to come by Tuesday, reports say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 8:17:46 PM 

Just say no ... to robosexual marriage? 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: In a case of life imitating "Futurama," Maryland's gay-marriage 
debate has somehow morphed into worries about robot-human marriages. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 8:55:35 PM 

Love's in the air, but pregnancy on Mars is risky 

Astronauts sent to colonize Mars would be well advised to avoid getting pregnant en route to the Red Planet, according 

to a review of radiation hazards by three scientists. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 9:01:49 PM 

Video: Obama praises Gibbs, returns tie 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama makes a surprise appearance at White House Press Secretary Robert Gibbs final 

briefing, thanking Gibbs for his work, and returning a tie Gibbs reluctantly loaned him several years 
ago. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 9:01:57 PM 

Seniors save as Medicare 'doughnut hole' closes 

The widely unpopular "doughnut hole" - the coverage gap in the Medicare drug benefit - is headed for oblivion, under 

the new health law. Beginning this year, seniors who hit the doughnut hole will get substantial discounts on both brand

name and generic drugs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 9:09:14 PM 

Five years ago, Cheney shot a man in the face 

Ig~~""IFive years ago, Cheney shot a man in the face 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 9:38:51 PM 

Shades of 'Seinfeld' in bottle-refund scam 

Ig~~""IA memorable "Seinfeld" episode features Kramer and Newman taking thousands of cans and bottles to 

Michigan so they can get a nickel more per container than they would in New York, but beverage 
distributors say there's nothing funny when it happens for real. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 9:42:57 PM 

Man charged with 3 counts of murder in Va. attacks 

Ig~~""IA Salvadoran man who was ordered deported nearly a decade ago but never left has been charged with 
three counts of first-degree murder in a series of shootings and a knife attack in a Virginia suburb of 

Washington, authorities said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 9:44:28 PM 

Video: Lost 'smart' key may total a car 

Ig~~""IA Rhode Island woman didn't realize that when she lost her smart car key during a business trip, it very 
well could 'total' her 2004 car. WJAR's Parker Gavigan reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2011 9:54:08 PM 

Egypt military embraces change, but is it sincere? 

While Egyptian protesters on Friday celebrated the resignation of President Hosni Mubarak, it remained unclear 

whether the military's assumption of power will lead to a more democratic system of government or simply a shuffling 

of the Mubarak regime deck. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/201110:01:14 PM 

Obama says 'Egypt will never be the same' 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama Friday hailed the resignation of Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak, saying the people of 

Egypt have spoken; their voices have been heard and Egypt will never be the same." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/201110:49:50 PM 

'Egypt is free,' crowds cheer 

Egypt's military took control of the country Friday as Hosni Mubarak finally resigned as president after 18 days of 

massive protests against his autocratic 30-year reign. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/201111:01:41 PM 

A third of Russians think sun orbits Earth? 

Ig~~""IDoes the sun revolve around the Earth? One in every three Russians thinks so, a spokeswoman for state 

pollster VsTIOM said on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/201111:12:31 PM 

Why winning Best in Show matters 

Ig~~""lcompetitors at the 13Sth Westminster Dog Show explain why winning Best in Show is the ultimate honor 

at the show and what it would mean to win. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/201111:20:16 PM 

Alaska oil pipeline at risk, u.s. warns 

Ig~~""IA U.S. government investigation of the Trans Alaska oil pipeline has found potentially major safety issues 

on the line that ships 12 percent of domestic oil supply. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/201111:26:35 PM 

Man dies feet from ER after hospital says to call 911 

The death of a Cuban immigrant just feet from an emergency room has left his family in grief, upset police and drawn a 

request for an investigation from a congressman, all asking why an officer was told to call the emergency services 

number for a heart attack victim just outside the hospital door. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/201111:26:43 PM 

Video: Technology overwhelms 'old' govt. in Egypt 

Ig~~""INBC'S Richard Engel offers analysis into how social media and new technology ultimately overwhelmed 
older state government officials who were trying to blanket an Egyptian revolt. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/201111:39:50 PM 

Large quake strikes Chile, rattles buildings 

Ig~~""IA strong earthquake on Friday struck central Chile, including the capital, shaking a zone hit by a 

devastating quake a year ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/201111:56:00 PM 

Video: Mubarak's ouster reverberates across Middle East 

Ig~~""INBC'S Martin Fletcher reports from Tel Aviv on what Mubarak's resignation means for the entire Arab 
region. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/201112:09:21 AM 

Video: 'This is what freedom looks like' 

Ig~~""IStunning scenes of a successful revolution, sponsored by the people in Egypt. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/201112:21:39 AM 

Liz Taylor hospitalized for heart failure 

Ig~~""IHer spokeswoman, Sally Morrison, said Friday that the Oscar-winning actress was admitted to Cedars

Sinai Medical Center within the past couple of days. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/201112:26:25 AM 

Pit bull puppy swallows foot-long drumstick 

Veterinarian Dr. Kathy Blanchard thought she was being punked when she first saw the x-rays of a 4-month-old pit bull 

mix who consumed a drumstick nearly as long as her body. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/201112:51:35 AM 

Eagle survived 25 years - until electrocution 

Ig~~""IA Kodiak Island bald eagle survived 25 years of Alaska hazards but met an unfortunate fate last month on 

the crossbar of a utility pole: electrocution. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/20111:11:13 AM 

The resort town where Mubarak will likely spend the rest of his life 

Ig~~""~he resort town where Mubarak will likely spend the rest of his life 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/20111:15:29 AM 

Colombian FARC rebels release two more hostages 

Ig~~""lcolombian FARC rebels on Friday released a kidnapped local politician and a captive marine to a Red 
Cross team who flew into the country's southern jungles in the latest rebel hostage handover. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2011 2:11:35 AM 

Mideast nations brace for Egypt spillover 

From the oil-rich Gulf states in the east to Morocco in the west, regimes could not help but worry they could see a 

similar Egyptian upheaval. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2011 3:47:33 AM 

WH contenders woo conservative activists 

Ig~~""IRepUblicans angling for his job compared President Barack Obama to a one-term Democratic president 

and a Democratic vice president who fell short in his bid to win the presidency. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2011 3:49:09 AM 

Kobe powers Lakers to rout of Knicks 

Ig~~""IKobe Bryant scored 33 points in another effortless night at Madison Square Garden, and the Los Angeles 
Lakers cruised to a 113-96 victory over the struggling New York Knicks on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2011 4:08:34 AM 

Video: Revolutions past, present and future 

Ig~~""IRachel Maddow reviews recent popular uprisings as part of a timeline that runs through Tunisia and 
Egypt and into the uncertain future. (The Rachel Maddow Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2011 5:17:01 AM 

Cavs end 26-game skid, beat Clippers in aT 

Ig~~""~he Cleveland Cavaliers stopped their NBA-record losing streak at 26 games Friday night with a 126-119 

win in overtime against the Los Angeles Clippers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2011 8:17:23 AM 

Myanmar junta warns against disrupting 'democracy' 

Ig~~""~he leader of Myanmar's junta warned against any "disruption" of the country's new military-dominated 

government, urging people Saturday to protect what he called the country's nascent "democracy system" 
a day after a Cabinet was approved. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2011 8:43:54 AM 

Joint Chiefs chairman to reassure Jordan, Israel 

Ig~~""IWith Egypt's military leading a hoped-for drive to democracy, President Barack Obama's senior military 
adviser was heading to the Mideast on Saturday to reassure two key allies - Jordan, facing its own 

rumblings of civil unrest, and Israel, which sees its security at stake in a wider transformation of the Arab 
world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/201110:32:11 AM 

Pakistan issues arrest warrant for Musharraf 

A Pakistani judge has issued an arrest warrant for former military ruler Pervez Musharraf in connection with the 2007 

assassination of ex-PM Benazir Bhutto, a spokesman for Musharraf said on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/201111:12:22 AM 

Slate: Leave Cupid alone! Why I love Valentine's Day 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/201112:58:04 PM 

Iraq unearths mass grave northeast of Baghdad 

A mass grave filled with dozens of bodies has been unearthed in an area northeast of Baghdad that used to be 

controlled by al-Qaida in Iraq, the government said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/20111:43:33 PM 

Electrocution suspected as horses die before race 

NEWBURY, England (AP) -Two horses have collapsed and died in the parade ring at Newbury Racecourse amid fears they 

were electrocuted. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/20111:56:32 PM 

Video: Egyptians revel in newly gained freedom 

Ig~~""INBC'S Richard Engel reports from Cairo, scene of Egypt's biggest modern-day celebration following the 
resignation of President Hosni Mubarak. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2011 4:05:07 PM 

Video: Boy sent to psych ward for school drawing 

Ig~~""IA six-year-old California boy was institutionalized for 48 hours after drawing a violent picture at school. 
But the youngster's mother is wondering what all the fuss is about. NBC's Kim Baldonado reports. (msnbc 

tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2011 4:11:19 PM 

Video: Inconceivable, Part 1 

Ig~~""lcarolyn and Sean Savage were hoping to have another child using embryos that were left over after the 

in vitro fertilization procedure which brought them their daughter. Ten days after the embryos were 
transferred into Carolyn, the fertility doctor called Sean and delivered stunning news. (Dateline NBC) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2011 4:30:52 PM 

Kate Middleton's mock kidnapping angers officials 

Ig~~""IA British scout troop's outdoor exercise depicting the mock kidnapping of Prince William's bride-to-be has 

raised some eyebrows and angered U.K. councilors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2011 4:34:06 PM 

South African police arrest man on terror charges 

South African police say they have arrested a man accused of threatening to unleash biological weapons on Britain and 

the United States. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2011 4:47:27 PM 

Egypt military to restore civilian control 

Ig~~""IEgYPt's new military rulers told the nation on Saturday they were committed to civilian rule after the 

overthrow of Hosni Mubarak and said they would respect all treaties, a move to reassure Israel and the 
United States. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2011 4:49:56 PM 

DC lobbyist's death in car fire ruled accidental 

The D.C. Medical Examiner's office says the death of a lobbyist in a car fire last month was accidental. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2011 5:06:39 PM 

Video: Peek inside Joan Rivers' bedroom, closet 

Ig~~""lsee a different side of the often gregarious comedienne as Rivers lounges in her bedroom, gives TODAY a 

tour of her closet and prepares lunch for a friend on a lazy Sunday morning. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2011 7:51:23 PM 

Conservatives cautious on 2012 pick 

Ig~~""lconservatives are fired up to defeat President Barack Obama. Now the hard part: finding their candidate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2011 8:33:04 PM 

2 horses die before race; electrocution suspected 

Ig~~...,~wo horses collapsed and died under mysterious circumstances Saturday before a race at Newbury 

Racecourse, with electrocution suspected as the cause. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2011 9:07:51 PM 

Video: Legal experts split on Lohan's white dress 

Ig~~""IA panel of msnbc legal experts discuss the latest allegations against Hollywood starlet Lindsay Lohan and 

whether her choice of attire was appropriate for a California courtroom. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2011 9:32:05 PM 

S.F. tiger attack likely provoked, documents say 

Ig~~""IA female Siberian tiger killed in a hail of police gunfire after fatally mauling a man at the San Francisco 

Zoo on Christmas Day 2007 likely was provoked into leaping and clawing out of its enclosure, a federal 
investigator said in documents obtained by The Associated Press. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/201110:38:58 PM 

Suicide bomber attacks Iraqi bus depot 

A suicide bomber blew himself up on Saturday near a crowd of Shi'ite pilgrims at a bus depot in the Iraqi city of Samarra, 

killing 38 people and wounding scores, police and officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/201110:47:57 PM 

Beyond the Arc: Country now knows Jordan Taylor 

Ig~~""IBeYOnd the Arc: For awhile on Saturday, Ohio State looked like the nation's one truly great team at 
Wisconsin - but Jordan Taylor had other plans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/201110:58:40 PM 

Nigeria presidential rally ends in deadly stampede 

At least 11 people were trampled to death on Saturday in a stampede at an election campaign rally for Nigerian 

President Goodluck jonathan in the southern oil city of Port Harcourt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/201111:05:13 PM 

First Read: Ron Paul wins CPAC straw poll 

For the second year in a row, conservatives attending the annual CPAC conference in Washington D.C. have selected 

Rep. Ron Paul of Texas as the winner of their presidential straw poll. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/201111:42:38 PM 

Video: With past swept away, Egypt sees 'new beginning' 

Ig~~""IEgYPtians awoke in what they say feels like a brand new nation, and as NBC's Richard Engel reports from 

Cairo, they are immensely proud of it. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/201111:46:22 PM 

Video: 'Time for real work': Jubilant Egyptians size up future 

Ig~~""INBC'S Ron Allen reconnects with protester Omar Sedky and his family, who, despite their euphoria, 
remain focused on the task at hand: rebuilding their nation. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/201111:53:03 PM 

Egypt and Iran: Revolutions play out differently 

Ig~~""~he popular revolt against the shah in 1979 raised alarm bells in the West, which saw the monarch as a 
trusted ally and counterweight to hard-line Arab regimes and Palestinian radicals. Egypt's revolutionaries 

of today appear far less threatening, 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/201112:17:05 AM 

6 dead, 37 injured in attack on Mexican nightclub 

Ig~~""IArmed men opened fire and hurled a grenade into a crowded nightclub early Saturday, killing six people 

and wounding at least 37 in a western city whose former tranquility has been shattered by escalating 
battles among drug cartels. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/201112:33:34 AM 

Body found in canal believed to be kidnapper 

A second body was found in a central California canal Saturday and police said it resembled Jose Rodriguez, the man 

suspected of kidnapping and killing a 4-year-old boy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/201112:59:10 AM 

Thousands defy police to protest in Algeria 

Ig~~""IHeaViIY outnumbered by riot police, thousands of Algerians dodge barricades to rally in their capital. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/20111:19:57 AM 

Los Angeles priest removed for affair 40 years ago 

A Catholic priest who admitted having a sexual relationship with a high school girl more than 40 years ago was removed 

his position, and a high-ranking official who oversaw the background checks of priests resigned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2011 2:01:08 AM 

Slate: Rooftop pipe-dream for 'small wind'? 

Slate: There are a lot of barriers - physical and financial - to making these devices really work for you. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2011 3:28:22 AM 

Cuban political prisoners freed against wishes 

Two political prisoners who had refused to leave prison were freed against their wishes on Saturday as Cuba released 

more jailed government opponents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2011 3:30:20 AM 

Miss. plan for KKK leader license plate criticized 

A Mississippi proposal to issue a state license plate honoring a Confederate general believed to be a Grand Wizard of the 

Ku Klux Klan has stirred protest and resurrected the state's ugly racial past. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2011 4:50:37 AM 

Anti-Cupid campaign targets Malaysia's Muslims 

Malaysian Muslims are debating whether to shun Valentine's Day after the government warned that the celebration was 

a "trap" that could trigger indecent behavior. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2011 4:58:57 AM 

U.K. plan would allow same-sex unions in church 

The British government is drafting plans to allow same-sex civil unions to be celebrated in churches and other places of 

worship, according to media reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2011 5:42:34 AM 

No.4 Pitt ends No.9 Villanova's home streak 

Ig~~""IBrad Wanamaker scored 21 points, Nasir Robinson had 15 and No.4 Pittsburgh escaped with a 57-54 win 

over No.9 Villanova on Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2011 5:48:15 AM 

4 die, 1 lives after boat capsizes in Gulf near La 

Four people died and one was rescued Saturday after their boat capsized during a fishing trip on the Gulf of Mexico, 

according to louisiana authorities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2011 7:06:46 AM 

Spurs get back to winning, pound Wizards 

Ig~~""~ony Parker scored 10 of his 18 points in less than 2 minutes during the first quarter to jump-start the San 
Antonio Spurs to a 118-94 rout of the Washington Wizards on Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2011 9:07:52 AM 

Fire roars through town on Wash. reservation 

Ig~~""IDozens of firefighters battled a blaze fueled by strong winds on the Yakima Indian Reservation Saturday 

night that consumed 20 homes, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/201111:49:38 AM 

Katrina's ruins home to thousands of homeless 

Ig~~""IMore than five years after the hurricane, New Orleans is struggling to deal with more than 40,000 

abandoned properties, where an estimated 3,000 homeless find refuge every night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/20111:46:36 PM 

Women protest over Berlusconi sex scandal 

Women rallied across Italy on Sunday, incensed by Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi's sex scandal which they say has hurt 

their dignity and reinforced outdated gender stereotypes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/20111:50:19 PM 

Tiger falls short, shoots 3-over in final round 

Ig~~""~iger Woods is still seeking his first tournament trophy in more than a year after coming up short at the 
Dubai Desert Classic with a final round 3-over 75. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2011 2:08:58 PM 

Video: Engel: Revolution has changed, 'inspired' Egypt 

Ig~~""IFrom subway cars to office buildings, "new" Egyptians continue to state their intention to reclaim their 

political and individual rights as free citizens of the world. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2011 2:38:43 PM 

Egypt's military rulers dissolve parliament 

Ig~~""IEgYPt's military rulers are dissolving the parliament and suspending the constitution, meeting two key 

demands of pro-democracy protesters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2011 2:42:00 PM 

25 hurt when taxi plows into San Diego crowd 

After the accident, people in the crowd in the city's Gaslamp District beat the taxi driver. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2011 3:00:57 PM 

Iran appoints new nuclear chief 

Iran's presidential office says a nuclear scientist who recently survived an assassination attempt has been appointed the 

new head to the country's nuclear program. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2011 3:28:26 PM 

Death toll in Iraq blast rises to 36 

Ig~~""~he death toll for a suicide bombing the day before on a bus carrying Shiite pilgrims rose to 36, Iraqi 
officials said Sunday about one of the deadliest acts of violence against the country's majority Muslim 

sect this year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2011 3:56:17 PM 

Obama reportedly to seek changes in Pell Grants 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama's budget plan would cut $100 billion from Pell Grants over a decade through 

belt-tightening but use the savings to keep the maximum college financial aid award at $5,550, an 
administration official said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2011 4:51:17 PM 

Mental health a frequent theme in threats cases 

Ig~~""~ust making a threat against a federal official - whether it's a worker at the local Social Security office or 
the president, even without any intent to follow through - is a federal crime. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2011 7:42:53 PM 

Fire roars through town on Wash. reservation 

Ig~~""IFirefighters from several Yakima Valley departments have contained a roof fire that spread to the ground 

Saturday damaging or destroying 20 homes, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2011 7:54:30 PM 

Julie Andrews, Ramones receive lifetime Grammys 

Punk pioneers the Ramones, British actress and singer Julie Andrews and jazz drummer Roy Haynes were among the 

diverse musical stars who received Grammy Awards for lifetime achievement on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2011 8:49:01 PM 

Gaddafi tells Palestinians: Revolt against Israel 

Palestinian refugees should capitalize on the wave of popular revolts in the Middle East by massing peacefully on the 

borders of Israel until it gives in to their demands, libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2011 9:00:04 PM 

Cops: Hostage-taker at N.C. bank was unarmed 

A man who told hostages and police he had a gun was actually unarmed during a three-hour standoff that ended with 

officers shooting and killing him outside a North Carolina bank, police said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2011 9:06:10 PM 

Celtics surge in second half, stay perfect vs. Heat 

Ig~~""IRajOn Rondo had a triple-double with 11 points, 10 assists and 10 rebounds, and the Boston Celtics beat 

the Miami Heat 85-82 on Sunday, with the defending Eastern Conference champions clinching the season 
series against their top pursuer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2011 9:12:14 PM 

PBT: LeBron thrives, only to brick away Heat's chances 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2011 9:50:32 PM 

Egypt unrest puts Mideast peace efforts on hold 

Ig~~""IEgYPtian President Hosni Mubarak's downfall appears to have nudged Israel and the Palestinians toward 

some common ground: Neither side seems to think now is the time for brave moves toward peace. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/201110:03:43 PM 

Obama official: New budget won't be pain-free 

President Barack Obama will send Congress on Monday a $3 trillion-plus budget for 2012 that promises $1.1 trillion in 

deficit reduction over the next decade by freezing many domestic programs for five years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/201110:06:12 PM 

'Spider-Man' on Broadway has a torrid week 

Ig~~""lproducers of the Broadway musical "Spider-Man: Turn off the Dark" likely will be looking forward to 

Monday: They'll be happy to turn their back on a torrid week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/201110:10:02 PM 

Starbucks plans iPhone of single-serve coffee 

Starbucks Corp, the world's biggest coffee chain, on Sunday said it plans to announce a new product for the single-serve 

market "in the near future." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/201110:17:39 PM 

Groupon users find FTD Valentine's deal smells 

The online coupon site Groupon.com and the FTD flower company are giving refunds after getting complaints that a 

Valentine's Day flower deal wasn't so sweet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/201110:26:38 PM 

'The King's Speech' royal winner at BAFTAs 

Ig~~"'l'The King's Speech," in which Colin Firth plays stammering King George VI, reigned supreme at Britain's 

BAFTA awards on Sunday, picking up seven prizes with just two weeks to go before the Oscars. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2011 10:34:29 PM 

Best bets: 'Survivor' seeks 'Redemption' 

Ig~~"'l'surVivor" and "Amazing Race" return this week. Plus: Liam Neeson loses his identity in "Unknown'; 

James Frey's hit sci-fi novel for kids becomes a film. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/201110:36:43 PM 

Lady Gaga arrives at Grammys in giant egg 

Ig~~""~he outrageous singer arrived at this year's awards encased in a giant egg carried by four half-naked 

attendees. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/201110:51:35 PM 

Howard, Magic too much for Lakers to handle 

Ig~~""IDWight Howard had 31 points and 13 rebounds as the Orlando Magic earned their first victory over a 
winning team in more than a month, downing the Los Angeles Lakers 89-75 on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/201110:52:47 PM 

Over 100 dogs rescued from Cleveland-area house 

A mother and daughter face animal cruelty charges stemming from their alleged abuse of more than 100 dogs rescued 

from a stench-filled home that the two women ran as an illicit breeding facility, authorities said on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/201111:41:01 PM 

Video: Egypt finds its new voice 

Ig~~""IMany in the Arab nation are still basking in their victory, and it's becoming increasingly clear that 
Egyptians are catching on to the power of what they've done. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/20111:38:48 AM 

NYC stabbing spree suspect: I'm victim of setup 

Ig~~""IA man accused of going on a 28-hour stabbing rampage through New York City shouted that he was the 

victim of a "setup" as he was led from a police station Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 4:15:31 AM 

Army asserts command as Egypt drifts back to work 

Egypt's generals are asserting their command over the country following the overthrow of President Hosni Mubarak, 

preparing on Monday to ban strikes and to warn they will act against "chaos and disorder." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/20114:17:39 AM 

Best, and worst, Grammy performances 

Ig~~""~he Grammy Awards are all about the performances. And tonight offered nearly every famous person 

who ever hummed a tune - Justin Bieber, Katy Perry, Christina Aguilera, Bob Dylan, Lady Antebellum, 
Muse, Mick Jagger, Mumford & Sons, Adam Lambert and more. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/20114:19:09 AM 

Laughing gas returning as option for laboring moms 

The use of nitrous oxide, or laughing gas, during childbirth fell out of favor in the United States decades ago, but interest 

in returning the dentist office staple to the delivery room is growing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 4:41:43 AM 

7 dead, 1 injured in suburban Mexico City shootout 

A state security official says a street shootout possibly between local drug gangs has killed seven people and injured one 

in suburban Mexico City. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 5:08:06 AM 

The lady (Antebellum) is a champ at Grammys 

Ig~~""ILadY Antebellum was the big winner at the Grammys with five awards, including record and song of the 
year for the band's crossover ballad "Need You Now," but rockers Arcade Fire won Sunday's biggest prize, 

album of the year, for their highly acclaimed "The Suburbs." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 7:16:46 AM 

Hong Kong starts inquest into Manila bus deaths 

Hong Kong opened a coroner's inquest Monday into eight tourists' deaths last year in a Philippines bus hijacking that 

shocked this wealthy Chinese territory where doubts linger about Manila's investigation outcome. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 7:33:12 AM 

Moscow court hears defamation case vs Putin 

A Moscow court is hearing a civil defamation suit against Vladimir Putin after the Russian prime minister used a TV call

in show to accuse his political enemies of stealing from the state. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 9:36:36 AM 

Doctors hopeful as Giffords' brain starts rewiring 

Gabrielle Giffords' recovery will be a tough journey, as it is for anyone with a significant brain injury. Doctors are 

encouraging her brain to rewire its circuits and are hoping for remarkable results. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 9:38:05 AM 

After scandal, foes target Planned Parenthood 

Planned Parenthood now faces some of the most withering attacks of its history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 9:55:43 AM 

Radical Indonesian cleric faces terrorism trial 

Ig~~""llndonesia's best-known radical Islamic cleric went on trial Monday on charges of forming a terrorist cell 

to plot high-profile assassinations and attacks on foreigners in the world's most populous Muslim nation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/201110:12:46 AM 

Wild Oats founder charged after child sex sting 

The founder of two chains of natural foods grocery stores has resigned after he was arrested in a child prostitution sting 

in Phoenix. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 10:40:09 AM 

Wife stops tiger attack with wooden soup ladle 

A woman in Malaysia rescued her husband from a tiger attack by clubbing the beast on its head with a large wooden 

soup ladle and chasing it away, police said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/201111:08:37 AM 

Slaves buried African charms in greenhouse 

Ig~~""~he greenhouse on the Maryland plantation where famed abolitionist Frederick Douglass spent part of 

his childhood was not as uniquely European as once thought, researchers say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/201111:23:03 AM 

Will Egypt re-energize Iran's 'Green Movement'? 

Ig~~""IBoth the Iranian government and the opposition "Green Movement" are claiming the protests in Egypt 

that toppled Hosni Mubarak as their own. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/201111:51:24 AM 

PhotoBlog: South Korea hit by 'snow bomb' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/201112:36:32 PM 

Your Career: Do you have a 'work spouse'? 

Ig~~""IGiVen how much time and energy people put into work these days, having a "work spouse" is fairly 

common these days, but experts say these connections can lead to problems. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/201112:42:00 PM 

NYT: How companies game Google's search 

J. C. Penney managed to crack the code that Google uses to rank Web sites. It's not alone, and it's not the only company 

working very hard every day to do so. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/201112:44:06 PM 

Video: Husband: Giffords able to answer questions 

Ig~~""lln an exclusive interview with NBC's Brian Williams, Gabby Giffords' husband, astronaut Mark Kelly, says 

that his wife's ability to communicate is coming back very quickly and that she remains upbeat and 
positive. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/201112:54:24 PM 

Video: Prince William chooses Harry as best man 

Ig~~""INBC'S Peter Alexander reports that Kate Middleton has chosen her sister, Pippa, as her maid of honor and 

Prince William has chosen his brother, Harry, to be best man. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/201112:55:06 PM 

Video: Is Mubarak facing a health crisis? 

Ig~~""IAS speculation mounts that Egypt's deposed autocrat may be dealing with cancer, Sameh Shoukry, the 
Egyptian ambassador to the United States, tells TODAY's Meredith Vieira that he has "no information 

related to the ex-president's health." (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/20111:08:51 PM 

Will Egypt re-energize Iran's 'Green Movement'? 

Ig~~""IBoth the Iranian government and the opposition "Green Movement" are claiming the protests in Egypt 

that toppled Hosni Mubarak as their own. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/20111:14:52 PM 

How the Internet brought down a dictator 

Ig~~""llt's indisputable that the Internet and social media played a pivotal role in Egypt. In fact, the revolution 

may not have happened without them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/20111:22:48 PM 

Dirty truth: Guys' pads have 15 times more germs 

Ig~~""INew research has just confirmed the old suspicion that the residences of single men are among the most 

foul in the land. In fact, they have 15 times the amount of bacteria than do the homes of bachelorettes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/20111:43:56 PM 

Blast at hotel complex in Afghan capital kills 2 

Ig~~""IA suicide bomber blew himself up at the entrance of a Kabul shopping and hotel complex Monday, killing 

two security guards in the second attack in less than a month to hit the heavily secured Afghan capital. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/20111:46:43 PM 

Video: George and Barbara Bush love notes revealed 

Ig~~""~ODAY contributing correspondent Jenna Bush Hager takes a look back at her grandparents George and 

Barbara Bush and maternal grandma, Jenna Welch, who all sent love letters when away from their 
significant other. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/20111:59:23 PM 

Why Ken is the new babe magnet in Toyland 

Ig~~""IMUCh as "Pulp Fiction" did for John Travolta, Ken's scene-stealing part in "Toy Story 3" restored him to his 

previous status of pop culture icon. His comeback has been years in the making. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 2:26:24 PM 

Reports: Contador will not receive doping ban 

MADRID (AP) -The Spanish cycling federation is preparing to rule on Alberto Contador's doping case amid reports the 

body has decided to clear him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 2:37:47 PM 

First Thoughts: Obama's opening bid 

Ig~~""lpresidential budgets are more political documents than anything else, and this budget is by someone 
who wants to win re-election in 2012. Now we wait for the GOP's counter-offer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 2:41:33 PM 

Costumed crusaders taking it to the streets 

Ig~~""lcostumed crusaders are turning up with surprising regularity in American cities to fight what they 

consider their biggest enemy: public apathy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 2:47:01 PM 

Report: Energy drinks can be dangerous for teens 

Ig~~""IEnergy drinks are under-studied, overused and can be dangerous for children and teens, warns a report 

by doctors who say kids shouldn't use the popular products. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 3:00:49 PM 

Video: Ferguson: Obama's foreign policy failed in Egypt 

Ig~~""INewsweek's Niall Ferguson joins Morning Joe from London to talk about the Obama administration's 

handling of the events in Egypt and what his foreign policy strategy should be going forward. (Morning 
Joe) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 3:29:37 PM 

Yemenis protest against president for 4th day 

Thousands protested in Yemen for a fourth straight day Monday, demanding political reforms and the ouster of the U.S.

allied president in demonstrations inspired by the upheaval in Egypt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 3:35:47 PM 

Mr. Smooth! Wannabe pickup artists go to boot camp 

The world of pickup artistry may suffer from a social stigma here in the 21st century, but a new series of Global Pickup 

Conferences aims both to restore the reputation of the craft and to lend a helping hand to a new crop of aspiring, 

smooth-talking Casanovas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 4:08:50 PM 

Don't put these 6 expenses on your credit card 

Ig~~""~here are some things experts say you should never put on a credit card if you can't pay the bill right 

away Here are six purchases experts say cash-strapped consumers should avoid. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 4:23:42 PM 

Video: Family builds backyard luge track 

Ig~~""IA Pennsylvania family has been making luge tracks in its backyard for years, but what began as a fun, 
family activity has turned into the talk of the neighborhood. WCAU-TV's Tim Furlong reports. (NBC News 

Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/20114:34:16 PM 

'Synthetic DNA' can stop thieves 

Ig~~""lcosmic Log: Thieves may be finding it more difficult to pawn off stolen goods thanks to new technologies 

that can put microscopic marks on everything from copper wire to flat-screen TVs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 4:52:20 PM 

Video: Double amputee throws 80 mph, cut from team 

Ig~~""IA double amputee who throws an 80 mph fast ball is cut by his high school baseball team. His mother, 

Diane Burruto, speaks with msnbc's Richard Lui about the experience. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 5:35:38 PM 

Report: Smaller, cheaper iPhone in the works 

The excitement surrounding the launch of the Verizon iPhone hasn't even worn off, yet there's already talk of a shiny 

new Apple toy: A smaller, less expensive iPhone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 5:41:27 PM 

'Glee' stars hope to hit right notes in movies 

Ig~~""IDianna Agron is likely to shine in "I Am Number Four," but Lea Michele could get lost in a star-studded 
cast on "New Year's Eve." And they could all take lessons from Jane Lynch. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 5:48:03 PM 

Clashes in Bahrain before planned protest rally 

Ig~~""IBahrainls security forces fired tear gas and rubber bullets Monday at thousands of anti-government 

protesters heeding calls to unite in a major rally and bring the Arab reform wave to the Gulf for the first 
time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 5:56:33 PM 

Mubarak may be in 'bad health' 

Ig~~""IEgYPtls ambassador to the United States says Hosni Mubarak may be in "bad health," the first word on 
the 82-year-old ousted president's health since he stepped down from office on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 5:57:59 PM 

Bieber fans go on Wikipedia rampage 

Ig~~""IAPoPlectic over Esperanza Spalding's win for Best New Artist Grammy, beating out Justin Bieber, True 

Beliebers took to Wikipedia to vent their rage over this shocking injustice. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 6:04:59 PM 

What good is a budget blueprint? 

Ig~~""lcongress has created elaborate rules and mechanisms to keep track of spending, but in recent years, they 
haven't worked too well. Here's a guide to the budget struggle that begins on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 6:08:51 PM 

Woods apologizes after fine for spitting in Dubai 

Ig~~""~iger Woods apologized after he was fined an undisclosed sum by the European Tour on Monday for 

spitting during the final round of the Dubai Desert Classic. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 6:31:13 PM 

Students die trapped in frigid Ga. cave waterfall 

Two college students have died in a Georgia cave after rappelling into a waterfall and getting stuck under the frigid 

water. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 6:35:51 PM 

Kiss me not-so quick: Lovers seek world record 

Ig~~""IFourteen couples gathered at a Thai beach resort to try to break the world record for kissing, attempting 
to spend more than 32 hours locked lip-to-lip. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 6:37:28 PM 

Simulation crew takes first steps on mock Mars 

Ig~~""~he crew of a simulated international Mars mission took their first steps on an indoor Red Planet 

landscape on Monday, marking the halfway point in an ambitious S20-day isolation experiment to test 
the strains of interplanetary travel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 6:48:54 PM 

Obama unveils $3.73 trillion budget for 2012 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama sent Congress a $3.73 trillion budget Monday that holds out the prospect of 

eventually bringing deficits under control through spending cuts and tax increases. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 6:58:19 PM 

Windows Phone 7 will soon Kinect with Xbox 

Ig~~""lln a sneak peek video, Microsoft shows how it plans to bring its Windows Phone 7 devices together with 

its Xbox 360 Kinect motion controller. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 7:02:57 PM 

Egypt's military rulers call for end to protests 

Ig~~""IEgYPt's military rulers called for an end to strikes and protests Monday as thousands of state employees 

demonstrated to demand better pay in a growing wave of labor unrest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 7:35:59 PM 

Sheen blames 'Men' bosses for forced hiatus 

Ig~~""IDesPite popular opinion, Charlie Sheen's personal struggles aren't to blame for the current "Two and a 
Half Men" production delay. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 8:12:26 PM 

Screener admits stealing from air travelers 

A supervisor at a New Jersey airport has admitted accepting bribes and kickbacks from a subordinate who stole money 

from passengers during security screenings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 8:23:10 PM 

Kate's see-through dress to be auctioned off 

Ig~~""~he racy knitted lace dress was held accountable for igniting the passion between the two lovebirds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 8:29:24 PM 

Vegas wedding chapels deal with love recession 

Ig~~""ILas Vegas' love life is in the dumps. The wedding industry hopes Valentine's Day provides some much 

needed sizzle, but they aren't betting on it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

woodenwisdom@woodencourse.com 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 6:13 AM 

IIle, Vincent G <ille@illinois.edu> 

Don't \\lhine, Don't Complain, Don't Make Excuses (Issue 2) 

DON'T WHINE, 

DON'T COMPLAIN AND 

DON'T MAKE EXCUSES 

Previously we described how the core of 
Coach Wooden's philosophy started 'with 
his father's rules. Joshua Wooden gave his 
boy s a very direct set of rules he hoped 
would guide their everyday behavior. 
These were referred to as the "Two Sets of 
Three." As discussed in our first coaching 
module, the first set of three dealt with 
integrity: 
Never lie 
Never cheat 
Never steal 
The second set of three dealt with how to 
handle adversity: 
Don't whine 
Don't complain 
Don't make excuses ,-_______ -, 
The finest teaching x Watch Video 

tool ,ve have is the 
example we set for 
others. and how we 
handle adversity can 
be one of the 
strongest ways of 
demonstrating our 
character. For 
example, there was 
one particular event L-_______ -' 

in Coach Wooden's early life when his 
father set an example that had a very 
significant impact on him Joshua Wooden 
had purchased some pigs as an investment 
for the family farm, but their expense 
necessitated that he take out a mortgage. 
He also purchased vaccinations to keep 
them healthy, but it turned out that the 
vaccine ,vas bad, and the entire herd died 
as a resu.lt. Later that same year, the crops 
were destroyed by a drought; unable to 



continue pay ing the mortgage, Joshua 
Wooden ultimately lost his farm to the 
banle 

Yet without any ill words for the man who 
had sold him the bad vaccine, Joshua 
moved the family to a nearby town where 
he took a job as a masseur. Young John 
Wooden knew that these events had 
devastated his father's spirit and broken his 
heart, but Joshua would never blame others 
or dwell on mistakes. He lived by the same 
set of rules that he bestowed upon his sons: 
"Don't whine, don't complain, don't make 
excuses. Just do the best you can. Nobody 
can do more than that" That story, and his 
father's example, deeply impressed itself 
upon John Wooden's mind. 

Years later, he would find himself recalling 
his father's attitude when the poor facilities 
at the UCLA basketba 11 faci lity bothered 
him. For the first dozen years of his 
coaching career there, this attitude really 
held him back as a coach. When he 
resolved to stop complaining and to simply 
make the best of it, Coach Wooden noted 
tbat his success greatly improved. 
Coach devised and collected a number of 
maxims regarding the best way to respond 
to difficult situations. They are great 
triggers that you can use witb yourself, 
your staff, and your team to rekindle a 
positive attitude when tbe going gets tougb. 
"Bad times can make you bitter or belter." 
"Never make excuses. Your friends won't 
need them and your foes \von't believe 
them." 
"Things usually turn out the best for people 
\vbo make the best out of the way things 
turn out" 
It is important to note that talking directly 
to a person about a situation you are not 
happy with is not whining or complaining, 
provided that person is in a position to 
effed a change and your approach is one 
of respect and genuine concern. We must 
always facilitate feedback from our 
coworkers and not have them feel like they 
like are complaining when they disagree 
with us. 
If a player is in the locker room fussing to 
his teammates about your zone offense --
that would be whining and complaining. If 
that same player expresses the same 
concern to you directly and in a solution
oriented manner - that is the type of 
conmllmication that should be encouraged. 
Coach Wooden's maxim "Disagree without 
being disagreeable" is a good way to 
manage that communication. If you are a 
head coach, it is critical to facilitate new 
and different ideas from your assistant 
coaches. If you are an assistant coach, you 
should be mindful of the time and place 
you offer suggestions to the head coacb. 
However, if your complaints are such that 
no one is able to do anything to resolve 



them, then you must be the one to etlect 
lhe change yourself. Coach Wooden said, 
"Complaining, whining, and making 
excuses jusl keep you oul of the present. If 
your complaints are constant, serious, and 
genuine about your calling, then leave when 
practical. ,. By handling yourself in such a 
way through ditTicult siluations, you will 
not only find your O\vn outlook improving, 
bUl you will likely inspire those around you, 
loo. 

Yours in coaching, 

Craig Impelman 
The John R. Wooden Course 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

woodenwisdom@woodencourse.com 

Tuesday, October 30,20126:18 AM 

IIle, Vincent G <ille@illinois.edu> 

How Mother Teresa inspired Coach Wooden: "Help Others" (Issue 4) Click on the little picture of Coach to watch video aud please give us 
your feedback. 

WOODEN'S SEVEN POINT 
CREED: 

"HELP OTHERS" 

This issue of The Wooden Way is devoted 
to the second item of Coach Wooden's 
seven poinl creed "Help others." 
One of Coach Wooden's favorite role 
models was Mother Theresa, whose quote, 
"Unless a life is lived for olhers, il is nol 
worthwhile," served as the bedrock of 
Coach's lifetime commitment to helping 
others. After reading about her tremendous 
,vork among the poor in Calcutta, Coach 
resolved lo do one kind thing each day for 
someone who could never relurn the favor; 
and he often put that same challenge to 
others. Coach realized lhalnol everyone 
could bring hospices, orphanages and 
schools to underprivileged people like 
Mother Teresa, bUl we could still make a 
difference in someone's life every day. 
\Vbether serving others' needs physically or 
emotionally, even the simplest acts of 
kindness can have a tremendous positi ve 
impact As Mother Teresa often said, "If 
you can't feed a hundred people, then feed 
just one." 
Abraham Lincoln, X Watch Video 

another of Coach 
Wooden's mentors, 
,vas also an 
inspiration to him in 
this regard. 
Lincoln's 
once remarked that, 
"The worst thing 
you can do for those 
you love is to do the "----------' 
things they could and should do for 
themselves." This piece of wisdom inspired 
Coach to help other people find balance in 
their own lives. Vv'hen my wife, Christy 



(Coacb Wooden's granddaughter), was in 
higb school, sbe was also working part-time 
to buy a car. Coach probably could ha ve 
just purchased a vebicle for ber, but in 
keeping with his philosophy, he suggested 
that he and her otber grandfather match 
w~batever monies Christy earned to belp ber 
save towards her purchase, From this 
experience, Christy learned that one can 
help others by belping them to belp 
themselves, thereby making them better, 
stronger people, 

As usual, Coach gave us some great 
maxims to illustrate this point: 

"Happiness begins where selfishness ends," 

"Forget favors given; remember 
tbose received, " 

"Be more concerned with what you can do 
for others than what others can do for 
you 

The block on the Pyramid of Success that 
is the best reminder of belping others is 
Team Spirit. Coach Wooden defines Team 
Spirit as: "A genuine consideration for 
otbers. An eagerness to sacrifice personal 
interests of glory for the welfare of all." If 
you think of the human race as your team, 
having team spirit means helping your 
fellow man to succeed in life. 

So, how can you start helping others 
today? Perhaps you migbt begin by being 
more observant of the people and situations 
around you. Pause each day and really look 
around. Do not wait to be asked for help -
the very best time to help others is before 
tbey have to ask. Consider taking out the 
trash or making the bed or doing the 
laundry. Compliment a co-worker on a 
great idea; a pat on tbe back is always 
appreciated, and a great motivator. Mentor 
a child, or teach a youngster to ride a 
bicycle. Volunteer an hour of your time at a 
senior citizen's home, church, hospital or 
homeless shelter. Even the smallest gesture 
can mean a lot. 

Ralph Waldo Emerson once wrote, "Rings 
and otber jewels are not gifts, but apologies 
for gifts. The only true gift is a portion of 
thy self." One way that Coach Wooden's 
gave freely of bimself was tbat, althougb he 
was ar6ruably the most famous coach in 
American sports, he never had an tmlisted 
pbone number. If you wanted to reach out 
to Coach Wooden his number was always 
put there in public for anyone to find. He 
was committed to being available to visit 
with anyone who cared to pay him a visit. 
Similarly, Coach Wooden's players did not 
leave the locker room - either at home or 
on the road - until (as he put it) "the 
orange peels, gum wrappers, towels and 



soap chips are off the floor." Of course, 
Coach also helped Witil cleaning up himself. 
He viewed this as a common courtesy to 
the cleaning staff Being considerate of 
others makes you naturally inclined to help 
others. 

Strive each day to be considerate of others, 
giving freely of your time, energy, and 
resources to help them -and expect nothing 
in return. Trust that the joy you will 
experience in doing so cannot be matched. 
Opportunities to help others are all around 
you, every day, all the time. You need only 
to take a moment to notice them, and then 
act. 

Yours in coaching, 

Craig Impelmall 
The John R. Wooden Course 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

woodenwisdom@woodencourse.com 

Tuesday, November 6, 2012 8:53 AM 

IIle, Vincent G <ille@illinois.edu> 

"Make Each Day Your Masterpiece" (Issue 5) 

MAKE EACH DAY 

YOUR MASTERPIECE 

One of Coach \\1 ooden' s most well-known 
qllotes is "Make Each Day Your 
Masterpiece," which is actually the third 
item in the list of "seven things to do" given 
to Coach by his father upon graduation 
from grammar schooL This list later 
became known as Coach vVooden's 
"Seven Point Creed." 

,----------------, 
To Coach, making X Watch Video 

each day your 
masterpiece means 
focllsing on what 
you are doing right 
now to the best of 
your ability. It is 
aboutrecogrrizing 
that nothing can be 
done about what 
happened yesterday, "-----------------' 
and that you can only affect what 'will 
happen tomorrow by what you do today. 
A useful application of this wisdom is to 
apply it to where you are at each moment 
For example, rather than dwelling on that 
horrible officiating call by a ref or obsessing 
over ,vhat went ,vrong in the last game, try 
to keep your mind right where you are and 
focus on the positive things that surround 
you. Let go of the past, be it a ,'leek ago or 
an hour ago: don't fret about the future, be 
it next week or next year, Apply this 
wisdom in small doses throughout your 
day, and by the end of it you will have 



your masterpiece. 
Coach Wooden also frequently made the 
point of not being fooled into thinking tilat 
you could make up for today's lack of 
effort by working twice as hard tomorrow 
By tomorrow, today's masterpiece 
opportunity is gone. Moreover, if you could 
work twice as hard tomorrow, why 
wouldn't you work twice as hard today? 
A key element in Coach executing his 
"masterpiece strategy" was preparation and 
discipline. Coach planned and executed a 
consistent disciplined daily schedule for 
himself; his team's practices were 
organized in tbe same manner. Every 
w"arm-up, drill, and conditioning exercise 
had a precise timeslot so that every 
necessary element was covered and every 
minute of practice was used etIiciently. A 
clearly defined set of goals makes 
distraction a less formidable opponent. A 
masterpiece day is part of a well executed 
game plan. 
As Coach was fond of saying: 

"Don't let yesterday take up too much 
of today"' 

"Don't worry about tbings you can't 
control because they may adversely affect 
tbe things you can control."' 

"Don't let what you can't do interfere 
with what you can do." 
And, of course, Coach included a character 
trait on his Pyramid of Success to help 
execute the strategy: Self Control. 
("Practice self-discipline and keep emotions 
under control. Good judgment and 
conmlOn sense are essential. ") 
Part of that good judgment and common 
sense essential for a masterpiece day 
includes thinking about the irmnediate 
needs of other people, too. I think Coach 
would agree that one of his favorite quotes 
definitely applies here: "You cannot live a 
pnfect day without doing something.for 
someone who will never be able 10 repay 
you." As we all knovv, Coach always said 
tbe most important word in our language is 
"Love." 
So discipline yourself. Focus on the here 
and now w"ithout allowing yourself to 
become distracted by days gone by. Love 
and help your fellow man to succeed 
\vithout any expectation of remuneration. 
Plan every day as if it matters, because 
each day does. Give every single day your 
best effort, and you will make each day 
your masterpiece. 

Yours in coaching, 

Craig Impelman 
The John R. Wooden Course 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

woodenwisdom@woodencourse.com 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012 6: 17 AM 

IIle, Vincent G <ille@illinois.edu> 

Make friendship a fine art (Issue 7) 

THE ART OF FRIENDSHIP 

Coach had a great appreciation for the 
value of friendship. Tn the 1960's Coach 
recei ved a letter from his elementary school 
principal and coach, Earl Warriner, 
requesting tickets to the upcoming game 
UCLA was to play at Notre Dame. My. 
Warriner also included a signed and dated 
check but left the amount line blank When 
the tickets arrived in Warriner's mailbox, 
he found that the check was with them, 
and on the amount line Coach Wooden had 
,vritten: "Friendship far too valuable to be 
measured in dollars." ,---------, 
Coach often x Watch Video 

emphasized that we 
can accomplish a lot 
more if we open our 
lives to others. He 
often conm1ented on 
friendship in 
speeches he gave 
after retirement 
from coaching by 
urging his audience 
lo "Work at it Don't take friendship for 
granted. If you do it may not last And 
don'tjusl ,York at it from one side. 
Friendship comes from mutual esteem, 
respect and devotion. Just as in a 
successful marriage, both sides musl ,York 
al it" 
When speaking about friendship, Coach 
often emphasized the importance of 
initiating the effort to make friends; in his 
own words, "You may have to prime the 
pump first." Perhaps his favorite illustration 
was the experience of a friend named Bob, 
who had traveled to California from 
Indiana to visil the Wooden family. 



"Johnny, these people in Cal~fornia 
llren't asfriend~v liS they lIre blu:k 
home," Bob lilmented. "Coming over 
here this morning l met II lot of people 
lind nol a single person spoke to me. Thill 
would never hllve happened back home. " 

"Did you speak to Ilny of them?" COllch 
asked. 

"Well, no," Bob said. "1 didn'l know 
them. " 
Coach was also inspired by historical 
examples of the pO\ver of friendship; he 
especially admired Abraham Lincohl' s 
philosophy on the subject. After the Civil 
War, many of Lincoln's constituents felt 
that he was being far too generous in his 
offers of reconstruction and reparations to 
the Confederate states. One man 
admonished him, "lv1L President you are 
supposed to destroy your enemies, not 
make friends of them." 
Lincoln replied, "Am I not destroying an 
enem~y when I make afriend of him? " 
This was a lesson Coach took to heart. He 
chose kindness, instead of anger, as his 
reaction towards critics in the media, 
referees he felt were unfair, rude fans of 
rival teams, and even the rare disgnmtled 
player or assistant coaches. 
Two of his fa vorite maxims addressed this 
very subject. The first \vas a simple 
reminder: "Be more concerned with: 
Loving Ulan being loved, Giving than 
receiving, Being a friend rather than having 
a friend." The second was a kind of 
proverb: "There is a wonderful mystical 
law of nature that the three things that man 
craves the most in life-happiness, 
freedom, and peace-are always attained 
by giving them to someone else." Both are 
lessons \ve can all live by. 

Yours in coaching, 

Craig Impelman 
The Jolm R. Wooden Course 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

woodenwisdom@woodencourse.com 

Tuesday, November 20,20126: 11 AM 

IIle, Vincent G <ille@illinois.edu> 

Be Thankful: "If We Magnitied ... "(Issue 8) 

BE THANKFUL 

The seventh item of Coach Wooden's 
seven point creed is '"Give thanks for your 
blessings and pray for guidance every day. " 
Vilben Coacb spokeji Watch Video 

on this point. he 
,vould frequently 
recite one of his 
favorite Abraham 
Lincoln quotes: "'If 
we magnified our 
blessings the way 
we magnify our 
disappointments, 
we'd all be a lot 
happier." Indeed, accepting disappointment 
without complaint is one of the key points 
that Coach taught on the subject of being 
tbankfuL 
Coach learned at an early age to accept 
disappointments with good grace from the 
example set by his parents. Even though 
Joshua Wooden lost bis farm due to the 
mistake of another, he never complained or 
assigned blame. Josbua's ability to ahvays 
make the best out of an adverse situation 
was one of the traits tbat Coach came to 
most admire in his father. 
Coach also found this same quality in his 
motber Roxie, after she suffered tbe death 
ofbotb ofber daugbters witbin a year of 
each other. Daughter Cordelia died from 
diphtheria at the age of two, and a second 
baby girl died at birth. Despite these 
tragedies Coach never heard his mother 
complain, nor witness ber feeling sorry for 
herself as she raised up four spirited boys. 

At times, Coach emphasized the 



importance of being thankful by quoting 
Lao-Tse: "Freedom from desire leads to 
inner peace." He also added his own words 
of\visdom: "The great secret of life is to 
cultivate the ability to appreciate the things 
we have, not compare tbem." Coach often 
encouraged us not take for granted the 
many things we have that we did nothing to 
eam, such as life itself, the beauty of 
nature, tbe great country we live in, or the 
love of our family and friends. 

The second part of tbat advice, to pray for 
guidance, were also words Coach took to 
heart. His own faith ,vas very dear to him 
and he respected the religions of all people, 
because he knew that faith was an 
important part of living a worthwhi Ie life. 
He encouraged his players to have a faitb 
and to be able to defend their beliefs, but 
he never encouraged them to pray to win. 
That would be far too selfish, be felt. 

I am reminded of a bumorous anecdote in 
which Coach was to receive a faithful 
attendance pen in 1942 from Frank E. 
Davidson, wbo operated an interfaith 
men's club called The Forum. Men would 
attend during the Sunday school bour to 
study and pray togetber, and then leave to 
worship at their own churches. The night 
prior to receiving the award, Coacb's team 
won the finals in the sectional tournament 
against a Catholic team whose coach, 
Johnny Howe, also attended The Forum. 
Tbe next morning, Frank Davidson joked, 
"There I was at the game last night and 
here was Johnny Vlooden, who I knew 
was going to receive his medal for not 
having missed in the last year - and there 
,vas JOblillY Howe ,'lith his team all 
blessing themselves. Now wasn't our Lord 
in a heck of a spot'r' 
As he liked to do, Coach sbared ,'lith us 
some great wisdom to remind us to give 
thanks for our blessings and pray for 
guidance everv dav: 
Content makes poor men ri{~h, 
discontent makes rich men llOor. 

Take time to five, it is the secret of 
success. 

Take time to think, it is the source 0/ 
power. 

Take time to play. it is the secret of youth. 

Take time to read, it is the/oundation of 
knowledge. 

Take time forfriendship, it is the source 
o/happiness. 

Take time to laugh, it helps lift life's load 

Take time to dream. it hitches the soul to 
the stars. 

Take time for God, it is life's only fasting 
investment. 



Vv'ben Coach was asked whether he was 
able to live up lo his father's seven point 
creed, he would often say, "I am not what 
I ,vant to be, not what I ought to be, and 
not what I am going to be, but I am 
thankful that T am not what I used to be.'" 
Hence, whal I have learned from Coach 
Wooden is that no matter how daunting the 
task of living up to your creed, pursuing 
your dreams, or reaching your goals may 
seem, the key is that YOll must never stop 
trying. For each new day brings progress, 
and in doing your best you achieve Sllccess. 

Yours in coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
The John R. Wooden Course 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

woodenwisdom@woodencourse.com 

Tuesday, November 27.20126:06 AM 

IIle, Vincent G <ille@illinois.edu> 

A New Definition of Success (Issue 9) 

DEFINING SUCCESS 

Coach Wooden's definition of success is 
one of his most -quoted pieces of wisdom: 
"Success is peace of mind which is a direct 
result of self-satisfaction in knowing you 
made the effort to become the best of 
which you are capable." 

He first penned those words back in 1934, 
after several years of careful consideration 
and study upon the subject But what were 
the experiences that helped shape his 
beliefs and guide his thoughts on the 
matter? 

First was, of course, ::< Watch Video 

the insight of 
Coach's father. 
Joshua. "Never try 
to be better than 
someone else. But 
always be learning 
from others:' he 
used to remind 
young John and his 
brothers. "Never 
cease trying to be the best you can be. One 
is under your control; the other isn't" 
Coach's father, Joshua. "Never try to be 
better than someone else. But always be 
learning from others," he used to remind 
young John and his brothers. "Never cease 
trying to be the best you can be. One is 
under your control; the other isn't" 
This same philosophy ,vas reiterated in a 
slightly different way when Coach was still 
in high schooL His history teacher, Mr. L 
J Shidler, charged each student to write his 
or her personal definition of success. After 
reviewing the answers from the class, rYk 
Shidler expressed disappointment that the 
young people had all generally agreed with 
the definition of the word as it appeared in 
Webster's Dictionary - that success ,vas 
"the accumulation of material possessions 



or the attainment of a position of power or 
prestige." It ,vas their teacher's opinion, 
however, that success can come only [i·om 
peace of mind. This assignment made a 
lasting impression on Coach. 

Later, when he began teaching high school 
himself in Dayton, Kentud .. ,)" he found that 
students hadn't changed much - nor had 
their parents. Coach recalled: 

1 became somewhat surprised by the 
pressures placed on the students in my 
high school English classes primarily by 
their parents. It seemed that most parents 
wanted and expected their children to 
receive an A or a B. Now we all know that 
the good Lord in his injinite wisdom did 
not create us all equal as far as 
intelligence is concerned anymore than we 
are all equal as far as physical 
appearance, asfar as size or as far as the 
environment into which we are born. 
We're all different and that's good. Not 
everyone could earn an A or B. But 1 felt 
that 1 had youngsters who earned the mark 
ofC who were evel}' bit as successjid as 
some who received A's or 8'05. 

However it seemed to me in those early 
years many parents considered both 
teacher and youngster a failure if an A or 
B was not received. Perhaps the teacher 
was too young and inexperienced but 
might improve in time. If the youngster 
received a C , the average grade in that 
particular system, oh that would be all 
right for their neighbors children all of 
whom of course were average but not for 
their own. 

In my opinion a mark received in class is 
no more valid a way tojudge the success 
of a student than scores validly determines 
the success of a sporting event. It may 
determine a winner but not necessarily 
success . .. 1 was concemed about my 
English students so 1 began searching for 
something that could help me become a 
better teacher and give my students a 
realistic goal or objective. 

Around that same time, Coach spied a 
poem posted on a wall at a Dayton 
barbershop while he was waiting for a 
haircut: 

At God 'sfootstool to confess, 
A poor soul knelt and bowed his head. 
"I jCliled, " he cried. T71e Alaster said, 
"Thou didst thy best that is success. " 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

woodenwisdom@woodencourse.com 

Tuesday, December 4, 2012 6:09 AM 

IIle, Vincent G <ille@illinois.edu> 

How Coach Delivered "Success Under Pressure" (Issue 10) 

SUCCESS UNDER PRESSURE 

Coach Wooden used his definition of 
success as not just a mantra for life, but 
also as a means to improve performance: 
"Success is peace of mind which is a direct 
result of self-satisfaction in knowing you 
made the effort to become tbe best of 
which you are capable " 

,----------------, 
"A coach can only x Watch Video 

do his best, notbing 
more," be explained 
"But he does owe 
tbat not only to 
himself but to tbe 
people who employ 
him and to the 
YOlmgsters under his 
supervision. If you 
truly do your best, 
and only you will really know, tben you are 
successful and the actual score is 
immaterial 'wbetber it \vas favorable or 
unfavorable. However, wben you fail to do 
your best you have failed even though the 
score migbt've been to your liking." 
Simply feeling good about one's effort, 
though, is not enough to be effective, 
Coach explained. "This does not mean that 
you should not coach to win. You must 
teach your players to play to win and do 
everything in your power that is ethical and 
honest to win. I do not want players who 
do not have a keen desire to win and do 
not play hard and aggressively to 
accomplish that objective. However, I want 
to be able to feel and want my players 
sincerely to feel that doing the best that 
you're capable of doing is victory in itself 
and less than that is defeat" 
He added, "It is altogether possible that 
whatever success I have had or may have 
could be in direct proportion to my ability 
not only to instill that idea in my players 



but also to live up to it myself.-' This 
philosophy served Coach well not only in 
helping to pull together his teams, but also 
in inspiring the individuals \vho played for 
him to concentrate on real success within 
their own lives and pursuits. 
For example, Rafer Johnson was a UCLA 
basketball playerfrom 1958-59, and the 
gold-medal winner in the 1960 Olympics 
decathlon. An incredibly talented athlete in 
his own right, when Johnson first arrived at 
UCLA from the small town of Kingsburg, 
California, he was overwhelmed and 
intimidated by the big-city campus and the 
level of competition he was facing. 
Everything changed_ how"ever. as soon as 
Johnson took to the court for basketball 
practice. "Coach Wooden said all he 
\vanted from us individually was that we 
try as athletes and students, to be as good 
as we could be,'" Johnson remembered. 
Coach urged his players to focus on giving 
their all to the team and to their own 
development as players and as people. 
From that day forward, Johnson changed 
his perspective and found it influenced 
everything else for the better. "My 
subsequent perfornlance in the 1960 
Olympics, held in Rome, had a lot to do 
with Coach's philosophy of concentrating 
on being the best 1 could be," he said. 
"Don't worry about the score, the medal, 
the prize; don't worry about the other guy; 
just concentrate on doing your best. It's 
that simple." 
Rather than focusing on \vinning, Coach 
urged his players - and himself - to focus 
on growing in the sport and working with 
an "all-in" mind-set that valued the 
experience more than the outcome. The 
result was an unparalleled career that 
included 10 NCAA Championships (seven 
of which were consecutive), and 38 
consecutive" sudden death" NCAA 
tournament victories, 
Vilben the external pressure was the 
greatest, neither Coach nor his players 
allowed that external pressure to impact 
their perfonnance. They were only 
concerned \vith their best and that was 
something over which they had controL As 
Coach was fond of saying: "The more 
concerned \ve become over the things we 
can't control, the less we will do with the 
things we can controL" 
Yours in coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
The John R, FVooden Course 
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INTENTNESS 

The fourth block in the second tier of the 
Pyramid of Success is Intentness. 
While not a word we generally encounter in 
everyday conversation, "intentness"' is a 
concept that Coach Vlooden felt ,vas an 
essential part of personal success. He chose 
to direct his definition of "intentness" at the 
individual by urging him or her to: "Set a 
realistic goal. Concentrate on its 
achievement by resisting a 11 temptations 
and being determined and persistent. " 
Coach once su=narized this concept as 
"patience with action" ------that is having the 
determination, stamina, and resolve to stay 
the course when things aren't going welL 
Armed with persistence and realistic goals, 
a person embodied intentness by the 
marmer in which he or she pmsued each 
ambition. 
Unlike some ::>: Watch Video 

motivators who tout 
the idea that goals 
should be 
astronomically high, 
Coach took a far 
more practical 
perspective. "There 
is a tendency at 
times to sel goals 
that are so ideali stic 
that they are unattainable and thus become 
counterproductive," he once said. "r think 
goals should be difficult to achieve because 
things easily achieved, attained, acquired 
usually aren't meaningful, don't last too 
long or are not truly worthwhile. So goals 
should be difficult but in the realm of 
possibility. " 
Intentness is the thing that keeps a person 
reaching for the next achievement to make 
each possibility a reality. Coach added this 
thought about striving towards goals: 
"Realizing that the road to their 
achievement could be ditlicult and certain 



adversity may force you to change the 
method of attack. You may have to go 
around, under, over. backup, look the 
situation over. Try a different method. But 
you must not quit. Be intent, persistent 
detennined to reach YOUT realistic 
objective. " 
In 1959 Coach Wooden had the poorest 
season of bis UCLA career winning 14 
games and losing 12. Coach liked to say 
thal: "Failure is not fatal, but failure to 
change migbt be." He was determined not 
to bang up bis hat. Instead, be rolled up his 
sleeves and set about trying to determine 
what he needed to change about his 
approacb to coaching. 
Four years later, in 1963, UCLA lost in the 
first round of tbe NCAA tournament. 
Wooden had been coaching at UCLA for 
15 years and made it to the NCAA 
tournament five times while posting a 
tournament record of three wins and nine 
losses·------tbe worst record of any of the 
coacbes tbat participated in the tournament 
that year. 
But again he attacked the next season with 
deliberate intentness, detennined to make 
improvements to his coaching techniques 
and setting a goal of improving his team's 
final standing. In 1964, Coach Wooden 
won his first national championship. He 
'would go on to win an unprecedented 10 
national championships in bis last 12 years 
of coaching at UCLA and in 2009 was 
voted by Sporting News as the greatest 
coach in the bistory of American atbletics. 
It was a journey that displayed the ultimate 
in intentness. The point is further illustrated 
by one of Coach \Vooden's favorite 
handouts to share with people struggling to 
grasp intentness: 
Failed in business 1831 Defeated for the 
legislature 1832 
Again failed in business 1833 

Elected to the legislature 1834 

Sweetheart died 1835 

Had a nervous breakdown 1836 

Defeated for Speaker 1838 

Defeated for Elector 1840 

Defeated for Congress 1843 

Elected to Congress 1846 

Defeated for Congress 1848 

Defeated for Senate 1855 

Defeated for Vice President 1856 

Elected President 1860 

This is a brief summary of the life and trials of Abraham 
Lincoln. 

Without intentness, the other qualities in 
the second tier of the pyramid are 



meaningless. It is intentness that gives us 
the stamina and detennination to execute 
the other traits properly over the long haul 
in the face of adversity. 
Yours in coaching. 
Craig Impelman 
The John R. Wooden Course 
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CONDITION 

Coach Wooden was deliberate about the 
placement of the blocks on his Pyramid of 
Success, and placed at the center three 
traits be believed formed the core of his 
pbilosopby, writing: "One of the most 
important organs in our body is the heart 
Three outstanding essentials------condition, 
skill, and team spirit--compromise the 
heart of the pyramid. All are of equal 
importance. -, 
Coach emphasized tbat this tier does not 
apply only to athletics; these qualities are 
required for any individual or team to be 
successfuL "Ability may get you to the 
top," he liked to say _ "but it takes 
character to stay there." And it ,vas 
condition that Coach referred to as the 
"character block of the pyramid." 
As defined by Coach, condition consisted 
of several parts: "Mental-l'vloral
Physical, Rest, exercise and diet must be 
considered. Moderation must be practiced. 
Dissipation must be eliminated." 
Because he had worked so long with 
basketball teams, Coach knew tbat most 
people would automatically assume that 
his interest in condition was strictly 
physicaL "That is true:' Coach explained, 
"but only to a degree_ For how can you 
attain and maintain desirable physical 
condition without moral conditioning and 
mental conditioning? There is no way and 
you cannot have moral conditioning 
,,-ithout spiritual conditioning. You must 
have spiritual, mental and moral condition 
to come close to achieving the type of 
physical conditioning tbat we wanL'-
Each fall, before the start of the basketball 
season, Coach would meet ,,-ith the 
prospecti ve candidates for the team. He 
stressed to them the importance of being 
the best-conditioned team possible, 
warning them: "Your responsibility begins 
wben practice ends until you come back 



for the next practice because you can tear 
down between practices more than we can 
build up during practice. You can do this 
by a lack of moderation, by dissipation, 
and by immoral conduct. So you have 
responsibility too. Each of us must live up 
to our responsibilities if we are going to be 
as close as possible to the type of 
condition to which we aspire." 
In Coach's eyes, a failure to address 
spiritual, moral and mental conditionirlg 
will leave even the best physical or 
professional conditioning limited. He felt it 
was essential to identify the training 
demands required by the job in order to 
attain proper conditioning. 
The following are the training demands 
Coacb identified for his players: 
• No use of alcoholic beverages of any 
kmd. 
• No smoking. 
• No use of profanity. 
• Be a gentleman in all \Nays at all times. 
• Be on time w"benever time is involved. 
Clearly, Coach Wooden's training 
demands went far beyond just physical 
requirements. Coach did not believe moral 
conditioning required a long list of rules. 
His suggestion was simply to: "Practice 
moderation and balance in all that you 
do." 
Coach once commented that many 
believed that bis players were simply in 
better physical condition than their 
opponents. Coach added: "They may have 
been, but they also had tremendous mental 
and emotional conditionmg. II 
Every profession requires unique and 
specific conditioning. 
Whether you are a surgeon, lawyer, 
salesperson, teacher, construction worker, 
joumalist, or deep-sea diver, your 
profession requires a specific type of 
conditioning. Whatever specific 
conditioning your job requires it must be 
preceded by spiritual, mental, and moral 
conditioning if you are to reach your 
potential. Try to identify what the specific 
training demands are needed for your own 
life and career, and commit yourself to 
following that regimen. 
\Vbether you are currently a coach or 
team member, you bave responsibility. As 
we climb Coach Wooden's Pyramid of 
Success, we should all be aspiring towards 
optimal conditioning for whatever our 
pursuit in life may be. 
Yours in coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
The John R. Wooden Course 
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SKILL 

Skill is defined on the Pyramid of 
Success as: "A knowledge of and the 
ability to properly and quickly execute the 
fundamentals. Be prepared and cover 
every little detaiL" 
The result of know ledge and preparation, 
skill is an essential part of achieving 
goals. Coach Wooden described the Skill 
block this way: "At the center of this 
structure the next block is skill, the 
knowledge of and the ability to not only 
properly but quickly execute the 
fundamentals. This is necessary in any 
profession. A surgeon must have it He 
must not only be able to perfoml delicate 
surgery. He must be able to do it quickly 
because he may lose the patient if he 
can't do it quickly. An attorney must not 
only have the skills. He must be able to 
react quickly in certain situations that 
come up in the courtroom or he may lose 
the case. In every profession, the ability 
to execute and execute quickly are 
essential to success. This requires careful 
preparation of all details as failure to 
prepare is preparing to faiL" 
Coach Wooden's knowledge in the area 
of coaching basketball is legendary. It is 
ret1ected not only in his coaching 
achievements but also in tbe 452 page 
textbook be wrote, Practical Modern 
Basketball, which covers every area of 
coaching basketball from the 
requirements of leadership to which 
statistics YOll should track in practice. 
Whetber it was attending Frank Leahy's 
Notre Dame Football practices to learn 
time management sending out surveys to 
the top coacbes in the country after every 
season to increase his knowledge in a 
particular area, taking psychology classes, 



or attending basketball clinics Coach 
Wooden's knowledge was a result of his 
conmlitment to be a lifelong learner. 
His life reflected two of his favorite 
quotes: "It's what you learn after you 
know it all that counts." and "If you are 
through learning you are through. "" 
A good leader creates an envirormlent of 
lifelong learning not only for them self 
but also for every body within the 
organization. Coach Wooden did this not 
only by the example he set but also by 
always being open-minded and 
encouraging suggestions. Coach 
Wooden's assistants were excited about 
learning new ideas because they knew 
that when they presented them, Coach 
would listen and consider implementing 
those suggestions. 
Coach Wooden's two-hour practices 
were the ultimate presentation of a skillful 
coach. They ran with the precision of a 
Swiss watch: five- and ten-minute drills 
were perfectly orchestrated. Coaches and 
players moved quickly from basket to 
basket the correct number of basketballs 
needed for particular drills were always 
properly positioned and waiting: when the 
scrimmage was ready to start the stat 
keepers were seated, pencils sharpened 
and charts ready. 
There was no wasted time. There was no 
wasted motion. There was only a 
demonstration of "properly" and 
"quickly" getting married. 
The amazing practices were not just a 
result of Coach Wooden's knowledge. 
The other component ,vas the two hours 
of careful preparation every day for the 
two-hour practice with every detail 
covered and everybody in the loop as to 
exactly how it would all come together. 
\Vbether you're a concert pianist, an 
orthopedic surgeon, or a manger 
conducting a meeting, a skillful 
performance must be preceded by 
knowledge and preparation. Only then 
can we perform "properly and quickly" in 
such a way that will allow us to use our 
skill to its maximum potential. 
Yours in coaching. 
Craig Impelman 
The John R. Wooden Course 
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TEAM SPIRIT 

Team Spirit is defined on the Pyramid of 
Success as: "A genuine consideration for 
others. An eagemess to sacrifice personal 
interests of glory for the 'welfare of aIL ,., 
Coach Wooden described Team Spirit this 
way: "The third block in the center of this 
structure is listed as Team Spirit but this is 
no more than consideration for others. We 
must have consideration for others if we 
are going to develop our own capabilities 
and we must work together for the welfare 
of alL In group work it is amazing how 
much can be accompli sbed if no one 
worries about \vbo will get the credit" 
Each season, Coach shared with his 
players a handout entitled "Team Spirit:' 
which he felt captured the essence of the 
trait: 
We want no 'man' players, no 'stars' . .. 
No chain is stronger than its ·weakest fink: 
no team is stronger than its weakest 
player. One player attempting to 
'grandstand' can wreck the best team ever 
organized. We must be 'one/i)r all and all 
/01' one' with every boy giving his very 
best every second c!/the game. The team 
isfirst, individual credit is second. There 
is no place/or selfishness, egotism, or 
envv on our squad. 
Building team spirit is the responsibility of 
a leader. It is the ability to get everybody in 
a group eager, not simply willing, to put 
"we" abead of "me." Team spirit is not 
always an automatic traiL Here are some 
suggestions, based on Coach Wooden's 
pbilosopby, for developing it: 
L "Be a humble leader" The group must 
know that they work with you, not for 
you. If something good bappens as a result 
of a suggestion you received, give credit to 
tbe person wbo made the suggestion. If 
something bad happens as a result of a 



suggestion that you received, take tbe 
blame. As coacb liked to say' "The star of 
the team is the team." 
2. "Have some mles or suggestions 
regarding how team members 
communicate with eacb other." One of 
Coacb Wooden's three mles for practice 
was "Never criticize a tearmnate." In the 
workplace, try using Napoleon Hill's 
advice: "Tfyou bave sometbing to say to 
somebody or about somebody, think if it 
will help them or burt tbem. If it will help 
tbem say it if it will hurt them, don't." 
Create a culture where negative criticism 
and gossip are not accepted. 
3. "Praise publicly and criticize privately." 
When you praise, give praise to those who 
are seldom acknowledged. Coacb 'Wooden 
did this when he spoke to the media about 
his team. In the workplace, for example, 
praise your "backbone team'" (clerical 
staff:) or "first contact 
team" (receptionists). Coach used tbe 
analogy of a race car and pointed out that a 
boll that keeps a wheel on the car is just as 
important as the powerful engine that runs 
it. Every body sbould know why their job is 
important and feel that their effort is 
appreciated. 
4. "Let team members know tbat their 
personal goals only have a chance of being 
accomplished if the team accomplishes its 
goals." You can't get a pay raise if tbe 
company goes out of business. 
5. "Share with your team the joy and 
importance of giving." Coacb Wooden 
described it this way: "Wirming teams are 
characterized by unselfish team play. I 
believe that teaching our players to look for 
the pass first, and the shot second, helps 
build team spirit. I try to build tbis concept 
offthe court too." Coach Wooden often 
encouraged his players by reminding them 
that "You cannot live a perfect day witbout 
doing something for someone without the 
thought of repayment." 
Coach also liked to quote a passage he'd 
once read, which stated: "There's a 
mystical law of nature that the tbree things 
tbat mankind craves most-freedom, 
happiness, and peace of mind-carmot be 
attained without giving them to someone 
else." Team spirit results when the leader 
inspires those same traits within his or her 
team, and in so doing, unites all the 
members to work towards tbeir shared 
goaL 
"I try to emphasize to my players that you 
must give to receive," Coach wrote. "This 
is something that holds true in basketba 11 
and in life." 
Yours in coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
The John R. Wooden Course 
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POISE 

We will now begin discussing the blocks 
on the fourth tier on the Pyramid of 
Success: poise and confidence. 
Poise is defined on the Pyramid of 
Success as: "Just being yourself Being at 
ease in any situation. Never fighting 
yourself" 
"Poise is much like self-control," Coach 
Wooden said. "Many people over the 
years have noticed that and mentioned it 
to me but I don't consider the two to be 
quite the same. 1 again have my own 
definition for poise·------a very simple 
definition: 'Just being yourself' Vvnen 
you maintain your poise you're being 
yourself You're not acting. You're not 
trying to be something you're not. You 
are YOllTself therefore you're going to be 
able to function closer to your own 
particular abilities." 
Coach Wooden viewed Poise and 
Confidence as an outgrowth of the twelve 
blocks below them_ He described that 
relationship as follows: "Let's say if you're 
industrious," he said. "Tfyou're 
enthusiastic, if you're friendly, if you're 
loyal, if you're cooperative and if you 
maintain self-control and if you're alert 
and alive and observing constantly and if 
you have initiative and aren't afraid to fail 
knowing quite well that you are imperfect 
and you are going to fail at times and if 
you're intent on reaching realistic 
objectives and attaining poise and 
confidence and if you conditioned 
yourself for doing these things and if you 
,York at it and you're skilled and you can 
execute not only properly but quickly and 
if you're imbued with consideration for 
others-you'll have poise and confidence 
and it will be tllle. It will not be false. It 



will not be whistling in the clark at all." 
If you have poise you will be true to 
yourself under all circumstances·------and 
"Be lrue lo yourself' was the first item in 
the seven point creed that Coach received 
from his father. As Coacb himself later 
stated: "Tfyou sacrifice principle trying to 
please everyone, you end up pleasing no 

" one 
In his book Practical Modern Basketball, 
Coach Wooden describes the importance 
of a coacb being a pbilosopher in the 
following manner: "Webster tells us lhal, 
among other tbings, a philosopher is a 
person who meels all evenls, wbether 
favorable or unfavorable. with calrmlCss 
and composure." 
A philosopber bas poise. 
Coach expanded upon this concept by 
pointing out additional circumstances 
under whicb a coach must keep his or her 
pOlse: 
The coach must recognize that his 
profession places him in the public eye 
and he wiff, at times, receive both 
unjustifiable criticism and undeserved 
praise, and he must not be unduly 
affected bv either. 
But this advice is nol true only for 
coaches; it can be applied to a parent, a 
supervisor, a friend or any position 'where 
we \vork with otbers. 
Some lines from one of Coach Wooden's 
favorite poems "If' by Rudyard Kipling 
describe the essence of poise quite well: 
ifvou can keep your head when all about 
you Are losing theirs and blaming it on 
you; 
ifvou can trust yourself when all men 
doubt you ... 
I/you can talk with crowds and keep 
your virtue, 
Or walk with Kings nor lose the 
common touch . .. 
Yours is the Earth and evervthing that's 
in it, 
And-which is more-you'll be a Man my 
son! 
We all need poise to pnform to our 
potential. 
Yours in coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
The John R. Wooden Course 
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CONFIDENCE 

We will now continue discussing the fourth 
lier on the Pyramid of Success: Poise and 
Confidence. 
We covered poise last time; novv, ,ve are 
turning to confidence, defined on the 
Pyramid of Success as: "Respect without 
fear. May come from being prepared and 
keeping all things in proper perspective." 
This definition ret1ects one of Coach 
Wooden's favorite quotes: "Failure to 
prepare is preparing to faiL" 
Coach Wooden believed that confidence 
was an essential part of success. "You 
can't expect others to have confidence in 
you if you don't have confidence in 
yourself:' be said. 
Vv'ben he ,vas asked how a person could 
acquire confidence, Coach responded in 
much the same manner as when he was 
asked how a person could gain poise. "Is it 
easy'r' he wrote. 
Not at all. It's very velY dillicult. How can 
we acquire it? By being industrious, 
enthusiastic, fi'iendlv, cooperative and 
loyal. By maintaining our sel/:control By 
being alert and alive and constantly 
observing the things that are going on 
around about us and not getting lost in 
our own narrcrw tunnel vision. By having 
initiative and not being afraid to fCli I 
realizing that we are not perfect and we Ire 
going to fail on occasion. By being intent 
and persistent on reaching the realistic 
goals that we setfor ourselves. By being 
conditioned morallv, mentally, 
emotionally, physicallv. By being skilled. 
By kno'wing ·what we are doing. Being 
able to do it and doing it quickly. And by 
having consideration for others. This 
Joundation will bring poise and 
confidence that will be real. 



It may come as a surprise to some readers 
that in his book Practical Modern 
Basketball. Coacb Wooden does not 
mention either confidence or poise as 
desirable personality traits of a coach or an 
assistant coach. That does not mean he 
didn't think tbey wue an important part of 
leadership; on the contrary, he considered 
tbem essential, 
But Coach believed they could only be 
present as a byproduct of the blocks on the 
pyramid listed below" them. In other words, 
poise and confidence do not exist in a 
vacuum. Confidence without a strong 
foundation is simply alTogance. "Have 
respect without fear for every opponent 
and confidence 'without cockiness in regard 
to yourself," Coach warned his players. 
Coach Wooden made it clear that his level 
of confidence was unrelated to who the 
competition was. His confidence ,vas a 
result of the knowledge that he had done 
everytbing within his capability to prepare 
himself and bis team to perform at their 
highest level-not only with regard to their 
basketball skills but in terms of their 
personal character, as well. 
Coach also cautioned us about the pitfalls 
of false or unearned confidence that gives 
us the assumption that our success in the 
past would somehow repeat itself without 
the same bard work and preparation. He 
was very fond of the saying:, "When 
success turns your head, you face failure.'" 
Swen Nater's poem on confidence reflects 
this philosophy of his old UCLA coach 
quite well: 
Confidence, a noble trait, 
Surprisingly camlOt be bought. 
Witb preparation at the gate, 
You'll doubtless find tbat it's been 
broughl." 
Yours in coaching:. 
Craig lmpelman 
The John R. FVooden Course 
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COMPETITIVE 
GREATNESS 

The top block on the Pyramid of Su.ccess, 
Competitive Greatness, is defined as: "Be 
at your best when your best is needed. 
Enjoyment of a ditTicult challenge." 
Coach Wooden never mentioned being 
competitive in association with winning or 
being a great competitor in association with 
being a winner. For John Wooden being a 
great competitor was not about winning or 
losing. 
He had a much higher standard. 
Coach described competiti ve greatness this 
way: "The next and last block in the 
structure just above poise and confidence is 
competitive greatness. This is the ability to 
be at your very best when your very best is 
needed ... Vv'hat a \vonderful thing 
competitive greatness is; enjoying it when 
things are ditl:lcult Grantland Rice in his 
Great Competitor said in part: 
Beyond the winning and the goal, 
Beyond the glory and the fame, 
He feels the flame within his soul, 
Born of the spirit o.lthe game, 
And where the barriers may wait, 
Built up by the opposing Gods, 
He/inds a thrill in bucking fate, 
And riding down the endless odds. 
Where others wither in the fire 
Orfall below some raw mishap, 
It7here others lag behind or tire 
And break beneath the handicap, 
Hefinds a new and deeper thrill 
To take him on the uphill spin, 



Because the test is greater still, 
And something he can revel in. 
Yes tbe true competitor revels in it when 
il's difficult. Thal is tbe greatest fun." 
Coach viewed ditTicult situations as 
opportunities for fun that don't often occur. 
He described il tbis way: "There's more 
pleasure in being involved in something 
tbat's difficult tban there is being involved 
in something that anybody else could do. 
Most of our daily tasks that you and T do; 
anybody else could do, most of them. 
They're easy but there is no joy in those 
but there is joy in being involved in 
something tbat is more difficult." 
Coach described his attitude towards 
competition in basketball games as an 
example: "NO\v our alumni at UCLA wben 
I was there felt there was joy in beating 
some team by 50 points. There was no joy 
in tbat. Tbere' s real joy in playing against 
somebody about yom own level of 
competency. That's the joy, tbe joy in the 
competition that brings real joy." 
Coach often referenced the quote: "When 
the going gets lougb, the tough get going" to 
describe how a competitor reacts to a 
difficult situation. 
Being competitively great according lo 
Coach had two simple parts: "real love of a 
hard battle" and "being at your best when 
your best is needed." He felt tbat "being al 
your best when your best is needed" is a 
result of being prepared: baving the otber 
blocks of the Pyramid in place. 
Sometimes when great competitors rise to 
tbe occasion they are described as lucky. I 
would add Coacb Wooden's favorite 
definition of luck: 
"Luck is when preparation meets 
opportunity. ., 
Yours in coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
The John R. Wooden Course 
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FAITH 

There are five character qualities on each 
side of the blocks on the Pyramid of 
Success that Coach Wooden referred to 
as the "mortar" that held the other blocks 
together. These character qualities bond 
the 15 character traits we have already 
discussed and make them sturdy, solid, 
and unshakable. 
The mortar on the left side of the 
Pyramid is made up of ambition, 
adaptability, resourcefulness, fight, and 
faith. The mortar on the right side is 
sincerity, honesty, reliability, integrity and 
patience. In ti1is issue vve will begin 
discussing faith; next week we will f()cus 
on its partner, patience. 
Coach Wooden explained his strategic 
placement of faith and patience by 
describing how they are "leading up from 
competitive greatness to the top, success, 
(according to my definition), up at the 
apex. On one side I have patience, and on 
the other side I ha ve faith. You need 
those two things." 
1v10re than once, Coach remarked that 
faith and patience could have been placed 
at the very top or the very bottom of the 
Pyramid because he believed that both of 
these qualities are both the goals and the 
bedrock of what we need to maintain the 
other blocks on the Pyramid as vve 
overcome obstacles on our jomney to 
success. 
Just as Coach Wooden made enthusiasm 
and industriousness the cornerstones of 
his Pyramid and explained that poise and 
confidence are a result of the blocks 
below them, he ultimately chose 
purposely to have success resting on top 
of nothing other than faith and patience. 
Coach summed it up this way: "Distrust 



begets distrust; it takes trusL faith and 
patience to acquire peace of mind." 
Ifwe expect people to have faith in us, 
we must have faith in them. Faith is 
required to bring out the best in people
both in others and in ourselves. Abraham 
Lincoln described the value of having 
faith in others this way: "It's better to 
tmst and be disappointed occasionally 
than to distrust and be miserable all the 
time." 
But faith for Coach went even farther. He 
believed that we needed to tmst in 
something higher than ourselves, that 
there \vas an ultimate plan at work of 
which we were an essential component. 
"We must have faith that if we do the 
things we know we should do things will 
work out as they should," he said. "This 
doesn't mean that they will necessarily be 
the way we would want them to, but as 
they should. We should not expect more 
than that.'" 
Coach liked to remind us; too, that faith 
must be accompanied by work: "Too 
often we just want things to work out the 
way we want them to but we don't want 
to pay the price, so to speak, of doing the 
things that would help that become 
reality." In other words, faith is not 
simply sitting back and hoping for a 
positive outcome but, rather, rolling up 
our sleeves and really investing ourselves 
in the matter with the faith that things will 
end up for the best. 
As leaders, it is essential for each of us to 
communicate this faith to our teams. \file 
have to shO\v each person that we have 
faith in his or her ability to get the job 
done, and that we have the faith in our 
shared vision that our efforts will not be 
wasted. As Coach liked to say' "It's not 
what you think you are, but what you 
think." 
Whether we review the legacy of 
Abraham Lincoln, John Wooden, or even 
someone like Steve Jobs-at the core of 
their lives we will find that they had faith 
in their beliefs and their goals, and that 
they placed faith in others to work 
alongside them in realizing their vision. 
What a wonderful legacy each man left. 
That's the power of faith. 
Yours in coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
The John R. Wooden Course 
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PATIENCE 

This week we will be discussing the other 
piece of mortar at the top of the Pyramid 
of Success: patience. 
Coach Wooden explained the importance 
of patience this way: "From this last 
block competitive greatness, leading up to 
tbe apex on which success rests 
(according to my definition), on one side I 
have patience and on the other side I have 
faith," He viewed patience as a trait tbat is 
absolutely essential in achieving success. 
"Good things take time," he explained. 
He was quick to acknowledge the reality 
of life, however, that we rarely want to 
wait for the necessary progress to reach 
tbe end result; but this impatience is 
something that is often tempered by 
maturity and wisdom. On the other hand, 
tbere is often a complacency that comes 
with age that can stine potential growth. 
Coach remarked that young people "seem 
to want things to bappen too quickly. 
They think all change is progress but 
sometimes, as we get older, many of us 
are satisfied with tbe status quo. We 
forget that Ulere is no progress without 
change. Tbere is an even spot there 
some\vbere. We must realize both. Tbere 
is no progress without change but not all 
change is progress." 
Coacb Wooden's upbringing on a farm in 
Indiana gave him a foundation for his 
patience. He learned that there was a 
season to plant, a season to water. and a 
season to harvest The planting and 
watering required bard work, but without 
tbat work and patience tbrough tbe 
growing season, there would be no 
harvest 
When Coach Wooden became the head 
coach at UCLA in 1948, be was led to 
believe that bis team would bave a new 
arena by the end of his third season. The 
arena was not ready for tbe team until 



1965, at the start of John Wooden's 
eighteenth season. The wait was 
sometimes incredibly frustrating, but 
Wooden always felt it was worth it. 
Similarly, despite his famous record of 10 
national championships in his 27 -year 
coaching career at UCLA, he did not win 
his first championship until his 16th 
season with the Bruins. 
Coach viewed it this way: "Vv'ben we are 
patient we'11 have a greater appreciation 
of our success." 
Patience is mortar that supports many 
blocks of the Pyramid. 
We must have patience to maintain our 
enthusiasm and industriousness when 
pursuing OUT goals. It is patience that 
reminds us that OUT hard work will pay 
off-that worthwhle goals take time to 
achieve. As William Shakespeare wrote: 
"How poor they are that have not 
patience! Whal \VOl111d did ever heal, but 
by degreesT 
We musl have patience to be a good 
listener, which is a requirement of 
cooperation. We must have patience with 
our students lo have the self-conlrol 
required to become a successful coach. In 
his book Practica I Modern Basketba It 
Coach \Vooden wrole: "Lack of patience 
is possibly the grealest fault of the 
beginning coach. Don't expect too much. 
Progress comes slowly in many respects. 
The formation of new habits and the 
breaking of old are no quick change 
propositions." 
Patience is required lo maintain our 
intentness in the face of adversity. As 
Benjamin Franklin said: "Genius is 
nothing but a greater aptitude for 
patience." Or as Isaac Newton wrole: '"If 
I have ever made any valuable 
discoveries, it has been owing more to 
patient attention lhan lo any other talent." 
Coach was always quick to remind us that 
patience, like faith, requires work. He did 
not view' patience as w'aiting on lhe 
sidelines to find out what the fUlure might 
bring but rather, as he stated in his book 
The Essential Wooden, "ell is calm self 
possession in confronting the necessary 
fits and starts, obstacles and delays that 
are part and parcel of achieving anything 
worthwhile. " 
Being patient with ourselves is what 
allow's us lo bOl111ce back from adversity. 
"All change may not be progress, but all 
progress is the result of change." 
Yours in coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
The John R. Wooden Course 
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SINCERITY 

On the right side of the Pyramid of 
Success, below patience, there are four 
additional pieces of mortar: sincerity, 
honesty, reliability and integrity. These are 
qualities that, togethec encompass the 
genuineness, strength, and impact of 
human character. This week we will 
discuss sincerity. 
In his book Coach Wooden's Pyramid of 
Success, with Jay Carty, Coach Wooden 
defined sincerity and its importance in the 
following marmer: 
Friendship, loyalty, cooperation and 
team spirit each occupy building blocks 
in the Pyramid o./Success. What do these 
blocks sa}' about success? They tell us 
that ·we cannot become successfitl unless 
we interact with others. Sincerity is the 
mortar that binds together the blocks o.l 
jl·iendship. loyalty, cooperation and team 
spirit. Therefore, sincerity is also 
necessary to reach the apex. 
Sincerity may not make a Ji'iend, but it 
vFil1 keep one. It often takes a while to be 
validated, but once a person knmFs that 
our word, character and steadJClstness 
have withstood the test o.llile, ajirm 
friendship can be established and 
maintained. 
When we realize that afriend can be 
counted on during times of need, when 
we see that his or her values don't blow 
around in the breeze, and when he or she 
stands up jar us. we arefar more apt to 
stand up jar him or her - and vice versa. 
Under each piece of mortar on the 
Pyramid, in parentheses, there is some 
brief application advice for that mortaL In 
the original version of the Pyramid, Coach 
had suggested that sincerity was a trait 
that: "makes friends." After revising the 
Pyramid years later. Coach changed the 



application advice for sincerity to instead 
read: "keeps friends." Coach had an 
important motivation for this change. He 
","anted to make certain that we 
understand that sincerity will help us do 
something more important than simply 
"'"inning over new friends but would, in 
fact. allow us to earn their trust and 
loyalty in such a way that we would be 
able to maintain and grow those 
friendships into lasting and mutually 
edifYing relationships. 
Coach's aim in promoting sincerity was to 
challenge us to speak and act in truth 
about our beliefs, goals, loyalty, and team 
spirit. Whether it is a military leader or an 
otTice manager or a basketball coach, 
people who are following a sincere and 
honest leader will do more for him or her 
than they will for an insincere one
especially when the pressure is on. 
The Oxford English Dictionary notes that 
the vvOId "sincerity" stems from the Latin 
word "sincerus," which means "clean, 
pme souncL" The root word itself, 
"sincerus" may have actually originally 
been a compound of "sin" (one) and 
"crescere" (to grow)-referring to 
something that grows and develops 
untainted by anything else. That's a 
wonderful pictme of what sincerity really 
is: a striving to grow towards a goal 
unsullied or uncormpted by anything less 
than pure motives. That's the kind of 
growth that inspires confidence and a 
willingness to follow. 
But beyond that, the definition also 
reminds us that when we are sincere with 
each other, we can grow together as one 
toward our shared purpose. 
Yours in coaching, 
Craig Irnpelman 
The John R. FVooden Course 
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ADAPTABILITY 

On the left side of the Pyramid of Success, 
below faith, there are four additional pieces 
of mortar: ambition, adaptability, 
resourcefulness and fight These are 
qualities that encompass the resolve, 
ingenuity and resilience of the human spirit 
This week we will discuss adaptability. 
In his book Coach Wooden's Pyramid of 
Success, with Jay Carty, Coach Wooden 
defined adaptability and its importance in 
the follow'ing manner: 
Adaptability is being able to adjust to any 
situation at any given time. 
In l~/e, we all knmF that we can only be 
sure of afew things, specifically death and 
taxes. TiVe can also count on change. We 
need to recognize change, grow with it and 
learn from it. Since change is inevitable, 
people who are inflexible, bullheaded or 
stubborn will never make it to the apex of 
the Pyramid If we want to succeed ,Fe 
must readily adapt to circumstances as 
they w!/old - this includes both what we 
cannot change and what will take some 
time to change. 
~l we fail to adapt, we fail to move 
forward 
Under each piece 0 f mortar on the 
Pyramid, in parentheses, there is some brief 
application advice for that mortar. Under 
adaptability the application advice is: '"to 
any situation." Coach described the essence 
of adaptability in his book Practical Modern 
Basketball this way: "Be flexible enough to 
be able to adjust to the envirorm1ent and to 
the occa sion." 
The key to being effective in our 
adaptability is recognizing the situation and 
determining \vhether or not \ve can change 
it or whether we simply need to make the 
best of it and move forward. 
Coach has three great quotes that describe 
this strategy: 



1. "Do not let what you cannot do interfere 
with ',V·hat you can do." 
2. "The more concerned we become over 
the things we can't control, the less we will 
do with the things we can control." 
3 "Things turn out the best for those who 
make the best of the way things turn out." 
When Coach arrived at UCLA 1948 he had 
a gym with only 1\vo baskets which he 
shared with other sports during his practice 
period. At Indiana State, where he had 
come from, he had six baskets and a private 
facility. He recognized that he could not 
change the situation at UCLA so he adapted 
and made the best of it. 
When Kareem Abdul Jabbar came to 
UCLA Coach adapted his sly Ie of play and 
practice routine to take advantage of 
Kareem's unusual talent although he had 
already won two national championships 
with his pr ior system. Coach recognized 
that this was a situation that he could and 
'would need to change so that the team 
could reach its potential. 
Coach summed it up this way in his book 
'with Jay Carty: 
WOe change what we can, but i/"we get too 
concerned, involved and engrossed in 
circumstances over which ·we have no 
control or can't change, those 
circumstances are going to have a 
negative impact on events and outcomes 
we can control. 
Yours in coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
The John R. Wooden Course 
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HONESTY 

On the right side of the Pyramid of 
Success, below patience, there are four 
additional pieces of mortar: sincerity, 
honesty, reliability and integrity. Tbese 
are qualities that encompass the 
genuineness, strength, and impact of 
human character. This week we will 
discuss honesty. 
In his book Coach Wooden's Pyramid of 
S'uccess, 'with Jay Carty, Coach Wooden 
defined honesty and its importance in the 
following marmer: 
Honesty is doing the things that ·we know 
are right and not giving into the 
temptation to do the things that we kno,t' 
are wrong Honesty must occur at all 
times. in both thought and action. 
Honest people stay on the narrow way, 
regardless of the consequences. [fvFe are 
honest, our integrity will not allow us to 
compromise --- ever. 
Ii dishonest act is an attempt to deceive 
someone. It is possible to be so deceptive 
that we even deceive ourselves. We do 
this when we want to justifY a lie 
because o./circumstances or as payback 
when someone has been dishonest with 
us. Dishonesty --- no matter the reason -
destroys our credibilitv, ruins our 
reputation and costs us our self respect. 
Under each piece 0 f mortar on tbe 
Pyramid, in parentheses, there is some 
brief application advice for that mortar. In 
tbe original Pyramid under honesty the 
application advice was: "in all ways." 
Later Coach changed the application 
advice for honesty to: "in thougbt and 
action," Coach had an important 
motivation for the change. He wanted to 
make certain that we understand that 
honesty starts witb not giving in to the 



temptation of dishonest thoughts ,vhich 
can ultimately lead to dishonest actions. 
Coach's Fatber, Joshua, bad taught him: 
"Never lie. Never cbeat. Never steal." He 
also taught him: "Be true to yourself." 
Coach believed that honesty encompassed 
not only in telling the truth but also 
always acting in accordance with your 
core values. 
Coach described one of his core values 
this way: "Revenge is the weak pleasure of 
a little and narrow mind" or '"Time spent 
getting even would be better spent trying 
to get ahead." 
In his book Coach Wooden's Pyramid of 
Success, Coach gave an example of when 
he felt be was dishonest: ""Vhen I was a 
high scbool coach, four of my five 
starters came down with measles and had 
to miss a game. The opposing coach ran 
up the score tbat night. I was not bappy 
and got revenge. In striking back. I wasn't 
true to my values, and I later apologized 
for my actions." 
Coach felt that by not "being true to 
himself" he was not being honest. 
Coach characterized the challenge of 
being truly honest all the time this way: 
"The greatest conquest of man is the 
conquering of himself." 
He also reminded us that honesty has a 
great reward: '"Tbere is no pillow as soft 
as a clear conscience." 
Yours in coaching, 
Craig lmpelman 
I7Je John R. Wooden Course 

HONESTY 

On the right side of the Pyramid of 
Success, below patience, there are four 
additional pieces of mortar: sincerity, 
honesty, reliability and integrity. Tbese 
are qualities that encompass the 
genuineness, strength, and impact of 
human character. This week we will 
discuss honesty. 



Inhis book Coach Wooden's Pyramid of 
Success, with Jay Carty, Coach Wooden 
defined honesty and its importance in the 
follO\ving manner: 
Honesty is doing the things that we kno,t' 
are right and not giving into the 
temptation to do the things that we know 
are wrong. Honesty must occur at all 
times, in both thought and action. 
Honest people stay on the narrow wa)/, 
regardless c!/the consequences.lfwe are 
honest, our integrity will not allow us to 
compromise --- ever. 
A dishonest act is an attempt to deceive 
someone. It is possible to be so deceptive 
that we even deceive ourselves. W'e do 
this when we want tojustZ/v a lie 
because of circumstances or as payback 
when someone has been dishonest with 
us. Dishonesty- no matter the reason
destroys our credibility, ruins our 
reputation and costs us our selfrespect. 
Under each piece of mortar on tbe 
Pyramid, in parentbeses, there is some 
brief application advice for that mortar. In 
tbe origina I Pyramid under honesty the 
application advice was: '"in all ways." 
Later Coach changed the application 
advice for honesty to: "in thought and 
action." Coacb bad an important 
motivation for the change. He wanted to 
make certain that we understand that 
bonesty starts ,,-ith not giving in to tbe 
temptation of dishonest thoughts which 
can ultimately lead to dishonest actions. 
Coach's Father, Josbua, had taught bim: 
"Never lie. Never cheal. Never steal." He 
also taught him: "Be true to yourself" 
Coach believed that bonesty encompassed 
not only in telling the truth but also 
always acting in accordance witb your 
core values. 
Coach described one of his core values 
tbis way: "Revenge is the weak pleasure of 
a little and narrow mind" or "Time spent 
getting even would be better spent trying 
to get abead." 
In his book Coach Wooden's Pyramid of 
Success, Coach gave an example of when 
he felt he was disbonest: "\Vhen I \vas a 
high school coach, four of my five 
starters came down witb measles and had 
to miss a game. The opposing coach ran 
up the score that night. I was not happy 
and got revenge. In striking back, I wasn't 
tme to my values, and I later apologized 
for my actions." 
Coach felt that by not "being true to 
himself" he was not being honest. 
Coach characterized tbe challenge of 
being truly bonest all the time tbis \vay 
"The greatest conquest of man is the 
conquering ofbimself" 
He also reminded us tbat honesty bas a 
great reward: "There is no pillow as soft 
as a clear conscience." 
Yours in coacbing, 
Craig Impelman 
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RESOURCEFULNESS 

On the left side of the Pyramid of Success, 
below faith, there are four additional pieces of 
mortar: ambition, adaptability, resourcefulness 
and fight These are qualities tbat encompass 
the resolve, ingenuity and resilience of the 
human spirit This week we will discuss 
resourcefulness. 
In bis book Coach Wooden's Pyramid of 
Success, with Jay Carty, Coach Wooden 
defined resourcefulness and its importance in 
the follow<ing manner: 
Resourcejillness is using our wits, proper 
judgment and common sense to solve 
problems and meet challenges. It is using 
initiative in difJicult situations and involves 
inventing, creating, imagining, synthesizing, 
evaluating, classijj'ing, observing and 
analyzing solutions to overcome the trials 
that life throws at us. Resourcefulness is 
dreaming up wa)/s to meet our goals. 
Coach emphasized resourcefulness as an 
important personal trait for any coacb in his 
book Practical Modem Basketball: "Each 
individual and each team present a different 
and separate problem~ mentally, morally, 
phy sically, socially, and spiritually. Use the 
proper appeal for each." 
All of us can find employment in the Excuses 
Department or Solutions Department. It is 
resourcefulness tbat allows us to maintain a 
position in the Solutions Department Dvvigbt 
Morrow put it this way: "There are no 
hopeless situations, there are only hopeless 
men. 
When Coach played basketball at Purdue 
University there were no atbletic scholarships. 
Coacb bad to meet the demands of being an 
outstanding student and the practice time 
required to be a three-time All-American and 
ultimately the college player of tile year. He 
also needed to make money. Coach tapped 



into bis resourcefulness by walking the aisle 
of tbe train going to the Purdue Cbicago 
football games and selling sandwiches, candy 
bars and fruit. He also made lapel pins and 
sold them as welL Dming his last two years at 
Purdue be had basketball programs printed 
and hired people to sell them at his bome 
games. Coach stated: "Today they would call 
that an entrepreneurial spirit I just call it 
resourcefulness. " 
The "Solutions Department" is always open 
or as Coach liked to say: "}\ good place to 
find a belping hand is at the end of your 
ann." 
Coach lived in a fraternity bouse while 
attending college. He initially attempted 
studying in the evenings but had a lot of 
ditliculty because there \vas so mucb 
movement and people \vanting to cbat and 
socialize. His resourceful solution was to go 
to bed early in the evening and wake up at 3 
AM to attend to bis studies. He was then able 
to accomplish in two or three hours what 
previously took four or five. 
Coach did not view resourcefulness as finding 
a trick or a sbortcut He would remind us: "If 
you keep too busy learning the tricks of tbe 
trade, you may never learn the trade." 
Resourcefulness is rather the a bi lity to act 
effectively or imaginatively, especially in 
difficult situations, and as Coach defines it 
using "proper judgment." 
Yoms in coacbing, 
Craig Impelman 
The John R. Wooden Course 
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RELIABILITY 

On the right side of the Pyramid of 
Success, below patience, there are four 
additional pieces of mortar: sincerity, 
honesty, reliability and integrity. These are 
qualities that, together. encompass the 
genuineness, strength, and impact of 
human character. This week we will 
discuss reliability. 
In his book Coach vVooden 's Pyramid of 
S'uccess, 'with Jay Carty, Coach Wooden 
defined reliability and its importance in the 
following marmer: 
When we are reliable, others know that 
they can depend on us. They know that we 
will make the effort 10 do our best, 
whatever the situation might be. The~y 
know we ·won't run. cower or become 
paralyzed byfear. They have learned to 
count on our consistency and 
trustworthiness. We'll still be there 
making the effort to do our best long after 
the weaker ones havefaded People can 
bet the farm on us and still be able to 
sleep at night. Reliability earns the 
respect of those around us. 
Capability doesn't fUn'e anything 10 do 
'with reliability. Some people don't have 
as much capability as others have, but 
thev make up /01' their lack by being 
reliable. 
Under each piece 0 f mortar on the 
Pyramid, in parentheses, there is some 
brief application advice for that mortar. In 
the original version of the Pyramid, Coach 
had suggested that reliability was an 
important trait because: "others depend 
upon you." After revising the Pyramid 
years later, Coach changed the application 
advice for reliability to instead read: 
"creates respect" Coach had an important 
motivation for this change. He 'wanted to 
make certain that vve understand that 
relia bility is necessary for us to be 
successful because it earns the respect and 



trust of others. 
Coach emphasized reliability as an 
important personal trait for any coach in 
his book Practical Modern Basketball: 
"YOllT players must know that they can 
depend upon you and so must all of your 
co-workers and neighbors." 
Although he coached basketball at UCLA 
for 27 years Coacb never took a shortcut 
in bis preparation for eacb daily practice. In 
his 27th season he was still spending two 
hours to plan his two-hour practice session. 
He earned tbe respect of all of bis teams 
because they knew they could rely on him 
to be prepared and give his best effort 
every practice. 
Reliability is a trademark of good 
character. As Coacb liked to say: "Ability 
may get you to the top, but it takes 
character to keep you there." 
Vilben we are reliable we are consistent in 
our efforts regardless of previous 
acbievements. Coach put it tbis way: "It's 
so easy to relax, to cut corners, to let down 
after you after you've reached your goal, 
and begin thinking you can just 'turn it on' 
automatically, witbout proper preparation. 
It takes real character to keep working as 
hard or even harder once you're there.'" 
A person who is reliable is following two 
great pieces of advice from Coach 
Wooden: 
"Discipline yourself so otbers won't have 
to." 
"Earn the right to be proud and confident. " 
YOllTS in coacbing, 
Craig Impelman 
The John R. Wooden Course 
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FIGHT 

On the left side of the Pyramid of 
Success, below faith, there are four 
additional pieces of mortar: ambition, 
adaptability, resourcefulness and fight 
These are qualities that encompass the 
resolve, ingenuity and resilience of the 
human spirit This week 'Ne will discuss 
fight 
In his book Coach Wooden's Pyramid of 
S'uccess, 'with Jay Carty, Coach Wooden 
defined fight and its importance in the 
following marmer: 
Fight is a determined effort to do the 
velY best ·we can do .. 1t's digging in, 
gritting our leelh, standing our ground 
When we hm/e fight, we are always ready 
to respond H/e are quick but ,Fe don't 
hurry. We make fewer mistakes because 
we have the level of our intensity under 
control A player with jight has a 
containedfire burning in his or her 
belly This emerges as jocused passion. 
Plavers withjight never lose a game; 
they just run out a/time. 
Perhaps 1 should have chosen a different 
word Fight has some negative 
connotations that 1 don't want to 
communicate. In no way' is this mortar 
quality about an opponent. There was a 
time when ['would talk about "being 
better than the opponent." [ don't 
anymore. A1ake no mistake; I always 
'want to win, but I neverfight with an 
opponent. lvlyfight is within me it is 
the slruggle to be Ihe best I can be at 
'whatever [ do. 
There is no such thing as losing when 
we've made the e.1.1ort to do the best we 
can. [twe use ourjight and 
determination to do our best, success 
will take care of itself 
Under each piece of mortar on the 
Pyramid. in parentheses, there is some 
brief application adNice or a description of 



tbat mortar. In the original Pyramid under 
"Fight," Coacb wrote: "effort and bustle." 
Later, when Coach revised and perfected 
tbe Pyramid, be changed tbe description 
to read: "determined effort." Coach's 
motivation for the change was clear. He 
w"anted to make certain we understood 
that just making an efIort was not real 
fight. Fight isn't about simply expending 
eneq",},; it's about determination, vvbicb is 
having a fixed purpose or fixation ofwil!. 
This clear sense of purpose is a key 
adjective for tbe kind of fight Coacb 
believed in. It means that this elTort has a 
"never say never" attitude attacbed to it. 
Figbt is one of tbe pieces of mortar that 
holds the pyramid block Competitive 
Greatness in place. \\1hen we bave fight 
and competitive greatness, vve are not 
fearful of adversity nor are we deterred 
when we face it. 
A person who has figbt is following 1\vo 
great pieces of advice from Coach 
Wooden: 
1) "The person who is afraid to risk 
failure seldom has to face success," and 
2) '"Tbe person who is not afraid of 
failure seldom has to face it." 
Coach described adversity this way: 
"Adversity is tbe state in wbich man most 
easily becomes acquainted with hin1self, 
being especially free of admirers tben." 
Fight enables us to rise to the occasion
and that's a pretty good trait for any 
character! 
Yours in coacbing, 
Craig Impelman 
The John R. Wooden Course 
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INTEGRITY 

On the right side of the Pyramid of 
Success, below patience, there are four 
additional pieces of mortar: integrity, 
re liability, bonesty and sincerity. These are 
qualities lhal, togetbec encompass tbe 
genuineness, strength, and impact of 
human character. This week we will 
discuss integrily. 
In his book Coach vVooden 's Pyramid of 
S'uccess, 'with Jay Carty, Coach Wooden 
defined integrity and ils importance in tbe 
following marmer: 
Integrity in its simplestform is purity of 
intention. It's keeping a clean conscience. 
But it is also a composite of some of the 
other mortar qualities in the pyramid To 
some extent, integrity contains a bit of 
reliabilitv, a healthy helping of honesty 
and a portion of sincerity However, I 
believe that the component o/purity of 
intention is important enough to give 
integrity the status ~lmortar in its own 
right. 
Purity ~lintention is really a reflection 
of the heart and having a pure heart is so 
important that 1 placed it near the top of 
the pyramid, just under patience. The 
heart ofa person with integrity always 
wants to do what's right, once he or she 
is sure what "right" is. 
I wanted my players to become men 0/ 
integrity When ·we have integrity, ,Fe are 
not going to do anything that will be 
demeaning to anybody else, either on or 
c![/the court. 
The five people vFho first-come to mind 
that best reflect the quality of integrity 
are Jesus, my dad, Abraham Lincoln, 
Alother Theresa and BilZv Graham. The 
order c!/the last three reallv doesn't 
matter. 
One ~lthe common threads between these 
people is that each was genuinefv 
concerned about the betterment ~lothers-



and Dr. Graham still is. The critics of 
each might not agree. but in my mind the 
integrity o.ltheir commitments to regard 
others as more important than themselves 
sets them apart. lvlother Teresa has been 
quoted as saying, "A lile not livedfor 
others is not a life. " 
Under each piece of mortar on the 
Pyramid. in parentbeses, there is some 
brief application advice for tbat mortar. In 
the original version of the Pyramid, Coach 
had suggested tbat integrity was an 
important trait because it: "speaks for 
itself." After revising the Pyramid years 
later, Coacb changed the application 
advice for integrity to read instead: "purity 
of intention." Coach had an important 
motivation for this change------he wanted to 
make certain tbat we understand that 
integrity is the result of a pme heart. A 
heart that believes, as Coach liked to say, 
"Tbe most important word in om language 
is love." 
Coach emphasized integrity as an 
important personal trait for any coach in 
his book Practical Modern Basketball. "A 
coacb who is not a sound and bonest man 
has no place in the development of om 
youtb." 
The word integrity stems from tbe Latin 
adjective integer (whole, complete). 
Integrity when used as a character term is 
defined as the quality of being unimpaired 
or an adherence to moral principles. 
Coach believed that we are whole, 
complete, unimpaired and of good moral 
principles when we live a life committed to 
helping others. 
Coach never had an unlisted phone 
number. He always made his best e1Tort to 
visit ,,-ith anyone who sought bis help. 
There are countless stories from people of 
all wa lks of life who received 
encomagement and assistance from Coach 
whether it was a phone call, a letter or a 
visit. 
The legacy ofbis integrity (purity of 
intention) is summarized by two of his 
favorite quotes. 
1.) "Kindness in words creates 
confidence, Kindness in thinking creates 
profoundness, Kindness in giving creates 
love." Lao-T se 
2.) "You camlOtlive a perfect day without 
doing something for someone without a 
tbought of repayment" 
Yours in coaching. 
Craig Impelman 
I7Je John R. Wooden Course 
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THE COACH AS A 
TEACHER - Part One 

Coach Wooden established four essential 
components of being a successful coach: 
The Coach as a Philosopher, as an 
Example, as a Teacher, and as a Leader. 
This issue will discuss the coach as a 
teacher. 
A n important characteristic of being an 
effective teacher is selting a good example. 
Consistent behavior provides an example. 
Consistent behavior can only be produced 
if we have a philosophy that governs our 
actions. WiUlOut a philosophy our actions 
will lack consistency because they will 
simply be reactions to the behaviors of 
others. 
Coach's philosophy, as discussed in our 
first thirty eight issues, guided his personal 
behavior. His behavior created the 
example that he set which was his greatest 
teaching tool as a coach. A favorite poem 
of Coach Wooden's summarizes this idea: 
No written word 
Nor spoken plea 
Can teach our youth 
rVhat they should be. 
Nor all the books 
On all the shelves. 
It's what the teachers 
Are themselves. 
In his book Practical Modem Basketball 
Coach \Vooden discussed the coach's role 
as a teacher in the following ma=er: 
:)'ince the most important responsibility of 
a coach in reRard to the actual playinR 0/ 



the game is to teach his players properly 
and effectively to execute the various 
fimdamentals of the game, he is, first of 
all, a teacher. 
Coach continued by explaining the "Laws 
of Learning"': 
A fimdamental must be explained and 
demonstrated. the correct demonstration 
must be imitated by the players, their 
demonstration must be constructively 
criticized and corrected, and then the 
players must repeat and repeat the 
execution of the proper model until the 
correct habit has been formed to the 
point 'where they will react instinctively 
in the correct manner. 
In the work environment following the 
laws of learning can be beneficial. 
Sometimes we huniedly give a team 
member an assignment with a deadline 
and walk away. We are disappointed 
when the work product does not meet our 
expectations. I describe this delegation 
technique as "Drop and Run". This 
methodology does not always produce 
desirable results. 
Coach would caution us: "Be quick but 
don't hurry." 
The first step in the Ia\vs of learning 
"explanation" is communicating to the 
team member the purpose of the task and 
sometimes how it fils in "the big picture". 
This communication helps transform an 
employee into a team member. In the 
delegation/leaching process it is helpful to 
feed our team members the corporate 
brea Hast of champions: "facilitate 
feedback". The simple question "\Vbat are 
your thoughts'?" will further energize the 
team member as they begin to understand 
that they are truly working with you not 
for you. 
The steps of demonstration, imitation of 
demonstration and constructive criticism 
of the imitation are critical as they enSUl'e 
that you and the team member are "both 
on the same page". 
The extra five minutes you spend in 
following the la\vs of learning when 
assigning a task may seem like a lot in 
today's fast paced business environment. 
The value of taking the extra lime is 
encapsulated in one of Coach's favorite 
quotes: "Tfyou do not have the time to do 
it right, when will you have time to do it 
over'?" 
Confucius provided a student's 
perspective wilh regards lo the art of 
learning: "I hear and I forget. I see and I 
remember. I do and I understand." 
As Coach liked lo say: "You haven't 
taught until they have learned." 
Yours in coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
The John R. Wooden Course 
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THE COACH AS A 
TEACHER - Part two 

Coach Wooden established four essential 
components of being a successful coach: 
The Coach as a Philosopher, as an 
Example, as a Teacher, and as a Leader. 
This week \ve will focus on the coach -
player (teacher - student) relationship. 
Coach Wooden described a coach's role as 
a leacher in the following mmmer: 
The coach must never/orgel that he is, 
first o.lall, a teacher. He must come (be 
present), see (diagnose), and conquer 
(correct), 
A student is more likely to be receptive to 
the correclion of his teacher when they 
have a good relationship. Coach Wooden 
described eight key elements of a good 
teacher- studenl (coach-player) relationship. 
Coach's commenls are italicized. I have 
inserted my commentary after some of the 
points. 
1. Keep a close personal plaver 
relationship, but keep their respect. Be 
sincerely interested in their personal 
problems and easy to approach 
We don't need lo lake our employeesiteam 
members to TGl Friday's for drinks and 
appetizers but we do need to have a sincere 
interest in lheir personal problems. It can be 
very beneficial to ha ve an hour each day 
when your office door is open and team 
members know that during that time they 
can come and talk to you about anything 
that they may have on their mind. 
2. Afaintain discipline ·withoul beinR 



dictatorial. Be jail' and lead rather than 
drive. 
As Coach liked to say: "You cannot 
antagonize and int1uence at the same time." 
3. Study and respect the individualitv 0./ 
each player and work with them 
according;Zv. Treat each man as he 
deserves to be treated. 
We should develop a 
co=nunication/teaching sty Ie that is most 
effective with eacb student They each 
have their own idiosyncrasies and may need 
a slightly different approach. 
4. Try to develop the same sense of 
responsibility in all. 
As Abraham Lincoln said: "The worst thing 
you can do for those you love is the things 
tbey could and should do for themselves." 
5. Analvze yourse~las well as your plavers 
and be governed accordingly. 
As Coach liked to say: '"Tbe ability to see 
the good in others and the bad in ourselves 
is perfect vision.". 
6. Approval is a great motivator. Use the 
"pal on the back, /I especially after severe 
criticism. 
As Coach liked to say' "A soft answer 
turneth away wrath." 
7. ffyou teach loyalty. honesty. and 
respect for the rights of others, you will be 
taking a big step toward a cooperative 
team with proper team spirit. Jealousy. 
egotism, envy. criticism and razzing 0./ 
each other can ruin this. 
Teaching employees to clean up tbeir O\vn 
break room (including the microwave) or 
atbletes to clean up their own locker room 
is one way of teaching respect for tbe rights 
of others. 
8. Consider the teamfirst, but don't 
sacrifice a boy just to prove a point. 
How important is the teacher - student, 
coach --- player or supervisor -employee 
relationsbip. Consider tbis: 
"The # 1 reason employees leave jobs is a 
poor relationsbip with tbeir inm1ediate 
supervisor." (The Gallup Organization) 
These relationships can be difficult 
sometimes. Coach would remind us: "Let 
us overcome the angry man with 
gentleness. " 
Yours in coaching, 
Craig linpelman 
The John R. FVooden Course 
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THE COACH AS A 
TEACHER - Part Three 

Coach Wooden defined important aspects 
of the coach as a teacher in tbe following 
manner: 
He must continuously be exploringjiJr 
ways to improve himselfin order that he 
may improve others and welcome every 
person and everything that may be 
helpfitl to him. As has been said, he must 
remember, "Others, too, have brains. " 
Coach then listed criteria that he believed 
might be belpful to define an effective 
teacher. His list and applicable maxims 
are italicized; my commentary follows. 
1. Knowledge o/your subject. 
It's what you learn aftervou kno,t' it all 
that co/mts. 
Coach gained his knowledge of basketball 
from his experience as a player and the 
wisdom of his coaches (Earl Warner, 
Glenn Curtiss and Piggy Lambert). As a 
college player he interviewed opposing 
coaches to gain insigbt into tbeir 
strategies. As a high school coach he 
attended Frank Leahy's Notre Dame 
Football practices and learned time 
management After every season he sent 
out his research survey on a particular 
basketball topic to coacbes \vbo \vere 
outstanding in that field. Through the end 
of his career he attended every coaching 
clinic be could; always with an open mind 
wanting to leam more. Although many 
considered him a "subject matter expert" 
he constantly sought more know"ledge. 



2. General kno·wledge. 
Learn as if you were going to live 
forever. live as if you ·were to die 
tomorrow. 
Coach took several classes in psychology 
as he tbought it would help them become 
a better teacber. He was an avid reader 
on a variety of subjects. The numerous 
books that he read about Mother Theresa 
and Abraham Lincoln helped him 
formulate his philosophy of life which he 
shared ,'lith his students. Coach tmly had 
intellectual balance. 
3. Teaching skill. 
r au get ideas across better through 
listening and pat- on- the -back method 
than you do with a kick on the pants. 
Coach firmly believed that a great teacher 
always learns from his students. 
4. Professional attitude. 
Learn to disagree ·without being 
disagreeable. 
There is likely to be conflict in any work 
environment. Working through these 
situations with an open mind, calnmess 
and reason is the mark of a tme 
professional. 
5. Discipline.,/i> 
You cannot antagonize and be a positive 
influence and YOll will antagonize when 
you discipline tbrough emotion. 
Discipline is required in any learning 
environment. It is helpful to remember 
tbat the purpose of discipline is to teach 
not to punisb. 
6. Classroom (floor) organization. 
There is no substitute for hard ·work and 
carefit! planning. 
Coach spent two hours dailv planning 
each two and a halfhour practice. 
7. School and community relations. 
The happiest moments in life come from 
making someone else happy. 
Coach ,vas an eager volunteer in 
comnnmity and school activities. He 
view·ed it as his responsibility and tmly 
enjoyed helping others. 
8. Teacher ... pupil (coach ... player) 
relationship. 
Our youth need examples more than 
critics. 
When we set a great example, instmct 
with reason not criticism and listen we're 
likely to have a productive relationsbip. 
9. Warmer personality and genuine 
consideration for others. 
Be more concerned with -loving than 
been loved, giving than receiving, being 
afriend rather than having aIriend. 
10. Desire to improve. 
When success turns your head, you face 
failure. 
The constant effort to improve even 
when others view lIS as successful is the 
trademark of a tmly great coach. 
Yours in coacbing, 
Craig Impelman 
The John R. Wooden Course 
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THE COACH AS A 
TEACHER - Part Four 

In order to be elTective in our discipline 
(teaching not punishing) we must have 
lact. Often how we say things is just as 
important as whal we are saying. 
This issue will focus on the art of 
discipline. 
In his book "Wooden A Lifi:time of 
Observations and Reflections On and Off 
the Court" with Steve Jamison Coach 
Wooden recounts an episode where he 
had to discipline his great All-American 
cenler Bill Walton. 
There was a mle againstfacial hair for 
players on the UCLA basketball teams. 
One day Bill Walton came to practice 
after a ten-day break wearing a beard I 
asked him, /lBiII have you forgotten 
something?/I 
He replied, /lCoach !tyou mean the 
beard, I think I should be allowed to 
wear it It's my right. /I 

r asked, "Do you believe in that 
strongly?" He answered, "Yes, I do 
coach. v'ery much. /I 

I looked at him and said politely, "Bill I 
have a great respect fill' individuals ·who 
stand upfor the things in which the~y 
believe. I really do. And the team is 
going to miss you. /I 

Bill·went to the locker room and shaved 
the beard off beji:)re practice began. 
There were no hardJeelings. I wasn't 
angry and he wasn't mad 
The key rule of effective discipline that 



Coach Wooden followed was that he did 
not attack Bill's character or intent. He 
only dealt witb his action. 
If an employee is having a tardiness issue 
it is ineffective to say: "You have been 
late three times in the last two 'weeks. 
That is so irresponsible. Don't you even 
care about your job?" This would be 
attacking character and intent. 
A more elTective approach would be: 
"You have been late tbree times in the 
last two weeks. I know it is not your 
intention to be late; however the position 
we have to offer at our company requires 
tbat you are on lime for work. Vv'bat is 
causing this situation?" Vv'ben we llse this 
approach we are focusing on the action 
and leaving character and intent alone. 
Discipline that llses shame, guilt or fear 
weakens people. Discipline tbat uses 
reason teaches and improves them. 
The following is an essay Coach Wooden 
wrote entitled: "How To Avoid 
Grievances" 
There is a definite art to criticizing others. 
If you ,vant your criticism to yield 
positive results, observe these rules: 
Get all the/acts. Only then are you 
prepared to appraise the situationfairly. 
The best way to get a man to give you the 
facts is to ask. "What happened?// It boils 
down the whole issue to 'what went 
wrong rather than who is to blame. 
,f.,'tay calm. You'll create a climate of 
'let's find a solution together . . in vFhich 

you ally yourselfwith the fellow against 
the common enemy - a mistake. He'll 
respond in kind. 
Criticize in private. Test after test has 
proved this gets better results than 
criticism in public. 
Commended before you criticize and 
follow with "a pat on the back". That way 
you take the sting out o.lwhat is to 
follow. You provide assurances that you 
still have great regard for the person you 
are criticizing. And you subtlv suggest 
that you recognize his error as merely a 
departure ji'om the n077n ... his customary 
high caliber performance. 1n short, you 
help him "sm,eface." 
Keep your criticism constructive. The 
purpose of criticism is to "teach better 
ways. /I Collaborate with the otherfellmF 
to discover "what happened. " and 
indicate ways to prevent the mistake 
jl'om happening again. That's positive, 
purpose/ill. criticism - the only kind that 
gets lasting results. 
Yours in coacbing, 
Craig Impelman 
The John R. Wooden Course 
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THE COACH AS A 
TEACHER - Part Four 

In order to be elTective in our discipline 
(teaching not punishing) we must have 
lact. Often how we say things is just as 
important as whal we are saying. 
This issue will focus on the art of 
discipline. 
In his book "Wooden A Lifi:time of 
Observations and Reflections On and Off 
the Court" with Steve Jamison Coach 
Wooden recounts an episode where he 
had to discipline his great All-American 
cenler Bill Walton. 
There was a mle againstfacial hair for 
players on the UCLA basketball teams. 
One day Bill Walton came to practice 
after a ten-day break wearing a beard I 
asked him, /lBiII have you forgotten 
something?/I 
He replied, /lCoach !tyou mean the 
beard, I think I should be allowed to 
wear it It's my right. /I 

r asked, "Do you believe in that 
strongly?" He answered, "Yes, I do 
coach. v'ery much. /I 

I looked at him and said politely, "Bill 1 
have a great respect fill' individuals ·who 
stand upfor the things in which the~y 
believe. 1 really do. And the team is 
going to miss you. /I 

Bill·went to the locker room and shaved 
the beard off beji:)re practice began. 
There were no hardJeelings. 1 wasn't 
angry and he wasn't mad 
The key rule of effective discipline that 



Coach Wooden followed was that he did 
not attack Bill's character or intent. He 
only dealt witb his action. 
If an employee is having a tardiness issue 
it is ineffective to say: "You have been 
late three times in the last two 'weeks. 
That is so irresponsible. Don't you even 
care about your job?" This would be 
attacking character and intent. 
A more elTective approach would be: 
"You have been late tbree times in the 
last two weeks. I know it is not your 
intention to be late; however the position 
we have to offer at our company requires 
tbat you are on lime for work. Vv'bat is 
causing this situation?" Vv'ben we llse this 
approach we are focusing on the action 
and leaving character and intent alone. 
Discipline that llses shame, guilt or fear 
weakens people. Discipline tbat uses 
reason teaches and improves them. 
The following is an essay Coach Wooden 
wrote entitled: "How To Avoid 
Grievances" 
There is a definite art to criticizing others. 
If you ,vant your criticism to yield 
positive results, observe these rules: 
Get all the/acts. Only then are you 
prepared to appraise the situationfairly. 
The best way to get a man to give you the 
facts is to ask. "What happened?// It boils 
down the whole issue to 'what went 
wrong rather than who is to blame. 
,f.,'tay calm. You'll create a climate of 
'let's find a solution together . . in vFhich 

you ally yourselfwith the fellow against 
the common enemy - a mistake. He'll 
respond in kind. 
Criticize in private. Test after test has 
proved this gets better results than 
criticism in public. 
Commended before you criticize and 
follow with "a pat on the back". That way 
you take the sting out o.lwhat is to 
follow. You provide assurances that you 
still have great regard for the person you 
are criticizing. And you subtlv suggest 
that you recognize his error as merely a 
departure ji'om the n077n ... his customary 
high caliber performance. 1n short, you 
help him "sm,eface." 
Keep your criticism constructive. The 
purpose of criticism is to "teach better 
ways. /I Collaborate with the otherfellmF 
to discover "what happened. " and 
indicate ways to prevent the mistake 
jl'om happening again. That's positive, 
purpose/ill. criticism - the only kind that 
gets lasting results. 
Yours in coacbing, 
Craig Impelman 
The John R. Wooden Course 
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THE COACH AS A 
TEACHER - Part Five 

In order to be elTective in our discipline 
(teacbing not punishing) we must have 
rules and suggestions. 
This isslle will foclls on Coach Wooden's 
view of rules. In an interview witb l'vlarv 
Dunphy for his dissertation: "John Robert 
Wooden: The Coaching Process" Coach 
Wooden describes tbe evolution orhis 
approach to rules: 
r n nry early years of coaching I had a lot 
of rules and afew suggestions. In my 
latter years of coaching I had a 10 t of 
suggestions and few rules. I also had 
fixed punishment if they did this or that. 
~/they were caught smoking, thev were 
off the team for good As time went by 
and I moved to the college ranks, my 
ideas changed on a lot o./things, 
although I still/eel the athletes shouldn't 
smoke. for example. yet 1 knmv plenty of 
them do. 
r don't drink and I don't smoke, but I 
can't say "don't do it because I don't. " 
That's not the ansvFerfor ~your children or 
anyone under your supervision; that has 
nothing to do ·with it. In my lattervears 1 
would suggest that there be no drinking 
at all, but if they were to partake in any 
wav and get unndv or did anything that 
would bring discredit upon UCLA 01' our 
basketball team, severe action would be 
taken. lvlost of my rules were general and 
I didn't specify what action or severe 
action would be i/they deviatedfi'om the 



gUidelines that I set. 
In "John Wooden A Life In Basketball" 
Coach describes an incident that sparked 
lhe shift in his view 0 f rules and 
suggestions. 
One of nry greatestfailures I think was so 
·when I was teaching in high schoo!. I 
had an outstanding player and I had an 
absolute rule of no smoking. It was 
dismissal Ji'om the squad immediately. 
There were no second chances. I saw no 
gray area at all. It was either black or 
white to me.] had this youngster, aline 
basketball player, outstanding, my best 
player easiZv but 1 caught him smoking 
rightface-to~Flce and] dismissed him 
from the squad. Later on 1 would not 
have done that] would've probably 
worked it out in some other way. I didn't 
know this but he quit school. He never 
graduated. He wouldn't have had the 
money to go to college on his own but he 
·was certain to get a scholarship. At that 
particular time scholarships were being 
given/or athletes. He would've received 
one but he didn't finish schoo!. I feel that 
that was my/ailure because] had this 
blind spot in a sense, no gray area and I 
think 1 learned/rom that: but that is one 
ofmv great disappointments. 
Coach did not believe that it was fair to 
lreal each player the same. He believed 
the fair thing to do was to treat each 
player with the respect they earn and 
deserve. 
His policy of nol having a lot of leam mles 
'with specific pena !ties allowed him to deal 
with each situation individually. 
Ultimately he had just three rules. Be on 
time, no profanity and never criticize a 
leammale. 
This was a system he came up with after 
many years and it served him well as a 
leacher. 
Yours in coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
The Jolm R. Wooden Course 
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THE COACH AS A 
LEADER (PART ONE) 

When Coach Wooden addressed the 
UCLA Coaches Development Program in 
2002 regarding his vie,vs on leadership he 
prefaced his response by stating that there 
,vere many different types of leadership 
styles that have had successful results. 
There are so many d!fferent types of 
leadership. FVe're all different and we get 
results in dwerent ,Fays. 1 don't think 
that Paul Bl'Own had his success the 
same wav that Vince Lombardi did 1 
don't think that Walter Alston had it the 
same way that Tom Lasorda did And it 
could go on and on. There are different 
types. You have to be yourse(/lfyou try 
to be something else; well that's cheating 
when you tl)' to be something else. You 
just have to be yourse(/not try to be 
something you're not. 1 wouldn't want 
anyone to.feel that anything that 1 say' is 
right and something someone else savs is 
'wrong because that 'sjust not true. 
There's so many different ways. 
Overforty ~years ago I picked up this 
little booklet. lji:JUnd it vel)' velY helpjitl 
to me in so many way's; 171e Art of 
Living. ... There's one section in here on 
leadership. 
Coach continued by sharing some ideas 
from Wilford Peterson's essay on the Art 
of Leadership from his book lhe Arl of 
Living. 
:)'imply and plainly defined, a leader is 
man who hasfollowers. The leader 



deserves to have follmvers. He has 
earned recognition. Authority alone is no 
longer enough to command respect. 
The leader is a servant . .l1s the A1aster 0/ 
Men expressed it "And whosoever would 
be chief among you. let him be your 
servant." 
The leader sees thl'Ough the e)/I:s of his 
followers. 
The leader does not say', "Get going/" 
Tnstead he saJ's, "Let's go!/I And leads the 
way. He does not walk behind with a 
whip; he is out in front with a banner. 
The leader assumes his followers are 
working with him, not for him. He sees 
that they share in the rewards. He 
glorifies the team spirit. 
The leader is a man builder. The more 
men he can build, the stronger the 
organizationl will be, himself included. 
The leader hasji:Jith in people. He 
believes in them, trusts them, and thus 
draws out the best in them. 
The leader uses his heart as well as his 
head. Alter he has looked at the facts 
~with his head he lets his heart take a 
look, too. He is afriend. 
The leader plans and sets things in 
motion. He is a man of action as ~well as 
a man of thought. 
The leader has a sense of humor. He is 
not a stujled shirt. He can laugh at 
himself. He has a humble spirit. 
The leader can be led. He is not 
interested in having his own way, but in 
/inding the best way. He has an open 
mind. 
The leader keeps his eyes on high goals. 
He strives to make the efforts o./his 
followers and himsel/contribute to the 
enrichment o/personality, the 
achievement ofmore abundant living/or 
all, and the improvement of all. 
In his book Practical Afodem Basketball 
Coach Wooden summarized his thoughts 
this way. 
The coach who makes a sincere and 
determined effort tofollow the leadership 
ideas and ideals that I have taken from 
the essay by lvii'. Peterson is certain to 
improve his leadership qualifications 
and enhance the possibilities ofa 
success jill team. 
A team without leadership is like a ship 
without a rudder that is certain to 
wander aimlessly and will probably end 
up going around in circles and getting 
nmvhere. 
Of course, the coach must know the game 
and know his players to be able to 
provide proper leadership, but he must 
realize, welcome, and assume the/illl 
responsibility. 
Yours in coaching, 
Craig Impelmall 
The John R. Wooden Course 
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THE COACH AS A 
LEADER - Part Two 

In his book /I//ooden on Leadership with 
Steve Jamison Coach Wooden described 
how the Pyramid of Success fit in with his 
ideas on leadership. 
The 15 personal qualities o/the Pyramid 
became a virtual leadership guidebook, a 
clear and concise method of illustrating 
what is required/or achieving success as 
I have dejined it. in precise ·words, it 
illustrated what I expected of those under 
my leadership and what they can expect 
ji'om me: "As a teacher, the Pyramid is 
my textbook Success is nry subject 
matter. " 
The Pyramid of Success provides an 
excellent checklist for our leadership 
skills. The foundation of our leadership 
skills are the blocks on the foundation of 
the Pyramid. 
For a leader the cornerstones, 
Industriousness and Enthusiasm, are 
essential. Coach put it this way: Hard 
work without enthusiasm lead5 to tedium. 
Enthusiasm without industriousness 
leads to unrealized potential When 
combined they cement a solid 
foundation. 
A Leader must truly enjoy what he's 
doing and maintain an enthusiastic, 
positive, optimistic attitude. As Coach 
liked to say: More often than ,Fe e'er 
suspect, the lives of others we (~f1i:~ct 
Nor all the books 
011 all the shelves. 



It's what the teachers 
Are themselves. 
Vv'ben a leader communicates even a 
simple sentence with a negative tone of 
voice it can diminish tile enthusiasm of a 
team member and reduce bis or her 
industriousness to tedium. 
The next two blocks, friendship and 
loyalty, work togetber as well in the 
makeup of a leader. The leader 
demonstrates friendship by taking a 
sincere interest in tbe personal problems 
of his or her team members. Friendship 
creates the respect and camaraderie that 
are essential in building a loyal team. 
It is the leader's loyally to his own core 
values tbat allows him to set the proper 
example for his followers and make 
decisions based on faith not fear. 
The final block in the leadership 
foundation is Cooperation (With all levels 
c!/your ccrworkers. Listen ~/you want to 
be heard. Be interested infinding the 
best ~way not in having your own way.) 
Cooperation ditIerentiates a leader from 
just a "person with authority". 
In an interview with Steve Chunn for a 
2005 edition oftbe OC Metro Coach was 
asked: What makes a good leader? 
They must be a good listener because the 
only thing they'll ever learn is what thev 
learn Fom others. I'Ve should all be 
learning all the time. I like the statement: 
"When ~you are through learning, you are 
through. " 1 think a leader must listen to 
others and be understanding c!/others 
and recognize the fact that everyone 
under their supervision is different. No 
two are identical and a leader must 
recognize the/hct that those under his or 
her supelvision are different. You can't 
treat them all alike. You've got to give 
them the treatment they earn and 
deserve. It's important to also understand 
that al/leaders are imperfect. They're 
going to make mistakes. A good leader 
must come to terms with his 
imperfection. Lastlv a good leader must 
have jollmvers who ~were eager, not just 
wiffing. ~/you have people who are 
eager, they bring an enthusiasm to their 
work and they will be success/iI!. SimpZv 
being willing to do something is not 
good enough. You must havefollowers 
who are eager to accomplish great goals. 
Ultimatelv a good leader must be ready 
to make difficult decisions. 
The interview continued witb: How much 
4good leadership is teaching? 
r think a tremendous amount, but mostly 
by example. 1 think that the example you 
set is the best way to teach. 
Tbe speed of the leader is the speed of 
the team! 
Yours in coaching. 
Craig lmpelman 
I7Je John R. Wooden Course 
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THE COACH AS A 
LEADER (PART THREE) 

The first block on the second level of the 
Pyramid of Success, Self Control, is an 
essential quality for any leader and team 
if they are going to perform near to their 
capability. 
It is necessary that the leader 
demonstrates self-control if he expects his 
team to have self-controL 
Coach Wooden worked at maintaining his 
self-control on the bench during games. 
He explained why he thought that was 
important in the following maImer: 
Tfelt that nry players would be more 
under control if1 seemed to be under 
control. If 1 get out-o.Fcontrol how can 1 
tell them that if they lose their self~ 
control they're going to be outplayed 
when I apparently am losing my se~/: 
control on the bench 
1 think your actions can determine to a 
great deal the actions c!/those under 
your supervision. 
People sometimes lose their self-control 
,vben they are surprised. Prior to each 
season Coach sent his players a letter in 
which he clearly stated his expectations 
and how they as team members and 
individuals could expect to be treated. 
This process helped eliminate surprises 
and created an environment where self
control by all was maximized. 
The following is an excerpt from the 
letter Coacb sent to bis 1972-73 team in 
August of 1972. 



You must discipline yourself to do what 
is expected ofyoufclr the welfare of the 
team. The coach has many decisions to 
make and you 'will not agree with all of 
them, but you must respect and accept 
them. Without supervision and 
leadership and a disciplined effort by 
all, much of our united strength will be 
dissipated pulling against ourselves. Let 
us not be victimized by a breakdown 
from w ithi n. 
r ou may feel, at times, that I have 
double standards as I certainly ,Fill not 
treat you all the same. HO'wever, I will 
attempt to give each player the treatment 
that he earns and deserves according 
to mvjudgment and in keeping with 
what 1 consider to be in the best interest 
c~lthe team. I know I will not be right in 
all of my decisions, but 1 will attempt to 
be both right andfclir. 
As a leader Coach believed that 
maintaining self-control and thus 
emotional balance ,vas critical in 
maximizing performance especially when 
dealing with adversity. He summarized it 
this way: 
I believe thatfor every artificial peak 
you create, you also create valleys. 
When you get too high for anything, 
emotion takes over and consistency of 
performance is lost and you will be 
unduly affected when adversity comes. I 
emphasized constant improvement and 
steady pelformance. 
It is self-control in thought and action that 
creates consistency. 
Finally as Coach liked to remind us: 
I7Je more concerned we become over the 
things we can't control, the less 'we will 
do with the things we can control. 
Yours in coaching, 
Craig Impelmall 
The John R. Wooden Course 
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THE COACH AS A 
LEADER (PART FOUR) 

The first two blocks on the second tier of 
tbe Pyramid of Success: Self-Control and 
Alertness are essential qualities for any 
leader and team if they are going to 
perform near to ti1eir capability. 
Last week we discussed the importance 
of self-control in creating consistency. 
A leader with self-control will resist taking 
shortcuts irrespective of how alluringly 
they are presented and how easily they 
are made available. 
A leader with self-control will "keep his 
cool" in tbe face of adversity. 
It is the self control of the leader tbat will 
enable him to maintairl Alertness for 
himself and his team members. 
In an interview with Steve Churm for a 
2005 edition of the OC Metro Coach was 
asked:"Ifyou were to give a speech to 
business school graduates, what are two 
or three things that you would tell them to 
do to be successful?,' 
As you can see in Coach's response Self
Control is critica L 
I'Ve!! I "would certainly stress listening I 
think that verv well could be number one. 
S'econdly, I 'would tell them not to get 
absorbed or involved in things in which 
you have no control Finally concentrate 
on improving what you can. Work on the 
things in 'which you have control to help 
overcome the things you/eel need 
changed. 
It takes self control to become a great 



listener. Sometimes we may be thinking 
of how we're going to respond while the 
other person is talking. The leader ,yho 
has the Self- Control to avoid doing this 
will exhibit a key component of Alertness: 
listening and leaming from others. 
A leader who listens ,yith Alertness ,yill 
avoid fitting the mold of this W oodenism: 
"Too many know the last word about 
everything and the first word about 
nothing." 
The following is an excerpt from the letter 
Coach sent to his 1970-71 Team in July 
of 1970 in which he explains he will be 
available to listen but also clarifies his role 
as a leader. 
Come in and talk to me whenever you 
.feel like it. but please remember that it 
isn't necessarilv lack c!/communication 
ilwe .fail to agree on your position or 
the position o/another on the team. 1 am 
and will always be interested in your 
problems, but do .feel that evervone 
should do everything possible to "work 
out his own problems rather than become 
dependent upon others. I have.found 
prayer most helpfi·tl when 1 am troubled, 
and believe that all prayers are heard 
and annvered, even though the answer 
may be no. 
The leader with Alertness has the mental 
quickness to recognize changing 
circumstances and adjust accordingly. 
The Alert leader is open-minded and 
constantly facilitat- ing feedback creating 
an engaged and energized team 
committed to constant improvement. 
The Alert leader is not content at the end 
of each day simply because "the numbers 
were good". Every day the Alert leader 
asks the question "\Vhat did we do to 
improve today?" 
The Alert leader recognizes as Coach 
Wooden put it: "Vv'ben success turns your 
head. you face failure.'" 
Yours in coaching, 
Craig lmpelman 
The John R. FVooden Course 
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THE COACH AS A 
LEADER (PART FIVE) 

The next block on the second tier of the 
Pyramid of Success, Initiative, is an 
essential quality for any leader and team 
if they are going to perform near to their 
capability. 
Issue 21 discussed the importance of 
Initiative as a valuable individual 
character trait of a leader. 
A great leader not only has initiative as an 
individual character trait but also coaches 
his or her team or organization in a 
mamler that creates and encourages 
initiative from all team members. 
A great leader creates new'leaders. 
Coach Wooden described the importance 
of giving his players the ability to take 
initiative this way: 
Do not tie them dcrwn so rigidly that you 
take away their initia- tive. They must 
have some freedom o.lmovement, but 
must react to the initiative c!/a teammate 
in order to keep floor balance. 
Chve players the opportunity to achieve 
without thefeal' of/ailure. 
The commlU1ication style of the leader 
will either encourage or discourage 
initiative by the people he or she 
supervlses. 
In the book How to Be Like Coach 
~Vooden by Pat Williams Coach Wooden 
described his method this way: 
1 never wanted to teach through fear, 
punishment or intimidation. Pride is a 
better motivator than/ear. 



Fear may work in the short teml to get 
people to do something, but over the 
long run T believe personal pride is a 
much greater motivator. It produces far 
better results that last for a much longer 
time. 
The leader encourages initiative "'lhen he 
holds people account- able and corrects 
rather than criticizes. 
In his book with Jay Carty Coach 
Wooden One-on-One Coach Wooden 
describes the difference this way: 
Criticism and correction differ 
especially when it comes to methods and 
motives. Criticism puts someone down. 
Correction means I want to help. 
Be slow to correct and quick to 
commend. No one likes correc- tion, but 
we learn from it. lfwe commend before 
~we correct, the person will accept the 
correction better. But we must listen 
be/ore we correct. There is usually 
another side to everv story. Tfwe listen 
to others they ~will be more apt to listen 
to us. 
It is very important how correction is 
given. We must be careful how we do it. 
We don't want those being corrected to 
loseface. Here are some good tips: make 
it meaningfid, but use judgment. Don't 
fly of/the handle and be quick to correct. 
Do it with tact. {lwe just let fly, it is 
more likely to be viewed as criticism 
than as correction. 
Approval is a greater motivator than 
disapproval, but ~we have to disapprove 
on occasion when we correct. Tt's 
necessary. I only make corrections aper 
1 have proved to the individual that 1 
highly value them. ~/they know we care 
for them, our correction won't be seen as 
judgment. I also tried to never make it 
personal. 
The leader "'lho encourages initiative has 
faith in people. He believes in them, and 
thus draws out the best in them. 
A "Monday Morning Qu.arterback" leader 
stines the initiative of his or her team 
members. 
If the Initiative of the team member 
works out the leader gives away the 
credit. If it doesn't the leader takes the 
blame. 
As Coach would often remind us: "It's 
amazing how much can be accomplished 
if no one is concerned with who gets the 
credit." 
Yours in coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
The John R. FVooden Course 
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THE COACH AS A 
LEADER: CHARACTER 
FUELS INTENTNESS 

The last block on the second tier of the 
Pyramid of Success, Intentness, is an 
essential quality for any leader and team if 
they are going to perform near to their 
capability. 
Issue 22 discussed the importance of 
intentness as a valuable individual 
character trait of a leader. 
Coach once sll=narized this concept as 
"patience with action"------- that is having the 
detennination, stamina, and resolve to stay 
the course when things aren't going welL 
A great leader not only has intentness as an 
individual character trait but also builds and 
coaches his or her team or organization in 
a manner that promotes and encourages 
intentness from all team members. 
A leader and team with intentness truly 
believe that: "A setback is a set up for 
come back." 
The intentness of the team keeps 
industriousness, enthusiasm, friendship, 
loyalty, cooperation, self-control, alertness 
and initiative in motion when facing 
adversity. The team members themselves 
must individually possess these character 
traits if the team is going to have a "never 
say die" attitude. 
The leader hoping to build a team WiUl 
intentness should choose his team 
members based on these character trai ts 
before consider- ing personality and skilL 
Coach ,vas doing a home visit with an 
excellent high school prospect when the 
young man's mother asked a question_ The 
recruit turned to his mother and said 
"1v10m how could you ask Coach Wooden 
such a stupid question')" Coach Wooden 
politely ended the home visit and stopped 
recruiting the prospect 
When asked if he considered character in 



tbe selection process of his teams Coach 
responded: 
Absolutely. Cbaracter is so important in 
everytbing. Cbaracter is what you really 
are. You're the only one that knows your 
charac- ter. You don't know my character. 
I knO\v my cbaracter. You know my 
reputation. It could be different. 
Reputation is what you are perceived to be 
by others. Your character is what you 
really are. A.nd certainly on all these things 
that T 'would study on the transcript I'm 
determining the cbaracter of the individual. 
And that will determine to some extent too 
whether or not be'll be a good team player 
or wbetber be'll be a selfish player thinking 
too much of himself 
Tn the work enviromnentfi)llowing the 
laws of learning can be beneficial. 
Sometimes we hurriedly give a team 
member an assignment with a deadline 
and walk away. We are disappointed 
when the work product does not meet our 
expectations. I describe this delegation 
technique as "Drop and Run". This 
methodology does not always produce 
desirable results. 
Coach described the importance of 
character as follows; 
Too many of us are concerned "with 
building a reputation or obtaining 
material possessions. We should be more 
interested in building character "within 
ourselves. lYlaterial possessions can't 
bring contentment, peace of mind, 
happiness or true success. 
Adversity and power reveal character. 
Coach liked to say: "Ability may get you to 
the top but it takes character to keep you 
there." 
In an interview with Steve Churm for a 
2005 edition of the OC Metro Coach 
expanded on this idea. 
People change when they acquire pmrer. 
authority and material possessions. A 
person with character won't change. 
Character is "what you realZv are inside. 
Some people fUn'e great individual 
ability, whether it's physical or mental. 
They may reach great financial success. 
But if they don't have character, they 
won't stay therefor very long. They'll go 
down fast andyou'llfind the road down is 
much faster than the road up. 
The saying: "When the going gets tough, 
tbe tough gel going." aptly describes a team 
with intentness. 
Tbe "tough'·' have character. 
The leader desiring: a team with intentness 
should select the team carefully. 
Yours in coacbing, 
Craig Impelman 
The John R. Wooden Course 
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THE COACH AS A 
LEADER: THE LEADER 
HAS A HUlVIBLE SPIRIT 

Coach Wooden's favorite ideas regarding 
leadership came from Wilford Peterson's 
essay on the Art of Leadership from his 
book the Art of Living. The essay states 
in part: 
The leader is a selvant. 
Coach Wooden's actions always reflected 
humility. 
In Pat Williams' Herw 10 Be Like Coach 
Wooden there is an entire chapter entitled: 
IjTou FVant to Be Like Coach Striveji:)r 
Humility In that chapter Coach 
Wooden's grandson Greg described his 
Grandfather this way· 
My grandjhther is an extremely humble 
man. He's led by example his whole life 
and stayed true to his beliefs. He's never 
asked anyone 10 do anvthing he wouldn'l 
do himself 
As described in Issue Four Coach 
Wooden's teams always left their locker 
room home or away cleaner than the ,yay 
they found it In How to Be Like Coach 
Wooden Franklin Adler, a student 
manager for the UCLA basketball team 
from 1964 to 1968, recalls an incident 
when he was cleaning up after a game 



that reflects Coach's humility: 
1 was scurrying around between banks of 
lockers when 1 heard the sound of 
footsteps and the thud of objects landing 
in a receptacle. Thankfidfor any help, I 
assumed that a TV ashington State 
janitorial employee was making his 
rounds after the game. Imagine my 
surprise 'when I came around a corner 
and saw that my ally in cleaning up the 
room was Coach Wooden! 
Coach Wooden never w'anted special 
privileges. 
In Marv Dunphy's PHD Dissertation 
John Robert FVooden: The Coaching 
Process Frank i'lrnold, a former assistant 
coach of Coach Wooden, recalled the 
time when he and Coach \Vooden got in 
line to register for the National 
Association of Basketball Coaches at the 
Final Four on an occasion when Coach 
Wooden's Bmin's were there to play for 
their eight national championship. Coach 
Arnold stated: 
The line was enormous and here's John 
rVooden at the back of the line 'when we 
were a participant in the tournament. 
People kept telling him, "Coach, go to 
the fi'ont of the line, pay your dues and 
get out of here." He wouldn't do that. We 
stood in that doggone line/or an hour 
and a half to pay our $20 dues. We could 
have gone to the/rant, but he wouldn't. 
He 'wanted to be an ordinary guy, but he 
certainly was not an ordinary guy. 
The humble leader will aspire for noble 
goals because he or she realizes "The 
happiest moments in life come from 
making someone else happy." 
The bumble leader will be a lifelong 
learner with a keen desire to improve and 
be full of "Alertness" because he or she 
realizes "\\1hen you are through learning 
you are through." 
The humble leader will inspire 
"Cooperation" because he or she believes 
that "YOll mllst listen if you want to be 
heard." and that "Vv'bat is right is more 
important than vvbo is right." 
The humble leader will inspire "Team 
Spirit'·· because he or she knows that "It's 
amazing how much can be accomplished 
if no one is concerned with who gets the 
credit." 
As you may have guessed the previous 
five quotes are courtesy of my favorite 
humble leader: Coacb Wooden. 
Yours in coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
The John R. FVooden Course 
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YOUR LEGACY: BE A 
l\fENTOR 

A mentor is defined as someone who 
imparts wisdom to and shares knowledge 
with a less experienced colleague; a 
trusted counselor or guide. 
In his book A Game Plan for LUe: The 
Power o/Mentoring with Don Yaeger (a 
book I highly recommend) Coach 
Wooden commented on mentoring in the 
following mamler: 
While I made my living as a coach, I 
have lived my IUe to be a mentor and to 
be mentored!--constantlv. 
Everything in the ·world has been passed 
down. Every piece of knowledge is 
something that has been shared by 
someone else. Tivou understand it as 1 
do, mentoring becomes your true legacy. 
It is the greatest inheritance you can 
give to others. 1t is why you get up evelY 
day to teach and be taught. 
Coach Wooden has often pointed out the 
profound influence his father Joshua had 
on him. This was discllssed extensively in 
our first eight issues when we described 
his Father's Two Sets of Three and 
Seven Point Creed. Three other key 
points of 'wisdom that Coach attributed to 
his father were: 
Never try to be better than someone else. 
But always be learningfrom others. 
Never cease trying to be the best you can 
be. One is under your control the other 
isn't. 
You'll never know a thing that you didn't 



learn ji'om someone else. 
I7Je more concerned we become over the 
things we can't control, the less ~we will 
do with the things we can control. 
Mother Theresa and Abraham Lincoln 
'were two historical figures that Coach 
considered to be his menlors. He 
described their influence this way: 
Both o/them lived their lives completeZv 
devoted/or others. Lincoln was 
President during the most difficult time 
in our country. He never lost his 
common man approach. At the end of the 
terrible war between the states he was 
being criticized by the Secretary of State 
who told him: "You're supposed to 
destrov your enemies not make Ji'iends of 
them" His annFer o/course was ".11m I 
not destroying an enemy if I make a 
friend of him;> " A nd he said: "The best 
thing aji:Jther can do for his children is 
to love their mother. "He said: "The 
vForst thing ~you can do fiJI' those you love 
is the things they could and should do 
for them- selves." He said: "It's better to 
trust and be disappointed occasionally 
than to distrust and be miserable all the 
time. " Afother Theresa said: "A life not 
lived for others is not a life. "And if 
anyone ever truly lived their l~le filr 
others it was Afother Theresa. I'd say 
she's the person 1 have the most respect 
and admirationfilr that's lived in my 
lifetime. Lincoln was mvfavorite 
American. 
Coach also considered his granmlar 
school coach, Earl Warriner, high school 
coach, Glenn Curtis and college coach, 
Piggy Lamberl to be valuable mentors. 
I would be remiss if T failed to mention 
lhe amazing impact Coach often alluded 
to that his wife of 53 years Nellie had on 
his life. 
The example that Coach Wooden set for 
us is that we all have opportunities to 
positively int1uence others every day. 
Remembering as Coach liked to say: 
You cannot live ape rfect day without 
doing something for someone without 
thought 4repayment. 
Yours in coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
The Jolm R. Wooden Course 
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Never make excuses. Your friends don't 
need them and your foes won't believe 
them. 

Coach Wooden's father Joshua had given 
John Wooden and his brothers" Two Sets of 
Three". The second set of three was: "Don't 
Whine Don't Complain Don't Make Excuses". 
As described in a previous issue Joshua 
Wooden had modeled this behavior by his 
reaction when he had lost his farm, wife's 
inheritance and life savings as a result of being 
sold a bad vaccine for his hogs. 

In his book with Steve Jamison, My Personal 
Best, Coach Wooden describes the impact of 
his father's example: 

He believed you should do your best, and if 
the results were unsatisfactory, keep quiet 
about it and work harder next time. As 
instructive as it was to hear him recite the two 
sets of threes, seeing him abide by them as 
he lost the farm had a most powerful effect on 
me. That's where I came to see that what you 
do is more important than what you say you'll 
do. People say they'll do all kinds of things. 

One of his players that Coach Wooden 
admired the most was his great All-American 
center Kareem Abdul Jabbar formally known 
as Lewis Alcindor. In My Personal Best Coach 
explains why: 



During his playing days at UCLA. Lewis was 
subjected to treatment I had never seen or 
heard before, even in the old Jim Crow days 
when we traveled to Kansas City with 
Clarence Walker for the NAI B tournament. 
Lewis bewildered people; his extreme height, 
color, athletic ability, and celebrity along with 
UCLA's dominance of college basketball at 
the time were just more than some could 
handle. Their comments reflected an opinion 
that Lewis was a spectacle, "some thing" 
rather than someone, an object and not a 
man. On one occasion, a woman seeing 
Lewis for the first time pointed her finger at 
him and said within earshot, "Will you just 
look at this big, black freak!" as if he was a 
creature in the zoo. I explained to him the 
cruel comment-and others-was not racist, 
but simply shock, amazement, and awe. 
Lewis understood there was more to the 
woman's comment than just shock. He knew 
racism in a way I couldn't. Through it aI/-the 
crude comments. the racial invectives, the 
physical pounding officials allowed 
opponents to give him, the discomforts of 
being extraordinarily tall (airplane seats, hotel 
beds, doorways, chairs. clothes. showers, 
cars, phone booths, taxis, classroom desks
nothing was sized for a seven footer, and 
everything became a source of minute-to
minute aggravation). Lewis Alcindor never 
complained, whined, or made excuses. This 
was true on small issues as well as big ones. 

In his book A Game Plan for Life with Don 
Yaeger Coach Wooden summarized his 
admiration for Kareem: 

Like my father, Lewis never complained or 
made excuses. no matter the situation .. 
Despite the things others said or did. he 
always managed his own behavior in ways 
that would make any parent-or mentor
proud. There are not many people I've 
compared favorably to my father, but I know 
he would be proud to have Lewis on that list. 

I suspect Kareem's mental approach had a lot 
to do with his amazing consistency and was 
certainly a great example of one of my favorite 
Wooden's Wisdoms: 

Complaining, whining, making excuses just keeps 
you out of the present. That's where self-control 
comes in. Self-control keeps you in the present. 
Strive to maintain self-control. 
Yours in coaching, 
Craig Impelmall 
www.woodencoufse.com 
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t~. The Wooden Way 

Real happiness begins where selfishness 
ends. 

Many of Coach's favorite maxims reflected his keen 
appreciation of unselfislmess: 
You cannot live a peifect day without doing 
something for someone without a thought of 
repayment. 
Be as enthusiastic about the success of others as 
you are about your own 
Coach Wooden considered the ability of an individual 
to be a team player an essential character trait in 
selecting the players he chose to recmit at UCLA 
One of my favorite stories that Coach told regarding 
unselfishness is from his book They Call J\1e Coach, 
which he wrote with Jack Tobin, describing an 
incident after the 1964 championship game victory 
over Duke: 
As I turned away from the post game press 
conference alld headed down that long corridor in 
Kansas City towards the dressing room, my feet 
and spirits dragged For while J lookedforward 
to congratulating the team on their victory. my 

thoughts were also on Fred Slaughter. What was 
he feeling at this moment? 
111roUgJlOut the entire season. Fred had started 
evelY game. He had a brilliant year. Fred was a 
totally unselfish player with great team devotion 
and was frequently asked to do things for which a 
player receives little public attention Even 
though he was short for a college center, barely 
6'5" tall, Fred was the blocker, screener, and 
rebounder- things seldom seen and appreciated 
by the crowd But in thisfinal game fbI' the 
championship with Duke he had gotten off to a 
bad start As the game moved along, it got worse 
instead of better. Finally, a change had to be 
made, so 1 pulled Fred and put in Doug McIntosh 
And Doug did such a fine job that I left him in 
until the game was ours. 
While 1 walked along toward the dressing room, 
George Moriarty's words were ringing in my 

mind, "Who could ask more of a man than giving 
all within his span? Giving all, it seems to me, is 
not so far from victo/y. " And yet I knew that 
Fred was not alone in his disappointment. Having 



grown up not too far away in Topeka, Kansas, 
where he had attended high school, he was well 
aware that the crowd had been pretty well 
sprinkled with Slaughter relatives andfans. 
Pushing open the dressing room doOl~ 1 ran right 
into Fred He had evidently been waitingfor me. 
"Coach," he said "before someone gets the 
wrong impression, 1 want you know that 1 
understand You had to leave Doug in there 
because he played so well, and 1 didn't. 1 wanted 
to play in the worst way, but 1 do understand, {{nd 
if anyone says 1 was upset, it's not true. 
Disappointed, yes, but upset no, and 1 was very 
happyfiJr Doug" 
Coach also described another compelling incident 
following UCLA's victory over Michigan in the 1965 
national championship game: 
Doug lHc1ntosh, whose spectacular substitution 
for Slaughter in the 1964 championship game 
contributed so much to that win, was our regular 
starting center. He had a good year, but he didn't 
get off to a good start in this decisive lvfichigan 
game. Andjust as with Slaughter the year before, 
1 had to pull Doug and substitute lvfichael Lynn, a 
sophomore. Mike did well and 1 played him 
almost all the rest (!I'the game. 
And so, as 1 headed toward the dressing room, my 
feelings matched those (!I'1964 But, like Fred, 
Doug understood and told me that 1 had no 
choice. There wasn't even a hint of resentment, 
and Doug was happy that the team had done so 
well. 
Fred Slaughter went on to become a Dean at the 
UCLA Law School, highly successful attorney and 
member ofthe UCLA Hall of Fame. 
Following his college career, Doug McIntosh 
attended seminary at Dallas Theological Seminary 
and later co-fi.mnded the Cornerstone Bible Church 
in Liburn, Georgia. 
As Coach liked to say: It's ama:::ing how much can 
be accomplished if no one is concerned with who 
gets the credit. 
Yours in coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
\vww. \voodencourse. com 
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t~. The Wooden Way 

Don't let yesterday take up too much of 
today_ 

This maxim represents the foundation of Coach 
Wooden's approach as a teacher. He often reminded 
his players of this with his "Make Each Day Your 
Masterpiece" approach and spoke poignantly on the 
topic: 

Don't live in the past you can't do anything about 
the pa5t It willllever challge whether it's 
yesterday or last year. The future is yet to be 
determined and call be il!fiuenced by what you do 
today Today is the only day that really matters. 
That's what 1 tried to teach Vivian Laramore 
said 

I have shut the door on 
yesterday, 
Its sorrows and mistakes. 
I have locked within its 
gloomy walls 
Past failures and mistakes. 
And now 1 throw the key 
away, 
And seek another room. 
Andfumish it with hope 
and smiles, 
And every spring-time 
bloom. 
No thought shall enter this 
abode 
That has a taint of pain 
And envy, malice, and 
distrust 
Shall never entrance gain 
1 have shut the door on 
yesterday 
And thrown the key away. 
Tomorrow holds no fear for 
me, 
Since 1 have/bund today. 

Today is the onZv day you can do anything about 

Coach Wooden often referenced his father's example 
as a major influence on him. His Mother, Roxie, also 
had a powerful impact on his "focus on now not 



ye,terday" approach. In his book" A Game Plan for 
Life with Don Yaeger, Coach described it this way: 

I have written and talked a great deal during my 
long career about my fhther 's tremendous 
influence on my life, but have neglected to say 
much about my mother. That is a great oversight, 
as she was an incredible woman who managed a 
house-hold with none of the modem conveniences 
and suffered the loss of both her daughters within 
a year of one another-Cordelia, who was bom 
between my older brother l'.laurice and myself," 
died of diphtheria when she was two; and there 
was a baby girl who died at birth and was never 
named And yet lvlother never once complained or 
lost her faith, or showed any kind of self-pity. 
Instead, she poured herself into the lives of her 
surviving children with ajierce devotion that 
celebrated her love for us all. 

Coach Wooden enjoyed collecting and sharing poetry 
and stories he found inspirational. 

I think he would approve of me sharing some excerpts 
from an article written by his friend T.1. Simers in the 
Los Angeles Times, November 3,2012. 

Octavio Sanchez of Fontana was badly burned 
and lost one hand and his nose seven years ago in 
Iraq but he's happy to be alive and with his 
family. 

In Iraq he almost died several times, before being 
brought back with68% of his body suffering third
degree burns. He has had almost 30 operations on 
his body. Octavio s~'s, he knows of only one way 
to react. 

"Moveforward " 

Octavia has been doing so for seven years. Every 
day, no breaks, no complaints. 

"What's my other choice, " he says, "crying over 
spilt milk?" 

Octavio lost his right hand, two fingers on 
his left, his nose bums off and he says, "I've 
been blessed. " 

He's lucky too, he says, and although the 
three remaining fingers on his other hand 
are filsed together, s'welling sometimes and 
looking like sausages, there's sensation. 

"It's something special, " he says, "to touch 
your children andfeel their faces." 

Octavio Sanchez has truly taken "Don't let 
yesterday take up too much o.f today" to a new 
level. 

Yours in coaching, 
Craig Impelmall 
www.w()odenCoufse.com 
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t~. The Wooden Way 

People are usually as happy as they make 
their mind up to be 

This maxim of Coach Wooden's is a reminder that 
the attitude we assume when faced with 
disappointment is truly up to us. 
The influence of his father helped Coach Wooden 
develop a mental approach that responded to 
disappointment with self-control and reason rather 
than reacting emotionally. 
In his book My Personal Best, with Steve Jamison, 
Coach recalled an incident that exemplified this 
mental approach: 
In thejinal seconds of the 1928 Indiana state 
high school championship, with Martinsville 
leading by one point, Muncie Central's Charlie 
Secrist/lung a desperation underhand shotfrom 
haff-court that literally went up to the rafters and 
came down straight through the hoop. It was 
impossible. Here's how impossible it was: in my 
forty years 'If coaching basketball at Dayton 
High School, South Bend Central, Indiana State 
Teachers College, and UCLA, I never saw 
anyone make that shot again in competition. But 
I did see it once-Saturday night, A1arch 17, 
1928, in thejinal seconds of the Indiana state 
high school championship. Martinsville lost 13-
12. Muncie Centralfans were nearly hysterical at 
the buzzer. 
In our locker room qfierward, the Artesianc\', 
stunned and almost grieving, sat on the benches 
holding towels over theirfaces as they wept 
Charlie Secrist's last-second shot had been 
cnfshing, and all of the playersjust quietly 
lowered their heads and cried All but one. I 
couldn't ClJ'. The loss hurt me deeply inside, but I 
also knew I'd done the best I could do. 
Disappointed? Yes. Devastated or depressed? No. 
Dad taught us on the fann. "Don't wony about 
being better than somebody else, but never cease 
trying to be the best you can be. " I had done that 
Now as a member of the Martinsville Artesian~ 



basketball team, Dad's imtructions and example 
were put to the test. You lose, you feel bad
sometimes very, very bad But a much worse 
feeling is knowing that you haven't done 
everything you possibly could have done to 
prepare and compete. 1 had done what my father 
taught me to do, including his two sets of threes. 
one Cifwhich was don't whine, don't complain, 
don't make excuses. That loss in the i928 Indiana 
state high school championships, when the 
Artesians were defending champiom andi was 
their captain, is still painful to recall. But 1 
couldn't cry. Dad didn't cry when he lost the 
farm. How couldi now? 
As a teacher Coach would sometimes help his 
students look at a potentially negative situation with a 
different perspective and thus improve the outcome. 
In the book How to Be like Coach FVooden by Pat 
Williams Bob Thau, an attorney who played for the 
UCLA Freshman Team in the 1950's, described an 
example: 
In the seventies, two of my sons went to a John 
Wooden summer camp. Our youngest, Jordan, 
was seven at the time, and qfter the second day 
he called and asked ifhe could come home. He 
was whimpering and crying, and when 1 asked 
him what was wrong, he said, "It's not good 
here. l'm not a good player, and the other boys 
aren't being nice to me. " 1 urged him to give it 
one more day. The next evening, Jordan called 
and said, "1 met Coach Wooden today, and he 
wants to meet my parents. " 1 asked why. and 
Jordan replied, "Coach told me that if you're 
homesick that means you have a very! good 
home." Coach also told Jordan that he was "the 
bravest boy in camp" because he was sticking it 
out, even though he was homesick. '7'm very 
proud of you, " Coach told him. Jordan came 
home thrilled because Coach Wooden was so 
interested in him. It still amazes me that with 
almost seven hundred kids at camp, Coach would 
spend time with Jordan and show so much 
interest. it proves what a remarkable teacher and 
coach he is. He took the negative Cif Jordan's 
stnlggle and tumed it into a positive. 
People are usually as happy as they make their mind 
up to be and sometimes a great teacher can show a 
student how to do it. 

Yours in coaching, 

Craig Impelman 
www.woodencourse.com 
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t~. The Wooden Way 

A mistake is valuable if you do four 
things with it: recognize it, admit it, 
learn from it, forget it. 

This quote from Coach Wooden is one of my 
favorites because it summarizes and gives instruction 
to some of his key ideas regarding how to deal with 
mistakes: 

1. Recognize It: 
Failure is not fatal, but failure to change 
might be. 

2. Admitit 
You may make mistakes, but you are not a 
failure until you start blaming someone 
else. 

3. Learnfromit: 
It's always about focusing not on the 
mistakes but on the lessons leamedji'o/n 
them 

Never require repeated criticism/or the 
same mistake. 

4. Forgetit: 
Don't let yesterday take up too much of 
today. 

Don't make a second mistake because 
you're thinking about thejirst 

John Wooden took on his first coaching assignment 
in 1933. The opportunity was in Day ton, Kentucky 
for the Dayton High School Green Devils f()otball 
team. 
In his lx)Qk My Personal Best with Steve Jamison, 
Coach described that experience: 
The Green Devilsfootball team had a big 
lumbering lineman who bullied other classmates 
and even teammates; he was the kind of player 
who did only as much as he wanted to do and no 



more. On a sweltering Kentucky aflemoon 
during the first week ofJootball practice, this 
young man decided he'd had enough of my 
whistle blowing, directions, and drills. When I 
told him to get back to work, he challenged me. 
He stuck his chin right in myface and snarled, 
"You're not man enough to make me do it. "The 
whole team was watching us. I responded 
emotionally and without thinking, and I am very 
ashamed of what happened next-a brief but 
physical altercation. It was terrible behavior 
from someone trying hard to follow the 
examples of my coaching mentors. Even more, it 
went against my father's teaching. One of his 
fa:l'orite quotes wasfrom Abraham Lincoln: 
"There is nothing stronger th(tn gentleness. " 
Now, as a brand-new coac/z.····tJ1'O weeks into the 
jofy.····j had quickly lost my temper and stooped 
to violence. It troubled me very deeply. These 
days I'd be fired. righifitlly, but on that hot 
humid afiemoon, we just moved on and 
continued practice. I quickly came to understand 
I wasll't a goodfootball coach .The stubborn 
lineman, however, was not the reamn, and I 
asked my predecessor, WillardBa5s, to come 
back. As the weeks went along, I heard through 
the grapevine that whenever one of them gave 
him any trouble, Coach Bass would warn 
stemly, "Please don't make me tell Johnny 
Wooden about this. "He was kidding, 'if course, 
but I didn't think it was veryfimny. 
Seems like Coach Wooden followed his own 
advice regarding this mistake. He recognized it 
admitted it, learned from it and moved forward. 

Yours in coaching, 

Craig Impelman 

www.woodencourse.com 
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t~. The Wooden Way 

If you sacrifice principle trying to 
please everyone, you end up 
pleasing no one. 

This maxim of Coach Wooden's is a great reminder 
of a key principle Coach Wooden learned from his 
father: "Be true to yourself'. 

In the book Coach FVooden by Pat Williams two of 
Coach Wooden's former players commented on 
what they took away from this idea in their lives: 

Dave Meyers (UCLA: 1971-75) fomler NBA star 
and cun'ently a teacher summarized his lessons this 
way: "If you are not maintaining se?f-control 
then you are not being true to yourself You are 
letting your circumstances or your emotions or 
the actions of other people control you. To be 
true to yourself you have to be in control of 
yourself When I playedfor Coach Wooden, he 
used to tell the team, 'lfyou can't control 
yourself, others will do it for you. And if you 're 
not controlling yourself, you're not helping the 
team. ' 

Andy Hill (UCLA: 1969-73) who became an 
accomplished television producer and author of the 
book: Be Quick but Don 'I Hurry shared this 

insightful perspective: Those players who fought 
with John Wooden Ihe hardest ultimately 
became his most outspoken advocates. That's 
because he let themjight He wasn't intimidated 
by a player who had his own opinions. Coach 
was totally secure in who he was. 

I believe these are valuable lessons to share with 
our young people because they are sometimes in 
difficult social situations due to peer pressure. 
Rather than "going along to get along" they should 
have a value system tlmt will guide them to make the 
right decision. Doing the right thing is more 
important than meeting the expectations oftheir 
peers. 



The fiJllowing two stones powerfully illustrate 
Coach Wooden's consistency in being true to life 
guiding principles. 

As was detailed in Issue 18; Coach Wooden, in his 
f1rst year as a college coach, refused an invitation to 
the 1948 NAIA N atonal Championship toumament 
because Clarence Walker, an African-American 
player would have been prohibited from 
participating solely because of his race. 

Again from the book, Coach Wooden, Pat 
Williams recounts a meeting Coach Wooden 
participated in, prior to his last season as a college 
coach: 

In 1974, Coach Wooden and his assistant 
coaches were called to the office of UCU.J. 
athletic directorJ. D. Morgan. "We just 
received an offer ji'om one of the television 
networks, " JHorgan said "The network has 
offered UCLA a lot of money ifwe will play 
North Carolina State as the opening game of the 
upcoming season. " Just afew weeks earlier, the 
N. C. State Woljj)ack had stunned the heavily 
favored UCLA Bruins in the opening round of 
the Final Four. The network thought that 
opening the season with a rematch between the 
two teams would be a ratings sensation. But as 
lHorgan laid out the terms of the offer, there 
was one big hitch: The game would be scheduled 
on a Sunday, the day Coach Wooden set aside as 
a day of rest. Coach and his wife, Nell, never 
missed a Sunday attending church in Santa 
A10nica. After church, their children and 
grandchildren usually came over for Sunday 
dinner. Would Coach be willing to jhrego his 
weekly ritualjhr this opportunity? Morgan 
asked the two assistant coaches, Gary 
Cunningham andFrankAmold, what they 
thought of the qUeI'. Both assistants said they 
would prefer not to play on Sunday but would 
do what they had to do. But they both knew it 
wasn't their opinion that really counted Adorgan 
turned to Coach Wooden for his response. 
"Well, Coach? What do you think about the 
offer? " 

"J. D .. "Coach ,mid gently, "if you want to 
schedule that game on Sunday afternoon, go 
right ahead But 1 won't be there. " With that, 
the discussion was over. There would be no 
Sunday game. 

In his first season and his last season nothing had 
changed. John Wooden remembered: If you 
sacrifice principle trying to please everyone, you 
end up pleasing no one. 

Yours in coaching, 

Craig Impelman 

www.woodencourse.com 

follow us on twitter 

@woodenswisdom 
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t~. The Wooden Way 

It is better to trust and 
occasionally be disappointed 
than to mistrust and be 
miserable all the time 

This quote from Abraham Lincoln wa<; a favorite of 
Coach Wooden's and a key principle that he used 
to define his approach to leadership and life. 
A leader must have the trust of his or her followers. 
Trust is built by giving it first 
Mr. Wilfred Peterson in his essay The Art qf 
Leadership described it as follows: 
The Leader has faith in people. He believes in 
them, trusts them, and thus draws out the best in 
them. 
The Leader is a people builder. The leader 
creates initiative in others. 
In his lx)Qk The Es~ential Wooden with Steve 
Jamison Coach described the importance oftrust 
and how to create it: 
Without trust between a team and leader, there 
really is no team at alljust a collection qf 
individuals who don't amount to much 
How does a leader create trust? Here's how: Do 
the things you should do and that those under 
your leadership have a right to expect from you. 
Show confidence in their ability to reach their 
potential Help them overcome mistakes by 
getting to the core reamnfor errors or 
misjudgments without seeking to blame, 
condemn, or punish Show those under your 
supervision that you believe they can succeed 
Be fair. Be trusting in short, be the kind qf 
leader whose team you'd like to be a member qf 
Trust begets trust. Yours begets theirs. Be brave 
enough to trust, and it will be returned 
In Coach Wooden's book with Steve Jamison 
Wooden on Leadership Fred Slaughter. the center 
ofthe 1964 National Championship Team, recalls 
how Coach's trustung leadership style affected 
Coach's game management and him as a player: 
i think there were four or jive games in my 
career at UCLA when we started out behind 
something like 182 just getting killed i 'd look 



over at C oach Wooden, and there he'd sit Oil the 
bench with his program rolled up in his hand
totally unaffected, almost like we were ahead 
AlldI'd think to myself "Hey, ifhe's not 
worried why should 1 be worried? Let 'sjust do 
what the guy told us to do. " And you know 
what? We won all those games except one, and 
even that was close. It's the doggonest 
experience to see that. He was cool when it 
counted,· his confidence and strength became 
ours. In my three years on the UCLA varsity 
team 1 never once saw him rattled 
In his book Wooden: A Lifetime o/Observations 
andRejlections on and (!lIthe Court with Steve 
Jamison Coach Wooden summarized his philosophy 
on trust: 
It has been said that you will be hurt 
occasionally if you trust too much. This may be 
true, but you will live in tonnent if you do not 
trust enough. Tnfsting is part of our higher 
nature. Doubting is a lower instinct. The latter is 
easy to do, the fonner more difficult-but so 
much more rewarding. 
Yours in Coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
www.woodencourse.com 
Twitter: @woodenswisdom 
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t~. The Wooden Way 

A good place to find a helping 
hand is at the end of your arm 

After the 1961-62 season John Wooden embraced 
this idea with regards to the way that he 
approached coaching his basketball team. It led to 
the greatest dynasty in history of college athletics. 
Prior to the 1961-62 season Coach Wooden had 
been at UCLA for 13 years. His teams had been in 
the NCAA tournament three times. In 1950 they 
lost in the opening round to BYU 83- 62. In 1952 
they lost the opening round to Oklahoma City 55-
53. In 1956 they lost in the opening round to USF 
72-61. 
Given the strict academic requirements and 
antiquated facilities at UCLA Coach Wooden felt 
he was limited in how much he could accomplish. 
In his book FVooden on Leadership with Steve 
Jamison Coach described his outlook: 
At the beginning of the 1961-62 season, l'd been 
coaching basketball at UCLA for 13 years in 
conditions 1 would describe as harsh Perhaps 
they were as bad as any major university in the 
country. Our practice facility, the Men's Gym, 
was cramped and poorly ventilated It was often 
jammed with student-athletes participating in 
other sporting activities during our basketball 
practices. There was constant commotion and 
distraction-----hardly a place to teach or learn the 
finer points qfbasketball AdditionalZv, the 
seating area for fans was so limited that it was 
declared afire hazard and "home" games were 
subsequently played at other local schools. The 
facility also hurt us when it came to attracting 
players with exceptional talent A1any, no doubt, 
chose programs that offered decent facilities. 
I was cOl!fronted with this situation immediately 
upon my arrival at UCLA and soon concluded it 
was virtually impossible to achieve Iny teaching 
goals under ,\1Ich conditions. It also had an 
impact on my assessment qfthe possibility qf 
winning a national championship; specifically, in 
the back of my mind Ijustfelt there was no 
chance that UCLA would ever be able to go all 
the way. 



The results of the 1962 NCAA tournament were a 
surprise for Coach's UCLA team and caused a 
change in his approach. Coach described it this 
way: 
lHuch to the complete surprise 'if evelyone, our 
unheralded 19611962 UCLA basketball team 
advanced all the way to the Final Four before 
we lost 72···70 to Cincinnati in thefinal seconds 
of the game. 
Our near-victory was a revelation to me. A1uch 
to my surprise, UCLA had nearly won the 1962 
NCAA basketball championship. Suddenly~ 
shockingl~it became clear that our inadequate 
basketball facility. the Men's Gym, did not mean 
we couldn't win the national title. 
~fl had been using the l'vfen's Gym as a rationale 
for poor peljormance in past NCAA playoff 
appearances .... 1 couldn't use it any more. A 
subconscious barrier had been removed; a light 
went on. No longer could 1 tell myseif "no"; no 
longer could 1 be comfortable with the status 
quo. 1 now knew what 1 should have understood 
long before, namely, UCLA could go all the way 
to the top despite the A1en 's Gym. It was up to 
me to to figure out how to do it. 
There would be no excuses in the future, only a 
ceaseless search for solutions. 
Following that startling breakthrough in 1962, 1 
began an intense and comprehensive review of 
what 1 was doing and how 1 could do it better. 
lHeticulously 1 began searching for changes that 
would allow UCLA to consistently be more 
competitive in postseamn play with the sure 
belief that the answers would take us to the next 
level. Soon enough, 1 found them. 
In 1964 and 1965 with the Men's Gym as its 
practice facility UCLA won its first two national 
championships. 
Is there a "Men's (3ym" that's holding you back? 
The key to unlock its door might be at: "the end of 
yourww" 
Yours in Coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
www.woodencourse.com 
Twitter: @woodenswisdom 
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t~. The Wooden Way 

It is amazing how much can be 
accomplished if no one is concerned 
who gets the credit 

The idea that much can he accomplished with 
teamwork when no one is concerned with who gets 
the credit was a central theme in Coach Wooden's 
leadership and coaching style. 

Coach was adamant that you had to have great 
talent to win. But he also was quick to point out that 
just having great talent did not assure you of victory. 
The talent had to work together. 

An unselfish team starts with a leader who gives 
away the credit when things go well and accepts the 
blame when they don't As Coach liked to say: 
There is only one thing a great leader doesn't 
share: the blame. 

In his book A Game Plan for Life: The Power qf 
lHentoring with Don Yeager Coach explains this 
approach: 

As my father reminded me more than once, 
"Great leaders give credit to others and accept 
the blame themselves. " If(me of my assistant 
coaches made a suggestion that we decided to 
implement, I would make sure to praise him for 
hisforesight in the press conference qfierward 
But if one made a suggestion that didn't prove 



to be as succesciful, J accepted the blame myself 
rather than pinning it on the assistant. After all, 
as the head coach, 1 had decided to go forward 
with it. 1 found that this was the most eflective 
way to keep my assistant coachesfeeling 
engaged with the game, willing to make 
suggestions, and ready to contribute to the 
bette/ment of the team. It worked with my 
players, too. 1 would never publicly criticize a 
playerfor poor performance. Even in moments 
of extreme frustration, 1 would check myself 
because it just didn't seem right-because it 
didn't seem like something my father would 
have done. And I'm proud to say that to the best 
of my knowledge, 1 never did slip up in that 
regard 

In Coach Wooden's book, The Essential Wooden 
with Steve Jamison, Kareem Abdul Jabbar 
(formerly Lewis AIcindor) described his former 
Coach this way: 

We understood that if we played up to the 
standard he had set in practice, we'd probably 
will. ~rnot, if we lost, he took the blame and 
tried to fix it the next practice. He was very 
focused, very intense. Always, always with his 
emotions under control. 

Coach Wooden had this to say about Kareem: 

Lewis Alcindor (later, Kareem Abdul-laMar) 
believed the team came first. 1 told him, "Lewis, 
I call design a system that will make you the 
greatest scorer in the history of college 
basketball. n Lewis said, "1 wouldn't want that, 
Coach. n (qr course, J knew he would say that, 
or 1 wouldn't have brought it up in the first 
place.) A great player who is not a teanl player 
is not a great player. Lewis Alcindor was a great 
team player. Why? Because hisfirst priority was 
the success of the team, even at the expense of 
his own statistics. 

It seems like it was very difficult to get either one of 
these gentlemen to take any credit. 

Together with the coaching staff, trainers, managers 
and great team mates they accomplished amazing 
things: three consecutive national championships. 

Yours in Coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
www.woodencourse.com 
Twitter: @woodenswisdom 
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t~. The Wooden Way 

The best way to improve the team is 
to improve ourself. 

This maxim of Coach Wooden describes the 
relentless approach he challenged himself with every 
day: constant self improvement. 

As coach often stated:Never be satisjied Work 
constantZv to improve. Perfection is a goal that 
can never be reached, but it must be the 
objective. The uphill climb is slow but the 
downhill road is fast. 

Coach believed that valid self-analysis is cn/cial 
for improvement. In order to improve a little each 
day we must constantly be learning and to do that 
we must: be observing constantly and stay open 
minded 

A key component of Coach Wooden's constant 
self-improvement program was how he worked 

with his assistant coaches. He encouraged them to 
challenge his ideas thus creating the valid self
analysis he knew wa<; critical to self improvement 

In his book A Game Plan for Life: The Power of 
A1entoring with Don Yeager Coach describes how 
Abraham Lincoln inspired his approach: 

An incredible example of Lincoln 's wisdom can 
be seen in the people with whom he chose to 
surround himself I pride myself on having read 
just about every major book ever published 
about Abraham Lincoln, but the one that has 
affected me the most in recent years is Doris 
Kearns Goodwin 'sexceptional text Team (g' 
Rivals. In this book. Goodwin examines in 
profound depth a well-documented but not 
widely discussed political decision: When 
Lincoln was elected to the presidency, he 
appointed a number o.fformer political 
opponents to serve as his advisers and to jill 
various posts. 

By selecting men whom he kuew disagreed with 
him or differedfrom his own platform, he 
assured himself, he would be conji-onted with 
legitimate challenges to his ideas, rather than 
jinding himself in a pool of yes-men 



Based on Lincoln's example, I encouraged my 
assistant coaches to speak up with ideas that 
might dijfer from or even completely contradict 
my own Those disagreements never got heated, 
but sometimes they were very intense.Just as I 
imagine Lincoln would have been, I was pleased 
when those challenges arose because it meant 
that my fellow coaches were as passionate about 
our team as I was. Nothing ruins a team more 
quickly than apathy 

In Coach Wooden's book, Wooden on 
Leadership with Steve Jamison, Hall of Fame 
Coach and fonner Coach Wooden assistant Denny 
Crum describes wOlking with Coach: 

Coach Wooden never thought he knew 
everything In spite of the fact that he'd been 
winning championships every year---four orjive 
of them when I got there as an assistant coach--
he wanted to keep learning and improving as a 
coach and leader. 

When I came up with an idea, he would never 
tell me, "Well, this is the way we've always done 
it and we're winning champio/lShips. So, no, I'm 
not changing" He was open to change. His 
approach was to listen; ifhe thought it made 
sense, try it. If it works, great. Ifnot, move all. 

He was always searching jiJr ways to improve. 

As Coach liked to say A leader destined for 
success asks, "What can we do to 
leader destinedfor failure says, 
it's always been done. " 
Yours in Coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
www.woodencourse.com 
Twitter: @woodenswisdom 
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t~. The Wooden Way 

Do not get so concerned with making 
a living that you forget to make a life. 

Coach Wooden had a clear set of priorities faith, 
fiunily and friends. Coach strove to have a balance 
between his personal and professional life. He 
believed that: imbalance in one or the other 
creates vulnerability in both 

This excerpt from the bookH ow to be like Coach 
Wooden by Pat Williams depicts a clear picture of 
how this approach manifested itself fiJr coach on a 
day-to-day basis: 
During his years at UCL4, John Wooden saw to 
it that his wife, Nell, spent as much time with 
him as possible. "Nellie always went to games 
with me," he said, "andI wouldn't leave her to 
go scouting or anything of that sort, unless she 
could go with me. " 
Coach made it a point "not to bring any 
problems home with me. 1 wanted to put Iny 
family before my career. " 
His wife Nell often said that she could never tell, 
by John's demeanor at home, how things were 
going with the team. "I couldn't tell ifhe had a 
good practice, a bad practice or if there were 
any problems at all, " she said 
How did Coach respond when he was of Ie red 
more money for ajob that would have created an 
imbalance of his priorities? This excerpt ii-om How 



to be like Coach Wooden answers that question: 
During the late 1960s, when the UCLA 
basketball program was at the height of its 
succes~, Jack Kent Cooke tried to hire John 
Wooden to coach his Los Angeles Lakers. Coach 
went to Cooke's house at the invitation of 
Lakers' general manager Fred Schaus, where he 
found Cooke sitting behind a huge desk in his 
study. 
They sat in silence, just looking at each other, 
for several minutes before Cooke finally said, 
"Why do you want to coach the Lakers?" 
Wooden replied simply that he didn't want to 
coach the Lakers. He had come to Cooke's 
house because Schaus had asked him to. 
Cooke was incredulous. ':Anyone would want to 
coach the Lakers. " The Lakers' owner thrust an 
offer sheet in Coach's direction. "What do you 
think of that?" "Nobody's worth that kind of 
money, "Coach said But he still wouldn't take 
the offer. "Well, then, how much do you want?" 
Coach tried to explain that it wasn't about 
money. He didn't want to coach the Lakers 
because he didn't want to spend that much time 
on the road away from his wife, Nellie, and their 
children, N(nl andJim. Besides, he liked 
coaching and teaching on the college level. For 
John Wooden, coaching basketball had never 
been about money and never would be. 
When Coach was asked what his top priorities 
are, he replied, "Faith, family and jiiends. " 
Then he smiled and added, "Sometimes 1 put 
family first. That's not really the proper order, 
but 1 think the Lord understanM. " 
Yours in Coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
www.woodencourse.com 
Twitter: @woodenswisdom 
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t~. The Wooden Way 

Never try to be better than someone 
else; but always be learning from 
others. 

John Wooden was asked what he would say is one 
of the most important things his father taught him. 
His reply began with an idea that ultimately defined 
how he approached life and competition. 
Never by to be better than someone else; but 
always be learning from others. Never cease 
tlJ!ing to be the best you can be. One is ullder 
your control the other isn 'f. 
In his book Wooden: A Lifetime of Observations 
and Reflections on and Off the Court with Steve 
Jamison Coach explained how he used this idea as 
a Coach: 
Preparing UCLA fhr a basketball game with 
Louisville or Arizona or Duke or I'viichigall, I 
would tell my players, "We can't control what 
those otherfellows do to get ready. We can on~v 
control what we do to get ready. So let's do our 
velJ' best in that regard and hope that will be 
good enough, yes, to outscore them. But let's not 
worlJ! about that. Instead, let's worry about our 
OWIl preparation. " 
Let's say I wallt to build a car-maybe a Ford or 
a Chevrolet or a P l}~nouth J wallt to build it the 
best J can possibZv build it. Will it be better thall 
a Cadillac or a Mercedes? That's irrelevant. 
~f I'm building a Ford J simply want to build the 
velY best Ford I call build That's all I can do: to 
come close to my level of competellcy, IlOt 
somebody else's. I have nothing to do with 
theirs, only mille. 
To worlJ! about whether what I'm buildillg is 
goillg to be better than what somebody else is 
buildillg elsewhere is to wony Ileedlessly. I 
believe that if I'm worried about what's going on 
outside, it will detract from my preparation 
imide. 
Afy concern, my focus, rny total effhrt should be 
on building the very best Ford J can build J did 
that in coaching high-school teams and in 
coaching college teams. lvlyfocus was all 
making that team, that group of individuals, the 
best they were capable of becoming, whether it 



was a Ford or a Cadillac. 
Some years 1 understood we were building a 
Ford Other years I felt we were building a 
Cadillac. The ejJiJrt putjiJrth in all years was 
the same: total. 
And I wasjust as proud of our well-built Fords 
as of our well-built Cadillacs. 
In Coach Wooden's book, 111e Essential Wooden 
with Steve JamisofL Dave Meyers, the captain of 
the 1975 UCLA team, summed it up this way: 

Coach FVooden never limited himself by thinking 
about what's possible. He focused on the right 
now and was more involved with the better than 
the best. Let's get better, not won'ied about if it 
makes us best. His whole deal was about 
improvement-getting better without talking 
about winning, or beating another team, or 
winning a national championship. "Let's keep 
getting better and better. " could have been his 
motto. 

Yours in Coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
www.woodencourse.com 
Twitter: @woodenswisdom 
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t~. The Wooden Way 

A person can make mistakes but 
they are not a failure until they blame 
others. 

This famous maxim of Coach Wooden's was a 
cornerstone of his approach to life. 

As with many of his principles he learned it from his 
father, Joshua. 
In his book My Personal Best with Steve Jamison 
Coach describes how Dad reacted when losing his 
farm: 
The end came suddenly Bad vaccination sen/m 
killed the hogs, drought stunted the crops, and 
the bank took the faml. In those days there was 
no insurance for this kind of trouble, so we lost 
everything Those were very hard times for our 
family, and the Great Depression hadn't even 
begun. 
Through it all, Dad never winced He laid no 
blame on the merchant who had sold him the 
bad sen/m, didn't curse the weather, and had no 
hatred toward the banker. A1y father had done 
his best, but things went bad ''Blaming, cursing, 
hating doesn't help you," he'd say. ''It hurts 
you. "His exanlple is deeply imbedded in my 
mind and, J hope, reflected in my behavior. 
The idea of not blaming others for our own mistakes 
was also critical in Coach Wooden's approach to 
teaching and coaching. 
Fonner UCLA and NBA star Swen Nater was 
coaching at Christian Heritage College in EI C~ion, 
California and was a little frustrated because the 
players were not picking up what he was teaching 
quickly enough. 
When Swen brought the situation to Coach 
Wooden's attention Coach advised Swen simply: 
You haven't taught until they have learned 
This in part led to a wonderful book: You Haven't 
Taught Until They Have Leamed John 
Wooden's Teaching Principles (md Practices by 



Swen Nater and Ronald Gallimore. 
In this book Coach comments on the responsibility 
ofthe teacher: 
When 1 became a high school teacher, 1 took my 
responsibility very seriously. 1 believe that and 1 
do now, that 1 was paid to teach and that meant 
it was my responsibility to help eve,)' one of my 
students leam. 1 believe it's impossible to claim 
you have taught when there are students who 
have not learned 
The leadership attitude that there are no bad 
students only bad teachers is VClY powerful. That 
leader will work with those he or she supervises and 
get to the core problems and fix them as opposed 
to blaming the team and whining about the lack of 
talent he or she has to work with. 
When you blame others you prevent yourself from 
being able to do proper self evaluation which is 
critical to self improvement. 
That leader who doesn't blame others has his or her 
office in the solutions department not the excuses 
department. 
In his book Wooden on Leadership with Steve 
Janlison Coach summed it up this way: 
You can stumble ,mdfall, make errors and 
mistakes. but you are not a failure until you 
start blaming others, including fate, for your 
results. Always believe there is a positive to be 
found in the negative. Things usually happenfor 
a reason, even when you are unable to diSCel11 
the reason. Remember, "17zere is providence 
even in the fall of a sparrow. " 

Yours in Coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
www.woodencourse.com 
Twitter: @woodenswisdom 
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t~. The Wooden Way 

The people who don't make mistakes 
are the people who don't do anything. 

I have found this maxim of Coach Wooden's 
amongst the most useful in coaching youngsters at 
my summer basketball camps and coaching 
executives in a business environment 

Youngsters in competitive SPOltS and business 
executives often face the same challenge: they are 
afraid to make a mistake. 
The people who don't make mistakes are the 
people who don't do anything Never be afraid 
to make a mistake. These two sentences become 
a mantra that sometimes pushes people beyond 
their fear. 
In the book How To Be Like Coach Wooden by 
Pat Williams Coach describes why he was 
occasionally bothered ifhis players didn't make 
enough mistakes in practice: 
I wanted my players to be active, I wanted them 
doing things and initiating J didn't want them 
worrying about mistakes. Afistakes made while 
expanding boundaries are what 1 wanted Jfwe 
weren't making mistakes, we weren't jar enough 
out on the edge. Ifwe weren't pushing against 
the walls of our capabilities, we weren't 
practicing properZv. The time to cut down on 
tUl1lovers is during games, not during practice. 
Coach continued to explain how this attitude leads 
to peJforming well under pressure. 
In my next to last game (1975 National 
Championship Semi Final) we were two points 
behind Louisville with only ajew seconds to go. 
We set up a play for Richard W u5hington 
Afterward5, a reporter asked 'Why did you pick 
Washington?' I replied 'Because he's not qfraid 
of making a mistake. He thinks he's a pretty 
good shooter, and i{he misses, he'll think, well, 



you can't make them all. Therefore, he's 
harnessed his fear. The others might be thinking, 
I've got to make it. ~fthat's what they're 
thinking, they'll be feal~ful about missing. J didn't 
Wallt that. 1 wanted Richard And as you know, 
we won. 
In his book FVooden On Leadership with Steve 
Jamison Coach describes how tins attitnde applies 
to leadership and business: 
A basketball team that won't risk mistakes will 
not outscore opponents. The same is troe for any 
organizatio/l. Fouls, errors, and mistakes are 
part of the competitive process in sports, 
business, and elsewhere. Don't live in fear of 
making a mistake. 
In jact, Coach Wooden learned this velY 
important lessonji'om his college coach,Piggy 
Lambert at Purdue, who summed it up like this: 
"The team that makes the most mistakes usualZv 
wins. " The kind of mistakes he was referring to 
are not the result of carelessness or sloppiness 
but the result of assertive action based on 
proper assessment of risk. " 
In sports, action often must be taken 
instantaneously to capitalize on opportunity. In 
every organization, time is (!I' the essence when 
opportunity knocks. 
Hesitancy. indecisiveness. vacillation, andfear 
of failure are not characteristics 1 associate with 
good leadership. 
A leader must have Initiative----the courage to 
make decisions, to act, and the willingness and 
strength to risk failure and take a stand even 
when it goes against the opinion of others. 
Coach sums it up this way: 
lvlistakes come ji'om doing, but so does success. 
The individual who is mistake-:free is also 
probabZv sitting around doing nothing. And 
that's a velY big mistake. 

Yours in Coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
www.woodencourse.com 
Twitter: @woodenswisdom 
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t~. The Wooden Way 

Be as enthusiastic about the success 
of others as you are about your own. 

This is one of Coach Wooden's most famous 
maxims. The idea was a cornerstone that Coach 
built on and felt wa~ essential for developing a 
cohesive team. 

Coach had a rule against something he felt worked 
against this idea. The rule was short, just two words. 
No showmanship! 
I find it disconcerting to watch college hasketball 
and see more and more players display three fingers 
after they make a three-point shot 
Aside from the fact that it is inefIective (taking them 
out of their zone) and annoying to watch; my 
primary concern is that now high school and 
grammar school players are doing the same thing. 
We should be setting an example of teamwork not 
more of "look at me"! 
Coach was quite direct regarding his feelings on 
showmanship: 
I detest showmanship. J didn't permit 
showmanship and I don't like it at all 
In Coach Wooden's book, The Essential Wooden 
with Steve Jamison, Ray Regan from the 1938-39 
South Bend Central Team describes how Coach 
Wooden made this point: 
I remember we had a showboat on our team .. 
One day, during a frve-on-jive scrimmage, 
C oach Wooden decided to teach the showboat a 
lesson about teamwork 
Coach took the four of us aside and said to pass 
the basketball to our teammate the ball hog 
Then we were told to run immediately to the 
middle of the court, all four (if· us, sit down, and 
let the showboat play the other team all by 
himseif 
It was Coach's way of showing this guy that 
everybody helps evelybody or nothing gets done. 
In his book Wooden on Leadership with Steve 
Jamison Coach expounded on this topic: 
"All for one and one for all" is not an empty 
slogan for me. I don't need scientific proof to 
know that RudyardKipling was correct: "For 



the strength of the pack is the wolj,: and the 
strength of the wolf is the pack. " 
No one player should take creditfor the effort of 
all the others. That is the primary reason J 
strongly discouraged individuality----showboating 
orflamboyance-----in the context of team play. 
Showing qO"or doing something contrived to 
gain attention for onese!f not only demeans that 
individual, it is dismissive of the effort made by 
all the other team members. 
A player who is thumping his chest rifler he 
makes a basket is acknowledging the wrong 
perso/l. 
Team Spirit occurs when you are able to get 
those under your leadership to think "Team 
First" rather than "me first. " 
It would be great to see our players point one finger 
at their teammate to aclmowledge the pass they 
received and not point three fingers at themselves to 
acknowledge the three point shot they made. 
Weare building the leaders of tomorrow. 
Be as enthusiastic about the success of others as 
you are about your own is a better leadership 
philosophy than Hey look at what fjust did 

Yours in Coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
www.woodencourse.com 
Twitter: @woodenswisdom 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

woodenwisdom@woodencourse.com 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 7:25 AM 

i1le@illinois.edu 

Issue 71- Please Reply With Your Comments Loyalty like respect must be given before you get it 

t~. The Wooden Way 

Loyalty like respect must be given 
before you get it. 

This idea was a basic principle that shaped the 
coaching and leadership style of Coach Wooden. 
Coach Wooden summed it up this way: The best 
leaders are usually humble leaders because they 
gain loyalty through respect rather than 
bravado. 
Coach had three rules f()r his teams that contributed 
to an environment where respect and loyalty were 
given and received. 
1. Be on time 
Coach believed being punctual demonstrated 
respect for the value of his players' time. 
Conversely he felt that being late was disrespecting 
the time of others. 
Whether it was practice, training table, a team 
meeting or a bus Coach always arrived early and 
insisted that the players were punctual. 
Coach Wooden delivered this behavior with 
flawless reliability which as Coach likes to say 
creates reclpect. 
2. Never Criticize a Teammate 
This rule helped foster the camaraderie between 
teammates needed for building loyalty. 
For his part Coach Wooden never criticized a 
player to the media. 
If a serious discipline issue had to be addressed 
Coach gave respect to the player by speaking to 
him privately In his BookA Game Plan For Life 
with Don Yeager Coach described why: 
If there was an issue I felt needed attention with 
my players I tried to do it by taking them aside 
and speaking to them privately. lfthere is a 
problem, it should be addressed early on, but it 
also should be addressed quietly. This not only 
allows the individual a chance to listen to the 
criticism and think about how to resolve the 
matter, but it often also creates a bond betJ1'een 
the teacher and the student There is an 
understanding that is forged and an 
appreciation for the private correction. No one 
likes to be called out illfront of his or her 
friends. Humiliation is not the same thing as 
correction: One attacks the person; the other 
attacks the problem. 



3. Not one word of profanity 
This rule applied to the coaches and players. 
In Wooden on Leadership fonner player Kenny 
Washington describes Coach Wooden's 
communication style that gave and got the respect 
of his teams: 
Coach would never degrade, abuse, or humiliate 
individuals, even though he had the power to do 
it. He gave respect even when discipline was 
doled out. Certain things he insisted Oil, like no 
swearing, being on time, no showboating, all of 
that. But when it came to working with us, he 
treated everybody as all illdividual, approached 
each o/us ill a way that worked 
With respect as a foundation In Wooden on 
Leadership Coach summarized how Loyalty is 
developed: 
Loyalty will not be gained unless it is/irst given. 
It comes when those you lead see and experience 
that your cOllcernfor their interests alld welfare 
goes beyond simply calculating what they call do 
for you. 

Yours in Coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
www.woodencourse.com 
Twitter: @woodenswisdom 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

woodenwisdom@woodencourse.com 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 7:19 AM 

i1le@illinois.edu 

Issue 72- Please Reply With Your Comments The person who is afraid to risk failure seldom has to face success. The only real failure is the 
failure to act when action is required. 

t~. The Wooden Way 

The person who is afraid to risk 
failure seldom has to face success. 
The only real failure is the failure to 
act when action is required. 

These ideas were basic principles that shaped the 
thinking, coaching and leadership style of Coach 
Wooden. 
In his lx)Qk Wooden On Leadership with Steve 
Jamison Coach describes how he communicated 
this approach to his players: 
I told our team many times: "Be quick, but don't 
hurry" By that, I meant to make a decision, 
take action; decide what you're going to do and 
do it 
F ai/ure to act is often the biggest failure of all 
Initiate quickly but not carelessly or in a hun'ied 
manner that makes a miscue more likely I 
applied this same advice to my own actions. Do 
not be afraid o.fmistakes, even oJfaillire. 
In Wooden On Leadership Dave Meyers, a fomler 
UCLA and NBA player, contrasted Coach 
Wooden's approach with what he encountered in 
professional basketball: 
As a pro, absolutely nothing else mattered but 
winning If you missed a shot or made a mistake, 
you were made to feel bad about it because all 
eyes were on the scoreboard Winning was all 
that mattered and all anybody talked about: 
"We've got to win this game, " or " We should 
have won that game. " 
Coach Wooden didn't talk about winning, ever
only the effort, the preparation, doing what it 
takes to bring out our best in practice (md 
games. Let winning take care (if itself 
For Coach Wooden the only real failure was failure 
to prepare. With this approach there was no need 
to have fear of taking action because of a potential 
result 
In his book Wooden A Lifetime ofObservatiollS 
On and Off The Court with Steve Jamison Coach 
describes his approach when decisions didn't work 
out: 

You can always look back and see where you 
might have done something difJerently, changed 



this or that. J/you can leam something, jine, but 
never second-guess yourself It's wasted effort. If 
1 put a substitution in during a game at UCL4 
and he immediateZv makes a mistake was my 
decision wrong? Absolutely not. 
It just didn't work out. That was the decision 1 
made based on past experience and without 
emotionalism. 1 made it with reason, but it just 
didn't work out. Things don't always work out. 
It's also true in life. Does worrying about it, 
complaining about it, change it? Nope, it just 
wastes your time. 
Focus on preparation; take action and no self 
recrimination when the results aren't to your 
satisfaction. In The Essential TV ooden with Steve 
Jamison, Coach summed it up this way: 
If we allow the fear offailure to keep usfrom 
acting, we will never reach our full potential. 

Yours in Coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
www.woodencoursc.com 
Twitter: @woodenswisdom 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

woodenwisdom@woodencourse.com 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 7:16 AM 

i11e@illinois.edu 

Issue 73- Please Reply With Your Comments Vv'hen everyone thinks alike, no one thinks. 

t~. The Wooden Way 

When everyone thinks alike, no one 
thinks. 

This maxim of Coach Wooden was a cornerstone 
of the approach that he took in assembling and 
working with his assistant coaches. 

In his book Wooden on Leadership with Steve 
Jamison Coach stated his view on the subject: 

I believe one of the requirements of good 
leadership is the ability to listen----really listen--
to those in your organization Being a good 
listener, however, is only half of the equation 
As a leader, you must be confident enough to 
employ individuals who aren't {rfraid to speak 
up and voice their opinion lfyou're willing to 
listen, it means little ifnobody is willing to talk 
in a subsf£mtive manner. 
In his book A Game Planfilr Life: The Power of 
A1entoring with Don Yeager Coach cites the 
method Abraham Lincoln took in building his 
political team as an example of this approach: 
In Doris Keams Goodwin's exceptional text 
Team of Rivals, Goodwin examines in profound 
depth a well-documented but not widely 
discussed political decision: When Lincoln was 
elected to the presidency, he appointed a 
number offilrmer political opponents to serve as 
his advisers and to fill various posts. 
By selecting men whom he kuew disagreed with 
him or differedfr'Om his own platform, he 
assured himself that he would be confi'onted 
with legitimate challenges to his ideas, rather 
than finding himselfin a pool of 'yes" men This 
meant that his policies would emerge more 
clearly reasoned andjustified 
Coach then describes how he worked with his 
assistant coaches: 
There were times when we differed on strategy 
or game philosophy Those disagreements never 
got heated but sometimes they were very 
intense. 



Just as I imagine Lincoln would have been, I 
was pleu5ed when those challenges arose 
because it meant that rny fellow coaches were as 
passionate about our team as I was. Nothing 
ruills a team more quickly than apathy. 
Based on Lincoln's example, 1 encouraged my 
assistant coaches to speak up with ideas that 
might differ from or even completely contradict 
my own. 
One of the main reasons why this philosophy 
works, I think, is that at its core is genuine 
concem and regard for the other parties. 
Lincoln truly cared about the opinions (ifhis 
comrades. and he truZv cared about the 
outcomes (y'their discussions. Butfilrther, he 
treated them with respect so that they would 
continue to offer those opinions. 

Coach did not view challenges to his ideas as 
disrespect but rather as an important requirement of 
his leadership strategy. 

Yours in Coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
www.woodencourse.com 
Twitter: @woodenswisdom 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

woodenwisdom@woodencourse.com 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 5:59 PM 

i11e@illinois.edu 

Issue 74- Please Reply With Your Comments The Leader has a sense ofhumoL The Leader has a humble spirit and can laugh at 
her/himself 

t~. The Wooden Way 

The Leader has a sense of humor. 
The Leader has a humble spirit and 
can laugh at her/himself. 

These are ideas from an essay The Art qf 
Leadership in the book The Art of Living by 
Wilterd A Peterson, Coach Wooden's favorite text 
on Leadership. 
A leader displays humility with: a humble sense of 
humor, eagerness to admit mistakes, sharing 
content without bragging and not engaging in 
false modesty. 
Coach Wooden displayed his humble sense qf 
humor with his response to a question regarding his 
statue at the John Wooden Gymnasium in his 
hometown ofMmtinsville, Indiana. 
There is a life-si:::e statue of me in the 
gymnasium in my hometown The trouble ofit is 
when they delivered the statue the head broke 
off 
The school couldn't get in touch with the 
original sculptor so they had another one fIX it 
They sent him a picture and he made a head 
from the picture. The problem is that it wasn't 
my picture they sent. 
My children don't like it at all lmd I say: "Be 
quiet Its better looking than I am ". 
Coach Wooden's eagerness to admit a mistake is 
exemplified in this story from the Pat Williams book 
How to Be Like Coach Wooden: 
In a late-season game at Notre Dame in 1973, 
Coach became upset by the play of1rishAll
American John Shumate. 
Wooden thought Shumate was roughing up his 
center, Bill Walton, so he stormed down to the 
Notre Dame bench and told Coach Digger 
Phelps how hejdt about it "Ifhe doesn't knock 
it (!If, I'll send Swen Nater infilr Walton and he 
won't take that." 
A few days later, after Wooden had a chance to 
think about things, he wrote Phelps a note: 
Dew' Digger, 
I owe you and John Shumate an apology andI 



hope you will accept it in the spirit it is qtJered I 
acted hastily without thinking clearly and taking 
all things into consideration and, (/5 usual, 
actions from emotion are seldom with reason. 
John Wooden 
P.s. Please convey myfeeling to John. He is a 
fine young man and an outstanding basketball 
player and I did him all injustice. 
In my 30 years of being around Coach Wooden I 
never heard him tell a story in which he somehow 
gave credit to himself 
At the same time Coach would say: False modesty 
is as bad (/5 false pride. If you receive a 
compliment you deserve; S(!y thank you. 
Coach summed it up this way: 
Talent is God giveJl, be humble; fame is man 
given, be than/iful; conceit is self-given, be 
car<;jitl. 

Yours in Coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
www.woodencourse.com 
Twitter: @woodenswisdom 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

woodenwisdom@woodencourse.com 

Tuesday. April IS, 2014 6:20 PM 

i11e@illinois.edu 

Issue 75- Please Reply With Your Comments The Leader is a servant The Leader keeps his eyes on high goals. (Making the world a better 
place to live by helping others.) 

t~. The Wooden Way 

The Leader is a servant The Leader 
keeps his eyes on high goals. 
(Making the world a better place to 
live by helping others.) 

These are ideas from an essay The Art of 
Leadership in the book The Art of Living by 
Wilferd A Peterson. Coach Wooden's favorite text 
on Leadership. 
One of Coach Wooden' s favorite role models was 
Mother Theresa, whose quote "A life not lived for 
others is not a life," served as the bedrock of 
Coach's lifetime commitment to helping others. 
Head coaches John Beilein (Michigan), Mark Few 
(Gonzaga) and John Thompson III (Georgetown) 
attended. The 2013 Wooden Awards because each 
had a player named to the Wooden A ward All 
American team. Bill Self (Kansas) attended to 
receive the Legends of Coaching A ward. 
All these coaches are highly respected for their 
amazing accomplishments on the court 
I found their work as leaders off the court more 
inspiring and great examples ofliving up to the high 
standard of servant leadership. 
Coach Beilein and his wife, Kathleen are committed 
ambassadors of the Saint Louis Center, a residential 
community for boys, men and women who suffer 
from intellectual and developmental disabilities. 
Coach Beilein has hosted residents from the center, 
helped raise money and taken his players there to 
visit 
Coach Few and his wife Marcy have raised 5A 
million dollars in their Coaches vs. Cancer etIorts in 
Spokane. The Fews were inspired ten years ago by 
Juli Boeheim, wife of Syracuse coach Jim Boeheim. 
The Gonzaga players are regular visitors to the 
Ronald McDonald House, the Shriners Hospital 
and other local charities. This tradition of giving was 
started by Coach Few's predecessors Dan 
Fi1zgerald and Don Monson. 
In 2007, Coach Thompson and his wife Monica 



established the John Thompson III Foundation 
which fi),ters recently established non-profits that 
serve at-risk children and families. Their primary 
focus is on education and healthcare ti.)r families. 
In 2006, Coach Self and his wife, Cindy, 
established the Assists Foundation, an organization 
that serves as a fundraising conduit for organizations 
that serve a variety of youth initiatives. The mission 
of Assists is to help provide young people access to 
better lives. 
Coach Self and his players are active valued 
participants in the effOlts of the Special Olympics. 
I chose these fi.mr coaches as an example because I 
happened to have attended the Wooden Award 
with them. I became aware of their work as a result 
of research as none of them mentioned it or has 
sought any publicity for themselves. 
There should be a pregame charity spotlight on the 
coaches prior to every college basketball 
broadcast 
Mother Theresa would be proud! 
Yours in Coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
www.woodencourse.com 
Twitter: @woodenswisdom 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

woodenwisdom@woodencourse.com 

Tuesday. April 22, 2014 8:32 PM 

i1le@illinois.edu 

Issue 76- Please Reply With Your Comments Don't Mistake Activity for Achievement 

t~. The Wooden Way 

Don't Mistake Activity for 
Achievement 

This is one of Coach Wooden's most famous 
quotes and has been applied to improve individual 
and team perromlance in both basketball and the 
workplace. 
Coach Wooden's mm,t insightful model to discuss 
his achievement not activity idea is the 
methodology he used to prepare, execute and 
improve his practices. 
Coach took the idea of don't mistake activity for 
achievement to another level. He was not satisfied 
with simply having achievement within each activity 
but rather sought to maximize achievement within 
each activity without stifling initiative. 
The four components Coach Wooden utilized in 
achieving this goal were proper planning and 
execution of the plan. relentless attention to detail. 
maximizing the use oftime and post practice 
analysis for improvement 
In his lx)Qk Practical Modem Basketball Coach 
Wooden described the importance of proper 
execution ofhls daily plan: 
A daily practice plan should be prepared and 
followed If you fail to follow the program on 
one thing, it may qffect others. 
If you planned poorly, make the corrections for 
the following day, but never alter your program 
on a specific day once practice has started 
Running overtime can be distasteful for both you 
and your players and should be avoided 
Coach Wooden's pre practice ritual is a good 
example of his attention to detail: 
111e coach should be on the floor early to make 
certain that everything is in readiness for 
practice. I like to have a checklist for the 
managers to go by but the coach must make 
sure. 
Some of the points on the checklist are to see 
that the floor is clean; to see that the desired 
number of balls are available and that they are 
clean (md properly inflated; make sure the 
scrimmage shirts are on hand and that extra 



shoelaces and other emergency equipment items 
are near at hand; have statistical charts ready 
for use; and make sure that towels, tape and 
everything else that might be necessary to 
ensure a smooth practice are available. 
Anticipate ji-mn the past experience and be 
prepared 
Coach explains how to maximize use of time in 
each drill not simply settle for some achievement, as 
follows: 
Even though a particular drill may be 
emphasi:.ing one specific fundamental, other 
fundamentals in use should not be over looked 
For example: Sometimes players get careless 
about their passing during shooting drills, which 
may lead to breaking down onefimdamental 
while building another. 
When Coach Wooden ran a rebounding drill his 
players were also improving their passing, cutting, 
timing and movement without the ball. The players 
accomplished maximum achievement not just 
achievement. 
The final element of maximizing achievement is 
constant improvement through post practice 
analysis. In Practicallvfodem Basketball Coach 
explained his process: 
111e coach should make a carefifl analysis of 
each practice while it is still fresh in his mind in 
order that he may plan intelligently for the next 
day. 
I like to sit down with my assistant immediately 
rifler practice and briefly analyze and discuss the 
practice of that day. I make notes at that time to 
serve as reference to help me the next morning 
when I plan practice for that day. 
Easy to see why failure to prepare is preparing to 
fail and don't mistake activity for achievement 
get along so well. 
What are the activities of your team that don't yield 
the most productive results possible? 
Yours in Coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
www.woodencourse.com 
Twitter: @woodenswisdom 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

woodenwisdom@woodencourse.com 

Tuesday. April 29, 2014 6:19 PM 

i11e@illinois.edu 

Issue 77- Please Reply With Your Comments You must have discipline. You discipline those under your supervision to correct, to help, to 
improve - not to punish. 

t~. The Wooden Way 

You must have discipline. You 
discipline those under your 
supervision to correct, to help, to 
improve - not to punish. 

This quote of Coach Wooden's was the foundation 
of his approach to discipline. Coach expanded on 
the idea this way: 
Discipline must be done with reason to be 
effective.]fwe lose reason in our discipline it 
will not be effective. 
You cannot alltagonize and be a positive 
influence and you will antagonize when you 
discipline through emotion 
Remember that discipline is not to punish but it's 
to correct, to improve, to prevent, to help, so we 
must maintain our self-control at all times. 
] think denial (!/privileges is probably one o/the 
best/ornls (!/discipline. 
In his book A Game Plan/or Life: The Power 0/ 
A1entoring with Don Yeager Coach Wooden 
recounts how one of his mentors. his grade school 
coach Earl Warriner, disciplined him. 
When] was thirteen Coach FVarriner stepped in 
with a lesson that would change my life. 
I hadforgotten my uniform and did not want to 
run the mile or so back to our farm to retrieve it 
before that afternoon's basketball game. 
When it became clear that I would not be 



allowed to play without the uni/oml, J talked a 
teammate into going home to fetch it for me. 
After all I was the star, right? 
With that attitude, it's no wonder that the game 
started without me in it. 
When I tried to reason with Coach, pleading 
with him to let me play because it was clear we 
were out matched with our new starting lineup 
he told me very simply, "Johnny, there are some 
things more importallt than winning. " 
At the start of the second half, Coach let me in 
the game. 
Coach showed me that while there was a lesson 
to be learned, it is equally imporf£mt to make the 
punishment iit the crime, and not be so fiJcused 
on your toughness that you lose sight of the 
bigger issue and the person you're supposed to 
be teaching. 
In Marv Dunphy's PHD Dissertation John Robert 
Wooden: The Coaching Process Coach Wooden 
describes how he used a similar process in 
disciplining his own players: 
On one occasion I had to discipline two of my 

best players. They were eight minutes late for a 
pre-game meal with no excuse at all. 
So that night I just told them they wouldn't play 
fiJr at least the first eight minutes. As it turned 
out they didn't play at all in the first half, 
At the start qf the second halfi put them in the 
game; forget the first ha?f Don't hold a grudge. 
In their discipline Coach Warriner and Coach 
Wooden did not attack the character or intention 
of the player by calling him in'esponsible or saying 
he acted selfishly and didn't care about the team. 
They simply dealt with the behavior with self 
control, denied a privilege and moved on by not 
mentioning the incident again. There wa<; no 
antagonizing. 
The result: Lesson Learned. 
Yours in Coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
www.woodencourse.com 
Twitter: Cqiwoodenswisdom 

Unsubscribe 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Accepted: SP - Coaches Mtg 
Loudermilk 2nd Floor 
8/1/201210:30 AM 
8/1/201212:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Meeting Status: Accepted 
Required Attendees: Terrell, Mall 
Resources: Loudermilk 2nd Floor 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Accepted: SP Task Force - Retreat 
TED 
8/3/20128:00 AM 
8/3/20122:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Meeting Status: Accepted 
Required Attendees: Terrell, Mall 
Resources: TBD 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Accepted: SP Task Force 
RCConfRoom 
8/13/201210:00 AM 
8/13/201212:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Meeting Status: Accepted 
Required Attendees: Terrell, Mall 
Resources: RC Conf Room 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Accepted: SP Task Force 
RCConfRoom 
8/21/201210:00 AM 
8/21/201212:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Meeting Status: Accepted 
Required Attendees: Terrell, Mall 
Resources: RC Conf Room 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Accepted: SP Advisory Committee 
EWAC Board Room 
8/24/201210:00 AM 
8/24/2012 1 :00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Meeting Status: Accepted 
Required Attendees: Terrell, Matt 
Resources: EWAC Board Room 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Rick 

IIle, Vince <iO~UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS/CN~VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8DO> 

Tuesday, August 7,20129:58 AM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A <athgallo@email.unc.edu> 

Football Scheduling 

Lany mentioned an interest in moving the meeting re football scheduling to Wednesday morning. Can we do that early tomon·ow? I can make just about any time work 
before 11. Thanks. 
Vince 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Accepted: SP Task Force Cookout 
Paul Friga's House 
8/28/20126:00 PM 
8/28/20128:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Terrell, Mati 
Resources: Paul Friga's House 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hey Rick, 

IIle, Vince <iO~UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS/CN~VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8DO> 

Wednesday, August 8,20128:38 PM 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Football Scheduling 

Can you please shoot me a clean copy of the document we were using today in our meeting titled Carolina Football Future Schedules? Thanks. 
Vince 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Accepted: Athletics Proposal Discussion 
South - 205 
8/14/20121 :00 PM 
8/14/20122:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Strizheus, Yulia 
Resources: South - 205 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Thursday, June 3, 2010 7:46 AM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa,unc,edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 2-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 2 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 11 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 

2 11 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

tslO@bluewm,cb<tslO@bluewin,cb> I ~?Un'-8')Q?[)eLa __ Crise~C3~AO ___ I'lnnovatlOnEcon?~ ~?UTF-8?Q'Iomique"Budget __ UniqueEurop~C3~Agen"L 

Outgoing 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Jaimle Lee <jaimielee@~uncaa.unc.edu> I [heard your emall 

Viruses 

New: 0 0 

FIles 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Wednesday, June 23,2010 7:44 AM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: l-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 4 messages in your quarantme 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

ulf.hanssoll(@alnas.se I The only wondenned you need io get bigger toy. 

Outgoing 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Tuesday. July 13. 2010 7:46 AM 

Iaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 5 messages in your quarantme 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

Karm Lee <sparl.ar92@gmail.com> I Fwd: JAllvJIE L Ri\.LEIGH/DURHAM 27AUG 1 () 

Outgoing 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 8:42:27 PM 

Nearly 800,000 car seats recalled 

Nearly 800,000 child safety seats produced by Dorel Juvenile Group are being recalled due to safety harness problems, 

the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration announced Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 8:51:18 PM 

Anger rising as Gulf spill claims process drags 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama vowed the $20 billion he helped coax out of BP for an oil spill compensation fund would 

take care of victims as quickly as possible. It hasn't worked out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 9:01:43 PM 

CBS says reporter fine after on-air incoherence 

In her brief on-camera appearance Sunday night, Serene Branson struggled to find words and sounded nonsensical 

when reporting on the Grammys. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 9:04:55 PM 

Ariz. may require hospitals to check citizenship 

Arizona lawmakers are trying to widen the state's illegal immigration crackdown with a proposal to require hospitals to 

confirm whether patients are in the country legally. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 9:09:17 PM 

Video: Huge lady Gaga painting appears in l.A. 

Ig~~""IA 30 foot oil painting of Lady Gaga suddenly appears on a popular Hollywood Hills trail, giving hikers a 

reason to pause and ponder the oversized portrait. KNBC's Angie Crouch reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 9:12:26 PM 

Video: Mark Kelly: Giffords' recovery has 'accelerated' 

Ig~~""lln an exclusive interview with NBC's Brian Williams, Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords' husband, NASA 

astronaut Captain Mark Kelly, says his wife's speech therapist is so encouraged by her hard work that she 
has even urged her to slow down. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 9:26:06 PM 

Obama budget could boost fees on air travelers 

Airline travelers would pay more to help finance airport projects under President Barack Obama's budget plan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 9:38:43 PM 

For the love of letters 

Ig~~""lln this age of e-mail.Facebook.textingandTweeting.it.s a rare treat to get a good old-fashioned 

handwritten letter from someone you love. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 9:40:01 PM 

Two parties for the price of one in New Orleans 

Ig~~""INew Orleans tourism officials believe the happy convergence of Mardi Gras and spring break will give 

them a boost over Mardi Gras 2010, which was the biggest since Hurricane Katrina hit in 2005. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2011 9:51:05 PM 

Harding 'super excited' to be mom 

Ig~~""llnfamous figure skating champion Tonya Harding is moving on to a new lifetime adventure - she's going 

to be a mom. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/201110:43:21 PM 

Earth 'in the crosshairs' of a solar explosion 

Ig~~""IA powerful solar flare, hurled into space when superhot gases erupted on the sun Sunday, might cause a 

display of the aurora borealis for parts of the northern United States overnight Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/201111:18:42 PM 

Illness after Playboy Mansion visit still baffles 

Ig~~""IA mysterious illness sickened about 170 people attending a global Internet conference in Southern 

California, but it was unclear if a party at the Playboy Mansion played any role in spreading it, health 
officials said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/201111:23:21 PM 

Comparing Obama's plan with his commission's 

Ig~~""IWhY would President Obama's budget proposal, if enacted, fall short of the one offered in December by 
the commission he created? What could they do that Obama and his budget planners couldn't? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/201111:41:52 PM 

Video: Iran protests turn violent; 1 dead 

Ig~~""~ens of thousands of Iranians took the streets Monday in a rally that was meant to show solidarity 

toward Egypt and Tunisia but quickly turned into an anti-government protest. NBC's Ali Arouzi reports 
from Tehran. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/201111:49:06 PM 

Video: Mubarak remains in hiding 

Ig~~""IAmid mounting pressure to put Egypt's ousted president on trial, Hosni Mubarak remains heavily guarded 
in his private compound in Sharm el-Sheikh. NBC's Martin Fletcher reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/201111:56:52 PM 

Ronalda's girlfriend is 51 swimsuit cover model 

Ig~~""llrina Shayk, the girlfriend of soccer superstar Cristiano Ronaldo, is the 2011 Sports Illustrated swimsuit 

cover model, according to a billboard revealed in Times Square on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/201112:09:53 AM 

Video: Royal wedding party revealed 

Ig~~""lprince William and Kate Middleton have chosen who will be at their side on their big day. NBC's Peter 
Alexander reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/201112:17:29 AM 

Another drug tunnel found along US-Mexico border 

Another tunnel likely being dug by drug smugglers has been found beneath the U.S.-Mexico border in Nogales, Ariz. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/201112:19:15 AM 

1 dead in Iranian protests 

Ig~~""lclashes between Iranian police and tens of thousands of protesters wracked central Tehran on Monday, 

leaving one dead. The government blamed the fatality on protesters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/201112:21:01 AM 

Egypt protests echo across region 

Ig~~""lprotests across the Middle East offer an important lesson about how groups are absorbing the message 

from Cairo and tailoring it to their own aspirations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/201112:39:45 AM 

House votes to extend key Patriot Act provisions 

The House agrees to a lO-month extension of three key provisions of an anti-terrorism law in a vote taken a week 

after they initially failed to gain passage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/201112:47:21 AM 

After a decade of falling, cost of clothes to rise 

Ig~~""~he era of falling clothing prices is ending. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/201112:56:29 AM 

Stocks close mixed after Obama unveils budget 

Wal-Mart Stores Inc. pulled down the Dow Jones industrial average Monday after analysts at JPMorgan lowered their 

outlook for the company. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/20111:09:04 AM 

Man and machine tied in 'Jeopardy' TV match 

Ig~~""lln the "Jeopardy" battle of man vs. machine, man and machine were neck-and-neck on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/20111:10:41 AM 

Car leases make comeback, with new traps 

Once given up for dead in the wake of the financial crisis, car leasing is making a big comeback. As you might imagine, 

this development is a mixed bag for consumers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/20111:22:06 AM 

NBC: American al-Qaida operative freed 

An al-Qaida operative who helped set up the camp where the 2005 London suicide bombers were trained has been 

sentenced to 10 years of probation after serving less than five years in prison. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 2:17:40 AM 

Sept. 11 memorial to have limited access for years 

The Sept. 11 memorial will open in the World Trade Center's footprints by the 10th anniversary of the 2001 attacks, but 

for years afterward access will be limited to a set number of people and mourners will be surrounded on all sides by the 

noise of construction, the memorial foundation president said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 3:27:59 AM 

China limits smoking in films, TV shows 

China is ordering makers of films and TV shows to limit the amount of smoking depicted on-screen, the latest effort to 

curb rampant tobacco use in the country with the largest number of smokers in the world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 3:51:21 AM 

2012 Watch: Don't fret about Planet X 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Do astronomers have the evidence for the existence of a giant Planet 
X that's coming to get us in 2012? Not really. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 4:15:55 AM 

Lakers 'embarrassed' after worst loss of season 

Ig~~""IGerald Wallace had 20 points and 11 rebounds and the Charlotte Bobcats routed the Los Angeles Lakers 
109-89 on Monday night to extend one of the more bizarre one-sided matchups in the NBA. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 4:22:22 AM 

Kansas State makes Kansas' stay at No.1 short 

Ig~~""lon the day the Jayhawks ascended to the No.1 ranking in the AP poll, the Wildcats flattened them 84-68 

Monday. Kansas most assuredly will lose its top ranking next week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 5:17:31 AM 

Police: Ariz. student planned to shoot teacher 

Authorities say a student brought a gun to a Phoenix-area high school intending to shoot a teacher. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 6:00:23 AM 

Malaysian lovers nabbed in anti-Valentine's drive 

Islamic morality police in Malaysia have detained 40 unmarried Muslim couples in hotel rooms during Operation 

Valentine, aimed at curbing illegal premarital sex. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 8:32:45 AM 

Nephew of Dalai Lama killed along Fla. highway 

Ig~~""~he Dalai Lama's nephew was killed Monday along a Florida highway during one of his long treks to bring 

awareness to the Tibetan struggle for independence from China, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 10:00:39 AM 

Soldier fighting in Afghanistan fired bye-mail 

Britain's military has apologized for using e-mails to tell several dozen long-serving soldiers that they were being laid off. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/201110:59:56 AM 

Berlusconi to stand trial in teen sex case 

Ig~~""IAn Italian judge on Tuesday ordered Premier Silvio Berlusconi to stand trial on charges he paid for sex 
with a 17-year-old Moroccan girl and then tried to cover it up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/201111:05:05 AM 

Pakistan hints at prisoner swap for u.s. official 

Ig~~""lpakistan's law minister has hinted that an American embassy official arrested for killing two people could 

be swapped for neuroscientist imprisoned for trying to kill u.s. interrogators. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/201111:38:12 AM 

Iran lawmakers: Opposition leaders should die 

Iranian lawmakers urged the judiciary on Tuesday to hand out death penalties to opposition leaders for fomenting 

unrest in the Islamic state, state media said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/201112:40:11 PM 

For some, it's time to repay home tax credit 

Ig~~""luncie Sam has a reminder for some people who took advantage of the first-time homebuyer tax credit 

three years ago: He wants his money back. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/201112:41:45 PM 

Show have you wanting a dog? Prepare to pay 

Ig~~""llf the perfect pooches parading through Madison Square Garden don't tug at your heartstrings, the sad

eyed shelter dogs in the commercials during the 135th Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show broadcasts 
Monday and Tuesday surely will. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/201112:48:41 PM 

Android and iPhone: It's a two-horse race 

It's official - there are only two mobile operating systems that matter right now. Even though their competitors are 

trumpeting enthusiastic comeback strategies, the big money is on Apple's iOS and Google's Android, the Mac and PC of 

the 21st century. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/201112:54:34 PM 

Video: Egypt's revolution ripples across the Middle East 

Ig~~""lln Iran, thousands of protesters faced riot police as the crowds tried to emulate the rally at Egypt's Tahrir 

Square. And in Yemen, demonstrators are aiming to topple their own government as clashes continue 
into their fifth day. NBC's Richard Engel reports from Cairo. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/201112:55:21 PM 

John Edwards investigation: Charges near? 

A two-year grand jury investigation into whether John Edwards violated election laws by trying to cover up an affair with 

a campaign videographer has reached a decisive point. NBC News' Lisa Myers reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/201112:59:16 PM 

Video: Did the Pentagon turn its back on rape victims? 

Ig~~""IA group of military women say the Pentagon ignored sexual abuse complaints, saying top brass failed to 

take aggressive actions to protect female service members. NBC's Michaellsikoff reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/20111:15:38 PM 

Yemenis trying to oust leader protest for 5th day 

Ig~~""~housands of people marching for the ouster of Yemen's U.S.-allied president clashed Tuesday with 

police and government supporters, and at least three demonstrators were injured in a fifth straight day 
of Egypt-inspired protests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/20111:21:03 PM 

Parents blame toddler's death on tainted wipes 

Ig~~""~he parents of a 2-year-old Houston boy who died from a rare infection are suing makers of recalled 

alcohol prep pads, claiming contaminated wipes caused fatal bacterial meningitis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/20111:51:57 PM 

5.1. swimsuit cover a 'dream come true' for model 

Ig~~""IRussia-born Irina Shayk, 25-year-old girlfriend of soccer star Cristiano Ronaldo, kicks off the 2011 edition 
of the magazine's annual swimsuit showcase, modeling a barely-there bikini in Hawaii. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 2:05:14 PM 

Billy Ray Cyrus: 'Hannah Montana' destroyed family 

Ig~~""IMiley Cyrus' father tells GQ he wishes the Disney show never happened as he opens up about her 

assorted sea nda Is. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 2:19:57 PM 

Video: 'loser' spends Valentine's Day at the gym 

Ig~~""~aqUin "Q" Allen, the latest contestant to be voted off liThe Biggest Loser" ranch, tells TODAY that it's not 

always about flowers and candy, but being healthy with the one you love. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 2:28:58 PM 

$1 million lottery ticket may go unclaimed 

Who wants to be a millionaire? Apparently not the owner of a winning North Carolina lottery ticket. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 3:00:54 PM 

Did Pentagon turn blind eye to rape victims? 

Fourteen people charged in a lawsuit that the Pentagon turned a blind eye when they reported being sexually harassed, 

assaulted and raped while on active duty in the military. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 3:23:42 PM 

Deutsche Boerse, NYSE agree to merger 

Ig~~""IGermany's Deutsche Boerse and NYSE Euronext said Tuesday they have struck a deal to combine two of 
the world's biggest stock exchanges in a global trading powerhouse. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 3:29:50 PM 

Your name tastes like purple 

In my head, the letter "N" is green. The number 5 is blackish gray, and in his early 20s. The month of February is lavender 

colored. In case you haven't guessed, I have synesthesia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 3:47:34 PM 

Video: 5 tips for sticking to a debt diet 

Ig~~""IFeeling overwhelmed by your finances? TODAY's financial editor Jean Chatzky and Mandy Walker, of 

Consumer Reports, share important advice for paying down debt and gaining financial freedom. (TODAY 
show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 3:52:22 PM 

Video: Couple celebrates 77th Valentine's anniversary 

Ig~~""IWith their friends and the staff at St. John's Home by their side, lOl-year-old Robert and l02-year-old 
Virgilia Unger celebrated 77 years of marriage on Monday. WHEC-TV's Lynette Adams reports. (NBC News 

Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 4:00:31 PM 

Flight-search sites rethink the ratings game 

A report released Tuesday shows Americans are satisfied with their online travel experiences, but more companies are 

moving beyond speed and quantity and focusing on context and quality. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 4:01:41 PM 

Video: Juarez: A city at war 

Ig~~""~he deadliest place on earth is not in Iraq or Afghanistan, it is in Mexico. Juarez, has been turned into a 

battlefield by warring drug cartels. lTV's Bill Neely with the first part of a weeklong series, "Murder in 
Mexico." (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 4:14:47 PM 

Calorie counts don't affect kids' food choices 

Requiring fast-food restaurants in New York City to post calorie counts on menus did little to cut the number of calories 

children and teens consumed, u.s. researchers said on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 4:38:04 PM 

'World is changing,' Obama warns Mideast rulers 

President Barack Obama on Tuesday slammed Iran for its harsh treatment of anti-government protesters and called on 

governments throughout the Middle East to avoid crackdowns on pro-democracy supporters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 5:10:38 PM 

Report: iPhone 5 to have huge screen 

Component suppliers who work with Apple shared details which imply that the company is intending to build an iPhone 

with a 4-inch display. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 5:14:04 PM 

JPMorgan to make amends with military clients 

JPMorgan Chase announced new programs geared toward military customers and veterans, and apologized for 

overcharging thousands of active-duty service members on mortgages. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 5:27:59 PM 

Open Channel: Chase seeks to reverse overcharges for soldiers' mortgages 

JPMorgan Chase moved today to make amends for its treatment of servicemen and womenon mortgage loans over the 

last few years. Chase had already admitted that it overcharged 4,500 troops and wrongly foreclosed on 18 of them. 

NBC's Lisa Myers and Sarah Heidarpour report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 5:30:31 PM 

Amanda Knox's parents indicted in Italy 

Ig~~""IA lawyer says the parents of Amanda Knox, the American student convicted of murder in Italy, have been 

ordered to stand trial for alleging that Italian police abused their daughter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 5:58:46 PM 

Obama: U.S. budget challenges demand compromise 

President Barack Obama said Tuesday the nation's major entitlement programs must be adjusted by Democrats and 

Republicans acting together rather than by dictates from the White House. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 6:04:24 PM 

Apple rolls out digital subscription service 

Ig~~""IAPPle is launching a long-awaited subscription service for magazines, newspapers, videos and music - a 

move that could dent the fortunes of successful services such as Netflix and Hulu. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 6:13:10 PM 

Need a vacation? Consider these 12 spots 

History buffs, art lovers, architecture nerds, foodies, outdoor enthusiasts, and even the well-traveled may be pleasantly 

surprised by this year's list of America's Dozen Distinctive Destinations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 6:13:50 PM 

Myanmar's Tiger Girls roar at the status quo 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 6:21:17 PM 

Parents debate drop-side cribs after recalls 

Ig~~""IMore than 10 million drop-side cribs were recalled in recent years, culminating with the Consumer 
Product Safety Commission's announcement in December that after decades of use, the sale of drop-side 

cribs was being banned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 6:34:49 PM 

Dalai Lama's nephew hit by car, killed in Fla. 

Ig~~""~he Dalai Lama's nephew was killed Monday along a Florida highway during one of his long treks to bring 

awareness to the Tibetan struggle for independence from China, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 6:57:26 PM 

Obama to critics: Budget leadership requires cooperation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 7:01:25 PM 

Retail sales up for seventh consecutive month 

American businesses and consumers are giving the economy a boost by spending more, but the troubled housing 

market remains an obstacle, new data show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 7:23:47 PM 

Scientists: FBI overstated anthrax evidence 

Ig~~""lscientists studying the FBI's investigation of the deadly 2001 anthrax attacks say the scientific evidence 
"is not as conclusive as stated." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 7:48:37 PM 

Video: Oklahoma State coach stricken with Bieber fever 

Ig~~""IMsnbcls Willie Geist explains how pop star Justin Bieber and Oklahoma State Coach Mike Gundy have 

each other as their ring tones. (Morning Joe) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 8:00:41 PM 

Obama lauds Medal of Freedom recipients 

r-l~reSident Barack Obama recognized a former president, a basketball legend and a civil rights hero 
uesday among the 15 recipients of the Medal of Freedom. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 8:17:43 PM 

What's up with Mubarak? Everyone says they know 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 8:28:50 PM 

Would S.D. bill grant right to kill abortion docs? 

South Dakota legislation would expand the definition of justifiable homicide to include killings intended to prevent harm 

to a fetus, Mother Jones magazine reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 8:44:36 PM 

College was on alert for Giffords' suspect 

A week before a man allegedly wounded u.s. Rep. Gabrielle Giffords in a deadly shooting spree, a local college that 

kicked him out was on alert that he might return. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 8:47:20 PM 

Boehner on possible fed job losses: 'So be it' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 8:52:14 PM 

U.S. hepatitis C cases down dramatically 

New infections of the liver with hepatitis C virus are far less common these days in the u.s. compared to the early 1980s, 

a new government study finds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 9:09:44 PM 

Body found after driver, son overcome by odor 

Father and son hospitalized after chemical exposure, body found in bag in truck bed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 9:47:14 PM 

CBS News' logan victim of 'brutal' Egypt attack 

Ig~~""~he correspondent is recovering in a U.S. hospital from a "sustained sexual assault and beating" she 

suffered while reporting on the tumultuous events in Cairo last Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 9:56:24 PM 

Horrific details emerge in German incest case 

Ig~~""~he father first raped his daughter on her 12th birthday, after the other children had left her party, 

prosecutors said as a stomach-turning incest case opened in western Germany. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/201110:00:16 PM 

Senate tackles misuse of body-scan images 

Misusing body scanner images would become a federal crime punishable by up to a year in prison under a proposal 

approved Tuesday by the Senate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/201110:14:30 PM 

Delta, American boost some air fares by up to $120 

Major U.S. airlines are raising the price of some tickets favored by business travelers again, this time by up to $120 per 

round trip. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2011 10:44:50 PM 

Owner of dead kitten offered air fare plus $50 

Ig~~""~he owner of a hairless kitten that died after being shipped in the cargo hold of a Delta flight says the 

airline is only offering to refund her air fare plus $50. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/201111:03:33 PM 

Rooney gets order against bullying stepson 

Ig~~""IA Los Angeles lawyer has been handed control of the veteran actor's affairs after allegations that the 

Hollywood legend was being bullied by his stepson and feared being kidnapped. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/201111:05:05 PM 

Colombia seizes smugglers' 'narcosub' 

Colombian soldiers have seized a fully submersible drug-smuggling submarine capable of reaching the coast of Mexico, 

authorities announced Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/201111:18:28 PM 

Official: 100 foreign agencies test u.s. networks 

More than 100 foreign intelligence agencies have tried to breach u.s. defense computer networks, largely to steal 

military plans and weapons systems designs, a top Pentagon official said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/201111:20:03 PM 

Secret recording may be heard at Bonds trial 

Ig~~""IA judge on Tuesday ruled that a secret locker room audio recording about injections, urine tests and 

Barry Bonds could be used at the baseball home run king's perjury trial next month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/201111:42:33 PM 

Man, 84, survives 5-day desert ordeal 

Ig~~""IHenry Morello began to lose hope after being stranded in his car in the Arizona desert for five long days 
in which the 84-year-old drank windshield wiper fluid, used car mats to stay warm and read a car manual 

from cover to cover to pass the time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/201111:51:08 PM 

Video: Obama defends budget 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama's budget plan came under fire from Republicans as well as some Democrats. NBC's 
Savannah Guthrie reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/201111:53:40 PM 

Video: Food costs reach crisis proportions 

Ig~~""~he World Bank warned Tuesday that huge spikes in commodity prices have reached dangerous levels, as 

rising food costs could push millions into poverty. NBC's Kevin Tibbles reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/201111:54:44 PM 

Video: Sexual assault victims sue Pentagon 

Ig~~""IMore than a dozen current and former service members have filed a lawsuit charging the Pentagon with 

turning a blind eye to their reports of being sexually assaulted and harassed by fellow service members 
while on active duty. NBC's Michaellsikoff reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/201112:01:38 AM 

'Jeopardy' computer match takes dramatic turn 

Ig~~""IA human and computer were tied after the first round of a three-day "man vs. machine" match on the TV 
game show - but the game isn't tied anymore. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/201112:24:55 AM 

Video: Berlusconi to stand trial amid sex scandal 

Ig~~""IAfter months of sordid allegations, Italian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi has been ordered to stand trial 

in April on charges related to hiring an underage prostitute and then trying to cover up his relationship 
with her. NBC's Michelle Kosinski reports from Milan. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/201112:54:03 AM 

United Airlines temporarily grounds 96 planes 

United Airlines said it grounded 96 Boeing 757 aircraft in its fleet to perform unscheduled maintenance on the airplanes' 

computers, which could lead to cancellations or flight delays on Tuesday and Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/20111:34:38 AM 

Ex-judge admits tax fraud, denies taking bribes 

A former northeastern Pennsylvania judge admitted Tuesday that he was deep in debt and living beyond his means 

when he accepted hundreds of thousands of dollars from the builder of two privately owned juvenile detention centers, 

but he insisted the payments were legal "finder's fees" and not bribes as the federal government has alleged. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/20111:42:18 AM 

'Curveball': I lied about WMD to hasten Iraq war 

An Iraqi defector codenamed "Curveball" admits that he made up stories about mobile bioweapons trucks and secret 

factories to try to bring down Saddam Hussein's regime. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 2:11:12 AM 

HBT: Cards reportedly offer Pujols 8-year contract 

Ig~~""IHBT: The juicy details aren't yet known, but the Cardinals offer to Albert Pujols is reportedly for less than 

$30 million per season - or $240 million in total. Meanwhile, the star slugger is reportedly seeking a 10-
year deal, possibly in the range of $300 million. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 2:29:45 AM 

Kinder 'Idol' panel gets cruel in Hollywood 

Ig~~""IAS the judges reduce the largest number of Hollywood hopefuls ever down to the smallest number of 

semifinalists ever, they are going to have to crush a bunch of people. Which was precisely what they let 
everyone through to avoid. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 2:29:45 AM 

'Survivor's' twist could give new life to show 

Ig~~""~he show may feel fresh again when it debuts Feb. 16 because after 21 seasons, the seminal reality 

competition is about to get its biggest makeover ever. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 2:59:34 AM 

Go, team! 'Loser' group effort yields 20-lb. loss 

Ig~~""IFor the good of the team and the good of Arthur, the black team rallied together, put the past behind 

them and helped the former betrayer drop some serious weight. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 4:13:23 AM 

Rare daytime fireball lights up East Coast skies 

A rare daytime fireball lit up the sky over much of the eastern United States on Monday, causing necks to crane and jaws 

to drop from Maryland to Massachusetts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 4:25:34 AM 

PFT: Goodell says 'the time has come to make a deal' 

Ig~~""lpFT: NFL commissioner states his case in an op-ed running in various papers, but it's merely a move that'll 

take football away from the fans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 4:58:24 AM 

Buckeyes bounce back, fend off Spartans 

Ig~~""lwilliam Buford scored 23 points and Aaron Craft had a hand in two critical plays down the stretch to lead 
No.2 Ohio State to a 71-61 win over Michigan State on Tuesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 5:01:04 AM 

U.S. customs agents shot in Mexico; 1 dead 

r-~ U.s. Immigration and Customs Enforcement agent was killed and another wounded in the line of duty 
uesday while driving through northern Mexico, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 5:55:09 AM 

U.S. concerned by violence in Bahrain protests 

Ig~~""~he United States said Tuesday it was "very concerned" by recent violence in protests in Bahrain and 

urged all sides to exercise restraint. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 7:15:57 AM 

Another cyclone bruises weather-weary Australia 

A cyclone struck a glancing blow on Australia's main northern city Wednesday, two weeks after a much stronger storm 

devastated another part of the weather-weary country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 7:18:48 AM 

Riots break out in Libyan city of Benghazi 

A crowd of people angry at the arrest of a rights campaigner clashed with police and government supporters overnight 

in the eastern libyan city of Benghazi, a witness and local media said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 7:36:11 AM 

Calif gov. freezes hiring, drops minimum wage suit 

Gov. Jerry Brown on Tuesday ordered a state government hiring freeze amid California's $26.6 billion fiscal crisis, hours 

after he dropped a lawsuit filed by former Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger over whether the governor has the authority to 

pay state workers minimum wage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 8:33:37 AM 

Game device adapted for robotic touch 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Researchers hack into a Kinect video-game control device to create a 

robotic system that provides a sense of touch via cyberspace. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 9:42:44 AM 

Knocked overboard, man survives 6-hour swim 

A fisherman who was knocked overboard by a rogue wave survived a six-hour swim to shore without a lifejacket, 

Australian police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/201110:34:19 AM 

Pro, anti-govt supporters clash in Tehran 

Iranian government supporters clashed with their opponents on Wednesday during a ceremony to mark the death of a 

student shot during an opposition rally two days ago, state broadcaster IRIB reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/201111:24:34 AM 

N. Korea's Kim Jong II turns to designer fakes? 

Ig~~""IDeSigner fakes could replace the real thing when Kim Jong II hands out gifts on North Korea's version of 

Christmas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/201112:03:04 PM 

Analysis: Mexico risks losing large areas to gangs 

Mexico is struggling to avert a collapse of law and order along its northern border in a region that generates a quarter of 

its economic output, with two states already facing the threat of criminal anarchy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/201112:25:10 PM 

Armstrong calls it quits, says he has no regrets 

Lance Armstrong is calling this one "Retirement 2.0." This time, he's leaving professional racing behind for good. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/201112:32:02 PM 

Bahrain protesters urge more pressure on rulers 

Ig~~""lprotesters demanding sweeping political reforms from Bahrain's rulers held their ground Wednesday in 

an Egypt-style occupation of the capital's landmark square, staging a third day of demonstrations that 
have brought unprecedented pressure in one of Washington's most strategic allies in the Gulf. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/201112:39:38 PM 

Electric cars? Americans still want muscle 

Ig~~""IAutomakers are under pressure to squeeze more miles out of every gallon of gas - yet the market also 

wants them to deliver more muscle. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/201112:39:58 PM 

Video: '60 Minutes' reporter sexually assaulted in Egypt 

Ig~~""ICBS News' chief foreign affairs correspondent Lara Logan is said to be recovering in a U.S. hospital after 

she was sexually assaulted and beaten amid the chaos in Egypt. NBC's Stephanie Gosk reports from 
Cairo. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/201112:43:39 PM 

Video: Capitol Hill office sleepovers eyed for tax dodge 

Ig~~""IMembers of Congress who are sleeping in their Capitol Hill offices may be violating federal tax laws, 
according to a public advocacy group. NBC's Kelly O'Donnell reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/201112:45:23 PM 

Video: Italy's PM to stand trial in teen sex case 

Ig~~""lltalian Premier Silvio Berlusconi has been indicted on charges that he paid an underage Moroccan girl for 

sex and used his power to cover up the alleged crime. NBC's Michelle Kosinski reports from 
Milan. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/201112:46:47 PM 

Girl with 12 fingers, 14 toes reaches for a record 

Ig~~""IA mother in Myanmar says her baby girl's 12 fingers and 14 toes have been no disadvantage - her grip 
may even be stronger than normal - and now she's grasping for a Guinness record. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/201112:48:38 PM 

Video: Tensions rise over envoy's Pakistan detention 

Ig~~""IU.S. Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass., has been tapped by the White House to deal with a major diplomatic 

incident involving a U.S. embassy employee who has been accused of gunning down two men in Lahore. 
NBC's Andrea Mitchell reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/20111:15:53 PM 

From the junkyard to the clothes rack 

Ig~~""lone man's discarded cellphone is another man's polo ... or pants or T-shirt. A Boston company grabs the 

electronic junk Americans toss out by the tons to produce its clothing line. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/20111:29:57 PM 

Smart phone malware: The six worst offenders 

Get ready for a case of the creepy crawlies, because we just got a list of the scariest malicious attacks on smart phones 

to date, and it's full of worms, snakes, evil bunnies ... and Rick Astley. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/20111:43:58 PM 

Mean old girls: Seniors who bully 

Ig~~""lwhile much scrutiny and study has been devoted to bullying in grade school and high school these last 

few years, less attention has been paid to another category of bullies: those with gray hair, false teeth, 
hearing aids and canes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/20111:58:06 PM 

Teacher strikes nerve with 'lazy whiners' blog 

Ig~~""IA high school English teacher in suburban Philadelphia is driving a sensation by daring to ask: Why are 
today's students unmotivated - and what's wrong with calling them out? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 2:12:23 PM 

Video: Policing Mexico's drug wars 

Ig~~""IMarisol Valles, 21, is the newest chief of police in one of Mexico's most dangerous areas. Her 

predecessor's head was found on the doorstep of her office. In his second report on "Murder in Mexico," 
lTV's Bill Neely looks at policing the drug wars. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 2:18:51 PM 

U.S. housing starts surge as permits tumble 

u.s. housing starts rose more than expected in January to their highest rate in four months but permits for future home 

construction dropped sharply after hefty gains the prior month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 2:25:53 PM 

First Thoughts: Just a little patience 

Ig~~""~herels chatter suggesting - behind the scenes - a bipartisan willingness on Capitol Hill to tackle 

entitlement reform and deficit reduction. But the effort is missing a hard deadline. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 2:36:33 PM 

Great Scott! Surprise best in show at Westminster 

r-~ Scottish deerhound that loves to chase wild animals caught her biggest prize yet, winning best in show 
uesday night at the Westminster Kennel Club. A 5-year-old named Hickory pulled a huge surprise at 

Madison Square Garden, bounding away with the title of America's top dog. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 2:55:43 PM 

Hit the slopes, skip the skis 

Ski resorts - they're not just for skiers (and snowboarders) anymore. Instead, they're also attracting people who want 

to ride ski bikes and snowcats, try curling or ice climbing or hit the zipline or sliding center. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 3:13:00 PM 

Woman says she was held in NYC as sex slave 

Authorities were called to the apartment Saturday after the woman's mother contacted authorities in Wisconsin. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 3:15:41 PM 

Borders files Chapter 11, to close 200 stores 

Ig~~""IBookseller Borders, which helped pioneer superstores that put countless mom-and-pop bookshops out of 

business, has filed for bankruptcy and will close one-third of its outlets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 3:36:15 PM 

Iran opposition defiant as clashes continue 

Ig~~""llranls opposition leaders remained defiant despite calls from hard-liners for them to be put to death, with 

one saying he was willing to "pay any price" in pursuit of democratic change. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 3:56:01 PM 

Couple claims $lM prize just before deadline 

Raleigh Hill told the state lottery he hesitated to come in and claim the $1 million prize because of the attention. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 4:37:59 PM 

What GOP budget cuts say about party priorities 

Ig~~""~he House will be voting this week on a "continuing resolution" to cut $100 billion from President Barack 

Obama's funding request for programs for the rest of the fiscal year. As your family doctor would say, this 
may hurt a bit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 4:44:04 PM 

Chinese tackle child abduction issue with social media 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 5:35:51 PM 

Somali pirate gets 33 years for u.S. ship hijack 

Ig~~""IA Somali pirate who attacked a U.S.-flagged ship off the coast of Africa in 2009 was sentenced to more 

than 33 years in prison Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 5:53:12 PM 

Borders files Chapter 11, to close 200 stores 

Ig~~""IBorders filed for bankruptcy protection and said it would close about one-third of its bookstores, after 

years of shriveling sales that made it impossible to manage its crushing debt load. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 6:01:46 PM 

Playboy Mansion probe grows as more fall ill 

Health officials say the number of people sickened after attending a global Internet conference in Southern California 

has grown from 170 to about 200. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 6:16:01 PM 

Justin Bieber: 'I really don't believe in abortion' 

Ig~~""~ustin Bieber takes Rolling Stone for a spin around Atlanta in his Range Rover. Along the way they discuss 

girls, politics, music, Will Ferrell movies - and sex. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 6:24:02 PM 

GM recalls over 44,000 Cadillac CTS sedans 

Ig~~""IGeneral Motors Co is recalling over 44,000 Cadillac CTS sedans for a flaw that could cause one of the rear 

wheels to become unstable. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 6:51:40 PM 

Drug gang shot u.s. agents, Mexican official says 

Ig~~""~he uncommon shooting of u.s. officials in Mexico highlights the risks they face when working south of 

the border. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 7:31:24 PM 

Two TSA screeners charged with stealing $40K 

Port Authority police busted two TSA employees for allegedly stealing tens of thousands of dollars from checked 

baggage at JFK. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 7:34:44 PM 

Sen. Scott Brown reveals he was sexually abused 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 7:50:00 PM 

Father says Lohan was set to do Letterman gig 

Ig~~"'l'lt was set to be a funny, fun, thing for Lindsay to do. It was going to be great," Michael Lohan said. But 

reps for the actress got wind of things and decided it was a bad idea. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 8:16:21 PM 

U.S. marshal, suspect killed in W.Va. shootout 

Ig~~""IAuthorities say one of three deputy u.s. marshals shot while attempting to serve a warrant in north

central West Virginia has died. The suspect also was killed in the shootout. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 8:39:19 PM 

Pujols deadline passes with no deal 

Ig~~""~he St. Louis Cardinals made Albert Pujols what they said was their best offer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 8:51:40 PM 

Housing start hit a four-month high in January 

Housing starts surged in January to their highest rate in four months as builders began work on many new apartment 

buildings and other multifamily units. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 8:52:15 PM 

Inflation may be on the rise again after hiatus 

u.s. core producer prices in January rose to their highest rate in more than two years, hinting at a build-up in inflation 

pressures as the recovery gathers pace. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 9:21:03 PM 

Libya awaits 'day of rage' rallies after rare clashes 

Ig~~""llnsPired by protests in at least three Libyan cities overnight, opponents of longtime dictator Moammar 

Gadhafi geared up for rallies on Thursday they hoped would turn Libya into the next Egypt or Tunisia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 9:49:05 PM 

Borders' loss may be others' gain in book war 

Ig~~""IBookseller Borders' decision to file for bankruptcy protection and close about 200 stores could provide a 

silver lining for independent booksellers and archrival Barnes & Noble. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2011 9:59:42 PM 

Mexico still a popular spring break destination 

Ig~~""lspring break reservations for Mexico from u.s. college students remain steady, travel industry experts 

say, despite near-daily reports of drug violence there. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/201110:01:45 PM 

For now, beauty queen in tacos flap gets crown back 

Ig~~""IA judge temporarily reinstated Domonique Ramirez, 17, - who was ousted over allegations of gaining 
weight and breaking other pageant rules - as Miss San Antonio. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/201110:18:48 PM 

Wedding fever! Queen's granddaughter to marry in July 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/201110:19:28 PM 

Has Mohamed EIBaradei's time arrived? 

Ig~~""~he veteran diplomat, international lawyer and Nobel Prize winner has emerged as a high-profile 

opposition figure over the past few weeks and a possible candidate to replace fallen autocrat Hosni 
Mubarak. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/201110:39:31 PM 

CIA: If caught, bin Laden would go to Gitmo 

The discussion, which on Wednesday bounced from Capitol Hill to the White House, is stili mostly an academic exercise 

because there is no suggestion that the government is any closer to finding or capturing bin Laden. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/201110:48:36 PM 

Fed officials slightly more upbeat on economy 

Some Federal Reserve officials last month raised the possibility of scaling back the Fed's bond purchase program out of 

fear that a strengthening economy could spur high inflation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/201111:19:32 PM 

Hawaii Legislature OKs same-sex civil unions 

Ig~~""IHawaii lawmakers are sending to the governor a bill that would allow civil unions for same-sex couples 

after the measure received final legislative approval. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/201111:29:25 PM 

NYT: Mainland shivers, Hawaii basks in tourism glow 

Ig~~""IHawaiian tourism officials, hotel operators and travel agents - battered by several years of slumping 
sales - have recently seen a marked increase in arrivals to the islands. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/201111:43:10 PM 

FDA OKs stomach-shrinking surgery for less obese 

Cosmetic drug and device maker Allergan Inc. says it has received approval to market its stomach-shrinking Lap-Band to 

millions more patients who are less obese than those currently using the device. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/201111:43:59 PM 

Video: Shockwaves in Egypt still spreading 

Ig~~""IAS the wave of unrest continues to spread from Bahrain to Tehran to Libya and Yemen on Wednesday, 

clashes continued in Iran at a funeral for a protester who was killed on Monday; meanwhile in Libya, 
protesters are calling for a day of rage on Thursday. NBC's Richard Engel and Ali Arouzi report. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/201111:48:16 PM 

Video: u.s. responds to dizzying changes in Mideast 

Ig~~""lcriticized for being slow to recognize the strength of the protest movement in Egypt, the Obama 

administration is struggling to respond to the rapid pace of change taking place across the Mideast. NBC's 
Andrea Mitchell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/201111:50:13 PM 

Earnhardt Jr. crashes, loses Daytona 500 pole 

Ig~~""llnstead of leading the field to the green flag in the Daytona 500, Dale Earnhardt Jr. will start from the 

back of the pack after wrecking his primary race car in practice. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/201111:52:58 PM 

Video: Orange crush: Citrus greening threatens Florida's crops 

Ig~~""ICitrus groves abandoned during Florida's housing crisis have contributed to the spread of a tree-killing 
disease that is threatening the state's nine billion dollar citrus industry. NBC's Mark Potter 

reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/201111:53:55 PM 

Video: A rare look inside Giffords' rehab facility 

Ig~~""INBC'S Brian Williams has an exclusive report inside the facility where Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords 
is undergoing rigorous rehab after being shot in the head. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/201111:54:52 PM 

Video: Zeta cartel blamed for attack on u.s. agents 

Ig~~""lofficials are investigating a high-profile attack on two u.s. federal agents in Mexico, one of whom was 
killed. Telemundo's Jose Diaz Balart reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/201111:56:57 PM 

Video: Armstrong retires from cycling, again 

Ig~~""ILance Armstrong, seven-time winner of the Tour de France, has decided to retire--this time, he says, for 
good. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201112:01:24AM 

Doctors order tests to fend off lawsuits, says study 

CT scans, MRls and other pricey imaging tests are often more for the doctor's benefit than the patient's, new research 

confirms. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201112:26:14AM 

Short Ecuadorians hold anti-aging secret 

Ig~~""IA group of short-statured Ecuadorians has surprised scientists, not for its members' dwarfism, but 
because they are also immune to cancer and diabetes. Now scientists think they've figured out the 

group's healthy secret. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20111:03:23 AM 

'I'll take both these guys for $1 million, Alex' 

Ig~~""INote to self: Never play "Jeopardy!" with a supercomputer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20111:33:08 AM 

Egyptian women's issues raised by logan case 

Ig~~""IAttack on a senior U.S. television correspondent during the final night of the 18-day revolt has shown that 

the threat of violence against women in Egypt remains very real. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20111:37:51 AM 

NYT: Feds, business at odds over value of a life 

New York Times: To protests from business, one agency after another has ratcheted up the price of life, justifying 

tougher - and more costly - standards. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20111:45:03 AM 

'Seinfeld' actor len lesser dies at 88 

Ig~~""ILen Lesser, the veteran character actor best known for his scene-stealing role as Uncle Leo on "Seinfeld," 

has died. He was 88. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20112:03:26 AM 

Dear Biebs, Politics will bite you 

Ig~~""IDear Biebs, Politics will bite you 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20112:05:15 AM 

25 lions rescued from Bolivia arrive in U.S. 

Ig~~""~wentY-fiVe lions, most of them rescued from Bolivian circuses, were flown to Colorado on Wednesday to 

start their new lives at a wildlife sanctuary. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20112:10:21 AM 

How the Kardashians made $65M last year 

Ig~~""~witter, endorsements, paid appearances, fragrances: Mom and manager Kris Jenner goes in depth about 
the inventive - and controversial - ways she's monetized reality fame for her family. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20112:31:05 AM 

Kemba ensures No. 13 UConn halts Hoyas' streak 

Ig~~""IKemba Walker had 31 points, 10 assists and seven rebounds to lead No. 13 Connecticut to a 78-70 victory 

over No.9 Georgetown on Wednesday night, snapping the Hoyas' eight-game winning streak. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20112:50:35 AM 

Video: Bahrain responds to protests with violence 

Ig~~""IRachel Maddow reports on breaking news from Bahrain where pro-democracy protestors are being 
beaten by government forces. (The Rachel Maddow Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20113:24:38 AM 

Banksy graffiti lands in l.A. ahead of Oscars 

Ig~~""IStreet artist Banksy's first film "Exit Through the Gift Shop" is up for an Oscar - and it seems the 

subversive Briton may be waging an unorthodox awards campaign on the walls and billboards of Los 
Angeles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20113:57:19 AM 

'Survivor' kicks off with a crazy Tribal Council 

Ig~~""IRussell who? Nicaragua what? "Redemption Island" ended its first episode with such a crazy Tribal 

Council that it obliterated the memory of last season almost immediately. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20114:34:45 AM 

Hollywood group sing leads to 'Idol' meltdowns 

Ig~~""lwedneSday had no shortage of meltdowns, but surprisingly, the younger singers actually held up pretty 
well while the biggest freak out came from a 26-year-old. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20114:48:34 AM 

Lakers suffer 'painful, painful loss' to Cavs 

Ig~~""ILoOking nothing like the defending NBA champions, they dropped their third straight game, a stunning 
104-99 loss Wednesday night to the Cleveland Cavaliers - the league's worst team, which avenged a 55-

point embarrassment against Los Angeles last month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20115:26:40 AM 

Video: Cartels turn Monterrey into city of massacres 

Ig~~""IMonterrey was once one of Mexico's wealthiest, and safest, cities. Now, as drug cartels target police and 
government officials--killing more than 20 officers just last month alone--the spike in violence has 

changed life for all its citizens. ITN's Bill Neely reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20116:11:07 AM 

Thousands protest Wis. anti-union bill 

Ig~~""IA bill eliminating most Wisconsin public employees' collective bargaining rights passes the Legislature's 

budget committee late Wednesday despite mass public protests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20116:14:35 AM 

U.S. officials: Yemen, Bahrain, Iran could be next Egypt 

Open Channel: u.s. officials cite Yemen, Bahrain and Iran as the most likely Middle East nations to face mass protests. 

Bob Windrem of NBC News reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/2011 7:18:13 AM 

Military moves in after police storm Bahrain protesters 

Ig~~""IMore than 50 armored vehicles were seen moving toward central Manama on Thursday shortly after 

Bahrain police cleared anti-government protesters from a landmark square. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20118:59:26 AM 

Egypt Suez Canal told Iran warship passing scrapped 

The Suez Canal has been told that plans by two Iranian naval ships to cross the waterway were canceled, an official said 

on Thursday, removing a potential policy headache for Egypt's new army rulers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20119:13:13 AM 

Ark. cities feel unexplained surge in earthquakes 

A small-town Arkansas fire chief says he was briefly puzzled by a thumping sound in his office this week. But then Jim 

Sutterfield says he realized it was just another earthquake. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20119:38:23 AM 

U.S. official gets 3 more weeks in Pakistan jail 

Ig~~""IA Pakistani court delayed a hearing Thursday on whether a u.s. Embassy worker detained for fatally 

shooting two Pakistani men has diplomatic immunity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201111:01:45 AM 

Thousands of Yemenis protest nationwide 

Ig~~""lsecurity forces have clashed with anti-government protesters in Yemen on the seventh consecutive day 

of demonstrations calling for the ouster of the president, a key u.s. ally. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201112:16:33 PM 

Nearly 10,000 babies suffer crib injuries yearly 

Almost 10,000 infants and toddlers are hurt in crib and playpen accidents each year, according to the first nationwide 

analysis of emergency room treatment for these injuries. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201112:18:53 PM 

Motoring mash-ups: 5 offbeat cars coming soon 

Ig~~""lcompanies are cross-pollinating different types of vehicles to create new breeds, and the results are 

sometimes perplexing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201112:20:22 PM 

ConsumerMan: Credit card reform is working 

The CARD Act after one year: Interest rates have risen but penalty fees have dropped dramatically. On balance the law 

seems to be working as intended for consumers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201112:45:54 PM 

Video: Protesters killed in Bahrain uprising 

Ig~~""ICNBC'S Jackie DeAngelis tells TODAY that police in Bahrain worked quickly to clear the central square in 

the capital, Manama, as tensions continue to flare; meanwhile, ABC News journalist Miguel Marquez was 
beaten during the demonstrations. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201112:48:29 PM 

Growing economy brings higher prices 

After an extended period of tame inflation, relentless increases in commodity costs are beginning to filter through the 

inflation pipeline, and they may be headed for a store near you. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201112:54:38 PM 

Video: Grandfather remembers Tucson's youngest victim 

Ig~~""IBaseball's Dallas Green, fighting back tears, speaks in public for the first time about his 9-year-old 

granddaughter Christina, who was killed in the Tucson shooting spree, telling reporters, "We just miss the 
hell out of her." (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20111:19:32 PM 

Talk to the hand: Fingers and toes offer disease clues 

Ig~~""IYour fingers and toes can say a lot about you. According to a bevy of recent medical studies, your digits 

hold clues to disease dangers along with hints of sports prowess, financial acumen and, possibly, your 
softer side. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20111:55:14 PM 

25 killed in Tanzania military blasts 

Ig~~""IA military ammunition depot in Tanzania's largest city blew up overnight in a series of explosions that 

leveled homes, killed at least 25 people and wounded about 145 others. Thousands ran for their lives, 
and 200 children have been unable to find their parents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20111:58:37 PM 

Boy shot after Apple store dispute dies 

An Ohio teen has died days after police say he was shot by his older brother in front of shoppers after a dispute inside an 

Apple store. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20112:09:38 PM 

Video: Robot helps 'bubble boy' make the grade 

Ig~~""ILyndOn Baty, whose compromised immune system compels him to stay at home, tells TODAY's Meredith 
Vieira that not attending school left him "lonely" - until a robot surrogate enabled the 15-year-old to 

participate and interact with his friends and teachers. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20112:13:15 PM 

Video: Magic fish trick sparks outrage in China 

Ig~~""IAmid cries of animal abuse and cruelty, Chinese state TV has cancelled a magician's encore performance 
of lucky Lunar New Year goldfish swimming in perfect synchronization. TODAY's Ann Curry has more 

details. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20112:22:24 PM 

Video: NYT's Kristof: Bahrain hospital scene 'heartbreaking' 

Ig~~""INew York Times columnist Nick Kristof reports by phone from Manama, Bahrain, after a bloody 

crackdown by police against protesters. (The Daily Rundown) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20112:47:10 PM 

Cuba's vegetarian restaurants offer ... pork chops? 

Ig~~""~UiCY hamburgers and sandwiches stuffed thick with sausage aren't your typical vegetarian fare - but 
that's what is on the menu at EI Carmela, a state-run restaurant that promoted healthy, meat-free eating. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20112:50:13 PM 

Does airplane air really make you sick? 

Ig~~""IAS it turns out, airplane air is no worse than what you'd encounter in your average office building. It's that 

coughing or sneezing seatmate that you need to worry about. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20113:11:19 PM 

Core inflation fastest in more than a year 

u.s. core consumer prices rose at their quickest pace in more than a year in January, but the increase was not strong 

enough to suggest a troubling build-up in inflation pressures. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20113:24:00 PM 

Diver feared dead in attack by 2 sharks 

A diver was presumed dead after a dive boat captain saw two sharks, possibly great whites, drag him away off the south 

Australian coast, police said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20113:35:43 PM 

Dad in toxic truck case held on $1 million bond 

Ig~~""IAn angry judge grilled child welfare workers over why they missed chances to intervene just days before 

twins, one dead and the other barely alive, were found in their father's truck. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20114:06:23 PM 

Video: Video reportedly shows Libya demonstrations 

Ig~~""IAmateur video appears to show anti-government protesters in the city of AI Bayda chanting for an end to 
Moammar Gadhafi's regime. Alex Witt reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/2011 4:14:39 PM 

Man arrested for poisoning Auburn's historic oaks 

Ig~~""IA 62-year-old Dadeville man has been arrested in connection with the poisoning of the historic Toomer's 

Corner oak trees at Auburn University. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20114:17:47 PM 

Major U.S. airlines roll back latest fare hike 

Major U.S. airlines are rolling back a fare increase of up to $120 per round trip on tickets favored by business travelers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20115:39:09 PM 

Tea Party out to defeat 3 veteran GOP senators 

What does a longtime Republican senator with a national reputation for working well with Democrats do in the face of a 

potentially career-ending Tea Party challenge? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20116:30:05 PM 

Video: Kristof: 'Grim scene in Bahrain' 

Ig~~""IBahrain's army has come down hard on anti-government protesters, locking down the capitol and 

violently attacking protesters. The New York Times' Nicholas Kristof in Bahrain describes the scene to 
NBC's Andrea Mitchell. (Mitchell Reports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20116:51:14 PM 

Hope for human hibernation heats up 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: New research shows that bears keep surprisingly warm during their 
months of hibernation - and that suggests humans could take advantage of similar biochemical tricks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20116:58:33 PM 

Honda recalling nearly 700,000 small cars 

Ig~~""IHonda is recalling nearly 700,000 Fit, Freed and City compact cars around the world for a defective spring 

part that may cause the engine to stall. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/2011 7:11:55 PM 

BP spill troubles stretch back years, panel finds 

The troubles that led up to the BP oil spill stretched back years, not just months, a new federal report out Thursday 

concluded. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/2011 8:54:38 PM 

Video: Golf course neighbors teed-off over balls 

Ig~~""IA Florida couple who live next to a golf course, is fed up with the thousands of golf balls that have found 

their way into their yard, as well as through windows and screens. WBBH's Paul Gessler reports. (NBC 
News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20119:17:34 PM 

Video: $20 Million home sweet home 

Ig~~""IKXASIS Grant Stinchfield tours an elaborate Texas mansion that just came on the market to see what $20 

million can buy. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20119:38:03 PM 

Permafrost in name only - thaw adds to warming 

The permafrost around the top of the world is irreversibly thawing and within two decades will emit more greenhouse 

gases than it absorbs, scientists calculate in a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20119:48:39 PM 

Iowa wrestler defaults rather than face girl 

r-~ standout Iowa high school wrestler refused to compete against a girl at the state tournament on 
hursday, relinquishing any chance of becoming a champion because he says wrestling a girl would 

conflict with his religious beliefs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20119:57:29 PM 

Leaders up the ante on government shutdown threat 

Ig~~""IAt least some Congressional leaders aren't backing down from a confrontation that could have 

Washington D.C. partying like it's 1995. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201110:02:12 PM 

Chandler: Has Dale Sr. really left the building? 

Ig~~""lchandler: Dale Earnhardt Sr. is the Elvis of NASCAR - gone but not forgotten, though often imitated. It's 
been 10 years since NASCAR's good 01' boy superstar died at the Daytona 500. NASCAR hasn't been the 

same since. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201110:08:22 PM 

Bahrain Internet service starting to slow 

Bahrain's a small country with a large Internet population, and it hasn't hesitated before to smack down websites or 

bloggers it doesn't like, long before this week's protests began. Internet service, though, had remained somewhat 

constant, at least until recent days, according to reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/2011 10: 14:30 PM 

Mega solar flare disrupts communications, GPS 

Ig~~""IA whopper of a solar flare that fired up earlier this week is wreaking havoc on some radio 

communications on Earth, and could spark exceptional auroras soon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201110:21:49 PM 

Iowa wrestling standout refuses to face girl 

r-~ standout Iowa high school wrestler refused to compete against a girl at the state tournament on 
hursday, relinquishing any chance of becoming a champion because he says wrestling a girl would 

conflict with his religious beliefs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201110:40:03 PM 

Producer: Feel-good 'Idol' is right for the times 

Ig~~""~imes have changed, economically and socially, and that's why the new panel sent a record 300-plus 

wannabe pop stars from nationwide auditions onto a second round in Hollywood this year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201110:44:44 PM 

Alaska gov. refusing to enact health care law 

Alaska Gov. Sean Parnell said he will not implement the federal health care overhaul after a judge in Florida struck down 

the law as unconstitutional. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201110:55:04 PM 

Mom takes off with infant on car's trunk 

A baby boy is recovering after taking a tumble from the back of his mother's car. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201111:00:51 PM 

Probe of Mubarak family finances sought 

Ig~~""IAnti-corruPtion campaigners pressed Egypt's chief prosecutor Thursday for an investigation into the 

assets of Hosni Mubarak and his family. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201111:03:22 PM 

10 fashions you won't see on the runway 

Ig~~""ISliP on a cement dress and Tron sandals, program your LED belt buckle and hit the town. Or go less 

formal, with a playable instrument shirt and iPhone boxer shorts. Traveling? Don't leave home without 
your anti-TSA underwear. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201111:14:22 PM 

Stunned u.s. urges restraint in Bahrain 

Ig~~""IStunned U.S. officials urge Bahrain's government Thursday to show restraint after a protest crackdown 

leaves seven dead in the country, home to the U.S. Navy's Fifth Fleet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201111:23:56 PM 

Giffords is alert, one of first words was 'better' 

Ig~~""IRep. Gabrielle Giffords is laughing at jokes and eating sushi and even spoke the word "better" when 

asked recently by her husband how she was doing. Her doctor describes her as a hard worker who 
diligently completes her therapy each day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201111:29:29 PM 

20 reported killed in Libya protests 

Ig~~""IAt least 20 people have reportedly been killed in Libya as protesters seeking to oust Moammar Gadhafi 
defied a crackdown and took to the streets in five cities Thursday for a "day of rage." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201111:36:48 PM 

Few states follow mental health gun law 

Ig~~""IMore than half the states are not complying with a post-Virginia Tech law that requires them to share the 

names of mentally ill people with a national system to prevent them from buying guns. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201111:40:31 PM 

PFT: Union, league agree to 7 straight days oftalks 

Ig~~""~he NFL and union have agreed to seven straight days of negotiations, the second straight bit of good 

news in the labor situation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201111:42:53 PM 

Video: Clinton rebukes Bahrain for deadly crackdown 

Ig~~""IAS the wave of revolution continues to spread across the Mideast, another u.s. ally in the Persian Gulf 

unleashed deadly force on Thursday against anti-government protesters in the capital's main square. 
NBC's Chief Foreign Correspondent Richard Engel reports from Bahrain. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201111:48:46 PM 

Video: Budget battle heats up on Capitol Hill 

Ig~~""IAS tempers flared Thursday over talk of a debt-driven government shutdown, leaders from both political 

parties dug in over how deep spending cuts need to be. NBC's Kelly O'Donnell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201111:49:25 PM 

Egypt, Bahrain protests differ in key ways 

Ig~~""~he unrest in Bahrain resembles early stages Egypt's revolt, but experts say there are big differences in 

several key respects. Msnbc.com's Mike Brunker reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201111:49:41 PM 

No Wis. union vote as Democrats leave state 

The Wisconsin Senate adjourned for the day after minority Democrats blocked an attempt by Republicans to vote on an 

anti-union bill by leaving the state. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/201112:52:22 AM 

Palin rejects new gun laws, vague on 2012 plans 

Sarah Palin, in a rare public appearance at which reporters were allowed, praised lawmakers threatening to vote against 

raising the federal debt ceiling. She stuck to her guns on "death panels" Thursday and continued tweaking the first lady's 

efforts to fight childhood obesity, but she chided some of her own supporters for sustaining the "annoying" claims that 

President Barack Obama is foreign-born and Muslim. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/20111:03:17 AM 

Egyptians to march as security remains shaky 

Ig~~""IEgYPt's political upheaval has been followed by an unprecedented breakdown of security, with few police 

on the streets and the army unable to fill the vacuum. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/20111:03:27 AM 

Census shows huge Hispanic growth in Texas 

Ig~~""IEthnic minorities accounted for 89 percent of the staggering growth in Texas over the past decade, 

according to figures released Thursday by the u.s. Census Bureau. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/20111:12:00 AM 

Slate: Widow's stressful life after landfill death 

Ig~~""lslate: John Wheeler was found in a Delaware landfill on New Year's Eve. His widow discusses Wheeler's 

life, his death and her frustration with the investigation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/20111:43:38 AM 

Woman indicted in baby-snatching case in N.Y. 

A North Carolina woman accused of snatching a newborn from a New York hospital more than two decades ago has 

been indicted on a kidnapping charge. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/20111:53:32 AM 

Memos: Firefighter refused Giffords 911 call 

A city firefighter refused to respond to the Jan. 8 shooting spree that left six people dead and 13 wounded, the Arizona 

Daily Star reported, citing city memos. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/20111:54:36 AM 

Vietnam tourist boat sinks; 2 U.S. among dead 

Ig~~""IAn overnight boat packed with sleeping tourists sank early Thursday in Vietnam's scenic Ha Long Bay, 

killing killing 12 people from nine countries; 15 swam to safety. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 2:08:46 AM 

PBT: Nuggets, Nets agree on deal; 'Melo must OK it 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 3:00:15 AM 

Japan ends Antarctic whaling season early 

Ig~~""~apan's government announced Friday it is ending this year's Antarctic whale hunting season early due to 

repeated harassment from activists at sea. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 3:00:35 AM 

Obama talks jobs with Jobs, other tech leaders 

President Barack Obama assembled some of the biggest names in Silicon Valley to confer on jobs and innovation, trying 

to get leaders from companies like Google and Apple behind his push to keep spending on high-tech initiatives even as 

Republicans are out to slash the budget. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 3:41:56 AM 

'Idol' keeps its 'emotional time bomb' ticking 

Ig~~""~he show may have been light on drama Thursday night, but once again, Ashley Sullivan delivered plenty 

of tears. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 4:11:13 AM 

Rose blooms in Bulls' big win over Spurs 

Ig~~""IDerrick Rose had a career-high 42 points and the Chicago Bulls headed into the All-Star break with an 
impressive 109-99 victory over the NBA-Ieading San Antonio Spurs on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 5:13:28 AM 

China court rejects appeal by jailed US geologist 

A Beijing appeals court upheld Friday the eight-year prison sentence given to an American geologist for obtaining 

information on the Chinese oil industry, dimming hopes for his release in a case that has further strained U.S.-China 

relations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 8:39:46 AM 

PBT: Taking stock of NBA at the break 

Ig~~""lpBT: Celtics, Heat, Spurs, Lakers are title favorites, but we also look at MVP candidates and other award 

contenders. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 9:22:18 AM 

Demonstrators block bridge in south Iraqi city 

Ig~~""lprotesters calling for the provincial governor to resign blocked a bridge Friday in the southern Iraqi city of 

Basra, as the drumbeat of demonstrations railing against the government continues across Iraq. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 10:20:24 AM 

Drugs vanish from government forensic lab 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory failed to properly track cocaine, amphetamines, opium and heroin that 

undergoes forensic evidence testing and other uses, according to a federal report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/201110:59:55 AM 

Putin Peale Kyrgyzstan immortalizes Russia PM 

Kyrgyzstan's parliament voted overwhelmingly to immortalize Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin by naming a 

mountain in his honor, in a move to reinforce ties with Moscow. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/201111:00:55 AM 

An iPad for $2.82, or illegal gambling? 

Here's a puzzler: How can a website sell a $10 Walmart gift card for 26 cents and still make money? Or sell an Apple iPod 

worth $100 for $3.30 and make an enormous profit? Welcome to the wild world of penny auctions, where nothing is 

quite what it seems and everything costs money - even the bids themselves. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/201111:50:52 AM 

Thousands call for execution of Iran's Mousavi 

Ig~~""~housands of government supporters called for the execution of opposition leaders at Friday prayers in 
the Iranian capital Tehran, following last week's anti-government demonstrations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/201111:56:49 AM 

PhotoBlog: Town called 'Speed' renamed 'Speed Kills' 

Speed, small town in the Australian Outback, has decided to change its name to 'Speedkills' for a month in an attempt to 

persuade drivers to slow down. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/201112:09:07 PM 

Pakistan judge orders arrest of US car's driver 

Ig~~""IA judge on Friday ordered the arrest of the driver of a u.s. vehicle that struck and killed a Pakistani while 

rushing to help an American detained in a pair of fatal shootings, a lawyer for the victim's family said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/201112:40:26 PM 

As certain as death, taxes and, well, death taxes 

If you needed any more proof that our state, local and federal budget spending is out of control, here it is. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/201112:51:47 PM 

Video: Emboldened Egyptians call for change 

Ig~~""IEgYPtians take to the streets again, both to celebrate and to protest grievances they say have not been 

resolved in Egypt since the overthrow of President Mubarak, including the arrests of people without 
cause. NBC's Ron Allen reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/201112:53:12 PM 

Video: Angry funerals in Bahrain; unrest stirs 

Ig~~""IAfter the deadly military attack on protesters in Bahrain, mourners attend funerals for the victims and 
vow to continue their demonstrations. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/201112:59:33 PM 

Video: Sexual abuse scandal in Mormon musical family 

Ig~~""~he father of a Mormon family piano group pleads guilty to molestation after his daughters came forward 
to accuse him of abuse. NBC's Lee Cowan reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/20111:22:40 PM 

Confusing medication labels baffle many 

The organization that sets quality and safety standards for drugs approved by the Food and Drug Administration is 

aiming to simplify, clarify and standardize drug labels. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/20111:30:25 PM 

Reporter's on-air gibberish was due to migraine 

A TV reporter who lapsed into gibberish during a live shot outside the Grammys said she was terrified when it happened 

and knew something was wrong as soon as she opened her mouth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/20111:37:25 PM 

Take it easy when you blow - and other flu remedies 

Anyone who's ever been laid up with a box of tissues knows, conventional cold and flu treatments leave much to be 

desired. Health experts offer medication-free steps you can take to beat these ubiquitous illnesses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/20111:48:19 PM 

Video: Sex addiction: An illness or an excuse? 

Ig~~""~ohn Cloud, a senior writer at Time magazine, went undercover posing as a sex addict. He and Gail Saltz, 

psychiatrist and TODAY contributor, discuss the legitimacy of sex addiction. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/20111:49:13 PM 

Anna Nicole, the opera: She aims to sleaze 

Ig~~""IWhY write an opera about the sordid life and death of Anna Nicole Smith? That question doubtless 

leaped to the minds of many when they heard the Royal Opera had commissioned such a work. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/20111:51:58 PM 

Video: Double life of Canadian colonel: Convicted killer 

Ig~~""IDateline NBC's Keith Morrison and Craig Ackley, a retired FBI special agent, talk about the double life of 

Air Force Col. Russell Williams, who was convicted of videotaping and strangling two women. (TODAY 
show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/20111:54:23 PM 

Stimulus turns two: What's changed? 

Ig~~""IFor the first 24 months after it became law, the stimulus helped shield governors and state legislators 

from booing crowds of public-sector employees and from some of the harsh choices about cutting costs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/20111:55:59 PM 

Mother Pucker! Meet the new hockey mom 

These moms aren't sitting in the stands drinking hot cocoa and cheering on their kids; they're out on the ice. NBC's 

Michelle Franzen blogs about her experience. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 2:09:30 PM 

Video: Irish giants: A genetic mystery solved? 

Ig~~""IRecent research is leading doctors in Ireland to wonder if gigantism may be an inherited condition. NBC's 
Michelle Kosinski travels to Ireland to meet the man at the center of this medical conundrum. (TODAY 

show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 2:17:37 PM 

Police: Day care gives granddad wrong boy 

Cleveland police say a man picking up his 3-year-old grandson from day care was given the wrong child and didn't realize 

the mistake until he got the boy home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 2:22:48 PM 

Grounded ship leaks oil in Norwegian national park 

Ig~~""IAn Icelandic container ship was spilling oil in a Norwegian national park Friday after running aground and 

rupturing two 2SD-ton fuel tanks, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 2:24:31 PM 

Four protesters die on Yemen's 'Friday of Rage' 

Yemeni security forces and pro-government loyalists clashed with crowds demanding an end to President Ali Abdullah 

Saleh's 32-year rule in several cities on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 2:24:46 PM 

Video: Why are sharks crowding Florida's shores? 

Ig~~""IExperts say the thousands of sharks infesting Sunshine State waters are partaking in an annual migration 

and reassure beachgoers that there should be nothing to fear. NBC's Kerry Sanders reports. (TODAY 
show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 2:27:04 PM 

First Thoughts: Upside down 

The protests in Wisconsin have turned the political rhetoric upside down from a year ago. The bottom line: Those in 

power do everything they can to pass their priorities, and those out of power do everything they can to stop them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 2:49:40 PM 

JPMorgan's Dimon gets $17 million package 

Ig~~""IAfter posting a $17.4 billion profit for 2010, JPMorgan Chase awarded Chief Executive Jamie Dimon 

restricted stock and options that could be worth $17 million. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 2:52:30 PM 

Some Carnival cruisers still awaiting refund 

Ig~~""[he Carnival Splendor, stranded at sea for three days in November, embarks Sunday repaired and with a 

fresh crowd of smiling guests. Some castaways, however, are grumbling about vows not kept. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 2:53:35 PM 

DRF: Overheated horse cools off in infield lake 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 2:59:44 PM 

Bernanke: Don't blame u.s. for capital swings 

Ig~~""lu.s. Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke defended easy money policies in advanced economies 

against the charge they are overheating emerging markets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 4:08:06 PM 

Video: NYT's Kristof: 'Complete chaos' in Bahrain 

Ig~~""INew York Times columnist Nicholas Kristof reports from a hospital in Manama, Bahrain, that dozens of 
protesters have come in with injuries suffered when soldiers fired on marchers. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 4:27:34 PM 

'Full flex pose' statue of Schwarzenegger in works 

Ig~~""I'FUII flex pose' statue of Schwarzenegger in works 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 5:02:42 PM 

PFT: Player from 1985 Bears defense found dead 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 5:05:27 PM 

Egypt OKs Iran warships through Suez Canal 

Ig~~""IState media say Egypt has agreed to let two Iranian naval vessels transit the Suez Canal, a move that 

comes despite expressions of concern by Israeli officials. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 5:34:23 PM 

Dad in toxic truck case pleads not guilty 

Ig~~""IA father accused of trying to kill his adopted 10-year-old son by dousing him with chemicals pleaded not 

guilty on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 5:41:20 PM 

Twitter has live reports on Bahrain violence 

As Bahraini troops fired on protesters Friday, human rights activists and journalists alike turned to Twitter to report the 

violence as it was happening, and call for help. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 5:59:17 PM 

Mom sells kids' toys on eBay as punishment 

Ig~~""lused to be, kids were made to take a timeout when they acted up, or maybe even a spanking. But now, 

parents have other options, like selling their treasured toys on eBay as punishment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 6:12:41 PM 

Another day off? Enough, already 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: Presidents Day is Monday but a new survey finds that 28 percent of Americans would rather not 

have the day off. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 6:15:21 PM 

Five killed in horrific multi-vehicle crash 

Ig~~""IA horrific three-vehicle crash - that sent an SUV hurtling through the air and onto the top of a pickup 

truck - killed five people and injured four others in Denver, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 7:14:03 PM 

Video: Giant flare erupts from sun 

Ig~~""IDr. Michio Kaku discusses what's behind the solar show. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 7:15:04 PM 

Roadkill: Where the rubber meets the toad ... 

Ig~~""~he smallish, dark-shelled Western pond turtle is California's only freshwater turtle, and its declining 

numbers have earned it the designation as a species of special concern. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 7:36:25 PM 

House blocks fed aid for Planned Parenthood 

The House has approved a Republican proposal to block federal aid for Planned Parenthood. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 8:19:27 PM 

Bieber's abortion quote gets clarification 

Ig~~""~ustin Bieber is taking a lot of heat for proffering his stance on abortion in a recent Rolling Stone 

interview. Today, the magazine clarified his comment, albeit slightly. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 8:25:00 PM 

Egyptian opposition says: Ignore us at your peril 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 8:28:21 PM 

Vatican event turns awkward with Berlusconi 

Ig~~""IAn annual Italy-Vatican relations treaty celebration takes an awkward turn Friday as scandal-plagued 
Premier Silvio Berlusconi attends with the Vatican's No 2. official. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 8:38:41 PM 

Contemplating the state of the unions 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 8:56:26 PM 

Pope John Paul's coffin to be exhumed for faithful 

Faithful attending the beatification of Pope John Paul in Rome will be able to pray before his coffin, which will be 

exhumed for the event, the Vatican said on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 8:57:36 PM 

Stretches before running have no impact on injury 

It makes no difference if you stretch or not before a run, because stretching won't affect your risk of injury, according to 

a study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 9:15:02 PM 

Switch your Facebook photo viewer back to 'classic' 

Ig~~""IHereJs a quick fix to make Facebook photos go back to the "normaL" 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 9:18:18 PM 

Prison for woman convicted in Pitino extortion 

Ig~~""~he woman convicted of threatening to reveal a sexual tryst with basketball coach Rick Pitino unless he 

paid her millions in cash, luxury cars and a house was sentenced Friday to more than seven years in 
prison. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 9:22:37 PM 

Video: Romania looks to fine witches when predictions fail 

Ig~~""~ust weeks after enforcing taxes on witches, the Romanian government has proposed a bill that would 
fine those who make false predictions. Msnbc.com's AI Stirrett reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 9:32:05 PM 

Cosmic Log: Bionic arms spread wider 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Nine years after an amputee received the first thought-controlled 

prosthetic limb, bionic arms are getting stronger ... faster ... better. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 9:41:37 PM 

Live blog: Tunisia's grants amnesty to political prisoners 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 9:42:56 PM 

Speaking two languages may delay Alzheimer's 

Mastering a second language can pump up the brain in ways that seem to delay getting Alzheimer's disease later on, 

scientists said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 9:44:41 PM 

Millions celebrate at Egypt's 'victory march' 

Ig~~""IMillions took to the streets to celebrate a new Egypt on Friday, reminding military rulers to keep their 

promise of a swift transition to democracy after protests swept away autocrat Hosni Mubarak in just 18 
days. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/201110:09:12 PM 

Girl wrestler: Boy was entitled to his choice 

Ig~~""lcassy Herkelman said Friday she didn't feel slighted when a boy wrestler refused to compete wth her 

because she was a girl. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/201110:20:27 PM 

'Significant flooding' likely in central U.S. 

Ig~~""IMillions living along the northern Mississippi as well as other nearby rivers face high or above average 

chances of flooding this spring as a thick snowpack melts, the National Weather Service warns. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/201110:29:17 PM 

Shootout: Which 'True Grit' is better? 

Ig~~""~he two versions of "True Grit" are like Athens, Greece and Athens, Georgia: They've got the same name, 
but they're in totally different worlds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/201110:29:30 PM 

For third week in a row, Wall Street advances 

The Dow Jones industrial average continued climbing on Friday, notching its third straight week of gains. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 10:30:04 PM 

Wisconsin: How we got here 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/201110:32:25 PM 

Police: Man who fell off SUV was holding mattresses 

A man who suffered a head injury after falling off a moving vehicle had been attempting to hold down mattresses that 

were on the roof of the vehicle, Burlington, N.C., police say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2011 10:44:04 PM 

Thousands of Aristide backers march in Haiti 

Ig~~""lseveral thousand supporters of ousted President Jean-Bertrand Aristide protested in Haiti's quake-torn 

capital Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/201110:58:05 PM 

PBT: Anthony wants offer before leaving L.A. 

Ig~~""lpBT: Carmelo Anthony is trying to sound like a guy out of the loop when it comes to offers from the Nets 

or Knicks, but he'd like something before the end of the weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/201111:04:21 PM 

Judge won't release records in Ariz. shootings 

A judge said Friday the u.s. Marshals Service must decide if another mug shot can be released of the suspect in the 

Arizona shootings that killed six people and wounded u.S. Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords and a dozen others. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/201111:27:01 PM 

Dead baby born at Oprah's school found in bag 

Hospital staffers discovered the lifeless infant when the 17-year-old girl identified as the mother was brought in to be 

treated for excessive bleeding, the child in a bag she brought with her. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/201111:37:58 PM 

Did secretive graffiti artist launch assault on L.A.? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/201111:37:58 PM 

Obama calls for investments in education, R&D 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama says the u.s. must invest in research and development, science, and especially 
education - or risk seeing the technological breakthroughs of the future happen in some other country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/201111:44:50 PM 

NASA picks Thursday for final Discovery launch 

Ig~~""INASA will try to launch space shuttle Discovery next week following a four-month delay. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/201111:46:42 PM 

Video: Fury continues over bill to end collective bargaining 

Ig~~""~housands of public workers descended on Wisconsin's state capitol again Friday to protest a plan they 
say will balance the state's budgets on their backs. NBC's John Yang reports from Madison. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/201111:48:20 PM 

Video: Bahrain protest ends in bloodshed 

Ig~~""IAn apparently peaceful protest ended in panic Friday as a sustained burst of gunfire rattled across the 

capital. NBC's John Ray reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/201111:51:25 PM 

Video: Bahrain crackdown leaves medics overwhelmed 

Ig~~""lsecurity forces fired live ammunition into crowds of unarmed, peaceful demonstrators in Bahrain on 

Friday as some ambulances were reportedly blocked from reaching the injured. NBC's Chief Foreign 
Correspondent Richard Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/201111:52:53 PM 

Video: Egypt demonstrators mark day of victory 

Ig~~""IAS crackdowns on protestors continue in Libya, Yemen, and Jordan, a huge crowd gathered in Tahrir 

Square in Cairo on Friday to mark the first week since President Mubarak was forced out. NBC's Ron Allen 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/201111:56:45 PM 

Video: Study: Many surgical breast biopsies unnecessary 

Ig~~""IA new study suggests too many women are undergoing surgical biopsies to diagnose breast cancer when 

a needle biopsy would suffice. NBC's Chief Medical Editor Dr. Nancy Snyderman reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/201112:02:07 AM 

Video: New generation changes face of Texas 

Ig~~""INew census data shows that Hispanics are fueling a population explosion in the Lone Star State. NBC's 
Janet Shamlian reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/201112:03:41 AM 

Video: Solar flares spark spectacular sky show 

Ig~~""~hanks to an intense period of solar flares, Northern Lights have been spotted from Canada, Scotland and 
Northern Ireland. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/201112:23:29 AM 

How much do public workers earn? The facts 

There's a lot at stake in the struggle between Republicans in Wisconsin and labor unions over collective bargaining rights 

for public workers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 3:22:37 AM 

Maple sugaring season gets running early 

Ig~~""lsugar maple trees are tapped and their sap is starting to drain into buckets. A New England thaw heralds 

the start of the fleeting syrup season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 3:28:27 AM 

Shut out at Grammys, Bieber wins MVP at celeb game 

Ig~~""~een singing sensation Justin Bieber, who was shut out at the Grammys, was chosen most valuable player 

despite playing for the losing team in the NBA All-Star celebrity game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 4:15:33 AM 

Flamboyant Gadhafi feels wind of change 

Ig~~""IWith his penchant for Bedouin tents, heavily armed female bodyguards and Ukrainian nurses, Moammar 
Gadhafi has cut a showman like figure as Libya's leader for more than 40 years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 4:16:27 AM 

eFT: Auburn tree poisoning suspect out on bail 

Ig~~""ICFT: The man charged in the poisoning of two oak trees at Auburn's Toomer's Corner has been released 

from jail. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 4:21:26 AM 

No charges against ex-Countrywide chief 

Ig~~""IFederal prosecutors have ended a criminal investigation of Countrywide Financial Corp. co-founder 

Angelo Mozilo without filing any charges. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 5:31:39 AM 

Report: Congressman urged to get mental help 

Ig~~""IA newspaper report says aides to u.s. Rep. David Wu were so alarmed over the Democrat's erratic 

behavior just before the November elections that they urged him to enter a hospital to get psychiatric 
treatment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 5:48:58 AM 

No. 16 Louisville runs away from No. 13 UConn 

Ig~~""lpeyton Siva scored 15 points, freshman center Gorgui Dieng posted his first career double-double with 13 
points and 12 rebounds and No. 16 Louisville rolled by punchless No. 13 Connecticut 71-58 on Friday 

night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 6:32:31 AM 

Judge asks sides in Bonds trial to resolve case 

Ig~~""IA federal judge in the perjury case against Barry Bonds has asked the sides to find a way to resolve the 

charges before the trial next month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 7:31:07 AM 

30 wounded in Kuwait protests on Friday - sources 

Thirty people were wounded in Friday's clashes in Kuwait between security forces and stateless Arabs demanding 

citizenship, security sources said on Saturday. The protest in Jahra, northwest of Kuwait City, was the first in the oil

producing Gulf Arab state since a wave of unrest began sweeping across the Middle East in December. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 9:10:50 AM 

Bahrain opposition rejects talks 

Bahrain's Shiite opposition on Saturday rejected any dialogue with Sunni royal family until "tanks are off the streets" and 

the army stops "shooting at peaceful protesters." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 9:59:19 AM 

House passes bill to cut $60 billion in spending 

The Republican-controlled House of Representatives passed legislation to cut $60-billion-plus from hundreds of federal 

programs early Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 2:18:14 PM 

Video: Violent clashes continue in Bahrain 

Ig~~""IBahrain's army has pulled its heavy vehicles from Manama's core and the crown prince has called for 
calm amid government riots in the city's streets. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 2:41:53 PM 

Video: Despite clues Zodiac killer still a mystery 

Ig~~""~ODAY'S Lester Holt receives a rare look at one of the Zodiac's messages left at a famous crime scene and 
talks to a victim who managed to survive one of the killer's brutal attacks. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 2:49:43 PM 

Hundreds of protesters defy police in Algeria 

Algerian police in riot gear on Saturday surrounded about 500 protesters trying to stage a march through the capital 

inspired by uprisings in other parts of the Arab world in defiance of a ban. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 3:05:00 PM 

China cracks down on call for 'Jasmine Revolution' 

Chinese authorities cracked down on activists as a call circulated for people to gather in more than a dozen cities Sunday 

for a "Jasmine Revolution." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 3:09:18 PM 

Canadian commander by day; sexual killer by night 

Ig~~"'l'Dateline NBC" details the astounding case of Canadian Air Force Col. Russell Williams, commander of the 

nation's largest military base by day, sexual predator and killer by night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 3:44:39 PM 

Attackers raid Afghan bank, kill at least 9 

Ig~~""IGunmen detonated explosives in front of a bank and then stormed the building in the eastern Afghan city 

of Jalalabad on Saturday, killing at least three people and injuring scores of others, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 4:01:34 PM 

Yemen security forces kill protester 

Ig~~""IYemeni riot police in the capital shot dead an anti-government protester and injured five others on 

Saturday when they opened fire on thousands marching in the 10th day of unrest rocking the country. 
The country's leader blamed the unrest on "a foreign plot." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 4:55:44 PM 

Video: Why are Bravo's 'Real Housewives' so popular? 

Ig~~""llt all started as a one-season show, "The Real Housewives of Orange County," but eight years and six 

cities later, it has turned into a franchise, Bravo's biggest. With the latest version, "The Real Housewives 
of Miami," starting on Tuesday, TODAY's Amy Robach talks with Gawker.com's Maureen O'Connor and TV 
Guide's Ingela Ratledge about the franchise's popularity. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 4:57:05 PM 

Video: More charges ahead for 'black widow'? 

Ig~~""INarCy Novack is awaiting trial, for allegedly masterminding the brutal 2009 beating death of her 

millionaire husband, Ben Novack, whose family founded Miami's famed Fontainebleau Hotel. And now, 
prosecutors indicate they will may bring additional against Narcy Novack in the death of her mother-in-law, 
who was found dead three months before Ben Novack died. NBC'S Thanh Truong reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 5:01:22 PM 

Video: What kind of deal will you find President's Day weekend? 

Ig~~""~he long President's Day holiday weekend is often great time to find shopping deals. TODAY's Lester Holt 

and Amy Robach talk with experts on the bargains consumers can expect to find for winter clothes, 
exercise equipment, cars and tech gadgets. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 5:02:50 PM 

PBT: What's with big guys in dunk contest? 

Ig~~""lpBT: Today's dunk contest is unusual in that it is filled with big guys, with 6-7 DeMar DeRosan the 

smallest contestant. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 5:08:48 PM 

Road trip! Best family spring-break getaways 

Ig~~""IFrom animal encounters to ziplining, family vacations are redefining fun. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 5:31:16 PM 

Freshmen spur GOP-run House on big spending cuts 

Ig~~""~he GOP-run House, jolted by freshmen determined to drive down the deficit, snatched $61 billion from 

hundreds of federal programs while shielding coal companies, oil refiners and farms from new federal 
regulations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 5:41:56 PM 

Uncertainty dominates Daytona 500 season-opener 

Ig~~""~he fans will stand in silence, three fingers raised toward the sky, on the third lap of the Daytona 500 as a 

tribute to the late Dale Earnhardt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 6:54:25 PM 

Iran releases 2 German journalists held for months 

Ig~~""llran on Saturday freed two German journalists arrested four months ago after they interviewed the son 

of an Iranian woman sentenced to death by stoning for adultery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 7:23:28 PM 

Mysterious outbreak killing pines in Montana 

Bob Appleby will learn this spring if the evergreen tree in his yard in Montana has survived a mysterious outbreak 

threatening to kill thousands of Austrian pines across the state. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 8:04:04 PM 

Bahrain protesters reclaim central square 

Ig~~""IAnti-gOVernment protesters in Bahrain swarmed back into a symbolic square on Saturday, putting riot 

police to flight in a striking victory for their cause and confidently setting up camp for a protracted stay. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 8:09:12 PM 

Pa. priest defends self on radio in sex abuse case 

A suspended Philadelphia priest has taken to the airwaves to defend himself against allegations of child sex abuse, which 

he called "completely and totally a lie." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 8:15:33 PM 

Bizarre criminal resume of mosque plot suspect 

Ig~~""IDesPite a remarkable criminal resume, the 63-year-old Vietnam veteran has been freed repeatedly from 

psychiatric hospitals and prison only to lash out again and end up back in custody. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 8:15:52 PM 

Late shot lifts St. John's past No.4 Pittsburgh 

Ig~~""IDWight Hardy's underhanded flip with 1.2 seconds to play gave a 60-59 victory over No.4 Pittsburgh on 

Saturday, the Red Storm's fifth win over a highly ranked team this season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 8:23:52 PM 

Egypt revolt becomes global case study 

Ig~~""llt seems naive to hope the fallout from cataclysmic events in the Middle East and North Africa can spill 

beyond the region and stir distant, repressed populations with no cultural or historical affinity. Yet 
successful uprisings in Egypt and Tunisia have captivated dissidents and activists around the world who have 
campaigned in vain for radical change, in some cases for decades. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 8:27:23 PM 

Alleged shooter's reclusive dad retreats more 

Ig~~""IRandY Loughner was always reclusive. But since his son's alleged shooting rampage last month, the father 
has shut himself behind what one neighbor calls "an elaborate cage." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 8:47:09 PM 

Issa reaps benefits of Kate Middleton's support 

Ig~~""llssa took center stage at London Fashion Week Saturday, showing why the exuberant Brazilian-born 

designer is one of the biggest beneficiaries of the upcoming royal wedding of Prince William and Kate 
Middleton. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 9:27:39 PM 

No.3 Texas upset, 11-game win streak snapped 

Ig~~""INO. 3 Texas lost its first Big 12 game of the season with a 70-67 loss at Nebraska, the Longhorns' first in 

12 games. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2011 9:31:24 PM 

Alleged shooter's reclusive dad retreats more 

Ig~~""IRandY Loughner was always reclusive. But since his son's alleged shooting rampage last month, the father 
has shut himself behind what one neighbor calls "an elaborate cage." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/201110:01:01 PM 

Texas Tech upsets No.1 Baylor 56-45 

Ig~~""~exas Tech coach Kristy Curry knows what a win over a top-ranked team can do for her team. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/201110:15:47 PM 

Video: Snipers reportedly fire on mourners in Libya 

Ig~~""IAnti-gOVernment protesters continue to riot in Libya in defiance of the country's leader Moammar 

Gadhafi, with the situation reportedly turning violent after a group of snipers apparently fired on citizens, 
who were mourning the deaths of protesters. Msnbc.com's AI Stirrett reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/201110:58:10 PM 

Cosmic Log: Planet probe spots hot prospects 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: NASA's Kepler planet-hunting probe has pinpointed some intriguing 

prospects, including a potentially habitable world that may be just slightly smaller than Earth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/201111:30:54 PM 

Strong winds topple National Christmas Tree 

Ig~~""IFierce winds swept through the mid-Atlantic region, knocking out power to thousands, fanning fires and 

toppling the National Christmas Tree. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/201111:37:14 PM 

PFT: Ex-Bears star reportedly committed suicide 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/201111:42:08 PM 

Video: Dueling protests as Wis. budget battle rolls on 

Ig~~""~hough they were outnumbered by their pro-labor opponents, supporters of Gov. Scott Walker's plan to 
close the state's budget deficit made their voices heard in Madison. NBC's Scott Newell reports. (Nightly 

News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/201111:46:55 PM 

Video: Bahrain opts for dialogue, Libya for violence 

Ig~~""IBahrainls crown prince - who on Saturday ordered security forces to withdraw - said the time has come 

to negotiate, but as NBC's Richard Engel reports, not all Arab leaders are trying to compromise. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/201111:48:44 PM 

Video: Mideast unrest hits Americans at the pump 

Ig~~""IEvents half a world away are reaching America's gas pumps and pocketbooks. NBC's Tom Costello 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/201111:49:03 PM 

Torres, 43, qualifies for '12 U.S. swim trials 

The youthful swimmers who keep waiting for Dara Torres to retire - again - can breathe easy: the five-time Olympian 

says she definitely won't compete in the 2016 Games at age 49. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/201112:24:37 AM 

Experts warn U.S. must take space storms seriously 

Ig~~""lspace weather could pose serious problems here on Earth in the coming years, the chief of the National 

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration said today. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/201112:27:16 AM 

Thousands of protesters surround Wis. Capitol 

An estimated 70,000 protesters converged on the Wisconsin Capitol on Saturday, with supporters of Republican efforts 

to scrap the union rights of state workers facing off against pro-union activists. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/201112:57:23 AM 

Death toll mounts in Libya protests 

Ig~~""ILibyan forces opened fire on mourners leaving a funeral for protesters Saturday in the flashpoint city of 

Benghazi. A witness said dozens were killed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/20111:06:48 AM 

'Microburst' carries away girls in bounce house 

A gust of wind picks up a bounce house with two girls inside, dumping one girl in the yard but carrying the other two 

houses away and dropping her onto a roof. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/20111:18:49 AM 

Thousands mourn Auburn's historic trees 

r-~ steady stream of people began to arrive early Saturday morning to mourn the poisoning of oak trees at 
oomer's Corner, where Auburn fans have long celebrated wins. The heartfelt demonstration continued 

well into the afternoon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/20111:59:22 AM 

Cosmic census finds crowd of planets in our galaxy 

Ig~~""lscientists have estimated the first cosmic census of planets in our galaxy and the numbers are 

astronomical: at least 50 billion planets in the Milky Way. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2011 2:26:07 AM 

Co-producer of 'Narnia' films dies at 39 in NYC 

Perry Moore, a co-producer of "The Chronicles of Narnia" film series and the author of an award-winning novel about a 

gay teenager with superpowers, was found unconscious in his bathroom and died later at a hospital, police said. He was 

39. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/20114:18:37 AM 

Clippers' Griffin leaps car to win dunk contest 

Ig~~""IBlake Griffin leaped over a car and threw down a two-handed dunk to the accompaniment of a gospel 
choir, winning the slam dunk contest in iconic style before his hometown fans on All-Star Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/20114:41:15 AM 

Scientist finds Gulf bottom still oily 

Ig~~""IOil from the BP spill remains stuck on the bottom of the Gulf of Mexico, according to a top scientist's 

video and slides that she says demonstrate the oil isn't degrading as hoped and has decimated life on 
parts of the sea floor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2011 5:25:52 AM 

3 snowmobilers killed by s.c. avalanche 

An avalanche on Mount Gerald in eastern British Columbia on Saturday killed three snowmobilers and seriously injured a 

fourth, CBC News reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2011 5:44:26 AM 

Iran warns opposition against new rallies 

Iranian opposition leaders call for new rallies to commemorate the deaths of two people killed during protests, 

prompting an ominous warning from the government. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2011 8:23:58 AM 

Governor: NATO, Afghan forces kill 64 civilians 

Joint operations by Afghan forces and NATO-led foreign troops have killed 64 civilians in eastern Kunar province over the 

past four days, the provincial governor said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2011 8:31:16 AM 

Afghan attack toll rises, making it worst in 8 months 

The death toll from Saturday's suicide attack in east Afghanistan has risen to at least 40, making it the deadliest 

nationwide for more than eight months, and the worst insurgent assault in that region. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2011 8:49:45 AM 

Iran ships yet to enter Suez Canal, official says 

Two Iranian naval ships are due to sail through the Suez Canal to the Mediterranean on Monday, Suez Canal officials 

said, denying a report from Iran that said the ships had already gone through the waterway. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2011 9:34:47 AM 

In 'midst of a massacre': libya death toll climbs 

The death toll from four days of violence centered on the Libyan city of Benghazi has passed 100, Human Rights Watch 

said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/201112:03:10 PM 

One dead after fire engulfs NYC building 

A woman was found dead after a five-alarm fire ripped through an apartment building in Brooklyn's Flatbush 

neighborhood Saturday, local media reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/201112:49:42 PM 

China tries to stamp out 'Jasmine Revolution' 

Ig~~""~ittery Chinese authorities wary of any domestic dissent staged a concerted show of force Sunday to 

squelch a mysterious online call for a "Jasmine Revolution" apparently modeled after pro-democracy 
demonstrations sweeping the Middle East. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2011 2:54:49 PM 

Gunmen attack Iraqi TV station that showed protest 

Gunmen burst into a Kurdish television station in northern Iraq, shooting up the equipment and setting fire to the 

building, apparently in retaliation for the station's airing footage of a deadly protest, station officials say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2011 3:01:52 PM 

Video: Rice: U.S. 'very concerned' by Libya violence 

Ig~~""lsusan Rice, the u.s. ambassador to the United Nations, joins David Gregory to discuss reports of a 
ferocious crackdown by Moammar Gadhafi's forces. (Meet the Press) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2011 4:50:52 PM 

Still no layoffs in Cuba 5 months after announced 

Ig~~""IA drive to radically cut the government payroll in Cuba has stalled amid resistance to implementing the 

layoffs, leaving many people still waiting for the ax to fall. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2011 5:55:51 PM 

Chinese authorities foil a call for mass protests 

Websites and other social media called for people across China to gather Sunday afternoon for demonstrations. But a 

crackdown on activists and a show of force by police appear to have quelled the movement. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2011 6:06:39 PM 

A horse-drawn trek toward a 'do-over' in life 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2011 6:07:44 PM 

Iran forces curb opposition rallies 

Thousands of Iranian security personnel are deployed on the streets of Tehran and other cities to prevent opposition 

protesters rallying in spite of a ban, opposition websites report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2011 6:13:30 PM 

Better with age? Midlife crises are a myth 

According the stereotype, a guy who hits his mid years develops a yearning for a fast car, a young girlfriend and a return 

to youth. But the truth is, most middle aged people are actually living at their fullest, research shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2011 8:16:01 PM 

Dog rescued after 19 hours trapped underground 

KTVB BOISE -- By Saturday morning at 10:30, it had been 19 hours. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2011 9:15:39 PM 

Egypt looks to lure tourists back 

Ig~~""~he pyramids of Giza were virtually deserted Sunday, symbols not just of the might and culture of the 

pharaohs but also the damage that Egypt's upheaval has inflicted on tourism. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/201110:06:06 PM 

Protesters rally for 6th day at Wis. Capitol 

As union supporters stage a sixth day of protests at the Wisconsin Capitol, the Republican governor reiterates that he 

won't compromise on a bill that would eliminate most of public employees' collective bargaining rights. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/201111:21:11 PM 

Cosmic Log: Big bang machine revs up again 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Europe's Large Hadron Collider is back in operation, beginning a 
marathon that scientists hope will lead to theory-twisting breakthroughs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/201111:44:32 PM 

Video: Libya counts dead, heaping pressure on Gadhafi 

Ig~~""IAmid reports that protesters and army defectors have taken control of Benghazi, the country's second 

largest city, by all accounts, the response of Moammar Gadhafi's regime has been brutal. NBC's Ron Allen 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/201112:14:04 AM 

'Are you kidding me?!' Rookie wins Daytona 

Ig~~""~revor Bayne finally made a mistake. Fortunately for him, it didn't happen until he missed the turn pulling 

into Victory Lane at the Daytona 500. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/201112:15:04 AM 

Video: As shutdown odds grow, lawmakers point fingers 

Ig~~""lcan the president and Republicans settle their differences and agree on a deal to fund the government 

before it runs out of money on March 4? NBC's Mike Viqueira reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/201112:16:54 AM 

Video: Snow takes aim at Northeast, again 

Ig~~""~ust days after reveling in spring-like temperatures, the winter-weary Northeast is bracing for a reminder 
of just what season it is. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/201112:18:04 AM 

Video: Hospital looks to combat 'alarm fatigue' 

Ig~~""~he medical technology that saves patients' lives can themselves be so noisy that critical warning signs 
are too often missed. NBC's Robert Bazell reports on one institution's effort to reverse the trend. (Nightly 

News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/201112:47:40 AM 

Memories of 1995 shutdown haunt GOP 

Few memories haunt Republicans more deeply than the 1995-96 partial shutdown of the federal government, which 

helped President Bill Clinton reverse his falling fortunes and recast House Republicans as stubborn partisans, not savvy 

insurgents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/201112:55:49 AM 

Blizzard slams northern Midwest states 

Ig~~""IA severe winter storm was driving across the upper Midwest on Sunday, dumping up to 15 inches of 
snow and causing white-out conditions in spots from the Dakotas through Minnesota and into Wisconsin. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/20111:33:22 AM 

'Hawks win battle of Cup champs in shootout 

Ig~~""lpatrick Kane scored the only goal in the shootout to lift the Chicago Blackhawks to a 3-2 victory over the 

Pittsburgh Penguins on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/20111:46:03 AM 

Gadhafi to fight to 'the last bullet' 

Moammar Gadhafi's son went on state television to proclaim that his father remained in charge with the army's backing 

and would "fight until the last man, the last woman, the last bullet." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/20111:48:04 AM 

North Korea digs tunnels for likely nuclear test: report 

North Korea is digging tunnels at a site where it has launched two nuclear tests, suggesting it is preparing a third, the 

South's Yonhap news agency said on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2011 4:16:29 AM 

Intel: Suspected US missiles kill 4 in Pakistan 

A suspected u.s. missile strike killed four alleged militants in a Pakistani tribal region along the Afghan border early 

Monday, Pakistani intelligence officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2011 4:48:35 AM 

Teen dies after being thrown by rodeo bull 

A Riverview teenager died Friday night after being thrown by a bull at a Brandon rodeo, deputies said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2011 4:48:59 AM 

Beyond the Arc: Who's No.1 in college hoops? 

Ig~~""IBeYOnd the Arc: In a week where the top four teams in the polls lost, should No.5 Duke take the top 

spot? Or is there more to it? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2011 5:07:18 AM 

Kobe leads West, ties record with 4th MVP 

Ig~~""IKobe Bryant won his record-tying fourth All-Star game Most Valuable Player award to the delight of his 

hometown fans, scoring 37 points and propelling the West to a 148-143 victory over the East in the NBA's 
midseason showcase on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2011 8:31:46 AM 

Sudan's Bashir not standing for re-election: party 

Sudanese President Omar Hassan al-Bashir will not stand at the next election as part of a package of reforms aimed at 

democratizing the country, a senior official of the ruling party said on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2011 8:41:16 AM 

164 drug addicts bust out of Vietnam rehab center 

More than 160 drug addicts overpowered guards and escaped from a detention and rehabilitation center in central 

Vietnam, and about 30 of them remain at large, an official said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2011 8:47:37 AM 

Afghan police: At least 28 killed in suicide blast 

Police in northern Afghanistan say a suicide bomber has killed at least 28 people, including civilians, at a government 

office in Kunduz province. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2011 9:24:06 AM 

12 taxi drivers, fares killed in Mexican resort 

A spate of attacks on taxis in the Mexican resort city of Acapulco has left 12 taxi drivers or passengers dead, police said 

Sunday, just hours before the Mexican Open tennis tournament is scheduled to start. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/201112:29:02 PM 

Schools cut lunch options for kids who can't pay 

Even as schools raise prices on meals, new guidelines under federal consideration threaten to put an added burden on 

an already budget-strained program. Msnbc.com's Alex Johnson reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/20111:38:00 PM 

Blagojevich seeks to toss key wiretap evidence 

Ig~~""IAttorneyS for former Illinois Gov. Rod Blagojevich asked a federal judge on Monday to bar prosecutors 

from playing any FBI wiretap recordings to jurors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2011 3:01:06 PM 

Sailor held by Somali pirates a 'true adventurist' 

Ig~~""IA U.S. woman who was kidnapped by Somali pirates along with her partner and two Californian friends 
while sailing a yacht in the Indian Ocean is a "true adventurist" who was having a "great time," according 

to friends. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2011 4:22:44 PM 

Egypt freezes Mubarak's assets 

Ig~~""IEgYPt's top prosecutor requested on Monday the freezing of the foreign assets of ousted president Hosni 

Mubarak and his family, announced state TV. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2011 4:55:16 PM 

Millions viewing graphic self-harm YouTube videos 

YouTube videos on cutting and other self-injury methods are setting an alarming new trend, attracting millions of hits. 

The more than 5,000 posted could serve as a how-to for troubled viewers, a study warns. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2011 5:22:02 PM 

Hungry for a solution to rising food prices 

Ig~~"'l'The price hike is already pushing millions of people into poverty and putting stress on the most 

vulnerable, who spend more than half of their income on food," says World Bank President Robert 
Zoellick. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2011 5:38:01 PM 

Wall Street: Stocks are overbought so buy, buy! 

Investors will continue to ride the speediest rally in u.s. stocks since the Great Depression despite growing concerns that 

the market is overbought and due for a correction. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2011 5:38:57 PM 

Yemen president rejects demands he step down now 

Ig~~""IYemenls embattled leader on Monday rejected demands that he step down, saying widespread 

demonstrations against his regime are unacceptable acts of provocation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2011 5:54:07 PM 

Congo colonel gets 20 years after rape trial 

Ig~~""lone by one, the rape survivors relived their attacks for a panel of judges: A newly married bride flung her 

torn, bloodied clothing onto the courtroom floor. A mother of six dropped to her knees, raised her arms 
to heaven and cried out for peace. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2011 6:07:16 PM 

Stepmother indicted in death of disabled NC girl 

The stepmother of a disabled North Carolina girl has been indicted on a murder charge in the child's death. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2011 6:16:25 PM 

India brings hope to stalled polio fight 

Deep in India, the polio virus has stubbornly hidden. But now, the long-stalled global fight to eradicate the crippling 

disease might be on the verge of a victory as health workers there go door-to-door vaccinating millions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2011 7:33:32 PM 

Man bag fad can lead to back bother 

Sporting a weighty man bag may be the latest fashion for fellows but it can cause back pain and poor posture, British 

chiropractors said this month. A new study shows the average 'murse' weighs about 14 pounds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2011 7:40:15 PM 

Ventre: Was that NBA's last l.A. party for awhile? 

Ig~~""lventre: Kobe is on an All-Star MVP high right now, but the Lakers still haven't proven they are able to 

shake their complacency and do a three-peat 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2011 7:50:32 PM 

Brain pacemakers aim to zap severe depression 

Call them brain pacemakers, tiny implants that hold promise for fighting tough psychiatric diseases - if scientists can 

figure out just where in all that gray matter to put them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2011 7:57:06 PM 

Want the best credit card terms? Be rich 

It pays to be rich if you need a credit card. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2011 8:31:17 PM 

Midwest storm halts holiday travel 

A major snow storm dealt a winter wallop to Wisconsin, Michigan and northern Ohio on Monday as it moved east out of 

Minnesota. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2011 8:42:32 PM 

Washington 'blackest name' in America 

Ig~~""~he 2000 U.S. Census counted 163,036 people with the surname Washington. Ninety percent of them 
were African-American. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/201110:29:48 PM 

JonBenet Ramsey's Colo. home listed for $2.3M 

The house where Jon Benet Ramsey lived with her family in Boulder, Colo., is up for sale again. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/201110:38:54 PM 

Blockbuster says group offering $290M for it 

Movie rental chain Blockbuster Inc. says a group of investors is offering $290 million to buy it out of bankruptcy 

protection. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/201111:12:31 PM 

1 in 9 people aged 45-54 is hearing impaired 

A new survey of mostly middle-aged adults reveals that among people aged 45 to 54, one in nine shows signs of hearing 

impairment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/201111:20:31 PM 

Ga. killer sentenced to death in beheading murder 

A jury unanimously recommended the death penalty Monday for a drifter found guilty in the 2007 slaying of a nurse 

whose beheaded body was found in a national forest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/201111:33:56 PM 

HBT: Siegal is first woman to throw BP to MLB team 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/201111:46:45 PM 

Wis. governor says union bill is 'incredibly fair' 

Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker reiterates his case Monday afternoon not to budge on a bill to bust collective bargaining 

rights of public employees and to fix a $3.6 billion deficit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/201111:47:50 PM 

Video: Libya on the brink 

Ig~~""IAS Secretary of State Clinton condemned the violence in Libya on Monday, anti-government protestors 

called for another night of defiance in Tripoli amid reports that Libyan security forces are preparing for a 
major assault. NBC's Ron Allen reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/201112:17:48 AM 

Oil industry worries Libya unrest could spread 

The first major protests to hit an OPEC country put the oil industry on edge Monday, sending crude prices jumping and 

raising speculation about the use of emergency oil reserves. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/201112:34:17 AM 

Gadhafi: 'I'm in Tripoli, not Venezuela' 

Ig~~""ILibyan leader Moammar Gadhafi appears on state TV for less than a minute to deny rumors he fled to 

Venezuela amid the unrest and violence sweeping his country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/20111:06:58 AM 

Dumbest moves ever on reality TV 

With all the scheming, plotting and over-the-top performances required for the average reality TV competition, it only 

makes sense that plenty of dumb moves are in the mix, too. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 2:09:58 AM 

1 dead in Calif. church bus crash 

Ig~~""lone person died and up to two dozen were injured Monday afternoon when a school bus slid over a 

snowy embankment along a Southern California highway. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 3:02:57 AM 

Video: Major earthquake rattles Christchurch 

Ig~~""IFor the second time in five months, a strong earthquake has hit Christchurch, New Zealand. NBC's George 
Lewis reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 3:29:20 AM 

PBT: It's done! Anthony going to Knicks 

Ig~~""lpBT: As part of a three-team deal, Carmelo Anthony will be going to the Knicks. The Wolves also are 

involved. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 3:39:06 AM 

Knicks finally complete deal for Carmela 

Ig~~""lcarmelo Anthony is getting his wish, and the New York Knicks are getting a second superstar. The Knicks 

have agreed to a trade with the Denver Nuggets for Anthony, a person familiar with the deal told The 
Associated Press on Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 3:54:10 AM 

36 killed in Mali stampede 

Ig~~""IAt least 36 people were killed in a stampede Monday when a crowd surged against a metal barrier after a 

Muslim ceremony, Mali's minister of interior security and civil protection said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 4:39:11 AM 

No Taylor, no problem as No.3 Kansas rolls 

Ig~~""IMarcus Morris had 27 points and No.3 Kansas brushed off the suspension of point guard Tyshawn Taylor, 
romping past Oklahoma State 92-65 on Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 6:01:22 AM 

Texas prison official acquitted of sex abuse 

A former principal of a West Texas juvenile who claimed inmates lied when they told investigators that he had sexually 

assaulted them in darkened classrooms, closets and storage units was acquitted Monday of all charges against him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 9:27:03 AM 

Bahrain opposition figure to return in test for talks 

Ig~~""IA Bahraini opposition figure was set to return to the Gulf Arab country on Tuesday after a week of 
unprecedented protests by majority Shi'ite Muslims against the U.S.-backed Sunni monarchy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/201110:18:51 AM 

Afghans claim police are enlisting criminals 

The village-level fighting forces the u.s. is fostering are having a rocky start, with complaints that recruits are not 

consistently vetted for ties to criminals and warlords. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/201110:39:45 AM 

Giffords tweets birthday message to husband 

Rep. Gabrielle Giffords wished her husband and brother-in-law a happy birthday - and also thanked the Houston 

hospital where she's undergoing intensive rehabilitation for a cake. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/201111:16:00 AM 

Hondurans face big fines for smoking at home 

Ig~~""ILighting up a cigarette at home could bring a visit from Honduran police if a family member or even a 

visitor complains about secondhand smoke. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/201111:59:48 AM 

Flamboyant Gadhafi fights for survival 

With his penchant for heavily-armed female bodyguards, along with a readiness to execute his opponents, Moammar 

Gadhafi has cut a disturbing figure as Libya's leader. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/201112:34:23 PM 

19 inches! Midwest digs out after another storm 

Ig~~""IA major snow storm dealt another winter wallop to Wisconsin, Michigan and northern Ohio on Monday 

as it moved east out of Minnesota leaving more than a foot of fresh snow in its wake. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/201112:42:48 PM 

Video: Quake survivor recalls falling bricks, cracking roads 

Ig~~""lcameron Betts, 17, tells TODAY's Meredith Vieira that he felt the shock of big earthquake "quite 
heavily," with "bricks falling down everywhere" and huge cracks forming in the road as he fled 

Christchurch. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/201112:47:56 PM 

Video: Jobs threatened in Wisconsin budget showdown 

Ig~~""lwisconsinJs Republican governor is threatening the loss of 1,500 state jobs if absent Democrats fail to 

return to Madison to hold a Senate vote on his budget bill, which proposes cuts to state employee 
benefits. NBC's Mike Taibbi reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/201112:49:24 PM 

Video: All aboard for the Kate Middleton bus tour 

Ig~~""IA tour agency in Bucklebury, England, is offering visitors a glimpse at the princess-to-be's hometown 

haunts, including her childhood primary school and favorite pub. NBC's Keith Miller reports. (TODAY 
show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/201112:52:07 PM 

Car dealers cautiously rev up engines 

After a stream of bad news for new car dealers, it seems like things are finally looking up - at least for those who have 

managed to stay in business. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/20111:01:24 PM 

Video: Behold! Diana's fairy-tale wedding gown 

Ig~~""IArt handlers Nick Grossmark and Graeme Murton show off the 275 yards of pearl-studded silk taffeta, 

tulle and netting that comprise the stunning wedding gown worn by Princess Diana on her royal wedding 
day. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/20111:03:22 PM 

Video: 13-year-old recalls nightmare kidnapping 

Ig~~""lsarah Maynard tells TODAY's Meredith Vieira that hopes of being found helped her survive the horror of 
being held captive for days in the leaf-littered home of the man who admitted to killing her mother and 

brother. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/20111:38:13 PM 

FDA knew of problems at plant that made tainted wipes 

Ig~~""~he death of a Houston toddler blamed on contaminated alcohol wipes has prompted dozens of reports 

of similar infections even as documents show government inspectors knew about problems at a 
Wisconsin medical products plant as early as 2009. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 2:11:52 PM 

Video: Phillips taking sobriety, incest fallout one day at a time 

Ig~~""IActress Mackenzie Phillips, whose past includes starring in a '7Os sitcom and a severe battle with drug 

addiction, talks about trying to stay clean while dealing with the scrutiny from family, friends and media 
over revelations that she had sex with her father, musician John Phillips. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 2:13:21 PM 

Bahrain king orders release of political prisoners 

Bahrain's king ordered the release of some political prisoners Tuesday, conceding to another opposition demand as the 

embattled monarchy tries to engage protesters in talks aimed at ending an uprising that has entered its second week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 2:21:39 PM 

Video: Angels in America help to save Haitian girl's life 

Ig~~""IA devastating earthquake and its horrid aftermath couldn't stop a doctor and his wife from helping one 
little Haitian girl get the cardiac surgery she desperately needed. TODAY's Jenna Wolfe reports. (TODAY 

show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 2:34:31 PM 

First Thoughts: The Party of No (Compromise) 

Ig~~""~he (-word has become a four-letter word to the party bases, but more so on the GOP side these days. 

Just look at Wis. Gov. Scott Walker. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 2:37:57 PM 

Body Odd: Spider venom better than Viagra? 

Most of us get a little excited when we see a big spider, but for the unfortunate few who fall victim to the bite of the 

daunting Brazilian wandering spider, that "excitement" takes on a whole new meaning: The venom of the wandering 

spider -- also known as the banana spider (or more formally Phoneutria nigriventer ) causes erections in men. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 2:48:46 PM 

Helin: Knicks not contenders, but 'Melo gives them hope 

Ig~~""IHelin: Today the New York Knicks are not title contenders. They got their man - Carmelo Anthony has 
been acquired to go with Amar'e Stoudemire. But they are still a long way away from the goal. The Knicks 

are probably still the sixth best team in the East, certainly no better than fourth. They are not putting fear in 
the hearts of the Celtics, Heat or Bulls. But they have hope. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 3:08:53 PM 

4 American hostages killed by Somali pirates 

Ig~~""IFour Americans captured by Somali pirates while sailing in the Indian Ocean have been killed, NBC News 

reported Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 3:14:27 PM 

Kidnapped girl, 13: I wanted to show I survived 

Ig~~""lsarah Maynard speaks out for the first time about being held captive for four days by the man who killed 
her mother and brother. In an interview Tuesday, her father told TODAY's Meredith Vieira that Sarah is 

"an inspiration to me." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 3:28:45 PM 

Home prices at lowest levels since crash 

Home prices in a majority of major u.s. cities tracked by a private trade group have fallen to their lowest levels since the 

housing bubble burst. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 3:34:37 PM 

Supreme Court: Vaccine makers can't be sued 

The Supreme Court ruled a federal law shielded vaccine-makers from certain product-liability lawsuits in state court that 

seek damages for serious health problems suffered by children. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 3:40:52 PM 

NBC's Engel: In libya it's 'open revolt' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 3:40:52 PM 

NBC's Engel: Protesters control eastern libya 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 3:40:52 PM 

NBC's Engel: In eastern Libya, only protesters, defectors 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 3:55:47 PM 

Iran navy ships pass through Suez heading for Syria 

Two Iranian naval ships passed through Egypt's Suez Canal into the Mediterranean on Tuesday heading for Syria, a 

source at the canal authority said, a move certain to anger Israel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 4:08:38 PM 

Israel wary as Iran ships traverse Suez Canal 

Two Iranian naval vessels traveled through the Suez Canal on Tuesday, the first time in three decades that Tehran has 

sent military ships through the strategic waterway. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/20114:13:03 PM 

Housing collapse may have been understated 

A housing trade association is examining the possibility that the data it releases underestimated the collapse of the 

housing industry, the Wall Street Journal said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 4:28:31 PM 

Video: Defiant Gadhafi refuses to step down 

Ig~~""lln a televised address to his country, Col. Gadhafi remains defiant, threatening to create 'rivers of blood' 

to remain in power, even as some military forces and diplomats defect. NBC's Ron Allen reports. (msnbc 
tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 4:41:59 PM 

Skin, bones linked to cartel 'stew-maker'? 

Ig~~""IMeXican prosecutors have unearthed what appear to be fat, skin and bones at properties once used by a 
man known as the "stew-maker," who confessed to dissolving the bodies of drug cartel victims. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 5:14:28 PM 

Thune won't run for president in 2012 

South Dakota Sen. John Thune (R) says he's not running for president in 2012. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 5:26:14 PM 

Napolitano honors slain agent at packed funeral 

A federal agent killed in Mexico was a "proud Texan" whose debt of service to his country can never be repaid, u.s. 
Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano told an overflowing crowd at the agent's funeral Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 5:27:33 PM 

Video: Engel: Eastern Libya no longer under Gadhafi control 

Ig~~""IReporting from Libya NBC's Richard Engel says the eastern part of the country is no longer under 
government control. Watch his report, with Msnbc's Contessa Brewer. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 5:31:13 PM 

Gadhafi vows to die as a martyr in libya 

Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi called Tuesday for his supporters to take back the streets from anti-government 

protesters and vowed to fight on and die as a "martyr." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 5:47:47 PM 

Facebook says no to boobs, even for art school 

For some reason, nude portraits always seem to bring out the 13-year-old Beavis in a lot of folks, and in Facebook's case, 

it brings out their very prudish, strict, old-school side that has a hard time abiding by any boobage, regardless of artistic 

value. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 5:50:46 PM 

'Lucky': 39 wives not enough for sect leader 

Ig~~""~he more, the merrier is certainly true for Ziona Chana, a 66-year-old man in India's remote northeast 
who has 39 wives and 94 children - and wouldn't mind having more. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 6:16:46 PM 

Consumer confidence at three-year high 

Consumer confidence rose in February to its highest point in three years as Americans feel more optimistic about their 

income prospects and the direction the economy is headed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 7:06:47 PM 

Video: Rumsfeld on 'contingency plans' for Iraq 

Ig~~""IDuring an interview with NBC's Andrea Mitchell, former Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld defends 

the Iraq War invasion and also shares his thoughts on the current situation in Libya. (Mitchell Reports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 7:10:07 PM 

A sure hit? Get the las Vegas 'mob experience' 

A new attraction on the Las Vegas Strip gives visitors a glimpse into the origin and rise of mobs in Sin City. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 8:03:27 PM 

PBT: Knicks got 'Melo, but the headaches await 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 8:18:51 PM 

Mom gives birth in hospital elevator 

A Kansas newborn could be well equipped to face the ups and downs of life: She was born in a hospital elevator. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 8:31:43 PM 

Past sex, drugs will keep Clooney out of politics 

Ig~~"'l'l didn't live my life in the right way for politics, you know ... I f---ed too many chicks and did too many 
drugs, and that's the truth," the actor told Newsweek. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 9:05:17 PM 

Police: Man deems himself king, refuses to pay 

Ig~~""lwarren, Mich., police say a man has been charged after he told a store clerk he didn't have to pay for 

cigarettes because he was a king. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 9:20:59 PM 

Video: 94-year-old mayor calls it quits 

Ig~~""IA Texas woman announces she won't seek a 20th term in office. KXAS reporter Sara Story has the 

details. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 9:21:00 PM 

Man wrapped like mummy uses hatchet to rob gas station 

Pennsylvania state police are investigating an armed robbery at a Herminie convenience store notable for the 

perpetrator's odd disguise and his choice of weapon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 9:28:35 PM 

Not in the mood? Try a massage 

Ig~~""~he pampering treatment not only relieves stress, but the "skin-on-skin contact stimulates the sex 

hormone oxytocin," says relationship expert Ian Kerner. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/201110:24:15 PM 

Cell phone radiation alters brain activity, study shows 

Ig~~""lspending SO minutes with a cell phone plastered to your ear is enough to change brain cell activity in the 

part of the brain closest to the antenna. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 10:34:25 PM 

Video: First face transplant patient: 'I feel great' 

Ig~~""lwhat is the recipient of the first u.s. face transplant doing now? NBC's Eric Minor reports. (NBC News 
Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2011 10:34:44 PM 

Some movies just not for the squeamish 

Ig~~"'l'127 Hours" may be suffering from the "Not For The Squeamish" syndrome, which afflicts certain motion 

pictures that contain a scene or scenes guaranteed to at least make you squirm. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/201110:58:25 PM 

'I won't pay' movement spreads across Greece 

Ig~~""~hey blockade highway toll booths to give drivers free passage. They cover subway ticket machines with 

plastic bags so commuters can't pay. Even doctors are joining in, preventing patients from paying fees at 
state hospitals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/201111:00:16 PM 

Video: 'We will not live under this regime' 

Ig~~"'l'lman,1I from Tripoli, Libya, talks with Msnbc's Chris Jansing, NBC's terrorism analyst Evan Kohlmann and 

journalist Carl Bernstein about the unrest in her country. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/201111:17:47 PM 

How to get your credit score without being shafted 

You probably know you need to know your credit score, but how do you get it without getting shafted? Here are five 

common Red Tape Traps you face in getting your credit score, along with information on the right way to obtain it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/201111:35:03 PM 

Dow ends off l75-plus as libya rocks markets 

Stocks had their worst drop this year and oil prices surged Tuesday after Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi clung to 

power in the face of mounting protests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/201111:36:45 PM 

Oil prices soar on fears over Libya crisis 

Ig~~""IOil prices soared to the highest level in more than two years as Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi urged 

his supporters to attack protesters who are violently challenging his 42-year rule. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/201111:39:39 PM 

Your Career: 'King's Speech' rings true to many 

Ig~~""I/The King's Speech' has shone a light on the challenges individuals can face when it comes to stuttering, 

particularly those in the working world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/201111:43:06 PM 

Video: Libyan troops defy Gadhafi, side with protesters 

Ig~~""IAS Moammar Gadhafi vowed Tuesday to fight and die a martyr rather than give up power, the eastern 

region of the country already appeared to no longer be under government control. NBC's Chief Foreign 
Correspondent Richard Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/201111:51:39 PM 

Video: Somali pirates kill 4 Americans on hijacked yacht 

Ig~~""IA shocking standoff between Somali pirates and u.S. Naval forces off the coast of Oman ended in the 
death of four American civilians on Tuesday. NBC's Jim Miklaszewski reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/201111:54:34 PM 

Video: Wisconsin serves as template for union battle 

Ig~~""lwhile Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker's bill to roll back union benefits did not get a vote on Tuesday, 

tactics used by both sides in that debate were being copied elsewhere as pro-union protests took place in 
Ohio, Michigan and Massachusetts and Democratic state legislators in Indiana left their state over similar 
issues. NBC's Mike Taibbi reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/201112:28:50 AM 

U.N. Security Council: End Libya violence now 

Ig~~""~he United States and Britain moved to get their nationals out of Libya on Tuesday as the U.N. Security 
Council called an emergency meeting for late Tuesday on Libya's bloody anti-government protests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/201112:40:09 AM 

O'Donnell mulls 'Dancing With the Stars' invite 

Ig~~""~he losing Senate candidate from Delaware isn't sure she should accept, saying she has two left feet and 

a book about politics to complete. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/201112:57:04 AM 

Judge tosses suit against Obama health care plan 

A federal judge on Tuesday threw out a lawsuit claiming that President Barack Obama's requirement that all Americans 

have health insurance violates the religious freedom of those who rely on God to protect them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20111:01:12 AM 

Wis. governor warns of layoffs 

Ig~~""IWith their Senate colleagues still in hiding, Democrats in the Wisconsin Assembly began introducing a 

barrage of 100 amendments Tuesday to try to stymie the Republican governor's plan to strip unionized 
public employees of most of their bargaining rights. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20111:28:56 AM 

Marshals release photo of alleged Tucson shooter 

Ig~~""~he U.S. Marshals Service releases a new image Tuesday of the man suspected of shooting U.S. Rep. 

Gabrielle Giffords, killing six people and wounding a dozen others last month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 2:57:11 AM 

For American hiding in Libya, 'It feels like a war zone' 

Ig~~""IFor I.man, a 29-year-old American woman lying low in Libya, the last few days have been electric with 

tension. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 3:48:34 AM 

Buckeyes bounce back with rout of Illinois 

Ig~~""IDavid Lighty scored 17 of his 21 points in the second half and William Buford had all17 of his in the first 
to lead No.2 Ohio State past Illinois 89-70 on Tuesday night, an impressive bounce-back game after two 

recent losses for the Buckeyes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 4:54:47 AM 

Video: Watch his victory speech 

Ig~~""lln a speech at the Journeymen Plumbers' Union Local 130 Hall in Chicago, Emanuel thanks his supporters 
and says he looks forward to 'working with tens of thousands of public servants' (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 4:56:25 AM 

Rahm Emanuel wins Chicago mayoral race 

Ig~~""IFormer White House chief of staff Rahm Emanuel was elected mayor of Chicago on Tuesday, easily 
overwhelming five rivals to take the helm of the third-largest u.s. city. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 6:03:16 AM 

Ore. congressman says he took painkiller 

Ig~~""IAn Oregon congressman said Tuesday that he accepted prescription drugs from a campaign contributor 

last October, around the same time members of his staff complained of his erratic behavior. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 6:52:06 AM 

Lakers open second half of season in style 

Ig~~""IAIl-Star game MVP Kobe Bryant scored 20 points, Pau Gasol added 14 points and 10 rebounds, and the 
Los Angeles Lakers easily ended their three-game skid with a 104-80 victory over the struggling Atlanta 

Hawks on Tuesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 6:52:14 AM 

theGrio: Can white writers tell black stories? 

In 2009, Kathryn Stockett wrote about black maids in Mississippi during the Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s, but is it 

acceptable for white author like Stockett to write black stories? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 7:07:51 AM 

Caltech ends 26-year, 310-game league losing streak 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 7:45:18 AM 

Caltech ends 26-year, 310-game league losing streak 

Ig~~""lcaltechJs no longer a loser. The Division-III Beavers snapped a 310-game conference losing streak by 

beating Occidental in their season finale, 46-45. It was easily the longest such streak in college hoops. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 8:50:48 AM 

Report: U.S. 'decades behind' on parental leave 

The lack of a nationwide policy of paid maternity leave is cited in a new report as an embarrassment that could be 

redressed at low cost and without harm to employers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 9:49:40 AM 

Wisconsin Dems stage overnight filibuster 

Democrats kept the Wisconsin Assembly up overnight with a filibuster in a desperate attempt to block a plan to strip 

public sector workers of nearly all of their bargaining rights. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/201110:56:24 AM 

Demystifying Islam in a strained Britain 

Ig~~""~error attacks, radical Isla mist clerics and anti-Muslim rhetoric: Britain looks for answers as tensions 

simmer. Msnbc.com's Marian Smith reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/201110:56:24 AM 

In Europe, many see Islam as 'biggest threat' 

A mix of immigration, economic woes, the threat of Isla mist extremism and the rise of the far right has swirled into a 

perfect storm of problems in Europe. Msnbc.com's Theresa Cook reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/201112:57:10 PM 

Video: Hundreds of people missing in quake aftermath 

Ig~~""IAS aftershocks continue to rattle New Zealand, rescuers are racing against the clock to free any survivors 

trapped under debris. NBC's Sara James reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20111:01:10 PM 

Video: Why were slain Americans cruising 'Pirate Alley'? 

Ig~~""lwhile friends and family mourn the deaths of four Americans murdered by Somali pirates in the Indian 

Ocean, questions surface as to why the two couples ventured into such dangerous waters. Jim 
Miklaszewsk reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20111:07:12 PM 

Video: Gov. Christie: State benefits are out of control 

Ig~~""INew Jersey Gov. Chris Christie tells TODAY's Ann Curry that legislatures have been "too generous" to 

state employees over the years and now is the time to shift priorities in state budgets. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20111:10:09 PM 

Life Inc.: You can payoff the national debt 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: Trillions of dollars in national debt keeping you up night? You can actually help out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20111:29:20 PM 

Friends mourn 4 slain U.S. yachters 

Four American yachters killed by Somali pirates early Tuesday were longtime sailors whose passion for the high seas 

outweighed any fear of the risks, friends said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20111:37:33 PM 

Iran's president: Mideast upheaval will reach US 

Iran's president said Wednesday he is certain the wave of unrest in the Middle East will spread to Europe and North 

America, bringing an end to governments he accused of oppressing and humiliating people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20111:45:01 PM 

Video: Pizza driver's special delivery may have saved a life 

Ig~~""IAfter not hearing from a regular customer for three days, Domino's pizza employee Susan Guy became 

concerned and found the woman in need of medical attention. Hailed as a hero, she tells her story to 
msnbc's Willie Geist. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 2:10:06 PM 

Video: Who has better bargains, grocers or dollar stores? 

Ig~~""IReal Simple's Sarah Humphreys reveals which items you should be buying at the dollar store to save and 
which items are worth splurging on at the grocery store. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 2:38:03 PM 

15 pirates may face u.s. trial for 4 deaths 

Ig~~""IA U.S. military spokesman said Wednesday it was possible that 15 pirates detained after the killing of four 

American yacht enthusiasts could be sent to the United States to face trial. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 2:45:22 PM 

Report: 2010 was safest year in aviation history 

Air travel marked its safest year on record last year, with one accident for every 1.6 million flights made in Western-built 

jets compared with one per 1.4 million in 2009, industry association lATA said on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 3:09:00 PM 

Pizza driver's special delivery may have saved a life 

Susan Guy was accustomed to delivering a pizza to Jean Wilson every day, so when she didn't hear from her customer 

for three days, she told her boss, "I gotta go. Clock me out if you have to." Emergency personnel said she may have 

saved the 82-year-old woman's life. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 4:07:51 PM 

NASA clears shuttle Discovery for Thursday launch 

Ig~~""INASA has given a unanimous "go" for Thursday's planned launch of space shuttle Discovery. It will be the 

final flight for Discovery, the world's most traveled rocketship. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 4:31:55 PM 

Apple confirms iPad 2 reveal next Wednesday 

Ig~~""IAPPle just sent out a none-tao-subtle invitation to an event next Wednesday to unveil the next iPad. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 4:49:44 PM 

Ahmadinejad to Arab leaders: Respect protesters 

Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, whose security forces crushed protests against his 2009 re-election, on 

Wednesday condemned state brutality against demonstrators. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 5:13:19 PM 

Providence to teachers: All jobs up for cuts 

Facing a projected budget deficit of almost $40 million for the 2011-2012 school year, the Providence School Board plans 

to vote Thursday on a plan that could put the jobs of its more than 1,900 teachers on the chopping block. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 5:33:27 PM 

Sex.com sets world record for priciest domain 

When Clover Holdings bought Sex.com in November for $13 million, it sounded like a whole lotta bada-bing, bada-bang 

for your buck, and now Guinness World Records has made it official: Sex.com is the "Most expensive Internet address 

domain name." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 5:46:44 PM 

Is that a chainsaw in your pants, or are you ... ? 

A suspected thief was taken into custody after allegedly trying to conceal a stolen chainsaw by stuffing it down his pants 

as one would a candy bar, according to reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 6:08:56 PM 

Critter behind the couch - and it's got teeth! 

Firefighters say they have removed a 5-foot-long (1.5 meter-long) alligator who was hiding behind a couch after 

floodwaters washed it into a home in northern Brazil. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 6:19:21 PM 

Report: Gadhafi ordered Lockerbie bombing 

A Swedish tabloid quotes former Libyan justice minister Mustafa Abdel-Jalil as saying he has proof that Moammar 

Gadhafi gave the command. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 6:25:59 PM 

The worst home improvements for the money 

Ig~~""ILike many people, you might be under the impression that home improvements are good investments 

that pay for themselves when you sell your house. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 6:29:24 PM 

No plea deal yet in Lohan necklace theft case 

Ig~~""IA judge has told Lindsay Lohan that if she accepts a plea deal on charges of stealing a necklace, she will go 

to jail. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 6:29:47 PM 

Gov. Walker in prank call: 'This is our moment' 

Thinking he was talking to one of his major campaign backers, Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker yesterday compared his 

stand against Wisconsin public employee unions to Ronald Reagan's 1981 firing of the air traffic controllers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 6:59:45 PM 

Saudi opens its wallet to stave off protests 

Ig~~""IAS Saudi Arabia's 86-year-old monarch returned home from back surgery, his government tried to get 

ahead of potential unrest in the oil-rich country Wednesday by announcing an unprecedented economic 
package that will provide Saudis interest-free home loans, unemployment assistance and sweeping debt 
forgiveness. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 7:32:14 PM 

'Deadliest Catch' deckhand found dead 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 7:40:03 PM 

American in Libya: 'Our city is free' 

Ig~~""lln city near Tripoli, protesters are 'in complete control,' woman tells msnbc.com 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 7:45:24 PM 

21,000 had whooping cough last year, CDC says 

Federal health officials say more than 21,000 people got whooping cough last year, many of them children and teens. 

That's the highest number since 2005 and among the worst years in more than five decades. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 7:47:11 PM 

Gadhafi controls $32 billion, turned down Madoff 

Moammar Gadhafi's regime controls $32 billion in liquid assets around the world, including hundreds of millions of 

dollars invested in u.s. banks, according to a confidential cable written by the u.s. ambassador to Libya last year. The 

leaked diplomatic message was distributed through WikiLeaks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 8:18:31 PM 

Oil price spike threatens global recovery 

Ig~~""IAS the turmoil in the Middle East spreads to Libya, a major oil producer, the shockwaves of Arab unrest 

are reverberating through the global oil supply chain - and threatening to spillover into the global 
economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 8:36:35 PM 

MTV taking spring break party to Sin City 

Ig~~""~he cable network known for its strong teen following is taking the college tradition of spring break and 
making it an adults-only affair in Sin City. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 8:46:40 PM 

Horror, hope for NZ quake survivors 

Cheers erupted Wednesday as rescuers pulled a woman from a major building shattered in New Zealand's devastating 

earthquake, but elsewhere the mood was dismal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 8:52:46 PM 

Teen accused of killing cop held without bail 

Ig~~""IA 16-year-old who was arrested and accused of killing a St. Petersburg police officer made his first court 

appearance Wednesday and was ordered held without bail. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 9:00:23 PM 

Oil hits $100 for first time since 2008 

Ig~~""IOil prices moved above $100 per barrel for the first time since 2008 Wednesday, driven by growing 

concerns about global supplies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 9:03:02 PM 

ConsumerMan: Cybercrime hits small biz 

Small business owners are a big target for cyber criminals. Why? They have what the bad guys want: bank account 

information, employee lists, and customers' credit account information. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 9:46:59 PM 

White House won't defend marriage act in court 

Ig~~""lln a major reversal, the Obama administration has notified Congress that it will no longer defend the 

federal law that says marriage can exist only between a man and a woman. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 9:54:11 PM 

Raw milk debate simmers as states, FDA mull rules 

Clifford Hatch cares for about 20 cows at his family-run farm, producing fresh raw milk that is at the center of 

controversy over its sale and safety. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/201110:02:04 PM 

Freed sisters too heavy for kidney swap 

Ig~~""IA planned kidney transplant that won two Mississippi sisters their freedom from prison can't take place 

until one quits smoking and they lose a combined 160 pounds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 10:30:45 PM 

Retirement savings meager, and at 10-year high 

Most 401(k) accountholders continue to plug away at setting aside a portion of their pay. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2011 10:34:42 PM 

Investors, not first-time buyers, lift home sales 

Home sales are starting to tick up after the worst year in more than a decade. But the momentum is coming from cash

rich investors who are scooping up foreclosed properties. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/201110:51:11 PM 

Castrodale: Plenty of sports Oscars to hand out 

Ig~~""lcastrodale: From Matt Ryan's flop to Miguel Cabrera's DUI to Dick Vitale's mouth, we've got our own list 

of Academy Awards to deliver. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/201111:24:50 PM 

EPA cuts toxic air pollution rules to slash costs 

Faced with stiff opposition in Congress and a court-ordered deadline, the Environmental Protection Agency on 

Wednesday said it will make it much cheaper for companies to reduce toxic air pollution from industrial boilers and 

incinerators. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/201111:26:16 PM 

Ind. House Democrats flee state over union law 

Indiana House Democrats stayed away from their desks for a second day on Wednesday in an attempt to block a 

proposed law curbing union power, prompting Gov. Mitch Daniels to say they were showing "complete contempt" for 

the Democratic process. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/201111:40:44 PM 

Ariz. lawmakers may make Colt official state gun 

The Arizona Legislature is considering a bill to designate a historic Colt revolver the official state firearm, angering gun

control activists who denounced the measure as insulting and a waste of time when the state is facing serious economic 

problems. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/201111:45:09 PM 

Video: Americans await evacuation from falling Libya 

Ig~~""lpro-KhaddafY forces moved to crush protesters Wednesday as more police, military and diplomatic 

officials abandoned their posts; meanwhile, bad weather held up thousands of foreigners attempting to 
flee the country. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/201111:47:06 PM 

Video: Khaddafy clan rules iron-clad, in luxury 

Ig~~""IAt the very private center of the crisis in Libya is the Khaddafy clan, whose iron-clad rule for years has 

also been glittered with luxurious spending tastes and bizarre public behaviors. NBC's Andrea Mitchell 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/201111:52:08 PM 

Video: Desperate hours in quake's aftermath 

Ig~~""~he death toll from the new Zealand earthquake continues to rise amid staggering damage. NBC's George 
Lewis reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/201111:53:26 PM 

Video: Prank call spills Wis. governor's stance 

Ig~~""lln a phone call he believed he was having on Tuesday with a major campaign donor, Wisconsin Governor 

Scott Walker provided his critics with evidence that the real motivation behind his union standoff is not 
saving money, as he has insisted publicly, but crushing public unions. NBC's Michaellsikoff reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/201111:58:53 PM 

Video: Brainiac basketball team snaps losing streak 

Ig~~""~he long drought is over for Caltech, their basketball team finally won a conference game for the first 
time in 26 years. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/201112:01:37 AM 

Tiger loses Match Play opener on 19th hole blunder 

Ig~~""lpGT: Tiger loses Match Play opener on 19th hole blunder 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/201112:04:02 AM 

Video: Big Brother helps boys become men 

Ig~~""IAS part of Black History Month, meet Dale Long, a Big Brothers Big Sisters organization volunteer for the 

past 34 years in his hometown Dallas. He has mentored six youths from adolescence to adulthood, while 
inspiring countless other African American boys to overcome their own tough reality. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/201112:14:31 AM 

Dirty air triggers more heart attacks than cocaine 

By Kate Kelland, Health and Science Correspondent 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/201112:18:47 AM 

PBT: Dolan says Isiah didn't help N.Y. land 'MelD 

PBT: Dolan says Isiah didn't help N.Y. land 'Melo 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/201112:26:49 AM 

Nets acquire Williams in trade 

Ig~~""~he New Jersey Nets finally landed a big-name All-Star in a blockbuster trade that gives them point guard 

Deron Williams and sends rookie Derrick Favors and point guard Devin Harris to the Utah Jazz. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/201112:31:12 AM 

Many locked-in syndrome patients happy, study shows 

You are awake, aware and probably unable to move or talk - but you are not necessarily unhappy, says the largest 

study of locked-in syndrome ever conducted. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/201112:33:52 AM 

'Use live ammunition' tweet? Satire, says ex-official 

Ig~~""IAn Indiana state official who tweeted that riot police in neighboring Wisconsin should "use live 
ammunition" to clear out pro-union demonstrators has lost his job. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/201112:50:46 AM 

Ford to recall F-150 pickups over air bags 

Ig~~""lunder government pressure, Ford Motor Co. said Wednesday it will recall nearly 150,000 F-ls0 pickup 

trucks to fix air bags that could deploy without warning 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/201112:56:30 AM 

NYT: Saving money with a vacation package 

Ig~~""INYT: Online travel agencies have long promoted vacation packages as a means to big savings. But many 

travelers are skeptical. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/20111:27:03 AM 

Arquette drank beer at age 4, stole pot at 8 

The estranged hubby of Courteney Cox sat down with Oprah Winfrey (the interview airs on her show tomorrow) to 

openly discuss, among other things, his long battle with alcohol and the intervention that led to his recent stint in rehab. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 2:17:03 AM 

Motorola Xoom review: iPad finally has competition 

Ig~~""~he Android tablets out on the market have been weak in the face of the iPad. But after testing out 

Motorola's Xoom, it's clear the first Android 3.0 Honeycomb tablet has what it takes to compete head to 
head. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 2:43:23 AM 

China files charges over repostings of protest calls 

Ig~~""lchina filed subversion charges against Internet users who reposted a call for protests as the government 
cracked down against any Mideast-style democracy movement, activists said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 3:00:54 AM 

Duke crushes Temple in first game back at No.1 

Ig~~""IKYle Singler broke out of a slump by scoring 28 points to lead No.1 Duke past No. 24 Temple 78-61 on 

Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 3:13:00 AM 

Mexico: U.S. agent's killing was cartel error 

A suspect in the killing of a u.s. Immigration and Customs Enforcement agent said drug cartel gunmen mistook the 

agent's SUV for a vehicle used by a rival gang, the army said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 3:58:02 AM 

Military's No.2 cleared of sexual misconduct 

Ig~~""~he Marine general considered the leading candidate to become chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff was 

investigated and cleared of misconduct involving a young aide, the Pentagon says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 4:50:43 AM 

'Survivor' delivers an early blindside 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 4:57:47 AM 

Friar's Big East-record 52 points not enough vs. ND 

Ig~~""IBeYOnd the Arc: Providence scoring sensation turned in a night for the ages by dumping 52 on Notre 

Dame. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 5:09:22 AM 

Vegas is far from fun and games for 'Idol' 

Ig~~""llt was a surprisingly good series of efforts as the hopefuls performed in Sin City, but with the level of 

talent much higher than earlier in the season, the eliminations were that much tougher. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 6:01:28 AM 

Top U.S. envoy spotted at China's 'Jasmine Revolution' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 8:25:48 AM 

Libya protesters to try to capture Gadhafi 

Libya's authorities called on protesters to surrender their weapons and offered rewards, as the opposition said it 

planned to liberate the capital Tripoli and "capture" Gadhafi. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 9:01:25 AM 

Space shuttle Discovery set for final launch 

r-~fter 143 million miles and nearly a year all told in orbit, the space shuttle Discovery is poised to blast off 
hursday one last time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 9:34:07 AM 

Feds tell tobacco firms: Run ads about your lies 

Ig~~""~he Justice Department wants the largest cigarette manufacturers to admit that they lied to the public 

about the dangers of smoking in an ad campaign. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 9:59:07 AM 

'Pain, anger' as New Zealand quake toll hits 98 

Hopes faded of finding more survivors Thursday in the collapsed downtown towers of New Zealand's quake-shattered 

Christchurch, as officials said the death toll rose to 98. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/201110:07:00 AM 

Russian military to purchase 600 planes, 100 ships 

Russia will spend $650 billion to equip its dilapidated military with 600 new warplanes, 100 ships and 1,000 helicopters 

by 2020, Defense Ministry officials were quoted as saying Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/201111:48:03 AM 

U.K. judge OKs Assange extradition to Sweden 

Ig~~""IA British judge ruled Thursday that WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange can be extradited to Sweden to face 
sex-crimes allegations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/201112:20:34 PM 

Video: Libya now a war zone, mass graves being dug 

Ig~~""ILibya is now a battlefield as supporters of Moammar Gadhafi try to halt a revolution that is spreading 
across the country. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/201112:31:57 PM 

Wis. Assembly agrees to deal ending debate 

Republicans and Democrats in the Wisconsin Assembly have agreed to a deal that will limit further debate on a bill 

taking away collective bargaining rights for public workers and lead to a vote on the measure later Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/201112:34:10 PM 

Video: Gas prices near $4 a gallon 

Ig~~""~he unrest in Libya has caused gas prices to soar to their highest point since 2008, making it a struggle for 
businesses and consumers to afford the increased costs. NBC's Tom Costello reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/201112:35:42 PM 

Video: Obama: libyan violence 'outrageous and unacceptable' 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama condemns the current hostile environment in Libya and is sending Secretary of State 

Hillary Clinton to Geneva to speak to the U.N. Human Rights Council about the troubling situation. NBC's 
Savannah Guthrie reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/201112:38:32 PM 

When to take Social Security isn't that simple 

Ig~~""lwhen should you apply for Social Security? It's a simple question with no simple answer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/201112:41:26 PM 

Saab looks to come in from the cold 

Ig~~""IWith a slate of new products, Saab is looking to come in from the cold and rebuild the reputation of a 

brand that has all but dropped off the radar for the typical car buyer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/201112:41:34 PM 

Video: Party! Prince William's big bachelor bash plans 

Ig~~""IAS Prince William and Kate Middleton make their first "official" public appearance, details of their 

bachelor and bachelorette parties emerge. NBC's Keith Miller reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/20111:08:59 PM 

New Zealanders begging for info on victims 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/20111:10:12 PM 

Video: Do resorts promise more than they deliver? 

Ig~~""INBC'S Jeff Rossen investigates whether resorts, hotels and travel websites engage in misleading 

promotion, enticing travelers with deceptive photos and fake customer reviews. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/20111:14:05 PM 

Video: Soldiers ordered to manipulate senators with 'psy-ops' 

Ig~~""IRolling Stone magazine reports that the Army told a team of specialized soldiers to engage in 

'psychological operations' in order to manipulate visiting senators into offering more funding and troops 
for the Afghan war. NBC's Jim Miklaszewski reports. (Morning Joe) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/20111:29:32 PM 

GM posts first full-year profit since 2004 

General Motors Co. posted a fourth-quarter adjusted profit slightly above expectations and its first full-year earnings 

since 2004. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/20111:53:50 PM 

In China, matchmaking means gold digging 

Behind the Wall: The Golden Bachelor Matchmakers makes its money by finding female companions for wealthy men. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/20111:54:43 PM 

Public unions arrive at a critical moment 

Ig~~""llt has turned into open season on unionized public employees. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 2:32:50 PM 

Making the puzzle fit in GOP/unions standoff 

The struggle between public sector employee unions and Republican governors is a jigsaw puzzle. Here's how to fit the 

pieces together. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 2:47:47 PM 

'Net Nanny' can't stop these Chinese protesters 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 3:01:18 PM 

Hubbya dud? Go on a date with someone else's 

With all the emphasis on "date night," you'd think the only way to get close to your honey is to huddle together alone. 

But a new study suggests that bringing another couple on your date adds zing to your own relationship. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 3:05:06 PM 

'MelD makes a memorable debut with Knicks 

Ig~~""lcarmelo Anthony had 27 points and 10 rebounds, hitting a pair of clutch buckets down the stretch as the 
New York Knicks beat the Milwaukee Bucks 114-108 on Wednesday night in his Knicks debut. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 3:21:57 PM 

Gadhafi blames bin laden, drugs for unrest 

Moammar Gadhafi says bin laden is behind the uprising in Libya and al-Qaida followers give young Libyans 

hallucinogenic pills in their coffee to get them to revolt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 3:26:37 PM 

Video: Gadhafi blames bin Laden for uprising 

Ig~~""IMoammar Gadhafi says the al-Qaida leader has been manipulating Libyans into rebelling against the 

government. NBC's Stephanie Gosk reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 3:58:06 PM 

Wis. stalemate: Deal struck as cops hunt Dems 

Ig~~""lwisconsin state troopers were dispatched Thursday to try to find at least one of the 14 Senate Democrats 

who have been on the run for eight days to delay a vote on Republican Gov. Scott Walker's proposal to 
strip collective bargaining rights from nearly all public employees. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 4:00:35 PM 

3 buses, motorcycle crash in NYC tunnel 

r-~hree buses and a motorcycle crashed in New York City's Lincoln Tunnel during the height olthe 
hursday morning rush hour, leading to long delays, according to the Port Authority. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 4:06:41 PM 

Video: Saudi-born student arrested for bomb plot in Texas 

Ig~~""IA 20-year-old college student in Lubbock, Texas, was arrested for an alleged bomb plot against a home of 
former President Bush. NBC's Pete Williams reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 5:10:36 PM 

Report: Army targeted u.s. senators with psy-ops 

Ig~~""~he U.S. army reportedly deployed a specialized "psychological operations" team to help convince 

American legislators to boost funding and troop numbers for the Afghan war. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 5:30:14 PM 

Toyota recalling 2.17 million vehicles in U.S. 

Ig~~""~oyota Motor Corp. is recalling 2.17 million vehicles in the United States to address accelerator pedals 

that could become entrapped in floor mats or jammed in carpeting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 5:38:39 PM 

Video: Snow hits Seattle, Northwest 

Ig~~""~he Weather Channel's Chris Warren reports a snowstorm virtually shut down parts of Western 
Washington state, and may bring San Francisco the first snow the city has seen in 3S years. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 5:46:04 PM 

Beyonce and other stars perform for dictators and families 

Ig~~""IBeYOnCe and other stars perform for dictators and families 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 5:46:14 PM 

Need a hand? Scientists convince people they have 3 arms 

If two hands are better than one, then imagine what you could do with three. In a new study, Swedish researchers were 

able to trick participants' brains into believing their body had an extra arm. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 6:25:09 PM 

Student accused of plotting to bomb Bush home 

A 20-year-old Saudi has been charged with attempted use of a weapon of mass destruction and may have targeted 

former President George W. Bush, u.S. authorities say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 6:53:41 PM 

Toyota recalling 2.17 million vehicles in U.S. 

Ig~~""~oyota Motor Corp. is recalling 2.17 million vehicles in the United States to address accelerator pedals 

that could become entrapped in floor mats or jammed in carpeting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 7:00:15 PM 

Fear at N.Z. quake's epicenter: 'I'm going to die' 

The massive earthquake that killed more than 100 people in nearby Christchurch was centered in a tiny harborside 

village. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 7:24:18 PM 

Video: Coach suspended after alleged attack on player 

Ig~~""~ohn O'Connor of Holy Family University in Philadelphia was suspended after video surfaced of him 

allegedly hitting a sophomore player during a practice. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 8:14:15 PM 

Just as Toyota sees smooth road, another huge bump 

Ig~~""~oyota's latest recall puts another dent in Toyota's reputation for building safe and highly reliable 

products, and it could force the automaker to ramp up sales incentives. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 8:35:04 PM 

Airline apologizes for all-pork menu on Israel flight 

EasyJet has apologized to Jewish passengers after serving only pork products on a recent flight from Tel Aviv to London. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 8:49:04 PM 

Toyota recalling 2.17 million vehicles in U.S. 

Ig~~""~oyota Motor Corp. is recalling 2.17 million vehicles in the United States to address accelerator pedals 

that could become entrapped in floor mats or jammed in carpeting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 9:28:15 PM 

Tribes resume sacred ritual: Hunting bison 

Ig~~""IKnee deep in snow, Francis Marsh crouched behind a boulder and peered through the rifle scope at his 

target 40 yards away. He breathed in deeply to calm his racing heart. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2011 9:30:37 PM 

After 9/11, U.S. gave more visas to Saudi students 

The Saudi student accused of a bomb plot against the u.S. was one of more than 10,000 Saudis granted student visas in 

2008, an NBC News analysis shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/201110:18:09 PM 

The cost of keeping the government's lights off 

Ig~~""lcongreSSiOnal haggling over the budget could have a very expensive consequence: A shutdown costs the 

government money. A lot of it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/201110:32:15 PM 

P&G boosting prices amid rising costs 

Procter & Gamble Co. says it will raise prices to cope with a run-up in commodity costs and turmoil in the Middle East. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/201110:42:32 PM 

Shuttle Discovery blasts off on its final flight 

Ig~~""IAfter a last-minute glitch, the space shuttle Discovery lifted off Thursday on its final voyage, heading for 

the International Space Station with six astronauts and a humanoid robot. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/201111:06:12 PM 

Boeing gets $35 billion Air Force tanker order 

The Air Force has awarded a $35 billion contract to build the next generation of air refueling tankers to Boeing Co. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/201111:10:16 PM 

8-year-old suffers heart attack at N.C. school 

Lincoln County EMS officials sayan 8-year-old was airlifted to Carolinas Medical Center after apparently suffering a heart 

attack at school. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/201111:28:45 PM 

Video: Midwest under severe storm warning 

Ig~~""~he Weather Channel's Jim Cantore reports on a major storm system moving toward portions of the 
Midwest, including a tornado warning issued in Tennessee. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/201111:37:49 PM 

Science of cat ladies? Felines bond with females, study shows 

The bond between cats and their owners turns out to be far more intense than imagined, especially for cat aficionado 

women and their affection reciprocating felines, shows a study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/201111:43:32 PM 

Video: Gadhafi down plays violence as fight closes in 

Ig~~""IAS deadly clashes rage across the country, Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi offered a radically different 

explanation in a bizarre address. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/201111:45:22 PM 

Video: Americans in Libya scramble to get out 

Ig~~""~hese are tense times for more than a hundred Americans stranded in Libya, and for their families back 

home, struggling to get information about their loved ones. NBC's Martin Fletcher reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/201111:49:51 PM 

Video: Order to use psy-ops on senators 'was surreal,' officer says 

Ig~~""ILt. Col. Michael Holmes of the Army National Guard tells NBC News he refused to follow the order to 

manipulate senators into providing more support for the war in Afghanistan. NBC's Jim Miklaszewski 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/201111:53:45 PM 

Video: Saudi student allegedly targeted Bush in plot 

Ig~~""lofficials say the tip that broke the case came when a chemical company notified the FBI that college 

student Khalid Aldawsari placed a suspiciously large order. NBC's Pete Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/201112:05:12 AM 

Video: Middleton makes splash at first royal event 

Ig~~""ILaunChing a new lifeboat does not figure high on the glamour scale, but to the residents of Anglesey, 

Wales, it was a day to welcome their new royal neighbors. NBC's Keith Miller reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/201112:08:19 AM 

Fire kills 3 children at Texas day care center 

Ig~~""~hree children were killed and four others hurt in Houston day care center fire, authorities say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/201112:19:23 AM 

West may rue ties to Gadhafi 

Ig~~""IQuestions raised about whether Britain, U.S. and others were too quick to embrace Moammar Gadhafi as 

they sought lucrative business deals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/201112:22:28 AM 

Ferry with Americans stuck in Tripoli 

Ig~~""IA U.S.-chartered ferry to evacuate Americans from Libya was expected to leave Tripoli late Thursday or 

early Friday, weather permitting, as thousands of others flee. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/201112:24:50 AM 

Rahm's Twitter imposter enters 'vortex' 

Ig~~""IRahm's Twitter imposter enters 'vortex' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/201112:52:24 AM 

Perkins leads the big bodies moving at deadline 

Big bodies replaced big names on the final day of the NBA's trading season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/20111:01:28 AM 

Dolphin deaths on Gulf Coast alarm scientists 

Ig~~""lscientists are trying to figure out what killed 53 bottlenose dolphins - many of them babies - so far this 

year in the Gulf of Mexico. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/20111:04:59 AM 

Fowler bounces Mickelson out of match play 

Ig~~""lln a Match Play Championship with a youthful complexion, Rickie Fowler was dressed in matching pink 

shoes and shirt when he walked onto the driving range and past his opponent, Phil Mickelson, who 
looked him up and down and smiled. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/20111:11:14 AM 

Slideshow: Photos: Moammar Gadhafi through the years 

Ig~~""IA look at the life and times of Libya's mercurial and flamboyant leader 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/20111:30:31 AM 

Humans are the world's smelliest animal, study shows 

Pungent body odor from sweaty adult human skin is unique in the animal kingdom. Humans turn out to be particularly 

smelly because odors are released from nearly every part of the body while other species living on us are simultaneously 

emitting odors too. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/20111:37:23 AM 

CBS shuts down 'Two and a Half Men' for season 

Ig~~""IAfter Sheen's earlier rant on a radio show and then to TMZ, the network stops production of the hit 

show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2011 2:38:51 AM 

Hawaii earthquake jolts Honolulu 

A small earthquake hit Hawaii on Thursday, with a jolt felt across Honolulu. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2011 3:00:34 AM 

Tea party vision for Mont. raising concerns 

With each new bill, newly elected lawmakers from the loose-knit, largely conservative anti-tax tea party coalition are 

offering Montanans a vision of the future. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2011 3:57:35 AM 

3 young girls killed in Mexico border attack 

Gunmen opened fire on six children playing in the yard of a home in the border city of Ciudad Juarez, killing three girls 

aged 12, 14 and lS, prosecutors said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2011 4:51:31 AM 

Centenary ends nation's longest losing streak 

Maxx Nakwaasah had 24 points and 11 rebounds as Centenary defeated Western Illinois 73-60 on Thursday night, 

ending Division I's longest losing streak at 33 games. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2011 5:07:51 AM 

Rose blooms as Bulls hold off Heat 

Ig~~""IDerrick Rose scored 26 points and Luol Deng added 20, including the tiebreaking 3, and the Chicago Bulls 

beat the Miami Heat 93-89 on Thursday night in a wild showdown between two of the Eastern 

Conference's top teams. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2011 5:27:05 AM 

4 children swept away in swollen Ky. creek 

Crews searched Thursday night for four children from an Amish family who were swept away while trying to cross a 

storm-swollen creek with a horse and buggy, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2011 5:59:38 AM 

Board OKs sending layoff letters to R.I. teachers 

The school board of Rhode Island's financially troubled capital city has voted to send termination letters to all of its 

nearly 2,000 teachers after city officials said the move would give them "maximum flexibility" to make budget cuts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2011 7:27:52 AM 

Wis. Assembly passes bill taking away union rights 

Ig~~""~he Wisconsin Assembly early Friday passed a bill that would strip most public workers of their collective 
bargaining rights - the first significant action on the new Republican governor's plan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2011 7:34:02 AM 

Voting begins in Irish national election 

Ig~~""lpolis have opened in Ireland in a national election expected to bring big changes in the nation's political 

complexion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2011 8:22:33 AM 

Wis. Assembly passes bill taking away union rights 

The Wisconsin Assembly early Friday passed a bill that would strip most public workers of their collective bargaining 

rights - the first significant action on the new Republican governor's plan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2011 8:25:26 AM 

Pakistani court adjourns US murder trial to March 3 

A Pakistani court adjourned Friday the trial of a CIA contractor charged with killing two Pakistanis until March 3, 

dismissing u.s. demands for his release. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/201111:04:42 AM 

Va. man gets 25 years for 'South Park' threats 

Ig~~""IA man who encouraged the murder of "South Park" creators Matt Stone and Trey Parker over an episode 

that portrayed the Muslim prophet Muhammad dressed as a bear was sentenced to 25 years in prison on 
Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/201111:41:02 AM 

High life: Fox cub evicted from top of skyscraper 

Ig~~""IA fox cub was found living at the 72nd floor of the U.K.'s tallest skyscraper, it was reported Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/201112:38:50 PM 

White House jams to the Motown sound 

Ig~~""~he White House reverberated like a long-ago basement sound studio in Detroit as the likes of John 

Legend, Seal, Jamie Foxx, Nick Jonas and Sheryl Crow channeled their inner Motown before Michelle and 
Barack Obama. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/201112:42:56 PM 

'Mommy, I got buried': Texts sent from NZ rubble 

Ig~~""~he first text message said: "Mommy, I got buried." About 40 minutes later: "Mommy, I can't move my 

right hand." Then, a brief call from New Zealand's earthquake rubble to parents in pleading to send help. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/201112:58:52 PM 

Life Inc.: Tax tips for the unemployed worker 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: The tax code can be a riddle. If you're unemployed it can sometimes be a cruel one. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/20111:03:22 PM 

Mouthwash for stinky feet? 10 surprising home cures 

Ig~~""lwhen minor medical issues crop up (nosebleeds, insect stings, dandruff!), chances are your medicine 
cabinet already contains some effective-and surprising-fixes for what ails you. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/20111:14:22 PM 

What iPad needs to steal from Android and HP 

Ig~~""IGoogle and HP proved that companies can make tablets with UI as usable as the iPad, if not moreso. 

Now, with the iPad 2 being announced next week, Apple is the one that needs to play catch-up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/20111:24:07 PM 

Video: 'Blindfolded' dolphins astound scientists 

Ig~~""IResearchers say dolphins can mimic behavior by listening, indicating humans may not be the only 

creatures that possess this ability. NBC's Kerry Sanders reports from Florida. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/20111:33:20 PM 

Video: Huckabee: Won't run if 'I don't think 1 can win' 

Ig~~""IFormer Arkansas Gov. and author, Mike Huckabee, talks to the Morning Joe panel about his new book "A 
Simple Government," whether or not he'll run in 2012 and budget cuts. Mika Brzezinski calls into the 

conversation. (Morning Joe) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/20111:44:37 PM 

Rep. Cantor: 'Taken aback' by Obama not defending DOMA 

Ig~~""IHouse Majority Leader Eric Cantor says he was "taken aback" by President Barack Obama ordering his 

administration to stop defending the constitutionality of a federal law that bans recognition of gay 
marriage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2011 2:03:25 PM 

FDA defends actions on tainted wipes 

Ig~~""lproblems with contamination and sterilization at a Wisconsin plant that made millions of recalled alcohol 
wipes did not rise to the level of a public health hazard - until a hospital detected potentially life

threatening bacteria. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2011 2:11:09 PM 

Experts make grim predictions for Sheen 

In the past, it seemed nothing could keep Charlie Sheen down for long. Despite his long list of booze, drugs and sex

related scandals, Sheen continued to have an enviable career - until now. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2011 2:54:13 PM 

First Thoughts: The 2012 GOP battle begins 

Ig~~""[he starting point, politicos of all stripes have assumed, would be the moment front-runner Mitt Romney 
found himself on the defensive on RomneyCare. Well guess what - it has begun. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2011 2:57:55 PM 

Dior suspends designer Galliano after alleged assault 

Ig~~""IFamed fashion house Christian Dior said Friday it is suspending creative director John Galliano after he 
was detained and accused of an anti-Semitic insult during a spat at a Paris cafe Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2011 2:59:10 PM 

'American Idol' reveals its top 24 

Ig~~""IAS the show unveiled its semifinalists, there wasn't a lot of drama or surprises. What little there was 
largely centered around a pair of 15-year-olds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2011 3:10:11 PM 

City slogans are a mouthful ... of something 

Ig~~""lwhat a city calls itself says more about a city than stacks and stacks of mind-numbing federal census 

figures ever could. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2011 3:15:35 PM 

Homeless Miss Colorado: 'Anyone can fall victim to this' 

Blair Griffith, 23, was evicted from her home last November, only a month after being crowned Miss Colorado USA. But 

despite having "all my belongings thrown into a trash bag," she hopes to become Miss USA in June: "I want to be an 

inspiration. " 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2011 3:53:50 PM 

Turmoil in Middle East, trouble for your budget 

While it's impossible to know the full impact of Arab uprisings on the long-term price of oil, every extra dollar we spend 

on oil takes another little bite out of economic growth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2011 4:00:51 PM 

Uganda's president says he'll 'eat' challenger 

Uganda's recently re-elected president says he will "eat" his challenger who disputed poll results and called for peaceful 

protests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/20114:13:06 PM 

Economy grew more slowly than estimated 

Deeper spending cuts by state and local governments weighed down u.s. economic growth in the final three months of 

last year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2011 4:35:26 PM 

The 'Walmart of weed' to open in California 

It's being called the Walmart of weed: a lO,OOO-square-foot Sacramento gardening emporium with how-to experts and 

merchandise to help medical marijuana patients grow pot. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2011 4:41:06 PM 

Question to GOP Rep.: 'Who is going to shoot Obama?' 

According to the Athens Banner-Herald J which first reported the incident, an unidentified person in the audience at a 

town hall hosted by GOP Rep. Paul Broun of Georgia asked "Who is going to shoot Obama?" 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2011 4:41:47 PM 

Video: 'Two and a Half Men' halted 

Ig~~""IExecutives for the hit show, "Two and a Half Men" are fed up with Charlie Sheen. TODAYshow.com's 
Courtney Hazlett reports on msnbc. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2011 5:02:38 PM 

Video: Magazine profiles Chris Christie 

Ig~~""INew York Magazine's Matt Bai talks about his interview with the governor. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2011 5:29:30 PM 

Video: Surge in dolphin deaths sparks concern in Gulf 

Ig~~""~he carcasses of dozens of bottlenose dolphins, including many calves, are washing up along the 

shoreline from Florida to Louisiana. NOAA marine mammal biologist Blair Mase talks with 
TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown about this unusual mortality event. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2011 5:35:19 PM 

11 killed as Iraqis protest in 'Day of Rage' 

Ig~~""~housands marched on government buildings and clashed with security forces Friday in cities across Iraq 
in an outpouring of anger that left 11 people dead - the largest and most violent anti-government 

protests in the country since political unrest began spreading in the Arab world weeks ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2011 6:40:57 PM 

Mideast engulfed by 'Day of Rage' protests 

Ig~~""~he Middle East was engulfed by protests Friday from Yemen to Tunisia, with some turning violent at 

times. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2011 7:27:13 PM 

Body of 4th Amish child found after accident 

Ig~~""IEmergency workers in rural Kentucky have found the body of a fourth Amish child killed after her family's 

buggy flipped in a rain-swollen creek, officials said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2011 7:50:43 PM 

Homeless man finds daughter through Twitter 

A homeless man who hadn't seen his daughter in 11 years was reunited with her this week, thanks to a tweet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2011 8:09:01 PM 

U.S. evacuees aboard ferry arrive in Malta 

Ig~~""~he U.S.-chartered ferry carrying Americans evacuated from Libya arrived in Malta Friday evening. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2011 8:31:03 PM 

Is Fredette enough for BYU? 

Ig~~""IHess: As productive as Jimmer Fredette may be, can a BYU team so reliant on one prolific shooting guard 

really be as good, in the long run, as a balanced, interior-minded squad such as San Diego State? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2011 8:33:44 PM 

U.S. imposing sanctions on libya 

The White House says the u.s. is moving forward with plans to impose unilateral sanctions on Libya in response to 

violence there. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/201110:39:06 PM 

Voodoo candles burning during sex blamed for fatal fire 

Ig~~""lcandles arranged on the floor for a voodoo ceremony caused a five-alarm fire that ripped through a 

Brooklyn apartment building, killing a woman and injuring 20 firefighters, the FDNY says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/201111:29:15 PM 

Shocking mug shots reveal toll of addiction 

With disturbing before and after photos of drug users' faces, a new anti-drug campaign may succeed where others have 

failed, grabbing teens' attentions by appealing to their vanity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/201112:11:42 AM 

Mets acknowledge they got loan from MLB 

Hounded by a multimillion dollar lawsuit filed by the trustee trying to recover money for victims of the Bernard Madoff 

Ponzi scheme, the New York Mets acknowledged Friday that they received a loan in November to help cover expenses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/201112:11:51 AM 

DOJ gets reporter's phone, credit card records 

Ig~~""IA court filing in the case of a former CIA officer accused of spilling secrets about Iran's nuclear program 

provides new details about the extraordinary measures Justice Department prosecutors are using to 
identify government leakers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/201112:15:50 AM 

Peru: 22 dead, 39 hurt as bus plunges into ravine 

A bus in Peru has run off a road and crashed nearly 600 feet (180 meters) down a ravine. Police say 22 people are dead 

and 39 injured. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/201112:46:51 AM 

Fla. police: Toddler raped at SeaWorld 

Ig~~""IFlorida authorities say a 26-year-old man raped a 2-year-old girl at SeaWorld Orlando and saved pictures 

of the crime on his cell phone, local media reported Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2011 2:38:04 AM 

Amid quake tragedy, a rescue and a wedding 

Ig~~""IClutching her groom, she looked like any beaming bride. But Emma Howard's trip down the aisle Friday 

almost didn't happen. Just 72 hours earlier she was trapped under a building that collapsed in the 
earthquake. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2011 4:51:32 AM 

Carmela, Knicks fall flat off Broadway 

Ig~~""lcarmelo Anthony missed a key late free throw and fouled out of his first road game with the Knicks, who 
may have taken Cleveland too lightly and were beaten 115-109 on Friday night by the fired-up Cavaliers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2011 4:59:06 AM 

Winter storm wallops East with snow, rain 

Ig~~""IAnother severe storm walloped the East on Friday, delaying flights, closing scores of schools and causing 

cars to slide off roadways. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2011 5:14:28 AM 

Aftershocks jolt rescuers in New Zealand 

Ig~~""IFresh aftershocks sent masonry tumbling among rescuers in New Zealand's quake zone and a cat sparked 

false alarms Saturday of a possible survivor, as the disaster's death toll rose to 145 with more than 200 
missing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2011 7:18:31 AM 

U.S. recovery built on low-paying jobs 

Ig~~""INeWIY created jobs in the United States tend to be lower-paying than those they replaced. That will 

constrain consumer spending and economic growth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2011 7:24:20 AM 

Kobe recovers, lifts Lakers past Clippers 

Ig~~""IKobe Bryant scored 18 of his 24 points in the third quarter, Pau Gasol added 22 points, and the Los 
Angeles Lakers won their third game in four days out of the Ali-Star break, beating the weary Los Angeles 

Clippers 108-95 Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2011 8:51:28 AM 

Militants bomb Iraq's largest oil refinery 

Militants attacked and shut down Iraq's largest oil refinery on Saturday, killing four workers and setting off bombs that 

started a raging fire, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2011 9:37:19 AM 

NASA fraud: Ex-prof guilty of pilfering millions 

A former University of Florida nuclear engineering professor and his wife have been convicted of defrauding more than 

$3 million from NASA and other federal agencies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2011 9:53:21 AM 

Couple rescued after 5 days trapped in ditch 

A couple missing from Vancouver, Wash. was found alive Friday after spending several days trapped in a snowbank in 

their vehicle. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/20111:40:27 PM 

Toddler spends 4 hours locked in bank vault 

A 14-month-old girl who wandered away from her mother and grandmother spent several tense hours trapped inside a 

time-locked bank vault, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/20111:50:53 PM 

Bomber kills 4 at Afghan sporting event 

Amid screams of "Suicide bomber! Suicide bomber!" an insurgent detonated his vest of explosives Saturday, killing at 

least four people at a sports field in northwest Afghanistan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2011 3:03:16 PM 

Video: Libyan protesters reportedly hit with more gunfire 

Ig~~""IOPPosition forces in Libya are claiming control of the northern city of Misrata, while protesters reportedly 

continue to be shot at by supporters of Moammar Gadhafi. NBC's Stephanie Gosk reports from 
Benghazi. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2011 3:07:25 PM 

Battle of Benghazi: How protesters seized city 

The young men of Benghazi pounded the military barracks in the city center with everything they could find. More than 

100 were killed in three days of fighting. But in the end, the base fell. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2011 3:24:57 PM 

Man dies after detonating grenade in Moscow: report 

A man died after pulling the pin on a grenade and blowing himself up at the entrance of a discount retail store in 

northeast Moscow, news agency Interfax reported on Saturday, citing a law enforcement source. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2011 5:04:16 PM 

Warren Buffett remains optimistic about u.s. future 

Ig~~""IBillionaire Warren Buffett wants Americans to be optimistic about the country's future but wary about 

borrowing money and the games public companies play with profit numbers they report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2011 5:27:16 PM 

Damaged cathedral symbolizes NZ city's anguish 

Ig~~""IFor 130 years, Christchurch Cathedral stood at the center of its city as a graceful monument to its 

heritage and civic pride. Now, with its spire decapitated by an earthquake, it has become a symbol of the 
city's anguish. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2011 6:44:00 PM 

Texas group to offer college scholarships to white men 

Members of a new Texas association are starting a college scholarship program for a group of students they say do not 

have as many scholarship options as others -- white men. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2011 7:04:39 PM 

Venus, moon offer early-bird skywatching treat 

Ig~~""IEarIY risers will be treated to a striking celestial sight early next week as the two brightest objects in the 
night sky - the moon and Venus - will appear near to each other. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2011 7:23:33 PM 

Sailor shot after car chase at San Diego Navy base 

Military officials say Navy police shot and injured one sailor and took another into custody following a car chase at Naval 

Base San Diego. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2011 7:32:47 PM 

Leading Yemeni tribal figure says Saleh must go 

A prominent Yemeni tribal figure resigned from President Ali Abdullah Saleh's ruling party on Saturday and called for the 

veteran Arab leader's overthrow, a day after fierce clashes in Aden killed seven people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2011 7:39:53 PM 

Video: Discovery docks at the ISS 

Ig~~""INASA Mission Control guides space shuttle Discovery as it docks at the ISS Saturday. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2011 7:58:49 PM 

Discovery arrives at space station for final time 

Ig~~""lspace shuttle Discovery arrived at the International Space Station on Saturday, making its final visit 

before being parked at a museum. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2011 7:59:31 PM 

PFT: Vick called 'hero' by arts association 

Ig~~""IA Virginia arts association honors Mike Vick for his work off the field. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2011 8:15:03 PM 

Video: Dad, daughter reunite on Twitter 

r-~ homeless man and his estranged daughter have been reunited after Sarah Rivera noticed a posting on 
witter from her father, who she had not talked to in 11 years. WNBC's DeMarco Morgan reports. (NBC 

News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2011 8:46:13 PM 

Syracuse holds off hobbled Hoyas 

Ig~~""lscoop Jardine had 17 points and seven assists to help No. 17 Syracuse beat No. 11 Georgetown 58-51 on 

Saturday, the Hoyas' first game without injured senior point guard Chris Wright. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2011 9:07:26 PM 

eFT: All not lost for poisoned Auburn trees 

Ig~~""ICFT: Auburn officials say they found less deadly herbicide around the Toomer's Corner oak trees than 

they originally feared. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2011 9:15:38 PM 

Video: More beatings, executions reported in libyan streets 

Ig~~""INBC'S Stephanie Gosk reports on a growing number of reported incidents involving Gadhafi loyalists 

assaulting and killing protesters in the streets of Tripoli. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/201110:32:08 PM 

Video: Discovery crew welcomed to ISS 

Ig~~""~he crew aboard space shuttle Discovery greet their fellow astronauts from around the world after the 

hatch opens at the International Space Station on Saturday. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/201111:20:40 PM 

Egypt proposes competitive presidential elections 

Ig~~""IA constitutional reform panel on Saturday recommended opening Egypt's presidential elections to 
competition and imposing a two-term limit on future presidents - a dramatic shift from a system that 

allowed the ousted Hosni Mubarak to rule for three decades. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/201111:22:50 PM 

San Francisco 'snow' not enough to count 

Snow fell overnight in the highest reaches of San Francisco, but the Bay area dodged the heavier flurries forecasters had 

been expecting, the weather service says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/201111:25:19 PM 

Boy stuck 2 years in Ukraine arrives in Belgium 

Ig~~""IA child trapped more than two years in Ukraine by bureaucratic hurdles has arrived in Brussels with his 

parents, a pair of legally married Belgian men. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/201111:48:56 PM 

The Arc: BYU shoots into contention for No.1 seed 

Ig~~""~he Arc: BYU's case for a No.1 seed in the NCAA tournament got a huge boost Saturday with an 80-67 
victory over No.6 San Diego State. The surprise? It wasn't all because of Jimmer Fredette. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/201111:53:43 PM 

Ore. congressman: I'm not resigning 

Ig~~""IAn Oregon congressman facing calls for his resignation from some of the state's largest newspapers said 

the mental health condition from which he suffers doesn't prevent him from doing his job. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/201112:04:58 AM 

PGT: Kaymer reaches final, takes No.1 spot 

Ig~~""lpGT: Martin Kaymer takes the No.1 ranking by beating Bubba Watson and will face Luke Donald in the 

Match Play final. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/201112:16:55 AM 

Irish opposition claims historic poll victory 

Ireland's main opposition party claimed a historic election victory on Saturday and looked set to form a coalition 

government after voters, incensed at a financial collapse and bailout, routed the government. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/201112:22:14 AM 

Video: Tale of two cities: Rivals jostle for Tripoli 

Ig~~""IBattle lines - some manned by armed civilian supporters of Moammar Gadhafi - are being formed 

around the capital in anticipation of a violent showdown with rebels. lTV's Jonathan Rugman 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/201112:25:05 AM 

Video: Opposition strives to build a freer Benghazi 

Ig~~""IAlmost unimaginable until it happened, the fall of the city to opposition control leaves civic leaders with 

the tough task of defining a new set of rules. NBC's Stephanie Gosk reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/201112:32:09 AM 

Governors to feds: Stop hurting states 

Ig~~""IGovernors warn that federal budget cuts and a government shutdown could hurt states' slow economic 

recovery and say suggestions to allow states to declare bankruptcy damaged their ability to borrow. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/201112:57:25 AM 

Video: Florida looks to crack down on pill mills 

Ig~~""lofficials say the state's many illicit pain clinics are easy fixes for addicts, many of whom travel from across 
the country to feed their addictions. NBC's Mark Potter reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20111:18:39 AM 

No.5 Texas blows huge lead in loss to Colorado 

Ig~~""IFor the second time in three games, the Longhorns frittered away a big first-half lead and lost a Big 12 
road game, this time 91-89 at Colorado on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20111:48:55 AM 

Low pay, high risk for fuel haulers in Afghan war 

Nowsher Awan, 3D, will drive 435 miles through Taliban territory to deliver 15,600 gallons of fuel. The u.s. war effort in 

Afghanistan would grind to a halt without men like him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20111:54:40 AM 

U.S. tweaks China over web-erasing diplomat 

Ig~~""~he U.S. is tweaking China for its online blocking of the American ambassador's name. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2011 2:04:29 AM 

'Black Swan' wins top honor at Spirit Awards 

Ig~~""~he ballet thriller "Black Swan" won four prizes Saturday at the Spirit Awards honoring independent film, 

including best picture, best actress for Natalie Portman and director for Darren Aronofsky. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2011 2:24:37 AM 

Ariz. Senate leader escapes arrest after fight 

Scott Bundgaard, the Arizona state Senate majority leader, was involved in a domestic violence dispute but was not 

arrested because he has legislative immunity, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2011 2:27:04 AM 

Insider: Expect upsets on Oscar night 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to a well-placed Academy insider, Sunday's Academy Awards show is not the predictable event 

many think it is. "The idea that 'The King's Speech' is going to have a big sweep seems way off, according 
to my inside track," said the source. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2011 2:33:47 AM 

Gadhafi 'opens the arms depot' to supporters 

Ig~~""~he embattled regime of Moammar Gadhafi is arming civilian supporters to set up checkpoints and quash 

dissent, residents of Tripoli said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2011 3:06:56 AM 

NYT: Ind. shows what's at stake for Wis. unions 

NYT: The experience of Indiana, which eliminated bargaining for state employees six years ago, illustrates the gains and 

costs for the government and for workers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20113:19:19 AM 

U.N. Security Council slaps sanctions on Libya 

Ig~~""~he U.N. Security Council Saturday unanimously imposed travel bans and asset freezes on Libyan leader 

Moammar Gadhafi, members of his family and inner circle. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20113:41:12 AM 

Fourth child dead after fire at Texas day care 

Ig~~""IA fourth child has died following a fire at a home day care center in Houston. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20114:16:36 AM 

New Zealand prays for quake victims 

Ig~~""IResidents held open-air prayers for the dead and missing Sunday on the lawns of churches cracked and 

shattered in New Zealand's earthquake while teams searched for more bodies in what could become the 
country's deadliest disaster. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20114:32:11 AM 

Virginia Tech knocks off No.1 Duke 

Ig~~""~errell Bell scored 12 points, including five straight to give Virginia Tech the lead for good, and the Hokies 
beat No.1 Duke 64-60 on Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2011 4:37:46 AM 

Vintage jet crashes in Hudson near Kingston, NY 

A vintage military jet, now privately owned and flown in air shows, crashed into ice on the Hudson River on Saturday as 

it came in for a landing at an airport in Kingston, authorities said. The pilot was missing and feared dead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20114:42:19 AM 

Wis. labor protest draws tens of thousands 

Ig~~""IA crowd estimated at more than 70,000 people on Saturday waved American flags, sang the national 

anthem and called for the defeat of a Wisconsin plan to curb public sector unions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20114:49:17 AM 

After 'interesting' stretch, Pistons show up to win 

Ig~~""IRodney Stuckey scored 28 points and made a big steal in the final minute, helping the Detroit Pistons 
bounce back from an embarrassing start to the weekend with a 120-116 win over the Utah Jazz on 

Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20114:51:11 AM 

4 dead in Tunisia after renewed violence 

Ig~~""IFour people have died in new unrest in the Tunisian capital between stone-throwing protesters and 

police on the sidelines of demonstrations against the interim government, officials said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2011 6:08:04 AM 

Slate: The ethics of winter dibs parking 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2011 6:20:46 AM 

Air travelers may have been exposed to measles 

Public health officials are warning travelers and workers present at four u.s. airports on two recent days that they may 

have been exposed to measles from a traveler arriving from london. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/201110:56:57 AM 

Iraq PM gives gov't 100 days to improve - or else 

Ig~~""llraqIS prime minister says he is giving his ministers 100 days to improve their performance or risk losing 

their jobs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/201112:13:11 PM 

Oman police fire at protesters, two dead 

Omani police fired rubber bullets on stone-throwing protesters demanding political reform in an industrial town on 

Sunday, killing two people, and the military moved in to secure the area, witnesses said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/201112:24:50 PM 

Freight train derails near Tacoma 

A freight train derailed and sideswiped another on the banks of Puget Sound, sending some cars carrying a hazardous 

chemical careening off the rails near the water, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20111:10:15 PM 

'Testicle trees'? Foods for better sexual health 

Ig~~""IResearch shows what you put in your mouth can also boost your performance in the bedroom and 

overall sexual health. Check out these ingredients that'll improve your sex life faster than you can say 
"aphrodisiac." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20111:19:10 PM 

Don't get the flu, don't spread it 

From getting the flu shot to watching your hand hygiene, how you can beat the sick season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2011 2:21:29 PM 

U.S. citizen recalls 'humiliating' post-9/11 arrest 

Ig~~""IHandcuffed and marched through Washington's Dulles International Airport in his Muslim clothing, the 

man with the long, dark beard could only imagine what people were thinking. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2011 2:22:43 PM 

Video: Rebels hold Benghazi; is Tripoli next? 

Ig~~""IWith the eastern city now in the hands of the opposition, NBC's Stephanie Gosk reports on the 
movement of forces towards the capital. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2011 3:24:00 PM 

Christchurch holds prayers for quake victims 

Ig~~""lparishioners came together Sunday in parks and on the lawns of churches broken in New Zealand's 

earthquake to pray for the dead and missing. They sought togetherness and an answer to the question on 
everyone's mind: Why? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2011 3:25:00 PM 

North Korea threatens to attack South Korea, US 

Ig~~""INorth Korea threatened Sunday to enlarge its nuclear arsenal and "mercilessly" attack South Korea and 

the United States, as the allies prepared for joint military drills which the North considers a rehearsal for 
invasion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2011 3:48:59 PM 

Walker shows no sign of conceding in Wis. battle 

Ig~~""lwisconsin Gov. Scott Walker said on NBC's Meet the Press Sunday that government workers' collective 

bargaining rights have caused unsustainable costs and he stuck to his demand that it be curtailed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20114:11:32 PM 

China puts on show of force to block rally 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2011 4:43:58 PM 

'Last Airbender' rules Razzies as worst picture 

Ig~~""~he action fantasy led Saturday's Razzies with five awards, among them worst picture, worst director and 

worst screenplay for M. Night Shyamalan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2011 6:08:40 PM 

Wall Street wonders if last week's tumble is over 

Following the S&P 500's worst week in almost four months, investors are trying to determine whether the predictions of 

a correction have been fulfilled or if there's still downside ahead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20116:11:20 PM 

Afghan probe: 65 civilians killed in NATO assault 

Ig~~""ISixtY-fiVe civilians, including 40 children, were killed in a NATO assault on insurgents in eastern 

Afghanistan earlier this month, according to findings of an Afghan government investigation released 
Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2011 6:50:37 PM 

Tunisian president names new prime minister 

Tunisia's interim president has named former government minister Beji Caid-Essebsi as the country's new prime minister 

and called for calm to return after violent new protests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20116:51:10 PM 

Once-mighty Corolla in danger of being lapped 

Ig~~""~oyota has hit the headlines for its massive car recall, but the world's largest carmaker faces another less 
noticed challenge: the aging of its biggest-selling model the Corolla. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2011 8:18:48 PM 

Union bargaining a dream for many state workers 

Ig~~""lwhenever Mississippi Gov. Haley Barbour has asked lawmakers to weaken benefits for state employees, 

his proposals have met little resistance from workers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2011 8:41:03 PM 

Cookie sales barred at Girl Scouts founder's home 

Girl Scouts are no longer able to sell their famous cookies outside the historic Savannah home of the woman who 

founded the organization almost a century ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20119:32:13 PM 

Chile president faces protests a year after quake 

President Sebastian Pinera marked Sunday's anniversary of one of the largest earthquakes in recorded history by 

praising his government's progress on reconstruction and calling for national unity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2011 9:51:42 PM 

GOP governors undermine Obama agenda 

Their ranks swollen after the last election, Republican governors from Florida to Alaska are undermining President 

Barack Obama's agenda at every turn ahead of the Democrat's 2012 re-election campaign. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2011 10: 10:35 PM 

'Free Libya' chants heard in city near capital 

Ig~~""IWith residents shouting "Free, free Libya," anti-government rebels who control this battle-scarred city 

nearest to the capital deployed tanks and anti-aircraft weapons, bracing for an attack by troops loyal to 
Moammar Gadhafi. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/201111:14:20 PM 

America's past of human experiments revealed 

Ig~~""lshoCking as it may seem, U.S. government doctors once thought it was fine to experiment on disabled 

people and prison inmates. Such experiments included giving hepatitis to mental patients in Connecticut, 
squirting a pandemic flu virus up the noses of prisoners in Maryland, and injecting cancer cells into chronically 
ill people at a New York hospital. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/201111:34:45 PM 

Lakers win at OKC, but Perkins' arrival looms 

Ig~~""lpau Gasol had 18 points and 11 rebounds, Kobe Bryant scored 17 points and the Los Angeles Lakers 

extended their cushion over Oklahoma City in the Western Conference standings by beating the Thunder 
90-87 on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/201112:01:41 AM 

Video: Rebels build base in Benghazi, prep for battle 

Ig~~""~he opposition knows Moammar Gadhafi and his family will hang on to Tripoli as long as they can, but 

they say they plan to take the city by force. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/201112:02:31 AM 

Union bargaining a dream for many state workers 

Ig~~""lwhenever Mississippi Gov. Haley Barbour has asked lawmakers to weaken benefits for state employees, 

his proposals have met little resistance from workers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 4:42:50 AM 

African dictator's son orders luxury superyacht 

The son of Equatorial Guinea's dictator of 30 years commissioned plans to build a superyacht costing $380 million, 

nearly three times what the country spends on health and education each year, a corruption watchdog said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 4:49:49 AM 

Billups, 'Melo, Amare lead Knicks at Miami 

Ig~~""lcarmelo Anthony scored 29 points, Amare Stoudemire added 16 points and a huge blocked shot against 
LeBron James with 7 seconds left, and the New York Knicks stunned the Miami Heat 91-86 on Sunday 

night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 5:01:33 AM 

Best and worst of the 2011 Oscars 

Ig~~""IHOIIYWOOd'S Super Bowl was supposed be a match-up between liThe King's Speech" versus the "The 

Social Network." But that's so not what everybody is gonna be talking about now. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 5:08:31 AM 

Stars' gowns danced down the Oscar red carpet 

"Black Swan" may have influenced the red-carpet fashions this year. Numerous gowns had a dancy vibe, including young 

Hailee Steinfeld in her ballerina-style Marchesa, which she helped design. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 5:13:52 AM 

Infant boy the first NZ quake victim laid to rest 

Ig~~""IA 5-month-old boy was laid to rest Monday at the first funeral for victims of New Zealand's devastating 

earthquake, as the death toll rose to 148 and the government said the economic cost could be $15 
billion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/201110:42:43 AM 

Freak accident kills 17 revelers at Brazil parade 

At least 17 people were electrocuted in a freak accident during a large pre-Carnival parade, Brazilian police said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/201110:49:54 AM 

U.S. officials: 4 Americans dead in UAE plane crash 

Four Americans aboard a turboprop plane were killed when their aircraft crashed shortly after takeoff in the United Arab 

Emirates, U.s. and Emirati officials said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/201111:11:22 AM 

AI-Qaida's No.2 incites Tunisians, Egyptians 

Ig~~""losama bin Laden's deputy has urged Tunisians and Egyptians to continue their uprisings and revolt 

against the interim governments set up after the ouster of their autocratic presidents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/201111:37:47 AM 

Contractor jailed for whiskey-fueled Iraq killings 

Ig~~""IAn Iraqi court on Monday convicted a British man and sentenced him to 20 years in prison over the 

shooting deaths of two contractors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/201112:30:41 PM 

Luxury makes a comeback for the well-heeled 

Ig~~""IAn improvement in the stock market and other positive economic signs is causing the nation's richest 

consumers to feel comfortable spending again. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/201112:32:10 PM 

'He does not remember it': RFK killer seeks parole 

More than four decades after Sen. Robert F. Kennedy was assassinated, his convicted murderer wants to go free for a 

crime he says he can't remember. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/201112:34:44 PM 

A royal night for 'The King's Speech' 

Ig~~""~he film about King George VI's fight to overcome a stammer won best picture, director, original 

screenplay, and its lead actor, Colin Firth, claimed the best actor trophy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/201112:40:26 PM 

Video: Madoff: 'I'm not a horrible person' 

Ig~~""lln an interview with New York magazine, convicted swindler Bernard Madoff says he's confident "that 
when this thing is all finished," livery few people, if any, will lose their principal." NBC's Peter Alexander 

reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/201112:40:39 PM 

Learn how to use Facebook's Messages program 

r-I~acebook Messages combines e-mail, chat, and text messaging, allowing you to view one unified inbox. 
his upgrade is slowly rolling out to all 500 million Facebook users. Here are some tips to help you get 

started. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/201112:42:51 PM 

Economists see the pace of recovery picking up 

Industry economists say the u.s. economy will continue to expand at a moderate pace through next year, boosted by a 

rise in consumer and, especially, business spending. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/201112:42:55 PM 

Video: Libyan opposition gains defectors, power 

Ig~~""lpressure is mounting against Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi as opposition forces gather near the 

capital, including many defectors. Meanwhile, the U.N. placed sanctions on the country. NBC's Jim 
Maceda reports from Tripoli. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/201112:44:09 PM 

Video: Sheen: 'Tired of pretending I'm not special' 

Ig~~""IActor Charlie Sheen tells NBC's Jeff Rossen that he's underpaid for his "Two and a Half Men" role, 
demanding $3 million per episode. "It's everybody else that's going to be begging me for their job 

back." (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/20111:07:10 PM 

Madoff: 'Whole government is a Ponzi scheme' 

Wall Street swindler Bernard Madoff said in a magazine interview published Sunday that new regulatory reform enacted 

after the recent national financial crisis is laughable. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/20111:54:12 PM 

Ban teens from tanning salons, doctors urge 

The American Academy of Pediatrics wants teenagers banned from tanning salons to reduce their risk of skin cancer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 2:26:43 PM 

First Thoughts: Both Reid and Boehner blinked 

Ig~~""IDemocrats, it appears, have agreed to the GOP's plan to cut $4 billion over the period of a two-week 

funding extension, while Republicans have agreed to many of the particular cuts from President Obama's 
budget. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 2:28:33 PM 

New advice on fevers: Ride it out 

Step away from the children's ibuprofen, parents: New report says fevers by themselves don't harm kids, and may do 

some good. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 2:43:41 PM 

Wake-up call: America's best coffee cities 

Ig~~""lwhere can you get the best cup of java in the U.S.? Travel + Leisure's survey names the best coffee cities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 2:56:18 PM 

Police won't boot protesters from Wis. Capitol 

The occupation of the Wisconsin Capitol by protesters fighting efforts to strip public workers of union bargaining rights 

carried on Sunday after police decided not to forcibly remove demonstrators and end a nearly two-week-Iong sit-in. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 2:57:49 PM 

Why 2011's budget woes don't mirror 1995 

Ig~~""llt's easy to compare today's budget impasse with the situation in a Newt Gingrich-led House of 

Representatives in 1995. Despite 15 years of separation, the plot lines are similar. But we are not 
experiencing political deja vu. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 2:58:04 PM 

Video: Princess coaching easing Middleton's royal transition? 

Ig~~""IMsnbc/s Martin Bashir compares and contrasts Princess Diana with Kate Middleton, the woman who 

would have been her royal daughter-in-law. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 3:20:54 PM 

America's last World War I veteran dies 

Frank Buckles, the last surviving u.s. veteran of World War I, has died. He was 110. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 3:28:29 PM 

Largest rise in U.S. incomes in over year 

A tax cut that began last month gave consumers the biggest jump in their incomes in nearly two years. But Americans 

boosted their spending only slightly in January, new data show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 3:36:56 PM 

The elusive great white iPad 27 

For some, the white iPhone or iPad is their Moby Dick, ever elusive and gaining an almost mythical quality as hopes are 

raised and dashed with each rumor. So we'll add to that roller coaster with today's report of an all-white iPad 2. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 3:37:50 PM 

Police let protesters stay night at Wis. Capitol 

Ig~~""IDozens of protesters camped overnight in the Wisconsin Capitol and vowed to be back in full force 

Monday after police backed away from threats to close the building, where demonstrators have held 
steady for two weeks to oppose Republican-backed legislation aimed at weakening unions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 3:50:03 PM 

Man says Forbes magazine wrongly snubs hometown 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 3:55:47 PM 

Foreclosures helping change mix of some suburbs 

Ig~~""~hree years ago, Lamar Grace left Detroit for the suburb of Southfield. He got a good deal - a 3,000-

square-foot colonial that once was worth $220,000. In foreclosure, he paid $109,000. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 4:04:46 PM 

The Arc: Jimmer has BYU looking at a 1 seed 

Ig~~""~he Arc: Fresh off an impressive victory at San Diego State - with help from Texas and Duke - BYU claims 
the fourth spot on our latest S-Curve and a No.1 seed in the West Region. Welcome to March. Our other 

No.1 seeds remain the same - Ohio State, Pittsburgh, and Kansas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 4:08:35 PM 

Cables detail Saudi royal family's ritzy lives 

Ig~~""lu.S. cables provide remarkable insight into how much the vast royal welfare program has cost Saudi 
Arabia - not just financially but in terms of undermining social cohesion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 5:10:03 PM 

About 110,000 acres burn in West Texas wildfires 

Wildfires have burned more than 110,000 acres and destroyed nearly 70 homes after a dry, windy day in West Texas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 5:13:14 PM 

Video: Car barrels into group of bike riders 

r-~t least 10 people were sent to the hospital when a car crashed into a Critical Mass bicycle ride in Brazil. 
ODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 5:30:45 PM 

Obama whacks Romney on health care - again 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 5:53:56 PM 

Mexico says head of 'Resistance' drug gang caught 

Mexican police say they have captured the head of a drug gang that calls itself "The Resistance." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 5:57:36 PM 

James, Casey early male favorites to reach 'Idol' finals 

Ig~~""~he men kick off the "American Idol" semifinals on Tuesday, and it will be the first time that the viewers 

get to decide who stays and who goes. Here are 10 questions that will determine who continues on to 
the 12-singer finals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 6:10:05 PM 

Healthy to-do: Cramped? Give yourself some space 

Ig~~""IMice in cramped conditions show more stress than ones with room to roam. Humans may also be 

hardwired to seek out spaciousness. How you can make your space seem larger. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 6:14:36 PM 

4 adults, 3 kids on boat hijacked near Somalia 

Pirates have hijacked a sailboat with four Danish adults and three children on board in the Indian Ocean, a Danish news 

agency reported Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 6:20:34 PM 

Video: Video of D.C. escalator mishap released 

Ig~~""[he Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority releases dramatic footage that shows an escalator 

failure last October that left several people injured, one seriously. Msnbc's Richard Lui reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 6:26:24 PM 

Parachute pants for all! '80s movies cliches 

Ig~~"'l'Take Me Home Tonight" is bound to feature a house-wrecking party, alternative music, and brick-size 

cell phones. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 6:27:48 PM 

Video: Solar flare shows dazzling eruption 

Ig~~""INASA captures a solar flare kicking a huge wave of plasma. Msnbc's Richard Lui has the details. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 6:35:23 PM 

Video: Obama: u.s. must be best country for business 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama addresses the nation's governors on topics including budget challenges, education, 
health care reform and investing in infrastructure. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 7:10:51 PM 

Oscar audience down, telecast widely panned 

Ig~~""~eleVision audiences for Sunday's Oscar ceremony fell about seven percent compared to a year ago, 

according to early ratings data. But it held up well in the coveted 18-49 demographic. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 7:12:01 PM 

Lazy cat means it's nice for mice at No. 10 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 7:19:15 PM 

Japanese carmakers top Consumer Reports rankings 

Ig~~""lconsumer Reports has named Japanese automakers Honda, Subaru and Toyota as the best all-around car 

makers for the third year in a row in its annual auto issue. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 7:28:51 PM 

Artist, Bob Dylan muse Suze Rotolo dies 

Ig~~""IAmerican artist Suze Rotolo, most famous for her three-year relationship with singer/songwriter Bob 

Dylan, has died, her friend and Village Voice critic Jim Hoberman said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 7:41:07 PM 

Oscar win highlights plight of Africans in Israel 

Ig~~""IStudents at the Bialik-Rogozin school in a rundown Tel Aviv neighborhood have survived genocide, war 

and famine. But they were all smiles Monday after learning that a documentary about their plight had 
won an Academy Award. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 7:50:03 PM 

U.S., British officials did business with Libya 

The lifting of international sanctions against libya in 2003 proved profitable for some senior u.s. and British officials 

who later left government and went to work for companies doing business in the north African country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 7:55:04 PM 

Police grill Dior's Galliano on racism accusations 

Ig~~""~ohn Galliano's future at Christian Dior looked uncertain on Monday as police interviewed the fashion 

designer over accusations that he hurled anti-Semitic and racial abuse at people in a bar last week and in 
October. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 8:02:36 PM 

'Angry Birds' knocked from perch ... by another bird 

Ig~~""llt's all about the birds these days. Witness, for example, "Angry Bird's" epic hold on Apple's App Store 

charts ... not to mention its hold on hearts the world over. And now, another bird has knocked "Angry 
Birds" from its perch. A game called "Tiny Wings" has become the No.1 paid app on iTunes. But how long will 
our new feathered friend remain in its nest? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 8:07:22 PM 

Taco Bell takes to airwaves to defend their beef 

Taco Bell is turning to TV commercials to battle damage to its image from a lawsuit questioning its taco filling. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 8:07:39 PM 

10 movies that make you want to see the world 

Ig~~""lwe love the Oscars as much as the next guy, but there's no adventure in watching movies from your 
couch. That's why we've rounded up 10 films that will make you want to take a trip. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 8:09:18 PM 

Gene therapy builds hope for future AIDS cure 

Ig~~""lln a bold new approach ultimately aimed at trying to cure AIDS, scientists used genetic engineering in six 

patients to develop blood cells that are resistant to HIV, the virus that causes the disease. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 8:18:02 PM 

Video: Fighting bullies with a song 

Ig~~""IA young singer-songwriter uses her gift of song to discourage bullying. KNBC's Cary Berglund 
reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 8:33:49 PM 

Report: GOP cuts would cost 700,000 jobs 

A report by economist Mark Zandi from Moody's says that Republicans' plan to cut spending would cost 700,000 jobs 

through 2012, the Washington Post reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 8:38:14 PM 

Hatch: Health care law is 'an awful piece of crap' 

Sen. Orrin Hatch of Utah really doesn't like the new health care law, and he used some not-sa-legislative language to say 

so last week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 8:39:02 PM 

Argentine dictators go on trial for baby thefts 

Ig~~""IA long-awaited trial has begun for two Argentine dictators accused of overseeing a plan to steal babies 

from political prisoners decades ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 8:44:20 PM 

Doctors race to save libya's wounded 

Ig~~""IFarij, an anesthesiologist, and Abubaker, an ophthalmologist, have been working tirelessly in the city of 

Misrata, Libya, to treat people injured in clashes between Gadhafi's security forces and opposition 
protesters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 8:45:01 PM 

Apple's iPad 2 event: Sure things and long shots 

Ig~~""lwedneSday brings a new iPad, this we know. And we know that, from 20 paces, it will probably look like 
the current iPad - Apple's own event invitation indicates as much. As for the details of the reveal, here's 

what else we think will happen, and what we're pretty sure just won't go down. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2011 8:51:45 PM 

Four CEO candidates to replace Warren Buffett 

Ig~~""~he pool of internal candidates to eventually replace Warren Buffett as Berkshire Hathaway's chief 

executive has expanded to four, the company said in a regulatory filing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/201110:30:19 PM 

Officials: Man persuaded moms to abuse kids 

Ig~~""IA Michigan man posed as a psychologist and persuaded mothers across the country to sexually assault 

their children as a form of therapy, then send him the images of the attacks, authorities said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/201110:56:31 PM 

Mom aiding accidentally shot husband accidentally shot 

A small child accidentally shot his mother after finding the gun by the side of his injured father - who had just 

accidentally shot himself, the Baldwin County, Ala., Sheriff's Office says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/201111:28:55 PM 

Do WikiLeaks imitators put your e-mail at risk? 

Imagine having every e-mail you've written published by hackers for the entire world to see. You don't have to stretch 

your imagination very far - it's already happening to some folks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/201111:37:56 PM 

Woman charged in day care fire flees to Nigeria 

The Houston Fire Department says a home day care operator charged in connection with a deadly fire that killed four 

children has fled the United States. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/201111:42:46 PM 

Video: On the brink of civil war in libya 

Ig~~""~hroughout Libya, battle lines are being drawn between pro- and anti-Khaddafy forces, and anxiety about 

what will happen next is running high. NBC's Jim Maceda reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/201111:44:03 PM 

NCAA tournament bubble's getting awfully crowded 

Ig~~""IBeYOnd the Arc: As teams like Illinois and Nebraska try to boost their profiles on Tuesday, check out our 

complete look at the Big Dance's bubble 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/201111:44:20 PM 

Video: u.s. weighs military options against Libya 

Ig~~""~he United States is considering military options against Libyan leader Muommar Khaddafy, including 

taking control of Libyan airspace. NBC's Andrea Mitchell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/201111:46:35 PM 

Video: Foreign workers in Libya mass at border 

Ig~~""~he million-and-a-half foreigners who work in Libya are among the poorest people in the country. Now, 

many of them are stuck at the border. Emma Murphy of ITN News reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/201111:48:32 PM 

Video: Talk of a deal in Wisconsin standoff 

Ig~~""IModerate Republicans in the state senate have been talking about a compromise, but for now it remains 

just that, talk. NBC's Mike Taibbi reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/201111:51:14 PM 

Video: Violent weather hits the Midwest 

Ig~~""~ornadoes from Oklahoma to Ohio, and ice, hail and rain from Indiana to Pennsylvania. NBC's Brian 
Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/201111:54:32 PM 

Half of men may have HPV, study shows 

Half of men in the general population may be infected with human papillomavirus or HPV, the human wart virus that 

causes cervical and other cancers, strengthening the case for vaccinating boys against HPV, u.s. researchers said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/201111:56:06 PM 

Video: How America can regain its edge 

Ig~~""llntel CEO Paul Otellini fears the u.s. is losing its competitive edge to Asia, and he's spending hundreds of 
millions of his company's dollars to get it back. NBC's Tom Costello reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/201111:57:58 PM 

1940s sex symbol Jane Russell dies at 89 

Ig~~""~ane Russell, the busty brunette who shot to fame as the sexy star of Howard Hughes' 1941 Western "The 

Outlaw," died Monday of respiratory failure, her family said. She was 89. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/201111:59:05 PM 

Video: Hollywood legend Jane Russell dies 

Ig~~""IActress Jane Russell has died at age 89. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/201112:07:35 AM 

Video: The 'quiet hero' of the Oscars 

Ig~~""IDaVid Seidler, a struggling screenwriter who at the age of 73 finally had a hit with 'The King's Speech,' 
brought some heart to last night's Academy Awards. NBC's Lee Cowan reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/201112:13:10 AM 

Buddha statue dynamited by Taliban to be rebuilt? 

Ig~~""IGerman scientists said Monday it may be possible to reconstruct one of two giant 1,500 year-old Buddha 

statues dynamited by the Taliban in central Afghanistan 10 years ago, which prompted a worldwide 
outcry and left behind only towering cliff caverns. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/201112:32:34 AM 

Charlie Sheen demands 50 percent raise for 'Men' 

In an interview airing Monday on TODAY, the actor demanded $3 million per episode instead of his current $2 million, 

saying he was "underpaid" and claiming "psychological distress." He also said he was "tired of pretending I'm not 

special." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/201112:46:04 AM 

Lawyer: Couple confessed in Jaycee Dugard kidnap 

A Northern California couple charged with kidnapping Jaycee Dugard and holding her captive for 18 years have given full 

confessions to authorities, a defense lawyer said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20111:23:19 AM 

'Men' crew to be paid for four canceled episodes 

Ig~~""lwarner Bros. Television agreed Monday to pay the crew of "Two and a Half Men" for four episodes, a 
move that Charlie Sheen called a start in his ongoing battle with producers of TV's top-rated comedy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20112:02:03 AM 

No.8 Notre Dame makes its case for top seed 

Ig~~""~im Abromaitis made a career-high nine 3-pointers and scored 30 points and Ben Hansbrough had 30 

points and 10 assists in his final home game Monday night as No.8 Notre Dame routed No. 19 Villanova 
93-72 to secure a double bye in the Big East tournament. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 2:36:05 AM 

Morgan Stanley hit by China-based hackers 

Morgan Stanley experienced a "very sensitive" break-in to its network by the same China-based hackers who attacked 

Google Inc's computers more than a year ago, Bloomberg reported, citing leaked e-mails from an Internet security 

company. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 3:39:05 AM 

Libya troops mass near Tunisian border 

Ig~~""IForces loyal to Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi were massed near the Tunisian border on Tuesday, 

residents said, and the United States said it was moving warships and air forces closer to Libya. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 3:52:03 AM 

Sugar Ray Leonard, 'Karate Kid' to go 'Dancing' 

Ig~~""IFormer welterweight champ, model Petra Nemcova and Ralph Macchio of the hit 1984 karate movie will 
be among 11 celebrity contestants on the 12th season of "Dancing with the Stars." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 3:56:42 AM 

New Zealand mourns quake victims 

Ig~~""INew Zealand held two minutes of silence Tuesday to mourn as many as 240 people killed when a 

powerful earthquake struck the city of Christchurch exactly one week earlier. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 4:24:29 AM 

No.7 Texas continues free fall with loss to K-State 

Ig~~""IRodney McGruder scored 22 points and surging Kansas State muscled past slumping No.7 Texas 75-70 on 

Monday night, the Wildcats' fifth straight win. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 4:40:26 AM 

Gunman shoots deputy in La. sheriff's office 

A man armed with an assault rifle, handgun and a knife walked into a small central Louisiana sheriff's office on Monday 

afternoon, took a hostage and wounded a deputy before being shot, state police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 5:08:59 AM 

Largest earthquake in 35 years hits Arkansas 

The central Arkansas town of Greenbrier has been plagued for months by hundreds of small earthquakes, and after 

being woken up by the largest quake to hit the state in 35 years, residents said Monday they're unsettled by the 

increasing severity and lack of warning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 5:11:05 AM 

Pirate Henry Morgan's cannons found in Panama? 

Ig~~""IArchaeOIOgists say six cannons recovered from a river in Panama that could have belonged to legendary 

pirate Henry Morgan are being studied and could eventually be displayed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 9:55:51 AM 

Chavez: I won't condemn 'my friend' Gadhafi 

Ig~~""lvenezuelan President Hugo Chavez refused Monday to condemn Moammar Gadhafi and warned the 

United States was preparing to invade Libya to seize its oil. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/201110:38:27 AM 

Airline worker aimed to 'kill hundreds' on jet 

Ig~~""IA jury convicted a former British Airways computer specialist of plotting with U.S.-born extremist cleric 

Anwar al-Awlaki to blow up an airplane. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/201112:29:31 PM 

Why stay-at-home moms are mad at the Fed 

Ig~~""lwomenls advocates and retailers want the Fed to rewrite a proposed rule that prevents nonworking 

spouses from getting credit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/201112:47:22 PM 

Video: Gadhafi loyalists seal Tripoli, prep for battle 

Ig~~""IAS rebel forces are preparing to launch an attack to gain control of the Libyan dictator's last stronghold, 

his forces dig in. NBC's Jim Maceda reports from Tripoli. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/201112:54:03 PM 

Video: Sheen to fans: 'Don't be worried' 

Ig~~""~roubled actor Charlie Sheen introduces NBC's Jeff Rossen to the two "goddesses" he is living with and 
reassures fans that there is nothing to worry about, saying "I will not let you down, trust me." (TODAY 

show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20111:16:45 PM 

E. coli found on 50 percent of shopping carts 

Ig~~""IResearchers who swabbed shopping cart handles in four states looking for bacterial contamination found 

that half of the carts they studied were tainted with E. coli. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20111:26:56 PM 

Sheen on live-in 'goddesses': 'They don't judge me' 

His sitcom has shut down production, his publicist has quit, his father and fans worry about his health - but in a new 

interview airing Tuesday, Charlie Sheen insists he's doing fine, along with the porn star and model who are helping raise 

his 2-year-old sons: "There's nothing broken here." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20111:28:28 PM 

Video: Orphaned dolphins to become dynamic duo 

Ig~~""IBiOlogists in Florida are hoping to save a 5-month-old orphaned dolphin by pairing her with a veteran 
survivor. NBC's Kerry Sanders reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 2:08:44 PM 

Is new 'Dancing' cast dream come true or dud? 

Ig~~""~hiS cast is right out of the ballroom book, but what about the other usual suspects? Where's the obvious 

shoo-in for the win? The polarizing public figure? The train wreck? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 2:29:51 PM 

On your mark, get set, go! Race vacations 

Ig~~""IDestination races are often less about the competition and more about the location. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 2:30:10 PM 

German minister quits amid plagiarism scandal 

Ig~~""IGermany's defense minister quit Tuesday amid persistent allegations that he plagiarized parts of his 

doctoral thesis, depriving Chancellor Angela Merkel's conservatives of a man long rated the country's 
most popular politician. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 2:49:03 PM 

Video: Opposition says its leaders jailed by Iran 

Ig~~""llranian authorities reportedly threw two anti-government leaders in prison, but the opposition says the 
move will backfire. NBC's Ali Arouzi reports. (The Daily Rundown) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 2:53:45 PM 

Sniff test: living without a sense of smell 

Most of us have experienced a temporary loss of smell, as a common side effect of a common cold. But what if a lost 

sense of smell doesn't come back? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 3:09:35 PM 

Sneak peek on GAO report on government waste 

The report could provide a road map for other cuts to make as the White House pushes for a 30-day continuing 

resolution to avoid a government shutdown. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 3:11:12 PM 

Firefighters rush to contain central Florida wildfires 

Firefighters are battling fast-moving wildfires that shut down close to 30 miles of a major interstate on Florida's central 

Atlantic coast. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 3:24:33 PM 

Pirate: Family will be killed if rescue attempted 

A Somali pirate is warning that his peers will kill their seven Danish hostages if any rescue attempt is made. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 3:32:53 PM 

Gadhafi's son accused of PhD plagiarism 

Ig~~""IA British university is investigating allegations that a PhD thesis written by Moammar Gadhafi's son Saif 

included material plagiarized from other works, the school has confirmed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 3:41:46 PM 

Pizzeria owner left mice at rival shops 

A pizzeria owner with mice problems he blamed on competitors tried to sabotage two rival shops by dumping mice in 

them Monday, authorities in suburban Philadelphia said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 4:09:09 PM 

Midwest storms ease, but not before flooding 

Ig~~""IResidents of a flood-prone Ohio city brightened as the waters crested Tuesday, a day after storms lashed 

the eastern half of the nation with heavy rain and tornadoes, killing at least four people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20114:11:59 PM 

The IRS may have a 2007 refund for you 

Life Inc.: The Internal Revenue Service said this week that it may have as much as $1.1 billion in refunds for people who 

did not file a tax return in 2007. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20114:17:17 PM 

Manufacturing grows at fastest pace in 7 years 

Manufacturers likely increased production at a slightly faster pace in February than in January, when output rose at the 

quickest pace since May 2004. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 4:21:45 PM 

Geithner: Revamp housing in two years 

Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner said on Tuesday that future mortgage costs likely will be "modestly higher" after 

reforms are completed to the national housing finance system. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 4:35:21 PM 

Plane evacuated after landing gear collapses 

Passengers and crew were evacuated from an airplane at Bradley International Airport outside Hartford on Tuesday 

morning after the front landing gear collapsed as the jet backed away from the gate, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20114:37:16 PM 

NFL labor talks look grim 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 4:42:26 PM 

Video: Lohan gives first interview since leaving rehab 

Ig~~""IExtra Correspondent Jerry Penacoli discusses whether Lindsay Lohan shows remorse for her recent 
actions and reveals some highlights from the interview. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 4:45:38 PM 

Video: Dozens of bald eagles gather in Iowa 

Ig~~""IBirdwatchers are thrilled by a huge flock of bald eagles spotted near Glenwood, Iowa. WOWT's Mike 
Plews reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 4:57:36 PM 

Video: Hehe! Baby laughs at dad's rejection letter 

Ig~~""~ODAYShow.comls Dara Brown talks with Markus McArthur, who posted a video on the internet of his 8-

month-old son, Micah, giggling at a rejection letter. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20115:17:06 PM 

Iranian forces fire tear gas on protesters 

Iran's security forces used tear gas and batons to disperse anti-government protesters demanding the release of two 

opposition leaders, witnesses and anti-government websites said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 5:21:58 PM 

Moscow drops plan to deport stray dogs 

Ig~~""IMOSCOWIS thousands of stray dogs have something to wag their tails about - animal rights activists say 

the city has dropped a plan to round the dogs up and ship them to a camp far outside of town. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 5:26:27 PM 

Hippies rejoice! VW unveils new microbus 

Ig~~""lvolkSWagen AG is resurrecting its iconic microbus, which debuted in 1950 and became a favorite of 

hippies for its unique styling and copious space for travelers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 6:11:55 PM 

Video: House expected to vote on spending bill today 

Ig~~""IA short-term budget bill would delay a government shutdown. NBC's Kelly O'Donnell reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 6:32:02 PM 

Ex-Goldman director charged in insider case 

Ig~~""IA former Goldman Sachs Group Inc director has been charged by a u.S. regulator with leaking inside 

information to Galleon Group founder Raj Rajaratnam. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 6:39:42 PM 

Auto sales get boost from sweetened deals 

Ig~~""IGeneral Motors' U.S. car and truck sales jumped 49 percent in February, aided by sweeter financing and 

lease deals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 7:02:47 PM 

U.S. launches study of BP oil spill's health impact 

The u.s. National Institutes of Health has launched a massive, long-range health study of people who helped clean up 

last year's BP oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 7:27:58 PM 

Men may be facing a depressing future 

Societal and economic shifts may put more men in Western countries at risk for depression, scientists worry. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 7:38:21 PM 

A strange normalcy inside Tripoli 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 7:49:47 PM 

Bernanke: Oil surge could impede u.s. growth 

Ig~~""IFederal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke told Congress on Tuesday that a prolonged rise in oil prices 

would pose a danger to the u.s. economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 7:51:45 PM 

Desperate refugees jam Libya's borders 

Ig~~""~ens of thousands of desperate migrants are mobbing the Tunisian border, waiting to get out of strife

torn Libya, humanitarian agencies say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 7:53:13 PM 

Rumor: Steve Jobs may appear at iPad 2 launch 

Apple CEO Steve Jobs, currently on medical leave, is "definitely considering an appearance" at the iPad 2 launch 

tomorrow, according to AIIThingsD. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 8:34:33 PM 

Ahmadinejad's Peugeot fetches $2.5 million 

Ig~~""IA 1977 Peugeot sedan belonging to Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad was sold for $2.5 million 

on Tuesday in a charity auction, Iranian media reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 8:42:04 PM 

Harmful bacteria found at Playboy Mansion 

Los Angeles County health officials have found the bacteria that causes Legionnaires' disease at the Playboy Mansion 

after 200 people who attended an event there last month became ill. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 8:46:14 PM 

Huckabee claims Obama grew up in Kenya 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 9:31:31 PM 

QE2 worked, but what should Fed do next? 

Nearly everything is going according to the plan Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke hatched six months ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2011 9:34:33 PM 

House passes two-week stopgap spending bill 

Ig~~""lln a step to avert a government shutdown before the current funding measure expires later this week, 

the House has passed a two-week spending bill would cut federal spending by $4 billion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/201110:22:27 PM 

Bank of America online banking down, for now 

If you're a Bank of America customer, you've probably noticed that the site, which promises "24/7 access," is 

"temporarily unavailable." A BofA spokesperson, staving off rumors of an Anonymous hack, made it clear the problem 

"did not impact customer information or security." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/201111:01:46 PM 

Cosmic Log: Farewell to a make-believe Mars 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Six volunteers have hunkered down inside a glorified trailer in 
Moscow for the final leg of a simulated S20-day mission to Mars and back. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/201111:04:15 PM 

Stocks end lower as Bernanke warns about oil 

Stocks ended lower Tuesday after construction spending dropped to its lowest level in nearly a decade and Federal 

Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke said rising oil prices could hurt the economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/201111:12:10 PM 

Agencies look at new kidney transplant rules 

The rules that determine who goes to the top of the list for a kidney transplant could change dramatically. Msnbc.com's 

Alex Johnson reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/201111:44:05 PM 

Video: Data paints new portrait of modern woman 

Ig~~""~he White House has gathered data from across federal agencies for a newly published report that 

provides a statistical snapshot of the American woman over the past SO years. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/201111:45:45 PM 

Galliano fired after reportedly praising Hitler in rant 

Ig~~""lchristian Dior has severed ties with John Galliano after police interviewed the fashion designer over 

accusations that he hurled anti-Semitic and racial abuse at people in a bar last week and in October. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/201111:48:01 PM 

PFT: Judge rules NFL's TV deals violate CBA 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/201111:49:20 PM 

Video: Ohio and Wisconsin unions rally 

Ig~~""~housands of Ohio union members rallied today as Republicans in the state legislature attempt to strip 

public employee unions of collective bargaining rights, reflective of budget cuts also unveiled by 
Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker today. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/201111:55:39 PM 

White House denies u.s. behind Yemen protest 

Ig~~""IYemenls embattled U.S.-backed president accused Washington of instigating protests against his regime; 

White House rejects claims. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/201112:01:24 AM 

Video: Teachers brace for layoffs, bigger class sizes 

Ig~~""~eachers nationwide brace for a wave of layoffs as their school district boards face tough budget 

decisions. As a result, higher projected classroom sizes have sparked a debate on whether or not student 
performance will suffer. NBC's Rehema Ellis reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/201112:02:19 AM 

Verizon hints at new iPhone, usage-based pricing 

A Verizon Communications executive hinted at a new version of the iPhone and said Verizon Wireless will replace its 

unlimited mobile data plans with usage-based pricing around the middle of summer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/201112:02:32 AM 

Video: American worker retools with new skills 

Ig~~""INBC'S Tom Brokaw reports on the shift away from old-line manufacturing by the American worker 

towards information, science, and technology. How can the American worker acquire this new skill set for 
the next generation of quality jobs? (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/201112:07:05 AM 

Video: Peace Corps celebrates 50th anniversary 

Ig~~""IFifty years ago today, just weeks after his inauguration, President Kennedy signed an Executive Order to 

establish the Peace Corps, an organization of volunteers that has since promoted peace in countless ways 
all around the world. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/201112:09:42 AM 

Teacher layoffs raise class-size tensions 

As governments struggle to reduce education deficits, they are considering school closures and laying off huge numbers 

of teachers. What will that do to class sizes, and what will it mean for pupils? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/201112:12:27 AM 

Video: Non-profits inspire new superheroes 

Ig~~""INBC'S Willie Geist reports from Brooklyn, New York, where 826 NYC is one of eight non-profit centers 

that have emerged across the country to offer free creative writing workshops and one-on-one tutoring 
to kids. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/201112:17:10 AM 

Iguana meat seized at Texas-Mexico border 

Ig~~""lcustoms and Border Protection officials seize nearly 60 pounds of undeclared iguana meat on a bus at 
the Texas-Mexico border. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/201112:17:11 AM 

State's bill would make following Shariah a felony 

Tennessee is considering making it a felony to follow some versions of the Islamic code known as Shariah, the most 

severe measure yet put forth by a national movement whose members believe extremist Muslims want Shariah to 

supersede the Constitution. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/201112:23:19 AM 

Video: Gadhafi, libyan rebels prepare for war 

Ig~~""INBC'S Jim Maceda reports from Tripoli, where Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi and his troops face a 

standoff against rebel protesters. As both sides ready for battle, both international media and refugee 
civilians have raised humanitarian concerns. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/201112:42:13 AM 

Wis. governor: Ax $900 million from education 

Ig~~""IGov. Scott Walker on Tuesday presented his full budget proposal - a plan that cuts $1.5 billion in aid to 

public schools and government but avoids any tax or fee increases, furloughs or widespread layoffs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20111:06:15 AM 

Brainy congressman beats 'Jeopardy' computer 

Ig~~""~urns out all it took to top Watson, the "Jeopardy"-winning computer, was a rocket scientist. U.S. Rep. 

Rush Holt of New Jersey, just such a scientist, faced the machine in an exhibition match and proved 
humans can rise to challenge. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20111:17:12 AM 

Libya rebels may seek U.N. airstrikes 

Ig~~""ILibyan rebels debate whether to ask for United Nation's airstrikes against leader Moammar Gadhafi's 
military assets as the U.s. Senate urges a U.N.-enforced a "no-fly" zone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20111:24:52 AM 

Obesity raises risk of deadly breast cancer 

Scientists know that being overweight increases the risk of breast cancers fed by estrogen, but being too fat may also 

increase the risk of triple-negative breast cancers, a less common and far more deadly type, u.S. researchers said 

Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20111:30:29 AM 

Ventre: How NFL fans can survive a lockout 

Ig~~""lventre: Without NFL football, will life grind to a halt? What will fantasy league people do? Gamblers and 

oddsmakers? Pizza delivery guys? Acid-tongued cocktail waitresses and barmaids at sports bars, like in 
those commercials? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20111:33:16 AM 

Pot can double psychosis risk, new study says 

People who use cannabis in their youth dramatically increase their risk of psychotic symptoms, and continued use of the 

drug can raise the risk of developing a psychotic disorder in later life, scientists said on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/2011 2:31:16 AM 

America's 51st state: Baja Arizona? 

The former Democratic Party chairman for Pima County says he's so fed up with the conservative politics of Arizona that 

he wants the county to secede and form a 51st state. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/2011 2:48:52 AM 

'Idol' gals head into semifinals on even ground 

Ig~~""llt's the women's turn to take center stage on Wednesday. Twelve remain in the competition, but no one 

has a clear advantage. Who has what it takes to move on? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/2011 2:59:49 AM 

Past game play backfires for one 'loser' 

Ig~~""~he tricky thing about making a big, game-shaking move in a competition like liThe Biggest Loser" is that 

it often takes a while to see the true fallout. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20113:59:11 AM 

Iffy singing? So what? 'Idol' judges love the guys 

Ig~~""IFans looking for guidance from the judges on who to vote for were out of luck, since it seemed like they 

loved pretty much everyone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/2011 4:34:37 AM 

Howard, Magic ride second-half surge past Knicks 

Ig~~""IDWight Howard had 30 points and 16 rebounds, Jameer Nelson scored 23 of his 26 points in the second 
half, and the Orlando Magic outlasted the New York Knicks 116-110 on Tuesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/2011 5:16:15 AM 

17 bodies found in clandestine graves in Mexico 

Soldiers on Tuesday unearthed 17 bodies buried in two clandestine graves in the southern state of Guerrero and 

authorities said they were searching for more. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/2011 7:34:37 AM 

Police remove Sheen's twin boys from his home 

Police removed Charlie Sheen's twin boys from his Los Angeles mansion Tuesday night, the actor told NBC News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/201110:49:28 AM 

Pakistan's minorities gripped by fear and despair 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/201111:20:43 AM 

Mideast 'baby boomers': Shock troops of protests 

Ig~~""~he wave of protests breaking across the Mideast and North Africa has a common leading edge - in each 

case, the unrest was triggered by young people lacking jobs or a viable future. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/201111:50:32 AM 

Nobel laureate ousted from microfinance bank 

Ig~~""INobellaureate Muhammad Yunus has been forced out as head of his microfinance lender, Grameen 

Bank. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/201112:43:45 PM 

Video: Pro-Gadhafi forces launch airstrikes on rebels 

Ig~~""IWith reports of gains in the rebel-held East, Moammar Gadhafi and loyalist forces are continuing their 

counteroffensive with airstrikes, witnesses say. NBC's Jim Maceda reports from Tripoli. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/201112:58:01 PM 

Video: Dior axes Galliano in wake of anti-Semitic rant 

Ig~~""IFrench fashion house Christian Dior announces that it has fired celebrity designer John Galliano after 

video surfaces of him allegedly making anti-Semitic remarks. NBC's Anne Thompson reports from 
Paris. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20111:00:31 PM 

22 ways to fight rising food prices 

Ig~~""lwhile the need to eat isn't something you can avoid, there are some steps you can take to keep grocery 

costs in check. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20111:01:30 PM 

Video: Sheen: I stayed calm, focused while surrendering kids 

Ig~~""lcharlie Sheen tells NBC's Jeff Rossen that he doesn't know where his 2-year-old twin sons are after his ex
wife had them removed from his home. The actor said the care the boys received from him is 1/100,000 

times than what's going to be offered in her house." (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20111:04:14 PM 

Video: Doctor convicted in ballerina's death 

Ig~~""IA North Carolina jury convicted a popular former plastic surgeon in the drunk-driving death of a young 

ballerina. NBC's Ron Matt reports from Raleigh, N.C. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20112:04:24 PM 

Sheen: 'I don't know where my children are' 

Speaking live the morning after police removed his twin 2-year-old sons from his home, Charlie Sheen addressed their 

mother, Brooke Mueller, saying, "This does not display responsible parenting." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/2011 2:05:37 PM 

The two faces of Gadhafi's right-hand man 

Ig~~""~he most powerful man in Libya outside the Gadhafi family is a U.S.-educated spy master suspected of 

masterminding deadly terrorist attacks and repressing political foes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20112:07:46 PM 

Making an end run around fake pot ban 

The owner of a Duluth head shop says a new federal ban on the sale of five chemicals used to make synthetic marijuana 

won't make much difference. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20112:17:40 PM 

In new book, pope exonerates Jews 

Ig~~""lpope Benedict XVI has made a sweeping exoneration of the Jewish people for the death of Jesus Christ in 

a new book, tackling one of the most controversial issues in Christianity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/2011 2:33:19 PM 

Many NFL players living paycheck-to-paycheck 

Ig~~""~hough a lockout has been threatened for years, roughly 380 NFL players live paycheck to paycheck, 

resulting in a union soft spot that team owners could try to exploit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20112:44:04 PM 

Video: Mansions become boarding houses in tough times 

Ig~~""INBC'S Kerry Sanders reports from Palm Beach County, Fla., where even the millionaires are getting 
creative to keep the banks at bay. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/2011 2:57:14 PM 

NATO apologizes for killing 9 Afghan civilians 

Ig~~""INATO'S top commander in Afghanistan apologized Wednesday for the accidental killing of nine Afghan 

boys and ordered attack helicopter crews to be briefed again on his directive for preventing civilian 
deaths. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/2011 2:58:23 PM 

Team Newt's mixed signals 

The bad news for Newt Gingrich: It appears that his team isn't on the same page about his presidential announcement. 

The good news: Joe Biden proved that you can begin your campaign with rocky start and still be the VP pick. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/2011 4:03:30 PM 

Video: Go, Granny, go ... right through the drive-thru! 

Ig~~""[ODAY'S Sara Haines shares some hilarious photos submitted by fans, including a granny who's taking the 
fast-food drive-thru to a new level. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20114:18:10 PM 

FDA cracks down on untested cold medicines 

The Food and Drug Administration says it will remove roughly SOD unapproved cold and allergy medications from the 

market as part of an ongoing campaign cracking down on ineffective prescription medications. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/2011 4:27:54 PM 

Steve Jobs takes stage for unveiling of iPad 2 

Ig~~""lwe're here today at the Yerba Buena Center for the Arts in San Francisco to witness first hand the 

unveiling of Apple's newest "magical" tablet, the iPad 2. The execs take to the stage at lOam Pacific/lpm 
Eastern, so stay tuned and keep refreshing this page for the latest info. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/2011 4:33:32 PM 

High court: Anti-gay funeral protests OK 

The Supreme Court ruled Wednesday that the First Amendment protects fundamentalist church members who mount 

attention-getting, anti-gay protests outside military funerals .. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/2011 4:39:02 PM 

Sheen's ex got order because of threats 

Charlie Sheen's estranged wife Brooke Mueller obtained a restraining order to keep the actor away from her and their 

sons because she was afraid of threatening statements Sheen had made. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/2011 4:56:05 PM 

Warren Buffett sees economy improving 

Billionaire Warren Buffett said Wednesday the u.s. economy continues to improve and doesn't need as much 

government help as it is currently getting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/2011 5:02:54 PM 

Report: Background checks rare in college football 

An investigation of 2S top college football programs by Sports Illustrated and CBS News has revealed that Oklahoma and 

TCU were the only ones to do criminal background checks on recruits. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/2011 6:12:14 PM 

Poll: 62% against stripping public employees' bargaining rights 

Strong majorities of Americans say they are comfortable with states requiring their employees to pay more for their 

retirement and health care to balance state budget deficits. But they are adamantly against eliminating collective 

bargaining rights, according to the latest NBC!WSJ poll. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20116:13:56 PM 

Navy pulls 10 from destroyer after port troubles 

The Navy has fired a destroyer commander and a top aide and removed eight sailors from their ship in the 

Mediterranean after misbehavior by the crew in overseas ports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/2011 6:16:35 PM 

Fox News gives Gingrich, Santorum temporary suspensions 

Fox News Channel anchor Bret Baier announced on-air this morning that the cable network has suspended its 

contractual relationship with contributors Newt Gingrich and Rick Santorum because the two men have "signaled 

possible runs" for president. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20116:17:31 PM 

Video: Rutgers dorms go co-ed 

Ig~~""IRutgerS University set to launch a pilot program in the fall to offer the option of co-ed dorm rooms. 

WNBC's Brian Thompson reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20116:43:01 PM 

Video: Man uses ax to break bank's bulletproof glass 

Ig~~""lsecuritY video shows a robber wielding an ax for four minutes to break through bulletproof glass at a 
bank in China. TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20116:44:43 PM 

Prosecutors: Galliano to stand trial, faces prison 

Ig~~""~he Paris prosecutor's office said Wednesday it has decided to put fashion designer John Galliano on trial 

over allegedly hurling anti-Semitic comments at people in a Paris bar. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/2011 6:53:01 PM 

Video: Is Huckabee trying to stir the GOP base? 

Ig~~""lpOlitiCOJS Andy Barr shares his thoughts on whether former presidential candidate Mike Huckabee really 

believes President Barack Obama grew up in Kenya. (Mitchell Reports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/2011 7:03:43 PM 

Video: Should the u.S. arm rebels in Libya? 

Ig~~""lsen. Joe Lieberman comments on when the u.s. should intervene with Libya. (Mitchell Reports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/2011 7:21:43 PM 

Cravings for baby powder, and more tales of pica 

For close to two decades, Donna lee felt compelled to eat a handful (or two) of baby powder a day. lee struggled with 

pica, a mental disorder that is marked by odd cravings for non-food items, such as dirt, metal or chalk. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/2011 7:34:31 PM 

Pakistan gunmen kill Christian politician 

Ig~~""IMilitants gunned down the only Christian in Pakistan's government outside his widowed mother's home 

Wednesday, the second assassination in two months of a high-profile opponent of laws that impose the 
death penalty for insulting Islam. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/2011 7:39:52 PM 

In Benghazi, air attacks are greatest fear 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/2011 7:50:08 PM 

Private employers added 217,000 jobs in Feb. 

u.s. private employers added 217,000 jobs in February, suggesting the struggling employment market is starting to 

improve. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/2011 9:01:05 PM 

Sex toy demo at university class questioned 

Northwestern University's john Michael Bailey, a psychology professor known for pushing the envelope, invited students 

from his human sexuality class to observe a non-student naked woman being stimulated with a motorized sex toy on 

stage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20119:17:11 PM 

Ultra flexible? You're at triple risk for migraines 

People with severe forms of double jointedness have a greater risk of suffering from migraine headaches, a new study 

finds. They also tend to have more severe and more frequent migraines. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20119:23:13 PM 

Oil prices pass $102 for first time since Sept. 

Oil prices settled above $102 per barrel for the first time since September of 2008 as fighting escalated in Libya and 

petroleum demand grew in the u.S. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/2011 9:33:04 PM 

Fed reports growth in all parts of the country 

The u.s. economy expanded in January and early February in all parts of the country, but businesses reported they are 

under pressure to raise their prices. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20119:40:23 PM 

Scott Hamilton on brain tumor, kids and skating 

Ig~~""IOlympian opens up about how he told his sons about his brain surgery ... and whether he wants them to 

follow him into figure skating. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20119:40:59 PM 

'Hiroshima in the Morning': A mother's struggle for identity 

Ig~~""IReiko Rizzuto reflects on her decision to leave her family, her husband and two small children, to study in 

Japan. While she is away, Rizzuto sees her marriage begin to crumble as she questions her role as a wife 
and mother. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/2011 9:41:39 PM 

Obama signs stopgap spending bill 

The Democratic-controlled u.s. Senate voted on Wednesday to approve a GOP-backed stopgap spending bill that slices 

$4 billion from federal spending but keeps the government running for two more weeks. 

View article ... 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Accepted: SP Task Force 
RCConfRoom 
9/10/20123:00 PM 
9/10/20125:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Terrell, Matt 
Resources: RC Conf Room 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Accepted: ASPSA Meeting 
South - 205 
10/1/20121 :30 PM 
10/1/20122:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Strizheus, Yulia 
Resources: South - 205 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Accepted: ASPSA Meeting 
Loudermilk Center, 2nd floor, conference room 2203 
9/13/2012 9:30 AM 
9/13/201210:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Strizheus, Yulia 
Resources: Loudermilk Center, 2nd floor, conference room 2203 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Accepted: Meeting: Karen Gil, Bobbi Owen, Lissa Broome, Joy Renner, Vince Ille, and Bubba Cunningham 
205 South Building 
9/7/20122:00 PM 
9/7/20122:45 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Cunningham, Bubba 
Resources: 205 South Building 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Accepted: First Amendment & Student-Athletes 
QUe - 110 Bynum 
9/24/2012 11 :00 AM 
9/24/201212:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Keadey, Stephen 
Resources: QUe - 110 Bynum 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Accepted: Athletic Subcommittee 
UGA - Jackson Hall - Media Room Small 
10/4/20129:00 AM 
10/4/201210:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Pyecha, Missy 
Resources: UGA - Jackson Hall - Media Room Small 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Accepted: Athletic Subcmte 
UGA - Jackson Hall - Media Room Small 
10/31/20123:00 PM 
10/31/20124:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Pyecha, Missy 
Resources: UGA - Jackson Hall - Media Room Small 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Accepted: Athletic Subcommittee 
UGA - Jackson Hall - Media Room Small 
11/7/20129:00AM 
11/7/201210:30AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Pyecha, Missy 
Resources: UGA - Jackson Hall - Media Room Small 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Accepted: Athletic Subcmte 
UGA - Jackson Hall - Media Room Small 
11/28/20123:30 PM 
11/28/20125:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Pyecha, Missy 
Resources: UGA - Jackson Hall - Media Room Small 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Accepted: Athletic Subcommittee 
UGA - Jackson Hall - Media Room Small 
12/10/20121 :00 PM 
12/10/20122:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Pyecha, Missy 
Resources: UGA - Jackson Hall - Media Room Small 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Accepted: Athletic Subcommittee 
UGA - Jackson Hall - Media Room Small 
12/18/20122:00 PM 
12/18/20123:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Pyecha, Missy 
Resources: UGA - Jackson Hall - Media Room Small 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Accepted: Athletic Subcommittee 
UGA - Jackson Hall - Media Room Small 
1/9/20139:00 AM 
1/9/201310:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Pyecha, Missy 
Resources: UGA - Jackson Hall - Media Room Small 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Accepted: Athletic Subcommittee 
UGA - Jackson Hall - Media Room Small 
1/22/2013 1 :00 PM 
1/22/20132:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Pyecha, Missy 
Resources: UGA - Jackson Hall - Media Room Small 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Accepted: Athletic Subcommittee 
UGA - Jackson Hall - Media Room Small 
2/5/20138:30 AM 
2/5/201310:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Pyecha, Missy 
Resources: UGA - Jackson Hall - Media Room Small 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Sunday, July 18,2010 7:43 AM 

Iaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarautine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 2 messages in your quarantme 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

The Ulnop Team <no Jeturn@uloopmai1.com> I New campus resource for lINe 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Monday, August 2,2010 7:43 AM 

Iaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarautine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 3 messages in your quarantme 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

SMART Technologies <donotreply@smartlecb.com> I Notice Revised license agreement for SMART Notebook(TM) soltware 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Wednesday, August 4, 2010 7:44 AM 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 4 messages in your quarantme 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Vli\.GRA Inc <dqlzm@109.251.32.180> I Jaimielee@;uncaa.unc.edu50% OFF on Pfizer! 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Saturday, August 7, 2010 7:43 AM 

Iaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 2-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 2 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 6 messages in your quarantme 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Outgoing 

From i Subject 

.laimie Lee <1'1lmlel,ee~1!unC'''l.lmc. 

.lallme Lee <l'llmlel,eeG'"iLlnc"a.Lmc. 

Viruses 

New: () 0 

Flies 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 

I Re Parkmg Permit 
I Re: Parking Permit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Sunday, August 8, 2010 7:44 AM 

Iaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarautine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 7 messages in your quarantme 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

Lee, Kann AlexIs <kalee2(@bsu.edu> I F\V· leadership assessment 

Outgoing 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Tuesday. August 10, 2010 7:43 AM 

Iaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 8 messages in your quarantme 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Webmail Users <webuserscentre20] O@atLnei> I Dear Staft/Student 

Outgoing 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Saturday, August 21,2010 7:49 AM 

Iaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 5 messages in your quarantme 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Abc Online Award <showcaset3@btconnect.com> IRe-OffIcial Nollflcation 

Outgoing 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Monday, August 23, 2010 7:50 AM 

Iaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarautine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 8 messages in your quarantme 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Abc Online Award <J.sanchez(@jmsnyc.com> IRe-Official Notificallon 

Outgoing 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Wednesday, August 25,2010 7:50 AM 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 9 messages in your quarantme 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

U]oop <no_Jeturn(@uloopmai1.com> i Buy & Sell your textbooks on Uloop 

Outgoing 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Thursday. August 26, 2010 7:48 AM 

Iaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarautine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 6 messages in your quarantme 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Spencer, Jaysen T. <spencer]t@;missoun.edu> i Academic Center ViSIt 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Tuesday. August 31,2010 7:50 AM 

Iaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 7 messages in your quarantme 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

U]oop <no_Jeturn(@uloopmai1.com> i Buy & Sell your textbooks on Uloop 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Wednesday, September 8, 2010 7:50 AM 

Iaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edn> 

M+ Guardian Quarautine: 2-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 2 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 9 messages in your quarantme 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Deborah Stroman, Pb.D. <debby@dstroman.com> 
Deborah Stroman, Pb.D. <debby@dstroman.com> 

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 

1100.1824 
1 Will who??) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20119:42:49 PM 

Postal Service on path to be broke by October 

The Republican-controlled House opened the envelope of postal finances on Wednesday and what it pulled out wasn't 

pretty. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/201110:00:57 PM 

Slate: Meet the Bernie Madoff of Sudan 

A Ponzi scheme helped Sudan's ruling party retain power in Darfur, pauperized the region's middle class, provoked 

violence that left 10 people dead, and led to the abduction of a U.N. peacekeeper. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/201110:15:56 PM 

Diabetes raises risk of death from all causes 

A 50-year-old with diabetes dies six years sooner than someone without the disease, and not just from a heart attack or 

a stroke, new research suggests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/201110:24:59 PM 

Mom charged after son's body found in oven 

Ig~~""IA Mississippi mother has been arrested in the death of her 3-year-old son after authorities say they found 
the child's burned body in an oven. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/201110:38:32 PM 

PGT: Nicklaus still thinks Tiger will 'break my record' 

Ig~~""lpGT: Golf legend Jack Nicklaus, winner of a record 18 majors, says he's not ready to write off Tiger Woods 

yet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/201111:33:58 PM 

Poll: Voters deficit-worried but wary of cuts 

Ig~~""IEight in 10 respondents say they are concerned about the growing federal deficit, but more than 60 

percent are concerned that major cuts from Congress could impact their lives. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/201111:41:04 PM 

Video: Supreme Court: Anti-gay funeral protests OK 

Ig~~""~he high court voted 8-1 in favor of Westboro Baptist Church, upholding an appeals court ruling that 

threw out a $S million judgment to the father of a dead Marine who sued after church members picketed 
his son's funeral. NBC's Pete Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/201111:43:19 PM 

Video: Gadhafi forcefully strikes back at rebels 

Ig~~""IRebel forces and troops loyal to Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi engaged in a fierce battle for control of 
portions of the nation's oil-rich Eastern region. NBC's Stephanie Gosk reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/201111:45:05 PM 

Video: Defiant or delusional, Gadhafi holds on 

Ig~~""IMoammar Gadhafi, the Arab world's longest-serving leader, chose the anniversary of his revolution to lay 
out what he thought of Libya's uprising. NBC's Jim Maceda reports (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/201111:46:59 PM 

Serena has pulmonary embolism 

Ig~~""lserena Williams is back home recuperating after two health scares she describes as "extremely hard, 

scary, and disappointing." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/201111:55:02 PM 

Video: 2 U.S. airmen killed, 2 hurt in airport attack 

Ig~~...,~wo Air Force members on their way to Afghanistan were killed, and two others badly injured when a 

gunman opened fire on a bus in Frankfurt, Germany. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/201111:58:47 PM 

Video: Poll: Majority oppose stripping bargaining rights 

Ig~~""~he latest NBC News/WSJ poll reveals how Americans feel about the fight in Wisconsin, and other states, 

over collective bargaining rights for public employees. NBC's Chuck Todd reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/201112:00:50 AM 

Video: 'Financially distressed' city faces tough choices 

Ig~~""IReading, Pa., was once a destination city, buzzing with factories and overflowing with retail stores, but as 

NBC's Tom Brokaw reports, today, it is a far different place. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/201112:05:36 AM 

Video: Rooney opens up about alleged elder abuse 

Ig~~""IHe's one of the great living veterans of Hollywood, a modern-day link to the Golden Era, and yet we're 
just learning: There's a lot we didn't know about the life of Mickey Rooney. NBC's Brian Williams 

reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/201112:12:40 AM 

2 U.S. airmen shot dead at German airport 

Ig~~""IA gunman killed two airmen and wounded two others in an attack on a bus outside Frankfurt airport 

before being captured, the Air Force say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/20111:16:01 AM 

Tough choices for 'financially distressed' city 

As part of the series "America at the Crossroads/ NBC's Tom Brokaw travels to Reading, Pa., to look at a city, like many 

others, struggling to stay alive economically. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 2:13:12 AM 

Hundreds want pup that survived being put to sleep 

Ig~~""IA whole bunch of people from the United States and Canada are eager to adopt an Oklahoma dog that 

survived two attempts to euthanize it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 2:41:30 AM 

'Take Me Home Tonight' is a snore 

A nostalgic homage to the romantic-comedy romps of the 1980s, the film cycles through all the conventions of the genre 

without breathing any new life into them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/20113:08:46 AM 

Stoudemire, Carmelo lead Knicks past Hornets 

Ig~~""IAmare Stoudemire scored 24 points, Carmela Anthony added 22, and the New York Knicks rolled to a 
107-88 victory over the New Orleans Hornets on Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/20113:11:41 AM 

New Zealand gives up hope for quake survivors 

Ig~~""INew Zealand rescue teams give up hope of finding more survivors from last week's earthquake and will 

look to recover remaining victims, officials said on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 3:31:25 AM 

'Survivor' gets rid of a pest 

Ig~~""lltls only the third week of season 22, and the Zapatera tribe has already banded together to vote out a 

major player. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/20114:04:10 AM 

Ladies have a hard time standing out on 'Idol' 

Ig~~""lunlike the men of the night before, the dozen women in the "American Idol" semifinals had a hard time 

standing out from the crowd. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 4:24:09 AM 

Rockers turn down the volume for reality TV 

Ig~~""INot long ago, the names Ozzy Osbourne, Steven Tyler, Gene Simmons, Bret Michaels and Meat Loaf were 

favored musicians among the rebellious teens. Now, these monsters of rock are pussycats of reality 
shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 4:34:36 AM 

BYU player reportedly dismissed for having sex 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 4:34:36 AM 

BYU player reportedly dismissed for having sex 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 4:36:44 AM 

Sirhan Sirhan denied parole in RFK killing 

Ig~~""IA California parole board has denied parole for Robert F. Kennedy's convicted assassin, Sirhan Sirhan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 5:21:45 AM 

No.3 BYU reeling after upset loss to New Mexico 

Ig~~""lphilliP McDonald scored 26 points to lead New Mexico to an 82-64 upset of No.3 BYU on Wednesday 

night just two days after the Cougars dismissed leading rebounder Brandon Davies for a violation of the 
school's honor code. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 5:46:39 AM 

Report: Gadhafi, Arab league OK peace-talk plan 

Moammar Gadhafi and the Arab League's president agree to a peace plan from Venezuela's President Hugo Chavez to 

end the Libyan crisis, a news network said on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 6:03:39 AM 

Daughter of Malcolm X held on $100K bail in NYC 

Ig~~""IA daughter of slain civil rights leader Malcolm X has been extradited to New York City to face charges of 

identity theft and grand larceny. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 6:12:16 AM 

PHT: Probert had degenerative brain disease 

PHT: Probert had degenerative brain disease 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 6:42:54 AM 

Police: 40 die in road crashes in Indian mountains 

An open truck carrying a wedding party and a bus rolled into gorges in India's mountainous north, killing at least 40 

people in two separate accidents, police said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/20118:19:07 AM 

Pakistani court to proceed with CIA employee trial 

Ig~~""IA Pakistani court said Thursday it would proceed with the trial of an American CIA contractor arrested for 

shooting dead two Pakistanis, but held off on charging him, lawyers for both sides said. The court also 
said there was no evidence that Raymond Allen Davis had diplomatic immunity as his lawyers and Washington 
insist, they said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 9:35:01 AM 

Spate of cyanide suicides sparks safety review 

A prominent cancer research center is reviewing how it handles and tracks lab chemicals after a worker there apparently 

committed suicide using cyanide. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/201110:29:34 AM 

Attacks on police kill 13 people in NW Pakistan 

A highway ambush and a car bomb attack targeting security forces in Pakistan's troubled northwest killed 13 people 

Thursday, officials said, in a sign of the resilience of Islamist militants despite army operations against them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/201112:34:20 PM 

Some of the stupidest warning labels ever 

Ig~~""lour society doesn't think much of the average consumer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/201112:37:25 PM 

The economy must be getting better - we're driving again 

r-I~ife Inc.: The Department ofTransportation reports that Americans drove nearly 3 trillion miles in 2010. 
hat's the most since 2007 and a 0.7 percent increase over 2009. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/201112:39:03 PM 

Video: German suspect said to be Islamic radical 

Ig~~""llnvestigators are searching for more clues as to why a Muslim, born in Kosovo but raised in Germany, 

opened fire on a busload of u.s. service members at Frankfurt International Airport. NBC's Anne 
Thompson reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/201112:39:14 PM 

Strange phone call leads to 'the bald head' 

Who was that man and why was he so angry? That question has been on many Americans' minds since November, when 

someone phoned them, shouting in a foreign language. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/201112:40:40 PM 

Video: Battle for Brega may propel Libya's civil war 

Ig~~""IGovernment war planes launch an assault on anti-Gadhafi rebels controlling Brega's airstrip, the entry 
point to Libya's second-largest oil refinery and natural gas facility. NBC's Jim Maceda reports from 

Tripoli. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/201112:43:46 PM 

Video: Rain turns soccer stadium into swimming pool 

Ig~~""IA soccer match in Sao Paulo, Brazil, was halted after torrential rains flooded the stands, with some fans 
even enjoying a swim. NBC's Ann Curry has more details. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/201112:47:39 PM 

Video: Classic actor testifies on the hill about elder abuse 

Ig~~""INinety-year-Old actor Mickey Rooney appears before a Senate committee to detail his own personal 
trauma, alleged abuse by his stepson. NBC's Kelly O'Donnell reports. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/201112:50:54 PM 

Cops: Ariz. beheading linked to Mexican cartel 

Authorities have determined a man who was stabbed and beheaded in a suburban Phoenix apartment was killed for 

stealing drugs from a Mexican cartel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/20111:00:34 PM 

Video: 'Winning' Sheen could lose the sons he loves 

Ig~~""IFoIiOWing the troubled actor's wild interviews and erratic tweets, self-described "winner" Charlie Sheen 

faces a tough custody battle for his twin sons with estranged wife Brooke Mueller. NBC's Jeff Rossen 
reports and two experts weigh in. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/20111:01:55 PM 

Manning faces new charges, possible death penalty 

The Army files 22 new charges against the soldier accused of illegally downloading tens of thousands of classified 

documents released by WikiLeaks, military officials tell NBC News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/20111:21:12 PM 

Video: Brokaw: Mourners should outnumber picketers 

Ig~~""INBC'S Tom Brokaw says Americans, along with American Legion and VFW members, should gather to 
honor fallen service members in greater numbers than fundamentalist protesters. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/20111:35:59 PM 

Dog eats diabetic man's toes, part of his foot 

A diabetic man in southwestern Oregon awoke on Wednesday to find his dog had eaten part of his foot, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 2:01:29 PM 

Afghan president warns Obama about civilian deaths 

Afghanistan's president has warned President Barack Obama that civilian casualties like the nine Afghan boys killed by 

coalition helicopters this week are a serious problem that needs to be better addressed by the U.S.-led forces. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 2:07:40 PM 

Video: Why one woman walked away from motherhood 

Ig~~""IRahna Reiko Rizzuto explains why she "didn't want to be a mother" anymore and decided to leave her 
husband and young children to pursue a career. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/20112:24:46 PM 

Big adventures on Hawaii's Big Island 

On the Aloha State's Big Island - home to one of the world's most active volcanoes and the planet's most powerful 

astronomical observatories - a holiday can pack a lot more punch. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 2:32:02 PM 

Libya's rebels train to repel warplane attacks 

Libya's rebels were urgently training to use anti-aircraft weapons as Moammar Gadhafi's warplanes attacked two towns 

for a second day Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 2:59:18 PM 

Video: 99-year-old recalls risking life for Holocaust survivors 

Ig~~""IRuth Gruber, who became the world's youngest Ph.D at age 20, risked her life to bring Jewish Holocaust 
survivors to America. TODAY's Ann Curry speaks with the legendary photojournalist. (TODAY show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 3:01:06 PM 

Suspect in Frankfurt shooting confessed, official says 

The suspect in the slaying of two u.s. airmen at Frankfurt airport has confessed to targeting American military members, 

a German security official said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 3:01:36 PM 

Video: Historians work to restore Haitian murals 

Ig~~""lwhile workers rebuild Haiti's Saint Trinity Cathedral in Port-Au-Prince, a team from the Smithsonian is 
working to restore the church's adored murals, which were destroyed in last year's quake. TODAY's Ann 

Curry has more details. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 3:12:41 PM 

Can't dance? Brain chemical throws off your groove 

Ig~~""IA study, released today by researchers at the University of Oxford in England, claims a tiny messenger in 

the brain is partly to blame for those among us who struggle to grasp the latest dance moves. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 3:27:23 PM 

Weekend flooding feared across third of u.s. 

Ig~~""IAnother storm will strike the Ohio and Tennessee valleys, as well as the Northeast, later this week 

creating even more flood dangers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 3:35:56 PM 

Hiring may begin to pick up soon, data suggest 

Ig~~""~obless claims tumbled to a nearly three-year low last week and signs grew that companies have 

squeezed every drop of toil out of their workers, offering hope that the pace of hiring will soon improve. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 3:50:17 PM 

Cops: U.S. runaway trying to avoid Pakistan wedding 

Investigators who spent more than a week searching for a 13-year-old girl her family feared had run away with someone 

she met online found her unharmed in a hotel Wednesday, where she said she had been hiding to avoid being forced 

into an arranged marriage in Pakistan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 3:56:31 PM 

Giffords sings 'American Pie' as recovery continues 

Gabrielle Giffords has been singing "American Pie," eating chicken soup and "is making the kind of progress that all of us 

would anticipate" after being shot in the head in January, a friend says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/20114:13:40 PM 

Some luxury hotels renting rooms by the hour 

Some luxury hotels are embracing the example of cheaper motels and letting guests rent rooms by the hour. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 4:26:32 PM 

Egypt's military says prime minister has resigned 

Ig~~""~he prime minister appointed by ousted President Hosni Mubarak has resigned, Egypt's military rulers 

said Thursday, meeting a key demand of the opposition protest movement. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/20114:31:13 PM 

Virginity's making a comeback, report says 

Ig~~""IA national survey conducted by the CDC finds that the percentage of young people who have never had 
sex is increasing, and debunks the myth of 'college lesbians.' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 4:40:39 PM 

Video: Baby born in strip club parking lot 

Ig~~""IA mom and dad in Texas deliver their newborn in a strip club parking lot when they can't make it to the 
hospital. KXAS' Susy Solis reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/20114:57:11 PM 

Airlines raise fares for sixth time this year 

Major U.S. airlines are raising fares again, and the only question might be the size of the increase. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/20115:04:29 PM 

Video: Celeb meltdowns: Not all manage comebacks 

Ig~~""lpOP culture correspondent Lola Ogunnaike reports on celebrity meltdowns and how some have managed 
career comebacks while others have faded from view. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 5:36:37 PM 

ConsumerMan: Fat fingers and phone fraud 

Misdial a toll-free number and you could wind up connected to a con artist who wants to sneak a charge on to your 

phone bill. It's called "fat-finger dialing" and it's a common scam. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 5:43:28 PM 

Video: Gadhafi faces war crimes investigation 

Ig~~""~he International Court prosecutor in The Hague, has announced an investigation into alleged war crimes 
committed in Libya by Moammar Gadhafi and members of his family and inner circle. lTV's Paul Davies 

reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 6:18:24 PM 

Video: Proposed law: Women get death if they miscarry 

Ig~~""IA Georgia lawmaker is promoting a bill that would hold a woman legally responsible for a miscarriage, 
and could result in a death penalty for the would-be mom. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 6:38:24 PM 

Sex toy demo: 'Poor judgment,' university says 

Northwestern University's president said Thursday that he is "troubled and disappointed" that a professor allowed a 

couple to use a motorized sex toy in front of students, and ordered an investigation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 7:00:33 PM 

So tired. More than a third of adults don't sleep 7 hours 

Two reports released by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Thursday reveal the sleep habits of adults in the 

United States, including their increasing tendency to get fewer than seven hours a night, hurting their ability to 

concentrate and raising the risk of driving. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 7:40:26 PM 

No more pretzels? Airlines ditch free snacks 

Ig~~""lon March 1, Continental Airlines stopped serving stopped serving free snacks to domestic passengers 

flying coach. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 7:45:42 PM 

Gingrich announces ... a website 

As expected, Gingrich did NOT announce the formation of an exploratory committee. But it appears he's set on running. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 8:48:12 PM 

Rebels reinforce key Libyan oil port in east 

Ig~~""IRebels reinforced a key oil port Thursday while facing new regime airstrikes in eastern Libya, and 
thousands of angry mourners buried victims of a counteroffensive by Moammar Gadhafi's forces. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 8:49:44 PM 

10 new ways to feed your social-media addiction 

Ig~~""IFrom real-life Like buttons to toilets that tweet, there's more oversharing to be done, you just need the 

right tools. These 10 spectacularly pointless gadgets are guaranteed to help you increase your 
spectacularly pointless status updates. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 8:56:26 PM 

China organizes hasty retreat from Libya 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 9:12:52 PM 

Stocks leap higher as hope builds for job recovery 

Stocks rose sharply on Thursday after an unexpected drop in new applications for unemployment benefits and strong 

retail sales. The Dow Jones industrial average had its biggest gain since Dec. 1. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 9:40:47 PM 

Fear haunts Libyan capital as protest planned 

Ig~~""INO one dared mourn publicly in Tripoli's Fashloum neighborhood for a man fatally shot by Moammar 

Gadhafi's forces. Paying condolences to a slain protester is dangerous in the Libyan capital. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2011 9:55:41 PM 

Carry-on bags costing TSA millions a year 

Choosing to carry your luggage onto a plane instead of checking it with an airline might save you a few bucks at the 

ticket counter but it's costing taxpayers about a quarter-billion dollars a year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/201110:21:32 PM 

Video: Edible art coming to you soon 

Ig~~""IHundreds of restauranteurs and food industry professionals gathered to experience the new tastes and 

trends for 2011 at the 18th annual International Restaurant and Foodservice show in New York. NBC's 
Chip Bell reports. (NBC News Web Extra) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/201110:23:39 PM 

Video: Bio-fuel breakthrough may fight gas prices 

Ig~~""luc-Berkeley scientists may have discovered an answer to high gas prices in their laboratories. KNTV's 
Jean Elle reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/201110:31:25 PM 

Could Sheen really kick addiction with his mind? 

The question remains: can you quit smoking, drugs or alcohol by willpower alone? Experts say it's possible, but add that 

many who do usually relapse or weren't technically addicted in the first place. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/201110:33:14 PM 

PFT: NFL, union extend negotiation deadline 24 hours 

Ig~~""lpFT: The league and the NFLPA agree to extend their negotiations of the collective bargaining agreement 

by 24 hours. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/201111:07:14 PM 

7 ideas for saving 'Two and a Half Men' 

Ig~~""~hose massive Charlie bucks would go a long way in securing top talent that would allow the show to 

continue. Here are seven directions producers could go to save the show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/201111:20:09 PM 

Video: Obama: Gadhafi 'needs to step down' 

Ig~~""IAfter days of letting other members of the administration be the public face calling for Gadhafi's ouster, 

the president came out with his most explicit statement yet. NBC's Savannah Guthrie reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/201111:26:17 PM 

NYT: Will farmland be next real estate bubble? 

As prices for agricultural land surge across America's grain belt, regulators are warning that a new real estate bubble 

may be forming - echoing the frothy boom in home prices that saw values in Miami and las Vegas skyrocket and then 

plummet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/201111:42:08 PM 

Video: In Tripoli, there's more than meets the eye 

Ig~~""llt's hard to know how deep Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi's support truly runs in Tripoli, a city 

seemingly pretending there's no revolt happening at all. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/201111:50:30 PM 

Video: Obama, Calderon meeting reveals progress 

Ig~~""INBC'S Brian Williams speaks with Telemundo's Jose Diaz-Balart. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/201111:52:15 PM 

Video: 'Cat and mouse' along the Rio Grande 

Ig~~""lln the last five months, border patrol agents in southeast Texas have seized nearly 400,000 pounds of 
marijuana, all part of a frantic back-and-forth along the border. NBC's Mark Potter reports. (Nightly 

News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/201111:55:31 PM 

NFL fans worried, yet optimistic about lockout 

A 4gers emblem on his laptop bag, financial adviser Christopher Page fiddled with his smart phone Wednesday in 

downtown San Francisco, checking for updates not only on the stock market but the NFL labor dispute. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/201112:08:17 AM 

Fewer Mexicans migrating, many returning 

Ig~~""~he number of migrants leaving Mexico dropped by more than two-thirds since peaking in the middle of 

the last decade, and more migrants are coming back than before, according to new census figures 
released Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/201112:09:23 AM 

Years after vanishing in Iran, American alive, U.S. says 

Ig~~""IFour years after retired FBI agent Robert Levinson vanished in Iran, U.S. officials say there's proof he's 

alive. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/201112:36:30 AM 

White supremacist leader killed in Calif. 

Ig~~""lpolice say it's too soon to speculate on a motive in the killing of a man credited with helping grow the 

skinhead movement in the 1990s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/20111:04:25 AM 

Nightly News: U.S. losing immigrant brainpower 

As part of the series "America at the Crossroads/ NBC's Tom Brokaw addresses the concern that America is losing its 

best and brightest immigrants because of visa restrictions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/20111:16:03 AM 

Cosmic Log: More space shots for shuttle fans 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Hey, kids! Check out some newly released videos that make you feel 
as if you're blasting off with a space shuttle - and then plan your own space mission. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/20111:32:49 AM 

Cops: Boy, 12, shot parents, siblings 

A 12-year-old boy accused of killing his parents and wounding two of his younger siblings is a "good kid" who is active in 

his church, friends and relatives said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/20111:49:54 AM 

1 killed, 1 injured in Texas church 

The assailant who left a man dead and a woman wounded may have fled in one victim's car, police say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 2:19:19 AM 

Doctors: Zsa Zsa needs to have leg amputated 

Doctors say Zsa Zsa Gabor needs to have her remaining leg amputated, but the 94-year-old actress is declining the 

surgery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 2:28:25 AM 

Activist who tied up oil leases is convicted 

Ig~~""IAn environmentalist has been convicted of making $1.8 million in false oil and gas drilling bids at a federal 

auction in a case that became a cause celebre among activists and Hollywood stars. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 2:36:11 AM 

NFL, union agree to 24-hour deadline extension 

Ig~~""~he NFL and the players' union decided Thursday to keep the current collective bargaining agreement in 

place for an additional 24 hours so that negotiations can continue. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/20114:16:14 AM 

Hazell leads Seton Hall past No. 15 St. John's 

Ig~~""~eremy Hazell scored a season-high 31 points and Seton Hall, the worst 3-point shooting team in the Big 
East, made a season-best 12 from beyond the arc in an 84-70 victory over No. 15 St. John's on Thursday 

night, snapping the Red Storm's six-game winning streak. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/20114:22:18 AM 

Lucky 13: 'American Idol' reveals its finalists 

Ig~~""~he show revealed its finalists on Thursday night, and though there are already early fan favorites, the 
judges made three interesting selections for the wild-card spots. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 4:25:01 AM 

Wisconsin protesters vacate Capitol 

Ig~~""lprotesters vacated the Wisconsin Capitol late Thursday after a judge ordered the building closed at night 

following the discovery of bullets outside. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/20115:02:45 AM 

Orlando puts on Magic act, rallies past Heat 

Ig~~""~ason Richardson scored 24 points, 11 of them to kickstart what became a wild 40-9 run, and the Orlando 
Magic rallied from 24 points down in the second half to stun the Miami Heat 99-96 on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 5:16:36 AM 

575-pound 'Heart Attack Grill' spokesman dies at 29 

Ig~~""IA S7S-pound man who gained a measure of fame as spokesman for the Heart Attack Grill - a Phoenix
area restaurant that unabashedly touts its unhealthy, high-calorie menu - has died. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 5:16:36 AM 

575-pound 'Heart Attack Grill' spokesman dies at 29 

Ig~~""IA S7S-pound man who gained a measure of fame as spokesman for the Heart Attack Grill - a Phoenix
area restaurant that unabashedly touts its unhealthy, high-calorie menu - has died. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 5:16:36 AM 

575-pound 'Heart Attack Grill' spokesman dies at 29 

Ig~~""IA S7S-pound man who gained a measure of fame as spokesman for the Heart Attack Grill - a Phoenix
area restaurant that unabashedly touts its unhealthy, high-calorie menu - has died. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 5:54:09 AM 

Lawyer: 'Blood money' best way to free CIA contractor 

Ig~~""~he lawyer for an American CIA contractor facing murder charges in Pakistan says paying blood money to 
the relatives of his victims is the "best way" to free the man. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 7:11:31 AM 

Harvard, Navy to sign agreement on ROTC return 

The Reserve Officer Training Corps' four-decade exile from Harvard University campus ends Friday with an agreement 

that was spurred by a congressional vote allowing gays to serve openly in the military. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 7:23:55 AM 

Soldiers open fire on women protest in Ivory Coast 

Ig~~""lsoldiers backing Ivory Coast's defiant leader mowed down women protesting his refusal to leave power 

in a hail of gunfire Thursday, killing at least six and shocking a nation where women's marches have 
historically been used as a last resort against an unrestrained army. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 9:29:31 AM 

Neighbors fret as China boosts defense budget 

Ig~~""lchina will boost its defense spending by 12.7 percent this year, a legislative spokesman said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/201111:15:10 AM 

Return or workers will be axed, Wis. Dems told 

Thousands of Wisconsin state workers were bracing for layoff notices Friday as Republican Gov. Scott Walker and absent 

Democrats remained in a standoff over a budget balancing bill. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/201112:25:04 PM 

America's 10 happiest careers 

Ig~~""IA new survey reveals the key driver for employee happiness does not come in the form of a paycheck, 

but in a worker's sense of accomplishment, relationships with peers and the feeling of personal control 
over day-to-day tasks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/201112:30:54 PM 

Video: Anger at oil giants as gas prices skyrocket 

Ig~~""IGas prices have jumped about 20 cents in just one week and customers across the country are 

increasingly suspicious of oil companies. NBC's Tom Costello reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/201112:32:52 PM 

Can't afford the Cinderella look? Try renting 

Ig~~""llf you've always wanted to wear a designer gown and jewelry and make people gawk, a growing number 

of businesses will indulge even your wildest Cinderella fantasy. You can even rent a flock of paparazzi for 
the day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/201112:39:47 PM 

Subaru, BMW among best for resale value 

Ig~~""lone of the often overlooked factors in buying a new vehicle is resale value. How much it's projected to be 

worth after a few years is key if an owner expects to sell or trade the vehicle in after a few years. Here are 
the highest-rated resale models today. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/201112:55:00 PM 

Video: Girl flees to escape arranged marriage 

Ig~~""IA 13-year-old girl who ran away from home fearing an arranged marriage in Pakistan has been 

found. NBC's Kristen Welker reports from Apple Valley, Calif. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/201112:57:16 PM 

Brain scans reveal the criminal mind 

Ig~~""~he latest neuroscience research is presenting intriguing evidence that the brains of certain kinds of 

criminals are different from those of the rest of the population. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/201112:58:28 PM 

Suspect's gun jammed during airport shootings 

Ig~~""~he pistol used by the suspect in the slaying of two u.s. airmen at the Frankfurt airport malfunctioned 

during the attack, a German investigator said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/20111:03:52 PM 

Video: College hoops star bounced for pre-marital sex 

Ig~~""IBrigham Young University basketball's starting center, Brandon Davies, has been suspended for breaking 

the school's honor code, sparking a debate over how strict is too strict. NBC's Lee Cowan 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/20111:06:12 PM 

We make better decisions when we gotta go 

In addition to making you walk funny and drop your keys five or six times while trying to get inside your house, a full 

bladder may actually do something useful: help you make better decisions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/20111:17:40 PM 

Video: Evidence under scrutiny in Casey Anthony trial 

Ig~~""lcasey Anthony, who was charged with first-degree murder in the death of her 2-year-old daughter, is in 
court for pre-trial hearings amid debate regarding which evidence to use. NBC's Kerry Sanders 

reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/20111:21:54 PM 

Libya has 'significant' stockpile of chemical weapons 

Libya has a "significant" stockpile of chemical weapons, developed during the 1980s, according to u.s. officials, but the 

u.s. also believes there is no evidence that he is prepared to use them against his own people. With the destruction of 

3,500 aerial bombs in 2004, Gadhafi may not have the delivery systems needed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 2:29:10 PM 

Employers added 192,000 jobs in Feb. 

Ig~~""IEmpIOyers added 192,000 jobs last month, the government reported Friday - the biggest jump since 

May last year and the latest sign that the employment picture is set to brighten. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 2:33:42 PM 

Go fly a kite! Austin festival embraces idea 

Ig~~""llt/s going to really blow in Austin's Zilker Park this weekend. At least that's what as many as 20,000 kite 

enthusiasts are hoping. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 2:57:21 PM 

School sorry for making black student 'slave' 

The mother of a black Ohio fifth grader assigned to playa slave for a social studies lesson says the school should be more 

sensitive. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 3:09:18 PM 

Fired workers burn senior executive to death 

Indian police detained two people after an angry mob of fired workers burned to death a senior executive of a steel 

factory, an official said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 3:12:32 PM 

PFT: Sides close to extending deadline 1 week 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 3:13:25 PM 

First Thoughts: Still waiting 

Ig~~""IAS of today, just two Republicans are officially running for president in 2012. By comparison, at least 17 

candidates had declared their candidacy or formed a committee to begin raising money at this point in 
the 2008 cycle. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 3:15:45 PM 

How to avoid the 10 most annoying travel fees 

Ig~~""INothing seems to irk travelers more than paying travel fees. What's especially maddening about these 
charges is that in many cases - think checked luggage and in-flight pillows and food - we're paying for 

things that were free until very recently. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 4:08:57 PM 

Landing a job: It's about location and education 

The job market may be improving, but it's still mostly about education, education, education and location, location, 

location. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/20114:11:01 PM 

Child molester undergoes castration for parole 

A convicted child molester has undergone surgical castration in order to be released from prison on parole. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/20114:15:16 PM 

Sheen claims 'Two and a Half Men' coming back 

" ... 1 have absolute faith in that, not hope. Hope is for suckers," the actor said Friday. "I see us back on the air, with a few 

adjustments, and giving the people not only what they want but what they deserve." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 4:36:04 PM 

theGrio: Black teen jobless rate falls - to 38.4 percent 

Blacks between the ages of 16 and 19 are more likely to be unemployed than any other group in the nation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 4:46:33 PM 

Trash, men urinating take toll on 'sacred' turtle 

Ig~~""IHundreds of people are working around the clock to clean up a lake in the heart of Vietnam's capital in 

hopes of saving a rare, ailing giant turtle that is considered a sacred symbol of Hanoi. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 4:57:24 PM 

Why we'll try breast milk foods (Not for our health) 

It seems the popularity of foods made from human breast milk is on the rise. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 5:36:29 PM 

Would your child stand up to bullies? Dateline investigates 

Ig~~""lparents try to teach good values, but that's not always enough, as this hidden-camera investigation of 
real-life 'mean girls' shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 5:59:25 PM 

Parent relief: Big drop in kids' ear infections 

Ig~~""IEar infections, a scourge that has left countless tots screaming through the night, have fallen 

dramatically, and some researchers suggest a decline in smoking by parents might be part of the reason. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 6:00:04 PM 

Video: Beer reaches the final frontier 

Ig~~""IAn Australian company creates a low carbonation beer specifically designed for zero gravity. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 6:09:25 PM 

Uncle Sam wants Wall Street's brains 

Ig~~""IBestowed with new powers from the Dodd-Frank reform law, the regulators are trying to attract people 

with Wall Street experience and retool antiquated surveillance systems. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 6:18:27 PM 

Forecasters warn of flash floods in Midwest 

Ig~~""IHeaVy rain and thunderstorms were hitting parts of the Midwest Friday, with meteorologists warning 

flooding was likely in parts of several states. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 6:24:36 PM 

Video: Backlash continues over classroom sex demo 

Ig~~""lparents of students at Northwestern University complain about a live sex demonstration during a school

sponsored event. WMAQ's Natalie Martinez reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 6:47:54 PM 

Video: Dogs poisoned by meatballs 

Ig~~""~ainted meatballs placed along a popular trail in New Jersey are blamed for the death of several dogs. 
WCAU's Ted Greenberg reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/20116:54:16 PM 

Video: Airfares rise as jet fuel prices sky rocket 

Ig~~""IAS the price of fuel rises, so does the price of an airplane ticket. NBC's Chris Clackum reports. (NBC News 
Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 7:02:35 PM 

Libya rebels losing one city, but take another 

After a battle in which at least 30 civilians were killed, forces loyal to Libyan leader Gadhafi retook a key city near the 

capital. The rebels, for their part, claimed to have taken Ras Lanuf, a key oil port. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 7:14:41 PM 

Video: Libyan rebels gain ground 

Ig~~""IRebels in Libya "are taking considerable amounts of territory" but Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi 

remains firmly in control of Tripoli. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 7:23:19 PM 

PFT: NFL labor expiration extended another week 

PFT: The NFL and the players' union have decided to extend the expiration of the current labor deal by one week, from 

March 4 until March 11. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 7:24:06 PM 

Loughner faces new charges in Ariz. rampage 

The suspect in the Tucson shootings that critically wounded u.s. Rep. Gabrielle Giffords was charged on new counts that 

include the murders of a federal judge and a congressional aide, according to an indictment released Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 7:38:02 PM 

Migraine drug hikes birth defect risk, FDA says 

A headache medication for migraines increases the risk for birth defects in babies born to pregnant mothers taking the 

medication, u.s. health officials said on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 7:46:31 PM 

World's 'typical face' is Chinese ... for now 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: National Geographic worked with Chinese researchers to produce a 
"typical face" for humanity - but the look of that face is expected to change dramatically by 2030. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 7:54:47 PM 

Ex-nanny jailed for spiking sex-shop mogul's soup 

A London judge sentences the ex-nanny of a sex-shop tycoon for spiking her employer's asparagus soup with windshield 

washer fluid in an attempt to get the household's chef in trouble. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 7:56:36 PM 

Apple hates, fears Facebook, source says 

Don't look for an AppleBook or FaceApple marriage, or any kind of relationship, any time soon. Apple apparently detests 

Facebook and does not trust the social networking giant enough to friend it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 7:56:48 PM 

Female police chief flees Mexico for u.s. 

Ig~~""IA 20-year-old college student hired as police chief of a Mexican border town has left the job and fled to 

the United States with her family after threats, an official said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 8:01:57 PM 

Video: Why is Guantanamo Bay still running? 

Ig~~...,~wo years after President Obama issued an executive order to shut down the prison at Guantanamo Bay, 

it's still up and running. What happened? (Mitchell Reports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 8:22:02 PM 

Clapton guitars slated for charity auction 

Ig~~""IEric Clapton is parting with dozens of guitars and amps at a New York City auction to benefit an alcohol 

and drug treatment center he founded in Antigua. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 8:29:46 PM 

Yemen protests widen to include women 

At least four people were killed during protests in Yemen on Friday, while other Middle East nations also saw continued 

unrest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 8:30:39 PM 

Art of u.s. diplomacy in arms sales revealed 

Ig~~""lwhen Lockheed Martin wanted to sell C-130 military transport planes to the government of Chad in early 

2007, the u.s. embassy in N'Djamena was ready to lend a hand. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/20118:34:18 PM 

Video: Who will get the Wisconsin pink slips first? 

Ig~~""lwisconsin Governor Scott Walker says he'll be forced to layoff state workers if the 14 Democratic 
senators don't come back to Madison Friday. NBC's John Yang reports. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 8:39:26 PM 

HBT: Diplomat calls Ahmadinejad 'Steinbrenner of Iran' 

An American diplomat called Mahmoud Ahmadinejad the "The George Steinbrenner of Iran" in a leaked u.s. cable 

detailing the president's meddling with his country's national soccer team. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 8:45:25 PM 

Eagle lives to fly again after hitting windshield 

Ig~~""IA bald eagle, which was nursed back to health after crashing through the windshield of a semi-truck, is 

now back in the wild. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 8:45:46 PM 

Oil settles at highest level since Sept. 2008 

Oil prices rose past $104 a barrel to end the week at a 29-month high, as fighting in libya intensified and the world's 

largest petroleum consumer, the U.S., reported that employers added nearly 200,000 new jobs in February. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 9:02:57 PM 

Tripoli - a city in a bubble 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 9:06:32 PM 

High-schooler dies after making winning shot 

Ig~~""IA Michigan high school basketball player who died shortly after making a game-winning shot had an 

enlarged heart. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 9:40:04 PM 

East Coast Rapist suspect arrested 

Ig~~""~he U.S. Marshals Service says a man believed to be responsible for rapes and other attacks on 17 

women since 1997 and dubbed the East Coast Rapist has been arrested in Connecticut. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2011 9:47:59 PM 

Courtney Love to pay $430,000 in Twitter case 

r-I~ourtney Love's settlement of a case sparked by online attacks on a fashion designer show that while 
witter posts may be short, they can also be costly. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/201110:15:49 PM 

Huckabee denies criticizing Portman pregnancy 

Ig~~""IHuckabee, who is considering a run for the Republican presidential nomination, earlier this week 

complained about the perception of celebrities having children while unmarried. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/201110:22:05 PM 

Internet goes dark in Libya 

Internet services in Libya, already spotty throughout the country's violent upheaval, appeared completely halted in what 

analysts consider an attempt to stifle information about the insurrection .. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/201110:26:08 PM 

Big Mardi Gras crowd expected in New Orleans 

Ig~~""lwarm weather and an influx of students on spring break promise to generate the largest crowds New 

Orleans has seen since Hurricane Katrina struck in 2005. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/201110:26:48 PM 

Party time! Rio celebrates as Carnival opens 

Revelers are packing streets and dancing to samba beats in this seaside city's Carnival celebration - a bacchanal of 

music, booze and flesh that officially opens Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/201110:30:32 PM 

Video: 'I'll give YOU the sermon on the mount!' 

Ig~~""IAn Ohio priest arrested for driving drunk, propositions an officer during an expletive laden jail-cell rant. 
WKYC's Dave Summers reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/201110:39:40 PM 

Why do America's cops need an armored tank? 

Ig~~""IAmerica's most in-demand police vehicle is a 10-officer l6,OOO-pound armored tank that takes bullets like 

Superman and drives 80 mph. The federal government buys dozens each year for local police 
departments. Do America's local police need tanks? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/201110:40:49 PM 

Texas coach gives birth, leads team to state 

Ig~~""lshortIY after coaching Lipan to a regional semifinal victory in the Texas high school basketball playoffs, 

Amber Branson gave birth to daughter Leslie. And about 15 hours later, she was back on the bench 
guiding the Lady Indians to another win and the school's first berth in the Texas state tournament since 2003. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/201110:48:12 PM 

David Arquette 'OK' after head-on car crash 

Ig~~""lphotos on TMZ show the actor lying on the ground near his smashed silver Cadillac. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/201111:19:22 PM 

Lost satellite deals blow to climate research 

Ig~~""IFor the second time in two years, a rocket glitch sent a NASA global warming satellite to the bottom of 

the sea Friday, a $424 million debacle that couldn't have come at a worse time for the space agency and 
its efforts to understand climate change. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/201111:39:25 PM 

Video: Obama sees progress in jobless numbers 

Ig~~""[here are signs employers are finally starting to pick up the pace of hiring, but experts hope high gas and 
food prices don't knock the wind out of the recovery. NBC's Savannah Guthrie reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/201111:43:32 PM 

Video: Rising price of gas has wide-ranging impact 

Ig~~""~he price of gas affects the entire economy of a California city, from the housing market to students 
trying to make their way to school. NBC's Miguel Almaguer reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/201111:46:14 PM 

Wis. governor warns of mass layoffs 

Ig~~""lwisconsin Gov. Scott Walker on Friday formally notified state unions that he intends to layoff workers, 

but affected employees may not see the notice for at least two weeks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/201111:49:05 PM 

Video: Libya feels tug of war amid prayer, bloodshed 

Ig~~""lln some regions, the people's revolt has escalated into a real war for control of Libyan leader Moammar 
Gadhafi's empire. NBC's Jim Maceda reports (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/201111:51:42 PM 

Video: BYU sex suspension raises eyebrows 

Ig~~""lone of the school's leading scorers, was suspended from the nationally ranked basketball team for 
reportedly having sex, a violation of the university's honor code. NBC's Lee Cowan reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/201111:54:43 PM 

Video: Women helping fuel economic comeback 

Ig~~""lwomen are now the backbone of the u.s. workforce, and that change is poised to transform not just the 

makeup of offices, but the entire economy. NBC's Kate Snow reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/201111:59:48 PM 

Video: Remembering Bud Lomeli: War hero, father 

Ig~~""~he Greatest Generation has lost one of its members, an ordinary American whose best day came on D
Day, when he had to be great to survive. NBC's Tom Brokaw takes a look back at his life. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/201112:00:47 AM 

Antiquities at risk in Arab world 

Ig~~""lcosmic Log: Though reportedly safe for now, as the tension escalates in Libya, the fate of the country's 

archaeological heritage is increasingly uncertain, experts say. Meanwhile, in Egypt, threats to national 
treasures may resurface, after a pause. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/201112:47:08 AM 

No bodies in rubble of NZ cathedral 

Ig~~""lsearchers declared on Saturday that no one had died in the rubble of Christchurch's iconic cathedral - a 

rare piece of good news in the final days of a grim recovery operation following last week's earthquake. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20111:24:11 AM 

E. coli cases in 3 states traced to filberts 

Minnesota officials say recent cases of E. coli infection in three states are linked to eating in-shell hazelnuts, also known 

as filberts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20111:39:26 AM 

Child found in oven died from heat 

Ig~~""IA 3-year-old boy whose body was found inside an electric oven at his family's home died from heat 

injuries, according to preliminary results from medical examiners released Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20111:48:06 AM 

Police identify children found dead in canal 

Ig~~""~he boy and girl whose bodies were found in luggage thrown into a Florida canal are believed to be the 

children of a woman found dead in a landfill, police say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20112:04:16 AM 

WikiLeaks suspect made to sleep naked 

Ig~~""~he Army private suspected of giving classified u.s. documents to the anti-secrecy group WikiLeaks was 

stripped of all clothing at night to keep him from hurting himself in his military jail cell, a Marine Corps 
spokesman said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/2011 2:05:23 AM 

Nightly News: Women backbone of u.s. economy 

Ig~~""IAS part of the series "America at the Crossroads," NBC's Kate Snow explores how women change the 

marketplace. They hold more college degrees and are taking over the labor force. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/2011 2:15:10 AM 

Video: Fake @mayoremanuel: It was 'a funny thing to try' 

Ig~~""ISpotlight: Rahm Emanuel's campaign was nearly eclipsed in its final weeks by the musings of fake Twitter 
account. Sinker, the man behind the @mayoremanuel and journalism professor at Chicago's Columbia 

College, joins the Last Word for his first TV interview. (The Last Word) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20112:30:30 AM 

Explore the depths of Mars ... in 3-D 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Put on your red-blue glasses and check out some of the Red Planet's 

dramatic terrain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20112:41:18 AM 

Nepal's former Prime Minister Bhattarai dies at 87 

Ig~~""INepal's former Prime Minister Krishna Prasad Bhattarai, who led a popular movement to restore 

multiparty democracy in 1990, has died at age 87. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20113:53:12 AM 

Video: GOP war on unions becomes political burden 

Ig~~""lwisconsin State Representative Nick Milroy, who was tackled by police in the state capitol while trying to 

go to his office, talks with Rachel Maddow about the battle over union rights in Wisconsin and deepening 
unpopularity of Governor Scott Walker and his strong-arm tactics. (The Rachel Maddow Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20113:54:54 AM 

Can Mackey make it 5 Iditarods in a row? 

Ig~~""ILance Mackey has already achieved superstar status in the world of long-distance sled dog racing with 

four consecutive wins in the Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race. The question now is: Can the Alaska musher join 
Rick Swenson as the only racer to win the l,lS0-mile race - the world's longest sled dog race - from 
Anchorage to Nome five times? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20114:12:15 AM 

Sean Penn says he'd welcome Sheen's help in Haiti 

Ig~~""lsean Penn says he thinks embattled actor Charlie Sheen could do a lot of good in Haiti, both for himself 

and the nation struggling to recover from a devastating earthquake. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/2011 4:42:40 AM 

Rose leads Bulls to bounce-back win vs. Magic 

Ig~~""IDerrick Rose had 24 points and Luol Deng added 16 to help the Chicago Bulls hang on for an 89-81 win 

over the Orlando Magic on Friday night in a matchup of two of the top teams in the Eastern Conference. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/2011 5:33:25 AM 

Heat get burned again, blown away by Spurs 

Ig~~""IManu Ginobili scored 20 points, Tony Parker made a surprise return to the starting lineup and the San 

Antonio Spurs handed the skidding Miami Heat their most lopsided loss of the season, 125-95 on Friday 
night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20116:40:53 AM 

Trial of US contractor enters 2nd day in Cuba 

Ig~~""~he trial of a u.s. government contractor detained more than a year on charges he sought to undermine 
Cuba's government enters its second day Saturday in a case that has worsened relations between the 

longtime enemies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/2011 8:39:30 AM 

Gingrich: I expect to be 'in the race' for 2012 

Ig~~""IFormer House Speaker Newt Gingrich said Friday that he expected to be a candidate for the Republican 

presidential nomination in 2012. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/2011 8:52:06 AM 

China premier: 'Next step is to make everyone rich' 

By Zhou Xin and Koh Gui Qing 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/2011 8:52:06 AM 

Wen says China set for five more fat years of growth 

By Zhou Xin and Koh Gui Qing 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/2011 9:15:08 AM 

Man apologizes for traffic jam via Twitter 

A man stuck in a stalled car on Interstate 5 got a bigger response than Michael Micheletti ever expected after he began 

documenting his ordeal on Twitter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/2011 9:31:06 AM 

'Slumdog' star loses home in huge Mumbai fire 

Ig~~"'l'SIUmdOg Millionaire" child star Rubina Ali said her home had burned down in a fire that raged through a 

crowded slum in Mumbai, India, leaving about 2,000 homeless. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/201110:48:45 AM 

Serbia, arms dealer to libya, silent on rebellion 

Ig~~""IAS Libya churned with popular rebellion, Serbia's ex-president flew to Tripoli to arrange an interview with 
Moammar Gadhafi for a Serbian TV channel - giving the Libyan leader a platform to bluster about his 

grip on power. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/201111:12:56 AM 

President Obama denounces political spending cuts 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama said on Saturday that spending cuts to narrow the u.S. budget deficit must not 

be politically motivated or threaten the economy as it climbs out of recession. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20111:44:05 PM 

Saudi Arabia bans all protest and marches 

Saudi Arabia said Saturday it would ban all protests and marches after minority Shiites staged small protests in the oil

producing eastern province. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/2011 2:49:34 PM 

Lawyer: Berlusconi aims to defend himself in court 

Silvio Berlusconi, who faces trial for allegedly paying for sex with an underage Moroccan teenager, will defend himself in 

court, as long as the Italian premier doesn't have to show up more than once a week, his lawyer said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20113:00:07 PM 

Bus and truck collide in Brazil, killing 25 

Brazilian police say a passenger bus collided head-on with a lumber truck in the southern state of Santa Catarina, killing 

at least 25 people. More than 20 were seriously injured. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/2011 3:09:49 PM 

Thousands line Sydney streets for Gay Mardi Gras 

Ig~~""IAustralia's political leaders were lampooned for their opposition to gay marriage as hundreds of 

thousands of revelers crammed inner Sydney streets Saturday for one of the world's premier gay and 
lesbian parades. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/2011 3:19:05 PM 

Video: Libyan rebel forces dealt a blow 

Ig~~""INBC'S Stephanie Gosk reports an ammunition depot blew up and killed 26 rebel forces in a fight for 
strategic locations in Libya. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/2011 3:36:51 PM 

Video: Poll: More Americans pessimistic on the economy 

Ig~~""IDesPite a strong February jobs report, more Americans are skeptical about the country's ability to 
rebound for a sustained economic recovery. CNBC's John Harwood reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20114:18:52 PM 

Thousands of fearful migrants flee libya 

Ig~~""~housands of migrant workers were on the move in Libya, trying to flee the fighting, U.N. refugee agency 

officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/2011 4:52:57 PM 

The high cost of celebrities gone wild 

Ig~~""lwhen CBS and Warner Bros. shut down "Two and a Half Men" after Charlie Sheen launched a rant 

against the show's producer, executives rushed to their calculators to tally the damage. There are plenty 
of losses to go around. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/2011 5:32:20 PM 

17th century witch chronicles published online 

A 350-year-old notebook which documents the trials of women convicted of witchcraft in England during the 17th 

century has been published online. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/2011 5:38:37 PM 

Somalia pro-government forces retake border town 

Ig~~""IMilitiamen allied with Somalia's weak transitional government have taken control of a border town from 

Islamist militants after several hours of fighting that killed scores of people, officials said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/2011 6:26:54 PM 

Test drive turns deadly with car salesman at wheel 

A Pennsylvania car salesman who drove 100 mph during a test drive to show his customers "how it's done" but crashed, 

killing one of them, faces criminal charges, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20116:50:33 PM 

Yemen president repeats vow to stay until 2013 

Ig~~""IYemeni President Ali Abdullah Saleh on Saturday reiterated that he would remain in power until his term 

ends in 2013, rejecting an opposition plan for him to step aside this year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/2011 8:35:32 PM 

Northwestern prof apologizes for live sex act 

A Northwestern University professor who allowed an on-campus presentation of a live sex act during an after-class 

event apologized on Saturday and said it would not happen again. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/2011 8:43:30 PM 

21 airlines fined in price-fixing scheme 

Ig~~""lwhen the airline industry took a nose dive a decade ago, executives at global carriers scrambled to find a 

fix to avoid financial ruin. What they came up with, according to federal prosecutors, was a massive price
fixing scheme. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/2011 8:46:59 PM 

Get away to one of the world's best island hotels 

Ig~~""llf your travel plans include an island escape, this is the list to consult. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20119:04:29 PM 

Armed men attack Egypt antiquities store 

Forty armed men attacked an antiquities warehouse in the northern Egyptian city of Kafr el-Sheikh on Saturday, 

shooting at warehouse security men and injuring several, state news agency MENA said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/2011 9:09:01 PM 

'Two suns' spotted in China defy explanation 

Ig~~""lweeks after a story shot across the Web claiming that the imminent explosion of a nearby star would 
result in the appearance of a second sun in the sky - a story that was later debunked - two suns were 

caught on camera yesterday in China. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/2011 9:49:54 PM 

Jayhawks lock up 7th straight Big 12 title 

Ig~~""IMarcus Morris and Thomas Robinson had double-doubles and No.2 Kansas wrapped up its seventh 

straight Big 12 championship by holding on for a 70-66 win over No. 22 Missouri on Saturday that spoiled 
the Tigers' unbeaten home season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/201110:35:27 PM 

Life in meteorites? Study stirs debate 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Has evidence of life been found inside ancient meteorites? Add that 

to the list of unresolved questions surrounding the search for extraterrestrial organisms. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/201111:07:00 PM 

Man dies after falling into NV mine shaft 

A father of three children has died after falling into a Nevada mine shaft so deep and treacherous that rescuers had to 

abandon efforts to reach him while he was still alive, officials said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/201111:18:11 PM 

Secret space plane blasts off after delays 

Ig~~""IAfter being delayed a day by bad weather, the u.s. Air Force's X-37B robotic space plane blasted off 

Saturday from Florida on a mission shrouded in secrecy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/201111:50:55 PM 

Notre Dame doesn't win Big East, but dumps UConn 

Ig~~""IBen Hansbrough scored 21 points despite fouling out with over 8 minutes left and No.8 Notre Dame held 
off Kemba Walker and No. 16 Connecticut 70-67 on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/201111:55:37 PM 

Video: Gadhafi's forces bombard besieged Zawiya 

Ig~~""~he Libyan government claims to have liberated Zawiya from rebel control, but to onlookers, the town 
looks more under siege than free. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/201111:58:03 PM 

Video: Despair and hope along libya-Tunisia border 

Ig~~""IAS refugee camps continue to grow, there are signs that migrant workers - many of whom were robbed 

on their way out of Libya - may be trapped for longer than they hoped. NBC's Anne Thompson 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/201111:58:35 PM 

Video: Egypt protesters storm security buildings, seize papers 

Ig~~""IDemonstrators in several cities raided security buildings in an effort to prevent the destruction of files 

allegedly detailing corruption and abuse. NBC's Lester Holt reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/201111:59:08 PM 

Video: Deadly end to peaceful protest in Ivory Coast 

Ig~~""IDemonstrations against the country's president took a violent turn when government troops opened fire 

on the group, killing at least 6 women. NBC's Lester Holt reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/201112:07:15 AM 

Video: Just not prepared? More men falling behind 

Ig~~""lln the last 10 years, two million more women than men graduated from college in the U.S., an 

achievement gap that is having a profound impact on the economy. NBC's Lester Holt reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/201112:43:28 AM 

Iowa stuns No.6 Purdue, delivers Big Ten title to OSU 

Ig~~""~arrYd Cole had 16 points and 10 rebounds in his final home game and Iowa stunned No.6 Purdue 67-65 

Saturday, putting the Boilermakers' hopes for a No.1 seed in the NCAA tournament in jeopardy and 
clinching the Big Ten title for top-ranked Ohio State. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/201112:52:34 AM 

Nightly News: Men falling behind women 

As part of the series "America at the Crossroads/ NBC's Lester Holt reports on the ways boys and men are falling behind 

women and efforts under way to close the achievement gap. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20111:04:49 AM 

Arc: Bad loss costs Purdue shot at No.1 seed 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20111:05:56 AM 

Wide search for Calif. student missing in Spain 

Family, friends and authorities from the United States and Spain searched Saturday for a San Diego State University 

exchange student who disappeared in Madrid more than a week ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20111:41:07 AM 

No.4 Pitt beats 'Nova, clinches Big East title 

Ig~~""IAshton Gibbs had 18 points and No.4 Pittsburgh clinched the outright Big East title, using a big second 
half to beat reeling No. 19 Villanova 60-50 on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/2011 2:06:32 AM 

Libyan rebels capture British soldiers 

Ig~~""ILibyan rebels in the country's east capture a British special forces unit as government forces in tanks 

rolled into the opposition-held city closest to Tripoli. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20112:11:35 AM 

Sean Penn thanks Venezuela's Chavez for Haiti aid 

Ig~~""lsean Penn thanked Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez on Saturday for supporting the actor's relief 

organization in Haiti, saying the aid has helped its humanitarian work in distributing medicines. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20112:36:11 AM 

Romney seeks to address health care woes 

Ig~~""IRepublican presidential hopeful Mitt Romney on Saturday derided President Barack Obama's health care 

law as a misguided and egregious effort to seize more power for Washington. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/2011 3:51:19 AM 

Mich. team will still play hoops after tragedy 

Ig~~""IA spokeswoman for a high school in western Michigan says it will participate in a state tournament game 

Monday, four days after its star basketball player hit a winning shot and then collapsed and died from a 
heart ailment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20115:00:40 AM 

Sweet revenge as UNC tops Duke to win ACC 

Ig~~""IHarrison Barnes scored 18 points to help No. 13 North Carolina beat No.4 Duke 81-67 on Saturday night, 

clinching the Atlantic Coast Conference regular-season championship. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20115:01:42 AM 

La. mom dies sheltering child from falling tree 

Ig~~""IA tornado slammed a southwestern Louisiana town Saturday, killing a young mother who was sheltering 

her child when a tree fell on their house. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20115:17:22 AM 

Madness, anyone? 3 teams first to snag NCAA bids 

Ig~~""IRounduP: Chris Stephenson scored 14 points, John Williams had 10 points and nine rebounds and North 
Carolina-Asheville beat Coastal Carolina 60-47 on Saturday in the Big South Conference title game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/2011 5:22:08 AM 

U.S. contractor trial concludes in Cuba 

Ig~~""IAmerican contractor Alan Gross was found guilty on Saturday of working to destabilize Cuba's communist 
government, Cuba's state-run television reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/2011 5:48:59 AM 

Off they go! Iditarod dog race begins 

Ig~~""~he streets of downtown Anchorage were filled with barking dogs and screaming fans Saturday as the 

Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race got under way with a rollicking sprint through Alaska's biggest city. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/2011 5:55:37 AM 

Intense gunfire heard in Libyan capital 

Intense gunfire was heard in the center of the Libyan capital Tripoli before dawn Sunday, witnesses said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20116:12:27 AM 

Filmmaker Moore rallies Wis. pro-union protesters 

Ig~~""IFilmmaker Michael Moore tells Wisconsin protesters Saturday that "Madison is only the beginning" in 

their fight against Republican efforts to end collective bargaining rights. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/201110:03:06 AM 

China's capital boosts controls on foreign media 

China's capital is increasing its controls on foreign journalists amid calls on the Internet for anti-government protests 

styled on those rocking the Middle East and North Africa. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/201111:26:37 AM 

Former French President Chirac to stand trial 

Ig~~""IAfter years of claiming presidential immunity to avoid legal proceedings, Jacques Chirac is finally facing a 

court. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/201112:30:42 PM 

US warns against travel to Yemen 

The State Department on Sunday advised Americans not to travel to Yemen and said u.S. citizens currently in the 

country should consider leaving. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20111:12:52 PM 

Libya forces fight rebels advancing toward capital 

Libyan helicopter gunships fired on a rebel force advancing west toward the capital Tripoli along the country's 

Mediterranean coastline Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20111:15:37 PM 

Rebels in libya hold British special forces: source 

Rebels in eastern Libya have captured members of the British special forces, but the group are being treated well and 

the issue will be resolved shortly, a source in the rebel movement said on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/2011 2:27:18 PM 

Video: Battle for Libya intensifies east of Tripoli 

Ig~~""IGadhafi supporters celebrate in Tripoli, as the Libyan government battles rebels trying to advance toward 

the capital. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/2011 2:42:44 PM 

PBT: Even Riley couldn't fix the Heat 

Ig~~""lpBT: Pat Riley won't be coming back to coach Miami, nor should he. Coaching is not the problem for the 

Heat. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/2011 3:03:29 PM 

Rally planned against hearing on u.s. Muslims 

Ig~~""IA coalition of over 100 interfaith, nonprofit and governmental organizations plans to rally in New York 

City against a planned congressional hearing on Muslims' role in homegrown terrorism. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20113:11:25 PM 

PBT: Spurs keep saying lakers are team to beat 

Ig~~""lpBT: It's time to stop believing the San Antonio players. They keep saying the Lakers are the team to beat, 

but it's the Spurs who are the best. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20113:54:45 PM 

Anti-abortion plans pose dilemma for GOP 

Ig~~""IRestrict abortion or cut spending? The Republicans' "Pledge for America" says the new majority will do 

both. But negotiations over the federal budget threaten to force the GOP, including its 87 House 
freshmen, to choose between them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20114:08:14 PM 

Police: Serial rape suspect tried to hang self 

The man suspected of terrorizing women with sexual assaults in at least four states over 12 years tried to hang himself in 

his cell, but survived and was treated at a hospital, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/2011 5:13:31 PM 

Afghan president rejects US apology over killings 

Ig~~""IAfghanistan's president on Sunday rejected a u.S. apology for the mistaken killing of nine Afghan boys in 

a NATO air attack and said civilian casualties are no longer acceptable. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/2011 5:16:27 PM 

L.A., S.F., D.C. 'burbs have the worst commutes 

Ig~~""lcalifornia has the most grueling commutes in the nation, but residents of Lake Elsinore take the cake. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/2011 5:32:42 PM 

Government supporters attack protesters in Yemen 

Ig~~""IGovernment supporters wielding knives and handguns attacked protesters in southern Yemen on Sunday, 

leaving one dead in the latest in weeks of demonstrations demanding the president step down. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/2011 5:56:48 PM 

Risky transplant may be answer for drug-free HIV 

Last year, doctors in Berlin declared an HIV patient who had undergone an HIV-resistant bone marrow transplant to be 

cured of his disease. Now, doctors in Texas are hoping to build on that success story. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/2011 6:27:16 PM 

Bubble worries as stocks continue to puff up 

That's the problem with bubbles. You only know you're in one when it pops. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/2011 6:35:04 PM 

Winter snows bring spring flood risk 

As a winter that has pelted much of the nation with unusually heavy snowfall slogs into the home stretch, some 

heartland communities are readying sandbags, pumps and their frayed patience for what forecasters say could be a 

flood-soaked spring. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/2011 6:41:48 PM 

Investors' decision: Will jobs or oil rule market? 

Stocks will take their cues from the oil market this week as unrest rumbles through the Middle East. But so far equity 

investors believe the economic recovery wins the day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20116:44:01 PM 

Mom's blood test can reveal Down syndrome 

Scientists in Europe report they were able to diagnose Down syndrome prenatally by giving a simple blood test to 

pregnant women, an approach that might one day help them avoid the more extensive procedure used now to detect 

the condition. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/2011 7:00:59 PM 

13 new genes found to cause world's biggest killer 

Scientists have found 13 new gene variants that increase a person's risk of developing heart disease, the world's number 

one killer, in a series of large-scale international genetic studies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/2011 7:30:28 PM 

Best bets: Suddenly, 'Mars Needs Moms' 

When aliens kidnap Milo's mom, he heads to Mars to get her back. Also this week: The Oscar-winning documentary 

"Inside Job" hits DVD. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/2011 8:06:38 PM 

Callahan's four goals power Rangers past Flyers 

Ig~~""IRyan Callahan scored a career-high four goals and five points, and the New York Rangers finally found 
some success at home in a dominating 7-0 victory over the sliding Philadelphia Flyers on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20118:11:43 PM 

Top Senate Democrat rejects GOP's deep cuts 

A leading Democrat predicted Sunday that the Senate would reject House Republicans' deep budget cuts, setting up 

tense negotiations and the need for another short-term spending measure to keep the government operating. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/2011 8:16:46 PM 

'Rango' corrals top spot at box office 

The animated Paramount film featuring Johnny Depp as the voice of a Wild West chameleon sheriff rode into town with 

a $38 million debut, according to studio estimates released Sunday 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/2011 8:38:59 PM 

Gas up 33 cents - 2nd biggest 2-week jump ever 

A new survey says the average price of regular gasoline in the United States has jumped 33 cents per gallon in the last 

two weeks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/2011 8:54:31 PM 

La. twister victims focus on cleanup, pets 

Ig~~""lofficials worked Sunday to get people back into their homes a day after a tornado ripped through this 

southwestern Louisiana town, killing a mother shielding her child from the fierce winds and leaving 12 
hurt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/2011 9:03:38 PM 

Captive orangutans in Indonesia may be freed 

Ig~~""~heir black eyes peer from the slats of wooden cages, hundreds of orangutans orphaned after their 

mothers were shot or hacked to death for straying out of Indonesia's rapidly disappearing forests in 
search of food. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/2011 9:21:10 PM 

Bulls leave Heat in tears with 4th straight loss 

Ig~~""IDerrick Rose scored 27 points, Luol Deng capped an 18-point effort with two free throws that put Chicago 
ahead for good, and the Bulls beat Miami 87-86 on Sunday to hand the Heat their fourth straight loss. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/201110:26:59 PM 

Station astronauts bid farewell to Discovery 

Ig~~""ILess than 24 hours before the space shuttle Discovery departs the International Space Station, the shuttle 

crew and the astronauts living onboard the space station joined together for a special farewell ceremony 
Sunday to commemorate the end of a successful joint mission, and to celebrate Discovery's final visit to the 
orbiting outpost. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/201110:32:16 PM 

Libya forces try to halt rebel move toward capital 

Ig~~""IForces loyal to Moammar Gadhafi, some in helicopter gunships, pounded opposition fighters with 

artillery, rockets and gunfire, escalating their counteroffensive to halt the rebels' rapid advance toward 
Tripoli. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/201110:51:37 PM 

Statement game? lakers pound Spurs 

Ig~~""IKobe Bryant scored 26 points, Pau Gasol had 21 and the Los Angeles Lakers embarrassed the NBA-best 

San Antonio Spurs for their seventh consecutive victory, 99-83 on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/201110:59:33 PM 

Google flips Android kill switch, nukes evil apps 

After removing 50 or so rogue malicious apps from its official App Market, Google went a step further, remotely deleting 

the dangerous software from the phones of users who'd downloaded them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/201111:34:09 PM 

No.1 Ohio State makes case for top overall seed 

Ig~~""~on Diebler lived up to his "3-bler" nickname by hitting 7 of 8 shots behind the arc while scoring 27 points, 
leading top-ranked Ohio State to an emotion-laden 93-65 victory over No. 10 Wisconsin on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/201111:58:36 PM 

Video: Brutal winter storm hits East Coast 

Ig~~""lsevere rain and snowstorms are wrecking havoc from Florida to Maine, one day after deadly tornadoes 

ripped through several communities in southwestern Louisiana. NBC's Rehema Ellis reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/201112:15:38 AM 

Video: Gadhafi connections anger many Americans 

Ig~~""IAS Moammar Gadhafi fights to remain in power, we're learning new details about u.s. efforts to make 

peace and do business with Libya before things got so ugly. NBC's Michaellsikoff reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/201112:16:00 AM 

Your Career: Being a hero could cost your job 

Ig~~""IYour Career: There was public outrage recently when four employees at a Walmart lost their jobs for 

safely disarming a gun-toting shoplifter. But no one should be too surprised 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/201112:16:24 AM 

Video: 'Volunteer cuddlers' soothe tots with right touch 

Ig~~""lparent's can't always be there to hold their children who are in the hospital for an extended period, but 

as KNBC's Jennifer Bjorklund reports, that's where a core of helpers steps in. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20112:53:43 AM 

National focus on Muslim radicalization debate 

Ig~~""IMuslims in America aren't cooperating enough with law enforcement to counter the radicalization of 

young followers by al-Qaida-linked groups, said a House leader on terrorism issues. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20114:29:10 AM 

Scientists monitor new eruptions at Hawaii volcano 

Ig~~""lscientists on Sunday were closely monitoring heightened activity at Kilauea Volcano on the Big Island of 

Hawaii, after a fissure sent lava spewing 65 feet in the air. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/2011 4:56:38 AM 

Salmonella prompts Skippy peanut butter recall 

Bacteria found in batches of Skippy peanut butter has prompted a recall in 16 states. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20118:36:26 AM 

Northeastern Pa. bus crash kills 1, injures others 

A county coroner says a tour bus has struck one of two disabled cars on an interstate highway during an ice storm in 

northeastern Pennsylvania, killing a 41-year-old man. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/201110:24:08 AM 

New Orleans warms up for Mardi Gras celebrations 

Ig~~""IWith ideal weather as a backdrop, crowds poured onto the streets Sunday in the traditional warm-up for 

Carnival's big show on Fat Tuesday when New Orleans expresses itself in song, dance and masked 
spectacle. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/201111:21:00 AM 

China officials: What crackdown on foreign journalists? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/201112:20:16 PM 

U.K. prince embroiled in controversy 

Ig~~""IBritain's royal family has found itself fighting an inconvenient distraction: revelations that Prince Andrew 

is friends with a convicted sex offender, was photographed with a teenage prostitute, and has been 
accused of ties to Moammar Gadhafi's Libyan regime. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/201112:24:38 PM 

Manage Facebook's privacy, security settings 

Ig~~""IDon't want all your Facebook "friends" to see your friends? Tired of getting messages about the latest 

FarmVille crops that have been planted by your pals? Here are some tips from Laptop Magazine about 
privacy and security on the popular social networking site 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/201112:30:50 PM 

Video: Wicked weather brings snow, rain, tornado 

Ig~~""~he Weather Channel's Mike Seidel reports on heavy rain that's caused flooding in parts of the Midwest, 
snow that won't give the Northeast a break and a tornado that swept through parts of Louisiana. (TODAY 

) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/201112:33:27 PM 

New Orleans warms up for Mardi Gras 

Ig~~""IWith ideal weather as a backdrop, crowds poured onto the streets Sunday in the traditional warm-up for 
Carnival's big show on Fat Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/201112:44:55 PM 

Cosmic Log: Meteorite mysteries go viral 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/201112:57:19 PM 

Ex-CIA: 'No question' Gadhafi behind Pan Am bombing 

Ig~~""IFamiIY members of the victims of Pan Am 103 have always insisted that the Libyan dictator was involved 

in the bombing, which killed 270 people, including 190 Americans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/201112:57:58 PM 

NFL's millionaires vs. billionaires: Why care? 

Ig~~""IA union fight between NFL players and owners is a far cry from one between teachers and legislators, but 

many of the issues are quite similar. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20111:00:53 PM 

Video: Sheen vows to fight for his boys in court 

Ig~~""INBC'S Jeff Rossen reports that Charlie Sheen is not afraid to fight for custody of his twin boys in court if 
he and estranged wife Brooke Mueller do not reach a deal. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20111:11:00 PM 

Video: Murder trial brings pain to victim's family 

Ig~~""IDonna and Garry Rentz say they are dreading the trial of North Carolina resident Brad Cooper, who is 
accused of the murder of their daughter Nancy. NBC's Janet Shamlian reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20111:13:29 PM 

Video: Are you overdosing on vitamins? 

Ig~~""~ODAY diet and nutrition editor Madelyn Fernstrom discusses how Americans may be getting too many 
vitamins and the health concerns associated with overconsumption. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20111:14:49 PM 

Think you don't have to pay taxes? Think again 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: Pretty much since Americans started paying taxes, some have been claiming that there are 

perfectly legal reasons not to pay up. Wrong, says the IRS. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20111:23:13 PM 

Colo. hospital blew whistle on tainted wipes 

Ig~~""llt took fast-acting doctors at a Colorado hospital to flag problems with tainted alcohol wipes now tied to 
a massive recall and growing reports of potentially deadly infections, including a 10-year-old boy battling 

leukemia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20111:29:33 PM 

White House promotes Muslim help against terrorism 

The White House is pushing a message of religious tolerance ahead of this week's congressional hearing on Islamic 

radicalism, which has sparked protests on grounds it unfairly singles out Muslims as potential terrorists. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20111:55:22 PM 

Emergency ride? Man allegedly steals ambulance 

A Kentucky man charged with stealing an ambulance says he just needed a ride home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20112:12:42 PM 

Romney unveils Mitt 3.0 

Romney 3.0 appears to be the repeat presidential candidate who will focus more on the economy and his business 

record than on social issues. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20112:17:36 PM 

How much is too much Charlie Sheen? 

Ig~~""~he apparently unlimited forum Charlie Sheen was being given was raising questions about the media's 

role in all of it. Were they, to use a term from the addiction world, "enabling" Sheen to continue on what 
seemed to many a path dangerous? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20112:44:34 PM 

Sheriff now oversees more bison than people 

Ig~~""~hanks to a judge, this gun-toting sheriff spends up to 12 hours a day cruising desolate roads to check on 

bison roaming the windswept, snow-covered grasslands. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20112:55:50 PM 

The Arc: Notre Dame a new No.1 in latest projections 

Ig~~""~he Arc: Notre Dame grabs the final No.1 seed and is slotted out West. Ohio State is a lock for the top 

line. Pittsburgh and Kansas are looking very strong, too. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20113:34:11 PM 

Labor dispute turns voters against Wis. gov 

A poll out today by the Wisconsin Policy Research Institute shows President Obama's and Republican Gov. Scott 

Walker's approval ratings heading in opposite directions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20113:35:24 PM 

Death row inmate gets Supreme Court help 

The Supreme Court on Monday ruled that a Texas death row inmate may pursue his legal claims to crime-scene 

evidence that he says may show he is innocent. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/2011 4:26:33 PM 

Mexican town's top cop fired after fleeing to u.s. 

Ig~~""~he 20-year-old police chief of a Mexican border town who fled to the United States after death threats 

has been fired after failing to show up for work Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/2011 4:29:05 PM 

Video: Newly released 9/11 view from NYPD helicopter 

Ig~~""lvideo taken by an NYPD helicopter shows the World Trade Center on 9/11 and was just released through 
the Freedom of Information Act. TODAY.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/2011 4:41:23 PM 

Video: Gadhafi accused of masterminding 1988 bombing 

Ig~~""IAS Moammar Gadhafi fights to hold on to power, new details have emerged about his alleged ties to the 
Lockerbie bombing, which killed 270 people. NBC News' Michael Isikoff discusses. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/2011 5:01:26 PM 

Witnesses: Libya airstrike hits family in car 

Forces loyal to Moammar Gadhafi pounded opposition fighters with helicopter gunships, artillery and rockets Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20115:05:26 PM 

A few drinks linked to decreased dementia risk 

Being a light to moderate drinker could protect you from mental decline or dementia, according to a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/2011 5:26:37 PM 

Greeter charged with robbery of own Walmart 

Police have charged an 83-year-old greeter at a North Carolina Walmart with trying to rob the store over the weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20115:49:47 PM 

Calif. ferret owners want their pets legalized 

Ig~~""lcalifornia's ferret owners are tired of being criminals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20116:05:57 PM 

Airlines canceled 4 percent of u.s. flights in Jan. 

Nearly 4 percent of all u.s. flights were canceled in January as severe winter storms paralyzed most of the East, the 

government said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/2011 6:10:38 PM 

PFT: Newton going No.1 in latest mock draft 

Ig~~""lcam Newton has franchise-saving talent at quarterback, so the Panthers will take him first. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/2011 6:21:35 PM 

Video: Obama: Military against libya possible 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama says that the u.s. and its NATO allies are still considering military options in response to 

what he called "unacceptable" violence perpetrated by supporters of Moammar Gadhafi. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20116:31:04 PM 

Video: 12-year-old creates comic book 

Ig~~""IA Florida 7th grader writes, illustrates and prints his own comic. WTVJ's Adam Kuperstein reports. (NBC 
News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20116:40:12 PM 

Comedian Mike DeStefano dies 

Ig~~""lcomedian Mike DeStefano, who finished among the top five finalists last season in NBC's "Last Comic 

Standing," has died. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20116:47:22 PM 

Video: PFT live: lockout uglier than it should be 

Ig~~""IFormer Giants DE Michael Strahan believes both sides have let labor negotiations get out of control with 

a looming lockout and knows the impact of a lockout will be felt by more people than just the players and 
owners. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/2011 6:51:56 PM 

Video: 'Guardian angel' saves priest 

Ig~~""IA church worker climbs into a flooded ravine to save a priest. WKYC's Paul Thomas reports. (NBC News 

Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/2011 6:52:56 PM 

Penguin colony vanishes, warming to blame? 

A small colony of emperor penguins on an island off the West Antarctic Peninsula is gone, and the most likely culprit is 

loss of sea ice caused by warming. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/2011 7:02:45 PM 

Video: Workers accused of killing animal shelter dogs 

Ig~~""lcounty employees are being accused of unlawfully killing dozens of animals. WCNC's Richard DeVayne 

reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/2011 7:11:14 PM 

Ensign: 'I couldn't put my family through this' 

"There are consequences to sin and when you're in a leadership role, those consequences can affect a lot of other 

people," retiring senator says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20118:11:02 PM 

U.S. negotiating security deal with Afghans 

Ig~~""~he United States is beginning to decide what its responsibilities will be in Afghanistan after U.S. combat 

troops leave, Defense Secretary Robert Gates said Monday, but he ruled out permanent military bases. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20118:12:41 PM 

Obama orders Pentagon to resume Gitmo tribunals 

In a concession to his inability to close down the u.s. detention facility at Guantanamo Bay as he planned to do when he 

came into office, President Obama has ordered the Pentagon to resume military tribunals for some detainees there. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20118:35:02 PM 

U.K., France draft 'no-fly' resolution for Libya 

Ig~~""IBritain and France are drafting a U.N. resolution that would establish a no-fly zone over Libya. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20118:47:23 PM 

Oil ends trading over $105 amid Libya worries 

Ig~~""IOil prices continued to set new post-recession highs Monday as forces loyal to Moammar Gadhafi 

pounded rebels near a key oil port in Libya. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/2011 8:54:15 PM 

Phil Collins is not retiring after all 

Ig~~""IGeneSiS fans, rejoice: Onetime front man Phil Collins is not retiring. Even though most people would 
interpret "it feels like a good time to stop for a while," (which he told FHM, via Time) as a clear intention 

of retiring, Collins' people say it isn't so. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20118:54:56 PM 

Inside the Las Vegas party machine 

Ig~~""lwhile they may be the lowest organism in the hospitality ecosystem, busboys are a crucial element in an 

overall service and marketing strategy that relies on fanatical attention to detail. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20119:17:19 PM 

Charlie Sheen is hiring; actor wants an intern 

Ig~~""lwant to work for Charlie Sheen? He's accepting applications. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20119:17:24 PM 

Half million U.S. teens have eating disorders 

Government research shows few teens have sought treatment for the problem and binge-eating is most common. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/2011 9:27:52 PM 

PBT: Heat coach blames media for 'crygate' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20119:55:43 PM 

NTSB: Tug pilot in duck boat crash was on cell 

Ig~~""~he mate piloting a tug boat in last summer's deadly collision of a tourist boat and a barge was consumed 

by a family emergency and on his cell phone at the time, a new government report on the crash revealed 
Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/2011 9:56:53 PM 

What you need to know about the unrest in the Mideast 

Experts answer questions about the unrest in the Mideast and North Africa. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/201110:09:42 PM 

Lawyer: Van der Sioot to plead temporary insanity 

Ig~~""~oran van der Sloot's lawyer says his client will plead guilty to killing a young Peruvian woman he met 

gambling but argue temporary insanity in a bid for a shorter sentence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/201110:18:22 PM 

Only half of those with bipolar disorder are treated 

A new government survey suggests 2.4 percent of the world's population may have some form of bipolar disorder, 

which is marked by bizarre shifts in mood, energy and activity that can affect relationships and job performance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/201110:50:26 PM 

I'm Jekyll/Hyde, serial rape suspect allegedly says 

Ig~~""~he man suspected of sexually assaulting at least 17 women from Virginia to Rhode Island over 12 years 

appeared in court, where bail was set at $1.5 million. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/201111:07:56 PM 

Subject: 'Two and a Half Men' studio fires Charlie Sheen 

O
·g~~..., 

here's no word yet on whether this means the show will also be canceled. Sheen reportedly told 
MZ.com the firing was "good news" and that he never has to "put on those silly shirts again." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/201111:23:06 PM 

Stocks end day down as the cost of oil spikes 

Stocks fell Monday as higher oil prices weighed on the market. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/201111:27:07 PM 

Wis. gov. rebuffs Democrats' request for meeting 

Wisconsin Democrats who fled the state nearly three weeks ago asked Monday for a meeting with Gov. Scott Walker to 

talk about changes to his plan to eliminate most public workers' union rights, a request the governor dismissed as 

"ridiculous. " 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/201111:27:29 PM 

'Limitless' brainpower plot isn't all that crazy 

Ig~~""IRecent films, from "Inception" to "Iron Man," offer up some weird science, but believe it or not, some of 

it's quite possible. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/201111:27:35 PM 

Obama restarts Guantanamo trials after 2 years 

President Barack Obama approved on Monday the resumption of military trials for detainees at the u.s. prison at 

Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, ending a two-year ban. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/201111:44:07 PM 

Video: Gas prices cause spike in economic anxiety 

Ig~~""IWith no end in sight to the turmoil in the Middle East, no one has a firm handle on how high fuel prices 
may go. NBC's Tom Costello reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/201111:47:07 PM 

Say 'so long' to the credit card swipe 

European banks have converted to the so-called "chip and pin" system and want the u.s. to follow suit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/201111:51:59 PM 

Video: Gadhafi strikes force rebels to regroup 

Ig~~""IAS Libya's civil war intensifies, forces loyal to Muammar Gadhafi launched a new counter-attack on a 
rebel-held oil port. NBC's Stephanie Gosk reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/201111:58:12 PM 

Northeast sees 2 feet of snow - and flooding 

Ig~~""IA fierce storm raked northern New England and upstate New York with heavy rain, and dumped as much 
on 30 inches of snow on the winter-weary region. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201112:01:58 AM 

Video: Seeking to prevent sudden death 

Ig~~""~he sudden death of a Michigan high school basketball star who collapsed after making a game-winning 
shot NBC's Chief Medical Editor Dr. Nancy Snyderman reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201112:03:53 AM 

Video: States tangle with teacher tenure 

Ig~~""IEducation Nation: As momentum for school reform grows, and state budgets continue to shrink, the 

system of teacher tenure in public schools is under increasing scrutiny. NBC's Rehema Ellis 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201112:04:07 AM 

Hot-to-trot ponies? Dolls that wax? Toys get tarted up 

Disney, Mattei and other major companies have revisited a host of iconic dolls and turned them into freshly tarted-up 

toys. New lines, like the Monster High Dolls and hot-to-trot Struts horses, came out of the gate tramping it up - making 

some parents uncomfortable. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201112:06:07 AM 

Video: Hawaii's Kilauea volcano erupts 

Ig~~""IA new, violent eruption by Kilauea volcano caused by a collapse of a crater floor has sent huge fountains 

of lava spewing in the air. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201112:10:36 AM 

Video: Refugees of revolution take cover in Tunisia 

Ig~~""IMaking a Difference: Having endured the tumult of their own revolution, Tunisians are now providing a 

safe haven for those escaping the civil war in Libya. NBC's Anne Thompson reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201112:40:01 AM 

States tangle with teacher tenure 

As momentum for school reform grows and state budgets continue to shrink, the system of teacher tenure is under 

increasing scrutiny 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20111:03:25 AM 

Abusive priests live unmonitored 

Ig~~""lcarl Sutphin was a problem priest who left ministry in the Roman Catholic church just before being 

charged nearly a decade ago with 14 counts of molestation for sexually abusing six children. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20111:31:39 AM 

Subway passes McDonald's in global presence 

Subway now has more restaurants worldwide than McDonald's. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20112:19:00 AM 

Video airs of Lohan leaving store with necklace 

Ig~~""ILindSay Lohan is shown in surveillance video broadcast Monday texting and trying on multiple pieces of 

jewelry in front of a clerk in a Southern California store that has accused her of stealing a $2,500 
necklace. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20112:23:04 AM 

Intended recipient of lost WWllletter found 

The recipient of a World War II letter lost for nearly 67 years has been found - and the missive from her brother is on 

its way to the 90-year-old Miss. R.T. Fletcher. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20112:46:55 AM 

Man Charged For Friend's Russian-Roulette Death 

An Army soldier died early Sunday morning and his friend was arrested after a game of Russian roulette. At about 2 a.m. 

Anchorage police were called to an Eagle River home, where 26-year-old Matthew McCloskey had been shot in the 

abdomen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20114:19:27 AM 

Winderman: Life with LeBron a rocky road for Wade 

Ig~~""lwinderman: Longtime Heat star still seeking chemistry and camaraderie, with James. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2011 5:11:37 AM 

Prosecutors seek mental exam for Tucson suspect 

Prosecutors asked a judge to commit the suspect in the Tucson shooting rampage that wounded Rep. Gabrielle Giffords 

to a federal facility where he can be evaluated by psychologists to determine whether he suffers from a mental defect 

that makes him incompetent to stand trial. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2011 7:44:49 AM 

NZ man auctions boulder that smashed home in quake 

Ig~~""IA New Zealand homeowner whose house was smashed by a car-sized boulder in last month's earthquake 

has sold the rock in an online auction for more than 60,000 New Zealand dollars ($44,300). 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20118:01:01 AM 

Chechnya's strongman defends treatment of women 

Ig~~""lcheChnya'S strongman Ramzan Kadyrov on Tuesday shrugged off rights groups' accusations that he is 

imposing strict Islamic rules on women in the Russian republic. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20118:27:11 AM 

Female Gis struggle with higher rate of divorce 

Two failed marriages were the cost of war for Sgt. Jennifer Schobey. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2011 9:33:26 AM 

Aide sentenced in autistic man's hot van death 

An aide who spent hours on her cell phane the day she left a severely autistic client to die in a hot van was sent to prison 

Monday for two to five years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2011 9:34:47 AM 

Mistaken for Muslims, Sikhs hit by hate crimes 

Ig~~""lpolice said two Sikh men who were shot, one fatally, in Sacramento may have been targeted because 

they were wearing turbans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201110:36:18 AM 

Tensions rise as China grabs land from farmers 

Ig~~""IAS China tries to protect farmland from development, officials are going after the land underneath 
farmers' homes instead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201110:59:01 AM 

Behind the Wall: Where are China's women leaders? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201111:00:18 AM 

What's in your bag? Huge purses an emotional crutch 

Ig~~""lour gigantic handbags swollen with all our can't-live-without necessities haven't only become fashion 

staples in the last few years, they're the grown woman's security blanket. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201111:00:18 AM 

Pregnant with cancer, healing for two 

Ig~~""ILisa Peterson Bender, 32, of Minneapolis, thought she'd sail through her first pregnancy. Instead, she 

joined the 1 in every 1,000 expectant women diagnosed with cancer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201111:03:00 AM 

Soldier dies playing drunken Russian roulette 

Ig~~""IA soldier told police a fellow soldier asked for a bullet to put in a gun's empty cylinder before he fatally 

shot himself during a drunken game of Russian roulette, court documents said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201111:04:58 AM 

Missing US student's body found in Spain 

Ig~~""~he body of a u.s. exchange student missing since late last month was found Tuesday in a river in Madrid, 

a police official said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201112:20:16 PM 

Taliban car bombing kills 20 in east Pakistan 

Ig~~""~he Taliban detonated a car bomb in Pakistan's third largest city Tuesday, killing 20 and wounding more 

than 100 people in an attack they said targeted the offices of the country's main intelligence agency. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201112:41:40 PM 

Video: How high will gas prices fly? 

Ig~~""lpatrick DeHaan, senior petroleum analyst for Gasbuddy.com, explains the reasons gas prices are climbing 
so fast, including unrest in the Middle East. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201112:42:52 PM 

Life Inc.: Time out at work for March Madness 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: Seems most bosses don't have a problem with you doing your brackets. But those other ones, 

well ... 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201112:44:21 PM 

The cars that pack the most value for the money 

Ig~~""~hingS are looking up for the auto industry this year: Global new car sales are expected to rise 6 percent 

over 2010, which would beat the record 70 million units sold in 2007. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201112:45:44 PM 

Video: Airstrikes in libya, Gadhafi appeals to opposition 

Ig~~""[he battle for oil-rich East Libya wages on as rebels struggled to hold onto their positions during airstrikes 

from troops loyal to Moammar Gadhafi, who made a televised appeal to opposition leaders to begin 
negotiations. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201112:48:23 PM 

Video: 2012 presidential hopefuls take shape 

Ig~~""INBC'S Savannah Guthrie takes a look at the 2012 race for the White House as hopefuls begin to focus on 
their platforms, and TODAY's Matt Lauer talks with Sen. Rick Santorum. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201112:49:16 PM 

Duchess of York got $24,500 loan from wealthy u.s. pedophile 

Ig~~""lprince Andrew and his ex-wife Sarah are in the spotlight for their ties to a wealthy u.S. sex offender - he 

for being pictured with an underage masseuse at the man's home and she for accepting money from the 
American to help payoff her massive debts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20111:49:48 PM 

Dad: I'll kill my son's murderer if he's released 

The father of a five-year-old boy slain in 1975 has vowed to murder the man who did it "as aggressively and painfully as 

he killed my son" if he is released from prison early. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2011 2:15:30 PM 

Sheen on 'Men': I didn't like that show anyway 

In a statement issued to NBC's Jeff Rossen, which aired Tuesday morning on TODAY, Sheen seemed to be happy about 

his recent termination, claiming, "Now I'm free." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2011 2:22:56 PM 

Italian police carry out mob crackdown 

Ig~~""lpolice conducted a major crackdown on the 'ndrangheta crime syndicate Tuesday, arresting scores of 

suspects in Italy and Germany and seeking more in countries as far away as Canada and Australia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20112:30:10 PM 

Cops: 4 teens killed trying to jump dip in road 

Police say the car carrying four Pennsylvania high school football players was going at least 80 mph when it crashed in 

January, killing all of them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20112:43:20 PM 

School wins 1st game after star player dies 

Ig~~""lln the end, it was a game that west Michigan's Fennville High basketball players knew would have made 

their fallen teammate proud. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20113:00:25 PM 

World court rules on Nicaragua-Costa Rica dispute 

Ig~~""~he International Court of Justice has ordered both Costa Rica and Nicaragua to keep all military, police 

and civilian personnel out of a disputed border region along the San Juan river. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2011 3:27:34 PM 

Video: 'Stare at breasts for health' hoax returns 

Ig~~""~he web, and some media outlets, are ablaze with an oldie, but goodie urban legend about the health 
benefits of staring at boobs. Willie Geist has the story. (ZeitGeist) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20113:41:05 PM 

Robot teaches autistic kids to interact 

Ig~~""IEden Sawczenko used to recoil when other little girls held her hand and turned stiff when they hugged 
her. This year, the 4-year-old autistic girl began playing with a robot that teaches about emotions and 

physical contact - and now she hugs everyone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20114:03:10 PM 

Video: Students warned off Mexico spring break 

Ig~~""IState and federal agencies warn students to avoid Mexico during spring break. KXAS' Kim Fischer 
reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20114:14:34 PM 

Mom charged after tot walks into NY road with pot 

Authorities have charged a 30-year-old New York woman with endangering the welfare of a child after police say her 

toddler wandered into an upstate road clutching a bag of marijuana. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2011 4:43:22 PM 

Showering home invader calls 911 on owner 

When a homeowner returned to find a strange man inside his house, he understandably called 911 - and so did the 

intruder. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20114:44:19 PM 

NYT: Companies bring back travel as incentive 

As the economy begins to return to health, companies are looking again at incentive travel as a way to motivate 

employees to work harder. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20114:46:13 PM 

Plants hoarding water as C02 rises, study finds 

Florida's vegetation has changed its structure over the last century in response to rising atmospheric carbon dioxide and 

ecologists see the change as a plant-based call-to-arms, heralding dry times to come. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2011 4:49:51 PM 

Woman locked up son in dog crate, police say 

Ig~~""IA Connecticut woman faces charges after being accused of making her son sleep in a locked dog crate 

because he was acting out and soiling his bed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2011 4:58:56 PM 

Video: Barefoot skier pulled by chopper tops 150 mph 

r-~he man in Mexico broke the old Guinness World Record for the fastest speed of a barefoot water skier. 
ODAY.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20114:59:13 PM 

Portraits put face on Norway massacre 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20114:59:13 PM 

PhotoBlog: 2 faces of quake drama: Japan vs. Haiti 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2011 5:01:39 PM 

Video: Ancient human sacrifice temple found in Peru 

Ig~~""IArchaeOIOgists discover a decorated temple from Peru's Sican culture that was used for human sacrifices 

more than 1,000 years ago. TODAY.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2011 5:33:56 PM 

Binky buzz: Suri Cruise still uses a pacifier? 

Ig~~""lsuri Cruise is almost 5, so eyebrows raised when she was photographed walking around sucking on a 

binky. How old is too old for a pacifier? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2011 5:53:46 PM 

Snowed-in, flooded Northeast gets (brief) respite 

Ig~~""IA powerful storm stunned New England and northern New York with a late-winter wallop, burying parts 

of the region in snow and hampering efforts to reach a small plane that crashed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2011 5:58:52 PM 

Gates's philanthropy costs him richest-man title 

Ig~~""IBill Gates didn't lose his title as the world's richest man last year; he gave it away by plowing billions into 

his charitable foundation, experts say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20116:09:48 PM 

Video: Revelers come to the 'Big Easy' for Mardi Gras 

Ig~~""lweather and timing may help make Mardi Gras 2011 the most successful in years for New Orleans. NBC's 
Bob Redell reports (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20116:17:03 PM 

Video: Samurai sword killing has neighbors 'in shock' 

Ig~~""IA Pennsylvania man is the suspect in the gruesome killing of his parents and his twin brother. WCAU's 
Marisa Brahney reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2011 6:36:09 PM 

Rebel city being crushed by Gadhafi's forces 

Moammar Gadhafi's forces launched what appeared to be a devastating assault on a rebel-held city in western Libya 

Tuesday, with one witness saying it had been reduced "down to ashes." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2011 6:53:55 PM 

Don't blame Libya alone for rising gas prices 

Ig~~""ILetJs get this straight: At the moment, the u.s. has plenty of oil. No matter. The price of oil is likely to 

keep rising. And there's nothing you can do about it. By John W Schoen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2011 7:31:08 PM 

NPR exec caught bashing Tea Partiers as 'racist' 

NPR officials scramble to contain damage caused by the release of a videotape that showed an executive criticizing Tea 

Party supporters by calling them "racist." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2011 7:36:50 PM 

Video: 30 years later, school crush leads to marriage 

Ig~~""IA couple who dated in middle school gets engaged 30 years later in the place where it all started. WXIA's 
Jaye Watson reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20118:00:38 PM 

Red Crescent: Migrants blocked from leaving Libya 

Ig~~""lsoldiers loyal to Libyan strongman Moammar Gadhafi have blocked some 30,000 migrant workers from 

fleeing into Tunisia and forced many to return to work in the Libyan capital, a Red Crescent official said 
Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2011 8:31:50 PM 

New Orleans aims to forget setbacks 

On Fat Tuesday, New Orleans was doing its best to forget the twin disasters of Hurricane Katrina and the BP oil spill that 

brought the Big Easy to its knees. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2011 8:37:19 PM 

Gas prices could detour spring travel plans 

The rapid ascent of fuel prices will affect travelers planning road and plane trips this spring and summer, and the travel 

industry is closely watching how vacationers will react. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2011 8:43:52 PM 

Starbucks turns 40, unveils face lift 

Ig~~""IFor Starbucks, the big 4-0 includes a face lift, a new blend of coffee called Tribute and, perhaps because 

older folks need to eat more carefully, a line of smaller sweet treats. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20119:10:02 PM 

Gadhafi forces barrage rebels in east and west 

After dramatic successes over the past weeks, Libya's rebel movement appears to have hit a wall of overwhelming 

power from loyalists of Moammar Gadhafi as the world wrestles with the question of how deeply to intervene. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2011 9:12:12 PM 

From 'Housewives' to 'Pie Sisters': Why D.C. reality shows fail 

Ig~~""IFrom 'Housewives' to 'Pie Sisters': Why D.C. reality shows fail 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20119:40:03 PM 

Astronauts hail Discovery on eve of last landing 

Ig~~""lon the eve of Discovery's final homecoming, the six shuttle astronauts paid tribute Tuesday to the 

world's most traveled spaceship, saying it may be some time before there's another vessel that's worthy 
of the name and capable of venturing farther. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2011 9:55:22 PM 

Bank stocks push indexes higher; oil prices dip 

Financial companies pushed stock indexes higher Tuesday on signs that banks may soon raise their dividends. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2011 9:58:50 PM 

Hundreds attend funeral for dead hoops player 

Ig~~""lclassmatesl coaches and former opponents were among the mourners who filled a southwest Michigan 
church Tuesday to celebrate the short life of a teen athlete who friends and family say will have a long

lasting impact. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201110:14:09 PM 

Gates sees war gains - but can Afghans hold them? 

Ig~~""~he view from near the front lines may be improving nearly 10 years into the war in Afghanistan, but it 

can't obscure the central question of what comes next. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201110:27:19 PM 

Big East roundup: No. 21 UConn rips DePaul 

Ig~~""IKemba Walker scored 26 points and Connecticut won a Big East tournament game for the first time in six 
years, beating DePaul 97-71 on Tuesday in the opener of a conference showcase loaded with NCAA 

contenders. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201110:54:02 PM 

Shootings in Yemen; Muslim-Christian clashes in Egypt 

Ig~~""IYemeni police opened fire on protesters in the capital Sanaa on Tuesday, wounding at least 98 while 
Christian-Muslim clashes in Egypt kill one. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201110:58:35 PM 

Video: Can independent bookstores survive? 

Ig~~""lwhat does the demise of Borders and rise of e-readers mean for independent book stores? KNTV's Joe 

Rosato, Jr. reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201111:28:52 PM 

Hacker group vows 'cyberwar' on US, businesses 

A leader of the computer hackers group known as Anonymous is threatening new attacks on major u.s. corporations 

and government officials as part of at an escalating "cyberwar" against the citadels of American power. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201111:40:57 PM 

Video: Gadhafi strikes back 

Ig~~""lwhile much of Libya remains under rebel control, the uprising is now in a stranglehold as loyalists of 

Muammar Gadhafi have launched a military attack, pushing back a drive to take Tripoli. NBC's Richard 
Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201111:42:34 PM 

America's 'heartland' is moving southwest 

Ig~~""IAmericals population center is edging away from the Midwest, pulled by Hispanic growth in the 

Southwest, according to census figures. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201111:42:59 PM 

Video: On day for women, stark reminders of struggle 

Ig~~""lon the lOOth anniversary of International Women's Day, it was clear that gender equality still has a long 

way to go in Egypt, as a "million woman march" attracted only a few hundred people. NBC's Anne 
Thompson reports from Tahrir Square in Cairo. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201111:46:58 PM 

Video: 'Anonymous' hackers have their say 

Ig~~""INBC News National Investigative Correspondent Michaellsikoff gets an exclusive look inside the secretive 

organization known as Anonymous, a loose-knit group of computer hackers who came to the defense of 
Wikileaks and got the attention of law enforcement officials in the process. NBC's Brian Williams 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201111:51:02 PM 

Video: Voters get revenge with council recall 

Ig~~""IResidents of Bell, California--where local officials were paying themselves outrageously high salaries 
during hard economic times--got a chance at payback on Tuesday as they went to the polls for a special 

election. NBC's George Lewis reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201111:57:21 PM 

Million dead fish overwhelm marina 

Ig~~""lsardines and other small fish in the hundreds of thousands washed up dead overnight in the harbor area 

of Redondo Beach, Calif., just south of Los Angeles, puzzling authorities and triggering a cleanup effort. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201111:57:35 PM 

Video: Cancer during pregnancy on the rise 

Ig~~""IAS more women delay childbirth until they're older, the incidence of cancer during pregnancy, 

particularly breast cancer, is going up. But as the numbers have increased, so have the options for 
treatment. NBC's Dr. Nancy Snyderman reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/201112:28:15 AM 

eFT: Ohio St. suspends Tressel two games 

Ig~~""ICFT: Ohio State suspends coach Jim Tressel two games, fines him $250,000 for violating NCAA rules. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/201112:57:30 AM 

Sheen outranks Obama, Lady Gaga in social media 

Ig~~""lcharlie Sheen has topped all Internet and social media discussions since the beginning of 2011, beating 

out buzz and controversy surrounding the iPad, singer Lady Gaga and u.S. President Barack Obama, 
according to a survey released on Tuesday by the Global Language Monitor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20111:42:17 AM 

Family dies when car hits N.C. school bus 

A mother, father and two children were killed when collided head-on with a school bus in a rural area of southeastern 

North Carolina on Tuesday afternoon, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20111:59:00 AM 

Kilauea's new vent spewing loads of lava, fumes 

Ig~~""~he latest eruption at Kilauea volcano in Hawaii has a new working name, the Kamoamoa Fissure 

Eruption. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20112:24:43 AM 

Credit card of the future 'talks' to you 

There have been repeated attempts to make old-fashioned plastic credit cards "smart" by putting computer chips on 

them. But how smart would credit cards be if they could actually communicate with card holders? We're about to find 

out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/2011 2:26:06 AM 

Wis. governor proposes union compromise 

Ig~~""lwisconsin Gov. Scott Walker has offered to keep certain collective bargaining rights in place for state 

workers in a proposal to end a nearly three-week standoff with Senate Democrats. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/2011 2:36:47 AM 

Bryant, streaking lakers drop Hawks 

Ig~~""IKobe Bryant scored 26 points to pass Moses Malone on the career scoring list and the Los Angeles Lakers 
beat the Atlanta Hawks 101-87 on Tuesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20112:58:02 AM 

'Biggest losers' find their strengths 

Ig~~""~he emotional portion of the battle of the bulge came to the forefront Tuesday night as contestants 

reached personal epiphanies about their strengths and struggles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20113:04:16 AM 

Marshal, suspect dead after St. louis gun battle 

Ig~~""~he U.S. Marshals Service in Washington says a deputy marshal shot in the head during a St. Louis gun 

battle has died of his wounds at a hospital. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20113:41:12 AM 

'Race to Nowhere' targets academic pressures 

Ig~~""IA new documentary is empowering parents who want to limit excessive academic pressures on their kids. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20114:16:29 AM 

No tears, but no win either for slumping Heat 

Ig~~""ILaMarcus Aldridge scored 26 points, Gerald Wallace scored 22 and the Portland Trail Blazers sent Miami 
to its fifth straight loss, beating the Heat 105-96 Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/2011 4:21:36 AM 

Memphis voters OK disbanding city school system 

Voters in Memphis have approved disbanding the city's school system and forcing the county to take over its education. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/2011 4:51:58 AM 

Large earthquake hits northeast Japan; no damage 

A magnitude 7.3 earthquake hit off Japan's northeastern coast Wednesday, shaking buildings hundreds of miles away in 

Tokyo and triggering a small tsunami. There were no immediate reports of significant damage or injuries. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20115:48:49 AM 

Ohio St suspends Tressel 2 games for violation 

Ig~~""IOhiO State football coach Jim Tressel received an e-mail last April telling him that two of his players were 

caught up in a federal drug-trafficking case and the sale of memorabilia, breaking NCAA rules. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/2011 9:56:23 AM 

Ski rage: Man punched teen girl in face 

A Georgia man who punched a 14-year-old girl in the face for running into his young son on the slopes in Colorado has 

been fined $500 and ordered to attend anger management classes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/201110:53:59 AM 

Suicide bomber kills 36 at funeral in NW Pakistan 

Ig~~""IA suicide bomber struck a funeral attended by anti-Taliban militiamen in northwestern Pakistan on 

Wednesday, killing at least 36 mourners and wounding more than 100 in the deadliest militant attack in 
the country this year. The Pakistani Taliban claimed responsibility. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/201111:14:27 AM 

'Corruption on steroids' city recalls politicians 

Voters in the scandal-plagued suburb of Bell turned out in force, leaving no doubt that they wanted four embattled 

council members facing corruption charges to get out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/201111:30:53 AM 

Radical Islam hearing stirs hornets' nest 

Ig~~""IA congressional hearing on radical Islam in the u.s. has inspired protest, counterprotest, editorials, 

petitions and even pray-ins, long before the first witness takes the stand. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/201112:22:58 PM 

Seven children die in Pa. farmhouse blaze 

A fire at a farmhouse in rural Pennsylvania killed seven children while their mother was in a barn milking cows and their 

dad was taking a nap in a delivery truck, a trooper said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/201112:30:39 PM 

36 die as bomber targets Pakistan mourners 

Ig~~""IA suicide bomber struck a funeral attended by anti-Taliban militiamen in northwestern Pakistan on 

Wednesday, killing at least 36 mourners and wounding more than 100. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20111:02:51 PM 

Video: Tucson massacre victims battle to recover 

Ig~~""IAS injured victims of the shooting tragedy in Tucson try to piece their lives back together, suspected 

gunman Jared Loughner faces an expanded federal indictment, which includes all his alleged victims. 
NBC's Mike Taibbi reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20111:04:27 PM 

Video: Rep. King: AI-Qaida is recruiting in America 

Ig~~""IRep. Peter King, R-N.Y., chairman of the House Homeland Security Committee, says the controversy 

surrounding public hearings on suspected radicalization in Muslim-American communities is being stirred 
up by his opponents and that the hearings are necessary to protect citizens. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20111:54:33 PM 

2 years after market low, the little guy is back 

Ig~~""IAS a historic bull market reaches its second birthday, everyday investors are piling back into stocks, finally 

ready for more risk and hoping the rally has further to go. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20111:56:53 PM 

Video: After rush to fame, Ted Williams reconnects with Jesus 

Ig~~""~ed Williams, the former homeless man with the golden radio voice, tells TODAY's Matt Lauer that his 
rise to stardom was "too fast, too soon," and says he is now working on "reconnecting with 

Jesus." (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20112:00:07 PM 

Video: Child porn distributed on innocent man's unprotected router 

Ig~~""~hieves and predators may be stealing your wireless signal and making you an unwitting accomplice in 

their criminal activities. As NBC's Kerry Sanders reports, Malcolm Riddell found himself at the center of an 
FBI child porn raid. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20112:04:15 PM 

The MlB dream: Stories of the long, rough road 

Ig~~""lchaSing your dream is never easy, especially when that dream is to become a professional ballplayer. It's 

a long road to the major leagues, and there are plenty of potholes along the way. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20112:54:58 PM 

Wedding fever! Queen's granddaughter sets date 

Ig~~""IQueen Elizabeth's granddaughter Zara Phillips will marry in July, Buckingham Palace said on Wednesday, 

becoming the monarch's second grandchild to get married in the space of a few months. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20113:13:34 PM 

NPR chief ousted after exec's racism remarks 

Ig~~""INPR'S CEO and president, Vivian Schiller, has been forced to resign, the radio broadcaster's media 

correspondent said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/2011 3:39:45 PM 

Video: Dog trainer revives pooch with CPR 

Ig~~""~he Washington State trainer says he doesn't know dog CPR, but that his instincts kicked in and he 
started chest compressions. KING-TV's Elisa Hahn reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/2011 3:49:19 PM 

Vending the rules: 25 weird, wild vending machines 

Ig~~""IWhO says you need customer service when purchasing a luxury vehicle, a gold bar, a freshly made pizza 

or a live hairy crab? Strange as it may seem, you can buy all of these items and more straight from 
vending machines. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20114:09:19 PM 

Video: Two-headed tortoise is destined for stardom 

r-~he African spurred tortoise was born in Slovakia and has two heads, five legs and one shell. 
ODAY.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/2011 4:22:21 PM 

Lawmakers: Illinois gov. to abolish death penalty 

Illinois' governor plans to abolish the state's death penalty at a signing ceremony Wednesday, according to two 

legislators. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/2011 5:39:52 PM 

Video: Discovery makes final landing 

Ig~~""~he space shuttle Discovery made its final landing on Wednesday after 26 years of space service. NBC's 
Jay Barbree reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/2011 5:58:36 PM 

Shuttle Discovery comes home for good 

Ig~~""IDisCOVery ended its career as the world's most-flown spaceship Wednesday, returning from orbit for the 

last time and taking off in a new direction as a museum piece. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20116:11:23 PM 

Relief for one Libyan family 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/2011 6:21:25 PM 

NFL lockout would clip 'innocent bystanders' 

Ig~~""INO NFL season would mean no work for thousands of people whose livelihoods depend on the league's 

32 teams for their daily bread. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/2011 6:31:12 PM 

Video: 'As many as 28' could be involved in rape of girl, 11 

Ig~~""IAlieged gang assault took place in November. KPRC's Carl Willis reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/2011 6:37:18 PM 

III. gov. commutes state's 15 death sentences 

Illinois Gov. Pat Quinn abolishes the state's death penalty and commutes the sentences of all 15 inmates on death row. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/2011 6:37:18 PM 

III. gov. commutes state's 15 death sentences 

Illinois Gov. Pat Quinn abolishes the state's death penalty and commutes the sentences of all 15 inmates on death row. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/2011 6:51:42 PM 

13 killed in Muslim-Christian clashes in Egypt 

Ig~~""IEgYPt's military rulers urged national unity and warned of the dangers of anarchy on Wednesday after 13 

people were killed in the worst Christian-Muslim violence since Hosni Mubarak was toppled from power. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20116:53:13 PM 

Swedish bank robber busted by forgotten urine 

Two bank robbers left three bottles of urine behind after hiding inside a bank vault in Copenhagen for three days, and 

the DNA evidence led to the conviction and sentencing of one. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/2011 7:16:31 PM 

Howa bankruptcy filing can save your home 

Ig~~""IBY the time the foreclosure notice arrives, most struggling homeowners figure they are out of options. 

But there is one more step, often overlooked but sometimes effective: bankruptcy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/2011 7:32:55 PM 

Want to see London? Follow the homeless 

London-based Sock Mob Events offers four walking tours of the city. What sets these tours apart from other London 

offerings? They are led by trained homeless guides. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/2011 7:49:48 PM 

Political columnist David S. Broder dies 

Ig~~""IDaVid s. Broder, a Pulitzer Prize-winning columnist for The Washington Post and a political writer for four 

decades, died Wednesday in Arlington, Va. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/2011 7:50:28 PM 

Report: Rebels repel Gadhafi forces from Zawiyah 

Armed forces loyal to embattled leader Moammar Gadhafi entered the main square of the libyan town of Zawiyah on 

Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/2011 8:27:01 PM 

82 percent of US schools may be labeled 'failing' 

Education Secretary Arne Duncan says an estimated 82 percent of u.S. schools could be labeled as "failing" under the 

nation's No Child Left Behind Act this year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/2011 8:37:54 PM 

Video: Lady Gaga cuts ties with Target 

Ig~~""~ODAY.com's Courtney Hazlett has the scoop on why Lady Gaga cut ties with Target Corp., Mel Gibson's 
reported plea deal, and uncertainty surrounds Broadway's troubled Spider-man musical. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/2011 8:49:22 PM 

Mexico's Slim again tops Forbes billionaires list 

Ig~~""~hiS 25th year of tracking global wealth was one to remember. The 2011 Billionaires List breaks two 
records: total number of listees (1,210) and combined wealth ($4.5 trillion). 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/2011 8:49:54 PM 

White power link seen in MLK bomb arrest 

Ig~~""IA suspect was arrested and charged Wednesday in the foiled bombing of a Martin Luther King Day 

parade in this city last January. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/2011 9:09:55 PM 

Cap'n Crunch sails into obscurity 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: Under fire from health critics, cereal maker scuttles once-popular product. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/2011 9:25:20 PM 

Sheen gets 74,040 applications for internship 

How bad is the current job market? At least 74,040 people would like to work for Charlie Sheen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/201110:22:17 PM 

18 arrested in assaults on 11-year-old Texas girl 

Ig~~""IA lurid cell phone video circulated among students in a small Texas town has led to the arrests of 18 

people, including high school athletes and adults, accused of sexually assaulting an 11 year-old girl during 
a series of attacks last year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/201110:26:55 PM 

Senate strikes down GOP, Dem budget bills 

The Senate has rejected two competing bills to fund the government until the end of the fiscal year, with 11 lawmakers 

who caucus with Democrats breaking with their party. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/201110:42:21 PM 

The give-and-take over 'safe' in Chinese trade 

When it comes to protecting consumers, American politicians in China don't always practice what they preach, 

unpublished u.s. diplomatic cables show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/201110:55:17 PM 

Panel votes to repeal new Internet rules 

A Republican-controlled Congressional panel has voted to repeal new Federal Communications Commission rules that 

prohibit phone and cable companies from interfering with Internet traffic on their broadband networks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/201111:25:54 PM 

New lupus drug wins FDA approval 

The Food and Drug Administration has approved the first new drug to treat lupus since 1955, a milestone that medical 

experts say could prompt development of other drugs that are even more effective in treating the debilitating illness. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/201111:26:05 PM 

Big East admits two blown calls in St. John's victory 

Ig~~""IBig East roundup: It wasn't great plays by St. John's that will make their 65-63 victory over Rutgers a 

memorable game. Rather it was two turnovers that weren't called, leading to the Big East admitting to 
officiating mistakes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/201111:30:02 PM 

Premature labor drug spikes from $10 to $1,500 

Ig~~""~he price of preventing preterm labor is about to go through the roof. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/201111:39:21 PM 

Gunsmoke and mirrors in surreal Tripoli 

World Blog: Journalists caught in Moammar Gadhafi's looking-glass world get glimpses of reality. NBC News' Jim Maceda 

reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/201111:44:04 PM 

Video: Rep. King criticized for terror hearings 

Ig~~""INew York Congressman Peter King will begin congressional hearings Wednesday targeting Muslims in 
America. NBC's Kelly O'Donnell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/201111:45:45 PM 

Video: Tornadoes rip through Southeast 

Ig~~""IDamage from tornadoes has left parts of the South damaged, while a separate massive, wet weather 

system has taken aim at a huge portion of the South and East. Weather Channel Meteorologist Chris 
Warren reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/201111:50:42 PM 

Video: Rebel clashes with Gadhafi forces intensify 

Ig~~""lpro-KhaddafY forces continue to grow in numbers as rebels push the frontline west towards Tripoli. Both 

sides blame the other for the explosion of an oil facility. NBC's Stephanie Gosk reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/201111:51:57 PM 

Video: NPR flap raises red flag for public radio 

Ig~~""IAn undercover video catches a NPR fundraiser disparaging Republicans and the Tea Party causing the 

resignation of NPR's CEO. Will this have an effect on government funding for public broadcasting as it is 
debated in Congress? NBC chief investigative correspondent Lisa Myers reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/201111:55:59 PM 

Northeast next after twisters, floods hit South 

Alabama and Louisiana declared states of emergency due to twisters and flooding - all part of a severe storm system 

making its way to the Northeast, where significant flooding was expected Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/201112:09:12 AM 

Video: The high cost of free Wi-Fi 

Ig~~""IA Florida man accused of child pornography charges after his wireless internet connection was hijacked 
by a stranger is serving as a cautionary tale for those who haven't password-protected their accounts. 

NBC's Kerry Sanders reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/20111:09:26 AM 

BBC: Gadhafi forces beat up news team 

Libya's security forces are accused of detaining and torturing three members of the BBC news team, the BBC reported 

Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/20111:12:20 AM 

Video: Anti-union bill, separate from budget, passes in Wisconsin 

Ig~~""lln 18-1 vote, Wisconsin Senate Republicans have stripped public employees of collective bargaining 
rights, doing an end-run around the 14 Democratic senators who left the state. NBC's John Yang 

reports. (The Last Word) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/20111:28:56 AM 

West easily could impose Libya no-fly zone 

Western leaders know NATO jets could easily force Moammar Gadhafi's few dozen Cold War-era warplanes from the 

skies, but they're wary of involvement. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/20111:31:02 AM 

Search warrants released in Ariz. shooting case 

Ig~~""lcourt documents released Wednesday show that police found two shotguns, ammunition and drawings 

of weapons in the home of the suspect charged in a Tucson shooting rampage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/20111:48:57 AM 

Oops! Hopes for one alien Earth go poof 

Ig~~""lsCience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: We should have known it was too good to be true ... a seemingly 
habitable Earth-size planet turns out to be not Earth-size, and not habitable. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/20111:50:09 AM 

School bus driver fired over Confederate flag 

Ig~~""IAn Oregon school bus driver fired after he refused to remove a Confederate battle flag flying from his 

pickup truck has enlisted the help of a conservative civil liberties group in hopes of getting his job back. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2011 2:06:24 AM 

Apple iPad 2 review: It's the tablet to beat 

Ig~~""IWith ultra-slim design, faster dual-core performance, FaceTime camera, compelling apps and the best 

pricing, the iPad 2 is the king of tablets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2011 2:13:56 AM 

Mich. Senate OKs emergency manager bills 

The GOP-led Michigan Senate passed a bill to give broad new powers to emergency managers appointed to guide 

financially struggling cities and schools. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2011 2:37:12 AM 

Does having kids make you happier? Only if you're over 40 

New research shows that having kids makes younger couples less happy ... but the opposite is true for parents over 40. 

What's their secret? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2011 3:26:41 AM 

Clippers hold off late-charging Celtics 

Ig~~""IMO Williams scored 28 points and the Los Angeles Clippers withstood a late Boston surge to beat the 

Celtics 108-103 on Wednesday night for their fourth straight win despite a mediocre performance by 
Blake Griffin. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2011 3:52:37 AM 

One 'Survivor' turns into a big crybaby 

And it is done: Russell Hantz is out of "Survivor" - forever, he said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2011 4:21:03 AM 

Color stereo photos of '06 SF quake aftermath found 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2011 4:42:21 AM 

Naima's explosive performance wakes up 'Idol' 

Ig~~""~he wild-card entrants weren't the top vote-getters last week, so they all knew that to stick around, they 

had to make up some ground on the competition. And Naima Adedapo did just that and then some. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2011 5:13:10 AM 

Dalai Lama steps down as Tibetan political leader 

r-~he exi I ed Da la i La m a a n no u need on Th u rsday that wi II fa rm ally ste p down as po I it iea I lead e r olthe 

ibetan government in exile. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2011 5:46:26 AM 

Carmela hits winner as Knicks top Grizzlies 

Ig~~""lcarmelo Anthony made a 16-footer with less than a second left as the New York Knicks withstood a late 
Memphis rally and beat the Grizzlies 110-108 on Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2011 5:53:52 AM 

PHT: Pacioretty 'disgusted with the league' 

Ig~~""lpHT: Pacioretty 'disgusted with the league' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2011 8:08:38 AM 

14 dead as quake topples buildings in SW China 

An earthquake toppled houses and damaged a hotel and supermarket in China's extreme southwest near the border 

with Myanmar on Thursday, killing at least 14 people and injuring more than 150, officials and state media said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2011 9:35:32 AM 

Cop, suspect die after trailer park standoff 

A 27-year-old police officer was shot to death and a suspected fugitive killed himself during a standoff in eastern 

Colorado, authorities said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/201111:01:43 AM 

Cops: 2 serial killers plagued same neighborhood 

Ig~~""IA cold-case team pulled the files of 75 unsolved homicides in East Cleveland after a man was found living 

among 11 corpses. "What we didn't expect to find was another serial murderer," prosecutor says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/201111:25:49 AM 

Pro-Gadhafi kidnap gangs silence foes 

Ig~~""IHundreds of Libyans have vanished since the uprising against Moammar Gadhafi began in early February, 

family members, witnesses and human rights groups say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/201112:04:21 PM 

Yemen leader proposes drawing up new constitution 

Ig~~""IYemenls embattled president proposed Thursday that the government draw up a new constitution 

guaranteeing the independence of the parliament and judiciary, but thousands of unsatisfied protesters 
poured into the streets after his speech to demand the ouster of the Yemeni ruler of 32 years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/201112:35:15 PM 

Video: Gibson accepts plea deal to avoid jail 

Ig~~""IActor Mel Gibson is set to plead no contest to assault charges related to an altercation with his former 
girlfriend in exchange for no time behind bars. NBC's George Lewis reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/201112:36:36 PM 

Video: NATO to debate Libya no-fly zone 

Ig~~""lwhile rebel forces near Tripoli continue to plead for a no-fly zone, European Union nations, along with 

the Obama administration, remain divided on shutting down Libyan airspace. NBC's Jim Maceda 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/201112:43:08 PM 

Foreclosure activity slows sharply in February 

The number of homes in some stage of foreclosure fell last month to a 36-month low, as lenders delayed taking action 

against homeowners amid heightened scrutiny. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/20111:16:27 PM 

PFT: Meriweather reportedly involved in shooting 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/20111:20:39 PM 

Video: Apparel exec hit with $250 million sex suit 

Ig~~""IFormer store employee Irene Morales accuses American Apparel CEO Dov Charney of being a "sexual 

predator" who held her captive in his apartment to perform sex acts. But, as NBC's Peter Alexander 
reports, this is not the first time the Canadian entrepreneur has been accused of sexual harassment. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2011 2:20:56 PM 

Don't freak out: Paranoids can go online too 

Ig~~""lunwiliingneSS to join a social network or engage in the Internet will get costlier over time. But even the 

most basic steps can go a long way to protect your Internet experience - not all of it, but a lot. The trick 
to living with the Internet is learning to leave the smallest and fewest footprints possible. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2011 2:20:56 PM 

Social media polarizes our privacy concerns 

Ig~~""lln a new survey for msnbc.com, 36 percent of respondents care more about privacy than they did five 

years ago, and the same amount say they care less than they did in the past. The divisive factor? Social 
media. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2011 2:22:47 PM 

Why should I care about digital privacy? 

Ig~~""lconsumer behavior shows, repeatedly, that people just don't care about privacy, no matter how much lip 

service they might give to the topic. The challenge that privacy advocates face is to convince these 
middle-of-the-roaders that privacy matters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2011 2:57:22 PM 

Paying to become 'like a virgin' in China 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2011 2:59:34 PM 

Economy makes breaking up hard to do 

Ig~~""IAS the economy slowly rebounds, some couples are stuck living together long after they have made the 

decision to divorce. Employment and housing issues can make it hard to break up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2011 2:59:36 PM 

Video: Man walks off platform into oncoming train's path 

Ig~~""IA security camera captures the moment when a man falls on the tracks of Boston's commuter train line. 
WHDH's Sorboni Banerjee reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2011 3:05:18 PM 

Mom arrested in newborn's decapitation 

A 25-year-old woman has been arrested for investigation of first-degree murder in the death of a baby boy born 

prematurely and found decapitated, Centralia police say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2011 3:13:21 PM 

The prince and the pedophile: Scandal grips UK 

In Britain, Prince Andrew's friendship with Jeffrey Epstein, a u.s. billionaire and convicted pedophile, has pushed the 

wedding of Prince William and Kate Middleton off the front pages. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2011 3:55:44 PM 

Man jailed for creating 35 websites to insult ex 

When most people end a relationship, they don't start creating websites to insult, embarrass and terrorize their exes. 

Unfortunately, that's exactly what one man did - and now he's been jailed for it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2011 4:04:42 PM 

Video: Muslim Congressman gives emotional testimony 

r-I~.s. Rep. Keith Ellison, the only Muslim member of Congress, gave unexpectedly emotional testimony 
hursday before the House Homeland Security Committee hearing on homegrown terrorism. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2011 4:05:01 PM 

Muslim congressman weeps at terror hearing 

Minnesota Democratic Rep. Keith Ellison, the first Muslim congressman, gave emotional testimony Thursday to a House 

hearing on radicalization in the u.s. Muslim community. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2011 4:21:26 PM 

'Teen Angel' songwriter Jean Dinning dies at 86 

Dinning's brother Mark performed the 1959 teen tragedy tune. A couple's car stalls on railroad tracks and they safely 

get out, but the girl runs back to get the boy's high school class ring and a train hits the car. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2011 4:23:01 PM 

Pope: Violence in God's name never justified 

Ig~~""lln a new book, Pope Benedict XVI rejects the idea of Jesus as a political revolutionary and insists that 

violent uprisings must never be carried out in God's name. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2011 5:23:10 PM 

Lindsay Lohan rejects plea agreement 

Ig~~""~he "Mean Girls" actress appeared in a Los Angeles courtroom Thursday and told a judge she agreed to 

delaying her case until a preliminary hearing when prosecutors will present evidence against her. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2011 6:09:18 PM 

Bike cafes brewing in surprising places 

Ig~~""IBike cafes - where cyclists can stop for coffee, a bite to eat and a tune up, all at the same time - are 

cropping up in cities across the u.s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2011 6:55:15 PM 

Video: Town boots 'Girls Gone Wild' crew 

Ig~~""~ust minutes after arriving at the beach, cameras at the ready, a "Girls Gone Wild" crew is told to leave 
town by officials from Fort Myers beach, Florida. WBBH's Dan Cassuto reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2011 6:55:18 PM 

Sheen sues studio for $100 million 

The actor on Thursday filed a $100 million lawsuit against film and television studio Warner Bros. for firing him from his 

"Two And A Half Men" TV show, according to a representative for Sheen's attorney. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2011 8:43:56 PM 

If it's solvent, why pick on Social Security? 

Ig~~""~he controversy hinges on the nature of the Social Security trust funds. They aren't trust funds like 

wealthy investors leave for their grandchildren. So what are they? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2011 8:54:11 PM 

The huge cost of that $2,500 Lohan necklace 

Ig~~""~he cost of the allegedly stolen piece of jewelry is nothing compared to what it's costing Lohan - and the 
news outlets covering her - at her ongoing legal proceedings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2011 9:04:57 PM 

Outrage grows over escalating NHL violence 

Ig~~""~he National Hockey League was under attack from all sides on Thursday as fans, sponsors and politicians 

expressed outrage at the rising levels of violence in the sport, following a devastating hit on Montreal 
Canadiens' forward Max Pacioretty. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2011 9:15:34 PM 

Are Woody and Buzz really going to burn up? 

Ig~~""~he movies today's parents grew up with could be scary. (Bambi's mom, anyone?) But today's films can 

be frightening too, although perhaps in different ways. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2011 9:38:13 PM 

Gadhafi forces pound oil port, rebels retreat 

Forces loyal to Moammar Gadhafi drove hundreds of rebels from a strategic oil port in a counteroffensive that reversed 

the opposition's advance and now threatens its positions in the east. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/201110:18:10 PM 

'Red Riding Hood' an angsty take on fairy tale 

"Red Riding Hood" aims not for little girls who want to hear a fairy tale before they go to sleep at night, but rather for 

teenage girls who want a soapy melodrama full of angst and hair product. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/201110:32:24 PM 

Video: A soldier and his dog make final journey home 

Ig~~""ILance Corporal Liam Tasker and his dog Theo made their final journey home after dying just hours apart 
in Afghanistan. Msnbc.com's Keva Andersen reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/201110:39:41 PM 

Americans' net worth is continuing to rise 

Americans' wealth grew 3.8 percent in the final three months of 20l0, boosted by gains in stock portfolios. Companies, 

meanwhile, added to their cash stockpiles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/201110:45:08 PM 

Rain brings new flooding to soggy Northeast 

The National Guard and state police in New Jersey were preparing for flooding expected from a severe storm system 

that was dumping rain across the Northeast. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/201111:17:10 PM 

A soldier and his dog make a final journey together 

Ig~~""ILiam and Thea were a team, fast friends doing a dangerous job - searching out roadside bombs laid by 

insurgents in Afghanistan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/201111:18:42 PM 

Funicello rushed to hospital after house fire 

Ig~~""IAnnette Funicello is one lucky lady. The former lead Mouseketeer was one of three people rushed to the 

hospital Thursday for possible smoke inhalation after her suburban L.A. house caught fire. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/201111:19:17 PM 

Pirates thwart bid to rescue Danish family 

Armed forces from Somalia's semiautonomous northern region of Puntland tried to free seven Danish hostages held by 

pirates but were beaten back, sources said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/201111:25:59 PM 

9 officers face disciplinary action in Ft. Hood case 

Ig~~""INine Army officers face disciplinary action for allegedly failing to flag potential warning signs about Maj. 

Nidal Hasan, accused 2009 Fort Hood massacre shooter, NBC News learns. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/201111:49:59 PM 

Big 12: No.2 Kansas survives Okla. State's upset bid 

Ig~~""IMario Little's three-point play broke a tie with 71 seconds to go and Oklahoma State missed a 

desperation heave at the buzzer, allowing No.2 Kansas to escape with a 63-62 victory Thursday in the 
second round of the Big 12 tournament. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/201111:50:11 PM 

Video: Libyan oil port forms front line of battle 

Ig~~""IAS Libyan rebels continue to fight Moammar Khaddafy's forces for control of the country's largest oil 

facilities, money that used to go to the government in Tripoli is now remaining with the opposition. NBC's 
Stephanie Gosk reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/201111:51:44 PM 

Saudi unrest escalates, police fire at protest 

Ig~~""lln an escalation of efforts to stop protests, Saudi police opened fire on a protest rally Thursday in the 
kingdom's oil-producing east. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/201112:02:48 AM 

Video: Obama hosts anti-bullying conference 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama took a stand Wednesday on an issue that affects far too many kids, admitting he too 
was once a victim of bullying. NBC's Norah O'Donnell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/201112:04:37 AM 

Video: u.s. treading lightly with Libya 

Ig~~""~he U.S. continues to tread lightly on its policy toward Libya, the director of national intelligence 

suggested Wednesday that Khaddafy may ultimately prevail. NBC's Andrea Mitchell reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/201112:14:04 AM 

Panel: WHO botched H1N1 response 

An expert panel commissioned by the World Health Organization to investigate its handling of the swine flu pandemic 

has slammed mistakes made by the U.N. body and warned tens of millions could die if there is a severe flu outbreak in 

the future. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/201112:15:49 AM 

Video: Math tutor's viral videos go global 

Ig~~""~he Gates Foundation and Google recently donated $3.5 million dollars to help turn what started as one 
man's effort to help one student into a global classroom. NBC's Kristen Welker reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/201112:31:48 AM 

FAA: No more oxygen in airplane lavatories 

Citing security concerns, the federal government in secrecy last month ordered every airline in the United States to 

remove emergency oxygen in every lavatory on all 6,000 domestic commercial aircraft. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/201112:32:49 AM 

Stocks hammered as Dow ends day below 12K 

Just when Americans put aside their fears and started buying stocks again, here come a host of reminders of why they 

left. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/201112:54:04 AM 

25 killed as China quake topples buildings 

Ig~~""IAn earthquake toppled more than 1,000 houses and apartment buildings in China's southwest near the 

border with Myanmar, killing at least 25 people and injuring 250, the government said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/20111:49:57 AM 

Chrysler gets out ax after profane Detroit tweet 

Chrysler Group LLC is ending its relationship with the social media agency that was behind an obscene tweet that was 

posted to the Chrysler brand's official Twitter account. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/20111:50:19 AM 

Watchdog: MLK suspect posted about bombs 

Ig~~""IA suspect was arrested and charged Wednesday in the foiled bombing of a Martin Luther King Day 

parade in this city last January. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 2:00:17 AM 

Big East: No.4 Notre Dame avoids upset bug 

Ig~~""IBig East roundup: No.4 Notre Dame made an emphatic statement that it's gearing up for the NCAA 

tournament, pounding No. 25 Cincinnati 89-51 in the Big East quarterfinals Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 2:09:49 AM 

Giffords on track to attend husband's launch 

Ig~~""IRep. Gabrielle Giffords has shown so much progress in her recovery from a head wound that plans are 

being made for her to attend the launch of her husband's space shuttle mission next month in Florida, a 
person close to the family says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 2:28:16 AM 

Source: Biel 'devastated' over Timberlake split 

Ig~~""IHere we go again. Word, from yet another highly reliable source, is that the notorious together, not

together couple Justin Timberlake and Jessica Biel are supposedly calling it quits, again. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 2:46:30 AM 

U.S. intel chief says Gadhafi will prevail 

Libyan rebels are not likely to dislodge Moammar Gadhafi from power, the top u.s. intelligence official says as 

Washington backs further away from military action. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 3:09:55 AM 

No reason to cry this time: Heat beat Lakers 

Ig~~""lchris Bosh scored 24 points, Dwyane Wade added 20 and the Miami Heat snapped a five-game losing 
streak by beating the two-time defending NBA champion Los Angeles Lakers 94-88 on Thursday night, 

clinching a playoff spot. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 3:44:02 AM 

'Idol' audience rejects judges' wild-card pick 

Ig~~""IA week ago, the judges gave three wild-card spots to contestants whom the viewers didn't consider to be 

among the top 10. In the first week of voting since, the audience gave one of them right back. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 5:19:01 AM 

Winderman: Heat can finally exhale after beating lakers 

Ig~~""lwinderman: It may have only been one game - not even a playoff game - but the Heat's 94-88 win 

over the two-time defending champion Lakers on Thursday night meant so much more. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 5:48:23 AM 

L.A. police search Sheen home for firearms 

Ig~~""ILOS Angeles police searched for firearms at the home of Charlie Sheen late Thursday night, but the actor 

tweeted all was good on the homefront. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 7:19:29 AM 

Video: Massive quake strikes Japan 

Ig~~""IAn 8.9 magnitude earthquake hit off the coast of Japan. NBC Tokyo Producer Arata Yamamoto describes 
the damage. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 7:34:56 AM 

Slideshow: Slideshow: Quake brings destruction, shock to Japan 

Ig~~""18.9-magnitude quake triggers tsunami, causing enormous damage 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/201110:17:27 AM 

Live Blog: Latest updates on aftermath of Japan quake 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/201111:01:47 AM 

Libya rebels hold out in key oil facility 

Ig~~""IRebels held out Friday in part of a strategic oil port after fierce fighting with Moammar Gadhafi loyalists 

waging a heavy counteroffensive trying to push the opposition further east away from the capital. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/201112:14:06 PM 

Video: Massive quake triggers tsunami, fires in Japan 

Ig~~""~apan begins to assess the damage from an 8.9 magnitude earthquake that triggered a giant wave that 

washed away cars, boats and homes. NHK World reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/201112:33:03 PM 

Five homes you can get for $300,000 or less 

This week TODAY'S Barbara Corcoran goes from Pennsylvania to Missouri in search of truly unique properties you can 

get for $300,000 or less. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/201112:54:17 PM 

Video: Video shows devastating Japan earthquake 

Ig~~""INBC'S Anne Thompson reports on the massive 8.9 magnitude earthquake that struck Japan on Friday, 
igniting fires across the nation and causing a devastating tsunami that threatens Hawaii the United States' 

West Coast. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/20111:07:50 PM 

L.A. police search Sheen home for firearms 

Ig~~""ILOS Angeles police searched for firearms at the home of Charlie Sheen late Thursday night, but the actor 

tweeted all was good on the homefront. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/20111:11:01 PM 

Top 20 CEOs 40 and under of public companies 

Ig~~""~hey lead a diverse list of companies, including sports car manufacturers, online travel sites, property 

insurers and electronic learning software makers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/20111:17:33 PM 

Under pressure, firm closes line that made tainted wipes 

Ig~~""IA Wisconsin medical supplier that made millions of recalled alcohol prep products now blamed for 
serious infections and at least one death is shutting down the line that produces the swabs and wipes -

at least for now. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/20111:29:07 PM 

Five homes you can get for $300,000 or less 

Ig~~""~hiS week TODAY'S Barbara Corcoran goes from Pennsylvania to Missouri in search of truly unique 

properties you can get for $300,000 or less. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 2:06:39 PM 

Staring contests are innate - especially if you're bossy 

A new study suggests that we may engage in staring contests without even thinking about it, especially if we're people 

who like to run things. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 2:07:27 PM 

Spain marks 7th anniversary of terror attacks 

Ig~~""lspaniards clutched flowers and fell silent Friday as they marked the seventh anniversary of the bombings 

that killed 191 people on Madrid's commuter rail system in Europe's worst Islamic terror attack. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 2:14:24 PM 

$200 million tax refund? We goofed, officials say 

Ohio's tax department says a promise that it would send a woman a $200 million refund check was a mistake due to a 

software glitch. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 2:18:06 PM 

Google tool helps find Japan earthquake victims 

People are desperately trying to reach loved ones in areas of Japan affected by earthquake; Google is trying to help. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 2:21:49 PM 

Video: Earthquake triggers 80 fires in Japan 

Ig~~""INBC'S Anne Thompson reports that the deadly earthquake in Japan has caused devastating fires 

throughout the nation, but the most extensive damage has come from the powerful tsunami. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 2:22:12 PM 

Police flood Saudi capital, preventing protests 

Ig~~""IHundreds of police deployed in the Saudi capital Friday and prevented protests calling for democratic 

reforms inspired by the wave of unrest sweeping the Arab world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 2:25:00 PM 

Video: 200 bodies found in Japan as result of tsunami 

Ig~~""~he tsunami that occurred after an earthquake hit Japan has caused many deaths. NBC's Anne Thompson 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 2:34:05 PM 

$200 million tax refund? We goofed, officials say 

Ohio's tax department says a promise that it would send a woman a $200 million refund check was a mistake due to a 

software glitch. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 2:37:59 PM 

First Thoughts: Taking off 

Ig~~...,[WO weeks ago, the 2012 GOP presidential race closed its cabin doors and pulled away from the gate 

(when Huckabee and Palin's camp jumped on Romney on health care). This week, it started down the 
runway and finally got off the ground. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 2:47:43 PM 

Family: FBI looking into 1965 killing of minister 

A family member says the FBI is looking into the case of a minister who was beaten to death in 1965 while doing civil 

rights work in Alabama. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 3:19:10 PM 

American in Tokyo: 'Everything started shaking' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 3:33:28 PM 

Sheen, ex-wife strike custody agreement 

Attorneys for Charlie Sheen and his estranged wife say the former couple have reached an agreement that settles any 

custody issues and will end her pursuit of a lengthy restraining order. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 3:49:05 PM 

Tourists urged to avoid travel to Japan after quake 

Ig~~""~he U.S. government is urging tourists to avoid travel to Japan after a massive 8.g-magnitude earthquake 

slammed the country on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 4:11:39 PM 

Cops: 'Ninja' dad left 4-year-old son home alone 

A man left his sleeping 4-year-old son home alone while he went outside and pretended to be a ninja warrior, police say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 4:18:46 PM 

Wis. governor signs bill to curb union rights 

Ig~~""lwisconsin Gov. Scott Walker signed a bill on Friday that strips public workers of most collective 

bargaining rights. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 5:12:21 PM 

Video: Video: 'This was the nightmare Japan feared' 

Ig~~""~he epicenter of the quake was 81 miles east of Sendai, Japan. The temblor triggered a tsunami that 

swept away everything in its path and triggered alerts across the Pacific Basin. lTV's Paul Davies 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 5:27:32 PM 

Ishikawa, amid disaster in Japan, contends at Doral 

Ig~~""IRYO Ishikawa of Japan woke up to learn of devastation at home and managed to block it out, finishing off 

a 7-under 65 in a strong debut at the Cadillac Championship 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 5:42:48 PM 

How to find info, give aid to quake victims 

These sites can help you find more real-time information about the Japanese earthquake, people you might be looking 

for and other related information: 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 6:06:51 PM 

Japan's earthquake: How you can help 

Several organizations are jumping in to help victims of the Japanese quake. Here's how you can help. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 6:34:37 PM 

Gadhafi forces show control of key Libyan city 

Moammar Gadhafi's regime gained momentum Friday, showing off its victory over rebels in Zawiya, a key city near 

Tripoli as it strengthened its hold on the capital and surrounding areas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 6:37:59 PM 

HBT: Brewers' Saito leaves camp over quake concerns 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 6:38:01 PM 

Japan braces for economic aftershocks 

Ig~~""~he widespread damage from Japan's deadly earthquake and tsunami will create economic and financial 

aftershocks for dozens of specific companies and industries. The overall impact? Relatively small. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 6:45:09 PM 

Witnesses: Yemen forces open fire on protesters 

Ig~~""lsecurity forces opened fire on demonstrators taking part in protests throughout Yemen in what appears 

to be the biggest turnout in a month of unrest to demand regime change, eyewitnesses said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 6:58:23 PM 

Obama: Japan earthquake potentially 'catastrophic' 

President Barack Obama says the earthquake and tsunami in Japan are a potentially "catastrophic" disaster, and he says 

his thoughts and prayers are with the Japanese people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 7:17:17 PM 

Travelers see security pat-downs as necessary hassle 

Ig~~""IDesPite being annoying, uncomfortable and invasive, most travelers say security pat-downs at airports 

are necessary, but not everyone is convinced they would be effective in deterring an attack. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 7:27:47 PM 

Retail sales post largest gain in four months 

u.s. retail sales posted their largest gain in four months in February, but a slump in consumer confidence in early March 

on rising gasoline prices point to slower spending. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 7:28:52 PM 

Video: Doctor: Giffords 'doing spectacularly well' 

Ig~~""IDoctors remain encouraged by the progress being made by Rep. Gabrielle Giffords in the months 
following a gunshot wound to her head. NBC's Jay Gray reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 7:46:08 PM 

Woman goes to court with tiny monkey in bra 

Ig~~""IA woman turned a few heads when she walked into a rural Virginia courthouse with a tiny monkey clad in 
a pink-and-white dress tucked in her bra. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 7:54:58 PM 

Obama says noose is tightening on Gadhafi 

President Barack Obama said Friday that a no-fly zone over Libya to keep Col. Moammar Gadhafi from attacking rebels 

remains a possibility and "we are slowly tightening the noose around Gadhafi." But he stopped short of moving toward 

military action. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 8:58:34 PM 

Quake anchors Tokyo-bound travelers in Anchorage 

Ig~~""IMsnbc.com's Stokes Young left JFK Thursday for Tokyo to start a 2-week vacation. However, the 
devastating 8.g-magnitude earthquake and subsequent tsunami has grounded him in Anchorage, Alaska. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 9:31:02 PM 

Rat Pack-era Sahara in las Vegas closing 

Ig~~""~he Sahara Hotel & Casino, among a few Las Vegas Strip resorts left from the Rat Pack era, is closing 

nearly six decades after dealing its first hand. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2011 9:42:20 PM 

Stocks edge up after Japan quake, lower oil 

Stocks finished a down week with modest gains as investors gauged the fallout from a massive quake that struck off the 

coast of Japan and triggered tsunami waves from Asia to California. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/201110:18:05 PM 

Mel Gibson pleads no contest in battery case 

Ig~~""~he actor appeared in a Los Angeles courtroom Friday. He was placed on probation and ordered to enroll 

in a domestic violence counseling program. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/201110:33:16 PM 

NFL lockout looms as talks break off 

Ig~~""~he ~FL players' union decertified on Friday, making the league's first work stoppage since 1987 a near 

certainty. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/201110:38:23 PM 

Video: Walker: Budget reforms help us lead the way 

Ig~~""IAfter signing his budget measure into law, Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker touts the legislation's 

modest reforms which he says will help government work better without mass tax increases or 
layoffs. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/201111:04:14 PM 

Quake blog: Tokyo street was 'rippling like water' 

For Jarrod Lentz, his first quake experience was something out of a Hollywood film: cracking pavement, rocky liquid 

bubbling up from the street, a blast, a mushroom cloud shooting into the air, and one aftershock after another. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/201111:43:05 PM 

Video: Northern Japan engulfed in destruction 

Ig~~""~he search is on for hundreds of people still missing in the aftermath of the most powerful earthquake to 

ever strike Japan. The quake triggered a devastating tsunami that was responsible for at least several 
hundred deaths. NBC's Kaori Enjoji reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/201111:47:16 PM 

Mexican army raid drug camp, 8 gunmen killed 

Mexican authorities say soldiers have raided a drug gang's camp in northeastern Mexico and killed eight gunmen in a 

shootout. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/201112:05:27 AM 

Video: Gadhafi's forces take back Zawiyah 

Ig~~...,~wo weeks ago, thousands of anti-Gadhafi protestors took over Zawiyah, protected by soldiers who had 

defected to the other side. But after a brutal battle, the city has fallen to the regime. NBC's Jim Maceda 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/201112:06:58 AM 

Video: Japan in shock: 'Nothing compares to what happened' 

Ig~~""IEyewitnesses from across Japan recount their experiences as they scrambled for safety during the 
massive 8.g-magnitude earthquake Friday. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/201112:12:54 AM 

Man swept away by tsunami surge in Calif., 4 others rescued 

Ig~~""~sunami waves spawned by a devastating earthquake in Japan battered Hawaii and the u.s. western 

coast Friday, flooding businesses, smashing dozens of boats at harbors and sweeping at least five people 
out to sea. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/201112:28:43 AM 

Libya's rebels are inexperienced but zealous 

Ig~~""llbrahim Salem clutches a half-century-old pistol - a tiny weapon with a single bullet left. If not for his 

helmet, the young man in jeans would look every bit the English student he was up until just a few weeks 
ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/201112:29:23 AM 

NFL lockout looms as talks break off 

Ig~~""~he ~FL players' union decertified on Friday, making the league's first work stoppage since 1987 a near 

certainty. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/201112:43:45 AM 

Giffords was told by husband she was shot 

Ig~~""IRep. Gabrielle Giffords has been told that she was shot. Her ability to walk and talk is improving. And 
there's "a good chance" she'll be able to attend her husband's space shuttle launch next month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/201112:47:53 AM 

Reports: 81 rescued from ship swept off by tsunami 

A ship that was swept away by the tsunami on Japan's coast was found and all 81 aboard were airlifted to safety, the 

AFP news agency reports, citing Japanese news reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/20111:06:20 AM 

Coming soon to safe sex: Sponsorships 

Ig~~""IA condom maker is taking the truism "sex sells" very literally. A new line of the contraceptives puts 

advertising not just on the wrapper, but the latex itself. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2011 2:01:54 AM 

Rivers flood across East, forcing evacuations 

Ig~~""IFloOding washed over part of the eastern U.S., filling basements with water, forcing hundreds of people 

out of their homes and turning a highway into swimming pools for ducks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2011 2:17:47 AM 

Big Ten: MSU stuns No.9 Purdue; No.1 OSU survives 

Ig~~""IBig Ten roundup: Kalin Lucas scored a career-high 30 points to help Michigan State beat No.9 Purdue 74-
56 on Friday in the quarterfinals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2011 3:01:07 AM 

How quake prediction works (or not) 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Japan has spent well more than $1 billion on earthquake prediction 
systems - and the payoff came today. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2011 3:01:52 AM 

Alaska militia charged in murder-kidnap plot 

Five Fairbanks-area residents involved in a loose-knit militia group have been arrested in connection with a plot to 

kidnap or kill Alaska state troopers and a local judge, federal and state authorities said on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2011 3:01:52 AM 

Alaska militia charged in murder-kidnap plot 

Five Fairbanks-area residents involved in a loose-knit militia group have been arrested in connection with a plot to 

kidnap or kill Alaska state troopers and a local judge, federal and state authorities said on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2011 3:28:27 AM 

Chavez says US, allies preparing for war in Libya 

Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez warned Friday that it would be madness for the United States and its NATO allies to 

go to war in libya to try to topple Moammar Gadhafi. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2011 3:35:59 AM 

Ex-Blackwater contractors guilty in Afghan's death 

Two former Blackwater contractors were found guilty on Friday of involuntary manslaughter in the May 2009 shooting 

death of an unarmed Afghan civilian in Kabul, but were acquitted of all other charges related to the shootings of two 

others. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2011 3:55:35 AM 

ACe: Tar Heels storm back for wild win 

Ig~~""IACC roundup: Kendall Marshall penetrated into the lane and found Tyler Zeller for a layup to beat the 
horn as No.6 North Carolina rallied from 19 down in the second half to beat Miami 61-59 in Friday's 

quarterfinals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2011 4:23:11 AM 

SXSW: Sexual survival guide for geeks 

Ig~~""IAPproXimateIY 11,000 techie types descend annually on the Austin Convention Center to pitch new 

products, seek out investors, attend panel discussions on emerging technologies, and as it turns out, 
score. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/20114:43:17 AM 

MWC: Fredette's 52 leads No.8 BYU past UNM 

Ig~~""~immer Fredette scored a career-high 52 points in No.8 BYU's 87-76 win over nemesis New Mexico in the 

Mountain West Conference semifinals Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2011 6:06:27 AM 

Meltdown possible at Japan nuclear plant, official says 

An official with Japan's nuclear safety commission says that a meltdown at nuclear power plant affected by the country's 

massive earthquake is possible. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2011 6:10:24 AM 

Big East: Louisville, UConn win in OT, play for title 

Ig~~""IBig East roundup: Preston Knowles, despite playing the final 10 minutes of regulation and overtime with 

four fouls, scored 20 points to lead No. 14 Louisville to an 83-77 victory over No.4 Notre Dame on Friday 
night and a spot in the championship game of the Big East tournament against UConn. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2011 6:26:17 AM 

Vast destruction after Japan quake, tsunami 

Ig~~""~apan launches a massive, military-led rescue operation Saturday after a giant quake and tsunami kill 

hundreds of people and turns the northeastern coast into a swampy wasteland. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2011 6:55:17 AM 

Slideshow: Slideshow: Japan digs out after massive quake 

Ig~~""IAn 8.g-magnitude quake triggers tsunami, causing enormous damage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2011 7:51:19 AM 

Israel pursues Palestinians who killed Israelis 

Ig~~""~he Israeli military says it will "bring to justice" the Palestinian attackers who stabbed five members of an 

Israeli family to death as they slept in a West Bank settlement. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/201110:06:52 AM 

83 rescued after floating restaurant breaks loose 

Firefighters rigged a makeshift gangplank of ladders and ropes to safely rescue 83 people, including former Cincinnati 

Bengals star Cris Collinsworth, from a floating restaurant that broke free from a pier on the flooded Ohio River, 

authorities say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/201111:11:02 AM 

US tsunami cleanup to cost millions 

The tsunami warnings moved faster than the waves, giving millions of people across the Pacific hours to flee. Now they 

are left to clean up what the waves had wrought: Destroyed docks and damaged boats. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/201111:37:04 AM 

'Pure evil': Craigslist killer jailed for 124 years 

Ig~~""IA 23-~ear-?ld man convicted in the Craigslist killing of a Tacoma-area man has been sentenced to 124 
years In prison. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/201112:13:15 PM 

Video: Explosion rocks Japan nuclear plant 

r-I~adiation leaks are confirmed following an explosion at the Fukushima nuclear power plant. NBC's Anne 
hompson reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/20111:22:38 PM 

Video: Destruction hinders travel, relief efforts 

Ig~~""INBC'S Ian Williams reports from Japan where long transportation delays are causing difficulties as rescue 

teams work to reach earthquake victims near the epicenter of Friday's earthquake. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2011 2:13:00 PM 

Hundreds flee as rivers swell from Md. to Maine 

Anxious officials from Maryland to Maine were closely monitoring swollen rivers and other waterways that were 

expected to overflow their banks early Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2011 2:21:21 PM 

Amanda Knox appeals trial resumes in Italy 

Ig~~""IAn Italian appeals court on Saturday heard witnesses brought in by the defense of Amanda Knox to refute 

testimony that placed the American student near the crime scene the night her British roommate was 
killed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2011 3:44:51 PM 

Video: Dramatic rescue scenes unfold in Japan 

Ig~~""IMilitary rescue teams in Japan begin to assist people who have been stranded by Friday's massive 
earthquake and tsunami. Msnbc.com's AI Stirrett reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2011 4:03:41 PM 

Video: Images show Japan before, after tsunami 

Ig~~""IStriking images demonstrate the impact of Friday's tsunami on Japan's landscape. Msnbc's Alex Witt 
reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2011 4:20:07 PM 

Thai 'Red Shirts' rally in show of strength 

Tens of thousands of anti-government "Red Shirt" protesters rallied Saturday in Thailand's capital in a show of strength 

as the country prepares for an electoral battle. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2011 4:34:18 PM 

Video: 'Hero intern' not surprised by Giffords's recovery 

Ig~~""IWill Rep. Gabrielle Giffords be able to watch her astronaut husband's scheduled launch on the shuttle 
Endeavor? Doctors think so. NBC's Janet Shamlian reports. And TODAY's Amy Robach talks to "hero 

intern" Daniel Hernandez, who says Giffords has "always been one to exceed expectations." (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2011 5:18:11 PM 

The world's most amazing views 

Ig~~""lsome are natural wonders; others are man-made. Other views are the product of gatherings of people or 

animals, transforming a space with the poetry of movement. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2011 5:27:14 PM 

Egypt to lift restrictions on political parties 

Egypt will lift restrictions on forming political parties that choked political life during the rule of President Hosni Mubarak 

after a March 19 referendum on constitutional amendments, an army source said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2011 5:28:09 PM 

Championship Saturday: Down and dirty previews 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2011 5:28:42 PM 

Video: Raging water sweeps through New Jersey 

Ig~~""INew video shows flooding that is overtaking portions of Paterson, N.J. Msnbc's Richard Lui 

reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2011 5:30:07 PM 

Arizona-Washington a great one today 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2011 5:53:17 PM 

Video: Video shows tsunami engulf Japanese city 

Ig~~""IDramatic new scenes demonstrate the power of Friday's tsunami as it rips through Kesennuma in Miyagi 
Prefecture. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2011 6:46:31 PM 

Radiation risk from nuclear plant seen as worrisome 

Ig~~""IAS the operator of an earthquake-damaged nuclear reactor in Japan raced to try and prevent the core 

from melting down, experts on the health effects of radiation described the situation as worrisome but 
not yet posing a serious threat to public safety. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2011 7:24:42 PM 

Yemen police fire on protests, 4 killed 

Ig~~""IYemeni security forces killed four people Saturday and wounded hundreds in the second day of a harsh 
crackdown on anti-government protests, witnesses said. One of the dead was a 15-year-old student. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2011 7:33:52 PM 

Troopers: 800 motorists rescued after ND blizzard 

Rescue workers used military trucks and other heavy vehicles to pluck motorists from more than 500 vehicles 

abandoned along ice-slicked roads and in drifting snow throughout North Dakota and take them to churches, schools, 

bars and gas stations that became makeshift shelters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2011 7:47:49 PM 

Arab league asks UN for libya no-fly zone 

Ig~~""[he Arab League asks the U.N. Security Council to impose a no-fly zone over Libya to protect civilians 

from air attack by Moammar Gadhafi's forces, giving crucial backing to a key request of the rebels. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2011 7:59:58 PM 

American contractor found guilty in Cuba 

Ig~~""IA Cuban court on Saturday found u.S. contractor Alan Gross guilty of crimes against the state and 

sentenced him to 15 years in prison, a verdict that is sure to have sweeping repercussions for already
sour relations between Washington and Havana. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2011 9:15:46 PM 

Amid crisis, Portuguese youth take to streets 

Ig~~""lportUgaIIS disgruntled Facebook generation, inspired by a pop song, marched in a dozen cities Saturday to 

vent its frustration at grim career prospects amid an acute economic crisis that shows no sign of abating. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2011 9:49:52 PM 

AI-Jazeera says cameraman killed in eastern libya 

An AI-Jazeera cameraman was killed in an ambush near the eastern libyan city of Benghazi on Saturday, the first 

journalist slain in the nearly month-long conflict, the satellite station said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/201110:25:25 PM 

NYC tour bus crash kills at least 14 

Ig~~""IFourteen people died Saturday when a bus returning from a casino flipped onto its side on a major 

highway in the Bronx and was sliced in half by the support pole for a large sign, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/201110:32:55 PM 

Friend the pope? John Paul II gets Facebook page 

Ig~~""~he Vatican will unveil the latest installment in its social media transformation next week - a Facebook 

page dedicated to the upcoming beatification of Pope John Paul II, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/201110:33:33 PM 

Tsunami slams West Coast city's economy 

Ig~~""[he tsunami warnings moved faster than the waves, giving millions of people across the Pacific hours to 

flee. Now they are left to clean up what the waves had wrought: Destroyed docks and damaged boats. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2011 10:40:35 PM 

Big Ten: No.1 OSU, surprising Penn St. reach final 

Ig~~""~ared Sullinger had 14 points and 13 rebounds, and No.1 Ohio State boosted its bid for the NCAA 
tournament's top overall seed with a 68-61 victory over rival Michigan in the Big Ten semifinals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/201111:07:59 PM 

Maryland gay marriage bill dies with no final vote 

The speaker of Maryland's House vowed that Democrats would try again next year to pass legislation legalizing gay 

marriage, but the intense lobbying by faith groups against the measure in recent weeks shows that it won't be easy, 

even in a state known for its liberal politics. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/201111:20:36 PM 

Bachmann flubs Revolutionary War geography in NH 

Ig~~""lu.S. Rep. Michele Bachmann of Minnesota stood before New Hampshire Republicans with a tea bag 

clutched in her hand Saturday, but her grasp on Revolutionary War geography wasn't quite as tight. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/201111:41:35 PM 

No.6 UNC rallies again, reaches ACC final 

Ig~~""IHarrison Barnes ignored all the doubters, the questions about his game, even the bumpier-than-expected 

start to his career at North Carolina. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/201111:49:30 PM 

Video: Shattered Sendai spends another night in darkness 

Ig~~""INBC'S Angus Walker describes the widespread devastation that has left this coastal community 
stunned. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/201111:51:24 PM 

Video: Supplies, search teams on their way to Japan 

Ig~~""lshortIY after the earthquake hit, countries from around the world began a massive relief effort. NBC's 
Miguel Almaguer reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/201111:59:20 PM 

Video: Passengers: Driver drifted before fatal N.Y. crash 

Ig~~""~he bus driver told police he lost control while trying to avoid a tractor-trailer, but investigators are 

questioning the claim. NBC's Kate Snow reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/201112:03:19 AM 

Video: Grief-stricken Japan clings to survivor stories 

Ig~~""IAmid the chaos of the recovery effort, NBC's Lester Holt reports on remarkable scenes of 
survival. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/201112:26:12 AM 

No pain, no gain: Smith lifts No.5 Duke to ACC final 

Ig~~""INolan Smith scored 27 points and No.5 Duke claimed a spot in the Atlantic Coast Conference 
championship game by beating Virginia Tech 77-63 in the semifinals Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/20111:23:59 AM 

Okla. residents pick through wildfire rubble 

Ig~~""lcrews fight remaining hotspots after wildfires destroy dozens of homes in Oklahoma and eight in Texas. 

Residents pick through rubble to salvage valuables. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/20111:29:07 AM 

PFT: Goodell, NFL negotiator cut salaries to $1 

Ig~~""lpFT: NFL commissioner Roger Goodell and chief negotiator Jeff Pash slash own annual salaries to $1. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 2:23:43 AM 

Can the Internet and popular culture be friends? 

Ig~~""IWhY is Old Spice Guy "FTW!" and Jennifer Aniston's water commercial a totaI I FAIL?" The guys behind 

Know Your Meme explain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 2:40:44 AM 

Cosmic Log: How the quake shifted Japan 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: This week's earthquake caused Japan's main island to shift as much 

as 13 feet eastward, seismologists say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 3:25:46 AM 

Kansas beats Texas to win Big 12, seal No.1 seed 

Ig~~""~YShaWn Taylor and Marcus Morris sparked a quick start and No.2 Kansas raced past No. 10 Texas 85-73 

on Saturday in the Big 12 title game, avenging one of the saddest losses the Jayhawks have experienced 
in years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 4:08:35 AM 

PFT: Ravens' Zbikowski wins, says boxing is 'first career' 

Ig~~""lpFT: Ravens' Zbikowski wins, says boxing is 'first career' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 4:16:26 AM 

Obama, other pols trade barbs at dressy dinner 

Searching for laughs - and finding them - President Barack Obama spares few targets, from Democratic allies to 

Republican antagonists to the journalists who cover him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 4:21:19 AM 

Washington beats Arizona at buzzer, wins Pac-l0 title 

Ig~~""llsaiah Thomas hit a fadeaway jumper at the buzzer, lifting Washington past No. 16 Arizona 77-75 
Saturday for the Pac-l0 tournament championship in the first overtime title game in league history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 4:26:41 AM 

It's daylight science time 

Ig~~""llt's that time of year again, when most Americans lose an hour's sleep setting their clocks ahead. Here 
are answers to your questions about the time switch - and about sleep. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 4:42:02 AM 

Whew! Walker, UConn claim Big East crown 

Ig~~""IKemba Walker capped the best five days an individual and team may have ever had in college basketball, 
scoring 19 points to lead No. 21 Connecticut to a 69-66 victory over No. 14 Louisville in the Big East 

championship Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 4:44:39 AM 

Tens of thousands at pro-labor rally in Wis. 

Ig~~""~ens of thousands of undaunted pro-labor protesters descend on Madison and vow to focus on future 

elections now that cuts to public worker union rights have become law. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 5:09:06 AM 

Report: 2nd Japan nuclear meltdown likely under way 

Ig~~""IA partial meltdown is likely under way at a second quake-stricken nuclear reactor while efforts are under 

way to stop a meltdown at another, a top Japanese official says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 5:51:32 AM 

Kobe struggles, still leads Lakers past Mavericks 

Ig~~""IKobe Bryant overcame a sore ankle to score 16 points, helping the Los Angeles Lakers beat the Dallas 
Mavericks 96-91 on Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 5:54:43 AM 

Report: N.Y. cop killed by friendly fire 

A police officer and a suspect have died following a shooting in a suburb east of New York City. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 6:23:09 AM 

Millions without water, power in stricken Japan 

Millions of people are without drinking water, electricty or adequate food as the death toll from a devastating 

earthquake and tsunami was climbing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 8:50:38 AM 

Bahrain police surround protest camp, use tear gas 

Ig~~""IRiot police in Bahrain fired tear gas and rubber bullets Sunday at an anti-government protest camp in the 

capital and at demonstrators blocking the highway into the main financial district, eyewitnesses said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/201112:06:50 PM 

Police: 10,000 likely dead in one Japan region 

The death toll in Japan's earthquake and tsunami will likely exceed 10,000 in one state alone, an official said Sunday, as 

millions of survivors were left without drinking water, electricity and proper food along the pulverized northeastern 

coast. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/20111:25:16 PM 

Video: Japan rushes to avert meltdowns as crisis grows 

Ig~~""IFighting to contain what could be the world's worst nuclear disaster in 25 years, the government of Japan 

is warning there could be an explosion at a second reactor crippled by Friday's devastating earthquake. 
NBC's Anne Thompson reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/20111:28:58 PM 

Video: With city in ruins, survivors struggle to cope 

Ig~~""INBC'S Ian Williams describes the widespread devastation that has stunned Sendai, the closest major city 
to the epicenter. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/20111:30:14 PM 

Big GOP donors taking time to get into 2012 race 

Ig~~""~he potential White House candidates need cash. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 2:53:09 PM 

Down to the wire for the NCAA tourney field 

Ig~~""IArc: Ohio State is playing for the top overall seed, while Georgia, USC are hoping for Dayton, Penn State 

losses so they can make the NCAA tournament. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 2:56:28 PM 

Israel approves settlements after killings 

Ig~~""llsrael said Sunday it has approved hundreds of settler homes after five members of an Israeli family were 

knifed to death as they slept in a West Bank settlement over the weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 3:58:05 PM 

Japan's companies unsure when they'll be back 

Ig~~""~apanese automakers, electronics firms and oil refiners shut key factories after a massive earthquake and 

tsunami struck the northeast coast. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 4:07:43 PM 

Saudis protest outside Interior Ministry 

More than 200 Saudis were allowed to protest outside the Interior Ministry on Sunday in the largest demonstration in 

the capital since the regional outbreak of pro-democracy unrest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 4:17:16 PM 

Prostate cancer tests improve with technology 

When 54-year-old Jeff Rolf went in for his annual physical three years ago, he did not expect to come away with news of 

an abnormal PSA level and, eventually, a prostate cancer diagnosis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 4:37:30 PM 

New Orleans police: 5 teens shot in bar, 1 dead 

A gunman opened fire on teenagers attending a party in a New Orleans bar and fled, killing an 18-year-old man and 

wounding four other teens, police said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 4:46:30 PM 

Bad news from all angles to greet Wall Street 

After seeing oil prices skyrocket from days of turmoil in Libya, investors now must grapple with political protests in the 

world's top oil exporter, Saudi Arabia, and the impact of Japan's biggest earthquake on record. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 5:20:08 PM 

Man rescued from sea 9 miles off Japan coast 

Ig~~""IA 60-year-old man was rescued two days after he was swept miles out to sea on the roof of his house by 

the huge tsunami which hit Japan Friday, it was reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 5:50:56 PM 

Giffords still a presence in Congress 

Ig~~""IRep. Gabrielle Giffords' chair sits empty as she recovers from a gunshot wound to the head, yet three 

friends are ensuring she still has a presence in Congress. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 5:54:53 PM 

Video: State Dept. spokesman resigns after Wikileaks flap 

Ig~~""IState Department spokesman P.J. Crowley resigns after describing the Army's treatment of the suspected 
WikiLeaks leaker as "ridiculous" and "stupid." NBC's Mike Viqueira reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 6:14:33 PM 

Police fire on Yemeni protesters, 100 plus injured 

Ig~~""lpolice on rooftops fired live bullets and tear gas at protesters Sunday, wounding at least 100 people 

camping out near Sanaa University. The day's violence, which also left one dead in a southern province, 
was the latest evidence that monthlong protests demanding the resignation of Yemen's longtime leader were 
spiraling out of control. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 6:39:16 PM 

Clinton spokesman resigns after WikiLeaks flap 

State Department spokesman P.J. Crowley quit on Sunday after causing a stir by describing the military's treatment of 

the suspected WikiLeaks leaker as "ridiculous" and "stupid." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 6:50:59 PM 

Israel: New settlement housing after bloody attack 

Ig~~""llsrael responded defiantly Sunday to a bloody Palestinian assault against West Bank settlers by approving 

construction of new settlement housing, retaliating for the stabbing deaths of a father, mother and three 
small children with a measure that infuriated Palestinians and, together with the attack, threw already shaky 
peace efforts into a new tailspin. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 6:53:26 PM 

Best bets: Future 'Limitless' for Cooper 

Ig~~"'l'HangOVer" star takes lead in sci-fi drama. Also this week: "The Bachelor" picks his bride; "The Fighter" 

punches its way onto DVD. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 7:14:19 PM 

'Battle: LA' conquers weekend box office 

The summer-style blockbuster "Battle: Los Angles" performed like one at the box office, opening to a strong debut of 

$36 million, according to studio estimates Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 7:34:49 PM 

No.5 Duke makes its case for top NCAA seed 

Ig~~""INolan Smith had 20 points and the Blue Devils ended No.6 North Carolina's run of big comebacks at the 
ACC tournament, beating the Tar Heels 75-58 in Sunday's championship game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 7:41:22 PM 

Video: Conditions worsening in Japan quake zone 

Ig~~""INBC'S Ann Curry reports from near Sendai, Japan. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 7:48:15 PM 

Unrest deepens in Yemen and Bahrain amid protests 

Ig~~""IYemeni police firing from rooftops wounded more than 100 in a protesters' camp Sunday and anti

government demonstrators paralyzed Bahrain's capital as unrest deepened in two of Washington's most 
critical allies in the region. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 9:04:38 PM 

N.Y. cop killed by friendly fire 

A police officer was fatally shot by another officer after a confrontation with a knife-wielding man inside a home in a 

New York City suburb, authorities said Sunday. The suspect also was killed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 9:05:42 PM 

Gadhafi forces shell oil town 

Ig~~""IMoammar Gadhafi's forces swept rebels from one of their final strongholds with hours of searing waves 

of strikes from warships, tanks and warplanes on Sunday but the insurgents claimed that they moved 
back in after nightfall. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 9:11:05 PM 

PBT: Kobe isn't MJ, but no one is, Jackson says 

Ig~~""lpBT: Lakers coach Phil Jackson says everyone should stop comparing Kobe Bryant and Michael Jordan. 

Kobe isn't MJ, but no one is, the coach says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 9:12:03 PM 

Police probe claim NYC bus was driven off road 

Ig~~""lpassengers and witnesses to a horrific crash that sheared the top off a bus and killed 14 people told 
investigators that the driver's account of getting clipped by a tractor-trailer didn't match up to what they 

felt and saw. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 9:35:26 PM 

Mourners pay respects to last WWI veteran 

Ig~~""lwearing a black POW-MIA beret and a vest emblazoned with "Vietnam Veteran," Charles D. White stood 

and saluted the flag-draped casket holding the body of Frank Buckles, the last American veteran of World 
War I. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2011 9:53:16 PM 

San Francisco residents coexisting with coyotes 

Ig~~""IArmed with a camera and a sturdy pair of boots, Janet Kessler spends most of her days roaming through 
lush parklands in pursuit of some of San Francisco's most unlikely inhabitants - the city's increasingly 

visible population of coyotes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/201110:29:29 PM 

Madness begins: Buckeyes grab top overall seed 

Ig~~""IOhiO State, Kansas, Pittsburgh and defending champion Duke have been awarded the top seeds in this 

year's NCAA tournament, an expanded version of March Madness that will include 68 teams. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/201110:37:50 PM 

NJ floodwaters crest, 2,000 homes evacuated 

Ig~~""IHundreds of northern New Jersey residents faced the prospect of evacuations due to rising flood waters 

early Sunday, while rain-swollen waterways were slowly receding elsewhere along the East Coast, 
allowing dozens of other flood-weary residents to return home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/201111:21:51 PM 

Video: Ann Curry enters the heart of Sendai 

Ig~~""IDateline NBC's Ann Curry reports from Sendai, the biggest Japanese city hit by an epic earthquake. She 

enters the city by helicopter to witness the ongoing disaster relief efforts and to interview local 
villagers. (Dateline NBC) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/201111:48:20 PM 

Video: Ian Williams tours Sendai's destruction 

Ig~~""INBC'S Ian Williams reports from Sendai, the Japanese port city closest to the earthquake's epicenter. He 

gives a firsthand tour of the city whose infrastructure has been completely ravaged by the 
quake. (Dateline NBC) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/201112:39:38 AM 

Obama calls for agreement on gun reforms 

President Barack Obama waded into the politically treacherous gun control debate on Sunday, calling for reform of rules 

to prevent attacks like the one that wounded an Arizona congresswoman two months ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/201112:48:02 AM 

Nuke industry vows that reactors will be 'even safer' 

Two days after the earthquake and tsunami pushed Japan into a nuclear emergency, the leading trade and lobbying 

group for the worldwide nuclear power industry has outlined its position on the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear emergency: 

"When we fully understand the facts surrounding the event in Japan, we will use those insights to make nuclear energy 

even safer." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/20111:17:56 AM 

Mass. chemical plant explodes, shakes homes 

Ig~~""IAuthorities say a Massachusetts chemical plant has exploded, shaking nearby homes and injuring at least 

one person. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2011 3:06:54 AM 

Death toll surges in Japan quake aftermath 

Ig~~""~he death toll from Friday's massive earthquake and tsunami surged Monday when some 2,000 bodies 

were found on two shores in Miyagi Prefecture, the Kyodo News Agency reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2011 3:09:21 AM 

Police: 5 killed in 1-10 crash in Baton Rouge 

Louisiana State Police say five people have been killed in a fiery head-on crash on Interstate 10 in Baton Rouge. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2011 3:33:04 AM 

New blast at nuclear plant heightens fears 

Ig~~""~apanese officials say they believe a hydrogen explosion has occurred at Japan's stricken Fukushima 

Daiichi nuclear plant, similar to an earlier one at a different unit in the facility. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2011 4:21:26 AM 

Opinion: Devils will have their day, Duke to win title 

Ig~~""IDavis: It is Duke's world again. The Blue Devils are just renting out space to the other 67 teams in the 

tournament field. Based on Duke's run in the ACC tournament, I think the Blue Devils are going to repeat 
as national champions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2011 4:27:13 AM 

Tons of dead sardines scooped from Calif. harbor 

Ig~~""lcleaning crews on Sunday finished removing millions of fish found floating dead in a Southern California 

marina, five days after the slimy, stinking mass of sardines was discovered. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2011 5:22:02 AM 

NCAA Tournament schedule 

Regional and day-by-day schedules 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2011 5:24:55 AM 

Japan before and after the earthquake, tsunami 

Ig~~""~hese aerial photos show locations in Japan before and after the 8.g-magnitude earthquake and tsunami 

that struck on Friday, March 11. Use the slider below the images to reveal the changes in the landscape. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2011 5:40:16 AM 

International rescue effort gathers pace in Japan 

Rescue workers from more than a dozen countries searched ravaged northeastern coastal cities on Monday for survivors 

of a massive earthquake and tsunami. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2011 7:25:42 AM 

SeaWorld trainers may go back in water with orcas 

Ig~~""lseaworldls three theme parks are slowly working to get trainers back in the water with killer whales, one 
year after a 6-ton orca named Tilikum suddenly dragged a trainer off a platform by her hair and drowned 

her. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2011 9:10:23 AM 

Suicide bomber kills 10 soldiers at Iraq army post 

A suicide bomber blew up his booby-tapped car early Monday outside an Iraqi army battalion headquarters in the 

country's east, killing 10 soldiers and wounding 29 people in a bombing that brought down the building. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/201110:06:48 AM 

Deja vu as Saddam's victims watch libya 

A survivor of the failed 1991 uprising against Saddam Hussein said he knows what it feels like to believe the international 

community will help you overthrow a dictator, only to find your town abandoned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/201111:33:15 AM 

Video: Japanese race to cool at-risk nuke plants 

Ig~~""IWith the one-two punch of massive earthquake and subsequent tsunami, authorities in northern Japan 

are desperately injecting nuclear reactors with seawater and boron to prevent a double 
meltdown. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/201111:34:14 AM 

Video: Is Japan facing a Chernobyl-like crisis? 

Ig~~""IRobert Alvarez, a senior scholar at the Institute for Policy Studies, says the operators of the stricken 

Japanese nuclear plants are using a "hail Mary" method by pumping in seawater to cool the 
reactors. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/201111:39:30 AM 

Moms stressed by work e-mails, texts at home 

Ig~~""~he PDAs, cell phones and pagers that are supposed to make their lives easier are actually stressing 

working moms out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/201111:41:20 AM 

Video: Death toll rises amid Japan disaster 

Ig~~""IHope is fading as search-and-rescue teams finish a fourth day of desperate efforts in quake- and tsunami
ravaged Northern Japan. Prime Minister Naoto Kan is calling the tragic events the nation's worst crisis 

since World War II. Ann Curry reports from Minami Sanriku. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/201112:02:03 PM 

Are you smarter than a high school student? 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: Over the next few weeks, high school students across the country will be taking a voluntary 

exam designed to test their financial smarts. How well would you do? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/201112:04:30 PM 

Satellite photos show devastation in Japan 

NASA satellites have snapped new pictures of the devastating floods and fires in Japan from the deadly earthquake and 

tsunami that struck the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/201112:26:46 PM 

Nikkei plunges on 1st trading day after quake 

Ig~~""~he Tokyo stock market plunged Monday, its first business day after an earthquake and tsunami of epic 

proportions laid waste to cities along Japan's northeast coast, killing thousands and potentially causing 
tens of billions of dollars in damage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/201112:54:19 PM 

Video: Workers treated for radiation poisoning in Japan 

Ig~~""lln response to the discrepancies about the severity of leaks at the nuclear plants in Japan, NBC's chief 

science correspondent Robert Bazell says the Japanese government is walking a fine line between false 
reassurance and adding to the catastrophe in an overwhelmed and devastated nation. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/201112:54:33 PM 

Germs lurking in old makeup: It isn't pretty 

Ig~~""~he longer we hang on to a beloved shade of discontinued lipstick, or a favorite, expensive eyeliner -

the grosser they get. And that, health experts warn, is when bacteria or fungi moves into your makeup 
bag, potentially causing eye or skin infections. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/201112:55:48 PM 

Video: At Amanda Knox trial, a parade of witnesses 

Ig~~""IDuring a weekend court session, the defense called six witnesses to refute testimony from a prosecution 
witness who placed Amanda Knox and her former boyfriend near the scene of Meredith Kercher's 

murder. NBC's Keith Miller reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/201112:57:19 PM 

Video: Woman behind Apparel suit thought abuse was 'normal' 

Ig~~""llrene Morales, who is suing American Apparel executive Dov Charney for $250 million, says she thought 
everyone in the retail-fashion industry had to endure sexual abuse while trying to earn a 

paycheck. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/201112:59:55 PM 

Depressed dads quicker to spank their kids 

New dads who feel down are much more likely to spank their kids than dads in good spirits, u.s. researchers said 

Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/20111:12:20 PM 

Figure skating worlds in Tokyo postponed 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/20111:28:26 PM 

Saudi official: Gulf force to aid Bahrain 

Ig~~""IA security official in Saudi Arabia says a military force from Gulf states has been mobilized for Bahrain 

after a month of political unrest in the island kingdom. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/20111:29:47 PM 

Dolphin jumps onto boat, lands on woman 

A dolphin weighing between 600 and 700 pounds jumped onto the deck of a boat, injuring a woman in South Florida. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/20111:32:48 PM 

Passenger prayer spurs security alert on L.A. flight 

Pilots on an Alaska Airlines flight from Mexico City to Los Angeles locked down the cockpit and alerted authorities 

Sunday when a flight crew grew alarmed at the behavior of three men who turned out to be conducting an elaborate 

orthodox jewish prayer ritual, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/20111:36:59 PM 

Ann Curry, tweets help find woman missing in tsunami 

Canon Purdy, 25, went missing after the Japanese village she was visiting was hit by the tsunami. But she was joyfully 

reunited by phone with her family Monday after TODAY's Ann Curry responded to a tweet from Purdy's sister. "It was a 

great relief," Purdy said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/20111:39:15 PM 

Tsunami-ravaged hospitals leave the sick in misery 

Ig~~""IWithin the dark and fetid wards of the Senen General Hospital, some 120 patients lie in their beds or 

slumped in wheelchairs, moaning incoherently. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/20111:53:44 PM 

Suicide bomber kills at least 33 in Afghanistan 

Ig~~""IA suicide bomber posing as an army volunteer struck an Afghan army recruitment center in the northern 

province of Kunduz on Monday, killing at least 33 people, Afghan officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2011 2:00:34 PM 

Saudi troops enter Bahrain to quell protests 

Ig~~""IA security official in Saudi Arabia says a military force from Gulf states has entered Bahrain to help deal 

with a month of political unrest in the island kingdom. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2011 3:21:04 PM 

Video: How to prepare your family for earthquakes 

Ig~~""IMsnbcls Richard Lui talks to two experts about the potential for large earthquakes in the United 

States. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2011 4:07:23 PM 

Video: Villagers scream as their town is washed away 

Ig~~""lsome residents can be seen running for their lives as waters pummel the landscape with deadly speed. 
lTV's Neil Connery reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2011 4:08:39 PM 

Libyan jets bomb rebel strongholds 

Ig~~""IMoammar Gadhafi's jets bombed Libyan rebel strongholds on Monday, aiding a counter-offensive that 

has pushed insurgents 100 miles eastward in a week, as France pressed for a no-fly zone "as fast as 
possible." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2011 4:11:32 PM 

These kitchens aren't for so humble a home 

Ig~~""IForbes has compiled a list of 15 U.S. homes for sale with dream kitchens a professional chef would 

salivate over. Fancy appliances, elite design consultants and rare construction materials mean luxury 
kitchens cost anywhere from tens to hundreds of thousands of dollars. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2011 4:31:58 PM 

US criticizes Israeli settlement construction plan 

Ig~~""~he U.S. Embassy in Tel Aviv said Monday it was "deeply concerned" by Israel's plans to build hundreds of 

new homes in the West Bank following a deadly attack on a settler family, calling Israeli settlements 
"illegitimate" and an obstacle to peacemaking. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2011 4:33:48 PM 

iPad 2 owners report screen defects 

The iPad 2 has barely been out for a few days and there are already reports from the new owners of some possible 

defects: the backlights of the devices "bleeding" through the edges of the screen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2011 5:21:26 PM 

An American tourist in post-quake Tokyo 

Ig~~""~he tension between sunny tourism - a novice encounter with a great and complex city - and the 

terrible news still unfolding north of the Japanese capital defined a brief visit to Tokyo. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2011 6:05:21 PM 

Wisconsin unions rush to get deals in place 

School boards and local governments across Wisconsin are rushing to reach agreements with unions before a new law 

takes effect that will remove their ability to collectively bargain over nearly all issues other than minimal salary 

increases. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2011 6:05:47 PM 

Lost city of Atlantis believed found off Spain 

Ig~~""IA U.S.-led research team may have finally located the lost city of Atlantis, the legendary metropolis 

believed swamped by a tsunami thousands of years ago, in mud flats in southern Spain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2011 6:12:59 PM 

PFT: NFLPA 'recommends' rookies don't attend draft 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2011 6:12:59 PM 

PFT: NFLPA tells players to boycott draft 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2011 6:34:27 PM 

Wall Street slides on Japan quake worry 

Ig~~""IMounting concerns over the impact of the earthquake in Japan pushed u.s. stocks lower Monday. The 
quake and tsunami damage has raised fears of a slowdown in the world's third-largest economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2011 6:37:52 PM 

Yemeni governor stabbed in neck 

Ig~~""IAttackers stabbed a Yemeni provincial governor in the neck with a dagger on Monday, and at least 60 

other people were wounded in confrontations around the nation between security troops and protesters 
seeking to topple the country's leader of 32 years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2011 7:43:07 PM 

Video: Tsunami waves send ships crashing into highway 

Ig~~""~sunami waves in Miyako City barreled through a narrow bay and sent ships crashing into highway 

overpasses. The water carried houses, cars and debris inland. People were seen standing on rooftops as 
the water swirled around their homes. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2011 8:00:20 PM 

2 deputies slain, 2 wounded in rural Va. shootout 

Ig~~""IA sniper-like gunman hiding behind a tree on a wooded hillside in rural southwest Virginia killed two 

sheriff's deputies from long range with high-powered rifle, and wounded two other officers during a 
shootout. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2011 8:24:59 PM 

Japan accident dims odds of u.s. nuclear revival 

Ig~~""~he unfolding disaster in Japan is a major setback for the u.s. nuclear industry, which has been building 

bipartisan support for plans to build more plants after a three-decade hiatus. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2011 8:24:59 PM 

Japan accident dims odds of u.s. nuclear revival 

Ig~~""~he unfolding disaster in Japan is a major setback for the u.s. nuclear industry, which has been building 

bipartisan support for plans to build more plants after a three-decade hiatus. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2011 9:07:12 PM 

Despite fears, radiation health risk remains low 

Amid dire reports of melting fuel rods and sickened workers at Japan's beleaguered Fukushima Dai-ichi nuclear reactor, 

the public health risk of radiation exposure remains very low in that country - or abroad, experts say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2011 9:12:38 PM 

Damage estimate for Japan quake is at $180B 

Ig~~""IQuake-hit Japan faces a recovery and reconstruction bill of at least $180 billion, or 3 percent of its annual 

economic output, or more than 50 percent higher than the total cost of 1995's earthquake in Kobe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2011 9:18:32 PM 

Video: Dolphin leaps into boat, strikes woman 

Ig~~""IHUge dolphin jumps into Florida charter boat, striking a woman on board. WBBH's Elizabeth Billingsley 
reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2011 9:34:25 PM 

Tsunami magnet: Calif. town hit 34 times since '34 

Ig~~""~he California town that saw the worst damage along the West Coast from Japan's tsunami has quite the 

reputation for attracting rough waves, in large part due to the shape of its harbor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2011 9:43:10 PM 

Radiation fears bring Geiger counter, tablet sales 

Sales of potassium iodide tablets sold out on Amazon.com Monday morning, and Geiger counters and emergency kits 

were also in high demand, even though officials say the West Coast has no reason to worry about the spread of 

radiation from Japan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2011 9:53:11 PM 

Video: Beloved horse makes hospital visit 

Ig~~""IA horse pays a special visit to its owner at a Minnesota hospital. KARE's Kyle Porter reports. (NBC News 

Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/201110:03:17 PM 

Petraeus to give upbeat view of Afghan war 

Ig~~""IGen. David Petraeus, in his first appearance in Washington since taking over as the top war commander 

in Afghanistan, is laying out a mostly upbeat assessment of military progress. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/201110:06:25 PM 

Physicist James M. Acton on Japan's damaged reactors 

Ig~~""lphYSicist James M. Acton on Japan's damaged reactors 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/201110:48:18 PM 

Video: Survivors in the aftermath: 'I don't recognize anything' 

Ig~~""IRescuers in Japan continue to discover thousands more dead bodies in the wake of the tsunami as a 

stunned population tries to cope with a world with no shelter, food, water, transportation or power. 
NBC's Lester Holt reports (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/201110:55:57 PM 

Video: Is the u.s. prepared for a nuclear crisis? 

Ig~~""lwhile nuclear industry officials say it's "highly improbable" a disaster similar to what Japan is currently 

facing could happen in the U.s., scientists are calling for an increase in safeguards. NBC's Lisa Myers 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/201110:58:36 PM 

Video: Gadhafi's forces push closer to Benghazi 

Ig~~""IMoammar Gadhafi's forces are succeeding, by force, in retaking territory from rebels in the Eastern part 
of the country. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/201111:01:35 PM 

Video: Bahrain crushes rebellion 

Ig~~""IAt the request of the Bahrain royal family, a thousand troops from neighboring Saudi Arabia have rolled 
into Bahrain to crush the rebellion. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/201111:03:01 PM 

Video: Casino bus crash kills 15 

Ig~~""~he 15th victim died today from a bus crash that happened this weekend. The bus was coming back from 

a casino trip when it was cut open by a sign pole. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/201111:19:06 PM 

Americans cancel trips to Japan after quake 

Americans are canceling or postponing upcoming trips to Japan as the country deals with a nuclear power scare and 

faces months of rebuilding after a deadly earthquake and tsunami. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/201111:43:53 PM 

$63 million a seat? NASA will pay it to Russians 

Ig~~""INASA has struck a $753 million deal with Russia for 12 round trips to the International Space Station, but 

will now have to pay more per seat - almost $63 million, the u.S. space agency announced Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/201112:00:05 AM 

Envisioning 'airport checkpoint of tomorrow' 

u.s. Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano says she's looking forward to the day when travelers won't have to 

shed their shoes before boarding an airplane. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/201112:37:21 AM 

Spurned Texas man accused in 2-week assault 

A woman who was abducted at gunpoint and tortured for two weeks by a rejected suitor burst outside screaming "I'm 

here! I'm here!" when she heard sheriff's deputies at his home, authorities said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/201112:47:27 AM 

Lean Cuisine recalls spaghetti and meatball meals 

The u.s. unit of Nestle on Monday recalled some Lean Cuisine packaged meals after people found red plastic pieces 

inside meatballs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/20111:01:52 AM 

Climber killed but brother rescued in canyon 

Authorities say a 70-year-old Colorado man was killed in a climbing accident, but his 57-year-old brother was rescued 

after being stranded for at least three days on a ledge in a remote Utah canyon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/20111:15:20 AM 

Investigators to analyze video from inside NYC bus 

The driver at the wheel of a gambler's tour bus that crashed and killed 15 people over the weekend has a criminal 

history that includes manslaughter and theft convictions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 2:41:06 AM 

Bosh, Wade help Heat blow past Spurs 

Ig~~""lchris Bosh scored 30 points and grabbed 12 rebounds, Dwyane Wade scored 29 and the Miami Heat 
avenged their worst loss of the season by rolling past the NBA-Ieading San Antonio Spurs 110-80 Monday 

night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 3:09:50 AM 

Stock futures plunge 16 percent after PM radiation comments 

Japanese stock futures prices plunged 16 percent on Tuesday as the country's prime minister said radiation levels at a 

stricken nuclear plant had become high, deepening concerns about the disaster and its likely economic toll. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 3:26:59 AM 

Japan PM: Radiation leaking from damaged plant 

Radiation is spewing from damaged reactors at a crippled nuclear power plant in tsunami-ravaged northeastern Japan in 

a dramatic escalation of the 4-day-old catastrophe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 3:50:31 AM 

Japan death toll rises, survivors struggle 

Japanese police say the official death toll from last week's massive earthquake and tsunami has risen to 2,414. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 4:16:03 AM 

Dr. John, Alice Cooper inducted into Rock Hall 

Ig~~""INew Orleans piano maestro Dr. John wore a bright purple suit for his induction into the Rock and Roll Hall 

of Fame on Monday, leading a class with Neil Diamond, Alice Cooper and Tom Waits. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 5:36:47 AM 

Hawaii tsunami damages jump to tens of millions 

Lost homes, sunken boats and damaged piers caused tsunami damage estimates to jump into the tens of millions of 

dollars in Hawaii and California. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 7:34:40 AM 

Police: Moose attacked 6-year-old boy in Alaska 

Alaska authorities say a moose attacked a 6-year-old Anchorage boy as he walked home after getting off a school bus. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 8:26:54 AM 

Clinton to meet with Egyptian transition leaders 

u.s. Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton is flying to Egypt to press transitional leaders to follow through on pledges 

for democratic reform after the ouster of the country's longtime autocratic president in a popular revolt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 9:07:55 AM 

Nuclear crisis slams stocks in Japan, around world 

Japan's Nikkei stock index nose-dived nearly 11 percent Tuesday as the earthquake-shattered country faced an unfolding 

nuclear crisis after a radiation leak was detected at a crippled power plant and residents were warned to stay indoors. 

Panic-selling sent shares lower across the globe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 9:39:05 AM 

Indian paper gets access to WikiLeaks cables 

An Indian newspaper has linked up with WikiLeaks to sift through thousands of u.s. diplomatic cables covering 

Washington's relationship with New Delhi. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/201110:25:44 AM 

Farmhouse fire tragedy: Family to bury 7 kids 

The family of seven children killed in a fire that ripped through their south-central Pennsylvania farmhouse is preparing 

for their joint funeral. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/201110:59:12 AM 

Japan radioactivity could enter food chain 

Radioactive materials spewed into the air by Japan's earthquake-crippled nuclear plant may contaminate food and water 

resources, with children and unborn babies most at risk of possibly developing cancer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/201111:42:33 AM 

Nevada's boom ends in record number of empty homes 

Ig~~""~he promise of palm tree groves and low-priced real estate lured Alan and Katherine Ackerly across the 

Rocky Mountains from Denver to Nevada in 2004, where thousands of new houses beckoned brightly as 
any neon sign. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/201111:43:11 AM 

Cops eye 'house of horrors' suspect in cold cases 

Ig~~""IA man accused of kidnapping and torturing a woman for two weeks after she repeatedly rejected him is 

being investigated in two cold cases of missing women, a sheriff says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/201111:49:36 AM 

Some credits, deductions could trip up taxpayers 

Did you buy energy-efficient windows for your home last year? You can only take the energy efficiency credit if they 

were installed by Dec. 31. That could trip you up on your 2010 taxes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/201111:54:22 AM 

Boy, 12, faces 9 charges in parents' deaths 

Documents released in the case of a 12-year-old Colorado boy accused of fatally shooting his parents and wounding two 

siblings show prosecutors filed nine charges against him, including two counts of first-degree murder. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/201111:57:12 AM 

Video: At least 15,000 people missing in Japan 

Ig~~""IAS international aid pours into the devastated northeast region of Japan's main island, bodies pulled out 
to sea by the quake-fueled tsunami are starting to wash ashore. TODAY's Ann Curry reports from 

Minamisanriku. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/201112:01:54 PM 

Video: Could a nuclear meltdown happen in U.S.? 

Ig~~""~here are 104 nuclear power plants in the continental United States, two of which operate in quake

prone areas and others that are in need of major upgrades. NBC's Lisa Meyers reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/201112:29:54 PM 

4 people found dead in Florida Gulf Coast home 

Authorities are investigating the deaths of four people found in a home on Florida's Gulf coast. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/201112:38:17 PM 

Video: Glimmers of hope amid tragedy in Japan 

Ig~~""lsurvivors are banding together to help those left severely vulnerable in the aftermath of the natural 
disaster crisis in Northern Japan. TODAY's Ann Curry reports from Minamisanriku. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/201112:51:02 PM 

15 million in U.S. care for a loved one with dementia 

Nearly 15 million people in the United States take care of a loved one with Alzheimer's disease or another form of 

dementia, amounting to 17 billion hours or more than $202 billion in unpaid care, Alzheimer's experts said on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/201112:51:12 PM 

Can't feel the rhythm? You may be beat-deaf 

Canadian researchers are the first to document a case of "beat-deafness," which is when when your arms, legs, and 

body can't move in sync to music - and you can't tell if another dancer isn't in the groove, either. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/201112:59:38 PM 

Gay families more accepted than single moms 

Ig~~""IAmericans are evenly split on how they feel about various non-traditional families, found a new survey. 

A third are comfortable with them, a third feel they damage society and a third have mixed feelings. But 
gay parents are more embraced than single moms. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/20111:01:58 PM 

Barbour aide leaves over 'dark humor' e-mail 

Mississippi Gov. Haley Barbour's press secretary resigned Monday after remarks he meant as jokes about earthquake

ravaged Japan and former u.s. Attorney General Janet Reno became public. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/20111:12:33 PM 

Video: Should parents let teens drink alcohol at home? 

Ig~~""IHOW do you teach your kids to drink responsibly? Do you ban alcohol altogether until they turn 21, or do 

you allow them to begin drinking earlier, under your supervision, at home? Seventeen magazine's Ann 
Shoket and psychiatrist Janet Taylor discuss. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/20111:36:30 PM 

Lawmakers lose patience in budget battle 

Lawmakers on both sides of the aisle are losing patience with short-term funding measures, prompting some within the 

GOP ranks to revolt against Republican leaders and oppose the newest continuing resolution. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/20111:59:13 PM 

Parents plan playdates during family vacations 

Ig~~""IMore parents want to meet people with kids when they travel, and they're connecting with locals using 

sites like Tripping.com, Couchsurfing.org, BeWelcome.com and Servas.org. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 2:10:23 PM 

Photos: Hoping for good news amid Japan search 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 2:13:38 PM 

Beijing airport jumps to No.2 in world rankings 

Ig~~""IBeijing'S airport now trails only Atlanta's hub as the world's busiest thanks to a surge in demand in fast

growing Asian economies, an industry association said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 2:50:15 PM 

Bahrain king declares martial law over protests 

Ig~~""IBahrain's king declared a three-month state of emergency Tuesday and gave the country's military chief 
wide authority to battle a Shiite-led protest movement. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 3:07:36 PM 

Airlines on alert over Japan's radiation fears 

Aviation authorities across the globe are closely monitoring the radiation levels at a Japanese nuclear power plant 

damaged in last week's earthquake and tsunami. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 3:12:16 PM 

Japan radioactivity could enter food chain 

Radioactive materials spewed into the air by Japan's earthquake-crippled nuclear plant may contaminate food and water 

resources, with children and unborn babies most at risk of possibly developing cancer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 3:13:19 PM 

Israeli navy intercepts Egypt-bound ship with arms 

1-lllsrae I i nte rce pted ash i p ca rryi ng a la rge de live ry of wea pan 5 off the co u nt ry' 5 Med ite rra n ea n coa st on 

uesday, saying the weapons were sent by Iran and Syria for Palestinian militants in the Gaza Strip. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 3:15:46 PM 

Woman, 70, found alive 4 days after tsunami 

Rescuers pulled a 70-year-old woman from her toppled home Tuesday, four days after an earthquake-spurred tsunami 

tossed the house off its foundation in Japan's northeast. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 3:33:01 PM 

Clinton: No U.S. support for libya no-fly zone 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 4:50:02 PM 

Arc: Big East won't live up to massive expectations 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 5:21:53 PM 

Ariz. man gets probation in bloodsucking case 

An Arizona man has been sentenced to three years of probation for stabbing a man who refused to let him suck his 

blood. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 5:30:55 PM 

Millions in Japan struggle without electricity, heat 

Ig~~""lone of the world's most technologically advanced societies was transformed overnight when Japan lost a 

large chunk of its electrical generating capacity to the one-two punch of earthquake and tsunami. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 5:32:41 PM 

Oil pulls back as Japan nuclear crisis worsens 

Oil prices fell sharply Tuesday on deepening fears about Japan's economy after its nuclear crisis worsened following a 

devastating earthquake and tsunami. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 6:17:39 PM 

First Read: Support for Afghanistan war wanes 

Gen. David Petraeus touted "significant" security progress in Afghanistan in a congressional hearing on Capitol Hill. He 

cautioned those gains are "fragile and reversible." But polls are showing that support for the lO-year war is waning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 6:20:53 PM 

Video: Backlash over YouTube rant against Asians 

Ig~~""IUCLA Chancellor and students push back against a YouTube video criticizing Asian students. KNBC's 
Gordon Tokumatsu reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 6:23:24 PM 

Panic grips Tokyo as radiation levels rise 

Panic swept Tokyo on Tuesday as radiation levels surged, causing some to leave the capital and others to stock up on 

food and supplies before levels dropped by evening. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 6:28:15 PM 

Fed says economic recovery on firmer footing 

The Fed maintained its ultra-loose monetary policy on Tuesday, saying the economy was gaining traction while flagging 

potential inflation risks from costlier energy and food. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 6:38:22 PM 

In wake of Wisconsin law, can labor keep its clout? 

Ig~~""~he law Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker signed Friday which curtails unions' power to bargain and to collect 

union dues may be a turning point in labor's political role. Here are questions that unions face in the 
wake of the law. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 6:51:46 PM 

Japanese city now an eerie ghost town 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 7:10:56 PM 

NYPD: Couple dies from cyanide poisoning 

New York police say a woman died after her husband injected her with cyanide. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 7:24:33 PM 

NYT: Reactor design has long been questioned 

The warnings for the nuclear reactor design were issued as far back as 1972: If the cooling systems ever failed, the 

primary containment vessel would probably burst. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 7:26:25 PM 

Tanier: March Madness euphoria for small colleges 

Ig~~""~anier: Belmont, Long Island and Northern Colorado have superfans who weathered the lean years to 

enjoy March Madness euphoria. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 7:47:42 PM 

Video: Cookie thief rips off 3 Girl Scouts 

Ig~~""~hree Georgia Girl Scouts are out $50 after a sweet-tooth bandit pays for her cookies by using counterfeit 
cash. WXIA's Jon Shirek reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 7:58:00 PM 

54 GOPers buck party as short-term budget bill passes House 

More Republicans than many expected voted against a three-week stopgap measure to continue funding the federal 

government until April 8. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 8:01:38 PM 

Video: PFT live: Encouraging players to boycott the draft 

Ig~~""INFL agent Drew Rosenhaus says the second players are drafted they will be locked out, so he's 
encouraging his clients to boycott the draft to show solidarity with their future teammates. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 8:08:17 PM 

Baker wins Iditarod in record time, dethrones Mackey 

Ig~~""~ohn Baker crossed the finish line first Tuesday in the Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race to reclaim the title of 

Iditarod champion for an Alaska Native musher. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 8:08:31 PM 

Stocks bounce, but still end day with big losses 

Stocks fell sharply Tuesday and bond prices rose as the nuclear crisis in Japan grew following last week's deadly 

earthquake and tsunami. The Dow fell more than 130 points. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 8:39:10 PM 

James: March Madness is about to get Jimmered 

Ig~~""~ames: You think BYU's star and his name are hot items now? Just wait until the Cougars win a couple of 

tournament games 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 9:21:33 PM 

US energy chief: don't delay new nuclear plants 

Regulators should press ahead with approving construction licenses for new nuclear power plants despite Japan's 

nuclear crisis, President Barack Obama's top energy official said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/201110:47:14 PM 

Video: West Coast warily eyes wind patterns 

Ig~~""IDeepening concern about radiation leaking out of Japan's damaged nuclear plant has residents along the 
West Coast closely watching which way the winds are blowing. The Weather Channel's Brian Norcross 

reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2011 10:54:43 PM 

Video: Radiation reality check 

Ig~~""INBC'S Dr. Nancy Snyderman discusses the symptoms of radiation sickness. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/201110:57:05 PM 

Video: US military expands Japan relief efforts 

Ig~~""IAlthough plans for the u.s. military to deploy a massive relief operation have been overshadowed by 

Japan's escalating nuclear crisis, U.S. helicopter missions to search for and aid survivors in isolated 
communities are already under way. NBC's Ian Williams reports from Yamagata. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/201110:59:41 PM 

Video: Clinton locked in diplomatic dance over libya 

Ig~~""IMoammar Khaddafy's forces have taken back another rebel city, the last stop before the rebel capital of 

Benghazi. The crackdown in Libya was one of many items on the plate for Secretary of State Hillary 
Clinton in Cairo. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/201111:07:32 PM 

Libya no-fly resolution offered at UN 

Ig~~""lsupporters of a no-fly zone over Libya introduced a U.N. resolution aimed at stopping Moammar 

Gadhafi's planes from bombing civilians, with France urging quick action Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/201111:10:22 PM 

Rockefeller impostor charged with murder 

A mystery man who calls himself Clark Rockefeller has been charged with murder in the disappearance of a Southern 

California man more than 25 years ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/201111:35:39 PM 

Bus in fatal N.J. crash flagged for safety 

The tour bus company involved in a fatal crash on the New Jersey Turnpike had been flagged by safety officials for extra 

scrutiny due to a higher than average number of violations, federal records show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/201111:45:09 PM 

US seizes key execution drug in Georgia 

The DEA confirmed Tuesday that the agency seized Georgia's supply of a key lethal injection drug because of questions 

about how the stockpile was imported to the u.s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/201111:50:16 PM 

Union: 19K teacher layoff slips so far in Calif 

Ig~~""ISChOOI districts in California have issued nearly 19,000 layoff notices so far to teachers amid uncertainty 

over the state budget, the California Teachers Association estimated Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/201111:55:12 PM 

Disaster sparks demand for potassium iodide 

Ig~~""IDesPite assurances that nuclear radiation won't reach the U.S., demand for potassium iodide has 

swamped the stocks of suppliers. That's where Troy Jones comes in. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/201112:05:12 AM 

Former nurse convicted of advising suicide online 

Ig~~""IA former Minnesota nurse who advised depressed people over the Internet the best way to tie ropes to 

hang themselves and encouraged one to webcast the event, was found guilty on Tuesday of inciting two 
suicides. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/201112:12:46 AM 

Who wore it best? The styles of Michelle Obama and former first ladies 

Ig~~""IWhO wore it best? The styles of Michelle Obama and former first ladies 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/201112:31:37 AM 

Video: Firefighters take truck for joyride 

Ig~~""lvolunteer firefighters are feeling the heat after taking a truck on drunken ride. Darcy Spencer 
reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/201112:35:40 AM 

Video: Skulls found during drug raid 

Ig~~""IHuman remains were part of shrine in Utah man's storage shed. Andrew Adams reports. (NBC News 
Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/20111:17:09 AM 

Who has what it takes to win it allan 'Idol'? 

Ig~~""~here's still more than two months until the show crowns its season 10 winner, but that doesn't mean it's 

too early to gauge who the favorites are. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/20111:59:26 AM 

One 'Loser' goes home with nothing left to lose 

Ig~~""lltls red vs. black no more as the players become Team Blue and work together toward a group goal that 

will keep them all on the ranch. But one contestant was already on her way out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 2:05:11 AM 

NYT: 50 workers bravely stay at troubled Japan reactors 

Ig~~""IA small crew of technicians, braving radiation and fire, became the only people remaining at the 
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station on Tuesday - and perhaps Japan's last chance of preventing a 

broader nuclear catastrophe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 2:33:11 AM 

UNC Asheville advances to face Pitt 

Ig~~""IMatt Dickey scored 22 points as UNC Asheville beat Arkansas-Little Rock 81-77 in overtime of the NCAA 
tournament's first "First Four" game Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 2:46:16 AM 

Cosmic Log: If there's a meltdown, then what? 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: If the fuel rods melt down at Japan's stricken nuclear plant, that 
would be bad ... but it wouldn't be a "China syndrome" scenario. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 3:55:12 AM 

Clemson locks down UAB, wins NCAA opener 

Ig~~""~erai Grant scored a career-best 22 points and fast-starting Clemson built a double-figure lead and never 
backed off in beating Alabama-Birmingham 70-52 on Tuesday night in an NCAA First Four game at the 

University of Dayton Arena. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 6:29:46 AM 

Workers briefly evacuate stricken nuke plant 

Ig~~""lworkers at a quake-damaged nuclear plant briefly suspend operations and evacuated after a surge in 

radiation made it too dangerous to remain there. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 8:06:29 AM 

Japan shares surge, other Asia markets also bounce 

Japanese stocks rebounded Wednesday, recovering some of the massive losses sustained over the last two days 

following a devastating earthquake and tsunami. Other Asian indexes also bounced back even as the human and 

economic toll from the disasters, including an escalating nuclear crisis, remained unclear. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 8:47:18 AM 

Reporter unwilling part of ex-CIA agent's trial 

Ig~~""IA New York Times reporter who interviewed an elderly ex-CIA operative and got him to admit 

masterminding bombings at top Cuban tourist sites in 1997 is set to testify at his perjury trial, despite 
long fighting court orders compelling her to do so. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 8:48:32 AM 

Judge: Free speech no defense for urging suicide 

Freedom of speech is no defense for a former nurse who engaged in "lethal advocacy" when he encouraged an English 

man and Canadian woman to kill themselves after searching for depressed people over the Internet, a Minnesota judge 

said in delivering a guilty verdict against the man. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/201110:21:38 AM 

US nuke plants ranked by quake risk 

Ig~~""INuciear power plants built in the areas usually thought of as earthquake zones, such as the California 

coastline, are no longer those with the highest risk of damage from an earthquake. We rank ali 104 
reactors in the u.s. Msnbc.com investigative reporter Bill Dedman reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/201111:20:09 AM 

PhotoBlog: Soyuz lands safely with u.s. astronaut 

A Russian Soyuz spacecraft landed in Kazakhstan today, bringing NASA astronaut Scott Kelly - brother-in-law of Rep. 

Gabrielle Giffords - and two Russian cosmonauts safely back to Earth after a months-long stay at the International 

Space Station. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/201111:28:01 AM 

Video: Nuclear crisis hits aid efforts in Japan 

Ig~~""IRelief workers are ordered out of northeast Japan, where the crippled Fukushima Dai-ichi nuclear power 

plant is seeping radiation. NBC's Ann Curry reports from Akita, Japan. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/201111:51:57 AM 

Video: Expert: Japan crisis not as bad as Chernobyl 

Ig~~""INuciear scientist James Acton says that while the amount of radiation being leaked into the air in Japan is 
"worrisome," it will not be on the same scale as the fallout at Chernobyl. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/201111:54:43 AM 

Video: What to know about radiation poisoning 

Ig~~""IWith the dire situation in Japan, NBC's chief medical editor Dr. Nancy Snyderman discusses the impact of 
radiation exposure on the human body. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/201111:58:20 AM 

Video: Fiery plane stunt captured on video 

Ig~~""IA husband-and-wife daredevil team is recovering from a terrifying plane stunt at an airshow in 
Brownsville, Texas. TODAY's Natalie Morales has more details. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/201112:07:05 PM 

Insurance industry shielded from Japan quake 

Ig~~""~apanJs massive earthquake is likely to be the costliest natural catastrophe on record, but the impact on 

the insurance industry will be muted by a government backstop and liability limits. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/201112:21:36 PM 

Pakistan court acquits CIA contractor of double murder 

A CIA contractor indicted earlier in the day on two murder charges in Pakistan was acquitted and released on 

Wednesday after a deal to pay "blood money" to the victims' families was reached, Punjab Law Minister Rana Sanaullah 

told Reuters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/20111:07:01 PM 

Red Tape: Pitched battle over privacy in social media 

New evidence suggests the social media divide is becoming a pitched battle, with simmering frustrations between pro

and anti-social network crowds on the issue of privacy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/20111:11:32 PM 

PFT: First NFL player jumps to AFL amid lockout 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/20111:54:26 PM 

Lawsuit: Preschool imperiled kid's Ivy League hopes 

One NYC mom was horrified to discover that her 4-year-old was learning colors and shapes at preschool, rather than 

being prepped to get into the 'right' kindergarten that would lead to Ivy League success 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 2:23:35 PM 

Wholesale inflation surged in February 

Ig~~""lwholesale prices surged last month at their fastest pace in just over 1-1/2 years due to higher energy 

costs and the steepest rise in food prices in 36 years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 3:01:13 PM 

Clinton: Aims ofTahrir Square revolt must be met 

Ig~~""lu.S. Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton brought the Obama administration's appeal for real 

democratic reform in Egypt to Cairo's Tahrir Square on Wednesday. She waded into crowds at the 
symbolic heart of the uprising that toppled the country's longtime autocratic leader last month and urged 
Egypt's transitional leaders not to allow the revolution to fizzle or be compromised by extremists. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 3:06:00 PM 

Facebook kills the comment button, adds an edit feature 

The next time you reply to someone's Facebook wall post, don't bother looking for the "comment" button. From now 

on, all you have to do in order to submit a typed reply is hit enter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 3:18:43 PM 

HBT: Minor-league skipper loses eye after being hit 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 3:29:16 PM 

Video: Dog stands by injured canine friend in Japan 

Ig~~""IA dog guards an injured canine friend in Japan. Rescue workers managed to get one dog to a shelter and 
the injured animal to a veterinary clinic. TODAY.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 3:31:33 PM 

'Blood money': CIA contractor freed after payment 

An American CIA contractor facing murder charges in Pakistan has been released after the payment of "blood money" to 

the relatives of the victims, local officials said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 3:34:33 PM 

Video: Prison guard caught assaulting S.c. inmate 

Ig~~""IA South Carolina prison guard is charged with assault and battery after security video shows her punching 
an inmate. TODAY.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 3:52:49 PM 

Video: AI-Qaida launches magazine for women 

Ig~~""INBC New Terrorism Analyst Evan Kohlman explains how Osama bin Laden's terror network is reaching 
out to Muslim women. (Jansing Co) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 3:53:29 PM 

Rapper Nate Dogg dies at 41 

Ig~~""IAttorney Mark Geragos said Nate Dogg, whose real name was Nathaniel D. Hale, died Tuesday of 

complications from multiple strokes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 4:14:22 PM 

5 killed in Bahrain as riot police clamp down 

Soldiers and riot police expelled hundreds of protesters from a landmark square in Bahrain's capital on Wednesday using 

tear gas and armored vehicles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 4:16:19 PM 

Palestinian president offers to visit Gaza 

Ig~~""lpalestinian President Mahmoud Abbas offered Wednesday to form a new government with his bitter 
rivals in Hamas in an attempt to satisfy Palestinians demanding reconciliation between the Western

backed leader and the Islamic militant group. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 4:35:41 PM 

Massive pedophile ring busted; 230 kids saved 

Ig~~""IAn Internet pedophile ring with up to 70,000 members - thought to be the world's largest -has been 

uncovered by police, a security official said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 4:43:47 PM 

Man admits 'purposefully' stabbing victims 

Ig~~""IA New Hampshire man says he told people in prison two weeks ago they have no idea what a dangerous 

person he is. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 4:46:19 PM 

Mexico allows US drones into its territory 

The Mexican government said Wednesday it has allowed u.s. drones to fly over its territory to gather intelligence on 

drug traffickers, but insisted the operations were under its control. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 5:13:29 PM 

Video: Computer projection shows Japan tsunami 

Ig~~""~he National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's computer projection shows the development of 
the Honshu tsunami and how far the waves traveled. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 5:20:14 PM 

Video: Families search rubble in Japan for loved ones 

Ig~~""IITVIS Nina Nannar reports from northeastern Japan where family members are desperate to locate 

missing loved ones following last week's tsunami. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 5:23:05 PM 

The return of Sharron Angle 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 5:28:22 PM 

A new record! u.s. life expectancy surpasses 78 

u.s. life expectancy has hit another all-time high, rising to about 78 years and 2 months. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 5:30:59 PM 

Video: Dad defends accused MlK bomber 

Ig~~""IA Washington man says he was with his son the entire day the bomb was planted on a MLK parade route. 

KHQ's Anthony Gomes reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 5:32:10 PM 

Obama predicts Kansas over Ohio State for title 

March Madness is back at the White House, and President Barack Obama is picking the top seeds to advance to the Final 

Four. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 5:37:23 PM 

Berlusconi: I'm too old for so much sex 

Ig~~""lpremier Silvio Berlusconi has sat down with the enemy, telling an opposition newspaper that he is too old 

to have had all the sexual encounters he is accused of by Italian prosecutors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 5:40:56 PM 

Video: Drones use in Japan quake relief efforts 

Ig~~""IAerial drones made in the US are helping with relief efforts in Japan. KNSD's Bob Hansen reports. (NBC 

News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 5:49:42 PM 

Video: Radiation fears spread to US 

Ig~~""~apan's nuclear crisis sparks run on iodine pills along America's West Coast. NBC's Kurt Gregory 

reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 5:50:05 PM 

Vt. neighborhood suffering squirrel attacks 

A Bennington neighborhood is being stalked by a renegade gray squirrel, but a Vermont state veterinarian says it's 

possible the animal is upset because it's homesick for the people who raised it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 5:52:25 PM 

Crash highlights Chinese-American gambling market 

Ig~~""IAbout 30,000 Chinese New Yorkers per week board discount buses that take them from Chinatown to 
casinos outside the city - buses like the one that crashed on a return trip from a Connecticut casino, 

killing 15 passengers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 6:07:04 PM 

Home construction slows to a crawl 

Ig~~""IBuilders broke ground last month on the fewest homes in nearly two years, a reflection of declines in 

home prices and low demand that has made it difficult for them to compete. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 6:18:34 PM 

Four New York Times journalists missing in Libya 

Ig~~""IFour journalists covering the fighting in Libya for The New York Times are missing, the newspaper said 

Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 6:38:08 PM 

Japan's emperor urges victims not to lose hope 

Ig~~""~apanese Emperor Akihito made an unprecedented televised address to his disaster-stricken nation 

Wednesday, saying he was "deeply worried" by the nuclear crisis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 6:57:49 PM 

Airlines scramble to get travelers out of Tokyo 

Ig~~""IAiriines on Wednesday hustled to get passengers stuck at Tokyo's airports out of quake-stricken Japan, 

while aid organizations said the city is safe for international travelers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 7:41:12 PM 

NYT: Japan's leadership flaws deepen sense of crisis 

Never has postwar Japan needed strong, assertive leadership more - and never has its weak, rudderless system of 

governing been so clearly exposed or mattered so much. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 7:53:37 PM 

ConsumerMan: New site for safety complaints 

A new government website allows consumers to register safety complaints about products. It's hailed by consumer 

groups and safety advocates, but manufacturers are leery of it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 7:55:44 PM 

New license for Japan-type reactor delayed for years 

Ig~~""IA new license for one of the u.s. nuclear plants most similar to Japan's Fukushima Dai-ichi facility has 

been on hold for more than five years, offering a uniquely extensive record of safety and security 
concerns with the reactor and others like it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 8:07:52 PM 

Stocks end lower as Japan worries won't ease 

Stocks ended the day sharply lower amid worsening fears about the nuclear crisis in Japan that shook financial markets 

Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 8:09:55 PM 

Castrodale: It really is location, location, location 

Ig~~""lcastrodale: Schools that play NCAA tournament games closer to home do a lot better 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 8:18:58 PM 

NBC's Dr. Nancy Snyderman answers radiation questions 

As we watch the nuclear crisis escalate in Japan, many of us have questions on radiation sickness. NBC's Dr. Nancy 

Snyderman explains the health effects of exposure to radioactive material. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 8:58:12 PM 

Video: TSA body scans scrutinized on Capitol Hill 

Ig~~""ILawmakers and representatives from the TSA met on Capitol Hill Wednesday to discuss full-body scans 

being conducted in U.s. airports amid radiation and privacy concerns. NBC's Jay Gray reports. (NBC News 
Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 9:08:50 PM 

On borrowed time: budget delays start to hurt 

The budget battle and its underlying threat of a government shutdown have grabbed headlines, but the real-world 

impact has largely gone unnoticed as nervous federal agencies sit on billions of dollars that should be circulating through 

an economy that is still recovering from recession. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 9:10:38 PM 

Brain scan overdose offers glimpse of radiation threat 

Ig~~""IA medical mistake left Marcie Iseli a victim of radiation poisoning, with some of the same symptoms and 
possible long-term effects that may face workers now exposed to high levels of radiation at Japan's ailing 

nuclear plant. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 9:30:49 PM 

Stocks end lower as Japan worries won't ease 

Stocks ended the day sharply lower amid worsening fears about the nuclear crisis in Japan that shook financial markets 

Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 9:56:12 PM 

Minder 'thanks God!' spotlight is off Libya 

So what has the mercurial Libyan strongman Moammar Gadhafi been up to while the world has focused on Japan? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/201110:25:32 PM 

11 shows that were canceled way too soon 

Having all the right actors, the right scripts, the right fans - and sometimes even the right ratings numbers - are no 

guarantee a show will stay on the air. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2011 10:40:59 PM 

U.S. boosts radiation-sniffing system 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Federal agencies are beefing up their radiation-monitoring 

capabilities even as they insist that significant amounts of fallout won't waft from Japan onto u.s. 
territory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/201110:41:07 PM 

Video: As Japan's disaster deepens, so does distrust 

Ig~~""IAS survivors of the earthquake and tsunami struggle against cold weather and lack of water, food and 

medicine, people are forced to trust reports from the Japanese government that differ from dire new 
warnings from American nuclear experts. NBC's Lester Holt reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/201110:46:51 PM 

Video: Storms deter grim search for survivors 

Ig~~""IWith more than 4,000 dead and thousands more missing in northern Japan, hopes for finding additional 
survivors are dimming as bad weather makes the search even more difficult. ITN's Angus Walker 

reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/201110:49:48 PM 

Video: Concerns over nuke design not new 

Ig~~""IGrave concerns about the design of the reactors at the Fukushima nuclear plant, which has been 

operating since 1971, were raised decades ago. NBC Senior Investigative Correspondent Lisa Myers 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/201110:52:59 PM 

Video: Surgeon General backtracks on radiation warning 

Ig~~""IAfter concerns that winds will bring radiation from Japan to the United States prompted many consumers 

to stockpile iodine tablets, health officials have cautioned people not to take them. NBC's Chief Medical 
Editor Dr. Nancy Snyderman reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/201111:00:23 PM 

Video: Violent crackdown on Bahrain protestors 

Ig~~""lwhile Gadhafi has been taking back rebel-held territory, protesters in Bahrain have risen up again, 

prompting the government there to ask Saudis to send in troops. NBC's John Ray reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/201111:01:53 PM 

Whiskey sales boom lifts Irish spirits 

The news out of Ireland these days is nearly all bad, with the Celtic Tiger tamed by the cruel economy. But there is a bit 

of news to raise Irish spirits: Irish whiskey, which almost disappeared during the 1960s, is suddenly among the fastest 

growing alcohol exports around the globe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/201111:02:51 PM 

Video: Clinton criticizes crackdown in Bahrain 

Ig~~""lwhile making a surprise visit to Egypt's Tahrir Sqaure on Wednesday, Secretary of State Hillary Clinton 

expressed concern over the escalating situation in Bahrain. NBC's Chief Foreign Affairs Correspondent 
Andrea Mitchell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/201111:05:10 PM 

Video: Road past Fukushima paved with fear 

Ig~~""[he journey from the northern part of Honshu Island toward Tokyo takes rescuers and evacuees just a 
few kilometers away from the damaged reactors at Fukushima's nuclear plant. NBC's Lee Cowan 

reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/201111:14:10 PM 

Donors use texts, social media for Japan relief 

In the early hours of the Japan crisis, Satomi Dohi turned to her mobile phone for two reasons: to check in with family in 

Fukushima and text message a donation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/201112:17:21 AM 

Muslim pulled from plane seeks apology 

A Muslim woman said Wednesday that she wants a Southwest Airlines crew disciplined for removing her from a flight 

for wearing a headscarf. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/201112:42:35 AM 

Florida man wins lottery, must visit mom 

A man's smart remark ends in $4 million and a dreaded trip to see his mother. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/201112:51:41 AM 

5 dead as plane crashes at Long Beach airport 

Ig~~...,~wo prominent real estate developers and a bicycle advocate were among five people killed Wednesday 

in the fiery crash of a twin-engine plane at Long Beach airport, a spokesman for one of the victims said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/201112:55:24 AM 

Supporters call for libya no-fly vote 

Supporters of a no-fly zone over Libya are calling for a Security Council vote Thursday on a U.N. resolution aimed at 

preventing Moammar Gadhafi's planes from conducting aerial attacks on the Libyan people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20111:11:13 AM 

Muhammad Ali asks Iran to free US hikers 

Ig~~""IBoXing champ Muhammad Ali is asking Iran to release two American hikers held since 2009 on spy 

charges. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20113:40:52 AM 

Thunder stifle Heat for fifth straight victory 

Ig~~""IKeVin Durant scored 29 points, Russell Westbrook added 18 and the Oklahoma City Thunder frustrated 

Miami's offense all night on the way to a 96-85 win over the Heat on Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20113:45:39 AM 

2 'Idols' leap out of their comfort zones 

Ig~~""llt was an interesting week on "Idol" as the headlines were stolen by the risk takers and the sick. Casey 

Abrams and Jacob Lusk were the ones who tried something new when picking songs from their birth year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20114:39:55 AM 

U.S. to help Americans leave Japan 

The u.s. authorized evacuations of Americans from Japan and said it will charter aircraft to help u.s. citizens wishing to 

escape elevated radiation levels in the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20115:02:57 AM 

VCU shows it belongs, handling Southern Cal 

Ig~~""~amie Skeen scored 16 points and Virginia Commonwealth more than held its own inside against bigger 
and stronger Southern California to beat the Trojans 59-46 Wednesday night in the finale of the NCAA's 

inaugural"First Four" tournament games at the University of Dayton Arena. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20115:39:23 AM 

Helicopters drop water on damaged reactors 

Ig~~""~apanese helicopters dumped loads of seawater onto a stricken nuclear complex Thursday, trying to cool 

dangerously overheated uranium fuel rods that may be on the verge of spewing more radiation into the 
atmosphere. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20116:16:47 AM 

Gov. Cuomo orders review of N.Y. reactor after report on quake data 

New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo orders a safety review of the Indian Point nuclear plant near New York City, after one of 

its reactors ranked first for risk of damage from an earthquake in a study published Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/2011 7:04:46 AM 

Clinton: No interest in job if Obama wins in 2012 

Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton said she does not want to stay in her job if President Barack Obama wins a 

second term in 2012. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/2011 7:53:56 AM 

5 men split reward in Barefoot Bandit case 

Ig~~""IA $10,000 FBI reward for the capture of the man accused of being the "Barefoot Bandit" has been split 

among five men who helped Bahamian authorities in last summer's arrest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20118:02:17 AM 

Iran claims launch of new space capsule 

Ig~~""llran said Thursday that it had successfully launched a test spacecraft meant to sustain life in orbit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20118:52:13 AM 

Malaysia gov't accused of desecrating 5,000 Bibles 

Malaysia's main Christian grouping accused the government Thursday of desecrating 5,000 imported Bibles seized by 

custom authorities in this Muslim-majority country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20119:56:56 AM 

Irish-Americans roiled over anti-union bills 

Ig~~""lln a year when the questions of union power and the responsibility of governments to their employees 
have taken center stage, St. Patrick's Day is taking on dual meaning for many Irish-Americans, with their 

rich ties to the labor movement. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/201111:22:53 AM 

Why do hangovers get worse as we get older? 

Ig~~""lltls not your imagination. Our bodies really do start to lose the capability to process booze as we get 

older, an alcohol expert explains. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/201111:57:40 AM 

Video: Desperate efforts to douse reactors 

Ig~~""~ODAY'S Ann Curry reports from Akita, Japan, on attempts to drop water on damaged nuclear reactors at 
a nuclear power plant devastated by the effects of last week's tsunami. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/201112:55:36 PM 

Blog: Last image of missing NYT photographers 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20111:24:30 PM 

Jobs market shows further signs of healing 

Fewer people likely applied for unemployment benefits last week, adding to the more optimistic outlook for job growth 

this year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20111:47:41 PM 

Late (again) this morning? How to kick the habit 

Some of us seem to be perpetually 10 minutes behind on life, always rushing out the door, always apologizing to those 

that are waiting for us. But tardiness can be stamped out by discovering the cause. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20112:02:20 PM 

Nagasaki survivor: People seem 'too sensitive' 

Ig~~""IKazuko Yamashita - a 5-year-old when the atom bomb was dropped on Nagasaki - says people appear 

to be over sensitive about the current nuclear crisis in Japan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20112:57:48 PM 

PhotoBlog 

Ig~~""lview and discuss the pictures and issues that caught our eyes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20113:25:09 PM 

Women record revenge on lying lover who betrayed them 

Simon Reid, 44, not only cheated on three British women: He scammed one out of almost $30,000. But when they found 

out, with the help of an American woman who Reid also betrayed, they got together and confronted him - on camera 

- and put him behind bars. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20113:56:00 PM 

Video: Dramatic video shows tsunami survivor's rescue 

Ig~~""IAlmost a week after Japan was struck by twin disasters, images continue to appear showing the scale of 

the tsunami. ITN's Louisa James describes the rescue of one woman, plucked to safety as the water 
surged through Sendai. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/2011 4:12:52 PM 

Litany of mishaps in Japan nuclear industry 

Ig~~""IBehind Japan's escalating nuclear crisis sits a scandal-ridden energy industry in a comfy relationship with 

government regulators often willing to overlook safety lapses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20114:13:22 PM 

Mel Gibson turns himself in to police 

Ig~~""IMel Gibson was booked and released at EI Segundo Police Department on Wednesday night as part of his 

sentence for the misdemeanor battery case. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20114:15:07 PM 

Video: Radiation levels in Tokyo only slightly raised 

Ig~~""IWith extensive radiation monitoring systems available, Japanese authorities are well-prepared to deal 
with a nuclear crisis. NBC's Robert Bazell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20114:35:50 PM 

Upper Midwest, Northeast face spring flood danger 

Spring flooding has already begun and the worst is yet to come, with the greatest danger in the Northeast and Midwest, 

government forecasters said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20114:40:48 PM 

1,000 texts while driving school bus: cops 

Ig~~""lpolice arrested a Trumbull school bus driver after they say she was caught on surveillance camera texting 
while driving the bus - sending and receiving over 1,000 texts in five weeks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/2011 4:59:35 PM 

Kidney transplant patient infected with HIV 

Health officials are reporting that a patient was infected with the AIDS virus through a kidney transplant from a live 

donor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/2011 5:56:54 PM 

Video: Hiroshima loss inspires American doctor 

Ig~~""IDr. Ritsuko Komaki grew up in Hiroshima, Japan, but was living in a town hundreds of miles away when 

the atomic bomb was dropped. Inspired by the loss of a childhood friend in Hiroshima, she became a 
radiation oncologist with the MD Anderson Cancer Center in Houston. Komaki discusses her friend a nd the 
danger of accidental exposure to high levels of radiation. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20116:13:20 PM 

US charter flights begin to leave Japan 

The first U.S.-chartered aircraft has left Japan with about 100 people aboard headed for Taiwan and another flight is 

anticipated on Friday, the U.S. State Department said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/2011 6:36:30 PM 

West Virginia wears down tired Clemson 

Ig~~""IDarrYI Bryant scored 19 points and Kevin Jones added 17 to help fifth-seeded West Virginia overcome a 
slow start and wear down No. 12 seed Clemson, 84-76 in the second round of the East Regional on 

Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20116:48:45 PM 

Yale student murder: Lab tech pleads guilty 

Ig~~""~he graduate student's body was found inside the wall of a campus building on the day she was due to be 

married in 2009. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/2011 7:06:15 PM 

5 split reward for 'Barefoot Bandit' capture 

Ig~~""IFive men who last summer helped Bahamian authorities capture Colton Harris-Moore, the "Barefoot 

Bandit," have split a $10,000 FBI reward. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/2011 7:55:50 PM 

Popping potassium iodide already? Really bad idea 

As demand spikes for potassium iodide in the wake of Japan's nuclear crisis, u.s. poison control centers are starting to 

receive reports of illness in people who've ingested the drug aimed at protecting against radiation sickness. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/2011 7:59:17 PM 

Crisis prompts U.S. scramble for emergency kits 

The twin catastrophes in Japan have prompted many in United States to look at their own homes, wonder if they are 

prepared for a disaster - and realize they're definitely not. In fact, many aren't even sure how to start putting an 

emergency kit together. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20118:08:04 PM 

$125,871 paid for Middleton's see-through dress 

Ig~~""IA revealing piece of royal history was sold Thursday for 78,000 pounds, or $125,871, when an 
unidentified buyer bought the infamous see-through dress Kate Middleton wore back in 2002 when she 

and Prince William were university friends. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/2011 8:32:23 PM 

Obama: US regulators to review reactor safety 

President Barack Obama said Thursday he had asked nuclear regulators for a comprehensive review of the safety of u.s. 
plants in light of the disaster in Japan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20118:59:27 PM 

Surfer killed in wipeout on California coast 

Ig~~""IA big-wave surfer has been killed after wiping out off the northern California coast, authorities and his 

sponsor, Volcom, said on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20119:23:10 PM 

New Bible draws critics of gender-neutral language 

A new translation of the Bible is drawing opposition from the Council on Biblical Manhood and Womanhood, an 

organization that believes women should submit to their husbands in the home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20119:36:10 PM 

Airline co-pilot charged with flying drunk 

A commercial airline pilot has been indicted on charges of flying drunk while serving as first officer in the cockpit of a 

United Express flight from Austin, Texas, to Denver in December of 2009. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/2011 9:52:05 PM 

Climber survives for 6 days in remote Utah canyon 

Ig~~""INO matter what, David Cicotello knew he had to survive. Cicotello, 57, was stranded on a ledge in No 

Man's Canyon, in the rugged wilderness some 180 miles southeast of Salt Lake City. His climbing partner 
- 70-year-old brother Louis - Iy motionless on the ground 100 feet below, having fallen while rappelling. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20119:56:47 PM 

Bracket-buster! Morehead State beats No.4 louisville 

Ig~~""IDemonte Harper made a 3-pointer from the top of the circle with 4.2 seconds left Thursday to lead 13th

seeded Morehead State to the first upset of the NCAA tournament, a 62-61 victory over No.4 Louisville in 
the Southwest regional. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/201110:23:57 PM 

Man posing as officer pulls over undercover police vehicle 

A security guard who apparently wanted to play police officer pulls over the wrong person, according to police in Dalton, 

Ga.: A police detective in an undercover car. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/201110:37:15 PM 

Arc: Irving's return makes Duke-Hampton intruiging 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/2011 10:40:35 PM 

U.S. military detects more radiation from Japan 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: U.S. officials say they're seeing a disparity between Japanese 
radiation readings and the readings they've been getting from military monitors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/201110:42:36 PM 

Video: Battle wages on to stave off nuclear meltdown 

Ig~~""IAS frantic efforts to get control over the Fukushima nuclear plant grew more desperate on Thursday, 

reports that engineers were able to lay an external grid power line cable to unit 2 was hailed as 
encouraging news. NBC's Robert Bazell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/201110:46:10 PM 

Video: Dark days for disaster survivors 

Ig~~""IFor survivors of Japan's earthquake and tsunami who are struggling to cope, fears of radiation are taking 
a huge toll. NBC's Ann Curry reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/201110:53:43 PM 

Video: West Coast warily eyeing winds 

Ig~~""lweather Channel's Bryan Norcross looks at the wind forecast for the nuclear plant region (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/201111:06:13 PM 

Richmond boots 5-seed Vandy from tourney 

Ig~~""IKeVin Anderson scored 16 of his 25 points in the second half, including a floater with 18.7 seconds 
remaining that helped seal 12th-seeded Richmond's 69-66 win over No.5 seed Vanderbilt on Thursday in 

the Southwest regional. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/201111:08:01 PM 

Pakistan army chief condemns US drone attack 

r-I~akistan's army chief strongly condemned a u.s. drone attack that killed more than three dozen people 
hursday, saying the missiles struck a peaceful meeting of tribal elders near the Afghan border. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/201111:23:24 PM 

OJ appeals verdict to full Nevada high court 

Ig~~""IO.J. Simpson asked the full Nevada Supreme Court on Thursday to do what three of its members have 
already declined to do - overturn his conviction and sentence in a botched Las Vegas hotel room heist. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/201111:50:52 PM 

Hawaiians worry about Japan - and its tourists 

In Hawaii, where Japanese visitors make up more than 20 percent of the state's 7 million annual visitors, the tourism 

industry is nervously watching for signs of an economic fallout. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/201111:52:55 PM 

For one family, a tough decision to leave 

Josh McKible, a 46-year-old illustrator, his wife and two children will leave their home in Japan on Friday for New York, 

fearing the consequences of the radiation leaks occurring 170 miles to the north and not sure they can trust the 

information they're getting from the Japanese government. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/201112:04:08 AM 

Triple whammy slows Japan relief effort 

Ig~~""IRelief efforts after the Japanese nuclear disaster are being stymied as relief workers struggle with the 

physical devastation of last week's earthquake and tsunami, the specter of radiation dangers and harsh 
weather conditions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/201112:05:45 AM 

UN OKs 'all necessary measures' against Libya 

The U.N. Security Council authorizes a no-fly zone over Libya and called for Arab states and others to use "all necessary 

measures" to protect civilians. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/201112:37:15 AM 

Experts: No radiation worry for West Coast 

The u.s. government and scientists insist that there's no threat of radiation from Japan endangering people on the West 

Coast - but that hasn't stopped roughly 1,000 worried Californians from flooding a state hotline. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/201112:56:14 AM 

The hardest places to get drunk 

Ig~~""~he hardest places to get drunk 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/20111:04:40 AM 

The Obama family's jetsetter vacations 

Ig~~""IAS Obama heads to Martha's Vineyard for a little R&R, we look at his other family vacations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/20111:16:06 AM 

Why 'Plan B' often works out badly 

Engineers used to talk about guarding against the "single point of failure" when designing critical systems like aircraft 

control networks or nuclear power plants. But rarely does one mistake or event cause a catastrophe. As we've seen in 

Japan, disaster is usually as function of multiple mistakes and a string of bad luck, often called an "event cascade" or 

"propagating failures." 

View article ... 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Accepted: Crime Reporting in Athletics 
Office of University Counsel - 110 Bynum 
10/16/20129:00 AM 
10/16/201211:00AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Tricomi, William T 
Resources: Office of University Counsel - 110 Bynum 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Harold, 

IIle, Vince <iO~UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS/CN~VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8DO> 

Friday, October 12, 201211:09 AM 

Woodard, Harold <harold _ woodard@unc.edu> 

ASPSA Tutors 

In the October 12, 2012 online edition of The News and Observer, J. Andrew Curliss reported that on Thursday, October II, 2012 you infornled a UNC system 
Board of Governors academic review panel that tutors have in the past provided athletes with ... '·overhelp." 
Is the assistance to which you were referring the same impermissible academic assistance that has already been investigated by the NCAA and specifically referenced 
in the NCAA's March 12,2012 Public Infractions Report? Ifit is not, please contact me so we can set a time to meet. It will be necessary for us to discuss whatever 
infonnation you've received, documents you've reviewed, and any other resource(s) you may have so that the compliance ofIice can evaluate whether or not the 
"overhelp" you reported might potentially constitute a violation of NCAA rules and investigate accordingly. 
Please be reminded that it is essential to report any potential violation of NCAA rules to the Director of Athletics or the compliance ofIice immediately. Thanks for your 
help. 
Vince 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Accepted: Crime Reporting in Athletics 
Office of University Counsel - 110 Bynum 
11/5/20122:00 PM 
11/5/20124:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Tricomi, William T 
Resources: Office of University Counsel - 110 Bynum 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Accepted: HOLD: Backup time for ASPSA meeting in case the November 16 meeting is canceled 
South - 205 
11/26/20125:00 PM 
11/26/20126:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Strizheus, Yulia 
Resources: South - 205 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry, 

IIle, Vince <iO~UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS/CN~VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8DO> 

Tuesday, November 27,20]22:24 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <~lhgallo@email.unc.edu> 

Football Scheduling 

I seemed to have lost my bookmark for ESPN pass for researching future football schedules. Can you please send me the link') Thanks and sorry to bother you with 
this. 
Vince 









From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, December 11,20123:49:13 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: ASPSA Director Search 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 
This message's contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
Dr. Michelle Brown Documents 12 11 2012.pdf (1.9M) 
Molly, 
We can send the one below to Coach Fedora and his administrative assistant along with the attachment On all of these emails I'm about to send 
you, we should probably cc: me and Karlton. Thanks for your help. 
Vince 
Larry, 
The search committee responsible for recommending candidates for the open ASPSA Director position will bring the second candidate to 
campus for interviews and meetings Thursday. The second candidate is Dr. Michelle Brown who is currently employed as Associate Athletic 
Director for Academics and Student Services at Florida Atlantic University. Please note that we have incorporated into the schedule an opportunity 
for our head coaches to meet with Dr. Brown on Thursday, December 13 from noon until 1 p.m. We plan to cater a lunch in the EWAC first floor 
conference room for the candidate and all of our head coaches who are able to attend. This will provide you an opportunity to learn more about Dr. 
Brown and interact with her in an informal setting. Please contact Molly Norton at mbnorton@unc.edu to inform her whether or not you can attend 
the lunch. 
Please also note that a separate interview has been scheduled for 1 :30-2 p.m. on Thursday. Corey Holliday and Andre Williams have been 
requested to attend that interview to ensure that representatives of the football program have an opportunity to meet and interact with the candidate 
in the event you are unable to attend the lunch at noon. 
Dr. Brown's application materials are attached. Note that it is not appropriate for any of us to contact her references or any other individuals (e.g., 
coaches and staff at Florida Atlantic, etc.) regarding the candidate's background or interest at this time. If you have any questions, please contact 
Vince IIle at (919) 962-4631 or ille@unc.edu 
Please plan to attend if your schedule permits. Thanks for your help. 
Bubba 



From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, December 11, 2012 3:49:52 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: ASPSA Director Search 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 
This message's contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
Dr. Michelle Brown Documents 12 11 2012.pdf (1.9M) 
Molly, 
We can send the one below to Coach Williams and his administrative assistant along with the attachment On all of these emails I'm about to send 
you, we should probably cc: me and Karlton. Thanks for your help. 
Vince 
Roy, 
The search committee responsible for recommending candidates for the open ASPSA Director position will bring the second candidate to 
campus for interviews and meetings Thursday. The second candidate is Dr. Michelle Brown who is currently employed as Associate Athletic 
Director for Academics and Student Services at Florida Atlantic University. Please note that we have incorporated into the schedule an opportunity 
for our head coaches to meet with Dr. Brown on Thursday, December 13 from noon until 1 p.m. We plan to cater a lunch in the EWAC first floor 
conference room for the candidate and all of our head coaches who are able to attend. This will provide you an opportunity to learn more about Dr. 
Brown and interact with her in an informal setting. Please contact Molly Norton at mbnorton@unc.edu to inform her whether or not you can attend 
the lunch. 
Please also note that a separate interview has been scheduled for 1 :30-2 p.m. on Thursday. Joe Holladay been requested to attend that interview 
to ensure that a representative of the men's basketball program has an opportunity to meet and interact with the candidate in the event you are 
unable to attend the lunch at noon. 
Dr. Brown's application materials are attached. Note that it is not appropriate for any of us to contact her references or any other individuals (e.g., 
coaches and staff at Florida Atlantic, etc.) regarding the candidate's background or interest at this time. If you have any questions, please contact 
Vince IIle at (919) 962-4631 or ille@unc.edu 
Please plan to attend if your schedule permits. Thanks for your help. 
Bubba 



From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, December 11, 2012 3:50:28 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: ASPSA Director Search 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 
This message's contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
Dr. Michelle Brown Documents 12 11 2012.pdf (1.9M) 
Molly, 
We can send the one below to Sylvia along with the attachment On all of these emails I'm aboutto send you, we should probably cc: me and 
Karlton. Thanks for your help. 
Vince 
Sylvia, 
The search committee responsible for recommending candidates for the open ASPSA Director position will bring the second candidate to 
campus for interviews and meetings Thursday. The second candidate is Dr. Michelle Brown who is currently employed as Associate Athletic 
Director for Academics and Student Services at Florida Atlantic University. Please note that we have incorporated into the schedule an opportunity 
for our head coaches to meet with Dr. Brown on Thursday, December 13 from noon until 1 p.m. We plan to cater a lunch in the EWAC first floor 
conference room for the candidate and all of our head coaches who are able to attend. This will provide you an opportunity to learn more about Dr. 
Brown and interact with her in an informal setting. Please contact Molly Norton at mbnorton@unc.edu to inform her whether or not you can attend 
the lunch. 
Please also note that a separate interview has been scheduled for 1 :30-2 p.m. on Thursday. Andrew Calder been requested to attend that 
interview to ensure that a representative of the women's basketball program has an opportunity to meet and interact with the candidate in the event 
you are unable to attend the lunch at noon. 
Dr. Brown's application materials are attached. Note that it is not appropriate for any of us to contact her references or any other individuals (e.g., 
coaches and staff at Florida Atlantic, etc.) regarding the candidate's background or interest at this time. If you have any questions, please contact 
Vince IIle at (919) 962-4631 or ille@unc.edu 
Please plan to attend if your schedule permits. Thanks for your help. 
Bubba 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Coach, 

IIle, Vince <iO~UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS/CN~VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8DO> 

Sunday, December 16, 2012 10: 14 PM 

Fedora, H. Larry <larry.fedoraf41unc.edu> 

ASPSA 

I met with Harold Woodard on Monday afternoon, December 10, and shared with him our desire to invest additional resources in ASPSA immediately. Specifically, I 
asked him to create a proposal for Bubba' s review that would describe how we might employ two additional learning specialists before the stmt of the spring 2013 
semester, and justification for increasing one current part-time counselor's workload and compensation so as to relieve our tutor coordinator of her counseling 
responsibilities for the two sport programs she's been assigned this past fall (women's soccer and baseball). Bubba has already agreed to this investment in principle 
and we are awaiting receipt of Harold's prop.)sal and the associated costs. It is my understanding that Bradley Bethel is assisting with the proposal as it relates to the 
two new learning specialists. 
All plans for ASPSA, including this proposal, should and will be subject to review and possible revision by the new Director of ASPS A when that individual is hired. 
I've been here a little over four months now. I understand your frustration with the uncertainty and the changes that have been and need to be made in ASPSA. I share 
many of your concerns. I do remain optimistic that we will be able to help the College of A1ts and Sciences and the University create positive and meaningful 
improvements in the ASPSA leadership, structure and the array of assets dedicated to serving our student-athletes. 
Thanks for your input, emphasis, and the continuing efforts made by you and your staff. I really appreciate that. 
Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/20111:39:46 AM 

NASA spacecraft now circling Mercury - a first 

Ig~~""IA well-traveled NASA probe made history Thursday, becoming the first spacecraft ever to enter into orbit 

around Mercury. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/20111:40:29 AM 

Rose helps Bulls beat Nets for eighth straight win 

Ig~~""IDerrick Rose scored 21 points and the Chicago Bulls extended their longest winning streak in six years to 
eight games with an 84-73 victory over the New Jersey Nets on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 2:06:25 AM 

Hill: Can Texas-San Antonio pull off the impossible? 

Ig~~""IHill: Indeed, anything can happen, though it would be close to impossible to envision a scenario where 
the Roadrunners (20-13) will beat top-seed Ohio State. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 2:30:42 AM 

Ex-mayor in NYC suburb gets 3 years' probation 

The former mayor of one of New York's major suburbs was sentenced Thursday to three years' probation on domestic 

violence charges and was told to stay away permanently from his wife. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 2:36:37 AM 

Adios! 'Idol' sends another hopeful packing 

Ig~~""~he hopeful just wasn't great in either English or Spanish on Wednesday, and no amount of lobbying by 

judge Jennifer Lopez could save her from elimination. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 2:41:52 AM 

Video: A harrowing tsunami survival story from Japan 

Ig~~""IRachel Maddow shares amazing footage of a camera crew that barely escapes the Japanese tsunami and 
then joins with others to help stranded survivors. (The Rachel Maddow Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 3:22:01 AM 

Ariz. Senate rejects illegal immigration bills 

Ig~~""~he Arizona Senate soundly defeated five bills aimed at illegal immigration on Thursday in a marked 

departure from last year, when enactment of a tough local enforcement measure put the state at the 
heart of a fierce national debate over the issue. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 3:24:29 AM 

Video: Libya: No fly zone 

Ig~~""IEd Schultz has breaking news that the United Nations Security council has voted to allow the U.N.'s 

member nations to take military action against Libya. Sohel Uddin, NBC News Producer from Libya, and 
Colonel Jack Jacobs, msnbc Military Analyst, join the discussion. (The Ed Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 3:46:30 AM 

Overdose leaves Minn. teen dead, 10 hospitalized 

Ig~~""IEleven teenagers and young adults were hospitalized Thursday and one of them died after apparently 

overdosing on an unregulated hallucinogenic drug while celebrating spring break at a house party in the 
Minneapolis suburbs, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 4:02:35 AM 

Japan races to restore power at crippled reactors 

Ig~~""~apanese engineers raced to restore a power cable to a quake-ravaged nuclear power plant on Friday in 

the hope of restarting pumps needed to pour cold water on overheating fuel rods and avert a 
catastrophic release of radiation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 6:24:54 AM 

India PM denies involvement in bribe scandal 

India's prime minister, his government embroiled in months of corruption scandals, on Friday denied personal 

involvement and knowledge of alleged vote-buying in parliament by his ruling Congress Party. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 9:33:09 AM 

Winning Afghan hearts, minds with explosives 

Ig~~""lu.S. marines are using an aggressive strategy in southern Helmand province's Sangin district, including 

damaging homes with explosives and bulldozing mosques. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 9:59:10 AM 

Girl, 4, is 5th child slain in Acapulco this week 

Police early Thursday found the body of a 4-year-old girl who had been shot in the chest - the fifth child killed in drug

related violence in this Mexican resort city in less than a week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/201111:45:05 AM 

PhotoBlog: Boy, 9, searches for family in Japan 

Toshihito Aisawa's father, mother, grandmother and two cousins are all missing. For days the 9-year-old has been 

desperately searching for them at evacuation centers in the Japanese city of Ishinomaki, holding up hand written signs 

pleading for information. On one is written their names, on the other the simple message "I will come again tomorrow." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/201111:45:05 AM 

PhotoBlog: Boy, 9, desperately searches for family in Japan 

Toshihito Aisawa's father, mother, grandmother and two cousins are all missing. For days the 9-year-old has been 

desperately searching for them at evacuation centers in the Japanese city of Ishinomaki, holding up hand written signs 

pleading for information. On one is written their names, on the other the simple message "I will come again tomorrow." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/201111:49:33 AM 

Businesses wrestle with evacuation decisions 

Ig~~""~apanese and international companies struggled to cope with power and fuel shortages, tough choices 

about whether to evacuate operations and anxiety among their workers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/201111:49:54 AM 

Video: Threat level raised at crippled nukes plant 

Ig~~""lconfusion, anger and distrust are spreading despite the Japanese government's reassurances about the 
blown-out Fukushima Dai-ichi nuclear plant, in which the threat level has just been raised. NBC's Ann 

Curry reports from Akita, Japan. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/201111:52:35 AM 

Chevy's Volt a taste of electric car's future 

Ig~~""IFrom the Chevy Volt's driver's seat we can glimpse the electric car's future. We can taste it, and we can 

even experience it to a degree. But the future's not quite here yet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/201111:57:17 AM 

Official: Duo plotted to kill judge over tax rulings 

An Alaska couple have been indicted on charges of conspiring to murder a federal judge, his family and an Internal 

Revenue Service employee because they were upset over tax rulings against them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/201111:58:05 AM 

Tax experts offer tips for preparing returns 

With tax season upon us, tax experts are ready with advice on everything from document preparation to deductions and 

credits. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/201111:58:52 AM 

Video: Gadhafi vows retaliation for no-fly zone 

Ig~~""IAS the Libyan leader's forces advance on rebel-held Benghazi, Moammar Gadhafi vows more violence in 
response to the U.N.'s decision to enforce a no-fly zone over the North African nation. NBC's Jim Maceda 

reports from Tripoli. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/201112:00:06 PM 

Video: 24 years later, radiation haunts Chernobyl 

Ig~~""lwhat was once a gleaming city full of good jobs, new schools and modern apartments is now a ghost 
town infected with radiation. NBC's Michelle Kosinski reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/201112:15:18 PM 

Summer jobs for teens will be hard to find again 

Ig~~""IHere's what we know about summer jobs: The pay is low, the work can be unrewarding and, all too often, 
there's an unflattering uniform involved. Oh, and they're really hard to find. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/201112:35:04 PM 

Infection risk triggers new recall of wipes 

A Wisconsin medical supply firm blamed for serious infections and death from tainted alcohol prep wipes has issued a 

new nationwide recall for another product potentially contaminated with different dangerous bacteria. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/20111:03:28 PM 

Royal wedding official reveals details of ceremony 

With only six weeks until the royal wedding, Dr. John Hall, dean of Westminster Abbey, takes TODAY's Meredith Vieira 

on a personal inside tour of the historic church and shows how each phase of the ceremony will go. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/20111:29:35 PM 

Lindsay Lohan hits the clubs in NYC 

Ig~~""ILindSay Lohan might be spending quality time with her family during the day, but at night, she's back to 

her old routine of hitting nightclubs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/20111:43:32 PM 

First Thoughts: A third war? 

The u.s. appears headed for military action in a third country 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 2:13:41 PM 

NY Times: Our journalists to be released 

Ig~~""IFour New York Times journalists who were reported missing while covering the Libya conflict have been 

found and will be released Friday, the newspaper said on its website. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 3:04:33 PM 

Authorities: Store owner kept winning lotto ticket 

Authorities have charged the owner of a central North Carolina store after investigators say he kept a customer's 

winning lottery ticket worth nearly $90,000. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 3:16:03 PM 

Chinese hoard salt out of radiation fears 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 3:26:27 PM 

Sheriffs scolds Craigslist as forum for animal sex 

Over the years, Craigslist has taken many hits for not being more vigilant in monitoring the kinds of ads that lead to 

criminal activity. Now, "America's toughest sheriff" has sent a letter to the Craigslist CEO to "strongly encourage" the 

site to take more responsibility for its part in facilitating a love that dare not speak its name: bestiality. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 3:59:53 PM 

In Japan, Mormon network gathers the flock 

The only thing that rivals the Mormon church's ability to spread the word is its ability to cope with emergencies. 

Msnbc.com's Kari Huus reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 4:43:04 PM 

Cure for forgetfulness? Scottish scientists launch study 

A Scottish research team has just launched a study seeking a "cure for forgetfulness" -- not early-onset dementia, but 

plain old, "Where are my keys? What's your name again?" absent-mindedness. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 4:55:59 PM 

Tsunami elderly suffer abandonment, cold 

Ig~~""lln Japan's disaster, the elderly have borne the brunt of the calamity. Shocking and heartbreaking stories 

emerged on Friday from a nation hit hard by loss and suffering. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 4:58:42 PM 

Video: Census reveals fastest growing states 

Ig~~""INew Census numbers show the Southwest to be one of the fastest growing areas in the u.S. with 

Hispanic being a major reason for that growth. What impact will that have on the 2012 presidential 
election and President Obama's reelection chances. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 5:01:25 PM 

'Lovely' Ky. woman accused of horrific war crimes 

The arrest of a Croatian woman in small-town Kentucky for alleged war crimes two decades ago in the former Yugoslavia 

"brings her long run from justice to an end," a u.s. marshal said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 5:11:32 PM 

RSA security firm hit by 'sophisticated' hackers 

Sophisticated hackers broke into security company RSA's servers and stole data related to SecurlD authentication 

tokens, used by 40 million employees of large corporations and organizations worldwide, the firm's head announced late 

Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 5:26:56 PM 

HBT: Ichiro donates $1.2 million to ravaged Japan 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 5:41:54 PM 

Don't like the 'Dancing' stars? Root for the pros! 

Ig~~""IRemember that "Dancing's" top honors aren't just for the (sort of) star-studded cast. Those ballroom 
bragging rights are shared by the professional hoofers tasked with turning celebs into dance-floor 

contenders. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 5:42:11 PM 

Judge temporarily blocks Wis. union law 

A Wisconsin judge issued a temporary restraining order Friday blocking the state's new and contentious collective 

bargaining law from taking effect, raising the possibility that the Legislature may have to vote again to pass the bill. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 5:52:17 PM 

It's a 'supermoon' rising, biggest in 18 years 

Ig~~""~hanks to a fluke of orbital mechanics that brings the moon closer to Earth than it has been in more than 

18 years, the biggest full moon of 2011 will occur on Saturday, leading some observers to dub it a 
"supermoon." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 6:00:42 PM 

Could US nuclear plants withstand a tsunami? 

Ig~~""loperators of California's two nuclear plants say they are well prepared for a possible tsunami strike. 

Some experts, however, are calling for new risk assessments that take into account the deadly 
earthquake, tsunami and nuclear crisis in Japan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 6:01:35 PM 

UCLA student's 'Asians' rant ignites YouTube 

Ig~~""lwhen UCLA poli-sci student Alexandra Wallace posted a YouTube rant about Asians in the library calling 

their families after the earthquake and tsunami in Japan, she probably had no idea it would create its 
own tsunami of YouTube responses from Asians and Asian Americans across the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 6:09:19 PM 

U.S. charity on Will and Kate's wedding list 

Ig~~""lpeace Players, which uses basketball to bring children together educate and inspire young people in 
divided communities, are the only U.S.-based charity on the couple's list. Find out more about the 

inspiring organization. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 6:31:38 PM 

Syrian forces kill 3 protesters 

Syrian security forces killed three protesters in the southern city of Deraa on Friday, a resident said, in the first violent 

clashes to hit Syria since a wave of uprisings swept through the Arab world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 6:40:24 PM 

Video: Obama: "All attacks on civilians must stop' 

Ig~~""IFearing a 'humanitarian crisis', President Barack Obama said the United States would join its allies in 

protecting the Libyan people but that no U.S. ground troops would be deployed. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 6:43:49 PM 

Missing American's family: 'We just want to find her' 

The parents and sister of a 24-year-old teacher from Richmond, Va., last seen bicyling away from the school she was 

teaching at in Japan shortly before the tsunami struck on March 11, are conducting an increasingly desperate long

distance search for her. Msnbc.com's Miranda leitsinger reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 7:26:16 PM 

One father's message of hope to 11-year-old rape victim 

A heartbreaking story prompts one father to write an open letter to the young victim 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 7:53:34 PM 

DRF: Charity accused of letting racehorses starve 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 7:57:10 PM 

Did God have a wife? Scholar says he did 

Ig~~""IGOd had a wife, Asherah, whom the Book of Kings suggests was worshiped alongside Yahweh in his 

temple in Israel, according to an Oxford scholar. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 8:06:56 PM 

Quake cleanup could swamp Japan with debt 

Ig~~""IAS it begins rebuilding from the worst natural disaster in its history, Japan's economy faces an even bigger 

threat than the destruction of a relatively small portion of its industrial output: debt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 8:42:49 PM 

Yemeni forces kill dozens of protesters 

A massive demonstration against Yemen's government turned into a killing field Friday as snipers on rooftops fired down 

on protesters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 8:45:12 PM 

Man busted for polygamy after unfriending wife No.1 

Ig~~""lltls probably a good idea to unfriend one wife on Facebook before marrying another. Generally speaking, 

a divorce would also be appropriate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 8:45:43 PM 

George Mason tops 'Nova 61-57 in NCAA tournament 

Ig~~""ILuke Hancock hit a 3-pointer with 21 seconds left, capping George Mason's comeback and keeping the 
one-time March darlings playing with a 61-57 win over Villanova in the second round of the NCAA 

tournament. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 9:01:13 PM 

Aristide returns to Haiti after 7 years in exile 

Ig~~""IFormer President Jean-Bertrand Aristide made a triumphant homecoming to Haiti Friday after seven 

years of exile, returning despite u.s. objections two days before a crucial presidential vote. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 9:22:42 PM 

Michigan routs Tennessee 75-45 

Ig~~""IFor much of the past decade, Michigan has faded to the background in its state come March as rival 

Michigan State routinely made deep NCAA tournament runs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 9:25:39 PM 

Missing teen's mom accused of lying 

Ig~~""~he mother of a missing 13-year-old cheerleader remained jailed in Texas Friday, a day after police say 

she lied about the whereabouts of her boyfriend, who was previously named a person of interest in the 
teen's disappearance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 9:28:55 PM 

As US military pitches in, families fret back home 

Ig~~""IAS about 1,000 U.S. sailors began flying out of Japan on Friday, relatives in the United States expressed 

concerns about service members still in the country after last week's devastating earthquake and nuclear 
disaster. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 9:45:26 PM 

Chinese man lived 55 years without an anus 

A Chinese man spent 55 years with the opening to his rectum in the wrong place. That's an unusually long time to live 

without a normal anus. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 9:48:01 PM 

Williams on his block: 'Good thing it wasn't a foul' 

Ig~~""IDerrick Williams had 22 points and 10 rebounds, and blocked a potential tying shot in the final seconds to 
seal Arizona's 77-75 win over Memphis in the second round of the NCAA tournament on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 9:55:36 PM 

Bahrain demolishes square used by protesters 

Ig~~""IBahrain on Friday tore down the 300-foot monument at the heart of a square purged of Shiite protesters 

this week, erasing a symbol of an uprising that's inflaming sectarian tensions across the region. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/201110:04:12 PM 

Judge temporarily blocks Wis. anti-union law 

Ig~~""IA judge on Friday temporarily blocked a controversial new law in Wisconsin that strips public employee 

unions of key collective bargaining rights. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/201110:05:02 PM 

Despite new recall, FDA needs more time to act on wipes 

A federal Food and Drug Administration official says the agency needs more time and analysis to decide what action to 

take regarding a Wisconsin medical supply firm after a new recall tied to different dangerous bacteria. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/201110:05:22 PM 

Cooper and Zellweger reportedly split 

Ig~~""IAfter less than two years together, the couple have split, multiple sources confirm to UsMagazine.com. 

Reps for both Cooper and Zellweger had no comment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/201110:09:18 PM 

Red-light district for the Net gets green light 

Friday, the board of directors of the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers, which oversees the 

Internet's naming system, approved the creation of a red-light district online with the ".xxx" domain. It follows a decade

long battle over such a name. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 10:40:44 PM 

Video: Obama sets stage for military action 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama warned Libya's Muammar Khaddafy that if he doesn't stop attacks on opposition forces 

now, he'll face the consequences including military action. NBC's Andrea Mitchell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/201110:47:47 PM 

Fear outweighs the fallout in America 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Americans are getting a lot more radiation exposure than they used 

to ... but not because of fallout from nuclear accidents in Japan or elsewhere. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/201110:49:00 PM 

Stocks end week with slight gain 

A cease-fire in libya and an international plan to bring the yen down from historic highs pushed Wall Street higher 

Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/2011 10:54:58 PM 

Calif. officials: No radiation threat detected 

California air quality officials said on Friday they saw no elevated radiation levels on the u.s. West Coast from Japan's 

nuclear power plant disaster. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/201110:57:09 PM 

Video: Gadhafi in tense but familiar territory 

Ig~~""IWill the weight of world leaders force Gadhafi to comply with the UN's call for a cease-fire in Libya? NBC's 

Jim Maceda reports from Tripoli. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/201110:58:52 PM 

Video: As unrest spreads, Saudis hope money will buy peace 

Ig~~""IAS governments across the Middle East are cracking down on protestors, particularly in Yemen and 

Bahrain, Saudi Arabia raised the minimum wage in hopes of assuaging unrest. NBC's Chief Foreign 
Correspondent Richard Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/201111:00:00 PM 

Video: Moonstruck: 'Supermoon' to rise Saturday 

Ig~~""~he full moon will be the closest it's been to earth in nearly 19 years on Saturday--and despite fears of a 

bad omen, experts say the so-called Supermoon is harmless. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/201111:05:47 PM 

Video: Glimpses of hope amid grief 

Ig~~""lwhile the chain reaction of disasters in Japan has forced a redefinition of "worst-case scenario," 

remarkable examples of human resilience offer hope. NBC's Lee Cowan reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/201111:15:54 PM 

Gadhafi anti-aircraft guns a danger for NATO 

Ig~~""INATO will likely establish quick superiority over Moammar Gadhafi's outdated air force, but lessons from 
the Balkans indicate dangers lurk in Libya's anti-aircraft guns. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/201111:18:18 PM 

Anonymous hacker group logs published 

Gawker just published some chat logs purported to be from the virtual "HQ" of the group Anonymous. The leaks go just 

short of outing actual members of the "hacktivist" collective. However, they do point to a heretofore unknown 

leadership structure, under a tough-talking manager who goes by the handle "Sabu." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/18/201111:31:01 PM 

Overdoses in US show gray area around party drugs 

After nearly a dozen teenagers overdosed and one died from taking a hallucinogen at a house party, investigators 

determined the substance was a version of a banned rave-party drug that can be purchased online. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/201112:12:15 AM 

Cops: Man stoned to death for gay advances 

The suspect said the Old Testament told him that homosexuals must be stoned, police say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/201112:37:45 AM 

Woman arrested in yoga clothing shop slaying 

Ig~~""lpolice in an affluent Washington suburb say a co-worker killed a woman found dead inside an upscale 

yoga clothing store in Bethesda, Md. last week, then made up a story about the two being attacked by 
masked men. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2011 2:29:07 AM 

N.H. sports reporter jailed for prostitution ring 

A veteran New Hampshire sports reporter pleaded guilty Friday to running a prostitution business in Massachusetts 

featuring women who had auditioned for him and to intimidating a witness in an effort to prevent her from testifying 

against him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2011 2:53:03 AM 

Man pulled alive 8 days after quake 

A survivor of Japan's powerful earthquake and tsunami was pulled from the rubble of a partially collapsed house on 

Saturday eight days after the disaster, local media reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2011 3:04:08 AM 

LeBron's 43 leads Heat in rout of Hawks 

Ig~~""ILeBron James scored 43 points, including 23 in a dominant third quarter, and the Miami Heat beat the 
Atlanta Hawks 106-85 on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2011 6:08:36 AM 

Ohio State routs Texas-San Antonio 75-46 

Ig~~""IOhiO State's seniors didn't want to be at their graduation ceremony. Now, they'll definitely miss Sunday's 

commencement. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2011 6:52:04 AM 

Report: Valerie Plame Wilson to pen suspense books 

Ig~~""IFormer CIA operative Valerie Pia me Wilson is turning to fiction writing more than three years after 

publishing a memoir about her career. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2011 8:57:57 AM 

Gadhafi's forces attack rebels in Benghazi 

Ig~~""IForces loyal to Libyan leader Moammar Gaddafi entered Benghazi Saturday, AI-Jazeera television 

reported, and a plane was shot down over the rebel-held city. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2011 9:25:03 AM 

Japan races to restart nuclear plant cooling systems 

Ig~~""IEmergency workers racing to cool dangerously overheated uranium fuel scrambled Saturday to connect 

Japan's crippled reactors to a new power line. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/201110:17:30 AM 

One reactor at Japan nuke plant appears stable 

Ig~~""lone of six tsunami-crippled nuclear reactors appeared to stabilize Saturday as workers raced to restore 

power to the stricken power plant to prevent a greater catastrophe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/201110:52:50 AM 

Egyptians vote on constitutional changes 

Ig~~""IEager for their first taste of a free vote in decades, Egyptians formed long lines outside polling centers on 

Saturday to cast their ballots on a package of constitutional amendments sponsored by the ruling 
military. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/201112:25:53 PM 

Japan cites radiation in milk, spinach near plant 

Ig~~""~apan said radiation levels in spinach and milk from farms near its tsunami-crippled nuclear complex 

exceeded government safety limits, as emergency teams scrambled Saturday to restore power to the 
plant so it could cool dangerously overheated fuel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/20111:14:24 PM 

Former Secretary of State Warren Christopher dies at 85 

Ig~~""IFormer Secretary of State Warren Christopher, who helped bring peace to Bosnia and negotiated the 

release of u.S. hostages in Iran, died in California at age 85 late Friday, a business partner said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/20111:34:12 PM 

Video: Parents of missing American teacher speak out 

Ig~~""~aYlor Anderson helped her students get home after the devastating earthquake in Japan but then she 

disappeared. Her parents, Andrew and Jean Anderson talk to TODAY's Lester Holt about their search to 
find their daughter. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2011 2:06:33 PM 

Despite hardships, Japanese-American is sticking it out 

Steven Negishi's friends are leaving Japan, his family is bundling up at home to stay warm since there is no heat and the 

shelves are nearly empty at the stores - but he wants the world to know, Japan "will come back." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2011 4:26:53 PM 

NY police arrest own spokesman on DWI charges 

Albany, N.Y., police officers have arrested their own spokesman on charges he was driving while intoxicated in an 

unmarked police car. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2011 4:27:01 PM 

Fukushima water tests above safety level 

Japan's Health Ministry says radioactive iodine in drinking water in Fukushima prefecture was at one point above 

government safety limits. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2011 4:38:13 PM 

Knut, Berlin's beloved polar bear, dies 

Ig~~""IBerlin zoo official says polar bear Knut has died in his compound. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2011 5:07:18 PM 

Japan's earthquake, radiation threats take toll on tourism 

Ig~~""~he devastating earthquake and tsunami, a growing death toll and search for missing persons, and an 

evolving nuclear radiation threat are causing many travelers to cancel trips to Japan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2011 5:36:53 PM 

Video: British PM: 'This will not be another Iraq' 

Ig~~""INBC'S Kier Simmons explains the current stance being taken by the British government and the type of 

military support being offered by the western ally. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2011 5:43:15 PM 

Video: Libyan official: Attacks resulted in 'tremendous casualties' 

Ig~~""ILibyan officials called Saturday's coalition missile strikes "barbaric aggression" that directly contradicted a 
previously announced cease-fire by the African country's government. NBC's Richard Engel 

reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2011 5:48:51 PM 

Bonds goes on trial Monday for 2003 testimony 

Ig~~""lwhen Barry Bonds walked into the federal courthouse in San Francisco on Dec. 4, 2003, his career total 

stood at 658 home runs, baseball had yet to institute drug testing with penalties and the Giants were 
nearly a half-century removed from their last World Series title. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2011 6:20:02 PM 

Ariz. vet gives his Purple Heart coin to Giffords 

Ig~~""IAn Arizona veteran who received a Purple Heart after being wounded in Iraq has given part of his award 

to u.s. Rep. Gabrielle Giffords. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2011 7:02:54 PM 

US law enforcement role in Mexico drug war surges 

Ig~~""IArturo Beltran-Leyva, a notoriously cruel cartel boss and one of Mexico's most wanted criminals, threw a 

riotous Christmas party two years ago with Grammy-winning musicians, prostitutes, and lavish food and 
drinks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2011 8:47:41 PM 

Video: Official: 'Just first phase of coalition ops' in Libya 

Ig~~""lvice Admiral William Gortney confirms that 110 Tomahawk missiles were launched Saturday at Libyan air 
missile defense systems from British and US ships. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2011 9:18:37 PM 

Yemen's leader fails to stop uprising 

Ig~~""IA crackdown that killed dozens failed to stop massive demonstrations against Yemen's U.S.-backed 

president, as crowds of thousands clashed Saturday with security forces smashing their protest camps 
and even seized control of one southern city. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2011 9:53:08 PM 

Haiti to pick president in uncertain climate 

Ig~~""~he Haiti choice could not be more distinct - a brash musician versus a matronly former first lady. Yet 
it's the name that isn't on the ballot that could playa decisive role Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/201110:42:43 PM 

Obama: 'Enthusiastically' support Brazil's rise 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack welcomed Brazil's rise as an economic power as he opened a Latin America tour against 

the backdrop of an escalating Western military showdown with Libya's Moammar Gadhafi. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/201110:57:12 PM 

Video: Who bridged administration's Libya divide? 

Ig~~""INBC'S Andrea Mitchell reports on what was going on behind the scenes, diplomatically, in the days 
leading up to the start of military action in Libya. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/201111:01:39 PM 

Stark differences in Japan, TMI crises 

Ig~~""~apanls nuclear crisis has transported residents of central Pennsylvania back 32 years, when the partial 

meltdown of the Three Mile Island nuclear plant raised fears that a massive amount of radiation could be 
released into the atmosphere or the Susquehanna River. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/201111:24:26 PM 

Palin in India talk warns of China's rise 

Ig~~""IEX-Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin in a Saturday speech in New Delhi stresses the importance of America's ties 
with India while sounding a warning note on China's rise. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/201111:44:21 PM 

'Miracle on the Hudson' jet headed for museum 

Ig~~""[he world will be able to relive "The Miracle on the Hudson" when the Airbus A320 is shipped this spring 

from a northern New Jersey warehouse to a Charlotte, N.C., aviation museum. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/201112:31:28 AM 

Mayor: Photo after worker death was union setup 

Ig~~""~he mayor of this Southern California city says a municipal workers' union took a photo of him 

celebrating St. Patrick's Day less than two hours after an employee apparently jumped to his death 
because it was seeking to embarrass him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2011 2:26:06 AM 

Gadhafi blasts 'crusader' aggression after strikes 

Ig~~""IA coalition of American and European forces bombed Libyan targets by air and sea Saturday in the first 

phase of a military campaign to drive Moammar Gadhafi from power. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2011 2:28:33 AM 

Walker stands tall, Gators eliminate UCLA 73-65 

Ig~~""IErVing Walker backpedaled toward midcourt, jumped as high as he could and pulled the inbound pass 
away from Malcolm Lee's outstretched hands. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2011 2:44:12 AM 

Odyssey Dawn: The military operation 

Ig~~""IHere's a look at some of the international military assets in or heading to the region to help enforce the 
U.N.-sanctioned no-fly zone over Libya. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2011 2:49:11 AM 

San Diego State tops Temple in 2 OTs 

Ig~~""IBiIIY White had 16 points and 13 rebounds and Kawhi Leonard sealed San Diego State's exhausting, 71-64 
double-overtime victory over Temple with a steal and a slam dunk in a third-round NCAA tournament 

thriller on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2011 3:01:49 AM 

No. 12 seed Richmond knocks off Morehead St, 65-48 

Ig~~""~he program that made its reputation bouncing Barkley to Boeheim was back it again. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2011 3:07:59 AM 

Sting operation targets tour bus safety 

A sting operation by New York state transportation investigators and law enforcement a week after a horrific fatal tour 

bus crash included a single stop in Manhattan in which all 14 tour buses pulled over were ordered off the road, a state 

official familiar with the investigation said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2011 3:24:54 AM 

Ambassador to Mexico quits in Wikileaks spat 

Ig~~""~he U.S. ambassador to Mexico, who wrote a leaked cable that questioned how Mexico coordinates the 

war against drug traffickers, has resigned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2011 3:48:21 AM 

Butler dumps No.1 Pitt in bizarre fashion 

Ig~~""IMatt Howard made one free throw with 0.8 seconds left to cap a wild final sequence, and Butler added 
another amazing victory to its list of NCAA tournament upsets, eliminating top-seeded Pittsburgh 71-70 

Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2011 4:35:32 AM 

Egypt votes freely for first time in half-century 

Ig~~""IMillions of Egyptians voted freely on Saturday for the first time in more than half a century, joyfully 
waiting for hours to cast their ballots on a package of constitutional changes eliminating much-hated 

restrictions on political rights and civil liberties. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2011 4:56:53 AM 

Heat beat Nuggets, but lose Chalmers to injury 

Ig~~""IA big night by LeBron James, Dwyane Wade and Chris Bosh gets overshadowed by an injury to Mario 
Chalmers during Miami's 103-98 victory over the Denver Nuggets on Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2011 7:59:17 AM 

Plans called off for new venting at Japan reactor 

The operator of Japan's tsunami-damaged nuclear plant on Sunday backed away from plans for a tricky venting of 

radioactive gas at one of the troubled reactors, saying that pressure inside has stabilized. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2011 9:03:38 AM 

Hundreds of security forces block Saudi protest 

Outnumbered by anti-riot police, dozens of Saudi men and women protested outside Riyadh's Interior Ministry, 

demanding the release of thousands of detainees held without trial for years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/201110:46:39 AM 

Woman, grandson found under rubble in Japan 

Ig~~""IAn 80-year-old woman and her teenage grandson were rescued Sunday in northeastern Japan when the 
youth was able to pull himself out of their flattened two-story house nine days after the devastating 

earthquake and tsunami. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/201112:51:14 PM 

NYT: Shift seen in South's views on mixed marriage 

Census data suggests that in the deep South, historically hostile to mixed-race couples, attitudes are shifting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/201112:54:30 PM 

Video: US stealth bombers join attack in libya 

Ig~~""IAmerican and allied forces are stepping up their attacks as allied forces target the North African nation 

with cruise missiles, fighter jets and submarines in a decisive show of military force against Moammar 
Gadhafi. NBC's Jim Maceda reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/201112:56:38 PM 

Video: Obama stresses limited military involvement 

Ig~~""~raveling in Brazil, the president tried to reassure the nation, explaining Saturday that "we cannot stand 
idly by when a tyrant tells his people there will be no mercy." NBC's Savannah Guthrie reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/201112:58:03 PM 

Video: What are allied forces targeting in Libya? 

Ig~~""INBC News analyst retired Gen. Barry McCaffrey joins Lester Holt to discuss. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/20111:33:43 PM 

Video: Mullen: No-fly zone effectively in place in Libya 

Ig~~""IAdmiral Mike Mullen tells NBC's David Gregory that strikes "took out" Moammar Gadhafi's air defenses 

and hit Libyan air fields and that Western forces have established combat air patrols over the rebel 
stronghold of Benghazi. (Meet the Press) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2011 2:36:02 PM 

Wyclef Jean shot in hand before Haiti vote 

Ig~~""~he election, already delayed by a political crisis, is also clouded with uncertainty over the return of 

ousted former President Jean-Bertrand Aristide, a popular but divisive figure. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2011 2:58:14 PM 

Video: Post-show views: What's the libyan endgame? 

Ig~~""IDaVid Gregory reflects on the administration's defense of its policy on Libya. (Meet the Press) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2011 3:07:47 PM 

Quake gives new meaning to man's mission 

Patrick Hiltbrand, a Mormon on a mission, plans to stay in the quake disaster zone to help with the recovery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2011 3:28:30 PM 

Best bets: Kirstie Alley goes 'Dancing' 

Sugar Ray Leonard and Ralph Macchio will also hit the ballroom. Also this week: The "Wimpy Kid" returns; "The Tourist" 

brings Johnny Depp and Angelina Jolie to DVD. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2011 3:31:58 PM 

Detroit schools struggle to solve budget woes 

Ig~~""IDesPite reworking vendor contracts to save money, shutting down old buildings, weeding out cases of 

fraud and theft, and keeping dozens of teaching and other district jobs unfilled, the $327 million deficit 
hasn't gone away. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2011 3:57:57 PM 

One-legged wrestler wins NCAA championship 

Ig~~""IAnthOny Robles, who was born without a right leg, took a 7-1 decision from Iowa sophomore Matt 

McDonough to win the 12S-pound title at the NCAA wrestling championships Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2011 4:47:53 PM 

Zippo hopes to spark sales by branching out 

Ig~~""IZiPPO lighters have retained their retro cool even as the tiny northwestern Pennsylvania company that 

makes them gets ready to celebrate its 80th anniversary and 500 millionth lighter next year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2011 4:49:41 PM 

3 foreign reporters missing in libya 

Two journalists working for a French news agency and a photographer traveling with them have gone missing in Libya 

while reporting on the fighting between Moammar Gadhafi's forces and rebels, the agency said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2011 4:55:47 PM 

Indian youth suicide crisis baffles community 

Ig~~""lchelle Rose Follette fashioned a noose with her pajamas, tying one end to a closet rod and the other 
around her neck. When her mother entered the bedroom to put away laundry, she found the 13-year-old 

hanging. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2011 5:26:48 PM 

No stopping 'Limitless' at the box office 

The film stars Bradley Cooper as a struggling writer who takes a magical pill that allows him to tap into his maximum 

brain potential; "Rango," "Battle: l.A." round out top three. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2011 5:56:04 PM 

Labor is roaring again, but it's not the same 

Ig~~""ILabor is roaring again, like in the old days. But it's a wounded sound now. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2011 6:11:18 PM 

Yemeni president fires Cabinet 

Ig~~""lpresident Ali Abdullah Saleh is facing a monthlong popular uprising against him that has turned 

increasingly bloody in the past few days as security troops opened fire on demonstrators in the capital 
and in the country's south. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2011 6:11:27 PM 

Japan reports progress at leaking nuclear complex 

Ig~~""~apanese officials report progress in their battle to gain control over a leaking nuclear complex, but the 
crisis is far from over, with the discovery of more radiation-tainted food. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2011 6:52:51 PM 

Four-goal third period sparks Rangers past Pens 

Ig~~""IMarian Gaborik and Ryan Callahan scored power play goals 11 seconds apart as part of a four-goal third 
period and the New York Rangers extended their winning streak to a season-high four games with a 5-2 

win over the Pittsburgh Penguins on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2011 7:00:13 PM 

Egypt: Voters OK constitution changes 

Ig~~""~he elections commission chief says constitutional changes were approved in Egypt's landmark 

referendum, with 77 percent of the vote in favor according to final results. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2011 7:19:35 PM 

America's best cities for pizza 

Ig~~""lls. it the crust, the toppings, or just the attitude? Travel + Leisure readers vote on America's best cities for 

pizza. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2011 8:00:57 PM 

Sarah Palin visits Israel, will see Netanyahu 

Ig~~""IFormer Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin visited a Jewish holy site in Jerusalem soon after arriving in Israel Sunday 

on a trip that has raised speculation she is honing her foreign policy credentials before a run for the u.S. 
presidency next year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2011 8:12:28 PM 

Minneapolis tops list of best cities to find a job 

Ig~~""IA place with low unemployment doesn't always mean it's the best place for finding a job. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2011 8:23:21 PM 

Sweet relief as North Carolina holds off Washington 

Ig~~""~Yler Zeller scored 23 points, Harrison Barnes added 22 and North Carolina survived a frantic finish to 
beat Washington 86-83 on Sunday and advance to the round of 16 for an NCAA tournament-record 24th 

time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2011 9:02:00 PM 

Duke survives Michigan's rally for Sweet 16 spot 

Ig~~""INolan Smith scored 24 points and top-seeded Duke held off a late rally to beat Michigan 73-71 on Sunday 

and give Mike Krzyzewski the 900th career victory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2011 9:25:16 PM 

Average cost of gasoline rises to $3.57 a gallon 

Ig~~""IGaSOline prices in the United States rose 6.65 cents per gallon over a two-week period, carried by the rise 

in crude oil prices stemming from the turmoil in Libya, an industry analyst said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2011 9:52:40 PM 

7 stabbed during house party in southern Arizona 

Authorities in southern Arizona say seven people were stabbed after a fight broke out during a house party. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/201110:37:04 PM 

Investors should get prepared for a wild week 

Watch out for intraday swings because it's going to be wild. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/201110:52:06 PM 

Video: Rebels cheer airstrikes, but long fight remains 

Ig~~""~here are signs of renewed confidence among residents in the eastern city of Tobruk, but as NBC's 
Richard Engel reports, the conflict won't be won with a few well placed airstrikes. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/201110:53:46 PM 

Video: Have allied strikes slowed Gadhafi's march? 

Ig~~""ILester Holt talks with NBC News military analyst retired Gen. Barry McCaffrey. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/201110:57:30 PM 

Video: Search winds down in hard-hit Japanese town 

Ig~~""lofficers in Miyako tell NBC's Ian Williams they haven't given up hope of finding people alive, but more 

than a week after the earthquake and tsunami, the clean-up phase of the operation is poised to 
begin. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/201110:59:02 PM 

Video: Japan disaster prompts nuclear scrutiny in N.Y. 

Ig~~""llndian Point's operators insist it's safe, but opponents claim nature's unpredictability makes sustaining a 

nuclear plant just 35 miles from Times Square not worth the risk. NBC's Ron Allen reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/201111:18:32 PM 

Republicans denounce Schwarzenegger clemency 

California Republican Party delegates on Sunday denounced the decision by former Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger to 

commute the manslaughter sentence of the son of a political ally, saying the action undermined the party's message of 

being tough on crime while advocating for the rights of victims. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/201111:46:34 PM 

Video: Engel: Rebels look to topple Gadhafi quickly 

Ig~~""IMsnbc's Thomas Roberts talks with NBC's Richard Engel. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/201111:50:33 PM 

Video: Who takes over if Gadhafi is ousted? 

Ig~~""IMsnbCls Thomas Roberts talks with NBC's Jim Maceda. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/201112:43:14 AM 

Gadhafi vows 'long war' after US, allies strike 

Ig~~""~he U.S. military says the allied bombardment so far, using a rain of Tomahawk cruise missiles and strikes 
by long-range bombers, had been successful in diminishing Gadhafi's air defenses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/20111:15:01 AM 

VCU drills Purdue for surprising Sweet 16 spot 

Ig~~""IBradford Burgess scored 23 points and 11th-seeded Virginia Commonwealth made it three victories in 
five days Sunday night, routing third-seeded Purdue 94-76 to earn a trip to the Southwest regional 

semifinals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/20111:41:07 AM 

Gates: US expects to hand off Libya lead in 'days' 

Defense Secretary Robert Gates said Sunday that the u.S. expects to turn control of the libya military mission over to a 

coalition "in a matter of days." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 2:09:03 AM 

No. 11 seed Marquette tops No.3 Syracuse 

Ig~~""IDarius Johnson-Odom's 3-pointer with 27 seconds left snapped a tie and gave Marquette a 66-62 win 

over Syracuse on Sunday night that put the Golden Eagles into the NCAA tournament's round of 16 for 
the first time in eight years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 2:42:45 AM 

Police officer in Wis. killed, another wounded 

Ig~~""IA Wisconsin man opened fire on police during a six-hour standoff at a house, killing one officer and 

critically wounding another, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 3:29:29 AM 

World Bank sees Japan slowdown as mild, temporary 

Ig~~""~apanls devastating earthquake and tsunami will depress growth briefly before reconstruction kicks off 

and gives the beleaguered economy a boost, the World Bank said in a report on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 4:01:15 AM 

Florida st. shuts down No.2 Notre Dame 

Ig~~""IBernard James scored 14 points, Michael Snaer added 13 and Florida State showed there's more to its 
game than defense with a 71-57 upset of second-seeded Notre Dame on Sunday night that put the 

Seminoles in the regional semifinals for the first time since 1993. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 4:32:09 AM 

Obama: Brazil's democracy an example to Arab world 

Ig~~""~he events in Libya had threatened to overshadow President Obama's five-day Latin American tour, so he 

sought to use Brazil's own history to illuminate what's happening in the Middle East. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 5:17:29 AM 

Google says China blocking its email services 

Google said Monday the Chinese government is interfering with its email services in China, making it difficult for users to 

gain access to its Gmail program. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 7:20:38 AM 

Spring storm dumps snow in mountains, rain in LA 

A storm brought strong rains to the Los Angeles area and heavy snow in the mountains on the first day of spring Sunday, 

shutting down major highways, cutting power to thousands and forcing dozens of evacuations over threats of mudslides 

or rising rivers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 8:56:23 AM 

7 held over slaying of Christians at Bible publisher 

Ig~~""IA Turkish court has ordered five active duty Turkish officers and two civilians jailed in a probe into the 

2007 killing of three Christians, including a German national. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/201110:19:48 AM 

Bahrain foiled foreign conspiracy, king says 

Bahrain's king said Monday that a foreign plot to "subvert security and stability" in the Gulf island kingdom has been 

foiled. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/201111:33:58 AM 

Cops: Pa. bank robber presents 2 forms of ID 

Police say a man tried to open an account before robbing a central Pennsylvania bank, but only after he'd already 

handed over two forms of identification. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/201111:37:26 AM 

The top money mistakes we pass on to our kids 

Ig~~""lself-made millionaire and personal finance expert David Bach created a career based on what he learned 

around the dinner table: money. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/201111:39:32 AM 

Americans say save the economy, not the planet 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: A Gallup poll released last week found that Americans are prioritizing economic growth over the 

environment by the widest margin in nearly three decades. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/201111:43:53 AM 

Video: Smoke ousts workers from crippled nukes plant 

Ig~~""~he remaining workers inside the crippled Fukushima Dai-ichi nuclear power plant were evacuated after 

smoke billowed out of one of the reactors. Meanwhile, radiation is starting to seep into Japan's food 
supply. NBC's Robert Bazell reports from Tokyo. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/201111:45:52 AM 

Video: Gadhafi forces continue to attack rebels 

Ig~~""INBC'S Jim Maceda, reporting from Tripoli, says that the Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi is desperate to 

take control of Misurata, the largest rebel-controlled city near Tripoli, possibly using civilians as human 
shields. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/201112:08:07 PM 

Video: Wing walker fights for life after fiery crash 

Ig~~""lpilot Kyle Franklin tells TODAY's Amy Robach that his wife, Amanda, is suffering from third-degree burns 

and inhalation injuries after surviving the couple's plane crash during a stunt caught on tape at a Texas air 
show. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/201112:12:46 PM 

Stricken Japan nuke plant skipped inspections 

The operator of Japan's tsunami-damaged nuclear power plant told safety regulators less than two weeks before 

disaster struck that it had failed to carry out some scheduled inspections at the facility. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/201112:44:03 PM 

Tots safest in rear-facing seats until age 2 

Children should ride in rear-facing car seats longer, until they are 2 years old instead of 1, according to updated advice 

from a medical group and a federal agency. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/20111:09:00 PM 

Sammy Hagar says he was abducted by aliens 

Ig~~""INO doubt Sammy Hagar, a former lead singer for Van Halen, has enjoyed a lot of far out experiences in 

life, but on Monday, the rocker told perhaps his farthest out tale to MTV. He was abducted by aliens. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/20111:13:40 PM 

Arc: Sweet 16 primer - teams, times, outlooks 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/20111:19:49 PM 

How to build a "magic" window 

Ig~~""IMicrosOft Research is working on the technologies necessary to create the ultimate 3-D display, one you 

gaze through to see and interact with people or locations on the other side of the planet that seem only 
just beyond your reach. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/20111:20:52 PM 

A Leaf of faith: Owners report getting stranded 

Ig~~""INOW that electric-powered Nissan Leafs have been driven by the first owners for several weeks, Nissan's 
claimed lOO-mile range is being tested in reality. The result? Reports of Leafs running out of juice and 

stranding drivers with little warning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/20111:38:42 PM 

First Read: Politics of another war for America 

Three months ago, ask yourself how you would have answered the following question: "Guess which Arab nation 

President Barack Obama would be newly launching cruise missiles at before the end of March?" 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/20111:47:20 PM 

A new girlfriend for Tiger Woods? 

Ig~~""lsports blog TerezOwens.com says the golfer has been dating 22-year-old Alyse Lahti Johnson for "a few 
months." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/20111:53:12 PM 

Photos show Gis posing with dead Afghans 

Graphic photos showing u.s. troops and dead Afghans were published by a German news organization Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/20111:57:09 PM 

Burn victim gets US's first full face transplant 

Ig~~""IA Boston hospital has performed the United States' first full face transplant. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/20111:59:15 PM 

Martin Sheen: Charlie is 'emotionally crippled' 

Actor insists his son - who was fired from "Two and a Half Men" last month - continues to behave like a child as a 

result of his past drug abuse. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 2:09:53 PM 

'Zombies ahead,' warns electronic road sign in SC 

Drivers near the South Carolina-North Carolina state line have been warned to be on the lookout for zombies, hunters 

and tanks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 2:12:59 PM 

Video: Arizona knocks off Texas with 3-point play 

Ig~~""IArizona forward Derrick Williams talks about his game-winning three-point play that knocked off Texas 

and propelled his team to the Sweet 16. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 2:18:08 PM 

Video: Irish not so lucky against Seminoles 

Ig~~""IFlorida State stunned No.2 seed Notre Dame to advance to its first Sweet 16 since 1993. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 2:25:04 PM 

Video: VCU steamrolls Purdue 

Ig~~""INO. 11 seed VCU shocked Purdue, and themselves, by easily defeating Purdue. Even head coach Shaka 

Smart says he was surprised at how easily his team was able to score. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 2:30:24 PM 

Pawlenty to announce exploratory committee 

Pawlenty will make the announcement today at 3:00 pm ET on Facebook. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 2:42:23 PM 

Home sales dive, prices near 9-year low 

Sales of previously owned u.S. homes fell unexpectedly sharply in February and prices fell to their lowest in nearly nine 

years, an industry group said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 2:58:49 PM 

Arc: Ranking most likely teams to reach final 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 3:01:32 PM 

Pelosi hospitalized in Rome after feeling ill 

House Minority leader Nancy Pelosi was hospitalized during a trip to Rome after feeling ill, NBC News confirms. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 3:36:06 PM 

Stocks boosted by easing Japan fear, deals 

Wall Street surged in morning trading Monday, boosted by corporate deal-making and easing worries about Japan's 

nuclear crisis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 4:06:17 PM 

AT&T to buy T-Mobile from Deutsche Telekom 

Ig~~""IAT& T Inc. said Sunday it will buy T-Mobile USA from Deutsche Telekom AG in a cash-and-stock deal 

valued at $39 billion that would make it the largest cell phone company in the U.S. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 4:34:59 PM 

Burrito price hike leads to gun fight 

A Taco Bell customer enraged that the seven burritos he ordered had gone up in price fired a BB gun at an employee and 

later fired an assault rifle at officers, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 5:08:24 PM 

4 New York Times journalists released in Libya 

Ig~~""IFour New York Times journalists who had been held by Libya crossed into Tunisia on Monday after being 

released. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 5:27:53 PM 

Buffett: Japan crisis is a 'buying opportunity' 

Ig~~""IBillionaire investor Warren Buffett believes Japan's devastating earthquake is the kind of extraordinary 

event that creates a buying opportunity for shares in Japanese companies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 6:11:01 PM 

Video: Palin accuses Obama of 'dithering' on Libya 

Ig~~""~he former Alaska governor was in India where she slammed the Obama administration for "dithering on 
Libya." Msnbc's Norah O'Donnell reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 6:18:42 PM 

Everglades islands are trash heaps 

Ig~~""lcosmic Log: Trash heaped into mounds by early settlers of the Everglades about 5,000 years ago helped 

give rise to "tree islands" that today are a refuge for alligators, birds, panthers and other wildlife, 
according to new research. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 6:46:18 PM 

Is 'smut list' the latest in cyber-bullying? 

Facebook page lists names of girls accused of sexual promiscuity 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 6:53:53 PM 

Terror suspects in U.S. seek to clear names 

Ig~~""IAS the u.s. ramps up efforts to root out homegrown terrorism, hundreds of people who have fallen under 

suspicion are in a state of limbo: Many say they have been singled out unfairly for scrutiny but have been 
neither charged nor cleared. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 6:55:08 PM 

Video: Tsunami leaves dozens of schoolchildren stranded 

Ig~~""IMore than 400 people are seeking refuge in a tsunami-ravaged school where at least a dozen students 

are still missing and many of the students' parents have yet to return. With no heat or running water, and 
no homes to return to, the teachers and children are struggling to cope. ITN's Angus Walker reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 7:14:27 PM 

Saudis scream, 'I love my King Abdullah!' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 7:18:24 PM 

Video: Obama: It is US policy that Gadhafi must go 

Ig~~""lln explaining the US military actions and his administration's policy on Libya, President Obama says that 
"it is US policy that Ghadhafi needs to go," during a news conference with Chile's President Sebastian 

Pinera in Santiago. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 7:41:14 PM 

Arc: We predicted it - the Big East has stunk 

Arc: Once you get past the referee mistakes and the poor late game execution, the central talking point of this 

tournament's first weekend was that, for the second straight year, the conference that was supposed to be the nation's 

best woefully underperformed. There really is no way to argue around it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 7:55:18 PM 

It's OK to open your 401(k) statement again 

Americans who were afraid to open their 401(k) statements during the recession are finding good news inside the 

envelope now: For the most part, their accounts have come all the way back and then some. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 8:13:05 PM 

Oily sheen, 'goop' spotted in Gulf of Mexico 

Ig~~""~he Coast Guard says a miles-long patch of discolored goop floating in the Gulf of Mexico appears to be 

caused by river sediment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 8:14:15 PM 

In rural areas, gas, food hikes are twin burdens 

Ig~~""~wice a week, Myriam Garcia puts snow chains on her 22-year-old gas guzzler and noses two miles down 

the hill from her trailer in rural western Montana. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 8:14:18 PM 

Ga. man appeals conviction in serial killer hoax 

Andrew Scott Haley used the online moniker "catchmekiller" to post a video claiming he killed 16 people, a callous lie 

that led investigators down dead-end trails and wasted countess hours of detective work, prosecutors said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 8:18:47 PM 

Kinect hacked to guide the blind 

Ig~~...,~wo university students have hacked Microsoft's Kinect game controller and turned it into a device to 

help guide the blind. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 8:29:43 PM 

Knife-throwing boob job doc holds record 

On his off hours, Dr. Ted Eisenberg of Merion Park, Pa., throws knives and tomahawks in competition. But he's also set a 

Guinness World Record for most breast augmentations performed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 8:31:16 PM 

Traveling abroad? Know the greeting customs 

Ig~~""IFor the most part, the western-style handshake is the accepted form of greeting in the international 

business world. However, the manner in which it is performed varies from country to country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 8:35:18 PM 

Vegetarian throws meal at flight attendant 

A vegetarian passenger aboard a Continental Airlines flight apparently was so disgusted by the meal she was served that 

she threw her tray at a flight attendant, the New York Post reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 9:15:07 PM 

Divisions erupt over NATO command in libya 

Ig~~""IDiscord erupted Monday in Europe over whether the military operation in Libya should be controlled by 

NATO, after Turkey blocked the alliance's participation while Italy issued a veiled threat to withdraw the 
use of its bases unless the alliance was put in charge. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 9:23:15 PM 

Video: Bird 'muzak' piped in California town 

Ig~~""lcan the musical sounds of birds and water really improve the quality of life in a city? NBC's Kristen Welker 

reports on Lancaster, California's unique plan to enhance and revitalize the community. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 9:25:10 PM 

'When can we go home?' tsunami survivors ask 

Ig~~""IRebUilding Japan's northeast coast is expected to take years, and the monumental effort is not even close 

to beginning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 9:26:37 PM 

Prosecutor: Fight prompted yoga shop killing 

An employee at an upscale yoga clothing shop killed a co-worker who found what was suspected to be stolen 

merchandise in her bag, then tried to conceal the crime by tying herself up and blaming the attack on two masked men, 

a prosecutor said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 9:48:55 PM 

Apple criticized for OK'ing iPhone 'gay cure' app 

Apple is under fire for approving an iPhone app that encourages "the freedom to grow into heterosexuality" for those 

who are gay or transgender, and an online petition campaign to pull the app has garnered more than 107,000 

signatures. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2011 9:50:51 PM 

AT& T-T-Mobile deal may face antitrust test 

Ig~~""IAT& 1's plan to buy rival T-Mobile will create a new U.S. mobile market leader, but the plan is likely to 

attract intense antitrust scrutiny over potentially higher customer bills. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/201110:01:22 PM 

Money mistakes that we pass on to our kids 

Ig~~""lself-made millionaire and personal finance expert David Bach created a career based on what he learned 

around the dinner table: money. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/201110:03:01 PM 

Video: Spring brings severe weather 

Ig~~""IA change in seasons bring floods and mudslides. NBC's Jay Gray reports (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/201110:12:14 PM 

White House pushes back on congressional criticism of Libya 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/201110:20:52 PM 

DeMarco: Another impressive rookie class in 2011 

Ig~~""IDeMarco: The 2010 class of rookies was as good as we've seen in a long time. This year's class won't be as 

good, but there are some key contributors to watch. We rank them by the likelihood of making a big 
contribution. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/201110:23:28 PM 

Men more promiscuous in 'friending' 

What's the best way for a hacker to attack Facebook users? A new survey shows an old-fashioned method works pretty 

well. One out of every five male social network users admits they'll accept any friend request that comes from a woman 

- even if that woman is a complete stranger. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/201110:26:49 PM 

Legendary bluesman Pinetop Perkins dies at 97 

Ig~~""~he manager for Pinetop Perkins says the Grammy winner and one of the last old-school bluesmen has 

died at his home in Austin, Texas. He was 97. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/201110:29:56 PM 

PFT: Kickoffs will be moved to 35-yard line 

Ig~~""lpFT: Kickoffs will be moved from the 30-yard line to the 35-yard line next season. Touchbacks will 
continue to be returned to the 20-yard line. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/201110:31:05 PM 

Marines going green to save lives on battlefield 

Ig~~""~he Marine Corps said it plans to equip thousands of Marines in Afghanistan with solar-powered gadgets 

over the next year in an effort to decrease the need to make risky runs for fuel through enemy territory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/201110:46:22 PM 

Video: With foreign firepower, rebels again on offensive 

Ig~~""IBacked by the u.s. and full of bravado, Libyan rebels today celebrated a victory that wasn't theirs. NBC's 
Richard Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/201110:49:55 PM 

Video: War fatigue adds to criticisms of u.s. role in libya 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama launched a military effort in Libya while on foreign soil in South America, leaving the 

White House even more open to criticisms that Congress was not consulted about whether participate in 
international intervention in Libya. NBC's Chuck Todd and Andrea Mitchell report. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/201110:53:29 PM 

Video: u.s. Army apologizes for 'repugnant' photos 

Ig~~""lphotos showing American soldiers in Afghanistan smiling over the dead bodies of Afghan civilians were 

released in the German magazine Der Spiegel on Monday. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/201111:08:56 PM 

Video: Tears fall for u.s. teacher in Japan's ocean of grief 

Ig~~""~aYlor Anderson may be remembered as the first American to have died in Japan after the March 11 
quake, but she'll be honored as one of that country's own. NBC's Lee Cowan reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/201111:09:07 PM 

'Exciting reunion' for Giffords, brother-in-law 

Ig~~""IAstronaut Scott Kelly saw his sister-in-law, Rep. Gabrielle Giffords, on Friday in her Houston hospital for 

the first time since she was wounded 2X months ago in a mass shooting in Tucson, the congresswoman's 
spokesman said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/201112:28:05 AM 

Yemen leader loses more of his power base 

A top military commander and at least 18 other senior officers defected Monday to the opposition movement 

demanding the ouster of Yemen's embattled president, depriving the U.S.-allied ruler of most of his power base. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/201112:31:26 AM 

Communication failure paralyzes Argentina airports 

Argentina's two major airports have suspended flights due to a failure in control tower communications. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/20111:04:37 AM 

Man rescued after falling into swirling sewer 

A worker swept more than 3,000 feet through untreated wastewater in an underground sewer pipe was safely rescued 

with minor injuries on Monday after a 15-minute nightmarish ordeal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/20111:19:46 AM 

Afghan security contractor accused of killing US soldiers 

Ig~~""IA man hired to provide security at a military base in Kandahar province, Afghanistan, attacked a group of 

soldiers over the weekend, killing two and wounding four others, NBC News has learned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/20111:53:28 AM 

Blasts, anti-aircraft fire rock Tripoli 

Coalition forces bombarded Libya for a third straight night Monday, targeting the air defenses and forces of Libyan ruler 

Moammar Ghadafi, stopping his advances and handing some momentum back to the rebels. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 2:04:21 AM 

'Soft' Celtics get tough, rally past Knicks 

Ig~~""IKevin Garnett had 24 points and 11 rebounds, Rajon Rondo added 13 points and 12 rebounds, and the 
Boston Celtics scored the final 10 points for a spirited 96-86 victory over the New York Knicks on Monday 

night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 2:44:25 AM 

Judge orders mental exam for Tucson suspect 

An Arizona judge on Monday ordered the suspect in Tucson's shooting rampage to undergo a mental evaluation at a 

specialized facility in Missouri as soon as possible. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 3:06:48 AM 

Daryl Hall is anything but 'Out of Touch' 

Ig~~""~he new appreciation isn't just nostalgia for songs such as "Sara Smile" or watching the pair in "Private 
Eyes" and other now classic '80s music videos. The renaissance is in part emerging from Hall's surprise 

turn as an Internet sensation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 3:23:07 AM 

Japan disaster slams global supply chain 

Ig~~""lln a globalized economy where manufacturers have moved ever more toward lean inventories and "just

in-time" production, a speedy response in the wake of Japan's earthquake and tsunami was vital. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: lop msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 3:46:54 AM 

Underdogs Alley and Macchio take 'DWlS' lead 

Ig~~""IAfter the parade mostly of younger and far blander stars went by, two long shots surprised the crowd. As 

it turns out, Ralph Macchio and Kirstie Alley can dance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/20114:13:03 AM 

Spurs win, but lose Duncan indefinitely 

Ig~~""~im Duncan is out indefinitely after spraining his left ankle in a 111-96 win over the Golden State Warriors 

on Monday night, dealing the NBA's winningest team its first significant injury all season and at nearly the 
worst possible time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 4:29:00 AM 

Tennessee fires coach Bruce Pearl 

Ig~~""~ennessee wanted to stick with the coach who led the Volunteers program to its greatest achievements. 

In the end, the university fired Bruce Pearl for too many transgressions away from the court. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 5:01:07 AM 

No quick fix seen at Japan nuclear plant 

Officials are racing to restore electricity to Japan's leaking nuclear plant, but getting the power flowing will hardly be the 

end of their battle 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 7:52:13 AM 

California dries off after fierce spring storm 

Californians are looking forward to a drier forecast Tuesday as they toweled off from a fierce storm that lingered into 

the workweek. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 9:10:23 AM 

Ex-Israeli president gets 7 years in rape case 

Ig~~""IAn Israeli court ordered former Israeli President Moshe Katsav to prison for seven years Tuesday 

following his rape conviction, rejecting his attorneys' request for leniency. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 9:37:17 AM 

Karzai: Afghan forces to take control in 7 areas 

President Hamid Karzai said Tuesday that his security forces will soon take charge of securing seven areas around 

Afghanistan - the first step toward his goal of having Afghan police and soldiers protecting the entire nation by the end 

of 2014. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/201111:40:28 AM 

Life Inc.: Is drinking OK in the workplace? 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: Amid a report of the keg returning to the 24/7 environment of Silicon Valley, one asks can adults 

be trusted to be adults? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/201112:02:39 PM 

Day-care blaze suspect brought back to Texas 

Ig~~""[he owner of a Houston home day care where a fire last month killed four children was returned to Texas 

from Nigeria to face charges early Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/201112:04:08 PM 

$500,000 vanishes from tsunami-ravaged bank 

The earthquake and tsunami that pulverized coastal Japan crippled a bank's security mechanisms and left a vault wide 

open. That allowed someone to walk off with 40 million yen ($500,000). 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/201112:27:35 PM 

HBT preview: Are Red Sox best team in baseball? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/201112:39:35 PM 

Toyota, Honda extend plant shutdowns 

Toyota and Honda are extending their shutdown of auto production in Japan amid a shortage of parts following a 

colossal earthquake and tsunami earlier this month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/201112:40:20 PM 

Quake could trigger wide auto price hikes 

Ig~~""IAfter the Japan disaster, American motorists who have an eye on a new Japanese car, truck or crossover 

may need to stretch their budget a bit more than anticipated. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/201112:40:43 PM 

Turtle sparks fast-moving blaze in NYC apartment 

Fire officials say a lumbering pet turtle sparked a fast-moving fire in a New York City apartment after crawling out of its 

tank and knocking over the terrarium's heat lamp. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/201112:56:16 PM 

Firm to limit cadmium in kids' jewelry 

In the first settlement of its kind, national jewelry seller Tween Brands Inc. will effectively eliminate the toxic metal 

cadmium from the bracelets, necklaces and other items it sells. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/20111:00:03 PM 

Video: Inside a u.s. nuclear power plant 

Ig~~""INBC'S Tom Costello is given a never-before, all-access tour behind the scenes at Entergy's Waterford 3 

Nuclear Plant, which lies on the banks of the flood-prone Mississippi River in Louisiana. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/20111:22:33 PM 

First Thoughts: The Khaddafy question 

Yesterday, President Obama reiterated that the coalition forces' objective was NOT to take out Khaddafy, but instead to 

protect the libyan people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/20111:55:10 PM 

Report: Brown rages over Rihanna questions 

TMZ says the R&B star had a violent outburst after an appearance on "Good Morning America" when talk turned to his 

ex instead of his new album. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 2:47:31 PM 

State universities face deepening cuts 

Ig~~""IAS more states face deep budget problems, public universities are considering drastic measures including 

laying off tenured professors and closing entire campuses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 2:49:33 PM 

Atlantic oil spill threatens endangered penguins 

Ig~~""~housands of endangered penguins have been coated with oil after a cargo ship ran aground and broke 

up on a remote British South Atlantic territory, officials and conservationists said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 3:12:43 PM 

Arc's East preview: Ohio State is team to beat 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 3:25:10 PM 

Turtle sparks fast-moving blaze after escaping cage 

Fire officials say a lumbering pet turtle sparked a fast-moving fire in a New York City apartment after crawling out of its 

tank and knocking over the terrarium's heat lamp. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 3:29:06 PM 

Video: Pee-yew! Man rescued after being swept down sewer 

Ig~~""IEmergency workers in Washington pulled a sewage treatment plant worker to safety after he became 

unharnessed in an untreated water pipe. TODAY.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 3:33:30 PM 

Man jailed after bringing beer to DWI hearing 

Ig~~""IA New York man is being held in jail after showing up an hour and a half late for a court hearing on a 
felony DWI charge - he was also drunk and carrying an open can of Busch beer, authorities say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 3:34:34 PM 

CNN calls Fox's human shield accusation 'nuts' 

A CNN correspondent has denied a Fox News report that he and other journalists were used by the Libyan government 

as human shields against an attack on Moammar Gadhafi's compound. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 3:39:19 PM 

First airplane trip leaves a lasting impression 

Ig~~""lwhether it was 50 years ago or just last week, your first airplane ride, like your first kiss, can leave a 

lasting impression and have an impact on what sort of traveler you become. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 3:39:24 PM 

Nine jobs that humans may lose to robots 

Are humans becoming obsolete in the workforce? All signs point to "yes." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 3:56:28 PM 

Obama, Libya and the authorization conflict 

President Obama's stance on u.s. action in Libya is striking: not only hasn't he addressed the question of congressional 

authorization, but acting without it appears to be at odds with what he stood for when he ran for president. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 3:57:11 PM 

A perfect GOP candidate is hard to find 

Is any potential Republican presidential nominee without vulnerabilities that could alienate voters, especially those in 

the GOP primaries, and provide ready-made attacks for opponents? Not in this crop. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 4:04:38 PM 

Best bets for booking a last-minute trip 

For best results, keep an open mind and stay flexible - the cardinal rules of traveling last-minute on the cheap 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 4:04:57 PM 

Video: Contaminated seafood feared in Japan 

Ig~~""IAfter elevated levels of radiation were detected in seawater found near the Fukushima Dai-ichi nuclear 

plant, concerns were raised about whether fish could be contaminated. Msnbc's Thomas Roberts speaks 
with nutrition expert Dr. Richard Firshein. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 4:12:51 PM 

Parents protest student with severe peanut allergy 

Some public school parents in Edgewater, Florida, want a first-grade girl with life-threatening peanut allergies removed 

from the classroom and home-schooled, rather than deal with special rules to protect her health, a school official said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 4:38:23 PM 

US highway open after tour bus crash that hurt 23 

Traffic on a highway was flowing normally again Tuesday, hours after a tour bus carrying about two dozen Koreans 

turned over in the median, injuring 23 people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 4:39:01 PM 

Video: Tributes pour in for polar bear Knut 

Ig~~""~he Berlin Zoo has set up a condolence book for the celebrity polar bear, who died over the weekend at 
age 4. TODAY.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/20114:49:17 PM 

Video: Bus driver in fatal accident speaks 

Ig~~""~he bus driver behind the wheel during a deadly wreck in New York speaks out. WNBC's Jonathan Dienst 
reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 4:55:43 PM 

US fighter jet crashes during Libya mission 

The crash was the first major loss for the u.s. and European military air campaign in Libya, which over three nights 

appears to have hobbled Moammar Gadhafi's air defenses and rescued the rebels from impending defeat. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 4:55:52 PM 

Video: Noisy, messy, grackles return to Texas 

Ig~~""~he noisy birds normally show up along with the first bluebonnets on the side of the roads. KXAS reporter 
Kevin Cokely has the story. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 5:25:35 PM 

Yemen leader willing to step down this year 

Yemen's embattled U.S.-backed president pledged to step down more than a year early but refused to immediately 

resign on Tuesday, infuriating tens of thousands of demonstrators demanding his ouster. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 6:28:02 PM 

Stocks continue to edge lower in late afternoon 

Stocks edged lower following a three-day rally that had lifted the Dow Jones industrial average above 12,000 for the first 

time since an earthquake hit Japan just over a week ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 6:30:58 PM 

'Odyssey Dawn': A military operation, or a gift to late-night comics? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 6:41:14 PM 

Wal-Mart sex-bias suit could be landmark case 

Wal-Mart Stores Inc will urge the Supreme Court next week to reject the largest class-action sex-discrimination lawsuit 

in history, brought by female employees who seek billions of dollars. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 7:23:25 PM 

Video: Engel: Benghazi remains in hands of rebels 

Ig~~""INBC'S Richard Engel reports live from Libya on the US-led no fly-zone campaign and the battle between 
rebels and pro Moammar Gadhafi forces. (msnbc live with Bashir) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 7:28:27 PM 

Alien Earths - 2 billion of them are out there 

Ig~~""IROUghIY one out of every 37 to one out of every 70 sunlike stars in the sky might harbor an alien Earth, a 

new study reveals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 7:50:48 PM 

Eugene Fodor feted as the spy who loved travel 

Ig~~""IFodor's Travel is now an imprint of Random House, which is feting the founder this month as "The Spy 
Who Loved Travel," reissuing the original 1936 guide as an e-book on Fodors.com. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 7:54:00 PM 

Rapper Ja Rule guilty in tax evasion case 

Ig~~""~he platinum-selling entertainer admitted Tuesday that he failed to pay taxes on income earned between 

2004 and 2006. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 8:58:56 PM 

Are you annoying? Aflac needs new duck voice 

Want to take a quack at doing the new voice of the ever-abrasive Aflac duck? Now's your chance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 9:45:15 PM 

Video: HBT Extra: AL West preview 

Ig~~""~iffany Simons and Craig Calcaterra preview the AL West and discuss whether Texas can survive the 

departure of Cliff Lee, how close the A's are to contending, if the Angels can rebound after a disasterous 
2010 and more. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/201110:10:10 PM 

Half of used cell phones still hold personal data 

Selling that old cell phone? Make sure you wipe it clean of personal data. Then really make sure. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 10:20:24 PM 

3-day wait for abortion becomes law in S.D. 

South Dakota Gov. Dennis Daugaard signs a law requiring the longest waiting period for abortion in the nation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/201110:46:11 PM 

Video: Obama on Libya: 'We need ... to see this through' 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama is trying to shore up his support for the mission at home while trying to heal a rift that's 

growing inside coalition forces. NBC's Chief Foreign Affairs Correspondent Andrea Mitchell. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 10:50:04 PM 

Video: Fresh oil hits louisiana coast 

Ig~~""IReports of a new oil sheen in the Gulf of Mexico have created alarm in the same areas devastated by last 

year's Deepwater Horizon oil spill. NBC's Tom Costello reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/201110:52:33 PM 

Did Obama violate the Constitution with Libya military action? 

NBC's Pete Williams dives into the legal questions surrounding President Obama's actions in ordering military strikes on 

Libya. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2011 10:54:04 PM 

Video: Black populations dropping in big cities 

Ig~~""INew Census data shows many black Americans leaving major cities in greater numbers in favor of warmer 
climates and suburban amenities. NBC's Kristen Welker reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/201110:56:43 PM 

Life upended for wife of Japan nuclear plant worker 

Ig~~""~apan's devastating earthquake largely spared Junko Ooigawa's family home, but radiation from a 

crippled nuclear power plant may keep her away from it forever. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/201110:56:43 PM 

Life upended for wife of Japan nuclear plant worker 

Ig~~""~apan's devastating earthquake largely spared Junko Ooigawa's family home, but radiation from a 

crippled nuclear power plant may keep her away from it forever. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/201110:56:53 PM 

Video: Former presidents pay tribute to Bush 41 

Ig~~""IA star-studded group including all of the living ex-presidents gathered at the Kennedy Center in 

Washington on Tuesday to honor George H.W. Bush for his dedication to volunteering. NBC's Brian 
Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/201111:08:29 PM 

Video: Tipping the fat scales in Mississippi 

Ig~~""IAlthough two-thirds of Mississippi residents are overweight, one woman has made it her mission to 
encourage her town to lose the weight--and the bad reputation. NBC's Ron Mott reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/201111:09:10 PM 

Parents want prosecution in teen suicide case 

Ig~~""~he parents of a college student who killed himself don't hold his ex-roommate criminally responsible for 

his death but want him prosecuted for invading their son's privacy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/201111:20:45 PM 

Transgender people sue to alter birth records 

Ig~~""~oann Prinzivalii has gone through a lot to be a woman, and she wants her birth certificate to show it. 

Born a man, the transgender woman has been unable to change the sex listed on the document because 
of New York City rules that some call discriminatory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/201111:21:42 PM 

Stern sues Sirius, claims it stiffed him 

Ig~~""IHoward Stern and his agent are suing SiriusXM Radio for failing to pay stock awards due in exchange for 

helping the satellite radio service exceed its subscriber growth targets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/201111:36:58 PM 

Compromise emerges for NATO role in Libya fight 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama Tuesday won British and French support for a NATO role in the air campaign 

against Libya's Moammar Gadhafi as the western allies thrashed out operational details aimed at 
transferring u.s. control of the mission. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/201111:42:33 PM 

FDA halts imports of dairy, produce from Japan 

Ig~~""~he Food and Drug Administration said Tuesday it will halt imports of dairy products and produce from 

the area of Japan where a nuclear reactor is leaking radiation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/201111:47:38 PM 

Colo. fighting 1 wildfire, on guard for others 

Ig~~""loffiCials warn that eastern Colorado's worst drought in nearly a decade makes that part of the state 

vulnerable to more burning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/201112:13:45 AM 

Bonds lawyer starts to pick at government's case 

Ig~~""IWith prosecutors saying Barry Bonds lied about using steroids, the home run king's lead attorney started 

picking at the government's case Tuesday, attacking witnesses expected to accuse Bonds of willfully 
taking drugs to make him hit the ball harder and farther. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/201112:57:08 AM 

Census: Detroit's population falls 25 percent 

Detroit's decline reflects the severity of an economic downturn in the only state whose population has fallen since 2000. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/20111:58:52 AM 

Officer killed in Athens, Ga., shooting 

Police in a Georgia college town said one officer was shot and killed and another hurt while trying to stop a carjacking 

suspect on Tuesday .. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/20111:59:27 AM 

Huh?! One 'loser' feels bad for losing weight 

Ig~~""lon Tuesday night, the scale-side shenanigans were back, but they didn't involve gaining any weight this 

time. Instead the focus was on trying not to lose enough weight to win. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 2:46:30 AM 

Syrian forces kill 6 at protest site, residents say 

Ig~~""lsyrian forces killed at least six people in an attack on the Omari mosque in the southern city of Deraa, site 

of six days of unprecedented protests challenging Baath Party rule, residents say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 3:10:24 AM 

NYT: US relief effort rebuilds lives, ties to Japan 

Ig~~""~he United States has grabbed a chance to rebuild ties with a crucial Asian ally that just a year seemed to 
be flirting with pulling out of Washington's orbit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 4:21:09 AM 

First national spelling bee winner dies at 97 

Frank Neuhauser, who in 1925 won the first u.s. national spelling bee with the word "gladiolus," has died. He was 97. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 5:05:04 AM 

Gadhafi: West will end in 'dustbin of history' 

Western powers pounding Libya's defenses will wind up in the dustbin of history, said leader Moammar Gadhafi as his 

troops held back rebel advances despite four nights of attacks from the air. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 5:55:17 AM 

Elevated radiation found in Tokyo tap water 

Tokyo's government on Wednesday advised that infants not drink tap water after elevated levels of radiation were 

found in a city water purifier. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 6:07:05 AM 

Lakers need triple-OT to outlast Suns 

Ig~~""IKobe Bryant scored 42 points, Ron Artest got five of his 18 points in the final 2 minutes of the third 

overtime, and the Los Angeles Lakers outlasted the Phoenix Suns for a 139-137 victory Tuesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 7:24:22 AM 

Turkey seizes cargo of Iranian plane 

Turkey says it has seized the cargo of an Iranian plane bound for Syria because the shipment violated U.N. sanctions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 7:40:44 AM 

Desecration, attacks at ancient Jewish cemetery 

Ig~~""IA wide patch of steep hillside overlooking Jerusalem's Old City holds row after row of graves. Biblical 

prophets, revered rabbis and a prime minister are buried there. Yet many of the tombstones have been 
smashed, litter is strewn around and tethered donkeys defecate on top of graves. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/201111:37:35 AM 

Employee perks return as pay stagnates 

Ig~~""lu.s. companies are increasingly turning to perks such as subsidized training and flexible work conditions, 

rather than pay raises, to keep employees happy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/201111:48:52 AM 

Robot floor cleaner doesn't need toilet training 

Ig~~""~he new iRobot Scooba 230 floor cleaner is a little robot that gets into tight and icky spaces around the 

base of the toilet and under sinks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/201111:50:39 AM 

Video: Despite pounding, Gadhafi stays defiant 

Ig~~""IAS the American-led coalition continues to strike at targets in Libya, Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi 

vows to prevail against allied forces and rebels. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/201112:36:22 PM 

Video: FCC taking aim at cell phone charges 

Ig~~""IWith some customers claiming they unknowingly racked up thousands of dollars in roaming and data 

charges, the FCC is proposing mandatory warnings for subscribers in danger of running up a super-sized 
bill. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/201112:58:34 PM 

Quake delays Toyota Prius minivan launch 

Ig~~""~oyota Motor Corp. says it will delay the launch of the Prius hybrid minivan in Japan due to disruptions in 

parts supply following the March 11 earthquake and tsunami. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/20111:13:14 PM 

'Chemo curls' another kink in cancer recovery 

Ig~~""IAfter eight rounds of chemotherapy for her stage 1 breast cancer, Sarah Thebarge didn't have a hair on 

her head. And what did eventually emerge from her scalp looked nothing like the blonde, thin hair she'd 
had all her life. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/20111:16:52 PM 

Video: Legendary actress Elizabeth Taylor dies at 79 

Ig~~""~he TODAY anchors take a look back at the life of acting great and famed beauty Elizabeth Taylor and 
discuss her work in the fight against AIDS and HIV. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/20111:39:24 PM 

PFT: Cribbs, Hester blast kickoff rules changes 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/20111:42:28 PM 

First Thoughts: Searching for 'clarity' 

Obama said yesterday he has "absolutely no doubt" that command of the Libyan operation will be handed over to an 

international coalition. He added that "clarity" would come in days. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 2:06:39 PM 

Girl, 9, nearly dies saving sister from oncoming truck 

Anaiah Rucker pushed 5-year-old Camry out of the pickup's path and took most of its impact herself, suffering a broken 

neck and life-threatening injuries and losing a leg. But she feels she doesn't deserve to be called a hero, because her 

sister was "too young to get hit." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 2:13:32 PM 

Screen legend Elizabeth Taylor dies at 79 

Elizabeth Taylor, the violet-eyed film goddess whose sultry screen persona, stormy personal life and enduring fame and 

glamour made her one of the last of the old-fashioned movie stars and a template for the modern celebrity, died 

Wednesday at age 79. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 2:42:58 PM 

GM rebates, CEO comments raise eyebrows 

Ig~~""~ust as GM appears poised to accelerate down the road to recovery, Detroit watchers are increasingly 

concerned that the new driver, CEO Daniel Akerson, could steer it into a ditch. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 2:47:48 PM 

Drug-resistant TB could infect 2 million by 2015 

The World Health Organization says over 2 million people between 2011 and 2015 will contract a form of tuberculosis 

that is resistant to treatment with many drugs. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 2:56:28 PM 

Davis: Winning does have a downside in March 

Ig~~""IDaVis: Richmond, VCU and Marquette could pay a steep price by getting this far in the NCAA tournament 
- losing their head coaches. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 2:59:12 PM 

Drug prices soar as generic pressure rises 

Ig~~""lu.s. prices for brand-name drugs are rising faster than ever as patents expire on top-selling medicines 

and the pharmaceutical industry nervously eyes the future of healthcare reform. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 3:07:00 PM 

Firefox 4 soars, thanks to Microsoft's Luddite customers 

Firefox 4 clocked about 5 million downloads on its first day and is fast approaching 7 million this morning, as the new 

browser from Mozilla attracts huge interest from around the world. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 3:20:19 PM 

Defying spring, snow hits Northeast, Midwest 

Spring can't seem to upstage winter in the Northeast and parts of the nation's midsection, as a far-reaching storm 

brought up to a foot of snow to areas from the Dakotas to upstate New York. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 3:32:12 PM 

Americans still split on health care law 

Ig~~""lon the one-year anniversary of Obama signing the health-care overhaul into law, the needle hasn't 

moved all that much on the bill's popularity. Americans are still divided, and many are still confused. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 3:34:21 PM 

Video: Spurned 92-year-old woman shoots at neighbor's house 

Ig~~""IAn elderly Florida woman whose romantic advances were rebuffed by a neighbor, fired a handgun at his 
house in protest. Willie Geist has the story. (ZeitGeist) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 3:46:04 PM 

Arc: OSU-Kentucky is best Sweet 16 matchup 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 3:54:25 PM 

Family holds out hope for missing US teacher 

Montgomery Dickson, or "Monty-san" as the locals in the coastal Japanese town of Rikuzentakata know him, hasn't 

been heard from since the March 11 quake and tsunami. But his family hopes that may be because anyone in the town 

of 23,000 who survived and might have spotted his familiar face apparently has left. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 4:49:44 PM 

Apple dumps 'gay cure' from App Store 

More than lSO,OOO people signed a petition demanding that Apple remove a so-called "gay cure" app from its App 

Store, and as of Tuesday night, it was gone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 5:19:18 PM 

Video: Northern Lights in motion 

Ig~~""lphotOgraPher Terje Sorgjerd speaks with TODAY.com's Dara Brown about the week he spent capturing 
amazing pictures and video of the Northern Lights. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 6:13:40 PM 

Jerusalem bombing kills 1, injures dozens 

A bomb exploded at a crowded bus stop Wednesday in central Jerusalem, killing one woman and wounding 38 in what 

appeared to be the first militant attack in the city in several years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 6:49:13 PM 

Video: Refused a kiss, 92-year-old shoots house 

Ig~~""192-year-Old Florida woman is being accused of firing a weapon at a man who refused to kiss her. NBC's 

Gail Paschal-Brown reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 6:53:34 PM 

Design flaw, stuck pipe tied to BP disaster 

Ig~~""~he force of oil surging up BP's Macondo well forced a piece of drill pipe into the emergency shutoff 

device and buckled the pipe, making any shutoff impossible, a forensic study concluded. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 6:58:26 PM 

Arc: Five most important role players in Sweet 16 

Ig~~""IArc: UConn's Alex Oriakhi is one of five unsung players who will have a big impact in the Sweet 16. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 7:00:46 PM 

Anthrax report: Medical records point to researcher 

Ig~~""IMedical records of the researcher blamed by the FBI for the 2001 anthrax attacks, "support the Justice 

Department's determination that he was responsible," a report concludes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 7:20:22 PM 

UConn student killed by shuttle bus at campus 

University of Connecticut police say a student was driving a shuttle bus that struck and killed another student on 

campus. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 7:29:54 PM 

Radiation fears spread to Tokyo water 

A spike in radiation levels in Tokyo tap water spurred new fears about food safety Wednesday as rising black smoke 

forced another evacuation at a radiation-leaking nuclear plant. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 7:35:49 PM 

Digital donations to Japan up among under 40-set 

In the wake of Japan's disaster, Americans, especially those under age 40, are increasingly turning to help via text

message donations, as well as the Web and e-mail. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 7:36:17 PM 

Video: Majestic funnel cloud spins in California 

Ig~~""IA large funnel cloud is caught on camera as it makes its way across Colusa County, California. 
Msnbc.com's AI Stirrett reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 7:59:10 PM 

Device may find Martians in us all 

Ig~~""lcosmic Log: Life as we know it has a common ancestor - somewhere. Is it a Martian? A new device 

under development to fly on a future mission to Mars to find and sequence bits of genetic material could 
provide an answer, according to MIT and Harvard scientists. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 8:05:23 PM 

Video: 'Velvet,' 'Woolf' were Taylor's favorite flicks 

Ig~~""IActress Elizabeth Taylor speaks with TODAY's Nancy Collins about her favorite roles, including her 
portrayal of Velvet Brown in "National Velvet" and Martha in "Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf." (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 8:12:14 PM 

Hot dogs for better health? Actually, yes 

Ig~~""llf given the choice between eating a hot dog or enjoying some rotisserie chicken, you may want to 

consider the hot dog. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 8:30:06 PM 

Cancer risk no higher with menthol cigarettes 

Ig~~""lpeoPle who smoke menthol cigarettes are no more likely to develop lung cancer than those who smoke 
non-menthol varieties, U.S. researchers said on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 8:45:03 PM 

Video: Florida ready for Fredette 

Ig~~""lchandler Parsons talks about Jimmer Ferdette and what he has done for BYU this season. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 8:45:35 PM 

Grocers see high vegetable prices easing soon 

Ig~~""IA nearly 50 percent increase in vegetable prices should ease in coming weeks as farmers deliver more 

tomatoes, lettuce and other crops to grocers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 8:59:41 PM 

Sales of new homes plunge to record low 

Ig~~""INew single-family home sales unexpectedly fell in February to hit a record low, and prices were the 

lowest since December 2003, suggesting the housing market slide is deepening. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 9:12:00 PM 

15 dead in new clashes in southern Syria city 

Ig~~""lsyrian police launch a relentless assault on a neighborhood sheltering anti-government protesters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 9:17:28 PM 

Stocks end mostly-down day with slight gains 

Stocks edged higher Wednesday after a government report showed stronger demand for gasoline. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 9:25:27 PM 

No gay marriages in Calif. during court review 

A federal appeals court in San Francisco has denied an appeal to allow gay marriages to resume in California while the 

Proposition 8 case works its way through the legal appeal process. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 9:28:23 PM 

Toenail study: No heart risk from mercury in fish 

In an unusual health study, researchers analyzing toxin levels in tens of thousands of toenail clippings determined that 

mercury from eating fish does not raise the risk of heart disease or stroke. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 9:37:23 PM 

Castrodale: 3 jaw-dropping players to watch 

Ig~~""lcastrodale: Someone else can decide who will be the NCAA tournament's Most Outstanding Player. 

Instead, I'll nominate three of the Most Watchable Players, the ones that make you drop your remote, 
drop your jaw, then drop their names into sentences that end with more than one exclamation point. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 9:38:23 PM 

Portugal prime minister quits after debt plan nixed 

Ig~~""IDebt-stressed Portugal's prime minister says he has quit after opposition parties scuppered his proposals 

devised to avoid a bailout. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 9:41:06 PM 

Top ex-officials charged with murder in Egypt 

Ig~~""IAn Egyptian committee set up to investigate violence during the recent demonstrations has laid charges 

against Hosni Mubarak and the interior minister for murder of protesters, a state newspaper said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/201110:10:42 PM 

Surrounded, Libyan hospital is fortress of fear 

The battle in Libya has reached the doors of Dr. Aiman's clinic in Misrata: A man was killed in its entrance late 

Wednesday, he said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/201110:39:09 PM 

Woman finds beloved dog alive in her burned-out home 

Ig~~""IA Boston woman who thought her dachshund was gone forever after a fire destroyed her apartment a 

month ago found the pet living in the wreckage of her former home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/201110:40:13 PM 

Germany a model for post-nuclear power age 

Ig~~""IGermany is determined to show the world how abandoning nuclear energy can be done. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/201110:41:34 PM 

Video: Libyan rebels under fire outside Benghazi 

Ig~~""IDesPite international intervention, Libyan rebels are still under heavy fire from Gadhafi forces. NBC's 
Richard Engel experienced a close call while on the front lines. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2011 10:44:06 PM 

Video: Obama defends libya policy 

Ig~~""INBC'S Political Director Chuck Todd spells out President Obama's next steps in the u.s. air assault in 
Libya. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/201110:48:43 PM 

Video: Radiation leaves Tokyo water tapped out 

Ig~~""IRiSing radiation levels in Tokyo's drinking water prompted the Japanese government on Wednesday to 

urge parents to buy bottled water for their young ones. NBC Chief Science Correspondent Robert Bazell 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/201110:53:04 PM 

Video: Calming U.S. consumers over Japan food fears 

Ig~~""IDesPite reassurances that food from Japan--which constitutes less than five percent of u.s. food imports

-is safe from radiation contamination, many Americans are questioning the safety of foods that fall 
outside the FDA ban already in place. NBC's Kristen Welker reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/201110:55:45 PM 

MlK parade bomb case suspect pleads not guilty 

Ig~~""IA Washington man indicted on charges of placing a bomb along the planned route of the Martin Luther 

King Jr. Day parade in Spokane has pleaded not guilty in federal court. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/201110:55:59 PM 

Lohan rejects judge's plea offer in theft case 

Ig~~""[he move signals the actress intends to fight a case filed over a necklace she has been accused of stealing 

from a upscale jewelry store. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/201110:58:39 PM 

Video: Officials find source of Louisiana oil slick 

Ig~~""ILouisiana state officials say they've traced the spill to a Houston-based company Anglo-Suisse Offshore 

Partners, who said they were only aware of a discharge of five gallons of oil. NBC's Brian Williams 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/201111:02:16 PM 

Video: Nun doctor does God's work in Deep South 

Ig~~""IMaking a Difference: Low-cost medical care is hard to come by in the Mississippi Delta, but for almost 30 
years, Dr. Anne Brooks--also known as Sister Anne-- has been answering the prayers of poor people 

seeking help. NBC's Thanh Truong reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/201111:05:30 PM 

Video: Remembering Elizabeth Taylor, 'Queen of Hollywood' 

Ig~~""IElizabeth Taylor, one of the greatest movie stars in the history of Hollywood, died Wednesday. NBC's 

Brian Williams looks back at a career that spanned 50 motion pictures over seven decades. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/201111:45:31 PM 

Bomb reportedly sits for weeks at federal building 

A security guard found the package and brought it into a federal office building in Detroit in February, an official with a 

guards union says. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/201112:15:57 AM 

Bonds' friend: I saw trainer holding syringe 

Ig~~""IBarry Bonds looked at the witness stand with a blank expression as a childhood friend and former 

business partner described how baseball's biggest star walked into the master bedroom at his spring 
training home along with trainer Greg Anderson, who had a syringe with a needle. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/201112:38:08 AM 

Video: San Diego St. has to stop Kemba 

Ig~~""lcoach Steve Fisher talks about Connecticut's Kemba Walker and how the Aztecs have a plan for him but 

the challenge is going to be to stop him. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/20111:06:06 AM 

US presses NATO to lead; Gadhafi still on attack 

Ig~~""IAS the u.s. turns up pressure on quarreling NATO allies to take command of the air war in Libya, 
Moammar Gadhafi's tanks roll back into a key rebel-held city. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/20111:45:32 AM 

NYT: New problems at Japanese plant subdue optimism 

Ig~~""~he restoration of electricity at the Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Station, stirred hopes that the crisis 

was ebbing, but nuclear engineers say some of the most difficult and dangerous tasks are still ahead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2011 2:14:15 AM 

Soldier gets 24 years for murders of 3 Afghans 

Ig~~""IA U.S. soldier who pleaded guilty Wednesday to the murders of three Afghan civilians was sentenced to 

24 years in prison after saying "the plan was to kill people" in a conspiracy with four fellow soldiers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2011 2:48:23 AM 

Howard, Magic knock Knicks below .500 

Ig~~""IDWight Howard had 33 points and 11 rebounds, and the Orlando Magic won their fourth straight and sent 
the New York Knicks tumbling below .500 with a 111-99 victory Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2011 3:46:05 AM 

'Idol' judges deliver a lovefest on Motown night 

Ig~~""llt's going to be hard to vote this week, and not because people don't know how to call, text or go online. 
It's that the judges critiqued the singers as if they were scoring a high-school talent contest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2011 5:45:14 AM 

Japanese students leave quake zone for Kitsap 

Part of Student Exchange 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2011 8:57:54 AM 

NYT: Drug wars push deeper into Central America 

Ig~~""IAggreSSiVe crackdowns on criminal organizations in Mexico and Colombia have brought powerful drug 

syndicates deeper into Central American countries incapable of combating them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2011 9:49:37 AM 

Japan recovery: 'Things are getting much better' 

Ig~~""IFOOd aid is flowing, refugees are restoring daily routines, and even mobile banks are appearing in north 

Japan as the nation rallies around victims of the March 11 double disaster. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/201111:05:44 AM 

China's nuclear policy: 'Build, baby, build!' 

Ig~~""lwatching Japan's nuclear drama unfold across the East China Sea, China is glued to the edge of its front

row seat. The reason: It has more ongoing and planned nuclear construction than any other country, 
msnbc.com's Kari Huus reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/201111:11:52 AM 

Fire extinguished at Miami airport fuel tank farm 

Firefighters extinguished a fire early Thursday that broke out in an area where fuel is kept at the Miami International 

Airport. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/201111:36:46 AM 

Medical pot ranks as blockbuster drug 

Ig~~""lsales of medical marijuana are estimated at $1.7 billion annually in the 15 states with laws that permit it, 

according to the first definitive study of the market. That is on par with sales of Viagra. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/201111:39:49 AM 

ConsumerMan: Who's tracking you online? 

Online 'behavioral tracking' is used to target online advertising, but the potential for abuse is enormous. The FTC wants 

to create a 'Do Not Track' program to protect Internet users' privacy. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/201111:52:45 AM 

Video: Tornadoes rip through western Pa. 

Ig~~""lsevere weather left homes damaged, trees overturned and debris scattered in Westmoreland County, Pa. 
NBC's Alison Kartevold reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/201111:55:33 AM 

Video: Libyan rebels struggle on front lines 

Ig~~""IAmerican, European airstrikes stopped a massacre in Benghazi and destroyed many of Gadhafi's heavy 

weapons, but rebel forces are mostly on their own. NBC's Richard Engel reports from the front lines, 
where he and rebels came under fire. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/201112:42:59 PM 

New app shares photos with everyone near you 

Ig~~""lwhat if you could see the cellphone photos taken by everyone within 150 feet of you? Would you be 

hesitant about potentially seeing yourself captured in one of those photos or would you be smiling as 
your inner voyeur jumps in joy? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/201112:57:05 PM 

Big rig dangles off Texas highway overpass 

The cab of an I8-wheeler was left dangling over the edge of an elevated highway ramp in Texas on Thursday after an 

accident. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/201112:58:07 PM 

China cracks down, South Korea speeds up 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/20111:11:04 PM 

Russia says Moscow will host figure skating worlds 

The executive director of the Russian figure skating federation says Moscow has been chosen as the replacement venue 

for this year's world championships. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/20111:37:49 PM 

Anti-gay church plans to picket Taylor's funeral 

The small Kansas church - which has notoriously picketed the funerals of fallen u.s. soldiers as part of a crusade against 

homosexuality - is directing its rhetoric at Hollywood in threatening to protest at Elizabeth Taylor's funeral 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2011 2:20:05 PM 

Arc: 'Zona not sweating Duke, they have Superman! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2011 2:31:12 PM 

Obama gets lukewarm welcome back to Washington 

Ig~~""IBack from Latin America, Obama is now facing a growing bipartisan chorus of criticism from Congress. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2011 2:41:52 PM 

Video: Top Dem: Obama had 'obligation' to consult Congress 

Ig~~""IRepresentative George Miller, Chairman of the Democratic Policy Committee, says there is no evidence 

the White House sufficiently consulted Congressional leadership before taking action in Libya and that 
the president was constitutionally obligated to do so. (The Daily Rundown) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2011 2:58:03 PM 

Pastor loses job after doubting hell's existence 

Ig~~""lwhen Chad Holtz lost his old belief in hell, he also lost his job. 

I~~~~:[~~~:j 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2011 3:20:23 PM 

New milestone: 1 in 6 US residents is Hispanic 

In a surprising show of growth, Hispanics accounted for more than half of the u.s. population increase over the last 

decade, exceeding estimates in most states. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2011 3:22:54 PM 

Eating something gross makes you more judgmental 

Ig~~""IHaVing a bad taste in your mouth from food or drink can lead you to making stronger and harsher 

judgments of other people and their behaviors, suggests new research. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2011 3:27:41 PM 

Video: Twin polar bear cubs debut in Germany 

r-~ pair of polar bear cubs, Gregor and Aleut, romp around their new home at Germany's Nuremberg Zoo. 
ODAY.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2011 3:33:14 PM 

Fire extinguished at Miami airport fuel tank farm 

Firefighters extinguished a fire early Thursday that broke out in an area where fuel is kept at the Miami International 

Airport. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2011 4:26:39 PM 

Two-thirds of alcohol wipes contaminated 

Two-thirds of tested samples of alcohol prep pads tied to a massive recall, serious infections and death were 

contaminated with dangerous bacteria, including products from eight of 10 separate lots, according to a new 

government report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2011 4:58:29 PM 

FAA suspends sleeping air traffic controller 

The FAA has suspended an air traffic controller who missed the landing of two passenger jets at Ronald Reagan 

Washington National Airport early Wednesday because he reportedly was sleeping. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2011 5:11:13 PM 

Video: One month after house fire, dog found alive amid rubble 

Ig~~""IA lucky dachshund was found alive and in surprisingly good health one month after a fire destroyed her 
owner's Boston home. WHDH's Sorboni Banerjee reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2011 5:17:09 PM 

Court: Man mauled after smoking pot gets work comp 

The Montana Supreme Court has upheld a Workers' Compensation Court ruling that about $65,000 in medical bills 

incurred by a man who was mauled while feeding the bears at a tourist attraction should be covered by workers' 

compensation, despite the fact the man had smoked marijuana on the day of the attack. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2011 5:33:21 PM 

Syria says it may ease restrictions 

Ig~~""~he Syrian government pledged Thursday to consider lifting draconian restrictions on political freedom 

and civil liberties in an attempt to quell a week-long uprising. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2011 5:38:23 PM 

EU officials and diplomats target of cyber attack 

The European Union is investigating a targeted cyber attack against some EU officials and its diplomatic service and says 

it took unprecedented precautions over the hacking. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2011 7:22:13 PM 

The sex slaves next door 

An insidious form of modern-day slavery is spreading across the United States - a prostitution operation that traffics in 

women and children from throughout Latin America, an NBC News investigation has found. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2011 7:23:21 PM 

Israel strikes targets in Gaza after day of rockets 

Ig~~""lpalestinian militants in Gaza fired a new wave of rockets that landed deep inside Israel Thursday, defying 

Israeli retaliatory attacks and threats. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2011 7:48:47 PM 

Latino population boom will have 2012 election echoes 

Ig~~""INew Census data reveals that significant growth in the adult Latino population could give President 

Barack Obama and Democrats an edge in some key battleground states in 2012. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2011 7:51:00 PM 

School cuts raise doubts among some GOP voters 

Many of the voters who put GOP leaders into office are now having second thoughts, largely because the cuts they are 

seeking could put the quality of their cherished local schools at risk. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2011 8:06:27 PM 

Video: Mark Kelly: Giffords in 'good spirits' 

Ig~~""IMark Kelly, commander of Space shuttle Endeavour's upcoming final flight, says his wife, Rep. Gabrielle 

Giffords is in good spirits, and intends to attend the launch. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2011 8:19:20 PM 

Congresswoman coping with injury's implications 

Ig~~""lwounded Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords is dealing with the implications of her injuries "as we 

speak," her astronaut husband says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2011 8:24:41 PM 

Worker at US nuclear plant charged with lying 

A subcontractor employee at the Tennessee Valley Authority's Watts Bar Nuclear Plant has been charged with lying 

about power system inspections at the only site in the nation where a reactor is being built, prosecutors said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2011 8:34:52 PM 

Lufthansa resuming flights to Tokyo 

Germany's Lufthansa said it was resuming flights to Tokyo Thursday following disruption caused by the March 11 

earthquake and tsunami. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2011 8:47:52 PM 

Chandler: Why we hate Duke (a scientific study!) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2011 9:00:53 PM 

Postal Service to cut 7,500 jobs, close offices 

The u.s. Postal Service said on Thursday it would cut 7,500 jobs and close seven district offices and 2,000 post offices as 

it handles less mail and faces greater staff costs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2011 9:11:16 PM 

Video: Full coverage needed for Ohio State 

Ig~~""IOhiO State's David Lighty knows his team has a lot of things to defend when playing against a challenging 
Kentucky team. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2011 9:23:04 PM 

Video: Toughness key for UNC, Marquette. 

Ig~~""IUNC coach Roy Williams credits Marquette's players for their physical and mental toughness. (NBC 
Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2011 9:31:02 PM 

Japan faces big chore of cleaning up 

Ig~~""ILegaCy of Hurricane Katrina, which devastated the u.s. Gulf of Mexico coastline in 2005, gives an idea of 

both the immensity of the job and the environmental hazards Japan could face. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/201110:12:12 PM 

Calif. 'maternity tourists' ward shut down 

Ig~~""IAuthorities close three townhouses operating as a maternity center for Chinese mothers paying 
thousands so their U.S.-born babies would automatically gain citizenship. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/201110:25:12 PM 

Obama struggles on Mideast policy 

u.s. President Barack Obama is struggling to fashion a coherent Middle East policy that can encompass his decision to 

launch military action in Libya alongside his hesitant response to repression elsewhere. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/201110:48:41 PM 

Video: Tokyo still tepid about water safety 

r-I~eassurances from Japanese officials that radiation in Tokyo's water supply had returned to safe levels on 
hursday did little to assuage the fears of anxious parents. NBC's Chief Science Correspondent Robert 

Bazell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/201110:52:58 PM 

Video: Hispanic population growth reflects diverse nation 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to the latest census figures, the Hispanic population now accounts for more than half of the 

total growth in the u.s. population. NBC's Kristen Welker reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/201110:54:57 PM 

Video: Giffords 'starting to process' tragedy, says husband 

Ig~~""IMark Kelly, the astronaut husband of Congresswoman Gabby Giffords, spoke to reporters on Thursday 

about his wife and what he called her remarkable recovery during a final news conference before his 
April 19th shuttle mission. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/201111:06:58 PM 

Video: u.s. sees progress in Japan relief operation 

Ig~~""IMaking A Difference: The 31 helicopters and 20 ships involved in American relief operations in Northeast 

Japan are part of the biggest helicopter relief effort ever by the u.s. Navy. NBC's Ian Williams 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/201111:13:31 PM 

PGT: Tiger off to rough start at Bay Hill 

Ig~~""lpGT: Tiger Woods shoots a i-over 73 for his highest start at Bay Hill since 1999. He trails leader Spencer 

Levin by 7, while Phil Mickelson is 4 back. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/201111:25:58 PM 

Another nail in the coffin of price tags 

One of the last state laws requiring grocery stores to post price tags on store items appears to be on its way out, after 

the Michigan Legislature voted to kill it last week. That's bad news for consumers, many advocates say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/201111:40:37 PM 

US officials: Yemeni president may resign 

Yemeni President Ali Abdullah Saleh appears to be left "with not a lot of good options" after his vague promise to 

peacefully transfer power on Thursday fell flat and may be on the verge of resigning, u.S. officials say. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/201111:48:04 PM 

Video: Can Richmond upset Kansas? 

Ig~~""IRichmond coach Chris Mooney and Kansas coach Bill Self discuss their Sweet 16 match up. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/201111:51:43 PM 

DeMarco: Reds out to prove they have staying power 

Ig~~""IDeMarco: Sparked by a collection of young talent that leaves major-league evaluators envious, the Reds 

broke through to win 91 games in 2010. Can they repeat? "I think we can get better," GM Walt Jocketty 
says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/201112:11:59 AM 

Jury: Ousted Texas beauty queen gets her crown back 

Ig~~""IA Texas jury ruled Thursday that a 17-year-old beauty queen allegedly told to "get off the tacos" after 

gaining weight was wrongly stripped of her crown and has had it returned by a judge. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/201112:45:24 AM 

Wis. billionaire charged with child sex assault 

Ig~~""IBillionaire businessman Curtis Johnson has been charged in Wisconsin with having repeated sexual 
contact with a now 15-year-old girl over several years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/201112:46:14 AM 

10 Latino politicians to watch 

Ig~~""12010 Census data has revealed that Hispanic voters will playa huge party in the 2012 presidential 

election, so we take a look at the Latino politicians to watch. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/20111:01:08 AM 

NYT: How G.E. made $5.1B in the u.s. tax-free 

New York Times: The company reported worldwide profits of $14.2 billion, and said $5.1 billion of the total came from 

its u.s. operations. Its American tax bill? None. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/20111:18:53 AM 

Boy, 10, arrested for driving off in parents' SUV in a snit 

A lO-year-old Texas boy angry over being punished takes his parents' SUV for a joyride that comes to a crashing end, the 

family says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/20111:19:24 AM 

Walker takes over to lift UConn to Elite Eight 

Ig~~""IKemba Walker scored 22 of his 36 points in another dynamic second-half performance, and Connecticut 

moved to the brink of its fourth trip to the Final Four with a 74-67 victory over San Diego State in the 

West regional semifinals Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/20111:40:54 AM 

Florida makes sour ending for BYU, Fredette 

Ig~~""IAlex Tyus scored 19 points and grabbed 17 rebounds as Florida beat BYU 83-74 in overtime Thursday 

night, chasing Jimmer Fredette and the Cougars out of the NCAA tournament. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 2:13:22 AM 

Caesars, Wynn up ante to legalize online poker bets 

Ig~~""lln the latest gambits to legalize U.S. online gambling, Nevada regulators approve Caesars' pact with an 

overseas firm while Wynn makes a deal with an internet poker company. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 2:16:54 AM 

Family gathers to bury Elizabeth Taylor 

Ig~~""IElizabeth Taylor's family mourned the screen legend in a brief private funeral service Thursday at a 

California cemetery famous for being the final resting place of Hollywood celebrities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 2:41:10 AM 

'Idol' delivers dramatic finish in epic episode 

Ig~~""lln what was the best results show in recent memory, "Idol" had a little bit of everything. It went from a 

Motown legend to a wrestling icon to a surprising and dramatic finish. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 3:23:29 AM 

L.A. 'Grim Sleeper' suspect indicted for murder 

Prosecutors unsealed an indictment on Thursday charging an accused serial killer dubbed the "Grim Sleeper" with 

murdering 10 girls and women during a Los Angeles-area crime spree that spanned three decades. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 4:23:45 AM 

Another No.1 goes down as Arizona stuns Duke 

Ig~~""IDerrick Williams scored a career-high 32 points and his Arizona teammates showed they're not just a 
one-man team, upsetting defending national champion Duke 93-77 Thursday night to reach the final 

eight for the first time since 2005. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 5:10:56 AM 

No.8 Butler one win away from another Final Four 

Ig~~""IMatt Howard had 20 points and 12 rebounds, and Butler sent home yet another higher seed in the NCAA 

tournament with a 61-54 victory over Wisconsin on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 5:48:12 AM 

Arc: Butler's no longer an underdog. Got it? 

Ig~~...,~wo straight appearances in the Elite Eight prevent us from ever calling the Bulldogs a Cinderella, mid

major or anything else that implies they won't win. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 6:41:14 AM 

Arc: Big Dance just got more wide open, and fun 

Beyond the Arc: One or two upsets in four Sweet 16 games could've been predicted. But four surprising outcomes? 

That's unexpected - yet entirely expected for the NCAA tournament. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 6:41:43 AM 

Japan suspects nuke reactor core has breached 

Japanese nuclear safety officials said that they suspect that the reactor core at one unit of the Fukushima Dai-ichi 

nuclear plant may have breached, raising the possibility of more severe contamination. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 7:57:50 AM 

HKjury convicts American in 'milkshake murder' 

Ig~~""IA Hong Kong jury convicted an American of murder at her second trial Friday for drugging her wealthy 
husband with a sedative-laced milkshake and bludgeoning him with a metal ornament more than seven 

years ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 7:59:50 AM 

China sentences democracy activist to 10 years 

A longtime Chinese democracy activist was sentenced Friday to a heavy penalty of 10 years in prison for advocating 

government change in online articles that authorities say slandered Communist Party leadership as autocratic. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 8:42:49 AM 

US woman guilty in 'milkshake murder' case 

Ig~~""IA Hong Kong jury unanimously found an American woman guilty of murder Friday in her retrial over the 

death of her wealthy husband. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 8:59:17 AM 

Crews contain 70 percent of Colo. wildfire 

About 8,500 people were ordered to leave their homes Thursday as the second major wildfire to erupt this week in an 

outlying Denver suburb blackened 2.5 square miles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 9:25:29 AM 

Shark attacks tourist at Mexican resort 

A tourist has been attacked by a shark after ignoring warnings to stay out of the water, according to a lifeguard in the 

Mexican resort of Cancun. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 9:29:48 AM 

Dozens killed as quake slams Myanmar, Thailand 

Ig~~""IA strong earthquake that toppled homes in northeastern Myanmar has killed more than 70 people, and 

there were fears Friday the toll would mount as conditions in more remote areas became known. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/201110:47:03 AM 

Napolitano: Mexico violence hasn't spread to US 

Ig~~""lu.S. Secretary of Homeland Security Janet Napolitano said Thursday that security on the southern u.S. 
border "is better now than it ever has been." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/201111:02:41 AM 

Surgeon: I injected belly fat into Gadhafi's face 

Ig~~""llt was well past midnight when the surgeon says he was escorted deep inside a bunker in the Libyan 

capital. His assignment: to shave years off Moammar Gadhafi's appearance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/201111:10:22 AM 

The brewing civil war no one is talking about 

World Blog: While the world has been focused on Libya, Middle East uprisings and the fear of a nuclear meltdown in 

Japan, another serious crisis has been quietly brewing: a potential civil war in the Ivory Coast. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/201111:41:15 AM 

Sweet! America's top 10 brands of soda 

It was the biggest victory in the Cola Wars since Michael J. Fox picked up his first can of Pepsi: Diet Coke last year passed 

Pepsi to move into second place in u.s. soft drink popularity. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/201111:43:52 AM 

Life Inc.: Hate your job? You may be Chinese 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: Survey of countries around the world find job satisfaction highest in Denmark and Norway, 

lowest in China and Japan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/201112:09:16 PM 

Video: Teen author shares her struggle with epilepsy 

Ig~~""IKeIIY Pretz is a 15-year-old on a mission to raise awareness about epilepsy by being positive, going 

'Purple' for National Epilepsy Day and publishing a novel that reveals her battle with the condition. 
TODAY.com's Dara Brown has her story. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/201112:11:26 PM 

Why housing might be even worse than you think 

Ig~~""~he latest numbers show the housing market remains mired in a deep slump. In fact, it may be in much 

worse shape than those number suggest. By John W. Schoen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/201112:19:56 PM 

Praise the lard? Study links church to obesity 

Young adults who attended religious activities at least once a week were far more likely to become obese by middle age 

than those who didn't, according to a new study that tracked participants for 18 years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/201112:30:19 PM 

Video: Kidnapped daughter finds family, 37 years later 

Ig~~""IDateline NBC's Keith Morrison tells the story of "Pepper Smith," aka Rhonda Patricia Christie, who was 

kidnapped by a family friend when she was 4 years old and reunited with her real family at age 
41. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/201112:58:58 PM 

Arc: Kentucky's more than just talented freshmen 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/20111:05:22 PM 

U.S. economic growth picked up speed 

The u.s. economy grew a little faster at the end of 2010 than the government had previously estimated, boosted by 

more inventory building and business investment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/20111:33:24 PM 

Target sues San Diego gay rights group 

Ig~~""~arget Corp. is suing a San Diego pro-gay marriage group to get it to stop canvassing outside its San Diego 

County stores, alleging its activists are driving away customers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/20111:33:24 PM 

Target sues San Diego gay rights group 

Ig~~""~arget Corp. is suing a San Diego pro-gay marriage group to get it to stop canvassing outside its San Diego 

County stores, alleging its activists are driving away customers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/20111:37:27 PM 

Video: Arizona runs away from Duke 

Ig~~""IArizona defeated Duke 93-77 to advance to the Elite Eight for the first time since 2005. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 2:00:04 PM 

First Thoughts: The handoff on Libya 

Ig~~""ILast night, Secretary of State Hillary Clinton announced the u.S. handed over leadership of enforcement 
of the no-fly zone in Libya to NATO. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 2:26:48 PM 

Video: Florida beats Jimmer, BYU in aT 

Ig~~""IFlorida defeated BYU 83-77 in overtime to advance to its fourth Elite Eight since 2000. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 2:33:34 PM 

World Blog: Kids act in suicide-bombing video, for fun 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 2:40:09 PM 

Mom claims to give Botox to 8-year-old daughter 

Beautician mom proudly Botoxes, waxes her 8-year-old daughter in bid to make her a future 'star' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 3:09:27 PM 

Jury finds NH man sane, guilty in woman's slaying 

A 21-year-old man who admitted he took part in a machete and knife attack on a New Hampshire woman and her 

daughter was convicted of murder Friday, after jurors rejected his claim of insanity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 3:15:39 PM 

Man who killed UConn player sentenced to 18 years 

VERNON, Conn. (AP) - The man who killed University of Connecticut football player Jasper Howard during an on-campus 

fight in 2009 was sentenced Friday to 18 years in prison. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 3:17:46 PM 

PGT: 53-footer helps Tiger surge at Bay Hill 

PGT: Tiger Woods had his worst opening round at Bay Hill on Thursday since 1999, but he bounced back Friday with a 4-

under 68 to move up the leaderboard. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 3:29:52 PM 

Man guilty in machete killing, maiming 

Ig~~""IA 21-year-old man who admitted he took part in a machete and knife attack on a New Hampshire woman 

and her daughter was convicted of murder Friday, after jurors rejected his claim of insanity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 3:34:47 PM 

Crime gangs among first with quake aid 

Tons of relief goods have been delivered to victims of Japan's catastrophic earthquake and tsunami from a dark corner 

of society. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 3:42:52 PM 

'OMG' and 'LOL' added to Oxford dictionary 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 4:21:21 PM 

James Dean molestation kept secret by Taylor 

Ig~~"'l'When Jimmy was 11 and his mother passed away, he began to be molested by his minister. I think that 

haunted him the rest of his life," actress told journalist off the record 14 years ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 4:34:21 PM 

Kate Middleton gets Camilla's approval 

Ig~~"'l'Katels a lovely girl," said the Duchess of Cornwall. "We're very lucky. I'm very much looking forward to 

the wedding." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 4:34:40 PM 

Solar eruption creates spectacular 'sun tentacle' 

Ig~~""IA NASA spacecraft watching the sun has caught a dazzling view of a solar eruption that launched a vast 

tendril of magnetic plasma into space. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 4:36:09 PM 

Dangerous breach feared at Japan nuke site 

Ig~~""IA possible breach in the core of a reactor at the stricken Fukushima nuclear plant could mean more 

serious radioactive contamination, Japanese officials revealed Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 5:07:15 PM 

FDA clears first melanoma drug to extend survival 

The Food and Drug Administration has approved a breakthrough cancer medication from Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. that 

researchers have heralded as the first drug to prolong the lives of patients with melanoma. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 5:32:50 PM 

Name dropper? lindsay ditching the Lohan 

Ig~~""~roubled actress Lindsay Lohan is planning to join the ranks of Madonna, Prince and Bjork - by dropping 

her last name, according to her mother. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 5:36:52 PM 

Japan disaster boosts interest in atomic tourism 

Ig~~""~he crisis in Japan has boosted interest in nuclear-related museums and plants, once-secret Manhattan 

Project complexes and areas laid waste by disaster. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 5:45:11 PM 

Man dies trying to revive dead wife 

Authorities in Washington state say a man who called 911 to report that his wife had collapsed apparently suffered a 

heart attack and died as he was trying to revive her. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 5:52:52 PM 

Video: u.s. aircraft carrier decontaminated after radiation exposure 

Ig~~""~he USS Ronald Reagan was scrubbed down after it hit a radioactive plume while helping support 
humanitarian assistance missions in quake-stricken Japan. TODAY.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 6:07:27 PM 

Craigslist sex trafficking scandal based on bogus stats 

A study on underage prostitution that caused Craigslist to shut down its adult services section was based on bad science, 

the Village Voice reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 6:47:59 PM 

Arc's SW preview: Cinderella can't stop Kansas 

Ig~~""IKansasJ road to the Final Four is paved with double-digit seeds. No other top seed has an "easier" road. 

But Richmond might have the right mix. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 7:14:58 PM 

Facebook vandal jailed for defacing dead kids' pages 

A 29-year-old man has been jailed for defacing Facebook pages which served as tribute sites for two dead children by 

posting sexually-explicit comments and disturbing images - all while using another man's identity. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 7:41:35 PM 

US subs surface in Arctic tug of war 

Ig~~""~he U.S. is staging high-profile submarine exercises in the Arctic Ocean as evidence mounts that global 

warming will lead to more mining, oil production, shipping and fishing in the world's last frontier. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 8:15:52 PM 

Opposition brings down Canadian government 

Ig~~""lcanadian opposition parties brought down the Conservative government in a no confidence vote Friday, 

triggering an election that polls show the Conservatives will win. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 8:27:02 PM 

Cops: 1 middle schooler shot, 1 in custody 

Ig~~""IA 15-year-old boy who was expelled this week opened fire at his central Indiana middle school before 

classes began Friday, shooting another teen student in the stomach, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 8:40:35 PM 

Judge allows child visitation for paralyzed mom 

A judge issued a tentative written order Friday allowing a woman so badly brain damaged by medical errors during 

childbirth that she can no longer walk, talk or eat temporary visitation with her 4-year-old triplets. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 8:57:32 PM 

NYC marks 100th anniversary ofTriangle fire 

Ig~~""~he centennial commemoration of the Triangle factory fire became a rally for organized labor, as 

hundreds marched and vowed to resist efforts to weaken unions in state capitals across the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 9:32:10 PM 

Mexican Navy searching for Disney cruise worker 

A crew member aboard a Disney cruise to Mexico has been missing since Tuesday, and the Mexican Navy is searching at 

sea for the woman, the company said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 9:52:25 PM 

Man gets 99 years in prison for 16th DWI 

A 52-year-old man is going to prison after being convicted of driving while intoxicated for the 16th time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/201110:16:42 PM 

Dow sees its best week since July 

Stocks rose for the third straight day Friday, capping the best week for the Dow Jones industrial average since July. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 10:30:06 PM 

Japan's radiation battle gets rougher 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: The battle to stabilize Japan's stricken nuclear complex just got 

tougher, due to the radioactive water that is apparently leaking from the reactors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2011 10:30:06 PM 

Japan's radiation battle gets rougher 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: The battle to stabilize Japan's stricken nuclear complex just got 

tougher, due to the radioactive water that is apparently leaking from the reactors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/201110:42:36 PM 

Video: Tattered flag marks divided libyan city 

Ig~~""ILibyan rebels hope that with airpower and reinforcements, they will be able to capture Ajdabiya, a rebel 

city still partially held by Gadhafi forces, within days. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/201110:49:54 PM 

Heirloom ring tossed from moving car found 

Accidentally tossing an heirloom ring out of a car window into the woods while pitching an apple core should be the sad 

end to the story. But not this time. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/201111:01:17 PM 

Obama to address nation on Libya; talks open 

President Barack Obama plans a Monday night speech to explain decisions about Libya as talks open on a ceasefire and 

attacks go on. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/201111:06:41 PM 

Video: Tsunami survivors band together 

Ig~~""IAt a refugee center in a nearly obliterated coastal town, survivors of the tsunami are giving everyone a 
lesson in resilience. NBC's Ian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/201111:11:27 PM 

Bassem Youssef: Egypt's Jon Stewart 

Ig~~""IAfter the Egyptian revolution, a version of The Daily Show has taken Cairo by storm, mocking celebrities 

and holding TV stars accountable. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/201111:11:29 PM 

Top 10 kids' shows with grown-up appeal 

A lot of that so-called kids' fare comes jam-packed with the sort of social commentary and double entendres that only 

improve with age. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/201111:21:40 PM 

Dozens feared dead as Syria violence swells 

Ig~~""lprotests spread across Syria on Friday, challenging the 40-year rule of the Assad family after their forces 

killed dozens of demonstrators in the south. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/201111:30:53 PM 

Brains on campus, sure, but 2,500 years old? 

r-~ 2,SOO-year-old human skull uncovered in England was less of a surprise than what was in it: the brain. 
he discovery of the yellowish, crinkly, shrunken brain prompted questions about how such a fragile 

organ could have survived so long and how frequently this strange type of preservation occurs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/201111:35:58 PM 

No-fuss ways to snuff out allergy symptoms 

Got itchy eyes? Scratchy throat? Runny nose? Oh no, it's allergies again. Beat your symptoms so you don't miss out on a 

stretch of sunny spring weather. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/201111:56:57 PM 

Taxes: E-filing becomes the new normal 

An overwhelming amount of taxpayers in recent years has been turning to the Internet to e-file taxes before Tax Day 

rolls around on Friday, April 15. The numbers are so large that the days of paper filing are quickly becoming a thing of 

the past. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/201112:05:17 AM 

Jesuits settle 500 abuse cases for $166 million 

An order of priests agreed Friday to pay $166.1 million to hundreds of Native Americans and Alaska Natives who were 

abused at the order's schools around the northwestern u.s. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/201112:07:33 AM 

Cops: Ax-wielding man forces mom to watch movies 

Sheriff's deputies arrest 22-year-old Robert Tuttle for allegedly attacking his 60-year-old mother with an ax, threatening 

to kill her, and forcing her to stay in his bedroom and watch movies with him. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/201112:12:54 AM 

Wake up! Sleeping tower operator spurs FAA policy shift 

The FAA gave air traffic controllers new procedures Friday as officials try to contain the fallout from an incident where a 

supervisor, on a solo, late-night shift, fell asleep on the job early Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/201112:14:29 AM 

Wis. union law published despite court order 

Wisconsin officials couldn't agree Friday about whether an explosive law taking away nearly all public worker collective 

bargaining rights was about to take effect after a nonpartisan legislative bureau published it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/201112:36:54 AM 

Renewed 'Day of Rage' spreads in Mideast 

Yemeni President Ali Abdullah said on Friday he was ready to cede power, the third Arab ruler who may be forced out by 

popular protests which began in North Africa and have now spread into the Gulf, Syria and Jordan. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/20111:20:02 AM 

Spring breakers trash Burger King in bikini brawl 

An angry spring breaker makes a whopper of a statement when she sparks a riot inside a Florida Burger King over too

slow delivery of her Whopper Jr. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/20111:28:10 AM 

States look overseas for execution drug 

Prison officials around the country have been going to extraordinary - and in at least one case, legally questionable -

lengths to obtain a scarce lethal-injection drug, according to records reviewed by The Associated Press. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2011 3:11:52 AM 

Kansas crushes Richmond, breezes into Elite Eight 

Ig~~""IBradY Morningstar scored 18 points and Kansas played like a dominant No.1 seed in a historic NCAA 
regional full of underdogs, beating 12th-seeded Richmond 77-57 Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2011 3:17:41 AM 

Video: Kidnap victim, family reunite after 37 years 

Ig~~""IHer name was Pepper. At least that's what her kidnapper told her after taking her from her San Diego 

home when she was four years old. Now a grown woman, Pepper tells Keith Morrison in an exclusive 
interview about her lost childhood. (Dateline) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/20114:08:12 AM 

UNC routs Marquette to reach East final 

Ig~~""~Yler Zeller had 27 points and 15 rebounds, and North Carolina left no doubt that it's back with a 81-63 

dismantling of Marquette in the East Regional semifinals on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2011 5:18:16 AM 

Mega Millions jackpot climbs to $312 million 

The Mega Millions jackpot reached $312 million Friday and if a single jackpot-winning ticket was sold in the multi-state 

drawing it could be one of the largest jackpots ever. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2011 5:22:39 AM 

Lakers hold off Clippers for 6th straight win 

Ig~~""IKobe Bryant scored 37 points, Pau Gasol added 26 points and eight rebounds, and the Los Angeles Lakers 
never trailed in their 14th victory in 15 games since the Ali-Star break, 112-104 over the Los Angeles 

Clippers on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2011 5:56:11 AM 

Kentucky KO's tourney's top seed Ohio State 

Ig~~""IBrandon Knight knocked down a jumper with 5 seconds remaining as the fourth-seeded Wildcats stunned 
top-seeded Ohio State 62-60 on Friday in the East regional semifinals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2011 6:02:50 AM 

Arc: 2 thrillers, 2 thumpings set up an intriguing eight 

Beyond the Arc recap: Kentucky's thrilling upset of No.1 Ohio State and VCU's overtime victory over Florida State saves 

what would've been a boring Friday night and sets up an intriguing Elite Eight. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2011 8:22:45 AM 

Suspect in Ga. officer's slaying surrenders on TV 

Holding five hostages in an apartment surrounded by police, the suspect in the slaying of a Georgia police officer made 

an unusual request to negotiators - he wanted to surrender on live TV. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/201110:32:46 AM 

One year on, warship sinking inflames S. Korea 

Ig~~""IA year after an explosion ripped apart the l,200-ton Cheonan warship, killing 46 sailors and horrifying 

Seoul and its allies, the sinking still enrages and divides South Korea. It also may have taught North Korea 
a dangerous lesson. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/201112:45:43 PM 

Afghan official: NATO airstrike kills 7 civilians 

Ig~~""IA provincial governor in Afghanistan's dangerous south said Saturday that seven civilians were 

accidentally killed when a NATO helicopter fired on two vehicles believed to be carrying Taliban fighters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/201112:55:09 PM 

NYT: Detroit neighborhood fights to save its city 

Ig~~""lln a city where residents are still fleeing at a historic rate, one plucky Detroit neighborhood is digging in to 

fight the flight and hold their community together. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2011 2:50:13 PM 

London protesters clash with police 

Ig~~""lpolice say protesters have thrown paint bombs and light bulbs filled with ammonia at officers in London's 

center during a demonstration against budget cuts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2011 3:06:07 PM 

Analysis: GOP wins cuts without government closure 

Ig~~""ILess than three months into a Tea Party-flavored Congress, federal budget cuts amount to $10 billion. 

Government shutdowns total zero. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2011 3:50:22 PM 

Baby Jessica turns 25, gains access to trust fund 

Ig~~""~he toddler who tumbled down an abandoned water well and got trapped more than two decades ago 

turns 25 on Saturday, a milestone that gives her access to a trust fund of up to $800,000 donated by 
thousands of sympathetic strangers who spent 2Yz days glued to the television until she was free. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2011 3:55:56 PM 

Venezuela students end hunger strike 

Ig~~""luniversity protesters in Venezuela have ended a month-long hunger strike, saying President Hugo 
Chavez's government has met their demands. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2011 4:32:50 PM 

German woman devoted to removing Nazi graffiti 

Ig~~""llrmela Mensah-Schramm stopped abruptly at the crudely sprayed swastika on the wall of a pedestrian 

underpass. Whipping out a can of spray paint from her cotton tote bag, she quickly made short work of it, 
turning the neo-Nazi symbol into a nondescript black splotch. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2011 4:47:30 PM 

Protesters burn ruling party offices in Syria 

Ig~~""lprotesters and Syrian government forces clashed Saturday in the coastal city of Latakia, where 

demonstrators set fire to the offices of President Bashar Assad's ruling Baath party, an activist said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2011 5:27:55 PM 

Barbour, Gingrich show differing style, priorities 

Before activists at the Conservative Principles Conference in Iowa today, Mississippi Gov. Haley Barbour (R-MS) and 

former House Speaker Newt Gingrich (R-GA) gave a glimpse of what they might focus on if they launch likely presidential 

runs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2011 5:51:49 PM 

Libyan woman says Gadhafi forces raped her 

A weeping Libyan woman made a desperate plea for help on Saturday, slipping into a Tripoli hotel full of foreign 

journalists to show bruises and scars she said had been inflicted on her by Moammar Gadhafi's militiamen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2011 5:58:18 PM 

Alaska Airlines cancels flights after outage 

Alaska Airlines and its Horizon Air affiliate are canceling dozens of flights because their computer system failed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2011 6:02:46 PM 

La. convict says he wants to kill jury, gets death 

A Louisiana man convicted of killing a store clerk in 2005 told jurors at his sentencing that he wanted to kill them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2011 6:17:56 PM 

Gaps in US radiation monitoring system revealed 

Part of the nation's key radiation warning system was out of service as the United States braced for possible exposure to 

the fallout from a nuclear crisis in Japan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2011 6:20:41 PM 

Family, fans turning out for Nate Dogg funeral 

Ig~~""~hrongS of fans are expected to join family and friends of hip-hop singer Nate Dogg for his funeral in 

Southern California. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2011 6:41:13 PM 

Geraldine Ferraro dies at 75 

Ig~~""IGeraldine Ferraro, who in 1984 became the first woman to run for vice president on a major party ticket, 

only to lose in a landslide, died Saturday. She was 75. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2011 6:55:52 PM 

Cherry blossoms to bloom as Japan grieves 

Ig~~""IFor the Japanese, the cherry blossoms will be a particularly poignant sight this year. Expected to bloom in 

the coming days, the flowers will grow as the quake-ravaged nation works to rebuild itself. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2011 7:00:55 PM 

Snakes on a plane? Almost in Indonesia 

Indonesian airport authorities say they have detained two men who attempted to carry 40 pythons on board a flight to 

Dubai. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2011 7:28:14 PM 

Palestinian president meets Hamas to talk unity 

Ig~~""~he Palestinian president met Saturday with his rivals in the Hamas militant group in an attempt to end 

nearly four years of infighting that has complicated the quest for a Palestinian state. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2011 8:32:55 PM 

Swiss police: 4 killed in avalanche; 1 missing 

Ig~~""IAn avalanche buried a group of French skiers in southern Switzerland Sunday, killing four people and 

leaving one missing, Swiss police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2011 9:18:28 PM 

$319 million! Winning Mega Millions ticket sold 

Ig~~""~ust down the hill from where a state's leaders are wrestling with a $10 billion deficit, a tiny variety store 

is abuzz. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2011 9:52:20 PM 

Bachmann: 'I am an Iowan' 

The one thing missing from this budding presidential cycle, is a candidate who really fires up the base. It was Michele 

Bachmann today who showed the most promise in filling that void. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/201110:31:30 PM 

US airstrikes let libyan rebels retake key city 

A barrage of U.S.-led airstrikes opens the door for Libyan rebels to retake the eastern city of Ajdabiya, handing President 

Barack Obama an example of progress. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/201110:51:04 PM 

2 Americans detained during Syria unrest 

A Vermont father has enlisted the help of u.s. officials in trying to find the whereabouts of his 21-year-old son who 

authorities say has been detained in Syria. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/201111:04:44 PM 

Video: Political pioneer Ferraro dies at 75 

Ig~~""IGeraldine Ferraro, the first female vice presidential candidate on a major u.s. ticket, has passed away at 
the age of 75. NBC's Kelly Q'Donnelllooks back at an incredible life. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/201111:05:18 PM 

Video: Where US stores 345,000 spent nuclear fuel rods 

Ig~~""INBC'S Tom Costello gets extraordinary access to a nuclear power plant in Louisiana and the pool that 
holds 25 years of its radioactive waste. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/201111:10:50 PM 

Video: Massive protest turns violent in London 

Ig~~""IAbout 250,000 people showed up for a "family-style" rally in London, but a fringe group destroyed the 

calm with paint bombs and flares. NBC's Rehema Ellis reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/201111:59:32 PM 

Yemen talks snag; Jordanians rally for king 

Ig~~""IMideast at a glance: Yemen's president and opponents fail to make progress Saturday in talks on the 

leader's possible exit while Jordanians demonstrate in support of their king. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/201112:13:06 AM 

Wanted: Candidate for presidential campaign 

Ig~~""~he campaign is revved and ready, with high-powered political strategists and big-time fundraisers who 

are more than eager to make a splash in the 2012 Republican presidential race as early as mid-May. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/201112:17:08 AM 

'Brain waste' thwarts immigrants' career dreams 

Ig~~""IAfter finishing medical school in Bogota, Colombia, Maria Anjelica Montenegro did it all - obstetrics, 

pediatrics, emergency medicine, even surgery. By her estimate, she worked with thousands of patients. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/20111:20:14 AM 

Believe it! Butler is back in Final Four 

Ig~~""lshelvin Mack scored 27 points, including five in overtime, and Butler returned to the Final Four with a 74-
71 victory over Florida on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/20111:50:08 AM 

Arc: Butler defies conventional wisdom - again 

Arc: Butler is the embodiment of an overachieving group of athletes dedicated to one single goal, led by one of the 

brightest and boldest coaches in all of sports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2011 2:00:02 AM 

Racial remarks get Nevada official in trouble 

Commissioners in central Nevada's Nye County have voted unanimously to reprimand the county assessor, after she 

sent emails to the sheriff questioning the citizenship of workers building a new county jail. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/20113:14:47 AM 

Bobcats send Knicks to 6th straight loss, 114-106 

Ig~~""lln the span of just a few days, the Charlotte Bobcats have somehow climbed back into playoff contention 

while the New York Knicks are facing questions about a potential monumental collapse. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/20113:42:18 AM 

Family, fans, stars turn out for Nate Dogg funeral 

Ig~~""IRappers Snoop Dogg, Warren G and The Game joined family, friends and about 1,000 fans of Nate Dogg 

to remember the hip-hop singer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/20114:12:48 AM 

US military gets new respect with Japan aid 

Ig~~""~ust one year after tensions over American military bases in Japan forced out a prime minister, a U.S. 

relief mission is remaking opinions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/20114:15:23 AM 

Whew! UConn wins West, berth in Final Four 

Ig~~""IKemba Walker scored 20 points, freshman Jeremy Lamb added 19 and Connecticut earned its second 
Final Four berth in three years, beating Arizona 65-63 Saturday to win the West regional. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/20115:11:53 AM 

Canadian election campaign kicks off 

Canada's latest election campaign kicked off with Prime Minister Stephen Harper urging voters to give his Conservatives 

an outright majority to stave off a "reckless" left-of-center coalition government that would pose a danger to the 

economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/20115:14:48 AM 

Nuke plant radiation 10 million times normal 

Workers grappled Sunday with how to remove and store highly radioactive water pooling in three troubled units at a 

crippled nuclear power plant in northeastern Japan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/20115:14:54 AM 

Suspect in Ga. officer's slaying expresses regrets 

Ig~~""IA man charged in the slaying of a Georgia police officer and who allegedly held nine hostages at an 

Athens home days later told a television news crew that he had regrets about what happened. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2011 9:55:30 AM 

Computer glitch grounds 152 Alaska, Horizon flights 

Ig~~""~echnicians worked to resolve a computer problem that prompted Alaska Airlines and its Horizon Air 

affiliate to cancel 152 flights, affecting at least 12,000 customers, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/201111:00:47 AM 

Taliban claims to have kidnapped 50 Afghan police 

The Taliban claimed Sunday that it kidnapped 50 Afghan policemen in northeastern Afghanistan - part of the 

insurgents' murder and intimidation campaign against anyone affiliated with the U.S.-backed government. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/201112:33:23 PM 

Video: Political pioneer Ferraro dies at 75 

Ig~~""IGeraldine Ferraro, who in 1984 became the first woman vice presidential candidate on a major u.s. party 
ticket, died Saturday in Boston. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/20111:09:44 PM 

Video: Amanda Knox team sees new hope 

Ig~~""lln surprising testimony, a witness for the prosecution may have given the American student the best 
chance for freedom. NBC's Keith Miller reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/20111:56:27 PM 

GOP appears poised to take on entitlements 

If there's any place where tea partiers in Congress might hesitate to call for cuts in Social Security and Medicare to shrink 

the federal debt, Florida's retirement havens should top the list. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2011 2:21:48 PM 

To rebuild or not? Japan's tsunami coast wonders 

Japan is starting to confront years of post-tsunami reconstruction along its northeastern coast, grappling with an 

estimated 18,000 people dead and hundreds of thousands left homeless. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2011 2:34:24 PM 

Medicare rise could mean no Social Security COLA 

Ig~~""IMillions of retired and disabled people in the United States had better brace for another year with no 

increase in Social Security payments. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/20114:24:10 PM 

Because of bust, a 'neighborhood built to fail' 

Ig~~""lwindY Ridge is a small petri dish in a much larger experiment. Across the country, officials and non-profits 

are trying to stabilize neighborhoods pummeled by foreclosures. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2011 4:28:41 PM 

1-95 cameras snap speeders, spark controversy 

Ig~~""IAS Interstate 95 sweeps past this small town along South Carolina's coastal plain, motorists encounter 

cameras that catch speeding cars, the only such devices on the open interstate for almost 2,000 miles 
from Canada to Miami. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2011 5:05:59 PM 

Thinking about Botox? A peel? Best skin fixes 

Needles, lasers and peels, oh, my! They can be pricey and painful, but sometimes they're the best route to the beautiful 

skin you crave. Get the insider facts about what doctor's-office treatments can and can't do. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2011 5:06:08 PM 

Best bets: Can 'Source Code' save Chicago? 

Jake Gyllenhaal jumps into the body of a doomed teacher to try and save the Windy City from a terrorist bombing. Plus: 

PBS reairs "The Civil War" to mark the conflict's 150th anniversary; "Black Swan" pirouettes onto DVD. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/20115:12:15 PM 

'Wimpy Kid' rules box office with $24M opening 

A wimpy kid has delivered a knock-out punch to a band of warrior vixens at the weekend box office. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/20115:14:10 PM 

Syria: 12 killed in seaside city 

Ig~~""lsyria'S government said Sunday that unknown gunmen firing from rooftops and prowling the streets of 

the Mediterranean city of Latakia are to blame for two days of violence that killed 12 people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: lop msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2011 5:30:29 PM 

Reese Witherspoon marries agent Jim loth 

Ig~~""~he sunny-faced Oscar winner and agent Jim Toth tied the knot at her ranch in Ojai Saturday evening, 

swapping vows in front of about 100 guests, E! News has confirmed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/20115:51:19 PM 

Citalopram, Finasteride recalled for label switch 

Pfizer Inc's Greenstone LLC unit said on Saturday that it was voluntarily recalling two drugs in the United States because 

they may have been labeled incorrectly by a third-party manufacturer. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/20116:19:30 PM 

As Japan shutdowns linger, auto crisis worsens 

The auto industry disruptions triggered by Japan's earthquake and tsunami are about to get worse. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2011 6:23:31 PM 

Stunt plane crashes at airshow, killing pilot 

Authorities say a single-engine stunt plane broke formation during an airshow in Florida and crashed, killing the pilot. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2011 6:41:20 PM 

Sit back and enjoy a movie - at 35,000 feet 

Ig~~""IFor some, watching an airplane movie is as entertaining as reading the SkyMal1 catalog for the third time, 
but airlines' upgraded entertainment offerings makes the movie watching experience much better - if 

your flight has them, that is. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2011 6:45:35 PM 

Japanese nuke plant down played tsunami risk 

In planning their defense against a tsunami, the people running Japan's now-hobbled nuclear power plant dismissed 

important scientific evidence and all but disregarded 3,000 years of geological history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/20116:59:11 PM 

PGT: Tiger closes out Bay Hill with a whimper 

Ig~~""lpGT: Tiger Woods plays the final two holes in 3-over par Sunday to conclude a disappointing showing at 

the Arnold Palmer Invitational. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2011 7:03:40 PM 

Most Alaska Air flights running on time after glitch 

Alaska Airlines and its Horizon Air affiliate said Sunday they have resolved a computer outage that led to the cancellation 

of 150 flights a day earlier, disrupting travel plans for more than 12,000 passengers. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2011 8:41:02 PM 

Rock chalk shock! VCU tops Kansas for Final Four 

Ig~~""~amie Skeen scored 26 points and 11th-seeded Virginia Commonwealth is crashing the Final Four after 

the upset of the NCAA tournament, shocking No.1 seed Kansas 71-61 on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2011 8:55:22 PM 

US reducing naval firepower aimed at Gadhafi 

Top administration officials claim major strides are being made in bolstering rebels fighting Moammar Gadhafi's forces 

but acknowledged there was no timetable for ending the Libya operation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2011 9:16:01 PM 

DJ Megatron shot to death in New York City 

Ig~~""IHiS manager says the BET television segment host was killed while heading to a store near his Staten 

Island home around 2 a.m. Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2011 9:59:29 PM 

NY zoo closes reptile house after cobra disappears 

A poisonous cobra has vanished from an enclosure outside public view at the Bronx Zoo, and its Reptile House remained 

closed Sunday as a precaution while zoo workers searched for the missing reptile. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/201110:57:46 PM 

Video: Libya rebel advance follows allied airstrikes 

Ig~~""IMoammar Gadhafi's forces made a hasty retreat -leaving behind tanks, trucks and half-eaten meals

after allied airstrikes opened a corridor for rebels to surge through. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/201110:59:29 PM 

Video: Nuke crisis takes confusing, concerning turn 

Ig~~""IMounting problems, including badly miscalculated radiation readings, have only heightened concerns 
that the crisis has been mishandled. NBC's Lee Cowan reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/201111:05:31 PM 

Kentucky outlasts UNC for Final Four berth 

Ig~~""IBrandon Knight scored 22 points and fourth-seeded Kentucky restored some order to the Final Four with 
a 76-69 win over second-seeded North Carolina on Sunday in the East Regional final. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/201111:19:50 PM 

Harry Coover, creator of Super Glue, dead at 94 

Ig~~""IHarry Wesley Coover Jr., known as the inventor of Super Glue, has died at his home in Kingsport, Tenn. 

He was 94. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/201111:23:01 PM 

Jobs outlook finally improving, but still shaky 

Ig~~""~he U.S. labor market is finally improving, just when many of the other economic indicators are wavering. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/201112:06:17 AM 

Worker inside stricken reactor recalls quake 

Hiroyuki Nishi narrowly escaped death the day the monster earthquake struck Japan two weeks ago. Now, the place 

where he cheated death -- inside reactor No.3 at the crippled Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant -- is the reason he 

can't go home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 2:06:37 AM 

Aided by airstrikes, Libya rebels push west 

Libya's ramshackle rebel army has pushed west to retake a series of towns from the forces of Moammar Gadhafi who 

are being pounded by Western airstrikes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 2:25:02 AM 

Woman who buried tenants in yard dies in prison 

Ig~~""IA California woman who was convicted of killing her elderly tenants and burying them in the backyard of 

her boarding house died Sunday in prison, authorities said. She was 82. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 2:28:13 AM 

Unthinkable foursome heading to Final Four 

Ig~~""IEven in the unpredictable, anything-goes world of March Madness, this is a Final Four nobody saw 

coming. Kentucky, Connecticut, Butler and Virginia Commonwealth - the improbable, the implausible, the 
unthinkable and the downright unimaginable. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 4:24:21 AM 

Radiation in seawater may be spreading in Japan 

Highly radioactive iodine seeping from Japan's damaged nuclear complex may be making its way into seawater farther 

north of the plant than previously thought, officials said Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 6:10:15 AM 

Docs warn about teens and 'Facebook depression' 

Add "Facebook depression" to potential harms linked with social media, an influential doctors' group warns, referring to 

a condition it says may affect troubled teens who obsess over the online site. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 6:59:15 AM 

Explosives-packed truck kills 20 in Afghanistan 

Three suicide bombers killed 20 people in an attack on a construction firm in a restive province in southeastern 

Afghanistan, government officials said on Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 8:05:33 AM 

Report: Facebook eyes former Obama aide 

Ig~~""IFacebook, the social networking giant, is seeking to hire former White House press secretary Robert 

Gibbs for a senior post, The New York Times reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 8:27:45 AM 

Arc: No shortage of Final Four storylines 

Ig~~""IBeYOnd the Arc: An unlikely foursome means plenty to talk about, including Butler and VCU crashing the 

party, fab freshmen, coaches young and old and much more. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/201110:26:48 AM 

Authorities: US firm's guns turned up in Mideast 

Affidavits attached to search warrants for a Tennessee company show that illegally trafficked assault rifles and gun parts 

connected to the company were found in Middle Eastern countries. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/201110:55:41 AM 

Pirates nabbed, hostages freed after 3-hour battle 

India's navy and coast guard have captured 16 Somali pirates after a three-hour-Iong battle in the Arabian Sea, a navy 

spokesman said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/201111:23:38 AM 

Wal-Mart sex-bias case could have big impact 

Ig~~""~he nation's highest court will hear arguments this week in a sex-discrimination case that could have a 

sweeping impact on working women and the work world at large. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/201111:54:09 AM 

Details emerge from Prince William's stag party 

Ig~~""lprince William celebrated his bachelor party, or stag, as it's known in Britain, this weekend, according to 

the palace, but the water sport extravaganza that everyone had expected was called off in favor of a 
lower key affair, local newspapers reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/201111:56:33 AM 

Video: Billionaire heir accused of abusing teen 

Ig~~""IAn heir to the SC Johnson household products fortune has been charged in a shocking case of sexual 
abuse involving an underage member of his own family. NBC's John Yang reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/201111:59:56 AM 

Video: Conflicting testimony could bolster Knox appeal 

Ig~~""~he key prosecution witness, a homeless man currently serving time in prison for drug dealing, stood by 

his story that he saw Amanda Knox and her former boyfriend near the scene of the crime on inconsistent 
dates. NBC's Keith Miller reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/201112:30:39 PM 

Video: 'Push-up' bikini for kids gets push back 

Ig~~""IAfter parents expressed outrage over Abercrombie & Fitch's padded triangle bikini top, marketed to girls 

as young as 7, the retailer has revised its sales strategy for the controversial swimwear item. Two experts 
discuss the early sexualization of girls. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/201112:42:10 PM 

Whistle-blowing witch grounded by TSA 

Airport security officer Carole Smith was fired from the TSA after a co-worker accused her of witchcraft and putting a 

hex on her car. Her termination also came after she complained about lax security. Investigative reporter Bill Dedman of 

msnbc.com has the story. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/201112:45:15 PM 

New nuclear plants designed to be safest ever 

r-I~Uclear power plants will never be completely safe, but they can be made far safer than they are today. 
he next generation of plants must be safe by design, so that even if every possible thing goes wrong, 

the outcome will stop short of disaster. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/20111:06:37 PM 

Radioactive rainwater recorded eastern US 

Trace amounts of radioactive iodine linked to Japan's crippled nuclear power station have turned up in rainwater 

samples as far away as Massachusetts, state officials said Sunday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/20111:11:56 PM 

Herbal formula eases baby's colic, study finds 

Ig~~""IA tea made with chamomile, licorice, fennel and balm mint was one of the most effective treatments for 

relieving symptoms of colic, a new study found. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/20111:12:11 PM 

First Thoughts: Making his case 

Previewing President Obama's talk to the nation about Libya, what he has said and questions still unanswered. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/20111:24:19 PM 

Raccoon with jar stuck on head draws a crowd 

Ig~~""IA New York raccoon found itself in a sticky situation over the weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/20111:38:02 PM 

Report: Facebook eyes former Obama aide 

Ig~~""IFacebook, the social networking giant, is seeking to hire former White House press secretary Robert 

Gibbs for a senior post, The New York Times reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/20111:47:06 PM 

Is coupon clipping a waste of time? 

Ig~~""lcliPPing coupons doesn't have to be a chore and if you already have idle time, why not clip coupons and 

save a little cash? It may not yield big savings all at once, but if you saved $S a week, you're still $260 

richer at the end of the year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/20111:52:59 PM 

HBT: Ozzie impersonates Jose in celebrity boxing 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 2:06:27 PM 

Video: Why do women tell little white lies? 

Ig~~""IA new iViliage poll reveals that 97 percent of women bend the truth. So who are ladies lying to and what 

are they fibbing about? Kelly Wallace, of iVillage.com, and psychotherapist Robi Ludwig discuss the truths 
behind women's little white lies. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 2:46:02 PM 

Gadhafi seizes woman who claimed rape, mom says 

The parents of a woman who claimed she was gang-raped by Libyan troops said in interviews aired Monday that their 

daughter is being held hostage at Moammar Gadhafi's compound in Tripoli. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 2:52:00 PM 

Raccoon with jar stuck on head draws a crowd 

A New York raccoon found itself in a sticky situation over the weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 2:52:03 PM 

Behind the American 'Kill Team' in Afghanistan 

Ig~~""IHOW U.S. soldiers in Afghanistan murdered innocent civilians and mutilated their corpses - and how their 

officers failed to stop them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbe.com: Top msnbe.com headlines 

3/28/2011 2:52:15 PM 

PFT: Bues CB a 'person of interest' in shooting 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbe.com: Top msnbe.com headlines 

3/28/2011 2:52:15 PM 

PFT: Bues CB a 'person of interest' in shooting 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 2:58:09 PM 

Police: Pa. man put shrimp in pants, struck guard 

A central Pennsylvania man faces robbery and assault charges after he allegedly stuffed a bag of frozen shrimp down his 

pants and attacked a grocery store security guard. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 3:34:15 PM 

Pending home sales up unexpectedly 

More Americans signed contracts to buy homes in February, but sales were uneven across the country and not enough 

to signal a rebound in the housing market. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 3:35:11 PM 

Adventurous eater? Try raw 'live' lobster 

Ig~~""IA couple decades ago, sushi and steak tartare were considered adventurous fare, but today, those are 
tame compared to offerings like raw chicken, raw lamb or even "live" lobster. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 4:28:33 PM 

Plutonium found in soil outside nuke plant 

Plutonium has been detected in the soil outside of the stricken Japanese nuclear complex, the plant operator said 

Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 4:31:10 PM 

Parents plead not guilty in adopted girl's death 

Ig~~""lprosecutors in Florida say they will seek the death penalty against the couple accused in the slaying of 
their 10-year-old adopted daughter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 4:48:05 PM 

Mazel tov! Bar mitzvahs take to the road 

Ig~~""IRather than spending $20,000 to $100,000 on bar and bat mitzvah parties, more families are taking their 

show on the road for a fraction of the cost. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 5:21:56 PM 

Volkswagen recalls 71,000 Jettas 

Volkswagen of America is recalling about 71,000 2011 Jettas in order to reconfigure wiring related to its alarm system 

and horn. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 5:22:08 PM 

Video: Woman discovers algae growing in car 

Ig~~""IA Montana woman discovered algae growing in her fuel tank. Even worse, it had spread all throughout 
her car. KULR's Kerri-Lee Mayland reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 5:22:51 PM 

Pirates hijack oil tanker off east Africa 

Pirates in two skiffs fired rocket-propelled grenades and guns at an oil tanker off East Africa before boarding the vessel 

and hijacking it, naval officials said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 5:28:08 PM 

Richard Simmons pledges to 'get you fit to fly' 

Air New Zealand is enlisting the help of fitness celebrity Richard Simmons to get air travelers to pay attention to the in

flight safety briefing. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 5:35:55 PM 

What you need to know about the Japan disaster 

Msnbc.com answers your questions about the twin disaster in Japan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 5:58:17 PM 

Video: DJ Megatron killed in NYC 

Ig~~""~he popular radio and TV personality was shot and killed near his Staten Island home. WNBC's Shiba 

Russell reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 6:08:51 PM 

Consumer spending, incomes rose in Feb. 

Americans earned a little more and spent a little more in February, thanks to a tax cut. But a big part of the extra money 

went to cover higher gas prices. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 6:22:09 PM 

Eyewitness: Gunfire, tear gas in Syrian city 

Ig~~""lsyrian security forces fired tear gas on thousands of protesters Monday in a restive southern city as 

President Bashar Assad faced down the most serious unrest of his 11 years in power. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 6:53:05 PM 

Black to beat Bieber for YouTube's most hated 

Ig~~""llt's an exciting, yet unexpected development for the 13-year-old sensation whose Auto-Tuned 

masterpiece of mediocrity became the cool thing to hate on the Internet weeks earlier. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 6:55:17 PM 

Japanese nuke utility keeps apologizing 

Ig~~""~he utility behind Japan's biggest nuclear plant disaster can't seem to get much right. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 7:04:22 PM 

Yemen ammo plant explodes; 110 dead 

Talks to broker a transition from President Ali Abdullah Saleh to his opponents have stalled, but sources close to the 

discussions said on Monday a deal is still within reach. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 7:30:11 PM 

Disease clusters found in 13 states 

There are 42 so-called disease clusters in 13 u.s. states, showing incidence of numerous types of cancer, birth defects 

and other chronic illnesses, the Natural Resources Defense Council reported on Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 7:39:35 PM 

Got the itch? Urge to scratch may be contagious 

A new study suggests that we live in a real-life "Itchy & Scratchy Show": We can spread itching to each other, too, and 

those who already have skin problems are most susceptible to scratchy suggestion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 7:47:24 PM 

FDA asks maker of tainted wipes to stop production 

The federal Food and Drug Administration is asking a Wisconsin firm tied to infections and death blamed on 

contaminated medical wipes to voluntarily stop making and distributing its drug products. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 8:10:44 PM 

Cops: Girl, 11, gang raped at Calif. park 

Members of a Southern California gang raped an ll-year-old girl in the bathroom of a neighborhood park, leading to 

seven arrests in a crime that has stunned seasoned law enforcement officials. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 8:38:29 PM 

'Jackass' star Steve-O arrested for assault 

Welcome to Canada, eh! Jackass star Steve-O was arrested for assault at the Calgary International Airport on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 9:06:25 PM 

Math is for boys? Kids absorb stereotypes by second grade 

A new study shows that second grade boys and girls have already absorbed stereotypes about math and reading -- and 

the girls believe that math is not for them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 9:15:09 PM 

Honors student allegedly pistol-whips mom to get sports car 

An honors student is accused of using a stolen gun to pistol whip, then threaten her mother in order to get a sports car, 

according to lee County Sheriff's Office reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 9:15:23 PM 

Nuke plant near NYC a fire risk, state says 

Ig~~""~he Indian Point nuclear power plant has sought more than 100 fire code exemptions that could make it 

difficult to shut down the facility in an emergency, New York's attorney general said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 9:32:46 PM 

NY Times begins charging for digital access 

The New York Times began charging Monday for full access to its website and mobile services. The paper is charging $15 

every four weeks to read more than 20 articles a month on its site. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 9:41:42 PM 

'Tsunami Highway' replaces scenic road 

Ig~~""~he signs posted at intervals along the coastal road in northeast Japan read "End of Estimated Tsunami 

Inundation Zone." The obliterated landscape beyond shows the estimates were badly off. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/201110:06:41 PM 

$319 million jackpot goes to N.Y. state workers 

Ig~~""IWithin a state workforce already threatened with layoffs, a small group of workers has apparently found 

the sudden luxury of walking away from their jobs if they choose. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/201110:16:06 PM 

Rebels close in on Gadhafi's hometown 

Rebels firing mortars and heavy machine guns bore down Monday on Moammar Gadhafi's hometown of Sirte, where a 

brigade headed by one of the libyan leader's sons was digging in to defend the city. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/201110:38:41 PM 

SC lawmakers take dim view of new light bulbs 

Ig~~""lsouth Carolina lawmakers are taking a stand in favor of states' lights. With incandescent bulbs being 

phased out under federal law, legislators want to exempt South Carolina from the measure. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2011 10:40:22 PM 

Plutonium health risks may not be as bad as iodine 

Each day it seems there's more scary news from the stricken Japanese reactor. Monday brought the dreaded "p"-word: 

measurements from the reactor site turned up signs of plutonium leakage. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/201110:45:38 PM 

Video: Libyan rebels on the move toward Tripoli 

Ig~~""IAfter advancing toward Tripoli almost unchecked for two days, Libyan rebels are having to fight for 

territory in the desert outside Sirte, where Gadhafi's troops are taking a stand. NBC's Richard Engel 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/201110:57:37 PM 

Sheriff: Border agent killed teen climbing wall 

A Mexican man was climbing a ladder when a Border Patrol agent fatally shot him three times, a sheriff's spokeswoman 

told The Associated Press on Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/201111:04:14 PM 

Video: Big Box law: SCOTUS to consider Wal-Mart case 

Ig~~""~he Supreme Court on Tuesday will weigh whether the class-action lawsuit against Wal-Mart 

representing more than one million women is too big to go before a jury. NBC's Pete Williams 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/201111:09:34 PM 

Ex-mistress says Bonds threatened to kill her 

Ig~~""IBarry Bonds' former mistress testified Monday that he blamed a 1999 elbow injury on steroid use, and 
that the body and behavior of baseball's home run king changed during their nine-year relationship. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/201111:11:45 PM 

Video: Keeping young hockey players on the ice 

Ig~~""IMaking a Difference: The Minnesota nonprofit "Defending the Blue Line" is helping children of armed 
service members stick with hockey programs. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/201111:12:44 PM 

Secret to liz Taylor's lush lashes: a genetic mutation 

Ig~~""IElizabeth Taylor's lovely violet-blue eyes were made even lovelier by an extra row of eyelashes -- a 

genetic quirk caused by a rare disorder called distichiasis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/201111:20:42 PM 

Gadhafi town big obstacle in rebel advance 

Ig~~""llt will not be easy for rebels to take the Mediterranean coastal city of Sirte. Moammar Gadhafi's tribe is 

the most powerful in the city of some 150,000, which is guarded by an elite unit led by one of his sons. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/201111:21:29 PM 

Father, son died in San Diego sailboat expedition 

Authorities say a father and son died in a sailing expedition in San Diego Bay that had been organized for people with 

special needs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/201112:00:42 AM 

Video: Obama: 'We have stopped Gadhafi's deadly advance' 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama says, "1 authorized military action to stop the killing and enforce UN Security Council 
Resolution 1973." Watch his entire speech on Libya. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/201112:20:12 AM 

New $5 ATM fee just the latest checking trap 

"Total Checking." "Value Checking." "MyAccess Checking." What do they all have in common? The word free is 

decidedly missing from the name. Here are the five most-common traps to avoid when you sign up for checking services. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/201112:28:42 AM 

How Obama's Libya claims fit the facts 

Ig~~""~here may be less than meets the eye to President Barack Obama's statements Monday night that NATO 

is taking over from the u.s. in Libya and that u.s. action is limited to defending people under attack there 
by Moammar Gadhafi's forces. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/201112:50:23 AM 

Clown charged with sexually assaulting girl, 12 

Prosecutors in California have filed felony charges against a professional clown accused of sexually assaulting a 12-year

old girl nine years ago. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/20111:14:08 AM 

Obama sharply defines US limits in Libya 

In his speech to the nation Monday night on u.s. military intervention in libya, President Barack Obama sharpened his 

definition of the policy he's pursuing there, but left significant questions unaddressed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 2:24:10 AM 

Beyonce and her dad part ways professionally 

Ig~~""IBeYOnCe will no longer be managed by her father, Mathew Knowles, her publicist said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 2:54:22 AM 

Melo backs up words, carries Knicks past Magic 

Ig~~""lcarmelo Anthony scored 39 points, his best effort since coming to New York, and the Knicks pulled out a 
113-106 overtime victory over the Orlando Magic on Monday night to snap a six-game losing streak. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 3:49:16 AM 

Manly men shake up 'Dancing's' leaderboard 

Ig~~""IAnYOne who thought they had this season's cast figured out after watching last week's debut was in for a 
shock Monday night as the ballroom's second-chance dances made for major shake-ups. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 7:12:54 AM 

Cop arrested over nude photos of teen runaway 

Ig~~""IA school policeman accused of coercing a runaway girl to take nude photos of herself was arrested on 

Monday, becoming the city's second officer to face sex charges in four months. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 7:47:58 AM 

Indiana Dems return after 'softening' GOP agenda 

Indiana House Democrats are back at work after a five-week boycott to protest a Republican agenda they consider an 

assault on labor unions and public education, but whether their efforts will ultimately change the outcome of the 

legislation they opposed is unclear. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 8:22:22 AM 

Suspicious blaze kills 3 including toddler, teen 

A suspicious fire swept through the top floors of a four-story Brooklyn building Monday, killing two girls and a man and 

injuring several others, fire officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 8:35:00 AM 

Jeffs to be replaced as head of polygamous sect 

Ig~~""~ailed polygamous sect leader Warren Jeffs may no longer have control of his southern Utah-based 

church after a senior leader on Monday moved to replace him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 8:47:40 AM 

Last-ditch hearing looms over Wis. union law 

A Tuesday court hearing in Wisconsin could determine if a new law eliminating state workers' collective bargaining rights 

had gone into effect. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 9:51:30 AM 

Tsunami returns island life to a bygone age 

Ig~~""IAfter more than two weeks without a proper bath, some residents on this tsunami-hit island decided to 

take matters into their own hands. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/201111:24:32 AM 

A $380,000 car you can drive every day 

Ig~~""IMakers of exotic cars -- some costing well over $300,000 -- are trying to lure buyers by insisting the 

vehicles are not too precious to be used on the daily commute. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/201111:25:45 AM 

Official: Libyan woman sued over rape claim 

Ig~~""IA Libyan lawyer who claimed she was raped by troops loyal to leader Moammar Gadhafi is being sued by 

the four men under investigation, Libya's main government spokesman said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/201111:27:38 AM 

Japan on 'maximum alert' over nuke crisis 

Japan's prime minister insisted Tuesday that the country was on "maximum alert" to bring its nuclear crisis under 

control, but the spread of radiation raised concerns. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/201111:28:39 AM 

Eco-friendly tune-ups keep you driving green 

Ig~~""IFeeling a twinge of guilt as you chug down the highway in your SUV? Now you can now ease your mind 
with green car tune-ups - no Prius necessary. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/201111:35:58 AM 

Jobs where women are earning more than men 

Ig~~""IStep aside, guys. Women are moving up the payroll. According to a March "Women at Work" report by 

the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the gender wage gap continues to narrow. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/201111:59:23 AM 

Video: Prince Harry to make North Pole trek 

Ig~~""lprince William's younger brother is taking a break from his best man duties to join a group of wounded 

servicemen in a charity expedition to the North Pole. NBC's Ben Fogle reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/201112:15:55 PM 

Video: Bennett: Libya is 'replay' of road to Baghdad 

Ig~~""IAuthor and former drug czar William Bennett joins Morning Joe to discuss President Obama's speech to 

the nation on Libya, and his new book, "The Fight of Our Lives," which focuses on America and radical 
Islam. Richard Engel also joins the discussion from Benghazi, Libya. (Morning Joe) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/201112:18:35 PM 

Why a breakup feels like a punch in the stomach 

Scientists now know why we feel as if we've been physically wounded when the hurt is emotional. A study published in 

the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences found that the same brain areas spark, whether we're 

experiencing physical pain or deep emotional distress. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/201112:25:46 PM 

Obama: Military action has stopped Gadhafi 

President Barack Obama said Monday that the u.s. action in libya had "stopped (Moammar) Gadhafi's deadly advance," 

fulfilling a u.s. responsibility not to "turn a blind eye to atrocities in other countries." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/201112:31:30 PM 

Video: Ex-lover: Bonds couldn't 'perform sexually' after alleged steroid use 

Ig~~""IBaseball great Barry Bonds' ex-mistress Kimberly Bell gave graphic details in court Monday, saying that 
the home run king became "aggressive, irritable and almost violent" after using performance-enhancing 

steroids. NBC's Miguel Almaguer reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/201112:36:51 PM 

Video: Buried alive: Snowboarder's ordeal caught on camera 

Ig~~""IMsnbC/s Tamron Hall reports on snowboarder James Drummond, who said he thought he 'was going to 

die' after a crash left him buried upside-down in 6 feet of snow. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/201112:59:43 PM 

Quakes helped triple 2010 disaster costs 

Ig~~""~he economic cost of natural and man-made disasters jumped threefold to $218 billion in 2010 from $68 
billion the previous year, with earthquakes the main cause of death and destruction. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/20111:08:06 PM 

Kids chase down mom's alleged purse-snatcher 

A 12-year-old and his lO-year-old sister chased after a woman who snatched their mother's purse near the Daytona 

Beach pier. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/20111:08:38 PM 

Arc: Four teams, with four Cinderella stories 

Ig~~""IBeYOnd the Arc: None of these teams were supposed to make it to the Final Four this season. It's a 

collection of four great Cinderella stories. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/20111:26:23 PM 

Hotel rates rebounding as economy improves 

As the economy recovers, hotel rates are following suit and business travelers are confronting the fact that it's not 

necessarily the rate you pay, but what you get for it that matters. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/20111:36:34 PM 

Browser wars update: Firefox 4 slaughtering IE9 

Neither Mozilla's Firefox 4 nor Microsoft's Internet Explorer 9 have been available for download very long, but the two 

browsers are already battling for dominance. Currently in the lead? Firefox, who snagged "twice as much usage in half 

the time." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/20111:50:15 PM 

Hissy twit: Missing N.Y. cobra tweeting away 

A venomous snake who went missing from New York's Bronx Zoo may be eluding zookeepers, but thousands of fans 

have found her on Twitter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 2:38:26 PM 

Syrian Cabinet resigns amid huge protests 

Ig~~""lsyria'S Cabinet resigned Tuesday to help quell a wave of popular fury that erupted more than a week ago 
and is now threatening President Bashar Assad's ll-year rule. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 3:04:01 PM 

Video: Ladies strip down to suit up for lingerie football 

r-l~earIY 200 women showed up to try out for the Cleveland Crush, a team in the Lingerie Football League. 
ODAY.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 3:16:35 PM 

Jeweler who incinerated wife gets 25 years 

Ig~~""IA jeweler who was convicted of murdering his wife - although her body was never found - has been 

sentenced to 25 years to life in prison. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 3:22:56 PM 

Eagle ray body slams woman on boat 

Spotted eagle rays aren't really supposed to fly, but a 300-pounder took flight in the Florida Keys to the surprise of an 

unsuspecting boater. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 3:42:51 PM 

Skip the diploma: 8 alternatives to college 

Studies show that earning a college degree will put you on the path to a higher salary. But that doesn't mean campus life 

is for everyone. Here are some alternatives. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 3:43:11 PM 

Sick bag time? Brits tire of royal wedding mania 

Ig~~""~herels still a month to go until the royal wedding and yet some Britons are already asking: Is it over yet? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 5:01:40 PM 

No 'Mad Men' this summer - are you furious?! 

Ig~~""lltls official. AMC and show creator Matthew Weiner failed to reach a deal in time to bring back the hit 

series before 2012. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 5:03:43 PM 

U.S. consumer confidence slid in March 

u.s. shoppers' worries about juggling rising gas and food prices and other household costs flared up in March, pushing a 

closely watched barometer of sentiment down sharply. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 5:12:35 PM 

Facebook drops uprising page after Israel protest 

Facebook on Tuesday removed a page calling on Palestinians to take up arms against Israel, following a high-profile 

Israeli appeal to the popular social-networking site. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 5:12:42 PM 

Analysis: What's the libya endgame? 

The NBC political unit sums up Obama's speech on Libya, analyzing the answered - and unanswered - questions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 5:31:48 PM 

DOJ official: Muslims face rising discrimination 

American Muslims are seeing more religious discrimination in u.s. communities, workplaces and schools nearly a decade 

after the 9/11 attacks, a Justice Department official says. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 6:06:25 PM 

$30,000 lottery ticket in church collection plate 

Maryland Lottery officials said the pastor of a struggling parish recently came across a generous donation in the 

collection plate -- a $30,000 scratch-off ticket. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 6:20:22 PM 

Life Inc.: The top 10 dying industries in America 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: When was the last time you were in a record store? Yeah, we can't remember either. Here are 

10 industries that, if not dead, are certainly circling the drain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 6:46:43 PM 

Renewed housing drop weighs on economy 

With job growth just beginning to rebound and consumers gloomy about their prospects, a "double dip" in housing 

could put the wider economic recovery at risk. By John W SChoen. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 6:52:22 PM 

HBT: Phillies' aces great, but are they too old? 

Ig~~""IHBT preview: The Lee-Halladay-Hamels-Oswalt rotation undoubtedly will lead the major leagues in ERA 
this season - with relative ease - but there is one variable that could derail them: their age. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 6:58:42 PM 

Top diplomats agree: Gadhafi needs to go 

Ig~~""lworld powers agree Tuesday that Moammar Gadhafi should step down after 42 years as Libya's ruler but 

did not discuss arming the rebels who are seeking to oust him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 7:17:02 PM 

Clooney called as witness in Berlusconi sex trial 

Italian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi has called Hollywood star George Clooney among his defense witnesses when he 

goes on trial next month accused of sleeping with an underaged prostitute, court documents said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 7:25:54 PM 

Jail time for woman accused of faking son's cancer 

A judge ordered a Michigan woman to spend a year in jail Tuesday for scamming thousands of dollars from donors by 

drugging her 12-year-old son to make him appear to have cancer - a sentence that her family complained was too 

lenient. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 7:54:09 PM 

Israel considering annexing West Bank settlements 

Ig~~""llsrael is considering annexing major West Bank settlement blocs if the Palestinians unilaterally seek world 

recognition of a state, an Israeli official said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 7:59:12 PM 

Manslaughter charges possible for BP execs 

Ig~~""IManSlaUghter and perjury are among possible charges that Justice Department investigators are 

exploring in the early stages of their probe into the Gulf oil spill. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 8:05:16 PM 

375-pound shark leaps into boat 

Ig~~""llt's the catch of a lifetime, but it's not clear whether a Texas fisherman landed an 8-foot shark or it landed 

him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 8:11:35 PM 

Syria offers concessions amid wave of unrest 

r-l~aCing an extraordinary wave of popular dissent, Syrian President Bashar Assad fired his Cabinet on 
uesday and promised to end widely despised emergency laws. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 8:19:24 PM 

Are libyan rebels al-Qaida sympathizers? US thinks not 

The commander of NATO forces and Secretary of State Hillary Clinton said Tuesday that there is no evidence that a 

significant portion of the Libyan rebel movement is made up of al-Qaida sympathizers, but they acknowledged that they 

don't know much about the rebels. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 9:00:30 PM 

Home prices falling in most major U.S. cities 

Ig~~""IDamage from the housing bust is spreading to areas once thought to be immune. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 9:18:59 PM 

US launches missile barrage at Tripoli 

u.s. ships and submarines unleashed a barrage of cruise missiles at Libyan missile storage facilities in the Tripoli area late 

Monday and early Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 9:38:04 PM 

Label says 'Monster,' man says he drank mouse 

A Federal Way man got more than an energy boost when he finished a Monster Energy drink and found a dead mouse. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 9:44:47 PM 

FBI investigating bullet hole in jet's fuselage 

The FBI is investigating a bullet hole found in a US Airways jet's fuselage. The hole was detected by a pilot during a pre

flight inspection. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 9:54:35 PM 

Wall Street closes higher after new data 

Stocks finished broadly higher after consumer confidence fell less than some analysts had feared. All 10 company groups 

that make up the S&P 500 index rose by more than 0.3 percent. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 9:55:11 PM 

Gulf sea turtle deaths up, joining dolphin trend 

Federal scientists trying to figure out why dolphin deaths along the Gulf of Mexico are up this year now have a second 

challenge: a sharp jump in sea turtle deaths in some Gulf areas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 10:00:39 PM 

Missing BP laptop had spill victim claim data 

A BP employee lost a laptop containing personal data belonging to thousands of residents who filed claims for 

compensation after the Gulf oil spill, a company spokesman said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/201110:16:40 PM 

Court: Eagle feathers only for American Indians 

Restricting use of eagle parts and feathers to members of federally recognized American Indian tribes for religious 

purposes does not violate the religious freedoms of non-Indians seeking the same right, a federal appeals court ruled 

Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/201110:34:37 PM 

Giambi says Bonds' trainer supplied steroids 

Ig~~""lcolorado Rockies first baseman Jason Giambi says Barry Bonds' personal trainer first sent him steroids at 

the end of 2002. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/201110:36:07 PM 

Supreme Court appearing to favor Wal-Mart 

Ig~~""~he Supreme Court appears ready to block a massive sex discrimination lawsuit against Wal-Mart on 

behalf of up to 1.6 million women. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 10:50:24 PM 

Video: NATO takeover in Libya delayed 

Ig~~""lsecretary of State Hillary Clinton met with u.S. allies and Libyan opposition leaders in London on Tuesday 

to up the pressure on Gadhafi. NBC Chief Foreign Affairs Correspondent Andrea Mitchell reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2011 10:54:40 PM 

Video: Scope of Japan crisis continues to widen 

Ig~~""IAS Japanese government officials admitted Tuesday that its safety measures were insufficient to protect 

the Fukushima nuclear facility from the devastating earthquake and tsunami, fishmongers are feeling the 
effects of rampant radiation fears. NBC's Lee Cowan reports from Tokyo. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/201111:00:34 PM 

Video: FDA: Is food dye making kids see red? 

Ig~~""IAn FDA panel this week will weigh whether there's enough evidence of a connection between food dyes 

and hyperactive behavior in some children to either ban food dyes altogether, or put warning labels on 
products that use them. NBC's Tom Costello reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/201111:05:28 PM 

Video: Quietly assisting Katrina victims in Cajun country 

Ig~~""IMaking a Difference: A community of Mennonites has brought their low-profile way of life to the bayous 

of Louisiana, where they continue to assist Katrina victims more than five years after the disaster struck. 
NBC's Kerry Sanders reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/201111:14:01 PM 

Not born on the bayou, but staying for good 

A community of Mennonites has brought their way of life to the bayous of Louisiana. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/201111:21:54 PM 

Zsa Zsa Gabor in hospital after coughing blood 

Zsa Zsa Gabor returned to hospital for at least the fifth time this year on Tuesday after coughing up blood, a spokesman 

for the ailing actress said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/201111:44:09 PM 

9 dead after infection outbreak in Ala. hospitals 

Nine Alabama hospital patients who were treated with contaminated intravenous feeding bags have died and the maker 

has pulled the product off the market, state health officials said Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/201111:44:31 PM 

Ten things to know about Gov. Chris Christie 

Ig~~""IN.J. Gov. Chris Christie proves there's more to the state than 'Jersey Shore.' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/201112:43:10 AM 

Can US nuke plants handle blackouts? 

Ig~~""IRegUlators will review whether the nation's 104 nuclear reactors are capable of coping with blackouts like 

the one that crippled the Japanese plant, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/201112:54:15 AM 

Obama: 'Gadhafi will ultimately step down' 

President Barack Obama predicted Tuesday that continued u.s. military and diplomatic pressure would force Libyan 

leader Moammar Gadhafi to "ultimately step down." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/20111:28:09 AM 

Wis. judge to state: Anti-union law isn't in effect 

Ig~~""IA Wisconsin judge for the second time directed the state to put on hold an explosive law that strips most 

public workers of nearly all their union bargaining rights. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/20111:59:29 AM 

11 hurt in Chicago shooting, bus crash 

Ig~~""IEleven people were injured when gunmen opened fire Tuesday morning on a Chicago street, apparently 

causing a car to collide with a bus, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 2:01:54 AM 

Twists and turns take over 'Biggest Loser' 

With last week's team shake-ups and shenanigans behind them, it looked as though this week might give the remaining 

contestants a chance to catch their breath. looks can be deceiving. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 2:08:36 AM 

Engineers knew nuke plant was vulnerable to tsunami 

A review of company and regulatory records shows that Japan and its largest utility repeatedly downplayed dangers and 

ignored warnings - including a 2007 tsunami study from Tokyo Electric Power Co's senior safety engineer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 2:47:37 AM 

That's not funny! 'DWTS' cuts its first contestant 

Ig~~""IFans mostly got the first elimination right as they sent funnyman and fancy-footwork-challenged 
"Psycho" Mike Catherwood home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 2:53:03 AM 

Tokyo fish monger fears more radiation leaks 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 3:05:28 AM 

Which season is truly most talented on 'Idol'? 

Ig~~""~he message from Seacrest and the judges is clear: This is the most talented group of finalists ever. If it 

sounds familiar, it's because it was also the theme of the nine previous seasons. But is it accurate? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 3:46:44 AM 

Rough homecoming: Cavs top LeBron, Heat 

Ig~~""[he Cavaliers beat the Heat 102-90 on Tuesday, getting a dose of revenge against LeBron James. James 

finished with a triple double in the loss. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 5:44:37 AM 

Developing nations' rise poses risks for rich ones 

The world's biggest economies are recovering from the Great Recession at troublesome speeds: too fast or too slow. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 9:40:01 AM 

U.S.-born al-Qaida cleric welcomes Arab revolts 

Ig~~""IA U.S.-born al-Qaida preacher believes revolts sweeping the Arab world will help rather than harm the 

Islamist cause by giving its supporters greater scope to speak out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/201110:00:17 AM 

Justice Scalia ticketed after fender-bender 

Ig~~""lu.S. Park Police ticketed Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia after a four-car fender-bender Tuesday 

along the George Washington Parkway. No one was injured in the accident, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/201111:31:04 AM 

How the Girl Scouts built a cookie empire 

Once upon a time, an Oregon Girl Scout troop organized a bake sale. Nearly a century later, the Girl Scouts of America 

command a $700 million cookie empire. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/201112:10:00 PM 

Single men: America's biggest tax cheats 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: Who are the biggest tax cheats in America? Single men under age 45. Sixty-four percent of 

people who admit to fudging their taxes were single men, and 55 percent were under 45 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/201112:20:10 PM 

HBT: Team-by-team baseball season previews 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/201112:52:34 PM 

FDA examines link between food dyes, hyperactivity 

The Food and Drug Administration is weighing a question parents have asked since the 1970s: Do artificial food dyes 

make children hyperactive? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/201112:58:22 PM 

PFT: Pimp in Lawrence Taylor case gets 7-9 years 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 2:07:02 PM 

Private employers add 201,000 jobs 

u.s. private employers added 201,000 jobs in March, while February's figure was revised down slightly, a report by a 

payrolls processor showed on Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 2:37:44 PM 

FAA suspends second controller in one week 

For the second time in one week, an air traffic control supervisor has been suspended - this time for actions that 

caused two planes to get too close together. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 3:49:25 PM 

U.S. eEOs looking to boost hiring 

u.s. chief executives' view of the economy brightened in the first quarter, with more than half now ready to add jobs -- a 

critical step if the economy's recovery is to gain steam. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 3:59:46 PM 

FDA examines link between food dyes, hyperactivity 

The FDA is examining the link between dyes found in everyday foods and hyperactivity in children. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 4:06:05 PM 

Obama talks energy policy as gas prices climb 

Seeking to show he understands the burden of rising gas prices, President Barack Obama set an ambitious goal of 

reducing u.S. oil imports by one-third by 2025, and vowed to break through the political gridlock that has stymied 

similar initiatives for decades. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 4:07:31 PM 

Arc: Butler, VCU are getting more than wins 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 4:25:04 PM 

Egypt presidential election to be held by Nov. 

Egypt's military rulers said on Wednesday that the country's first presidential elections since the ouster of longtime 

President Hosni Mubarak will be held by November at the latest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 4:32:46 PM 

Fake smile? It's all in the eyes 

Ig~~""lwe all know that smiling faces sometimes tell lies, even without the song there to remind us . But now 
there's proof that those fake smiles may not be worth as much as the genuine article. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 4:38:46 PM 

Video: Fake bomb placed on UPS cargo jet 

Ig~~""llnvestigators in Britain have arrested a 26-year-old man who allegedly placed a fake bomb in a package, 

which then ended up on a UPS cargo plane. NBC's Stephanie Gosk reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 4:46:04 PM 

Tame bunny tale 'Hop' skips into blandness 

"Hop" has one of the cutest bunnies you'll ever see and plenty of other eye candy among its computer-generated 

visuals, yet there's not much bounce to the story behind this interspecies buddy comedy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 4:50:49 PM 

Disasters prompt travelers to be prepared 

A well-stocked emergency "go kit" in a carry-on can arm a traveler with tools that may help keep a bad travel situation 

from turning into a full-blown disaster. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 4:57:32 PM 

Syrian president fails to lift emergency laws 

President Bashar ai-Assad defied expectations on Wednesday that he would lift Syria's decades-old emergency law. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 5:06:28 PM 

'Source Code' dazzles until the end 

For a long time, Jake Gyllenhaal's film is a thrilling and challenging puzzle based on a clever idea - until it pushes its 

central gimmick and gets too greedy at the end, that is. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 5:56:23 PM 

Trainer-killing whale returns to SeaWorld show 

Ig~~""[he killer whale that drowned a trainer at SeaWorld last year performed publicly on Wednesday for the 

first time since the death. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 5:58:04 PM 

Congressional pay during a shutdown? Still looks likely 

Many newer members of Congress quit their jobs to run for office. Quite frankly, they say they need the money. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 5:59:07 PM 

Bronx Zoo's Cobra gains fans, spooks Banff Squirrel 

Ig~~""IA mere two days with a (still) unverified Twitter account, the notorious @BronxZoosCobra has amassed 

more than 140,000 followers on her virtual travelogue of New York City. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 6:06:57 PM 

Video: Baby babble! Twin boys chat up a storm 

Ig~~""~ODAY'S Matt Lauer, Meredith Vieira and msnbc's Savannah Guthrie discuss a new viral video of 17-

month-old twin boys, Sam and Ren, whose intense conversation is captivating people online. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 6:08:27 PM 

Video: Website 'hooks up' students for casual sex 

Ig~~""INBC'S Kevin Tibbles reports on the website EduHookups.com, which helps students at the University of 

Chicago, Northwestern and Columbia College in Chicago connect with others who want to meet for 
casual sex. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 6:10:11 PM 

NBC: Copter crash kills 1 Marine, injures 3 

One Marine was killed and three injured when a helicopter crashed into the ocean off the coast of Oahu, a military 

spokesman says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 6:31:32 PM 

Video: N.C. man says, 'Bigfoot growled at me' 

Ig~~""lwhile driving through the hills of North Carolina, Thomas Byers claims he captured Bigfoot on video and 

has posted the images on YouTube. TODAY's Dara Brown speaks with Thomas Byers about his 
experience. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 6:38:59 PM 

How healthy is your county? New report tells 

Startling differences in the health of residents living just a few miles apart are highlighted in a new health rankings 

report that assesses well ness in nearly all the nation's 3,OOO-plus counties. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 7:53:26 PM 

Video: PFT live: Favre not the right fit for Vikings 

Ig~~""IFran Tarkenton says he knows Brett Favre wasn't the right fit in Minnesota and believes the decision to 

put him in as QB has hurt the future of the team. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 7:58:22 PM 

Out of print? Town considers bookless library 

Ig~~""~he writing may be on the wall for the printed word at a Newport Beach, Calif., library that would 

become a community center where Internet would be provided, but books would be ordered a la Netflix. 
The proposal is driven by budget cuts and changing behavior. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 8:03:08 PM 

Can Rainn Wilson escape 'Office' in 'Super'? 

Ig~~""IRainn Wilson has three Emmy nominations to prove how convincing he is as Dwight Schrute on "The 
Office." But is he so good that he'll never work again? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 8:16:12 PM 

Microsoft co-founder Allen blasts Bill Gates 

Ig~~""IMicrosOft Corp co-founder Paul Allen has accused his former business partner Bill Gates of plotting to 
dilute Allen's stake in the world's largest software company. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 8:39:07 PM 

High radiation found far from Japan nuke plant 

Radiation levels recorded at a village about 25 miles from a stricken nuclear power plant are over recommended levels, 

a senior official of the International Atomic Energy Agency says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 9:02:21 PM 

Libya's foreign minister defects 

Ig~~""ILibyan Foreign Minister Moussa Koussa has defected upon landing in London, a close source to the 

minister tells Reuters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 9:07:11 PM 

Authorities probe Mich. plane crash that killed 3 

The pilot of a small plane that crashed into a city park in southern Michigan, killing him and two employees on board, 

was the owner of an auto-parts manufacturing business and had been licensed to fly for years, his brother said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 9:27:38 PM 

Officials OK cheaper type of pricey preterm birth drug 

u.s. officials say they won't stop special pharmacies from making a cheaper version of a new expensive drug that 

prevents preterm labor. The cost had skyrocketed after a company won exclusive rights to sell it. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/201110:01:58 PM 

CIA feelers in Libya; rebels lose lots of ground 

As the rebels lose ground, word surfaces that President Obama has authorized CIA operations in Libya and that the 

agency was using operatives to gather intel for airstrikes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/201110:05:02 PM 

Man held in alleged Craigslist kidnap, rape 

A New York woman who posted a Craigslist ad seeking housing and a "fresh start" in New England was instead held 

captive and raped by a New Hampshire town official, authorities say. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2011 10:34:45 PM 

Low levels of radiation found in U.S. milk 

The Environmental Protection Agency and the Food and Drug Administration say that very low levels of radiation have 

turned up in a sample of milk from the West Coast state of Washington. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/201110:43:41 PM 

Video: Syria president takes hard line toward protests 

Ig~~""lprotesters in Syria took to the streets again on Wednesday after President AI Assad refused to bend to 

pressures from those he claims are outside conspirators, destroying any hope that he might announce 
reforms. NBC's Ron Allen reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/201110:49:38 PM 

Video: EPA admits to glitches in radiation monitors 

Ig~~""IAS the disaster at the Fukushima nuclear power plant in Japan focuses new attention on the way the u.s. 
monitors radiation, problems regarding the monitoring system have since been exposed. NBC's George 

Lewis reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/201111:05:24 PM 

Video: Remembering the Reagan shooting, 30 years later 

Ig~~""IFew people realized at the time how close Ronald Reagan came to dying after he was shot 30 years ago 
today. NBC's Andrea Mitchell looks back at the event that shook a nation. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/201111:08:24 PM 

April Fools' snow set to wallop Northeast 

No joke! Forecasters on Wednesday said it was likely a major storm would hit the Northeast in time for April Fools' Day 

at the end of the week. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/201111:16:01 PM 

XXXXX 

The South Korean electronics giant Samsung may be spying on its own customers, using a program pre-installed on 

laptops that secretly monitors every keystroke. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/201111:31:37 PM 

FBI can't crack murder code - can you? 

Are you good at solving puzzles and cracking codes? If so, the Federal Bureau of Investigation needs your help in 

cracking a code connected to a homicide in Missouri. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/201111:34:15 PM 

Spears sued for $10M over fragrance deal 

Ig~~""IA company sued the pop singer and her father in Los Angeles on Wednesday, claiming the pair 

renegotiated a royalties deal with cosmetics company Elizabeth Arden last year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/201112:13:42 AM 

He's back! Schwarzenegger returns to acting 

Ig~~""IWith his years as governor behind him, Arnold Schwarzenegger will soon return to his acting career with 

a new animated TV series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/201112:38:19 AM 

IV infections examined after 9 hospital deaths 

Medical investigators found that infections linked to contaminated liquid nutrition supplement could have begun two 

months before officials realized there was a widespread problem at Alabama hospitals, the head of the state health 

agency said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/201112:45:38 AM 

Post-coital blues plague a third of young women 

For some young women, sex leaves no afterglow, new research suggests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 2:04:56 AM 

EA's 'Madden' game changing concussion rules 

Concussions in football games are taken more seriously than ever before. And going forward, that will hold true in some 

video games. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 2:29:19 AM 

UK police make explosives arrest near Olympic site 

A security guard was arrested near London's Olympic Stadium site on suspicion of possessing a small amount of an 

explosive substance, but the incident was not considered to be terror-related, police said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 2:54:53 AM 

Cosmic Log: How radiation affects the fish 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Experts say that fish and other marine species shouldn't be as 

affected by Japan's nuclear crisis as species on land, in part because of the different dispersion patterns. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 3:28:43 AM 

PBT: Fan attacks Dominique Wilkins after Hawks game 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 3:33:24 AM 

Dawg, you're wrong! Tyler calls out Randy 

Ig~~""lwhen Pia Toscano sang yet another ballad perfectly, the Aerosmith frontman had to point out that some 

on the panel were wrong to tell her to avoid such tunes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 3:45:42 AM 

Video: Emotions strained as Libyan rebels struggle 

Ig~~""IRichard Engel, NBC News chief foreign correspondent interviews a Libyan rebel about the challenges his 
fellow fighters are facing. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 3:52:33 AM 

Ohio Legislature OKs collective bargaining limits 

The Midwestern state of Ohio, a labor stronghold, assumed center stage Wednesday in America's fight over collective 

bargaining rights for public workers as the state Legislature passed a bill that was in some ways tougher than that seen 

in Wisconsin. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 5:01:13 AM 

1 dead in shootings at Houston school field 

One person was killed and five others were injured Wednesday in a shooting at a football field at a Houston high school 

that witnesses and police said appeared to be gang-related. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 5:54:27 AM 

NY legislature passes $132 billion budget, no new taxes 

The New York state legislature on Thursday passed a $132.5 billion spending plan, closing a $10 billion deficit with no 

new taxes or debt and instead relying on harsh cuts to education and healthcare. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 6:22:12 AM 

Report: Japan evacuees refused treatment 

Hundreds of evacuees from the area around Japan's stricken nuclear power plant are being turned away by hospitals 

and temporary evacuation centers because of fear they may be carrying radiation, a British newspaper reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 6:23:06 AM 

10 injured in fire aboard carrier off San Diego 

Ig~~""IA jet fighter's engine exploded and caught fire Wednesday as it prepared to take off from an aircraft 

carrier off California, injuring 10 sailors, the military said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 8:24:09 AM 

'Dear Mommy. I hope you're alive. Are you okay?' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 8:44:43 AM 

U.S. values profits over jobs 

Ig~~""~he United States is out of step with the rest of the world's richest industrialized nations: Its economy is 

growing faster than theirs but creating far fewer jobs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 8:53:28 AM 

Ariz. death-row inmate asks for mercy, apologizes 

A clemency board will consider whether to recommend delaying or stopping the execution of an Arizona death-row 

inmate convicted of killing two men after raping and torturing them for hours in lake Havasu City in 1987. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 9:42:21 AM 

Bomber kills 12 in attack on convoy in Pakistan 

Ig~~""IA suicide bomber struck a convoy carrying a prominent hardline Islamist leader in northwestern Pakistan 

on Thursday, killing 12 people in what was the second attack that targeted the politician in as many days, 
police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/201110:30:43 AM 

China military seeks to build trust with neighbors 

China's military on Thursday promised to work at building trust with neighboring countries following months of tensions 

with the u.s. and other nations over Beijing's increasingly assertive behavior. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/201110:44:03 AM 

Bombs target Swiss nuclear group, Italian military 

Ig~~...,~wo people were injured when a parcel bomb exploded in the offices of a group representing the Swiss 

nuclear power industry, police said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/201111:43:37 AM 

Muscle cars hit the road again 

Ig~~""~he year 1969 seems to be in the air in Detroit these days, as crosstown rivals Ford and Chevrolet revive 

respected high-performance versions of their popular pony cars. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/201111:48:00 AM 

Your boss: The office referee 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: Here's a reason to have sympathy for your managers: They are spending nearly 20 percent of 

their time dealing with the fact that their employees can't play nice. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/201111:52:25 AM 

ConsumerMan: Imposter scams on the rise 

The Federal Trade Commission says imposter scams are now No.6 on its list of consumer complaints. The commission 

received more than 60,000 complaints about imposter scams last year. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/201112:10:04 PM 

Libyan-Americans head home to fight Gadhafi 

Ig~~""IA number of Libyan-Americans have journeyed home to join the fight against Moammar Gadhafi. 

Msnbc.com's Miranda Leitsinger reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/201112:12:04 PM 

Olympic judo silver medalist Heill dies at 29 

Ig~~""~he Austrian judo federation says former Olympic judo silver medalist Claudia Heill of Austria has 
committed suicide by jumping out of a sixth-story window in central Vienna. She was 29. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/201112:17:55 PM 

Whistleblower suit filed against nuclear plant 

Ig~~""IA former manager at one of California's two nuclear power stations sued the facility's operators on 

Wednesday, claiming he was fired in retaliation for reporting safety concerns. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/201112:31:46 PM 

Video: Caught on tape: Girls fighting girls 

Ig~~""lprosecutors across the country are seeing a dangerous trend of increased girl versus girl violence 

captured on video, and some fear that the cause may be rooted in reality television. NBC's Kerry Sanders 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/201112:33:17 PM 

5 teens accused of gang raping 11-year-old girl 

Ig~~""lprosecutors in southern California are seeking to try four teenage boys as adults in the alleged gang rape 
of an ll-year-old girl in a park bathroom. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/201112:33:41 PM 

HBT: Opening day - don't believe the hype 

HBT: Let them bluster with their F-16 flyovers, gigantic American flags and A-list first-pitch-throwers - the rest of us will 

enjoy baseball without the fuss, a drink to be savored and not chugged. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/201112:37:05 PM 

Video: Cave explorers search unknown waters 

Ig~~""IGIObal explorer Josh Bernstein joined a group of divers who wanted to find unexplored caves and they 

found ancient artifacts, including a ceramic vessel that may have been underwater for 1,800 
years. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/201112:39:23 PM 

NYT journalists in libya 'had two sides against us' 

Recounting being taken captive by pro-Gadhafi forces even as rebels fired on them, reporter Stephen Farrell Thursday 

summarized the dilemma facing four New York Times journalists as their six-day ordeal began: "Do I just run and get 

shot?" 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/201112:39:30 PM 

Israeli map shows nearly 1,000 Hezbollah sites 

Ig~~""~he Israeli military on Thursday released a map detailing what it says are nearly 1,000 underground 

bunkers, weapons storage facilities and monitoring sites built by the militant Hezbollah guerrillas in 
southern Lebanon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/20111:16:00 PM 

GoDaddy CEO kills elephant, videotapes act 

This year, GoDaddy CEO Bob Parsons went on an African vacation and shot an elephant. He recorded the whole thing on 

video. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/20111:24:42 PM 

Lockerbie kin: Libya defector must face justice 

Ig~~""ILibyaIS foreign minister is not being offered immunity from prosecution after his arrival in the U.K., British 

foreign minister William Hague said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/20111:30:15 PM 

First Thoughts: Democrats caving on the budget 

The White House and Senate Democrats keep caving, while House Republicans -- at least publicly -- have yet to budge an 

inch. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/20111:45:40 PM 

Teen plunges 30 feet to death during concert 

A man plunged to his death after he crashed through a window at an arena during a concert, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/20111:46:03 PM 

Touted Buffett successor suddenly resigns 

A top executive of Berkshire Hathaway who was believed to be on the inside track to one day succeed billionaire Warren 

Buffett as CEO has resigned suddenly. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 2:05:29 PM 

Chinese man wakes up - minus his kidney 

Hu Jie, a 26-year-old Chinese migrant worker became saddled by gambling debts and thought he found an easy solution: 

sell a kidney. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 3:01:44 PM 

Jobless claims drop in sign layoffs easing 

Ig~~""IFewer people applied for unemployment benefits last week, a sign that layoffs are slowing and hiring may 

be picking up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 3:35:26 PM 

Billionaire pays $100 million for mansion 

Ig~~""IRussian tech billionaire Yuri Milner has paid the highest known price for a single-family u.s. home ever -

a whopping $100 million. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 3:37:10 PM 

Rise of the superbugs: When drugs don't work 

Ig~~""IDavid Livermore is in a race against evolution. In his north London lab, he holds up an evil-smelling 
culture plate smeared with bacteria. This creamy-yellow growth is the enemy: a new strain of germs 

resistant to the most powerful antibiotics yet devised by humankind. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 3:39:49 PM 

Facebook problems? You may be a guinea pig 

The next time Facebook acts up on you, it may not be a change slipped in under the radar, but an experiment to test 

how you react to different Facebook features. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 4:01:52 PM 

Touted Buffett successor suddenly resigns 

A top executive of Berkshire Hathaway who was believed to be on the inside track to one day succeed billionaire Warren 

Buffett as CEO has resigned suddenly. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 4:02:51 PM 

Video: Jumping shark lands on boat in Texas 

Ig~~""IFishermen in Texas display a 37S-pound shark that jumped onto the back of their fishing boat. Jason 
Kresse talks with TODAY.com's Dara Brown about his poleless, 8-foot-long catch. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 4:23:04 PM 

Snickers bar helped in $319 million jackpot win 

Seven state workers on Thursday were awarded the $319 million jackpot that they won in last week's Mega Millions 

lottery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 4:28:22 PM 

Ex-cops get long terms in Katrina killing 

Ig~~""IA federal judge sentences two former New Orleans police officers for their roles in the shooting death of 

a man and the burning of his body after Hurricane Katrina. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 4:38:32 PM 

Video: Chinese boy, 3, tops charts at 132 pounds 

Ig~~""~hree-year-Old Lu Hao's parents say their son weighed just over 5 pounds at birth but now tips the scales 
at 132 pounds. TODAY.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 4:43:00 PM 

Soldier admits sneaking into Auschwitz during WWII 

Ig~~""llt took him more than 60 years to break his silence, but in a new book 92-year-old Denis Avey tells the 

story of how he broke into Auschwitz concentration camp twice to witness for himself the horrors of the 
Holocaust. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 5:28:07 PM 

Betty White to host new NBC reality show 

Ig~~""~he unstoppable Betty White is taking on reality TV with a hidden-camera show that turns senior citizens 

into merry pranksters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 5:45:34 PM 

Senators question FDA's response to tainted wipes 

Two U.S. senators on Thursday asked the federal Food and Drug Administration to answer for its handling of 

investigations into millions of recalled medical prep products tied to serious infections and death. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 6:01:55 PM 

Video: Politician regrets 'chocolate covered' remark 

Ig~~""IA South Carolina city councilwoman says her remark calling for a "chocolate covered" city event was off 

the top of her head, and regrets saying it, though she does want more inclusive events in the future. 
WSAV's Joann Merrigan reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 6:11:42 PM 

Samsung laptop spyware likely a false alarm 

As the confused character Emily Litella would have said in Gilda Radner's famous "Saturday Night Live" skits - never 

mind. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 6:13:55 PM 

Scots ask to question libyan defector on Lockerbie 

Ig~~""lscottish prosecutors are seeking to question Libya's ex-foreign minister Moussa Koussa, who has 

defected, about his knowledge of the 1988 bombing of Pan Am 103. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 6:45:51 PM 

Where's the spending squabble heading? 

Ig~~""IHereJs a look where the budget debate stands when it comes to funding the government for the rest of 

this fiscal year and why Democrats and Republicans are struggling to strike a deal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 7:00:22 PM 

Defiant Gadhafi calls on enemies to resign 

Troops loyal to Moammar Gadhafi knocked back rebels for a third straight day Thursday but there were signs that the 

embattled regime is cracking at the highest levels: the defection of the second top official in roughly 48 hours. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 7:24:56 PM 

NBC News: Missing Bronx zoo cobra found 

Ig~~""~he poisonous Egyptian cobra that vanished from its quarters at the Bronx zoo last week has been found, 

NBC News has learned. Sources say the snake is now in quarantine. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 7:48:27 PM 

Chipper, Heyward, lowe help Braves beat Nats 2-0 

Ig~~""lwelcome back, Chipper. Nice way to start, Fredi. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 7:55:08 PM 

Wis. judge halts governor's union law plans 

Ig~~""IA Wisconsin judge did what thousands of pro-union protesters and boycotting Democratic lawmakers 

couldn't: He halted a plan to cut most public workers' pay and strip them of most of their union rights. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 8:14:09 PM 

Teixeira, Granderson homer as Yanks win opener 

Ig~~""lcurtis Granderson hit a go-ahead homer leading off the seventh inning and Mark Teixeira had a three-run 
shot off Justin Verlander, lifting New York over the Detroit Tigers 6-3 Thursday in the first regular-season 

game played in the Bronx in March. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 8:35:02 PM 

Video: Gadhafi troops outgun rebels 

Ig~~""IDesPite that high-profile defection, on the ground it's Gadhafi's troops who are making gains. They've re
taken the oil towns of Ras Lanuf and Brega, and are now threatening Aj-daabiya. Each time the 

opposition try to advance they are forced back in disarray - as lTV's Geraint Vincent has witnessed. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 8:48:46 PM 

April Fools' storm threatens 'major travel disruption' 

A no-joke April Fool's snowstorm swirled toward the Northeast Thursday, a cruel prank on a region that was finally 

seeing a reprieve from its long, white winter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 8:56:17 PM 

Boehner signals compromise in budget talks 

Ig~~""IDesPite fresh pressure from tea party conservatives, House Speaker John Boehner said Thursday that 
Republicans "can't impose our will" on the White House and Senate Democrats on legislation to cut tens 

of billions of dollars in federal spending. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 9:29:33 PM 

Entomb? Cement pumps flown in to nuke plant 

Ig~~""lsome of the world's largest cement pumps are en route to Japan's stricken nuclear plant, initially to help 

douse areas with water but possibly to entomb the site as was done in Chernobyl. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 9:33:33 PM 

Hernandez's walk-off HR lifts Reds 

Ig~~""IRamon Hernandez hit a two-out, three-run homer in the bottom of the ninth inning Thursday, rallying the 
Cincinnati Reds to a 7-6 victory over the Milwaukee Brewers in an opening-day flashback to their NL 

Central title season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 9:34:14 PM 

Waitresses fired when new uniforms don't fit 

Sixteen cocktail waitresses at Resorts Casino Hotel in Atlantic City were fired after being told they're not a fit for the 

casino's new sexy uniforms. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 9:47:30 PM 

FDA panel: No warning needed on food dye 

An advisory panel to the Food and Drug Administration has recommended that the agency further study the link 

between food coloring and childhood hyperactivity, but said products that contain the dyes do not need package 

warnings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2011 9:48:51 PM 

400-year-old King James Bible found in English church 

A printing error helped a 12th century English village church realize it owned a rare 400-year-old King James Bible, the 

book that changed the world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/201110:53:36 PM 

Video: GE CEO defends tax record 

Ig~~""~effrey Immelt on Thursday said the company paid no federal income taxes in 2010 because of losses 

during the financial crisis and that he does not intend to resign from the president's jobs council. NBC's 
Lisa Myers reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/201110:59:38 PM 

ID theft: 4,000 'kids' found with loans, gun licenses 

10 theft targeting children is much more common than previously thought, and the crooks may be specifically targeting 

kids because their personal information is "clean" of financial obligations, and the fake identities created using it can be 

used for years before the crime is detected, new research suggests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/201111:08:11 PM 

Gadhafi relying on wavering tribal support 

Ig~~""~he biggest danger to Moammar Gadhafi is not the rebel forces struggling to march on his capital. It's 

more likely to be the crumbling of the remaining, fragile support for his regime. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/201111:08:46 PM 

Video: Kids find their voices in the 'High-Five Choir' 

Ig~~""IMaking A Difference: A unique school music program is teaching students of all abilities to embrace and 
share their love for music. NBC's Kevin Tibbles reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/201111:49:03 PM 

Hacker wipes out whole season of TV show 

Ig~~""~he producer of the syndicated children's TV series "Zodiac Island" claims that an entire season of the 

show has been wiped out thanks to a fired employee at its data-hosting company who hacked into 
networked computers and destroyed its work. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/201111:50:26 PM 

Study: PSA test doesn't cut death risk 

The longest study yet on prostate cancer testing provides more evidence that getting screened doesn't cut the chances 

of dying from the disease. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/201111:52:19 PM 

Politicians and power players who don't have kids 

Ig~~""IA look at some of the most powerful people who don't have children. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/201112:03:32 AM 

AMC, 'Mad Men' creator sign deal 

Ig~~""~he new agreement means the show will be back not just for seasons five and six, but also a potential 

seventh season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/201112:14:02 AM 

Gates: Others should arm Libyan rebels 

Defense Secretary Robert Gates said on Thursday it should not be up to Washington to train and assist Libyan rebels or 

do nation-building after any fall of Moammar Gadhafi - jobs better left to others. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/201112:17:33 AM 

Zimbabwe mass grave becomes political propaganda 

Ig~~""IHundreds of skeletons found in a remote mine shaft have brought a macabre thrust to election 

campaigning in Zimbabwe - but the presence of some corpses still with skin, hair and body fluids has 
raised doubts over claims white colonial-era troops committed the massacres more than 30 years ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/201112:21:25 AM 

Waitresses fired when new uniforms don't fit 

Sixteen cocktail waitresses at Resorts Casino Hotel in Atlantic City were fired after being told they're not a fit for the 

casino's new sexy uniforms. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/201112:51:22 AM 

Maybin, Padres go extra to knock off Cardinals 

Cameron Maybin tied it with a two-out homer in the ninth inning and grounded a single that led to the go-ahead run in 

the 11th Thursday as the San Diego Padres opened with a 5-3 win over the St. louis Cardinals. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/20111:00:08 AM 

Help wanted: u.s. workers to fix Japan reactor 

As foreign assignments go this must be just about the most dangerous going. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/20111:15:50 AM 

NYT: Crises, economy test Japan's young 

Young people face an uncertain landscape, with Japan's economy hobbled and its national pride bruised by triple 

disasters. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/20111:19:21 AM 

9 shows to watch until 'Mad Men' returns 

Yes, it'll be a long wait until the hit show returns, but in the meantime, here are a few suggestions for programs that can 

replace what you love about the "Mad"ness in your life. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/20111:23:58 AM 

Cartels plot to kill US agents, congressman says 

Ig~~""IMembers of Mexican drug cartels have been ordered to shoot u.s. agents from across the border using 

AK-47 assault rifles, Texas congressman says, citing law enforcement bulletins. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/20111:31:14 AM 

Fighting rages in Ivory Coast's main city 

Ig~~""IForces trying to install Alassane Ouattara as Ivory Coast's democratically elected president attacked the 

residence of incumbent Laurent Gbagbo early Friday, a spokesman for Ouattara's government said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/2011 2:40:31 AM 

'Idol' kicks off double elimination with a big lie 

Ig~~""lln contrast to last week, when everyone was shocked to see Casey Abrams with the lowest number of 

votes, this time things went as expected. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/20113:01:16 AM 

Celtics snap funk, send Spurs to 5th loss in a row 

Ig~~""IRajOn Rondo had 22 points and 14 assists, Paul Pierce scored 21 and the Boston Celtics stopped slipping 

further from first in the Eastern Conference, beating the slumping San Antonio Spurs 107 -97 on Thursday 
night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/20113:10:07 AM 

HBT's opening day recap: Yanks get season rolling 

Ig~~""IHBT'S opening day recap: With two sweet catches and a tiebreaking home run, the Yankees' Curtis 

Granderson kicks off the 2011 season in a big way. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/20113:17:28 AM 

Davis: VCU, Butler crashed Final Four, but with opposite styles 

Ig~~""IDavis: It's a whole different ballgame in the Final Four. Finding a way to stop VCU's variety of offensive 

options might be more complicated for Butler. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/2011 3:18:10 AM 

Dodgers' Kershaw too much for champion Giants 

Ig~~""lclayton Kershaw struck out nine in seven dominant innings and the Dodgers beat the defending World 
Series champion Giants 2-1 in their season opener Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/20114:14:12 AM 

Ivory Coast fighters descend on main city 

Ig~~""IFighters trying to install Ivory Coast's democratically elected president descended Thursday on its largest 

city and seat of power, poised for a final push to unseat the entrenched ruler. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/20114:45:18 AM 

Arc: 'Winning' only word that fits Calipari 

Ig~~""IBeYOnd the Arc: Kentucky coach often accused of being many things -- a cheater, a charmer, a slick 

dresser and poor XS and Os coach. None are quite right. But winning? That's it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/20115:03:46 AM 

Highway deaths lowest level since 1949 

Ig~~""IHighWay deaths have plummeted to their lowest levels in more than 60 years, helped by more people 

wearing seat belts, better safety equipment in cars and efforts to curb drunken driving. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/2011 5:48:39 AM 

Former aide says she saw trainer inject Bonds 

Ig~~""~ears streaming from her eyes, Barry Bonds' former personal shopper became the first and only one of 
the government's 23 witnesses at his federal trial to say she saw the all-time home run leader getting an 

injection from his trainer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/20116:24:41 AM 

Coulter brings conservative rebuttal to Wyoming 

Ig~~""IAnn Coulter delivered her edgy brand of conservatism to a mostly receptive audience at the University of 

Wyoming Thursday night, where memories are still fresh of the school's controversial handling last year 
of a former 1960s radical's speech. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/2011 7:33:08 AM 

Fight night at Staples: lakers rout Mavs 

Ig~~""IKobe Bryant scored 28 points, Andrew Bynum had 18 points and 13 rebounds, and the Los Angeles Lakers 
defeated the Dallas Mavericks 110-82 in a testy affair in which five players were ejected Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/2011 8:05:59 AM 

Worried over radiation in US milk? Don't be 

So now Japan's radioactive fallout is showing up in milk on the u.S. West Coast. Not to worry, though. It turns out that 

traces of radioactivity are in many foods we eat, the air we breathe and the water we swim in. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/20118:42:25 AM 

Report: Fukushima nuke workers expect to die 

The workers at Japan's stricken nuclear power plant - known as the Fukushima SO - expect some of them will die 

within weeks or months, the mother of one has reportedly said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/20119:05:53 AM 

Okla. woman fights to keep paralyzed kangaroo 

Ig~~""IA woman suffering from depression has found solace in the company of a partially paralyzed kangaroo 1 

but local officials worry that the animal could become a safety risk. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/20119:45:49 AM 

Celebrity polar bear Knut drowned, expert says 

Ig~~""IGermanyls celebrity polar bear Knut died from drowning after collapsing due to swelling of his brain and 

falling into his enclosure's pool, an expert said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/20119:45:49 AM 

Celebrity polar bear Knut drowned, expert says 

Germany's celebrity polar bear Knut died from drowning after collapsing due to swelling of his brain and falling into his 

enclosure's pool, an expert said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/2011 9:46:13 AM 

Two skydivers die after colliding in midair 

Two skydivers fell hundreds of feet to their deaths Thursday after colliding over Perris Valley Airport in Riverside County, 

authorities said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/201110:04:16 AM 

US set to end combat missions over Libya 

The Pentagon is about to pull its attack planes out of the international air campaign in Libya, hoping NATO partners can 

take up the slack. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/201111:11:57 AM 

Lost WWII Eisenhower speech found at Met 

Ig~~""IAS commander of Allied forces during World War II, u.s. Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower explicitly ordered his 

troops to safeguard objects of cultural and historical importance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/201111:29:03 AM 

Cops: Raid nets $14 million stuffed in bags 

Mexican police say they recovered bags believed to contain 167 million pesos ($14 million) stolen in an armed robbery 

of a cash transporting company. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/201111:37:34 AM 

Nike goes to pot with Cheech & Chong shoe 

Ig~~""lcheech & Chong, the '70s pot-smoking comedy duo, will be paid homage with an eponymous Nike 

sneaker on April 20, the unofficial international holiday for marijuana tokers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/201111:42:28 AM 

Give a little, get a little: Toms Shoes finds niche 

Ig~~""~oms Shoes is in many ways a zeitgeist for our times, run by a former reality television contestant, reliant 
on social media and using giving to build a for-profit business. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/201112:13:19 PM 

Guilty: Ex-gang member shot 5 in 17 seconds 

Ig~~""IA 24-year-old man was convicted Thursday of a deadly shooting outside a restaurant following a dispute 

over spilled Champagne. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/201112:37:46 PM 

Ssssearch is over: Missing Bronx Zoo cobra found 

The venomous Egyptian cobra that vanished from her quarters at the Bronx Zoo last week was found on Thursday, safe, 

sound and all coiled up in a dark corner of the zoo's reptile house. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/1/201112:39:00 PM 

Video: Lohan hits the street, face down, outside bar 

Ig~~""~roubled actress Lindsay Lohan was photographed face down on a New York City street Wednesday 

night, and now people are questioning whether she was intoxicated and what effect this latest antic will 
have on her pending criminal case. (TODAY) 

View article ... 
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